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PASSAGES FROM HAWTHORNE'S NOTE-BOOKS.

I.

[ Mr. Hawthorne's note-books, comprising several volumes of closely written memoranda, were found in

his study after his decease. Extracts from these interesting pages will from time to time be printed in this

magazine, just as he left them. They are the records of his every-day life, and as such will be welcome to

all who appreciate his genius and love his memory.]

OALEM, June 15,- 1835. A walk
vJ down to the Juniper. The shore

of the coves strewn with bunches of

sea -weed, driven in by recent winds.

Eel-grass, rolled and bundled up, and

entangled with it, large marine vege-

tables, of an olive color, with round,

slender, snake-like stalks, four or five

feet long, and nearly two feet broad :

these are the herbage of the deep sea.

Shoals of fishes, at a little distance from

the shore, discernible by their fins out

of water. Among the heaps of sea-

weed there were sometimes small pie-
ces of painted wood, bark, and other

driftage. On the shore, with pebbles of

granite, there were round or oval pieces
of brick, which the waves had rolled

about, till they resembled a natural min-
eral. Huge stones tossed about, in ev-

ery variety of confusion, some shagged
all over with sea-weed, others only part-

ly covered, others bare. The old ten-

gun battery, at the outer angle of the

Juniper, very verdant, and besprinkled
with white -weed, clover, and butter-

cups. The juniper-trees are very aged
and decayed and moss-grown. The

grass about the hospital is rank, being

trodden, probably, by nobody but my-
self. There is a representation of a ves-

sel under sail, cut with a penknife, on

the corner of the house.

Returning by the almshouse, I stopped
a good while to look at the pigs, a great

herd, who seemed to be just finishing

their suppers. They certainly are types
of unmitigated sensuality, some stand-

ing in the trough, in the midst of their

own and others' victuals, some thrust-

ing their noses deep into the food,

some rubbing their backs against a post,

some huddled together between sleep-

ing: and waking, breathing hard, all

wallowing about ;
a great boar swagger-

ing round, and a big sow waddling along

Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1865, by TICKNOR AND FIE-LDS, in the Clerk's Office
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2 Passages from Hawthorne s Note-Books. [January,

with her huge paunch. Notwithstand- after another, walked' quietly to his

ing the unspeakable defilement with mother, and began to suck, just wet-

which these strange sensualists spice ting his lips, not being very hungry,
all their food, they seem to. have a quick Then he rubbed his head, alternately,

and delicate sense of smell. What ridic- with each hind leg. He was a graceful

ulous-looking animals ! Swift himself little beast.

could not have imagined anything nas- I bathed in the cove, overhung with

tier than what they practise by the mere maples and walnuts, the water cool and

impulse of natural genius. Yet the thrilling. At a distance it sparkled
Shakers keep their pigs very clean, and bright and blue in the breeze and sun.

with great advantage. The legion of There were jelly-fish swimming about,
devils in the herd of swine, what a and several left to melt away on the

scene it must have been ! shore. On the shore, sprouting amongst
Sunday evening, going by the jail, the sand and gravel, I found samphire,

the setting sun kindled up the windows growing somewhat like asparagus. It

most cheerfully ;
as if there were a is an excellent salad at this season, salt,

bright, comfortable light within its dark- yet with an herb-like vivacity, and very
some stone wall. tender. I strolled slowly through the

pastures, watching my long shadow

June 1 8. A walk in North Salem making grave, fantastic gestures in the

in the decline of yesterday afternoon, sun. It is a pretty sight to see the sun-

beautiful weather, bright, sunny, with a shine brightening the entrance of a road

western or northwestern wind just cool which shortly becomes deeply overshad-

enough, and a slight superfluity of heat, owed by trees on both sides. At the

The verdure, both of trees and grass, is Cold Spring, three little girls, from six

now in its prime, the leaves elastic, all to nine, were seated on the stones in

life. The grass-fields are plenteously which the fountain is set, and paddling
bestrewn with white-weed, large spaces in the water. It was a pretty picture,

looking as white as a sheet of snow, and would have 'been prettier, if they
at a distance, yet with an indescribably had shown bare little legs, instead of

warmer tinge than snow, living white, pantalets. Very large trees overhung
intermixed with living green. The hills them, and the sun was so nearly gone
and hollows beyond the Cold Spring down that a pleasant gloom made the

copiously -shaded, principally with oaks spot sombre, in contrast with these light

of good growth, and some walnut-trees, and laughing little figures. On perceiv-
with the rich sun brightening in the ing me, they rose up, tittering among
midst of the open spaces, and mellow- themselves. It seemed that there was

ing and fading into the shade, and sin- a sort of playful malice in those who

gle trees, with their cool spot of shade first saw me
;
for they allowed the other

in the waste of sun : qujte a picture of to keep on paddling, without warning

beauty, gently picturesque. The sur- her of my approach. I passed along,
face of the land is so varied, with wood- and heard them come chattering be-

7 O
land mingled, that the eye cannot reach hind,

far away, except now and then in vistas

perhaps across the river, showing hous- June. 22. I rode to Boston in the

es, or a church and surrounding village, afternoon with Mr. Proctor. It was a
in Upper Beverly. In one of the sunny coolish day, with clouds and intermit-

bits of pasture, walled irregularly in with ting sunshine, and a pretty fresh breeze,

oak-shade, I saw a gray mare feeding, We stopped about an hour at the Mav-
and, as I drew near, a colt sprang up erick House, in the sprouting branch
from amid the grass, a very small colt, of the city, at East Boston, a stylish
He looked me in the face, and I tried house, with doors painted in imitation

to startle him, so as to make him gal- of oak; a large bar; bells ringing; the

lop ; but he stretched his long legs, one bar-keeper calls out, when a bell rings,
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"Number "; then a waiter replies, shop across the street were closed, but

" Number answered"; and scampers I saw people enter it. There were two

up stairs. A ticket is given by the hos- owls in a back court, visible through

tier, on taking the horse and chaise, a window of the bar-room, --
speckled-

which is returned to the bar -keeper gray, with dark-blue eyes,
-- the queer-

when the chaise is wanted. The land- est-looking birds that exist, so sol-

lord was fashionably dressed, with the emn and wise, dozing away the day,

whitest of linen, neatly plaited, and as much like the rest of the people, only

courteous as a Lord Chamberlain. Vis- that they looked wiser than any others,

itors from Boston thronging the house, Their hooked beaks looked like hooked

some standing at the bar, watching noses. A dull scene this. A stranger,

the process of preparing tumblers of here and there, poring over a newspa-

punch, others sitting at the windows per. Many of the stage-folk sitting in

of different parlors, some with faces chairs on the pavement, in front of the

flushed, puffing cigars. The bill of fare door.

for the day was stuck up beside the bar. We went to the top of the hill which

Opposite this principal hotel there was formed part of Gardiner Greene's es-

another, called " The Mechanics," which tate, and which is now in the process of.

seemed to be equally thronged. I sus- levelling, and pretty much taken away,

pect that the company were about on a except the highest point, and a narrow

par in each ;
for at the Maverick House, path to ascend to it. It gives an admi-

though well dressed, they seemed to rable view of the city, being almost as

be merely Sunday gentlemen, mostly high as the steeples and the dome of

young fellows, clerks in dry -goods the State House, and overlooking the

stores being the aristocracy of them, whole mass of brick buildings and slat-

One, very fashionable in appearance, ed roofs, with glimpses of streets far

with a handsome cane, happened to below. It was really a pity to take it

stop by me and lift up his foot, and I down. I noticed the stump of a very
noticed that the sole of his boot (which large elm, recently felled. No house in

was exquisitely polished) was all worn the city could have reared its roof so

out. I apprehend that some such minor high as the roots of that tree, if indeed

deficiencies might have been detected the church-spires did so.

in the general showiness of most of On our drive home we passed through
them. There were girls, too, but not Charlestown. Stages in abundance were

pretty ones, nor, on the whole, such passing the road, burdened with passen-

good imitations of gentility as the young gers inside and out; also chaises and
men. There were as many people as barouches, horsemen and footmen. We
are usually collected at a muster, or on are a community of Sabbath-breakers !

similar occasions, lounging about, with-

out any apparent enjoyment; but the August 31. A drive to Nahant yes-
observation of this may serve me to terday afternoon. Stopped at Rice's,

make a sketch of the mode of spending and afterwards walked down to the

the Sabbath by the majority of unmar- steamboat wharf to see the passengers
ried, young, middling-class people, near land. It is strange how few good faces

a great town. Most of the people had there are in the world, comparatively to

smart canes and bosom-pins. the ugly ones. Scarcely a single come-

Crossing the ferry into Boston, we ly one in all this collection. Then to

went to the City Tavern, where the bar- the hotel. Barouches at the doors, and
room presented a Sabbath scene of re- gentlemen and ladies going to drive, and

pose,
- -

stage
- folk lounging in chairs, gentlemen smoking round the piazza,

half asleep, smoking cigars, generally The bar- keeper had one of Benton's

with clean linen and other niceties of mint -drops for a bosom - brooch ! It

apparel, to mark the day. The doors made a very handsome one. I crossed

and blinds of an oyster and refreshment the beach for home about sunset. The
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tide was so far down as just to give me
a passage on the hard sand, between the

sea and the loose gravel. The sea was

calm and smooth, with only the surf-

waves whitening along the beach. Sev-

eral ladies and gentlemen on horseback

were cantering and galloping before and

behind me.

A hint of a story, some incident

which should bring on a general war ;

and the chief actor in the incident to

have something corresponding to the

mischief he had caused.

1835, September 7. A drive to Ips-

wich with B . At the tavern was
an old, fat, country major, and another

old fellow, laughing and playing offjokes
on each other, one tying a ribbon up-
on the other's hat. One had been a

trumpeter to the major's troop. Walk-

ing about town, we knocked, for a whim,
at the door of a dark old house, and in-

quired if Miss Hannah Lord lived there.

A woman of about thirty came to the

door, with rather a confused smile, and

a disorder about the bosom of her dress,

as if she had been disturbed while nurs-

ing her child. She answered us with

great kindness.

Entering the burial-ground, where
some masons were building a tomb, we
found a good many old monuments, and
several covered with slabs of red free-

stone or slate, and with arms sculptured
on the slab, or an inlaid circle of slate.

On one slate grave-stone, of the Rev.

Nathl. Rogers, there was a portrait of

that worthy, about a third of the size of

life, carved in relief, with his cloak, band,
and wig, in excellent preservation, all

the buttons of his waistcoat being cut

with great minuteness, the minister's

nose being on a level with his cheeks.

It was an upright grave-stone. Return-

ing home, I held a colloquy with a young
girl about the right road. She had come
out to feed a pig, and was confused, and
also a little suspicious that we were

making fun of her, yet answered us with

a shy laugh and good-nature, the pig
all the time squealing for his dinner.

Displayed along the walls, and sus-

pended from the pillars 01 the original

King's Chapel, were coats-of-arms of

the king, the successive governors, and
other distinguished men. In the pulpit
there was an hour-glass on a large and
elaborate brass stand. The organ was
surmounted by a gilt crown in the cen-

tre, supported by a gilt mitre on each

side. The governor's pew had Corin-

thian pillars, and crimson damask tap-

estry. In 1727 it was lined with china,

probably tiles.

Saint Augustin, at mass, charged all

that were accursed to go out of the

church. " Then a dead body arose, and
went out of the church into the church-

yard, with a white cloth on its head,
and stood there till mass was over. It

was a former lord of the manor, whom
a curate had cursed because he refused

to pay his tithes. A justice also com-
manded the dead curate to arise, and

gave him a rod
;
and the dead lord,

kneeling, received penance thereby."
He then ordered the lord to go again
to his grave, which he did, and fell im-

mediately to ashes. Saint Augustin
offered to pray for the curate, that he

might remain on earth to confirm men
in their belief ;. but the curate refused,

because he was in the place of rest.

A sketch to be given of a modern

reformer, a type of the extreme doc-

trines on the subject of slaves, cold

water, and other such topics. He goes
about the streets haranguing most elo-

quently, and is on the point of making

many converts, when his labors are

suddenly interrupted by the appearance
of the keeper of a mad-house, whence

he has escaped. Much may be made
of this idea.

The world is so sad and solemn,

that things meant in jest are liable, by
an overpowering influence, to become

dreadful earnest,
- -

gayly dressed fan-

tasies turning to ghostly and black-clad

images of themselves.

A story, the hero of which is to be

represented as naturally capable of deep
and strong passion, and looking forward

to the time when he shall feel passion-
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ate love, which is to be the great event the shore above, and more faintly glim-
of his existence. But it so chances that mering under water, all perfect, but

he never falls in love ; and although somewhat more hazy and indistinct than

he gives up the expectation of so doing, the reality. There were many clouds

and marries calmly, yet it is somewhat flitting about the sky ;
and the picture

sadly, with sentiments merely of esteem of each could be traced in the water,
for his bride. The lady might be one the ghost of what was itself unsubstan-

who had loved him early in life, but tial. The rattling of wheels heard long
whom then, in his expectation of pas- and far through the town. Voices of

sionate love, he had scorned. people talking on the other side of the

river, the tones being so distinguish-
The scene of a story or sketch to be able in all their variations that it seem-

laid within the light of a street-lantern ; ed as if what was there said might be
the time, when the lamp is near going understood

; but it was not so.

out
;
and the catastrophe to be simul-

taneous with the last flickering gleam.
Two persons might be bitter enemies

through life, and mutually cause the ru-

The peculiar weariness and depres-
in of one another, and of all that were

sion of spirits which is felt after a day dear to them. Finally, meeting at the

wasted in turning over a magazine or funeral of a grandchild, the offspring

other light miscellany, different from of a son and daughter married without

the state of the mind after severe study ;
their consent, and who, as well as

because there has been no excitement, the child, had been the victims of their

no difficulties to be overcome, but the hatred, they might discover that the

spirits have evaporated insensibly. supposed ground of the quarrel was al-

together a mistake, and then be wofully
To represent the process by wihch reconciled,

sober truth gradually strips off all the

beautiful draperies with which imagi-
Two Persons >

bJ mutual agreement,

nation has enveloped a beloved object,
to make their Wllls in each other '

s fa'

till from an angel she turns out to be
vor ' then to wait imPatiently for one

a merely ordinary woman. This to be
another '

s death
>
and both to be inform-

done without caricature, perhaps with
ed of the desired event at the same

a quiet humor interfused, but the pre-
time ' Both

'
in most Jy us sorrow

>

vailing impression to be a sad one.
hasten to be Present at the funeral,

The story might consist of the various
meet

'
and find themselves both hoaxed,

alterations in the feelings of the absent The story of a man, cold and hard-

lover, caused by successive events that hearted, and acknowledging no brother-

display the true character of his mis- hood with mankind. At his death they
tress ; and the catastrophe should take might try to dig him a grave, but, at a
place at their meeting, when he finds little space beneath the ground, strike
himself equally disappointed in her per- upon a rock, as if the earth refused to
son

; or the whole spirit of the thing receive the unnatural son into her bos-

may here be reproduced. om . Then they would put him into

Last evening, from the opposite shore
an ld sePulcl

";
e wher

f
the

^
coffins and

of the North River, a view of the town ^es were all turned to dust, and so

mirrored in the water, which was as
he uld be al n

f'
en th" ^

smooth as glass, with no perceptible
WOuld Petr ' f

y;.
and he havmg died in

tide or agitation, except a trifling swell ?
me cl

^tenst,c
act and expression,

and reflux on the sand, although the
h * WOU

u
ld

-
seem

>
through endless ages

shadow of the moon danced in it The
f death

'
tO
f^

1

^'f^
a

.

S hfe
'
and

picture of the town perfect in the wa-
j?

ne W uM be buned m that tOmb

ter,
- - towers of churches, houses, with

here and there a light gleaming near Cannon transformed to church-bells.
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A scold and a blockhead, brimstone reason that translations are never sat-

and wood, a good match. isfactory, and less so, I should think,

To make one's own reflection in a
tO One wh

f
' than tO Wh ^

mirror the subject of a story.
pronounce the language.

In a dream to wander to some place
A Person to be writing a tale, and

where may be heard the complaints of to find that : L shaPes itself against his

all the miserable on earth.
intentions

; that the characters act oth-

erwise than he thought ; that unfore-
Some common quality or circum- seen events occur

;
and a catastrophe

stance that should bring together peo- comes which he strives in vain to avert,

pie the most unlike in all other respects, It might shadow forth his own fate,
and make a brotherhood and sisterhood he having made himself one of the per-
of them, the rich and the proud find- senates,

ing themselves in the same category
with the mean and the despised.

li is a singular thing, that at the dis-

tance, say, of five feet, the work of the

A person to consider himself as the greatest dunce looks just as well as

prime mover of certain remarkable that of the greatest genius, that lit-

events, but to discover that his actions tie space being all the distance between
have not contributed in the least there- genius and stupidity,
to. Another person to be the cause,

without suspecting it.
M ' Sigourney says, after Coleridge,

that "poetry has been its own exceed-

October 25, 1835. A person or fam- ing great reward." For the writing,

ily long desires some particular good, perhaps ; but would it be so for the

At last it comes in such profusion as reading ?

to be the great pest of their lives.
Four precepts : TO break oil cus-

A man, perhaps with a persuasion toms ; to shake off spirits ill-disposed ;

that he shall make his fortune by some to meditate on youth ; to do nothing

singular means, and with an eager long- against one's genius,

ing so to do, while digging or boring
for water, to strike upon a salt-spring.

**** AuSust 3i, 1836. -A walk,

yesterday, down to the shore, near the

To have one event operate in sev- hospital. Standing on the old grassy
eral places, as, for example, if a man's battery, that forms a semicircle, and

head were to be cut off in one townr looking seaward. The sun not a great
men's heads to drop off in several way above the horizon, yet so far as to

towns. give a very golden brightness, when it

shone out. Clouds in the vicinity of
Follow out th

e>
fantasy of a man

the and ^ the ^
taking his .life by instalments, instead

coyered whh ^^ -

n ^
of at one payment

- -
say ten years of

a uniformity of cloud A fresh
life alternately with ten years of sus- ^^ ^ f/Qm land^^ Jf
pended animation.

it had been blowing from tfae ^ it

Sentiments in a. foreign language, would have raised it in heavy billows,

which merely convey the sentiment, and caused it to dash high against the

without retaining to the reader any rocks. But now its surface was not at

graces of style or harmony of sound, all commoved with billows ; there was
have somewhat of the charm of thoughts only roughness enough to take off the

in one's own mind that have not yet gleam, and give it the aspect of iron

been put into words. No possible after cooling. The clouds above added

words that we might adapt to them to the black appearance. A few sea-

could realize the unshaped beauty that birds were flitting over the water, only

they appear to possess. This is the visible at moments, when they turned
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their white bosoms towards me, as mals, questions whether there may not

if they were then first created. The be an abyss of waters within the globe,
sunshine had a singular effect. The communicating with the ocean, and

clouds would interpose in such a man- whether the huge animals of the Sau-

ner that some objects were shaded from rian tribe great reptiles, supposed to

it, while others were strongly illumi- be exclusively antediluvian, and now
nated. Some of the islands lay in the extinct may not be inhabitants of it.

shade, dark and gloomy, while others He quotes a passage from Revelation,

were bright and favored spots. The where the creatures under the earth are

white light-house sometimes very cheer- spoken of as distinct from those of the

fully marked. There was a schooner sea, and speaks of a Saurian fossil that

about a mile from the shore, at anchor, has been found deep in the subterra-

laden apparently with lumber. The nean regions. He thinks, or suggests,
sea all about her had the black, iron that these may be the dragons of Scrip-

aspect which I have described ; but ture.

the vessel herself was alight. Hull,
i 11 .,j j The elephant is not particularly sa-

masts, and spars were all gilded, and . .. ,

. . r 1 1 gracious m the wild state, but becomes
the rigging was made of golden threads. & _,
A ,

., f f , , . so when tamed. The fox directly theA small, white streak of foam breaking ...
*

, ,, , ,. -, contrary, and likewise the wolf,
around the bows, which were towards J

the wind. The shadowiness of the A modern Jewish adage,
" Let a

clouds overhead made the effect of the man clothe himself beneath his ability,

sunlight strange, where it fell. his children according to his ability, and

September. Tte elm-trees have gold-
his wife above his abi%."

en branches intermingled with their
It is said of the ^ that? in how_

green already, and so they had on the ever long a flight? he is never seen to

clap his wings to his sides. He seems

To picture the predicament of world- to govern his movements by the incli-

ly people, if admitted to paradise.
nation of his wings and tail to the

wind, as a ship is propelled by the ac-
As the architecture of a country al- tion of the wind on her sails>

ways follows the earliest structures,

American architecture should be a re- In old country-houses in England,
finement of the log-house. The Egyp- instead of glass for windows, they used

tian is so of the cavern and mound
; wicker, or fine strips of oak disposed

the Chinese, of the tent
;
the Gothic, checkerwise. Horn was also used,

of overarching trees ; the Greek, of a The windows of princes and great no-

cabin, blemen of crystal ; those of Studley

Castle, Holinshed says, of bervl. There
1 Though we speak nonsense, God

,
, , .

, ^ t

were seldom chimneys ;
and they cook-

pick out the meaning of i -an
ed^ mats b /^ made

>

extempore prayer _by a New England ^ iron back in ^ grat ha]L

often of gentry, were built of a heavy
In old times it must have been timber frame, filled up with lath and

much less customary than now to drink plaster. People slept on rough mats

pure water. Walker emphatically men- or straw pallets, with a round log for

tions, among the sufferings of a clergy- a pillow ;
seldom better beds than a

man's wife and family in the Great Re- mattress, with a sack of chaff for a pil-

bellion, that they were forced to drink low.

water with crab -apples stamped in it A
,. , . October 25, 1836. A walk yesterday

through Dark Lane, and home through
Mr. Kirby, author of a work on the the village of Danvers. Landscape now

History, Habits, and Instincts of Ani- wholly autumnal. Saw an elderly man
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laden with two dry, yellow, rustling bun- and what his claims to preside ? A
dies of Indian corn-stalks, a good per- man who has never found out what he

Bonification of Autumn. Another man is fit for, who has unsettled aims or

hoeing up potatoes. White rows of cab- objects in life, and whose mind gnaws

bages lay ripening. Fields of dry In- him, making him the sufferer of many
dian corn. The grass has still consider- kinds of misery. He should meet some

able greenness. Wild rose-bushes de- pious, old, sorrowful person, with more

void of leaves, with their deep, bright outward calamities than any other, and

red seed-vessels. Meeting-house in invite him with a reflection that piety

Danvers seen at a distance, with the would make all that miserable company
sun shining through the windows of its truly thankful.

belfry. Barberry
- bushes, -- the leaves M in Engiandj does not

now of a brown red, still juicy and mean mirthM but
.

g c ted from
healthy ; very few berries remaining an oW Teutonic word signifying famous
mostly frost-bitten and wilted. All

or renowned
among the yet green grass, dry stalks

of weeds. The down of thistles occa- In an old London newspaper, 1678,

sionally seen flying through the sunny there is an advertisement, among other

a jr goods at auction, of a black girl of about

fifteen years old, to be sold.

In this dismal chamber FAME was

won. (Salem, Union Street.)
We sometimes congratulate ourselves

at the moment of waking from a trou-

Those who are very difficult in choos- bled dream : it may be so the moment

ing wives seem as if they would take after death,

none of Nature's ready-made works, but

want a woman manufactured particular-
The race * mankind to be swept

ly to their order.
awav

'
leavmg a11 their Clties and works.

Then another human pair to be placed
A council of the passengers in a

jn the world, with native intelligence
street : called by somebody to decide like Adam and Eve, but knowing noth-

upon some points important to him.
ing of their predecessors or of their own

. ,. nature and destiny. They, perhaps, to
All sorts of persons and every mdi-

be described as worki out this knowl.

vidual, has a place to fill in the world,
eir t, with what th

and is important ,n some respects, sa
= ^ ^ Qwn^

whether he chooses to be so or not
Memorials of the family of Haw-

A Thanksgiving dinner.
_A11

therms- thome in the church of the yillage of
erable on earth are to be invited,

- as Dund Somersetshire , England. The
the drunkard, the bereaved parent, the

church is andent and smallj and has a
ruined merchant, the broken-hearted

d}
.,

hi
,

tQwer of more modern
lover, the poor widow the old man and

d
*.

erected in the time of Ed_

woman who have outlived their genera- ward ^ It seryes ag a landmark for

tion, the disappointed author, the wound-
an amazi extent of CQ

ed, sick, and broken soldier, the diseased

person, the infidel, the man with an evil A singular fact, that, when man is a

, conscience, little orphan children, or brute, he is the most sensual and loath-

children of neglectful parents, shall be some of all brutes.

admitted to the table, and many oth- , .
,A snake, taken into a man's stomach

ers. The giver of the feast goes out , .

'

r j~ c.

. .. .? f . and nourished there from fifteen years
to deliver his invitations. Some of the ,, . . ,*

to thirty-five, tormenting him most hor-
guests he meets in the streets, some ., ,

J
. r ^.i c

P
'

. . ribly. A type of envy or some other
he knocks for at the doors of their ./ .

J

houses. The description must be rapid.

But who must be the giver of the feast, A sketch illustrating the imperfect
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compensations which time makes for its

devastations on the person, giving a

wreath of laurel while it causes bald-

ness, honors for infirmities, wealth for a

broken constitution, and at last, when
a man has everything that seems desir-

able, death seizes .him. To contrast the

man who has thus reached the summit

of ambition with the ambitious youth.

Walking along the track of the rail-

road, I observed a place where the

workmen had bored a hole through the

solid rock, in order to blast it
;
but strik-

ing a spring of water beneath the rock,

it gushed up through the hole. It look-

ed as if the water were contained within

the rock.

A Fancy Ball, in which the promi-
nent American writers should appear,
dressed in character.

A lament for life's wasted sunshine.

integrity, perhaps of life in the battle-

field, and of the real pleasures of exist-

ence. Who would buy, if the price were

to be paid down ?

The dying exclamation of the Em-
peror Augustus,

" Has it not been well

acted ?
" An essay on the misery of be-

ing always under a mask. A veil may
be needful, but never a mask. Instances

of people who wear masks in all classes

of society, and never take them off even

in the most familiar moments, though
sometimes they may chance to slip

aside.

The various guises under which Ruin
makes his approaches to his victims : to

the merchant, in the guise of a merchant

offering speculations ;
to the young heir,

a jolly companion ;
to the maiden, a sigh-

ing, sentimentalist lover.

What were the contents of the bur-

den of Christian in the Pilgrim's Pro-

gress ? He must have been taken for a

peddler travelling with his pack.

A new classification of society to be

instituted. Instead of rich and poor,

high and low, they are to be classed,

First, by their sorrows : for instance, To think, as the sun goes down, what

whenever there are any, whether in fair events have happened in the course of

mansion or hovel, who are mourning the the day, events of ordinary occur-

loss of relations and friends, and who rence : as, the clocks have struck, the

wear black, whether the cloth be coarse dead have been buried,

or superfine, they are to make one class.

Secondly, all who have the same mala-
Cunous to ima im

; ?
hat murmunngs

dies, whether they lie under damask and discontent would be excited, if any

canopies or on straw pallets or in the
of th

j f
reat s -^lle

t

d cafcmities of hu '

wards of hospitals, they are to form one
an bemSs re

,

to be abollshed
>
- ~ as

>

class. Thirdly, all who are guilty of the
or mstance

>
death -

same sins, whether the world knows Trifles to one are matters of life and
them or not

;
whether they languish in death to another. As, for instance, a

prison, looking forward to the gallows, . farmer desires a brisk breeze to winnow
or walk honored among men, they also hjs grain . and mariners, to blow them
form a class. Then proceed to general- out of the reach of pirates,
ize and classify the whole world togeth-

er, as none can claim utter exemption A recluse, like myself, or a prisoner,

from either sorrow, sin, or disease
; and

if they could, yet Death, like a great

parent, comes and sweeps them all

through one darksome portal, all his

children.

to measure time by the progress of sun-

shine through his chamber.

Would it not be wiser for people to

rejoice at all that they now sorrow for,

and vice versa ? To put on bridal gar-
Fortune to come like a peddler with ments at funerals, and mourning at wed-

his goods, as wreaths of laurel, dia- dings? For their friends to condole

monds, crowns; selling them, but ask- with them when they attained riches and

ing for them the sacrifice of health, of honor, as only so much care added ?
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If in a village it were a custom to

hang a funeral garland or other token

of death on a house where some one

had died, and there to let it remain till

a death occurred elsewhere, and then to

hang that same garland over the other

house, it would have, methinks, a strong
effect.

No fountain so small but that Heaven

may be imaged in its bosom.

Fame ! Some very humble persons
in a town may be said to possess it,

as, the penny-post, the town-crier, the

constable, and they are known to

everybody ;
while many richer, more

intellectual, worthier persons are un-

known by the majority of their fellow-

citizens. Something analogous in the

world at large.

The ideas of people in general are

not raised higher than the roofs of the

houses. All their interests extend over

the earth's surface in a layer of that

thickness. The meeting-house steeple

reaches out of their sphere.

Nobody will use other people's ex-

perience, nor has any of his own till it

is too late to use it.

Two lovers to plan the building of-

a pleasure-house on a certain spot of

ground, but various seeming accidents

prevent it. Once they find a group of

miserable children there
;
once it is the

scene where crime is plotted ;
at last

the dead body of one of the lovers or

of a dear friend is found there
;
and in-

stead of a pleasure-house, they build a

marble tomb. The moral, that there

is no place on earth fit for the site of a

pleasure-house, because there is no spot
that may not have been saddened by
human grief, stained by crime, or hal-

lowed by death. It might be three

friends who plan it, instead of two lov-

ers
; and the dearest one dies.

Comfort for childless people. A mar-
ried couple with ten children have been

the means of bringing about ten funer-

als.

A blind man, on a dark night, car-

ried a torch, in order that people might
see him and not run against him, and

direct him how to avoid dangers.

To picture a child's (one of four or

five years old) reminiscences at sunset

of a long summer's day, his first awak-

ening, his studies, his sports, his little

fits of passion, perhaps a whipping, etc.

The blind man's walk.

To picture a virtuous family, the dif-

ferent members examples of virtuous

dispositions in their way ; then intro-

duce a vicious person, and trace out the

relations that arise between him and

them, and the manner in which all are

affected.

A man to flatter himself with the idea

that he would not be guilty of some cer-

tain wickedness, as, for instance, to

yield to the personal temptations of the

Devil, yet to find, ultimately, that he

was at that very time committing that

same wickedness.

What would a man do, if he were

compelled to live always in the sultry

heat of society, and could never bathe

himself in cool solitude ?

A girl's lover to be slain and buried

in her flower-garden, and the earth lev-

elled over him. That particular spot,

which she happens to plant with some

peculiar variety of flowers, produces
them of admirable splendor, beauty, and

perfume ; and she delights, with an

indescribable impulse, to wear them in

her bosom,- and scent her chamber with

them. Thus the classic fantasy would

be realized, of dead people transformed

to flowers.

Objects seen by a magic-lantern re-

versed. A street, or other location,

might be presented, where there would

be opportunity to bring forward all ob-

jects of worldly interest, and thus much

pleasant satire might be the result.
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CASTLES IN THE AIR.

FROM AN UNPUBLISHED POEM.

T) UT there is yet a region of the clouds

-LJ Unseen from the low earth. Beyond the veil

Of these dark volumes rolling through the sky,

Its mountain summits glisten in the sun,

The realm of Castles in the Air. The foot

Of man hath never trod those shining streets ;

But there his spirit, leaving the dull load

Of bodily organs, wanders with delight,

And builds its structures of the impalpable mist,

Glorious beyond the dream of architect,

And populous with forms of nobler mould
Than ever walked the earth." So said my guide,
And led me, wondering, to a headland height
That overlooked a fair broad vale shut in

By the great hills of Cloudland. " Now behold

The Castle-builders !

" Then I looked ; and, lo !

The vale was filled with shadowy forms, that bore

Each a white wand, with which they touched the banks

Of mist beside them, and at once arose,

Obedient to their wish, the walls and domes
Of stately palaces, Gothic or Greek,
Or such as in the land of Mahomet

Uplift the crescent, or, in forms more strange,
Border the ancient Indus, or behold

Their gilded friezes mirrored in the lakes

Of China, yet of ampler majesty,
And gorgeously adorned. Tall porticos

Sprang from the ground ; the eye pursued afar

Their colonnades, that lessened to a point
In the faint distance. Portals that swung back
On musical hinges showed the eye within

Vast halls with golden floors, and bright alcoves,

And walls of pearl, and sapphire vault besprent
With silver stars. Within the spacious rooms
Were banquets spread ; and menials, beautiful

As wood-nymphs or as stripling Mercuries,
Ran to and fro, and laid the chalices,

And brought the brimming wine-jars. Enters now
The happy architect, and wanders on

From room to room, and glories in his work.

Not long his glorying : for a chill north wind

Breathes through the structure, and the massive walls

Are folded up ;
the proud domes roll away

In mist-wreaths ; pinnacle and turret lean

Forward, like birds prepared for flight, and stream,
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In trains of vapor, througn the empty air.

Meantime the astonished builder, dispossessed,

Stands 'mid the drifting rack. A brief despair

Seizes him
;
but the wand is in his hand,

And soon he turns him to his task again.
"
Behold," said the fair being at my side,

" How one has made himself a diadem

Out of the bright skirts of a cloud that lay

Steeped in the golden sunshine, and has bound

The bauble on his forehead ! See, again,

How from these vapors he calls up a host

With arms and banners ! A great multitude

Gather and bow before him with bare heads.

To the four winds his messengers go forth,

And bring him back earth's homage. From the ground
Another calls a winged image, such

As poets give to Fame, who, to her mouth

Putting a silver trumpet, blows abroad

A loud, harmonious summons to the world,

And all the listening nations shout his name.

Another yet, apart from all the rest,

Casting a fearful glance from side to side,

Touches the ground by stealth. Beneath his wand

A glittering pile grows up, ingots and bars

Of massive gold, and coins on which earth's kings
Have stamped their symbols." As these words were said,

The north wind blew again across the vale,

And, lo ! the beamy crown flew off in mist ;

The host of armed men became a scud

Torn by the angry blast ;
the form of Fame

Tossed its long arms in air, and rode the wind,

A jagged cloud ;
the glittering pile of gold

Grew pale and flowed in a gray reek away.
Then there were sobs and tears from those whose work

The wind had scattered : some had flung themselves

Upon the ground in grief; and some stood fixed

In blank bewilderment ; and some looked on

Unmoved, as at a pageant of the stage

Suddenly hidden by the curtain's fall.

" Take thou this wand," my bright companion said.

I took it from her hand, and with it touched

The knolls of snow-white mist, and they grew green
With soft, thick herbage. At another touch,

A brook leaped forth, and dashed and sparkled by ;

And shady walks through shrubberies cool and close

Wandered ;
and where, upon the open grounds,

The peaceful sunshine lay, a vineyard nursed

Its pouting clusters
; and from boughs that drooped

Beneath their load an orchard shed its fruit
;

And gardens, set with many a pleasant herb

And many a glorious flower, made sweet the air.
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I looked, and I exulted ; yet I longed
For Nature's grander aspects, and I plied

The slender rod again ;
and then arose

Woods tall and wide, of odorous pine and fir,

And every noble tree that casts the leaf

In autumn. Paths that wound between their stems

Led through the solemn shade to twilight glens,

To thundering torrents and white waterfalls,

And edge of lonely lakes, and chasms between

The mountain-cliffs. Above the trees were seen

Gray pinnacles and walls of splintered rock.

But near the forest margin, in the vale, .

Nestled a dwelling half embowered by trees,

Where, through the open window, shelves were seen

Filled with old volumes, and a glimpse was given

Of canvas, here and there along the walls,

On which the hands of mighty men of art

Had flung their fancies. On the portico

Old friends, with smiling faces and frank eyes,

Talked with each other : some had passed from life

Long since, yet dearly were remembered still.

My heart yearned toward them, and the quick, warm tears

Stood in my eyes. Forward I sprang to grasp
The hands that once so kindly met my own,
I sprang, but met them not : the withering wind

Was there before me. Dwelling, field, and brook,
Dark wood, and flowery garden, and blue lake,

And beetling cliff, and noble human forms,

All, all had melted into that pale sea

Of billowy vapor rolling round my feet

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST.

A STORY OF OLD RUSSIA.

I.

WE are about to relate a story of

mingled fact and fancy. The
facts are borrowed from the Russian

author, Petjerski ; the fancy is our own.

Our task will chiefly be to soften the

outlines of incidents almost too sharp
and rugged for literary use, to supply
them with the necessary coloring and

sentiment, and to give a coherent and

proportioned shape to the irregular frag-

ments of an old chronicle. We know

something, from other sources, of the

customs described, something of the

character of the people from person-
al observation, and may therefore the

more freely take such liberties as we
choose with the rude, vigorous sketch-

es of the Russian original. One who

happens to have read the work of Ville-

bois can easily comprehend the exist-

ence of a state of society, on the banks

of -the Volga, a hundred years ago,
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which is now impossible, and will soon was to leave for St. Petersburg in a

become incredible. What is strangest fortnight, and wished to have his de-

in our narrative has been declared to parture preceded by a festival at the

be true. castle. The Princess Martha was al-

ways ready to second the desires of her

only child. Between the two they had
II. pressed some twenty or thirty thousand

rubles out of the old Prince, for the

WE are in Kinesma, a small town winter diversions of the young one.

on the Volga, between Kostroma and The festival, to be sure, would have

Nijni
-
Novgorod. The time is about been a slight expenditure for a noble

the middle of the last century, and the of such immense wealth as Prince Alex-

month October. is
; but he never liked his wife, and he

There was trouble, one day, in the took a stubborn pleasure in thwarting

palace of Prince Alexis, of Kinesma. her wishes. It was no satisfaction that

This edifice, with its massive white Boris resembled her in character. That

walls, and its pyramidal roofs of green weak successor to the sovereignty of

copper, stood upon a gentle mound to Kinesma preferred a game of cards to a

the eastward of the town, overlooking bear-hunt, and could never drink more

it, a broad stretch of the Volga, and the than a quart of vodki without becoming
opposite shore. On a similar hill, to dizzy and sick.

the westward, stood the church, glit-
"
Ugh !

" Prince Alexis would cry,

tering with its dozen bulging, golden with a shudder of disgust,
" the whelp

domes. These two establishments di- barks after the dam !

"

vided the sovereignty of Kinesma be- A state dinner he might give ; but

tween them. Prince Alexis owned the a festival, with dances, dramatic repre-

bodies of the inhabitants, (with the ex- sentations, burning tar-barrels, and can-

ception of a few merchants and trades- non, no ! He knitted his heavy brows

men,) and the Archimandrite Sergius and drank deeply, and his fiery gray
owned their souls. But the shadow of eyes shot such incessant glances from

the former stretched also over other vil- side to side that Boris and the Princess

lages, far beyond the ring of the wooded Martha could not exchange a single

horizon. The number of his serfs was wink of silent advice. The pet bear,

ten thousand, and his rule over them Mishka, plied with strong wines, which

was even less disputed than theirs over Prince Alexis poured out for him into a

their domestic animals. golden basin, became at last comically
The inhabitants of the place had no- drunk, and in endeavoring to execute a

ticed with dismay that the slumber-flag dance lost his balance and fell at full

had not been hoisted on the castle, al- length on his back,

though it was half an hour after the The Prince burst into a yelling,

usual time. So rare a circumstance shrieking fit of laughter. Instantly the

betokened sudden wrath or disaster, yellow-haired serfs in waiting, the Cal-

on the part of Prince Alexis. Long mucks at the hall-door, and the half-

experience had prepared the people for witted dwarf who crawled around the

anything that might happen, and they table in his tow shirt, began laughing
were consequently not astonished at in chorus, as violently as they could,

the singular event which presently tran- The Princess Martha and Prince Boris

spired. laughed also
;
and while the old man's

The fact is, that, in the first place, eyes were dimmed with streaming tears

the dinner had been prolonged full ten of mirth, quickly exchanged nods. The
minutes beyond its accustomed limit, sound extended all over the castle, and

owing to a discussion between the was heard outside of the walls.

Prince, his wife, the Princess Martha,
" Father !

" said Boris,
" let us have

and their son, Prince Boris. The last the festival, and Mishka shall perform
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again. Prince Paul of Kostroma would

strangle, if he could see him."
"
Good, by St. Vladimir !

" exclaim-

ed Prince Alexis.
" Thou shalt have

it, my Borka !
* Where 's Simon Pe-

trovitch? May the Devil scorch that

vagabond, if he does n't do better than

the last time ! Sasha !

"

A broad-shouldered serf stepped for-

ward and stood with bowed head.
" Lock up Simon Petrovitch in the

southwestern tower. Send the tailor

and the girls to him, to learn their parts.

Search every one of them before they

go in, and if any one dares to carry

vodki to the beast, twenty-five lashes

on the back !

"

Sasha bowed again and departed.

Simon Petrovitch was the court-poet

of Kinesma. He had a mechanical

knack of preparing allegorical diver-

sions which suited the conventional

taste of society at that time
;
but he

had also a failing, he was rarely sober

enough to write. Prince Alexis, there-

fore, was in the habit of locking him up
and placing a guard over him, until the

inspiration had done its work. The
most comely young serfs of both sexes

were selected to perform the parts, and

the court-tailor arranged for them the

appropriate dresses. It depended very
much upon accident that is to say,

the mood of Prince Alexis whether

Simon Petrovitch was rewarded with

stripes or rubles.

The matter thus settled, the Prince

rose from the table and walked out up-
on an overhanging balcony, where an

immense reclining arm-chair of stuffed

leather was ready for his siesta. He
preferred this indulgence in the open
air

;
and although the weather was rap-

idly growing cold, a pelisse of sables

enabled him to slumber sweetly in the

face of the north wind. An attendant

stood with the pelisse outspread ;
an-

other held the halyards to which was
attached the great red slumber -flag,

ready to run it up and announce to all

Kinesma that the noises of the town
must cease ; a few seconds more, and
all things would have been fixed in their

* Little Boris.

regular daily courses. The Prince, in

fact, was just straightening his shoul-

ders to receive the sables
;
his eyelids

were dropping, and his eyes, sinking

mechanically with them, fell upon the

river-road, at the foot of the hill. Along
this road walked a man, wearing the

long cloth caftan of a merchant.

Prince Alexis started, and all slum-

ber vanished out of his eyes. He lean-

ed forward for a moment, with a quick,

eager expression ;
then a loud roar, like

that of an enraged wild beast, burst from

his mouth. He gave a stamp that shook

the balcony.
"
Dog !

" he cried to the trembling

attendant,
"
my cap ! my whip !

"

The sables fell upon the floor, the

cap and whip appeared in a twinkling,
and the red slumber-flag was folded up

again for the first time in several years,
as the Prince stormed out of the castle.

The traveller below had heard the cry,

for it might have been heard half a

mile. He seemed to have a presenti-

ment of evil, for he had already set off

towards the town at full speed.
To explain the occurrence, we must

mention one of the Prince's many pe-
culiar habits. This was, to invite stran-

gers or merchants of the neighborhood
to dine with him, and, after regaling
them bountifully, to take his pay in sub-

jecting them to all sorts of outrageous

tricks, with the help of his band of

willing domestics. Now this particular
merchant had been invited, and had at-

tended
; but, being a very wide-awake,

shrewd person, he saw what was com-

ing, and dexterously slipped away from

the banquet without being perceived.
The Prince vowed vengeance, on dis-

covering the escape, and he was not a

man to forget his word.

Impelled by such opposite passions,
both parties ran with astonishing speed.
The merchant was the taller, but his

long caftan, hastily ungirdled, swung
behind him and dragged in the air.

The short, booted legs of the Prince

beat quicker time, and he grasped his

short, heavy, leathern whip more tightly

as he saw the space diminishing. They
dashed into the town of Kinesma a hun-
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dred yards apart. The merchant en- obeyed. Both then waded out, sat

tered the main street, or bazaar, looking down upon the ground and pulled on

rapidly to right and left, as he ran, in their boots ; and presently the people
the hope of espying some place of ref- of Kinesma beheld the dripping pair

uge. The terrible voice behind him walking side by side up the street, con-

cried, versing in the most cordial manner.
"
Stop, scoundrel ! I have a crow to The merchant dried his clothes from

pick with you !

"
within, at the castle table ;

a fresh keg
And the tradesmen in their shops of old Cognac was opened; and although

looked on and laughed, as well they the slumber-flag was not unfurled that af-

might, being unconcerned spectators of ternoon, it flew from the staff and hush-

the fun. The fugitive, therefore, kept ed the town nearly all the next day.

straight on, notwithstanding a pond of

water glittered across the farther end

of the street. III.

Although Prince Alexis had gained

considerably in the race, such violent THE festival granted on behalf of

exercise, after a heavy dinner, deprived Prince Boris was one of the grandest
him of breath. He again cried, ever given at the oastle. In character

" Ston !

"
it was a singular cross between the old

But the merchant answered, Muscovite revel and the French enter-
"
N.,, Highness ! You may come to tainments which were then introduced

me, bat I will not go to you." by the Empress Elizabeth. All the
"
Oh, the villain !

"
growled the Prince, nobility, for fifty versts around, includ-

in a hoarse whisper, for he had no more ing Prince Paul and the chief families

voice. of Kostroma, were invited. Simon Pe-

The pond cut off all further pursuit, trovitch had been so carefully guarded

Hastily kicking off his loose boots, the that his work was actually completed
merchant plunged into the water, rather and the parts distributed ; his superin-
than encounter the princely whip, which tendence of the performance, however,

already began to crack and snap in fierce was still a matter of doubt, as it was

anticipation. Prince Alexis kicked off necessary to release him from the tow-

his boots and followed ;
the pond grad- er, and after several days of forced ab-

ually deepened, and in a minute the tall stinence he always manifested a raging
merchant stood up to his chin in the appetite. Prince Alexis, in spite of this

icy water, and his short pursuer like- doubt, had been assured by Boris that

wise, but out of striking distance. The the dramatic part of the entertainment

latter coaxed and entreated, but the would not be a failure. When he ques-

victim kept his ground. tioned Sasha, the poet's strong-shoul-
" You lie, Highness !

"
hej^aid, bold- dered guard, the latter winked familiar-

ly.
" If you want me, come to me." ly and answered with a proverb,

" Ah-h-h !

" roared the Prince, with "
I sit on the shore and wait for the

chattering teeth, "what a stubborn ras- wind," which was as much as to say
cal you are ! Come here, and I give that Sasha had little fear of the result,

you my word that I will not. hurt you. The tables were spread in the great

Nay," seeing that the man did not hall, where places for one hundred chos-

move, "you shall dine with me as of- en guests were arranged on the floor,

ten as you please. You shall be my while the three or four hundred of mi-

friend
; by St. Vladimir, I like you !

" nor importance were provided for in the
" Make the sign of the cross, and galleries above. By noon the whole

swear it by all the Saints," said the party were assembled. The halls and

merchant, composedly. passages of the castle were already per-

With a grim smile on his face, the meated with rich and unctuous smells,

Prince stepped back and shiveringly and a delicate nose might have picked
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out and arranged, by their finer or

coarser vapors, the dishes preparing for

the upper and lower tables. One of the

parasites of Prince Alexis, a dilapidated

nobleman, officiated as Grand Marshal,
an office which more than compen-

sated for the savage charity he received,

for it was performed in continual fear

and trembling. The Prince had felt the

stick of the Great Peter upon his own

back, and was ready enough to imitate

any custom of the famous monarch.

An orchestra, composed principally

of horns and brass instruments, occu-

pied a separate gallery at one end of

the dining-hall. The guests were as-

sembled in the adjoining apartments,

according to their rank
;
and when the

first loud blast of the instruments an-

nounced the beginning of the banquet,
two very differently attired and 'freight-

ed processions of servants made their

appearance at the same time. Those
intended for the princely table number-
ed two hundred, two for each guest.

They were the handsomest young men

among the ten thousand serfs, clothed

in loose white trousers and skirts of

pink or lilac silk
;
their soft golden hair,

parted in the middle, fell upon their

shoulders, and a band of gold-thread
about the brow prevented it from sweep-

ing the dishes they carried. They en-

tered the reception-room, bearing huge

trays of sculptured silver, upon which
were anchovies, the finest Finnish ca-

viar, sliced oranges, cheese, and crystal

flagons of Cognac, rum, and kiimmel.

There were fewer servants for the re-

maining guests, who were gathered in

a separate chamber, and regaled with

the common black caviar, onions, bread,
and vodki. At the second blast of

trumpets, the two companies set them-
selves in motion and entered the din-

ing-hall at opposite ends. Our busi-

ness, however, is only with the princi-

pal personages, so we will allow the

common crowd quietly to mount to the

galleries and satisfy their senses with

the coarser viands, while their imagina-
tion is stimulated by the sight of the

splendor and luxury below.

Prince Alexis entered first, with a
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pompous, mincing gait, leading the

Princess Martha by the tips of her fin-

gers. He wore a caftan of green vel-

vet laced with gold, a huge vest of

crimson brocade, and breeches of yel-
low satin. A wig, resembling clouds

boiling in the confluence of opposing
winds, surged from his low, broad fore-

head, and flowed upon his shoulders.

As his small, fiery eyes swept the hall,

every servant trembled : he was as se-

vere at the commencement as he was
reckless at the close of a banquet. The
Princess Martha wore a robe of pink
satin embroidered with flowers made
of small pearls, and a train and head-

dress of crimson velvet. Her emeralds

were the finest outside of Moscow, and

she wore them all. Her pale, weak,

frightened face was quenched! in the

dazzle of the green fires which -shot

from her forehead, ears, and bosSim, as

she moved.

Prince Paul ofKostroma and the Prin-

cess Nadejda followed
;
but on reach-

ing the table, the gentlemen took their

seats at the head, while the ladies march-

ed down to the foot. Their seats were

determined by their relative rank, and

woe to him who was so ignorant or so ab-

sent-minded as to make a mistake ! The
servants had been carefully trained in

advance by the Grand Marshal
;
and

whoever took a place above his rank or

importance found, when he came to sit

down, that his chair had miraculously

disappeared, or, not noticing the fact,

seated himself absurdly and violently

upon the floor. The Prince at the head

of the table, and the Princess at the

foot, with their nearest guests of equal

rank, ate from dishes of massive gold ;

the others from silver. As soon as the

last of the company had entered the

hall, a crowd of jugglers, tumblers,

dwarfs, and Calmucks followed, crowd-

ing themselves into the corners under

the galleries, where they awaited the

conclusion of the banquet to display

their tricks, and scolded and pummelled
each other in the mean time.

On one side of Prince Alexis the bear

Mishka took his station. By order of

Prince Boris he had been kept from
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wine for several days, and his small fruits, goose-fat, bread, boiled cabbage,

eyes were keener and hungrier than and beer, the idiot grinning with de-

usual. As he rose now and then, im- light all the while, and singing, "JVe

patiently, and sat upon his hind legs, uyesjai, golubchik moi" (Don't go away,
he formed a curious contrast to the my little pigeon,) between the handfuls

Prince's other supporter, the idiot, who which he crammed into his mouth. The
sat also in his tow shirt, with a large guests roared with laughter, especially

pewter basin in his hand. It was diffi- when a juggler or Calmuck stole out

cult to say whether the beast was most from under the gallery, and pretended
man or the man most beast. They eyed to have designs upon the basin. Mish-

each other and watched the motions of ka, the bear, had also been well fed, and
their lord with equal jealousy ;

and the greedily drank ripe old Malaga from the

dismal whine of the bear found an echo golden dish. But, alas ! he would not

in the drawling, slavering laugh of the dance. Sitting up on his hind legs, with

idiot. The Prince glanced from one his fore paws hanging before him, he
to the other ; they put him in a capital cast a drunken, languishing eye upon
humor, which was not lessened as he the company, lolled out his tongue, and

perceived an expression of envy pass whined with an almost human voice,

over the face of Prince Paul. The domestics, secretly incited by the

The dinner commenced with a botvi- Grand Marshal, exhausted their ingenu-
nia something between a soup and ity in coaxing him, but in vain. Final-

a salad of wonderful composition. It ly, one of them took a goblet of wine in

contained cucumbers, cherries, salt fish, one hand, and, embracing Mishka with

melons, bread, salt, pepper, and wine, the other, began to waltz. The bear

While it was being served, four huge stretched out his paw and clumsily fol-

fishermen, dressed to represent mermen lowed the movements, whirling round
of the Volga, naked to the waist, with and round after the enticing goblet. The
hair crowned with reeds, legs finned orchestra struck up, and the spectacle,

with silver tissue from the knees down- though not exactly what Prince Alexis

ward, and preposterous scaly tails, which wished, was comical enough to divert

dragged helplessly upon the floor, en- the company immensely,
tered the hall, bearing a broad, shallow But the close of the performance was

tank of silver. In the tank flapped and not upon the programme. The impa-
swam four superb sterlets, their ridgy tient bear, getting no nearer his goblet,

backs rising out of the water like those hugged the man violently with the other

of alligators. Great applause welcomed paw, striking his claws through the thin

this new and classical adaptation of the shirt. The dance-measure was lost
;
the

old custom of showing the living fish, legs of the two tangled, and they fell to

before cooking them, to the guests at the floor, the bear undermost. With
the table. The invention was due to a growl of rage and disappointment, he

Simon Petrovitch, and was ( if the truth brought his teeth together through the

must be confessed ) the result of certain man's arm, and it might have fared bad-

carefully measured supplies of brandy ly with the latter, had not the goblet been

which Prince Boris himself had carried refilled by some one and held to the ani-

to the imprisoned poet. mal's nose. Then, releasing his hold,

After the sterlets had melted away to he sat up again, drank another bottle,

their backbones, and the roasted geese and staggered out of the hall,

had shrunk into drumsticks and breast- Now the health of Prince Alexis was

plates, and here and there a guest's ears drunk, by the guests on the floor of

began to redden with more rapid blood, the hall in Champagne, by those in the

Prince Alexis judged that the time for galleries in kislischi and hydromel. The
diversion had arrived. He first filled up orchestra played ;

a choir of serfs sang
the idiot's basin with fragments of all the an ode by Simon Petrovitch, in which

dishes within his reach, fish, stewed the departure of Prince Boris was men-
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tioned
;
the tumblers began to posture ;

into the theatre. The hour of Simon
the jugglers came forth and played their Petrovitch had struck : with the inspira-

tricks
;
and the cannon on the ramparts tion smuggled to him by Prince Boris,

announced to all Kinesma, and far up he had arranged a performance which

and down the Volga, that the company he felt to be his masterpiece. Anxiety
were rising from the table. as to its reception kept him sober. The

Half an hour later, the great red slum- overture had ceased, the spectators were

ber-flag floated over the castle. All all in their seats, and now the curtain

slept, except the serf with the wound- rose. The background was a growth
ed arm, the nervous Grand Marshal, of enormous, sickly toad-stools, suppos-
and Simon Petrovitch with his band of ed to be clouds. On the stage stood

dramatists, guarded by the indefatiga- a girl of eighteen, (the handsomest in

ble Sasha. All others slept, and the Kinesma,) in hoops and satin petticoat,

curious crowd outside, listening to the powdered hair, patches, and high-heeled

music, stole silently away ;
down in Ki- shoes. She held a fan in one hand,

nesma, the mothers ceased to scold their and a bunch of marigolds in the other,

children, and the merchants whispered After a deep and graceful curtsy to

to each other in the bazaar
;
the cap- the company, she came forward and

tains of vessels floating on the Volga said,

directed their men by gestures ; the
"

I am the goddess Venus. I have

mechanics laid aside hammer and axe, come to Olympus to ask some questions
and lighted their pipes. Great silence of Jupiter."

fell upon the land, and continued un- Thunder was heard, and a car rolled

broken so long as Prince Alexis and upon the stage. Jupiter sat therein, in

his guests slept the sleep of the just a blue coat, yellow vest, ruffled shirt,

and the tipsy. and three-cornered hat One hand held

By night, however, they were all a bunch of thunderbolts, which he occa-

awake and busily preparing for the di- sionally lifted and shook
;
the other, a

versions of the evening. The ball-room gold-headed cane,

was illuminated by thousands of wax- " Here I am, Jupiter," said he
;
"what

lights, so connected with inflammable does Venus desire ?
"

threads, that the wicks could all be A poetical dialogue then followed, to

kindled in a moment. A pyramid of the effect that the favorite of the god-
tar-barrels had been erected on each dess, Prince Alexis of Kinesma, was
side of the castle-gate, and every hill or about sending his son, Prince Boris,

mound on the opposite bank of
che Vol- into the gay world, wherein himself had

ga was similarly crowned. When, to a already displayed all the gifts of all the

stately march, the musicians Mowing divinities of Olympus. He claimed from

their loudest, Prince Alexis and Prin- her, Venus, like favors for his son : was
cess Martha led the way to the ball- it possible to grant them ? Jupiter drop-

room, the signal was given : candles ped his head and meditated. He could

and tar -barrels burst into flame, and not answer the question at once : Apol-
not only within the castle, but over the lo, the Graces, and the Muses must be

landscape for five or six versts around, consulted : there were few precedents

everything was bright and clear in the where the son had succeeded in rival-

fiery day. Then the noises of Kinesma ling the father, yet the father's pious
were not only permitted, but encour- wishes could not be overlooked,

aged. Mead and qvass flowed in the Venus said,

very streets, and the castle-trumpets "What I asked for Prince Alexis was
could not be heard for the sound of for his sake : what I ask for the son is

troikas and balalaikas. for the father's sake."

After the Polonaise, and a few state- Jupiter shook his thunderbolt and

ly minuets, (copied from the court of called, "Apollo!"
Elizabeth,) the company were ushered Instantly the stage was covered with
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explosive and coruscating fires, red, poet, that he might receive his well-

blue, and golden, and amid smoke, earned praise and reward. But alas

and glare, and fizzing noises, and strong for Simon Petrovitch ! His legs had

chemical smells, Apollo dropped down already doubled under him. He was

from above. He was accustomed to awarded fifty rubles and a new caftan,

heat and smoke, being the cook's as- which he was not in a condition to ac-

sistant, and was sweated down to a cept until several days afterward,

weight capable of being supported by The supper which followed resembled

the invisible wires. He wore a yellow the dinner, except that there were few-

caftan, and wide blue silk trousers. His er dishes and more bottles. When the

yellow hair was twisted around and closing course of sweetmeats had either

glued fast to gilded sticks, which stood been consumed or transferred to the

out from his head in a circle, and repre- pockets of the guests, the Princess Mar-
sented rays of light. He first bowed to tha retired with the ladies. The guests
Prince Alexis, then to the guests, then of lower rank followed

;
and there re-

to Jupiter, then to Venus. The matter mained only some fifteen or twenty, who
was explained to him. were thereupon conducted by Prince

He promised to do what he could to- Alexis to a smaller chamber, where he
wards favoring the world with a second pulled off his coat, lit his pipe, and call-

generation of the beauty, grace, intel- ed for brandy. The others followed his

lect, and nobility of character which had example, and their revelry wore out the

already w6n his regard. He thought, night.

however, that their gifts were unneces- Such was the festival which preceded

sary, since the model was already in the departure of Prince Boris for St.

existence, and nothing more could be Petersburg,
done than to imitate it

( Here there was another meaning bow
towards Prince Alexis, a bow in which IV.

Jupiter and Venus joined. This was

the great point of the evening, in the BEFORE following the young Prince

opinion of Simon Petrovitch. He peep- and his fortunes in the capital, we must

ed through a hole in one of the clouds, relate two incidents which somewhat

and, seeing the delight of Prince Alexis disturbed the ordered course of life in

and the congratulations of his friends, the castle of Kinesma, during the first

immediately took a large glass of Co- month or two after his departure,

gnac.) It must be stated, as one favorable

The Graces were then summoned, trait in the character of Prince Alexis,

and after them the Muses, all in hoops, that, hftwever brutally he treated his

powder, and paint. Their songs had serfs, he allowed no other man to op-

the same burden, intense admiration ,press them. All they had and were

of the father, and good-will for the son, their services, bodies, lives belonged
underlaid with a delicate doubt. The to him ;

hence injustice towards them

close was a chorus of all the deities and was disrespect towards their lord. Un-
semi-deities in praise of the old Prince, der the fear which his barbarity in-

with the accompaniment of fireworks, spired lurked a brute-like attachment,

Apollo rose through the air like a frog, kept alive by the recognition of this

with his blue legs and yellow arms quality.
wide apart ; Jupiter's chariot rolled off; One day it was reported to him that

Venus bowed herself back against a Gregor, a merchant in the bazaar at

mouldy cloud
; and the Muses came for- Kinesma, had cheated the wife of one

ward in a bunch, with a wreath of laurel, of his serfs in the purchase of a piece
which they placed upon the venerated of cloth. Mounting his horse, he rode

head. at once to Gregor's booth, called for the

Sasha was dispatched to bring the cloth, and sent the entire piece to the
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woman, in the merchant's name, as a community over the bargains made that

confessed act of reparation. day. When all was over, Gregor was
" Now, Gregor, my child," said he, summoned, and the cash received paid

as he turned his horse's head,
" have a into his hands.

care in future, and play me no more dis-
"

It won't take you long to count it,"

honest tricks. Do you hear ? I shall said the Prince ;

" but here is a list of

come and take your business in hand debts to be collected, which will fur-

myself, if the like happens again." nish you with pleasant occupation, and

Not ten days passed before the like enable you to exercise your memory.

or something fully as bad did hap- Would your Worship condescend to take

pen. Gregor must have been a new- dinner to-day with your very humble as-

comer in Kinesma, or he would not have sistant ? He would esteem it a favor

tried the experiment. In an hour from to be permitted to wait upon you with

the time it was announced, Prince Alexis whatever his poor house can supply."

appeared in the bazaar with a short whip Gregor gave a glance at the whip un-

under his arm. der the Prince's arm, and begged to be

He dismounted at the booth with an excused. But the latter would take no

ironical smile on his face, which chill- denial, and carried out the comedy to

ed the very marrow in the merchant's the end, by giving the merchant the

bones. place of honor at his table, and dismiss-

"
Ah, Gregor, my child," he shouted, ing him with the present of a fine pup

"
you have already forgotten my com- of his favorite breed. Perhaps the ani-

mands. Holy St. Nicholas, what a bad mal acted as a mnemonic symbol, for

memory the boy has ! Why, he can't Gregor was never afterwards accused

be trusted to do business : I must at- of forgetfulness.

tend to the shop myself. Out of the If this trick put the Prince in a good
way ! march !

"
humor, something presently occurred

He swung his terrible whip ; and Gre- which carried him to the opposite ex-

gor, with his two assistants, darted un- treme. While taking his customary si-

der the counter, and made their escape, esta one afternoon, a wild young fellow

The Prince then entered the booth, took one of his noble poor relations, who

up a yard-stick, and cried out in a voice "
sponged

"
at the castle happened to

which could be heard from one end of pass along a corridor outside of the very
the town to the other,

" Ladies and hall where his Highness was snoring,

gentlemen, have the kindness to come Two ladies in waiting looked down from

and examine our stock of goods ! We an upper window. The young fellow

have silks and satins, and all kinds of perceived them, and made signs to at-

ladies' wear
;
also velvet, cloth, cotton, tract their attention. Having succeed-

and linen for the gentlemen. Will your ed in this, he attempted, by all sorts

Lordships deign to choose ? Here are of antics and grimaces, to make them

stockings and handkerchiefs of the fin- laugh or speak ; but he failed, for the

est. We understand how to measure, slumber-flag waved over them, and its

your Lordships, and we sell cheap. We fear was upon them. Then, in a freak

give no change, and take no small mon- of incredible rashness, he sang, in a loud

ey. Whoever has no cash may have voice, the first line of a popular ditty,

credit. Everything sold below cost, on and took to his heels,

account of closing up the establishment No one had ever before dared to in-

Ladies and gentlemen, give us a call !

"
suit the sacred quiet. The Prince was

Everybody in Kinesma flocked to the on his feet in a moment, and rushed

booth, and for three hours Prince Alexis into the corridor, (dropping his mantle

measured and sold, either for scant cash of sables by the way,) shouting,
or long credit, until the last article had ".

"
Bring me the wretch who sang !

"

been disposed of and the shelves were The domestics scattered before him,

empty. There was great rejoicing in the for his face was terrible to look upon.
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Some of them had heard the voice, in- ka, bound hand and foot, was brought
deed, but not one of them had seen the forward. They placed him at the bot-

culprit, who already lay upon a heap of torn of the steps. The Prince descend-

hay in one of the stables, and appeared ed until the two stood face to face. The
to be sunk in innocent sleep. others looked on from court-yard, door,

" Who was it ? who was it ?
"

yelled and window. A pause ensued, during
the Prince, foaming at the mouth with which no one dared to breathe,

rage, as he rushed from chamber to At last Prince Alexis spoke, in a loud

chamber. and terrible voice,
At last he halted at the top of the "

It was you who sang, was it ?
"

great flight of steps leading into the "Yes, your Highness, it was I,"
court -yard, and repeated his demand Waska replied, in a scarcely audible

in a voice of thunder. The servants, tone, dropping his head and mechani-

trembling, kept at a safe distance, and
cally drawing his shoulders together, as

some of them ventured to state that if shrinking from the coming blow,

the offender could not be discovered. It was full three minutes before the

The Prince turned and entered one of Prince again spoke. He still held the

the state apartments, whence came the whip in his hand, his eyes fixed and
sound of porcelain smashed on the the muscles of his face rigid. All at

floor, and mirrors shivered on the walls, once the spell seemed to dissolve : his

Whenever they heard that sound, the hand fell, and he said, in his ordinary
inmates of the castl knew that a hurri- voice,
cane was let loose. " You sing remarkably well. Go,

They deliberated hurriedly and anx- now : you shall have ten rubles and an

iously. What was to be done ? In his embroidered caftan for your singing."
fits of blind animal rage, there was noth- But any one would have made a great

ing of which the Prince was not capa- mistake, who had dared to awaken

ble, and the fit could be allayed only by Prince Alexis a second time in the

finding a victim. No one, however, was same manner,

willing to be a Curtius for the others,

and meanwhile the storm was increas-

ing from minute ?o minute. Some of V.

the more active and shrewd of the house-

hold pitched upon the leader of the band, PRINCE BORIS, in St. Petersburg,
a simple-minded, good-natured serf, adopted the usual habits of his class,

named Waska. They entreated him to He dressed elegantly ; he drove a dash-

take upon himself the crime of having ing troika; he played, and lost more

sung, offering to have his punishment frequently than he won
;
he took no

mitigated in every possible way. He special pains to shun any form of fash-

was proof against their tears, but not ionable dissipation. His money went

against the money which they finally of- fast, it is true ; but twenty-five thousand

fered, in order to avert the storm. The rubles was a large sum in those days,

agreement was made, although Waska and Boris did not inherit his father's ex-

both scratched his head and shook it, pensive constitution. He was present-
as he reflected upon the probable re- ed to the Empress ;

but his thin face,

suit. and mild, melancholy eyes did not make
The Prince, after his work of destruc- much impression upon that ponderous

tion, again appeared upon the steps, and, woman. He frequented the salons of

with hoarse voice and flashing eyes, be- the nobility, but saw no face so beauti-

gan to announce that every soul in the ful as that of Parashka, the serf-maiden

castle should receive a hundred lashes, who personated Venus for Simon Petro-

when a noise was heard in the court, vitch. The fact is, he had a dim, unde-

and amid cries of " Here he is !

" " We veloped instinct of culture, and a crude,

've got him, Highness !

"
the poor Was- half-conscious worship of beauty, both
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of which qualities found just enough hand. He then knelt upon the snow,
nourishment in the life of the capital to lifted the lady's head to his knee, and

tantalize and never satisfy his nature, threw back her veil. A face so lovely,

He was excited by his new experience, in spite of its deadly pallor, he had

but hardly happier. never before seen. Never had he even

Although but three -and -twenty, he imagined so perfect an oval, such a

would never know the rich, vital glow sweet, fair forehead, such delicately
with which youth rushes to clasp all pencilled brows, so fine and straight a

forms of sensation. He had seen, al- nose, such wonderful beauty of mouth
most daily, in his father's castle, excess and chin. It was fortunate that she was
in its most excessive development. It not very severely stunned, for Prince

had grown to be repulsive, and he knew Boris was not only ignorant of the usu-

not how to fill the void in his life. With al modes of restoration in such cases,

a single spark of genius, and a little but he totally forgot their necessity, in

more culture, he might have become a his rapt contemplation of the lady's face,

passable author or artist
;
but he was Presently she opened her eyes, and they

doomed to be one of those deaf-and- dwelt, expressionless, but bewildering in

dumb natures that see the movement their darkness and depth, upon his own,
of the lips of others, yet have no con- while her consciousness of things slow-

ception of sound. No wonder his sav- ly returned.

age old father looked upon him with She strove to rise, and Boris gently

contempt, for even his vices were with- lifted and supported her. She would

out strength or character. have withdrawn from his helping arm,
The dark winter days passed by, one but was still too weak from the shock,

by one, and the first week of Lent had He, also, was confused and (strange to

already arrived to subdue the glittering say) embarrassed ; but he had self-pos-

festivities of the court, when the only session enough to shout,
" Davai /

"

genuine adventure of the season hap- ( Here !
) at random. The call was an-

pened to the young Prince. For adven- swered from the Admiralty Square ;
a

tures, in the conventional sense of the sled dashed up the Gorokhovaya and

word, he was not distinguished : what- halted beside him. Taking the single
ever came to him must come by its own seat, he lifted her gently upon his lap

force or the force of Destiny. and held her very tenderly in his arms.

One raw, gloomy evening, as dusk " Where ?
" asked the istoostchik.

was setting in, he saw a female figure Boris was about to answer "
Any-

in a droschky, which was about turning where !

" but the lady whispered, in

from the Great Morskoi into the Gorok- a voice of silver sweetness, the name

hovaya (Pea) Street. He noticed, list- of a remote street, near the Smolnot

lessly, that the lady was dressed in Church.

black, closely veiled, and appeared to As the Prince wrapped the ends of

be urging the istoostchik (driver) to his sable pelisse about her, he noticed

make better speed. The latter cut his that her furs were of the common fox-

horse sharply : it sprang forward, just skin, worn by the middle classes. They,
at the turning, and the droschky, strik- with her heavy 'boots and the thread-

ing a lamp-post, was instantly overturn- bare cloth of her garments, by no means
ed. The lady, hurled with great force justified his first suspicion, that she

upon the solidly frozen snow, lay mo- was a grande dame, engaged in some
tionless, which the driver observing, he romantic " adventure." She was not

righted the sled and drove off at full more than nineteen or twenty years
speed without looking behind him. It of age, and he felt without knowing
was not inhumanity, but fear of the what it was the atmosphere of sweet,

knout, that hurried him away. womanly purity and innocence which
Prince Boris looked up and down the surrounded her. The shyness of a lost

Morskoi, but perceived no one near at boyhood surprised him.
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By the time they reached the Litenie,

she had fully recovered her conscious-

ness and a portion of her strength. She

drew away from him as much as the

narrow sled would allow.
" You have been very kind, Sir, and I

thank you," she said
;

" but I am now
able to go home without your further

assistance."
"
By no means, Lady !

' : said the

Prince. " The streets are rough, and

here are no lamps. If a second acci-

dent were to happen, you would be

helpless. Will you not allow me to

protect you ?
"

She looked him in the face. In the

dusky light she saw not the peevish,

weary features of the worldling, but

only the imploring softness of his eyes,
the full and perfect honesty of his pres-

ent emotion. She made no further ob-

jection : perhaps she was glad that she

could trust the elegant stranger.

Boris, never before at a loss for

words, even in the presence of the Em-

press, was astonished to find how awk-

ward were his attempts at conversation.

She was presently the more self-pos-

sessed of the two, and nothing was ever

so sweet to his ears as the few com-

monplace remarks she uttered. In

spite of the darkness and the chilly air,

the sled seemed to fly like lightning.

Before he supposed they had made half

the way, she gave a sign to the istoost-

chik, and they drew up before a plain
house of squared logs.
The two lower windows were lighted,

and the dark figure of an old man, with

a skull-cap upon his head, was framed
in one of them. It vanished as the sled

stopped ; the door was thrown open and
the man came forth hurriedly, followed

by a Russian nurse with a lantern.
"
Helena, my child, art thou come at

last ? What has befallen thee ?
"

He would evidently have said more,
but the sight of Prince Boris caused
him to pause, while a quick shade of

suspicion and alarm passed over his

face. The Prince stepped forward, in-

stantly relieved of his unaccustomed

timidity, and rapidly described the ac-

cident. The old nurse, Katinka, had

meanwhile assisted the lovely Helena
into the house.

The old man turned to follow, shiver-

ing in the night-air. Suddenly recol-

lecting himself, he begged the Prince to

enter and take some refreshments, but
,

with the air and tone of a man who

hopes that his invitation will not be ac-

cepted. If such was really his hope, he

was disappointed ;
for Boris instantly

commanded the istoostchik to wait for

him, and entered the humble dwelling.
The apartment into which he was

ushered was spacious, and plainly, yet
not shabbily furnished. A violoncello

and clavichord, with several portfolios
of music and scattered sheets of ruled

paper, proclaimed the profession or the

taste of the occupant. Having excus-

ed himself a moment, to look after his

daughter's condition, the old man, on
his return, found Boris turning over the

leaves of a musical work.
" You see my profession," he said :

"
I teach music."
" Do you not compose ?

" asked the

Prince.
" That was once my ambition. I was

a pupil of Sebastian Bach. But cir-

cumstances necessity brought me
here. Other lives changed the direction

of mine. It was right."
" You mean your daughter's ?

"
the

Prince gently suggested.
" Hers and her mother's. Our story

was well known in St.'Petersburg twenty

years ago, but I suppose no one recol-

lects it now. My wife was the daugh-
ter of a Baron von Plauen, and loved

music and myself better than her home
and a titled bridegroom. She escaped,

we united our lives, suffered and were

happy together, and she died. That

is all."

Further conversation was interrupted

by the entrance of Helena, with steam-

ing glasses of tea. She was even love-

lier than before. Her close-fitting dress

revealed the symmetry of her form, and

the quiet, unstudied grace of her move-

ments. Although her garments were

of well-worn material, the lace which

covered her bosom was genuine point

d'Alengon, of an old and rare pattern.
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Boris felt that her air and manner were counted for by circumstances, that by
thoroughly noble ;

he rose and saluted the close of Lent he could feei justified

her with the profoundest respect. in making the Easter call of a friend,

In spite of the singular delight which and claim its attendant privileges, with-

her presence occasioned him, he was out fear of being repulsed,

careful not to prolong his visit beyond That Easter call was an era in his

the limits of strict etiquette. His name, life. At the risk of his wealth and rank

Boris Alexeivitch, only revealed to his being suspected, he dressed himself in

guests the name of his father, without new and rich garments, and hurried

his rank
;
and when he stated that he away towards the Smolnoi. The old

was employed in one of the Depart- nurse, Katinka, in her scarlet gown,

msnts, (which was true in a measure, for opened the door for him, and was the

he was a staff officer,) they could only first to say,
" Christ is arisen !

" What
look upon him as being, at best, a mem- could he do but give her the usual kiss ?

ber of some family whose recent ele- Formerly he had kissed hundreds of

vation to the nobility did not release serfs, men and women, on the sacred

them from the necessity of Government anniversary, with a passive good-will,

service. Of course he employed the usu- but Katinka's kiss seemed bitter, and

al pretext of wishing to study music, he secretly rubbed his mouth after it.

and either by that or some other strata- The music -master came next : grisly

gem managed to leave matters in such though he might be, he was the St.

a shape that a second visit could not Peter who stood at the gate of heaven,

occasion surprise. Then entered Helena, in white, like an

As the sled glided homewards over angel. He took her hand, pronounced
the crackling snow, he was obliged to the Easter greeting, and scarcely waited

confess the existence of a new and pow- for the answer,
"
Truly he is arisen !

"

erful excitement. Was it the chance of before his lips found the way to hers,

an adventure, such as certain of his For a second they warmly trembled and
comrades were continually seeking ? glowed together ;

and in another second

He thought not : no, decidedly not. some new and sweet and subtile rela-

Was it could it be love ? He real- tion seemed to be established between

ly could not tell : he had not the slight- their natures.

est idea what love was like. That night Prince Boris wrote a long
letter to his " chtre maman" inpiquant-

ly misspelt French, giving her the gos-
VI. sip of the court, and such family news

as she usually craved. The purport of

IT was something, at least, that the the letter, however, was only disclosed

plastic and not unvirtuous nature of the in the final paragraph, and then in so

young man was directed towards a defi- negative a way that it is doubtful wheth-
nite object. The elements out of which er the Princess Martha fully understood
he was made, although somewhat dilut- it.

ed, were active enough to make him "
Poing de mariajes pour moix !

" he

uncomfortable, so long as they remain- wrote, but we will drop the original,
ed in a confused state. He had very

"
I don't think of such a thing yet.

little power of introversion, but he Pashkoff dropped a hint the other day,
was sensible that his temperament was but I kept my eyes shut. Perhaps you
changing, that he grew more cheerful remember her? fat, thick lips, and
and contented with life, that a chasm crooked teeth. Natalie D said to

somewhere was filling up, just in pro- me, 'Have you ever been in love,

portion as his acquaintance with the old Prince ?
' Have I, maman ? I did not

music-master and his daughter became know what answer to make. What is

more familiar. His visits were made love ? How does one feel, when one

so brief, were so adroitly timed and ac- has it ? They laugh at it here, and of
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course I should not wish to do what is it, and instructed her son how to attack

laughable. Give me a hint : forewarned his father's weak side. The latter waso
is forearmed, you know," etc., etc. furiously jealous of certain other noble-

Perhaps the Princess Martha did men of nearly equal wealth, who were

suspect something ; perhaps some word with him at the court of Peter the Great,

in her son's letter touched a secret spot as their sons now were at that of Eliza-

far back in her memory, and renewed a beth. Boris compared the splendor of

dim, if not very intelligible, pain. She these young noblemen with his own
answered his question at length, in the moderate estate, fabled a few " adven-

style of the popular French romances tures
" and drinking-bouts, and an-

of that day. She had much to say of nounced his determination of doing hon-

dew and roses, turtle-doves and the or to the name which Prince Alexis of

arrows of Cupid. Kinesma had left behind him in the cap-
"Ask thyself," she wrote, "whether ital.

felicity comes with her presence, and There was cursing at the castle, when
distraction with her absence, wheth- the letter arrived. Many serfs felt the

er her eyes make the morning brighter sting of the short whip, the slumber- flag
for thee. and her tears fall upon thy was hoisted five minutes later than usu-

heart like molten lava, whether heav- al, and the consumption of Cognac was
en would be black and dismal without alarming ;

but no mirror was smashed,
her company, and the flames of hell and when Prince Alexis read the letter

turn into roses under her feet." to his poor relations, he even chuckled

It was very evident that the good over some portions of it. Boris had
Princess Martha had never felt nay, boldly demanded twenty thousand ru-

did not comprehend a passion such bles,Jn the desperate hope of receiving
as she described. half that amount, and he had calcu-

Prince Boris, however, whose venera- lated correctly.

tion for his mother was unbounded, took Before midsummer he was Helena's

her words literally, and applied the ques- accepted lover. Not, however, until

tions to himself. Although he found it then, when her father had given his con-

difficult, in good faith and sincerity, to sent to their marriage in the autumn,

answer all of them affirmatively, (he was did he disclose his true rank. The old

puzzled, for instance, to know the sen- man's face lighted up with a glow of

sation of molten lava falling upon the selfish satisfaction ; but Helena quietly

heart,) yet the general conclusion was took her lover's hand, and said,

inevitable : Helena was necessary to his " Whatever you are, Boris, I will be

happiness. faithful to you."
Instead of returning to Kinesma for

the summer, as had been arranged, he

determined to remain in St. Petersburg, VII.

under the pretence of devoting himself

to military studies. This change of LEAVING Boris to discover the exact

plan occasioned more disappointment form and substance of the passion of

to the Princess Martha than vexation to love, we will return for a time to the

Prince Alexis. The latter only growled castle of Kinesma.

at the prospect of being called upon Whether the Princess Martha con-

to advance a further supply of rubles, lectured what had transpired in St. Pe-

slightly comforting himselfwith the mut- tersburg, or was partially informed of it

tered reflection, by her son, cannot now be ascertained.
"
Perhaps the brat will make a man She was sufficiently weak, timid, and

of himself, after all." nervous, to be troubled with the knowl-

It was not many weeks, in fact, be- edge of the stratagem in which she had

fore the expected petition came to hand, assisted in order to procure nioney, and

The Princess Martha had also foreseen that the ever -
present consciousness
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thereof would betray itself to the sharp meal was after his heart
;
and by the

eyes of her husband. Certain it is, that time he had eaten a hare and half a

the demeanor of the latter towards her flank of venison, followed by several

and his household began to change about bowls of fiery wine, he was in the hu-

the end of the summer. He seemed to mor for sport. He ordered a hole cut

have a haunting suspicion, that, in some in the upper 'side of the barrel, as it lay ;

way, he had been, or was about to be, then, getting astride of it, like a grisly

overreached. He grew peevish, suspi- Bacchus, he dipped out the liquor with

cious, and more violent than ever in his a ladle, and plied his thirsty serfs un-

excesses. til they became as recklessly savage as

When Mishka, the dissipated bear he.

already described, bit off one of the They were scattered over a slope

ears of Basil, a hunter belonging to the gently falling from the dark, dense fir-

castle, and Basil drew his knife and forest towards the Volga, where it ter-

plunged it into Mishka's heart, Prince minated in a rocky palisade, ten to fif-

Alexis punished the hunter by cutting teen feet in height. The fires blazed

off his other ear, and sending him away and crackled merrily in the frosty air
;

to a distant estate. A serf, detected in the yells and songs of the carousers were

eating a few of the pickled cherries in- echoed back from the opposite shore of

tended for the Prince's botvinia, was the river. The chill atmosphere, the

placed in a cask, and pickled cherries lowering sky, and the approaching night

packed around him up to the chin, could not touch the blood of that wild

There he was kept until almost flayed crowd. ^Their faces glowed and their

by the acid. It was ordered that these eyes sparkled ; they were ready for any
two delinquents should never after- deviltry which their lord might sug-
wards be called by any other names than gest.

"Crop-Ear" and "Cherry." Some began to amuse themselves by
But the Prince's severest joke, which, flinging the clean-picked bones of deer

strange to say, in no wise lessened his and hare along the glassy ice of the

popularity among the serfs, occurred a Volga. Prince Alexis, perceiving this

month or two later. One of his leading diversion, cried out in ecstasy,

passions was the chase, especially the "Oh, by St. Nicholas the Miracle-

chase in his own forests, with from one Worker, I '11 give you better sport than

to two hundred men, and no one to dis- that, ye knaves ! Here 's the very place

pute his Lordship. On such occasions, for a reisak, do you hear me, chil-

a huge barrel of wine, mounted upon a dren ? a reisak ! Could there be better

sled, always accompanied the crowd, ice ? and then the rocks to jump from !

and the quantity which the hunters re- Come, children, come ! Waska, Ivan,
ceived depended upon the satisfaction Daniel, you dogs, over with you !

"

of Prince Alexis with the game they Now the reisak was a gymnastic per-
collected. formance peculiar to old Russia, and
Winter had set in early and sudden- therefore needs to be described. It

ly, and one day, as the Prince and his could become popular only among a

retainers emerged from the forest with people of strong physical qualities, and
their forenoon's spoil, and found them- in a country where swift rivers freeze

selves on the bank ofthe Volga, the water rapidly from sudden cold. Hence we
was already covered with a thin sheet of are of the opinion that it will not be in-

ice. Fires were kindled, a score or two troduced into our own winter diversions,

of hares and a brace of deer were skin- A spot is selected where the water is

ned, and the flesh placed on sticks to deep and the current tolerably strong ;

broil
; skins of mead foamed and hissed the ice must be about half an inch in

into the wooden bowls, and the cask of thickness. The performer leaps head

unbroached wine towered in the midst, foremost from a rock or platform, bursts

Prince Alexis had a good appetite ; the through the ice, is carried under by the
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current, comes up some distance be- "
They will be the death of me !

" was

low, and bursts through again. Both his lament. " Not a man among them !

skill and strength are required to do It was n't so in the old times. Such

the feat successfully. beautiful reisaks as I have seen ! But

Waska, Ivan, Daniel, and a number the people are becoming women, hares,

of others, sprang to the 'brink of the chickens, skunks ! Villains, will

rocks and looked over. The wall was you force me to kill you ? You have

not quite perpendicular, some large frag- dishonored and disgraced me ;
I am

ments having fallen from above and ashamed to look my neighbors in the

lodged along the base. It would there- face. Was ever a man so treated ?
"

fore require a bold leap to clear the The serfs hung down their heads,

rocks and strike the smooth ice. They feeling somehow responsible for their

hesitated, and no wonder. master's misery. Some of them wept,
Prince Alexis howled with rage and out of a stupid sympathy with his tears,

disappointment. All at once he sprang down from
" The Devil take you, for a pack of the cask, crying in a gay, triumphant

whimpering hounds !

" he cried. " Ho- tone,

ly Saints ! they are afraid to make a ret- "I have it! Bring me Crop -Ear.
sak !

>! He 's the fellow for a reisak, he can

Ivan crossed himself, and sprang, make three, one after another."

He cleared the rocks, but, instead of One of the boldest ventured to sug-

bursting through the ice with his head, gest that Crop-Ear had been sent away
fell at full length upon his back. in disgrace to another of the Prince's

" O knave !

"
yelled the Prince, estates.

" not to know where his head is !
"
Bring him here, I say ! Take

Thinks it 's his back ! Give him fif- horses, and don't draw rein going or

teen stripes." coming. I will not stir from this spot
Which was instantly done. until Crop-Ear comes."

The second attempt was partially sue- With these words, he mounted the

cessful. One of the hunters broke barrel, and recommenced ladling out

through the ice, head foremost, going the wine. Huge fires were made, for

down, but he failed to come up again ; the night was falling, and the cold had

so the feat was only half performed. become intense. Fresh game was skew-

The Prince became more furiously ered and set to broil, and the tragic in-

excited, terlude of the revel was soon forgot-
" This is the way I 'm treated !

" he ten.

cried. " He forgets all about finishing Towards midnight the sound of hoofs

the reisak, and goes to chasing ster- was heard, and the messengers arrived

let ! May the carps eat him up for an with Crop-Ear. But, although the lat-

ungrateful vagabond ! Here, you beg- ter had lost his ears, he was not inclin-

gars !" (addressing the poor relations,) ed to split his head. The ice, mean-
"
take, your turn, and let me see wheth- while, had become so strong that a

er you are men." cannon-ball would have made no im-

Only one of the frightened parasites pression upon it. Crop - Ear simply
had the courage to obey. On reaching threw down a stone heavier than hi wi-

the brink, he shut his eyes in mortal self, and, as it bounced and slid along

fear, and made a leap at random. The the solid floor, said to Prince Alex-

next moment he lay on the edge of the is,

ice with one leg broken against a frag- "Am I to go back, Highness, or stay
ment of rock. here ?

"

This capped the climax of the Prince's "Here, my son. Thou 'rt a man.
wrath. He fell into a state bordering Come hither to me."
on despair, tore his hair, gnashed his Taking the serf's head in his hands,

teeth, and wept bitterly. he kissed him on both cheeks. Then
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he rode homeward through the dark, divert its force, as on a former occa-

iron woods, seated astride on the bar- sion.

rel, and steadying himself with his Under the weight of this imminent

arms around Crop-Ear's and Waska's secret, the Princess Martha could nei-

necks. ther eat nor sleep. Her body wasted

to a shadow ; at every noise in the cas-

tle, she started and listened in terror,

VIII. fearing that the news had arrived.

Prince Boris, no doubt, found his

THE health of the Princess Martha, courage fail him, when he set about

always delicate, now began to fail rap- writing the promised letter
;
for a fort-

idly. She was less and less able to en- night elapsed before it made its appear-
dure her husband's savage humors, and ance. Prince Alexis received it on his

lived almost exclusively in her own return from the chase. He read it

apartments. She never mentioned the hastily through, uttered a prolonged
name of Boris in his presence, for it roar like that of a wounded bull, and

was sure to throw him into a paroxysm rushed into the castle. The sound of

of fury. Floating rumors in regard to breaking furniture, of crashing porce-
the young Prince had reached him from lain and shivered glass, came from the

the capital, and nothing would convince state apartments ;
the domestics fell on

him that his wife was not cognizant of their knees and prayed ;
the Princess,

her son's doings. The poor Princess who heard the noise and knew what

clung to her boy as to all that was left it portended, became almost insensible

her of life, and tried to prop her failing from fright.

strength with the hope of his speedy One of the upper servants entered a

return. She was now too helpless to chamber as the Prince was in the act

thwart his wishes in any way ;
but she of demolishing a splendid malachite ta-

dreaded, more than death, the terrible ble, which had escaped all his previous

something which would surely take place attacks. He was immediately greeted
between father and son, if her conjee- with a cry of,

tures should prove to be true. " Send the Princess to me !

"

One day, in the early part of Novem- " Her Highness is not able to leave

ber, she received a letter from Boris, her chamber," the man replied,

announcing his marriage. She had How it happened he could never af-

barely strength and presence of mind terwards describe, but he found him-

enough to conceal the paper in her self lying in a corner of the room,

bosom before sinking in a swoon. By When he arose, there seemed to be a

some means or other the young Prince singular cavity in his mouth : his upper
had succeeded in overcoming all the front teeth were wanting,
obstacles to such a step : probably the We will not narrate what took place
favor of the Empress was courted, in in the chamber of the Princess. The
order to obtain her consent. The mon- nerves of the unfortunate woman had

ey he had received, he wrote, would be been so wrought upon by her fears, that

sufficient to maintain them for a few her husband's brutal rage, familiar to

months, though not in a style befitting her from long experience, now possess-
their rank. He was proud and happy ; ed a new and alarming significance,
the Princess Helena would be the reign- His threats were terrible to hear; she

ing beauty of the court, when he should fell into convulsions, and before morn-

present her, but he desired the sanction ing her tormented life was at an end.

of his parents to the marriage, before There was now something else to

taking his place in society. He would think of, and the smashing of porcelain
write immediately to his father, and and cracking of whips came to an end.

hoped, that, if the news brought a The Archimandrite was summoned, and

storm, Mishka might be on hand to preparations, both religious and secular,
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were made for a funeral worthy the rank " Can you not give me a place in your
of the deceased. Thousands flocked to monastery ?

" he asked, turning to the
Kinesma

;
and when the immense pro- Abbot "

I will endow it with a gift of
cession moved away from the castle, forty thousand rubles, for the privilege

although very few of the persons had of occupying a monk's cell."

ever known or cared in the least for "
Pray, do not decide too hastily,

the Princess Martha, all, without ex- Highness," the Abbot replied. "You
ception, shed profuse tears. Yes, there have yet a son."

was one exception, one bare, dry rock,
" What !

"
yelled Prince Alexis, with

rising alone out of the universal deluge, flashing eyes, every trace of humility
Prince Alexis himself, who walked and renunciation vanishing like smoke,

behind the coffin, his eyes fixed and " what ! Borka? The infamous wretch
his features rigid as stone. They re- who has ruined me, killed his mother,
marked that his face was haggard, and and brought disgrace upon our name ?

that the fiery tinge on his cheeks and Do you know that he has married a
nose had faded into livid purple. The .wench of no family and without a far-

only sign of emotion which he gave was thing, who would be honored, if I

a convulsive shudder, which from time should allow her to feed my hogs ? Live
to time passed over his whole body. for him ? live for him ? Ah-z-z-z !

"

Three archimandrites (abbots) and This outbreak terminated in a sound
one hundred priests headed the solemn between a snarl and a bellow. The
funeral procession from the castle to priests turned pale, but the Abbot de-

the church on the opposite hill. There voutly remarked,
the mass for the dead was chanted, the "

Encompassed by sorrows, Prince,

responses being sung by a choir of sil- you should humbly submit to the will

very boyish voices. All the appoint- of the Lord."

ments were of the costliest character. " Submit to Borka ?
" the Prince

Not only all those within the church, scornfully laughed.
"

I know what I '11

but the thousands outside, spared not do. There 's time enough yet for a

their tears, but wept until the fountains wife and another child, ay, a dozen

were exhausted. Notice was given, at children ! I can have my pick in the

the close of the services, that " baked province ;
and if I could n't, I 'd soon-

meats " would be furnished to the mul- er take Masha, the goose -girl, than

titude, and that all beggars who came leave Borka the hope of stepping into

to Kinesma would be charitably fed for my shoes. Beggars they shall be,

the space of six weeks. Thus, by her beggars !

>;

death, the amiable Princess Martha was What further he might have said was
enabled to dispense more charity than interrupted by the priests rising to chant

had been permitted to her life. the Blajennon uspennie, ( Blessed be the

At the funeral banquet which follow- dead,) after which, the trisna, a drink

ed, Prince Alexis placed the Abbot Ser- composed of mead, wine, and rum, was

gius at his right hand, and conversed emptied to the health of the departed
with him in the most edifying manner soul. Every one stood during this cer-

upon the necessity of leading a pure emony, except Prince Alexis, who fell

and godly life. His remarks upon the suddenly prostrate before the conse-

duty of a Christian, upon brotherly love, crated pictures, and sobbed so passion-

humility, and self-sacrifice, brought tears ately that the tears of the guests flowed

into the eyes of the listening priests, for the third time. There he lay until

He expressed his conviction that the night ;
for whenever any one dared to

departed Princess, by the piety of her touch him, he struck out furiously with

life, had attained unto salvation, and fists and feet. Finally he fell asleep on

added, that his own life had now no fur- the floor, and the servants then bore

ther value, unless he should devote it to him to his sleeping apartment,

religious exercises. For several days afterward his grief
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continued to be so violent that the occu- And the dawn was glimmering against

pants of the castle were obliged to keep the eastern stars, as they took the way
out of his way. The whip was never out to the castle, making the ghostly fir-

of his hand, and he used it very reckless- woods ring with shout and choric song,

ly, not always selecting the right person. Nevertheless, Prince Alexis was no
The parasitic poor relations foun'd their longer the same man : his giant strength
situation so uncomfortable, that they de- and furious appetite were broken. He
cided, one and all, to detach themselves was ever ready, as formerly, for the

from the tree upon which they fed and chase and the drinking-bout ; but his

fattened, even at the risk of withering jovial mood no longer grew into a cri-

on a barren soil. Night and morning sis which only utter physical exhaustion

the serfs prayed upon their knees, with or the stupidity of drunkenness could

many tears and groans, that the Saints overcome. Frequently, while astride

might send consolation, in any form, to the cask, his shouts of laughter would

their desperate lord. suddenly cease, the ladle would drop
The Saints graciously heard and an- from his hand, and he would sit mo-

swered the prayer. Word came that tionless, staring into vacancy for five

a huge bear had been seen in the for- minutes at a time. Then the serfs, too,

est stretching towards Juriewetz. The became silent, and stood still, awaiting

sorrowing Prince pricked up his ears, a change. The gloomy mood passed
threw down his whip, and ordered a away as suddenly. He would start,

chase. Sasha, the broad - shouldered, look about him, and say, in a melan-

the cunning, the ready, the untiring choly voice,

companion of his master, secretly or- " Have I frightened you, my chil-

dered a cask of vodki to follow the dren ? It seems to me that I am get-

crowd of hunters and serfs. There was ting old. Ah, yes, we must all die, one

a steel-bright sky, a low, yellow sun, day. But we need not think about it,

and a brisk easterly wind from the until the time comes. The Devil take

heights of the Ural. As the crisp snow me for putting it into my head ! Why,
began to crunch under the Prince's sled, how now ? can't you sing, children ?

"

his followers saw the old expression Then he would strike up some ditty

come back to his face. With song and which they all knew : a hundred voices

halloo and blast of horns, they swept joined in the strain, and the hills once

away into the forest. more rang with revelry.

Saint John the Hunter must have Since the day when the Princess Mar-

been on guard over Russia that day. tha was buried, the Prince had not again
The great bear was tracked, and, after spoken of marriage. No one, of course,

a long and exciting chase, fell by the dared to mention the name of Boris in

hand of Prince Alexis himself. Halt his presence,
was made in an open space in the forest,

logs were piled together and kindled on
the snow, and just at the right moment IX.

(which no one knew better than Sasha)
the cask of vodki rolled into its place. THE young Prince had, in reality,

When the serfs saw the Prince mount become the happy husband of Helena,

astride of it, with his ladle in his hand, His love for her had grown to be a

they burst into shouts of extravagant shaping and organizing influence, with-

joy.
" Slava Bogii !

"
(Glory be to out which his nature would have fallen

God !) came fervently from the beard- into its former confusion. If a thought
ed lips of those hard, rough, obedient of a less honorable relation had ever

children. They tumbled headlong over entered his mind, it was presently ban-

each other, in their efforts to drink first ished by the respect which a nearer in-

from the ladle, to clasp the knees or timacy inspired ;
and thus Helena, mag-

kiss the hands of the restored Prince, netically drawing to the surface only
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his best qualities, loved, unconsciously mother's death
;
he is lonely and un-

to herself, her own work in him. Ere- happy. He may not welcome us, but

long she saw that she might balance he will surely suffer us to come to him
;

the advantages he had conferred upon and we must then begin the work of

her in their marriage by the support reconciliation. Reflect, my Boris, that

and encouragement which she was able you have keenly wounded him in the

to impart to him
;
and this knowledge, tenderest part, his pride, and you

removing all painful sense of obligation, must therefore cast away your own
made her both happy and secure in her pride, and humbly and respectfully, as

new position. becomes a son, solicit his pardon."
The Princess Martha, under some "

Yes," said he, hesitatingly,
"
you

presentiment of her approaching death, are right. But I know his violence and
had intrusted one of the ladies in attend- recklessness, as you do not. For my-
ance upon her with the secret of her self, alone, I am willing to meet him

;

son's marriage, in addition to a tender yet I fear for your sake. Would you not

maternal message, and such presents tremble to encounter a maddened and
of money and jewelry as she was able brutal mujik? then how much more
to procure without her husband's knowl- to meet Alexis Pavlovitch of Kinesma !

"

edge. These presents reached Boris "
I do not and shall not tremble," she

very opportunely ; for, although Helena replied.
"

It is not your marriage that

developed a wonderful skill in regulat- has estranged your father, but your

ing his expenses, the spring was ap- marriage with me. Having been, un-

proaching, and even the limited circle consciously, the cause of the trouble, I

of society in which they had moved shall deliberately, and as a sacred duty,

during the gay season had made heavy attempt to remove it. Let us go to

demands upon his purse. He became Kinesma, as humble, penitent children,

restless and abstracted, until his wife, and cast ourselves upon your father's

who by this time clearly comprehended mercy. At the worst, he can but reject

the nature of his trouble, had secretly us
;
and you will have given me the

decided how it must be met. consolation of knowing that I have

The Blender hoard of the old music- tried, as your wife, to annul the sacri-

master, with a few thousand rubles fice you have made for my sake."

from Prince Boris, sufficed for his mod- " Be it so, then !

"
cried Boris, with a

est maintenance. Being now free from mingled feeling of relief and anxiety,

the charge of his daughter, he deter- He was not unwilling that the attempt
mined to visit Germany, and, if cir- should be made, especially since it was

cumstances were propitious, to secure his wife's desire
;
but he knew his father

a refuge for his old age in his favorite too well to anticipate immediate success.

Leipsic. Summer was at hand, and the All threatening possibilities suggested
court had already removed to Oranien- themselves to his mind

;
all forms of

baum. In a few weeks the capital insult and outrage which he had seen

would be deserted. perpetrated at Kinesma filled his mem-
" Shall we go to Germany with your ory. The suspense became at last worse

father ?
" asked Boris, as he sat at a than any probable reality. He wrote to

window with Helena, enjoying the long his father, announcing a speedy visit

twilight. from himself and his wife
;
and two

"
No, my Boris," she answered ;

"we days afterwards the pair left St. Peters-

will go to Kinesma." burg in a large travelling kibitka.
" But Helena, golubchik, mon

ange, are you in earnest ?
"

.

"
Yes, my Boris. The last letter from X.

your our cousin Nadejda convinces"

me that the step must be taken. Prince WHEN Prince Alexis received his

Alexis has grown much older since your son's letter, an expression of fierce,
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cruel delight crept over his face, and expectancy, not unmixed with brutish

there remained, horribly illuminating glee, fell upon Kinesma.

its haggard features. The orders given By the middle of the next forenoon,

for swimming horses in the Volga Boris and his wife, seated in the open
one of his summer diversions were kibitka, drawn by post-horses, reached

immediately countermanded ;
he paced the boundaries of the estate, a few

around the parapet of the castle-wall versts from the village. They were

until near midnight, followed by Sasha both silent and slightly pale at first,

with a stone jug of vodki. The latter but now began to exchange mechanical

had the useful habit, notwithstanding remarks, to divert each other's thoughts
his stupid face, of picking up the frag- from the coming reception,

ments of soliloquy which the Prince " Here are the fields of Kinesma at

dropped, and answering them as if talk- last !

" exclaimed Prince Boris. " We
ing to himself. Thus he improved up- shall see the church and castle from the

on and perfected many a hint of cru- top of that hill in the distance. And

elty, and was too discreet ever to dis- there is Peter, my playmate, herding

pute his master's claim to the inven- the cattle ! Peter ! Good day, broth-

tion. erkin !

"

Sasha, we may be sure, was busy Peter looked, saw the carriage close

with his devil's work that night. The upon him, and, after a moment of hesi-

next morning the stewards and agents tation, let his arms drop stiffly by his

of Prince Alexis, in castle, village, and sides, and began howling like a mas-

field, were summoned to his presence. tiffby moonlight. Helena laughed heart-
" Hark ye !

' said he
;

" Borka and ily at this singular response to the greet-
his trumpery wife send me word that ing ; but Boris, after the first astonish-

they will be here to-morrow. See to ment was over, looked terrified,

it that every man, woman, and child,
" That was done by order," said he,

for ten versts out on the Moskovskoi with a bitter smile. " The old bear

road, knows of their coming. Let it be stretches his claws out Dare you try
known that whoever uncovers his head his hug ?

"

before them shall uncover his back for "
I do not fear," she answered ;

her

a hundred lashes. Whomsoever they face was calm.

greet may bark' like a dog, mee-ouw Every serf they passed obeyed the

like a cat, or bray like an ass, as much order of Prince Alexis according to his

as he chooses
;
but if he speaks a de- own idea of disrespect. One turned

cent word, his tongue shall be silenced his back
;
another made contemptuous

with stripes. Whoever shall insult grimaces and noises ;
another sang a

them has my pardon in advance. Oh, vulgar song ;
another spat upon the

let them come ! ay, let them come ! ground or held his nostrils. Nowhere
Come they may : but how they go away was a cap raised, or the stealthy wel-

again
" come of a friendly glance given.

The Prince Alexis suddenly stopped, The Princess Helena met these in-

shook his head, and walked up and suits with a calm, proud indifference,

clown the hall, muttering to himself. Boris felt them more keenly; for the

His eyes were bloodshot, and sparkled fields and hills were prospectively his

with a strange light. What the stew- property, and so also were the brutish

ards had heard was plain enough ; but peasants. It was a form of chastise-

that something more terrible than in- ment which he had never before expe-
sult was yet held in reserve they did rienced, and knew not how to resist,

not doubt. It was safe, therefore, not The affront of an entire community was

only to fulfil, but to exceed, the letter an offence against which he felt himself

of their instructions. Before night the to be helpless.

whole population were acquainted with As they approached the town, the

their duties
;
and an unusual mood of demonstrations of insolence were re-
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doubled. About two hundred boys, was about to burst. Sasha and the

between the ages of ten and fourteen, castle-steward had taken the wise pre-
awaited them on the hill below the caution to summon a physician and a

church, forming themselves into files priest, provided with the utensils for

on either side of tne road. These imps extreme unction. Both of these per-
had been instructed to stick out their sons had been smuggled in through a

tongues in derision, and howl, as the rear entrance, and were kept conceal-

carriage passed between them. At the ed until their services should be re-

entrance of the long main street of Ki- quired.

nesma, they were obliged to pass under The noise of wheels was heard out-

a mock triumphal arch, hung with dead side the gate, which stood invitingly

dogs and drowned cats ;
and from this open. Prince Alexis clutched his whip

point the reception assumed an out- with iron fingers, and unconsciously

rageous character. Howls, hootings, took the attitude of a wild beast about
and hisses were heard on all sides ; to spring from its ambush. Now the

bouquets of nettles and vile weeds were hard clatter of hoofs and the rumbling
flung to them ; even wreaths of spoiled of wheels echoed from the archway, and
fish dropped from the windows. The the kibitka rolled into the court-yard,
women were the most eager and up- It stopped near the foot of the grand
roarious in this carnival of insult: they staircase. Boris, who sat upon the far-

beat their saucepans, threw pails of dir- ther side, rose to alight, in order to

ty water upon the horses, pelted the hand his wife down
; but no sooner

coachman with rotten cabbages, and had he made a movement than Prince
filled the air with screeching and foul Alexis, with lifted whip and face flash-

words, ing fire, rushed down the steps. Hele-

It was impossible to pass through na rose, threw back her veil, let her

this ordeal with indifference. Boris, mantle (which Boris had grasped, in

finding that his kindly greetings were his anxiety to restrain her action) fall

thrown away, that even his old ac- behind her, and stepped upon the pave-

quaintances in the bazaar howled like ment.

the rest, sat with head bowed and . Prince Alexis had already reached

despair in his heart. The beautiful eyes the last step, and but a few feet sepa-

of Helena were heavy with tears ;
but rated them. He stopped as if struck

she no longer trembled, for she knew by lightning, his body still retaining,

the crisis was yet to come. in every limb, the impress of motion.

As the kibitka slowly climbed the The whip was in his uplifted fist
;
one

hill on its way to the castle-gate, Prince foot was on the pavement of the court,

Alexis, who had heard and enjoyed the and the other upon the edge of the last

noises in the village from a balcony step ;
his head was bent forward, his

on the western tower, made his appear- mouth open, and his eyes fastened up-
ance at the head of the steps which led on the Princess Helena's face,

from the court-yard to the state apart- She,, too, stood motionless, a form

ments. The dreaded whip was in his of simple and perfect grace, and met
hand

;
his eyes seemed about to start his gaze with soft, imploring, yet coura-

from their sockets, in their wild, eage'r, geous and trustful eyes. The women

hungry gaze ; the veins stood out like who watched the scene from the gal-

cords on his forehead
;
and his lips, . leries above always declared that an

twitching involuntarily, revealed the invisible saint stood beside her in that

glare of his set teeth. A frightened moment, and surrounded her with a

hush filled the castle. Some of the do- dazzling glory. The few moments dur-

mestics were on their knees
;

others ing which the suspense of a hundred

watching, pale and breathless, from the hearts hung upon those encountering
windows : for all felt that a greater eyes seemed an eternity,
storm than they had ever experienced Prince Alexis did not move, but he
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began to tremble from head to foot. Off, ye scoundrels, ye vagabonds, and

His fingers relaxed, and the whip fell spread the news !

"

ringing upon the pavement. The wild It was not an hour before the whole

fire of his eyes changed from wrath into sweep of the circling hills resounded

an ecstasy as intense, and a piercing with the clang of bells, the blare of

cry of mingled wonder, admiration, and horns, and the songs and shouts of

delight burst from his throat. At that the rejoicing multitude. The triumphal

cry Boris rushed forward and knelt at arch of unsavory animals was whirled

his feet. Helena, clasping her fairest into the Volga ;
all signs of the recent

hands, sank beside her husband, with reception vanished like magic ; festive

upturned face, as if seeking to hold the fir-boughs adorned the houses, and the

old man's eyes, and perfect the miracle gardens and window-pots were stripped
she had wrought. of their choicest flowers to make wreaths

The sight of that sweet face, so near of welcome. The two hundred boys,
his own, tamed the last lurking ferocity not old enough to comprehend this sud-

of the beast. His tears burst forth in fenbouleversementoi sentiment, did not

a shower ; he lifted and embraced the immediately desist from sticking out

Princess, kissing her brow, her cheeks, their tongues : whereupon they were

her chin, and her hands, calling her his dismissed with a box on the ear. By
darling daughter, his little white dove, the middle of the afternoon all Kinesma
his lambkin. was eating, drinking, and singing ; and

"
And, father, my Boris too !

" said every song was sung, and every glass
she. emptied, in honor of the dear, good
The pure, liquid voice sent thrills Prince Boris, and the dear, beautiful

of exquisite delight through his whole Princess Helena. By night all Kinesma
frame. He embraced and blessed Bo- was drunk,

ris, and then, throwing an arm around

each, held them to his breast, and wept
passionately upon their heads. By this XI.

time the whole castle overflowed with

weeping. Tears fell from every window IN the castle a superb banquet was
and gallery ; they hissed upon the hot improvised. Music, guests, and rare

saucepans of the cooks
; they moistened dishes were brought together with won-

the oats in the manger ; they took the derful speec., and the choicest wines of
starch out of the ladies' ruffles, and the- cellar .vere drawn upon. Prince

weakened the wine in the goblets of the Boris, bewi.dered by this sudden and

guests. Insult was changed into ten- incredible c.iange in his fortunes, sat at

derness in a moment. Those who had his father's right hand, while the Prin-

barked or stuck out their tongues at cess filled, but with much more beauty
Boris rushed up to kiss his boots

;
a and dignity, the ancient place of the

thousand terms of endearment were Princess Martha. The golden dishes

showered upon him. were set before her, and the famous fam-

Still clasping his children to his ily emeralds in accordance with the

breast, Prince Alexis mounted the steps command of Prince Alexis gleamed
with them. At the top he turned, clear- among her dark hair and flashed around
ed his throat, husky from sobbing, and her milk-white throat. Her beauty was

shouted, - of a kind so rare in Russia that it si-
' A feast ! a feast for all Kinesma ! lenced all question and bore down all

Let there be rivers of vodki, wine, and rivalry. Every one acknowledged that

hydromel ! Proclaim it everywhere that so lovely a creature had never before

my dear son Boris and my dear daugh- been seen. "
Faith, the boy has eyes !

"

ter Helena have arrived, and whoever the old Prince constantly repeated, as

fails to welcome them to Kinesma shall he turned away from a new stare of

be punished with a hundred stripes ! admiration, down the table.
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The guests noticed a change in the indiscriminate floggings. Both his ex-

character of the entertainment. The actions and his favors diminished in

idiot, in his tow shirt, had been cram- quantity. Week after week passed by,
med to repletion in the kitchen, and was and there was no sign of any return to

now asleep in the stable. Razboi, the his savage courses,

new bear, the successor of the slaugh- Nothing annoyed him so much as a

tered Mishka, was chained up out of reference to his former way of life, in

hearing. The jugglers, tumblers, and the presence of the Princess Helena.

Calmucks still occupied their old place If her gentle, questioning eyes happen-
under the gallery, but their performances ed to rest on him at such times, some-
were of a highly decorous character. At thing very like a blush rose into his

the least sign of a relapse into certain face, and the babbler was silenced with

old tricks, more grotesque than refined, a terribly significant look. It was enough
the brows of Prince Alexis would grow for her to say, when he threatened an

dark, and a sharp glance at Sasha was act of cruelty or injustice,
"
Father, is

sufficient to correct the indiscretion, that right ?
" He confusedly retracted

Every one found this natural enough ; his orders, rather than bear the sorrow
for they were equally impressed with the of her face.

elegance and purity of the young wife. The promise of another event added
After the healths had been drunk and to his happiness : Helena would soon
the slumber -flag was raised over the become a mother. As the time drew

castle, Boris led her into the splendid near, he stationed guards at the distance

apartments of his mother, now her of a verst around the castle, that no

own, and knelt at her feet. clattering vehicles should pass, no dogs
" Have I done my part, my Boris ?

" bark loudly, nor any other disturbance

she asked. occur which might agitate the Princess.
" You are an angel !

" he cried. "
It The choicest sweetmeats and wines,

was a miracle ! My life was not worth flowers from Moscow and fruits from

a copek, and I feared for yours. If it Astrakhan, were procured for her; and
will only last ! if it will only last !

"
it was a wonder that the midwife per-

"
It will" said she. " You have formed her duty, for she had the fear

taken me from poverty, and given me of death before her eyes. When the

rank, wealth, and a proud place in the important day at last arrived, the slum-

world : let it be my work to keep the ber-flag was instantly hoisted, and no

peace which God has permitted me to mouse dared to squeak in Kinesma un-

establish between you aiid your fa- til the cannon announced the advent of

ther !

" a 'new soul.

The change in the old Prince, in fact, That night Prince Alexis lay down in

was more radical than any one who the corridor, outside of Helena's door :

knew his former ways of life would he glared fiercely at the nurse as she

have considered possible. He stormed entered with the birth -posset for the

and swore occasionally, flourished his young mother. No one else was allow-

whip to some purpose, and rode home ed to pass, that night, nor the next,

from the chase, not outside of a brandy- Four days afterwards, Sasha, having a

cask, as once, but with too much of its message to the Princess, and supposing
contents inside of him : but these mild the old man to be asleep, attempted to

excesses were comparative virtues. His step noiselessly over his body. In a

accesses of blind rage seemed to be twinkle the Prince's teeth fastened them-

at an end. A powerful, unaccustomed selves in the serf's leg, and held him

feeling of content subdued his strong with the tenacity of a bull-dog. Sasha

nature, and left its impress on his voice did not dare to cry out : he stood, writh-

and features. He joked and sang with ing with pain, until the strong jaws grew
his "children," but not with the wild weary of their hold, and then crawled

recklessness of the days of reisaks and away to dress the bleeding wound. After
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that, no one tried to break the Prince's the serfs of Kinesma. Each had re-

guard, ceived a shining ruble of silver at the

The christening was on a magnificent christening ; and, moreover, they were

scale. Prince Paul of Kostroma was now beginning to appreciate the mild-

godfather, and gave the babe the name er regime of their lord, which this blow

of Alexis. As the Prince had paid his might suddenly terminate. Sorrow, in

respects to Helena just before the cere- such natures as his, exasperates in-

mony, it may be presumed that the name stead of chastening : they knew him well

was not of his own inspiration. The enough to recognize the danger,
father and mother were not allowed At first the old man's grief appeared
to be present, but they learned that to be of a stubborn, harmless nature,

the grandfather had comported himself As soon as the funeral ceremonies were

throughout with great dignity and pro- over, he betook himself to his bed, and

priety. The Archimandrite Sergius ob- there lay for two days and nights, with-

tained from the Metropolitan at Mos- out eating a morsel of food. The poor
cow a very minute fragment of the true Princess Helena, almost prostrated by

cross, which was encased in a hollow the blow, mourned alone, or with Boris,

bead of crystal, and hung around the in her own apartments. Her influence,

infant's neck by a fine gold chain, as a no longer kept alive by her constant

precious amulet. presence, as formerly, began to decline.

Prince Alexis was never tired of gaz- When the old Prince aroused some-

ing at his grandson and namesake. what from his stupor, it was not meat
" He has more of his mother than of that he demanded, but drink

;
and he

Boris," he would say.
" So much the drank to angry excess. Day after day

better ! Strong dark eyes, like the Great the habit resumed its ancient sway, and

Peter, and what a goodly leg for a the whip and the wild-beast yell return-

babe ! Ha ! he makes a tight little fist ed with it. The serfs, even, began to

already, fit to handle a whip, or " tremble as they never had done, so long

( seeing the expression of Helena's face ) as his vices were simply those ofa strong
"or a sword. He '11 be a proper man; for now a fiendish element seem-

Prince of Kinesma, my daughter, and ed to be slowly creeping in. He became
we owe it to you." horribly profane : they shuddered, whem

Helena smiled, and gave him a grate- he cursed the venerable Metropolitan'
ful glance in return. She had had her of Moscow, declaring that the old sin-

secret fears as to the complete conver- ner had deliberately killed his grandson,
sion of Prince Alexis

;
but now she saw by sending to him, instead of the true

in this babe a new spell whereby he cross of the Saviour, a piece of the tree'

might be bound. Slight as was her to which the impenitent thiefwas nailed,

knowledge of men, she yet guessed the Boris would have spared his wife the-

tyranny of long-continued habits
;
and knowledge of this miserable relapse, in

only her faith, powerful in proportion her present sorrow, but the information

as it was ignorant, gave her confidence soon reached her in other ways. She
in the result of the difficult work she saw the necessity of regaining, by a

had undertaken. powerful effort, what she had lost. She

therefore took her accustomed place at

the table, and resumed her inspection

XII. of household matters. Prince Alexis,

as if determined to cast off the yoke-
ALAS ! the proud predictions of Prince which her beauty and gentleness had

Alexis, and the protection of the sacred laid upon him, avoided looking at her

amulet, were alike unavailing. The babe face or speaking to her, as much as pos-

sickened, wasted away, and died in less sible : when he did so, his manner was^

than two months after its birth. There cold and unfriendly. During her few

was great and genuine sorrow among days of sad retirement, he had brought;
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back the bear Razboi and the idiot to vantage by an appeal to the simple,
his table, and vodki was habitually pour- childish nature which she believed to

ed out to him and his favorite serfs in exist under his ferocious exterior. For
such measure that the nights became a minute it seemed as if she were about

hideous with drunken tumult. to reestablish her ascendency : then the

The Princess Helena felt that her stubborn resistance of the beast re-

beauty no longer possessed the potency turned.

of its first surprise. It must now be a Among the portraits in the hall was
contest of nature with nature, spiritual one of the deceased Princess Martha,

with animal power. The struggle would Pointing to this, Helena cried,
-

be perilous, she foresaw, but she did not "
See, my father ! here are the features

shrink ; she rather sought the earliest of your sainted wife ! Think that she

occasion to provoke it. looks down from her place among the

That occasion came. Some slight dis- blessed, sees you, listens to your words,

appointment brought on one of the old prays that your hard heart may be soft-

paroxysms of rage, and the ox-like bel- ened ! Remember her last farewell to

low of Prince Alexis rang through the you on earth, her hope of meeting
castle. Boris was absent, but Helena you

"

delayed not a moment to venture into A cry of savage wrath checked her.

his father's presence. She found him Stretching one huge, bony hand, as if

in a hall overlooking the court -yard, to close her lips, trembling with rage
with his terrible whip in his hand, giv- and pain, livid and convulsed in every

ing orders for the brutal punishment of feature of his face, Prince Alexis re-

some scores of serfs. The sight of her, versed the whip in his right hand, and

coming thus unexpectedly upon him, did weighed its thick, heavy butt for one

not seem to produce the least effect. .crashing, fatal blow. Life and death
" Father !

" she cried, in an earnest, were evenly balanced. For an instant

piteous tone,
" what is it you do ?

" the Princess became deadly pale, and a

"Away, witch !" he yelled.
"

I am the sickening fear shot through her heart,

master in Kinesma, not thou ! Away, She could not understand the effect of

or " her words : her mind was paralyzed, and

The fierceness with which he swung what followed came without her con-

and cracked the whip was more threat- scious volition.

ening than any words. Perhaps she Not retreating a step, not removing

grew a shade paler, perhaps her hands her eyes from the terrible picture before

were tightly clasped in order that they her, she suddenly opened her lips and

might not tremble ;
but she did not sang. Her voice, of exquisite purity,

flinch from the encounter. She moved power, and sweetness, filled the old hall

a step nearer, fixed her gaze upon his and overflowed it, throbbing in scarcely

flashing eyes, and said, in a low, firm weakened vibrations through court-yard

voice, and castle. The melody was a prayer,
"It is true, father, you are master

:
the cry of a tortured heart for par-

here. It is easy to rule over those poor, don and repose ;
and she sang it with

submissive slaves. But you are not mas- almost supernatural expression. Ev-
ter over yourself; you are lashed and ery sound in the castle was hushed : the

trampled upon by evil passions, and as serfs outside knelt and uncovered their

much a slave as any of these. Be not heads,

weak, my father, but strong !

' The Princess could never afterwards

An expression of bewilderment came describe, or more than dimly recall, the

into his face. No such words had ever exaltation of that moment. She sang
before been addressed to him, and he in an inspired trance : from the utter-

knew not how to reply to them. The ance of the first note the horror of the

Princess Helena followed up the effect imminent fate sank out of sight. Her
she was not sure that it was an ad- eyes were fixed upon the convulsed face,
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but she beheld it not : all the concen- astery and devote the rest of his life to

trated forces of her life flowed into the pious works.

music. She remembered, however, that But, even after his recovery, he was

Prince Alexis looked alternately from still too weak and dependent on his

her face to the portrait of his wife
;
that children's attentions to carry out this

he at last shuddered and grew pale ;
and resolution. He banished from the cas-

that, when with the closing note her own tie all those of his poor relations who

strength suddenly dissolved, he groaned were unable to drink vodki in modera-

and fell upon the floor. tion
; he kept careful watch over his

She sat down beside him, and took serfs, and those who became intoxicated

his head upon her lap. For a long time (unless they concealed the fact in the

he was silent, only shivering as if in stables and outhouses) were severely

fever. punished : all excess disappeared, and a
" Father !" she finally whispered, "let reign of peace and gentleness descend-

me take you away !

" ed upon Kinesma.

He sat up on the floor and looked In another year another Alexis was

around ;
but as his eyes encountered the born, and lived, and soon grew strong

portrait, he gave a loud howl and cover- enough to give his grandfather the great-

ed his face with his hands. est satisfaction he had ever known in

" She turns her head !

" he cried, his life, by tugging at his gray locks,

"Take her away, she follows me with and digging the small fingers into his

her eyes ! Paint her head black, and tamed and merry eyes. Many years

cover it up !

" after Prince Alexis was dead, the serfs

With some difficulty he was borne to used to relate how they had seen him,

his bed, but he would not rest until as- in the bright summer afternoons, asleep

sured that his orders had been obey- in his arm-chair on the balcony, with

ed, and the painting covered for the the rosy babe asleep on his bosom, and

time with a coat of lamp-black. A low, the slumber-flag waving over both,

prolonged attack of fever followed, dur- Legends ofthe Prince's hunts, reisaks,

ing which the presence of Helena was and brutal revels are still current along

indispensable to his comfort. She ven- the Volga ;
but they are now linked to

tured to leave the room only while he fairer and more gracious stories ;
and the

slept. He was like a child in her hands ; free Russian farmers (no longer serfs)

and when she commended his patience are never tired of relating incidents of

or his good resolutions, his face beamed the beauty, the courage, the benevo-

with joy and gratitude. He determined lence, and the saintly piety of the Good

(in good faith, this time) to enter a mon- Lady of Kinesma.

THE WILDERNE.SS.
N conversation with a young Rebel from my hotel window, I saw a thin-

on the field of Fredericksburg, I faced countryman drive up to the door in

learned that a certain Elijah of his ac- an old one-horse wagon with two seats

quaintance sometimes conveyed travel- and a box half filled with corn-stalks,

lers over the more distant battle-fields. I was admiring the anatomy of the

Him, therefore, I sent to engage, with horse, every prominent bone of which
his horse and buggy, for the following could be counted through his skin,

day. when I heard the man inquiring for

Breakfast was scarcely over the next me. It was Elijah, with his " horse and

morning, when, as I chanced to look buggy."
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I was inclined to criticize the estab- ket and a coat, for it. All with that little

lishment, which was not altogether what mule. He '11 haul a load for ye ! He
I had been led to expect. '11 stick to the ground go'n' up hill jest

"
I allow he a'n't a fust-class hoss," like a dry-land tarrapin ! But I take the

said Elijah.
"
Only give three dollars mare when I 'm in a hurry ;

she makes

for him. Feed is skurce and high, them feet rattle ag'in' the ground !

"

But let him rest this winter, and git We took the plank road to Chancel-

some meal in him, and he '11 make a lorsville, passing through a waste coun-

plough crack next spring." try of weeds or undergrowth, like every
" What are you going to do with those other part of Virginia which I had yet

corn-stalks?" seen.
" Fodder for the hoss. They 're all

" All this region through yer," said

the fodder he '11 git till night ; for we Elijah,
" used to be grow'd up to corn

're go'n' into a country whar thar 's and as beautiful clover as ever you see.

noth'n' mo' for an animal to eat than But since the wa', it 's all turned out

thar is on the palm of my hand." to bushes and briers and hog-weeds.
I took a seat beside him, and made It 's gittin' a start ag'in now. I '11 show

use of the stalks by placing a couple of 'em how to do it. Ifwe git in a crap o'

bundles between my back and the sharp wheat this fall, which I don't know if

board which travellers were expected to we sha'n't, we kin start three big teams,
lean against. Elijah cracked his whip, and whirl up twenty acres of land di-

the horse frisked his tail, and struck rectly. That mule," etc.

into a cow-trot which pleased him. Elijah praised the small farmers.

"You see, he '11 snake us over the "People in ordinary sarcumstances

ground right peart !

"
along yer are a mighty industrious peo-

He proceeded to tantalize me by tell- pie. It 's the rich that keep this coun-

ing what a mule he had, and what a lit- try down. The way it generally is, a few

tie mare he had, at home. own too much and the rest own noth'n'.
" She certainly goes over the ground ! I know hundreds of thousands of acres

I believe she can run ekal to anything of land put to no uset, which, if it was
in this country for about a mile. But cut up into little farms, would make the

she 's got a set of legs under her jest country look thrifty. This is mighty
like a sheep's legs.

1 '

good land ; clay bottom ;
holds manure

He could not say enough in praise of jest like a chany bowl does water. But

the mule. the rich ones jest scratched over a little

" Paid eight hundred dollars for him on 't with their slave labor, and let the

in Confederate money. He earned a rest go. They would n't sell : let a

living for the whole family last winter, young man go to 'em to buy, and they

I used to go reg'lar up to Chancellors- 'd say they did n't want no poo' whites

ville and the Wilderness, buy up a box around 'em
; they would n't have one,

of clothing, and go down in Essex and if they could keep shet of 'em. And

trade it off for corn." what was the result ? Young men would

"-What sort of clothing?" go off to the West, if they was enter-

" 'Soldiers' clothes, from the battle- pris'n', and leave them that wa'n't en-

fields. Some was flung away, and some, terpris'n' hyer to home. Then as the

I suppose, was stripped off the dead, old heads died off, the farms would run

Any number of families jest lived on down. The young women would mar-

what they got from the Union armies ry the lazy young men, and raise up
in that way. They 'd pick up what gar- families of lazy children."

ments they could lay hands on, wash 'em The country all about Fredericksburg

up, and sell'em. I 'd take a blanket, and was very unhealthy. Elijah, on mak-

git half a bushel of meal for it down in ing inquiries, could hear of scarcely a

Essex. Then I 'd bring the meal back, family on the road exempt from sick-

and git may-be two blankets, or a blan- ness.
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"
It was never so till since the wa'.

Now we have chills and fever, jest like

they do in a new country. It 's owin'

to the land all comin' up to weeds
; the

dew settles in 'em, and they rot, and

that fills the air with the agur. .1 've

had the agur myself till about a fort-

night ago ; then, soon as I got shet of

that, the colic took me. Eat too much
on a big appetite, I suppose. I like to

live well; like to see plenty of every-

thing on the table, and then I like to see

every man eat a heap."
I commended Elijah's practical sense ;

upon which he replied,
" The old man is right ignorant ;

can't read the fust letter
;
never went

to school a day ;
but the old man is

right sharp !

"

He was fond of speaking of himself

in this way. He thought education a

good thing, but allowed that all the ed-

ucation in the world could not give a

man sense. He was fifty years old,

and had got along thus far in life very
well.

"
I reckon thar 's go'n' to be a better

chance for the poo' man after this. The
Union bein' held together was the great-
est thing that could have happened for

us."
" And yet you fought against it."

"
I was in the Confederate army two

year and a half. I was opposed to Se-

cession
;

but I got my head a little

turned after the State went out, and I

enlisted. Then, when I had time to

reconsider it all over, I diskivered we
was wrong. I told the boys so.

" '

Boys,' says I,
' when my time 's up,

I 'm go'n' out of the army, and you
won't see me in ag'in.'

" ' You can't help that, old man,' says

they; 'fo' by that time the conscript
law '11 be changed so 's to go over the

heads of older men than you.'

"'Then,' says I, 'the fust chance

presents itself, I fling down my musket
and go spang No'th.'

"
They had me put under arrest for

that, and kep' me in the guard-house
seven months. I liked that well enough.
I was saved a deal of hard march'n'

and lay'n' out in the cold, that winter.

" ' Why don't ye come in, boys,' says

I,
' and have a warm ?

'

"
I knowed what I was about ! The

old man was right ignorant, but the old

man was right sharp !

"

We passed the line of Sedgwick's re-

treat a few miles from Fredericksburg.
" Shedrick's men was in line acrost

the road hyer, extendin' into the woods
on both sides ; they had jest butchered

their meat, and was ishyin' rations and

beginnin' to cook their suppers, when

Magruder struck 'em on the left flank."

(Elijah was wrong ;
it was not Magru-

der, but MeLaws. These local guides
make many such mistakes, and it is

necessary to be on one's guard against

them.) "They jest got right up and

skedaddled ! The whole line jest faced

to the right, and put for Banks's Ford.

Thar 's the road they went. They left

it piled so full of wagons, Magruder
could n't follah ; but his artillery jest

run around by another road I '11 show

ye, hard as ever they could lay their

feet to the ground, wheeled their guns
in position on the bluffs by the time

Shedrick got cleverly to crossin', and

played away. The way they heaped
up Shedrick's men was awful !

"

Every mile or two we came to a small

farm-house, commonly of logs, near

which there was usually a small crop
of corn growing.

"
Every man after he got home, after

the fall of Richmond, put in to raise a

little somethin' to eat. Some o' the

corn looks poo'ly, but it beats no corn

at all, all to pieces."

We came to one field which Elijah

pronounced a " monstrous fine crap."

But he added,
"

I 've got thirty acres to home not

a bit sorrier 'n that. Ye see, that mule

of mine," etc.

I noticed what I never saw in the

latitude of New England that the fod-

der had been pulled below the ears and

tied in little bundles on the stalks to

cure. Ingenious shifts for fences had

been resorted to by the farmers. In

some places the planks of the worn-out

plank road had been staked and lashed

together to form a temporary inclosure.
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But the most common fence was what

Elijah called "bresh wattlin'." Stakes

were first driven into the ground, then

pine or cedar brush bent in between

them and beaten down with a maul.

"Ye kin build a wattlin' fence that
t

way so tight a rabbit can't git through."
On making inquiries, I found that

farms of fine land could be had all

through this region for ten dollars an

acre.

Elijah hoped that men from the

North would come in and settle.

"But," said he, "'t would be dan-

gerous for any one to take possession
of a confiscated farm. He would n't

live a month."

The larger land-owners are now more

willing to sell.

"Right smart o' their property was
in niggers ; they 're pore now, and have
to raise money.

" The emancipation of slavery," add-

ed Elijah, "is wo'kin' right for the

country mo'e ways 'an one. The' a'n't

two men in twenty, in middlin' sarcum-

stances, but that 's beginnin' to see it.

I 'm no friend to the niggers, though.

They ought all to be druv out of the

country. They won't wo'k as long as

they can steal. I have my little crap
o' corn, and wheat, and po'k ;

when

night comes, I must sleep ; then the

niggers come and steal all I 've got."
I pressed him to give an instance of

the negroes' stealing his property. He
could not say that they had taken any-

thing from him lately, but they "used
to

" rob his corn-fields and hen-roosts,
and "

they would again." Had he ever

caught them at it ? No, he could not

say that he ever had. Then how did

he know that the thieves were negroes ?

He knew it, because "niggers would
steal."

" Won't white folks steal, too, some-
times ?

"

"Yes," said Elijah, "some o' the

poo' whites are a durned sight wuss 'n

the niggers !

"

" Then why not drive them out of

the country, too ? You see," said I,
"
your charges against the negroes are

vague, and amount to nothing."

"
I own," he replied,

" thar 's now
and then one that 's ekal to any white

man. Thar 's one a-comin' thar."

A load of wood was approaching,
drawn by two horses abreast and a mule

for leader. A white-haired old negro
was riding the mule.

" He 's the greatest man !

"
said Eli-

jah, after we had passed.
" He 's been

the support of his master's family for

twenty year and over. He kin manage
a heap better 'n his master kin. The'

a'n't a farmer in the country kin beat

him. He keeps right on jest the same
now he 's free ; though I suppose he

gits wages."
" You acknowledge, then, that some

of the negroes are superior men ?
"

"
Yes, thar 's about ten in a hundred

honest and smart as anybody."

"That," said I, "is a good many.
Do you suppose you could say more of

the white race, if it had just come out

of slavery ?
"

"I don't believe," said Elijah, "that

ye could say as much !

"

We passed the remains of the house
" whar Harrow was shot." It had been

burned to the ground.
" You 've heerd about Harrow

;
he

was Confederate commissary ; he stole

mo'e hosses f'om the people, and po'ed
the money down his own throat, than

would have paid fo' fo'ty men like him,-
if he was black."

A mile or two farther on, we came to

another house.
"
Hyer 's whar the man lives that kill-

ed Harrow. He was in the army, and

because he objected to some of Har-

row's doin's, Harrow had him arrested,

and treated him very much amiss. That

ground into his conscience and feelin's,

and he deserted fo' no other puppose
than to shoot him. He 's a mighty
smart fellah ! He '11 strike a man side

the head, and soon 's his fist leaves it,

his foot 's thar. He shot Harrow in

that house you see burnt to the ground,
and then went spang to Washington.
Oh, he was sharp !

"

On our return we met the slayer of

Harrow riding home from Fredericks-

burg on a mule, a fine-looking young
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fellow, of blonde complexion, a pleasant the battle, along this road !

"
said Eli-

countenance, finely chiselled nose and jah, remembering last winter's business

lips, and an eye full of sunshine. "Jest with his mule.

the best-hearted, nicest young fellah in The road runs through a large open
the wo'ld, till ye git him mad

; then field bounded by woods. The marks of

look out !

"
I think it is often the most hard fighting were visible from afar off.

attractive persons, of fine temperaments, A growth of saplings edging the woods

who are capable of the most terrible on the south had been killed by volleys

wrath when roused. of musketry : it looked like thickets of

The plank road was in such a ruined bean-poles. The ground everywhere, in

condition that nobody thought of driv- the field and in the woods, was strewed

ing on it
; although the dirt road beside with mementoes of the battle, rot-

it was in places scarcely better. The ting knapsacks and haversacks, batter-

back of the seat was cruel, notwithstand- ed canteens and tin cups, and fragments

ing the corn-stalks. But by means of of clothing which Elijah's customers

much persuasion, enforced by a good had not deemed it worth the while to

whip, Elijah kept the old horse jogging pick up. On each side of the road

on. Oak -
trees, loaded with acorns, were breastworks and rifle-pits extend-

grew beside the road. Black walnuts, ing into the woods. The clearing, once

already beginning to lose their leaves, a well-fenced farm of grain-fields and

hung their delicate balls in the clear clover-lots, was now a dreary and de-

light over our heads. Poke-weeds dark serted common. Of the Chancellors-

with ripening berries, wild grapes fes- ville House, formerly a large brick tav-

tooning bush and tree, sumachs thrust- ern, only the half-fallen walls and chim-

ing up through the foliage their san- ney- stacks remained. Here General

guinary spears, persimmon-trees, gum- Hooker had his head-quarters until the

trees, red cedars with their bluish-green wave of battle on Sunday morning roll-

clusters, chestnut - oaks, and chinca- ed so hot and so near that he was corn-

pins, adorned the wild wayside. pelled to withdraw. The house was

So we approached Chancellorsville, soon after fired by a Rebel shell, when
twelve miles from Fredericksburg. Eli- full of wounded men, and burned,

jah was raised in that region, and knew "
Every place ye see these big bunch-

everybody. es of weeds, that 's whar the' was hoss-
"
Many a frolic have I had runnin' es or men buried," said Elijah. "These

the deer through these woods ! Soon holes are whar the bones have been

as the dogs started one, he 'd put fo' dug up for the bone-factory at Freder-

the river, cross, take a turn on t' other icksburg."

side, and it would n't be an hour 'fo'e It was easy for the bone-seekers to

he 'd be back ag'in. Man I lived with determine where to dig. The common
used to have a mare that was trained was comparatively barren, except where

to hunt ;
if she was in the field and grew those gigantic clumps of weeds,

heard the dogs, she 'd whirl her tail I asked Elijah if He thought many hu-

up on her back^ lope the fences, and go man bones went to the factory,

spang to the United States Ford, git
" Not unless by mistake. But peo-

thar 'fo'e the dogs would, and hunt as pie a'n't always. very partic'lar about

well without a rider as with one." mistakes thar 's money to be made
But since then a far different kind of by."

hunting, a richer blood than the deer's, Seeing a small inclosure midway be-

and other sounds than the exciting yelp tween the road and the woods on the

of the dogs, had rendered that region south, we walked to it, and found it a

famous. burying -ground ridged with unknown
"
Hyer we come to the Chancellors- graves. Not a head-board, not an in-

ville farm. Many a poo' soldier's knap- scription, indicated who were the ten-

sack was emptied of his clothes, after ants of that little lonely field. And
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Elijah knew nothing of its history ;
it

had been set apart, and the scattered

dead had been gathered together and

buried there, since he passed that way.
We found breastworks thrown up all

along
1

by the plank road west of the

farm, the old worn planks having
been put to good service in their con-

struction. The tree-trunks pierced by
balls, the boughs lopped off by shells,

the strips of timber cut to pieces by
artillery and musketry fire, showed how

desperate the struggle on that side

had been. The endeavors of the Con-

federates to follow up with an over-

whelming victory Jackson's swift and

telling blows on our right, and the

equally determined efforts of our men
to retrieve that disaster, rendered this

the scene of a furious encoupter.

Elijah thought, that, if Jackson had
not been killed by his own men after

delivering that thunderstroke, Hooker
would have been annihilated. " Stone-

wall " was undoubtedly the enemy's
best fighting general. His death was

to them equal to the loss of many bri-

gades. With regard to the manner of

his death there can be no longer any
doubt. I have conversed with Confed-

erate officers who were in the battle,

all of whom agree as to the main fact.

General Jackson, after shattering our

right wing, posted his pickets at night
with directions to fire upon any man or

body of men that might approach. He
afterwards 'rode forward to reconnoi-

tre, returned inadvertently by the same

road, and was shot by his own or-

ders.

The Battle of Bull Run in 1861, Pope's

campaign, and Burnside's defeat at Fred-

ericksburgin 1862, and, lastly, Hooker's

unsuccessful attempt at Chancellors-

ville in the spring of 1863, had shown
how hard a road to Richmond this was
to travel. Repeatedly, as we tried it

and failed, the hopes of the Confederacy
rose exultant

;
the heart of the North

sank as often, heavy with despair. Mc-
Clellan's Peninsular route had resulted

still more fatally. We all remember
the anguish and anxiety of those days.
But the heart of the North shook off

its despair, listened to no timid coun-

sels ; it was growing fierce and obdu-

rate. We no longer received the news
of defeat with cries of dismay, but

with teeth close-set, a smile upon the

quivering lips, and a burning fire with-

in. Had the Rebels triumphed again ?

Then so much the worse for them !

Had we been once more repulsed with

slaughter from their strong line of de-

fences ? Was the precious blood pour-
ed out before them all in vain ? At last

it should not be in vain ! Though it

should cost a new thirty years' war
and a generation of lives, the red work
we had begun must be completed ;

ul-

timate failure was impossible, ultimate

triumph certain.

This inflexible spirit found its em-

bodiment in the leader of the final cam-

paigns against the Rebel capital. It

was the deep spirit of humanity itself,

ready to make the richest sacrifices,

calm, determined, inexorable, moving
steadily towards the great object to be

achieved. It has been said that Gen-

eral Grant did not consider the lives of

his men. Then the people did not con-

sider them. But the truth lies here :

precious as were those 'lives, something

lay beyond far more precious, and they
were the needful price paid for it. We
had learned the dread price, we had

duly weighed the worth of the object to

be purchased : what, then, was the use

of hesitating and higgling ?

We were approaching the scene of

Grant's first, great blow aimed at the

gates of the Rebel capital. On the

field of Chancellorsyille you already
tread the borders of the field of the Wil-

derness, if that can be called a field

which is a mere interminable forest,

slashed here and there with roads.

Passing straight along the plank road,
we came to a large farm-house, which
had been gutted by soldiers, and but

recently reoccupied. It was still in a

scarcely habitable condition. However,
we managed to obtain, what we stood

greatly in need of, a cup of cold water.

I observed that it tasted strongly of

iron.
" The reason of that is, we took twelve
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camp-kettles out of the well,'' said the

man of the house,
" and nobody knows

how many more there are down there."

The place is known as Locust Grove.

In the edge of the forest, but a little far-

ther on, is the Wilderness Church, a

square framed building, which showed

marks of such usage as every uninhab-

ited house receives at the hands of a

wild soldiery. Red Mars has little re-

spect for the temples of the Prince of

Peace.
"
Many a time have I been to meet'n'

in that shell, and sot on hard benches,

and heard long sermons !

" said Elijah.
" But I reckon it '11 be a long while be-

fo'e them doc's are darkened by a con-

gregation ag'in. Thar a'n't the popula-
tion through hyer thar used to be. Oncet

we 'd have met a hundred wagons on

this road go'n' to market ; but I count

we ha'n't met mo'e 'n a dozen to-day."
Not far beyond the church we ap-

proached two tall guide-posts erected

where the road forks. The one on the

right pointed the way to the " Wilder-

ness National Cemetery, No. 1,4 miles,"

by the Orange Court-House turnpike.

The other indicated the "Wilderness

National Cemetery, No. 2," by the plank
road.

" All this has been done since I was
this way," said Elijah.

We kept the plank road, or rather

the clay road beside it, which stretched

before us dim in the hollows, and red as

brick on the hillsides. We passed some
old fields, and entered the great Wilder-

ness, a high and dry country, thickly

overgrown with dwarfish timber, chiefly

scrub oaks, pines, and cedars. Poles

lashed to trees for tent-supports indi-

cated where our regiments had encamp-
ed ; and soon we came upon abundant
evidences of a great battle. Heavy
breastworks thrown up on Brock's cross-

road, planks from the plank road piled

up and lashed against trees in the

woods, to form a shelter for our pickets,

knapsacks, haversacks, pieces of cloth-

ing, fragments of harness, tin plates,

canteens, some pierced with balls, frag-
ments of shells, with here and there

a round-shot, or a shell unexploded,

straps, buckles, cartridge-boxes, socks,
old shoes, rotting letters, desolate tracts

of perforated and broken trees, all

these signs, and others sadder still, re-

mained to tell their silent story of the

great fight of the Wilderness.

A cloud passed over the sun : all the

scene became sombre, and hushed with

a strange brooding stillness, broken on-

ly by the noise of twigs crackling under

my feet, and distant growls of thunder.

A shadow fell upon my heart also, as

from the wing of the Death-Angel, as I

wandered through the woods, meditating

upon what I saw. Where were the feet

that wore those empty shoes ? Where
was he whose proud waist was buckled

in that belt ? Some soldier's heart was
made happy by that poor, soiled, tat-

tered, illegible letter, which rain and
mildew have not spared ;

some moth-

er's, sister's, wife's, or sweetheart's hand,

doubtless, penned it ; it is the broken
end of a thread which unwinds a whole

life-history, could we but follow it right-

ly. Where is that soldier now ? Did
he fall in the fight, and does his home
know him no more ? Has the poor wife

or stricken mother waited long for the

answer to that letter, which never came,
and will never come ? And this cap,

cut in two by a shot, and stiff with a

strange incrustation, a small cap, a

mere boy's, it seems, where now the

fair head and wavy hair that wore it?

O mother and sisters at home, do you
still mourn for your drummer - boy ?

Has the story reached you, how he

went into the fight to carry offhis wound-
ed comrades, and so lost his life for their

sakes ? for so I imagine the tale which

will never be told.

And what more appalling spectacle is

this ? In the cover of thick woods, the

unburied remains of two soldiers, two

skeletons side by side, two skulls almost

touching each other, like the cheeks of

sleepers ! I came upon them unawares

as I picked my way among the scrub

oaks. I knew that scores of such sights

could be seen here a few weeks before ;

but the United States Government had

sent to have its unburied dead collected

together in the two national cemeteries
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of the Wilderness ;
and I had hoped

the work was faithfully done.
"
They was No'th-Carolinians ;

that 's

why they did n't bury 'em," said Elijah,

after a careful examination
01

of the but-

tons fallen from the rotted clothing.

The ground where they lay had been

fought over repeatedly, and the dead of

both sides had fallen there. The buttons

may, therefore, have told a true story :

North-Carolinians they may have been :

yet I could not believe that the true rea-

son why they had not been decently
interred. It must have been that these

bodies, and others we found afterwards,

were overlooked by the party sent to

construct the cemeteries. It was shame-

ful negligence, to say the least.

The cemetery was near by, a little

clearing in the woods by the roadside,

thirty yards square, surrounded by a

picket -fence, and comprising seventy,

trenches, each containing the remains

of I know not how many dead. Each
trench was marked with a headboard,
inscribed with the invariable words,
"Unknown United States soldiers,

killed May, 1864."

Elijah, to whom I read the inscrip-

tion, said, pertinently, that the words,
United States soldiers indicated plainly
that it had not been the intention to

bury Rebels there. No doubt : but

these might at least have been buried

in the woods where they fell.

As a erim sarcasm on this nedect,*- '

somebody had flung three human skulls,

picked up in the woods, over the paling,

into the cemetery, where they lay blanch-

ing among the graves.
Close by the southeast corner of the

fence were three or four Rebel graves,

with old headboards. Elijah called my
attention to them, and wished me to

read what the headboards said. The
main fact indicated was, that those

buried there were North -Carolinians.

Elijah considered this somehow corrob-

orative of his theory derived from the

buttons. The graves were shallow, and
the settling of the earth over the bodies

had left the feet of one of the poor fel-

lows sticking out. i

The shadows which darkened the
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woods, and the ominous thunder-growls,
culminated in a shower. Elijah crawl-

ed under his wagon ;
I sought the shel-

ter of a tree : the horse champed his

fodder, and we ate our luncheon. How
quietly upon the leaves, how softly upon
the graves of the cemetery, fell the per-

pendicular rain ! The clouds parted,

and a burst of sunlight smote the Wil-

derness
;
the rain still poured, but every

drop was illumined, ancf I seemed stand-

ing in a shower of silver meteors.

The rain over and luncheon finished,

I looked about for some solace to my
palate after the dry sandwiches, mois-

tened only by the drippings from the

tree, seeking a dessert in the Wilder-

ness. Summer grapes hung their just

ripened clusters from the vine - laden

saplings, and the chincapin bushes were

starred with opening burrs. I followed

a woodland path, embowered with the

glistening boughs, and plucked, and ate,

and muse*d. The ground was level, and

singularly free from the accumulations

of twigs, branches, and old leaves, with

which forests usually abound. I noticed,

however, many charred sticks and half-

burnt roots and logs. Then the terrible

recollection overtook me : these were

the woods that were on fire during the

battle. I called Elijah.
"
Yes, all this was a flame of fire while

the fight was go'n' on. It was full- of

dead and wounded men. Cook and Ste-

vens, farmers over hyer, men I know,
heard the screams of the poor fellahs

burnin' up, and come and dragged many
a one out of the fire, and laid 'em in the

road."

The woods were full of Rebel graves,
with here and there a heap of half-cov-

ered bones, where several of the dead

had been hurriedly buried together.

I had seen enough. We returned to

the cemetery. Elijah hitched up his

horse, and we drove back along the

plank road, cheered by a rainbow which

spanned the Wilderness and moved its

bright arch onward over Chancellorsville

towards Fredericksburg, brightening
and fading, and brightening still again,
like the hope which gladdened the na-

tion's eye after Grant's victory.
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THE BELLS OF LYNN, HEARD AT NAHANT.

O CURFEW of the setting sun ! O Bells of Lynn !

O requiem of the dying day ! O Bells of Lynn !

From the dark belfries of yon cloud-cathedral wafted,

Your sounds aerial seem to float, O Bells of Lynn !

Borne on the evening wind across the crimson twilight,

O'er land and sea they rise and fall, O Bells of Lynn !

The fisherman in his boat, far out beyond the headland,

Listens, and leisurely rows ashore, O Bells of Lynn !

Over the shining sands the wandering cattle homeward

Follow each other at your call, O Bells of Lynn !

The distant lighthouse hears, and with his flaming signal

Answers you, passing the watchword on, O Bells of Lynn !

And down the darkening coast run the tumultuous surges,

And clap their hands, and shout to you, O Bells of Lynn !

Till from the shuddering sea, with your wild incantations,

Ye summon up the spectral moon, O Bells of Lynn !

And startled at the sight, like the weird woman of Endor,
Ye cry aloud, and then are still, O Bells of Lynn !

THE HIGH TIDE OF DECEMBER.

"D REAKFAST was ready. Captain ger's daughter, promoted to cook,) as

Lufflin, who, like most retired old she bustled in and out, had seen the

salts, had a healthy stomach, and humor- Captain was out of temper, as he wait-

ed it, crossed and uncrossed his stumpy ed, frowning portentously, and wagging
little legs, and pulled his gray mous- his bald head now and then as if a wasp
tache complacently, when he caught the stung it.

*

first sniff of the hot coffee and broiling Lufflin, who aboard ship would have
beefsteak. risked a thousand lives on his own cool

He had been down on the foggy beach, judgment, had been uneasy and irritable

(for the high winter tides were worth for two months back, ever since Mrs.

watching on that lonely coast,) and was Jacobus had written to him about buy-
now quietly drying his feet before the ing this house for her.

crackling wood-fire in the dining-room
"

It was to be a Christmas gift from

grate; but even Ann, (the clam -dig- her to her husband," she wrote. "She
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wanted it, therefore, kept a secret from or three sharp, decisive nods, and a

him. Any quiet corner along the coast quick, pleased little laugh,

which they could make into a home." " Satisfied ? Yes, I am. Yes, I am.

Adding something about M. Jacobus We 've had a good many houses, Jerome
"
being fagged out with work, and need- and I

; but this is home."

ing rest,
"

at which Lufflin shook his The Captain understood her.

head. The Captain knew, that, book- In the morning, however, he felt all

worm and picture
- maniac though he his doubts return. Mrs. Jacobus's quick,

might be, Jacobus had managed to firm step sounded above, below him ;

squander, in some unaccountable way, presently she came in with a jug of yel-

his own and his wife's fortune. So low cream, and set it on the table, ad-

much of their history had got back to justing the dishes, putting a glass of

the fishing -town where she had lived holly in the middle, opening the win-

when a child. People even hinted that dow-curtains to let the cold, gray, win-

they had been almost starving latterly try light fall on the white cloth and pret-
in New York. However that might be, ty blue china service.

Old Lufflin knew that the sum she re-
" Those oysters now ?

"
said the Cap-

mitted to him was the last they had left
; tain, anxiously.

" Ann 's a poor cook."

and beyond this, he had a shrewd sus- " She 's clean as a Shaker, though,

picion that in the shipwreck the Jaco- But I broiled .them myself," --laughing
buses had made of life, something of to herself to see his relieved face,

more worth than money had been lost,
"
They 're all right, then, Charlotte ?

"

and that this home she talked of was " Yes."

most probably a last effort to bury some She would give her mind to the oys-
shameful secret. ters, he knew. It had been her way to

The Captain, in his disgust at the put a little of her brains and blood into

unknown bookworm, fretted under the all her jobs in life, finishing each with a

whole affair.
"

It 's not in my line," he self-satisfied little nod. No wonder that

would growl.
"

It 's a cursed bore, she was worn, now that she was a mid-

Poor Charlotte ! she used to swim like die-aged woman.
a frog in the inlet there, when she was " She 's lost something, Lotty has,

only eleven. She 's little heart for since I knew her," he thought, watch-

swimming now, it 's likely !

" And ing the light figure in its dark blue

would begin his search with redoubled dress moving about ;

" but she 's the

vigor. right stuff for home use," with some
This house, a gray stone cottage of vague idea in his old salt-water brain

five or six rooms, in the most solitary of delicate, incomplete faces suiting best

part of the lee-coast, had been vacant with moonlight and country strolls, and
for some time, and was to be sold cheap, of the sparkle of dinner-lights and bril-

Lufflin bought and furnished it in his liant eyes agreeing together, but that a

own name
; and then, as she directed, face like Charlotte's was the one for

asked the Professor and his wife down the breakfast-table. The shrewd, kind-

to spend the Christmas holidays with ly eyes, the color on her face, and the

him. He was anxious and awkward as laugh came on you as fresh as a child's,

a school -boy when they arrived the if her hair was a bit gray,

night before. She had gone to the bay-window that
" It was too tough a job for you to overlooked the stretch of coast on which

set me, Charlotte," he grumbled.
" How the heavy winter tide was coming in,

was I to choose a home for a man that and grown silent watching it. The Cap-
lives, they say, by the sight of his eyes tain called to her ; he wanted nothing
and the hearing of his ears ? Water 's to put the breakfast back this morn-
water to me, and rocks rocks," trotting ing. And he fancied that to a woman
after her as she went through the house who had been a leader in the world of
in silence, ending the survey with two culture and refinement yonder this sky
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and loud foreboding surf might have But the pleasant eyes he had liked

some meaning of which he knew noth- so much last night he noticed were

ing.
turned to the sea now with a hard look,

"Nature's voices, eh?" coming to new to him, begotten both of great pain

her side. and obstinate endurance.

Some expression that had held her " Of course you know, Charlotte,

face suddenly escaped it. of course. God knows I want to do
"

I am watching for Jerome. Yonder what 's for the best."

he comes with your fisherman, by the He hesitated, then went on briskly,

inlet," pointing to two dark figures in taking courage,

the mist crossing the sands below. " See now, Lotty, I 'm an old fellow.

The house stood on a ledge, facing I 've walked you to sleep many 's the

the sea : ramparts of rock, gray and night, being your father's chum, and

threatening in this light, running down living in his house till the day of his

on either side, and shutting out all out- death. I 'd like you to know I 'm a

look but that ofthe dull, obstinate stretch true friend. If so be as you 're in trou-

of sand on which the sea had beaten and ble, you must tell me. If this house is

fallen back for centuries, with the same a sort of hiding, as I 've thought once

baffled, melancholy cry. Behind the or twice, speak the word, and there 's

house were clumps of pines and cedars, nobody shall get below Barnegat, to dis-

Nature had done all she could in wring- turb it, or "

ing out whatever green and lusty life Mrs. Jacobus faced him suddenly,
was left in rocks and sand to make the the nerves in her body seeming to stif-

place home-like and cheerful. Beside fen, her half-shut eyes fixed on his. The
the trees, there was a patch of kitchen- Captain's quailed.

garden back of the house, a grape-vine
" You mean Jerome ?

"
in a low voice.

or two on the walls, trailing moss hang- He did not answer. She waited a

ing to its eaves, the delicate web-like moment, and then turned again to the

moss that grows along this coast out of window, holding forcibly down what-

dead wood ;
even the beach rocks glow- ever resistance his touch had roused in

ed into colors, dark browns, purples, her.

and reds. " You mean well," she said, quietly,

But for all these it needed summer after a pause.
" But you do not know

and sunshine. On this, the day before my husband. I was a fool to expect

Christmas, the house and the land about that
; yet I did expect it," remem-

it were smothered in a cold mist : only bering bitterly how, when she brought
the shivering sea beyond had voice or her husband here, she had counted sure-

motion, ly on a real justice for him from the sin-

"
It 's a dull, uncanny place, Mrs. Ja- gle-minded old Captain, which shrewd,

cobus," said Lufflin, anxiously.
"

It sensible men had not given,

looks like a prison to me to-day. What " How could I know him ? You talk

if we 've made a mistake ?
"

like a woman, Lotty," stammered the
" We have made no mistake," calmly. Captain.

"
I never saw M. Jacobus till

"
Indoors," he persisted,

" the house last night. It was a vague whisper, or

is cheerful enough. But it 's a rough rather an old man's whim, that there

coast, and the oyster
-
dredgers and might be something gone which both

wrackers hint that the house be n't you and he wished forgotten."

above highest water-mark. They 're a She had her face pressed against the

wild pack, them wrackers. I doubt it's pane, but Lufflin fancied that it lost

a gloomy home I 've picked for M. Jaco- color, and that the delicate jaws closed

bus, after all his
" - with the firmness of a steel spring.

Something in her face silenced him. " There was no crime," she said, in a
" You did right, Uncle George," she moment or two.

answered, cheerfully. The old man came close to her after
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a while, and put his hand gently on
her hair ; streaked with gray as it was,
she seemed nothing but a child to him
still.

" You 're growing like your mother,

Lotty," he said.

After a long while she spoke again,
but under her breath, as if half talking
to herself.

" We had a child once, Jerome and I,"

she said.
"

I know," the Captain rejoined, quick-

ly turning his eyes from her face, and,
after waiting for her to go on, added,
" Never but the one, I know."

"
It was a boy, little Tom."

There was a sudden choking gulp in

the mother's throat ; she had overrat-

ed her strength a little. The old man
looked steadily out to sea, and took no
notice.

"
They never were apart, Jerome and

the boy," she went on at last, firmly ;

" and when I would see them at work
with their play -tools, or romping to-

gether, I used to wonder which of the

two had the most simple, affectionate

nature, or knew less of the ways of the

world."

Lufflin said nothing to this defence.

He was annoyed at himself for having
vexed her, conscious and remorseful

for any wrong he had done M. Jacobus,
but with a stronger suspicion than be-

fore that he had galled some old wound
in her memory. Whatever the secret

might be, it had made her feeling for her

husband, he saw, as tender and keen

with pain as that for the little child she

had lost, and whose place none had ever '

come to fill.

"
I 've often thought, too, that when

the time comes "

She stopped abruptly.
"
Yes, Charlotte," --to hide her effort

to control herself.
" He 's gone, Tom is, you know, elev-

en years ago, now. But when the time

comes for Jerome to see his boy again,
I 've often thought he would have no
reason to dread the child's eyes. It 's

different with me. But they may say
of my husband what they will, my baby
need not be afraid to lay his head upon

his father's breast. He need n't be
afraid."

The Captain took up the cold hand
that was nervously thrumming on the

window-sill, and held it quiet, averting
his eyes from her face, distorted with

dry, silent weeping.
" It 's different with me," she cried.

" Sometimes I think, Uncle George, it

would be better if I 'd never see my boy
again. I 'm sharper and coarser than

other women. I 've had to rub with

the world."

Lufflin was" a queer old fellow. He
did not tell her these were but the mor-

bid fancies of an hysterical woman, or

blame himself for rousing them. He
muttered something about low tide and

George Cathcart, and bustled off down
the stairs. She had a stronger mind

than he, he suspected ;
silence and her

own will would bring her to herself

quicker than any comfort of his could

do.

He proved to be right. She did not

notice his going ;
stood at first looking

into the dark bank of sea-horizon, as if

she would have forced out of that vague

Beyond where her child had gone the

truth of all that had hurt her in her life.

The dull thud of the retreating tide kept
time to her thoughts, finally came in-

to them : it was so natural for her mind

to swing back into whatever was real

and at hand.

Not that she forgot the little fellow

whose restless feet and hands were qui-

et at last in the graveyard at Salem :

she never forgot him
;
since they laid

him there, the thought ofhim had sound-

ed in every day of her busy life like a

faint hymn sung by lips far away, holy
and calm, a story of God in it.

But she held it down
;
watched the

tide go out, measuring each sullen

sweep -with calculating eyes: the old

swimming and fishing education in the

inlet had not worn out its effect on her.
" The wreckers talk folly," she said ;

"no tide could touch the house," lean-

ing farther out to see the two approach-

ing figures go into the doorway beneath.

One man looked up, waving his hat

as he passed, and she drew in her head
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with a sudden blush and a dewy light them bread. Madame Jacobus knitted

in her eyes, catching her breath. her brows, counting for the twentieth
"

I have made no mistake," she time how many months the money she

thought, vehemently.
" Look in his had would last : long enough for the

face! It is the right home for Jerome." book to be done, provisions were so

As she listened to the footsteps com- cheap here.

ing up the stairway, she moved uneasi- So would they start afresh, thank

ly about the room, touching almost ev- God ! There would be nothing here to

ery article in it with the eager fondness tempt him to The old look of

of a child : she knew what it had cost defiance flashed over her face.

her ; for the house had been paid for "
It was no crime," she said, half

by money she had earned; it seemed aloud; and just then the door-knob
as if she could remember now every turned.

seam she had stitched, every page she Captain Lufflin, who had left her with

had copied, the days of heat and sick- conscience and grief both at work with

ness and weariness, when she had al- her a few minutes before, opened the

most given up in despair. door with a half-scared look, pushing
That was all over now

;
she could put Jacobus before him, whose sleeve she

her hand on the result in actual stone caught eagerly, bidding him good-morn-
and mortar

;
and as she thanked God ing with a laugh.

for it, she went about, woman -
like,

" God bless us all !

"
said Lufflin.

touching and looking for the hundredth " The ways of women !

>:

time to enjoy it more utterly. Nothing M. Jacobus had a fisherman's cordu-

was too trivial to give her pleasure: roy trousers and red shirt hung on him,
she measured the depth of the window- as one might say. He made a formal

frames with her arm, tested the grain apology to Madame for sitting down to

of the doors, felt the texture of the cur- breakfast in them,

tains ; how warm and clear a crimson " But I like to clothe myself accord-

they were ! remembering how becom- ing to my occupation," he said to Luff-

ing they would be, and touching her lin, gravely.
"

I have begun at dawn
worn cheeks with a quick smile. to make my holiday, the time is so

She peered through the open door short : I feel myself quite of the sea al-

from the dining-room into the room be- ready."

yond : she meant that for the library ; The clothes being too small for him,

planning rapidly where on the gray his gaunt legs and bony neck protrud-
walls their one or two pictures could ed above and below, capped by a brown,

hang,
- - how Jerome's old desk would honest, homely face, over which thin,

fit into one corner, and her work-table iron-gray hairs straggled.
in the other: the book -shelves were "A younger man than I expected to

below, and the books and what other see," thought the Captain; "but that 's

home treasures she had been able to one of the faces that never grow old."

smuggle with her ;
she would arrange M. Jacobus munched his breakfast

them all to-night, after he was in bed. in silence, and then, clearing a space
In New York they lived in a crowd- on the table, dragged out of his pocket

ed tenement-house, out of which Old one or two crabs, a sea-horse finger-

Jacobus, as the boys called him, went to length, and a general mess of slimy

give his daily lessons. How he had ar- legs and tails.

gued and prosed for weeks as to wheth- " Cancer pagurus / Cirripedes!" tri-

er they could afford these few days ! al- umphantly spreading them on the table-

though it was vacation, and Lufflin had cloth.
" The fruits of my morning's la-

sent free passes for the road. To-mor- bor, except Hippocampus brevirostris,

row he would know that the holiday vulgarly called Sea-Horse, which: stood

would last always, and that the book to me in the sum of forty cents : it shall

could be finished which was to bring be saved in other modes of expendi-
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ture, say shoes,"- with a deprecating her and secured his prey in a jar, how-

glance at his wife. ever, he did not return to George Cath-
"
Yes, Jerome," her eyes fixed, hun- cart, but stood irresolute, his hands

grily, on the childish delight in his clasped behind his back, the shiny
face. boatman's hat he wore pulled over his

Lufflin began to perceive now for eyes.
what she had worked ;

he chafed his Twelve years ago the poor French-

whiskers, and entered into the spirit of man and his son had planned this com-
the thing with zest. ing to the sea : the boy used to get into

" You 'd call me a happy man, now, his father's bed by dawn to talk it over

Mounchere, to be the owner of this bit snugly. It came to be their grand
of ground, eh ?

" scheme and hope for the future ; for
"

I can conceive," said the Professor, neither the father nor little Tom had in-

gravely, catching his squirming prey, tellects of a high achieving order. Ja-
and tying them up in a handkerchief, cobus had never, I suppose, considered
"

I can conceive no better abode than whether his son had genius or not, or

this for a man of esprit^ of what you what he was to do in the world : to get
call stamina in mind. His wants are the boy out of the poisonous city, to see

little
;
he rests, he works, he studies his first look at the ocean, to watch the

books, Nature. She is greatly good to sturdy little rogue fight the breakers,
him in this place ;

she opens her most fish, swim, net for crabs, was about

delicate secrets ; she gives to him gran- the highest pleasure which the simple

deur, beauty, from full hands." old man had ever pictured for them.
" She fills his stomach, too," said the Now the holiday had come for him

;

Captain, hastily.
" No better fishing and Tom

on the coast, not to mention clams and He walked about the room, glancing

oysters. Yes, Mounchere," after a unsteadily from side to side, as if in

pause, as they rose from table,
" Na- search of something lost. The sick, in-

ture 's grand here, as you say, or God, tolerable loneliness of those first days
which is the same thing. If a man after Tom died came back to him.

don't come nearer to Him by a day's
" Mon fits / mon fits!" he muttered

outlook on yon sea than by years of once, holding his hand to his side,

town-life, it 's because his eyes are n't It gave him actual pain to breathe

worth the having." just then ; but his eyes were dry. He
M. Jacobus stretched his long neck never had cried for Tom as his moth-

to look out at the dull, creeping, moan- er did, never named him to her
; she

ing waste without, his warm Gallic thought he had forgotten. The fancy
blood shivering with a vague idea that seized him, that, now that he was here,
the relentless, inexorable Thing was if Tom cared for him, and for coming
no bad symbol of the Puritan's God. there, as he did once, he was not far off

"Ah, le bon Dieu /" he muttered, at that moment. His sallow jaws col-
" All that is best in men's nature has ored at the boyish notion, and then he

been given to make up that image, laughed at it, in a strange saturnine

and all that is most cruel." fashion. It was as if another man than
" Eh ? yes," said the Captain, not the simple Professor suddenly looked

understanding, but wagging his bald out through his eyes, a man older,

head wisely. more untrustworthy, weak through a
"

I will go now and preserve my spe- life-long doubt,. not his natural self, in

cimens," said the Professor,
" and then a word, but the man which years of life

join our friend George below, with in dirty ways, and the creed which his

your permission, Madame ? He is but father gave him, had made of him. He
a fisher for the oyster, but I find in him looked out of the window, his fingers
2L man of many facts." knitted behind him.

WJxen he had mounted to his cham- " There is the sea, and I am here,
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but Tom is not here ; he 's dust and " Come down on the beach," she

ashes, yonder in Salem graveyard, a said. " There are curious bits ofwreck

heap of yellow dust, nothing more," washed ashore to-day, they* tell me :

a laugh, which the foulest of French broken sea-weeds from far-off coasts,

skeptics would have envied, crossing unknown here
;
and small shell - fish

his grim face at this fancy of the child's coming into shoal water for safety, that

being yet alive and near to him. never ventured so far inland in the

But the creed having asserted itself memory of any of the wreckers. Come

thus, the simple face grew suddenly look at this sky, Jerome : how rapidly it

blank, and the gray eyes looked out of has changed !

"

their dark hollows as if the world were M. Jacobus thrust out his head with

empty and he alone lived to tell the an assumption of sagacity,

tale. "It was there that Captain Lufflin

M. Jacobus had a watchful keeper ; warned me the danger lay," said his

she was never far off
;
she put her hand wife, pointing to a mere fleck of quiet

on his shoulder now with, and black in the northeast, which re-

" What do you look for at sea, Je- mained immovably solid while the whole

rome ?
" - -

speaking cheerfully, and in heaven around was broken into drifting

his own tongue. frightened masses. Beneath, (yet not

He did not turn his head until he far beneath, for ocean and sky to-day

thought he had put all his trouble out seemed like gray, fast - approaching
of sight. planes,) the angry roar of the waves and

"
I pursue your Captain's fancy," the tossing of yellow frothy caps had

then he said, "/find in the sea but been suddenly quelled into the vast si-

muddy water, with power to bring rage lence which rose and fell in slowly dark-

and destruction for no cause. I find ening, awful pulsations. Jacobus and

great treasures lying useless below, his wife looked on anxiously,

starving men sailing above, great
" These are peculiar features of a

pain, death every day, the baby wash- storm," he said, "if they forebode a

ed from its mother's arms, the husband storm. The tide should be at its low-

from the wife. The good Captain sees est ebb now. I will go and consult

a loving God behind all these : my our friend George. Come down ! come

eyes are not so clear." down !

"

She pushed the lattice farther open. As he hurried out of the door, how-
" It is a strong sea for December," ever, he stopped, and put his hand on

was all she said. " The tides run high- her shoulder with a deprecating smile.

er later, usually." I ought not to let those old thoughts
"
Every man makes his own God and strike the life out of the day for me,

heaven," maundered on the Professor, ouo-ht I ?
"

in a set, monotonous voice,
" out of his NO, Jerome, no !

" She caught his

individual animal or mental needs. The hand and kissed it as a mother might a

Southern European surrounds Him with child's.

virgins, paradise, and music
; and the "

I had almost ceased to make holi-

cold Scotchman gives us a magnified day," he added, gravely, putting his foot

shadow of his own grim face, gracious up, retying the leather strings of his

and merciful only to his own petty heavy shoes, and looking down on his

clan." fisherman's rig with secret complacency.
Mrs. Jacobus did not reply. It was " Shall we go down ? There are fore-

an old tale to her ears, perhaps ;
she boding signs in the sea, that I would

remembered it croaked by his father wish to study."
with a venomous dfcst

;
but Jerome re-

peated it with a stolid apathy, like one Late in the afternoon of that day,

who asked for bread in life, and they Captain Lufflin, coming up the rocks

gave him but this stone. from the beach, (for he had spent the
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day measuring the advancing tide,) saw
"

I never told Jerome," quietly.
" I

a queer-shaped cart or van drive up to put my baby out to nurse, where it

the side door, and a woman with divers could breathe air, and not poison, not

bundles alight and go in. About an far from here. I have left it there since,

hour after, Madame Jacobus came out to May-be it was wrong," said poor Char-

him, a woollen shawl over her head, and lotte, hiding her face in her hands, with

stood beside the garden-fence with him, a happy laugh.
"

It was a whim, I know,

pulling the heads off the dead hollyhock- I may have wronged him, but I had a

stalks as she talked. fancy to give him his home and his
"

I 've a story to tell you," she said, child both upon this Christmas day."
her voice thick at first, and her face The Captain gasped, took a fresh bit

hot. of tobacco, but said nothing.
" Eh ? About yourself, Charlotte ?

" " There is no more to say, but you
The Captain's small eyes kindled with want to see the baby ?

"
suddenly,

curiosity, and he pushed a log for her to "
Certainly, Charlotte, certainly, see

sit down. " Go on, my dear." the baby !

" And the old Captain fol-

" About ourselves, M. Jacobus and lowed her, glancing about him in a mild

me," with another pause. imbecility of astonishment.
" I perceived," said her father's friend,

" God bless my soul !

" he broke out

preparing for the confession of some im- at last.
" The idea of springing a house

prudence,
" that your married life has and a baby on a man in one day ! It

been peculiar : modelled after the ideas assuredly is, child, the most unprece-
of young people, I suppose." dented whim "

"
I do not know," she said, absently.

"
Yes, yes," dodging suddenly into

She balanced herself more comfortably a room, and bringing out a bundle of

against the fence, and went on with her white linen and wool. She stood in the

story with a quiet unconsciousness that passage by a window, the red evening
balked Lufflin's intention of censure. light falling about her.

" We have been poor in the two or "
It 's a boy," she -whispered, lifting

three years just past," she said,
" want- off the covering.

" He is very like little

ed enough to satisfy even his favorite Tom," an inexpressible awe on her

Saint-Simon's theory. My husband is face,

no" "Yes," said the Captain. He had
" Financier ?

"
gently suggested the meant to say a few sensible words to

Captain. bring her to reason about this matter ;

" No. He could beard the world in but, instead, he took up the little white

defence of an idea
;
but for bread and foot thrust out of the blanket and kiss-

butter, ah-h ! I 'm rougher ! I ought ed it sheepishly, looking askance at the

to have been the man for that ! About woman's figure and face bent over the

a year ago he was offered a chance to child, beaming with a rare and tender

go with a geological party to Brazil, beauty.
I was glad of that. The air and sights They said little after that. The moth-

of our close court were killing him. I er stood playing with her baby, touch-

wanted to finish some work I had to do, ing its cheeks and chin until it laughed,

and then " She forgot Lufflin was there, I suppose.

She stopped ;
a scarlet flush broke Her soul seemed to be in her fingers,

over her neck and face. her pure passion to envelop the mite of
"
Yes, child ?

"
flesh as the weak sunshine did herself,

" God was very good to us," in an and to hold it in life. There was some-

almost whisper.
" Six months after my thing in this wife-and-mother-love which

husband left home, He gave us another poor LufHin did not understand,

child." Well, well," he said,
"

I '11 go now.
" You never told me this," cried Luff- God bless you, Lotty ! You '11 let me

Jin, aghast. have a share in this young fellow here,
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eh ? "and trotted down the back stairs, yonder, were as one to the mother : she

leaving her in the narrow hall.
" Old nursed them in her heart together.

Mounchere Jacobus must have been a One word as to the plan of the house,

good fellow," he thought, "to have de- for the better understanding of what fol-

served all this. God deals so different- lowed. It was niched, as we said, into

ly with different men !

" a cove of rocks, open only to the sea.

She had nothing more to say about In spite of all the croaking of the wreck-

it, Madame Jacobus had told him ; yet, ers, the highest tide had never yet ap-

standing there in the quiet cold light, proached nearer than to ten feet sheer

within a few steps of the closed door be- descent from the foundation-stones. On
hind which was her husband, her feet on the ground-floor was a room appropriat-

the floor of the house she had worked ed by the Captain, filled with his bunk,
hard to buy him, the child in her arms fishing-nets, guns, and other trumpery,
she would give him to-morrow, she and the kitchen and offices

;
above were

thought she had touched in this hour the library and dining-room ; and on

the very depth and height of life. the third floor three bed-chambers.
"

It is worth all the pain that 's gone, M. Jacobus sat now by the fire in the

it 's worth it all," she said again and dining-room, his feet on the fender, some

again, pressing the boy so closely that books scattered around him, rapidly get-
he cried. When she turned to the win- ting out with them into a world where

dow, the cold and gathering night some- northeasters, nor high tides, nor his wife

how made her home more real, the fu- either, ever came. She saw that in the

ture alive with great and good possibili- half-frown with which he looked at her

ties. over his spectacles.

Yet it was a foreboding, revengeful
" M. Jacobus !

" she said,

night. Outside the little panes of the "
Plait-il, Madame ?" and afterwards

passage-window she could see the gray laid down his book, thinking the figure

walls of the house and the bare trunks before him could hardly be that of his

of the trees darken and draw apart in matter - of- fact wife : which was true

the dull light There was no mellow- enough, for her heart was brimful of

ness in the outlines of rocks or beach : her little project and the child, and the

they loomed up harsh and threatening, face, with its low forehead and resolute

From the low, dingy horizon came at jaws, beamed curiously young and eager,
intervals subdued soughs of wind that Her husband seated her, and stood lean-

broke on the projecting headlands with ing on the mantel-shelf while she talk-

a muffled cry. The floor grew chilly to ed : he had all the courtesy of an old-

her feet ; the strip of carpet shook in fashioned Frenchman towards women ;

the gusts ;
and the passage was dark, but and besides, M. Jacobus had a keen

for a cheerful glimmer of light under eye for beauty in this the only woman
the Professor's door. Charlotte went he had ever loved,

shivering with her baby into the nurse's " Go down, Jerome ;
the tide turns,"

room
;
and when she had watched it safe she said.

"
Captain Lufflin is watching

into its cradle, came out, going again it. Besides, I want this room to make

through the hall to the library. As she ready for to-morrow."

touched the door-handle, she checked M. Jacobus began, obedient as usual,

herself in humming some song, growing to button his coat, muttering,
" To-mor-

colorless as she thought what it was, row ?
"
however, with a puzzled face,

an old ditty with which she used to lull "
It is Christmas," with the repress-

little Tom to sleep, but never had sung ed excitement now in her voice as in

since then. But in a moment a curious her eyes.
"

I want that we shall keep
smile came on her lips.

" That is all the day this year ;
I have some little

right,
" she said, opening the door, plans

"

From that moment her little boy and The skeptic's face altered ; he linger-

poor Tom, dead in the city grave-yard ed over the last button of the coat
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"
It is worth more to you than other " Don't think me harsh, Sharley," he

days ?
"

dryly. faltered.

"We never observed it before. God She caught at her advantage. "We
has been so good to us, Jerome, and will keep it together," eagerly,

it is His day of the whole year, the He thrust her hands from his arms,

day," her voice sinking with an inex- and went about the room with long, un-

pressible tenderness,
" when Love came steady strides.

into the world as a little child, as a "I cannot lie to God ! I cannot lie !

"

little child." he said.

He looked at her wistfully for a mo- His wife, seeing his face, when he

ment, then took up his stick and an turned, cried hurriedly,

hygrometer, saying, as he opened the "It is a trifle ;
let it go, Jerome. I

door, can give you my little gifts all the same ;

" But hear to the cry of the sea ! it it is a trifle."

grows more muffled and dull each hour. Down below his credulous simplicity
If Death itself could speak, that is his and the weight of borrowed ideas with

voice, I think." He spoke vaguely, which books had loaded his brain, (bor-

with an anxious, absent look, then went rowed infidelity with the rest,) M. Ja-

groping down the -dark stairway. Pres- cobus was a sturdy, honest man, with a

ently she heard him come back hur- keen sense of honor : it was no trifle

riedly. to him. She saw that some rough touch

"Will it cost you much to give up of hers had reached a secret depth of

this day, child ?
" he demanded, coming his soul never bared to her before,

close and putting his hand on her head. " What is it, Jerome ?
' - coming up

"
I ask it of you. I must be with you to catch him again with her trembling

in your little plans, and" hand. " It is to me a matter of so lit-

" Your mother kept it," interrupted tie import !

"

she, sharply. He stopped.
"I know," with dull, pained looks "It is this to me. She did keep it,

at the fire, at the night without, every- my mother. It is my first remem-

thing but her face.
" Her faith is not brance of our home, when she was

mine." dead. We children made yet a feast
"
No, Jerome," gently, for she was upon that day, that she might look back

tender with him always, when he seem- and see. Now that I am no longer a

ed weaker than herself. " But if it could child, and know that she can never look

be, my husband ?
" her voice growing back, that what was my mother is but

unsteady.
" Humor me this one time : a heap of bones and dust, I I cannot

I have looked forward to it so long ! keep the day."

Perhaps it was to remember my own She stood in his way.
childhood

; perhaps I had some little
" Dead is dead !

' he cried, fiercely,

gifts to offer you. But let me keep it " When I know that she and the child

If it be childish, let me be a child." I loved cannot speak or look at me
Something in the broken voice re- more than this stone at my feet, I can-

minded him of little Tom's. She put not believe in the day on which you say
her hands on his arms, too, and in the He came to bring eternal life."

thin face turned up to his there was a " There is nothing more alive to me
look left by all the years of patient love than my little Tom. I 'm sorry you do
and work she had borne for him

;
it not feel it so, Jerome," said matter-of-

struck him back somehow, as by a touch, fact Charlotte. "I was not what you
to those first days when they were lovers call a religious woman before he died ;

together in Canada. It was curious, that, and when better thoughts come to me
in after years, when M. Jacobus remem- now, I am sure he brings them from
bered his wife, it was always as she look- the good Lord."

ed at that last moment. " Do you remember," he said, sud-
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denly,
" a habit the boy had of sitting

on the sunny door-step, quite silent, by
the hour ?

"

"
I remember," turning her head

away.
"

It used to remind me of the days
when I was a boy, on the shore of Lake

Erie. My father was a squatter there.

There was nothing I did not dare nor

hope in those long dreams of what my
life was to be. I would hunt, wrestle,

fight, as no man had done before. I

would be the first leader in the world,

a soldier, a priest, God ! what was

there I would not be ! What came of

it all ?
' : - his voice rising into a weak,

wiry cry.
" There was a tiny cancer,

a little taint in my blood, a trifle,

bah ! a nothing ! My grandfather died

a drunkard
; my father ate opium. I

Sharley, it 's an old story to you."
She did not shame him by a look at

him : her own face had the old pallor

and defiant clench of the jaws which

Lufiiin had seen. She drew his hand
under her arm, and kissed it passion-

ately.
"

It was no crime," she cried, the

old burden for many years.
A fine, sad smile crossed his face.
" Poor Sharley !

" he said. "
No,

no crime ; for with the temptation was

given me a weak will. So they 're gone
now, hopes and chances in life, mind
and body eaten away by that one ani-

mal thirst, gone ! Who was to blame ?
"

" You told me," she said, eagerly,
" that the stimulant in this air would

be all that you would require, that it

would effect a cure."
" Yes ; but was it right that the fate

of a man's soul should thus depend on
outward chances ? Was I to blame for

this hereditary plague in my blood ?

Half of the lost millions who crowd the

cities can plead against the crime that

dragged them down some inherited vice ;

theft, drunkenness, butchery, were born
with them, sucked in with their moth-
ers' .milk. This world, that God called

good, is but a gigantic mass of corrup-

tion, foul with disease and pain, which
man did not first create, and never will

conquer."

" Why do you talk of this to-night ?
"

said Charlotte, shunning the storm, as

usual.
" Because I thank God, that, if He

has made this failure, He will blot it

out. I liked to fancy once that my
mother would waken out of her long

sleep into all her old loves and hates

and fancies. I thank God now that she

knows nothing, that for her, and for

all of us, after death, lies but an eternal

blank."

In the pause, the dulled throb of the

sea rose for an instant into a fierce

warning cry, and then was gloomily
still.

"
It is as if the dead yonder would

drive us back from their rest and si-

lence," his speculative eye wander-

ing dreamily out into the night.

But death and all that lay beyond
were real to the practical woman beside

him
; there was no speculation in her

eyes ; it was an actual life he was drag-

ging from before her
;
her child was in

it ; some day her own feet in flesh and
blood would tread there. She put her

hand on his shoulder and leaned out

beyond him, peering down over the

shore, just as if in the night and cold

beyond lay in truth the land of the

dead.
"

I am not afraid of their rest and

silence," she cried, "I 'm not afraid,

Jerome !

"

The fair, clear-cut face came warm
and living between him and the dark-

ness
;
her voice called into the vague

distance cheerful and strong.

She turned back to him glowing with

color.
" Our boy is there," she said

;

" and

there are others dead that I loved. I

always knew they 'd keep a watch for

us, Jerome !

'

He listened with a sad smile.

"And I 've no fear," she went on,

energetically, "I never had any fear,

that He would give them back to us

just misty, holy angels, who could nei-

ther cry nor laugh with us, when our

very hearts were sick to catch their

hands and kiss their lips again.--!

know," after a pause, "my boy will
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come first to me, with his old trick of a charnel-house. He had a dull, super-

hiding and calling for '

Mother, mother !.' stitious dread of what lay beyond that

he '11 not forget I liked that name the sullen beach of mist, the undefined

best ;
and he '11 have the same laugh in There, whence these low rumblings,

his eyes, just the same, he 'd find no and sharp, inarticulate cries reached

better look in heaven than that was. I him : he stood up, looking into
it,

knew, when I closed his eyes that night, shivering. A bat swooped past the

it was but for a little while." Yet she open window, and struck its clammy
stopped suddenly, putting her hand to wing against his face

;
the moon had

her throat to choke back a cry of pain, gone down, and the mist that saturat-

"A little while," she repeated, firmly. ed his clothes, so present and close at

Her husband listened, the smile grow- hand was it, stretched up and possessed

ing more bitter : she had never seemed the very sky as well as the shore, yel-
more silly or more dear to him than lowed, thickened the air he breathed,
then. hid the line where the breakers struck

"
I am not a child," she said, quickly, the coast, driven in with a subdued, per-

"
It is not fancy. The dead are in sistent fury he had never known before.

Christ's kingdom ;
and He is alive, not The shore-mist had its bounds : it did

dead, yonder. It was a real man, Je- not touch that clear darkness beyond,

rome, that ascended from the mountain, into which Jacobus looked, drawing
loving his friend, censuring Peter, tak- down his grizzled brows, trying to jeer

ing care of his mother. Mary found no his cowardice away,

spirit there, when she died, but the son "
By daylight," he said, "it is but a

whose baby-head rested on her t>reast ; bulk of water, full enough of danger and
and I shall find my boy." death

;
but now it might be hell itself

He soothed her, for she had grown yonder, that has 'made the clouds its

nervous and trembling ;
let her cling garment, and darkness its svvaddling-

to his neck and cry away her trouble, band.'
'

after the fashion of women who have He was not sure how long a portion,

brought their hearts out to argue for of the night crept by. Sometime in it,

them. however, he saw flashes of light moving
" Let us forget that far-away country," through the fog among the rocks : Luff-

he said, after a while, "and go to rest, lin and the fishermen keeping watch,

Lotty. The moans of this storm will "
uneasy ghosts that could not pass

wear your strength out," leading her over into Hades," he laughed, with the

to the foot of the chamber-stairway. same miserable attempt at a joke ; but

She went up, pausing at the top to the laugh died away feebly in the empty
look back, a smile on her flushed cheeks room, and it was with a grave face the

and swollen eyes. Professor made his way down the dark
"

It will be a quiet morning," she staircase, and, finding the Captain's

said, waving a good-night. dread-nought coat, put it on before he
There was some meaning in her words ventured out into the storm. " To please

which he could not penetrate, but it Lotty," he muttered. His heart was
touched and startled him. strangely tender to-night to the only
"A quiet morning?" friend he had known for years.
The words haunted the simple old There was a dead quiet in the fog as

man, sitting alone to watch the night he came out and waited on the flagging
wear away. He had never been more before the house. Luffiin and George
utterly alone. The new home was Cathcart came by, presently, carrying

strange ; the very wood-fire had burn- lanterns and ropes, their faces look-

ed out on the hearth
; unfamiliar, cold ing ghastly in the greenish light ;

their

lines met his eye, wherever he turned
; voices, too, were thin and far off as in a

the heavy mist crept in from the sea dream, though the Captain tried to be

through every cranny, like vapors from hearty and gruff as usual.
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" Best within, Mounchere Jacobus ; the whole night, seemed to his startled

it 's an uncertain night ; best within." senses to drive its direct tide beneath
" You apprehend the rain ?" him, to articulate, at last, with a new
" No

;
it 's a dry storm

; unpleasant and unexpected meaning. He shut his

on this coast. Go in
; there 's no tell- eyes ;

the terror had taken shape ; he

ing what frenzy may seize the wind, and lay drenched and shivering, his brain

Charlotte is alone." on fire with fancies. What was vision

But M. Jacobus did not go in. He had to Dante was real to him. He lay upon
observed a curious motion on the part the edge of the fathomless gulf, warm
of both men, as they talked : bending and living, with the cry from Hades
their ears at intervals to listen intently, made audible to him

;
as it ebbed and

and keeping a keen scrutiny fixed on flowed, it wailed like the wind through
the small patch of ground at their feet, leafless forests ; it shook the earth to

made visible by their lanterns. He saw, its centre, then died into the solitary cry

too, that Cathcart stooped, as he turned of one in nameless pain. Some broad,
from them, and, picking up a crisp, yel- dark figure stood afterwards beside him
low flake, showed it to his companion ;

in the fog, and a voice repeated the old

and he fancied, too, that the grim face word of the prophet,
of the old Captain lost its color when " Hell from beneath is moved to meet
he saw it. He would not go in : he had thee at thy coming ;

it stirreth up the

a right to see what danger threatened dead for thee "

her, --to watch for it, to know what "There is no hell," he cried, get-
were these messengers of coming death ting up and staggering forward, then

sent in from the silence yonder. And smiled at his own folly,

at that fancy, the old wonder and dread It might have been Lufflin who had

of the far darkness seized him, and he spoken, after all
; he was well read in

went slowly on through the mist, for- the Bible, But he could see no sign

getting alike danger and warning. of their torches, in the stretch of damp,
With a mocking smile on his face, as darkening fog ;

he was left alone to keep
he pursued his fantastic theory. What guard.
if the dead were not dead ? What if, un- Jacobus tried to shake off his sickly

forgetting and cruel, they could stretch fancies, and measure coolly whatever

out shadowy hands from that myste^ous danger waited in this strange night ;
but

distance which they peopled, and sum- it rose before him in a form so ghastly
mon the living to join them ? What if and new that his strength was but as a

Death itself served them to-night, and woman's. He was but a landsman,

crept upon Charlotte and him unawares dull and ignorant besides, outside his

in some horror of this coming storm ? library. What was he to do, when the

Jacobus, like all skeptics, was supersti- very ground trembled beneath his feet,

tious
; but he had courage and zest when the sky was blotted out, when

enough to fight down the terror that there was lack of a single known sta-

seized him, to pamper and play with it. tionary object to guide eye or ear ? This

He threw his lank length upon the wet side of that gray horizon of darkness

beach, and clasped his hands under his which absorbed all his fears, the north-

head
; where he disturbed the sand, ern lights streamed up, a pale orange

gleamed sudden flashes of phosphoric glare, and showed him a heavy, impen-

light ;
he brought them out of the dark- etrable bulwark of shadow, that rose

ness with his finger: "Fit writing for closer and closer with each throb of the

the dead gone over to leave upon the breakers, walling out the sea. His feet

shore for those who should follow !

" he sank curiously in the yielding sand, as

thought. if he stood at the verge of a maelstrom.

Lying on his back, and staring straight Some rough hand griping his shoulder

up into the fog-covered sky, the thun- roused him from his daze,

der of the sea, that before had filled
" Cathcart !

" he said
; then pointing
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out, "what lies yonder, George? It was crumbling into it. He threw off

might be Death's world, I think !

"
Lufflin's coat and his shoes, calling out

The fisherman's arm shook, he fan- almost joyously to her, so fierce was the

cied ;
but he answered steadily, in his new strength in his muscles, and the

usual piping, weak tones, passion in his heart.
" It don't matter whether it 's God's " Sots tranquille/" he shouted. "Lot-

world or the Devil's world, as I see, so ty ! It is I who comes ! I go to swim !

"

long as it kin send ashore a grip on us She never heard the words, it is prob-
like that," glancing down at his feet, able, for only a faint cry reached him,
where Jacobus saw the yellow, flaky of which he distinguished nothing ; but

foam curling up from under the sand, he saw her hand waving him back, and
He stooped leisurely to examine it. laughed.

" What does this portend ?
" he asked. " Poor child ! she thinks to die, and

" God ! it be the tide, man," shrieked stupid old Jerome so near ! Foolish

out Cathcart, with an oath. " Can't Sharley !

"

you see that it 's broken over the top- But the water weighed him down al-

most boundaries ? You be standing now ready, as he struggled ignorantly in it,

above the level of your own house." his gaunt limbs floundering, the tender

One swift, sharp glance was enough smile yet on his 'bony face ;
it cramped

to waken him into real life out of his his arms, closed over his head : with a

vague dreams. The man, nervous and groping wrench he recovered his foot-

fierce, that had been smothered in the ing, and breast-high in the rising tide

unable bookworm so long, sprang up to looked at her.

cope with the sudden death that faced "
It is I who comes, Sharley !

" he

him. shouted, fiercely.
" Wife ! wife !

" The
" You be too late !

" he heard Cath- old English word meant so much to him
cart's shrill cry, as he fought his way at that moment !

through the surging surf ; and at the Whether hours or minutes passed in

same moment there was a heavy crash, that struggle he never knew
;
but at its

where, he could not see. close he lay washed, like a poor wisp
The fog blinded him

;
the sand, driven of weed, upon the shore. The stream

by the resistless wind, cut his skin, pen- between them, which he never should

etrated his eyes and nostrils
; while high- pass, deepened, deepened : it licked her

er and higher, as he waded on, the mud- feet now, her knees. She stretched out

dy water crept up his body, slimy and her hands to him, whether for help, or

cold, and tangling his feet in its under- to say good-bye, he never knew,

tow of kelp. There was a weight on He made no sign in reply. Her face

his chest which strangled him when he was turned to him, not heeding the

tried to cry aloud. No matter
;

the death at her feet, the thin face set in

next headland passed and the house its iron-gray hair, with the beauty of

would be gained. all those years of love upon it, the

same wistful smile on it with which it

She was there, standing on a heap looked at him across the fire on winter

of fallen stone, her white night-dress evenings ;
and he was to sit there,

torn and muddied by the recks and unmanned, impotent, helpless, to watch

branches which the water swept by her. the slow death creep up to her lips, her

Jacobus wondered if that were the house eyes ?

whose ruins curdled the dull sweep of He lifted one hand feebly to his chest,

water beneath her ;
then the thought of with a dull hope of crushing out the

his wife blotted out all besides. Around faint life beating uselessly there ; then,

her was a creeping, seething stream, with a desperate clutch on the sand,

widening each moment
;
he did not see struggled towards the water,

how deep it was, nor that the unsteady
"

I go to swim ! Sharley! Sharley !"

pile of stones on which she had climbed he cried, and that was all.
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The morning dawned, bleak and blue ; meant," gently, when they were gone,
the thin light came into the cracks of a " that she is at rest

;
our pain cannot

wrecker's hut, colder than even on the pain her now."

sea. Jacobus had made a heap of ropes
" When I do suffer, she will suffer

and driftwood on which to lay his dead, with me," muttered Jacobus.
" You

He sat holding her head on his breast, don't know," after a pause, "how to-

having twisted up her wet hair in a vain gether we have been, or that you could

effort to adjust it as she liked it best, not say. Is it that I should go back to

There was no wild vagueness in his that den in New York alone ? That I

eyes, such as dimmed them some- live there for days, for years ? That I

times over his books ;
it was a grave, hunger and work as before, and she not

simple, reasonable face that bent over heed nor care, my wife ? Ah ! you
this cold and unanswering one. It seem- do not know Lotty !

"
touching the clos-

ed as if this one great blow, which God ed white lids with an inexpressibly ten-

had given, had struck out from his life der smile. "
I call her '

Sharley,' when
all its vain vagaries and dreams. we are alone together," going on in

Lufflin and one or two fishermen his simple, monotonous fashion ;

" and

stood by, looking on
;
and outside he when she sleeps the heaviest, she have

heard women's voices, in shrill whis- never forgot to hear that name. She

pers, and a sob now and then. never will" looking up quietly.
"

I want to carry her in the shore " But your wife is dead now," said

farther," he said, looking up impatient- Lufflin, almost impatiently ;

" and you

ly.
"

I will not have her vexed by these yourself thank God that she will never

sounds of trouble." waken to her old loves and hates and
"
Yes, yes," said Lufflin, soothingly, fancies."

" But you forget, dear Sir, she 's beyond
"

I ?
"
gasped Jacobus,

all reach of pain now. Sorrow and tears There was a long silence
;
as his old

cannot come near her again." creed came back to him, the blood rush-
"

I don't know," said Jacobus,
" she ed thick and cold about his heart,

has a quick ear for any cry of trouble,"
" God's world, and all His creatures,"

holding the thin, blue-veined hand in persisted Lufflin, "are foul with sin.

his, and looking at it with a face which You blessed Him that for them* and it

made old Lufflin turn away. death was an eternal sleep."
"She be at rest now, yer woman," "

I did not remember her love for me,"

piped George Cathcart, in true class- pleaded Jacobus, humbly. "// could

meeting twang.
" Not all yer cries, nor not sleep. Why! you man, Lufflin,"

the cries of the sea, neyther, 'u'd wake
starting to his feet, and drawing up his

her. Glory be to God !

3;

full height,
"
if that could be, would I

Jacobus looked from one to the other, stand to look at her here ? Could I

his sickly frame in a heat of inarticulate
live, if she were truly gone ? she, that

rage. That these boors, that death it- has been strength and hope and hands

self, should come "between him and his for me these many years ? I 'm not a

wife and say she could not hear his
strong man, like like you, Captain,"

lightest word ! with a sudden weak giving way.
" God

"
Why, it 's Lotty !

" - in a whisper, gave me Sharley. Death cannot take

hugging the stiff body closer, looking her away."
up to Lufflin. " Dead or alive, it 's my Lufflin took up her hand,

wife. It 's Lotty. Do not you under- " So soft it used to be !" he said. "It's

stand ?
'

been hard-worked since then. It would
"
Yes, Mounchere, yes, I under- be well for Lotty, if death were a long

stand,"
-
sopping his face and bald sleep : she needs it."

head with his handkerchief. " My good Jacobus made no reply. He sat down

men, had you not better go out a mo- and held his dead in his arms
;
she was

ment ? We need air here. He only his own ;
so were those years of hard
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work which had worn her hands rough, touched the cheek, a little worn and
and left these sharp lines in her face, haggard, may-be, but with good, healthy
He only knew what they had been : in blood reddening it, felt the nervous

the long silence that followed, while the hands, then stooped and solemnly

daylight broadened bluer and colder kissed her lips.

about him, he lived them over again ; They trembled a little ; then she

and he knew then, by every day of grip- laughed.

, ing poverty, which it wrung the clammy
" Did the sea send you dreams of

drops out of his face to remember, me ?
"

trying to jest, but with some

by all her patient tenderness, by the of last night's -trouble in her eyes,

happiness they had hoped for, but which
" Not the sea," putting his hand

never came, by the true love they had to his head
;

"
I think God sent them,

borne to each other, and to little Tom, Lotty."
which knew so little comfort, he knew Lufflin, whose instincts were quick as

that the recompense would come, that a woman's, glanced at the two, and then

the end was not yet. She had shaken said something about its not being long
off the hunger and the pain, and had enough after dawn to begin the day,

gone into the world where only the love and that he would turn into his bunk
endured and found its comfort and its for an hour or two, and made his way
late reward. There was such a world down stairs. He turned into the kitch-

somewhere. He put back the grayed en instead, to give Ann and the break-

hair from the forehead
;

little Tom had fast a warning look, and, for aught we
such a brow, broad, quiet, melancholy, know, put his own shoulder to the

" '

I will go to them,'
" he said,

" ' but wheel, so far as broiling the chops was

they will not return to me !

' "
concerned. He had been up half the

night, helping
" the child get ready her

Was it he that had been dead, and holiday," steadying shelves, hanging
waked again? A strong hand lifting his pictures, dusting books in the library,

head ; a warm face and breath at his and now meant to stand aside until the

cheek
;
a voice calling him as sweet and' great joy of the day was over : "only

cheerful as when first he heard it on the they two could share it together."
banks of the little creek in Canada ? Yet he stepped to the kitchen-door

Then out of the reeling and groping of and listened keenly, when, after a long
shadows and real objects came a square silence, he heard the door above open,

bay-window opening on a sea-horizon and Charlotte lead her husband into

of drifting olive-gray clouds, the crackle the library.

and glow of a great wood-fire, a cheerful " Mounchere knows what his wife 's

breakfast-room, and some busy chatter done -for him at last," he muttered
;

about a night spent sleeping in drenched " and there goes in the baby," as a faint

clothes and night-fogs. cry and a rush of skirts followed, with

Lufflin's round, red face was the first an amused laugh, and his eyes dim.

real grip his senses took of it all. The But when he heard Lotty coming
Captain was in his holiday suit of blue presently for him, he hurried in, to

and brass, and pulled down his jacket stretch himself on his bunk, and began
with a complacent twinkle in his eyes. to snore.

"Faith, ye '11 suffer a sea-change in "
It 's kind in them to think of an

short order, Mounchere, if you spend a old fellow like me
;
but they 're best

few more nights dreaming by that win- alone. They have had a rough pull of

dow ! Your very eyes look rheumy and it together, and I think this is their first

glazed already." glimpse of land."

Jacobus got up, stunned and dull be- He could not wait long, however,

yond his wont, his eyes fixed, not on but soon went bustling up, with the

the joking Captain, but on the anxious, eager glow of all his childish Christ-

wondering face upturned to his. He mases in his simple old face and mind.
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They made ready for the day inland, he

supposed ;
but they could do nothing

like this, glancing in, as he trotted

up stairs, at the big fires he had built,

and the bits of holly stuck around, and

then out at the sweep of barren lee-

coast and the desolate sea.

" And Lotty's surprise of the house,

and that blessed baby ! She 's a dev-

ilish clever woman to contrive such a

day for Mounchere, that 's a fact !

"

The library, when he reached it,

seemed the very heart and core of all

Christmas brightness. The very cold,

and the hungry solitude of the restless

sea on which the window opened wide-

ly, deepened the warmth within. The
room slept in a still comfort : no fire

was ever so clear, no air so calm, no

baby so content to be alive as this which

lay on its mother's breast while she

walked to and fro. Her face was paler

and humbler than he had ever seen it
;

her husband followed her unceasingly
with his eyes, a strange sense of al-

most loss in them Lufflin fancied, idly.

Jacobus was very silent and still
;
he

did not seem so nervous with happiness
as the Captain had fancied this opening
of a new life would make him

;
but there

was about him a rested and hushed

look, a depth of content which he did

not believe any gain of the house or

child could give. Lufflin was awed, he

knew not why.
" It is as if they had found something

which Death itself could not take away,"
he thought, after a space ofwonder, as if

they had talked to God Himself to-day.
The Professor wished him a happy

Christmas, in his simple, hearty fashion,

and then the two men sat talking of

how they kept the day long ago : Luff-

lin telling of frolics on ship-board, but

M. Jacobus going back constantly to

the time when he was a boy with his

mother.
"

I have neglected it for long," he

said.
"

I shall never again. I think

she will like us to keep it. She and-
our boy."
He laid his hand on the baby's head,

but his eyes wandered dreamily away
out beyond the sea.

The day was fuller of cheerfulness

and pleasure than even the lonely old

sailor had hoped ; the two people in

whom he was beginning to confine his

whole interest were happy in a way he

could not fathom
; he could not under-

stand why Jacobus should look and lis-

ten to his wife so hungrily.
"It was the child that the day gave

to him, not *

Sharley,' as he calls her,"

thought Lufflin.

So he took the baby in his arms, feel-

ing as if it were in some sort neglect-
ed.

"
I like to think," he said, after look-

ing in its face awhile, and speaking with

an effort, as he always did, about " re-

ligion,"
"

I like to think of Christ as

a helpless baby ;
that 's the reason I

like Christmas for."

" To think," said Charlotte, softly,

"that to-day Eternal Love came into

the world ! and Life !

"
glancing at

her husband.

But Jacobus did not speak ;
he had

his face covered with his hand, and

when he looked up was paler than be-

fore. Lufflin fancied there was a change
in the simple-hearted old bookworm's
manner all day, a quiet composure, the

dignity of a man who knew his place
both with God and his brother man.

He went down again presently, leav-

ing them alone for a little while. M.

Jacobus was standing by the window,

watching the awful stillness with which

a new day lifts itself over the sea
;
he

had the child in his arms, and beckon-

ed Lotty to his side. She came and

leaned her head on his shoulder.
" You will never leave me now, Shar-

ley, never" he said, his face kind-

ling with a new, strange triumph.
The waves lapped the shore in gentle

rifts of spray ;
the beach itself shone in

the rising light like fretted silver. Be-

yond the foamy earth - colored break-

lay the illimitable sea, a dark violet

, fading into the dim horizon whence

came the dawn. The man's eye was

fixed on the far line which his sight

could never pass ;
his wife's quick

glance followed his. It was from that

dread Beyond, she knew, that he had
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fancied last night the dead beckoned
to him.

She touched him again.
"

It is a quiet morning yonder," she

said, calmly.
"
Yes, Lotty."

" God sent your dream. I hardly

hoped, Jerome," her eyes filling with

tears,
" that we should keep Christmas

together, you, the baby, and I."

He smiled and pressed her hand,

touched the little cheek, and then look-

ed wistfully out again.
He held the baby God had given to

comfort his old age proudly and ten-

derly ;
but his heart would turn to

the other child's face that was watch-

ing for him yonder behind the dawn,
and listen for the weak little voice which
he knew on that Christmas morning
was somewhere calling,

" Father ! fa-

ther !

"

LUCY'S LETTERS.

ON a cold January night I returned

home after a holiday visit to town.

Snow was just beginning to fall, and a

desolate sort of feeling came over me
as the omnibus drove up to my resi-

dence. A bright, cheerful light shone
out of the library-windows, and Ernes-

tina, a maid who had lived with me
half a score of years before her mar-

riage, was at the gate to receive me.

"It is owing to her kind, capable
hands that the house looks so comfort-

able," I said to myself, with a little

sigh ;

" but what am I to do when she

returns to her own home ?
"

Then, with a true spinster selfishness,
I wished her good husband and beauti-

ful boy "better off" in Abraham's bos-

om, and wondered what could make
women so foolish as to get married.

The cause of all this discomfort was the

consciousness of having a new serving-
maid. My last experience in that ne-

cessary domestic article had not been
an agreeable one. The woman, though
not "as old as Sibyl," was

" as curst and shrewd
As Socrates' Xantippe, or a worse."

She was a dusky Melpomene, who

openly insulted the furniture, assaultecfj

violently the china, and waged univer-

sal war against all inanimate objects.

Being a trifle deaf, she used this defect

as an excuse for not hearing any re-

quest or command
;
when spoken to,

she glared grimly, turned her back, and

strode off with a tragic hup, reminding
one of a Forest in petticoats. I never

knew I was an amiable woman, until

her advent into my peaceable establish-

ment.
" Now I return to a new experience,

may-be no better than the former," I

thought.

Upon entering the house, I saw

through the open kitchen - door out

of which streamed a savory smell of

broiled chicken, buns, and tea an en-

couraging picture for a housekeeper :

there was a bright fire, and a tidy room,
with a nice-looking colored girl who
wore a headkerchief and a check apron
over her chintz gown. She rose up
from her seat, and gave me a slight

curtsy, which civility I acknowledged
half shyly, half coldly.

" This is Lucy," said Ernestina, "the

new maid I have engaged for you,
Ma'am." Then, addressing the girl,

she added,
"
Lucy, you may dish up

supper now."
"

I wonder how I shall like her," was

my remark to Ernestina, as we went in-

to the library.
" Do you think she will

bully me much ?
'

Ernestina laughed.
.

"
No, indeed, Ma'am ! She is gentle

and civil. I think she will suit you. I

have found her both capable and agree-
able while we have been putting the

house in order."
" Oh I can dispense with capability,
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-a little of it, at least, if she will

only not frighten me out of my wits

with a vixen temper !

>:

" No fear of that, I assure you," said

Ernestina, encouragingly.
Nor was there any cause for fear.

During the five months the girl lived

with me, I found her uniformly civil and

amiable. I do not intend inflicting on

my readers any more of my personal

experience with Lucy ;
it is her own

little history I wish to relate.

A few days after my return home, I

noticed, that, when Lucy was left to her-

self, she seemed sad. I often observed

her suppressing tears ;
and every little

while she gave a heavy, long sigh, as if

apprehensive of some trouble.

I am as unwilling to meddle with the

affairs of inferiors as with those ofequals;

so I contented myselfwith speaking very

gently, granting little unexpected indul-

gences, and smiling cheerfully at her. I

knew she was married to a man who was

many years her senior, and it was said

they were much attached to each other.

This husband had gone into the army,
and Ernestina told me that Lucy and he

were looking anxiously forward to the

period of his return, more than two

years off,
- - when they hoped to take

his bounty-money and savings, and buy
therewith a little house and small "gar-

den-patch
"

for a settled home.

One day I asked her if she could read

or write.
"
Neither," was the reply.

"How, then, do you write to your
husband ?

"

This question brought out the whole

story of her anxiety. Hitherto her

friends had written in her name, but

her husband had received only three

of the many letters she had sent him

during the six months he had been

gone. In his last letter he had com-

plained bitterly of her silence.
"
Oh, if he could only hear straight

from me !

" she exclaimed. " For he

thinks, Ma'am, I don't write because I

gets no money. 'T is n't the money I

care for. I 'd sooner never have a cent

from him than have him keep a-thinkin'

I don't send no letters."
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When she said this, big round tears

fell down like pebbles on her cheeks

and hands and apron. Of course I of-

fered to write for her, saying that I

would do so once a week, if she wished.

She then gave me his last letter to read,

which I will copy without correction
;

for he wrote it himself, being
" a schol-

ar," as she said, with some little pride.

And she endowed him with another

possession, or gift, which seemed to

give her almost as much satisfaction

as his scholarly attainments.
" He kin see sperits, Ma'am, as plain

as me and you sees folks
;

and so

kin his little boy, his fust wife's child.

Once when I was a-walkin' in the road

with 'em, one moonlighty night, when
we was a-goin' home to Spring-Town,
them two stepped quick-like away from

the path.
" '

Lucy,' says my husband, says he,

a'most in a whisper,
'

quick ! step fur-

der over on t' other side.'

"After we got along a piece, them
both told me there wor a band of sper-
its a-comin' along ;

and if we gets out

of the way of 'em, them don't do us no

hurt, you know."
I did not like to suggest to the credu-

lous wife that probably her sharp hus-

band had been seeing at the tavern,

before starting on the homeward walk

with her,

" Black spirits and white,

Blue spirits and gray."

I fancy the cunning fellow, with a true

masculine, marital love of power, had

wished to inspire this young wife of his

with a becoming awe and reverence for

him. But we will return to his let-

ter.

"
Januwerry -^teen 1864. Mooreses Island

" MY DEARE WIEF
"

i take this opertunity to informe you
that i am not well at preasante. and i

hope you are injoyin' goode helthe pro-

vidin that they ever doe finde you and

ef you are enny whares that you can be

found
"
Enny whares in the State of N Jar-

sey.
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"And i hev been in the servise 6 sum of our boys has gote as hye as 2oty
monthes. And i hev writen sume 15- leturs and sum more and i donte get
teen or i6teen leturs and hev not re- none, remember me your
seved but 3 leturs from you yet sences " afect tunate husband
i have been in the servise "

JAMES WILLIAMS.
" And i wante you to write to me in

answer to this letur and let me know "
james harris is agoin to send a letur

what you meane to doe and ef you to the church at spring town in the care

donte intend writin why jess say so. of mister saffron to be rede in the con-
"

i suppose because you didente get gration. no more at preasante fur i am
no munny you wonte write but ef that verry weake
has insulted you i will stope to. i hope

"
your luvin husband

that you may understand this. u
j. WILLIAMS."

"And i know what i say. you hev

never writen to me. you havente let me After I finished reading this poor
known whether you got that munny I fellow's letter, I felt like laughing and
sent you by Edwurd Towns or no. you crying. The ignorance it displays is

heve never sent me enny word whether droll enough ;
but the keen yearning

you got the munny or no. it is pay day for home, the longing after domestic af-

nowe but they donte wante to pay us fection and remembrance, the dread of

but 7 dollurs pur munthe and thats what being forgotten, are all very touching,
i didente inlist fore, and i wonte take it. We replied to it immediately, and
i shall wait til congres ses what we are after that seldom allowed a week to

to hev. thats the reason i havente got pass without writing. On Saturday af-

no munny to send you. ternoons Lucy would come into the li-

"
i donte intend to stope a writin un- brary with a little piece of sewing in her

til i give you a fare chance and then ef hands, and, sitting on a stool by the

i donte get enny more leturs than i hev dogs' baskets, repeat her proposed let-

i shall stope writin before long for ef ter faster than I could write it.

you are mad i am tired, i shall write so She related all the news of the two

as to heare from my childrun i know colored villages situated on either side

that you think i might send you some of this town ; the meetings they were

munny but ef we donte get it we cante holding, the jubilees and quarterlies,

send it. i hope that you may doe well which last seemed to come every
and that I may see you againe. Sunday ; the payment of the church

"
my deare bruther Samul Stores debts

;
the births of children ;

the

will you please giv this to my deare deaths of old people ;
the marriages

wief and reade it to hur and write to me and engagements of young ones
;
and

ef you please, give my luv to everry even the hatching of chickens and kill-

boddy. andef you see my muther please ing of pigs. The letters were a droll

to giv luv to hur and tell hur that i am medley ; and when I could not help
not well at preasante. i am verry weake smiling sometimes at the odd bits of

at preasante. and i donte kepe well long information given, she would say, with

at a time, and i donte know how i shall innocent earnestness,

apeare in your preasance. giv my luv "
I know he '11 like to hear all this,

to everry boddy. and tell them to pray Ma'am. It '11 make him and the other

fore mee. boys from Spring Town and Gould
"i wante to know how my childrun Town feel like bein' among us again."

is. what is anny doin. aske anny ef she She dictated very rapidly ;
and her

cante sende mee a letur and has the ab- expressions were right pretty, being so

sentcsofhurfarthurhurthur. but i shall natural and affectionate. Once I re-

remember hur to God. it donte rendur marked to her that she did it so nicely

meeany satisfaction to see othurs get that it sounded sometimes as if read

leturs and i cante gete none myself from a book.
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"
Oh, it 's because I keep a-studyiri* One morning she came into the li-

about what to say to him," she replied, brary, and asked me if I could spare
"

I talks it all over to myself when I 'm time to write a letter,

alone. That 's what makes me so for- "
I 'm so full, Ma'am, of all I want to

getful, and gives me this everlastin' say, it kind o' bewilders me at my work.

misery in my head. I 'm forever and I think I shall be more quieter, if I have

ever a-studyiti' so much about him." it written off to him."

These weekly letters seemed to make This letter was a remarkably pretty

Lucy feel as if she were having a stated and touching one, and had in it the

talk with her absent husband. Shegrad- burden of all :

ually grew more cheerful under their in- " If I could only get a letter from

fluence. While at her work, she would you, and you could get one from me, I

burst out into perfect gusts of wild chant- should not fret so much. I have not

ing : scraps of Methodist hymns suit- had one since January, and have only
ed her best. There was one verse she had four since you left. For three

would peal out to a shrill, weird minor months me and my lady have written

melody that was anything but cheerful to you nigh about every week. All the

or gay in its effect ;
and yet she repeat- other women go to the office, and take

ed it over and over, morning, noon, and out two, three, and four letters at a time,

night, with unparalleled constancy : some with money in
; but if I could only

"
I know there 's room in heaven for me, get One from yOU, I should be happier
So I 'm a-goin', I 'm a-goin' ; than they are with all their money. I

And don't you hope there's room for you? d , nQ j can makfi
Let 's both be gom', let 's both be goin' ; /

I should n't wonder if room 's for them, enough to take care of me and 'Nervy
So we 'il all be goin', we '11 all be goin', ( their little daughter, glorying in the

name of Minerva). But, my dear hus-

About two months after she came to band, do, do write to me."

live with me, there was a battle some- This letter was sent off about mid-

where South, in which several colored day ;
then Lucy went singing about

men from our two villages were killed her work, as if she had just seen her

and wounded. By some mistake, Wil- husband. Her favorite assurance of

liams's name was included in the list
; there being room in heaven for her and

and the publication of it set his poor all her friends rang out so shrill and

wife nearly beside herself with grief, clear that my little Skye terrier grew
The following day, however, some of testy and nervous at the reiteration. At

his old companions received a letter last, when its slumber was broken for

from him, written after the date of the the dozenth time, it could bear it no

battle, in which he spoke of the others longer, and, leaping out of the basket,

being killed, adding, crouched on the ground, and, raising its

" Tell Lucy, my deare wief im not tiny black muzzle in the air, gave one

dede yet. i havente scene a fite sence prolonged howl, as if protesting against
i hev bene in the servise but i hope i the information.

shall soon. My dere bruther Samul I could not blame the dog, for the

Stores can you finde oute why Lucy my chant was not pleasant to my ears. It

wief donte write to me." made me feel very melancholy ;
but I

We immediately sent off a letter to had not the hard heart to check the

him by mail
; and I advised, Lucy to girl, she seemed to take so much corn-

inclose one with that of the friend who fort in the hymn. My daily papers came

had just heard from him, and who in- in
;

I read them ;
and the news of the

tended writing the next day. She nev- Fort Pillow tragedy, which reached us

er tired of dictating to me ; and after that day, draped around with the crim-

this last report from him, we prepared son and black of a first report, deepened
letters and dispatched them with re- my sadness,

doubled energy. After luncheon I went out with the
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dogs for a walk, and spent two or three free from care as a child, and my home-
hours roaming through the woods, grop- ward step was as springy as the gam-
ing among the fallen leaves and mosses bols of my young dogs,
for the spicy-smelling, pinkish sprays of I walked out into the high-road ;

the

the trailing-arbutus, or Pilgrims' May- slightly undulating country had lost its

flower, listening to the song of the rob- monotonous expression under the in-

ins, and the fretful, querulous note of fluence of the ruddy twilight ; the dis-

"
April's bird tant fields and woods were bathed in a

Blue-coated, flying before from tree to tree," soft violet atmosphere, and a fire-glow

and lulling my heart-pain in the fine,
Ia
7fP

rfd ver the young wheat

rushing sound made by the pond-waters Jo
the left, the smoke of the factory

falling through the open gates of the
r lled agai?

St the purple and gold ot the

j sky ; the dense black brought out fine-

I iook a seat in a boat which was ly-
lyJ

he beautiful unfolding forms of the

ing at anchor near the pebbled shore
whlte vaPor'

as the soft evenmS wmd

of the pond, and looked up- into the swept m among it
;
these snowy shapes,

branches of a glowing swamp -maple, f
s
f
16
/

<n
1

unted h
'?
h and floated off,

whose starry blossoms were all aflame ^
oked llke

^nflng *P* of *he

in the afternoon sunlight. A congress
blest in

,

a Judgment scene ; at last they

of robins had assembled on the tree,
erea11 blended w 'th the ashen Srayof

and were in high discussion,- probably
the

A
descending night

on the rights of the blackbirds to the
As

J
.

struck
n
my front - door -bell, I

occupancy of certain upper chambers
heard Luc

/
st
;

n screaming out her as-

of the air
; presently they spread their

surance
t

f a^^ home
;
but th

f
little wings, and as they floated off over

chan
T

tl^ had los * ^ irritating sound,
, , ,, . n ,. ,, , , and I listened to it, if not with pleasure,my head, their flashing red-breasts look-

, vi j IT u i
at least with patience : even the Skye.ed like winged scarlet tulip-petals.

4 ^i j, i j . ,-r i t n T Ton -Ton, was so improved in temper" God s world is very beautiful !

'

I ,

j v L t. u by the walk as to coil up its little silky
murmured,

" but human sorrows weigh , . ,

the heart down." gray body m the basket wlth Perfect m~

,, , , difference to the domestic music. While
I sat m the boat on the pond-strand T ,. . .... -

.,, ^ , ,. f .. . I was dining, the watchful ears of my
without heeding the lapse of time, just ,

b '

A, r
. ,,

'

v Ai dogs detected the steps of strangers
moomng, in that vague, listless way we ',,

*
c .,

,

* on the terrace - steps of the entrance,women have, over , . , , . , .,:which news they announced m shrill
"
Troubles too great to be my own," barks

the sore griefs and trials of a mighty
" Some Spring

- Town visitors to

nation. Lucy," I thought, as I heard the steps
The washing of the beautiful pond- pass under the side window, which sup-

waters on the shore gradually sooth- position was confirmed by the ceasing
ed me : had they been ocean breakers, of the hopeful hymn,
their solemn rhythm would have in- There was a profound silence for a lit-

creased my melancholy ; but these in- tie while in the back part of the house ;

land streams have a cheerful, every-day and the dogs resumed their slumbers,
note. I watched the sparkling, leaping dreaming pleasantly of their nice walk

light on the surface of the pond, and the and good meal. I pushed the little din-

long shimmers of rosy gleams that play- ner-table away, lighted the spirit-lamp
ed over the dancing waters, until my under the tea, which was on a small tray
heart grew as bright as the millions of on the library

-
table, and leaned back

water-diamonds. The joyful little rip- in the easy-chair to read a comforting
pie against the pebbled bank helped me page or two in De Quincey's Caesars. I

amazingly, and so my heart slipping off would not disturb Lucy and her guests

insensibly from the weary, useless fret- for a little while at least, I thought. I

ting, I found myself at sunset feeling as had just reached,
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"
Peace, then, rhetoricians ! false thren-

odists of false liberty ! hollow chanters

over the ashes of a hollow republic !

Without Caesar we affirm a thousand

times that there would have been no

perfect Rome ; and but for Rome there

could have been no such man as Cae-

sar "

when I heard Lucy crossing the ante-

room. The library-door opened, and in

the poor girl tottered, sobbing bitterly

as if her heart would surely burst. She

crouched down on the floor, and moan-

ed so like a poor wounded animal, that

the dogs, who are very fond of her, ran

up and commenced whining and licking
her. To my repeated inquiries as to

the cause of her weeping, she could on-

ly sob out,
" Oh ! I can't tell, Ma'am, I can't tell

you !

'

At last she summoned enough cour-

age to say,
" He 's dead now real ! No mistake

this time, real, real dead ! He died

in the 'ospital three weeks ago, and

never, never got none of them 'ere let-

ters !

"

Yes, the poor fellow was, as his wife

said,
" dead real

"
; and I found, on in-

quiry, that, at the very time the false ru-

mor of his death reached us, he was then

actually dying of a fever at a hospital in

Florida !

She was right, too, about the ill-luck

of the letters. He had not received one
of them ! Not knowing of his change
of place, we had addressed the letters

to the regiment station, where I suppose

they went, while he was far off in a dis-

tant hospital, tossing on a sick-bed ; and
when he died, he had added to his phys-
ical sufferings the anguish of thinking
himself forgotten by the wife and friends

he loved so tenderly.
This narrative is a simple report of

one of the thousands of sad romances

which were daily and hourly happening
to American women during the late civil

struggle.

" Too common ! Never morning wore

To evening but some heart did break.
"

DOCTOR JOHNS.

XLIII.

THE foreign letters rarely came sin-

gly ;
and Adele had already ac-

complished the reading of her own mis-

sive, in which Maverick had spoken of

his having taken occasion to address,

by the same mail, a line to the Doctor
on matters of business,

" in regard to

which," (he had said,) "don't, my dear

Adele, be too inquisitive, even if you
observe that it is cause of some per-

plexity -to the good Doctor. Indeed, in

such case, I hope you will contribute

to his cheer, as I am sure you have of-

ten done. We owe him a large debt

of gratitude, my child, and I rely upon
you to add your thankfulness to mine,
and speak for both."

" You look troubled, New Papa,"
said Adele. " Can I help you ? Eh,
Doctor ?

"

And she came toward him in her

playful manner, and patted the old gen-
tleman on the shoulder, while he sat

with his face buried in his hands.
"

I don't think papa writes very cheer-

fully, do you ? Eh, Doctor Benja-
min Johns ?" (tapping him with more

spirit.) "Why, New Papa, what does

this mean ?
"

For the Doctor had raised his head

now, and regarded her with a look of

mingled yearning and distrust that was

wholly new to her.
"
Pray, New Papa, what is it ?

"

The old gentleman so utterly guile-

less was puzzled for an answer; but
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his ingenuity came to his relief at upon that mystery of the mother she had

length. never seen, and an uncontrollable sad-
"
No, Adaly, your father does not ness came over her.

write cheerfully, --certainly not; he "Yet if there be bad news, why
speaks of the probable loss of his for- should n't I know it ?

" said she. "
I

tune." must know it some day."
Now Adele, with her parsonage train- '"Sufficient unto the day is the evil

ing, had really very little idea of fortune, thereof,'
' said the Doctor, gravely.

"That means I won't be rich, New "And if bad news should ever come to

Papa, I suppose. But I don't believe it ; you, my dear Adaly, --though I have

he will have money enough, I 'm sure, none to tell you now, may you have

It don't disturb me, New Papa, not strength to bear it like a Christian !

J:

one whit." "
I will ! I can !

' said she, with a

The Doctor was so poor a hand at great glow upon her face,

duplicity that he hardly knew what to Never more than in that moment

say, but meantime was keeping his eye had the heart of the old gentleman
with the same dazed look upon the warmed toward Adele. Not by any
charming Adele. possibility could he make himself the

" You look so oddly, New Papa, willing instrument of punishing the sin

indeed you do ! You have some ser- of the father through this trustful and
mon in your head, now have n't you, confiding girl. Nay, he felt, as he look-

that I have broken in upon ? some ed upon her, that he could gladly make
sermon about about let us see." of himself a shelter for her against such

And she moved toward his desk, contempt or neglect as the world might
where the letter of Maverick still lay have in store,

unfolded. When Reuben came presently to sum-

The Doctor, lost in thought, did not mon Adele to their evening engagement
observe her movement until she had at the Elderkins', the Doctor followed

the letter fairly in her hand
; then he their retreating figures, as they strolled

seized it with a suddenness of gesture out of the parsonage-gate, with a new
that instantly caught the attention of and strange interest. Most inscrutable

Adele. and perplexing was the fact, that this

A swift, deep color ran over her face, outcast child, whom scarce one in his
"

It is for my eye only, Adaly," said parish would have been willing to ad-

the Doctor, excitedly, folding it and mit to the familiarities of home, this

placing it in his pocket. daughter of infidel France, about whose

Adele, with her curiosity strangely mind the traditions of the Babylonish

piqued, said, harlot had so long lingered, who had
"

I remember how, papa told me as never known motherly counsel or a fa-

much." ther's reproof,
-- that she, with the stain

"What did he" tell you, my child?" of heathenism upon her skirts, should
" Not to be too curious about some have grown into the possession of such

business affairs of which he had written a holy, placid, and joyous trust. And

you." there was his poor son beside her, the

".Ah !

"
said the Doctor, with a sigh child of so many hopes, reared, as it

of relief. were, under the very droppings of the
" But why should n't I be ? Tell altar, still wandering befogged in the

me, New Papa," (toying now with the mazes of error, if, indeed, he were not

silvered hair -upon the forehead of the in his secret heart a scoffer. Now that

old gentleman,)
"

is he really in trou- such a result was wholly impracticable
ble ?

" and impossible, it did occur to him that
" No new trouble, my child, no perhaps no helpmeet for Reuben could

new trouble." so surely guide him in the way of truth.

For a moment Adele's thought flashed But of any perplexity of judgment OD
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this score he was now wholly relieved, parsonage-gate, and her keen voice came
If his own worldly pride had not stood after him,
in the way, (and he was dimly conscious "

Re,ally, Benjamin, that coat is hard-

of a weakness of this kind,) the wish of ly respectable at this hour on the street.

Maverick was authoritative and final. You '11 find your new one hanging in

The good man had not the slightest the press."

conception of how matters might really And the Doctor, casting a wary look

stand between the two young parties ;
over his person, as if to protest in favor

he had discovered the anxieties of Miss of an old friend, would go back submis-

Eliza in regard to them, and had often sively to comply with the exactions of

queried with himself if too large a taint the precise spinster. A wife could not

of worldliness were not coloring the ma- have been more irritatingly observant

noeuvres of his good sister. For himself of such shortcomings ;
and it is doubt-

he chose rather to leave the formation ful if even so godly a man would have

of all such ties in the hands of Provi- yielded to a wife's suggestions with

dence, and entertained singularly old- fewer protests.

fashioned notions in regard to the sa- After due reflection on the letter of

credness of the marriage-bond and the Maverick, the Doctor stepped softly to

mystery of its establishment. the stairs, and said,

In view, however, of possible eventu- "Eliza, may I speak with you for a

alities, it was necessary that he should few moments in the study ?
"

come to a full understanding with the There was something in the parson's

spinster in regard to the state of affairs tone that promised an important corn-

between Adele and Reuben, and that munication
;
and Miss Johns presently

he should make disclosure to her of the appeared and seated herself, work in

confessions of Maverick. For the sec- hand, over against the parson, at the

ond time in his life the Doctor dreaded study-table. Older than when we took

the necessity of taking his sister into occasion to describe her appearance in

full confidence. The first was on that the earlier portion of this narrative, and
remarkable occasion so long past by if it could be more prim and state-

when he had declared his youthful ly. A pair of delicately bowed gold
love for Rachel, and feared the opposi- spectacles were now called into requisi-
tion which would grow out of the spin- tion by her, for the nicer needle-work

ster's family pride. Now, as then, he ap- on which she specially prided herself,

prehended some violent outbreak. He Yet her eye had lost none of its appar-
knew all her positiveness and inflexi- ent keenness, and, inclining her head

bility, an inflexibility with which, for- slightly, she threw an inquiring glance

tunately, his convictions of duty rarely, over her spectacles at the Doctor, who
if ever, came in conflict. He therefore was now as composed as if the startling

respected it very greatly. In all world- news of the day had been wholly un-

ly affairs, especially in all that regarded heard.

social proprieties, he was accustomed "Eliza," said he, "you have some-

to look upon the opinions of his sister times spoken of the possibility of an at-

as eminently sound, and to give them tachment between Adaly and our poor
full indorsement. Unwittingly the old Reuben."

gentleman had subordinated the whole "
Yes, I have, Benjamin," said the

arrangement of his ceremonious visit- spinster, with an air of confidence that

ings and of his wardrobe to the active seemed to imply full knowledge of the

and lively suggestions of Miss Eliza, circumstances.

Over and over, when in an absent mo- " Do you see any strong indications

ment he had slipped from his study for of such attachment, Eliza ?
'

a stroll down the street, the keen eye "Well, really, Benjamin," said she,

of the maiden sister had detected him holding her needle to the light, and

before yet he had passed through the bringing her spectacles to bear upon the
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somewhat difficult operation ( at her age )
" If that is the case, I am very sorry,"

of threading it,
"
really, I think you said the parson.

may leave that matter to my manage- The good man had hoped that by
ment" only a partial revelation of the con-

" The letter which I have received tents of the letter he might divert his

to-day from Mr. Maverick alludes to a sister effectually from any matrimonial

rumor of such intimacy." schemes she might have in hand, and

"Really !

" and the lady eyes the so spare himself the pain of a full dis-

Doctor with a look of keen expectation, closure. It was quite evident to him,
" Mr. Maverick," continued the Doc- however, that his plan had miscarried,

tor,
" in referring to the matter, speaks It was plain that the opposition of Mav-

of the probable loss of his fortune." erick, if unexplained, would only stimu-
" Is it possible, brother? Loss of his late the spinster to a new zeal in the

fortune !

" And the spinster gives over furtherance of her pet project. There
attention to her work, while she taps was nothing for it but to lay before her

with her thimble, reflectively, upon the the whole disagreeable truth,

elbow of her chair. "
I don't think, When the Doctor commenced the

Benjamin," said she,
" that Reuben has reading of the letter, Miss Johns re-

committed himself in any way." sumed her needle-work with a resolute
" That is well, perhaps, Eliza ; it is composure that seemed to imply,

" The

quite as I had supposed." Johns' view of the case has been stated ;

"And so the poor man's fortune is let us now listen to what Mr. Maverick

gone !

" continued the spinster, plain- may have to say."

tively. For a while her fingers plied nimbly ;

" Not gone absolutely, Eliza. Maver- but there came a pause, an excla-

ick's language is, that his estate is in mation of amazement, and her work (it

great peril," returned the Doctor. was a bit of embroidery for poor Adele)
"Ah !

" The spinster is thoughtful was dashed upon the floor,

and silent for a while, during which the "
Benjamin, this is monstrous ! The

thimble -
finger is also quiet. "Does French hussy ! Reuben, indeed !"

your friend Maverick speak approving- The Doctor returned composedly to

ly of such an attachment, brother ?
"

his reading.
"
By no means, Eliza

;
he condemns "

No, brother, I want to hear no more,

it in the strongest terms." What a wretch this Maverick must be !

"

Miss Johns is amazed at this revela- " A sinner, doubtless, Eliza
; yet not

tion ; and having taken off her golden- a sinner before all others."

bowed spectacles, she passes them, in The spinster was now striding up and

a nervous way, from end to end, upon down the room in a state of extraordi-

the Doctor's table. nary excitement. With a strange in-

"
Benjamin," says she presently, with consequence, she seized the letter from

a shrewd look and her sharpest tone, the Doctor's hands, and read it through
"

I don't think his fortune is in any peril to the end.

whatever. I think Reuben Johns is a "I am bewildered, Benjamin. To

good match for Miss Adele Maverick, think that the Johns' name should be

any day." associated with such shame and guilt !

"

"Tut, tut, Eliza! we must not glori-
" Whosoever exalteth himself shall be

fy ourselves vainly. If Maverick dis- abased," murmured the Doctor,

approves, and Reuben shows no incli- But the spinster was in no mood for

nation, our course is both plain and listening to Scriptural applications,

easy."
" And that he should dare to ask us

" But I am not so sure about the in- to cloak for him this great scandal !

"

clination, Benjamin," said the spinster, continued she, wrathfully.

sharply; and she replaced her specta- "For the child's sake, Eliza, for

cles. poor Adaly."
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"While I am mistress of your house- Indies, not a little bronzed by the

hold, brother, I shall try to maintain its fierce suns he had met there, but stal-

dignity and respectability. Do you con- wart as ever, with his old free, frank

sider, Benjamin, how much these are manner, to which he had superadded a

necessary to your influence ?
"

little of that easy confidence and self-
" Without doubt, Eliza; yet I cannot poise which come of wide intercourse

perceive how these would suffer by deal- with the world. All the village greeted

ing gently with this unfortunate child, him kindly ; for there was not a man
A very tender affection for her has grown or a woman in it who bore Phil El-

upon me, Eliza; it would sadden me derkin a grudge, --unless it may have

grievously, if she were to go out from been the schoolmaster, who, knowing
among us bearing unkind thoughts." what a dullard Phil had been at his

"And is your affection strong enough, books, had to bear some measure of

Benjamin, to make you forget all social the reproach which belonged to his slow

proprieties, and the honorable name of progress. But there are some young
our family, and to wish her stay here as gentlemen (not, however, so many as

the wife of Reuben ?
" dull fellows are apt to think) who ri-

The Doctor may have winced a little pen best by a reading of the world, in-

at this
;
and possibly a touch of world- stead of books ; and Phil Elderkin was

ly pride entered into his reply. eminently one of them. The old Squire
' In this matter, Eliza, I think the took a pride he had never anticipated

wish of Maverick is to be respected." in walking down the street arm in arm
" Pah ! For my part, I respect much with his stalwart son, (whose support,

more the Johns' name." indeed, the old gentleman was beginning
As the spinster retired to her room, to need,) and in watching the admiring

after being overheated in the discussion, glances of the passers-by, and of such
in which the calmness of the Doctor, old cronies as stopped to shake hands
and the news he had communicated, and pass a word or two with the Squire's
contributed almost equally to her fren- youngest boy. There is this pleasant

zy, she cast a look, in passing, upon the feature about such quiet, out-of-the-way
bed-chamber of Adele. There were all New England towns, (or was twenty-
the delicate fixtures, in which she had five years since,) that the old people
taken such a motherly pride, the spot- never forget to feel a pride in the young
less curtains, the cherished vases, and men, who, having gone out from their

certain toilette adornments, --her gifts, borders to try their fortunes, win any
by each one of which she had hoped measure of success. Of course they

to win a point in the accomplishment are apt to attribute it, with a pleasant
of her ambitious project. In the flush vanity, to their own good advice or ex-

of her disappointment she could almost ample ;
but this by no means detracts

have torn down the neatly adjusted dra- from the cordiality of their praises,

pery, and put to confusion this triumph Phil won all this, since it was hint-

of her housewifely skill. But cooler ed, on the best possible authority, that

thoughts succeeded
; and, passing on he had tried certain business chances

into her own chamber, she threw herself on his own account in the West Indies,

into her familiar rocking-chair and enter- which promised the grandest success,

ed upon a long train of reflections, whose Even the Doctor had said,
" You have

result will very likely have their bearing reason to be proud of your boy, Squire,

upon the development of our story. I trust that in time he may join piety to

prudence."
"
Hope he may, hope he may, Doctor,"

XLIV. said the Squire.
" Fine stout lad, is n't

he, Doctor ?
"

ABOUT this time, Phil Elderkin had Of course Phil had met early with

come back from his trip to the West Reuben, and with the fresh spirit of
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their old school-days. Phil had very Of course she insists coyly upon his

likely been advised of the experiences making the village rounds with her.

which had brought Reuben again to Those intellectual ladies, the Misses

Ashfield, and of the questionable re- Hapgood, must have an opportunity of

suit, for even this had become subject admiring his grand air, and the easy
of village gossip ; but of such matters manner he has brought back with him
there was very coy mention on the part of entering a parlor, or of passing the

of young Elderkin. Phil's world-knowl- compliments of the day: and, indeed,

edge had given him wise hints on this those respectable old ladies do pay him
score. And as for Reuben, the encoun- the honor of keeping him in waiting,
ter with such frank, outspoken hearti- until they can arrange their best front-

ness and manliness as belonged to his lets, and present themselves in their

old school-friend was, after his weary black silks and in kerchiefs wet with

mental struggle of the last few months, lavender. Now little Rose maintains

immensely refreshing. an admiring and eager silence while
"
Phil, my good fellow, your coming that rare brother astonishes these good

is a great godsend to me. I 've been Ashfield ladies with the great splendors

worrying at the theologies here : but of his walk and conversation,

it 's blind work. I think I shall get Then with what a bewildering success

back to business again." the traveller, under convoy of the de-
" But you have n't made it blind for lighted Rose, comes down upon the

Adele, Reuben. so they tell me." family of the Tourtelots ! What an
" And it is true. Faith, Phil, if I elaborate toilette Almira matures for his

could win her beautiful trusts I would reception ! and how the Dame nervous-

give my right arm, indeed, I would." ly dusts and redusts her bombazine at

"But she 's not blue," said Phil; sight of his grand manner, as she peeps
" she 's as cheery and mirthful as I ever through the half-opened blinds !

saw her." The Deacon is not, indeed, so much
" There 's the beauty of it," said " taken off the hooks "

by Phil, but en-

Reuben. "
Many women carry their tertains him in the old way.

faith with a face as long and as dull as "
Pooty well on 't for beef cattle in

a sermon. But, by Jove, her face bub- Cuby, Philip ?
"

bles over with laughter as easily as it And Rose's eyes glisten, as Broth-

ever did." er Philip goes on to set forth some of

Sister Rose had, of course, met Phil the wonders of the crops, and the cul-

on his return most gushingly. There ture.

is something very beautiful in that warm "Waal, they're smart farmers, I 've

sisterly affection which at a certain age heerd," says the Deacon
;

" but we 're

can put no bounds to its admiring pride, makin' improvements here in Ashfield.

There is a fading away of it as the years Doan't know as you 've seen Square

progress, and as the sisters drop into Wilkinson's new string o' wall he 's

little private clamorous circles of their been a-buildin' all the way between his

own, and look out upon other people home pastur' and the west medders ?
'

through the spectacles of their hus- Phil has not.

band's eyes, as they are pretty apt to "Waal, it 's wuth seein'. I doan't

do ; but for a long period following up- know what they pretend to have in

on the school age it is very tender and Cuby ;
but in my opinion, there a'n't

beautiful. If Phil had been coarse, or such another string o' stone fence, not

selfish, or awkward, or ten times the in the whole caounty !

"

sinner in any way that he was, Rose And Phil has had his little private

would most surely have found some talks with Rose, about Adele, among
charming little excuse for each and ev- other people.

ery sin, and delighted in reflecting up-
" She is more charming than ever,"

on him the glow of her own purity. Rose had said.
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"

I suppose so."

And there had been a pause here.
"

I suppose Reuben is as tender upon
her as ever," Phil had said at last, in

his off-hand way.
" He has been very devoted

;
but I 'm

not sure that it means anything, Phil,

dear."
"

I should think it meant a great

deal," said Phil.
"

I mean," continued Rose, reflect-

ingly, and with some embarrassment of

speech,
"

I don't think Adele speaks of

Reuben as if as I should think
" As you would, Rose, is that it ?

"

" For shame, Phil !

"

And Phil begged pardon with a kiss.
" Do you think, Phil," said Rose, con-

cealing a little fluttering of the heart un-

der very smoothly spoken words,
" do

you think that Reuben really loves

Adele ?
"

" Think so ? To be sure, Rose. How
can he help it ? It 's enough for me to

see her as I do, odd whiles in our par-

lor, or walking up and down the garden
with you, Rose

;
if I were to meet her

every night and morning, as Reuben

must, I should go mad."

"Aha !

" said Rose, laughingly ;

" that

's not the way lovers talk, at least,

not in books. I think you are safe,

Phil. And yet" (with a soberer air)
"

I did think, Phil, one while, that you
thought very, very often, and a great

deal, of Adele ;
and I was not sor-

ry."

"Did you, Rose?" said Phil, ea-

gerly ;

" did you truly ? Then I '11 tell

you a secret, Rose, mind, Rose, a

great secret, never to be lisped,
- - not

to mother even. I did love Adele as

far back as I can remember. You know
the strange little French hat she used
to wear ? Well, I used to draw it on

my slate at school, Rose
;

it was all I

could draw that belonged to her. Ma-o

ny 's the time, when, if a boy came near,
I would dash in some little flourishes

about it, and call it a basket or a coal-

scoop ; but all the while, for me, her
little dark eyes were shining under it.

But there was Reuben, I told him I

thought Suke Boody the prettiest girl

in Ashfield, but it was n't true, and
he beat me in reading and writing, and

everything, I think, but fisticuffs."
" Did he ?

" said Rose, with the pret-

tily arched brow which mostly accom-

panied only her mischievous sallies ;

and it seemed to Phil afterward that

she would have resented the statement,
if he had made it concerning any other

young fellow in Ashfield.

"Yes, indeed," continued he. "I
knew he must beat me out and out with

Adele. Do you remember, Rose, how

you told me once that he had sent a

gift of furs to her ? Well, Rose, I had

my own little gift hidden away for her

for that same New-Year's day, and I

burned it. Those furs kept me awake
an awful time. And when I went away,
Rose, I prayed that I might learn to

forget her ; but there was never a letter

of yours that came with her name in it,

(and most of them had it, you know,)
but I saw her as plainly as ever, with

her arm laced in yours, as I used to

see you many a time from my window,

strolling down the garden. And now
that I have come back, Rose, it 's the

same confounded thing. By Jove, I feel

as if I could pitch into Reuben, as I

used to do at school. But then he 's a

good fellow, and a good friend of mine,
I 'm sure."

"
I 'm sure he is," said Rose. "

But,

Phil," continued she, meditatively, "it

seems to me, if I were a man, and
loved a woman as you love Adele, I

should find some way of letting her

know it."

"Would you, Rosy? Do you think

there 's a ghost of a chance ?
"

"
I don't know, Phil : Adele is not

one who talks of such things."
" Nor you, I think, Rose."
" Of course not, Phil." And after a

little hesitation,
" Of whom should I

talk, pray ?
' ;

Now it happened that this private con-

versation took place upon the same day
on which had transpired the interview

we have already chronicled between the

Doctor and Miss Johns. Reuben and

Adele were to pass the evening at the

Elderkins'. Adele was not of a temper
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to be greatly disturbed by the rumor at XLV.
which the Doctor had hinted of a lost

fortune. (We write, it must be remem- WE left Miss Eliza Johns in her

bered, of a time nearly thirty years gone chamber, swaying back and forth in her

by.) Indeed, as she tripped along beside rocking-chair, and resolutely confront-

Reuben, it seemed to him that she had ing the dire news which the Doctor had

never been in a more jocular and viva- communicated. What was to be done ?

cious humor. A reason for this ( and it Never had so serious a problem been

is what, possibly, many of our readers presented to her for solution. There

may count a very unnatural one) lay in were both worldly and religious mo-
the letter which she had that day receiv- tives, as the spinster reckoned them,
ed from her father, in which Maverick, for plucking out of her heart all the

in alluding to a possible affaire du coeur growing tenderness which she had be-

in connection with Reuben, had coun- gun to feel toward Adele ; and the sud-

selled her, with great earnestness, to den discomfiture of that engaging, am-
hold her affections in reserve, and, above bitious scheme which she had fondled so

all, to control most rigidly any fancy long prompted a feeling of resentment

which she might entertain for the son which was even worse than worldly,
of their friend the Doctor. How would you have treated the mat-

It amused Adele
; for Reuben had ter, Madam ? Would your Christian

been so totally undemonstrative in mat- charities have shrunk from the ordeal ?

ters of sentiment, (possibly keeping his But whatever might have been the oth-

deeper feelings in reserve,) that Adele er sins of the spinster, there was in her

had felt over and over a girl's mischiev- no disposition to shrink from the con-

ous propensity to provoke it. Not that elusions to which her logic of proprie-
she was in any sense heartless ; not ty and respectability might lead. Adele
that she did not esteem him, and feel a was to be discarded, but not suddenly,
keen sense of gratitude ; but his kind- All her art must be employed to dis-

est and largest favors were always at- abuse Reuben of any lingering tender-

tended with such demureness and reti- ness. The Doctor's old prejudice against
cence of manner as piqued her womanly French blood must be worked to its ut-

vanity. For these reasons there was most. But there must be no violent

something exhilarating to her in the in- clamor, above all, no disclosure of the

timation conveyed by Maverick's let- humiliating truth. Maverick (the false

ters, that she was the party, after all, man !
)
must be instructed that it would

upon whose decision must rest the be agreeable to the Johns family nay,

peace of mind of the two, and that she that their sense of dignity demanded
must cultivate the virtue of treating him that he should reclaim his child at an

with coolness. early day. On this last score, it might be

Possibly it would have been an easy necessary, indeed, to practise very adroit

virtue to cultivate, even though Reu- management with the Doctor ; but for

ben's attentions had shown the warmth the rest, she had the amplest confidence

which the blood of nineteen feminine in her own activity and discretion,

years craves in a lover
;
but as the mat- She was not the woman to sleep upon

ter stood, there was something amusing her plans, when once they were decided

to her in Maverick's injunction. As if on
;
and she had no sooner forecast her

there were any danger ! As if there programme than she took advantage of

could be ! Should it grow serious some the lingering twilight to arrange her toi-

day, it would be time enough then to lette for a call upon the Elderkins. Of
consider her good papa's injunction; course she led off the Doctor in her trail,

very possibly she would pay the utmost The spinster's
"
marching orders," as

heed to it, since a respect for Mr. Mav- he jocularly termed them, the good man
crick's opinions and advice was almost was as incapable of resisting as if he had

a part of Adele's religion. been twenty years a husband.
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In a few swift words she unfolded figure of her boy, as he went twirling
her design. down the floor, with that graceful figure

" And now, Benjamin, don't, pray, let of Adele.

your sentiment get the better of you, in Upon the very midst of it, however,

regard to this French girl. Think of the Doctor and Miss Johns came like a

the proprieties in the case, Benjamin, cloud. The fingers of Rose rested idly
the proprieties," -which she enforced on the keys. Adele, who was gay be-

by a little shake of her forefinger. yond her wont, alone of all the company
Whenever it came to a question of could not give over her light-hearted-

the "
proprieties," the Doctor was con- ness on the instant : so she makes away

sciou's of his weakness. What, indeed, to greet the Doctor, Miss Johns stand-

could the poor man know about the ing horrified.

proprieties, as set forth by Miss Johns,
" New Papa, you have surprised us.

that he should presume to argue against Phil was showing me some new steps,
them ? What, indeed, can any man do, Do you think it very, very wrong ?

"

when a woman bases herself on the "Adaly! Adaly !

"

"
proprieties

"
? "Ah, you dear old man, it is n't wrong ;

It was summer weather, and the win- say it is n't wrong."
dows of the hospitable Elderkin man- By this time the Squire has come for-

sion were wide open. As the Doctor ward.

and spinster drew near, little gusts of "
Ah, Doctor, young folks will be

cheery music came out to greet their young folks
;

but I think you won't

ears. For, at this time, Miss Almira have a quarrel with Mrs. Elderkin yon-
had her rival pianos about the village ;

der. My dear," (addressing Mrs. Elder-

and the pretty Rose had been taught a kin,)
"
you must set this matter right

deft way of touching the "first-class" in- with the Doctor. We must keep our

strument, which the kind-hearted Squire young people in his good books."

had bestowed upon her. And, if it must " The good books are not kept by me,
be told, little sparkling waltzes had Squire," said the parson,
from time to time waked the parlor sol- Reuben, who had been loitering about

itude, and the kind Mistress Elderkin Rose, and who, to do him justice, had
had winked at little furtive parlor-dan- seen Phil's gallant attention to Adele
ces on the part of Rose and Adele, without one spark of jealousy, was spe-

they had so charmed the old Squire, and cially interested in this interruption of

set all his blood (as he said, with a gal- the festivities. In his present state of

lant kiss upon the brow of Mrs. Elder- mind, he was most eager to know how

kin) flowing in the old school-boy cur- far the evening's hilarity would be im-

rents. Now it happened upon this very puted as a sin to the new convert, and

evening, that the Squire, though past how far religious severities (if she met

seventy now, was in the humor to see a any) would control the ardor of Adele.

good old-fashioned frolic, and, Rose rat- The Doctor's face softened, even while

tling off some crazy waltz, Phil, at a he talked with the charming errant,

hint from the old gentleman, had taken Reuben observed that
;
but with Aunt

possession of Adele, and was showing Eliza the case was different. Never had

off with a good deal of grace, and more he seen such a threatening darkness in

spirit, the dancing -steps of which he her face.

had had experience with the Spanish
" We have interrupted a ball, I fear,"

senoritas. she said to the hostess, in a tone which

Dame Tourtelot, who chanced to be was as virulent as a masculine oath,

present, wore a long face, which (it is "Oh! no! no!" said Mrs. Elderkin.

conceivable) the hearty old Squire en- "
Indeed, now, you must not scold Adele

joyed as much as the dancing. But Mrs. too much; 't was only a bit of the

Elderkin must have looked with a warm Squire's foolery."

maternal pride upon the fine athletic "
Oh, certainly not ; she is quite her
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own mistress. I should be very sorry than his ear upon the new praises of

to consider myself responsible for all the spinster.

her tastes." Yet, for all that, Rose was really

Reuben, hearing this, felt his heart charming. The young gentleman, it

leap toward Adele in a way which the would seem, hardly knew his own heart ;

spinster's praises had never provoked, and he had a wondrous dream that

Dame Tourtelot here says, in her night. There was a church, (such as

most aggravating manner, he had seen in the city,) and a delicate-
"

I think she dances beautiful, Miss ly gloved hand, which lay nestling in

Johns. She dooz yer credit, upon my his
; and Mr. Maverick, oddly enough,

word she dooz." appeared to give away a bride, and all

And thereupon there followed a some- waited only for the ceremony, which the

what lively altercation between those Doctor (with his old white hat and cane)
two sedate ladies, in the course of refused to perform ; whereat Phil's voice

which a good deal of stinging mockery was heard bursting out in a great laugh ;

was covered with unctuous compliment, and the face of Rose, too, appeared ; but

But the spinster did not lose sight of it was only as a saint .upon a painted
her chief aim, to wit, the refusal of all window. And yet the face of the saint

responsibility as attaching to the con- upon the window was more distinct than

duct of Adele, and a most decided inti- anything in his dream,

mation that the rumors which associated The next morning found Miss Eliza

her name with Reuben were unfounded, harsh and cold. Even the constrained

and were likely to prove altogether false, smile with which she had been used to

This last hint was a revelation to the qualify her "
good morning

"
for Adele

gossipping Dame ; there had been trou- was wanting ;
and when the family

ble, then, at the parsonage ; things were prayers were said, in which the good
clearly not upon their old footing. Was Doctor had pleaded, with unction, that

it Adele ? Was it Reuben ? Yet never the Christian grace of charity might
had either shown greater cheer than on reign in all hearts, the poor girl had

this very night. But the Dame none sidled up to Miss Eliza, and put her

the less eagerly had communicated her hand in the spinster's,

story, before the evening closed, to Mrs. "You think our little frolic last night

Elderkin, who received it doubtingly, to be very wrong, I dare say ?
"

to Rose, who heard it with wonder "Oh, no," said the spinster. "I dare

and a pretty confusion, and to the old say Mr. Maverick and your French rela-

Squire, who said only,
" Pooh ! pooh ! tives would approve."

it 's a lover's quarrel ;
we shall be all It was not so much the language as

straight to-morrow." tjie tone which smote on poor Adele, and

Adele, by her own choice, was con- brought the tears welling into her eyes,

voyed home, when the evening was over, Reuben, seeing it all, and forgetful of

by the good Doctor, and had not only the good parson's plea, gnawed his lip to

teased him into pardon of her wild keep back certain very harsh utterances,

mirth, before they had reached the par-
" Don't think of it, Ady," said he,

sonage-gate, but had kindled in him a watching his chance a little later; "the

glow of tenderness that made him ut- old lady is in one of her blue moods to-

terly forgetful of the terrible news of day."
the day. Reuben and the spinster, as " Do you think I did wrong, Reu-

they followed, talked of Rose
;
never had ben ?

" said Adele, earnestly.
Aunt Eliza spoken so warmly of her "

I ? Wrong, Adele ? Pray, \vhat

charms
; but before him was tripping should I have to say about the right or

along, in the moonlight, the graceful wrong? and I think the old ladies are

figure of Adele, clinging to the old gen- beginning to think I have no clear idea

tleman's arm, and it is doubtful if his of the difference between them."

eye did not feast more upon that vision " You have, Reuben ! you have !
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And, Reuben," (
more tenderly,)

"
I As for Reuben, a wanton levity had

have promised solemnly to live as you come over him in those latter days of

thought a little while ago that you would summer that galled the poor Doctor to

live. And if I were to break my prom- the quick, and that strangely perplexed
ise, Reuben, I know that you would the observant spinster. It was not the

never renew yours." mischievous spirit of his boyhood re-
"

I believe you are speaking God's vived again, but a cold, passionless, de-

truth, Adele," said he. termined levity, such as men wear who
The summer months passed by, and have secret griefs to conceal. He talk-

for Adele the little table at the parson- ed in a free and easy way about the

age had become as bleak and cheerless Doctor's Sunday discourses, that fairly

as the autumn. Miss Johns maintained shocked the old people of the parish ;

the rigid severity of manner, with which rumor said that he had passed some
she had undertaken to treat the outcast unhallowed jokes with the stolid Deacon

child, with a constancy that would have Tourtelot about his official duties ; and
done credit to a worthier intent. Even it was further reported that he had talk-

the good Doctor was unconsciously op- ed open infidelity with a young physi-

pressed by it, and by the spinster's in- cian who had recently established him-

sistence upon the due proprieties was self in Ashfield, and who plumed himself

weaned away from his old tenderness until his tardy practice taught him bet-

of speech ;
but every morning and ev- ter upon certain arrogant physiologi-

ery evening his voice trembled with cal notions with regard to death and dis-

emotion as he prayed for God's grace ease that were quite unbiblical.' Long
and mercy to descend upon all sinners ago the Doctor had given over open
and outcasts. expostulation ; every such talk seemed
He had written to Maverick, advising to evoke a new and more airy and more

him of the great grief which his confes- adventurous demon in the backslidden

sion had caused him, and imploring him Reuben. The good man half feared to

to make what reparation he yet might cast his- eye over the books he might be

do, by uniting in the holy bonds of mat- reading. If it were Voltaire, if it were

rimony with the erring mother of his Hume, he feared lest his rebuke and
child. He had further advised him that anathema should give a more appetiz-
his apprehensions with regard to Reu- ing zest.

ben were, so far as was known, ground- But he prayed ah, how he prayed !

less. He further wrote,
- - "

Upon con- with the dead Rachel in his thought
sultation with Miss Johns, who is still as if (and this surely cannot be Popish-
at the head of our little household, I am ly wicked) as if she, too, in some
constrained to ask that you take as ear- sphere far remote, might with angel

ly a time as may be convenient to re- voice add tender entreaty to the prayer,

lieve her of the further care of your whose burden, morning after morning

daughter. Age is beginning to tell and night after night, was the name and

somewhat upon my sister
;
and the em- the hope of her boy.

barrassment of her position with respect And Adele? Well, Reuben pitied

to Adele is a source, I believe, of great Adele, pitied her subjection to the

mental distress." iron frowns of Miss Eliza ;
and almost

All which the good Doctor honest- the only earnest words he spoke in

ly believed,
- - upon Miss Eliza's aver- those days were little quiet words of

ment, and in his own honest way he good cheer for the French girl. And
assured his friend, that, though his sins when Miss Eliza whispered him, as

were as scarlet, he should still implore she did, that the poor child's fortune

Heaven in his favor, and should part was gone, and her future insecure, Reu-

from Adele whenever the parting ben, with a brave sort of antagonism,

might come --with real grief, and with made his words of cheer and good-feel-

an outpouring of his heart. ing even more frequent than ever. But
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about his passing and kindly attentions far as mere language went, were exu-

to Adele there was that air of gay mock- berantly tender were met always by a

ery which overlaid his whole life, and half-saddened air of thankfulness and a

which neither invited nor admitted of little restrained pressure of the hand, as

any profound acknowledgment. His if Adele had said," Not in earnest yet,

kindest words and some of them, so Reuben ! Earnest in nothing !

"

WIND THE CLOCK.

WARDEN,
wind the clock again;

Mighty years are going on,

Through the shadow and the dream,
And the happy-hearted dawn.

Wind again, wind again,

Fifty hundred years are gone.

Through the harvest and the need,

Wealthy June and dewy May,
Grew the new year from the old, .

Grows to-morrow from to-day.

Wind again, wind again,
Who can keep the years at bay ?

Four-and-twenty conjurers
Lie in wait on land and sea,

Plucking down the startled ship,

Bud-embroidering the tree.

Wind again, wind again,

We have neither ship nor tree.

Four-and-twenty kings to come

Up the never-vacant stair,

Four-and-twenty dead go down ;

Follow, sacred song and prayer.

Wind again, wind again,

Warden, why delaying there ?

To his interrupted dream
Comes the long-entreated day.
What are lesser words to him ?

Sweet pursuing voices say,

"Warden, wind, wind again,

Up the ever-golden way."

Other hands will wind the clock

While the frequent years go on,

Never noting need or name
Nor the rapture of the dawn.

Wind again, wind again,

Ere the given year be gone.
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THE KINGDOM COMING.

IF
one looks to the individual for proof ment fitly placed, before we can decide

of the power of Christianity, he will finally upon its character. The church-

generally look in vain. Creeds differ
; es have been the workshops of Chris-

but of persons from the same rank in life, tianity. There it has been received,

one is, on the whole, apparently about fused, hammered, polished, fashioned

as good as another. If we are virtuous for all human needs
; but nothing less

where we are not tempted, liberal in than the whole world is the true thea-

matters concerning which we are indif- tre of its activity. Not what it has done

ferent, reticent when we have nothing for the Church, but what it has done, is

to say, in one word, pleasant when doing, and purposes to do for human-
we are pleased,

'

it is all that our best ity, is the measure of its merit. Not
friends have any reason to expect of us. upon the mitre of the priest, but upon
What religion does for a man may be the bells of the horses, is the millennial

great, and even radical, from his near day to see inscribed " Holiness unto

point of view
;
but from the world's po- the Lord !

"

sition it is scarcely visible, and is often ^ Since, then, the kingdom of God corn-

wholly lost in the more palpable influ- eth not with observation, we need not

ences of temperament and circumstance, look for fearful sights and great signs
But when we look at society, we can see in the heavens. They are but false

that some silent agency is at work, slow- prophets who cry,
"
Lo, here !

" or "
Lo,

ly, but surely, attuning our life to finer there !

" when the still, small voice is

issues than the Golden Ages knew. The whispering all the while,
" The king-

hidden leaven of Christianity is work- dom of God is within you." Yes, with-

ing its noiseless way through the whole in this framework of society, in the

lump. Christendom is on a higher plane midst of this busy, trivial, daily life,

than Pagandom, and is still ascending, which seems so full of small cares

In the stress of daily life, we are some- and selfish seeking, the Divine Spirit

times tempted to lose heart, and cry, lives and works, and will yet raise it to
" Who shall show us any good for all the heights of heavenly fellowship. It

this toil and watch and struggle ?
" breathes in the thousand methods de-

but in calmer moments, looking back vised by ingenuity to lighten the bur-

over the Difficult Hills, we cannot fail dens of labor, by benevolence to soothe

to see that we have gained ground, away the bitterness of sorrow, by taste

The sacredness of humanity is grad- to beautify the homes of poverty. The

ually overtopping the prerogatives of little photograph leaves that flutter

class. More and more clearly man as- down into every household in the land

serts himself, the end of every good, are a great cloud of witnesses showing
the standard by which every change i^ us that science is but the handmaid of

to be judged. With many an ebb, the God, whose service is to bear to all the

tide of all healthful and helpful force is blessings once reserved for a class. In

flooding our associated life ; and the the old time it was only the few who
brotherhood of the race attests itself by could fix for future years the beloved

many infallible signs. features of a friend. Now every fond

But they are not always nor only mother may transcribe from birthday
found where they are sought. Work- to birthday the face of her darling, to

manship does not show to the best ad- note its beautiful changes, and every

vantage ia workshops. The din and lowliest bride preserve for her chil-

whirl of machinery confuse us. We dren's children the bloom of her bud-

need to see the wonderful engine in ding youth,
actual operation, the beautiful orna- The religious world has hardly learned

VOL. xvii. NO. 99. 6
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to look for its millennium in the horse- that we can but give thanks for the op-
cars. Nevertheless, its signs are there, portunity, while we tremble lest it may
not to be mistaken. The poor sew- not be firmly and wisely laid hold of.

ing-woman feels their presence, if she In planning for human weal, one is met
does not trace them to their source, on every' side by the want of leisure.

The humble invalid knows them, the Every day and every hour comes so

domestic drudge, the ailing, puny child, burdened with its material necessities,

the swart and stalwart workman, who that the wants of heart and mind and
ride their one or ten miles as swiftly spirit can find no adequate gratification,

and smoothly as a millionnaire, and are The work goes on satisfactorily ;
wealth

set down at shop or home, or among accumulates ; farms are well tilled ;

the freshness and fragrance and song mechanism becomes more and more
of the beautiful country. The horse- exquisite ;

but drunkenness, profligacy,
car is the poor man's private carriage, stupidity, insanity, and crime under-

as carefully fashioned for his conven- mine the man, for whom all these things

ience, as tidy and comfortable and come- are and were created, and to whom
ly, as if it cost him hundreds of dollars, they ought to bring wisdom and power
instead of the daily sixpence. With a and peace. Thus our boasted improve-
lifted finger he commands his coachman, ments become our folly. All labor-

who waits promptly on his wish. With- saving machinery that does not save

out care, he is cared for. Without cap- labor in the sense of giving leisure, that

ital, he controls capital. Free society merely increases the quantity or im-

does more for him than the richest des- proves the quality of thai, which is pro-

pot does for the enslaved people whom duced, but does not redound to the im-

the instinct of self-preservation forces provement of the producer, rather con-

him to cajole, and does it, too, without tributes to his degradation, has some-

any infringement upon his manhood, where a fatal flaw. Mind may legiti-

We call it energy, enterprise, modern mately fashion matter into a machine ;

conveniences. It is the millennium. but when it would reduce mind also to

But these matters are under full the same level, it steps beyond its prov-

headway. Science and self-interest have ince. When it fails to continue through
taken them in hand, and there is no the sphere of mind the impulse it corn-

danger that they will not be carried out municates to matter, when its benefit

to their farthest beneficial limits. There stops with fabric, falling short of the

is another measure just struggling into man who stands over it, it lags be-

uncertain life, a measure which may hind its mission, and is so far unsuc-

be helped by attention, and hindered by cessful.

neglect, a measure that appeals less The movement for diminishing the

directly to self-advantage, but which is number of laboring hours has already

yet so fraught with good or evil, accord- been brought before the notice of the

ing as it is carefully studied, clearly un- Massachusetts Legislature, has been

derstood, and wisely managed, or suf- made the subject of careful and exten-

fered to fail through inattention, or to sive inquiry by a special committee,
lead an irregular, riotous life for a few who have returned a report so able, el-

years and then to be abated as a nui- oquent, and convincing as to leave little

sance, that we cannot safely pass it by. to be said in that direction, and is

I refer to the movement making itself now, for closer and more exhaustive

felt in various ways, but aiming always investigation, in the hands of a com-

to give more leisure to the working mittee whose names are a guaranty that

classes. In one phase, it is seeking to nothing will be left undone to secure a

reduce the hours of daily labor ;
in an- just and righteous decision, for which

other, it is trying to close the shops on let all Christian people devoutly pray.

Saturday afternoons. In both, it is a In the intelligence and virtue of its work-

step so radically in the right direction, ingmen lies the hope of the Republic.
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If the proposed change shall tend to manly sport and exercise ? Then sure-

promote that intelligence and virtue, it ly it behooves us at once to change all

will be the part of true patriotism to this. No man can have a well-balanced

effect it. Whether this particular means mind, a good judgment, who is inter-

be or be not the wisest for the end in ested in nothing .but his business. If,

view, the path of the higher life unques- when released from that for a half-day

tionably lies in this direction. The ac- each week, he is listless, aimless, dis-

complishment of the greatest results contented, it is a sure sign that undue
with the least outlay of time and toil is devotion to it has corroded his powers,
the problem in physical science. With and is making havoc of his finer organ-
the leisure and strength thus redeemed

.
ization.

from lower needs, to build up a royal It is to be feared that many of our

manhood is the problem of moral sci- young men do not know what recrea-

ence. tion means. They confound it with

The Saturday half-holiday is less an riot. Fierce driving, hard drinking, vio-

affair of law and legislature, depends lence, and vice they understand; but with

more upon private men and women, but quiet, refining, soothing, and strengthen-
is of scarcely less importance. It is ing diversions they have small acquaint-
not to be disguised that there are dififi- ance. This is very largely the fault of

culties and dangers attending the plan, the community in which they live. Do
It is as yet probably regarded only as Christian families in our large cities feel

an experiment, though certain classes the obligations which they are under

of mercantile men have been trying it towards the young men who come
for years, with what satisfaction their among them ? I believe that a very

persistence in it indicates. Undoubt- large part of the immorality, the irrelig-

edly there are many young men who ion, the skepticism and crime into which

misspend their holiday, and many more young men fall is due to their being so

who do not know what to do with it, coldly and cruelly let alone by Christian

and who will finally fall into mischief families. A boy comes up from the

through sheer idleness. The hours drag country, where every one knows him

so heavily, that they half conclude they and greets him, into the solitude of the

would about as soon be at work as at great city. He has left home behind

liberty with nothing to do. Possibly him, and finds no new home to receive

there are more who abuse their holiday him. When he is released from his

than use it advantageously. But just work in shop or counting-room, nothing
as far as this trouble extends, so far it more inviting awaits him than the silent

shows, not the harm of leisure, but the room in the dreary boarding-house. He
sore straits we have been brought to for misses suddenly, and at a most sensitive

lack of it. There is no sadder result age, the graces and unthinking kind-

of the disuse of a faculty than the de- nesses of home, the thousand little teas-

cadence of that faculty. Time is the es- ings and pettings, the common interests

sential gift of God to. man, essential and tendernesses, that he never thought
not merely to providing for his physical of till he lost them. He is surrounded

wants, but to forming his character, to by men and boys all bent on their

developing his powers, to cultivating several ways. He must have amuse-

his taste, to elevating his life. Is it, ment. It is as necessary to him as

then, that he has devoted so dispropor- daily food. What wonder, then, if he

tionate a share of that time to one of its accepts the first, that oifers ? And if

uses, and that not the noblest, that he Satan, as usual, is beforehand with his

has lost the desire and the ability to invitations, what shall hinder him from

devote any of it to its higher uses ? following Satan ? The saloon, warmed

Have young men given themselves to and lighted, and enlivened with music

buying and selling till they have no in- or merry talk, is more attractive than

terest in books, in Nature, in Art, in the dingy, solitary room
;
and if his
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feet do slip now and then, who is the to open to them the haunts of virtue,

worse for it ? He will never write it Give them access to loving families, to

home, and there is nobody in the city happy homes. Nothing can supply this

who will discover it
; provided he is want. No attendance at any church is

prompt at his business, no one will to be for a moment compared to attend-

meddle with his leisure hours. And if ance at the sacred shrine of an affection-

full-grown men are found to need the ate family. But when, a little while ago,

restraining influences of wife and child a young man, who had been for years a

and neighbor, and to plunge into bru- clerk in Boston, was asked in how many
tality whenever they form a community families he was acquainted, he replied

by themselves, what can prevent boys, quickly,
" Not one." Yet he was a

when cast adrift, from drifting into sin ? member of an Orthodox Congregation-
Genius is supreme, but genius is ihe al Church, which, I take it, is to be as

heritage of but few ; while passion and good as anybody can be in this world,

appetite, love of society and amusement, and a regular attendant upon religious

need of watchfulness and susceptibility services in one of the most influential

to temptation, belong to all.
"

I don't Orthodox churches in Boston. Sunday
like wine," said a young man,

"
I hate after Sunday he occupied his seat, yet

the taste of it ; but what am I to do ? neither pastor nor people not one of

A lot of fellows carousing is n't the best all that great congregation ever took

thing in the world
;
but I can't stay mop- him by the hand and constrained him

ing in my room alone all the time, to sit by their hearthstones, ever wel-

There 's my violin. Well, I took it corned him to the warmth and gladness
out once or twice, but it was no go. and gentle endearments of their homes.

When I could go into the parlor after What is the communion of saints ? If

supper, and mother round, and Bess to that young man had brought a letter of

sing, it was worth while
; but there is introduction from some distinguished

no fun in fiddling to yourself by whole- person, would they have thus let him

sale. Besides, I suppose it bores the go in and out 'among them unnoticed

rest to have a fellow sawing away." and uncared for ? But to church-mem-

And this was a fine, handsome, healthy bers, surely, a certificate of church-

young man, all ready to be made a membership ought to be as weighty as

warm friend, a patriotic citizen, a pure a letter of introduction. A Christian

and happy man, and just as ready to church should be so managed that it

become a reckless, dissipated, sorrow- should be impossible for any attendant

bringing failure. And, alas ! where were upon its services to escape observation ;

the hands that should have helped him ? and it should be so trained to its so-

Alas ! alas ! what are the hands that cial duties that every person who takes

will not be backward to lay hold on shelter in its sanctuary should at least

him ? have the opportunity to find shelter in

If any holiday is to be made useful, its homes. I think it would be well,

if young men are to be saved from ruin, even, that those who are present at a

saved to their mothers and sisters and single church service should be cour-

wives, saved to themselves, to their teously noticed and encouraged to re-

country, and to God, Christian people peat the visit If the church is indeed

must bestir themselves. Young Men's God's house, let the servants of the Mas-
Christian Associations may be ever so ter dispense His hospitalities in such

efficient, but they cannot do everything, a manner as befits His divine charac-

The work that is to be done "cannot be ter, remembering that the world judges

wrought by associations alone, nor by of Him through them. Let fathers and

young men, nor by any men. It needs mothers be on the watch to speak kind-

fathers and mothers and sons and ly words to such homeless wanderers

daughters and firesides. The only way as may roam within the circle of their

to keep boys from the haunts of vice is influence. If a stranger is introduced
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into the family pew, let him be no longer ners. Is it a dangerous thing to intro-

a stranger, but a guest. Let him not duce strangers into a young family ?

remain during the service and pass out But is the character that is not good
at its close without some brotherly or enough for the drawing-room quite safe

fatherly recognition, without some as- and harmless in the counting-room ? If

surance by word or look or little atten- merchants, master mechanics, and em-
tion that his presence there gave pleas- ployers generally, would set a premium
ure. This is a beginning of home feel- upon integrity and good manners, those

ing. qualities would not long be found want-

It would be a fit thing, if every coun- ing. Incalculable is the influence which

try pastor should give to every boy who these civilizing surroundings would have
leaves his parish a letter of introduction upon a susceptible boy. . Only let them
to some clergyman in the city whither come in early. Do not wait till sin has

he is going, so that there should be no thrown out its more brilliant and showy
interregnum, no time when the boy lures, and then attempt to tear him away
should be utterly unfriended, loosed from them already half polluted ;

but

from restraint, and a prey to unclean while his soul is yet unstained, while,

and hateful things. But this is not lonely, inexperienced, self- distrustful,

done, and we should not wait for it. he is ready to be moulded by the first

The Prince of Evil never stands upon skilful touch, let it come from the wise

etiquette. He is instant in season and hands of honorable and responsible
out of season ; and those who would men whose position gives weight to

circumvent him must be equally prompt their opinions, from the gentle hands
and vigilant. The Church should weave of motherly women, and merry, guile-
its meshes of watchful care and love and less girls. Provide, even if it be at

friendship so close that nobody can slip the cost of a little pains, a little sacri-

through unseen. . fice of the quiet and seclusion of home,
A duty rests upon all merchants and provide for his youth its fitting and

tradesmen, upon all, indeed, who employ innocent delights, that sinful pleasures
clerks or apprentices, which is not dis- may not seize him and hold him in their

charged when their quarterly payments destructive clutch. The good which

are made. A man is in some sense the merchant does to his clerks will re-

the father of the young men whom he dound to the good of his own children,

employs, and he should do them father- There is probably as much intelligence

ly service. It is not possible to enter and virtue and youthful promise among
into relations with any human being his clerks as among his sons and daugh-
without at the same time incurring re- ters

;
and what the former receive of

sponsibility concerning him. How much home the latter receive in variety and

might be done for young men, if mer- relish. The influence of man upon
chants would feel a domestic as well as woman, also, is just as healthful as

a mercantile interest in them ! It may that of woman upon man
;
for both are

not be advisable to renew the old cus- in the order of Nature. The brothers

torn of making clerks and apprentices and sisters will dance to their mother's

members of the family ;
but surely the playing all the more gleefully for a

pleasantly lighted parlor, with its pic- stranger or two in the set ;
and Mary

tures, its piano, its little sheltered win- will enter with fresher zest into the

dow-nooks, its agreeable daughters, its game of cards, because Mr. Gordon is

matronly and dignified mother, may be her partner instead of that provoking
made a Mecca for the homesick young Harry. And it is not whist nor dancing

pilgrim, without any sacrifice that shall that harms young people. It is out-

seem too great to the followers of Him lawry. Whist does not lead to gam-
who laid down the glory which He had bling. Dancing does not lead to dis-

with the Father before the world was, sipation. It is playing cards "on the

for nothing but that He might save sin- sly
"
that leads to gambling. It is hav-
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ing to get out of the way of ministers, spirits, plentiful gratification to his so-

and church-members, and all religious cial wants, plentiful food for his mental

people, when dancing is to be done, that hunger ;
and while he is thus enjoying

leads to dissipation. It is loneliness, the pleasures which are but the lawful

want of interest and amusement, any dues of his spring-time, he will be all

unjust and unnatural restriction, that the while becoming more and more wor-

leads to all manner of wild and bois- thy of love and respect, more and more
terous and vicious amusements, which fitted to bear, in his turn, the burdens

prey upon the soul. If to a young man, of Church and State. And if, in spite
on his first coming to the city, there of it all, his feet are still swift to do evil,

open only so many as two or three it will be a satisfaction to those who have

houses, where he can now and then find thus striven for his welfare to know that

welcome admittance, where are two his blood is not on them nor on their

or three excellent women who exercise children.

a gentle jurisdiction over him, who will There are other things to be taken

notice if his eye be heavy or his cheek into account. The leisure of Saturday
pale, who will administer, upon occa- afternoon must, it would seem, conduce

sion, a little sweet motherly chiding, greatly to quiet Sundays. When young
mend a rent in his gloves, advise in men are confined six long days behind

the choice of a neck-tie, and call upon the counter, it is but natural that on the

him occasionally for trifling service or seventh they should give themselves to

attendance, where he can find a few merry-making. For, let it be remember-

hot-headed, perhaps, but well-fathered ed, sport is as natural, yes, and as ne-

and well-mothered boys, who have the cessary, to youth as worship ;
and in

same headstrong will, the same fierce the order of human development, it

likes and dislikes, the same temptations comes first. It is very hard to say to

and weaknesses as himself, but who are a boy,
" You have been writing, and

saved from disaster by gentle, but firm weighing, and measuring all the week,

authority, and constant, yet scarcely per- Now the sun is shining, the birds are

ceptible influence, a few bright girls, singing, the flowers blooming, the river

who will sing and dance and talk with sparkling, and boat and horse await your
him, and pique and tease and tantalize hand, but you must turn away from them

him, how infinitely are the chances all and go to church. You have been

multiplied against his ever turning aside boxed up for six days, and now you must
into the debasing saloon ! He natu- be boxed up again. There are no fresh

rally likes purity better than impurity, airs, no summer sounds for you ; but

The breath of innocence is sweeter than only noise and dust and pavements all

the fumes of poisoned wine. The in- the days of your life." It happens, at

terests of a man at whose table he sits, any rate, that there is no use in saying
whose children are his companions, this

;
for young blood overleaps it all,

whose wife is his friend and confidant, and city suburbs resound on Sunday
will be far nearer to him than those with the clatter of hoofs and the rattle

of one whom he rarely sees and little of wheels
;
and no one need be surpris-

knows. Something of the atmosphere ed, who has any acquaintance with hu-

of home will cling to office-walls, and man nature on the one side, or any con-

soften the sharp outlines and sweeten ception of the irksomeness of continued

the unfragrant air of perpetual traffic confinement on the other. It would, in-

and self- seeking. The society of pure deed, be a very strange, and, I think, a

and sprightly girls will be a constant very sad thing, if young people were

inducement to keep himself sprightly willing to let suns rise, and stars set,

and pure. Reading, studying, riding, and all the beautiful changes of Nature

singing, driving, boating, with well- go on, without an irresistible, instinctive

bred and high
- hearted young friends, prompting to fly from the grave mono-

will give plentiful outlet to his animal tone of the city, and live and breathe in
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her freshness and her song. If a young from the foul air, and their limbs from

man must choose between play of mus- the lifelessness, which a long confine-

cle, swiftness of motion, the free air of ment to business had caused. At least

the hills, and sitting in church to hear let us not tempt any to make Sunday a

a sermon, he will often choose the for- day of fun and frolic, by giving them no

mer
;
and if he cannot enjoy these things other day for their fun and frolic. Pro-

without going in opposition to the best vide things honest in the sight of all men.

sense of the community, if they cannot Women can do much towards bring-
be compassed without a certain con- ing about this holiday, and towards

sciousness of wrong -doing, they will keeping it intact when it is once se-

lead to recklessness and lawlessness
;

cured. Let every woman make a point
for be compassed, they will. of doing no shopping on Saturday af-

But let the young men have Saturday ternoons. A very little forethought
afternoon for their boating and bowling will prevent any inconvenience from

and various pastimes, and they will be the deprivation. If a tradesman choos-

far more disposed to hear what the min- es to keep his shop open on Saturdays,
ister has to say on Sunday, far more when others of the same kind are shut,

disposed, let us hope, to join in prayer let every woman take care not only not

and praise. One very obvious and prac- to enter it on that day, but on any day.
tical consideration is, that many of And in order that the holiday may begin

them, probably the larger part, can as promptly as the working-day, women

spend on a single holiday all the holi- should not put off their purchases till

day money they have to spend. So the last minute before closing. If the

there will be nothing for it but to stay shops are to be shut at two o'clock, let

at home on Sunday by force of the res no one enter them after one, except in

angustce domi. But, also, is it too much case of emergency. If the clerks have

to believe, that, the half-day having given to take down goods from their shelves,

them that physical exercise, amusement, overhaul box and drawer, and unroll

and change which they need, Sunday and unfold and derange till the time for

will find them the more ready to absorb closing arrives, an hour or an hour and

and appropriate spiritual nourishment ? a half of their holiday must be con-

that bodily and mental recreation will sumed in the work of putting the store

prepare them for religious recreation ? in order. Let this last hour of the

I have said that sport is as natural and working-week be spent in arrangement,

necessary as worship. But, on the other not in derangement. ^ Be ashamed to

hand, worship is as natural as sport, ask a clerk to disturb a shelf which he

Very few, I think, are the persons, has just set in Sunday order. Let the

young or old, in all of whose thoughts young men be ready, so that, when the

it may be said God is not. And if this clock strikes the hour of release, release

natural, spontaneous turning to God may come.

were not interfered with by our perni- Many of the shops are advertised

cious modes of training and manage- to be closed on Saturday afternoons

ment, we should not become so fearful- through the summer. But there are

ly alienated from Him. Play and work just as many hours to the day and just

and worship would be animated by one as many days to the week in winter as

spirit. Many surely there are who would in summer
;
and the ice and snow and

be more likely to devote a part of their sleigh-bells of January are just as fas-

Sunday to the direct worship of God, cinating and as exhilarating and invig-

and to a more intimate knowledge of orating as the rivers and roses of June.

His works and words, who would be Therefore it is to be hoped the half-

more likely to come under the influence holiday will not migrate with the birds,

of the Bible and the pulpit, from having but remain and become a permanent
had opportunity first to free their lungs national institution.
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THE CHIMNEY-CORNER FOR 1866.

BEING A FAMILY-TALK ON RECONSTRUCTION.
/

OUR Chimney-Corner, of which we Judaea, could only say, "Let us also

have spoken somewhat, has, be- go, that we may die with him." The-
sides the wonted domestic circle, its ophilus is always ready to die for the

habitues who have a frequent seat there, truth and the right, for which he never

Among these, none is more welcome sees anything but defeat and destruc-

than Theophilus Thoro. tion ahead.

Friend Theophilus was born on the During the late war, Theophilus has

shady side of Nature, and endowed by been a despairing patriot, dying daily,
his patron saint with every grace and and giving all up for lost in every re-

gift which can make a human creature verse from Bull Run to Fredericks-

worthy and available, except the gift of burg. The surrender of Richmond and

seeing the bright side of things. His the capitulation of Lee shortened his

bead-roll of Christian virtues includes all visage somewhat ; but the murder of

the graces of the spirit except hope ; and the President soon brought it back to

so, if one wants to know exactly the its old length. It is true, that, while Lin-

flaw, the defect, the doubtful side, and to coin lived, he was in a perpetual state

take into account all the untoward pos- of dissent from all his measures. He
sibilities of any person, place, or thing, had broken his heart for years over the

he had best apply to friend Theophi- miseries of the slaves, but he shudder-

lus. He can tell you just where and how ed at the Emancipation Proclamation
;

the best-laid scheme is likely to fail, just a whirlwind of anarchy was about to

the screw that will fall loose in the sweep over the country, in which the

smoothest-working machinery, just the black and the white would dash against
flaw in the most perfect character, just each other and be shivered like potters'

the defect in the best-written book, just vessels. He was in despair at the ac-

the variety of thorn that must accom- cession ofJohnson, believing the worst

pany each particular species of rose. of the unfavorable reports that clouded

Yet Theophilus is without guile or his reputation. Nevertheless he was

malice. His want of faith in human among the first of loyal citizens to rally

nature is not bitter and censorious, but to the support of the new administra-

melting and pitiful.
" We are all poor tion, because, though he had no hope

trash, miserable dogs together," he in that, he could see nothing better,

seems to say, as he looks out on the You must not infer from all this that

world and its ways. There is not much friend Theophilus is a social wet blan-

to be expected of or for any of us
; but ket, a goblin shadow at the domestic

let us love one another, and be patient. hearth. By no means. Nature has gift-

Accordingly, Theophilus is one of the ed him with that vein of humor and that

most incessant workers for human good, impulse to friendly joviality which are

and perseveringly busy in every scheme frequent developments in sad-natured

of benevolent enterprise, in all which men, and often deceive superficial ob-

he labors with melancholy steadiness servers as to their real character. He
without hope. In religion he has the who laughs well and makes you laugh
soul of a martyr, nothing would suit is often called a man of cheerful dispo-
him better than to be burned alive for sition

; yet in many cases nothing can

his faith
;
but his belief in the sue- be farther from it than precisely this

cess of Christianity is about on a par kind of person.
with that of the melancholy disciple Theophilus frequents our chimney-
of old, who, when Christ would go to corner, perhaps because Mrs. Crow-
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field and myself are, so to speak, chil- once said, that a lady's facts have as

dren of the light and the day. My wife much poetry in them as Tom Moore's
has precisely the opposite talent to that lyrics. Ofcourse poetry is always agree-
of our friend. She can discover the able, even though of no statistical val-

good point, the sound spot, where oth- ue."

ers see only defect and corruption. I "I see no poetry in my facts," said

myself am somewhat sanguine, and Mrs. Crowfield. " Is not slavery for-

prone rather to expect good than evil, ever abolished, by the confession of its

and with a vast stock of faith in the best friends, even of those who de-

excellent things that may turn up in clare its abolition a misfortune, and
the future. The Millennium is one of themselves ruined in consequence ?

"

the prime articles of my creed
;
and all

"
I confess, my dear Madam, that we

the ups and downs of society I regard have succeeded as we human creatures

only as so many jolts on a very rough commonly do, in supposing that we have
road that is taking the world on, through destroyed an evil, when we have only

many upsets and disasters, to that final changed its name. We have contrived

consummation. to withdraw from the slave just that fic-

Theophilus holds the same belief, the- tion of property relation which made it

oretically ;
but it is apt to sink so far for the interest of some one to care for

out of sight in the mire of present dis- him a little, however imperfectly ;
and

aster as to be of very little comfort to having destroyed that, we turn him out

him. defenceless to shift for himself in a com-

"Yes," he said, "we are going to munity every member of which is em-

ruin, in my view, about as fast as we bittered against him. The whole South

can go. Miss Jennie, I will trouble you resounds with the outcries of slaves suf-

for another small lump of sugar in my fering the vindictive wrath of former

tea." masters
; laws are being passed hunting

" You have been saying that, about them out of this State and out of that ;

our going to ruin, every time you have the animosity of race at all times the

taken tea here for four years past," said most bitter and unreasonable of ani-

Jennie ;

" but I always noticed that your mosities is being aroused all over

fears never spoiled your relish either the land. And the Free States take

for tea or muffins. People talk about the lead in injustice to them. Witness

being on the brink of a volcano, and the late vote of Connecticut on the suf-

the country going to destruction, and frage question. The efforts of Govern-

all that, just as they put pepper on their ment to protect the rights of these poor

potatoes : it is an agreeable stimulant defenceless creatures are about as ener-

in conversation, that 's all." getic as such efforts always have been
" For my part," said my wife,

"
I can and always will be while human nature

speak in another vein. When had we remains what it is. For a while the

ever in all our history so bright pros- obvious rights of the weaker party will

pects, so much to be thankful for ? Sla- be confessed, with some show of con-

very is abolished
;
the last stain of dis- sideration, in public speeches ; they will

grace is wiped from our national honor, be paraded by philanthropic senjimen-

We stand now before the world self-con- talists, to give point to their eloquence ;

sistent with our principles. We have they will be here and there sustained in

come out of one of the severest strug- Governmental measures, when there is

gles that ever tried a nation, purer no strong temptation to the contrary,

and stronger in morals and religion, as and nothing better to be done
;
but the

well as more prosperous in material moment that political combinations be-

things." gin to be formed, all the rights and in-

" My dear Madam, excuse me," said terests of this helpless people will be

Theophilus ;

" but I cannot help being bandied about, as so many make-weights
reminded of what an English reviewer in the political scale. Any troublesome
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lion will have a negro thrown to him to before the ship goes to pieces ? Your

keep him quiet. All their hopes will be chimney-corner is a tranquil island in

dashed to the ground by the imperious the ocean of trouble, and your muffins

Southern white, no longer feeling for are absolutely perfect. I '11 take anoth-

them even the interest of a master, and er, if you '11 please to pass them."

regarding them with a mixture of hatred "
I 've a great mind not to pass

and loathing as the cause of all his re- them," said Jennie.
" Are you in ear-

verses. Then, if, driven to despair, they nest in what you are saying ? or are

seek to defend themselves by force, they you only saying it for sensation ? How
will be crushed by the power of the Gov- can people believe such things and be

ernment, and ground to powder, as the comfortable ? / could not. If I be-

weak have always been under the heel lieved all you have been saying, I could

of the strong. not sleep nights,
- - I should be perfect-

" So much for our abolition of slavery, ly miserable
; and_y<?# cannot really be-

As to our material prosperity, it consists lieve all this, or you would be."

of an inflated paper currency, an im- " My dear child," said Mrs. Crowfield,

mense debt, a giddy, fool-hardy spirit of " our friend's picture is the truth paint-

speculation and stock-gambling, and a ed with all its shadows and none of its

perfect furor of extravagance, which is lights. All the dangers he speaks of

driving everybody to live beyond his are real and great, but he omits the

means, and casting contempt on the re- counterbalancing good. Let me speak

publican virtues of simplicity and econ- now. There never has been a time in

omy. our history when so many honest and
" As to advancement in morals, there just men held power in our land as now,

never was so much intemperance in never a government before in which

our people before, and the papers are the public councils recognized with more
full of accounts of frauds, defalcations, respect the just and the right. There

forgeries, robberies, assassinations, and never was an instance of a powerful
arsons. Against this tide of corruption government showing more tenderness

the various organized denominations in the protection of a weak and defence-

of religion do nothing effectual. They less race .than ours has shown in the

are an army shut up within their own care of the freedmen hitherto. There

intrenchments, holding their own with never was a case in which the people

difficulty, and in no situation to turn of a country were more willing to give
back the furious assaults of the ene- money and time and disinterested labor

my." to raise and educate those who have

"In short," said Jennie, "according thus been thrown on their care. Con-

to your showing, the whole country is sidering that we have had a great, har-

going to destruction. Now, if things assing, and expensive war on our hands,

really are so bad, if you really believe
'

I think the amount done by Govern-
all you have been saying, you ought ment and individuals for the freedmen

not to be sitting drinking your tea as unequalled in the history of nations
;

you are now, or to have spent the after- and I do not know why it should be

noon playing croquet with us girls ; you predicted from this past fact, that, in

ought to gird yourself with sackcloth, the future, both Government and peo-
and go up and down the land, raising pie are about to throw them to the lions,

the alarm, and saying,
' Yet forty days as Mr. Theophilus supposes. Let us

and Nineveh shall be overthrown.' '

wait, at least, and see. So long as Gov-

. "Well," said Theophilus, while a ernment maintains a freedmen's bureau,

covert smile played about his lips, "you administered by men of such high moral

know the saying,
' Let us eat and drink, character, we must think, at all events,

for to-morrow,' etc. Things are not yet that there are strong indications in the

gone to destruction, only going, and right direction. Just think of the im-

why not have a good time on deck mense advance of public opinion within
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four years, and of the grand successive

steps of this advance, Emancipation
in the District of Columbia, the Repeal
of the Fugitive-Slave Law, the General

Emancipation Act, the Amendment of

the Constitution. All these do not look

as if the black were about to be ground
to powder beneath the heel of the white.

If "the negroes are oppressed in the

South, they can emigrate ;
no laws hold

them
; active, industrious laborers will

soon find openings in any part of the

Union."
"
No," said Theophilus,

" there will

be black laws like those of Illinois and

Tennessee, there will be turbulent up-

risings of the Irish, excited by politi-

cal demagogues, that will bar them out

of Northern States. Besides, as a class,

they will be idle and worthless. It will

not be their fault, but it will be the re-

sult of their sla,ve education. All their

past observation of their masters has

taught them that liberty means licens-

ed laziness, that work means degrada-

tion, and therefore they will loathe

work, and cherish laziness as the sign
of liberty.

' Am not I free ? Have I

not as good a right to do nothing as

you ?
'

will be the cry.
"
Already the lazy whites, who never

lifted a hand in any useful employment,

begin to raise the cry that "
niggers

won't work"; and I suspect the cry may
not be without reason. Industrious cit-

izens can never be made in a commu-

nity where the higher class think useful

labor a disgrace. The whites will op-

pose the negro in every effort to rise ;

they will debar him of every civil and

social right ; they will set him the worst

possible example, as they have been do-

ing for hundreds of years ;
and then

they will hound and hiss at him for be-

ing what they made him. This is the

old track of the world, the good, broad,

reputable road on which all aristocra-

cies and privileged classes have been

always travelling ; and it 's not likely

that we shall have much of a secession

from it. The Millennium is n't so near

us as that, by a great deal."
"

It 's all very well arguing from hu-

man selfishness and human sin in that

way," said I
;

" but you can't take up a

newspaper that does n't contain abun-
dant facts to the contrary. Here, now,"

and I turned to the Tribune, "is

one item that fell under my eye acci-

dentally, as you were speaking :

" ' The Superintendent of Freedmen's
Affairs in Louisiana, in making up his

last Annual Report, says he has 1,952
blacks settled temporarily on 9,650 acres

of land, who last year raised crops to

the value of $ 175,000, and that he* had
but few worthless blacks under his care,
and that, as a class, the blacks have few-

er vagrants than can be found among any
other class of persons.'

" Such testimonies gem the newspa-
pers like stars."

"
Newspapers of your way of think-

ing, very likely," said Theophilus ;

" but

if it comes to statistics, I can bring coun-

ter statements, numerous and dire, from

scores of Southern papers, of vagrancy,

laziness, improvidence, and wretched-

ness."
"
Probably both are true," said

I,,

"'according to the greater or less care
t

which has been taken of the blacks in

different regions. Left to themselves,

they tend downward, pressed down by
the whole weight of semi - barbarous

white society; but when the free North

protects and guides, the results are as

you see."

"And do you think the free North

has salt enough in it to save this whole

Southern mass from corruption ? I

wish I could think so
;
but all I can

see in the free North at present is a rag-

ing, tearing, headlong chase after money.
Now money is of significance only as

it gives people the power of expressing
their ideal of life. And what does this

ideal prove to be among us ? Is it not

to ape all the splendors and vices of old

aristocratic society ? Is it not to be

able to live in idleness, without useful

employment, a life of glitter and flutter

and show ? What do our New York

dames of fashion seek after ? To avoid

family care, to find servants at any price

who will relieve -them of home responsi-

bilities, and take charge of their houses

and children while they shine at ball and
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opera, and drive in the park. And' the cordially as they themselves do, then

servants who learn of these mistresses, are they in anguish of spirit, and wish

what do they seek after ? They seek for slavery, or aristocracy, or anything
also to get rid of care, to live as nearly that would give them power over the

as possible without work, to dress and lower classes."

shine in their secondary sphere, as the " But surely, Mr. Theophilus," said

mistresses do in the primary one. High Jennie, "there is no sin in disliking trou-

wages with little work and plenty of ble, and wanting to live easily and have

company express Biddy's ideal of life, a good time in one's life, it 's so very
which is a little more respectable than natural."

that of her mistress, who wants high
" No sin, my dear, I admit

;
but there

wages with no work. The house and is a certain amount of work and trouble

the children are not hers
;
and why that somebody must take, to carry on

should she care more for their well-be- the family and the world ;
and the mis-

ing than the mistress and the mother ? chief is, that all are agreed in wanting
u Hence come wranglings and moan- to get rid of it. Human nature is, above

ings. Biddy uses a chest of tea in three all things, lazy. I am lazy myself. Ev-

months, and the amount of the butch- erybody is. The whole struggle of so-

er's bill is fabulous
; Jane gives the ciety is as to who shall eat the hard

baby laudanum to quiet it, while she bread-and-cheese of labor, which must

slips out to her parties ;
and the up- be eaten by somebody. Nobody wants

per classes are shocked at the demoral- it, neither you in the parlor, nor Bid-

ized state of the Irish, their utter want dy in the kitchen.

of faithfulness and moral principle !
" * The mass ought to labor, and we

How dreadful that there are no people lie on sofas,' is a sentence that would

who enjoy the self-denials and the cares unite more subscribers than any confes-

which they dislike, that there are no sion of faith that ever was presented,

people who rejoice in carrying that bur- whether religious or political ;
and its

den of duties which they do not wish subscribers would be as numerous and

to touch with one of their fingers ! The sincere in the Free States as in the Slave

outcry about the badness of servants States, or I am much mistaken in my
means just this : that everybody is tired judgment. The negroes are men and

of self- helpfulness, the servants as women, like any of the rest of us, and

thoroughly as the masters and mistress- particularly apt in the imitation of the

es. All want the cream of life, with- ways and ideas current in good socie-

out even the trouble of skimming ;
and ty ;

and consequently to learn to play
the great fight now is, who shall drink on the piano, and to have nothing in par-

the skim - milk, which nobody wants, ticular to do, will be the goal of aspira-

Work, honorable toil, manly, worn- tion among colored girls and women,

anly endeavor, is just what nobody and to do house-work will seem to them

likes
;
and this is as much a fact in the intolerable drudgery, simply because it

free North as in the slave South. is so among the fair models to whom
" What are all the young girls looking they look up in humble admiration,

for in marriage ? Some man with money You see, my dear, what it is to live in

enough to rsave them from taking any a democracy. It deprives us of the

care or having any trouble in domestic vantage-ground on which we cultivated

life, enabling them, like the lilies of the people can stand and say to our neigh-

field, to rival Solomon in all his glory, bor,
' The cream is for me, and the

while they toil not neither do they spin ;
skim - milk for you ;

the white bread

and when they find that even money for me, and the brown for you. I am
cannot purchase freedom from care in born to amuse myself and have a good

family life, because their servants are time, and you are born to do every-

exactly of the same mind with them- thing that is tiresome and disagreeable

selves, and hate to do their duties as to me.' The ' My Lady Ludlows ' of
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England can stand on their platform lie attention in some of the leading Brit-

and lecture the lower classes from the ish prints ;
and Ruskin, in a summing-

Church Catechism, to 'order themselves up article, speaks of it as a deep ulcer

lowly and reverently to all their betters'; in society, a thing hopeless of rem-

and they can base their exhortations on edy."
the old established law of society, by

" My dear Mr. Theophilus," said my
which some are born to inherit the wife,

"
I cannot imagine whither you

earth, and live a life of ease and pleas- are rambling, or to what purpose you
ure* and others to toil, without pleasure are getting up these horrible shadows,

or amusement, for their support and You talk of the- world as if there were

aggrandizement. An aristocracy, as I no God in it, overruling the selfishness

take it, is a combination of human be- of men, and educating it up to order

ings to divide life into two parts, one of and justice. I do not deny that there

which shall comprise all social and moral is a vast deal of truth in what you say.

advantages, refinement, elegance, leisure, Nobody doubts, that, in general, hu-

ease, pleasure, and amusement, and the man nature is selfish, callous, unfeel-

other, incessant toil, with the absence of ing, willing to engross all good to itself,

every privilege and blessing of human and to trample on the rights of others,

existence. Life thus divided, we aris- Nevertheless, thanks to God's teaching
tocrats keep the good for ourselves and and fatherly care, the world has worked
our children, and distribute the evil as along to the point of a great nation found-

the lot of the general mass of mankind, ed on the principles of strict equality,

The desire to monopolize and to domi- forbidding all monopolies, aristocracies,

nate is the most rooted form of human privileged classes, by its very constitu-

selfishness ;
it is the hydra with many tion

;
and now, by God's wonderful prov-

heads, and, cut off in one place, it puts idence, this nation has been brought,
out in another. and forced, as it were, to overturn and

"
Nominally, the great aristocratic abolish the only aristocratic institution

arrangement of American society has that interfered with its free development,

just been destroyed ;
but really, I take Does not this look as if a Mightier

it, the essential animus of the slave sys- Power than ours were working in and

tern still, exists, and pervades the com- for us, supplementing our weakness and

munity, North as well as South. Every- infirmity ? and if we believe that man

body is wanting to get the work done by is always ready to drop everything and

somebody else, and to take the money let it run back to evil, shall we not have

himself; the grinding between employ- faith that God will not drop the noble

ers and employed is going on all the time, work He has so evidently taken in hand
and the field ofcontroversy has onlybeen in this nation ?"

made wider by bringing in a whole new "And I want to know," said Jennie,

class of laborers. The Irish have now "why your illustrations of selfishness

the opportunity to sustain their aristoc- are all drawn from the female sex.

racy over the negro. Shall they not have Why do you speak of girls that marry

somebody to look down upon ? for money, any more than men ? of mis-
" All through free society, employers tresses of families that want to be free

and employed are at incessant feud ;
from household duties and responsibil-

and the more free and enlightened the ities, rather than of masters ?
'

society, the more bitter the feud. The " My charming young lady," said The-

standing complaint of life in America ophilus,
"

it is a fact that in America, ex-

is the badness of servants
; and Eng- cept the slaveholders, women have hith-

land, which always follows at a certain erto been the only aristocracy. Worn-

rate behind us in our social movements, en have been the privileged class,

is beginning to raise very loudly the the only one to which our rough democ-

same complaint. The condition of ser- racy has always and everywhere given

vice has been thought worthy of pub- the precedence, and consequently the
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vices of aristocrats are more developed
in them as a class than among men.

The leading principle of aristocracy,
which is to take pay without work, to

live on the toils and earnings of oth-

ers, is one which obtains more generally

among women than among men in this

country. The men of our country, as

a general thing, even in our uppermost
classes, always propose to themselves

some work or business by which they

may acquire a fortune, or enlarge that

already made for them by their fathers.

The women of the same class propose
to themselves nothing but to live at

their ease on the money made for them

by the labors of fathers and husbands.

As a consequence, they become ener-

vated and indolent, averse to any
bracing, wholesome effort, either men-
tal or physical. The unavoidable re-

sponsibilities and cares of a family, in-

stead of being viewed by them in the

light of a noble life-work, in which they
do their part in the general labors of

the world, seem to them so many in-

juries and wrongs ; they seek to turn

them upon servants, and find servants

unwilling to take them
;
and so selfish

are they, that I have heard more than

one lady declare that she did n't care if

it was unjust, she should like to have

slaves rather than be plagued with ser-

vants who had so much liberty. All

the novels, poetry, and light literature

of the world, which form the general

staple of female reading, are based up-
on aristocratic institutions, and impreg-
nated with aristocratic ideas

;
and wom-

en among us are constantly aspiring to

foreign and aristocratic modes of life

rather than to those of native, republi-
can simplicity. How many women are

there, think you, that would not go in

for aristocracy and aristocratic prerog-

atives, if they were only sure that they
themselves should be of the privileged
class ? To be ' My Lady Duchess,' and

to have a right by that simple title to

the prostrate deference of all the lower

orders ! How many would have firm-

ness to vote against such an establish-

ment merely because it was bad for so-

ciety ? Tell the fair Mrs. Feathercap,

* In order that you may be a duchess,
and have everything a paradise of el-

egance and luxury around you and your
children, a hundred poor families must
have no chance for anything better than

black bread and muddy water all their

lives, a hundred poor men must work
all their lives on such wages that a fort-

night's sickness will send their families

to the almshouse, and that no amount
of honesty and forethought can lay up
any provision for old age

'

u Come now, Sir," said Jennie,
" don't

tell me that there are any girls or wom-
en so mean and selfish as to want aris-

tocracy or rank so purchased ! You
are too bad, Mr. Theophilus !

"

"
Perhaps they might not, were it

stated in just these terms
; yet I think,

if the question of the establishment of

an order of aristocracy among us were

put to vote, we should find more women
than men who would go for it

;
and they

would flout at the consequences to so-

ciety with the lively wit and the musical

laugh which make feminine selfishness

so genteel and agreeable.
" No ! It is a fact, that, in America,

the women, in the wealthy classes, are

Hke the noblemen of aristocracies, and
the men are the workers. And in all

this outcry that has been raised about

women's wages being inferior to those

of men there is one thing overlooked,
and that is, that women's work is

generally inferior to that of men, be-

cause ,in every rank they are the pets of

society, and are excused from the labo-

rious drill and training by which men
are fitted for their callings. Our fair

friends come in generally by some royal
road to knowledge, which saves them
the dire necessity of real work, a sort

of feminine hop-skip-and-jump into sci-

ence or mechanical skill, nothing like

the uncompromising hard labor to which

the boy is put who would be a mechanic
or farmer, a lawyer or physician.

"
I admit freely that we men are to

blame for most of the faults of our fair

nobility. There is plenty of heroism,
abundance of energy, and love of noble

endeavor lying dormant in these shel-

tered and petted daughters of the better
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classes ;
but we keep it down and smoth- termination of the young royal house-

er it. Fathers and brothers think it keeper to overlook her own linen-clos-

discreditable to themselves not to give ets and attend to her own affairs. But,
their daughters and sisters the means as an offset to what I have been say-
of living in idleness ;

and any adven- ing, it must be admitted that America
turous fair one, who seeks to end the is a country where a young woman can
ennui of utter aimlessness by applying be self-supporting without forfeiting her

herself to some occupation whereby place in society. All our New England
she may earn her own living, infallibly and Western towns show us female

draws down on her the comments of teachers who are as well received and
her whole circle :

'

Keeping school, as much caressed in society, and as of-

is she ? Is n't her father rich enough ten contract advantageous marriages, as

to support her ? What could possess any women whatever
;
and the produc-

her ?
'

tive labor of American women, in vari-
"

I am glad, my dear Sir Oracle, that ous arts, trades, and callings, would be

you are beginning to recollect yourself found, I think, not inferior to that of

and temper your severities on our sex,'' any women in the world,

said my wife. " As usual, there is much "
Furthermore, the history of the late

truth lying about loosely in the vicinity war has shown them capable of every
of your assertions

;
but they are as far form of heroic endeavor. We have had

from being in themselves the truth as hundreds of Florence Nightingales, and
would be their exact opposites. an amount of real hard work has been

" The class of American women who done by female hands not inferior to

travel, live abroad, and represent our that performed by men in the camp and

country to the foreign eye, have acquir- field, and enough to make sure that

ed the reputation of being Sybarites in American womanhood is not yet so en-

luxury and extravagance, and there is ervated as seriously to interfere with

much in the modes of life that are creep- the prospects of free republican soci-

ing into our richer circles to justify this, ety."
"Miss Murray, ex-maid-of-honor t "I wonder," said Jennie, "what it is

the Queen of England, among other in our country that spoils the working-
impressions which she received from classes that come into it. They say
an extended tour through our country, that the emigrants, as they land here,

states it as her conviction that young are often simple-hearted people, will-

American girls of the better classes are ing to work, accustomed to early hours

less helpful in nursing the sick and in and plain living, decorous and respect-
the general duties of family life than the ful in their manners. It would seem

daughters of the aristocracy of Eng- as if aristocratic drilling had done them
land

;
and I am inclined to believe it, good. In a few months they become

because even the Queen has taken spe- brawling, impertinent, grasping, want

cial pains to cultivate habits of energy high wages, and are very unwilling to

and self -
helpfulness in her children, work. I went to several intelligence-

One of the toys of the Princess Royal offices the other day to look for a girl

was said to be a cottage of her own, for Marianne, and I thought, by the

furnished with every accommodation for way the candidates catechized the la-

cooking and housekeeping, where she dies, and the airs they took upon them,

from time to time enacted the part of that they considered themselves the fu-

housekeeper, making bread and biscuit, ture mistresses interrogating their sub-

boiling potatoes which she herself had ordinates.

gathered from her own garden -
patch,

" ' Does ye expect me to do the wash-

and inviting her royal parents to meals in' with the cookin' ?
'

of her own preparing ;
and report says,

" ' Yes.'

that the dignitaries of the German court " * Thin I '11 niver go to that place !

'

have been horrified at the energetic de- " * And does ye expect me to get the
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early breakfast for yer husband to be "
Biddy and her mistress are two hu-

off in the train every mornin' ?
' man beings, with the same human wants.

" ' Yes.' Both want to escape trouble, to make
"'I niver does that, that ought to their life comfortable and easy, with the

be a second girl's work.' least outlay of expense. Biddy's capital
" ' How many servants does ye keep, is her muscles and sinews

;
and she

Ma'am ?' wants to get as many greenbacks in ex-
" ' Two.' change for them as her wit and shrewd-
" '

I niver lives with people that keeps ness will enable her to do. You feel,

but two servants.' when you bargain with her, that she is

" ' How many has ye in yer family ?
'

nothing to you, except so far as her
" ' Seven.' strength and knowledge may save you
" < That 's too large a family. Has care and trouble

;
and she feels that you

ye much company ?
' are nothing to her, except so far as she

" '

Yes, we have company occasion- can get your money for her work. The

ally.' free-and-easy airs of those seeking em-
"' Thin I can't come to ye; it'll be ployment show one thing, that the

too harrd a place.' country in general is prosperous, and
" In fact, the thing they were all in that openings for profitable employment

quest of seemed to be a very small fam- are so numerous that it is not thought

ily, with very high wages, and many necessary to try to conciliate favor. If

perquisites and privileges. the community were at starvation-point,
" This is the kind of work-people our and the loss of a situation brought fear

manners and institutions make of peo- of the almshouse, the laboring -class

pie that come over here. I remember would be more subservient. As it is,

one day seeing a coachman touch his there is a little spice of the bitterness

cap to his mistress when she spoke to of a past age of servitude in their pres-

him, as is the way in Europe, and hear- ent attitude, a bristling, self-defen-

ing one or two others saying among sive impertinence, which will gradually

themselves, smooth away as society learns to ac-
" ' That chap 's a greenie ; he '11 get commodate itself to the new order of

over that soon.'
"

things."
" All these things show," said I,

" that "
Well, but, papa," said Jennie,

" don't

the staff of power has passed from the you think all this a very severe test, if

hands of gentility into those of labor, applied to us women particularly, more
We may think the working -classes than to the men? Mr. Theophilus
somewhat unseemly in their assertion seems to think women are aristocrats,

of self-importance; but, after all, are and go for enslaving the lower classes

they, considering their inferior advan- out of mere selfishness
;
but I say that

tages of breeding, any more overbearing we are a great deal more strongly tempt-
and impertinent than the upper classes ed than men, because all these annoyan-
have always been to them in all ages ces and trials of domestic life come upon
and countries ? us. It is very insidious, the aristocrat-

" When Biddy looks long, hedges in ic argument, as it appeals to us
; there

her work with many conditions, and is seems much to be said in its favor. It

careful to get the most she can for the does appear to me that it is better to

least labor, is she, after all, doing any have servants and work -
people tidy,

more than you or I or all the rest of industrious, respectful, and decorous,
the world ? I myself will not write ar- as they are in Europe, than domineer-

ticles for five dollars a page, when there ing, impertinent, and negligent, as they
are those who will give me fifteen. I are here, and it seems that there is

would not do double duty as an editor something in our institutions that pro-
on a salary of seven thousand, when I duces these disagreeable traits : and I

could get ten thousand for less work. presume that the negroes will eventu-
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ally be travelling the same road as the bly all before it. Our war has been a

Irish, and from the same influences. marshalling of its armies, commanded
" When people see all these things, by a hard-handed, inspired man of the

and feel all the inconveniences of them, working-class. An intelligent Amer-
I don't wonder that they are tempted ican, recently resident in Egypt, says
not to like- democracy, and to feel as if it was affecting to notice the interest

aristocratic institutions made a more with which the working -classes there

agreeable state of society. It is not were looking upon our late struggle in

such a blank, bald, downright piece of America, and the earnestness of their

brutal selfishness as Mr. Theophilus wishes for the triumph of the Union,

there seems to suppose, for us to wish *
It is our cause, it is for us,' they said,

there were some quiet, submissive, la- as said the cotton-spinners of England
borious lower class, who would be con- and the silk -weavers of Lyons. The
tent to work for kind treatment and forces of this mighty movement are still

moderate wages." directed by a man from the lower or-

"
But, my little dear," said I,

" the ders, the sworn foe of exclusive privi-

matter is not left to our choice. Wish leges and landed aristocracies. If An-

it or not wish it, it 's what we evidently dy Johnson js consistent with himself,

can't have. The day for that thing is with the principles which raised him

past. The power is passing out of the from a tailor's bench to the head of

hands of the cultivated few into those a mighty nation, he will see to it that

of the strong, laborious many. Num- the .work that Lincoln began is so thor-

bers is the king of our era ;
and he will oughly done, that every man and every

reign over us, whether we will hear or woman in America, of whatever race

whether we will forbear. The signers or complexion, shall have exactly equal
for an obedient lower class and the rights before the law, and be free to rise

mourners for slavery may get ready or fall according to their individual in-

their crape, and have their pocket-hand- telligence, industry, and moral worth,

kerchiefs bordered with black ;
for they So long as everything is not strictly in

have much weeping to do, and for many accordance with our principles ofdemoc-

years to come. The good old feudal racy, so long as there is in any part of

times, when two thirds of the popula- the country an aristocratic upper class

tion thought themselves born only for who despise labor, and a laboring lower

the honor, glory, and profit of the other class that is denied equal political rights,

third, are gone, with all their beautiful so long this grinding and discord be-

devotions, all their trappings of song tween the two will never cease in Amer-

and story. In the land where such ica. It will make trouble not only in the

institutions were most deeply rooted South, but in the North, trouble be-

and mo^t firmly established, they are tween all employers and employed,
assailed every day by hard hands and trouble in every branch and depart-

stout hearts
;
and their position resem- ment of labor, trouble in every parlor

bles that of some of the picturesque ru- and every kitchen,

ins of Italy, which are constantly being
" What is it that has driven every,

torn away to build prosaic modern shops American woman out of domestic ser-

and houses. vice, when domestic service is full as

" This great democratic movement is well paid, is easier, healthier, and in

coming down into modern society with many cases far more agreeable, than

a march as irresistible as the glacier shop and factory work ? It is, more than

moves down from the mountains. Its anything else, the influence of slavery

front is in America, and beyond are in the South, its insensible influence

England, France, Italy, Prussia, and the on the minds of mistresses, giving them

Mohammedan countries. In all, the false ideas of what ought to be the po-

rights of the laboring masses are a sition and treatment of a female citizen

living force, bearing slowly and inevita- in domestic service, and its very marked
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influence on the minds of freedom - lov- dignity of labor, who know the value

ing Americans, causing them to choose of free and equal institutions, who have

any position rather than one which is enjoyed advantages for seeing their op-

regarded as assimilating them to slaves, eration, ought, in true brotherliness, to

It is difficult to say what are the very exercise the power given us by the pres-
worst results of a system so altogether ent position of the people ofthe Southern

bad as that of slavery ;
but one of the States, and put things thoroughly right

worst is certainly the utter contempt it for them, well knowing, that, though

brings on useful labor, and the conse- they may not like it at the moment,

quent utter physical and moral degrada- they will like it in the end, and that it

tion of a large body of the whites
;
and will bring them peace, plenty, and set-

this contempt of useful labor has been tied prosperity, such as they have long

constantly spreading like an infection envied here in the North. It is no

from the Southern to the Northern kindness to an invalid brother^ half re-

States, particularly among women, who, covered from delirium, to leave him a

as our friend here has truly said, are knife to cut his throat with, should he

by our worship and exaltation of them be so disposed. We should rather ap-
made peculiarly liable to take the ma- peal from Philip drunk to Philip sober,
laria of aristocratic society. Let any- and do real kindness, trusting to the

body observe the conversation in good future for our meed of gratitude,

society for an hour or two, and hear "
Giving equal political rights to all

the tone in which servant -girls, seam- the inhabitants of the Southern States

stresses, mechanics, and all who work will be their shortest way to quiet and
for their living, are sometimes mention- to wealth. It will avert what is else

ed, and he will see, that, while every almost certain, a war of races
;
since

one of the speakers professes to regard all experience shows that the ballot in-

useful labor as respectable, she is yet troduces the very politest relations be-

deeply imbued with the leaven of aris- tween the higher and lower classes. If

tocratic ideas. the right be restricted, let it be by re-
" In the South the contempt for labor quirements of property and education,

bred of slavery has so permeated soci- applying to all the population equally,

ety, that we see great, coarse, vulgar
"
Meanwhile, we citizens and citizen-

lazzaroni lying about in rags and ver- esses of the North should remember

min, and dependent on government ra- that Reconstruction means something
tions, maintaining, as their only source more than setting things right in the

of self-respect, that they never have Southern States. We have saved our

done and never will do a stroke of government and institutions, but we
useful work, in all their lives. In the have paid a fearful price for their sal-

North there are, I believe, no men who vation ; and we ought to prove now
would make such a boast ; but I think that they are worth the price,

there are many women beautiful, fas- " The empty chair, never to be filled,

cinating lazzaroni of the parlor and the light gone out on its candlestick,

boudoir who make their boast of el- never on earth to be rekindled, gal-

egant helplessness and utter incompe- lant souls that have exhaled to heaven

tence for any of woman's duties with in slow torture and starvation, -- the

equal naivete". The Spartans made precious blood that has drenched a

their slaves drunk, to teach their chil- hundred battle-fields, all call to us

dren the evils of intoxication ; and it with warning voices, and tell us not to

seems to be the policy of a large class let such sacrifices be in vain. They
in the South now to keep down and call on us by our clear understanding

degrade the only working-class they of the great principles of democratic

have, for the sake of teaching their chil- equality, for which our martyred breth-

dren to despise work. ren suffered and died, to show to all

" We of the North, who know the the world that their death was no mean
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and useless waste, but a glorious in- physical labor, and an intellectual or

vestment for the future of mankind. brain power, needing to be kept in or-
" This war, these sufferings, these der by brain labor. Work^ use, employ-

sacrifices, ought to make every Ameri- ment, is the condition of health in both
;

can man and woman look on himself and and he who works either to the neglect
herself as belonging to a royal priest- of the other lives but a half-life, and is

hood, a peculiar people. The blood of an imperfect human being,
our slain ought to be a gulf, wide and " The aristocracies of the Old World

deep as the Atlantic, dividing us from claim that their only labor should be

the opinions and the practices of coun- that of the brain
;
and they keep their

tries whose government and society physical system in order by violent ex-

are founded on other and antagonistic ercise, which is made genteel from the

ideas. Democratic republicanism has fact only that it is not useful or produc-
never yet been perfectly worked out tive. It would be losing caste to re-

either in this or any other country. It fresh the muscles by handling the plough
is a splendid edifice, half built, deform- or the axe ;

and so foxes and hares must
ed by rude scaffolding, noisy with the be kept to be hunted, and whole coun-

clink of trowels, blinding the eyes with ties turned ihto preserves, in order that

the dust of lime, and endangering our the nobility and gentry may have phys-
heads with falling brick. We make our ical exercise in a way befitting their sta-

way over heaps of shavings and lumber tion, that is to say, in a way that pro-
to view the stately apartments, we duces nothing, and does good only to

endanger our necks in climbing ladders themselves.

standing in the place of future stair- " The model republican uses his brain

cases
;
but let us not for all this cry out for the highest purposes of brain work,

that the old rat-holed mansions of for- and his muscles in productive physical
mer ages, with their mould, and moss, labor ;

and useful labor he respects
and cockroaches, are better than this above that which is merely agreeable,
new palace. There is no lime-dust, no " When this equal respect for physi-
clink of trowels, no rough scaffolding cal and mental labor shall have taken

there, to be sure, and life goes on very possession of every American citizen,

quietly; but there is the foul air of there will be no so-called laboring class :

slow and sure decay. there will no more be a class all mus-
u
Republican institutions in America cle without brain power to guide it,,

are in a transition state
; they have not and a class all brain without muscular

*

yet separated themselves from foreign power to execute. The labors of society
and antagonistic ideas and traditions, will be lighter, because each individual:

derived from old countries
;
and the la- will take his part in them ; they will be

bors necessary for the upbuilding of so- performed better, because no one will.

ciety are not yet so adjusted that there be overburdened.

is mutual pleasure and comfort in the "In those days, Miss Jennie, it will

relations of employer and employed, be an easier matter to keep house, be-

We still incline to class-distinctions and cause, house-work being no longer re-

aristocracies. We incline to the scheme garded as degrading drudgery, you will

of dividing the world's work into two find a superior class of women ready to

orders : first, physical labor, which is engage in it.

held to be rude and vulgar, and the "
Every young girl and woman, who

province of a lower class
;
and second, in her sphere and by her example shows,

brain labor, held to be refined and aris- that she is not ashamed of domestic la-

tocratic, and the province of a higher bor, and that she considers the neces-

class. Meanwhile, the Creator, who is sary work and duties of family life as

the greatest of levellers, has given to dignified and important, is helping to.

every human being both a physical sys- bring on this good day.^ Louis Philippe

tern, needing to be kept in order by once jestingly remarked, 'I have this,
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qualification for being a king in these the race of life, and all its prizes are,

days, that I have blacked my own boots, without respect of persons, to be ob-

and could black them again.' tained by the best runner, when ev-
"
Every American ought to cultivate, ery kind of useful labor is thoroughly

as his pride and birthright, the habit respected, then there will be a clear,

of self -
helpfulness. Our command of just, wholesome basis of intercourse

the labors of good employes in any on which employers and employed can

department is liable to such interrup- move without wrangling or discord,

tions, that he who has blacked his own "
Renouncing all claims to superior-

boots, and can do it again, is, on the ity on the one hand, and all thought of

whole, likely to secure the most com- servility on the other, service can be
fort in life. rendered by fair contracts and agree-
"As to that which Mr. Ruskin pro- ments, with that mutual respect and

nounces to be a deep, irremediable ulcer benevolence which every human being
in society, namely, domestic service, we owes to every other,

hold that the last workings of pure de- " But for this transition period, which

mocracy will cleanse and heal it. When is wearing out the life of so many worn-

right ideas are sufficiently spread, when en, and making so many households

everybody is self-helpful and capable of uncomfortable, I have some alleviating

being self-supporting, when there is suggestions, which I shall give in my
a fair start for every human being in next paper."

GRIFFITH GAUNT; OR, JEALOUSY.

CHAPTER IV. Continued.

HE uttered a little shout of joy and

amazement ;
his mare reared and

plunged, and then was quiet. And thus

Kate Peyton and he met, at right an-

gles, and so close that it looked as if

she had meant to ride him down.

How he stared at her ! How more

than mortal fair she shone, returning to

those bereaved eyes of his, as if she

had really dropped from heaven !

His clasped hands, his haggard face

channelled by tears, showed the keen

girl she was strong where she had

thought herself weak, and she comport-
ed herself accordingly, and in one mo-

ment took a much higher tone than she

had intended as she came along.
"

I am afraid," said she, very coldly,

"you will have to postpone your jour-

ney a day or two. I am grieved to tell

you- that poor Mr. Charlton is dead."

'Griffith uttered an exclamation.

" He asked for you ;
and messengers

are out after you on every side. You
must go to Bolton at once."

"
Well-a-day !

" said Griffith,
" has he

left me, too ? Good, kind old man, on

any other day I had found tears for

thee ! But now, methinks, happy are

the dead. Alas ! sweet mistress, I hop-
ed you came to tell me you had I

might what signifies what I hoped ?

when I saw you had deigned to ride af-

ter me. Why should I go to Bolton,

after all ?
"

"Because you will be an ungrateful

wretch else. What ! leave others to car-

ry your kinsman and your benefactor

to his grave, while you turn your back

on him, and inherit his estate ? For

shame, Sir ! for shame !

' :

Griffith expostulated, humbly.
" How hardly you judge me ! What

are Bolton Hall and Park to me now ?

They were to have been yours, you
know. And yours they shall be. I
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came between and robbed you. To be

sure, the old man knew my mind. He
said to himself,

' Griffith or Kate, what

matters it who has the land ? They
will live together on it.' But all that is

changed now ; you will never share it

with me ;
and so I do feel I have no

right to the place. Kate, my own Kate,
I have heard them sneer at you for be-

ing poor, and it made my heart ache.

I '11 stop that, any way. Go you in

my place to the funeral
;
he that is dead

will forgive me
;
his spirit knows now

what I endure ;
and I '11 send you a

writing, all sealed and signed, shall

make Bolton Hall and Park yours ;

and when you are happy with some
one you can love, as well as I love you,
think sometimes of poor jealous Grif-

fith, that loved you dear and grudged

you nothing ; but," grinding his teeth

and turning white,
"

I carft live in Cum-

berland, and see you in another man's

arms."

Then Catharine trembled, and could

not speak awhile ; but at last she fal-

tered out,
" You will make me hate you."
"God forbid !

" said simple Griffith.

"
Well, then, don't thwart me, and

provoke me so, but just turn your horse's

head and go quietly home to Bolton

Hall, and do your duty to the dead ana

the living. You can't go this way, for

me and my horse." Then, seeing him

waver, this virago faltered out, "And I

have been so tried to-day, first by one,

then by another, surely you might have

some pity on me. Oh ! oh ! oh ! oh !

"
Nay, nay," cried Griffith, all in a

flutter,
"

I '11 go without more words ;

as I am a gentleman, I will sleep at

Bolton this night, and will do my duty
to the dead and the living. Don't you
cry, sweetest

;
I give in. I find I have

no will but yours."
The next moment they were canter-

ing side by side, and never drew rein

till they reached the cross-roads.
" Now tell me one thing," stammered

Griffith, with a most ghastly attempt at

cheerful indifference. " How do you
happen to be on George Neville's

horse ?
"

Kate had been expecting this ques-
tion for some time ; yet she colored

high when it did come. However, she
had her answer pat. The horse was
in the stable-yard, and fresh

;
her own

was tired.

" What was I to do, Griffith ? And
now," added she, hastily,

" the sun will

soon set, and the roads are bad
; be

careful. I wish I could ask you to

sleep at our house ; but there are

reasons "

She hesitated ; she could not well

tell him George Neville was to dine

and sleep there.

Griffith assured her there was no

danger ; his mare knew every foot of

the way.

They parted : Griffith rode to Bolton,
and Kate rode home.

It was past dinner-time. She ran

up stairs, and hurried on her best gown
and her diamond comb. For she be-

gan to quake now at the prank she had

played with her guest's horse ;
and Na-

ture taught her that the best way to soft-

en censure is to be beautiful.

" On pardonne tout aux belles."

And certainly she was passing fair, and

queenly with her diamond comb.

She came down stairs and was re-

ceived by her father. He grumbled at

being kept waiting for dinner.

Kate easily appeased the good-natur-
ed Squire, and then asked what had

become of Mr. Neville.
"
6h, he is gone long ago ! Remem-

bered, all of a sudden, he had promised
to dine with a neighbor/'

Kate shook her head skeptically, but

said nothing. But a good minute after,

she inquired,
" How did he go ? on foot ?

"

The Squire did not know.

After dinner old Joe sought an inter-

view, and was admitted into the dining-

room.
" Be it all right about the gray horse,

Master ?
"

" What of him ?
" asked Kate.

" He be gone to Neville Court, Mis-

tress. But I suppose" (with a horrid

leer) "it is all right. Muster Neville-
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told me all about it. He said, says gravel in grave gigs, and sent in black-

he, edged cards to Griffith, and lowered
" ' Some do break a kine or the likes their voices, and bridled their brisk-

on these here j'yful occasions
;
other ness, and tried hard, poor souls ! to be

some do exchange goold rings. Your sad
; and were horribly complacent be-

young mistress and me, -we exchange neath that thin japan of venal sympa-
nags. She takes my pieball, I take her thy.

gray,' says he. * Saddle him for me, Griffith selected his Raven, and then

Joe,' says he, 'and wish me j'y.' sat down to issue numerous invitations.
" So I clapped Muster Neville's sad- The idea of eschewing funereal pomp

die on the gray, and a gave me a goold- had not yet arisen. A gentleman of that

en guinea, a did
;
and I was so struck day liked his very remains to make a

of a heap I let un go without wishing stir, and did not see the fun of stealing
on him j'y ; but I hollered it arter un, into his grave like a rabbit slipping
as hard as I could. How you looks ! aground. Mr. Charlton had even left

It be all right, bain't it ?
" behind him a sealed letter containing a

Squire Peyton laughed heartily, and list of the persons he wished to follow

said he concluded it was all right. him to the grave and attend the read-
" The piebald," said he,

"
is rising five, ing of his will. These were thirty-four,

and / 've had the gray ten years. We and amongst them three known to fame :

have got the sunny side of that bargain, namely, George Neville, Esq., Edward

Joe." Peyton, Esq., and Miss Catharine Pey-
He gave Joe a glass of wine and sent ton.

him off, inflated with having done a good To all and each of the thirty -four

stroke in horseflesh. young Gaunt wrote a formal letter, in-

As for Kate, she was red as fire, and viting them to pay respect to their de-

kept her lips close as wax
;
not a word ceased friend, and to honor himself, by

could be got out of her. The less she coming to Bolton Hall at nigh noon on

said, the more she thought. She was Saturday next. These letters, in corn-

thoroughly vexed, and sore perplexed pliance with another custom of the time

how to get her gray horse back from and place, were all sent by mounted
such a man as George Neville ; and messengers, and the answers came on

yet she could not help laughing at the horseback, too ;. so there was much

trick, and secretly admiring this cheva- clattering of hoofs coming and going,

Her, who had kept his mortification to and much roasting, baking, drinking of

himself, and parried an affront so gal- ale, and bustling, all along of him who

lantly. lay so still in an upper chamber.
" The good-humored wretch !

" said And every man and woman came to

she to herself. " If Griffith ever -goes Mr. Gaunt to ask his will and advice,

away again, he will have me, whether I however simple the matter ; and the

like or no. No lady could resist the servants turned very obsequious, and

monster long without some other man laid themselves out to please the new
close at hand to help her." master, and retain their old places.

And, what with the sense of authori-

ty, and the occupation, and growing
CHAPTER V. ambition, love-sick Griffith grew anoth-

er man, and began to forget that two

As, when a camel drops in the des- days ago he was leaving the country

ert, vultures, hitherto unseen, come fly- and going to give up the whole game,

ing from the horizon, so Mr. Charlton He found time to send Kate a loving
had no sooner succumbed than the air letter, but no talk of marriage in it. He
darkened with undertakers flocking to remembered she had asked him to give
Bolton for a lugubrious job. They rode her time. Well, he would take her ad-

up on black steeds, they crunched the vice.
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It wanted just three days to the funer-

al, when Mr. Charlton's own carriage,

long unused, was found to be out of

repair. Griffith had it sent to the near-

est town, and followed it on that and

other business. Now it happened to

be what the country folk called u
jus-

ticing day
"

;
and who should ride into

the yard of the " Roebuck " but the new

magistrate. Mr. Neville ? He alighted
off a great bony gray horse before Grif-

fith's very nose, and sauntered into a

private room.

Griffith looked, and looked, and,

scarcely able to believe his senses, fol-

lowed Neville's horse to the stable, and
examined him all round-

Griffith was sore perplexed, and stood

at the stable-door glaring at the horse ;

and sick misgivings troubled him. He
forgot the business he came about, and
went and hung about the bar, and tried

to pick up a clew to this mystery. The

poor wretch put on a miserable assump-
tion of indifference, and asked one or

two of the magistrates if that was not

Mr. Peyton's gray horse young Neville

had ridden in upon.
Now amongst these gentlemen was a

young squire Miss Peyton had refused,

and galled him. He had long owed
Gaunt a grudge for seeming to succeed

where he had notably failed, and now,

hearing him talk so much about the

gray, he smelt a rat He stepped into

the parlor and told Neville Gaunt was

fuming about the gray horse, and ques-

tioning everybody. Neville, though he

put so bold a face on his recent adven-

ture at Peyton Hall, was secretly smart-

ing, and quite disposed to sting Gaunt
in return. He saw a tool in this treach-

erous young squire, his name was

Galton, and used him accordingly.

Galton, thoroughly primed by Nev-

ille, slipped back, and, choosing his op-

portunity, poisoned Griffith Gaunt
And this is how he poisoned him.
"
Oh," said he,

" Neville has bought
the gray nag ; and cost him dear, it

did."

Griffith gave a sigh of relief; for he
at once concluded old Peyton had sold

his daughter's very horse. He resolved

to buy her a better one next week with

Mr. Charlton's money.
But Galton, who was only playing

with him, went on to explain that Nev-
ille had paid a double price for the nag :

he had given Miss Peyton his piebald
horse in exchange, and his troth into

the bargain. In short, he lent the mat-

ter so adroit a turn, that the exchange
of horses seemed to be Kate's act as

much as Neville's, and the inference in-

evitable.
"

It is a falsehood !

"
gasped Griffith.

"
Nay," said Galton,

"
I had it on the

best authority : but you shall not quar-
rel with me about it ; the lady is nought
to me, and I but tell the tale as 't was
told to me."

" Then who told it you ?
"
said Gaunt,

sternly.
"
Why, it is all over the country, for

that matter."
" No subterfuges, Sir ! I am the lady's

servant, and you know it : this report,

it slanders her, and insults me : give
me the author, or I 11 lay my hunting-

whip on your bones."

"Two can play at that game," said

Galton ; but he turned pale at the pros-

pect of the pastime.
Griffith strode towards him, black

with ire.

Then Galton stammered out,
" It was Neville himself told me."
" Ah !

" said Griffith ;

"
I thought so.

He is a liar, and a coward."
"

I would not advise you to tell him

so," said the other, maliciously. "He
has killed his man in France : spitted

him like a larlc"

Griffith replied by a smile of con-

tempt
" Where is the man ?

"
said he, after

a pause.
" How should I know ?

" asked Gal-

ton, innocently.
" Where did you leave him five min-

utes ago ?
>:

Galton was dumbfoundered at this

stroke, and could find nothing to say.

And now, as often happens, the mat-

ter took a turn not in the least antici-

pated by the conspirators.
" You must come with me, Sir, if you
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please," said Griffith, quietly : and he
took Galton's arm.

"
Oh, with all my heart," said the

other. "
But, Mr. Gaunt, do not you

take these idle reports to heart : / never

do. What the Devil, where are you car-

rying me to ? For Heaven's sake, let

this foolish business go no farther."

For he found Griffith was taking him
to the very room where Neville was.

Griffith deigned no reply ; he just

opened the door of the room in ques-

tion, and walked the tale-bearer into

the presence of the tale-maker. George
Neville rose and confronted the pair
with a vast appearance of civility ; but

under it a sneer was just discernible.

The rivals measured each other from

head to foot, and then Neville inquired
to what he owed the honor of this visit.

Griffith replied,
" He tells me you told him Miss Pey-

ton has exchanged horses with you."
"
Oh, you indiscreet person !

"
said

George, shaking his ringer playfully at

Galton.
"
And, by the same token, has plight-

ed her troth to you."
" Worse and worse," said George.

"
Galton, I '11 never trust you with any

secrets again. Besides, you exagger-
ate."

"
Come, Sir," said Griffith, sternly,

"this Ned Galton was but your tool,

and your mouth-piece ; and therefore I

bring him in here to witness my reply
to you : Mr. George Neville, you are a

liar and a scoundrel."

George Neville bounded to his feet

like a tiger.
"

I '11 have your life for those two

words," he cried.

Then he suddenly governed himself

by a great eifort.

"
It is not for me to bandy foul terms

with a Cumberland savage," said he.
" Name your time and place."

"
I will. Ned Galton, you may go.

I wish to say a few words in private to

Mr. Neville."

Galton hesitated.
" No violence, Gentlemen : consider."
" Nonsense !

"
said Neville. " Mr.

Gaunt and I are going to fight : we are

not going to brawl. Be so good as to

leave us."
"
Ay," said Griffith ;

" and if you re-

peat a word of all this, woe be to your
skin !

"

As soon as he was gone, Griffith

Gaunt turned very grave and calm, and

said to George Neville,
" The Cumberland savage has been

better taught than to expose the lady he

loves to gossiping tongues."
Neville colored up to the eyes at this

tlirust.

Griffith continued,
" The least you can do is to avoid

fresh scandal."
"

I shall be happy to cooperate with

you so far," said Neville, stiffly.
"

I

undertake to keep Galton silent ;
and

for the rest, we have only to name an

early hour for meeting, and confide it

to but one discreet friend apiece who
will attend us to the field. Then there

will be no gossip, and no bumpkins nor

constables breaking in : such things
have happened in this country, I hear."

It was Wednesday. They settled to

meet on Friday at noon on a hillside

between Bolton and Neville's Court.

The spot was exposed, but so wild and

unfrequented that no interruption was

to be feared. Mr. Neville being a prac-

tised swordsman, Gaunt chose pistols,

a weapon at which the combatants

were supposed to be pretty equal. To
this Neville very handsomely consented.

By this time a stiff and elaborate ci-

vility had taken the place of their heat,

and at parting they bowed both long and

low to each other.

Griffith left the inn and went into the

street ; and as soon as he got there,

he began to realize what he had done,
and that in a day or two he might very

probably be a dead man. The first

thing he did was to go with sorrowful

face and heavy step to Mr. Houseman's
office.

Mr. Houseman was a highly respect-
able solicitor. His late father and he

had long enjoyed the confidence of the

gentry, and this enabled him to avoid

litigious business, and confine himself

pretty much to the more agreeable and
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lucrative occupation of drawing wills, a card was handed in to Mr. Houseman

settlements, and conveyances, and ef- that seemed to cause him both surprise

fecting loans, sales, and transfers. He and pleasure.

visited the landed proprietors, and dined " In five minutes," said he to the

with them, and was a great favorite in clerk. Griffith took the hint, and bade

the country. him good-bye directly.
"
Justicing day

"
brought him many As he went out, the gentleman who

visits
;
so on that day he was always at had sent in his card rose from a seat in

his place of business. Indeed, a client the outer office to go in.

was with him when Griffith called, and It was Mr. George Neville,

the young gentleman had to wait in the Griffith Gaunt and he saluted and

outer office for full ten minutes. scanned each other curiously. They
Then a door opened and the client in little thought to meet again so soon,

question came out, looking mortified The clerks saw nothing more than two

and anxious. It was Squire Peyton, polite gentlemen passing each other.

At sight of Gaunt, who had risen to

take his vacant place, Kate's father gave The more Griffith thought of the ap-
him a stiff nod, and an unfriendly glance, preaching duel, the less he liked it. He
then hurried away. was an impulsive man, for one thing ;

Griffith was hurt at his manner. He and with such, a cold fit naturally suc-

knew very well Mr. Peyton looked high- ceeds a hot one. And besides, as his

er for his daughter than Griffith Gaunt : heat abated, Reason and Reflection

but for all that the old gentleman had made themselves heard, and told him

never shown him any personal dislike that in a contest with a formidable rival

or incivility until this moment. he was throwing away an advantage.
So Griffith could not but fear that After all, Kate had shown him great

Neville was somehow at the bottom of favor ; she had ridden Neville's horse

this, and that the combination was very after him, and made him resign his pur-

strong against him. Now in thus inter- pose of leaving her
; surely, then, she

preting Mr. Peyton's manner he fell preferred him on the whole to Neville :

into a very common error and fruitful yet he must go and risk his chance of

cause of misunderstanding. We go and possessing her upon a personal encoun-

fancy that Everybody is thinking of us. ter, in which Neville was at least as

But he is not : he is like us
; he is likely to kill him as he to kill Nev-

thinking of himself. ille. He saw too late that he was
"
Well, well," thought Griffith,

"
if I playing his rival's game. He felt cold

am not to have her, what better place and despondent, and more and more
for me than the grave ?

" convinced that he should never marry
He entered Mr. Houseman's private Kate, but that she would very likely

room and opened his business at once. bury him.

But a singular concurrence of cir- With all this he was too game to re-

cumstances induced Lawyer Houseman coil, and indeed he hated his rival too

to confide to a third party the substance deeply. So, like many a man before

of what passed between this young him, he was going doggedly to the field

gentleman and himself. So, to avoid against his judgment, with little to win

repetition, the best way will be to let and all to lose.

Houseman tell this part of my tale, in- His deeper and more solemn anxie-

stead of me
; and I only hope his com- ties were diversified by a lighter one.

munication, when it comes, may be half A few days ago he had invited half the

as interesting to my reader as it was to county to bury Mr. Charlton on Satur-

his hearer. day, the igth of February. But now
Suffice it for me to say that lawyer he had gone and fixed Friday the

and client were closeted a good hour, i8th for a duel. A fine thing, if he

and were still conversing together when should be himself a corpse on Friday
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afternoon ! Who was to receive the do almost what she liked with either of

guests ? who conduct the funeral ? them. Now, whatever might have been
The man, with all his faults, had a her faults, she was a proud girl, and an

grateful heart ;
and Mr. Charlton was intelligent one : it mortified her pride

his benefactor, and he felt he had no to see her father borrowing here, and

right to go and get himself killed until borrowing there, and unable to repay ;

he had paid the last rites to his best and she had also observed that he al-

friend. ways celebrated a new loan by a new
The difficulty admits of course of a extravagance, and so was never a penny

comic view, and smells Hibernian ; but the richer for borrowed money. He had
these things seem anything but droll to inadvertently let fall that he should ap-
those whose lives and feelings are at ply to Houseman. She raised no open
stake

; and, indeed, there was something objection, but just mounted Piebald, and
chivalrous and touching in Griffith's vex- rode off to Houseman, and made him
ation at the possibility of his benefac- solemnly promise her not to lend her

tor being buried without due honors, ow- father a shilling.

ing to his own intemperate haste to be Houseman kept his word
;
but his re-

killed. He resolved to provide against fusal cost him more pain than he had
that contingency : so, on the Thursday, calculated on when he made the prom-
he wrote an urgent letter to Mr. House- ise. Squire Peyton had paid him thou-

man, telling him he must come early to sands, first and last
;
and when he left

the funeral, and be prepared to conduct Houseman's room, with disappointment,
it. mortification, and humiliation deeply

This letter was carried to Mr. House- marked on his features, usually so hand-

man's office at three o'clock on Thurs- some and jolly, the lawyer felt sorry and

day afternoon. ashamed, and did not show it.

Mr. Houseman was not at home. He But it rankled in him
; and the very

was gone to a country-house nine miles next day he took advantage of a little

distant. .But Griffith's servant was well business he had to do in Mr. Peyton's

mounted, and had peremptory orders ; neighborhood, and drove to Peyton
so he rode after Mr. Houseman, and Hall, and asked for Mistress Kate,

found him at Mr. Peyton's house, His was a curious errand. Indeed, I

whither, if you please, we, too, will fol- think it would not be easy to find a par-
low him. allel to it.

In the first place, you must know that For here was an attorney calling upon
the real reason why Mr. Peyton looked a beautiful girl, to do what ?

so savage, coming out of Mr. House- To soften her.

man's office, was this : Neville had said On a daughter, to do what ?

no more about the hundred pounds, To persuade her to permit him to

and, indeed, had not visited the house lend her father ^100 on insufficient

since
;
so Peyton, who had now begun security.

to reckon on this sum, went to House- Well, he reminded her of his ancient

man to borrow it. But Houseman po- obligations to her family, and assured

litely declined to lend it him, and gave her he could well afford to risk a hun-

excellent reasons. All this was natural dred or even a thousand pounds. He

enough, common enough ; but the real then told her that her father had shown
reason why Houseman declined was a great pain at his refusal, and that he

truly singular one. The fact is, Catha- himself was human, and could not di-

rine Peyton had made him promise to vest himself of gratitude and pity and

refuse. good-nature, all for ^160.
Between that young lady and the "In a word," said he, "I have brought

Housemans, husband and wife, there the money ; and you must give in for

was a sincere friendship, founded on this once, and let me lend it him with-

mutual esteem ; and Catharine could out more ado."
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Miss Peyton was gratified and affect-

ed, and a tear trembled a moment in her

eye, but went in-doors again, and left

her firm as a rock sprinkled with dew.

She told him she could quite understand

his feeling, and thanked him for it
;
but

she had long and seriously weighed the

matter, and could not release him from

his promise.
" No more of this base borrowing,"

said she, and clenched her white teeth

indomitably.
He attacked her with a good many

weapons ; but she parried them all so

gently, yet so nobly, and so successfully,

that he admired her more than ever.

Still, lawyers fight hard, and die very
hard. Houseman got warm in his cause,
and cross-examined this defendant, and
asked her whether she would refuse to

lend her father ^100 out of a full purse.
This question was answered only by

a flash of her glorious eyes, and a mag-
nificent look of disdain at the doubt im-

plied.

"Well, then," said Houseman, "be

your father's surety for repayment, with

interest at six per centum, and then

there will be nothing in the business to

wound your dignity. I have many hun-

dreds out at six per centum."
" Excuse me : that would be dishon-

est," said Kate
;

"
I have no money to

repay you with."
" But you have expectations."
"
Nay, not I."

"
I beg your pardon.'-

" Methinks I should know, Sir. What
expectations have I ? and from whom ?

"

Houseman fidgeted on his seat, and

then, with some hesitation, replied,
"
Well, from two that I know of."

" You are jesting, methinks, good Mr.

Houseman," said she, reproachfully.
"
Nay, dear Mistress Kate, I wish you

too well to jest on such a theme."
The lawyer then fidgeted again on his

seat in silence, sign of an inward strug-

gle, during which Kate's eye watched
him with some curiosity. At last his*

wavering balance inclined towards re-

vealing something or other.

"Mistress Kate,' said he, "my wife

and I are both your faithful friends and

humble admirers. We often say you
would grace a coronet, and wish you
were as rich as you are good and beau-

tiful."

Kate turned her lovely head away, and

gave him her hand. That incongruous

movement, so full of womanly grace and

feeling, and the soft pressure of her

white hand, completed her victory, and
the remains of Houseman's reserve

melted away.
"
Yes, my dear young lady," said he,

warmly,
"

I have good news for you ;

only mind, not a living soul must ever

know it from your lips. Why, I am go-

ing to do for you what I never did in

my life before, going to tell you some-

thing that passed yesterday in my office.

But then I know you ; you are a young

lady out of a thousand ;
I can trust you

to be discreet and silent, can I not ?
"

" As the grave."

"Well, then, my young mistress, in

truth it was like a play, though the scene

was but a lawyer's office
"

" Was it ?
"
cried Kate. " Then you

set me all of a flutter ; you must sup

here, and sleep here. Nay, nay," said

she, her eyes sparkling with animation,
"

I '11 take no denial. My father dines

abroad : we shall have the house to our-

selves."

Her interest was keenly excited : but

she was a true woman, and must co-

quette with her very curiosity ;
so she

ran off to see with her own eyes that

sheets were aired, and a roasting fire

lighted in the blue bed -room for her

guest
While she was away, a servant brought

in Griffith Gaunt's letter, and a sheet of

paper had to be borrowed to answer it.

The answer was hardly written and

sent out to Griffith's servant, when sup-

per and the fair hostess came in almost

together.
After supper fresh logs were heaped

on the fire, and the lawyer sat in a cosey

arm-chair, and took out his diary, and

several papers, as methodically as if he

was going to lay the case by counsel

before a judge of assize.

Kate sat opposite him with her gray

eyes beaming on him all the time, and
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searching for the hidden meaning of ev-

erything he told her. During the recital

which follows, her color often came and

went, but those wonderful eyes never

left the narrator's face a moment.

They put the attorney on his mettle,

and he elaborated the matter more than

I should have done : he articulated his

topics ; marked each salient fact by a

long pause. In short, he told his story
like an attorney, and not like a roman-

cist. I cannot help that, you know ;
I

'm not Procrustes.

"
I assented, generally ;

but I request-
ed him, by way of needful preliminary,
to obtain for me a copy of Mr. Charl-

ton's will, under which, as I have al-

ways understood, the said Griffith in-

herits whatever real estate he hath to

bequeath.

"Mr. Griffith Gaunt then replied to

me, that Mr. Charlton's will was in Lon-

don, and the exact terms of it could not

be known until after the funeral, that

is to say, upon the nineteenth instant.

"
Thereupon I explained to Mr. Gaunt

MR. HOUSEMAN'S LITTLE NARRATIVE, that I must see and know what proper-
ties were devised in the will aforesaid,

"
WEDNESDAY, the seventeenth day by the said Charlton, to Gaunt afore-

of February, at about one of the clock, said, and how devised and Described,

called on me at my place of business Without this, I said, I could not cor-

Mr. Griffith Gaunt, whom I need not rectly and sufficiently describe the same
here describe, inasmuch as his person in the instrument I was now requested
and place of residence are well known to prepare,
to the court what am I saying ? I

mean, well known to yourself, Mistress " Mr. Gaunt did not directly reply to

Kate. this objection. But he pondered a lit-

tle while, and then asked me if it were
" The said Griffith, on entering my not possible for him, by means of gen-

room, seemed moved, and I might say eral terms, to convey to a sole legatee

distempered, and did not give himself whatever lands, goods, chattels, etc.,

time to salute me and receive my obei- Mr. Charlton might hereafter prove to

sance, but addressed me abruptly and have devised to him, the said Griffith

said as follows :
* Mr. Houseman, I am Gaunt,

come to make my will.'
'

(
" Dear me !

"
said Kate : then blush- "

I admitted this was possible, but ob-

ed, and was more on her guard.) jected that it was dangerous. I let him

know that in matters of law general
"I seated the young gentleman, and terms area fruitful source of dispute,

then replied, that his resolution afore- and I said I was one of those who hold

said did him credit, the young being as it a duty to avert litigation from our cli-

mortal as the old. I said further, that ents.

many disasters had happened, in my ex-

perience, owing to the obstinacy with "
Thereupon Mr. Gaunt drew out of

which men, in the days of their strength, his bosom a pocket-book. .

shut their eyes to the precarious tenure

under which all sons of Adam hold ex- " The said pocket-book was shown to

istence
;
and so, many a worthy gentle- me by the said Gaunt, and I say it con-

man dies in his sins, and, what is tained a paragraph from a newspaper,

worse, dies intestate. which I believe to have been cutout of

the said newspaper with a knife, or a
" But the said Griffith interrupted me pair of scissors, or some trenchant in-

with some signs of impatience, and ask- strument
;
and the said paragraph pur-

ed me bluntly, would I draw his will, and ported to contain an exact copy of a cer-

have it executed on the spot. tain will and testament under which
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(as is, indeed, matter of public notori-

ety) one Dame Butcher hath inherited

and now enjoys the lands, goods, and

chattels of a certain merry parson late

deceased in these parts, and, / believe,

little missed.

" Mr. Gaunt would have me read the

will and testament aforesaid, and I

read it accordingly: and inasmuch as

bad things are best remembered, the

said will and testament did, by its sin-

gularity and profaneness, fix itself forth-

with in my memory ;
so that I can by

no means dislodge it thence, do what I

may.
" The said document, to the best of

my memory and belief, runneth after

this fashion.
" *

I, John Raymond, clerk, at pres-

ent residing at Whitbeck, in the County
of Cumberland, being a man sound in

body, mind, and judgment, do deliver

this as my last will and testament.
" '

I give and bequeath all my real

property, and all my personal property,
and all tne property, whether real or

personal, I may hereafter possess or

become entitled to, to my housekeeper,

Janet Butcher.

"'And I appoint Janet Butcher my
sole executrix, and I make Janet Butch-

er my sole residuary legatee ;
save and

except that I leave my solemn curse to

any knave who hereafter shall at any
time pretend that he does not under-

stand the meaning of this my will and

testament.'
'

(Catharine smiled a little at this last

bequest.)

" Mr. Gaunt then solemnly appealed
to me as an honest man to tell him
whether the aforesaid document was

bad, or good, in law.

"
I was fain to admit that it was suf-

ficient in law
;
but I qualified, and said

I thought it might be attacked on the

score of the hussy's undue influence,

and the testator's apparent insanity.

Nevertheless, I concluded candidly that

neither objection would prevail in our

courts, owing to the sturdy prejudice

in the breasts of English jurymen, whose

ground of faith it is that every man has

a right to do what he will with his own,
and even to do it how he likes.

" Mr. Gaunt did speedily abuse this

my candor. He urged me to lose no

time, but to draw his will according to

the form and precedent in that case

made and provided by this mad parson ;

and my clerks, forsooth, were to be the

witnesses thereof.

"
I refused, with some heat, to sully

my office by allowing such an instru-

ment to issue therefrom
; and I asked

the said Gaunt, in high dudgeon, for

what he took me.

"Mr. Gaunt then offered, in reply,
two suggestions that shook me. Im-

primis, he told me the person to whom
he now desired to leave his all was Mis-

tress Catharine Peyton." (An ejacula-
tion from Kate.)

"
Secundo, he said he

would go straight from me to that cox-

comb Harrison, were I to refuse to serve

him in the matter.

" On this, having regard to your in-

terest and my own, I temporized : I of-

fered to let him draw a will after his

parson's precedent, and I agreed it

should be witnessed in my office ; only
I stipulated that next week a proper
document should be drawn by myself,
with due particulars, on two sheets of

paper, and afterwards engrossed and
witnessed: and to this Mr. Gaunt as-

sented, and immediately drew his will

according to newspaper precedent

" But when I came to examine his

masterpiece, I found he had taken ad-

vantage of my pliability to attach an

unreasonable condition, to wit : that the

said Catharine should forfeit all interest

under this will, in case she should ever

marry a certain party therein nominat-

ed, specified, and described."

("Now that was Griffith all over,"

cried 'Catharine, merrily.)

" I objected stoutly to this. I took

\
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leave to remind the young gentleman,
"

I, Griffith Gaunt, late of the Eyrie,

that, when a Christian man makes his and now residing at Bolton Hall, in the

last will and testament, he should think County of Cumberland, being sound in

of the grave and of the place beyond, body and mind, do deliver this as my
whither we may carry our affections, last will and testament. I give and
but must leave the bundle of our hates bequeath all the property, real or per-

behind, the gate being narrow. I even sonal, which I now possess or may
went so far as to doubt whether such a hereafter become entitled to, to my dear

proviso could stand in law; and I also friend and mistress, Catharine Peyton,

put a practical query : what was to hin- daughter of Henry Peyton, Esquire, of

der the legatee from selling the proper- Peyton Hall : provided always that the

ty and diverting the funds, and then said Catharine Peyton shall at no time

marrying whom she liked ? within the next ten years marry George
Neville of Neville's Court in this coun-

" Mr. Gaunt was deaf to reason. He ty. But should the said Catharine mar-

bade me remember that he was neither ry the said George within ten years of

saint nor apostle, but a poor gentle- this day, then I leave all my said prop-
man of Cumberland, who saw a stran- erty, in possession, remainder, or rever-

ger come between him and his lover sion, to my heir-at-law."

dear: with that he was much moved,
and did not conclude his argument at The fair legatee read this extraor-

all, but broke off, and was fain to hide dinary testament more than once. At
his face with both hands awhile. In last she handed it back to Mr. House-

truth, this touched me ; and I looked man without a word. But her cheek

another way, and began to ask myself, was red, and her eyes glistening,

why should I interfere, who, after all, Mr. Houseman was surprised at her

know not your heart in the matter
; and, silence ;

and as he was curiotfs to know
to be brief, I withstood him and Par- her heart, he sounded her, asked her

son's law no more, but sent his draught what she thought of that part of his

will to the clerks, the which they copied story. But she evaded him with all the

fair in a trice, and the duplicates were tact of her sex.

signed and witnessed in red-hot haste,
" What ! that is not all, then ?

" said

as most of men's follies are done, for she, quickly.

that matter. Houseman replied, that it was barely
half.

" The paper writing now produced
" Then tell me all, pray tell me all,"

and shown to me tush ! what am I said Kate, earnestly,

saying ? I mean, the paper writing I "I am here to that end," said House-
now produce and show to you is the man, and recommenced his narrative,

draught ofthe will aforesaid, in the hand-

writing of the testator."
" The business being done to Mr.

Gaunt's satisfaction, though not to mine,
And with this he handed Kate Pey- we fell into some friendly talk

;
but in

ton Griffith Gaunt's will, and took a the midst of it my clerk Thomas brought

long and satirical pinch of snuff while me in the card of a gentlemanjihom I

she examined it. was very desirous to secure as a* client.

Miss Peyton took the will in her

white hands and read it. But, in read- " Mr. Gaunt, I think, read my mind ;

ing it, she held it up and turned it so for he took leave of me forthwith. I

that her friend could not see her face attended him to the door, and then wel-

while she read it, but only her white corned the gentleman aforesaid. It was

hands, in which the document rustled a no other than Mr. George Neville.

little.

It ran thus :

" Mr. Neville, after such gracious
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civilities as his native breeding and for- belonging thereto, containing by esti-

eign travel have taught him, came to mation three hundred and seventy-six

business, and requested me to draw acres three roods and five perches, be
his will." the same little more or less, to hold to

(" La !

"
said Kate.) her the said Catharine Peyton, her heirs

and assigns, forever."
"

I was a little startled, but hid it and

took his instructions. . This done, I re- The legatee laid down the paper, and

quested to see the title-deeds of his es- leaned her head softly on her fair hand,
tates, with a view to describing them, and her eyes explored vacancy,
and he went himself to his banker's for " What means all this ?

"
said she,

them and placed them in my hands. aloud, but to herself.

Mr. Houseman undertook the office
"

I then promised to have the will of interpreter.

ueady in a week or ten days. But Mr. " Means ? Why, that he has left you
Neville, with many polite regrets for one of the snuggest estates in the coun-

hurrying me, told me upon his honor he ty. 'T is not quite so large as Bolton ;

could give me but twenty -four hours, but lies sunnier, and the land richer.
* After that,' said he, 'it might be too Well, Mistress, was I right? Are you
late.'

!

not good for a thousand pounds ?
"

(" Ah !" said Miss Peyton.) Kate, still manifestly thinking of

something else, let fall, as it were, out
" Determined to retain my new client, of her mouth, that Mr. Gaunt and Mr.

I set my clerks to work, and this very Neville were both men in the flower of

day was engrossed, signed, and witness- their youth, and how was she the richer

ed, the last will and testament of George for their folly ?

Neville, Esquire, of Neville's Court, in "Why," said Houseman, "you will

the County of Cumberland, and Leices- not have to wait for the death of these

ter Square, London, where he hath a testators, Heaven forbid! But what
noble mansion. does all this making of wills show me ?

That both these gentlemen are deep in
" Now as to the general disposition of love with you, and you can pick and

his lands, manorial rights, messuages, choose
;

I say, you can wed with Bol-

tenements, goods, chattels, etc., and his ton Hall or Neville's Court to-morrow ;

special legacies to divers ladies and so, prithee, let the Squire have his hun-

gentlemen and domestic servants, these dred pounds, and do you repay me at

I will not reveal even to you. your leisure."

Miss Peyton made no reply, but lean-
" The paper I now produce is a copy ed her exquisite head upon her hand

of that particular bequest which I have and pondered.
decided to communicate to you in strict She did not knit her brows, nor labor

and sacred confidence." visibly at the mental oar ; yet a certain

And he handed her an extract from reposeful gravity and a fixity of the

George Neville's will. thoughtful eye showed she was apply-
Miss Peyton then read what fol- ing all the powers of her mind,

lows :
J Mr. Houseman was not surprised at

" And I give and bequeath to Mis- that : his own wife had but little intel-

tress Catharine Peyton, of Peyton Hall, lect ; yet had he seen her weigh two

in the said County of Cumberland, in rival bonnets in mortal silence, and

token of my respect and regard, all that with all the seeming profundity of a

my freehold estate called Moniton judge on the bench. And now this

Grange, with the messuage or tenement young lady was doubtless weighing

standing and being thereon, and the farms with similar gravity, care, and

farm-yard buildings and appurtenances intelligence.
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But as this continued, and still she about a lady : I 'm told it was about a

did not communicate her decision, he horse, some bet belike."

asked her point-blank which of the two Catharine uttered a faint cry.

she settled to wed: Neville's Court or "About a horse?" said she. "Not
Bolton Grange. about a gray horse ?

"

Thus appealed to, Miss Peyton turn- "
Nay, that is more than I know."

ed her great eye on him, without really
"
High words about a horse," said

looking at him, and replied, Catharine, "and they are making their
" You have made me very uneasy." wills. Oh ! my mind misgave me from

He stared. She relapsed into thought the first." And she turned pale. Pres-

a moment, and then, turning to House- ently she clasped her hands together,

man, asked him how he accounted for " Mr. Houseman !

" she cried,
" what

those two gentlemen making their wills, shall I do ? What ! do you not see that

They were very young to make their both their lives are in danger, and that

wills all of a sudden. is why they make their wills ? And how
"
Why," said Houseman,

" Mr. Nev- should both their lives be in danger, but

ille is a man of sense, and every man from each other ? Madmen ! they have

of sense makes his will
;
and as for quarrelled ; they are going to fight,

Mr. Gaunt, he has just come into pros- fight to the death
;
and I fear it is about

pect of an estate
; that 's why." me, me, who love neither of them,

"
Ah, but why could not Griffith wait you know."

till after the funeral ?
" " In that case, let them fight," said her

"
Oh, clients are always in a hurry." legal adviser, dispassionately.

" Which-
" So you see nothing in it? nothing ever fool gets killed, you will be none

alarming, I mean ?
" the poorer." And the dog wore a sober

"
Nothing very alarming. Two land- complacency.

ed proprietors in love with you ; that is Catharine turned her large eyes on
all." him with horror and amazement, but

"But, dear Mr. Houseman, that is said nothing.
what makes me uneasy : at this rate, As for the lawyer, he was more struck

they must look on one another as as with her sagacity than with anything.
rivals ;

and you know rivals are some- He somewhat overrated it, not being
times enemies." aware of the private reasons she had

"
Oh, I see now," said Houseman : for thinking that her two testators were

"
you apprehend a quarrel between the enemies to the death,

gentlemen. Of course there is no love "
I almost think you are right," said

lost between them : but they met in my he ; "for I got a curious missive from

office and saluted each other with perfect Mr. Gaunt scarce an hour agone, and

civility. I saw them with my own eyes." he says let me see what he says
"

" Indeed ! I am glad to hear that,
"
Nay, let me see," said Kate,

very glad. I hope it was only a coin- On that he handed her Griffith's note,

cidence then, their both making their It ran thus :

wills."
"
Nothing more, you may depend : nei- "It is possible I may not be able to

ther of them knows from me what the conduct the funeral. Should this be so,

other has done, nor ever will." I appoint you to act for me. So, then,
" That is true," said Kate, and seem- good Mr. Houseman, let me count on

ed considerably relieved. you to be here at nine of the clock. For

To ease her mind entirely, Houseman Heaven's sake fail me not.

went on to say, that, as to the report that " Your humble servant,

high words had passed between the cli- " G. G."

ents in question at the "
Roebuck," he

had no doubt it was exaggerated. This note left no doubt in Kate's

"Besides," said he, "that was not mind.
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"
Now, first of all," said she,

" what too, were clogged with snow, and all the

answer made you to this ?
"

ground was white.
" What answer should I make ? I Horseman shuddered, and drew near-

pledged my word to be at Bolton at nine er to the blazing logs. Kate closed the

of the clock." window with a groan.
"
Oh, blind !

"
sighed Kate. " And I

"
It is not to be thought of," said she,

must be out of the room ! What shall I
" at your age, and not a road to be seen

do ? My dear friend, forgive me : I am for snow. What shall I do ?
"

a wretched girl. I am to blame. I ought
" Wait till to - morrow," said Mr.

to have dismissed them both, or else Houseman.
decided between them. But who would ( Procrastination was his daily work,
have thought it would go this length ? I being an attorney.)

did not think Griffith was brave enough.
" To - morrow !

" cried Catharine.

Have pity on me, and help me. Stop
"
Perhaps to-morrow will be. too late,

this fearful fighting." And now the Perhaps even now they have met, and

young creature clung to the man-of- he lies a corpse."

business, and prayed and prayed him " Who ?
"

earnestly to avert bloodshed. " Whichever it is, I shall end my days
Mr. Houseman was staggered by this in a convent praying for his soul."

passionate appeal from one who so rare- She wrung her hands while she said

ly lost her self-command. He soothed this, and still there was no catching
her as well as he could, and said he her.

would do his best, but added, which Little did the lawyer think to rouse

was very true, that he thought her inter- such a storm with his good news. And
ference would be more effective than his now he made a feeble and vain attempt
own. to soothe her, and ended by promising

" What care these young bloods for to start the first thing in the morning
an old attorney ? I should fare ill, came and get both her testators bound over

I between their rapiers. To be sure, I to keep the peace by noon. With this

might bind them over to keep the peace, resolution he went to bed early.

But, Mistress Kate, now be frank with She was glad to be alone, at all events,

me
;
then I can serve you better. You Now, mind you, there were plenty of

love one of these two : that is clear, vain and vulgar, yet respectable girls, in

Which is the man ? that I may know Cumberland, who would have been de-

what I am about." lighted to be fought about, even though
For all her agitation, Kate was on her bloodshed were to be the result. But

guard in some things. this young lady was not vain, but proud.
"
Nay," she faltered,

"
I love neither, She was sensitive, too, and troubled

not to say love them : but I pity him with a conscience. It reproached her

so !

"
bitterly : it told her she had permitted

" Which ?
" the addresses of two gentlemen, and so

"Both." mischief had somehow arisen out of
"
Ay, Mistress

;
but which do you her levity. Now her life had been un-

pitymost?" asked the shrewd lawyer, eventful and innocent : this was the very
"Whichever shall come to harm for first time she had been connected with

my sake," replied the simple girl. anything like a crime, and her remorse

"You could not go to them to-night, was great ;
so was her grief; but her

and bring them to reason ?
" asked she, fears were greater still. The terrible

piteously. look Griffith had cast at his rival. flash-

She went to the window to see what ed on her
;
so did his sinister words,

sort of a night it was. She drew the She felt, that, if he and Neville met,

heavy crimson curtains and opened the nothing less than Neville's death or his

window. In rushed a bitter blast laden own would separate them. Suppose
with flying snow. The window-ledges, that even now one of them lay a corpse,
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cold and ghastly as the snow that now the blood was running at her preternat-

covered Nature's face !

urally fast along the snow. She scream-

The agitation of her mind was such ed, her horse reared high, and she was

that her body could not be still. Now
falling on the blood-stained snow. She

she walked the room in violent distress, awoke, screaming ;
and the sunlight

wringing her hands
;
now she kneeled seemed to rush in at the window,

and prayed fervently for both those lives Her joy that it was only a dream over-

she had endangered ;
often she flew to powered every other feeling at first.

the window and looked eagerly out, She kneeled and thanked God for that,

writhing and rebelling against the net- The next thing was, she thought it

work of female custom that entangled might be a revelation of what had ac-

her and would not let her fly out of her tually occurred.

cage even to do a good action, to avert But this chilling fear did not affect

a catastrophe by her prayers, or her her long. Nothing could shake her con-

tears, or her good sense. viction that a duel was on foot, and,

And all ended in her realizing that indeed, the intelligent of her sex do

she was a woman, a poor, impotent be- sometimes put this and that together,

ing, born to lie quiet and let things go : and spring to a just, but obvious infer-

at that she wept helplessly. ence, in a way that looks to a slower

So wore away the first night of agony and safer reasoner like divination, but

this young creature ever knew. then she knew that yesterday evening
Towards morning, exhausted by her both parties were alive. Coupling this

inward struggles, she fell asleep upon a with Griffith's broad hint that after the

sofa. funeral might be too late to make his

But her trouble followed her. She will, she felt sure that it was this very
dreamed she was on a horse, hurried day the combatants were to meet. Yes,

along with prodigious rapidity, in a dark- and this very morning : for she knew
ened atmosphere, a sort of dry fog : she that gentlemen always fought in the

knew somehow she was being taken to morning.
see some awful, mysterious thing. By- If her dream was false as to the past,

and-by the haze cleared and she came it might be true as to what was at hand,

out upon pleasant, open, sunny fields, Was it not a supernatural warning, sent

that almost dazzled her. She passed to her in mercy ? The history of her

gates, and hedges too, all clear, clis- Church abounded in such dreams and

tinct, and individual. Presently a voice visions
; and, indeed, the time and place

by her side said,
" This way !

" and her she lived in were rife with stories of the

horse seemed to turn of his own accord kind, one, in particular, of recent date,

through a gap, and in one moment she This thought took hold of her, and

came on a group of gentlemen. It was grew on her, till it overpowered even

Griffith Gaunt, and two strangers. Then the diffidence of her sex
;
and then up

she spoke, and said, started her individual character; and
" But Mr. Neville ?

" now nothing could hold her. For, Ian-

No answer was made her ; but the guid and dreamy in the common things

group opened in solemn silence, and of life, this Catharine Peyton was one

there lay George Neville on the snow, of those who rise into rare ardor and

stark and stiff, with blood issuing from activity in such great crises as seem to

his temple, and trickling along the snow, benumb the habitually brisk, and they
She saw distinctly all his well-known turn tame and passive,

features : but they were pinched and She had seen at a glance that House-

sharpened now. And his dark olive man was too slow and apathetic for such

skin was turned to bluish white. It an emergency. She resolved to act her-

was his corpse. And now her horse self. She washed her face and neck and

thrust out his nose and snorted like arms and hands in cold water, and was
a demon. She looked down, and, ah ! refreshed and invigorated. She put on
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her riding-habit and her little gold spur, to the right led to Bolton, distant two

(Griffith Gaunt had given.it her,) and miles and a half. The road in front led

hurried into the stable-yard. to Neville's Court, distant three miles.

Old Joe and his boy had gone away Which should she take ? She had

to breakfast : he lived in the village. asked herself this a dozen times upon
This was unlucky: Catharine must the road, yet could never decide until

wait his return and lose time, or else she got to the place and must. The
saddle the horse herself. She chose the question was, With which of them -had

latter. The piebald was a good horse, she most influence ? She hardly knew,

but a fidgetty one
;
so she saddled and But Griffith Gaunt was her old sweet-

bridled him at his stall. She then led heart
;

it seemed somewhat less strange
him out to the stone steps in the stable- and indelicate to go to him than to the

yard, and tried to mount him. But he new one. So she turned her horse's

sidled away ; she had nobody to square head towards Bolton
;
but she no lon-

him
;
and she could get nothing to ger went quite so fast as she had gone

mount but his head. She coaxed him, before she felt going to either in par-

she tickled him on the other side with ticular. Such is the female mind,

her whip. It was all in vain. She reached Bolton at half-past elev-

It was absurd, but heart-sickening, en, and, now she was there, put a bold

She stared at him with wonder that he face on it, rode up to the door, and,

could be so cruel as to play the fool leaning forward on her horse, rang the

when every minute might be life or hall-bell.

death. She spoke to him, she implor- A footman came to the door,

ed him piteously, she patted him. All With composed visage, though beat-

was in vain. ing heart, she told him she desired to

As a last resource, she walked him speak for a moment to Mr. Griffith

back to the stable and gave him a sieve- Gaunt. He asked her, would she be

ful of oats, and set it down by the corn- pleased to alight ; and it was clear by
bin for him, and took an opportunity to his manner no calamity had yet fallen,

mount the bin softly.
"
No, no," said Kate

;

"
let me speak

He ate the oats, but with retroverted to him here."

eye watched her. She kept quiet and The servant went in to tell his mas-

affected nonchalance till he became less ter. Kate sat quiet, with her heart still

cautious, then suddenly sprang on him, beating, but glowing now with joy. She*

and taught him to set his wit against a was in time, then, thanks to her good:',

woman's. My Lord wheeled round di- horse. She patted him, and made tbe-

rectly, ere she could get her leg over the prettiest excuses aloud to him for rid^-

pommel, and made for the stable-door, ing him so hard through the snow.

She lowered her head to his mane and The footman came back to say that

just scraped out without injury, not an Mr. Gaunt had gone out.

inch to spare. He set off at once, but "Gone out? Whither? On horse- -

luckily for her she had often ridden a back ?
"

bare-backed horse. She sat him for the The footman did not know, but would ;

first few yards by balance, then reined ask within.

him in quietly, and soon whipped her While he was gone to inquire, Cath

left foot into the stirrup and her right arine lost patience, and rode into the

leg over the pommel ;
and then the pie- stable-yard, and asked a young lout,

bald nag had to pay for his pranks : the who was lounging there, whether his

roads were clogged with snow, but she master was gone out on horseback,

fanned him along without mercy, and The lounging youth took the trouble

never drew bridle till she pulled him up, to call out the groom, and asked him.

drenched and steaming like a washtub, The groom said, "No-," and that

at Netley Cross-Roads. Mr. Gaunt was somewhere, about the:

Here she halted irresolute. The road grounds, he thought.
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But in the midst of this colloquy, one " SWEET MISTRESS, When this

of the maids, curious to see the lady, reaches you, I shall be no more here

came out by the kitchen-door, and curt- to trouble you with my jealousy. This

sied to Kate, and told her Mr. Gaunt Neville set it abroad that you had

was gone out walking with two other changed horses with him, as much as

gentlemen. In the midst of her dis- to say you had plighted troth with him.

course, she recognized the visitor, and, He is a liar, and I told him so to his

having somehow imbibed the notion teeth. We are to meet at noon this

that Miss Peyton was likely to be Mrs. day, and one most die. Methinks I

Gaunt, and govern Bolton Hall, decided shall be the one. But come what may,
to curry favor with her

;
so she called I have taken care of thee

;
ask Jack

her " My Lady," and was very commu- Houseman else. But, O dear Kate,
nicative. She said one of the gentle- think of all that hath passed between

men was strange to her ;
but the other us, and do not wed this Neville, or I

was Doctor Islip, from Stanhope town, could not rest in my grave. Sweet-

She knew him well : he had taken off heart, many a letter have I written thee,

her own brother's leg in a jiffy. but none so sad as this. Let the grave
"
But, dear heart, Mistress," said she, hide my faults from thy memory ;

think
" how pale you be ! Do come in, and only that I loved thee well. I leave

have a morsel of meat and a horn of thee my substance would it were ten

ale." times more ! and the last thought of
"
Nay, my good girl," said Kate

;

"
I my heart.

could not eat
;
but bring me a mug of " So no more in this world

new milk, if you will. I have not broken " From him that is thy true lover

my fast this day."
" And humble servant till death,

The maid bustled in, and Catharine " GRIFFITH GAUNT."
asked the groom if there were no means

of knowing where Mr. Gaunt was. The There seems to be room in the mind

groom and the boy scratched their heads, for only one violent emotion at one in-

and looked puzzled. The lounging lout stant of time. This touching letter did

looked at their perplexity, and grinned not just then draw a tear from her, who

satirically. now received it some hours sooner than

This youth was Tom Leicester, born the writer intended. Its first effect

in wedlock, and therefore, in the law's was to -paralyze her. She sat white

eye, son of old Simon Leicester ; but and trembling, and her great eyes filled

gossips said his true father was the late with horror. Then she began to scream

Captain Gaunt. Tom ran with the wildly for help. The men and women
hounds for his own sport, went out came round her.

shooting with gentlemen, and belabored " Murder ! murder !

' she shrieked,

the briers for them at twopence per
" Tell me where to find him, ye wretch-

day and his dinner, and abhorred all es, or may his blood be on your heads !

"

that sober men call work. The Scamp bounded from his loung-

By trade, a Beater ; profession, a ing position, and stood before her

Scamp. straight as an arrow.

Two maids came out together now,
" Follow me !

' he shouted,

one with the milk and a roll, the other Her gray eyes and the Scamp's black

with a letter. Catharine drank the ones flashed into one another directly,

milk, but could not eat. Then says the He dashed out of the yard without an-

other maid, other word.
" If so be you are Mistress Peyton, And she spurred her horse, and clat-

why, this letter is for you. Master left tered out after him.

it on his table in his bedroom." He ran as fast as her horse could

Kate took the letter and opened it, canter, and soon took her all round the

all in a flutter. It ran thus : house; and while he ran, his black
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gypsy eyes were glancing in every di-

rection.

When they got to the lawn at the

back of the house, he halted a moment,
and said quietly,

" Here they be."

He pointed to some enormous foot-

steps in the snow, and bade her notice

that they commenced at a certain glass

door belonging to the house, and that

they all pointed outwards. The lawn

was covered with such marks, but the

Scamp followed those his intelligence

had selected, and they took him through
a gate, and down a long walk, and into

the park. Here no other feet had trod-

den that morning except those Tom
Leicester was following.

" This is our game," said he. "
See,

there be six footsteps ; and, now I look,

this here track is Squire Gaunt's. I

know his foot in the snow among a hun-

dred. Bless your heart, I 've often been

out shooting with Squire Gaunt, and

lost him in the woods, and found him

again by tracking him on dead leaves,

let alone snow. I say, was n't they use-

less idiots ? Could n't tell ye how to run

into a man, and snow on the ground !

Why, you can track a hare to her form,
and a rat to his hole, let alone such

big game as this, with a hoof like a fry-

ing-pan, in the snow."
"
Oh, do not talk

; let us make haste,"

panted Kate.
" Canter away !

"
replied the Scamp.

She cantered on, and he ran by her

side.
" Shall I not tire you ?

"
said she.

The mauvais sujet laughed at her.
" Tire me ? Not over this ground.

Why, I run with the hounds, and mostly

always in at the death ; but that is not

altogether speed : ye see I know Pug's
mind. What ! don't you know me ?

I 'm Tom Leicester. Why, I know you :

I say, you are a good-hearted one, you
are.

T>

"
Oh, no ! no !

"
sighed Kate.

"
Nay, but you are," said Tom. "

I

saw you take Harrowden Brook that

day, when the rest turned tail
;
and that

is what I call having a good heart.

Gently, Mistress, here, this is full of

rabbit-holes. I seen Sir Ralph's sorrel

mare break her leg in a moment in one
of these. Shot her dead that afternoon,
a did, and then b'iled her for the hounds.

She 'd often follow at their tails
;
next

hunting-day she ran inside their bellies.

Ha ! ha ! ha !

"

"
Oh, don't laugh ! I am in agony !

"

"
Why, what is up, Mistress ?

" asked
the young savage, lowering his voice.
'

Murder,' says you ; but that means

nought. The lasses they cry murder, if

you do but kiss 'em."
"
Oh, Tom Leicester, it is murder !

It 's a duel, a fight to the death, unless

we are in time to prevent them."
" A jewel !

"
cried Master Leicester,

his eyes glittering with delight.
"

I

never saw a jewel. Don't you hold

him in for me, Mistress : gallop down
this slope as hard as you can pelt ; it is

grass under foot, and ye can't lose the

tracks, and I shall be sure to catch ye
in the next field."

The young savage was now as anx-

ious to be in at the death as Kate was
to save life. As he spoke, he gave her

horse a whack on the quarter with his

stick, and away she went full gallop, and
soon put a hundred yards between her

and Tom.
The next field was a deep fallow,

and the hard furrows reduced her to a

trot ; and before she got out of it Tom
was by her side.

"Did n't I tell you ?
" said he. "

I 'd

run you to Peyton Hall for a pot o'

beer."
"
Oh, you good, brave, clever boy !

'

said Kate,
" how fortunate I am to have

you ! I think we shall be in time."

Tom was flattered.

"
Why, you see, I am none of Daddy

Leicester's breed," said he. "I 'ma

gentleman's by-blow, if you know what

that is."

"
I can't say I do," said Kate ;

" but

I know you are very bold and hand-

some, and swift of foot ;
and I know

my patron saint has sent you to me in-

my misery. And, oh, my lad, if we are-

in time, what can I do for you ? Are

you fond of money, Tom ?
"

" That I be, when I can get it."
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" Then you shall have all I have got
in the world, if you get me there in time

to hinder mischief."
" Come on !

" shouted Tom, excited

in his turn, and took the lead
;
and not

a word more passed till they came to

the foot of a long hill. Then said

Tom,
"Once we are at top of this, they

ean't fight without our seeing 'em.

That is Scutchemsee Nob : you can

see ten miles all round from there."

At this information Kate uttered an

ejaculation, and urged her horse for-

ward.

The first part of this hill, which stood

between her and those whose tracks

she followed, was grass ;
then came a

strip of turnips ; then on the bleak top
a broad piece of heather. She soon

cantered over the grass, and left Tom
so far behind he could not quite catch

her in the turnips. She entered the

heather, but here she was much retard-

ed by the snow-drifts and the ups and
downs of the rough place. But she

struggled on bravely, still leading.

She fixed her eyes earnestly on the

ridge, whence she could cry to the com-

batants, however distant, and stop the

combat.

Now as she struggled on, and Tom
came after, panting a little for the first

time, suddenly there rose from the crest

of the hill two columns of smoke, and
the next moment two sharp reports
ran through the frosty air.

Kate stopped, and looked round to

Tom with a scared, inquiring air.

" Pistols !

'

yelled Tom behind her.

At that the woman overpowered the

heroine, and Kate hid her face and fell

to trembling and wailing. Her wearied

horse came down to a walk.

Presently up comes Tom.

" Don't lose your stomach for that,"

he panted out. " Gentlefolks do pop at

one another all day sometimes, and no
harm done."

"Oh, bless you!" cried Kate; "I

may yet be in time."

She spurred her horse on. He did his

best, but ere he had gone twenty yards
he plunged into a cavity hidden by the

snow.

While he was floundering there, crack

went a single pistol, and the smoke rose

and drifted over the hill-top.

"Who op!
' muttered Tom, with

horrible sang-froid.
" There 's one

done for this time. Could n't shoot back,

ye see."

At this horrible explanation Kate sank

forward on her horse's mane as if she

herself had been killed
;
and the smoke

from the pistol came floating, thinner

and thinner, and eddied high over her

head.

Tom spoke rude words of encourage-
ment to her. She did not even seem to

hear them. Then he lost all patience
at her, and clutched her arm to make
her hear him. But at that it seemed as

if some of his nature passed into her

down his arm ; for she turned wild di-

rectly, and urged her horse fiercely up
the crest. Her progress was slow at

first
; but the sun had melted the snow

on the Nob or extreme summit. She
tore her way through the last of the

snow on to the clear piece, then, white

as ashes, spurred and lashed her horse

over the ridge, and dashed in amongst
them on the other side. For there they
were.

What was the sight that met her

eyes ?

That belongs to the male branch of

my story, and shall be told forthwith,

but in its proper sequence.

\
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REVIEWS AND LITERARY NOTICES.

Life and Letters of Frederick W. Robertson, distinguished divine, Mr. Caird, in which,
M. A., Incumbent of Trinity Chapel, with a sharp criticism, he deals, as we should

Brighton, 1847- 1853. Edited by STOP- suppose a man of his high tone would deal,

FORD A. BROOKE, M. A. Two Volumes, with the theme of popular preaching, espe-
Boston : Ticknor & Fields. daily as to its effects upon the dispenser of

it and upon the crowds who gather to it.

THE Life and Letters of Mr. Robertson Mr. Robertson shrank from the repute of it,

will find a most extended and appreciative and the inflictions which it visits, as he did

welcome among a large company of sympa- from sin. He knew full well, that, as the

thizing and grateful readers on both sides of popular taste and standard were not edu-

the ocean. The way has been prepared for cated to an appreciation and approval of

them, and their most hearty reception has the very loftiest style of ministration, the

been assured, by the acquaintance opened more of curious, gaping notoriety, or even

for us with his mind and heart through admiration, he might draw towards him, the

the extensive circulation of the several vol- poorer was the incense,

umes containing his Sermons and Address- Yet there must be a fallacy somewhere
es. When the first of those volumes was involved in the common judgment on this

reprinted here, it wrought an immediate subject. For Mr. Robertson certainly was
effect upon hundreds, who were instinc- a popular preacher; and yet, as he never

tively drawn to its perusal, and who have made the slightest concession to any of the

since seized with avidity upon each subse- arts or trickeries, the displays or exagger-

quent opportunity furnished them for pos- ations, which are supposed to be essential

sessing themselves of everything that could conditions of that repute, his own example
be put into print which would renew and and experience may stand as at least an ex-

intensify that effect. An exhaustive review ceptional proof of the possible dignity and
of that one department of our religious solidity of the position. When he had been
literature which embraces utterances from addressing a thronged congregation, who
the pulpit would, we believe, fully establish hung, impressed and awed, upon his utter-

these two positions : first, that the ability ances, he goes home to write about the scene

shown alike in the composition and in the and its circumstances in strong disdain, al-

delivery of sermons is at least equal in each most with angry contempt, as if it were a

age and generation to tKe average of that reproach to himself. Did not the large ma-
which is exhibited in the forum and at the jority of his hearers receive in their hearts

bar ; and, second, that preachers of extraor- and minds the electric power of his earnest

dinary power appear at just such inter- and ever instructive speech ? Suppose it

vals and under just such conditions as will were true, as he had painful reasons for

best assure us of a reserved and as yet un- knowing, that there were always before him

recognized capability in the pulpit, redeem- frivolous, empty- -eaded, and unapprecia-

ing it from the charge of a general dulness tive hearers, the hangers-on of a fashionable

and exhaustion. It was at the very time watering-place, who went to listen to him
when the newspaper press of England and because he was the rage ; such as these

America was reiterating and illustrating this could be only a scattering among his audi-

charge, not without many tokens that sup- tors. Suppose, too, that the captious, the

ported it, that the sermons of Mr. Robert- jealous, the bigoted, and the conceited were

son were offering at least one signal excep- represented there, intending to catch matter

tion to its truth, sufficient even to silence it for bringing him under public odium in their

within the range of his ministry. An emi- own circles, because he trespassed upon the

nently able and effective preacher appears borders of heresy, or shocked the conven-

often enough to reassert the loftiest ideal of tional standards of snobbish society, or

his profession, and, what is more, to vindi- spread his range broadly over the widest

cate it against the distrust and contempt to fields of moral and political relations ;
the

which it may seem to be exposed by the very presence and purpose of such listen-

"
popular preachers." As we write, there ers were, to one of his grandeur and purity

is circulating through the papers a very of spirit, a new inspiration of courage and

striking paragraph from an article by that fidelity. On the whole, so far as Mr. Rob-
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ertson really came under the designation tone and sentiment, in discussing alike the

which he so dreaded to bear, he has made commonplace and the loftiest themes of

it an honorable one. Perhaps it would not didactic and spiritual religion, under the

be saying the right, as it certainly is not say- most vitalized and intense dealing with it

ing the best thing about his sermons, now in our modern life. If we should utter all

so widely circulated on both sides of the we have felt, as we have lingered as if en-

Atlantic, to speak of them as meeting any tranced over many of these pages, we should

popular taste. Would that we could esti- fail of carrying with us those who, not hav-

mate so highly the craving and the standard, ing yet read them, would, after their peru-

amotig what are called religious readers, as sal, pronounce our encomiums inadequate,
to assert for him a favoritism equal to that Mr. Robertson's life was a short one, cov-

accorded to a Gumming, a Spurgeon, or ering only thirty-seven years. There was
even a Chalmers. Chalmers may have spok- nothing conspicuous in the sphere of it. He
en from what was, in his time, the highest held only the lower offices of his clerical

round of elevation at which he would have profession. Yet we believe we can say,
been listened to by those who demanded without exaggeration, that no one member

fidelity to an accepted doctrinal system as of that profession, from its bishops down to

the basis for whatever eloquence, logic, rhet- its curates, with perhaps the single excep-

oric, or unction might avail in presenting it. tion of Dean Stanley, has so wisely divined

But Mr. Robertson rose to a higher plane, or so ably presented as he did the modifi-

and took a far wider horoscope. His freest cations which must be made in the popular
ventures require that he have readers able dispensation of religion through the Church,
and willing to share them. if it is longer to expect a hearing, or even

The biographical materials now furnished its present show of tolerance, from those

will afford a high gratification to readers on who share the average intelligence of the

this continent, who, after perusing the ser- age.

mons of Mr. Robertson, have felt a keen This man, who so nobly, and with a rare

desire to know something about the man. consistency of character and life, fulfilled

We believe that very many of those readers, the office of a minister of the Prince of

after availing themselves of the information Peace, seems all along to have had a heart

concerning him imparted in these volumes, divided by its first love for a military life and

will turn back again to his discourses to service. Many readers will find a puzzling

give them a more deliberate study. He was problem in reconciling themselves to this

a man to engage the profoundest interest fact, as it shows tokens all through his

of those who live to scrutinize the elements career that the preference of his youth was
of character and the developments of a life- also that of his experienced manhood. His

history and work in an individual whose honored father still survives him as a Cap-
mission is that of a reconciler and a recon- tain in the Royal Artillery, retired from ser-

structor of opinions, creeds, and theories, vice. Three brothers in the military ser-

in one of the great transitional periods of vice also survive the preacher. He was

thought and belief. brought up, as he often writes, in camps and
The biography before us is a model which barracks, and loved no sound as he did the

cannot be too closely followed by any one boom of artillery. It was a grievous cross

who in time to come shall be privileged to to his cherished inclinations, when he was
have a subject for his pen at all resembling, sent by parental authority to the University,
or approximating to, the character and ca- Being there, he had no misgiving as to the

reer of this extraordinary man. The editor choice left him for life. He gave himself

was himself rarely privileged for his work heart and soul to the ministry, and that, too,

in the quality of his materials, and he has under views of doctrine and duty, to be fol-

shown an admirable skill in their use. His lowed out in its discharge, amazingly unlike

chapters begin with the statement of dates, those to which the free, expanding, and

facts, incidents of a biographical or local grandly independent growth of his own rare

character, marking the life-periods, the ex- powers finally led him. Would he have

ternal relations and positions of Mr. Rob- been the same heroic, conscientious, and de-

ertson, and are then substantially made up vout man as a soldier that he was as a min-

of his correspondence. We can recall now ister ? the reader will more than once be
no collection of letters which can be com- prompted to ask over these pages. He
pared with these for comprehensiveness of would have been a splendid example of

matter, felicity of diction, and elevation of heroism and chivalry in any cause which
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his conscience could have espoused. But if

military orders had constrained his loyalty
in behalf of some of the infamous predatory

outrages which English arms have of late

years visited upon India and China, could

a man such as he was have retained his

commission ? His letters give abundant

proof that his ecclesiastical superiors had

no prerogative sway over his conscience.

How could he have borne the constraints

of subordination in following a flag which

recognizes no scruples of distinctions be-

tween right and wrong when it rallies its

champions ? However this might have

been, certain it is that all the grand imagery
of the battle-field and the fight, of spear and

breastplate, shield and sword, of soldierly

manliness and fidelity, by which St. Paul

symbolizes the warfare of life, and the ar-

mor of those who would come off conquer-

ors, is literally and gloriously realized in

Mr. Robertson's course and in himself. He
was a soldier of the sublimest type, a

bold, earnest, self-denying, effective, and

high-souled battler of the worst foes of man,
and the gentle, kindly, loving defender of

the weak, the unfriended, the wronged. He
had no occasion to regret the overruling of

his wishes which left him free to fight the

enemies of truth and righteousness.

During his student-life at Oxford his mind

seemed to have been held in a balance by
his affections between those who had com-

mitted themselves respectively to the Trac-

tarian and the Evangeligal parties. The
solution which he was to work out for

himself of any real perplexities involved in

the issue between them was to lead him

clear of both of them. His own devout-

ness and sincerity, aided no doubt by the

domestic and social influences of his early

religious training, set him forward, in the

first experimentings as a curate, as an ear-

nest disciple of the "
evangelical

"
fellow-

ship. He made a faithful trial of its prin-

ciples and methods. His reading and his

self-training, his standard of fidelity, and

the tone and style of his ministerial work,
were all dictated by the teaching of that

school. He outgrew it, and cast aside all

that belonged to it : he came utterly to de-

test and loathe its characteristic peculiari-

ties. Ever remaining heartily loyal, as he

believed, in essential doctrinal conviction,

and in practical conformity, to the Church of

England, he allowed himself a range of lib-

erty within the terms of its formulas, which

left him, as he felt, not only unfettered, but

also quickened by the inspiration of a free-

dom restrained by no other bounds than

those of humility and reverence. His power
of apprehension, his skill in analysis, his

keen sagacity and penetration in detecting
the kernel of truth through all husks and

integuments, made him the most facile of

critics, as well as one of the most trust-

worthy interpreters of conflicting theories.

His magnanimity and catholicity of spirit

gave him an almost preternatural compre-
hensiveness of sympathy with minds and
consciences struggling in opposite direc-

tions for satisfaction. He engaged himself

upon all the freshest problems which the

critical, scientific, and radical restlessness

of our age has opened. We believe that

professional experts, and even the foremost

pioneers in the new fields which have thus

been opened, will find valued help, either

of cheering encouragement, or of wise, re-

straining caution, in his passing comments
on their materials or methods. He was

wholly free of that conceit and supercilious-

ness of temper by which most of the rash

and blatant empirics of " advanced thought
"

manage to disgust the slow and conservative

makeweights of moderation. If we should

attempt to express in a single phrase the

charm and loftiness of Mr. Robertson's

personal and representative manifestation,

we should say, that he, more than any oth-

er man of the age, was the saint of the

new liberalism, even of the extreme radical-

ism. More than any other conspicuous
man who had cast aside and spurned the

old traditionalisms of credulity, ignorance,
and prejudice, he consecrated free-thinking.

For each single negation he offers a posi-

tive belief, or a tenable ground of belief,

which substitutes an efficient and quicken-

ing tenet for a faith such as will satisfy and

sanctify. Of course he shocked and star-

tled many, but none through flippancy or

irreverence. He was capable of a holy in-

dignation, and even occasionally, it would

seem, of bitterness of tone, when he knew,

by a divining spirit which no sham or hy-

pocrisy could blind, that he was challenged

not in the interests of truth, but of false-

hood. Like all great and searching souls,

he had a dark shadow of melancholy oft-

en cast over him. He is another witness

to us of a well - certified truth, that deep

thoughts, while they are in process, not in

repose, are sad thoughts. What sort of

friends he had, and by what tenacity of love,

reverence, and gratitude he held them, and

how the delicate ties which bound them to

his heart were felt by him as inspirations
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to fidelity in such lofty trusts, a score of

letters in these volumes will touching]y il-

lustrate. As we have been enjoying their

perusal with a rare delight, we have antici-

pated the same experience as multitudes

around us will share in.

TJie Works of the Right Honorable Edmund
Burke. Revised Edition. Vols. I. - III.

Boston : Little, Brown, & Co.

IT is interesting to know that Burke was

not really accounted among the attractive

orators of his day, and that people had a

habit of going out of Parliament when he

rose to his feet. It illustrates the compen-
sations of time, atoning to the literary man
for the immediate superiorities of the public

speaker. Fox said, that, the better a man

spoke, the harder it usually was for him to

compose ;
and that brilliant orator now lin-

gers only as a name, while his laborious ad-

versary still holds his own in literature, and

resumes his career in this admirable Ameri-

can edition.

It shows the intellectual comprehensive-
ness of our people, that they are ready to be

taught by this great man, so resolute an op-

ponent of our most fundamental ideas. Ev-

erything that American institutions affirm

Burke denied, except the spirit of truth

and faith which alone give any institutions

their value. Grattan said of him, that, so

great was his love for arbitrary power, he

could not sleep comfortably on his pillow,

unless he thought the king had a right to

take it from under him. He demonstrated

to his own satisfaction that it was far more

congenial to the human mind to yield to the

will of one ruler than of a majority, and

stated it as a "
ridiculous

"
theory, that

"
twenty-four millions should prevail over

two hundred thousand.
"

Regarding it as the

very essence of property that it should be

unequal, he could conceive of no safeguard

for it but that it should be " out of all pro-

portion predominant in the representation."

Yet, so vast were his natural abilities, his

acquirements, and his aims, that he is in-

structive even as an antagonist, and has,

moreover, left much that can now be quoted
on the right side of every great question.

If he can also be quoted on the other side,

no matter. For instance, Buckle claims for

him, that "he insisted on an obedience to

the popular wishes which no man before him

had paid, and which too many statesmen

since him have forgotten.
" Yet Burke him-

self boasted, at the time of his separation

from Fox, that he was "
the first man who,

on the hustings, at a popular election, re-

jected the authority of instructions from con-

stituents, or who in any place has argued so

fully against it."

Songs of Seven. By JEAN INGELOW. Il-

lustrated. Boston : Roberts Brothers

THE sweet female singer who has been

so warmly welcomed of late in England
and America deserves to be "illustrated."
"
Songs of Seven "

is one of her best pieces,

but not her best. The "
High Tide on the

Coast of Lincolnshire "
is certainly worthy

of the special honor here accorded to the
"
Songs of Seven "

; and we are somewhat

surprised at the selection, by her American

publishers, of these particular verses for il-

lustration.

The wood-cuts in "
Songs of Seven "

vary

materially, and are not in harmony through-
out. Some are of the first order of excel-

lence, while some are weak and inadequate.

Nearly all the square blocks show artistic

thought and skill, and really illustrate the

poem. Those by another hand ( the artists'

names are not given) betray paucity of

mind, as well as uncertain fingers.

The most attractive merit of this volume
is the printer's part of it. The red borders

are as beautiful in their way as any orna-

mental inclosures can be ; and we have only
to compare them with some others in books

published this year in America to note how

superior they are in every respect. The

University Press, to which belongs the

credit of this work, has justly won to itself

the first praise where printing is appreciated
as a fine art. We have recently seen an

edition of the King's-Chapel Liturgy, with

rubrics, from this press, which must rank

among the best-printed books of our time.

A Chronological History ofthe Boston Watch

and Police, from 1631 to 1865 ; together

ivith the Recollections of a Boston Police-

Officer, or Boston by Daylight and Gas-

light. From the Diary of an Officer Fif-

teen Years in the Service. By EDWARD
H. SAVAGE. Boston : Published and

sold by the Author.

THIS book can hardly be characterized as

an important addition to elegant or learned
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literature ; nor, indeed, does it aspire to any for Boston. Yet, with an occasional blemish
such distinction. We notice it, in passing, and many a casualty, the record is also one
as giving us a glimpse into that world with- of good works and alms-deeds,
in the world, over whose surface we walk Reading the Police Recollections is like

every day, scarcely conscious of its exist- peering down through a crevice into some
ence

;
and we accept also the opportunity subterranean cavern, where an intense con-

to make due and honorable mention of the vulsive activity prevails without ceasing
services of that class of men through whose day and night. The actors seem scarcely
sagacity, integrity, and steadfastness the to be men and women, but such puppets as
rest of us are enabled to become sleek- dance on electric machines, of movements
headed men and such as sleep o' nights, too swift and sudden for human beings, too
It is well occasionally to recollect how far reckless, eccentric, and apparently incon-
the safety and order of the city depend up- sequent for moral beings. A certain phe-
on a brave, vigilant, and trustworthy police, nomenal life they have, a fitful flare of gusty,
that a due recognition of the fact may serve fierce existence, and then the instant flicker

both as acknowledgment for the past and and fading into extinction. Yet the philan-
increased security for the future. thropist remembers, with a sigh, that these
The brief chronological sketch at the be- are living souls, children of the same Father

ginning of the book furnishes many curious as himself, amenable to the same laws, ac-

and interesting facts of old as well as new countable at the same judgment-seat ; and
time, some of which we should, on the the practical question bears down upon
whole, be rather glad to forget. Without him with ever-increasing force, How shall

confessing that we were sinners above oth- these outcasts of society be brought into

ers, we yet are not so clean given over to the Father's house ?

mutual admiration as to take special pleas- More hopeless than the Pariahs are the

ure in learning that Hugh Bowett was ban- Brahmins of our heathenism, those mis-

ished for maintaining that he was free from erable men whose corrupt lives are gloss-

original sin, (though in our day we gen- ed over with a varnish of respectability,

erally find such saints disagreeable enough Church, assembly, and drawing-room see

to deserve banishment,) nor that Oliver the outer surface ; the police know the

Holmes was whipped for being a Baptist, under side, and a sorry side it seems too
nor that William Robinson and Marma- often to be. The solid man of Boston bears
duke Stevenson were hung on the Common himself loftily to wife, child, and neighbor ;

as Antinomians and heretics, nor that a but the bluecoat on the corner perceives a

Frenchman, who was suspected of setting a shameful secret of crime and guilt lurking
fire near the dock, which consumed eighty under the fair outward seeming. These are

buildings, was sentenced to stand in the pil- the spots in our feasts of charity,

lory, to have both ears cut off, pay charges There are kind hearts for sorrow, as well

of court, give five hundred pounds bonds as sharp eyes for crime, among our police-
with sureties, and stand committed till sen- men, as many a deed of charity and human-
tence was performed. We must also sus- ity bears witness ; and their varied duties

pect the early English traveller, Mr. Ward, bring them into contact with human nature

of a little Old-Country prejudice, when he in its oddest manifestations. At a large
writes of Boston,

" The buildings, like fire they were obliged to carry out by main
their women, are neat and handsome

; and strength
" an old lady weighing nearly two

their streets, like the hearts of their men, hundred pounds, very much against her

are paved with pebbles. They have four will When told that her life was in

churches, built with clapboards and shin- danger, she replied,
'
It is all bosh that ye

gles, and supplied with four ministers, one tell me. Has not my landlord repeatedly
a scholar, one a gentleman, one a dunce, told me that the house was insured ?

' Kit-

and one a clown. The captain of a ship ty Quadd was very much delighted that her

met his wife in the street after a long voy- trunk had been found. '
It 's not the value

age, and kissed her, for which he was fined of me clothing, Sir, but it 's me character

ten shillings. What a happiness, thought that 's there, me character it is
'

; and,

I, do we enjoy in Old England, where we hurrying her hand into the pocket of an old

can not only kiss our own wives, but other dress, as she lifted it from the trunk, she

men's, without a danger of penalty !

" Un- drew forth a dirty piece of paper with much

questionably Boston was no place for Mr. apparent satisfaction.
' This is it, an' sure

Ward, and Mr. Ward not at all the man enough it 's safe it is, and it 's yerself that
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shall read it too, for yer kindness,' said she. manners, the opinions and feelings of Ital-

I unfolded the paper, and read as follows : ian men at the time when this great creative
" ' This certifies that Kitty Quadd is a genius lived. He sets before us the circum-

good domestic, capable of doing all kinds stances which guided his career, the occur-

of work ;
but she will get drunk when op- rences upon which his intellect was brought

portunity offers. to bear, and the objects with which his im-
" '

(Signed) MRS. S .'
'

agination was nurtured. In short, he shows
us Michael Angelo in his environment.

The life of Michael Angelo is, indeed, pe-
The Life of Michael Angelo. By HERMAN culiarly susceptible of such a treatment. To
GRIMM. Translated, with the Author's a far greater extent in him than in most

Sanction, by FANNY ELIZABETH BUN- creators can be traced the influence of ex-

NETT. Two Volumes. Boston : Little, ternal circumstances. His long life, extend-

Brown, & Co. ing over nearly a century, was affected for

good or ill by very many of the great polit-

ALTHOUGH it is impossible, in the short ical events contemporaneously occurring,

space usually allotted to book-notices, to and few other ages have been more fruitful

criticize such an important work as M. in great events. Born in 1475, m tne good
Grimm's Life of Michael Angelo, a con- old days of Florentine freedom under the

cise description of its contents may still earlier Medici, when the Arabs still ruled

be desirable. The work may be taken as from the Alhambra the fairest portion of

an example of the great advance made in Spain, when America was yet undiscovered,
the art of writing biography since the com- and before England had recovered from the

mencement of the present century. Old civil wars of the Roses, his life extended to

biographies, like old histories, are little else 1564, to the times of Elizabeth, of Philip
than gossiping chronicles of events, inter- II., and of William the Silent. He saw the

spersed with vague moral reflections, which end of the Middle Ages and the beginning

usually have as much to do with every oth- of modern times. He beheld the rise and

er subject in the realm of thought as with fall of Savonarola ; the invasions of Naples
the subject especially under consideration, by Charles VIII. and Louis XII., and its

The present generation, however, has pro- conquest by Gonsalvo ; the struggle for su-

duced histories, like those of Buckle and premacy between Charles V. and Francis

Draper, which, whether successfully or not, I. ; the rise of Protestantism and the estab-

have endeavored to exhibit the causal re- lishment of the Inquisition ; the horrible

lation of events to one another. In them, sack of Rome by the troops of De Bour-

historic occurrences are viewed as the evi- bon ; and the extinction of liberty in his

dence, confirmatory or illustrative, of cer- native city, the robbing of the Florentine

tain laws of progress, the elucidation of Peter in 1530 to reimburse the Roman Paul

which is the main object of the work. A for damages sustained in 1527. In the last

similar change has occurred in the manner fearful struggle of the Florentines for their

of writing biography. The Life of Robes- liberty Michael Angelo took an important

pierre, and the still more elaborate and part. The city-walls were fortified under

finished Life of Goethe, by Mr. Lewes, his direction, and not a day of the dreadful

have aimed at presenting the circumstances siege saw him absent from his post on San
which influenced the development of their Miniato. Before that, he had been connect-

heroes, at showing us the steps by which ed with the proceedings of Savonarola
; and

they have obtained, the one an infamous his marvellous group of the Mourning Ma-
and horrible notoriety, the other the love donna and the Dead Christ is supposed by
and veneration of mankind, both now and Grimm to have been called forth by the sad

as long as mankind shall endure. The work occurrences of 1498. He was connected

of M. Grimm is in some respects similar with Lorenzo de' Medici, Piero his son,

to these. The author is not content with Julius II., Leo X., Clement VII., Paul III.,

telling us when the great Michael Angelo Paul IV., and Pius IV. ; and the compli-
was born, when he died, who his parents cated affairs of each of these rulers affect-

were, what he painted, wrote, sculptured, ed at every turn his life, and not unfrequent-
and builded, where he lived, and how many ly gave to his labors an entirely new direc-

feet and inches he measured in his stock- tion.

ings. He aims at more than this. He pre- It is M. Grimm's great merit to have de-

.sents us with a vivid picture of the life and scribed all these events so that they appear
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with the vividness of contemporaneous his-

tory, and to have clearly indicated their ef-

fect upon the life of his hero. He has given

us a charming history of the sixteenth cen-

tury, with Michael Angelo as its colossal

central figure. The work contains much
else that is admirable : reflections upon
Grecian and Venetian art, and a sketch of

the history of design in later times. But to

discuss or even to enumerate all its beauties,
and to criticize its few defects, would be
here impossible. We will therefore dismiss
the subject, hoping that M. Grimm may
gratify and instruct us by still further pro-
ductions of the nature of that which has al-

ready rendered him so illustrious.
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ENGLISH OPINION ON THE AMERICAN WAR.

HPHE great events which took place My endeavor in the following pages
in the United States between the will be to do this, very imperfectly,

first election of President Lincoln and beyond a doubt, but, as far as it goes,
the accession of President Johnson ex- candidly and without disguise,
cited an amount of party-spirit in Eng- The writer must in the first instance,

land greater than I recollect in con- in order that his remarks may be accu-

nection with any other non-English oc- rately judged by the reader, essay to

currences, and fairly proportionate even define his own position and 'the sphere
to that supreme form of party -spirit within which his observations extend,

which the same events produced in the He is a born and bred Englishman and

States themselves, the party
-
spirit Londoner, of parentage partly Italian,

which, in hostile and closing ranks, His professional employment is that

clenches teeth and sets life at nought, of a Government clerk, of fair average

seeing no alternative, no possibility, standing; he is also occupied a good
save this one only, to carry its point or deal in writing for publication, chiefly

die. "
I am a Northerner,'' and "

I am upon subjects of fine art His circle of

a Southerner," were, during the war, personal intimacy and acquaintance-

phrases as common on Englishmen's ship is mainly made up of artists and

lips as "I am a Liberal" or "a Conser- literary men, including especially sev-

vative, "I am a Protectionist" (this, eral of those who have made them-

indeed, has about become obsolete) or selves most prominent in these classes

"a Free -Trader." It would be very far within the last twenty years; and this

from correct to say that this party-spir- acquaintanceship shades naturally off,

it has yet subsided in England ; highly in a minor and moderate degree, into

important questions, personal and po- those circles of good social standing

litical, remain in ample abundance to which are rather liberally receptive than

keep it lively ; but we have at any rate productive of literature and art. The
reached a point at which one may try writer cannot profess or affect to be

to discuss the past phases of our parti- "behind the scenes" of political par-

sanship, not in the temper of a partisan, ties, or to have dived into the minds of

Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1866, by TICKNOR AND FIELDS, in the Clerk's Office

of the District Court of the District of Massachusetts.
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the peerage over their wine or of arti- should nothing else serve, the "sacred

sans in their workshops. He has con- right of insurrection." The insurgent
versed freely with many persons of cul- party is not to be decried for the mere

ture and many fair representatives of act of resistance, nor the loyal and gov-
the average British middle classes, and ernmental party for the mere act of self-

has read, in a less or more miscella- conservation and repression of its op-
neous way, a good many opinions and ponents ;

each stands the hazard of the

statements, in books and newspapers, die, and commits its cause to a supreme
on both sides of the question. His own trial of strength. If the American col-

opinions are not strictly to the point, but onies of Great Britain were not to be

may as well be stated at once, so that blamed for the mere act of resisting the

the reader, if he finds or fancies a bias in constituted authorities, if the English
the views to be expressed in the sequel, Parliamentarians, the French Revolu-

may know to what to attribute it. tion, the Polish Insurrection, the Ital-

From the first symptoms of Secession ian Wars of Independence, were justi-

to the surrender of the last Southern fiable, and the writer thoroughly be-

army, the writer has felt a vivid inter- lieves that they all were so, --he fails

est in the great struggle and its issues, to see that the Southern States of the

and a thorough sympathy with the cause American Union were necessarily in

of the North and alienation from that the wrong simply because they revolt-

of the South, points on which he ed from the Federal authority. And

might, perhaps, be more inclined to di- in each case he recognizes the coexten-

late, were it not, that, at this late hour sive right, so far as that alone is con-

of the day, Northern adherency might cerned, of the existing government to

read like the mere worship of success, assert itself, and stem the tide of revolt.

So it is now, but so it was not, in many It is the old question of the Rights of

circles of English society at least, dur- Man and the Mights of Man, concern-

ing the continuance of the war. Al- ing which Carlyle has had so much to

most up to the very fall of Richmond, say. A trial between the Mights often

to express a decisive adherence to the throws considerable light upon the ques-
Northern cause was often to be singu- tion of the Rights ; and, until at any
lar and solitary in a roomful of com- rate the true Might has been ascer-

pany ; the timorous adherent would be tained by this crucial test, one may
minded to keep silence, and the out- without half- heartedness admit that

spoken one would be prepared for a stare both of the opposing Rights, the con-

and an embarrassed pause to ensue up- servative and the disruptive, are genu-
on his avowal. At the same time that ine rights, mutually antagonistic and

all his sympathies and hopes were for internecine, but neither disproved by
the North, the writer entertained opin- the other.

ions which forbade him to condemn the But this is only the most rudimentary

South, so far as the mere fact of se- view of the matter. An abstract and

cession and armed insurrection was indefeasible right of insurrection may
concerned. To take a wide view of exist, maintainable in any and every
the question, he apprehends, that, in case

;
and yet a particular instance of

every fully constituted community, there insurrection may be foolish, wicked, and

are two coextensive and countervailing altogether worthy of ruin and extinction,

rights : the right of the existent defacto And the writer believes that he is per-

government to maintain itself by all le- fectly consistent with himself in think-

gal and honorable means, and, if requi- ing both that the abstract right of in-

site, by the arbitrament of the sword
;

surrection existed in the case of the

and the right of any section of the com- Southern States of the Union and the

munity to reorganize itself as it may see abstract right of repression in the Fed-

fit for its own interests, and to estab- eral Government, and also that this

lish its independence by force of arms, particular insurrection deserved con-
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demnation and failure, and this particu- ders, and its extension and propagation
lar repression deserved credit and tri- as opportunity might offer. This, and

umph, a triumph which, when the not the mere fact that they were seces-
"
Mights of Men " had been sufficiently sionists, insurgents, rebels, or whatever

tested, it very arduously and very con- harder term may be forthcoming, is the

clusively managed to achieve. reason why the writer disliked the re-

As to the question of a legal and con- volt of the Southern States, and wished

stitutional right of secession, the writ- it to come to nought ; and the corre-

ei has not the impudence to express sponding facts regarding the Northern

and scarcely to entertain an opinion. States, that they were simply uphold-
That is a question for American law- ing a constitutional act performed by

yers and publicists to discuss and de- the nation at large, were contending for

termine ;
the obfuscated British mind the majestic present and the magnifi-

being entitled to affirm only this : that cent future of a great and free republic,

there seems to have been something to were arrayed against the extension of

say on the Southern side of the ques- slavery, and might, by the force of cir-

tion, as well as a good deal on the North- cumstances and the growth of ideas,

ern. The writer apprehends that the find themselves called upon even to ex-

abstract right of insurrection on the one terminate the existing slave-system,

hand, and of self-conservation on the these were the facts which commanded

other, quite overbears, in so vast and his homage to the Northern cause, not

momentous a debate, the narrow, tech- merely that they were the assertors of

nical, legal question : that which it authority against innovation, The case,

does not overbear is the Tightness or as the writer understands it, amounts

wrongness of the immediate motive, simply to this : that the South seceded

conduct, and aim of any particular in- before it had been in any degree dam-

surrection and repression, considered nified, and to maintain a system the

individually. The abstract rights re- scotching or killing of which, though
main the same in all cases

; the appli- not in fact then contemplated by the

cation of those rights differs immeas- North to any extent contrary to exist-

urably, according to the merits of each ing laws, would have been a benefit to

several case. mankind and an atonement to human
What were the merits of this partic- conscience. It may perhaps seem su-

ular case ? The constitutional majority perfluous or impertinent to have given
of the whole nation had elected a Pres- so many words to the statement of opin-
ident whose election was held by both ions so simple and obvious. But the

parties to be tantamount to the policy English Liberal adherents of the North-

of non-extension of slavery into the ern States were continually twitted with

Territories of the Republic, and into their assumed inconsistency in censur-

all States to be thereafter constructed , ing the insurrection of the South, while

and before the President elect had en- they approved of (for instance) the in-

tered upon his functions, before a sin- surrection of Lombarcly against the

gle subsisting legal right ( which might Austrians
;
and it seemed impossible

or might not be a moral wrong) had to get the objectors to understand, or

been interfered with, while there was at any rate to acknowledge, that mo-

yet no ground for affirming that any tives, aims, and consequences have

such right would ever be interfered some bearing upon revolts, as upon

with, the Southern States declared that other transactions, and that one may
their minority was of more weight than consistently abhor a revolt the motive

the nation's majority, that they would and aim of which he believes to be

break up the nation rather than abide by bad, while he sympathizes with another

its award, and would themselves consti- the motive and aim of which he be-

tute a new nation, founded on the main- lieves to be good. Of course, too, there

tenance of slavery within their own bor- were other objectors who denied, and
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will to this day not blush to deny, that to be no objections at all. He pro-
the question of Slavery was the real ceeds to his main subject,

- - the varie-

substantial incentive to secession, and ties of English opinion on the Ameri-
who paraded the minor questions of tar- can War.

iffs, the conflicting interests of the pro- These varieties may perhaps, with

ductive and the manufacturing States, some approach to completeness, be de-

and the like. These arguments the fined under the following seven heads,

writer leaves unfingered ;
it is no busi- ist. The party which believed in the

ness of his to fray their delicate texture, sincerity, the right, and the probable
All he has to say of them here is, that, eventual success of the North,

as he does not value them at a pin
:

s 2d. That which believed in the right
fee as representing the main point at of the North, but which doubted or dis-

issue, they in no way affected the feel- believed its sincerity, especially on the

ings which he entertained concerning question of Slavery, or its eventual sue-

the war. Again, there were remon- cess, or both.

strants of a still more impracticable 3d. That which cared only for the

frame of mind, who could see the right, anti-slavery aspect of the contest,

absolute or potential, of any despotic 4th. That which believed in the right
or constitutional monarchy, or any con- and the probable eventual success of

quering power, to suppress secession the South.

and revolt, but could not conceive that 5th. That which believed in the right

any similar right pertained to the cen- of the South, but which doubted or dis-

tral government of a federative republic, believed its eventual success.

To hear them, the will of a national 6th. That which, contrariwise, believ-

majority was of no account in a national ed in the eventual success of the South,

issue, provided the majority of any par- but doubted or disbelieved its right,

ticular State of the federation took the 7th. That which covertly or avowedly

contrary side. The national majority justified slavery.

had no rights such as the strong arm To each of these parties a few words

of the law, or the armed force, ought to of comment must be given,

impose upon gainsayers : it was only ist. The party which believed in the

the national minority which had such sincerity, the right, and the probable

rights. The latter might break up the eventual success of the North was, I

nation ; the former must not enforce think, extremely small during the great-

any veto upon the disruption. Why er part of the war, --
say, between the

elect a President as your governmen- first Battle of Bull Run and the capture
tal chief, if you mean that government of Atlanta. By sincerity I mean such

should be a reality ? Why not be re- points as these : that the Federal Gov-

spectable, like us Europeans^ and have ernment was honestly desirous of fulfil-

a King at once ? Such, briefly inter- ling its obligations towards the South ;

preted, appears to have been the quin- that the North, having to maintain the

tessence of the wisdom of these polit- integrity of the country by force of arms,
ical sages. was ready to make all needful sacrifices

The writer has now done with the for that object, and to lavish its blood

exposition of his own views, of no and treasure; above all, that the pro-

consequence assuredly to his American fessions of dislike to slavery, the offer

readers, save for the clearer under- of military emancipation to negroes,

standing of what he has to say concern- and, finally, the efforts to amend the

ing the views entertained by his British Constitution so as to abolish slavery,

countrymen at large. He has also done root and branch, were sincere. Many,
with the few specimens which it fell in of course, believed in the right of the

his way to cite of objections urged North, and in one or other of these

against his colleagues in opinion, and items of sincerity ; few, I think, in the

which he was obtuse enough to imagine right, in the sincerity throughout, and
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in the success as well. The delusion,

that the North, after using up its Irish

and German population and its incom-

ing immigrants, would quail before the

necessity of hazarding also a large pro-

portion of its own settled Anglo-Sax-
on population, was extremely prevalent.

Equally prevalent the notion that the

North was fighting merely for a consti-

tutional idea, or for national integrity,

predominance, or (as Lord Russell

phrased it) "for empire," without any
real regard for the interests of the negro.

And when all these demands upon one's

faith had to be supplemented by a be-

lief in the probable success of the

North, few persons seemingly ventured

to commit themselves- to the whole of

the proposition. Within my own per-

sonal circle of observation, I could name
but one, or, at the utmost, two, besides

myself, who, in the main, with some va-

riations according to the changing cur-

rent of events, clung to the cause of the

North in its entirety. The first*of these

two persons is a painter of great dis-

tinction, and a man, in other respects,

of very thinking and serious mind, well

known by name, and partially by his

works, to such Americans as take an

interest in fine art. The second of the

two is one of our very greatest living

poets. As to the question of success,

the following may perhaps be a tolera-

bly fair account of the varying impres-
sions of many, who, along with myself

hoped for the triumph of the North,
and were disposed, though not with any

overwhelming confidence, to believe in

it. Up to the first Battle of Bull Run,

opinion was suspended or fluctuating ;

but in the main one's sympathies con-

spired with one's information as to the

comparative resources of the opponents
to produce a considerable degree of con-

fidence. That battle and some other

Southern successes acted as a severe

check ;
and discouragement prevailed

up to the time when the capture of

New Orleans, Grant's advance on the

line of the Mississippi, and McClellan's
" On to Richmond " march righted the

balance. Great uncertainty, however,

was still felt ; and I should say that af-

terwards, between the repulse of McClel-
lan and Pope and the Battle of Get-

tysburg, most of the adherents of the

North were consciously
"
hoping against

hope," and, especially at the time of the

defeat at Chancellorsville and the North-

ern invasion by Lee in 1863, were al-

most ready to confess the case desper-
ate.* Gettysburg, Vicksburg, and Port

Hudson altered the face of affairs, and

revived a confidence which gradually

strengthened almost into a conviction,

such as not all the vast difficulties which

afterwards beset Grant in his advance

towards Richmond, nor all the non-

sense of the Times and other South-

ern journals about "Johnston continu-

ing to draw Sherman from his base,"

or Hood cutting him off from his com-

munications, and compelling him to re-

treat by that most singular of retreating

processes, the triumphal march through

Georgia from end to end, could ever

avail substantially to becloud. Soon
after the victory at Gettysburg, those

who were not blinded by their wishes

or preconceptions saw ground for think-

ing that the South had made its great-
est efforts, and failed, the North sus-

tained its worst rebuffs, and surmounted

them.

2d. The party which believed in the

right of the North, but which doubted

or disbelieved its sincerity, especially

on the question of Slavery, or its event-

ual success, or both, was of necessity

very large, including, as it did, in a

general way, all the Northern partisans
whose strength and fulness of convic-

tion were not great enough to enroll

them in my first division. It is ex-

*
I remember meeting at dinner, just about this

time, a near relative of the American ambassador,

Mr. Adams. I expressed myself as anxious, but

barely able, to believe that the Northerners would

yet gain the day, and asked whether he candidly

supposed they would. His emphatic
"
Certainly

"

surprised me at the time, and remained in my mind

as an almost sublime instance of a true citizen's ina-

bility to
"
despair of the Republic." It soon turned

out to be a deserved rebuke to any who desponded,

along with myself, and finally prophetic. No doubt

there were thousands of Americans who could, even

in those dark days, with equal conviction have pro-

nounced that
"
Certainly," and whose very certainty

was the one thing needed and able to make the thing

certain indeed.
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tremely difficult to form an opinion, or much upon the surface of English opin-
even a guess, on the question of rela- ion, I fear the majority of the whole na-

tive numbers
; but I have always fan- tion would have been found to be with

cied, that, could the whole nation have the South
;
and could I take my own

been polled on the subject, the num- sphere of society as the criterion, I

ber of Northern well - wishers would should be compelled to say that so it

have been found sensibly to exceed was in overwhelming preponderance,
that of the Southern. Generally, men A more diffused connection with Amer-
of very grave, reflective, and unpreju- ica, through the emigration movement,
diced minds, students in the philosophy and through community of interest and
of society and history, men known for feeling with a democratic nation, may
their lofty ideal of liberty or of culture, have combined with a truer instinct of

appeared to be on the side of the North
; right in the popular heart to rectify the

and the calm, unfaltering attitude, free balance
;
and in default of evidence to

from petulance and invective, of those the contrary, I am fain to suppose it

operative classes in Lancashire, whom did. A few words must be added as to

the war ruined for a while, has often one branch of our immediate subject,
-

been pointed to as showing that the the doubt or disbelief of the sincerity
more informed and intelligent working- of the North on the question of Slavery,
men were also for the North. They Had no prejudice or perversity of argu-
endured a great calamity without mur- ment been imported into the subject, it

muring, because they thought the cause would, I imagine, have been apparent

just which had entailed that calamity to most of my countrymen that the

upon them. Assuming this to be cor- dominant party at the North was gen-

rect, as I believe it to be, the question uinely antagonistic to slavery ; that, as

remains, What was the opinion (or per- long as the South did not violate the

haps one should rather say the send- Federal Constitution, the North was

ment) of the class below this, the trammelled from interfering with sla-

great numerical bulk of the population, very as already established by law in

who would take sides according as their certain States
; that the duty imme-

sympathies, imaginations, prejudices, or diately imposed upon the North and

traditional conceptions of the right the Government by the act of Seces-

might be roused, irrespectively in the sion was one and undivided, the main-

main of reasoning as to any antece- tenance of the Constitution and of the

dents or consequences ? I incline to Union ;
but that, in proportion to the

suppose that the most powerful impul- obstinacy of Southern resistance, the

sion to the feelings of this class must antagonism to slavery would obtain

have been that strong anti-slavery sen- free play in the North, the slavery
timent which had undoubtedly for many question would assume greater and

years been bone of the bone of Eng- greater prominence as the nexus of the

lishmen, more powerful even than whole debate, and those who had at

that sympathy for an overmatched strug- first been bound to make a stand for

gle on behalf of independence which an extant Union and compromise would

would have pleaded for the South. If be impelled and more than willing to

this is a correct view, it may be infer- fight on for reunion and abolition. But

red that the majority of the poorer class- this view of the matter was consistently
es was for the North ; as they, without distorted. The constitutionalism and

refining over the question, would re- nationalism of the North figured in ar-

gard the contest as one between Sla- gument as indifference to slavery, the

very and Anti-slavery, the latter repre- steps taken towards the emancipation
sented by the North and the former by of slaves as mere hypocritical strata-

the South. Short, however, of some gems of war, and the climax of disin-

decided majority for the North in these genuousness was reached when the an-

classes, whose views do not transpire ti-conscription and anti-negro riots of
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New York were fastened upon that very ing and laboring millions
;
but its cen-

war-party against which they had been tral strength was in that backbone of

levelled. Systematic misrepresentations English philanthropic effort, the more
of this nature, invidious glosses and plebeian section of the well-to-do middle

plausible misconstructions, did undoubt- class, that section which gravitates

edly conspire with the really complicat- towards Dissent in religion, towards

ed conditions of the case and the undis- Radicalism in politics, towards Bible So-

puted fact of certain antipathies of race cieties,Temperance Movements, "Bands

(predicable as truly of the Northern of Hope," and Exeter Hall. If this

States as of any other part of the section of the British community had

world ) to persuade very many English- not remained true to anti-slavery ideas,

men that the North was not sincerely the country would indeed have been

hostile to slavery, but used the Anti- turned "the seamy side without." That

slavery or the Abolition cry as a mere we were spared, in the severer crises of

feint to disguise the lust of domination, the war, the last uglinesses of tergiversa-

Those who liked to be persuaded of tion, is owing mainly to people of this

this were persuaded with the utmost class, the cheapest subjects for well-

ease
;
and even among men who con- bred sneers and intellectual superiority

sidered the
subject

without bias, many in ordinary times.

were confused and shaken. 4th. The party which believed in the

3d. The party which cared only for the right and the probable eventual success

anti-slavery aspect of the contest was of the South was obviously, during the

large. Their attitude is to a certain ex- greater part of the war, a numerous one.

tent indicated in what has just been said. In the early stages of Secession, when
One and not an insignificant section the chief question before one's thoughts
of them would have sided frankly with was that of right, I think that compara-
the North, if satisfied that the Northern tively few people sided with the South,

triumph would be an anti- slavery tri- though very many were lukewarm or

umph ; but, talked as they were, or frigid, or actually inimical towards the

talking themselves, into the belief that North. At that time party-spirit still

slavery had little more to fear from the respected the old-fashioned notions, that

North than from the South, they re- a self-governing nation must be ruled by
mained, at least during the earlier part its own majority, not minority ;

that a
of the war, indifferent or indignant, minority which cried out before it was

Others, of course the great majority, hurt, and "cut the connection ' rather

watched eagerly every symptom and than strive by constitutional means to

every step which proved the North to turn the balance in its own favor, was
be in earnest in the work of abolition

; likely to be a factious and misguided

they thrilled to the sounds which "pro- minority ;
and that a new common-

claimed liberty to the captive," the wealth, whose raison dttre was Slavery,
tones of Northern manifestoes and le- had little claim to the sympathies of

gislation, the tread of Northern legions, Englishmen or of civilization. Others

and the volleys fired by negro soldiers, laid greater stress from the first on the

They got to feel a genuine veneration argument, that the States of the Union
and even enthusiasm for President Lin- were all sovereign states, which had

coin, and formed probably the only sec- respectively entered into a voluntary
tion of men or women in this coun- bond, and could voluntarily withdraw

try who could speak of General Butler from it without gainsaying ;
and that

without bringing
"
railing accusations." this ground of right on the side of

The party was diffused over the length the South remained unaffected by any
and breadth of the land. It numbered, accessory considerations. This view

I suppose, some adherents even in the rapidly gained over the willing convic-

aristocratic and governing classes, tions of Southern sympathizers, when

thousands, no doubt, among the work- the impulse and determination, the cour-
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age and early successes of the South, in proportion to tkeir incapacity to per-
had once roused strong feelings in its ceive that their own prejudices are pre-
favor. The earlier argumentative view judices, a paper which had "gone in

as to majorities and minorities, and the for
" the South with a vehemence only

fundamental basis of all governments, balanced by its virulence against the

sank into desuetude, while the right of a North, found it convenient to turn

compact community to independent self- tail, and retort upon those opponents

government at its own option occupied with whom the laugh remained at last,

the field of vision. Vast numbers of The Saturday Review bleated pitiful-

people I should think, during the ly, yet unconfessingly, to this effect :

greater part of the war, four fifths of the " True it is that we have been back-

whole country believed in the sue- ing up the South all the while ; but

cess of the South ; considering it im- we meant no more by it than the backer

possible that so determined a commu- of any prize-fighter or any race-horse

nity, with so vast a territory, should ever means, when he has made his choice,

be coerced into reunion, and not being and staked his money, and shouts to the

prepared for an equal amount of de- adopted competitor,
' Go in and win !

'

termination on the part of the Northern That backer does not necessarily believe

Government and people, or for their ca- that his side will be the winner, but

pacity, even had the will been admitted, only signalizes that that side is his."

to meet the required outlay in money The evasion came too late
; persons

and men. Another question, too, was who had inconvenient memories saw

prominent in men's minds, and indis- through the shuffling of a pseudo-

posed them to contemplating a subju- prophet, who only managed to cast a

gated South. They would ask, "What retrospective gleam of insincerity over

is to be done with the South, on the his fortune-telling, to convert blunder

unlikely supposition of its being con- into bad faith, and to stultify his pres-

quered ? Is it to become an American ent along with his past position. The

Poland?" All these considerations in- leek had to be eaten at last : why, after

clined the great majority of the nation so many
"
prave 'ords

" of superiority

to believe that the South would succeed ;
and defiance, confess that the eating of

and, of those who so believed, a large it had been more than half foreseen all

proportion held the Southerners to be along ?

in the right, or sympathized with them 6th. The party which believed in the

to a degree which obscured the strict eventual success ofthe South, but doubt-

question of right in favor of preference,
ed or disbelieved its right, must have

5th. The party which believed in the been pretty considerable, if my previous

right of the South, but which doubted estimates are true ;
for I have already

or disbelieved its eventual success, ap-
advanced the conjecture that more than

pears to me to have been most incon- half the nation sided with the North,

siderable up to the final stages of the while four fifths believed for a long

war. I doubt whether I ever met two time in the success of the South. This

men, prior, let me say, to Sherman's fact alone, if correctly alleged, furnish-

march through Georgia, who would dis- es tolerable evidence of the persistency

tinctly limit themselves to this: "I wish and influence of pro-Southern papers

the South might succeed, but I don't and partisans, and their ingenuity in so

think it will." When the impending misreading the facts,

Catastrophe of the South was no longer
" C^ il no e il si nel capo ci tenzona."

disputable, the Saturday Review, the The event has proved that the chances

idol of our Club-men and University- of success were really very much on the

men, of those who are at once highly side of the North. The superiority in

cultivated and intensely English, and material resources, and certain solid

who fancy themselves freer from preju- and undeniable successes obtained at

dice and more large-minded than others an early stage of the war, such as the
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capture of New Orleans, were known to tal and actual, a less traditional and pre-
be on the same side. Slighter grounds judged point of view, than had been in

would in most cases have sufficed to vogue since our own abolition move-

persuade minds predisposed by sympa- ment gained the ascendency. It became

thy that this side would win ; yet the apparent to various thinkers that the

Southern advocates shuffled and played humanitarian view of the question was
the cards well enough to induce an op- not its be-all and end-all

; that some

posite conclusion in numerous instances, facts and considerations per contra had
And no doubt many who began by sim- to be taken into account

;
and that what

ply believing that the South would sue- one train of thought and feeling de-

ceed went on to think that the North nounced as a mere self- condemned
deserved to lose, partly because, upon wrong might, according to another, be

such an assumption, the personal su- even regarded as a higher right Still,

periority must have been very largely this "new light" upon slavery was re-

with the South, and partly because a ceived more or less fully by only a very
combatant who has no fair chance of few minds, as compared with the gen-

winning ought to give in, and not per- eral mass of British conviction, a few

sist in shedding blood in vain. If a thorough
-
going believers in Carlyle, a

big man fights a little one, and turns few hardy and open-minded speculators,
out upon experiment to have next to no hardly more, perhaps, in all, than those

chance of beating him, one soon gets who would join Mr. John Stuart Mill in

angry with the big one for "pegging saying that the right form of Parliament-

away," even though one may at first ary suffrage is universal suffrage, open
have perceived him to be in the right, to women as well as men. No ordinary
Such seemed to many English observ- English newspaper would have thought
ers to be the condition of the case in of professing at that time, nor any or-

America. They were mistaken, but ex- dinary English reader of tolerating, the

cusable ;
but for the error in their prem- theory that slavery is right. (It is no

ise, their deduction would have been part of my plan or business to discuss

correct, or at least not irrational. this question of slavery : I will sim-

yth. The party which covertly or ply say, to avoid misapprehension, that,

avowedly justified slavery was incom- while recognizing the profound good

parably larger than any Englishman sense of much that Carlyle has said on

would have dreamed of a week before this and cognate matters, my own in-

the secession took place Till then, I stinct of right and habits of opinion re-

doubt whether any writer of credit, ex- bel against the pro-slavery theory, and

cept one, had ventured deliberately to never allowed me to doubt which side I

affirm that American slavery is, under was on, when the question came to its

limitations, an allowable and advanta- supreme practical issue in the civil war.)

geous thing. That exception is assur- Such, then, appears to me to have been

edly a most illustrious one, perhaps the state of English opinion on this sub-

the strongest head and stoutest heart ject when the secession occurred. On
in the British dominions, and our living one ground or another, a large proper-

writer of the most exalted and durable tion of our population and our writers

fame, --Thomas Carlyle. His " Occa- sided with the South. At first I fancy

sional Discourse on the Nigger Ques- that no journal and no average English-

tion," published some years ago, ruffled man affirmed that slavery is justifiable ;

and outraged the anti- slavery mind, but, as events progressed, it became

which then, and for some while before more and more difficult to say that the

and since, might fairly be termed the South was right, and yet that slavery

mind of all England. That Discourse was wrong.
" No man can serve two

staggered some readers, and roused oth- masters," not even such a couple as

ers, --roused them to contemplate the Jefferson Davis and Wilberforce. The

whole question from a more fundamen- British sympathizers, who had deter-
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mined to "hold to the one," were re- very, a very large sect. The South-
duced to the logical necessity of " de- ern partisanship of the former sect was

spising the other." It was a surprising perfectly logical ;
that of the latter sect

spectacle. The dogmas and traditions unable to stand the wear and tear of
of half a century snapped like threads, discussion, as the progress of events

when it became their office to constrain made it more and more manifest that

a penchant. Ethnologists and politi- slavery or abolition was the real issue,

cians were equally ready to find out that With this latter sect the political or oth-

the negro was fit for nothing but enforced er liking for the South was a much
servitude. Parsons, marchionesses, and stronger and more active feeling than
maiden aunts received simultaneous en- the humanitarian or other dislike of sla-

lightenment as to Christian truth, and very; the first feeling, indeed, soon de-

discovered that slavery was not prohib- veloped into a passion, the second into

ited, but was even countenanced, in the a self-reproachful obstruction. Thus the

Bible. The inference was inevitable : logical view, that slavery as well as the

what Moses did not condemn in Jews slaveholding interest was right, exercis-

thirty-three centuries ago must be the ed a powerful centripetal attraction
; and

correct thing for Anglo-Americans to many minds were betrayed into adopt-

uphold at the present day. Did not St. ing it as a truth, or using it for a pur-
Paul tell Onesimus to return to his mas- pose, without probing the depth of apos-
ter ? etc., etc. Many Secessionist or- tasy to their own more solid convic-

gans of public opinion, no doubt, de- tions, or of moral disingenuousness,
clined to commit themselves to pro- which the practice involved. The South

slavery views : they started with the had to be justified, and here were at

assumption that slavery is an evil and hand the means of justification. Now
a crime, and they continued protesting that the contest is over, I have no doubt

the same creed. How far this creed that a large residuum of tolerance for

was compatible with so rabid an advo- slavery, much larger than seemed pos-

cacy of the Southern cause, how far sible for Englishmen before the Seces-

it was possible for genuine abominators sion, is left behind; but also that this

of slavery to continue unfaltering their tolerance was in most instances facti-

Southern palinodes and Northern anath- tious and occasional, and is cleared or

emas, after such acts on the part of the clearing away, and will leave the British

South as the refusal to include colored reprobation of slavery, in a little while,

troops among exchangeable prisoners pretty nearly where it used to be of old.

of war, and the massacre at Fort Pillow, The orange has been squeezed : what

and such acts on the part of the North use can the rind be of? It rests with

as the Emancipation Proclamation, and the re-United States, by a just and suc-

the introduction of the Constitutional cessful treatment of the still formidable

Amendment for abolition, these are negro question,* to persuade unreluc-

questions which appear deserving of an -

tant minds in the Old Country that sla-

answer
; yet one may be quite prepared very is, in very deed, the unmitigated

to find that the spirit of party, which wrong and nuisance which they used to

made such an anomaly possible, is blind reckon it
;
and those who have sympa-

to the fact of its being anomalous, and thized with the North look confidently
has an answer pat. My own belief about for this ultimate result,

the matter is this. When the Secession As a corollary to all that I have been

began, there were two sects among the saying in this slight analysis of English

English partisans of the South : the opinion during the war, I should add,

Carlylese apologists of slavery, a very what, indeed, American writers have

small sect
;
and the political advocates abundantly observed, that the knowl-

of Secession, who, partly with full con-..... r
* As some time may have elapsed, and some change

viction, partly as a mere matter of un-
inthestateoffactsocc

y

urred)before this article appears

Challenged USe and WOnt, repudiated Sla- in print, I add that it was completed early in October,
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edge of American affairs possessed by try to treat that subject even with fair-

the great mass of English partisans ness, much less with command of the

was extremely superficial. I will not materials. I presume, however, that

now speak of our newspapers and pam- the tone of the London press furnishes

phleteers ; but, within my own experi- a tolerable index to that of the provin-

ence, among ordinary persons, who were cial, taking the whole average,

quite ready to take sides, and stand stub- The political color of the English

bornly to their colors, I have often found press may be summarized as either

that even such rudimentary points as Conservative, Liberal, or Liberal-Con-

the distinction between " States
" and servative. The Conservative daily pa-

"
Territories," the Northern resistance pers are the " Standard " and the " Her-

to the extension of slavery into Terri- aid," both rabidly Southern. The prin-

tories, the issue taken on that imme- cipal Liberal ones are the "Times,"
diate question in the Presidential elec- "

Globe,"
"
Telegraph,"

"
Daily News,"

tion of 1860, the relation between the and "Star." Of these five journals, three

Federal Government and the States' were for the South, and only two for

governments, and the limits within which the North, the two which I have nam-
it would be possible for a President and ed last. Two other Liberal daily papers
his administration, however anti-slavery are but little known to me, the " Ad-
in principle, to interfere with slavery, vertiser

" and the " Sun "
: I believe

\rere either not understood in theory, the latter was at any rate not decided-

or not practically laid to heart. People ly Southern. Everybody knows that

would talk as if a Federal President the Times is the Englishman's paper
were a Russian autocrat, who, if sin- par excellence; it would hardly be un-

cerely opposed to slavery, would have fair to call us "a Times-led popula-

nothing in the world to do except tion," unless, indeed, one prefers the

to cancel the "peculiar institution' term,
" a popularity-led Times." Con-

throughout the States, North and South, verse with ten ordinary middle -class

by a motion of his will and a stroke of Englishmen, men of business or po-
his pen. They would demonstrate the sition, receiving or imparting the cur-

half-heartedness on this matter of the rent of opinion which is uppermost in

North, as represented by its President their class, probably nine of them will

Lincoln, and the hypocrisy or truckling express views which you will find am-

of Lincoln himself, by the omission 01 plified in the columns of the Times,

such a sealing of their professed faith, That journal is neither above their level

not caring to reflect how utterly subver- nor below it
;
as matters strike them, so

sive these notions must be of that fa- do they also strike the Times. Eng-
vorite catchword of Southern partisans, lishmen do not particularly respect the

"State rights." It may be objected, Times; it is like them, (or in especial
" These people can have been only the like the bustling, energetic, money-mak-

extremely ignorant.'' That, however, is ing, money-spending classes of them,)

my own conviction : but such childish and they are like it
;
but an Englishman

assumptions were not the less prevalent of this sort will not feel bound to
" look

for being preposterous, nor the less po- up to
" the Times any more than to

tent in leavening the mass of opinion, another Englishman of the same class,

when the question was, which party to They reciprocally express each other,

adopt. and with no obligation or claim to lofty

Something - - but necessarily very regard on either side. When, there-

brief and imperfect - - may be added fore, one finds the Times abiding for

concerning the particular organs of a long while (which is not invariably

public opinion which sided with the its way) by one constant view of a ques-

North or with the South. I shall con- tion, one may be sure that it is sup-

fine myself to London publications, not ported in that view by an active, busi-

knowing enough of those in the coun- ness-like, prominent, and probably even
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predominant body of its countrymen ;

but it by no means follows that the

deeper convictions of th,e nation, its

hearty sentiments of right, for which it

would be prepared to do or die, are ei-

ther represented or roused by the news-

paper. The Times, during the Amer-
ican War, was cursed or cursed its

readers with prophets, seers, and or-

acles, in its correspondents ; and the

prophecies turned out to be ridiculous-

ly wrong, the seeing to be purblindness,
and the oracles to be gibberish. A
more miserable exposure could not ea-

sily be cited
;
the most indignant Amer-

ican might afford to pity the Times,

when, after four years of leonine roar-

ings and lashings of tail, its roar sank

into a whine, and its tail was clapped
between its legs. The supremacy of

the Times had already been sapped

by the abolition of the British paper-

duty, and the consequent starting of

various penny-newspapers. If this fias-

co does not very gravely damage it, the

reason can only, I suppose, be in the

conformity of character and of impe-
tus already pointed out between our

average middle class and the Times.

The Englishman whom the Times has

misled x for four years concerning the

American struggle has a fellow-feeling

for his Times even in the mortification

of undeception ;
for this Englishman

had never supposed that the Times,

any more than himself, was actuated by
profound political morality in the side it

espoused, rather by personal proclivi-

ties, clamor, and
" rule of thumb." And

so, when the next great question arises,

the Englishman may again make the

Times his crony and confabulator, just
as he would be more likely, through gen-
eral sympathy of notions and feelings,

to take counsel with private acquaintan-
ces who had erred with him in predict-

ing success to the South, rather than

with those who had dissented from him
in desire and expectation. Certainly,

however, after all allowances made, the

prestige of the Times must have re-

ceived a perceptible shock. The oth-

er daily papers which I have named,

along with the Times, as Southern par-

tisans, represent divers sections of Lib-

eralism
;
and there must be more than

I am cognizant of to say in detail of

their views of various phases and at

various periods of the contest. The
two Northerners, the Daily News and
the Star, (the latter being specially
connected with Mr. John Bright,) rep-
resent the more advanced, doctrinal,

and radical section of Liberalism : no
doubt their more thorough sympathy
with the cause of the North was not

unrelated to their more thorough sym-
pathy with the political constitution and
influences of the American Republic ;

and the same would be true of many
private Northern adherents. In gen-

eral, it may be said without much inex-

actness that the Northern advocates in

the press belonged either to this sec-

tion of Liberalism or to the "humani-
tarian

" and "
Evangelical

"
categories,

those which distinctly uphold Aboli-

tionism, "Aborigines-Protection," etc. ;

while the Southerners were recruited

from all other classes, Conservative,

Liberal, and Liberal-Conservative. To
this last class one may perhaps assign
the last two of the daily papers, the

"Post "and the "Pall -Mall Gazette,"

the latter of which, however, was firmly
on the side of the North

;
it only started

during the final stages of the war, a

time when (be it said without any dero-

gation from the sincerity of the Pall-

Mali Gazette) some other papers alsq
would probably, from the aspect of the

times, have been better inclined to take

the same side, but for finding themselves

already up to the armpits in Seces-

sionism. Passing now to the weekly

papers, of which we can name only two

or three, we find the Conservative
"
Press," the Anglican-Clerical

" Guar-

dian," the "Examiner," a represent-

ative of a somewhat old-fashioned form

of Liberalism or "Whiggery," and

the caustic, Liberal-Conservative "Sat-

urday Review," (already mentioned,) on

the side of the South ; the advanced Lib-

eral "
Spectator," on that of the North.

It is a significant sign of the wide-

spread Southernism in all grades of

town-society, especially the young and
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exuberant, the man-about-town class, own country to the Federal cause it

the club-men, the jolly young bachelors, is assuredly not for me to dilate,

the tavern-politicians, that all the "com-
ic

'

papers were on that side,
-- not Having thus far, to the best ofmy abil-

only the now almost "
legitimated

"
ity, sketched the varieties of English

"
Punch," * a staid grimalkin which opinion concerning the great conflict, I

has outgrown the petulances of kitten- must now endeavor to analyze some-

hood, or, as it has been well nicknamed what more in detail the phases and mo-
erewhile,

" The Jackall of the Times," tives of that large and powerful section

but equally the more free-and-easy of it which was hostile to the North.
"
Fun," the plebeian

" Comic News," Something has been already said or im-

the fashionable "
Owl," and the short- plied on this matter as we proceeded ;

lived " Arrow." Among the magazines, but it remains to be distinctly accounted
the "Quarterly" and "

Blackwood," for. If, at the time when England be-

with various others, not all of them col- stowed cheap tears upon the sorrows of

leagues of these two in strict Conserva- Uncle Tom, cheap aristocratic homage
tism, were for the South

;

" Macmillan's upon Mrs. Stowe, and cheap or indeed

Magazine," again an organ of the ad- gratis advice upon "American sisters,"

vanced and theoretic Liberalism, con- any American or Continental paper had

sistently for the North, so far as it prophesied (seeing farther into a mill-

could be considered to express aggre- stone than Times prophets during the

gate, and not merely individual, views. war) that the issues between Slavery
Of our leading writers, taken person- and Abolition would, in a very few

ally, Carlyle was of course against the years, come to a tremendous crisis and

North, and perhaps one may say on the not less tremendous arbitrament, and
side of the South, as shown by his epi- that the great majority of the most train-

gram, "The American Iliad in a Nut- ed and influential British opinion would

shell," one of the few instances (if I then be found on the side of the cham-

may trust my own opinion concerning pious of Slavery, and against those of

so great a genius) in which even his Abolition, the prediction would have

immense power of humor and pointed been universally treated by Englishmen
illustration has fallen flat and let off a as an emanation and a proof of the most

firework which merely fizzed without grovelling malignity, not less despicably

flashing. Ruskin also would appear, silly than shamelessly calumnious. The
from some occasional expressions in time of trial came

;
and what no one

what he has published, to have adopted would have ventured to suggest as con-

the same view
; as, indeed, he very gen- ceivable proved to be the actual and

erally does "
Carlylize

" when Carlylean positive truth. There must have been

subject-matter engages his pen. For some deep-lying reason for this, some

the North three of the most distin- reason which remained latent below the

guished and resolute writers have been surface as long as the United States

Mr. John Stuart Mill and Professors were regarded as one integral commu-

Cairnes and Goldwin Smith, men on nity, but which asserted itself as soon

whose position and services in their as Abolition and Slavery became iden-

tified, on the one hand, with national
*
Probably many of my American readers are

indivisibility, and, On the Other, with
aware that Punch after doing its little best to

disruption . It seems impossible tO
make Lincoln ridiculous (which perhaps history will J

t i u
pronounce no easy job) throughout his administra- doubt, that, had the maintenance Or the

tion, recanted as soon as he had been murdered, and dissolution of slavery been the Sole
made the amende honorable<in terms as handsome

Quest jon England WOuld have COntin-
as the case admitted of. It is one more instance of

,
.

the mania which some writers have for saying ill-na- Ued true, without any noteworthy deteC-

tured and unfair things, which they themselves must tion, tO her traditions and professions
know to be not the real opinion which they would

reprobatin slavery ;
and that, as she

profess under circumstances when their amour pro- ...
pre becomes enlisted on the same side as candor. did not decisively SO continue, Other
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incentives must have intervened, the statement, which I make, because, as far

cause being in fact tried upon a differ- as my powers and opportunities of ob-

ent issue. Wherefore? It is to that servation extend, I believe it to be true
;

question that I now address myself. but I am quite prepared to find it con-

Four motives appear to me to have tested, or summarily denied, by many
been puissant in indisposing English- of my countrymen, the more, the bet-

men to the Northerners. I speak gen- ter. The dislike, be it greater or less

erally of all such British men and women in fact, appears to me to rest upon two
as sided with the South, and whom I im- main foundations.

agine to have been not much less than In the first place, the Englishman is

half the whole number of those who a born Conservative, or, to use the old

took sides at all, but more especially phrase, a Tory. Toryism is of two

of the class in which Southern sympa- kinds, political and social. The ma-

thy was the very prevalent rule, and jority of the nation is certainly not, at

Northern sympathy the scanty excep- the present day, Tory in political prefer-

tion. This class comprehended the ences, though there is still a large leav-

members of the leading professions, en of that feeling also. But very many
army, navy, church, and bar, the writers persons who are political Liberals are

upon events of the day in newspapers . social Tories : they venerate the aristoc-

and elsewhere, and, broadly speaking, racy ; they batten daily upon the " Court

the moneyed and leading social circles, Circular"
; they cling to class distinc-

in short,
" the upper classes

"
; and, tions in theory, and still more in prac-

to trust my own experience, not only tice
; they strain towards "

good soci-

these, but the great bulk of. at any rate, ety
" and social conformity ;

their ideal

the professional middle class as well, is "respectability." Indeed, it appears
For instance, in the Government office to me that comparatively very few Eng-
to which I belong, comprising some lish people are free from some tincture

hundreds of employes, of whom a tol- of Toryism in either political or social

erable percentage are known to me, I sentiment, or both : one knows many
can recollect only one person, besides Radicals, some Democrats, and even a

myself, whom I knew to be decidedly few theoretic Republicans ; but it by no

for the North, and he, by the by, is means follows that all or most of these

an Irishman. I have used above the are not Tories in grain, in some part of

term " the upper classes
"

; but I be- their mental or personal anatomy. A
lieve that the aristocracy, properly so total revulsion in public and popular

called, was by no means so Southern as feeling would have to take place, before,

the society next below it. for instance, such an institution as our

The first of the four motives in ques- House of Lords could be in any practi-

tion is one in whose potency it gives me cal danger : no such revulsion appears
no pleasure to believe, but it was, I to be within the purview of any one now

think, by far the most powerful of all. living, even as a matter of opinion, much
The English,* as a nation, dislike the less of practical performance. I believe,

Americans as a nation. This is a broad that, if universal suffrage were to be-

* Of course I very often employ the term "
Eng-

COme the law f the land tO-morrOW,

lish," as meaning
"
the natives of all or any parts of HOt much difference WOuld ensue in the

the United Kingdom," without making nice distinc-
personnel Or the tone of the House of

tions between English, Scotch, and Irish. Such is /^ T ,

the case here. As a matter of fact, however, I pre-
Commons. It COuld hardly help enSU-

sume that America and the Federal Government ing, in the long run, by the inevitable
have found and find somewhat more sympathy in reaction of institutions Upon the people
Scotland and Ireland than in England : the Scotch, i , . ,

spite of their clannish tendencies, having a cer-
wh CXCrClSC Or undergo them, and, With

tain democratic bias as well (chiefly, perhaps, evi- a changed House of Commons, much
denced and fostered by their religious organization) ; else would, no doubt, be changed; but
and the Irish, disaffected as they are towards Eng- .

land, having so numerous and so close ties, through
ther6 SeemS StrOng rCaSOn tO d ubt

the emigration movement, with the United States. whether a democratic Constituency
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would, in the earlier stages, produce a

decisively democratic body of represent-
atives. As regards English opinion up-
on the American dispute, nothing was

commoner than the remark, that the

Southerners were u the better gentle-

men," or "represented the aristocratic

element," and therefore commanded the

speaker's good wishes in their struggle ;

and this not necessarily from members
of the landed gentry, or from political

anti -
liberals, but equally from Liver-

pool merchants, or others of the middle

class. The remark may have been true

or incorrect, with that I have nothing
to do

;
but it was very generally ac-

cepted in England as accurate, and rep-

resented a large body of consequent

sympathy. In like manner, people were

slow to believe in the possibility of Lin-

coln's competence for his post ;
because

he rose from the populace to his great

elevation, they inferred that he was a

boor and a bungler, not (as might have

seemed equally fair and rather more log-

ical) that he was a capable man; and,

with a foregone conclusion, they were

quite ready to construe as blundering
and grotesque that line of policy and

conduct on his part, which, after a war

of no immoderate length, resulted in the

surmounting of obstacles which they had

dubbed insurmountable.

This innate British temper aristo-

cratic, conservative, or Tory, whichever

one may term it is the first of the

two foundations whereon English dis-

like of Americans appears to me to rest.

The second is a natural, though assur-

edly not a laudable feeling, the resid-

ual soreness left by our defeat in the

old American War of Independence.
Far be it from me to say that the Eng-
lish nation at large, or Englishmen in-

dividually, brood gloomily over that de-

feat, or, with active and conscious ma-

lignity, long for the desolation of their

brothers in blood, language, and a com-
mon history. To say that would be as

strained and exaggerated, and as con-

trary to British practicality and freedom
from vengefulness, as to deny that some

degree of soreness and distance re-

mains would seem to me uncandid.

Englishmen are quite ready to believe,
and to light upon the casual evidences,
that Frenchmen remember Waterloo,
and would have no objection to wipe
out the reminiscence upon occasion

;

and Frenchmen and Americans may
probably perceive that like causes lead

to like results in the Englishmen's own

case, although the latter are less quick-

sighted regarding that. There is, I ap-

prehend, quite enough soreness on the

subject to lead us to watch the career

of the United States with jealousy, to

take offence easily where the relative in-

terests of both countries are concerned,
to put the less favorable of two possi-

ble constructions upon American do-

ings, and to feel as if, in any reverse

which may happen to the States, a cer-

tain long-standing score of our own,
which we did not clear off quite satis-

factorily to ourselves, were in a round-

about course of settlement.

It may perhaps be rejoined,
" Even

admitting what you have said as to

British conservatism and soreness, and

consequent dislike of Americans, this

furnishes no reason why the more influ-

ential classes in England should have

sided with Southern rather than North-

ern Americans." But I cannot ac-

knowledge the force of the rejoinder.
The United States are, like any other

nation, represented by their Govern-

ment, with which the Northern and

Union section was in harmony, the

Southern and Disunion section in con-

flict
; indeed, the very fact of secession

divided the South from the obnoxious

entity, the United States, and so far

ranged the South under the same ban-
O

ner with all other antagonists of the

States and their Government. The

anti-American might with perfect con-

sistency plead for his Southernism,
" Not that I disliked Carolina less, but

that I disliked Massachusetts more."

Besides, there was a very prevalent im-

pression that the Southern Confeder-

acy would be an essentially aristocratic

commonwealth, as contrasted with the

democratic Northern Union, --an im-

pression which the peculiar conditions

of society in the South would hardly
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have failed to justify to the full, had a common in many of the lower animal

cessation of the war allowed the Con- organisms, known to zoologists as "fis-

federacy to develop internally, according sion "; and monarchists were fain to au-

to its own bias. Rumors were even gur that very little of either bite or bark
rife of a possible monarchy ;

and lead- would be thereafter native to his jaws,

ing Southerners were credited with the Such are the grounds on which I

statement, that the best upshot of all, think that British conservatism and
would popular prejudice in the South soreness produce a widely diffused feel-

but allow of it, would be to import a ing of national dislike to Americans,

king from the English royal family, and that this dislike, beyond all other

Such rumors may have been fallacious, motives, indisposed multitudes to the

but they were not unacceptable to the Northern cause. Three other motives

British Tory. On the other hand, the conducing to the same result remain to

disruption of the United States by the be analyzed.
secession of the South was continually Many Englishmen believe as will

spoken of as "the breakdown of De- have been abundantly apparent to Amer-

mocracy," or "the bubble of Democracy icaris during the vicissitudes of the last

has burst." The experiment of a great few years that the greatness of the

federative republic or, one might say, United States involves a serious dan-

of a great republic, whether federative ger to England, whether in the projects
or otherwise was held to have been upon Canada which are attributed to

tried, and to have broken down. The the States, or in other directions, such

fact that there would be two republics, as that of naval power. It is no busi-

jointly coextensive with the original ness of mine to discuss the validity of

one, went for little, inasmuch as neither this belief, but simply to record it as

of the two could be as powerful as that one important motive why the success

one, and they would be divided by con- of the Federal Government was not de-

flicting policy and interests, even if not sired. It is a substantial and a rea-

engaged in active hostilities. All these soned motive
;
and very few persons,

considerations were not only powerful whether in England or out of it, are so

determinants to Southernism, but in cosmopolite or calm-minded as to as-

themselves balm to the conservative sume that the growth and aggrandize-

heart, and hardly less so to that over- ment of a foreign power, in its propor-

whelming section of educated liberal tional relation to one's own nation, are

opinion in this country, which, genu- matter for brotherly satisfaction and con-

inely liberal though its politics may be gratulation without arriere pensee, pro-

according to the English standard, ab- vided always that growth proceeds from

hors all approach towards what is term- internal conditions honorable to the for-

ed "Americanizing our institutions," eigner, and not in themselves deroga-
and is fully as eager as the strictly tory or offensive to the home-power,
conservative class to lay hold of any Few will heartily say,

" Let our neigh-
facts which may make monarchy appear bors and competitors develop to their

a stable, and republicanism an unsta- uttermost, and welcome
;
be it our sole

ble system. It was but a very short care that we also develop to our utter-

time before the fall of Richmond that most. They shall run us as close as

I heard an Englishman, so far from an- they like, and shall find that we do not

ticipating the catastrophe of the South, mean to be run down." To say this

repeat the threadbare augury of the might be an act of national Christianity ;

Times and other journals, that the but it is not one which has ever been

remaining Federal States would yet in very active exercise or popular re-

split up into a Western and an Eastern pute. It may be observed, too, that,

aggregation. The Cerberus of Democ- besides all other causes of national vigi-

racy was to start his three heads off on lance or jealousy, the Trent affair, at an

three different roads, by that process early date in the war, brought the whole
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practical question very forcibly home The opposite point of view was also

to us
;
and though Englishmen almost tenable : it was adopted with over-

unanimously, within the limits of my whelming impulse by the Federal Gov-

reading and hearing, protested that a ernment and the loyal States
; and,

rupture with the United States would having been carried out to a triumph-
be formidable and disabling only to that ant conclusion, may be admitted to have

belligerent, (a point on which I ventur- been the wisest and most patriotic, even
ed to fancy that British self-confidence by persons who (and I will not deny
might not have fathomed all the possi- having been one of them from time

bilities of Providence,) the crisis did to time during the war) were induced
not the less tend to rouse all our de- to doubt whether any cause, however
fensive and some of our aggressive in- equitable, and any object, however

stincts, and to weight the scales of pub- righteous and great, sufficed to justify
lie feeling against the North. The the frightful devastation and carnage

question of perils from American pow- which their prosecution involved. If

er thefi passed out of the region of such doubts beset the adherents of the

mere theory, and became practical and North, of course the view of the matter

imminent. The danger itself dispersed, entertained by opponents of war in the

indeed, as suddenly as it had come, but abstract, who were also on the side of

the impression remained. the South, was incomparably stronger
Another motive for siding against the in reprobation of this particular war.

North was the abstract hatred of war, True, it might be urged, that the South,
which has grown to be a very wide- and not the North, both furnished the

spread and genuine feeling in England, casus belli, and began the actual hostili-

-and, in my humble opinion, a most ties by the assault upon Fort Sumter;

befitting and praiseworthy one, active but it was not the cue of Southern par-

whenever we are in the position of out- tisans to admit that this internal action

siders, and overborne only when our of certain sovereign States of the Un-
own passions and real or supposed in- ion was of a nature to justify a coercive

terests are involved. The great ma- war on the part of the North, while the

jority of the nation plunged headlong fact that it rested with the North to de-

into the Russian War, and the grip of cline or accept the challenge was pat-

the British bull-dog's teeth upon his ent to the friends of both belligerents,

opponent was not easily loosed, even Thus, when the enormous magnitude
when good cause for loosing it appear- and horrors of the war startled English
ed. We had no more notion of retiring onlookers, the odium, in the opinion of

from India in 1857, when the Indian many, attached to the North: a view

mutineers used some cogency of ma- which, though it might not stand the

terial argument to make us do so, than test of strict investigation, or of a se-

we should have of retiring from Ireland, vere discussion of principles and provo-
if a new Irish rebellion occurred

;
but cations, was superficially maintainable,

when the question was merely that of and not to be anyhow argued out of all

breaking up a vast republic beyond the plausibility. "The South is defensive,

Atlantic in the interests of negro slavery, and the North aggressive," one dispu-

the horrors and wickedness of war were tant might say.
"
Yes," would be the

obvious and impressive to us. That reply,
" at this stage of the contest ;

but

historical phrase of General Scott's, ascend a step higher, and it is the South
"
Wayward sisters, go in peace !

" was which made an aggression on the Union,

very generally, and I think rightly, re- and the North is defending that." "Still,

garded as expressing one of the points the North might have abstained from

of view which might with honor, cau- defending it, and might have said,

tion, and consistency have been acted 'Wayward sisters, go in peace !'
" It

upon, when the tremendous decision be- might ;
but it saw good reason for say-

tween peace and war had to be made, ing the reverse."
"

Still, it might"
VOL. XVII. NO. 100, 10
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This seems a fair enough statement of Then there were certain personal feel-

the case between North and South, so ings which told powerfully in the same
far as the mere question of fact as to direction, personal partly to the Eng-
responsibility for the war is concerned, lish as a nation, and partly to the more

Beyond this, one must go to the larger prominent actors in the war. The con-

questions, whether any causes justify trast between the American colonies

war, and whether this individual cause of Great Britain throwing off their alle-

was one of them, questions, as I have giance to the Old Country because they

said, to which the English mind tends saw fit to do so for their own interests,

to return a negative answer, save when and the government of the Federation

England herself is affected. The very of these same ex-colonies insisting that

men who could least see a pretext for a some of them, which in their turn see

war by the Federal people against the fit to break loose from the Federal pact,

seceded States were those who would shall not do so, under the alternative

most eagerly have rushed into a war to of war and the pains of treason, this

sustain the British claim in the Trent contrast is assuredly a glaring' one
;

affair. many people considered that it amount-

Lastly, there was a generous and ed to a positive anomaly, not a few to

an especially English motive for anti- a barefaced act of tyrannic apostasy.
Northern partisanship, the feeling of The personal feeling of the English peo-

sympathy with the weaker side, which pie, their national amour propre, con-

was unmistakably the Southern ; a spired to lead towards this harshest

generous motive, but not to be trusted construction of the facts : it was so

too far in deciding between any two tempting to convict our old adversaries

litigants. Besides the mere inferiority out of their own mouths, and make
of strength, the splendid valor and en- them, by the logic of events, read out

terprising spirit of the South stirred either their recantation of the Colonial

the British heart and blood, and com- Revolution, or their self-condemnation

manded numberless good wishes
; while, for the Anti-Secession War. I have al-

for some time after the first battle of ready explained to what extent these

Bull Run, a prejudice, not readily amen- views appear to me to be tenable, and
able to reasoning, clung around the where their weak point lies : that both

Northern arms, and impeded many from the insurrection of the colonies against

doing full relative justice to the military England, and that of the South against

temper and prowess of the Unionists, the Federation, both the repressive
There was, moreover, a very wide-spread measures of England against the colo-

impression that the North was carrying nies, and of the Federation against the

on the war chiefly by means of merce- South, were in themselves founded

naries, Germans, Irishmen, and "the on an indefeasible right, and abstractly

offscourings of Europe," as the uncom- defensible ;
and that the "

casting vote,"

plimentary phrase ran, who enlisted (so to speak,) in both cases, depends,
for the sake of the bounty, and were not upon any wordy denial of the right,

equally prompt at exhibiting their in- but upon a thorough estimate of all the

differentism to the grave issues at stake attendant conditions, and prominently
and their blackguardism in dealing with of the "

mights of man."

the hostile populations. The Southern- So far for one phase of the personal

ers, on the contrary, figured as a chiv- question. The other phase pertained to

alrous territorial body driven to fight the character and the deeds of some lead-

"for their hearths and homes," (
I have ing actors in the war-drama. To most

even seen " their altars
" in print,) wag- English apprehensions, the hero of the

ing a noble defensive war against pre- war, from an early stage of it up to his

concerted spoliation and despotism. To tragic death, was Stonewall Jackson,
this moment, many people have phrases whose place was afterwards taken, in

of the above sort upon iheir lips. popular esteem, though not in coequal
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enthusiasm, by General Lee, both of

them Southerners ;
while the bete noire

of the story was General Butler, the

Northerner. It would be futile to ex-

pound the reasons of this, patent as

they are to everybody ;
or to inquire

what deductions from the renown of

Jackson and Lee, or what allowances for

the position of Butler, a judicial review

of the whole case would proclaim to be

equitable. I will only remark here, that,

as far as my observation extended, no

one complained of Jackson, when it

transpired that he had been resolutely

in favor of refusing all quarter to North-

ern soldiers : a severity, not to say

barbarism, which, be it right or wrong
in itself, would undoubtedly have ap-

peared to many atrocious enough, had

it been the doctrine of any Northern

general, and beside which the sternest

measures of Butler look lax and con-

ciliatory. In like manner, the terrible

treatment of Northern prisoners, and

the most savage act of war in the whole

contest, the massacre at Fort Pillow,*

seemed hardly to graze that delicate sus-

ceptibility of Southern partisans which

was lashed into a white rage by a few

words of printed proclamation from

Butler's hand
;

the facts were either

ignored, or dismissed as of secondary

importance in the general conduct of the

war. Of two other prime actors in the

contest, President Davis and President

Lincoln, the popular judgment seemed

equally arbitrary. Of course each had

his admirers among professed Southern

or Northern adherents : it is not in that

aspect that I speak of them for the mo-

ment, but rather as figures in the popu-
lar imagination. As such, Davis was

credited with all the qualities of a pow-
erful statesman

; while Lincoln showed
as a not ill-meaning, but grotesquely in-

adequate and misplaced oddity, a sort

of mere accident of mob -favor, and

* For American readers any confirmatory testi-

mony as to this massacre is no doubt superfluous.

But, in case these pages should obtain any English

readers, I may perhaps be allowed to say that the

fact of the massacre of the vanquished colored gar-

rison has been attested to me, viv& voce, by a Con-

federate, and still Secessionist, army surgeon, who
witnessed it with his own eyes.

made abundant mirth for the mirthful :

how justly the event has perhaps de-

monstrated. Among the Northern gen-
erals, I think that the only one who be-

came to some extent generally popular,

though bitterly denounced in adverse

quarters, was Sherman, not only for the

splendor and originality of his practical

achievements, but for a certain incisive

and peremptory realism in his adminis-

trative proceedings, which almost mark-
ed him with a touch of grim humor.

I have thus sought to account for the

anti - Northern bias in a large number
of my countrymen, by their dislike of
the American nation and polity, arising

partly from the conservative instinct,

and partly from the remains of soreness

left by past defeat, by the jealousy of

American power, as a practical danger,

by the hatred of war, and by the sym-
pathy for the gallant weaker combatant.

I am compelled reluctantly to add, that

the particular operation of these various

influences reflects no credit upon Brit-

ish consistency or farsightedness. The
conservative temper which stiffens Eng-
lishmen towards America was the very
same which, in the interests of the mo-

ment, led them to justify violent revolu-

tionary measures, and armed resistance

to the constitutional and national ma-

jority. The greater the conservative,

the greater the advocate of insurrec-

tion. In like manner, the English de-

testation of slavery was overwhelmed

by sympathy for an "
oppressed

" com-

munity, whose oppression (apart from

the much - paraded tariff and other

such questions) consisted in a definite

intimation that they would not hencefor-

ward be allowed to enlarge the area of

slavery, and in a suspicion present to

their own minds that even the existing

area of that cherished institution would

be narrowed and narrowed, and finally

reduced to nought, expunged "as a

man wipeth a dish, wiping it and turn-

ing it upside down." The friends among
us of constitutional liberty and of legal-

ity, the enemies of anarchy, the unse-

.duced execrators of slavery, the up-

holders of the tie of brotherhood across

the Atlantic, may well look back with
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shame to the time and it was no mat- sides with the stronger battalions," not

ter of days or weeks, but a period of to speak of the older " God of Battles."

about four years together
- - when the They were pulled up sharp in the direc-

loudest and most accepted voices in tion they had been going in, and the al-

England' exulted over the now ludi- ternative of turning right round and re-

crously delusive proposition that the tracing their steps was a very awkward
United States were a burst bubble, and and unwelcome one. The assassination

slavery the irremovable corner-stone of of Lincoln came to their relief. They
an empire. It may be a lesson to nations could join, without insincerity, in the

against the indulgence in rancor, the ab- burst of public feeling which that ter-

negation of the national conscience, and rible deed excited ; could merge their

the dear delight of prophesying one's protests against Lincoln in the estab-

own likings.
"
Now, therefore, behold, lished unwillingness to say evil of the

the Lord hath put a lying spirit in the dead
;
could give momentary pause to

mouth of these thy prophets, and the national and political considerations, be-

Lord hath spoken evil against thee." side the grave of one preeminent citi-

The collapse of the South came at zen
;
and could start afresh afterwards,

last ; and nearly at the same moment with a new situation, and a new chief

came the murder of a man whose mod- figure in it to contemplate. President

esty, integrity, firmness, single-minded Johnson had taken the place of Presi-

persistency, unresentfulness, and sub- dent Lincoln, and had, at the hands of

stantial truth of judgment have been many of Lincoln's vituperators, suc-

invested by his fate with an almost sa- ceeded to an inheritance of the abuse
cred depth of interest and significance, lavished upon him. Neither caution

President Lincoln. Amid the many nor moderation had been learned by
momentous bearings of these events, it some, suitable as were the circumstan-

is for me to note only one of compara- ces of Lincoln's death for teaching the

tive unimportance, the effect which lesson. Of late, however, I have ob-

they produced upon English public opin- served symptoms of a decided change
ion. There was, I think, a certain good- in this respect : the policy of President

fortune for Southern sympathizers, in Johnson being recognized as broad, gen-
the fact that the announcement of Lin- erous, resolute, and auspicious of the

coin's death almost synchronized with best results. I think this feeling, and a

that of the surrender of the Confederate general sentiment of respect and good-
armies. After so many confident antici- will for the United States, promise to

pations and loud predictions of a South- grow rapidly and powerfully among my
ern triumph, so many denunciations of countrymen, who, true once again to

the policy, acts, and leaders of the their conservative instincts, will look

North, these sympathizers found them- with a certain regard upon a nation

selves in a sort of cul-de-sac when Rich- which can show those elements of so-

mond had been taken. Lee had yielded, lidity and "
respectability," a tremen-

Johnston was yielding, and the very same dous past war, and a heavy national

"butcher" Grant, "ruthless" Sherman, debt, with augmented authority in the

and "Yahoo" Lincoln, whose savage- central government. John Bull's ill-

ries and imbecilities had been the theme' humor against the " Yankees " has been

of annual moral-pointing, were reading in vigorous exercise these four years,
the world a lesson of moderation and and has assumed fair latitude for growl-

self-forgetfulness in victory, such as al- ing itself out: it has been palpably wrong
most seemed to shrink from the pleni- in some of its inferences

;
for the bub-

tude of a triumph which was a humilia- ble of Democracy has not burst, nor the

tion to some of their countrymen. The Republic been split up into two or three

sympathizers found that they were and federations, nor the abolition of slavery
had long been of the party in evil odor been a mere pretext and hypocrisy,
with that modern "Providence which Englishmen, with their practical turn,
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and candid frankness towards those to that such a proceeding would be an
whom they have done less than right, abominable crime : the steadiest, most

may be expected in the future to look thorough, and most confiding adherents

upon the States with a degree of con- of the North believe, that, whatever else

fidence and cordiality long deplorably it might be, it would, at any rate, be

absent The events of the war have, most deplorable, an ugly blight-spot
in the long run, compelled even the hos- upon laurels won arduously and glori-

tile party to respect the Unionists and ously, and as yet nobly worn,

their government : the plague of slavery
is fast going, and, with its disappear- I have now, in however cursory or

ance, will relieve Englishmen from ei- limping a mode, gone over the ground
ther (as they used to do) reprobating I proposed to cover. The main con-

the Americans as abettors of and truck- elusion of all may be summarized in

lers to the barbaric institution, or else the briefest terms thus. A slight ma-

(as they have been doing of late) from jority of the whole British nation prob-

inventing half-sincere excuses for that ably sided with the North, and that

same institution, to subserve partisan chiefly on anti-slavery grounds : a great

feelings. As matters stand at present majority of the more influential classes,

in the United States, there appears to certainly, sided with the South, and that

be only one contingency which would chiefly on general grounds of antago-

again rouse into a fierce flame the glow- nism to the United States. For any-

ing embers of pro-Southern sentiment thing I have said which may possibly

among Englishmen, and restore South- sound egotistic or intrusive, still more
erners to the position of angels of light, for anything erroneous or unfair in my
and Northerners to that of angels of statements or point of view, I must

darkness, in British imaginations. This commit myself to the candid construc-

contingency is harshness in the treat- tion of my reader, be he American or

ment and trial of ex-President Davis, English, be he on the same side of the

and more especially his execution as a question as myself, or on the opposite
traitor. Southern sympathizers declare one.

W. M. ROSSETTI.

I

TWO PICTURES.

N sky and wave the white clouds swam,
And the blue hills of Nottingham

Through gaps of leafy green
Across the lake were seen,

When, in the shadow of the ash

That dreams its dream in Attitash,

In the warm summer weather,

Two maidens sat together.

They sat and watched in idle mood
The gleam and shade of lake and wood,
The beach the keen light smote,
The white sail of a boat,
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Swan flocks of lilies shoreward lying,

In sweetness, not in music, dying,
Hardback and virgin's-bower,

And white-spiked clethra-flovver.

With careless ears they heard the plash
And breezy wash of Attitash,

The wood-bird's plaintive cry,

The locust's sharp reply.

And teased the while, with playful hand,
The shaggy dog of Newfoundland,
Whose uncouth frolic spilled

Their baskets berry-filled.

Then one, the beauty of whose eyes
Was evermore a great surprise,

Tossed back her queenly head,

And, lightly laughing, said,

" No bridegroom's hand be mine to hold

That is not lined with yellow gold ;

I tread no cottage-floor ;

I own no lover poor.

" My love must come on silken wings,
With bridal lights of diamond rings,

Not foul with kitchen smirch,

With tallow-dip for torch."

The other, on whose modest head

Was lesser dower of beauty shed,

With look for home-hearths meet,
And voice exceeding sweet,

Answered, "We will not rivals be;
Take thou the gold, leave love to me ;

Mine be the cottage small,

And thine the rich man's hall.

"
I know, indeed, that wealth is good ;

But lowly roof and simple food,

With love that hath no doubt,

Are more than gold without."

Behind the wild grape's tangled screen,

Beholding them, himself unseen,
A young man, straying near,

The maidens chanced to hear.

He saw the pride of beauty born,

He heard the red lips' words of scorn ;

And, like a silver bell,

That sweet voice answering well.
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" Why trust," he said,
"
my foolish eyes ?

My ear has pierced the fair disguise ;

Who seeks my gold, not me,

My bride shall never be."

The supreme hours unnoted come ;

Unfelt the turning tides of doom
;

And so the 'maids laughed on,

Nor dreamed what Fate had done :

Nor knew the step was Destiny's
That rustled in the birchen trees,

As, with his life forecast

Anew, the listener passed.

Erelong by lake and rivulet side

The summer roses paled and died,

And Autumn's fingers shed

The maple's leaves of red.

Through the long gold-hazed afternoon,

Alone, but for the diving loon,

The partridge in the brake,

The black duck on the lake,

Beneath the shadow of the ash

Sat man and maid by Attitash
;

And earth and air made room
For human hearts to bloom.

Soft spread the carpets of the sod,

And scarlet-oak and golden-rod
With blushes and with smiles

Lit up the forest aisles.

The mellow light the lake aslant,

The pebbled margin's ripple-chant

Attempered and low-toned,
The tender mystery owned.

And through the dream the lovers dreamed
Sweet sounds stole in and soft lights streamed ;

The sunshine seemed to bless,

The air was a caress.

Not she who lightly scoffed was there,
With jewels in her midnight hair,

Her dark, disdainful eyes,
And proud lips worldly-wise ;

But she who could for love dispense
With all its gilded accidents,

And trust her heart alone,

Found love and gold her own.
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THE FREEDMAN'S STORY.

IN TWO PARTS.

PART I.

HPHE manuscript of the following man who has attained some reputation
J- pages has been handed to me with as a delineator of the black man, when

the request that I would revise it for a long, lean, "poor white man," then a

publication, or weave its facts into a scout in the Union army, approached

story which should show the fitness of the latter, and, giving his shoulder a

the Southern black for the exercise of familiar slap, accosted him with,

the right of suffrage.
" How are you, ole feller ?

"

It is. written in a fair, legible hand; The gentleman turned about, and

its words are correctly spelled ;
its facts forgetting, in his joy at meeting an old

are clearly stated, and in mostinstan- friend, the presence of this most digni-

ces its sentences are properly con- fied of our military men, responded to

structed. Therefore it needs no revis- the salutation of the scout in an equally
ion. On reading it over carefully, I familiar and boisterous manner. Gen-

also discover that it is in itself a stron- eral Thomas " smiled wickedly," and

ger argument for the manhood of the quietly remarked,

negro than any which could be adduced " You seem to know each other."

by one not himself a freedman
;
for it

" Know him /" exclaimed the scout.

is the argument of facts, and facts are "
Why, Gin'ral, I ha'n't seed him fur

the most powerful logic. Therefore, if fourteen year ; but I sh'u'd know him,

I were to imbed these facts in the mud ef his face war as black as it war one

of fiction, I should simply oblige the night when we went ter a nigger shindy
reader to dredge for the oyster, which in tergether !

"

this narrative he has without the trou- The gentleman colored up to the roots

ble of dredging, fresh and juicy as it of his hair, and stammered out,

came from the hand of Nature, or " That was in my boy days, General,

rather, from the hand of one of Na- when I was sowing my wild oats."

ture's noblemen, and who, until he " Don't apologize, Sir," answered the

was thirty years of age, had never put General,
" don't apologize ; for I see

two letters together. that to your youthful habit of going to

The narrative is a plain and unpre- negro" shindies we owe your truthful

tending account of the life of a man pictures of negro life."

whose own right arm --to use his own And the General was right. Every

expression --won his rights as a free- man and woman who has essayed to

man. It is written with the utmost depict the slave character has miserably

simplicity, and has about it the verisi- failed, unless inoculated with the genu-

militude which belongs to truth, and ine spirit of the negro ;
and even those

to truth only when told by one who has who have succeeded best have done on-

been -a doer of the deeds and an actor ly moderately well, because they have

in the scenes which he describes. It not had the negro nature. It is reserv-

has the further rare merit of being writ- ed to some black Shakspeare or Dick-

ten by one of the "
despise'd race "

;
for ens to lay open the wonderful humor,

none but a negro can fully and correct- pathos, poetry, and power which slum-

ly depict negro life and character. ber in the negro's soul, and which now

General Thomas a Southern man, and then flash out like the fire from a

and a friend of the Southern negro thunder-cloud.

was once in conversation with a gentle- I do not mean to say that this black
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prophet has come in this narrative. He office at Annapolis, and for some years
has not. This man is a doer, not a was a member of the Legislature,
writer ; though he gives us particu- My old master died when I was very
larly in the second part touches of young; so I know little about him, ex-

Nature, and little bits of description, cept from statements received from my
which are perfectly inimitable. The fellow-slaves, or casual remarks made
prophet is still to come ;

and he will in my hearing from time to time by
come. God never gives great events white persons. From those I conclude
without great historians ;

and for all the that he was in no way peculiar, but

patience and valor and heroic fortitude should be classed with those slavehold-

and self-sacrifice and long-suffering of ers who are not remarkable either for

the black man in this war, there will the severity or the indulgence they ex-

come a singer and a black singer tend to their people.
who shall set his deeds to a music that My mother, who was named Louisa

will thrill the nations. Simms, died when I was very young ;

But I am holding the reader at the and to my grandmother I am indebted

threshold. for the very little kindness I received in

The author of this narrative of ev- my early childhood
;
and this kindness

ery line in it is William Parker. He could only be shown me at long inter-

was an escaped slave, and the principal vals, and in a hurried way, as I shall

actor in the Christiana riot, an oc- presently show.

currence which cost the Government of Like every Southern plantation of

the United States fifty thousand dollars, respectable extent and pretensions, our

embittered the relations of two " Sov- place had what is called the "
Quarter,"

ereign States," aroused the North to the or place where the slaves of both sexes

danger of the Fugitive-Slave Law, and, are lodged and fed. With us the Quar-
more than any other event, except the ter was composed of a number of low

raid of John Brown, helped to precipi- buildings, with an additional building
tate the two sections into the mighty for single people and such of the chil-

conflict which has just been decided on dren as were either orphans or had
the battle-field. parents sold away or otherwise dis-

Surely the man who aided towards posed of. This building was a hun-
such results must be a man, even if his dred feet long by thirty wide, and had a

complexion be that of the ace of spades ; large fireplace at either end, and small

and what he says in relation to the events rooms arranged along the sides. In

in which he was an actor, even if it have these rooms the children were huddled
no romantic interest, which, however, from day to day, the smaller and weaker
it has to an eminent degree, must be subject to the whims and caprices of

an important contribution to the history the larger and stronger. The largest
of the time. children would always seize upon the

With these few remarks, I submit the warmest and best places, and say to us

evidence which he gives of the manhood who were smaller, "Stand back, little

of his race to that impartial grand-jury, chap, out of my way
"

;
and we had to

the American people. E. K. stand back or get a thrashing.

When my grandmother, who was

cook at the "great house," came to look
EARLY PLANTATION LIFE. . , ,

after me, she always brought me a mor-

I WAS born opposite to Queen Anne, sel privately ;
and at such times I was

in Anne Arundel County, in the State of entirely free from annoyance by the

Maryland, on a plantation called Row- older ones. But as she could visit me
down. My master was Major William only once in twenty-four hours, my juve-

Brogdon, one of the wealthy men of that nile days enjoyed but little rest from

region. He had two sons, - - William, my domineering superiors in years and

a doctor, and David, who held some strength.
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When my grandmother would inquire thoroughly, he was installed foreman in

of the others how her "
little boy

" was place of Brown. Everything went on

getting on, they would tell her that I very well for a while under Wallace,
was doing well, and kindly invite me to and the slaves were as contented as it

the fire to warm myself. I was afraid is possible for slaves to be.

to complain to her of their treatment, as, Neither of our young masters would
for so doing, they would have beaten allow his hands to be beaten or abused,

me, after she had gone to the "great as many slaveholders would
;
but every

house "
again. I was thus compelled year they sold one or more of them,

to submit to their misrepresentation, as sometimes as many as six or seven at a

well as to their abuse and indifference, time. One morning word was brought
until I grew older, when, by fighting to the Quarter that we should not work
first with one and then with another, I that day, but go up to the "great house."

became " too many
'

for them, and As we were about obeying the sum-
could have a seat at the fire as well as mons, a number of strange white men
the best. This experience of my boy- rode up to the mansion. They were
hood has since been repeated in my negro

- traders. Taking alarm, I ran

manhood. My rights at the fireplace away to the woods with a boy of about

were won by my child-fists
; my rights my own age, named Levi Storax

;
and

as a freeman were, under God, secured there we remained until the selections

by my own right arm. for the sale were made, and the trad-

Old master had seventy slaves, most- ers drove away. It was a serious time

ly field-hands. My mother was a field- while they remained. Men, women, and
hand. He finally died

; but after that children, all were crying, and general

everything went on as usual for about confusion prevailed. For years they had
six years, at the end of which time the associated together in their rude way,

brothers, David and William, divided the old counselling the young, recount-

the land and slaves. Then, with many ing their experience, and sympathizing

others, including my brother and uncle, in their trials
;
and now, without a word

it fell to my lot to go with Master David, of warning, and for no fault of their

who built a house on the southeast part own, parents and children, husbands

of the farm, and called it Nearo. and wives, brothers and sisters, were

Over the hands at Nearo an overseer separated to meet no more on earth,

named Robert Brown was placed ;
but A slave sale of this sort is always as

as he was liked by neither master nor solemn as a funeral, and partakes of its

slaves, he was soon discharged. The nature in one important particular, the

following circumstance led to his dis- meeting no more in the flesh,

missal sooner, perhaps, than it would Levi and I climbed a pine-tree, when
otherwise have happened. we got to the woods, and had this con-

While master was at Annapolis, my versation together.

mistress, who was hard to please, fell
"
Le," I said to him, "our turn will

out with one of the house -
servants, come next

;
let us run away, and not be

and sent for Mr. Brown to come and sold like the rest."

whip her. When he came, the girl re-
" If we can only get clear this time,"

fused to be whipped, which angered replied Le,
"
may-be they won't sell us.

Brown, and he beat her so badly that I will go to Master William, and ask

she was nearly killed before she gave him not to do it."

up. When Master David came home,
" What will you get by going to Mas-

and saw the girl's condition, he became ter William ?
"

I asked him. " If we

very angry, and turned Brown away at see him, and ask him not to sell us, he

once. will do as he pleases. For my part, I

Master David owned a colored man think the best thing is to run away to

named Bob Wallace. He was a trusty the Free States."

man ; and as he understood farming
"
But," replied Levi,

" see how many
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start for the Free States, and are

brought back, and sold away down
South. We could not be safe this side

of Canada, and we should freeze to

death before we got there."

So ended our conversation. I must

have been about ten or eleven years old

then
; yet, young as I was, I had heard

of Canada as the land far away in the

North, where the runaway was safe from

pursuit ; but, to my imagination, it was

a vast and cheerless waste of ice and
snow. So the reader can readily con-

ceive of the effect of Levi's remarks.

They were a damper upon our flight

for the time being.
When night came, Levi wanted to go

home and see if they had sold his moth-

er
;
but I did not care about going back,

as I had no mother to sell. How deso-

late I was ! No home, no protector, no

mother, no attachments. As we turned

our faces toward the Quarter, where

we might at any moment be sold to sat-

isfy a debt or replenish a failing purse,
- 1 felt myself to be what I really was,

a poor, friendless slave-boy. Levi was

equally sad. His mother was not sold,

but she could afford him no protec-
tion.

To the question,
" Where had we

been ?
' we answered,

u
Walking

around." Then followed inquiries and

replies as to who were sold, who re-

mained, and what transpired at the

sale.

Said Levi,
"
Mother, were you sold ?

"

"
No, child ;

but a good many were

sold
; among them, your Uncles An-

thony and Dennis."

I said,

"Aunt Ruthy, did tKey sell Uncle

Sammy ?
"

"
No, child."

" Where, then, is Uncle Sammy ?
"

I thought, if I could be with Uncle

Sammy, may-be I would be safe. My
Aunt Rachel, and her two children, Ja-

cob and Priscilla, were among the sold,

who altogether comprised a large num-
ber of the servants.

The apologist for slavery at the North,
and the owner of his fellow-man at the

South, have steadily denied that the

separation of families, except for pun-
ishment, was perpetrated by Southern
masters

; but my experience of slavery
was, that separation by sale was a part
of the system. Not only was it resort-

ed to by severe masters, but, as in my
own case, by those generally regarded
as mild. No punishment was so much
dreaded by the refractory slave as sell-

ing. The atrocities known to be com-
mitted on plantations in the Far South,

tidings of which reached the slave's

ears in various ways, his utter helpless-

ness upon the best farms and under the

most humane masters and overseers,

in Maryland and other Northern Slave

States, together with the impression,
that the journey was of great extent,

and comfortless even to a slave, all

combined to make a voyage down the

river or down South an era in the life

of the poor slave to which he looked

forward with the most intense and bit-

ter apprehension and anxiety.
This slave sale was the first I had

ever seen. The next did not occur un-

til I was thirteen years old
;
but every

year, during the interval, one or more

poor souls were disposed of privately.

Levi, my comrade, was one of those

sold in this interval. We 1
! may the

good John Wesley speak of slavery as

the sum of all villanies
;
for no resort

is too despicable, no subterfuge too vile,

for its supporters. Is a slave intracta-

ble, the most wicked punishment is not

too severe ;
is he timid, obedient, at-

tached to his birthplace and kindred, no

lie is so base that it may not be used to

entrap him into a change of place or of

owners. Levi was made the victim of a

stratagem so peculiarly Southern, and

so thoroughly the outgrowth of an in-

stitution which holds the bodies and

souls of men as of no more account,

for all moral purposes, than the unrea-

soning: brutes, that I cannot retrain fromO

relating it He was a likely lad, and, to

all appearance, fully in the confidence

of his master. Prompt and obedient, he

seemed TO some of us to enjoy high fa-

vor at the "great house." One morning
he was told to take a letter to Mr. Henry
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Hall, an acquaintance of the family ;
Master Mack had a very likely young

and it being a part of his usual employ- house -servant named Ann. She was
ment to bring and carry such missives, between sixteen and eighteen years old

;

off he started, in blind confidence, to every one praised her intelligence and
learn at the end of his journey that he industry ;

but these commendable char-

had parte^ with parents, friends, and all, acteristics did not save her. She was
to find in Mr. Hall a new master. Thus, sold next after Levi. Master told the

in a moment, his dearest ties were sev- foreman, Bob Wallace, to go to An-
ered. napolis, and take Ann with him. When

I met him about two months afterwards Wallace told me he was going, I had a

at the Cross-Road Meeting-House, on presentiment that the purpose was to

West River
; and, after mutual recog- sell the girl, and I told him so

; but,

nition, I said to him, man as he was, he had no fear about it.

"
Levi, why don't you come home ?

" Wallace and Ann started for the city on
"

I am at home," said he ;

"
I was sold horseback, and journeyed along pleas-

by Master William to Mr. Henry Hall." antly until they reached the town and
He then told me about the deception were near the market-place, when a

practised upon him. I thought that a man came up to them, took Ann off the

suitable opportunity to remind him of horse without ceremony, and put her

our conversation when up the pine-tree, into jail. Wallace, not suspecting the

years before, and said, manoeuvre, attacked the man, and came
" You told me, that, if you could escape well-nigh getting into difficulty. When

the big sale, Master William would not Wallace returned, he said to Master

sell you. Now you see how it was : Mack,
" Why did you not tell me that

the big sale was over, and yet you were Ann was sold, and not have me fighting
sold to a worse master than you had be- for her ? They might have put me in

fore. I told you this would be so. The jail." But his master did not appear
next time I hear from you, you will be to hear him.

sold again. Master Mack will be sell- Poor Uncle Henry followed Ann. His

ing me one of these days, no doubt
;

wife lived in Annapolis, and belonged to

but if he does, he will have to do it run- a Mr. George McNear, residing there,

ning." Uncle Henry went one Saturday night
Here ended our conversation and our to see her, when Master William put

association, as it was not in our power him into jail for sale
; and that was the

to meet afterward. last we saw or heard of him.

The neighbors generally called Mas- Alex Brown's mother followed next.

ter David, Mack, which was one of his After the poor woman was gone, I said

Christian names
;
and the slaves called to Alex,

him Master Mack ;
so the reader will

" Now that your mother has been

understand, that, whenever that name sold, it is time that you and I studied

occurs, Master David is meant. out a plan to run away and be free."

After the sale of Levi, I became great- But so thoroughly had his humanity

ly attached to Alexander Brown, anoth- been crushed*-by the foul spirit of Sla-

er slave. Though not permitted to learn very, so apathetic had h<% though in

to read and write, and kept in profound the vigor of youth become from long

ignorance of everything, save what be- oppression, that he would not agree to

longed strictly to our plantation duties, my suggestion.
we were not without crude perceptions

"
No," he said, .

" J

t is no use for you
of the dignity and independence belong- and I to run away. It is too far to the

ing to freedom
;
and often, when out of Free States. We could not get there,

hearing of the white people, or certain They would take us up and sell us
;
so

ones among our fellow-servants, Alex- we had better not go. Master Mack
ander and I would talk the subject over can't sell any more of his hands

;
there

in our simple way. are no more than can carry on his farm."
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"Very well," said I, "trust to that, I made no reply, but unloaded the
and you will see what will come of it." wood, left the oxen standing, and stole

After that I said no more to him, away to Dorsey's, where I staid until

but determined to be free. My brother the next day. Then I prevailed upon
Charles was of like mind ;

but we kept Samuel Dorsey to go home with me.
our thoughts to ourselves. How old I Master Mack told me to go to my work,
was then I do not know ;

but from what and he would forgive me ; but the next
the neighbors told me, I must have been time he would pay me for " the new
about seventeen. Slaveholders are par- and the old." To work I went

; but I

ticular to keep the pedigree and age of determined not to be paid for " the new
favorite horses and dogs, but are quite and the old."

indifferent about the age of their ser- This all occurred in the month of

vants, until they want to purchase. Then May. Everything went on well until

they are careful to select young persons, June, when the long-sought-for oppor-

though not one in twenty can tell year, tunity presented itself. I had been

month, or day. Speaking of births, making preparations to leave ever since

it is the time of "
corn-planting," "corn- Master Mack had threatened me; yet

husking,"
"
Christmas,"

" New Year," I did not like to go without first hav-
"
Easter,"

" the Fourth of July," or ing a difficulty with him. Much as I

some similar indefinite date. My own disliked my condition, I was ignorant
time of birth was no more exact

;
so that enough to think that something besides

to this day I am uncertain how old I the fact that I was a slave was neces-

am. sary to exonerate me from blame in run-

About the time of the conversation ning away. A cross word, a blow, &
last narrated, Jefferson Dorsey, a plant- good fright, anything, would do, it mat-
er near by, had a butchering. One of tered not whence nor how it came. I

Dorsey's men met me, and said that told my brother Charles, who shared

they wanted more help, and that Mas- my confidence, to be ready ; for the

ter Mack said I might go and lend a time was at hand when we should leave

hand. Thinking that he spoke truth, I Old Maryland forever. I was only wait-

did not ask permission, but went, and ing for the first crooked word from my
stayed until noon. I soon learned, master.

however, that the man had deceived A few days afterwards all hands were
me. ordered to the fields to work

;
but I

Master Mack, when told by some of stayed behind, lurking about the house,

the people where I was, sent my broth- I was tired of working without pay.
er John after me, with the threat of a Master Mack saw me, and wanted to

whipping. On reaching home, the worn- know why I did not go out. I answer-
en also told me that master would al- ed, that it was raining, that I was tired,

most kill me. This excited me greatly, and did not want to work. He then

and I replied,
-

picked up a stick used for an ox-gad,
" Master Mack is 'most done whip- and said, if I did not go to work, he

ping me." would whip me as sure as there was a

When I went in to see him, I saw God in heaven. Then he struck at me ;

plainly enough that his face foretold a but I caught the stick, and we grappled,
storm. and handled each other roughly for a

"
Boy," said he,

"
yoke up the oxen, time, when he called for assistance,

and haul a load of wood." He was badly hurt. I let go my hold,

I went at once, and did the task
;

bade him good-bye, and ran for the

but, to my dismay, there he stood, at wtods. As I went by the field, I beck-

the stable. I had to drive near to him
;

oned to my brother, who left work, and
and as he evidently intended to catch joined me at a rapid pace,

me, I was all vigilance. I was now at the beginning of a new
" When you unload that wood, come and important era in my life. Although

to me, Sir," he said.
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upon the threshold of manhood, I had, determined to go with me, and as we
until the relation with my master was could not both use it safely, I destroyed
sundered, only dim perceptions of the it.

responsibilities of a more independent On the day I ceased working for

position. I longed to.cast off the chains master, after gaining the woods, we
of servitude, because they chafed my lurked about and discussed our plans
free spirit, and because I had a notion until after dark. Then we stole back
that my position was founded in injus- to the Quarter, made up our bundles,
tice ; but it has only been since a strug- bade some of our friends farewell, and

gle of many years, and, indeed, since I at about nine o'clock of the night set

settled upon British soil, that I have out for Baltimore. How shall I describe

realized fully the grandeur of my posi- my first experience of free life ? Noth-
tion as a free man. ing can be greater than the contrast it

One fact, when I was a slave, often affords to a plantation experience, un-

filled me with indignation. There were der the suspicious and vigilant eye of a

many poor white lads of about my own mercenary overseer or a watchful mas-

age, belonging to families" scattered ter. Day and night are not more un-

around, who were as poor in personal like. The mandates of Slavery are like

effects as we were
;
and yet, though our leaden sounds, sinking with dead weight

companions, (when we chose to tolerate into the very soul, only to deaden and

them,) they did not have to be con- destroy. The impulse of freedom lends

trolled by a master, to go and come at wings to the feet, buoys up the spirit

his command, to be sold for his debts, within, and the fugitive catches glori-

or whenever he wanted extra pocket- ous glimpses of light through rifts and

money. The preachers of a slave-trad- seams in the accumulated ignorance of

ing gospel frequently told us, in their his years of oppression. How briskly

sermons, that we should be "
good we travelled on that eventful night and

boys," and not break into master's hen- the next day !

roost, nor steal his bacon
;
but they We reached Baltimore on the follow-

never told this to these poor white peo- ing evening, between seven and eight

pie, although they knew very well that o'clock. When we neared the city, the

they encouraged the slaves to steal, patrols were out, and the difficulty was
trafficked in stolen goods, and stole to pass them unseen or unsuspected. I

themselves. learned of a brick-yard at the entrance

Why this difference ? I felt I was to the city ;
and thither we went at

the equal of these poor whites, and nat- once, took brick-dust and threw it up-

urally I concluded that we were greatly on our clothes, hats, and boots, and

wronged, and that all this talk about then walked on. Whenever we met a

obedience, duty, humility, and honesty passer-by, we would brush off some of

was, in the phrase of my companions, the dust, and say aloud,
" Boss gave

"
all gammon." us such big tasks, we would leave him.

But I was now on the high-road to We ought to have been in a long time

liberty. I had broken the bonds that before." By this ruse we reached quiet

held me so firmly ;
and now, instead quarters without arrest or suspicion.

of fears of recapture, that before had We remained in Baltimore a week,
haunted my imagination whenever I and then set out for Pennsylvania,

thought of running away, I felt as light We started with the brightest visions

as a feather, and seemed to be helped of future independence ;
but soon they

onward by an irresistible force. were suddenly dimmed by one of those

Some time before, this, I had be^n unpleasant incidents which annoy the

able, through the instrumentality of a fugitive at every step of his onward

friend, to procure a pass, for which I journey.

paid five dollars, -- all the money I had The first place at which we stopped
saved in a long time

;
but as my brother to rest was a village on the old York
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road, called New Market. There noth-

ing occurred to cause us alarm
; so, af-

ter taking some refreshments, we pro-
ceeded towards York ;

but when near

Logansville, we were interrupted by
three white men, one of whom, a very

large man, cried,
" Hallo !

"

I answered,
" Hallo to you !

"

" Which way are you travelling ?
" he

asked.

We replied,

"To Little York."

"Why are you travelling so late ?"

"We are not later than you are," I

answered.
" Your business must be of conse-

quence," he said.
"

It is. We want to go to York to

attend to it
;
and if you have any busi-

ness, please attend to it, and don't be

meddling with ours on the public high-

way. We have no business with you,
and I am sure you have none with us."

"See here !

"
said he

; "you are the

fellows that this advertisement calls for,"

at the same time taking the paper out

of his pocket, and reading it to us.

Sure enough, there we were, describ-

ed exactly. He came closely to us, and

said,
" You must go back."

I replied,
" If I must, I must, and you must take

me."
"
Oh, you need not make any big talk

about it,' he answered; "for I have
taken back many a runaway, and I can
take you. What 's that you have in

your hand ?
'

"A stick.'-

He put his hand into his pocket, as
if to draw a pistol, and said,

" Come ! give up your weapons."
I said again,
" 'T is only a stick.'-

He then reached for it, when I step-

ped back and struck him a heavy blow
on the arm. It fell as if broken

;
I

think it was. Then he turned and ran,
and I after him. As he ran, he would
look back over his shoulder, see me
coming, and then run faster, and hal-

loo with all his might. I could not
catch him, and it seemed, that, the lon-

ger he ran, the faster he went. The
other two took to their heels at the first

alarm, thus illustrating the valor of

the chivalry !

At last I gave up the chase. The
whole neighborhood by that time was

aroused, and we thought best to retrace

our steps to the place whence we start-

ed. Then we took a roundabout course
until we reached the railroad, along
which we travelled. For a long dis-

tance there was unusual stir and com-
motion. Every house was lighted up ;

and we heard people talking and horses

galloping this way and that way, with

other evidences of unusual excitement.

This was between one and two o'clock

in the morning. We walked on a long
distance before we lost the sounds

; but

about four o'clock the same morning,
entered York, where we remained dur-

ing the day.
Once in York, we thought we should

be safe, but were mistaken. A similar

mistake is often made by fugitives.
Not accustomed to travelling, and un-

acquainted with the facilities for com-

munication, they think that a few hours'

walk is a long journey, and foolishly

suppose, that, if they have few opportu-
nities of knowledge, their masters can

have none at all at such great distan-

ces. But our ideas of security were

materially lessened when we met with

a friend during the day, who advised us

to proceed farther, as we were not out

of imminent danger.

According to this advice we started
1

that night for Columbia. Going along
in the dark, we heard persons follow-

ing. We went very near to the fence,,

that they might pass without observing
us. There were two, apparently in ear-

nest conversation. The one who spoke
so as to be distinctly heard we discov-

ered to be Master Mack's brother-in-

law. He remarked to his companion
that they must hurry and get to the-

bridge before we crossed. He knew
that we had not gone over yet. We:
were then near enough to have killed

them, concealed as we were by the.
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darkness ; but we permitted them to the power, they should soon be as free

pass unmolested, and went on to as I was ; and I formed a resolution

Wrightsville that night. that I would assist in liberating every
The next morning we arrived at Co- one within my reach at the risk of my

lumbia before it was light, and fortu- life, and that I would devise some plan

nately without crossing the bridge, for for their entire liberation,

we were taken over in a boat. At My brother went about fifteen miles

Wrightsville we met a woman with farther on, and also got employment,
whom we were before acquainted, and I "put in" three months with my em-
our meeting was very gratifying. We ployer,

"
lifted

"
my wages, and then

there inclined to halt for a time. went to visit my brother. He lived in

I was not used to living in town, and Bart Township, near Smyrna ;
and af-

preferred a home in the country ;
so ter my visit was over, I engaged to

to the country we decided to go. Af- work for a Dr. Dengy, living near by. .

ter resting for four days, we started to- I remained with him thirteen months,

wards Lancaster to try to procure work. I never have been better treated than

I got a place about five miles from Lan- by the Doctor ;
I liked him and the

caster, and then set to work in ear- family, and they seemed to think well

nest. of me. 9
While a slave, I was, as it were, grop- While living with Dr. Dengy, I had,

ing in the dark, no ray of light pene- for the first time, the great privilege of

trating the intense gloom surrounding seeing that true friend of the slave,

me. My scanty garments felt too tight William Lloyd Garrison, who came in-

for me, my very respiration seemed to to the neighborhood, accompanied by
be restrained by some supernatural Frederick Douglass. They were hold-

power. Now, free as I supposed, I felt ing anti-slavery meetings. I shall nev-

like a bird on a pleasant May morning, er forget the impression that Garrison's

Instead of the darkness of slavery, my glowing words made upon me. I had

eyes were almost blinded by the light formerly known Mr. Douglass as a

of freedom. slave in Maryland ;
I was therefore not

Those were memorable days, and prepared for the progress he then show-

yet much of this was boyish fancy, ed, neither for his free-spoken and

After a few years of life in a Free State, manly language against slavery. I lis-

the enthusiasm of the lad materially tened with the intense satisfaction that

sobered down, and I found, by bitter only a refugee could feel, when hearing,

experience, that to preserve my stolen embodied in earnest, well-chosen, and

liberty I must pay, unremittingly, an strong speech, his own crude ideas of

almost sleepless vigilance ; yet to this freedom, and his own hearty censure

day I have never looked back regret- of the man-stealer. I believed, I knew,

fully to Old Maryland, nor yearned for every word he said was true. It was

her flesh-pots. the whole truth, nothing kept back,

I have said I engaged to work
;

I no trifling with human rights, no trad-

hired my services for three months for ing in the blood of the slave extenuated,

the round sum of three dollars per nothing against the slaveholder said in

month. I thought this an immense malice. I have never listened to words

sum. Fast work was no trouble to me
;

from the lips of mortal man which were

for when the work was done, the mon- more acceptable to me
;
and although

ey was mine. That was a great con- privileged since then to hear many able

sideration. I could go out on Satur- and good men speak on slavery, no

days and Sundays, and home when I doctrine has seemed to me so pure, so

pleased, without being whipped. I unworldly, as his. I may here say, and

thought of my fellow-servants left be- without offence, I trust, that, since that

hind, bound in the chains of slavery, time, I have had a long experience of

and I was free ! I thought, that, if I had Garrisonian Abolitionists, and have al-
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ways found them men and women with the valley. We did not see him again ;

hearts in their bodies. They are, indeed but that same evening word was brought
and in truth, the poor slave's friend. To that kidnappers were in the valley, and if

shelter him, to. feed and clothe him, to we were not careful, they would
u hook "

help him on to freedom, I have ever some of us. This caused a great excite-

found them ready ;
and I should be ment among the colored people of the

wanting in gratitude, if I neglected this neighborhood.

opportunity
- - the only one I may ever A short while prior to this, a number

have --to say thus much of them, and of us had formed an organization for

to declare for myself and for the many mutual protection against slaveholders

colored men in this free country whom and kidnappers, and had resolved to pre-
I know they have aided in their journey vent any of our brethren being taken
to freedom, our humble confidence in back into slavery, at the risk of our own
them. Yes, the good spirit with which lives. We collected together that even-

he is imbued constrained William Lloyd ing, and went down to the valley ; but

Garrison to plead for the dumb
;
and for the kidnappers had gone. We watched

his earnest pleadings all these years, I for them several nights in succession,

say, God bless him ! By agitation, by without result
;

for so much alarmed

example, by suffering, men and women were the tavern-keepers by our demon-
of like spirit have been led to adopt his stration, that they refused to let them

views, as the great necessity, and to stop over night with them. Kidnapping
carry them out into actions. They, too, was so common, while I lived with the

have my heartfelt gratitude. They, Doctor, that we were kept in constant

like Gideon's band, though few, will fear. We would hear of slaveholders or

yet rout the enemy Slavery, make him kidnappers every two or three weeks
;

flee his own camp, and eventually fall sometimes a party of white men would

upon his own sword.* break into a house and take a man
One day, while living at Dr. Dengy's, away, no one knew where ; and, again,

I was working in the barn-yard, when a a whole family would be carried off.

man came to the fence, and, looking at There was no power to protect them,
me intently, went away. The Doctor's nor prevent it. So completely roused

son, observing him, said,
- were my feelings, that I vowed to let no

"
Parker, that man, from his move- slaveholder take back a fugitive, if I

ments, must be a slaveholder or kid- could but get my eye on him.

napper. This is the second time he has One day word was sent to me that

been looking at you. If not a kidnap- slaveholders had taken William Dorsey,

per, why does he look so steadily at you and had put him into Lancaster jail to

and not tell his errand ?
' await a trial. Dorsey had a wife and

I said, three or four children ; but what was it

" The man must be a fool ! If he to the slaveholder, if the wife and chil-

should come back and not say any- dren should starve ? We consulted to-

thing to me, I shall say something to gether, as to what course to take to de-

him." liver him
;
but no plan that was pro-

We then looked down the road and posed could be worked. At last we
saw him coming again. He rode up to separated, determining to get-him away
the same place and halted. I then went some way or other on the day of trial,

to the fence, and, looking him steadily His case caused great excitement. f We
in the eye, said,

- attended the trial, and eagerly watched
" Am I your slave ?

"
all the movements from an outside posi-

He made no reply, but turned his tion, and had a man to tell us how pro-

horse and rode off, at full speed, towards ceedings were going on within. He

finally came out and said that the case
^ This sentence was written before the beginning WQuld agajnst Dorsey. We then

of our civil war. Viewed m the light of subsequent . *

events, it is somewhat remarkable. - E. K. formed m a column at the court-house
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door, and when the slaveholders and men
; and when refused admission, or

Dorsey came out, we walked close to when a manly and determined spirit was

them, behind and around them, try- shown, they would present pistols, and

ing to separate them from him. Before strike and knock down men and women
we had gone far towards the jail, a indiscriminately.
slaveholder drew a pistol on Williams I was sitting one evening in a friend's

Hopkins, one of our party. Hopkins house, conversing about these maraud-
defied him to shoot; but he did not. ing parties, when I remarked to him
Then the slaveholder drew the pistol that a stop should be put to such " di-

on me, saying, he would blow my black dos," and declared, that, the next time

brains out, if I did not go away. I doub- a slaveholder came to a house where I

led my fists to knock him down, but was, I would refuse to admit him. His
some person behind caught my hand

; wife replied,
"

It will make a fuss." I

this started a fracas, and we got Dorsey told her,
"
It is time a fuss was made."

loose
;
but he was so confused that he She insisted that it would cause trouble,

stood stock still, until they tied him and it was best to let them alone and

again, A general fight followed. Bricks, have peace. Then I told her we must

stones, and sticks fell in showers. We have trouble before we could have peace,

fought across the road and back again,
" The first slaveholder that draws a pis-

and I thought our brains would be tol on me I shall knock down."
knocked out

;
when the whites, who We were interrupted, just at this

were too numerous for us, commenced stage of the conversation, by some one

making arrests. They got me fast sev- rapping at the door,

eral times, but I succeeded in getting
" Who 's there ?

"
I asked,

away. One of our men was arrested,
"
It 's me ! Who do you think ? Open

and afterwards stood trial
;
but they did the door*!

" was the response, in a gruff
not convict him. Dorsey was put into tone.

jail, but was afterwards bought and lib-
" What do you want ?

"
I asked,

erated by friends. Without replying, the man opened

My friends now said that I had got the door and came in, followed by two

myself into a bad difficulty, and that my others,

arrest would follow. In this they were The first one said,

mistaken. I never was disturbed be- " Have you any niggers here ?
"

cause of it, nor was the house at which " What have we to do with your nig-
I lodged ever searched, although the gers ?

"
said I.

neighbors were repeatedly annoyed in After bandying a few words, he drew
that way. I distinctly remember that his pistol upon me. Before he could

this was the second time that resistance bring the weapon to bear, I seized a

had been made to their wicked deeds, pair of heavy tongs, and struck him a

Whether the kidnappers were clothed violent blow across the face and neck,
with legal authority or not, I did not which knocked him down. He lay for

care to inquire, as I never had faith in a few minutes senseless, but afterwards

nor respect for the Fugitive-Slave Law. rose, and walked out of the house with-

The whites of that region were gen- out a word, followed by his comrades,

erally such negro-haters, that it was a who also said nothing to us, but merely
matter of no moment to them where fu- asked their leader, as they went out, if

gitives were carried, whether to Lan- he was hurt,

caster, Harrisburg, or elsewhere. The part of Lancaster County in

The insolent and overbearing con- which I lived was near Chester Coun-

duct of the Southerners, when on such ty. Not far away, in the latter coun-

errands to Pennsylvania, forced me to ty, lived Moses Whitson, a well-known

my course of action. They did not hesi- Abolitionist, and a member of the So-

tate to break open doors, and to enter, ciety of Friends. Mr. Whitson had a

without ceremony, the houses of colored colored girl living in his family, who
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was pounced upon by the slaveholders, Squire. Men coming after such prop-
awhile after the Dorsey arrest. About erty ought to be killed,

daylight three men went to Mr. Whit- Slaveholder. Do you know where we
son's house and told him that the girl can find a doctor ?

he had living with him was their prop- Squire. Yes
;
there are plenty of doc-

erty, and that they intended to have her. tors South.

Friend Whitson asked the girl if she Being much disabled, and becoming
knew any of the men, and if any of them enraged, they abruptly left, and jour-
was her master. She said,

" No !

"
neyed on until they reached McKenzie's

One of the slaveholders said he could tavern, where their wounds were dress-

prove that she was his property ;
and ed and their wants attended to. So

then they forcibly tied her, put her into strongly was McKenzie in sympathy
a carriage, and started for Maryland. with these demons, that he declared

While the kidnappers were contend- he would never employ another nigger,

ing with Moses Whitson for the girl, and actually discharged a faithful col-

Benjamin Whipper, a colored man, who ored woman who had lived a long time

now lives in this country, sounded the in his employ. Dr. Lemmon, a physi-

alarm, that " the kidnappers were at cian on the road to Lancaster, refused

Whitson's, and were taking away his to attend the slaveholders
; so that by

girl." The news soon reached me, and the time they got to the city, from being
with six or seven others, I followed so long without surgical aid, their limbs

them. We proceeded with all speed were past setting, and two of them died,

to a place called the Gap-Hill, where as before stated, while the other sur-

we overtook them, and took the girl vived but a short time after reaching

away. Then we beat the kidnappers, Maryland.
and let them go. We learned after- A large reward was offered by the

wards that they were all wounded bad- Maryland authorities for the perpetra-

ly, and that two of them died in Lan- tors of the flogging, but without effect,

caster, and the other did not get home McKenzie, the tavern-keeper referred

for some time. Only one of our men to, boasted after this that he would en-

was hurt, and he had only a slight in- tertain all slaveholders who came along,

jury in the hand. and help them recapture their slaves.

Dr. Duffield and Squire Henderson, We were equally determined he should

two respectable citizens of the town, not, if we could prevent it.

were looking on during this entire en- The following affliction was eventu-

gagement ;
and after we had stopped ally the means, under Providence, by

firing, they went up to the slavehold- which he was led to adopt other views,

ers, and the following conversation took and become a practical Abolitionist,

place : A band of five men stood off, one dark

Squire Henderson. What 's the mat- night, and saw with evident satisfaction

ter ? the curling flames ascend above his

Slaveholder. You may ask, what 's barn, from girder to roof, and lap and

the matter ! Is this the way you allow lash their angry tongues in wild license,

your niggers to do ? until every vestige of the building was

Squire. Why did you not shoot them? consumed.

Slaveholder. We did shoot at them, After that mysterious occurrence, the

but it did not take effect. poor fugitive had no better friend than

Squire. There 's no use shooting at the publican McKenzie.

our niggers, for their.heads are like iron Shortly after the incidents just re-

pots ;
the balls will glance off. What lated, I was married to Eliza Ann Eliz-

were you doing ? abeth Howard, a fugitive, whose experi-

Slaveholder. Taking our property, ence of slavery had been much more bit-

when the niggers jumped on us and ter than my own. We commenced house-

nearly killed some of the men. keeping, renting a room from Enoch
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Johnson for one month. We did not me to the ground. But I soon rose,

like our landlord, and when the time and my comrade then firing on them,
was up left, and rented a house of Isaac they took to their heels. As they ran

Walker for one year. After the year away, I heard one say, "We have killed

was out, we left Walker's and went to one of them."

Smyrna, and there I rented a house My companion and I then rushed in-

from Samuel D. Moore for another to the house. We unbound the man,

year. After the year was out we left took him out, and started for home ;

Smyrna also, and went to Joseph but had hardly crossed the door-sill be-

Moore's to live. We lived on his place fore people from the neighboring houses

about five years. While we were living began to fire on us. At this juncture,

there, several kidnappers came into the our other five came up, and we all re-

neighborhood. On one occasion, they turned the compliment. Firing on both

took a colored man and started for Ma- sides was kept up for ten or fifteen

ryland. Seven of us set out in pursuit, minutes, when the whites called for

and, soon getting on their track, follow- quarter, and offered to withdraw, if we
ed them to a tavern on the Westches- would stop firing. On this assurance

ter road, in Chester County. Learning we started off with the man, and reached

that they were to remain for the night, home safely.

I went to the door and asked for admit- The next day my ankle was very
tance. The landlord demanded to know painful. With a knife I extracted the

if we were white or colored. I told him ball, but kept the wound secret
;
as long

colored. He then told us to be gone, before we had learned that for our own
or he would blow out our brains. We security it was best not to let such

walked aside a little distance, and con- things be generally known,

suited about what we should do. Our About ten o'clock of a Sabbath night,

men seemed to dread the undertaking ;
awhile after the event last narrated, we

but I told them we could overcome them, were aroused by the cry of "
Kidnap-

and that I would go in. One of them pers ! kidnappers !

' and immediately
said he would follow at the risk of his some one halloed under my window,
life. The other five said we should " William ! William !

>:

all get killed, that we were men with I put my head out and demanded his

families, that our wives and children errand. He said,

needed our assistance, and that they
" Come here !

"

did not think we would be doing our I answered,
families justice by risking our lives for "You must be a fool to think I am
one man. We two then went back to going to you at this time of the night,

the tavern, and, after rapping, were told without knowing who you are and what

again by the landlord to clear out, after you want."

he found that we were colored. I pre- He would not satisfy me, so I took

tended that we wanted something to my gun, and went out to him. I was

drink. He put his head out of the win- then informed that kidnappers had been

dow, and threatened again to shoot us
;

at Allen Williams's ;
that they had tak-

when my comrade raised his gun and en Henry Williams, and gone towards

would have shot him down, had I not Maryland. I called one of our party,

caught his arm and persuaded him not who dressed and proceeded to arouse

to fire. I told the landlord that we our men. Two of us then started for

wanted to come in and intended to the Nine Points, in Lancaster County,
come in. Then I went to the yard, and left instructions for the other men

got a piece of scantling, took it to the to meet us in the valley. They did so,

door, and, by battering with it a short and we hurried on to our destination,

time, opened it. As soon as the door We had not gone far before we heard

flew open, a kidnapper shot at us, and some one calling, "Kidnappers ! kidnap-
the ball lodged in my ankle, bringing pers !

"
Going back some distance, we
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found the cry came from a man who had talked the matter over, and, after most
fallen into a lime quarry. He was in solemnly weighing all the facts and evi-

a bad situation, and unable to get out dence, we resolved that he should die,

without assistance, and, hearing us pass, and we set about executing our purpose
concluded we were kidnappers and rais- that evening. The difficulty was, how to

ed the cry. We were delayed for a time punish him. Some were for shooting
in helping him out, and it provoked me him, but this was not feasible. I propos-

very much, as it was important we ed another plan, which was agreed to.

should be in haste. Accordingly, we went to his house and
We started again for the Nine Points, asked if a man named Carter, who lived

but, arriving there, learned to our dis- with him, was at home, as rumor said

may, that the kidnappers had passed that he had betrayed Henry Williams,

an hour before. The chase was given He denied it, and said that Carter had

up, but with saddened feelings. A fel- fought for Henry with him, but the slave-

low-being had been dragged into hope- holders being too strong for them, they
less bondage, and we, his comrades, had to give him up. He kept beyond
held our liberty as insecurely as he reach, and the men apologized for in-

had done but a few short hours be- truding upon him, while I stepped up to

fore ! We asked ourselves the ques- the door and asked for a glass of water,

tion,
" Whose turn will come next ?

" He gave it to me, and to the others.

I was delegated to find out, if possi- When he was giving water to one of

ble, who had betrayed him, which I ac- the party, I caught him by the throat,

cordingly did. to prevent his giving the alarm, and

Lynch law is a code familiar to the drew him over my head and shoulders,

colored people of the Slave States. It Then the rest beat him until we thought
is of so diabolical a character as to be we heard some one coming, which
without justification, except when en- caused us to flee. If we had not been
forced by men of pure motives, and interrupted, death would have been his

then only in extreme cases, as when fate. At that time I was attending a

the unpunished party has it in his threshing-machine for George Whitson

power to barter away the lives and lib- and Joseph Scarlot.

erties of those whose confidence he It must have been a month after the

possesses, and who would, by bring- Williams affray, that I was sitting at

ing him before a legal tribunal, expose home one evening, talking with Pinck-

themselves to the same risks that they ney and Samuel Thompson about how
are liable to from him. The frequent I was getting on with my work, when I

attacks from slaveholders and their thought I heard some one call my name,

tools, the peculiarity of our position, I went out, but all was quiet. When I

many being escaped slaves, and the went in, Pinckney and Thompson laugh-

secrecy attending these kidnapping ex- ed at me, and said that I had become so

ploits, all combined to make an appeal
"
scary

"
that I could not stay in the

to the Lynch Code in our case excus- house. But I was not satisfied. I was

able, if not altogether justifiable. Our- sure some one had called me. I said

selves, our wives, our little ones, were so, and that I would go to Marsh Cham-

insecure, and all we had was liable to berlain's to see if anything was wrong,
seizure. We felt that something must They concluded to go also, and we
be done, for some one must be in our started.

midst with whom the slaveholders had Arriving near the house, I told Pinck-

communication. I inquired around, ney and Thompson to stop outside, and I

quietly, and soon learned that Allen would go in, and if anything was wrong,

Williams, the very man in whose house would call them. When I reached the

the fugitive was, had betrayed him. house, I saw a chair broken to pieces,

This information I communicated to and knew that something had happened,
our men. They met at my house and I said,
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"
Hallo, Marsh !

"
tiana a colored man who was in the habit

" Who is that ?
" said he. of decoying fugitives fresh from bond-

And his wife said, age to his house on various pretexts,
"
Parker, is that you ?

"
and, by assuming to be their friend,

"
Yes," I said. got from them the name of their mas-

"
Oh, Parker, come here !

" she call- ter, his residence, and other needed par-
ed, ticulars. He would then communicate

I called Pinckney and Thompson, with the master about his slave, tell him
and we went in. Marsh met us, and at what time the man would be at his

said that kidnappers had been there, house, and when he came at the ap-
had taken John Williams, and gone pointed hour, the poor refugee would
with him towards Buck Hill. They fall into the merciless clutches of his

had then been gone about fifteen min- owner. Many persons, mostly young
utes. Off we started on a rapid run to people, had disappeared mysteriously
save him. We ran to a stable, got out from the country, from whom nothing
two horses, and Pinckney and I rode could be heard. At last the betrayer's
on. Thompson soon got the rest of connection with these transactions was
our party together and followed. We clearly traced ; and it was decided to

were going at a pretty good gait, when force him to quit the nefarious busi-

Pinckney's horse stumbled and fell, ness.

fastening his rider's leg ;
but I did not He was too wary to allow himself to

halt. Pinckney got his horse up and be easily taken, and a resort was had

caught up with me. to stratagem. I, with others, thought
"You would not care," said he, "if he deserved to be shot openly in his

a man were to get killed ! You would daughter's house, and was willing to

not help him !

' : take the consequences.
"Not in such a case as this," I re- At last this man's outrages became

plied. so notorious that six 6*f our most relia-

We rode on to the Maryland line, but ble men resolved to shoot him, if they
could not overtake them. We were had to burn him out to do it. After I

obliged to return, as it was near day- had sworn the men in the usual form,
break. The next day a friend of ours we went to his barn, took two bundles

went to Maryland to see what had been of wheat-straw, and, fastening them un-

done with Williams. He went to Dr. der the eaves with wisps, applied a light-

Savington's, and the Doctor told him ed match to each. We then took our

that the fugitive could not live, the stations a few rods off, with rifles ready

kidnappers had broken his skull, and and in good condition, mine was a

otherwise beaten him very badly ;
his smooth-bore, with a heavy charge,

ankle, too, was out of place. In conse- The house burned beautifully; and half

quence of his maimed condition, his an hour after it ignited the walls fell in,

mistress refused to pay the men any- but no betrayer showed himself. Instead

thing for bringing him home. That was of leaving the house by the rear door,

the last we ever heard of poor John as we had expected, just before the roof

Williams
;
but we learned afterwards fell in, he broke out the front way, rush-

why we failed to release him on the ed to his next neighbor's, and left his

night he was taken. The kidnappers place without an effort to save it. We
heard us coming, and went into the had built the fire in the rear, and look-

woods out of the way, until we had pass- ed for him there ; but he ran in the

ed them. opposite direction, not only as if his

Awhile before this occurrence, there life was in danger, but as if the spirit

lived in a town not far away from Chris- of his evil deeds was after him.
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THE ORIGIN OF THE GYPSIES.

FOR
more than four hundred years Later times have concluded that the

the Gypsies have been one of the Gypsies are Hindoos, and it is gener-
riddles of European history. Much deep ally acknowledged that Grellman and

study and learned research have found Borrow have proved this. The evi-

plentiful employment in the endeavor dences adduced are, that the Gypsy
to point out the land of their origin ; tongue is strikingly like some Hindoo
and the views taken have consequently dialects and the parent Sanscrit, that

been many and various. It appears to the races are similar in complexion,
the writer that all the well-known views shape, disposition, and habits, distin-

on this subject are far from the truth ; guished by the same vagrant nature,
and he desires to assert for the Gyp- the same love of idleness, music, danc-

sies an origin quite different, as he be- ing, and thievery. In this course of

lieves, from any ever yet suggested : argument, that founded upon the lan-

at least, what he believes to be the real guage is of course the really strong one.

origin of this singular race is not even Without denying any of these evi-

hinted at in the more celebrated trea- dences, assenting, indeed, to every
tises. Conscious of the diffidence with one of them, I yet assert that the

which any one should approach a matter Gypsies are not of Asiatic origin, and
which so many learned men have la- not, as the sturdy Dutchmen call them,
bored over, he advances the plea of the "

heathens," unless we refer to the

proverb, that they who study the stars original use of that word, and call all

will stumble at stones, --a plea, that heathens that dwell on the heath. I

much learning and genius may fail, assert that they are Europeans, and
where less would not be at fault. one of the results of the religious wars

It has been maintained that the Gyp- of the fifteenth century. Bohemia is

sies are Egyptians, and even that they the land of their origin ;
and when we

are the followers of Pharaoh, perhaps consider that one of the most enlight-
not yet gotten home from that Red Sea ened nations of Europe has called them

journey. Otherwise that they are the Bohemians for four hundred years, it is

descendants of the vagabond votaries remarkable that that name has been
of Isis, who were in Rome just what the so little considered in attempts to pen-

Gypsies are in modern Europe. It has etrate this mystery. John Ziska or

been argued that they were Grecian her- Tschischka, the greatest of the Hussite
etics

;
that they were persecuted Jews ; leaders, in the brave struggle of that

that they were Tartars
; that they were sect against the Roman Church, is the

Moors
;
and that they were Hindoos, man who may be looked upon as the

Grellman accepted (as it suited his the- father of the race. Though a clumsy
ory) the assertion that they entered Ger- attempt to pronounce Tschischka by
many from Turkey, though he rejected, a foreign tongue might well result in

without examination, the assertion, made something farther from it than Gypsy,
on equally good authority, that they there is, perhaps, nothing in that resem-

entered it from Spain, from Italy, from blance. The word gypsy, which is only

Denmark, and from Sweden. We find, the English name for this remarkable

by comparison of accounts, that they ap- people, is, no doubt, a consequence of

peared within the space of a few years the ancient error that called them Egyp-
at every point of a circle of which Ger- tians ; but it is odd to see English

many was the centre, and everywhere writers using the resemblance between

they were regarded as foreigners, even those words as an argument in favor

in Egypt of that origin, and thus endeavoring to
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perpetuate error by the results of er- calling other men Spaniards, Italians,

ror. or Russians. Bohemia then formed too

Ziska became prominent as a leader important a part of Europe for French-

in the year 1418, and in that year was men to confound men of that country
authorized to raise forces. Probably he with Hindoos just from Asia. The Bo-

had been busy in that way even earlier ;
hemians were not strangers in France,

and so, from the first, secrecy and de- Nearly a hundred years before, a king

ception would have been necessary in of Bohemia, with a large retinue, was

th-e organization of his innumerable present on the French side at the bat-

small bodies, so suddenly made one tie of Cre*cy, and Ziska himself fought

great body when he extorted the royal at Agincourt. But writers on the Gyp-

authority. He carried on hostilities sies treat very slightingly the fact, that

with great success until his death in the French called the first party that

1424. By this event, the Hussites were visited Paris, as mentioned above, Bo-

divided into three bodies, one of which hemians, and merely say that they use

was called the Orphans, or orphan chil- that name for the Gypsies,
" because

dren of Ziska. These dwelt in their they first heard of them from Bohe-

wagon-camps in the open country, and mia."

were under a vow never again to sleep Various circumstances point to the

beneath a roof. They also refused obe- probability that the Gypsies were, at

dience to any sovereign. Driven out of their first appearance in different coun-

Bohemia in the disasters to which the tries, fugitives from religious intoler-

death of Ziska led the way, and still ance. They always called themselves

more effectually driven out in the expa- pilgrims, which Egyptians or Hindoos

triation of all non-Catholics, the whole would scarcely have done, but which

sect became fugitives and wanderers ;
would be quite natural in that age to

and it is easy to see what kind of wan- Europeans desirous of concealing their

derers the "
Orphans

'

particularly would real character, and ofcommending them-

be, with their wagon-camps and their selves to strangers in whom their differ-

oath against houses. ence of faith made them expect to find

It is a remarkable coincidence, (if it enemies. They called themselves Chris-

shall prove to be no more,) that the tians also, and declared ostentatiously

Gypsies, a race of wanderers, peculiar their conformity to the Roman Catholic

by reason of the very characteristic that rites ;
but they carefully kept away from

would have resulted from the Hussite the churches. This assumption of a

oath, made their first appearance in character which they knew would pro-

Europe at this very period, between tect them is in keeping with the whole

I4i8andi427, and in those very coun- craft of their lives,

tries in which the Orphans ought first Another notable fact is, that they
to have been seen. But the earliest showed everywhere passes or safe-con-

circumstantial notice of a company of ducts from the Emperor Sigismund.

Gypsies relates to the one that visited Ziska's followers could not have got
Paris in 1427. Pasquier gave a partic- authentic passes, but they could forge

ular account of them, and remarks, that, them easily ; and Hindoo stragglers, on

though they had a very bad name, and their first appearance in Europe, would

though he was with them a great deal, hardly have known the value of such

he " never lost a coin." pieces of paper. In all the original

These were called Bohemians, and Gypsy parties there were dukes and

the French have adhered to that name counts, and these men called them-

ever since. Doubtless the French of selves Lords of Little Egypt ;
and from

that day, who conversed with these peo- this fact seems originally to have arisen

pie, and looked at them with very wide- the notion that they were Egyptians,

open eyes, had as good reason for call- But this seems less like an assertion

ing them Bohemians as they had for of their origin than like a piece of Scrip-
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tural phraseology. The Hussites used and the Cech language descended from
in that way a Biblical imagery, like the the Sanscrit almost as directly as the

Puritans of a later age. Like the Puri- Hindoo dialects did. Here is a good
tans, they called their opponents Moab- reason why the Hindoo dialects and the

ites, Amalekites, and so on. With the Gypsy tongue --if the Gypsies were

Puritans, Egypt was always "the house Bohemians should closely resemble

of bondage," and that name was the one another. They were from the same
common designation of any place of parent stem. The learned Biisching

persecution. said, "The Gypsy language is a mix-

Grellman refers to the name Polgar ture of corrupt words from the Walla-

as Indian, and as common with the Gyp- chian, Slavonian, Hungarian, and other

sies
;
but he does not notice that the nations." These are the cognate Ian-

men in all the original Gypsy parties guages of the Slavic race, all descended

bore such sufficiently Christian appel- from the same source, and that also the

lations as Michael, Andrew, John, and source of the Cech. The first list of

Peter. Rommany is the Gypsy name Gypsy words ever made was cited to

for a Gypsy, and this is referred to the prove an Egyptian origin, and they were

Sanscrit Rama, man, by one author, and Slavic. That was, perhaps, the best

by others to the Coptic Rom. Either list ever made, as later ones show the

is possible, but sufficiently remote. By results of the use of the languages of

the kind of deception referred to above, the various lands in which the Gypsies
which made the Gypsies call themselves wander.

Catholics when in Catholic countries, The complexion, habits, and charac-

it is probable that they may sometimes ter of the Gypsies resemble those of

have gone so far as to say that they the Cechs as nearly as they do those

were Romans, that is, adherents of of the Hindoos. The Cechs are an

Rome, and habit may have fastened eminently gay and musical race. As
the name. This derivation is as good regards complexion, it is found that the

as either of the others. Gypsies in the Austrian army, who have

But the language of the Gypsies has been compelled to relinquish their wild

been most relied upon to prove their life and dwell in houses, are as white

derivation from Hindostan, both by as Europeans generally.

Grellman and Borrow. Remarkable Assuming that Grellman has disprov-

similarities have been shown to exist ed all the other suggested origins in fa-

between the Hindoo dialects and the vor of the Hindoo theory, and consider-

Gypsy tongue. But the argument of ing the question as simply between In-

language is better for Bohemian than dia and Bohemia, it appears to me that

for Hindoo origin. The Bohemians the argument is altogether in favor of

were Cechs, a branch of the great Sla- the derivation of the Gypsies from the

vie race of undoubted Asiatic origin ; latter country.
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PASSAGES FROM HAWTHORNE'S NOTE-BOOKS.

II.

MAINE,
7*7^5,1837. Here I am, and admirable qualities, of that sort

settled since night before last which make up a gentleman, than any
with B

,
and living very singularly, other that I have met with. Polished,

He leads a bachelor's life in his pater- yet natural, frank, open, and straight-

nal mansion, only a small part of which forward, yet with a delicate feeling for

is occupied by a family who serve him. the sensitiveness of his companions ;

He provides his own breakfast and of excellent temper and warm heart ;

supper, and occasionally his dinner
; well acquainted with the world, with a

though this is oftener, I believe, taken keen faculty of observation, which he

at the hotel or an eating-house, or with has had many opportunities of exercis-

some of his relatives. I am his guest, ing, and never varying from a code of

and my presence makes no alteration honor and principle which is really nice

in his way of life. Our fare, thus far, and rigid in its way. There is a sort

has consisted of bread, butter, and 01 philosophy developing itself in him

cheese, crackers, herrings, boiled eggs, which will not impossibly cause him to

coffee, milk, and claret wine. He has settle down in this or some other equal-

another inmate, in the person of a queer ly singular course of life. He seems

little Frenchman, who has his breakfast, almost to have made up his mind nev-

tea, and lodging here, and finds his din- er to be married, which I wonder at ;

ner elsewhere. Monsieur S does for he has strong affections, and is fond

not appear to be more than twenty-one both of women and children,

years old, a diminutive figure, with The little Frenchman impresses me

eyes askew, and otherwise of an ungain- very strongly, too, so lonely as he is

ly physiognomy ;
he is ill-dressed also, here, struggling against the world, with

in a coarse blue coat, thin cotton panta- bitter feelings in his breast, and yet talk-

loons, and unbrushed boots ; altogeth- ing with the vivacity and gayety of his

er with as little of French coxcombry nation
; making this his home from dark-

as can well be imagined, though with ness to daylight, and enjoying here what

something of the monkey-aspect insep- little domestic comfort and confidence

arable from a little Frenchman. He is, there is for him ; and then going about

nevertheless, an intelligent and well- all the livelong day, teaching French to

informed man, apparently of extensive blockheads who sneer at him, and re-

reading in his own language ;
a phi- turning at about ten o'clock in the even-

losopher, B tells me, and an infidel, ing (for I was wrong in saying he sup-

His insignificant personal appearance ped here, he eats no supper) to his

stands in the way of his success, and solitary room and bed. Before retiring,

prevents him from receiving the re- he goes to B 's bedside, and, if he

spect which is really due to his talents finds him awake, stands talking French,

and acquirements ;
wherefore he is bit- expressing his dislike of the Americans,

terly dissatisfied with the country and "Je hais,je hais les Yankees!" -thus

its inhabitants, and often expresses his giving vent to the stifled bitterness of

feelings to B (who has gained his the whole day. In the morning I hear

confidence to a certain degree) in very him getting up early, at sunrise or be-

strong terms. fore, humming to himself, scuffling about

Thus here are three characters, each his chamber with his thick boots, and

with something out of the common way, at last taking his departure for a solita-

livins: too-ether somewhat like monks, ry ramble till breakfast. Then he comesO O f

B
,
our host, combines more high in, cheerful and vivacious enough, eats
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pretty heartily, and is off again, singing of foam
; and often a log comes floating

French chansons as he goes down the on, glistening in the sun, as it rolls over

gravel-walk. The poor fellow has no- among the eddies, having voyaged, for

body to sympathize with him but B
, aught I know, hundreds of miles from

and thus a singular connection is es- the wild, upper sources of the river,
tablished between two utterly different passing down, down, between lines of
characters. forest, and sometimes a rough clearing,
Then here is myself, who am like- till here it floats along by cultivated

wise a queer character in my way, and banks, and will soon pass by the vil-

have come to spend a week or two with lage. Sometimes a long raft of boards

my friend of half a lifetime, the Ion- comes along, requiring the nicest skill

gest space, probably, that we are ever in navigating it through the narrow pas-
destined to spend together : for Fate sage left by the mill-dam. Chaises and
seems preparing changes for both of wagons occasionally go along the road,
us. My circumstances, at least, can- the riders all giving a passing glance
not long continue as they are and have at the dam, or perhaps alighting to ex-

been
; and B

, too, stands between amine it more fully, and at last depart-

high prosperity and utter ruin. ing with ominous shakes of the head
I think I should soon become strong- as to the result of the enterprise. My

ly attached to our way of life, so inde- position is so far retired from the river

pendent and untroubled by the forms and mill-dam, that, though the latter

and restrictions of society. The house is really rather a scene, yet a sort of
is very pleasantly situated, half a mile quiet seems to be diffused over the
distant from where the town begins to whole. Two or three times a day this

be thickly settled, and on a swell of quiet is broken by the sudden thunder

land, with the road running at a dis- from a quarry, where the workmen are
tance of fifty yards, and a grassy tract blasting rocks for the dam

;
and a peal

and a gravel-walk between. Beyond of thunder sounds strange in such a
the road rolls the Kennebec, here two green, sunny, and quiet landscape, with
or three hundred yards wide. Putting the blue sky brightening the river,

my head out of the window, I can see I have not seen much of the people,
it flowing steadily along straightway be- There have been, however, several in-

tween wooded banks
; but arriving near- cidents which amused me, though

ly opposite the house, there is a large scarcely worth telling. A passionate
and level sand island in the middle of tavern-keeper, quick as a flash of gun-
the stream

;
and just below the island powder, a nervous man, and showing

the current is further interrupted by in his demeanor, it seems, a conscious-
the works of the mill-dam, which is ness of his infirmity of temper. I was

perhaps half- finished, yet still in so a witness of a scuffle of his with a drunk-
rude a state that it looks as much like en guest. The tavern-keeper, after they
the ruins of a dam destroyed by the were separated, raved like a madman,
spring freshets as like the foundations and in a tone of voice having a drolly
of a dam yet to be. Irishmen and Ca- pathetic or lamentable sound mingled
nadians toil at work on it, and the echoes with its rage, as if he were lifting up his

of their hammering and of the voices voice to weep. Then he jumped into a

come across the river and up to this chaise which was standing by, whipped
window. Then there is a sound of up the horse, and drove off rapidly, as

the wind among the trees round the if to give his fury vent in that way.
house

;
and when that is silent, the On the morning of the Fourth of Ju-

calm, full, distant voice of the river ly, two printer's apprentice-lads, nearly
becomes audible. Looking downward grown, dressed in jackets and very tight

thither, I see the rush of the current, pantaloons of check, tight as their skins,

and mark the different eddies, with so that they looked like harlequins or

here and there white specks or streaks circus - clowns, yet appeared to think
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themselves in perfect propriety, with a precipitous bank ;
on the other there is

very calm and quiet assurance of the an interval, and then the bank rises up-
admiration of the town. A common ward and upward into a high hill with

fellow, a carpenter, who, on the strength gorges and ravines separating one sum-

of political partisanship, asked B 's mit from another, and here and there

assistance in cutting out great letters are bare places, where the rain-streams

from play-bills in order to print
" Mar- have washed away the grass. The

tin Van Buren Forever " on a flag ; brook is bestrewn with stones, some
but B refused. B seems to bare, some partially moss-grown, and

be considerably of a favorite with the sometimes so huge as once at least

lower orders, especially with the Irish- to occupy almost the whole breadth of

men and French Canadians, the lat- the current. Amongst these the stream

ter accosting him in the street, and ask- brawls, only that this word does not ex-

ing his assistance as an interpreter in press its good-natured voice, and
" mur-

making their bargains for work. mur "
is too quiet. It sings along, some-

I meant to have dined at the hotel with times smooth, with the pebbles visible

B to-day; but having returned to beneath, sometimes rushing dark and

the house, leaving him to do some busi- swift, eddying and whitening past some
ness in the village, I found myself un- rock, or underneath the hither or the

willing to move when the dinner-hour farther bank
;
and at these places B

approached, and therefore dined very cast his line, and sometimes drew out a

well on bread, cheese, and eggs. Noth- trout, small, not more than five or six

ing of much interest takes place. We inches long. The farther we went up
live very comfortably in our bachelor the brook, the wilder it grew. The op-

establishment on a cold shoulder of posite bank was covered with pines

mutton, with ham and smoked beef and and hemlocks, ascending high upwards,
boiled eggs ;

and as to drinkables, we black and solemn. One knew that there

had both claret and brown sherry on the must be almost a precipice behind, yet
dinner-table to-day. Last evening we we could not see it. At the foot you
had a long literary and philosophical could spy, a little way within the dark-

conversation with Monsieur S . He some shade, the roots and branches of

is rather remarkably well-informed for a the trees ; but soon all sight was ob-

man of his age, and seems to have very structed amidst the trunks. On the

just notions on ethics, etc., though hither side, at first the bank was bare,

damnably perverted as to religion. It then fringed with alder-bushes, bending
is strange to hear philosophy of any and dipping into the stream, which, far-

sort from such a boyish figure.
" We ther on brawled through the midst of a

philosophers," he is fond of saying, to forest of maple, beech, and other trees,

distinguish himself and his brethren its course growing wilder and wilder as

from the Christians. One of his oddi- we proceeded. For a considerable dis-

ties is, that, while steadfastly maintain- tance there was a causeway, built long

ing an opinion that he is a very small ago of logs, to drag lumber upon ; it

and slow eater, and that we, in common was now decayed and rotten, a red de-

with other Yankees, eat immensely and cay, sometimes sunken down in the

fast, he actually eats both faster and midst, here and there a knotty trunk

longer than we do, and devours, as stretching across, apparently sound.

B avers, more victuals than both The sun being now low towards the

of us together. west, a pleasant gloom and brightness
were diffused through the forest, spots of

Saturday, July 8///. Yesterday af- brightness scattered upon the branches,

ternoon, a stroll with B up a large or thrown down in gold upon the last

brook, he fishing for trout, and I look- year's leaves among the trees. At last

ing on. The brook runs through a val- we came to where a dam had been built

ley, on one side bordered by a high and across the brook many years ago, and
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was now gone to ruin, so as to make July tyh. Went with B to pay
the spot look more solitary and wilder a visit to the shanties of the Irish and
than if man had never left vestiges of Canadians.

, He says that they sell and
his toil there. It was a framework of exchange these small houses among
logs with a covering of plank sufficient themselves continually. They may be
to obstruct the onward flow of the built in three or four days, and are val-

brook
;
but it found its way past the ued at four or five dollars. When the

side, and came foaming and struggling turf that is piled against the walls of

along among scattered rocks. Above some of them becomes covered with

the dam there was a broad and deep grass, it makes quite a picturesque ob-

pool, one side of which was bordered ject. It was almost dusk just candle-

by a precipitous wall of rocks, as smooth lighting time when we visited them,

as if hewn out and squared, and piled A young Frenchwoman, with a baby in

one upon another, above which rose the her arms, came to the door of one of

forest. On the other side there was them, smiling, and looking pretty and
still a gently shelving bank, and the happy. Her husband, a dark, black-

shore was covered with tall trees, among haired, lively little fellow, caressed the

which I particularly remarked a state- child, laughing and singing to it
; and

ly pine, wholly devoid of bark, rising there was a red-bearded Irishman, who
white in age'd and majestic ruin, thrust- likewise fondled the little brat. Then

ing out its barkless arms. It must have we could hear them within the hut, gab-
stood there in death many years, its bling merrily, and could see them mov-
own ghost. Above the dam the brook ing about briskly in the candlelight,
flowed through the forest, a glistening through the window and open door,

and babbling water-path, illuminated by An old Irishwoman sat in the door of

the sun, which sent its rays almost another hut, under the influence of an

straight along its course. It was as extra dose of rum, she being an old

lovely and wild and peaceful as it could lady of somewhat dissipated habits.

possibly have been a hundred years She called to B
,
and began to talk

ago ;
and the traces of labors of men to him about her resolution not to give

long departed added a deeper peace to up her house : for it is his design to get
it. I bathed in the pool, and then pur- her out of it. She is a true virago, and
sued my way down beside the brook, though somewhat restrained by respect

growing dark with a pleasant gloom, as for him, she evinced a sturdy design to

the sun sank and the water became more remain here through the winter, or at

shadowy. B says that there was for- least for a considerable time longer. He
merly a tradition, that the Indians used persisting, she took her stand in the

to go up this brook, and return, after a doorway of the hut, and stretched out

brief absence, with large masses of lead, her fist in a very Amazonian attitude,

which they sold at the trading stations "Nobody," quoth she, "shall drive me
in Augusta ; whence there has always out of this house, till my praties are

been an idea that there is a lead mine out of the ground." Then would she

hereabouts. Great toadstools were un- wheedle and laugh and blarney, begin-
der the trees, and some small ones as ning in a rage, and ending as if she had

yellow and almost the size of a half- been in jest. Meanwhile her husband

broiled yolk of an egg. Strawberries stood by very quiet, occasionally trying
were scattered along the brookside. to still her; but it is to be presumed,

Dined at the hotel or Mansion-House that, after our departure, they came to

to-day. Men were playing checkers in blows, it being a custom with the Irish

the parlor. The Marshal of Maine, a husbands and wives to settle their dis-

corpulent, jolly fellow, famed for humor, putes with blows ;
and it is said the wom-

A passenger left by the stage hiring an an often proves the better man. The

express onward. A bottle of cham- different families also have battles, and

pagne was quaffed at the bar. occasionally the Irish fight with the
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Canadians. The latter, however, are a great deal more will be required to

much the more peaceable, never quar- complete it. It is certainly a splendid

relling among themselves, and seldom structure ;
the material, granite from the

with their neighbors. They are frugal, vicinity. At the angles it has small,

and often go back to Canada with con- circular towers ;
the portal is lofty and

siderable sums of 'money. B has imposing. Relatively to the general

gained much influence both with the style of domestic architecture in our

Irish and the French, with the latter, country, it well deserves the name of

by dint of speaking to them in their own castle or palace. Its situation, too, is

language. He is the umpire in their fine, far retired from the public road,

disputes, and their adviser, and they and attainable by a winding carriage-
look up to him as a protector and patron- drive

; standing amid fertile fields, and

friend. I have been struck to see with with large trees in the vicinity. There
what careful integrity and wisdom he is also a beautiful view from the man-

manages matters among them, hitherto sion adown the Kennebec.

having known him only as a free and Beneath some of the large trees we

gay young man. He appears perfectly saw the remains of circular seats, where-

to understand their general character, upon the family used to sit before the

of which he gives no very flattering de- former house was burned down. There

scription. In these huts, less than twen- was no one now in the vicinity of the

ty feet square, he tells me that upwards place, save a man and a yoke of oxen ;

of twenty people have sometimes been and what he was about, I did not as-

lodged, certain. Mr. at present resides in

A description of a young lady who a small dwelling, littje more than a cot-

had formerly been insane, and now felt tage, beside the main road, not far from

the approach of a new fit of madness, the gateway which gives access to his

She had been out to ride, had exerted palace.

herself much, and had been very viva- At Gardiner, on the wharf, I witness-

cious. On her return, she sat down in ed the starting of the steamboat New
a thoughtful and despondent attitude, England for Boston. There was quite

looking very sad, but one of the love- a collection of people, looking on or

liest objects that ever were seen. The taking leave of passengers, the steam

family spoke to her, but she made no puffing, stages arriving, full-freighted

answer, nor took the least notice
;
but with ladies and gentlemen. A man

still sat like a statue in her chair, a was one moment too late; but run-

statue of melancholy and beauty. At ning along the gunwale of a mud-scow,
last they led her away to her chamber. and jumping into a skiff, he was put on
We went to meeting this forenoon. I board by a black fellow. The dark cab-

saw nothing remarkable, unless a little in, wherein, descending from the sun-

girl in the next pew to us, three or four shiny deck, it was difficult to discern

years old, who fell asleep, with her head the furniture, looking-glasses, and ma-
in the lap of her maid, and looked very hogany wainscoting. I met two old

pretty : a picture of sleeping innocence, college acquaintances, O
,
who

was going to Boston, and B
,
with

July \\th, Tuesday. A drive with whom we afterwards drank a glass of

B to Hallowell, yesterday, where we wine at the hotel.

dined, and afterwards to Gardiner. The B , Mons. S
,
and myself con-

most curious object in this latter place tinue to live in the same style as here-

was the elegant new mansion of . tofore. We appear mutually to be very
It stands on the site of his former dwell- well pleased with each other. Mons.

ing, which was destroyed by fire. The S displays many comical qualities,

new building was estimated to cost about and manages to insure us several hear-

thirty thousand dollars; but twice as ty laughs every morning and evening,
much has already been expended, and those being the seasons when we meet.
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I am going to take lessons from him for which he had to pay twelve dol-

in the pronunciation of French. Of fe- lars. Yet he was but a little fellow,

male society I see nothing. The only Coming to the Mansion-House about

petticoat that comes within our premis- supper-time, we found somewhat of a
es appertains to Nancy, the pretty, dark- concourse of people, the Governor and

eyed maid-servant of the man who lives Council being in session on the subject
in the other part of the house. of the disputed territory. The British

On the road from Hallowell to Au- have lately imprisoned a man who was

gusta we saw little booths, in two pla- sent to take the census
;
and the Main-

ces, erected on the roadside, where iacs are much excited on the subject,

boys offered beer, apples, etc., for sale. They wish the Governor to order out
We passed an Irishwoman with a child the militia at once, and take possession
in her arms, and a heavy bundle, and of the territory with the strong hand,
afterwards an Irishman with a light bun- There was a British army -captain at

die, sitting by the highway. They were the Mansion-House
;
and an idea was

husband and wife
;
and B says that thrown out that it would be as well to

an Irishman and his wife, on their jour- seize upon him as a hostage. I would,

neys, do not usually walk side by side, for the joke's sake, that it had been
but that the man gives the woman the done. Personages at the tavern : the

heaviest burden to carry, and walks on Governor, somewhat stared after as he

lightly ahead ! walked through the bar-room
;
Coun-

A thought comes into my mind : cillors seated about, sitting on benches
Which sort of house excites the most near the bar, or on the stoop along the

contemptuous feelings in the beholder, front of the house
;
the Adjutant-Gen-

-such a house as Mr. 's, all cir- eral of the State
;
two young Blue-Noses,

cumstances considered, or the board- from Canada or the Provinces
;
a gen-

built and turf-buttressed hovels of these tleman "
thumbing his hat

"
for liquor,

wild Irish, scattered about as if they or perhaps playing off the trick of the

had sprung up like mushrooms, in the " honest landlord " on some stranger,
dells and gorges, and along the banks The decanters and wine-bottles on the

of the river? Mushrooms, by the way, move, and the beer and soda -founts

spring up where the roots of an old tree pouring out continual streams, with a

are hidden under the ground. whiz. Stage-drivers, etc., asked to drink

with the aristocracy, and mine host treat-

Thursday, July i$th. Two small ing and being treated. Rubicund faces ;

Canadian boys came to our house yes- breaths odorous of brandy and water,

terday, with strawberries to sell. It Occasionally the pop of a champagne
sounds strange to hear children bar- cork,

gaining in French on the borders of Returned home, and took a lesson in

Yankee-land. Among other languages French of Mons. S . I like him

spoken hereabouts must be reckoned very much, and have seldom met with

the wild Irish. Some of the laborers on a more honest, simple, and apparently
the mill-dam can speak nothing else, so well-principled a man ;

which good
The intermixture of foreigners some- qualities I impute to his being, by the

times gives rise to quarrels between father's side, of German blood. He
them and the natives. As we were go- looks more like a German or, as he

ing to the village yesterday afternoon, says, like a Swiss than a Frenchman,
we witnessed the beginning of a quarrel having very light hair and a light corn-

between a Canadian and a Yankee, plexion, and not a French expression,

the latter accusing the former of striking He is a vivacious little fellow, and won-

his oxen. B- - thrust himself between derfully excitable to mirth
;
and it is

and parted them
;
but they afterwards truly a sight to see him laugh ;

ev-

renewed their fray, and the Canadian, I ery feature partakes of his movement,

believe, thrashed the Yankee soundly, and even his whole body shares in it,
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as he rises and dances about the room, were all the fruit of his piscatory efforts.

He has great variety of conversation, But while looking at the rushing and
commensurate with his experiences in rippling stream, I saw a great fish, some

life, and sometimes will talk Spanish, six feet long and thick in proportion,
ore rotundo, sometimes imitate the suddenly emerge at whole length, turn

Catholic priests, chanting Latin songs a somerset, and then vanish again be-

for the dead, in deep, gruff, awful tones, neath the water. It was of a glistening,

producing really a very strong impres- yellowish brown, with its fins all spread,

sion, then he will break out into a and looking very strange and startling,

light, French song, perhaps of love, darting out so lifelike from the black

perhaps of war, acting it out, as if on water, throwing itself fully into the

the stage of a theatre : all this intermin- bright sunshine, and then lost to sight

gled with continual fun, excited by the and to pursuit. I saw also a long, flat-

incidents of the passing moment. He bottomed boat go up the river, with a

has Frenchified all our names, calling brisk wind, and against a strong stream.

B Monsieur Du Pont, myself M. de Its sails were of curious construction :

L'Aube"pine, and himself M. le Berger, a long mast, with two sails below, one

and all, Knights of the Round-Table, on. each side of the boat, and a broader

And we live in great harmony and broth- one surmounting them. The sails were

erhood, as queer a life as anybody leads, colored brown, and appeared like leath-

and as queer a set as may be found any- er or skins, but were really cloth. At
where. In his more serious intervals, he a distance, the vessel looked like, or

talks philosophy and deism, and preach- at least I compared it to, a monstrous

es obedience to the law of reason and water-insect, skimming along the river,

morality ;
which law he says (and I be- If the sails had been crimson or yellow,

lieve him) he has so well observed, the resemblance would have been much

that, notwithstanding his residence in closer. There was a pretty spacious
dissolute countries, he, has never yet raised cabin in the after part of the boat,

been sinful. He wishes me, eight or It moved along lightly, and disappeared
nine weeks hence, to accompany him between the woody banks. These boats

on foot to Quebec, and then to Niagara have the two parallel sails attached to

and New York. I should like it well, the same yard, and some have two sails,

if my circumstances and other consid- one surmounting the other. They trade

erations would permit. What pleases to Waterville and thereabouts, names,
much in Mons. S is the simple and as " Paul Pry," on their sails.

childlike enjoyment he finds in trifles,

and the joy with which he speaks of Saturday', July i$th. Went with

going back to his own country, away B yesterday to visit several Irish

from the dull Yankees, who here mis- shanties, endeavoring to find out who
understand and despise him. Yet I had stolen some rails of a fence. At
have never heard him speak harshly of the first door where we knocked, (a
them. I rather think that B and shanty with an earthen mound heaped
I will be remembered by him with more against the wall, two or three feet thick,)

pleasure than anybody else in the coun- the inmates were not up, though it was

try ;
for we have sympathized with him, past eight o'clock. At last a middle-

and treated him kindly, and like a gen- aged woman showed herself, half-dress-

tleman and an equal ;
and he comes to ed, and completing her toilet. Threats

us at night as to home and friends. were made of tearing down her house
;

I went down to the river to-day to for she is a lady of very indifferent mor-

see B fish for salmon with a fly, a als, and sells rum. Few of these peo-

hopeless business ;
for he says that on- pie are connected with the mill-dam,

ly one instance has been known in the or, at least, many are not so, but have

United States of salmon being taken intruded themselves into the vacant

otherwise than with a net. A few chubs huts which were occupied by the mill-
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dam people last year. In two or three Monsieur S shaving himself yes-

places hereabouts there is quite a vil- terday morning. He was in excellent

lage of these dwellings, with a clay and spirits, and could not keep his tongue
board chimney, or oftener an old bar- or body still more than long enough to

rel smoked and charred with the fire, make two or three consecutive strokes

Some of their roofs are covered with at his beard. Then he would turn,

sods, and appear almost subterranean, flourishing his razor and grimacing joy-
One of the little hamlets stands on both ously, enacting droll antics, breaking
sides of a deep dell, wooded and bush- out into scraps and verses of drinking-

grown, with a vista, as it were, into the songs, "A boire ! ciboire!" then laugh-
heart of a wood in one direction, and ing heartily, and crying, "Vivelagaite !"

to the broad, sunny river in the other : then resuming his task, looking into

there was a little rivulet, crossed by a the glass with grave face, on which,

plank, at the bottom of the dell. At however, a grin would soon break out

two doors we saw very pretty and mod- anew, and all his pranks would be re-

est-looking young women, one with a peated with variations. He turned this

child in her arms. Indeed, they all have foolery to philosophy, by observing that

innumerable little children
;
and they mirth contributed to goodness of heart,

are invariably in good health, though and to make us love our fellow-crea-

always dirty of face. They come to tures. Conversing with him in the

the door while their mothers are talk- evening, he affirmed, with evident be-

ing with the visitors, standing straight lief in the truth of what he said, that he

up on their bare legs, with their little would have no objection, except that it

plump bodies protruding, in one hand would be a very foolish thing, to expose
a small tin saucepan and in the other his whole heart, his whole inner man,
an iron spoon, with unwashed mouths, to the view of the world. Not that

looking as independent as any child or there would not be much evil discov-

grown person in the land. They stare ered there ; but, as he was conscious

unabashed, but make no answer when of being in a state of mental and moral

spoken to.
"

I 've no call to your improvement, working out his progress

fence, Misser B ." It seems strange onward, he would not shrink from such

that a man should have the right, un- a scrutiny. This talk was introduced

armed with any legal instrument, of by his mentioning the " Minister's

tearing down the dwelling-houses of a Black Veil," which he said he had seen

score of families, and driving the in- translated into French, as an exercise,

mates forth without a shelter. Yet by a Miss Appleton of Bangor.
B undoubtedly has this right ;

and Saw by the river-side, late in the af-

it is not a little striking to see how qui- ternoon, one of the above-described

etly these people contemplate the prob- boats going into the stream, with the

ability of his exercising it, resolving, water rippling at the prow, from the

indeed, to burrow in their holes as long strength of the current and of the boat's

as may be, yet caring about as little for motion. By-and-by comes down a raft,

an ejectment as those who could find perhaps twenty yards long, guided by
a tenement anywhere, and less. Yet two men, one at each end, the raft

the women, amid all the trials of their itself of boards sawed at Waterville,

situation, appear to have kept up the and laden with square bundles of shin-

distinction between virtue and vice : gles and round bundles of clapboards,

those who can claim the former will "
Friend," says one man,

" how is the

not associate with the latter. When tide now ?
"

this being important to

the women travel with young children, the onward progress. They make fast

they carry the baby slung at their backs, to a tree, in order to wait for the tide

and sleeping quietly. The dresses of to rise a little higher. It would be

the new-comers are old-fashioned, mak- pleasant enough to float down the Ken-

ing them look aged before their time. nebec on one of these rafts, letting the
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river conduct you onward at its own with an alder pole and a clothes-line,

pace, leisurely displaying to you all the At frequent intervals, the scene is sud-

\vild or ordered beauties along its banks, denly broken by a loud report like thun-

and perhaps running you aground in der, rolling along the banks, echoing
some peculiarly picturesque spot, for and reverberating afar. It is a blast

your longer enjoyment of it. Another of rocks. Along the margin, sometimes

object, perhaps, is a solitary man pad- sticks of timber made fast, either sep-

dling himself down the river in a small arately or several together ; stones of

canoe, the light, lonely touch of his some size, varying the pebbles and

paddle in the water making the silence sand
;
a clayey spot, where a shallow

seem deeper. Every few minutes a brook runs into the river, not with a

sturgeon leaps forth, sometimes behind deep outlet, but finding its way across

you, so that you merely hear the splash, the bank in two or three single runlets,

and, turning hastily around, see nothing Looking upward into the deep glen
but the disturbed water. Sometimes whence it issues, you see its shady
he darts straight on end out of a quiet current. Elsewhere, a high acclivity,

black spot on which your eyes happen with the beach between it and the river,

to be fixed, and, whan even his tail is the ridge broken and caved away, so

clear of the surface, he falls down on that the earth looks fresh and yellow,

his side, and disappears. and is penetrated by the nests of birds.

On the river-bank, an Irishwoman An old, shining tree-trunk, half in and

washing some clothes, surrounded by half out of the water. An island of

her children, whose babbling sounds gravel, long and narrow, in the centre

pleasantly along the edge of the shore ; of the river. Chips, blocks of wood,
and she also answers in a sweet, kindly, slabs, and other scraps of lumber, strew-

and cheerful voice, though an immoral" ed along the beach
; logs drifting down,

woman, and without the certainty of The high bank covered with various

bread or shelter from day to day. An trees and shrubbery, and, in one place,

Irishman sitting angling on the brink two or three Irish shanties.

COURT-CARDS.

WHAT a hand the Major has dealt for he could step off with a whole orrery
me ! Do look over my shoulder, on those shoulders. And his hands !

Madam, and see these cards ! What what Liliputian phalanges, which Beau

quaint, odd, old-time figures they are ! Brummel, or D'Orsay, or any other pro-
I wonder if the kings and queens of fessional dandy might die envying ! As

by-gone centuries were such grotesque- for the King of Hearts, he looks as

looking objects as these. Look at that much like a pet of the fair sex as Bo-

Queen of Spades ! Why, Dr. Slop's anerges or Bung the Beadle. And what

abdominal sesquipedality was sylph-like strange anatomical proportions they ex-

grace to the Lambertian girth she dis- hibit, with their gigantic heads, abortive

plays. And note the pattern of her necks, and the calves of their legs pro-

dress, if dress it can be called, that tuberant around their tibias and fibu-

rotund expanse of heraldic, bar-sinister- las, alike before and behind ! And then

ed, Chinese embroidery. Look at that they are all left-handed ! Were these

Jack of Diamonds ! What a pair of col- the gay gallants and fair dames of the

lar-bones he must have ! That little feat golden age of chivalry ? Were these

of Atlas would be child's-play to him
; shapeless things the forms and cos-
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tumes of the princes and princesses Major and I shall keep our minds on
of ancient France ? Why, the dark- the game.
skinned old-clo' men, who hang their And do we not all play our little game
cast-off raiment in Brattle Street, would in the world, sometimes with all that

be mobbed, h they paraded such vest- makes it bright to us at stake ? What
ments at their doors ;

and Papanti is the paltry sum beside me to that which

would break his fiddle-bow over the we all of us hold in our hands, to be

head of any awkward lout who should decided by the deal of Fortune ? You

unfortunately assume such an ungainly don't play whist. And yet, Madam, I

position. have seen you at a game of chance, in

But the power they wield ! Ah, my which you have risked your peace, your
dear Madam, kings and queens may be happiness, your future, upon what anoth-

backed like a whale or humped like a er should deal out to you. You don't

camel, but down goes the world on its understand me ? In the great game of

marrow-bones, and worships them for life, Frank offered you his hand, and
Venuses and Adonises. And as for this you took it I hope it held court-cards,

particular reigning family, these four We are all players. The lean and sane-

great branches of the Hearts, Spades, tified bigot, who looks in holy horror on

Diamonds, and Clubs, Diana, fresh from this printed pasteboard, as though it

the bath, never looked so enticing to were the legitimate offspring ofthe Devil

the eager eyes of a losing player as and Dr. Faustus, plays his own pious
their Brobdignagian dames, nor Apollo game at winning souls, and risks char-

himself so beautiful as the ugly mugs ity. The griping money-catcher, who
of their lumbering kings. The Baron- shudders at the thought of losing gold
ess Bernstein would bend her old back in spendthrift play, takes his own close

over the table to greet their wall-eyed and cunning game at winning wealth,

monarchs, and forget young Harry was and risks esteem. The ambitious as-

by ;
and little Nell's grandfather would pirant, who scorns such empty things

bow beneath the midnight candle to ca- as cards, plays boldly at his daring
ress those greasy Gorgons, while she, game at winning position, and risks

sweet little girl, was waiting his return honor. The bright -eyed girl throws
in loneliness. All the other crowned heart and soul into the enchanting game
heads of Christendom are titled nobod- of love, and risks virtue. Charity,
ies beside these mighty potentates. The esteem, honor, virtue, are not these

General of the Jesuits wields, they say, great stakes to offer, beside which my
wonderful power ; but his sceptre is modest risk sinks into very insignifi-

a bulrush beside the truncheon which cance ? Ah, we all play, and with what
these kings of the earth hold in their varied success ! How many poor, un-

grasp. And here, yes, here in Repub- lucky wights turn up deuces all their

lican America, the thousands who scout life, while others, born under luckier

Napoleon, frown on Victoria, and pity stars, hold a fistful of kings and queens !

the Pope, do nightly homage to this How many eyes grow dim over the faint

mighty dynasty, and find grace and love- chances of small digits, while others

liness in their bottle noses and crooked sparkle in the reflected light of those

legs. And - - must I confess it, Madam ? regal robes ! Ah, my dear Madam, not

do not I, democratic Asmodeus, when only in dank forecastles, in foul taverns,

I play my quiet rubber at so much a in luxurious club-houses, or elegant sa-

corner, look chopfallen at the deuces loons, does Fortune deal out her win-

and treys which I despondently arrange ning or losing cards. She spreads them

in numerical order, and welcome, with before us on the green cloth of life's ta-

beating heart, those same crowned heads, ble, in that game which counts up its

as they lift themselves before me ? Oh, gains or losses in another world,

it is not gambling, Madam. Only some- Did you ever see an aeronaut, when

thing to make it interesting, so that the he has risen high above the earth, scat-
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ter, with lavish hand, a host of little

cards, which flutter down upon us, twist-

ing and turning, in showers of glittering
colors ? He but typifies the hand of

Fate, which deals to us, brilliant with

the hopes that tint them in rainbow

beauty, the cards of life's eager game.
We gather them up joyfully ; but, alas !

how rapidly their fictitious beauty fades,
and what miserable pasteboard affairs

they become to us, as, one by one, we

lay them down, and see our treasures

dwindling away from us with them, as

they go !

Somebody must win ? Yes, Madam,
somebody gets the court-cards. We all

get them sometimes ; and we too often

play them very wrongly. We throw

away our kings and our queens. We
pass by the opportunities to score, while

some happier child of fortune bears off

all the honors. But not always. For-

tune rarely pursues any of us with

unremitting ill-will. She sends us all

court-cards, and we have only to trust

on and wait for the change that is to

bring, at last, success. Let us never

throw up our hands in despair. Some-

body he must have been a tailor, or

with sartorial proclivities has said that

there is a silver lining to every cloud.

And so we all of us hold hands, which,

among deuces and treys, have some
court-cards. Let us not then inveigh

against the goddess who blindly dis-

tributes them. Be it our aim to play
those well which fall to our share, and
not recklessly cast them away, because
we find fewer of those broad-shoulder-

ed, goggle-eyed, party-colored gentry
than we hoped for. No ! let us tuck

them carefully away under our thumbs,
and make the most of them.

Perhaps Asmodeus may have pined
in grief, playing his little deuces and
never winning the great stake of fame

;

but who shall tell ? May not his hope-
ful heart break forth some day with reg-
nant power which shall bear away the

prize ? Frank, you know, has toiled day
and night for wealth to buy comfort and
ease for his modest home. He has made
his little ventures, and has seen his

dreams of grand results fade from him,

day by day. Let him venture on. By-

and-by his vessels shall come home
laden with noble freights ;

and his name
shall be favorably known on 'Change,
and be printed in the lists of men who

pay heavy taxes on swelling fortunes ;

and you shall have your jewels and trin-

kets with the best. Pinxit, who has

been starving in his garret, and whose
walls are lined with dusty canvas, shall

lay on colors which shall charm the

world ; his old, neglected frames shall

be brought out, and the world shall find

Apollos in his men, and Venuses in his

women, which before were only mean-
er beauties ;

Vanitas shall loiter round
his easel and command his pencil with

ready gold ;
and Art-Journals shall re-

hearse his praises in strange, cabalistic

words. Scripsit, who has digested his

paltry rasher in moody silence, shall

touch the hearts of men with new-born

words of flame ;
and the poor epic,

which once had served a clownish huck-

ster's vulgar need, shall travel far and

wide, in blue and gold, and lie on ta-

bles weighed with words familiar in all

mouths. Patrista, who, thirsting for his

country's good, has been, perforce, con-

tent to see all others rise and sway the

crowd, while he has toiled in vain, shall

shake the nation with his eloquence,
and from his chair of state, whence go
abroad the statutes he has framed, shall

read again his earlier works, now res-

cued from the past to teach the young.

Reporters on his words shall hang, from

every window shall his sapient visage

smile, and even the London Times shall

think it worth the while to underrate

him.

And then, my dear Madam, we rarely

play alone. The melancholy unfortu-

nates reduced to solitaire are few indeed.

We have partners, Madam, to share our

losses and our gains, partners to

mourn over our poor little lost deuces,

and rejoice when royalty holds its court

under our thumbs. Have not I beloved

Mrs. Asmodeus, the lovely, kind, clever

partner of my varied fortune ? Did she

not deal to me, one summer eve, the

best bower in the pack, who reigns over

all the kings and queens in or out of
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Christendom, and whose sway remains long been cast aside, and the flowing

supreme through all the changing suits silks shall have shrunken into inexpan-
of time and fortune? He does not sive, sober gray, when the early joys

sport the garb of those elder knaves, it and the early sorrows shall fade into

is true, though he is knavish enough the dim, half-remembered past, when
when occasion offers, he is at this time shall have blanched the curly
moment inspecting a new jack-knife, locks which first caught your girlish

and will, I fear, whittle off one of his fancy, and lined the fair brow you once

dear, chubby fingers, but he out- kissed in its manly beauty, when the

ranks all the crowned monarchs in the bloom of your own youth shall have

world. Whom do I mean ? Whom, passed away, and, in its stead, you see

but Thomas the First, Thomas the On- the faded remnants of your queenly

ly, my first-born, royal son ? When that prime, when round you gather the

king of your own heart was taken from fair youths and maidens who are living

you, when the little frocks, richer than over the joys and sorrows which once

ermine robes, were hid away in sacred moved your tired heart, and which you
recesses, when the little toys, mighti- then shall look upon with that sad phi-

er than jewelled sceptres, were garnered losophy which tells you that the day
up and kept as holy relics, when the has come when earthly interests can

house no longer echoed to the tones of never sway you more, will you not

the sweet childish voice, and the silence then have a partner who will share the

of the grave settled over earth, when memories of the past, and, heart to

the glare of day was hateful and the heart, will tread with you the slow de-

darkness of night fearful, and life, with- cline, and win the prize outranking all,

out the darling one, was living death, eternal peace ?

- had you not then a partner, a kind, Yes, Madam, Jack has his messmate

tender, sympathizing partner, who took in the tarry bunk ; Dick has his pal in

you to his heart, and bowed his head the hidden haunt
; the Major winks to

with you, and knit you closer to him by the Colonel in the luxurious club ; and
a bond the strongest life can weave, the Madame smiles on Monsieur in the

bond of sorrow shared ? And look far- brilliant drawing-room. Castor and
ther back into the past, before sorrow Pollux pitched their quoits, Damon and

came, and when light-hearted, beaming, Pythias ran their races, Strephon and

hoping joy dwelt within you. When Chloe ogled and blushed, and Darby
you used to catch Frank's eye with and Joan tottered hand in hand along,
those tiny boots and flowing skirts, as in olden times ; and all over the world,

you gracefully swept by him, had you to-day, the never-ending game of hu-

not a partner to share those throbbing man passion is played and shared by
emotions ? Were not all the hopes, eager, restless, trembling hearts,

dreams, and doubts, which then awoke, I declare, while I have been chatting
new-born within you, reechoed and fond- aside with you, I have trumped the

ly shared ? Did he not bear away, for Major's ace, and lost the odd trick and

days and nights, the brightness of your the game ! What a thunder-cloud he

smile, the bend of your angelic head, looks like ! Ah, Madam, let us hope
and the trip of the tiny boots ? And that we may all play the cards which

when the Heaven-sent moment came Fortune shall deal to us, so as never to

for the tongue to tell what the heart had lose the prize we covet ! And when
so long cherished in silence, was there they are at last thrown by, and the

not a partner before you who dealt out game of life is over, may we have won
words which filled your soul with rap- those riches which neither moth nor

ture, and helped you to win the dearest rust will corrupt ! May kingly honor

prize that earth affords, a mutual love? and queenly virtue guide us on, and

And look farther on into the distant fu- lead us to those courts above, where

ture, when the tiny boots shall have they forever reign in sublime power !
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A LANDSCAPE PAINTER.

DO you remember how, a dozen lady's what, faithlessness ? on over-

years ago, a number of our friends whelming proof of the most mercenary
were startled by the report of the rup- spirit on the part of Miss Leary. You
ture of young Locksley's engagement see, our friend was held capable of do-

with Miss Leary? This event made ing battle for an "idea." It must be

some noise in its day. Both parties owned that this was a novel charge ;

possessed certain claims to distinction : but, for myself, having long known Mrs.

Locksley in his wealth, which was be- Leary, the mother, who was a widow
lieved to be enormous, and the young with four daughters, to be an inveterate

lady in her beauty, which was in truth old screw, I took the liberty of accred-

very great. I used to hear that her iting the existence of a similar propen-
lover was fond of comparing her to the sity in her eldest born. I suppose that

Venus of Milo
; and, indeed, if you can the young lady's family had, on their

imagine the mutilated goddess with her own side, a very plausible version of

full complement of limbs, dressed out their disappointment. It was, however,

by Madame de Crinoline, and engaged soon made up to them by Josephine's
in small talk beneath the drawing-room marriage with a gentleman of expecta-

chandelier, you may obtain a vague no- tions very nearly as brilliant as those

tion of Miss Josephine Leary. Locks- of her old suitor. And what was his

ley, you remember, was rather a short compensation ? That is precisely my
man, dark, and not particularly good- story.

looking ; and when he walked about Locksley disappeared, as you will re-

with his betrothed, it was half a matter member, from public view. The events

of surprise that he should have ventur- above alluded to happened in March,

ed to propose to a young lady of such On calling at his lodgings in April, I

heroic proportions. Miss Leary had was told he had gone to the "coun-

the gray eyes and auburn hair which I try." But towards the last of May I

have always assigned to the famous met him. He told me that he was on

statue. The one defect in her face, in the look-out for a quiet, unfrequented

spite of an expression of great candor place on the sea-shore, where he might
and sweetness, was a certain lack of rusticate and sketch. He was looking

animation. What it was besides her very poorly. I suggested Newport, and

beauty that attracted Locksley I never I remember he hardly had the energy
discovered : perhaps, since his attach- to smile at the simple joke. We parted

ment was so short-lived, it was her without my having been able to satisfy

beauty alone. I say that his attach- him, and for a very long time I quite

ment was of brief duration, because lost sight of him. He died seven years
the rupture was understood to have ago, at the age of thirty-five. For five

come from him. Both he and Miss years, accordingly, he managed to shield

Leary very wisely held their tongues his life from the eyes of men. Through
on the matter ; but among their friends circumstances which I need not detail,

and enemies it of course received a a large portion of his personal property
hundred explanations. That most pop- has come into my hands. You will re-

ular with Locksley's well-wishers was, member that he was a man of what are

that he had backed out (these events called elegant tastes: that is, he was

are discussed, you know, in fashion- seriously interested in arts and letters,

able circles very much as an expect- He wrote some very bad poetry, but he

ed prize-fight which has miscarried produced a number of remarkable paint-

is canvassed in reunions of another ings. He left a mass of papers on all

kind) only on flagrant evidence of the subjects, few of which are adapted to
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be generally interesting. A portion of peninsula to the other. What a trump
them, however, I highly prize, that is old Mrs. M

,
to have thought .of

which constitutes his private diary. It this place ! I must write her a letter

extends from his twenty -fifth to his of passionate thanks. Never before, it

thirtieth year, at which period it breaks seems to me, have I known pure coast-

off suddenly. If you will come to my scenery. Never before have I relished

house, I will show you such of his pic- the beauties of wave, rock, and cloud,

tures and sketches as I possess, and, I I am filled with a sensuous ecstasy at

trust, convert you to my opinion that he the unparalleled life, light, and trans-

had in him the stuff of a great painter, parency of the air. I am stricken mute
Meanwhile I will place before you the with reverent admiration at the stupen-
last hundred pages of his diary, as an dous resources possessed by the ocean

answer to your inquiry regarding the in the way of color and sound
; and as

ultimate view taken by the great Neme- yet, I suppose, I have not seen half

sis of his treatment of Miss Leary, his of them. I came in to supper hungry,
scorn of the magnificent Venus Victrix. weary, footsore, sunburnt, dirty, hap-
The recent decease of the one person pier, in short, than I have been for a

who had a voice paramount to mine in twelvemonth. And now for the vic-

the disposal of Locksley's effects ena- tories of the brush !

bles me to act without reserve.

June nth. Another day afoot and

Cragthorpe, June qt/t. I have been also afloat. I resolved this morning to

sitting some minutes, pen in hand, pon- leave this abominable little tavern. I

dering whether on this new earth, be- can't stand my feather-bed another

neath this new sky, I had better resume night. I determined to find some other

these occasional records of my idleness, prospect than the town-pump and the

I think I will at all events make the ex- "
drug-store." I questioned my host,

periment. If we fail, as Lady Macbeth after breakfast, as to the possibility of

remarks, we fail. I find my entries getting lodgings in any of the outlying
have been longest when my life has farms and cottages. But my host either

been dullest. I doubt not, therefore, did not or would not know anything

that, Once launched into the monotony about the matter. So I resolved to

of village life, I shall sit scribbling from wander forth and seek my fortune, to

morning till night. If nothing hap- roam inquisitive through the neighbor-

pens But my prophetic soul tells hood, and appeal to the indigenous sen-

me that something will happen. I am timent of hospitality. But never did I

determined that something shall, if see a folk so devoid of this amiable

it be nothing else than that I paint a quality. By dinner-time I had given

picture. up in despair. After dinner I strolled

When I came up to bed half an hour down to the harbor, which is close at

ago, I was deadly sleepy. Now, after hand. The brightness and breeziness

looking out of the window a little while, of the water tempted me to hire a boat

my brain is strong and clear, and I feel and resume my explorations. I procur-
as if I could write till morning. But, ed an old tub, with a short stump of a

unfortunately, I have nothing to write mast, which, being planted quite in the

about. And then, if I expect to rise centre, gave the craft much the appear-

early, I must turn in betimes. The ance of an inverted mushroom. I made
whole village is asleep, godless metro- for what I took to be, and what is, an

politan that I am ! The lamps on the island, lying long and low, some three

square without flicker in the wind ;
or four miles, over against the town. I

there is nothing abroad but the blue sailed for half an hour directly before

darkness and the smell of the rising the wind, and at last found myself
tide. I have spent the whole day on aground on the shelving beach of a

my legs, trudging from one side of the quiet little cove. Such a little cove !
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So bright, so still, so warm, so remote the shore. I quickened pace. On reach-

from the town, which lay off in the dis- ing the beach, I found the new-comer

tance, white and semicircular ! I leaped standing out about a hundred yards,

ashore, and dropped my anchor. Before The man at the helm appeared to re-

me rose a steep cliff, crowned with an gard me with some interest. With a

old ruined fort or tower. I made my mute prayer that his feeling might be

way up, and about to the landward en- akin to compassion, I invited him by
trance. The fort is a hollow old shell, voice and gesture to make for a little

Looking upward from the beach, you point of rocks a short distance above us,

see the harmless blue sky through the where I proceeded to join him. I told

gaping loopholes. Its interior is chok- him my story, and he readily took me
ed with rocks and brambles, and mass- aboard. He was a civil old gentleman,
es of fallen masonry. I scrambled up of the seafaring sort, who appeared to

to the parapet, and obtained a noble be cruising about in the evening breeze

sea-view. Beyond the broad bay I saw for his pleasure. On landing, I visited

miniature town and country mapped out the proprietor of my old tub, related my
before me ; and on the other hand, I misadventure, and offered to pay dam-
saw the infinite Atlantic, over which, ages, if the boat shall turn out in the

by the by, all the pretty things are morning to have sustained any. Mean-

brought from Paris. I spent the whole while, I suppose, it is held secure against
afternoon in wandering hither and thith- the next tidal revolution, however in-

er over the hills that encircle the lit- sidious. But for my old gentleman. I

tie cove in which I had landed, heed- have decidedly picked up an acquaint-
less of the minutes and my steps, watch- ance, if not made a friend. I gave him

ing the sailing clouds and the cloudy a very good cigar ;
and before we

sails on the horizon, listening to the reached home, we had become thor-

musical attrition of the tidal pebbles, oughly intimate. In exchange for my
killing innocuous suckers. The only cigar, he gave me his name

;
and there

particular sensation I remember was was that in his tone which seemed to

that of being ten years old again, to- imply that I had by no means the worst

gether with a general impression of of the bargain. His name is Richard

Saturday afternoon, of the liberty to go Blunt,
"
though most people," h add-

in wading or even swimming, and of ed,
"
call me Captain, for short." He

the prospect of limping home in the then proceeded to inquire my own titles

dusk with a wondrous story of having and pretensions. I told him no lies,

almost caught a turtle. When I re- but I told him only half the truth
;
and

turned, I found but I know very well if he chooses to indulge mentally in any
what I found, and I need hardly repeat romantic understatements, why, he is

it here for my mortification. Heaven welcome, and bless his simple heart !

knows I never was a practical charac- The fact is, that I have broken with the

ter. What thought I about the tide ? past. I have decided, coolly and calm-

There lay the old tub, high and dry, ly, as I believe, that it is necessary to

with the rusty anchor protruding from my success, or, at any rate, to my hap-
the flat green stones and the shallow piness, to abjure for a while my con-

puddles left by the receding wave, ventional self, and to assume a simple,

Moving the boat an inch, much more natural character. How can a man be

a dozen yards, was quite beyond my simple and natural who is known to

strength. I slowly reascended the cliff, have a hundred thousand a year ? That
to see if from its summit any help was is the supreme curse. It 's bad enough
discernible. None was within sight ;

to have it : to be known to have it, to

and I was about to go down again in be known only because you have it, is

profound dejection, when I saw a trim most damnable. I suppose I am too

little sail-boat shoot out from behind a proud to be successfully rich. Let me

neighboring bluff, and advance along see how poverty will serve my turn.
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I have taken a fresh start. I have de- overlook the harbor
; and you can see

termined to stand upon my own merits, twenty miles up the bay, and fifty miles

If they fail me, I shall fall back upon my out to sea. You can paint to yourself
millions; but with God's help I will test there the livelong day, with no> more

them, and see what kind of stuff I am fear of intrusion than if you were out

made of. To be young, to be strong, to yonder at the light-ship. There 's no
be poor, --such, in this blessed nine- one but myself and my daughter, who 's

teenth century, is the great basis of sol- a perfect lady, Sir. She teaches music
id success. I have resolved to take at in a young ladies' school. You see,

least one brief draught from the pure money 's an object, as they say. We
founts of inspiration of my time. I re- have never taken boarders yet, because

plied to the. Captain with such reserva- none ever came in our track ; but I

tions as a brief survey of these princi- guess we can learn the ways. I sup-

ples dictated. What a luxury to pass pose you 've boarded before ; you can

in a poor man's mind for his brother ! put us up to a thing or two."

I begin to respect myself. Thus much There was something so kindly and
the Captain knows : that I am an edu- honest in the old man's weather-beaten

cated man, with a taste for painting ; face, something so friendly in his ad-

that I have come hither for the purpose dress, that I forthwith struck a bargain
of cultivating this taste by the study of with him, subject to his daughter's ap-
coast scenery, and for my health. I proval. I am to have her answer to-

have reason to believe, moreover, that morrow. This same daughter strikes

he suspects me of limited means and me as rather a dark spot in the picture,

of being a good deal of an economist Teacher in a young ladies' school,
Amen! Vogue la galere ! But the probably the establishment ofwhich Mrs.

point of my story is in his very hospita- M spoke to me. I suppose she 's

ble offer of lodgings. I had been tell- over thirty. I think I know the species.

ing him of my ill success of the morn-

ing in the pursuit of the same. He is June I2///, A. M. I have really noth-

an odd union of the gentleman of the ing to do but to scribble.
" Barkis is

old school and the old-fashioned, hot- willing." Captain Blunt brought me
headed merchant-captain. I suppose word this morning that his daughter
that certain traits in these characters smiles propitious. I am to report this

are readily convertible. evening ;
but I shall send my slender

"
Young man," said he, after taking baggage in an hour or two.

several meditative puffs of his cigar, P.M. Here I am, housed. The
"

I don't see the point of your living in house is less than a mile from the inn,

a tavern, when there are folks about and reached by a very pleasant road,

you with more house-room than they skirting the harbor. At about six o'clock

know what to do with. A tavern is I presented myself. Captain Blunt had

only half a house, just as one of these described the place. A very civil old

new-fashioned screw-propellers is only negress admitted me, and ushered me
half a ship. Suppose you walk round into the garden, where I found my friends

and take a look at my place. I own watering their flowers. The old man

quite a respectable house over yonder was in his house-coat and slippers. He
to the left of the town. Do you see gave me a cordial welcome. There is

that old wharf with the tumble-down something delightfully easy in his man-

warehouses, and the long row of elms ners, and in Miss Blunt's, too, for that

behind it ? I live right in the midst of matter. She received me very nicely,

the elms. We have the dearest little The late Mrs. Blunt was probably a

garden in the world, stretching down well-bred woman. As for Miss Blunt's

to the water's edge. It 's all as quiet being thirty, she is about twenty-four.

as anything can be, short of a grave- She wore a fresh white dress, with a

yard. The back windows, you know, violet ribbon at her neck, and a rose-
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bud in her button-hole, or whatever from timidity. Is it from indifference?

corresponds thereto on the feminine Time will elucidate this, as well as other

bosom. I thought I discerned in this matters. I cling to the hypothesis that

costume a vague intention of courtesy, she is amiable. She is, moreover, intel-

of deference, of celebrating my arrival, ligent ; she is probably quite reserved ;

I don't believe Miss Blunt wears white and she is possibly very proud. She is,

muslin every day. She shook hands in short, a woman of character. There
with me, and made me a very frank lit- you are, Miss Blunt, at full length,
tie speech about her hospitality.

" We emphatically the portrait of a lady. Af-

have never had any inmates before," ter tea, she gave us some music in the

said she
;

" and we are consequently parlor. I confess that I was more taken

new to the business. I don't know what with the picture of the dusky little room,

you expect. I hope you don't expect a lighted by the single candle on the piano,

great deal. You must ask for anything and by the effect of Miss Blunt's per-

you want. If we can give it, we shall formance, than with its meaning. She
be very glad to do so; if we can't, I appears to possess a very brilliant touch,

give you warning that we shall refuse

outright." Bravo, Miss Blunt! The June \Wi. I have now been here

best of it is, that she is decidedly beau- almost a week. I occupy two very pleas-

tiful, and in the grand manner: tall, ant rooms. My painting-room is a vast

and rather plump. What is the ortho- and rather bare apartment, with a very
dox description of a pretty girl ? white good southern light. I have decked it

and red ? Miss Blunt is not a pretty out with a few old prints and sketches,

girl, she is a handsome woman. She and have already grown very fond of it.

leaves an impression of black and red ; When I had disposed my artistic odds

that is, she is a florid brunette. She and ends in as picturesque a fashion as

has a great deal of wavy black hair, possible, I called in my hosts. The
which encircles her head like a dusky Captain looked about silently for some

glory, a smoky halo. Her eyebrows, moments, and then inquired hopefully

too, are black, but her eyes themselves if I had ever tried my hand at a ship,

are of a rich blue gray, the color of those On learning that I had not yet got to

slate-cliffs which I saw yesterday, wel- ships, he relapsed into a deferential si-

tering under the tide. Her mouth, how- lence. His daughter smiled and ques-

ever, is her strong point. It is very tioned very graciously, and called every-

large,
v and contains the finest row of thing beautiful and delightful ; which

teeth in all this weary world. Her rather disappointed me, as I had taken

smile is eminently intelligent. Her chin her to be a woman of some originality,

is full, and somewhat heavy. All this is She is rather a puzzle; or is she, indeed,

a tolerable catalogue, but no picture. I a very commonplace person, and the fault

have been tormenting my brain to dis- in me, who am forever taking women to

cover whether it was her coloring or her mean a great deal more than their Maker
form that impressed me most. Fruit- intended? Regarding Miss Blunt I have

less speculation ! Seriously, I think it collected a few facts. She is not twenty-
was neither

;
it was her movement, four, but twenty-seven years old. She

She walks a queen. It was the con- has taught music ever since she was

scious poise of her head, the uncon- twenty, in a large boarding-school just

scious "hang" of her arms, the care- out of the town, where she originally

less grace and dignity with which she got her education. Her salary in this

lingered along the garden-path, smelling establishment, which is, I believe, a tol-

a red red rose ! She has very little to erably flourishing one, and the proceeds

say, apparently ;
but when she speaks, of a few additional lessons, constitute

it is to the point, and if the point sug- the chief revenues of the household,

gests it, with a very sweet smile. In- But Blunt fortunately owns his house,

deed, if she is not talkative, it is not and his needs and habits are of the sim-
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plestkind. What does he or his daugh- quarter of the town is perfectly quiet,

ter know of the great worldly theory of Human activity seems to have passed

necessities, the great worldly scale of over it, never again to return, and to

pleasures ? Miss Blunt's only luxuries have left a kind of deposit of melancho-

are a subscription to the circulating li- ly resignation. The streets are clean,

brary, and an occasional walk on the bright, and airy ; but this fact seems

beach, which, like one of Miss Bronte's only to add to the intense sobriety. It

heroines, she paces in company with an implies that the unobstructed heavens

old Newfoundland dog. I am afraid she are in the secret of their decline. There
is sadly ignorant. She reads nothing is something ghostly in the perpetual
but novels. I am bound to believe, how- stillness. We frequently hear the rat-

ever, that she has derived from the pe- tling of the yards and the issuing of

rusal of these works a certain practical orders on the barks and schooners an-

science of her own. "
I read all the chored out in the harbor,

novels I can get," she said yesterday;
" but I only like the good ones. I do June 2th. My experiment works

so like Zanoni, which I have just fin- far better than I had hoped. I am
ished." I must set her to work at some thoroughly at my ease

; my peace of

of the masters. I should like some of mind quite passeth understanding. I

those fretful New-York heiresses to see work diligently ;
I have none but pleas-

how this woman lives. I wish, too, that ant thoughts. The past has almost

half a dozen of ces messieurs of the clubs lost its terrors. For a week now I

might take a peep at the present way have been out sketching daily. The
of life of their humble servant. We Captain carries me to a certain point

breakfast at eight o'clock. Immediate- on the shore of the harbor, I disem-

ly afterwards, Miss Blunt, in a shab- bark and strike across the fields to a

by old bonnet and shawl, starts off to spot where I have established a kind

school. If the weather is fine, the Cap- of rendezvous with a particular effect

tain goes out a-fishing, and I am left to of rock and shadow, which has been

my own devices. Twice I have accom- tolerably faithful to its appointment,

panied the old man. The second time I Here I set up my easel, and paint till

was lucky enough to catch a big blue- sunset. Then I retrace my steps and

fish, which we had for dinner. The meet the boat. I am in every way
Captain is an excellent specimen of the much encouraged. The horizon of my
sturdy navigator, with his loose blue work grows perceptibly wider. And
clothes, his ultra -divergent legs, his then I am inexpressibly happy in the

crisp white hair, and his jolly thick- conviction that I am not wholly unfit

skinned visage. He comes of a sea- for a life of (moderate) labor and (corn-

faring English race. There is more or parative) privation. I am quite in love

less of the ship's cabin in the general with my poverty, if I may call it so.

aspect of this antiquated house. I have As why should I not ? At this rate I

heard the winds whistle about its walls, don't spend eight hundred a year,
on two or three occasions, in true mid-

ocean style. And then the illusion is July nth. We have been having a

heightened, somehow or other, by the week of bad weather : constant rain,

extraordinary intensity of the light. My night and day. This is certainly at

painting -room is a grand observatory once the brightest and the blackest spot

of the clouds. I sit by the half-hour, in New England. The skies can smile,

watching them sail past my high, uncur- assuredly ; but how they can frown !

tained windows. At the back part of I have been painting rather languidly,

the room, something tells you that they and at a great disadvantage, at my win-

belong to an ocean sky ; and there, in dow Through all this pouring

truth, as you draw nearer, you behold and pattering, Miss Blunt sallies forth

the vast, gray complement of sea. This to her pupils. She envelops her beau-
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tiful head in a great woollen hood, her and cedars, there is not a tree in sight,
beautiful figure in a kind of feminine When I want shade, I seek it in the

Mackintosh ;
her feet she puts into shelter of one of the great mossy boul-

heavy clogs, and over the whole she ders which upheave their scintillating

balances a cotton umbrella. When shoulders to the sun, or of the long
she comes home, with the rain-drops shallow dells where a tangle of black-

glistening on her red cheeks and her berry-bushes hedges about a sky-reflect-
dark lashes, her cloak bespattered with ing pool. I have encamped over against

mud, and her hands red with the cool a plain, brown hillside, which, with la-

damp, she is a profoundly wholesome borious patience, I am transferring to

spectacle. I never fail to make her a canvas ;
and as we have now had the

very low bow, for which she repays same clear sky for several days, I have

me with an extraordinary smile. This almost finished quite a satisfactory lit-

working-day side of her character is tie study. I go forth immediately af-

what especially pleases me in Miss ter breakfast. Miss Blunt furnishes

Blunt. This holy working -dress of me with a napkin full of bread and cold

loveliness and dignity sits upon her meat, which at the noonday hours, in

with the simplicity of an antique dra- my sunny solitude, within sight of the

pery. Little use has she for whalebones slumbering ocean, I voraciously convey
and furbelows. What a poetry there is, to my lips with my discolored fingers,
after all, in red hands ! I kiss yours, At seven o'clock I return to tea, at

Mademoiselle. I do so because you which repast we each tell the story of

are self-helpful ; because you earn your our day's work. For poor Miss Blunt,

living ; because you are honest, simple, it is day after day the same story :

and ignorant (for a sensible woman, a wearisome round of visits to the

that is); because you speak and act to school, and to the houses of the mayor,
the point ; because, in short, you are the parson, the butcher, the baker,
so unlike certain of your sisters. whose young ladies, of course, all re-

ceive instruction on the piano. But

July i6th. On Monday it cleared she does n't complain, nor, indeed, does

up generously. When I went to my she look very weary. When she has

window, on rising, I found sky and sea put on a fresh calico dress for tea, and

looking, for their brightness and fresh- arranged her hair anew, and with these

ness, like a clever English water-color, improvements flits about with that

The ocean is of a deep purple blue ; quiet hither and thither of her gentle
above it, the pure, bright sky looks footsteps, preparing our evening meal,

pale, though it bends with an infinite peeping into the teapot, cutting the sol-

depth over the inland horizon. Here id loaf, or when, sitting down on the

and there on the dark breezy water low door-step, she reads out select

gleams the white cap of a wave, or scraps from the evening paper, or

flaps the white cloak of a fishing-boat, else, when, tea being over, she folds

I have been sketching sedulously; I her arms, (an attitude which becomes

have discovered, within a couple of her mightily,) and, still sitting on the

miles' walk, a large, lonely pond, set in door-step, gossips away the evening in

quite a grand landscape of barren rocks comfortable idleness, while her father

and grassy slopes. At one extremity and I indulge in the fragrant pipe, and

is a broad outlook on the open sea
;
at watch the lights shining out, one by

the other, deep buried in the foliage of one, in different quarters of the darkling
an apple-orchard, stands an old haunt- bay : at these moments she is as pret-

ed-looking farm-house. To the west ty, as cheerful, as careless as it be-

of the pond is a wide expanse of rock comes a sensible woman to be. What
and grass, of beach and marsh. The a pride the Captain takes in his daugh-

sheep browse over it as upon a High- ter ! And she, in return, how perfect
land moor. Except a few stunted firs is her devotion to the old man ! He
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is proud of her grace, of her tact, of overlaid with the memoranda of inter-

her good sense, of her wit, such as it vening years. Of course she will. Sen-

is. He thinks her to be the most ac- timent aside, she is a woman of an ex-

complished of women. He waits upon cellent memory. Whether she forgives
her as if, instead of his old familiar Es- or not I know not

; but she certainly

ther, she were a newly inducted daugh- does n't forget. Doubtless, virtue is

ter-in-law. And indeed, if I were his its own reward
; but there is a double

own son, he could not be kinder to me. satisfaction in being polite to a per-

They- are certainly nay, why should son on whom it tells. Another reason

I not say it ? we are certainly a very for my pleasant relations with the Cap-

happy little household. Will it last for- tain is, that I afford him a chance to

ever ? I say we, because both father rub up his rusty old cosmopolitanism,
and daughter have .given me a hundred and trot out his little scraps of old-fash-

assurances he direct, and she, if I ioned reading, some of which are very
don't flatter myself, after the manner curious. It is a great treat for him to

of her sex, indirect that I am already spin his threadbare yarns over again to

a valued friend. It is natural enough a sympathetic listener. These warm
that I should have gained their good- July evenings, in the sweet -

smelling
will. They have received at my hands garden, are just the proper setting for

inveterate courtesy. The way to the his amiable garrulities. An odd enough
old man's heart is through a studied relation subsists between us on this

consideration of his daughter. He point. Like many gentlemen of his

knows, I imagine, that I admire Miss calling, the Captain is harassed by an
Blunt. But if I should at any time fall irresistible desire to romance, even on
below the mark of ceremony, I should the least promising themes

; and it is

have an account to settle with him. vastly amusing to observe how he will

All this is as it should be. When peo- auscultate, as it were, his auditor's in-

ple have to economize with the dollars most mood, to ascertain whether it is

and cents, they have a right to be splen- prepared for the absorption of his in-

did in their feelings. I have prided sidious fibs. Sometimes they perish

myself not a little on my good manners utterly in the transition : they are very
towards my hostess. That my bearing pretty, I conceive, in the deep and briny
has been without reproach is, however, well of the Captain's fancy ; but they
a fact which I do not, in any degree, won't bear being transplanted into the

set down here to my credit
;

for I shallow inland lakes of my land-bred

would defy the most impertinent of apprehension. At other times, the au-

men (whoever he is) to forget himself ditor being in a dreamy, sentimental,
with this young lady, without leave un- and altogether unprincipled mood, he

mistakably given. Those deep, dark will drink the old man's salt-water by
eyes have a strong prohibitory force, the bucketful and feel none the worse

I record the circumstance simply be- for it. Whicli is the worse, wilfully to

cause in future years, when my charm- tell, or wilfully to believe, a pretty little

ing friend shall have become a distant falsehood which will not hurt any one ?

shadow, it will be pleasant, in turning I suppose you can't believe wilfully ;

over these pages, to find written testi- you only pretend to believe. My part

mony to a number of points which I of the game, therefore, is certainly as

shall be apt to charge solely upon my bad as the Captain's. Perhaps I take

imagination. I wonder whether Miss kindly to his beautiful perversions of

Blunt, in days to come, referring to the fact, because I am myself engaged in

tables of her memory for some trivial one, because I am sailing under false

matter-of-fact, some prosaic date or half- colors of the deepest dye. I wonder
buried landmark, will also encounter this whether my friends have any suspicion
little secret of ours, as I may call it, will of the real state of the case. How
decipher an old faint note to this effect, should they ? I fancy, that, on the
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whole, I play my part pretty well. I

am delighted to find it come so easy.
I do not mean that I experience little

difficulty in foregoing my hundred petty

elegancies and luxuries, for to these,
thank Heaven, I was not so indissolu-

bly wedded that one wholesome shock
could not loosen my bonds, but that

I manage more cleverly than I expect-
ed to stifle those innumerable tacit allu-

sions which might serve effectually to

belie my character.

Sunday, July 2oth. This has been
a very pleasant day for me

; although
in it, of course, I have done no manner
of work. I had this morning a delight-
ful tete-b-tete with my hostess. She had

sprained her ankle, coming down stairs ;

and so, instead of going forth to Sun-

day school and to meeting, she was

obliged to remain at home on the sofa.

The Captain, who is of a very punctil-
ious piety, went off alone. When I

came into the parlor, as the church-bells

were ringing, Miss Blunt asked me if I

never went to meeting.
" Never when there is anything better

to do at home," said I.

" What is better than going to

church ?
" she asked, with charming

simplicity.

She was reclining on the sofa, with

her foot on a pillow, and her Bible in

her lap. She looked by no means af-

flicted at having to be absent from di-

vine service
; and, instead of answering

her question, I took the liberty of telling
her so.

"
I am sorry to be absent," said she.

" You know it 's my only festival in the

week."
" So you look upon it as a festival,"

said I.

" Is n't it a pleasure to meet one's

acquaintance ? I confess I am never

deeply interested in the sermon, and I

very much dislike teaching the children
;

but I like wearing my best bonnet, and

singing in the choir, and walking part
of the way home with "

"With whom?"
"With any one who offers to walk

with me."

"With Mr. Johnson, for instance,"
said I.

Mr. Johnson is a young lawyer in the

village, who calls here once a week, and
whose attentions to Miss Blunt have
been remarked.

"
Yes," she answered,

" Mr. Johnson
will do as an instance."

" How he will miss you !

"

"
I suppose he will. We sing off

the same book. What are you laugh-

ing at ? He kindly permits me to hold

the book, while he stands with his hands
in his pockets. Last Sunday I quite
lost patience.

' Mr. Johnson,' said I,
' do hold the book ! Where are your
manners?' He burst out laughing in

the midst of the reading. He will cer-

tainly have to hold the book to-day."
"What a 'masterful soul' he is ! I

suppose he will call after meeting."

"Perhaps he will. I hope so."
"

I hope he won't," said I, roundly.
"

I am going to sit down here and talk

to you, and I wish our tte-ci-tete not to

be interrupted."
" Have you anything particular to

say?"
"
Nothing so particular as Mr. John-

son, perhaps."
Miss Blunt has a very pretty affecta-

tion of being more matter-of-fact than

she really is.

" His rights, then," said she,
" are

paramount to yours."
"
Ah, you admit that he has rights ?

"

" Not at all. I simply assert that you
have none."

"
I beg your pardon. I have claims

which I mean to enforce. I have a

claim upon your undivided attention,

when I pay you a morning call."

"Your claim is certainly answered.

Have I been uncivil, pray ?
"

" Not uncivil, perhaps, but inconsid-

erate. You have been sighing for the

company of a third person, which you
can't expect me to relish."

" Why not, pray ? If I, a lady, can

put up with Mr. Johnson's society, why
should n't you, one of his own sex ?

'

" Because he is so outrageously con-

ceited. You, as a lady, or at any rate as

a woman, like conceited men."
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"Ah, yes ;
I have no doubt that I, as moment comes, draws it forth, and re-

a woman, have all kinds of improper fleets while she assumes it before the

tastes. That 's an old story." glass, and blows away the strictly imag-
"
Admit, at any rate, that our friend inary dust : for what worldly impurity

is conceited." can penetrate through half a dozen lay-
" Admit it ? Why, I have said so a ers of cambric and tissue-paper ? Dear

hundred times. I have told him so." me, what a comfort it is to have a nice,
" Indeed ! It has come to that, then ?

"
fresh, holiday faith ! When I returned

" To what, pray ?
" to the parlor, Miss Blunt was still sitting

"To that critical point in the friend- with her Bible in her lap. Somehow or

ship of a lady and gentleman, when they other, I no longer felt in the mood for

bring against each other all kinds of jesting. So I asked her soberly what

delightful charges of moral obliquity, she had been reading. Soberly she an-

Take care, Miss Blunt ! A couple of swered me. She inquired how I had

intelligent New -
Englanders, of oppo- spent my half-hour,

site sex, young, unmarried, are pretty far
" In thinking good Sabbath thoughts,"

gone, when they begin morally to repro- I said. "
I have been walking in the

bate each other. So you told Mr. John- garden." And then I spoke my mind,

son that he is conceited ? And I suppose
"

I have been thanking Heaven that it

you added, that he was also dreadfully has led me, a poor, friendless wanderer,
satirical and skeptical ? What was his into so peaceful an anchorage."

rejoinder? Let me see. Did he ever "Are you, then, so poor and friend-

tell you that you were a little bit af- less?" asked Miss Blunt, quite abruptly,
fected ?

" " Did you ever hear of an art-student
" No : he left that for you to say, in under thirty who was n't poor?" I an-

this very ingenious manner. Thank swered. "Upon my word, I have yet

you, Sir." to sell my first picture. Then, as for
" He left it for me to deny, which is being friendless, there are not five peo-

a great deal prettier. Do you think the pie in the world who really care for me."

manner ingenious ?
'

"Really care ? I am afraid you look
"

I think the matter, considering the too close. And then I think five good
day and hour, very profane, Mr. Locks- friends is a very large number. I think

ley. Suppose you go away and let me myself very well off with a couple. But

read my Bible." if you are friendless, it 's probably your
"
Meanwhile," I asked,

" what shall I own fault."

do ?
" "

Perhaps it is," said I, sitting down
"Go and read yours, if you have in the rocking-chair;," and yet, perhaps,

one." it is n't. Have you found me so very
"

I have n't." repulsive ? Have n't you, on the con-

I was nevertheless compelled to re- trary, found me rather sociable ?
'

tire, with the promise of a second au- She folded her arms, and quietly look-

dience in half an hour. Poor Miss ed at me for a moment, before answer-

Blunt owes it to her conscience to read ing. I should n't wonder if I blushed a

a certain number of chapters. What a little.

pure and upright soul she is ! And what " You want a compliment, Mr. Locks-

an edifying spectacle is much of our ley ;
that 's the long and short of it. I

feminine piety ! Women find a place have not paid you a compliment since

for everything in their commodious lit- you have been here. How you must

tie minds, just as they do in their won- have suffered ! But it 's a pity you

derfully subdivided trunks, when they could n't have waited awhile longer, in-

go on a journey. I have no doubt that stead of beginning to angle with that

this young lady stows away her religion very clumsy bait. For an artist, you
in a corner, just as she does her Sun- are very inartistic. Men never know

day bonnet, and, when the proper how to wait. * Have I found you repul-
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sive ? have n't I found you sociable ?
' what nice manners I have in the exer-

Perhaps, after all, considering what I cise of my profession ! Every day I

have in my mind, it is as well that you have occasion to pocket my pride and
asked for your compliment. I have to stifle my precious sense of the ridicu-

found you charming. I say it freely; lous, of which, of course, you think I

and yet I say, with equal sincerity, that have n't a bit. It is, for instance, a con-

I fancy very few others would find you stant vexation to me to be poor. It

so. I can say decidedly that you are makes me frequently hate rich women
;

not sociable. You are entirely too par- it makes me despise poor ones. I don't

ticular. You are considerate of me, be- know whether you suffer acutely from

cause you know that I know that you the narrowness of your own means
;

are so. There 's the rub, you see : I but if you do, I dare say you shun rich

know that you know that I know it. men. I don't. I like to go into rich

Don't interrupt me ;
I am going to be people's houses, and to be very polite

eloquent. I want you to understand to the ladies of the house, especially if

why I don't consider you sociable. You they are very well-dressed and ignorant
call Mr. Johnson conceited ; but, really, and vulgar. All women are like me in

I don't believe he 's nearly as conceited this respect ;
and all men more or less

as yourself. You are too conceited to like you. That is, after all, the text of

be sociable ; he is not. I am an obscure, my sermon. Compared with us, it has

weak-minded woman, weak-minded, always seemed to me that you are ar-

you know, compared with men. I can be rant cowards, that we alone are brave,

patronized, yes, that 's the word. Would To be sociable, you must have a great

you be equally amiable with a person as deal of pluck. You are too fine a gen-

strong, as clear-sighted as yourself, with tleman. Go and teach school, or open
a person equally averse with yourself a corner grocery, or sit in a law-office

to being under an obligation ? I think all day, waiting for clients : then you
not. Of course it 's delightful to charm will be sociable. As yet, you are only

people. Who woruld n't ? There is no agreeable. It is your own fault, if peo-
harm in it, as long as the charmer does pie don't care for you. You don't care

not sit up for a public benefactor. If I for them. That you should be indiffer-

were a man, a clever man like yourself, ent to their applause is all very well
;

who had seen the world, who was not but you don't care for their indifference,

to be charmed and encouraged, but to You are amiable, you are very kind,

be convinced and refuted, would you be and you are also very lazy. You con-

equally amiable ? It will perhaps seem sider that you are working now, don't

absurd to you, and it will certainly seem you ? Many persons would not call it

egotistical, but I consider myself socia- work."

ble, for all that I have only a couple of It was now certainly my turn to fold

friends, my father and the principal my arms.

of the school. That is, I mingle with "And now," added my companion, as

women without any second thought. I did so,
"

I beg your pardon."
Not that I wish you to do so : on the " This was certainly worth waiting

contrary, if the contrary is natural to for," said I.
"

I don't know what an-

you. But I don't believe you mingle in swer to make. My head swims. I

the same way with men. You may ask don't know whether you have been at-

me what I know about it. Of course I tacking me or praising me. So you ad-

know nothing : I simply guess. When vise me to open a corner grocery, do

I have done, indeed, I mean to beg your you ?
"

pardon for all I have said
;
but until "

I advise you to do something that

then, give me a chance. You are inca- will make you a little less satirical. You

pable of listening deferentially to stu- had better marry, for instance."

pid, bigoted persons. I am not. I do "
ye ne demande pas mieux. Will

it every day. Ah, you have no idea of you have me ? I can't afford it."
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"
Marry a rich woman."

I shook my head.
" Why not ?

" asked Miss Blunt.
" Because people would accuse you of

being mercenary ? What of that ? I

mean to marry the first rich man who
offers. Do you know that I am tired

of living alone in this weary old way,

teaching little girls their gamut, and

turning and patching my dresses ? I

mean to marry the first man who of-

fers."
" Even if he is poor ?

"

" Even if he is poor, ugly, and stu-

pid."
"

I am your man, then. Would you
take me, if I were to offer ?

"

"
Try and see."

" Must I get upon my knees ?
"

"
No, you need not even do that. Am

I not on mine ? It would be too fine

an irony. Remain as you are, lounging
back in your chair, with your thumbs in

your waistcoat."

If I were writing a romance now, in-

stead of transcribing facts, I would say
that I knew not what might have hap-

pened at this juncture, had not the door

opened and admitted the Captain and

Mr. Johnson. The latter was in the

highest spirits.
" How are you, Miss Esther ? So

you have been breaking your leg, eh ?

How are you, Mr. Locksley ? I wish I

were a doctor now. Which is it, right
or left ?

"

In this simple fashion he made him-

self agreeable to Miss Blunt. He

stopped to dinner and talked without

ceasing. Whether our hostess had

talked herself out in her very animated

address to myself an hour before, or

whether she preferred to oppose no

obstacle to Mr. Johnson's fluency, or

whether she was indifferent to him, I

know not
;

but she held her tongue
with that easy grace, that charming
tacit intimation of "We could, an we

would," of which she is so perfect a

mistress. This very interesting wom-
an has a number of pretty traits in com-
mon with her town-bred sisters

; only,
whereas in these they are laboriously

acquired, in her they are severely natu-
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ral. I am sure, that, if I were to plant
her in Madison Square to-morrow, she

would, after one quick, all-compassing

glance, assume the nil admirari ;n a

manner to drive the greatest lady of

them all to despair. Johnson is a man
of excellent intentions, but no taste.

Two or three times I looked at Miss

Blunt to see what impression his sallies

were making upon her. They seemed
to produce none whatever. But I know

better, mot. Not one of them escaped
her. But I suppose she said to herself

that her impressions on this point were

no business of mine. Perhaps she was

right. It is a disagreeable word to use

of a woman you admire ; but I can't

help fancying that she has been a little

soured. By what ? Who shall say ?

By some old love affair, perhaps.

July 24//z. This evening the Cap-
tain and I took a half-hour's turn about

the harbor. I asked him frankly, as a

friend, whether Johnson wants to marry
his daughter.

" I guess he does," said the old man ;

" and yet I hope he don't. You know
what he is : he 's smart, promising, and

already sufficiently well off. But some-

how he is n't for a man what my Esther

is for a woman."
" That he is n't !

"
said I

;

" and hon-

estly, Captain Blunt, I don't know who
is

3

" Unless it 's yourself," said the Cap-
tain.

" Thank you. 1 know a great many
ways in which Mr. Johnson is more

worthy of her than I."

" And I know one in which you are

more worthy of her than he, that is,

in being what we used to call a gentle-

man."
" Miss Esther made him sufficiently

welcome in her quiet way, on Sunday,"
I rejoined.

"
Oh, she respects him," said Blunt.

" As she 's situated, she might marry
him on that You see, she 's weary of

hearing little girls drum on the piano.

With her ear for music," added the

Captain,
"

I wonder she has borne it so

long."
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" She is certainly meant for better

things," said I.

"
Well," answered the Captain, who

has an honest habit of deprecating your

agreement, when it occurs to him that

he has obtained it for sentiments which

fall somewhat short of the stoical,
"
well," said he, with a very dry expres-

sion of mouth,
" she 's born to do her

duty. We are all of us born for that."
" Sometimes our duty is rather

dreary," said I.

" So it be ; but what 's the help for

it ? I don't want to die without seeing

my daughter provided for. What she

makes by teaching is a pretty slim sub-

sistence. There was a time when I

thought she was going to be fixed for

life, but it all blew over. There was a

young fellow here from down Boston

way, who came about as near to it as

you can come, when you actually don't.

He and Esther were excellent friends.

One day Esther came up to me, and
looked me in the face, and told me she

was engaged, t

" ' Who to ?
'

says I, though of course

I knew, and Esther told me as much.
4 When do you expect to marry ?

'
I

asked.
" ' When John grows rich enough,'

says she.
" ' When will that be ?

'

" '
It may not be for years,' said poor

Esther.
" A whole year passed, and, as far as

I could see, the young man came no
nearer to his fortune. He was forever

running to and fro between this place
and Boston. I asked no questions, be-

cause I knew that my poor girl wished

it so. But at last, one day, I began to

think it was time to take an observa-

tion, and see whereabouts we stood.
" l Has John made his fortune yet ?

'

I asked.
" '

I don't know, father,' said Es-

ther.
" ' When are you to be married ?

'

" ' Never !

' said my poor little girl,

and burst into tears.
' Please ask me

no questions,' said she. ' Our engage-
ment is over. Ask me no questions.'

" ' Tell me one thing,' said I :

' where

is that d d scoundrel who has broken

my daughter's heart ?
'

" You should have seen the look she

gave me.
" ' Broken my heart, Sir ? You are

very much mistaken. I don't know
who you mean.'

" '
I mean John Banister,' said I.

That was his name.
" '

I believe Mr. Banister is in

China,' says Esther, as grand as the

Queen of Sheba. And there was an
end of it. I never learnt the ins and
outs of it. I have been told that

Banister is accumulating money very
fast in the China trade."

August Jth. I have made no entry
for more than a fortnight. They tell

me I have been very ill
; and I find no

difficulty in believing them. I suppose
I took cold, sitting out so late, sketching.
At all events, I have had a mild inter-

mittent fever. I have slept so much,
however, that the time has seemed rath-

er short. I have been tenderly nursed

by this kind old gentleman, his daugh-
ter, and his maid-servant. God bless

them, one and all ! I say his daughter,
because old Dorothy informs me that ,

for half an hour one morning, at dawn,
after a night during which I had been

very feeble, Miss Blunt relieved guard
at my bedside, while I lay wrapt in

brutal slumber. It is very jolly to see

sky and ocean once again. I have got

myself into my easy-chair by the open

window, with my shutters closed and

the lattice open ; and here I sit with my
book on my knee, scratching away fee-

bly enough. Now and then I peep
from my cool, dark sick-chamber out

into the world of light. High noon at

midsummer ! What a spectacle ! There

are no clouds in the sky, no waves on

the ocean. The sun has it all to him-

self. To look long at the garden makes
the eyes water. And we "

Hobbs,

Nobbs, Stokes, and Nokes "
-propose

to paint that kingdom of light. Allans,

done !

The loveliest of women has just tap-

ped, and come in with a plate of early

peaches. The peaches are of a gor-
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geous color and plumpness ; but Miss

Blunt looks pale and thin. The hot

weather does n't agree with her. She

is overworked. Confound it ! Of course

I thanked her warmly for her attentions

during my illness. She disclaims all

gratitude, and refers me to her father

and Mrs. Dorothy.
"

I allude more especially," said I,

" to that little hour at the end of a

weary night, when you stole in like a

kind of moral Aurora, and drove away
the shadows from my brain. That

morning, you know, I began to get
better."

"
It was indeed a very little hour,"

said Miss Blunt. "It was about ten

minutes." And then she began to scold

me for presuming to touch a pen during

my convalescence. She laughs at me,

indeed, for keeping a diary at all.
" Of

all things," cried she,
" a sentimental

man is the most despicable."
I confess I was somewhat nettled.

The thrust seemed gratuitous.
" Of all things," I answered,

" a

woman without sentiment is the most

unlovely."
" Sentiment and loveliness are all

very well, when you have time for them,"
said Miss Blunt. "I have n't. I 'm

not rich enough. Good morning."

Speaking of another woman, I would

say that she flounced out of the room.

But such was the gait of Juno, when
she moved stiffly over the grass from

where Paris stood with Venus holding
the apple, gathering up her divine vest-

ment, and leaving the others to guess
at her face

Juno has just come back to say that

she forgot what she came for half an

hour ago. What will I be pleased to

like for dinner ?

"
I have just been writing in my dia-

ry that you flounced out of the room,"
said I.

" Have you, indeed ? Now you can

write that I have bounced in. There 's a

nice cold chicken down-stairs," etc., etc.

August I4//Z. This afternoon I sent

for a light wagon, and treated Miss Blunt

to a drive. We went successively over

the three beaches. What a time we

had, coming home ! I shall never for-

get that hard trot over Weston's Beach.

The tide was very low
;
and we had the

whole glittering, weltering strand to

ourselves. There was a heavy blow

yesterday, which had not yet subsided
;

and the waves had been lashed into a

magnificent fury. Trot, trot, trot, trot,

we trundled over the hard sand. The
sound of the horse's hoofs rang out

sharp against the monotone of the thun-

derous surf, as we drew nearer and
nearer to the long line of the cliffs. At
our left, almost from the lofty zenitb

of the pale evening sky to the high
western horizon of the tumultuous dark-

green sea, was suspended, so to speak,
one of those gorgeous vertical sunsets

that Turner loved so well. It was a

splendid confusion of purple and green
and gold, the clouds flying and flow-

ing in the wind like the folds of a mighty
banner borne by some triumphal fleet

whose prows were not visible above the

long chain of mountainous waves. As
we reached the point where the cliffs

plunge down upon the beach, I pulled

up, and we remained for some moments

looking out along the low, brown, ob-

stinate barrier at whose feet the impet-
uous waters were rolling themselves in-

to powder.

August ijth. This evening, as I

lighted my bedroom candle, I saw that

the Captain had something to say to me.

So I waited below until the old man
and his daughter had performed their

usual picturesque embrace, and the lat-

ter had given me that hand-shake and

that smile which I never failed to exact.

"Johnson has got his discharge,"
said the old man, when he had heard

his daughter's door close up-stairs.
" What do you mean ?

"

He pointed with his thumb to the

room above, where we heard, through
the thin partition, the movement of

Miss Blunt's light step.
" You mean that he has proposed to

Miss Esther ?
"

The Captain nodded.
" And has been refused ?

"
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" Flat." never forget the wondrous stillness

" Poor fellow !

" said I, very honestly, which brooded over earth and water,
" Did he tell you himself? " as we weighed anchor in the lee of my

"Yes, with tears in his eyes. He old friend, or old enemy, the ruined

wanted me to speak for him. I told fort. The deep, translucent water repos-

him it was no use. Then he began to ed at the base of the warm sunlit cliff

say hard things of my poor girl." like a great basin of glass, which I half
" What kind of things ?

"
expected to hear shiver and crack as

" A pack of falsehoods. He says she our keel ploughed through it. And
has no heart. She has promised always how color and sound stood out in the

to regard him as a friend : it 's more transparent air ! How audibly the little

than I will, hang him !

"
ripples on the beach whispered to the

" Poor fellow !

" said I
;
and now, as open sky ! How our irreverent voices

I write, I can only repeat, considering seemed to jar upon the privacy of the

what a hope was here broken, Poor little cove ! The mossy rocks doubled

fellow ! themselves without a flaw in the clear,

dark water. The gleaming white beach

August 23^. I have been lounging lay fringed with its deep deposits of

about all day, thinking of it, dreaming odorous sea-weed, gleaming black. The

of it, spooning over it, as they say. steep, straggling sides of the cliffs rais-

This is a decided waste of time. I ed aloft their rugged angles against the

think, accordingly, the best thing for burning blue of the sky. I remember,

me to do is, to sit down and lay the when Miss Blunt stepped ashore and

ghost by writing out my story. stood upon the beach, relieved against

On Thursday evening Miss Blunt the heavy shadow of a recess in the

happened to intimate that she had a cliff, while her father and I busied our-

holiday on the morrow, it being the selves with gathering up our baskets

birthday of the lady in whose establish- and fastening the anchor I remember,
ment she teaches. I say, what a figure she made. There

" There is to be a tea-party at four is a certain purity in this Cragthorpe

o'clock in the afternoon for the resident air which I have never seen approach-

pupils and teachers," said Miss Esther, ed, a lightness, a brilliancy, a crudity,
" Tea at four ! what do you think of which allows perfect liberty of self-as-

that ? And then there is to be a speech- sertion to each individual object in the

making by the smartest young lady, landscape. The prospect is ever more

As my services are not required, I pro- or less like a picture which lacks its

pose to be absent. Suppose, father, final process, its reduction to unity,

you take us out in your boat. Will Miss Blunt's figure, as she stood there

you come, Mr. Locksley ? We shall on the beach, was almost criarde; but

have a nice little picnic. Let us go how lovely it was ! Her light muslin

over to old Fort Pudding, across the dress, gathered up over her short white

bay. We will take our dinner with skirt, her little black mantilla, the blue

us, and send Dorothy to spend the day veil which she had knotted about her

with her sister, and put the house-key neck, the crimson shawl which she had

in our pocket, and not come home till thrown over her arm, the little silken

we please." dome which she poised over her head

I warmly espoused the project, and in one gloved hand, while the other re-

it was accordingly carried into execu- tained her crisp draperies, and which

tion the next morning, when, at about cast down upon her face a sharp circle

ten o'clock, we pushed off from our lit- of shade, out of which her cheerful eyes

tie wharf at the garden-foot. It was a shone darkly and her happy mouth

perfect summer's day: I can say no smiled whitely, these are some of the

more for it. We made a quiet run over hastily noted points of the picture,

to the point of our destination. I shall
"
Young woman," I cried out, over
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the water,
"

I do wish you might know
how pretty you look !

"

" How do you know I don't ?
" she

answered. "
I should think I might.

You don't look so badly, yourself. But

it 's not I ; it 's the accessories."
"
Hang it ! I am going to become

profane," I called out again.
" Swear ahead," said the Captain.
"

I am going to say you are devilish

pretty."
" Dear me ! is that all ?

"
cried Miss

Blunt, with a little light laugh, which

must have made the tutelar sirens of

the cove ready to die with jealousy
down in their submarine bowers.

By the time the Captain and I had
landed our effects, our companion had

tripped lightly up the forehead of the

cliff in one place it is very retreating
and disappeared over its crown. She

soon reappeared with an intensely white

handkerchief added to her other provo-

cations, which she waved to us, as we

trudged upward, carrying our baskets.

When we stopped to take breath on the

summit, and wipe our foreheads, we of

course rebuked her who was roaming
about idly with her parasol and gloves.

" Do you think I am going to take

any trouble or do any work ?
"

cried

Miss Esther, in the greatest good-hu-
mor. "Is not this my holiday ? I am
not going to raise a finger, nor soil

these beautiful gloves, for which I paid
a dollar at Mr. Dawson's in Cragthorpe.
After you have found a shady place for

your provisions, I would like you to

look for a spring. I am very thirsty."
" Find the spring yourself, Miss,"

said her father. " Mr. Locksley and
I have a spring in this basket. Take a

pull, Sir."

And the Captain drew forth a stout

black bottle.
" Give me a cup, and I will look for

some water," said Miss Blunt. "
Only

I 'm so afraid of the snakes ! If you
hear a scream, you may know it 's a

snake."
"
Screaming snakes !

"
said I

;

" that

's a new species."
What nonsense it all sounds like

now ! As we looked about us, shade

seemed scarce, as it generally is, in this

region. But Miss Blunt, like the very
adroit and practical young person she

is, for all that she would have me be-

lieve the contrary, soon discovered a

capital cool spring in the shelter of a

pleasant little dell, beneath a clump of

firs. Hither, as one of the young gen-
tlemen who imitate Tennyson would

say, we brought our basket, Blunt and
I

; while Esther dipped the cup, and
held it dripping to our thirsty lips, and
laid the cloth, and on the grass dispos-
ed the platters round. I should have
to be a poet, indeed, to describe half

the happiness and the silly poetry and

purity and beauty of this bright long
summer's day. We ate, drank, and
talked

;
we ate occasionally with our

fingers, we drank out of the necks of

our bottles, and we talked with our

mouths full, as befits (and excuses)
those who talk wild nonsense. We told

stories without the least point. Blunt

and I made atrocious puns. I believe,

indeed, that Miss Blunt herself made
one little punkin, as I called it. If

there had been any superfluous repre-
sentative of humanity present, to regis-
ter the fact, I should say that we made
fools of ourselves. But as there was
no fool on hand, I need say nothing
about it. I am conscious myself of

having said several witty things, which
Miss Blunt understood : in vino veritas.

The dear old Captain twanged the long
bow indefatigably. The bright high
sun lingered above us the livelong day,
and drowned the prospect with light

and ,warmth. One of these days I

mean to paint a picture which in future

ages, when my dear native land shall

boast a national school of art, will hang
in the Salon Carrt of the great central

museum, (located, let us say, in Chica-

go,) and remind folks or rather make
them forget Giorgione, Bordone, and

Veronese : A Rural Festival ; three per-

sons feasting under some trees
; scene,

nowhere in particular ;
time and hour,

problematical. Female figure, a big

brnnej young man reclining on his el-

bow ;
old man drinking. An empty

sky, with no end of expression. The
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whole stupendous in color, drawing, to remember ; it was even prosaic,

feeling. Artist uncertain ; supposed to or, at least, if there was a vein of poetry
be Robinson, 1900. That 's about the in it, I should have defied a listener to

programme. put his finger on it. There was no ex-

After dinner the Captain began to altation of feeling or utterance on either

look out across the bay, and, noticing side ; on one side, indeed, there was
the uprising of a little breeze, express- very little utterance. Am I wrong in

ed a wish to cruise about for an hour conjecturing, however, that there was
or two. He proposed to us to walk considerable feeling of a certain quiet

along the shore to a point a couple of kind ? Miss Blunt maintained a rich,

miles northward, and there meet the golden silence. I, on the other hand,
boat. His daughter having agreed to was very voluble. What a sweet, wom-
this proposition, he set oif with the anly listener she is !

lightened pannier, and in less than half

an hour we saw him standing out from September isf. I have been working
shore. Miss Blunt and I did not be- steadily for a week. This is the first

gin our walk for a long, long time, day of autumn. Read aloud to Miss
We sat and talked beneath the trees. Blunt a little Wordsworth.

At our feet, a wide cleft in the hills

almost a glen stretched down to the September loth. Midnight.
-- Work-

silent beach. Beyond lay the familiar ed without interruption, until yester-
ocean-line. But, as many philosophers day, inclusive, that is. But with the

have observed, there is an end to all day now closing or opening be-

. things. At last we got up. Miss Blunt gins a new era. My poor vapid old

said, that, as the air was freshening, she diary, at last you shall hold a fact.

believed she would put on her shawl. For three days past we have been

I helped her to fold it into the proper having damp, chilly weather. Dusk

shape, and then I placed it on her shoul- has fallen early. This evening, after

ders, her crimson shawl over her black tea, the Captain went into town, on
silk sack. And then she tied her veil business, as he said : I believe, to at-

once more about her neck, and gave tend some Poorhouse or Hospital Board,

me her hat to hold, while she effected a Esther and I went into the parlor. The

partial redistribution of her hair-pins, room seemed cold. She brought in the

By way of being humorous, I placed lamp from the dining-room, and pro-
her hat on my own head ;

at which she posed we should have a little fire. I

was kind enough to smile, as with went into the kitchen, procured an

downcast face and uplifted elbows she armful of wood, and while she drew the

fumbled among her braids. And then curtains and wheeled up the table, I

she shook out the creases of her dress, kindled a lively, crackling blaze. A
and drew on her gloves ;

and finally she fortnight ago she would not have al-

said,
" Well !

" that inevitable tribute lowed me to do this without a protest,

to time and morality which follows up- She would not have offered to do it her-

on even the mildest forms of dissipa- self, not she ! but she would have

tion. Very slowly it was that we wan- said that I was not here to serve, but

dered down the little glen. Slowly, too, to be served, and would have pretended
we followed the course of the narrow to call Dorothy. Of course I should

and sinuous beach, as it keeps to the have had my own way. But we have

foot of the low cliffs. We encountered changed all that. Esther went to her

no sign of human life. Our conversa- piano, and I sat down to a book. I

tion I need hardly repeat. I think I may read not a word. I sat looking at my
trust it to the keeping of my memory : mistress, and thinking with a very un-

I think I shall be likely to remember it. easy heart. For the first time in our

It was all very sober and sensible, friendship, she had put on a dark, warm
such talk as it is both easy and pleasant dress : I think it was of the material
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called alpaca. The first time I saw her " That was all. I told father to do

she wore a white dress with a purple as he pleased."

neck-ribbon ;
now she wore a black She continued to play. Leaning back

dress with the same ribbon. That is, I in my chair, I continued to look at her.

remember wondering, as I sat there ey- There was a considerable pause.

ing her, whether it was the same rib- " Miss Esther," said I, at last.

bon, or merely another like it. My "Yes."

heart was in my throat ;
and yet I

" Excuse me for interrupting you so

thought of a number of trivialities of often. But," and I got up and went

the same kind. At last I spoke. to the piano,
" but I thank Heaven

" Miss Blunt," I said,
" do you re- that it has brought you and me to-

member the first evening I passed be- gether."
neath your roof, last June ?

" She looked up at me and bowed her

"Perfectly," she replied, without stop- head with a little smile, as her hands

ping. still wandered over the keys.
" You played this same piece."

" Heaven has certainly been very
" Yes ;

I played it very badly, too. I good to us," said she.

only half knew it. But it is a showy
" How much longer are you going to

piece, and I wished to produce an effect, play ?
"

I asked.

I did n't know then how indifferent you
"

I 'm sure I don't know. As long as

are to music." you like."

"
I paid no particular attention to the "If you want to do as I like, you will

piece. I was intent upon the perform- stop immediately."
er." She let her hands rest on the keys a

" So the performer supposed." moment, and gave me a rapid, question-
" What reason had you to suppose ing look. Whether she found a suffi-

so ?
J: cient answer in my face I know not ;

"
I 'm sure I don't know. Did you but she slowly rose, and, with a very

ever know a woman to be able to give pretty affectation of obedience, began
a reason, when she has guessed aright ?" to close the instrument. I helped her

"
I think they generally contrive to to do so.

make up a reason, afterwards. Come,
"
Perhaps you would like to be quite

what was yours ?
"

alone," she said. "
I suppose your own

"
Well, you stared so hard." room is too cold."

" Fie ! I don't believe it. That *s
"
Yes," I answered,

"
you Ve hit it

unkind." exactly. I wish to be alone. I wish to

" You said you wished me to invent monopolize this cheerful blaze. Had n't

a reason. If I really had one, I don't you better go into the kitchen and sit

remember it." with the cook ? It takes you women to

" You told me you remembered the make such cruel speeches."
occasion in question perfectly." "When we women are cruel, Mr.

"
I meant the circumstances. I re- Locksley, it is without knowing it. We

member what we had for tea ;
I remem- are not wilfully so. When we learn

ber what dress I wore. But I flon't re- that we have been unkind, we very
member my feelings. They were natu- humbly ask pardon, without even know-

rally not very memorable." ing what our crime has been." And
" What did you say, when your father she made me a very low curtsy,

proposed my coming ?
" "I will tell you what your crime has

"
I asked how much you would be been," said I.

" Come and sit by the

willing to pay ?
"

fire. It 's rather a long story."
" And then ?

" "A long story ? Then let me get my
"And then, if you looked 'respect- work."

able '."
" Confound your work ! Excuse me,

" And then ?
" but I mean it I want you to listen to
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me. Believe me, you will need all your
thoughts."
She looked at me steadily a moment,

and I returned her glance. During
that moment I was reflecting whether I

might silently emphasize my request by
laying a lover's hand upon her shoul-

der. I decided that I might not. She
walked over and quietly seated herself

in a low chair by the fire. Here she

patiently folded her arms. I sat down
before her.

"With you, Miss Blunt," said I,
" one must be very explicit. You are

not in the habit of taking things for

granted. You have a great deal of

imagination, but you rarely exercise it

on the behalf of other people." I stop-

ped a moment.
"Is that my crime ?

" asked my com-

panion.
" It 's not so much a crime as a vice,"

said I
;

" and perhaps not so much a

vice as a virtue. Your crime is, that

you are so stone-cold to a poor devil

who loves you."
She burst into a rather shrill laugh.

I wonder whether she thought I meant

Johnson.
*' Who are you speaking for, Mr.

Locksley ?
" she asked.

" Are there so many ? For myself."
"
Honestly ?

"

"
Honestly does n't begin to express

it"
" What is that French phrase that

you are forever using ? I think I may
say,

' A lions, done ! ' "

" Let us speak plain English, Miss
Blunt."

" ' Stone-cold '
is certainly very plain

English. I don't see the relative im-

portance of the two branches of your

proposition. Which is the principal, and

which the subordinate clause, that I

am stone-cold, as you call it, or that you
love me, as you call it ?

"

" As I call it ? What would you have

me call it ? For God's sake, Miss Blunt,

be serious, or I shall call it something
else. Yes, I love you. Don't you be-

lieve it ?
"

"
I am open to conviction."

"Thank God!" said I.

And I attempted to take her hand.

"No, no, Mr. Locksley," said she,

"not just yet, if you please."
" Action speaks louder than words,"

said I.

" There is no need of speaking loud.

I hear you perfectly."
"

I certainly sha'n't whisper," said I
;

"
although it is the custom, I believe,

for lovers to do so. Will you be my
wife?"

"
I sha'n't whisper, either, Mr. Locks-

ley. Yes, I will."

And now she put out her hand.

That 's my fact.

September \2th. We are to be mar-

ried within three weeks.

September iqth. I have been in

New York a week, transacting business.

I got back yesterday. I find every one
here talking about our engagement. Es-

ther tells me that it was talked about a

month ago, and that there is a very gen-
eral feeling of disappointment that I am
not rich.

"
Really, if )>ou don't mind it," said I,

"
I don't see why others should."
"

I don't know whether you are rich

or not," says Esther ; "but I know that

I am."
" Indeed ! I was not aware that you

had a private fortune," etc., etc.

This little farce is repeated in some

shape every day. I am very idle. I

smoke a great deal, and lounge about

all day, with my hands in my pockets.
I am free from that ineffable weariness

of ceaseless giving which I experienced
six months ago. I was shorn of my
hereditary trinkets at that period ;

and

I have resolved that this engagement,
at all events, shall have no connection

with the shops. I was balked of my
poetry once ;

I sha'n't be a second time.

I don't think there is much danger of

this. Esther deals it out with full hands.

She takes a very pretty interest in her

simple outfit, showing me triumphant-

ly certain of her purchases, and making
a great mystery about others, which

she is pleased to denominate table-

cloths and napkins. Last evening I
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found her sewing buttons on a table-

cloth. I had heard a great deal of a cer-

tain gray silk dress ;
and this morning,

accordingly, she marched up to me, ar-

rayed in this garment. It is trimmed

with velvet, and hath flounces, a train,

and all the modern improvements gen-

erally.
" There is only one objection to it,''

said Esther, parading before the glass
in my painting-room : "I am afraid it

is above our station."
"
By Jove ! I '11 paint your portrait

in it," said I,
" and make our fortune.

All the other men who have hand-

some wives will bring them to be paint-
ed."

" You mean all the women who have

handsome dresses," said Esther, with

great humility.
Our wedding is fixed for next Thurs-

day. I tell Esther that it will be as lit-

tle of a wedding, and as much of a mar-

riage, as' possible. Her father and her

good friend the schoolmistress alone

are to be present. My secret oppress-
es me considerably ; but I have resolv-

ed to keep it for the honeymoon, when it

may take care of itself. I am harassed

with a dismal apprehension, that, if Es-

ther were to discover it now, the whole

thing would be a refaire. I have taken

rooms at a romantic little watering-place
called Clifton, ten miles off. The hotel

is already quite free of city-people, and
we shall be almost alone.

September 28//z. We have been here

two days. The little transaction in the

church went off smoothly. I am truly

sorry for the Captain. We drove direct-

ly over here, and reached the place at

dusk. It was a raw, black day. We
have a couple of good rooms, close to

the savage sea. I am nevertheless

afraid I have made a mistake. It would

perhaps have been wiser to go inland.

These things are not immaterial : we
make our own heaven, but we scarcely
make our own earth. I am writing at a

little table by the window, looking out

on the rocks, the gathering dusk, and
the rising fog. My wife has wandered
down to the rocky platform in front of

the house. I can see her from here,

bareheaded, in that old crimson shawl,

talking to one of the landlord's little

boys. She has just given the little fel-

low a kiss, bless her heart ! I remem-
ber her telling me once that she was

very fond of little boys ; and, indeed, I

have noticed that they are seldom too

dirty for her to take on her knee. I

have been reading over these pages for

the first time in I don't know when.

They are filled with her, even more in

thought than in word. I believe I will

show them to her, when she comes in.

I will give her the book to read, and sit

by her, watching her face, watching
the great secret dawn upon her.

Later. Somehow or other, I can

write this quietly enough ; but I hardly
think I shall ever write any more. When
Esther came in, I handed her this book.

"
I want you to read it," said I.

She turned very pale, and laid it on
the table, shaking her head.

"
I know it," she said.

" What do you know ?
"

" That you have a hundred thousand

a year. But believe me, Mr. Locksley,
I am none the worse for the knowledge.
You intimated in one place in your book
that I am born for wealth and splendor.
I believe I am. You pretend to hate

your money ;
but you would not have

had me without it. If you really love

me, and I think you do, you will

not let this make any difference. I am
not such a fool as to attempt to talk

here about my sensations. But I re-

member what I said."
" What do you expect me to do ?

"
I

asked. " Shall I call you some horrible

name and cast you off ?
"

"
I expect you to show the same cour-

age that I am showing. I never said

I loved you. I never deceived you in

that. I said I would be your wife. So
I will, faithfully. I have n't so much
heart as you think ;

and yet, too, I have

a great deal more. I am incapable of

more than one deception. Mercy !

did n't you see it ? did n't you know it ?

see that I saw it ? know that I knew it ?

It was diamond cut diamond. You de-
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ceived me ;
I deceived you. Now that

your deception ceases, mine ceases.

Now we are free, with our hundred

thousand a year ! Excuse me, but it

sometimes comes across me ! Now we
can be good and honest and true. It

was all a make-believe virtue before."
" So you read that thing ?

"
I asked :

actually strange as it may seem for

something to say.

"
Yes, while you were ill. It was ly-

ing with your pen in it, on the table. I

read it because I suspected. Otherwise

I should n't have done so."

"It was the act of a false woman,"
said I.

"A false woman? No, simply of

a woman. I am a woman, Sir." And
she began to smile. "

Come, you be a

man !

"

RIVIERA DI PONENTE.

i.

ON this lovely Western Shore, where no tempests rage and roar,

Over olive-bearing mountains, by the deep and violet sea, .

There, through each long happy day, winding slowly on our way,
Travellers from across the ocean, toward Italia journeyed we,

Each long day, that, richer, fairer,

Showed the charming Riviera.

2.

There black war-ships doze at anchor, in the Bay of Villa-Franca ;

Eagle-like, gray Esa, clinging to its rocky perch, looks down ;

And upon the mountain dim, ruined, shattered, stern, and grim,

Turbia sees us through the ages with its austere Roman frown,

While we climb, where cooler, rarer

Breezes sweep the Riviera.

Down the hillside steep and stony, through the old streets of Mentone,

Quiet, half-forgotten city of a drowsy prince and time,

Through the mild Italian midnight, rolls upon the wave the moonlight,

Murmuring in our dreams the cadence of a strange Ligurian rhyme,
-

Rhymes in which each heart is sharer,

Journeying on the Riviera,

When the morning air comes purer, creeping up in our vettura,

Eastward gleams a rosy tumult with the rising of the day ;

Toward the north, with gradual changes, steal along the mountain-ranges

Tender tints of warmer feeling, kissing all their peaks of gray ;

And far south the waters wear a
4

Smile along the Riviera.
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Helmed with snow, the Alpine giants at invaders look defiance,

Gazing over nearer summits, with a fixed, mysterious stare,

Down along the shaded ocean, on whose edge in tremulous motion

Floats an island, half-transparent, woven out of sea and air
;

For such visions, shaped of air, are

Frequent on our Riviera.

6.

He whose mighty earthquake-tread all Europa shook with dread,

Chief whose infancy was cradled in that old Tyrrhenic isle,

Joins the shades of trampling legions, bringing from remotest regions
Gallic fire and Roman valor, Cimbric daring, Moorish guile,

Guests from every age to share a

Portion of this Riviera.

Then the Afric brain, whose story fills the centuries with its glory,

Moulding Gaul and Carthaginian into one all-conquering band,
With his tusked monsters grumbling, 'mid the alien snow-drifts stumbling,

Then, an avalanche of ruin, thundering from that frozen land

Into vales their sons declare are

Sunny as our Riviera.

t

8.

Tired of these, the mighty mother sought among her types another

Stamp of blended saint and hero, only once on earth before,

In the luminous aureole shining from a maiden's soul

Through four hundred sluggish years ;
till again on Nizza's shore

Comes the hero of Caprera
Born upon our Riviera.

Thus forever, in our musing, comes man's spirit interfusing

Thought of poet and of hero with the landscape and the sky ;

And this shore, no longer lonely, lives the life of romance only :

Gauls and Moors and Northern Sea-Kings, all are gliding, ghost-like, by.

So with Nature man is sharer

Even on the Riviera.

10.

Feeble voice ! no longer stammer words which shame the panorama
Seen from all the mountain-passes of this old Aurelian Way,
With the shore below us sleeping, and the distant steamer creeping
From Marseilles to proud Geneva, on to Spezzia's famous bay.

So forever, mia cara,
Shall we love this Riviera.
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DOCTOR JOHNS.
XLVI. wont to say, in her sisterly pride,

" He 's a noble fellow," there had been

IT
would have been strange, if Adele a little tingling of the heart in Adele,

had not some day formed her ideal which seemed to echo the words. Af-

of a lover. What young girl, indeed, terward had come that little glimpse of

does not ? Who cannot recall the sweet the world which her journey and inter-

illusions of those tripping youthful course with Maverick had afforded ;

years, when, for the first time, Sir Wil- and the country awkwardness of the

liam Wallace strode so gallantly with Elderkins had somehow worked an

waving plume and glittering falchion eclipse of his virtues. Reuben, indeed,
down the pages of Miss Porter, when had comeliness, and had caught at that

sweet Helen Mar wasted herself in love time some of the graces of the city ; but

for the hero, when the sun-browned Reuben was a tease, and failed in a cer-

Ivanhoe dashed so grandly into that tain quality of respect for her, (at least,

famous tilting-ground near to Ashby- she fancied it,) in default of which she

de-la-Zouch, and brought the wicked met all his favors with a sisterly tender-

Sir Brian de Bois-Guilbert to a reckon- ness, in which there was none of the

ing,
: when we wished the disinherited reserve that tempts passion to declare

knight better things than the cold love itself.

of the passionless Rowena, and sighed Later, when Reuben so opened the

over the fate of poor Fergus Maclvor ? way to her belief, and associated him-

With all these characters, and many self so intimately with the culmination

other such, Adele had made acquaint- of her religious faith, he seemed to her

ance, in company with her dear Rose ; for a time the very impersonation of

and by the light of them, they had fash- her girlish fancy, so tender, so true,

ioned such ideals in their little heads so trustful. Her religious enthusiasm

as do not often appear in the flesh, blended with and warmed her senti-

Not that the two friends always agreed ment
;
and never had she known such

in their dreamy fancies
;
but for either, hours of calm enjoyment, or such hope-

a hero must have been handsome and ful forecast of her worldly future, as in

brave and true and kind and sagacious those golden days when the hearts of

and learned. If only a few hundred both were glowing (or seemed to be)
of men should be patterned after the with a common love. It was not that

design of a young girl of sixteen or this sentiment in her took any open form

eighteen, what an absurd figure we old of expression ; her instinctive delicacy
sinners should cut in the comparison ! so kept it under control that she was

Yet it is pleasant to reflect that thou- but half conscious of its existence. But

sands of fresh young hearts do go on, it was none the less true that the sad

year after year, conceiving of wonder- young pilgrim, who had been a brother,

ful excellences as pertaining to the bas- and who had unlocked for her the Beau-

er sex
;
and the knowledge of the fact tiful Gate, wore a new aspect. Her

should, it would seem, give a little heart was full of those glittering esti-

more of animation to our struggles mates of life, which come at rare inter-

against the deviltries and brutalities vals, in which duties and affections all

of the world. seem in delightful accord, working each

But the ideal of our friend Adele had their task, and glowing through all the

not been constant. Three years back, reach of years, until the glow is absorb-

the open, frank, brave front which Phil ed in the greater light which shines up-

Elderkin wore had almost reached it
;

on Christian graves. But Reuben's de-

an-d when Rose had said, as she was sertion from the faith broke this phan-
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tasm. Her faith, standing higher, never Seeing this, the Doctor and Miss
shook ; but the sentiment which grew Eliza had given over any fear of a pos-
under its cover found nothing positive sibly dangerous interest on the part of

whereby to cling, and perished with the Reuben
;
and yet keen observers might

shock. Besides which, her father's in- well have scented a danger in this very

junction came to the support of her re- studied indifference, if they reflected

ligious convictions, and made her dis- that its motive lay exclusively in a mor-

position to shake off that empty fancy tified pride. We are not careful to con-

tenfold strong. Had Reuben, in those ceal our mortifications from those whose

days of his exaltation, made declaration regard we rate humbly.
of his attachment, it would have met At any rate, it happened, that, with

with a response that could have admit- the coming of the autumn months, Reu-
ted of no withdrawal, and her heart ben, still floating drearily on a sea of

would have been leashed to his, what- religious speculation, and veering more
ever outlawry might threaten him. She and more into open mockery of the be-

thanked Heaven that it had not been liefs of all about him, grew weary of his

thus. Her ideal was still unstained and affectations with respect to Adele. He
unbroken ; but it no longer found its fretted under the kindly manner with

type in the backsliding Reuben. It is which she met his august civilities,

doubtful, indeed, if her sentiment at They did not wound her sensibilities,

this period, by mere force of rebound, as he hoped they might have done. Ei-

and encouraged by her native chanties ther this disappointment or the need
and old proclivities, did not rally about of relief provoked a change of tactics,

young Elderkin, who had equipped him- With a sudden zeal that was half ear-

self with many accomplishments of the nest and half a freak of vanity, he de-

world, and who, if he made no preten- voted himself to Adele. The father's

sions to the faith she had embraced, sympathy with him was just now dead ;

manifested an habitual respect that chal- that of the aunt had never been kindled

lenged her gratitude. to such a degree as to meet his crav-

As for Reuben, after his enthusiasm ing ;
with the Elderkins he was reluc-

of the summer had vanished, he felt tant to unfold his opinions so far as

a prodigious mortification in reflecting to demand sympathy. As for Adele, if

that Adele had been so closely the wit- he could light up again the sentiment

ness of his short-lived hallucination, which he once saw beaming in her face,

It humiliated him bitterly to think that he could at least find in it a charming
all his religious zeal had proved in her beguilement of his unrest She had a

regard but the empty crackling of a fire passion for flowers : every day he gath-
of thorns. No matter what may be a ered for her some floral gift ; every day

youth's sentiment for girlhood, he never she thanked him with a kindness 'that

likes it to be witness of anything dis- meant only kindness. She had a pas-

paraging to his sturdy resolution and sion for poetry : every day he read to

manly purpose. But Adele had seen her such as he knew she must admire ;

him shake like a reed under the deep- every day she thanked him with a

est emotions that could give tone to warmth upon which he could build no

character ;
and in his mortification at hopes.

the thought, he transferred to her a share Both the Doctor and Miss Eliza were

of the resentment he felt against him- disturbed by this new zeal of his. At

self. It was a relief to treat her with a the instance of the spinster, the Doctor

dignified coolness, and to meet all her undertook to lay before Reuben the in-

tender inquiries, which she did not for- formation conveyed in the letter of Mav-

bear, with an icy assurance of manner erick, and that gentleman's disapproval

that was more than half affected, yet of any association between the young
not unkind, but assiduously and intense- people looking to marriage. It was not

ly and provokingly civil. an easy or an agreeable task for the
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Doctor ;
and he went about it in a very

halting manner.
" Your Aunt Eliza has observed, Reu-

ben, that you have lately become more

pointed in your attentions to Adaly."
"

I dare say, father ; worries her,

does n't it ?
"

" We do not know how far these at-

tentions may be serious, Reuben."
" Nor I, father."

The Doctor was shocked at this new
evidence of his son's indifference to any
fixed rule of conduct.

" How long is it, father," continued

Reuben,
" since Aunt Eliza has com-

menced her plottings against Adele ?
"

" Not plottings against her, I trust,

Reuben."
"
Yes, she has, father. She 's badger-

ing her in her quiet way incessantly,

as far back as when she caught sight

of her in that dance at the Elderkins'.

For my part, I think it was a charming

thing to see."

"We have graver reasons for our

anxiety in regard to your relations with

her, my son
;
and not the least of them

is Mr. Maverick's entire disapproval of

any such attachment."

And thereupon the Doctor had pro-
ceeded to lay before Reuben ( who now
showed a most lively interest) a full rev-

elation of the facts announced in Mav-
erick's letter.

The son had a strong smack of the

father's family pride, and the strange
news was bewildering to him

; but in

his present stage of distrust, he felt a

strong disposition to protest against all

the respectable conventionalities that

hedged him in. A generous instinct in

him, too, as he thought of the poor girl

under the ban of the townsfolk, craved

some chivalric expression ;
and what-

ever sentiment he may really have en-

tertained for her in past days took new
force in view of the sudden barriers that

rose between him and the tender, grace-

ful, confiding, charming Adele, whose

image had so long and (as he now

thought) so constantly dwelt in the

dreamy mirage of his future. Under
the spur of these feelings, he presently

gave over his excited walk up and down

the study, and, coming close to the

Doctor, whispered, with a grave ear-

nestness that made the old gentleman

recognize a man in his boy,
"
Father, I have doubted my own

feelings about Adele : now I do not. I

love her
;

I love her madly. I shall

protect her
;
if she will marry me," (and

he touched the Doctor on the shoulder

with a quick, nervous tap of his hand,)
"

I shall marry her, God bless her !

"

And Reuben, by the very speech, as

well as by the thoughts that had gone
before, had worked himself into a pas-
sion of devotion.

"Be careful, my son," said the old

gentleman ;

" remember how your en-

thusiasm has betrayed you in a still

more serious matter."

Reuben smiled bitterly.
" Don't reproach me with that, father.

It seems to me that I am acting now
more on the side of the Christian char-

ities than either you or Aunt Eliza."

And with this he strode out, leaving
the Doctor in an agony of apprehension.
A moment after, Miss Eliza, who was

ever on the alert, and without whose

knowledge a swallow could not dart in-

to the chimneys of the parsonage, came

rustling into the study.
"
Well, Benjamin, what does Reuben

say ?
"

"Given over to his idols, Eliza,

given over to his idols. We can only

pray God to have him in His holy keep-

ing."
It would be impossible to fathom all

the emotions of Reuben during that in-

terview with his father. It would be

wrong to say that the view of future

marriage had not often held up its bril-

liant illusions before him
;

it would be

wrong to say that they had never been

associated with the charming vivacity

of Adele, as well as, at other times, with

the sweet graces of Rose Elderkin. But

these illusions had been of a character

so transitory, so fleeting, that he had

come to love their brilliant changes, and

to look forward with some dread to the

possible permanence of them, or such

fixedness as should take away the

charming drift of his vagaries. If, in
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some wanton and quite impossible mo- as he rushes away to find her, to win

ment, the modest Rose had conquered her, to bind together their destinies

her delicacy so far as to put her hand forever !

in his, and say,
" Will you be my hus-

band ?" he would not have been so XLVII
much outraged by her boldness as dis-

turbed by the reflection that a pleasant IT was a mellow evening of later Oc-
little dream of love was broken up, and t6ber. Mists hung in all the hollows

that his thought must come to that of the hills. Within the orchard, where

practical solution of a yes or no which Adele was strolling, a few golden apples
would make an end of his delightful still shone among the bronzed leaves,

doubts and yearnings. The positive She saw Reuben coming swiftly through
and the known are, after all, so much the garden ; but his eager step faltered

less, under imaginative measure, than as he came near her. Even the serene

the uncertain and the dreamy ! look of girlhood has a power in it to

And if he could have taken the spin- make impassioned confidence waver,
ster's old tales of Adele's regard for him and enthusiasms suffer recoil. He meets

and devotion to him at their highest her at last with an assumption of his

truth, (which he never did, because of every -day manner, which she cannot

the girl's provoking familiarity and in- but see presently is underlaid with a

difference.) he would have felt a great tempest of struggling feeling to which

charm in his life cut off. Yet now he he is a stranger. He has taken her

wanders in search of her with his heart hand and placed it in his arm, a lit-

upon his lip and a great fire in his tie coquettish device to which he was
brain. Not a little pride in affronting wont

;
but he keeps the little hand in his

opinion may have kindled the glow of with a nervous clasp that is new, and
his sudden resolve. There was an au- that makes her tremble all the more

dacity in it that tempted and regaled when his speech grows impassioned,
him. Why should he, whose beliefs and the easy compliments of his past
were so uncertain, who had grown into days of frolicsome humor take a depth
doubts of that faith on which all the of tone which make her heart thrill

conventional proprieties about him re- strangely. Meantime, they had come

posed, why should he not discard to the garden-end of the walk,

them, and obey a single, strong, gener-
"

It 's late, Reuben, and I must go in-

ous instinct ? When a man's religious doors," said she, with a quiet that she

sensibilities suffer recoil as Reuben's did not feel.

had done, there grows up a new pride
" We '11 take one more turn, Adele ;

in the natural emotions of generosity ; you must" And her hand trembled in

the humane instincts show exceptional the eager clasp he fastened upon it.

force ; the skeptics become the teach- Not once did it come into her mind

ers of an exaggerated philanthropy. that Reuben was to make a declaration

Did he love her beyond all others ? of passion for her. She had feared only

Yesterday he could not have told
; to- some burst of feeling in the direction of

day, under the fervor of his audacity and the spinster, or of the Doctor, which

of his pride, his love blazes up in a fiery should compromise him even more se-

flame. It seethes around the memory riously. When, therefore, he burst forth,

of her lithe, graceful figure in a whirl as he did presently, with a passionate

of passion. Those ripe red lips shall avowal of his love, she was overwhelm-

taste the burning heat of his love and ed with confusion,

tenderness. He will guard, cherish, pro-
" This is so sudden, so strange, Reu-

tect, and the iron aunt may protest, or the ben ! indeed it is !

'

world talk as it will.
" Adele !

" Ad^le !

"
Tenderly as she may have felt toward

His heart is full of the utterance, and him in days gone, and gratefully as she

his step wild with tumultuous feeling, always felt, this sudden attempt to carry
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by storm the very citadel of her af- he, with a scowl upon his face. See-

fections was not alone a surprise, but ing this, Adele said plaintively,
-

seemed like sacrilege. The mystery
"

It seems to me, Reuben, as if this

and doubt that overhung the relations might be only a solemn mockery of

between her own father and mother yours."
and which she felt keenly had made " You doubt me, then ?

"
returned he

her regard with awe any possible mar- like a flash.

riage of her own, investing the thought
" Do you not doubt yourself, Reu-

of it with a terrible sanctity, and as ben ? Have you never doubted your-

something to be approached only with self?" This with a glance that pierced
a reverent fear. If in this connection him through.
she had ever thought of Reuben, it was " Good Heavens ! are you turned

in those days when he seemed so earnest preacher ?
" said he, bitterly.

" Will

in the faith, and when their feelings were you measure a heart by its dogmatic
blent by some superhuman agency. But beliefs ?

'

at his divergence into the paths of skep-
" For shame, Reuben !

"

ticism, it seemed to her simple and in- And for a time both were silent. At
tense faith that thenceforth their pil- last Adele spoke again,

grimages must be wholly distinct : his " There is a sense of coming trouble

and she trembled at the thought of that oppresses me strangely, that tells

it through some terrible maze of er- me I must not listen to you, Reuben."

ror, where she could not follow : and "
I know it, Adele ; and it is for this

hers by God's grace straight to I would cherish you, and protect you
the city whose gates are of pearl. against all possible shame or indigni-

When, therefore, she had replied to ties
"

the passionate address of Reuben, "You "Shame! Indignities! What does

must not talk thus," it was with a tear this mean ? What do you know, Reu-
in her eye. ben ?

"

"
It grieves you, then, Adele ?

" Reuben blushed scarlet. His speech
"
Yes, it grieves me, Reuben. Our had outrun his discretion

; but seizing

paths are different now "
;
and she be- her hand, and pressing it more tenderly

thought herself of her father's injunc- than ever, he said,

tion, which seemed to make her duty
"
Only this, Adele : I see that a cool-

still plainer, and forbade her to encour- ness has grown up toward you in the

age that parley with her heart which parsonage ; the old prejudice against
with her hand still fast in Reuben's, and French blood may revive again ;

besides

his eyes beaming with a fierce heat upon which, there is, you know, Adele, that

her she was beginning to entertain. little family cloud"

"Adele, tell me, can I go on?" "Is this the old, kind Reuben, my
"
Indeed, indeed, you must not, Reu- brother, who reminds me of a trouble

ben !

" and withdrawing her hand sud- so shadowy I cannot fairly measure

denly, she passed it over brow and eyes, it ?
' And Adele covered her face with

as if to rally her thoughts to measure her hands,

the situation.
"
Forgive me, Adele, for God's sake !

"

" You are weeping, Adele ?" said Reu- "There is a cloud, Reuben; thank

ben. you for the word," said Adele, recover-
"
No, not weeping," said she, dashing ing herself ; "and there is, I fear, an

the merest film of mist from her eyes, even darker cloud upon your faith. Un-
" but so troubled ! so troubled!" And til both are passed, I can never listen

she looked yearningly, but vainly, in his to such talk as you would urge upon
face for that illumination which had be- me, never ! never !

''

longed to his enthusiasm of the sum- And there was a spirit in her words

mer. now that awed Reuben,

They walked for a moment in silence,
" Would you impute my unbelief to
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me as a crime, Adele ? Is this your
Christian charity ? Do you think that I

enjoy this fierce wrestling with doubts ?

or, having them, would you bid me play
false and conceal them ? What if I am
a final castaway, as your good books tell

us some must be, would you make me a

castaway before my time, and balk all

my hopes in life ? Is this your char-

ity ?
"

"
I would not, you know I would

not, Reuben."
" Listen to me, Adele. If there be

any hope of making my way out of this

weary wrangle, it seems to me that it

would be in the constant presence of

your simple, exultant faith. Will you
be my teacher, Adele ?

"

"Teacher, --yes, with all my heart,

Reuben."
" Then be mine," said he, seizing her

hand again,
" from this very hour !

"

An instant she seemed to waver
;
then

came over her the memory of her fa-

ther's injunction, the mystery, too,

that overshadowed her own life.

"
I cannot, I cannot, Reuben !

"

" Is this final ?
" said he, calmly.

" Final."

She sighed it rather than spoke
aloud

;
the next instant she had slipped

away through the shrubbery, with a

swift, cruel rustle of her silken dress,

toward the parsonage.
Reuben lingered in the orchard until

he saw the light flashing through the

muslin hangings of her window. She
had gone early to her chamber. She
had kissed the crucifix that was her

mother's with a fervor that sprang as

much from devotion a? from sentiment.

She had sobbed out her prayer, and
with sobs had buried her sweet face in

the pillow.

Could Reuben have seen or conceived

all this, he might have acted differently.
As it was, he entered the Doctor's

study an hour later, with the utmost ap-

parent coolness.
"
Well, father," said he,

"
I have of-

fered marriage to your motherless and

pious French firote'ge'e, and she de-

clines."
" My poor son !

" said the Doctor.
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But his sympathy was not so much
with any possible feeling of disappoint-
ment as with the chilling heartlessness

and unbelief that seemed to boast them-
selves in his speech.

"It will be rather dull in Ashfield

now, I fancy," continued Reuben,
" and

I shall slip off to New York to-morrow
and take a new taste of the world."

And the Doctor (as if to himself)
said despairingly,

" ' Whom He will

He hardeneth? "

"But, father," said Reuben, (without
notice of the old gentleman's ejacula-

tion,) "don't let Aunt Eliza know of

this, not a word, or she will be fear-

fully cruel to the poor child."

There was a grave household in the

parsonage next morning. Reuben re-

belled in heart, in face, and in action

against the tediously long prayer of the

parson, though the old gentleman's spirit

was writhing painfully in his pleadings.
The aunt was more pious and austere

than ever. Adele, timid and shrinking,

yet with a beautiful and a trustful illu-

mination in her eye, that for days, and

weeks, and months, lingered in the

memory of the parson's son.

Later in the day Reuben went to make
his adieus to the Elderkins. The Id

Squire was seated in his door busied

with the "
Weekly Courant," which had

just come in.

"Aha, Master Reuben," (this was his

old-fashioned way,)
"
you 're looking for

that lazy fellow, Phil, I suppose. You '11

find him up-stairs with his cigar and his

Spanish, I '11 venture."

Reuben made his way up to Phil's

chamber after the unceremonious man-
ner to which he has been used in that

hospitable home, while a snatch of a

little songlet from Rose came floating

after him along the stairs. It was very
sweet. But what were sweet songlets
to him now ? It being a mild autumn

day, Phil sat at the open window, from

which he had many a time seen the

old Doctor jogging past in his chaise,

and sometimes the tall Almira picking
her maidenly way along the walk with

her green parasol daintily held aloft with

thumb and two fingers, while from the
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lesser fingers dangled a little embroid-

ered bag which was the wonder of all

the school -
girls. Other times, too,

from this eyrie of his, he had seen

Adele tripping past, with Reuben be-

side her, and had wondered what their

chat might be, while he had feasted his

eyes upon her fair figure.

Yet Phil was by no means an idler ;

he had developed a great business

shrewdness, and two or three times in

the week drove over to a neighboring
river-town to look after the shipments
to the West Indies in which he was
now interested in company with the

Squire. But this had not forbidden a

little cursory reading of a sentimental

kind. There may have been a stray
volume of Pelham upon his table, and
a six-volume set of Byron in green and

gold upon his limited book-shelf, (both
of which were strongly disapproved of

by Mrs. Elderkin, biit tolerated by the

Squire,) besides which, there were

certain Spanish ballads to which he

had taken a great fancy since his late

visit to Cuba.

Reuben was always a welcome visitor,

and was presently in full flow of talk,

and puffing nervously at one of Phil's

choice Havanas (which in that day were

true to their titles).

"I'm off, Phil," said Reuben at last,

breaking in upon his host's ecstasy over

a ballad he had been reciting, with what
he counted the true Castilian magnilo-

quence.
" Off where ?

" said Phil.
" Off for the city. I 'm weary of this

do-nothing life, weary of the town,

weary of the good people."
" There 's nothing you care for, then,

in Ashfield ?
"

said Phil. And at that

moment a little burst of the singing of

Rose came floating up the stair, so

sweet ! so sweet !

" Care for ? Yes," said Reuben,
" but

they are all so good ! so devilish good !

"

and he puffed at his cigaj with a

nervous violence. It was not often that

such an approach to profanity sullied

the lips of Reuben, and Phil noted it

with surprise.
"

I thought there would have been at

least one magnet that would have kept

you here," said Phil.
" What magnet, pray ?

"
says Reuben,

somewhat calm again.

,

" There she goes," says Phil, looking
out of the window. And at the mo-
ment Adele tripped by, with the old

Doctor walking gravely at her side.
" Humph !

"
said Reuben, with a

composure that was feigned,
" she 's too

much of a Puritan for me, Phil : or

rather, I 'm too little of a Puritan for

her."

Philip looked at his companion keenly.
And Reuben, looking back at him as

keenly, said, after a silence of a few

moments,
"

I don't think you'll ever marry her

either, Phil."
"
Marry !

" said Phil, with a deep,
honest blush, "who talks of that?"

"You, in your heart, Phil. Do you
think I am blind ? Do you think I

have not seen that you have loved her,

Phil, ever since you knew what it was
to love a woman ? Do you think, that,

as a boy, you ever imposed upon me
with your talk about that handsome
Suke Boody, the tavern-keeper's daugh-
ter ? Good Heavens ! Phil, I think

there were never two men in the world

who talked their thoughts plainly to

each other ! Do you think I do not

know that you have played the shy
lover, because with your big heart you
have yielded to what you counted a

prior claim of mine, because Adele

was one of us at the parsonage ?
"

"In such affairs," said Phil, with

some constraint and not a little wound-
ed pride,

"
I don't think men are apt to

recognize prior claims."

Reuben replied only by a faint sar-

donic smile.
" You 're a good fellow, Phil, but you

won't marry her."
" Of course, then, you know why,"

said Phil, with something very like a

sneer.
"
Certainly," said Reuben. " Because

you can't affront the world, because you
are bound by its conventionalities and

respectabilities, as I am not I spurn
them."
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"
Respectabilities !

' said Phil, in

amazement. " What does this mean ?

Just now she was a Puritan."

"It means, Phil," (and here Reuben
reflected a moment or two, puffing with

savage energy, )
"

it means what I can't

wholly explain to you. You know her

French blood ; you know all the preju-
dices against the faith in which she was
reared ; you know she has an instinct

and will of her own. In short, Phil, I

don't think you '11 ever marry her
; but

if you can, you may."
" May !

" said Phil, whose pride was
now touched to the quick.

" And what

authority have you, pray ?
"

" The authority of one who has loved

her," said Reuben, with a fierce, quick

tone, and dashing his half-burnt cigar
from the window

;

" the authority of one

who, if he had chosen to perjure him-

self and profess a faith which he could

not entertain, and wear sanctimonious

airs, might have won her heart."
"

I don't believe it !

" said Phil, with

a great burst of voice. " There 's no

hypocrisy could win Adele."

Reuben paced up and down the

chamber, then came and took the hand
of his old friend :

"
Phil, you 're a noble-hearted fellow.

I never thought any one could convict

me of injustice to Adele. You have

done it. I hope you '11 always defend

her
;
and whatever may betide, I hope

your mother and Rose will always be-

friend her. She may need it."

Again there was a little burst of song
from below, and it lingered upon the

ear of Reuben long after he had left the

Elderkin homestead.

The next day he was gone, to try
his new taste of the world.

XLVIII.

IT was in no way possible for the

simple-hearted Doctor to conceal from
the astute spinster the particular cir-

cumstances which had hurried Reuben's

departure, and the knowledge of them
made her humiliation complete. Dur-

ing all the latter months of Reuben's

stay she had not scrupled to drop occa-

sional praises of him into the ear of

Adele, as in the old times. It was in

agreement with her rigid notions of

retribution, that this poor social outlaw

should love vainly ;
and a baffling dis-

appointment would have seemed to the

spinster's narrow mind a highly proper
and most logical result of the terrible

ignominy which overhung the uncon-

scious victim. Indeed, the innocent

unconsciousness of anything derogatory
to her name or character which belong-
ed to Adele, and her consequent cheery
mirthfulness, were sources of infinite

annoyance to Miss Eliza. She would

have liked to see her in sackcloth for

a while, and to enjoy her own moral

elevation by such a contrast. Nor was
this from sheer malice

;
in that sense

she was not malicious
; but she delud-

ed herself with the idea that this was
a high religious view of sin and its

consequences, a proper mortification

to befall one on whom Heaven's pun-
ishment (of the fathers through the

children) must needs descend. And
like many another of her iron purpose,
she would not .have shrunk from being
herself the instrument of such punish-

ment, and would have gloated over its

accomplishment, as ifby it the Devil's

devices had received rebuke, and the

elect found cause for comfort. Many
good people as the world goes have

this vulture appetite for preying upon
the very bowels of sinners

;
and there

is no judge so implacable as one who
inflames his judicial zeal with the fiery

heats of an exaggerated religious pre-
tension.

Think, then, of the situation of poor
Adele under the attentions of such a

woman, after she has ferreted out from

the Doctor the truth with respect to

Reuben ! It makes us tremble while

we write of it. There is often a kind

of moral tyranny in households, which,

without ever a loud word, much less a

blow, can pierce a sensitive mind as

with fiery needles. Of such a silent,

fearful tyranny Adele now felt the in-

numerable stings, and under it her nat-

ural exuberance of spirits gave way,
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her faith almost waned
;

it seemed to have made me pause. He dropped a

her that a kiss upon her silent crucifix hint, too, of the mystery attaching to

were better than a prayer shared with my family, (not unkindly, for he is, af-

her tormentor. ter all, a dear, good -hearted fellow,)

The Doctor showed all his old, grave which kindled not a little indignation

kindness; but he was sadly broken by in me
;
and I told him with some of

his anxieties with respect to his son
;

the pride, I think, I must have inherit-

nor was he ever demonstrative enough ed from you, papa that, until that mys-
to supply the craving of Adele's heart, tery was cleared, I would marry neither

under her present greed for sympathy, him nor another. Was I not right ?

Even the villagers looked upon her more "
I want so much to be with you

coldly since the sharpened speech of again, dear papa, to tell you all I hope
the spinster had dropped widely, but and fear, to feel your kiss again !

very quietly, its damaging innuendoes, Miss Johns, whom I have tried hard to

and since her well-calculated surmises, love, but cannot, is changed wofully in

that French blood was, after all, not to her manner toward me. I feel it is on-

be wholly trusted. It was clear to the ly my home now by sufferance, not

townspeople that all was at an end be- such a home as you would choose for

tween Adele and Reuben, clear that me, I am sure. The Doctor good
she had fallen away from the old favor soul is as kind as he knows how to

in which she once stood at the parson- be, but I want oh, how I want ! to

age ;
and Miss Eliza, by her adroit hints, leap into your arms, dear papa, and

and without any palpable violation of find home there. Why can I not ? I

truth, found means of associating these am sure over and over sure that I

results with certain suspicious circum- could bring some sunlight into a home
stances which had come to light respect- of yours,'if you would but let me. And
ing the poor girl's character, circum- when you come, as you say you mean
stances for which she herself (Miss Eli- to do soon, do not put me off with such

za was kind enough to say) was not al- stories as you once told me, of 'a lean

together accountable, perhaps, but yet Savoyard in red wig and spectacles, and
sufficient to warrant a little reserve of of a fat Frenchman with bristly mous-

confidence, and ofcourse putting an end tache'(you see I remember all); tell

to any thought of intimate alliance with me I may come to be the mistress of

"the Johns family." She even whis- your parlor and your salon, and I will

pered in her most insidious manner in- keep all in such order, that, I am sure,

to the ear of old Mistress Tew, who, you will not want me to leave you again ;

being somewhat deaf, is the most in- and you will love me so much that I

veterate village gossip, that "it was shall never want to leave you.
hard for the poor thing, when Reuben "

Indeed, indeed, it is very wearisome

left so suddenly." to me here. The village people seem
Adele writes in these times to her fa- all of them to have caught the coolness

ther, that he need put himself in no fear of Miss Johns, and look askance at me.

in regard to marriage. "I have had Only the Elderkins show their old kind-

an tclaircissement" (she says) "with ness, and it is unfailing. Do not, I pray,
friend Reuben. His declaration of at- disturb yourself about any 'lost for-

tachment(I think I may tellj/0# this, dear tune ' of which you wrote to the Doc-

papa) was so wholly unexpected that I tor, but never cruel papa ! a word
could not count it real. He seemed to me. I am rich : I can't tell you how
actuated by some sudden controlling many dollars are in the Savings Bank

sympathy (as he often is) that I could forme, and for you, if you wish them,
not explain ;

and had it been otherwise, I have so little occasion to spend any-

your injunction, dear papa, and the fact thing. But I have committed the ex-

that he has become a bitter skeptic in travagance of placing a beautiful tablet

regard to our most holy religion, would over the grave of poor Madame Aries,
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and, much to the horror of the good Doc-

tor, insisted upon having a little cross

inscribed upon its front. You have

never told me, dear papa, if you receiv-

ed the long account I gave you of her

sudden death, and how she died with-

out ever telling me anything of herself,
-
though I believe it was in her mind

to do so, at the last."

No, of a truth, such letter had nev-

er been received by Maverick, and he

cursed the mails royally for it, since it

might have prevented the need of any
such disclosure as he had made to his

friend Johns. When the present mis-

sive of Adele came to him, he was en-

tering the brilliant Cafe de L'Orient at

Marseilles, in company with his friend

Fapiol. The news staggered him for a

moment.
"
Papiol !

" said he,
" mon ami, Julie

is dead !

"

"Parbleu! And among your Puri-

tans, yonder ? She must have made a

piquant story of it all !

"

" Not a word, Papiol ! She has kept

by her promise bravely."
" Tant mieux : it will give you good

appetite, mon ami"
For a moment the better nature of

Maverick had been roused, and he turn-

ed a look of loathing upon the compla-
cent Frenchman seated by him (which

fortunately the stolid Papiol did not com-

prehend). For a moment, his thought
ran back to a sunny hillside near to the

old town of Aries, where lines of stunt-

ed, tawny olives crept down the fields,

where fig-trees showed their purple
nodules of fruit, where a bright-faced

young peasant-girl, with a gay kerchief

turbaned about her head with a coquet-
tish tie, lay basking in the sunshine.

He heard once more the trip of her

voice warbling a Provengal song, while

the great ruin of the Roman arcne

came once more to his vision, with its

tufting shrubs and battered arches

rising grim and gaunt into the soft

Southern sky ;
the church-bells of the

town poured their sweet jangle on his

ear again, the murmur of distant voi-

ces came floating, down the wind, and

again the pretty Provengal song flut-

tered on the balmy air ; the coquettish
turban was in his eye, the plump, soft

hand of the pretty Provengal girl in his

grasp, and her glossy locks touched his

burning cheek. So much, at least, that

was Arcadian; and then (in his glow-

ing memory still) the loves, the jeal-

ousies, the delusions, the concealments,
the faithlessness, the desertion, the

parting ! And now, now the chief

actress in this drama that had touched

him so nearly lay buried in a New Eng-
land grave, with his own Adele her sol-

itary mourner !

"
It was your friend the Doctor who

gave the good woman absolution, I sup-

pose," said Papiol, tapping his snuff-

box, and gathering a huge pinch be-

tween thumb and finger.
" Not even that comfort, I suspect,"

said Maverick.
" Bah ! pauvre femme !

"

And the philosopher titillated his

nostril until he sneezed again and

again.
"And the Doctor," continued Papiol,
" does he suspect nothing ?

"

"
Nothing. He has counselled me to

make what amends I may by marrying

you know whom."
" Pardieu / he is a good innocent,

that old friend of yours !

"

" Better than you or I, Papiol."
" Cela va sans dire, mon ami. ' And

la petite, the little bright
-
eyes,

what of her ?
"

" She is unsuspicious, but hints at a

little cloud that overshadows her do-

mestic history, and tells her lover that it

shall be cleared up before she will mar-

ry him, or any other."
"
Ta, ta ! It 's an inquisitive sex,

Maverick ! I could never quite under-

stand how Julie should have learned that

her little one was still alive, and been

able to trace her as she did. I think the

death was set forth in the Gazette,

eh, Maverick ?
"

" It certainly was," said Maverick,

"honestly, for the child's good."
" Ha ! honestly, bon / I beg par-

don, mon ami."

And Papiol took snuff again.
" Set forth in the Gazette, en regie,
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and came to Julie's knowledge, as I The eyes of Papiol fastened upon the

am sure ;
and she sailed for the East figure which had arrested the attention

with her brother, who was a small trad- of Maverick, a lady of, may-be, for-

er in Smyrna, I believe, poor woman! ty years, fashionably, but gracefully at-

To tell truth, Papiol, had she been alive, tired, with olive-brown complexion, hair

loving Adele as I do, I believe I should still glossy black, and attended by a

have been tempted to follow the par- strange gentleman with a brusque and

son's admonition, cost what it might." foreign air.

"And then?" "Who is she?" says Maverick, in a
" And then I should give petite an great tremor. " Do the dead come to

honest name to bear, honest as I haunt us ?
"

could, at least ; and would have lavish- " You are facetious, my friend," said

ed wealth upon her, as I mean to do; Papiol.

and made the last half of my life bet-
' But in the next moment the lady op-

ter than the first." posite had raised her eyes, showing that
" Excellent ! most excellent ! consid- strange double look which had been so

ering that the lady is dead, pauvre characteristic of Madame Aries, and

femme! And now, my dear fellow, poor Papiol was himself fearfully dis-

you might go over to your country and traught.

play the good Puritan by marrying
"

It 's true ! it 's true, mon ami!'1
'
1 he

Mees Eliza, hein?" whispered his friend. "It 's Julie !-

And he called out obstreperously, elle meme,]\A\e \

5:

"Gar^on!" Maverick, too, had met that glance,
"

Void, Messieurs /
" and he trembled like a leaf. He gazed

"
Absinthe, deux verres" upon the stranger like one who sees a

And he drummed with his fat fingers spectre. And she met his glance, bold-

upon the edge of the marble slab. ly at the first
;
then the light faded from

" Mon Dieu !
" said Maverick, with her eyes, her head drooped, and she

a sudden pallor on his face,
" who is fell in a swoon upon the shoulder of her

she ?
"

companion.

THE CHIMNEY-CORNER FOR 1866.

II.

THE TRANSITION.

" HPHE fact is, my dear," said my
"
Well," said my wife,

" here are three

i wife,
" that you have thrown a pages from an elderly gentleman, to the

stone into a congregation of blackbirds, effect that women are not what they used

in writing as you have of our family wars to be, that daughters are a great care

and wants. The response comes from and no help, that girls have no health

all parts of the country, and the task of and no energy in practical life,
- - that

looking over and answering your letters the expense of maintaining a household

becomes increasingly formidable. Ev- is so great that young men are afraid

erybody has something to say, some- to marry, and that it costs more now

thing to propose."
* per annum to dress one young woman

" Give me a resume," said I. than it used to cost to carry a whole
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family of sons through college. In short, conveniences that are being introduced,
the poor old gentleman is in a desperate the physical labor of housework is no
state of mind, and is firmly of opinion more than a healthy woman really needs
that society is going to ruin by an ex- to keep her in health. In case, howev-

press train.'
:

er, of those slight illnesses to which all

"Poor old fellow!" said I, "the only are more or less liable, and which, if

comfort I can offer him is what I take neglected, often lead to graver ones, the

myself,
-- that this sad world will last advantage is still on the side of domes-

out our time at least. Now for the tic service. In the shop and factory,
next." every hour of unemployed time is de-

" The next is more concise and spi- ducted
;
an illness of a day or two is an

cy," said my wife.
"

I will read it. appreciable loss of just so much mon-

ey, while the expense of board is still
" *

Christopher Crowfield, Esq., going on. But in the family a good
"'

SIR, --If you want to know how servant is always considered. When
American women are to be brought ill, she is carefully nursed as one of
back to family work, I can tell you the family, has the family physician,
a short method. Pay them as good and is subject to no deduction from her

wages for it as they can make in any* wages for loss of time. I have known
ogier way. I get from seven to nine more than one instance in which a val-

dollars a week in the shop where I ued domestic has been sent, at her em-
work ; if I could make the same in any ployer's expense, to the seaside or some

good family, I should have no objection other pleasant locality, for change of air,

to doing it. when her health has been run down.
" * Your obedient servant,

" In the second place, family work is
" ' LETITIA.' ! more remunerative, even at a lower rate

of wages, than shop or factory work,
" My correspondent Letitia does not because it is better for the health. All

tell me," said I, "how much of this sev- sorts of sedentary employment, pursued
en or nine dollars she pays out for board by numbers of persons together in one
and washing, fire and lights. If she apartment, are more or less debilitating
worked in a good family at two or three and unhealthy, through foul air and con-

dollars a week, it is easily demonstra- finement.

ble, that, at the present cost of these "A woman's health is her capital. In

items, she would make as much clear certain ways of work she obtains more

profit as she now does at nine dollars income, but she spends on her capital
for her shop-work. to do it. In another way she may get

" And there are two other things, less income, and yet increase her cap-

moreover, which she does not consider : ital. A woman cannot work at dress-

First, that, besides board, washing, fuel, making, tailoring, or any other seden-
and lights, which she would have in a tary employment, ten hours a day, year

family, she would have also less uninter- in and out, without enfeebling her con-

mitted toil. Shop-work exacts its ten stitution, impairing her eyesight, and
hours per diem ;

and it makes no allow- bringing on a complication of com-
ance for sickness or accident. plaints, but she can sweep, wash, cook,
"A good domestic in a good family and do the varied duties of a well-or-

finds many hours when she can feel free dered house with modern arrangements,
to attend to her own affairs. Her work and grow healthier every year. The
consists ofcertain definite matters, which times, in New England, when all worn-

being done her time is her own
; and if en did housework a part of every day,

she have skill and address in the man- were the times when all women were

agement of her duties, she may secure healthy. At present, the heritage of

many leisure hours. As houses are now vigorous muscles, firm nerves, strong

built, and with the many labor-saving backs, and cheerful physical life has
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gone from American women, and is
" Doubtless there are discreet and

taken up by Irish women. A thrifty thoughtful women who, amid all these

young man, I have lately heard of, mar- difficulties, do keep up thrifty, womanly
ried a rosy young Irish girl ? quite to the habits, but they do it by an effort greater
horror of his mother and sisters, but than the majority of girls are willing to

defended himself by the following very make, and greater than they ought to

conclusive logic :

' If I marry an make. To sew or read or study after

American girl, I must have an Irish girl ten hours of factory or shop work is a
to take care of her; and I cannot afford further drain on the nervous powers,
to support both.' which no woman can long endure with-

" Besides all this, there is a third con- out exhaustion.

sideration, which I humbly commend " When the time arrives that such a
to my friend Letitia. The turn of her girl comes to a house of her own, she
note speaks her a girl of good common comes to it as unskilled in all household

sense, with a faculty of hitting the nail lore, with muscles as incapable of do-

square on the head
;
and such a girl mestic labor, and nerves as sensitive,

must see that nothing is more likely to as if she had been leading the most
fall out than that she will some day be luxurious, do-nothing, fashionable life,

married. Evidently, our fair friend is How different would be her preparation,
born to rule

;
and at this hour, doubt- had the forming years of her life been

less, her foreordained throne and hum- spent in the labors of a family ! I know
ble servant are somewhere awaiting her. at this moment a lady at the head of a

" Now domestic service is all the while rich country establishment, filling her

fitting a girl physically, mentally, and station in society with dignity and hon-

morally for her ultimate vocation and or, who gained her domestic education

sphere, to be a happy wife and to make in a kitchen in our vicinity. She was the

a happy home. But factory work, shop daughter of a small farmer, and when
work, and all employments of that sort, the time came for her to be earning her
are in their nature essentially undomes- living, her parents wisely thought it far

tic, entailing the constant necessity better that she should gain it in a way
of a boarding-house life, and of habits which would at the same time establish

as different as possible from the quiet her health and fit her for her own future

routine of home. The girl who is ten home. In a cheerful, light, airy kitchen,
hours on the strain of continued, un- which was kept so tidy always as to be
intermitted toil feels no inclination, an attractive sitting-room, she and an-

when evening comes, to sit down and other young country-girl were trained

darn her stockings, or make over her up in the best of domestic economies

dresses, or study any of those multifa- by a mistress who looked well to the

rious economies which turn a wardrobe ways of her household, till at length
to the best account. Her nervous sys- they 'married from the house with

tern is flagging ;
she craves company honor, and went to practise in homes

and excitement; and her dull, narrow of their own the lessons they had learn-

room is deserted for some place ofamuse- ed in the home of another. Formerly,
mentor gay street promenade. And who in New England, such instances were
can blame her ? Let any sensible worn- not uncommon

; would that they might
an, who has had experience of shop and become so again !

"

factory life, recall to her mind the ways
" The fact is," said my wife,

" the

and manners in which young girls grow places which the daughters of American

up who leave a father's roof for a crowd- farmers used to occupy in our families

ed boarding-house, without any super- are now taken by young girls from the

vision of matron or mother, and ask families of small farmers in Ireland,

whether this is the best school for train- They are respectable, tidy, healthy, and

ing young American wives and moth- capable of being taught. A good mis-

ers, tress, who is reasonable and liberal in
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her treatment, is able to make them fix- she has headache, she cannot get up
tures. They get good wages, and have her own muslins, or sweep a room, or

few expenses. They dress handsomely, pack a trunk, without bringing on a

have abundant leisure to take care of backache, -- she goes to a concert or a

their clothes and turn their wardrobes lecture, and must lie by all the next day
to the best account, and they very soon from the exertion. If she skates, she

acquire skill in doing it equal to that is sure to strain some muscle ; or if

displayed by any women of any coun- she falls and strikes her knee or hits

try. They remit money continually to her ankle, a blow that a healthy girl

relatives in Ireland, and from time to would forget in five minutes terminates

time pay the passage of one and another in some mysterious lameness which con-

to this country, and whole families fines our poor sibyl for months,

have thus been established in American " The young American girl of our
life by the efforts of one young girl, times is a creature who has not a par-

Now, for my part, I do not grudge my ticle of vitality to spare, no reserved

Irish fellow-citizens these advantages stock of force to draw upon in cases of

obtained by honest labor and good con- family exigency. She is exquisitely
duct : they deserve all the good fortune strung, she is cultivated, she is refined

;

thus accruing to them. But when I see but she is too nervous, too wiry, too

sickly, nervous American women jost- sensitive,
- - she burns away too fast

;

ling and struggling in the few crowded only the easiest of circumstances, the

avenues which are open to mere brain, most watchful of care and nursing, can
I cannot help thinking how much bet- keep her within the limits of comforta-

ter their lot would have been, with good ble health : and yet this is the creature

strong bodies, steady nerves, healthy who must undertake family life in a

digestion, and the habit of looking any country where it is next to an abso-

kind of work in the face, which used to lute impossibility to have permanent
be characteristic of American women domestics. Frequent change, occasion-

generally, and of Yankee women in par- al entire break-downs, must be the lot

ticular." of the majority of housekeepers, par-
" The matter becomes still graver," ticularly those who do not live in cities."

said I, "by the laws of descent. The " In fact," said my wife, "we in Amer-
woman who enfeebles her muscular sys- ica have so far got out of the way of a
tern by sedentary occupation, and over- womanhood that has any vigor of out-

stimulates her brain and nervous sys- line or opulence of physical proportions,

tem, when she becomes a mother, per- that, when we see a woman made as a

petuates these evils to her offspring, woman ought to be, she strikes us as a

Her children will be born feeble and monster. Our willowy girls are afraid

delicate, incapable of sustaining any of nothing so much as growing stout
;

severe strain of body or mind. The and if a young lady begins to round into

universal cry now about the ill health proportions like the women in Titian's

of young American girls is the fruit of and Giorgione's pictures, she is dis-

some three generations of neglect of tressed above measure, and begins to

physical exercise and undue stimulus make secret inquiries into reducing diet,

of brain and nerves. Young girls now and to cling desperately to the stron-

are universally born delicate. The most gest corset-lacing as her only hope. It

careful hygienic treatment during child- would require one to be better educated

hood, the strictest attention to diet, than most of our girls are, to be willing

dress, and exercise, succeeds merely so to look like the Sistine Madonna or the

far as to produce a girl who is healthy Venus of Milo.

so long only as she does nothing. With " Once in a while our Italian opera-
the least strain, her delicate organism singers bring to our shores those glo-

gives out, now here, now there. She rious physiques which formed the in-

cannot study without her eyes fail or spiration of Italian painters ; and then
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American editors make coarse jokes woman of good education and refine-

about Barnum's fat woman, and ava- ment.

lanches, and pretend to be struck with " 2d. If she were, a family with young
terror at such dimensions. children in it is no.t the proper place to

" We should be better instructed, and establish a school for untaught centra-

consider that Italy does us a favor, in bands, however desirable their training

sending us specimens, not only of higher may be.

styles of musical art, but of a warmer,
" A woman of good education and

richer, and more abundant womanly life, good common-sense may learn to be a
The magnificent voice is only in keep- good housekeeper, as she learns any
ing with the magnificent proportions of trade, by going into a good family and
the singer. A voice which has no grate, practising first one and then another

no strain, which flows without effort, branch of the business, till finally she

which does not labor eagerly up to a shall acquire the comprehensive knowl-

high note, but alights on it like a bird edge to direct all.

from above, there carelessly warbling
" The next letter I will read,

and trilling, a voice which then with-

out effort sinks into broad, rich, som- " ' DEAR MR. CROWFIELD, Your
bre depths of soft, heavy chest-tone, papers relating to the domestic problem
can come only with a physical nature have touched upon a difficulty which

at once strong, wide, and fine, from threatens to become a matter of life and
a nature such as the sun of Italy ripens, death with me.

as he does her golden grapes, filling it "'I am a young' man, with good
with the new wine of song." health, good courage, and good pros-

"
Well," said I, "so much for our stric- pects. I have, for a young man, a fair

tures on Miss Letitia's letter. What income, and a prospect of its increase,

comes next ?
" But my business requires me to reside

" Here is a correspondent who an- in a country town near a great manufac-

swers the question,
' What shall we do turing city. The demand for labor there

with her ?
'

apropos to the case of the has made such a drain on the female

distressed young woman which we con- population of the vicinity, that it seems,
sidered in our November number." for a great part of the time, impossible

" And what does he recommend ?
" to keep any servants at all

;
and what

" He tells us that he should advise we can hire are of the poorest quality,

us to make our distressed woman Mari- and want exorbitant wages. My wife

anne's housekeeper, and to send South was a well -trained housekeeper, and

for three or four contrabands for her to knows perfectly all that pertains to the

train, and, with great apparent compla- care of a family ;
but she has three little

cency, seems to think that course will children, and a delicate babe only a few

solve all similar cases of difficulty." weeks old
;
and can any one woman do

" That 's quite a man's view of the all that is needed for such a household ?

subject," said Jennie.
"
They think any Something must be trusted to servants

;

woman who is n't particularly fitted to and what is thus trusted brings such

do anything else can keep house." confusion and waste and dirt into our

"As if housekeeping were not the house, that the poor woman is con-

very highest craft and mystery of so- stantly distraught between the disgust
cial life," said I.

"
I admit that our sex of having them and the utter impossi-

speak too unadvisedly on such topics, bility of doing without them,

and, being well instructed by my house- " ' Now it has been suggested that

hold priestesses, will humbly suggest we remedy the trouble by paying high-
the following ideas to my correspond- er wages ; but I find that for the very
ent highest wages I secure only the most

"ist. A woman is not of course fit miserable service; and yet, poor as it

to be a housekeeper because she is a is, we are obliged to put up with it,
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because there is an amount of work to vidual families by having some of the

be done in our family that is absolutely present domestic tasks done out of the

beyond my wife's strength. house.
" '

I see her health wearing away un- " In France, for example, no house-

der these trials, her life made a burden
; keeper counts either washing, ironing,

I feel no power to help her
;
and I ask or bread-making as part of her domes-

you, Mr. Crowfield, What are we to do ? tic cares. All the family washing goes
What is to become of family life in this out to a laundry ; and being attended

country ? to by those who make that department
" 4 Yours truly, of labor a specialty, it comes home in

" * A YOUNG FAMILY MAN.' refreshingly beautiful order.

"We in America, though we pride

"My friend's letter," said I, "touches ourselves on our Yankee thrift, are far

upon the very hinge of the difficulty of behind the French in domestic econ-

domestic life with the present genera- omy. If all the families of a neigh-
tion. borhood should put together the sums

" The real, vital difficulty, after all, in they separately spend in buying or fit-

our American life is, that our country ting up and keeping in repair tubs, boil-

is so wide, so various, so abounding in ers, and other accommodations for wash-
the richest fields of enterprise, that in ing, all that is consumed or wasted ia

every direction the cry is of the plente- soap, starch, bluing, fuel, together with

ousness of the harvest and the fewness the wages and board of an extra ser-

of the laborers. In short, there really vant, the aggregate would suffice to

are not laborers enough to do the work fit up a neighborhood laundry, where
of the country. one or two capable women could do

" Since the war has thrown the whole easily and well what ten or fifteen worn-
South open to the competition of free en now do painfully and ill, and to the

labor, the demand for workers is dou- confusion and derangement of all other

bled and trebled. Manufactories of all family processes.
sorts are enlarging their borders, in- " The model laundries for the poor in

creasing their machinery, and calling London had facilities which would en-

for more hands. Every article of liv- able a woman to do both the washing
ing is demanded with an imperative- and ironing of a small family in from

ness and over an extent of territory two to three hours, and were so ar-

which set at once additional thousands ranged that a very few women could

to the task of production. Instead of with ease do the work of the neighbor-

being easier to find hands to execute in hood.

all branches of useful labor, it is likely .

" But in the absence of an establish-

to grow every year more difficult, as new ment of this sort, the housekeepers of

departments of manufacture and trade a country village might help themselves

divide the workers. The price of labor, very much by owning a mangle in corn-

even now higher in this country than in mon, to which all the heavier parts

any other, will rise still higher, and thus of the ironing could be sent. Ameri-

complicate still more the problem of can ingenuity has greatly improved the

domestic life. Even if a reasonable machinery of the mangle. It is no Ion-

quota of intelligent women choose do- ger the heavy, cumbersome structure

mestic service, the demand will be in- that it used to be in the Old World, but

creasingly beyond the supply." a compact, neat piece of apparatus, made
" And what have you to say to this," in three or four different sizes to suit dif-

said my wife,
"
seeing you cannot stop ferent-sized apartments,

the prosperity of the country ?
" " Mr. H. F. Bond of Waltham, Mas-

"
Simply this, that communities will sachusetts, now manufactures these ar-

be driven to organize, as they now do tides, and sends them to all parts of the

in Europe, to lessen the labors of indi- country. The smallest of them does
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not take up much more room than a three institutions of a bakery, a cook-

sewing-machine, can be turned by a shop, and a laundry, in the village where

boy of ten or twelve, and thus in the he lives would not virtually annihilate

course of- an hour or two the heaviest his household cares, and restore peace
and most fatiguing part of a family and comfort to his now distracted fam-

ironing may be accomplished. ily.
"

I should certainly advise the *

Young
" There really is no more reason why

Family Man ' with a delicate wife and every family should make its own bread
uncertain domestic help to fortify his than its own butter, why every family
kitchen with one of these fixtures. should do its own washing and ironing
"But after all, I still say that the than its own tailoring or mantua-mak-

quarter to which I look for the solution ing. In France, where certainly the

of the American problem of domestic arts of economy are well studied, there

life is a wise use of the principle of is some specialty for many domestic
association. needs for which we keep servants. The

" The future model village of New beautiful inlaid floors are kept waxed

England, as I see it, shall have for the and glossy by a professional gentleman
use of its inhabitants not merely a town who wears a brush on his foot-sole,

lyceum-hall and a town library, but a skates gracefully over the surface, and,
town laundry, fitted up with conven- leaving all right, cleparteth. Many fam-

iences such as no private house can af- ilies, each paying a small sum, keep this

ford, and paying a price to the operators servant in common,
which will enable them to command an " Now if ever there was a community
excellence of work such as private fami- which needed to study the art of living,

lies seldom realize. It will also have a it is our American one
;

for at present,
town bakery, where the best of family domestic life is so wearing and so op-

bread, white, brown, and of all grains, pressive as seriously to affect health

shall be compounded ;
and lastly a town and happiness. Whatever has been

cook-shop, where soup and meats may done abroad in the way of comfort and

be bought, ready for the table. Those convenience can be done here
;
and the

of us who have kept house abroad re- first neighborhood that shall set the

member the ease with which our for- example of dividing the tasks and bur-

eign establishments were carried on. dens of life by the judicious use of the

A suite of elegant apartments, a cou- principle of association will initiate a

rier, and one female servant were the most important step in the way of na-

foundation of domestic life. Our courier tional happiness and prosperity,
boarded us at a moderate expense, and " My solution, then, of the domestic

the servant took care of our rooms, problem may be formulized as follows:

Punctually to the dinner- hour every
"

ist. That women make self-helpful-

day, our dinner came in on the head of ness and family helpfulness fashionable,

a porter from a neighboring cook-shop, and every woman use her muscles daily
A large chest lined with tin, and kept in enough household work to give her

warm by a tiny charcoal stove in the a good digestion.

centre, being deposited in an ante-^ " 2d. That the situation of a domes-

room, from it came forth, first, soup, tic be made so respectable and respect-

then fish, then roast of various names, ed that well-educated American women
and lastly pastry and confections, shall be induced to take it as a training-
far more courses than any reasonable school for their future family life.

Christian needs to keep him in healthy "3d. That .families by association

condition
;
and dinner being over, our lighten the multifarious labors of the

box with its debris went out of the domestic sphere,

house, leaving a clear field.
" All of which I humbly submit to the

"Now I put it to the distressed good sense and enterprise of American

'Young Family Man' whether these readers and workers."
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GRIFFITH GAUNT; OR, JEALOUSY.

CHAPTER VI. personal encounters he had witnessed,
and especially of one in which his prin-

r~PHE two combatants came to the cipal had fallen on his face at the first

-I field in a very different spirit. Nev- fire, and the antagonist had sprung into

ille had already fought two duels, and the air, and both had lain dead as door-

been successful in both. He had confi- nails, and never moved, nor even wink-

dence in his skill and in his luck. His ed, after that single discharge,

conscience, too, was tolerably clear; Griffith sat under this chilling talk

for he was the insulted person ;
and if for more than an hour.

a bullet should remove this dangerous At last he rose gloomily, and said it

rival from his path, why, all the better was time to go.
for him, and all the worse for the fool " Got your tools, Doctor ?

"
inquired

who had brought the matter to a bloody the Major.

issue, though the balance of the lady's The surgeon nodded slightly. He
heart inclined his way. was more discreet than his. friend.

He came in high spirits, and rode up- When they had walked nearly a mile

on Kate Peyton's gray,.to sting his ad- in the snow, the Major began to com-

versary, and show his contempt of him. plain.

Not so Griffith Gaunt. His heart " The Devil !

" said he ;

" this is

was heavy, and foreboded ill. It was queer walking. My boots are full of

his first duel, and he expected to be water. I shall catch my death."

killed. He had played a fool's game, The surgeon smiled satirically, com-
and he saw it. paring silent Griffith's peril with his

Tho .night before the duel he tried second's.

hard to sleep ;
he knew it was not giv- Griffith took no notice. He went like

ing his nerves fair play to lie thinking Fortitude plodding to Execution,

all night. But coy sleep, as usual when Major Rickards fell behind, and whis-

most wanted, refused to come. At day- pered Mr. Islip,

break the restless man gave it up in " Don't like his looks
;

does n't

despair, and rose and dressed himself, march like a winner. A job for you
He wrote that letter to Catharine, little or the sexton, you mark my words."

thinking it would fall into her hands

while he lived. He ate a little toast, They toiled up Scutchemsee Nob,
and drank a pint of Burgundy, and then and when they reached the top, they
wandered listlessly about till Major saw Neville and his second, Mr. Ham-
Rickards, his second, arrived, mersley, riding towards them. The
That experienced gentleman brought pair had halters as well as bridles, and,

a surgeon with him, Mr. Islip. dismounting, made their nags fast to a

Major Rickards deposited a shallow large blackthorn that grew there. The
wooden box in the hall

;
and the two seconds then stepped forward, and sa-

gentlemen sat down to a hearty break- luted each other with formal civility,

fast. < Griffith looked at the gray horse, and

Griffith took care of his guests, but ground his teeth. The sight of the an-

beyond that spoke scarcely a word
;
and imal in Neville's possession stirred up

the surgeon, after a ghastly attempt at his hate, and helped to steel his heart,

commonplaces, was silent too. Major He stood apart, still, pale, and gloomy.
Rickards satisfied his appetite first, and The seconds stepped out fifteen pa-

then, finding his companions dumb, set ces, and placed the men. Then they
to work to keep up their spirits. He loaded two pair of pistols, and put a

entertained them with a narrative of the pistol in each man's hand.
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Major Rickards took that opportunity self-assured : Griffith's bullet, in graz-
to advise his principal. ing him, had produced the effect of a

" Stand sharp. Keep your arm close sharp, cold current of air no wider than
to your side. Don't fire too high. How a knife. It was like Death's icy fore-

do you feel ?
' :

finger laid on his head, to mark him for

"Like a man who must die, but will the next shot, --as men mark a tree,

try to die in company." then come again and fell it.

The seconds now withdrew to their

places ; and the rivals held their pistols
"
One, two, three !

"

lowered, but fixed their deadly eyes on And Griffith's pistol missed Hre
; but

each other. Neville's went off, and Griffith's arm
The eye, in such a circumstance, is a sank powerless, and his pistol rolled

terrible thing : it is literally a weapon out of his hand. He felt a sharp twinge,
of destruction

; for it directs the dead- and then something trickle down his

ly hand that guides the deadly bullet, arm.

Moreover, the longer and the more The surgeon and both seconds ran to

steadily the duellist fixes his eye on his him.

adversary, the less likely he is to miss. "
Nay, it is nothing," said he

;
"I

Griffith was very pale, but dogged, shoot far better with my left hand than
Neville was serious, but firm. Both my right. Give me another pistol, and

eyed each 'other unflinchingly. let me have fair play. He has hit me;
"
Gentlemen, are you ready ?

" asked and now I '11 hit him."

Neville's second. Both seconds agreed this was impos-
("Yes." sible.

(
" Yes." "

It is the chance of war," said Major
"Then," said Major Rickards, "you Rickards; "you cannot be allowed to

will fire when I let fall this handker- take a cool shot at Mr. Neville. If you
chief, and not before. Mark me, Gen- fire again, so must he."

tlemen : to prevent mistakes, I shall "The affair may very well end here,"

say,
'

One, two, three !

' and then said Mr. Hammersley.
"

I understand

drop the handkerchief. Now, then, once there was some provocation on our

more, are you quite ready ?
"

side
;
and on behalf of the party insult-

"Yes." ed I am content to let the matter end,
" Yes." Mr. Gaunt being wounded."

"
One, two, three !

" "I demand my second shot to his

He dropped the handkerchief, and third," said Griffith, sternly; "he will

both gentlemen fired simultaneously, not decline, unless he is a poltroon, as

Mr. Neville's hat spun into the air ;
well as what I called him."

Griffith stood untouched. The nature of this reply was com-
The bullet had passed through Nev- municated to Neville, and the seconds,

ille's hat, and had actually cut a lane with considerable reluctance, loaded

through his magnificent hair. two more pistols ; and during the pro-
The seconds now consulted, and it cess Major Rickards glanced at the

was intimated to Griffith that a word combatants.

of apology would be accepted by his Griffith, exasperated by his wound

antagonist. Griffith declined to utter and his jealousy, was wearing out the

a syllable of apology. chivalrous courage of his adversary ;

Two more pistols were given the and the Major saw it. His keen eye
men. noticed that Neville was getting rest-

" Aim lower," said Rickards. less, and looking confounded at his de-
"

I mean to," said Griffith. spised rival's pertinacity, and that Gaunt
The seconds withdrew, and the men was more dogged and more deadly.

eyed each other, Griffith dogged and " My man will kill yours this time,"

pale, as before, Neville not nearly so said he, quietly, to Neville's second ;
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"
I can see it in his eye. He is hun- vered away to nothing, and her fair

gry : t' other has had his bellyful." head was seen to droop, and her eyes
Once more the men were armed, and to close

; then her body sank slowly
the seconds withdrew to their places, forward like a broken lily, and in an-

intimating that this was the last shot other moment she lay fainting on the

they would allow under any circum- snow beside her steaming horse,

stances whatever. He never moved, he was so dead
" Are you both ready ?

" beat too.

(
" Yes." Oh, lame and impotent conclusion of

C
" Yes." a vigorous exploit ! Masculine up to

A faint wail seemed to echo the re- the crowning point, and then to go and

sponse. spoil all with " woman's weakness "
!

All heard it, and in that superstitious
" N. B. This is rote sarcasticul," as

age believed it to be some mysterious Artemus the Delicious says. Wom-
herald of death. an's weakness ! If Solomon had plan-

It suspended even Major Rickards's ned and Samson executed, they could

voice a minute. He recovered himself, not have served her turn better than

however, and once more his soldier-like this most seasonable swooning did
; for,

tones rang in the keen air : lo ! at her fall, the doughty combatants
"
One, - uttered a yell of dismay, and there was

There was a great rushing, and a an indiscriminate rush towards the fair

pounding of the hard ground, and a sufferer.

scarlet Amazon galloped in, and drew But the surgeon claimed his rights,

up in the middle, right between the "This is my business," said he, au-

levelled pistols. thoritatively.
" Do not crowd on her,

Every eye had been so bent on the Gentlemen : give her air."

combatants, that Kate Peyton and her Whereupon the duellists and sec-

horse seemed to have sprung out of the onds stood respectfully aloof, in a mixed

very earth. And there she sat, pale group, and watched with eager interest

as ashes, on the steaming piebald, and and pity,

glanced from pistol to pistol. The surgeon made a hole in the

The duellists stared in utter amaze- snow, and laid his fair patient's head

ment, and instinctively lowered their low.

weapons ;
for she had put herself right

" Don't be alarmed," said he ;

" she

in their line of fire with a recklessness has swooned
;
that is all."

that contrasted nobly with her fear for It was all mighty fine to say,
" Don't

others. In short, this apparition liter- be alarmed." But her face was ashy,

ally petrified them all, seconds as well and her lips the color of lead ;
and she

as combatants. was so like death, they could not help
And while they stood open-mouthed, being terribly alarmed ; and now, for

yet dumb, in came the Scamp, and, with the first time, the duellists felt culprits ;

a brisk assumption of delegated author- and as for fighting, every idea of such

ity, took Griffith's weapon out of his a thing went out of their heads. The
now unresisting hand, then marched to rivals now were but rival nurses ;

and

Neville. He instantly saluted Catha- never did a lot of women make more

rine, and then handed his pistol to her fuss over a child than all these blood-

. seeming agent, with a high-bred and thirsty men did over this Amazon man-

inimi table air of utter nonchalance. quee. They produced their legendary

Kate, seeing them, to her surprise, lore. One's grandmother had told him

so easily disarmed, raised her hands burnt feathers were the thing ; another,

and her lovely eyes to heaven, and, in from an equally venerable source, had

a feeble voice, thanked God and Saint gathered that those pink palms must

Nescioquis. be profanely slapped by the horny hand

But very soon that faint voice qua- of man, for at no less a price could
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resuscitation be obtained. The surgeon other in return. "
Why, Mistress Pey-

scorning all their legends, Griffith and ton herself."

Neville made hasty rushes with brandy
" What ! the girl it is all about ? Well,

and usquebaugh ; but whether to be I never heard of such a thing : the causa

taken internally or externally they did belli to come galloping and swooning on

not say, nor, indeed, know, but only the field of battle, and so stop the fight-

thrust their flasks wildly on the doctor
; ing ! What will our ladies do next ?

and he declined them loftily. He melt- By Heaven ! she is worth fighting for,

ed snow in his hand, and dashed it hard though. Which is the happy man, I

in her face, and put salts close to her wonder ? She does n't look at either

pretty little nostrils. And this he re- of them."

peated many times without effect " Ah !

"
said the gentleman,

" that is

But at last her lips began to turn from more than I know, more than Neville

lead color to white, and then from white knows, more than anybody knows."

to pink, and her heavenly eyes to open
" Bet you a guinea she knows, and

again, and her mouth to murmur things lets it out before she leaves the field,"

pitiably small and not bearing on the said Major Rickards.

matter in hand. Mr. Hammersley objected to an even

Her cheek -was still colorless, when bet ; but said he would venture one to

her consciousness came back, and she three she did not. It was an age of

found she was lying on the ground with bets,

ever so many gentlemen looking at her. " Done !

"
said the Major.

At that, Modesty alarmed sent the By this time Kate had risen, with Mr.

blood at once rushing to her pale cheek. Islip's assistance, and was now stand-

A lovely lily seemed turning to a love- ing with her hand upon the piebald's

ly rose before their eyes. mane. She saw Rickards and Ham-
The next thing was, she hid that mersley were whispering about her, and

blushing face in her hands, and began she felt very uneasy : so she told Mr.

to whimper. Islip, timidly, she desired to explain
The surgeon encouraged her :

"
Nay, her conduct to all the gentlemen pres-

we are all friends," he whispered, pater- ent, and avert false reports,

nally. They were soon all about her, and

She half parted her fingers and peer- she began, with the most engaging em-

ed through them at Neville and Gaunt, barrassment, by making excuses for her

Then she remembered all, and began to weakness. She said she had ridden all

cry hysterically. the way from home, fasting ;
that was

New dismay of the unprofessionals ! what had upset her. The gentlemen

"Now, Gentlemen, if you will lend took the cue directly, and vowed eager-

me your flasks," said Mr. Islip, mighty ly and unanimously it was enough to

calmly. upset a porter.

Griffith and Neville were instantly at
"
But, indeed," resumed Kate, blush-

his side, each with a flask. ing,
"

I did not come here to make a

The surgeon administered show and fuss, and be troublesome, but to pre-

brandy. Kate sipped these, and gulped vent mischief, and clear up the strangest

down her sobs, and at last cried com- misunderstanding between two worthy

posedly. gentlemen, that are, both of them, my
But when it came to sipping bran- good friends."

died snow and crying comfortably, Ma- She paused, and there was a chilling

jor Rickards's anxiety gave place to silence : everybody felt she was getting

curiosity. Without taking his eye off on ticklish ground now. She knew that

her, he beckoned Mr. Hammersley well enough herself. But she had a

apart, and whispered, good rudder to steer by, called Moth-

"Who the Deuse is it?" er-Wit.

"Don't you know?" whispered the Says she, with inimitable coolness,
-
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" Mr. Gaunt is an old friend of mine, At last he spoke, and said, sorrowful-

and a little too sensitive where I am ly,

concerned. Some chatterbox has been " If you did exchange horses with

and told him Mr. Neville should say I him, of course I have only to ask his

have changed horses with him
;
and on pardon and go."

that the gossips put their own construe- Catharine reflected a moment before

tion. Mr. Gaunt hears all this, and ap- she replied.

plies insulting terms to Mr. Neville. "
Well," said she,

"
I did exchange,

Nay, do not deny it, Mr. Gaunt, for I and I did not. Why quarrel about a

have it here in your own handwriting, word ? Certainly he took my horse, and
" As for Mr. Neville, he merely de- I took his

;
but it was only for the nonce,

fends his honor, and is little to blame. Mr. Neville is foreign-bred, and an ex-

But now I shall tell the true story about ample to us all : he knows his piebald is

these horses, and make you all ashamed worth two of my gray, and so he was
of this sorry quarrel. too fine a gentleman to send me back

"
Gentlemen, thus it is. A few days my old hunter and ask for his young

ago Mr. Gaunt bade me farewell, and charger. He waited for me to do that
;

started for foreign parts. He had not and if anybody deserves to be shot, it

been long gone, when word came from must be Me. But, dear heart, I did not

Bolton that Mr. Charlton was no more, foresee all this fuss
;

I said to myself,
You know how sudden it was. Consid- *

La, Mr. Neville will be sure to call on

er, Gentlemen : him dead, and his heir my father or me some day, or else I

riding off to the Continent in ignorance, shall be out on the piebald and meet

So I thought,
'

Oh, what shall I do ?
' him on the gray, and then we can each

Just then Mr. Neville visited me, and I take our own again.' Was I so far out

told him : on that he offered me his pie- in my reckoning ? Is not that my Rosi-

bald horse to carry the news after Mr. nante yonder? Here, Tom Leicester,

Gaunt, because my gray was too tired : you put my side-saddle on that gray
it was the day we drew Yew-tree Brow, horse, and the man's saddle on the pie-

and crossed Harrowden Brook, you bald there. And now, Griffith Gaunt,

know," it is your turn : you must withdraw your
Griffith interrupted her. injurious terms, and end this superla-
"
Stay a bit," said he :

" this is news tive folly."

to me. You never told me he had lent Griffith hesitated,

you the piebald nag to do me a good
"
Come," said Kate,

" consider : Mr.

turn." Neville is esteemed by all the county :

" Did I not ?
" said Kate, mighty in- you are the only gentleman in it who

nocently. "Well, but I tell you now. has ever uttered a disparaging word

Ask him : he cannot deny it. As for against him. Are you sure you are

the rest, it was all done in a hurry : Mr. more free from passion and prejudice

Neville had no horse now to ride home and wiser than all the county ? Oblige
with

; he did me the justice to think I me, and do what is right. Come, Grif-

should be very ill pleased, were he to fith Gaunt, let your reason unsay the

trudge home afoot and suffer for his barbarous words your passion hath ut-

courtesy ;
so he borrowed my gray to tered against a worthy gentleman whom

keep him out of the mire ; and, indeed, we all esteem."

the ways were fouler than usual, with Her habitual influence, and these last

the rains. Was there any ill in all this ? words, spoken with gentle and persua-

HONI SOIT QUI MAL Y TENSE ! say I." sive dignity, turned the scale. Griffith

The gentlemen all sided loudly with turned to Neville, and said in a low

heron this appeal, except Neville, who voice that he began to fear he had been

held his tongue, and smiled at her plau- hasty, and used harsher words than the

sibility, and Griffith, who hung his head occasion justified : he was going to

at her siding with Neville. stammer out something more, but Nev-
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ille interrupted him with a noble ges- geon made a slight incision, and then,
ture. pressing with his finger and thumb, out

" That is enough, Mr. Gaunt," said it rolled. Griffith put it in his pocket,
he. "

I do not feel quite blameless in Neville had remained out of civility,

the matter, and have no wish to mortify and now congratulated his late antago-
an honorable adversary unnecessarily." nist, and himself, that it was no worse.

"
Very handsomely said," put in Ma- The last words that passed between

jor Rickards ;

" and now let me have a the rivals, on this occasion, were worth
word. I say that both gentlemen have recording, and characteristic of the time,

conducted themselves like men under Neville addressed Gaunt with elabo-

fire
;
and that honor is satisfied, and the rate courtesy, and to this effect :

misunderstanding at an end. As for my "I find myself in a difficulty, Sir.

principal here, he has shown he can You did me the honor to invite me to

fight, and now he has shown he can hear Mr. Charlton's funeral, and I accepted ;

reason against himself, when the lips of but now I fear to intrude a guest, the

beauty utter it. I approve his conduct sight of whom may be disagreeable to

from first to last, and am ready to de- you. And, on the other hand, my ab-

fend it in all companies, and in the field, sence might be misconstrued as a mark
should it ever be impugned." of disrespect, or of a petty hostility I

Kate colored with pleasure, and gave am far from feeling. Be pleased, there-

her hand eloquently to the Major. He fore, to dispose of me entirely in this

bowed over it, and kissed the tips of her matter."

fingers. Griffith reflected.

"Oh, Sir," she said, looking on him "Sir," said he, "there is an old say-
now as a friend,

"
I dreamed I saw Mr. ing,

' Let every tub stand on its own bot-

Neville lying dead upon the snow, with torn.' The deceased wished you to fol-

the blood trickling from his temple." low him to the grave, and therefore I

At this Neville's dark cheek glowed would on no account have you absent,

with pleasure. So ! it was her anxiety Besides, now I think of it, there will be

on his account had brought her here. less gossip about this unfortunate busi-

Griffith heard too, and sighed patient- ness, if our neighbors see you under my
ly. roof, and treated with due consideration

Assured by Major Rickards that there there, as you will be."

neither could nor should be any more "
I do not doubt that, Sir, from so

fighting, Kate made her adieus, mounted manly an adversary ; and I shall do my-
her gray horse, and rode off", discreetly self the honor to come."

declining all attendance. She beckoned Such was Neville's reply. The rivals

Tom Leicester, however. But he pre- then saluted each other profoundly, and
tended not to see the signal, and let her parted.

go alone. His motive for lingering be- Hammersley and Rickards lingered
hind was characteristic, and will trans- behind their principals to settle their

pire shortly. little bet about Kate's affections : and,
As soon as she was gone, Griffith by the by, they were indiscreet enough

Gaunt quietly reminded the surgeon to discuss this delicate matter within a

that there was a bullet in his arm all dozen yards of Tom Leicester: theyfor-
this time. got that "little pitchers have long ears."

" Bless my soul !

"
said Mr. I slip,

"
I

forgot that, I was so taken up with the Catharine Peyton rode slowly home,

lady." and thought it all over as she went, and

Griffith's coat was now taken off, and worried herself finely. She was one that

the bullet searched for : it had entered winced at notoriety ;
and she could not

the fleshy part of his arm below the el- hope to escape it now. How the gos-

bow, and, passing round the bone, pro- sips would talk about her ! they would

jected just under the skin. The sur- say the gentlemen had fought about her;
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and she had parted them for love of one

of them. And then the gentlemen them-

selves ! The strict neutrality she had
endeavored to maintain on Scutchemsee

Nob, in order to make peace, would it

not keep them both her suitors ? She
foresaw she should be pulled to pieces,

and live in hot water, and be " the talk

of the county."
There were but two ways out : she

must marry one of them, and petition
the other not to shoot him

;
or else she

must take the veil, and so escape them
both.

She preferred the latter alternative.

She was more enthusiastic in religion
than in any earthly thing ;

and now the

angry passions of men thrust her the

same road that her own devout mind
had always drawn her.

As soon as she got home, she sent a

message to Father Francis, who drove

her conscience, and begged him to come
and* advise her.

After that, she did the wisest thing,

perhaps, she had done all day, went
to bed.

CHAPTER VII.

THE sun was just setting when Cath-

arine's maid came into her room and
told her Father Francis was below. She
sent down to say she counted on his

sleeping at Peyton Hall, and she would
come down to him in half an hour. She
then ordered a refection to be prepared
for him in her boudoir

;
and made her

toilet with all reasonable speed, not to

keep him waiting. Her face beamed
with quiet complacency now, for the

holy man's very presence in the house

was a comfort to her.

Father Francis was a very stout, mus-
cular man, with a ruddy countenance ;

he never wore gloves, and you saw at

once he was not a gentleman by birth.

He had a fine voice : it was deep, mel-

low, and, when he chose, sonorous.

This, and his person, ample, but not

obese, gave him great weight, especially
with his female pupils. If he was not

quite so much reverenced by t'e men,

yet he was both respected and liked
;
in

fact, he had qualities that make men
welcome in every situation, good hu-

mor, good sense, and tact. A good son
of his Church, and early trained to let

no occasion slip of advancing her in-

terests.

I wish my readers could have seen
the meeting between Catharine Peyton
and this burly ecclesiastic. She came
into the drawing-room with that im-

perious air and carriage which had
made her so unpopular with her own
sex

; and at the bare sight of Father

Francis, drooped and bent in a moment
as she walked ; and her whole body in-

dicated a submissiveness, graceful, but

rather abject : it was as if a young
poplar should turn to a weeping willow
in half a moment. Thus metamor-

phosed, the Beauty of Cumberland

glided up to Francis, and sank slowly
on her knees before him, crossed her

hands on her bosom, lowered her lovely

head, and awaited his benediction.

The father laid two big, coarse hands,
with enormous fingers, on that thor-

ough-bred head and golden hair, and
blessed her business-like.
" The hand of less employment hath the daintier

sense." Shakspeare.

Father Francis blessed so many of

these pretty creatures every week, that

he had long outgrown your fine, roman^-

tic way of blessing a body. (We man-

age these things better in the theatre.)

Then he lent her his hand to rise, and
asked her in what she required his di-

rection at present.
" In that which shall decide my whole

life," said she.

Francis responded by a look of pa-
ternal interest.

"But first," murmured she, "let me
confess to you, and obtain absolution,

if I may. Ah, Father, my sins have

been many since last confession !

"

" Be it so," said Father Francis, re-

signedly.
" Confession is the best pref-

ace to Direction." And he seated him-

self with a certain change of manner, an

easy assumption of authority.

"Kay, Father," suggested the lady,
" we shall be more private in my
room."
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"As you will, Mistress Catharine angry beyond reason with my maid,

Peyton," said the priest, returning to Ruth. (She does comb my hair so

his usual manner. uncouthly ! ) So, then, the other night,
So then the fair penitent led her when I was in trouble, and most need-

spiritual judge captive up another flight ed soothing by being combed womanly,
of stairs, and into her little boudoir. A she gets thinking of Harry, that helps
cheerful wood fire crackled and flamed in the stable, and she .tears away at my
up the chimney, and a cloth had been hair. I started up and screamed out,

laid on a side table : cold turkey and *

Oh, you clumsy thing ! go curry-comb
chine graced the board, and a huge my horse, and send that oaf your head

glass magnum of purple Burgundy is running on to handle my hair.' And

glowed and shone in the rays of the I told her my grandam would have

cheery fire. whipped her well for it, but nowadays
Father Francis felt cozy at the sight ; mistresses were the only sufferers : we

and at once accepted Kate's invitation had lost the use of our hands, we are

to take some nourishment before enter- grown so squeamish. And I stamped

ing on the labor of listening to the like a fury, and said,
' Get you gone

catalogue of her crimes. "
I fasted out of the room !

' and '
I hated the sight

yesterday," he muttered ; and the zeal of her !

' And the poor girl went from

with which he attacked the viands ren- me, crying, without a word, being a bet-

dered the statement highly credible. ter Christian than her mistress. Mea
He invited Kate to join him, but she culpa / mea culpa /

"

declined. " Did you slap her ?
"

He returned more than once to the "
Nay, Father, not so bad as that."

succulent meats, and washed all down " Are you quite sure you did not slap

with a pint of the fine old Burgundy, her ?
" asked Francis, quietly,

perfumed and purple. Meantime she "
Nay. But I had a mind to. My

of the laity sat looking into the fire with heart slapped her, if my hand forbore,

heavenly-minded eyes. Alas !

"

At last, with a gentle sigh of content,
" Had she hurt you ?

"

the ghostly father installed himself in "That she did, but only my head. I

an arm-chair by the fire, and invited his hurt her heart : for the poor wench

penitent to begin. loves me dear, the Lord knows for

She took a footstool and brought it what."

to his side, so that, in confessing her " Humph ! proceed to Pride."

blacker vices, she might be able to whis- "
Yes, Father. I do confess that I

per them in his very ear. She kneeled was greatly puffed up with the praises

on her little footstool, put her hands of men. I was proud of the sorriest

across her breast, and in this lowly atti- things : of jumping a brook, when 't was

tude murmured softly after this fashion, my horse jumped it, and had jumped it

with a contrite voice : better with a fly on his back than the
"

I have to accuse myself of many poor worm Me
;
of my good looks, for-

vices. Alas ! in one short fortnight I getting that God gave them me
;
and

have accumulated the wickedness of a besides, I am no beauty, when all is

life. I have committed the seven dead- done ; it is all their flattery. And at

ly sins. I have been guilty of Pride, my Lady Munster's dinner I pridefully

Wrath, Envy, Disobedience, Immod- walked out before Mistress Davies, the

esty, Vanity, Concupiscence, Fibs," rich cheesemonger's wife, that is as

"Gently, daughter," said the priest, proud of her money as I of my old

quietly ;

" these terms are too general : blood, ( God forgive two fools ! ) which

give me instances. Let us begin with I had no right to do, a maid to walk

Wrath : ah ! we are all prone to that." before a wife ; and oh, Father, I whis-

The fair penitent sighed, and said, pered the gentleman who led me out,
"
Especially me. Example : I was it was Mr. Neville "
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Here the penitent put one hand be- your last sermon. It means 'unruly and
fore her face, and hesitated. inordinate desires.' Example : Edith

"
Well, daughter, half-confession is Hammersley told me I was mad to ride

no confession. You said to Mr. Nev- in scarlet, and me so fair and my hair so

ille ?
"

light.
* Green or purple is your color,'

"
I said/Nothing comes after cheese." says she; and soon after this did n't I

This revelation was made most dole- see in Stanhope town the loveliest piece

fully.
ofpurple broadcloth ? Oh, Father, it had

"
It was pert and unbecoming," said a gloss like velvet, and the sun did so

Father Francis, gravely, though a twin- shine on it as it lay in the shop-window ;

kle in his eye showed that he was not it was fit for a king or a bishop ; and I

so profoundly shocked as his penitent stood and gloated on it, and pined for it,

appeared to be. " But go to graver and died for it, and down went the Tenth
matters. Immodesty, said you ? I shall Commandment."
be very sorry, if this is so. You did "

Ah," said Francis,
" the hearts of

not use to be immodest." women are set on vanity ! But tell me,
"
Well, Father, I hope I have not alto- these unruly affections of yours, are

gether laid aside modesty ; otherwise it they ever fixed on persons of the other

would be time for me to die, let alone sex ?
"

to confess ; but sure it cannot be The fair sinner reflected,

modest of me to ride after a gentleman
" On gentlemen ?

" said she. "
Why,

and take him a letter. And then that they come pestering one of their own
was not enough : I heard of a duel, accord. No, no, I could do without

and what did I do but ride to Scutch- them very well. What I sinfully pine
emsee Nob, and interfere ? What gen- for is meat on a Friday as sure as

tiewoman ever was so bold ? I was ever the day comes round, and high-
not their wife, you know, neither of couraged horses to ride, and fine clothes

them's." to wear every day in the week. Mea
"Humph !

" said the priest,
"

I have culpa ! mea culpa!"

already heard a whisper of this, but Such being the dismal state of things,
told to your credit. Beati paciftci: Francis slyly requested her to leave the

Blessed are the peacemakers. You had seven deadly sins in peace, and go
better lay that matter before me by-and- to her small offences : for he argued,

by, as your director. As your confessor, shrewdly enough, that, since her sins

tell me why you accuse yourself of con- were peccadilloes, perhaps some of her

cupiscence." peccadilloes might turn out to be sins.

" Alas !

" said the young lady, "scarce " Small !

"
cried the culprit, turning

a day passes that I do not offend in that red,
"
they are none of them small."

respect Example : last Friday, dining I really think she was jealous of her

abroad, the cooks sent up a dish of col- reputation as a sinner of high degree,

lops. Oh, Father, they smelt so nice ! However, she complied, and, putting
and I had been a-hunting. First I up her mouth, murmured a miscellane-

smelt them, and that I could n't help, ous confession without end. The ac-

But then I forgot custodia oculorum, cents were soft and musical, like a bab-

and I eyed them. And the next thing bling brook
;
and the sins, such as they

was, presently somehow two of 'em were, poor things, rippled on in endless

were on my plate." rotation.
u
Very wrong," said Francis; "but Now nothing tends more to repose

that is a harsher term than I should than a purling brook; and ere long
have applied to this longing of a hungry something sonorous let the fair culprit

woman for collops o' Friday. Pray, know she had lulled her confessor

what do you understand by that big asleep.
word ?

" She stopped, indignant. But at that
"
Why, you explained it yourself, in he instantly awoke, ( sublatd causd, tol-
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litur effectus, )
and addressed her thus, Catharine was deeply mortified,

with sudden dignity,
" So the Church rejects me because

" My daughter, you will fast on Mon- I am poor," said she, with a sigh,

day next, and say two Aves and a " The Church rejects you not, but
Credo. Absolvo te" only the Convent. No place is less fit

"And now," said he, "as I am a prac- for you. You have a high spirit, and
tical man, let us get back from the im- high religious sentiments : both would

aginary world into the real. Speak to be mortified and shocked in a nunnery,
me at present as your director

;
and Think you that convent-walls can shut

mind, you must be serious now, and call out temptation ? I know them better

things by their right names." than you : they are strongholds of

Upon this Kate took a seat, and told vanity, folly, tittle-tattle, and all the

her story, and showed him the difficulty meanest vices of your sex. Nay, I for-

she was in. bid you to think of it : show me now
She then reminded him, that, notwith- your faith by your obedience."

standing her unfortunate itch for the sev- "You are harsh to me, Father," said

en deadly sins, she was a good Catholic, Catharine, piteously.
a zealous daughter of the Church ; and "

I am firm. You are one that needs
she let him know her desire to retire a tight hand, Mistress. Come, now,
from both lovers into a convent, and humility and obedience, these are the

so, freed from the world and its temp- Christian graces that best become your
tations, yield up her soul entire to ce- youth. Say, can the Church, through
lestial peace and divine contempla- me, its minister, count on these from

tkm. you? or" (suddenly letting loose his
" Not so fast," said the priest.

" Even diapason )
" did you send for me to ask

zeal is nought without obedience. If advice, and yet go your own way, hid-

you could serve the Church better than ing a high stomach and a wilful heart

by going into a convent, would you be under a show of humility ?
"

wilful ?
" Catharine looked at Father Francis

"
Oh, no, Father ! But how can I with dismay. This was the first time

serve the Church better than by re- that easy-going priest had shown her

nouncing the world ?
" how impressive he could be. She was

"
Perhaps by remaining in the world, downright frightened, and said she hop-

as she herself does, and by making ed she knew better than to defy her di-

converts to the faith. You could hard- rector ; she laid her will at his feet, and

ly serve her worse than by going into a would obey him like a child, as was her

convent : for our convents are poor, and duty.

you have no means ; you would be a " Now I know my daughter again,"

charge. No, daughter, we want no said he, and gave her his horrible paw,

poor nuns
;
we have enough of them, the which she kissed very humbly, and

If you are, as I think, a true and zeal- that matter was settled to her entire

ous daughter of the Church, you must dissatisfaction.

marry, and instil the true faith, with all Soon after that, they were both sum-

a mother's art, a mother's tenderness, moned to supper ; but as they went

into your children. Then the heir to down, Kate's maid drew her aside and

your husband's estates will be a Cath- told her a young man wanted to speak

olic, and so the true faith get rooted in to her.

the soil."
" A young man ?

" screamed Kate.
" Alas !

" said Catharine,
"
are" we to "

Hang young men ! They have got
look but to the worldly interests of the me a fine scolding just now ! Which is

Church ?
"

it, pray ?
"

"
They are inseparable from her spir-

" He is a stranger to me."

itual interests here on earth : our souls "
Perhaps he comes with a message

are not more bound to our bodies." from some fool. You may bring him
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to me in the hall, and stay with us : it

may be a thief, for aught I know."

The maid soon reappeared, followed

by Mr. Thomas Leicester.

That young worthy had lingered on

Scutchemsee Nob, to extract the last

drop of enjoyment from the situation,

by setting up his hat at ten paces, and

firing the gentlemen's pistols at it. I

despair of conveying to any rational

reader the satisfaction, keen, though

brief, this afforded him
;

it was a new
sensation : gentlemen's guns he had

fired many ;
but duelling

-
pistols, not

one, till that bright hour.

He was now come to remind Catha-

rine of his pecuniary claims. Luckily
for him, she was one who did not need

to be reminded of her promises.
"
Oh, it is you, child !

"
said she.

"
Well, I '11 be as good as my word."

She then dismissed her maid, and

went up stairs, and soon returned with

two guineas, a crown piece, and three

shillings in her hand.
"
There," said she, smiling,

"
I am

sorry for you, but that is all the money
I have in the world."

The boy's eyes glittered at sight of

the coin : he rammed the silver into his

pocket with hungry rapidity ; but he

shook his head about the gold.
"

I 'm afeard o' these," said he, and

eyed them mistrustfully in his palm.
" These be the friends that get you
your throat cut o' dark nights. Mis-

tress, please you keep 'em for me, and
let me have a shilling now and then

when I 'm dry."
"
Nay," said Kate,

" but are you not

afraid I shall spend your money, now
I have none left of my own ?

"

Tom seemed quite struck with the

reasonableness of this observation, and
hesitated. However, he concluded to

risk it

"You don't look one of the sort to

wrong a poor fellow," said he
;

" and

besides, you '11 have brass to spare of

your own before long, I know."
Kate opened her eyes.
"
Oh, indeed !

" said she ;

" and pray,
how do you know that ?

"

Mr. Leicester favored her with a

knowing wink. He gave her a moment
to digest this, and then said, almost in

a whisper,
" Hearkened the gentlefolks on Scutch-

emsee Nob, after you was gone home,
Mistress."

Kate was annoyed.
" What ! they must be prating as

soon as one's back is turned ! Talk of

women's tongues ! Now what did they

say, I should like to know ?
"

"It was about the bet, ye know."

"A bet? Oh, that is no affair of

mine."
"
Ay, but it is. Why, 't was you they

were betting on. Seems that old soger
and Squire Hammersley had laid three

guineas to one that you should let out

which was your fancy of them two."

Kate's cheeks were red as fire now ;

but her delicacy overpowered her curi-

osity, and she would not put any more

questions. To be sure, young Hopeful
needed none ; he was naturally a chat-

terbox, and he proceeded to tell her, that,

as soon as ever she was gone, Squire

Hammersley took a guinea and offered

it to the old soldier, and told him he

had won, and the old soldier pocketed
it. But after that, somehow, Squire

Hammersley let drop that Mr. Neville

was the favorite.

"Then," continued Mr. Leicester,
" what does the old soger do, but pull

out guinea again, and says he,
" ' You must have this back ; bet is

not won : for you do think 't is Neville ;

now I do think 't is Gaunt.'
" So then they fell to argufying and

talking a lot o' stuff."
" No doubt, the insolent meddlers !

Can you remember any of their non-

sense ? not that it is worth remember-

ing, I '11 be bound."

"Let me see. Well, Squire Ham-

mersley, he said you owned to dream-

ing of Squire Neville, and that was

a sign of love, said he; and, besides,

you sided with him against t' other.

But the old soger, he said you called

Squire Gaunt '

Griffith
'

;
and he built

on that. Oh, and a said you changed
the horses back to please our Squire.

Says he,
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" ' You must look to what the lady
did

; never heed what she said. Why,
their sweet lips was only made to kiss

us, and deceive us,' says that there old

soger."
"

I '11 I '11 And what did you
say, Sir ? for I suppose your tongue
was not idle."

"
Oh, me ? I never let 'em know I

was hearkening, or they 'd have 'greed in

a moment for to give me a hiding. Be-

sides, I had no need to cudgel my brains
;

I 'd only to ask you plump. You '11

tell me, I know. Which is it, Mistress ?

I 'm for Gaunt, you know, in course.

Alack, Mistress," gabbled this voluble

youth, "sure you won't be so hard as

sack my Squire, and him got a bullet

in his carcass, for love of you, this

day."
Kate started, and looked at him in

surprise.
"
Oh," said she,

" a bullet ! Did they

fight again the moment they saw my
back was turned ? The cowards !

"

And she began to tremble.
"
No, no," said Tom

;

" that was done
before ever you came up. Don't ye
remember that single shot while we
were climbing the Nob ? Well, 't was

Squire Gaunt got it in the arm that

time."
" Oh !

"

" But I say, was n't our man game ?

Never let out he was hit while you was
there

; but as soon as ever you was

gone, they cut the bullet out of him,
and I seen it."

"Ah! ah!"
" Doctor takes out his knife, pre-

cious sharp and shiny 't was ! cuts

into his arm with no more ado than if

he was carving a pullet, out squirts

the blood, a good un."
"
Oh, no more ! no more ! You cruel

boy ! how could you bear to look ?
"

And Kate hid her own face with both

hands.
"
Why, 't was n't my skin as was cut

into. Squire Gaunt, he never hollered
;

a winced, though, and ground his teeth
;

but 't was over in a minute, and the

bullet in his hand.
" ' That is for my wife,' says he,

' if

ever I have one,' and puts it in his

pocket.
"
Why, Mistress, you be as white as

your smock !

' :

"
No, no ! Did he faint, poor soul ?

"

" Not he ! What was there to faint

about ?
"

" Then why do I feel so sick, even to

hear of it ?
"

" Because you ha'n't got no stom-

ach," said the boy, contemptuously.
" Your courage is skin-deep, I 'm think-

ing. However, I 'm glad you feel for

our Squire, about the bullet
;
so now I

hope you will wed with him, and sack

Squire Neville. Then you and I shall

be kind o' kin : Squire Gaunt's feyther
was my feyther. That makes you stare,

Mistress. Why, all the folk do know it.

Look at this here little mole on my
forehead. Squire Gaunt have got the

fellow to that."

At this crisis of his argument he sud-

denly caught a glimpse of his personal
interest

; instantly he ceased his advo-

cacy of Squire Gaunt, and became lu-

dicrously impartial.
"
Well, Mistress ;

wed whichever you
like," said he, with sublime indifference ;

"only whichever you do wed, prithee

speak a word to the gentleman, and get
me to be his gamekeeper. I 'd liever

be your goodman's gamekeeper than

king of England."
He was proceeding with vast volubil-

ity to enumerate his qualifications for

that confidential post, when the lady
cut him short, and told him to go and

get his supper in the kitchen, for she was
wanted elsewhere. He made a scrape,

and clattered away with his hobnailed

shoes.

Kate went to the hall window and

opened it, and let the cold air blow over

her face.

Her heart was touched, and her bos-

om filled with pity for her old sweet-

heart.

How hard she had been . She had

sided with Neville against the wounded
man. And she thought how sadly and

patiently he had submitted to her de-

cision, and a bullet in his poor arm
all the time.
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The gentle bosom heaved, and heav-

ed, and the tears began to run.

She entered the dining-room timidly,

expecting some comment on her discour-

teous absence. Instead of that, both

her father and her director rose respect-

fully, and received her with kind and

affectionate looks. They then pressed
her to eat this and that, and were re-

markably attentive and kind. She could

see that she was deep in their good books.

This pleased her
; but she watched

quietly, after the manner of her sex, to

learn what it was all about. Nor was
she left long in the dark. Remarks
were made that hit her, though they
were none of them addressed to her.

Father Francis delivered quite a lit-

tle homily on Obedience, and said how

happy a thing it was, when zeal, a virtue

none too common in these degenerate

days, was found tempered by humility,
and subservient to ghostly counsel and

authority.
Mr. Peyton dealt in no general topics

of that kind
;
his discourse was secu-

lar : it ran upon Neville's Cross, Nev-

ille's Court, and the Baronetcy ;
and he

showed Francis how and why this title

must sooner or later come to George
Neville and the heirs of his body.

Francis joined in this topic for a

while, but speedily diverged into what

might be called a collateral theme. He
described to Kate a delightful spot
on the Neville estate, where a nunnery

might be built and endowed by any good
Catholic lady having zeal, and influence

with the owner of the estate, and with

the lord-lieutenant of the county.
"

It is three parts an island, (for the

river Wey curls round it lovingly,) but

backed by wooded slopes that keep off

the north and east winds : a hidden and

balmy place, such as the forefathers of

the Church did use to choose for their

rustic abbeys, whose ruins still survive

to remind us of the pious and glorious

days gone by. Trout and salmon come

swimming to the door
; hawthorn and

woodbine are as rife there as weeds be
in some parts ;

two broad oaks stand

on turf like velvet, and ring with song-

birds. A spot by nature sweet, calm,
and holy, good for pious exercises

and heavenly contemplation : there, me-

thinks, if it be God's will I should see

old age, I would love to end my own

days, at peace with Heaven and with

all mankind."

Kate was much moved by this pic-

ture, and her clasped hands and glis-

tening eyes showed the glory and de-

light it would be to her to build a con-

vent on so lovely a spot. But her words

were vague.
" How sweet ! how sweet !

"

was all she committed herself to. For,

after what Tom Leicester had just told

her, she hardly knew what to say or

what to think or what to do ; she felt

she had become a mere puppet, first

drawn one way, then another.

One thing appeared pretty clear t

her now : Father Francis did not mean
her to choose between her two lovers ;

he was good enough to relieve her of

that difficulty by choosing for her. She

was to marry Neville.

She retired to rest directly after sup-

per ;
for she was thoroughly worn out.

And the moment she rose to go, her

father bounced up, and lighted the bed-

candle for her with novel fervor, and

kissed her on the cheek, and said in

her ear,
" Good night, my Lady Neville !

"

CHAPTER VIII.

WHAT with the day's excitement, and

a sweet secluded convent in her soul,

and a bullet in her bosom, and a ringing
in her ear, that sounded mighty like

"
Lady Neville ! Lady Neville ! Lady

Neville !

" Kate spent a restless night,

and woke with a bad headache.

She sent her maid to excuse her, on

this score, from going to Bolton Hall.

But she was informed, in reply, that the

carriage had been got ready expressly

for her
;
so she must be good enough

to shake off disease and go ; the air

would do her a deal more good than ly-

ing abed.

Thereupon she dressed herself in her

black silk gown, and came down, look-
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iag pale and languid, but still quite love- sent a thrill of delight through him
; his

ly enough to discharge what in this age brown eyes replied with a volume, and
of cant I suppose we should call

" her holding her hand up in the air as high
mission "

: videlicet, to set honest men as her ear, and keeping at an incredible

by the ears. distance, he led her solemnly to a room
At half past eight o'clock the carriage where the other ladies were, and left her

came round to the front door. Its body, there with a profound bow.

all glorious with the Peyton armorials The Peytons were nearly the last per-
and with patches of rusty gilding, swung sons expected ;

and soon after their arri-

exceedingly loose onrlong leathern straps val the funeral procession formed. This
instead of springs ;

and the fore-wheels part was entirely arranged by the under-

were a mile from the hind-wheels, more taker. The monstrous custom of forbid-

or less. A pretentious and horrible en- ding ladies to follow their dead had not

gine ;
drawn by four horses

; only two yet occurred even to the idiots of the na-

of them being ponies impaired the sym- tion, and Mr. Peyton and his daughter

metry and majestic beauty of the pag- were placed in the second carriage. The
eant. Old Joe drove the wheelers ; his first contained Griffith Gaunt alone, as

boy rode the leaders, and every now head mourner. But the Peytons were
and then got off and kicked them in the not alone : no other relation of the de-

pits of their stomachs, or pierced them ceased being present, the undertaker

with hedge-stakes, to rouse their mettle, put Mr. Neville with the Peytons, be-

Thus encouraged and stimulated, they cause he was heir to a baronetcy,
effected an average of four miles and a Kate was much startled, and aston-

halfper hour, notwithstanding the snow, ished to see him come out into the hall,

and reached Bolton just in time. At the But when he entered the carriage, she

lodge, Francis got out, and lay in am- welcomed him warmly,

bush, but only for a time. He did not "
Oh, I am so glad to see you here !

"

think it orthodox to be present at a said she.

religious ceremony of his Protestant "Guess by that what my delight at

friends, nor common-sense-o-dox to meeting you must be," said he.

turn his back upon their dinner. She blushed and turned it off.

The carriage drew up at the hall-door. "
I mean, that your coming here gives

It was wide open, and the hall lined with me good hopes there will be no more

servants, male and female, in black. In mischief."

the midst, between these two rows, stood She then lowered her voice, and beg-
Griffith Gaunt, bareheaded, to welcome ged him on no account to tell her papa
the guests. His arm was in a sling. He of her ride to Scutchemsee Nob.

had received all the others in the middle " Not a word," said George,
of the hall ; but he came to the thresh- Pie knew the advantage of sharing a

old to meet Kate and her father. He secret with a fair lady. He proceeded
bowed low and respectfully, then gave to whisper something very warm in her

his left hand to Kate to conduct her, ear: she listened to some of it
;
but then

after the formal fashion of the day. The remonstrated, and said,

sight of his arm in a sling startled and " Are you not ashamed to go on so

affected her ; and with him giving her at a funeral ? Oh, do, pray, leave com-

his hand almost at the same moment, pliments a moment, and think of your
she pressed it, or indeed squeezed it latter end."

nervously, and it was in her heart to say He took this suggestion, as indeed he

something kind and womanly : but her did everything from her, in good part ;

father was close behind, and she was and composed his visage into a decent

afraid of saying something too kind, if gravity.
she said anything at all

;
so Griffith only Soon after this they reached the

got a little gentle nervous pinch. But church, and buried the deceased in his

that was more than he expected, and family vault.
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People who are not bereaved by the whispered in his ear that she had not

death are always inclined to chatter, a shilling in the world : and this was

coming home from a funeral. Kate now strictly true ;
for her little all was Tom

talked to Neville of her own accord, Leicester's now. With this they reach-

and asked him if he had spoken to his ed the Hall, and the coy Kate gave both

host. He said yes, and, more than Neville and Gaunt the slip, and got

that, had come to a clear understanding amongst her mates. There her tongue
with him. went as fast as her neighbors', though

" We agreed that it was no use fight- she had just come back from a funeral,

ing for you. I said, if either of us two But soon the ladies and gentlemen
was to kill the other, it did not follow were all invited to the reading of the

you would wed the survivor." will.

" Me wed the wretch !

" said Kate. And now chance, which had hitherto
"

I should abhor him, and go into a con- befriended Neville by throwing him into

vent in spite of you all, and end my one carriage with Kate, gave Gaunt a

days praying for the murdered man's turn. He found her a moment alone

soul." and near the embrasure of a window.
" Neither of us is worth all that," He seized the opportunity, and asked

suggested Neville, with an accent of her, might he say a word in her ear ?

conviction. " What a question !

" said she, gayly ;

" That is certain," replied the lady, and the next moment they had the em-

dryly ;

" so please not to do it." brasure to themselves.

He bade her set her mind at ease :
"
Kate," said he, hurriedly,

" in a few

they had both agreed to try and win minutes, I suppose, I shall be master

her by peaceful arts. of this place. Now you told me once
" Then a pretty life mine will be !

"
you would rather be an abbess or a nun

"
Well, I think it will, till you de- than marry me."

cide." " Did I ?
" said Kate. " What a sen-

"
I could easily decide, if it were not sible speech ! But the worst of it is,

for giving pain to somebody." I
?m never in the same mind long."

"
Oh, you can't help that. My sweet "

Well," replied Griffith,
"

I think of

mistress, you are not the first that has all that falls from your lips, and your
had to choose between two worthy men. will is mine ; only for pity's sake do not

For, in sooth, I have nothing to say wed any man but me. You have known

against my rival, neither. I know him me so long ; why, you know the worst

better than I did : he is a very worthy of me by this time : and you have only

gentleman, though he is damnably in seen the outside of him"

my way."
" Detraction ! is that what you want-

" And you are a very noble one to ed to say to me ?
" asked Kate, freezing

say so." suddenly.
" And you are one of those that make "

Nay, nay ;
it was about the abbey.

a man noble : I feel that petty arts are I find you can be an abbess without go-
not the way to win you, and I scorn ing and shutting yourself up and break-

them. Sweet Mistress Kate, I adore ing one's heart The way is, you build

you ! You are the best and noblest, as a convent in Ireland, and endow it ;
and

well as the loveliest of women !
" then you send a nun over to govern it

"
Oh, hush, Mr. Neville ! I am a crea- under you. Bless your heart, you can

ure of clay, and you are another, and do anything with money ; and I shall

both of us coming home from a funeral, have money enough before the day is

Do think of that" over. To be sure, I did intend to build

Here they were interrupted by Mr. a kennel and keep harriers, and you

Peyton asking Kate to lend him a shil- know that costs a good penny : but we

ling for the groom. Kate replied aloud could n't manage a kennel and an ab-

that she had left her purse at home, then bey too ;
so now down goes the Eng-
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lish kennel, and up goes the Irish ab- Then followed several legacies of fifty

bey." and one hundred guineas ; then sev-
" But you are a Protestant gentle- eral small legacies, such as the follow-

man. You could not found a nunnery." ing :

" But my wife could. Whose busi- " To my friend Edward Peyton, of

ness is it what she does with her mon- Peyton Hall, Esquire, ten guineas to

ey ?
"

buy a mourning ring.
" With your money, you mean." " To the worshipful gentlemen and
"
Nay, with hers, when I give it her ladies who shall follow my body to the

with all my heart." grave, ten guineas each, to buy a mourn-
"
Well, you astonish me," said Kate, ing ring."

thoughtfully.
" Tell me, now, who put

" To my wife's cousin, Griffith Gaunt,
it into your head to bribe a poor girl in I give and bequeath the sum of two
this abominable way ?

" thousand pounds, the same to be paid
" Who put it in my head ?

" said Grif- to him within one calendar month from

fith, looking rather puzzled ;

"
why, I the date of my decease,

suppose my heart put it in my head," " And as to all my messuages, or ten-

Kate smiled very sweetly at this an- ements, farms, lands, hereditaments,
swer, and a wild hope thrilled through and real estate, of what nature or what
Griffith that perhaps she might be kind soever, and wheresoever situate, to-

brought to terms. gether with all my moneys, mortgages,
But at this crisis the lawyer from chattels, furniture, plate, pictures, wine,

London was announced, and Griffith, as liquors, horses, carriages, stock, and all

master of the house, was obliged to seat the rest, residue, and remainder of my
the company. He looked bitterly dis- personal estate and effects whatsoever,

appointed at the interruption, but put (after the payment of the debts and leg-
a good face on it, and had more chairs acies hereinbefore mentioned,) I give,

in, and saw them all seated, beginning devise, and bequeath the same to my
with Kate and the other ladies. cousin, Catharine Peyton, daughter of

The room was spacious, and the en- Edward Peyton, Esquire, of Peyton
tire company sat in the form of a horse- Hall, in the County of Cumberland, her

shoe. heirs, executors, administrators, and as-

The London solicitor was introduced signs, forever."

by Griffith, and bowed in a short, busi-

ness-like way, seated himself in the When the lawyer read out this unex-

horse-shoe aforesaid, and began to read pected blow, the whole company turned

the will aloud. in their seats and looked amazed at

It was a lengthy document, and there her who in a second and a sentence

is nothing to be gained by repeating ev- was turned before their eyes from the

ery line of it. I pick out a clause here poorest girl in Cumberland to an heir-

and there. ess in her own right, and proprietor of
"

I, Septimus Charlton, of Hernshaw the house they sat in, the chairs they
Castle and Bolton Grange, in the County sat on, and the lawn they looked out at.

of Cumberland, Esquire, being of sound Ay, we turn to the rising sun. Very
mind, memory, and understanding, few looked at Griffith Gaunt to see how
thanks be to God, do make this my he took his mistress's good fortune, that

last will and testament, as follows : was his calamity ; yet his face was a
"
First, I commit my soul to God who book full of strange matter. At first a

gave it, and my body to the earth from flash of loving joy crossed his counte-

which it came. I desire my executors nance
;
but this gave way immediately

to discharge my funeral and testament- to a haggard look, and that to a glare

ary expenses, my just debts, and the of despair.

legacies hereinafter bequeathed, out of As for the lady, she cast one depre-

my personal estate." eating glance, swifter than lightning, at
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him she had disinherited, and then she company exploded in a body ; and then

turned her face to marble. In vain did they all came about the heiress, and
curious looks explore her to detect the congratulated her in turn. She curtsied

delight such a stroke of fortune would politely, though somewhat coldly, but

have given to themselves. Faulty, but said not a word in reply, till the disap-

great of soul, and on her guard against pointed one spoke to her.

the piercing eyes of her own sex, she He iiung back at first. To under-

sat sedate, and received her change of stand his feelings, it must be remem-
fortune with every appearance of cool bered, that, in his view of things, Kate

composure and exalted indifference ; gained nothing by this bequest, com-

and as for her dreamy eyes, they seem- pared with what he lost. As his wife,

ed thinking of heaven, or something al- she would have been mistress of Bolton

most as many miles away from money Hall, etc. But now she was placed too

and land. far above him. Sick at heart, he stood

But the lawyer had not stopped a aloof while they all paid their court to

moment to see how people took it
; he her. But by-and-by he felt it would

had gone steadily on through the usual look base and hostile, if he alone said

formal clauses ;
and now he brought nothing ;

so he came forward, strug-
his monotonous voice to an end, and gling visibly for composure and manly
added, in the same breath, but in a nat- fortitude.

ural and cheerful tone, The situation was piquant ; and the
"
Madam, I wish you joy." ladies' tongues stopped in a moment,

This operated like a signal. The and they were all eyes and ears.

THREE MONTHS AMONG THE RECONSTRUCTIONISTS.

I
SPENT the months of September, sought accommodations for two or three

October, and November, 1865, in days at a boarding-house, I was asked
the States of North Carolina, South by the woman in charge, "Are you a

Carolina, and Georgia. I travelled over Yankee or a Southerner ?
" and when

more than half the stage and railway I answered,
"
Oh, a Yankee, of course,"

routes therein, visited a considerable she responded, "No Yankee stops in

number of towns and cities in each this house !

" and turned her back upon
State, attended the so-called recon- me and walked off. In another town
struction conventions at Raleigh, Co- in the same State I learned that I wasO 7

lumbia, and Milledgeville, and had much the first Yankee who had been allowed

conversation with many individuals of to stop at the hotel since the close of

nearly all classes. the war. In one of the principal towns

of Western North Carolina, the landlord

I, of the hotel said to a customer, while

he was settling his bill, that he would
I WAS generally treated with civility, be glad to have him say a good word

and occasionally with courteous cordial- for the house to any of his friends!

ity. I judge, from the stories told me "but," added he, "you may tell all\

by various persons, that my reception d d Yankees I can git 'long jest as^
was, on the whole, something better than well, if they keep clar o' me "; and when
that accorded to the majority of North- I asked if the Yankees were poor pay,
ern men travelling in that section. Yet or made him extra trouble, he answered,
at one town in South Carolina, when I "I don't want 'em 'round. I ha'n't got
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no use for 'em nohow." In another is sure to find his principles despised,

town in the same State, a landlord said his people contemned, and himself sub-

to me, when I paid my two-days' bill, jected to much disagreeable contumely,
that " no d n Yankee " could have a There is everywhere extreme sensitive-

bed in his house. In Georgia, I several ness concerning the negro and his re-

times heard the people of my hotel ex- lations
;
and I neither found nor learn-

pressing the hope that the passenger- ed of any village, town, or city in which

train would n't bring any Yankees
;
and it would be safe for a man to express

I have good reason for believing that I freely what are here, in the North, called

was quite often compelled to pay an very moderate views on that subject,

extra price for accommodations because Of course the war has not taught its

I was known to be from the North. In full lesson, till even Mr. Wendell Phil-

one town, several of us, passengers by lips can go into Georgia and proclaim
an evening train, were solicited to go to " The South Victorious."

a certain hotel ; but the clerk declined

to give me a room, when he learned that j j t

I was from Massachusetts, though I se-

cured one after a time through the favor I OFTEN had occasion to notice, both

of a travelling acquaintance, who sharp- in Georgia and the Carolinas, the wide

ly rebuked the landlord. and pitiful difference between the resi-

It cannot be said that freedom of dents of the cities and large towns and

speech has been fully secured in either the residents of the country. There is

of these three States. Personally, 1 .no homogeneity, but everywhere a rigid

have very little cause of complaint, foA-' spirit of caste. The longings of South

my rdle was rather that of a listener Carolina are essentially monarchical

than of a talker
;
but I met many per- rather than republican ;

even the corn-

sons who kindly cautioned me, that at mon people have become so debauched

such and such places, and in such and in loyalty, that very many of them would

such company, it would be advisable readily accept the creation of orders of

to refrain from conversation on certain nobility. In Georgia there is something

topics. Among the better class of peo- less of this spirit ; but the upper classes

pie, resident in the cities and large continually assert their right to rule,

towns, I found a fair degree of lib- and the middle and lower classes have

erality of sentiment and courtesy of no ability to free themselves. The whole

speech ;
but in travelling off the main structure of society is full of separating

railway -lines, and among the average walls; and it will sadden the heart of

of the population, any man of North- any Northern man, who travels in either

ern opinions must use much circum- of these three States, to see how poor,

spection of language ; while, in many and meagre, and narrow a thing life is

counties of South Carolina and Georgia, to all the country people. Even with

the life of an avowed Northern radical the best class of townsfolk it lacks very
would hardly be worth a straw but for much of the depth and breadth and fruit-

the presence of the military. In Barn- fulness of our Northern life, while with

well and Anderson districts, South Car- these others it is hardly less material-

olina, official records show the murder fetic than that of their own mules and

of over a dozen Union men in the horses. Thus, Charleston has much in-

months of August and September ;
and telligence, and considerable genuine cul-

at Atlanta, a man told me, with a quiet ture
; but go twenty miles away, and you

chuckle, that in Carroll County, Geor- are in the land of the barbarians. So,

gia, there were "fourd n Yankees shot Raleigh is a city in which there is love

in the month of October." Any Union of beauty, and interest in education ;
but

man, travelling in either of these two the common people of the county are at

States, must expect to hear many very least forty years behind the same class

insulting words ;
and any Northern man ofpeople in Vermont. Moreover, in Ma-
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con are many very fine residences, and in the Union or out of the Union, it is

the city may boast of its gentility and the national duty to deal with these

its respect for the nourishing elegan- States in such manner as will most

cies of life
;
but a dozen miles out are surely exalt the lower and middle class-

large neighborhoods not yet half-civil- es of their inhabitants. The nation

ized. The contrast between the inhab- must teach them a knowledge of their

itants of the cities and those of the own rights, while it also teaches them

country is hardly less striking than that respect for its rights and the rights of

between the various classes constitut- man as man.

ing the body of the common people. Stopping for two or three days in

Going from one county into another is some back county, I was always seem-

frequently going into a foreign country, ing to have drifted away from the world

Travel continually brings novelty, but which held Illinois and Ohio and Mas-

with that always came pain. Till all sachusetts. The difficulty in keeping
these hateful walls of caste are thrown connection with our civilization did not

down, we can have neither intelligent so much lie in the fact that the whole

love of liberty, decent respect for jus- structure of daily life is unlike ours, nor

tice, nor enlightened devotion to the in the other fact that I was forced to

idea of national unity.
" Do men gath- hear the Union and all loyal men re-

er grapes of thorns, or figs of this- viled, as ia the greater fact that the

ties ?
"

people are utterly without knowledge.
It has been the purpose of the ruling There is everywhere a lack of intel-

class, apparently, to build new barriers lectual activity. Schools, books, news-

between themselves and the common papers, why, one may almost say

people, rather than tear away any of there are none outside the cities and

those already existing. I think no one towns. The situation is horrible enough,
can understand the actual condition of when the full force of this fact is com-

the mass of whites in Georgia and the prehended ; yet there is a still lower

Carolinas, except by some daily contact deep, there is small desire, even

with them. The injustice done to three feeble longing, for schools and books

fourths of them was hardly less than and newspapers. The chief end of man

that done to all the blacks. There were seems to have been " to own a nigger."

two kinds of slavery, and negro slavery In the important town of Charlotte,

was only more wicked and debasing North Carolina, I found a white man
than white slavery. Nine of every ten who owned the comfortable house in

white men in South Carolina had al- which he lived, who had a wife and

most as little to do with even State af- three half-grown children, and yet had

fairs as the negroes had. Men talk of never taken a newspaper in his life. He

plans of reconstruction; that is the thought they were handy for wrapping
best plan which proposes to do most for purposes, but he could n't see why any-
the common people. Till civilization body wanted to bother with the reading
has been carried down into the homes of them. He knew some folks spent mon-

and hearts of all classes, we shall have ey for them, but he also knew a-many
neither regard for humanity nor respect houses where none had ever been

for the rights of the citizen. In many seen. In that State I found several

sections of all these States human life persons whites, and not of the "clay-

is quite as cheap as animal life. What eater
"

class, either who never had

a mental and moral condition does this been inside a school-house, and who
indicate ! Any plan of reconstruction did n't mean to 'low their children to go
is wrong that does not assure toleration inside one. In the upper part of South

of opinion, and the elevation of the Carolina, I stopped one night at the

common people to the consciousness house of a moderately well-to-do farmer

that ours is a republican form of gov- who never had owned any book but a

ernment. Whether they are technically Testament, and that was given to him.
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When I expressed some surprise at this mental and moral force of their people

fact, he assured me that he was as well before unfurling the banner of rebellion,

off as some other people thereabouts. for these there should never any
Between Augusta and Milledgeville I more be place or countenance among
rode in a stage-coach in which were two honest and humane and patriotic peo-

delegates of the Georgia Convention, pie. When the nation gives them life,

When I said that I hoped the day would and a chance for its continuance, it

soon come in which school - houses shows all the magnanimity that human-
would be as numerous in Georgia as in ity in such case can afford.

Massachusetts, one of them answered :

"Well, I hope it '11 never come, jjj

popular education is all a d n hum-

bug in my judgment
"

; whereunto the IN North Carolina there is a great
other responded, "That 's my opinion, deal of something that calls itself Union-
too." These are exceptional cases, I ism

;
but I know nothing more like the

am aware, but they truly index the sit- apples ofSodom than most of this North
nation of thousands of persons. It is Carolina Unionism. It is a cheat, a

this general ignorance, and this general Will-o'-the-wisp ; and any man who
indifference to knowledge, that make trusts it will meet with overthrow. Its

a Southern trip such wearisome work, quality is shown in a hundred ways.
You can touch the masses with few of An old farmer came into Raleigh to

the appeals by which we move our own sell a little corn. I had some talk

people. There is very little aspiration with him. He claimed that he had
for larger life

; and, more than that, been a Union man from the beginning
there is almost no opportunity for its of the war, but he refused to take

attainment. That education is the stair- "
greenback money

"
for his corn. In

way to a nobler existence is a fact which a town in the western part of the State

they either fail to comprehend or to I found a merchant who prided himself

which they are wholly indifferent. on the fact that he had always prophe-
Where there is such a spirit of caste, sied the downfall of the so-called Con-

where the ruling class has a personal federacy and had always desired the

interest in fostering prejudice, where the success of the Union arms
; yet when

masses are in such an inert condition, I asked him why he did not vote in the

where ignorance so generally prevails, election for delegates to the Conven-

where there is so little ambition for im- tion, he answered, sneeringly, "I

provement, where life is so hard and ma- shall not vote till you take away the

terial in its tone, it is not strange to find military." The State Convention de-

much hatred and contempt. Ignorance clared by a vote of ninety-four to nine-

is generally cruel, and frequently brutal, teen that the Secession ordinance had

The political leaders of this people have always been null and void
; and then

apparently indoctrinated them with the faced squarely about, and, before the

notion that they are superior to any Presidential instructions were received,

other class in the country. Hence impliedly declared, by a vote of fifty-

there is usually very little effort to con- seven to fifty-three, in favor of paying
ceal the prevalent scorn of the Yankee, the war debt incurred in supporting that

this term being applied to the citi- ordinance ! This action on these two

zen of any Northern State. Any plan points exactly exemplifies the quality

of reconstruction is wrong that tends of North Carolina Unionism. There

to leave these old leaders in power. A may be in it the seed of loyalty, but

few of them give fruitful evidence of a woe to him who mistakes the germ for

change of heart, by some means save the ripened fruit! In all sections of

these for the sore and troubled future
;

the State I found abundant hatred of

but for the others, the men who not some leading or local Secessionist ;
but

only brought on the war, but ruined the how full of promise for the new era of
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national life is the Unionism which rests leading Unionists in the winter of 1860-

only on this foundation ? 61. He told me how he suffered then

In South Carolina there is very little for his hostility to Secession, and yet

pretence of loyalty. I believe I found he added, "I should have considered

less than fifty men who admitted any myself forever disgraced, if I had n't

love for the Union. There is every- heartily gone with the State, when she

where a passionate devotion to the State, decided to fight." And Ben Hill, than

and the common sentiment holds that whom there are but few more influential

man guilty of treason who prefers the men in the State, advises the people
United States to South Carolina. There after this fashion, "I would vote for

is no occasion to wonder at the admira- no man who could take the Congres-
tion of the people for Wade Hampton, sional test-oath, because it is the high-
for he is the very exemplar of their est evidence of infidelity to the people

spirit, of their proud and narrow and of the State." I believe it is the con-

domineering spirit. "It is our duty," current testimony of all careful travellers

he says, 'in his letter of last November, in Georgia, that there is everywhere on-
"

it is our duty to support the Presi- ly cold toleration for the idea of nation-

dent of the United States so long as he al sovereignty, very little hope for the

manifests a disposition to restore all our future of the State as a member of the

rights as a sovereign State" That sen- Federal Union, and scarcely any pride
tence will forever stand as a model of in the strength and glory and renown
cool arrogance, and yet it is in full ac- of the United States of America,

cord with the spirit of the South-Caro- Much is said of the hypocrisy of the

linians. He continues :

" Above all, South. I found but little of it anywhere,
let us stand by our State, all the sa- The North-Carolinian calls himself a

cred ties that bind us to her are inten- Unionist, but he makes no special pre-

sified by her suffering and desolation, tence of love for the Union. He de-

. . . It only remains for me, in bidding sires many favors, but he asks them

you farewell, to say, that, whenever the generally on the ground that he hated

State needs my services, she has only the Secessionists. He expects the na-

to command, and I shall obey." The tion to recognize rare virtue in that ha-

war has taught this people only that tred, and hopes it may win for his State

the physical force of the nation cannot the restoration of her political rights ;

be resisted. They will be obedient to but he wears his mask of nationality so

the letter of the law, perhaps, but the lightly that there is no difficulty in re-

whole current of their lives flows in di- moving it. The South-Carolinian de-

rect antagonism to its spirit. mands only something less than he

In Georgia there is something worse did in the days before the war, but he

than sham Unionism or cold acquies- offers no plea of Unionism as a guaran-
cence in the issue of battle : it is the ty for the future. He rests his case

universally prevalent doctrine of the su- on the assumption that he has fully ac-

premacy of the State. Even in South quiesced in the results of the war, and

Carolina a few men stood up against he honestly believes that he has so ac-

the storm, and now claim credit for quiesced. His confidence in South

faith in dark days. In Georgia that Carolina is so supreme that he fails to

man is hopelessly dead who doubted or see how much the conflict meant. He
faltered. The common sense of all walks by such light as he has, and can-

classes pushes the necessity of allegi- not yet believe that Destiny has decreed

ance to the State into the domain of his State a secondary place in the Union,

morals as well as into that of politics ; The Georgian began by believing that

and he who did not "go with the State
"

rebellion in the interest of Slavery was

in the Rebellion is held to have com- honorable, and the result of the war

mitted the unpardonable sin. At Ma- has not changed his opinion. He is

con I met a man who was one of the anxious for readmission to fellowship
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with New York and Pennsylvania and

Connecticut, but he supports his appli-

cation by no claim of community of in-

terest with other States. His spirit is

hard and uncompromising ;
he demands

rights, but does not ask favors
;
and he

is confident that Georgia is fully as im-

portant to the United States as they
are to Georgia.

Complaint is made that the South-

ern people have recently elected mili-

tary men to most of their local State

offices. We do ourselves a wrong in

making this complaint. I found it al-

most everywhere true in Georgia and

the Carolinas that the best citizens of

to-day are the Confederate soldiers of

yesterday. Of course, in many individ-

ual cases they are bitter and malignant ;

but in general the good of the Union,
no less than the hope of the South, lies

in the bearing of the men who were pri-

vates and minor officers in the armies

of Lee and Johnston. It may not be

pleasant to us to recognize this fact
;

but I am confident that we shall make
sure progress toward securing domestic

tranquillity and the general welfare, just

in proportion as we act upon it. It

should be kept in mind that compara-

tively few of those who won renown on

the field were promoters of rebellion or

secession. The original malcontents,

ah ! where are they ? Some of them at

least are beyoftd interference in earthly

affairs ;
others are in hopeless poverty

and chilling neglect ;
others are strug-

gling to mount once more the wave of

popular favor. A few of these last have

been successful, to see that no more

of them are so is a national duty. I

count it an omen of good, when I find

that one who bore himself gallantly as

a soldier has received preferment. We
cannot afford to quarrel on this ground ;

for, though their courage was for our

wounding, their valor was the valor of

Americans.

The really bad feature of the situa-

tion with respect to the relations of these

States to the General Government is,

that there is not only very little loyalty in

' their people, but a great deal of stubborn

antagonism, and some deliberate defi-

ance. Further war in the field I do not

deem among the possibilities. Be the

leaders never so bloodthirsty, the com-
mon people have had enough of fighting.

The bastard Unionism of North Caro-

lina, the haughty and self-complacent
State pride of South Carolina, the arro-

gant dogmatism and insolent assumption
of Georgia, how shall we build nation-

ality on such foundations ? That is the

true plan of reconstruction which makes
haste very slowly. It does not comport
with the character of our Government
to exact pledges of any State which are

not exacted of all. The one sole need-

ful condition is, that each State estab-

lish a republican form of government,

whereby all civil rights at least shall be

assured in their fullest extent to every
citizen. The Union is no Union, unless

there is equality of privileges among
the States. When Georgia and the

Carolinas establish this republican form

of government, they will have brought
themselves into harmony with the na-

tional will, and may justly demand re-

admission to their former political re-

lations in the Union. Each State has

some citizens, who, wiser than the great

majority, comprehend the meaning of

Southern defeat with praiseworthy in-

sight. Seeing only individuals of this

small class, a traveller might honestly
conclude that the States were ready for

self-government. Let not the nation

commit the terrible mistake of acting
on this conclusion. These men are the

little leaven in the gross body politic

of Southern communities. It is no time

for passion or bitterness, and it does

not become our manhood to do any-

thing for revenge. Let us have peace
and kindly feeling ; yet, that our peace

may be no sham or shallow affair, it is

painfully essential that we keep these

States awhile within national control,

in order to aid the few wise and just

men therein who are fighting the great

fight with stubborn prejudice and hide-

bound custom. Any plan of recon-

struction is wrong which accepts forced

submission as genuine loyalty, or even

as cheerful acquiescence in the nation-

al desire and purpose.
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IV. traveller must come to the conclusion,
that the professed love of the whites

BEFORE the war, we heard contin- for the blacks was mostly a monstrous

ually of the love of the master for his sham or a downright false pretence,

slave, and the love f the slave for his For myself, I judge that it was nothing
master. There was also much talk to less than an arrant humbug,
the effect that the negro lived, in the The negro is no model of virtue or

midst of pleasant surroundings, and had manliness. He loves idleness, he has

no desire to change his situation. It little conception of right and wrong, and
was asserted that he delighted in a he is, improvident to the last degree
state of dependence, and throve on the of childishness. He is a creature, as

universal favor of the whites. Some some of our own people will do well to

of this language we conjectured might keep carefully in mind, he is a crea-

be extravagant ; but to the single fact ture just forcibly released from slavery,

that there was universal good-will be- The havoc of war has filled his heart

tween the two classes every Southern with confused longings, and his ears

white person bore evidence. So, too, with confused sounds of rights and
in my late visit to Georgia and the Car- privileges : it must be the nation's du-

olinas, they generally seemed anxious ty, for it cannot be left wholly to his

to convince me that the blacks had be- late master, to help him to a clear un-

haved well during the war, had kept derstanding of these rights and privi-

at their old tasks, had labored cheer- leges, and also to lay upon him a knowl-

fully and faithfully, had shown no dis- edge of his responsibilities. He is anx-

position to lawlessness, and had rarely ious to learn, and is very tractable in

been guilty of acts of violence, even in respect to minor matters
;
but we shall

sections where there were many women need almost infinite patience with him,
and children, and but few white men. for he comes very slowly to moral corn-

Yet I found everywhere now the prehensions.
most direct antagonism between the Going into the States where I went,
two classes. The ^ites charge gen- and perhaps the fact is true also of

erally that the negro is idle, and at the the other Southern States, going into

bottom of allTocal disturbances, and Georgia and the Carolinas, and not

credit him with most of the vices and keeping in mind the facts of yesterday,

very few of the virtues of humanity, any man would almost be justified irr

The negroes charge thatjli.whites; are concluding that the end and purpose in

revengeful, and intendto cheat the la- respect to this poor negro was his ex-

boring class at every opportunity, and termination. It is proclaimed every-
credit them with neither good purposes where that he will not work, that he
nor kindly hearts. This present and cannot take care ot' himselt, that he-is

^ _^^_ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^
positive hostility of each class to the a 'nuisance to society, that he lives by
other is a fact that will sorely per- stealing, and that he is sure to die in

plex any Northern man travelling in a few months
; and, truth to tell, the

either of these States. One would say, great body~oTthe people, though one

that, if there had formerly been such must not say intentionally, are doing

pleasant relations between them, there all
they^

well can to make these asser-

ought now to be mutual sympathy and tions_truer~~H it ic not -saM thai a-ny

forbearance, instead of mutual distrust considerable number wantonly abuse

and antagonism. One would say, too, and outrage him, it must be said that

that self-interest, the common interest they manifest a barbarous indifference

of capital and labor, ought to keep them to his fate, which just as surely drives

in harmony ;
while the fact is, that this him on to destruction as open cruelty-

very interest appears to put them in an would.

attitude of partial defiance toward each There are some men and a few wom-
other. I believe the most charitable en and perhaps the number of thesa
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is greater than we of the North gener- The negro insists, very blinJly perhaps,

ally suppose who really desire that that he shall be free to come and go
the negro should now have his full as he pleases ; the white insists that

rights as a human being. With the he shall come and go only at the pleas-

same proportion of this class of per- ure of his employer. The whites seem
sons in a community of Northern con- wholly unable to comprehend that free-

stitution, it might be justly concluded dom for the negro means the same
that the whole community would soon thing as freedom for them. They read-

join or -acquiesce in the effort to secure ily enough admit that the Government
for him at least a fair share of those has made him free, but appear to be-

rights. Unfortunately, however, in these lieve that they still have the right to

Southern communities the opinion of exercise over him the old control. It

such persons cannot have such weight is partly their misfortune, and not whol-

as it would in ours. The spirit of caste, ly their fault, that they cannot under-

of which I have already spoken, is an stand the national intent, as expressed
element figuring largely against them in the Emancipation Proclamation and

in any contest involving principle, the Constitutional Amendment. I did

'an element of whose practical workings not anywhere find a man who could see

we here know very little. The walls that laws should be applicable to all

between individuals and classes are so persons alike ; and hence even the best

high and broad, that the men and worn- men hJd that each State must have a

en who recognize the negro's rights and negro code. They acknowledge the

privileges as a freeman are almost as overthrow of the special servitude of

far from the masses as we of the North man to man, but seek through these

are. Moreover, that any opinion savors codes to establish the general servitude

of the "Yankee" in other words, is of man to the commonwealth. I had

new to the South is a fact that even much talk with intelligent gentlemen in

prevents its consideration by the great various sections, and particularly with

body of the people. Their inherent such as I met during the conventions

antagonism to everything from the at Columbia and Milledgeville, upon
North an antagonism fostered and this subject, and found such a state of

cunningly cultivated for half a century feeling as warrants little hope that the

by the politicians in the interest of Sla- present generation of negroes will see

very is something that no traveller the day in which their race shall be

can photograph, that no Northern man amenable only to such laws as apply
ean understand, till he sees it with his to the whites.

own eyes, hears it with his own ears, I think the freedmen divide them-

and feels it by his own consciousness, selves into four classes : one fourth

That the full freedom of the negroes recognizing, very clearly, the necessity

would be acknowledged at once is of work, and going about it with cheer-

something we had no warrant for ex- ful diligence and wise forethought ;
one

pecting. The old masters grant them fourth comprehending that there must

nothing, except at the requirement of be labor, but needing considerable en-

the nation, as a military and political couragement to follow it steadily; one

necessity ;
and any plan of reconstruc- fourth preferring idleness, but not spe-

tion is wrong which proposes at once cially averse to doing some job-work
or in the immediate future to substitute about the towns and cities ;

and one

free-will for this necessity. fourth avoiding labor as much as pos-

Three fourths of the people assume sible, and living by voluntary charity,

that the negro will not labor, except on persistent begging, or systematic pil-

compulsion ;
and the whole struggle fering. It is true, that thousands of the

between the whites on the one hand aggregate body of this people appear to

and the blacks on the other hand is a have hoped, and perhaps believed, that

struggle for and against compulsion, freedom meant idleness ; true, too, that
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thousands are drifting about the conn- It is the boast of me:i and women

try or loafing about the centres of popu- alike, that they have never done an

lation in a state of vagabondage. Yet hour's work. The public mind is thor-

of the hundreds with whom I talked, I ougl-ily debauched, and the general con-

found less than a score who seemed be- science is lifeless as the grave. I met

yond hope of reformation. It is a cru- hundreds of hale and vigorous young
el slander to say that the race will not men who unblushingly owned to me

work, except on compulsion. I made that they had not earned a penny since

much inquiry, wherever I went, of great the war closed. Nine tenths of the peo-
numbers of planters and other employ- pie must be taught that labor is even

ers, and found but very few cases in not debasing. It was pitiful enough to

which it appeared that they had re- find so much idleness, but it was more

fused to labor reasonably well, when pitiful to observe that it was likely to

fairly treated and justly paid. Grudg- continue indefinitely. The war will not

ingly admitted to any of the natural have borne proper fruit, if our peace

rights of man, despised alike by Union- does not speedily bring respect for la-

ists and Secessionists, wantonly out- bor, as well as respect for man. When
raged by many and meanly cheated by we have secured one of these things,

more of the old planters, receiving a we shall have gone far toward securing
hundred cuffs for one helping hand and the other

;
and when we have secured

a thousand curses for one kindly word, both, then indeed shall we have noble

they bear themselves toward their cause for glorying in our country,
former masters very much as white men true warrant for exulting that our flag

and women would under the same cir- floats over no slave,

cumstances. True, by such deportment Meantime, while we patiently and

they unquestionably harm themselves
; helpfully wait for the day in which

but consider of how little value life is "All men's good shall

from their Stand-point. They grope in Be each man's rule, and Universal Peace

the darkness of this transition period,
Lie like a shaft of Hsht across the land>"

and rarely find any sure stay for the there are at least five things for the n

weary arm and the fainting heart. Their tion to do: make haste slowly in
Ijhe

souls are filled with a great, but vague work of reconstruction ; temper justice

longing for freedom
; they battle blind- with mercy, but see to it that justice is

ly with fate and circumstance for the not overborne ; keep military control of

unseen and uncomprehended, and seem these lately rebellious States, till they
to find every man's hand raised against guaranty a republican form of govern-
them. What wonder that they fill the ment

;
scrutinize carefully the personal

land with restlessness ! fitness of the men chosen therefrom as

However unfavorable this exhibit of representatives in the Congress of the

the. negroes in respect to labor may United States ;
and sustain therein

appear, it is quite as good as can be some agency that shall stand between

made for the whites. I everywhere the whites and the blacks, and aid each

found a condition of affairs in this re- class in coming to a proper understand-

gard that astounded me. Idleness, not ing of its privileges and responsibili-
j

occupation, seemed the normal state, ties.
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REVIEWS AND LITERARY NOTICES.

Herman; or, Young Knighthood. By E. sometimes wrought into the conversations

FOXTON. Boston : Lee & Shepard. by playful anecdotes, by effective character-

sketches, and vivid scene and scenery-paint-
WE are entirely uncertain whether this ings. They do not always materially help

work will be recognized for what it is by forward the story, nor do they always hin-

otir young country-folk ; but we are very der it. They often give it an air of reality,

certain, if it is not, it will be our young and they always help to utilize the author's

country
- folk's loss. It is, we suppose, a idea. If they do not avail his art, they avail

novel. Its author admits that it is a story ; his didactics. Where they are not good for

but it is not at all the kind of banquet to the story, they are good for something. By
which novel - readers are usually invited, many thoughtless, and by all mere novel-

We can fancy the consternation which readers, they will probably be skipped ; but

awaits the devourers of story
- books, for ourselves, we confess, that, though high

those persons, we mean, whose reading is art may regard them as blemishes, we should

confined to novels, who lie in wait for not know how to give the order for their re-

Mrs. Wood and Miss Braddon, and stretch moval. Considered in themselves, in their

their sales into the double -
figured thou- style and sentiment, the little digressions,

sands, through whose passive brains plot the long conversations, the carefully wrought
after plot travels in quick succession and side-scenes are so rich in a certain tender

leaves no sign, and whose name, we fear, is religious wisdom, yet crisp and piquant

Legion. They will eagerly seize this new withal, and so full of living thought on the

story with the romantic title, be launched great questions of the day, that we dwell in

auspiciously into gay ball-rooms, glide gra- them with enjoyment, though with a com-

ciously among the familiar flounces, dances, punctious half-consciousness that they ought
and small talk, only to find themselves sud- not to be there.

denly and without warning in some gulf of But though we are tolerant of discur-

grave discussion opening out deceptively siveness where it affects only the flow of

from the sparkling stream of the story, or the story, we like it less where it disturbs

stranded on some lofty sentiment never the flow of the style. A paragraph ought
dreamt of in their philosophy. For the au- never, by the mere form into which it is cast,

thor's mind is, in the best sense of the word, to require to be read over and over in order

a discursive one. It is full of positive to get at the meaning. Yet we are confi-

thought, and strikes out right and left like a dent that nine readers out of ten would
school - boy who must needs relieve his need to read the following sentence more

superabundant spirits by pinching his sis- than once in order to get at its true cen-

ter's ear, thrusting his fists in his brother's struction :

face, kicking aside the foot-cushion, and "
Oh, that I were able to conform myself

making a plunge at the cat, while he is per- to that further fictitious, not to say factitious,

forming the simple operation of walking standard of taste, according to which, just as,

across the room. This book is written out though a hemorrhage from the nose, how-

of a mind so full of wit and wisdom that it soever ill-timed, distressing, or even danger-
overflows at the gentlest touch. It has ous to the patient, is comic, one from the

more sense and learning and power than lungs is poetical and tragic ; and an extrav-

go to the making up of a dozen ordinary asation of blood about the heart is not in-

novels. The very prodigality of its re- appropriate to the demise of the most ro-

sources is a stumbling-block. Its great mantic civil hero, (
who would seem, indeed,

fault is its muchness, if we may borrow a capable of escaping an earthly immortality
term from Hawthorne's mint. It is like a only by means ofpulmonary disease or some

young minister's first sermon, into which he accident, unless pounced upon by some con-

frantically attempts to cram the whole body venient and imposing epidemic,) while a

of divinity. Especially in the early part of similar affection of the brain of an imagi-
the book, we are constantly drawn away nary personage can be rendered affecting or

from the story by delightful little essays, excusable only by a weight of years and vir-

sometimes read to us by the author himself, tues in the patient ; so certain moral dis-
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eases, alias sins, in actual life making the and unrestful
; or, worst of all, they have

sinner by no means pecul-iarly engaging, become morally attenuated by a thwarted
have in fiction acquired a prescriptive right love or a long course of dismal and absurd
to our regard 1

"
self-sacrifice, and are so resigned, colorless,

But the true power and pathos of the and impassive, that, like Naaman, we are

book rise ever high and higher, and all tempted to go away in a rage. But where
minor defects are flooded out of sight. It shall we find another Clara, beautiful, at-

is no small happiness that we have to do tractive, radiant, serenely living her happy
from the beginning with a family hitherto life,

"
aimless," but not "

anxious," doing

wellnigh unknown in American noveldom, every day the duty that lies next her hand,
a family rich and not vulgar, beautiful and scarcely knowing that it is duty, never

not frivolous, highly educated and fastidious, fancying that she is out of her sphere or

yet neither bitter nor disdainful, refined, thinking whether she is in it, tranced in

honorable, serene, affectionate. We are not tranquil reveries that spiritualize instead of

merely told that they are so. We mingle spoiling her, and, shining ever along her un-

with them, we see it for ourselves, and are troubled way,
refreshed and revived thereby. It is pleas-

r ,, iji ,.u With the moon s beauty and the moon s soft pace "?
ant to miss for once the worldly mother,
the empty daughter, the glare and glitter of All the chief actors in the book are clever,

shoddy, the low rivalry, the degrading strife, rising often into the high latitudes of genius,
which can hardly be held up even to our yet without that perverse kink which is

reprobation without debasing us. Whether wont to mar all satisfaction. There is no
or not the best mode of inculcating virtue taint of poison in the air they breathe. There
is that which gives us an example to imitate is no passion hovering on the border-land
rather than a vice to shun, we are sure it is of crime, or defiling its garments with the

the most agreeable. It is infinitely sweeter dust of earthliness. Love is what it ever

to be attracted by the fragrance of Paradise should be, all noble and elevating, wor-
than to be repelled by the sulphurous fumes ship as well as devotion, annihilating
of Pandemonium. The contemplation of only selfishness, sanctifying, not sacrificing,
such a home as this book opens to us is duty. There is no yielding to a depraved
pleasant to the eyes and good for the heart's popular taste, no abdication of an inherit-

food, and to be desired to make one wise. ed throne to stand on a level with the un-

A pure domestic love shines through it, ten- thinking crowd and receive its worthless ap-
der, tranquil, and intense. Its inmates are plauses. Rather the crowd is bidden higher,

daintily, delicately, yet distinctly drawn, to enter upon its own rightful, royal posses-

They are courteous without being cold, sions. This is the true missionary work,

playful without rudeness, serious, yet sen- Manhood and womanhood in their best de-

sible, reticent or demonstrative as the case velopment are the theme of the book ;
and

may be, yet in all things natural. It is not they are touched with so fine a grace, out-

book, it is life. Each is a type of character lined with so true a pencil, tinted with so

matchless in its way, but each is also a liv- imperial a splendor, that the most discon-

ing soul, whose outward elegance and grace tented may be satisfied. Does this seem
are but the fit adjuncts of its inward purity slight praise ? In truth it can most rarely
and peace. Even if such a home never be bestowed. Why, it is matter for thanks-

existed, we should still defend its portray- giving when we are not outraged !

al, as the Vicar of Wakefield wrote his On this Field of the Cloth of Gold rises

wife's epitaph during her life that she might a knight without fear and without reproach,
have a chance to become worthy of its Purely human and most heroic, as unpre-

praise. tending as spotless, womanly, gentle, yet of

It is a happiness also to make the ac- positive and aggressive strength, strength to

quaintance of women who are brilliant and do silently, to endure steadfastly, to die con-

not bad, whose innocence does not run in- quered, yet victorious, to live in the front,

to insipidity, who are no less queens than yet alone, is it an ideal character ? So much
vassals, worthily the one, royally the other, the more let it be studied, that our souls may
We meet in books many single-women, but absorb it and produce the reality : for it is

they are usually embittered by disappoint- ideal after no impossible sort. In his simple
inent or by hope deferred, angular, envi- purity, in his fidelity to right, in his chivalry

CHIS, busybodies in other women's matters ; and his religion, he is only what all can be.

or they are comically odd, self-ridiculing, It is an American boy, called to no loftier
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living, to no more "
extraordinary seeking," and godlike work. From this Earth can

than his country has a right to claim from all nothing take away ; than this she has noth-

her sons, called to no sterner sacrifice, to ing more to give,

no severer suffering, than many a brave lad

has faced and may yet face again. If we
could read the silent history of these last History of the Rise and Influence of the Spir-

years, should we not find in thousands of it of Rationalism in Europe. By W. E.

young hearts the story of a resolve no less H. LECKY, M. A. Two Vols. New
firm, of a pain scarcely less deadly ? The York : D. Appleton & Co.

pent-up agony in the prison-house of Sla-

very before Northern cannon thundered at MR. LECKY has given us a book replete

ics doors is a tale that will never be told, with interesting matter
;
and yet, owing to

God grant its horrors may never be sur- some lack of intellectual mastery in him i

passed, never renewed ! But we can- over his materials, it leaves a singularly

not say that Herman's woe is too highly vague and dispiriting impression on the mind

wrought. We cannot console ourselves in reading it. The author has a plethora
with thinking, that, however vividly delineat- of knowledge in regard to the surface chan-

ed, it is mere fictitious suffering. We know ges in history, but no insight whatever ap-

that such things have happened, yes, and parently into the meaning of history itself,

things immeasurably worse. We know into the philosophic causes which these

that Herman did only what any high and changes attest and obey. He is a man of

clear-souled man ten years ago might have uncommon bulk, but deficient muscle. His

owed to do, and that he suffered only the mental furniture enfeebles his intellectual

natural consequences of such doing. Ten faculty. His body obstructs his soul,

years ago this country of ours was so that Sumptus fructum s^^perat. His book costs

a man might legally and without redress be the author more than it comes to. He is

tortured to death for doing that which was so absorbed in the contemplation of the ac-

not merely a plain obedience to the plainest cidents of history as to forget that history

precepts of the Bible, but what in any other itself is but a narrow river, conducting to

Christian country than our own would have the broad, illimitable ocean of human broth-

been instantly recognized as a deed of the erhood or equality, and that to stand upon

highest heroism. And if we are not careful the bank, therefore, and watch its succes-

to do justly, all the new ropes wherewith we sive waves, instead of manfully leaping in

have bound this accursed Samson of Sla- and committing one's life and fortunes to it, is

very will be broken like a thread, and our scarcely the part of a wise man. Mr. Lecky's
last state be worse than our first. essay would seem to have originated more

We know no work of fiction so full as in a desire to try his hand at theorizing than

this of beauty and wisdom, so free from in any necessity to ventilate some previous

folly, so resplendent with intellectual life, profound mental conviction. The mind

with moral purity, and Christian holiness, drifts from the beginning to the end of his

so apt to teach, so graceful in the teaching, book. You never feel yourself in a com-

We follow it with admiration and sympathy, pact, water-tight boat, obedient to rudder

from its gay beginning, through all the pain, and sail, but at most on a raft, drifting at

the passion, and the peace, to the heartache the absolute gre of the tides, in a certain

of its closing pages, that close, supreme- general direction, no doubt, but with no

ly sad, yet strangely beautiful.
" She sang foresight of the specific intellectual port at

to him, and he slept ;
she spoke, and he did which you are to bring up. Occasionally

not awaken." It is the record of heavy the mist condenses, the rain patters down,

struggle, of defeat that was triumph, and you catch a glimpse of far-off mountain-

triumph that was Heaven. tops, and suppose the entire landscape will

We offer no congratulations to the new soon be bathed in sunshine. But no, a new

author; nor do we deprecate for him any inrush of illustrative facts takes place, and all

harsh censure ; not only because praise is fog again. There is a great deal of good
and censure seem alike rugged and halting writing in the book, and it leaves nothing

by the sweet strains we seek to celebrate, to be desired in the way of advanced senti-

but because he who in his
"
saintly soli- ment. But we fail to perceive its bearing

tude " can create a world so fair is independ- upon the progress of ideas. It may flatter

ent of these light afflictions. For him there a superficial scientific optimism, but it will

is always sympathy, great companionship, obstruct rather than promote the interests
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of philosophic thought, for this reason, or true and false differ, but only and at most

that it inclines the reader to suspend his as root and stem and flower differ in the

convictions upon some fated progress of plant, or birth, growth, and maturity in the

events which will of itself do the world's animal.

thinking for it, and turn both heart and The lesson which Mr. Lecky inculcates

mind at last into cheerful, complacent pen- upon his reader is this : that civilization

sioners of science. and miracle are fatally opposed ; that the

The object of Mr. Lecky is to trace former waxes or wanes precisely as the lat-

the history of the spirit of Rationalism, ter is discredited or accredited. History
the spirit which disposes men to reject shows civilization to have thriven precisely
all belief founded upon authority, and to as men have outgrown their belief in mira-

make the causes of phenomena intrinsic cle, or the possibility of any outward Di-

and not extrinsic to the phenomena them- vine intervention in Nature, and have learn-

selves. Rationalism, if we rightly appre- ed to insist upon strictly natural causes for

hend Mr. Lecky, is not any precise doc- all natural effects. The fruits of Mr. Lecky's
trine or system of doctrine, but only a dif- research on this subject are varied and in-

fused bias or tendency of the mind to regard teresting, and we cordially commend his

the power which is operative in Nature and volumes to the reader as an inviting store-

history as a rigidly creative or constitutive house of materials for reflection
;

but we

power, rather than a redemptive or forma- very much doubt whether the school of

tive one. Doubtless Mr. Lecky, if he should thought he represents has, on the whole,
ever consider the subject, would be free to mastered the problem of civilization any
admit that the creative action implies a ne- more thoroughly than its rival. The dif-

cessary reaction on the part of the creature, ference between the two schools is, indeed,
But he has manifestly no sympathy with the one of principle more than of words

;
but we

early or imaginative faiths of the world, cannot help thinking, nevertheless, that the

which represent creation as a physical rath- controversy is needlessly protracted on both

er than a rational exhibition of the Divine sides, for want of a sufficiently definite and

power. His entire book is written in the ser- comprehensive statement of the point in

vice of the opposite conception. To be sure, dispute. Let us see whether we cannot

he does not discuss the new faith as a the- make at least an approximation to such a

ologian, but only as an historian. It is not statement.

an affair of the heart with him, but only of What is agitated, then, between the two
the head. He takes no pains to commend rival schools of thought is the Divine pow-
it as an advance in point of truth upon the er : not the existence of such power, for there

old faith, and does not once even avow is no noticeable difference on that point,

his own intellectual identification with it. but only its quality or mode of operation.
In short, he is not the retained attorney of The Orthodox attribute to God a strictly

the new faith, but its disinterested annalist, moral, which is a specific method of action,

treating it simply as an historic change addressed to purely personal or subjective

wrought in the texture of men's thought, issues
;
their opponents, a strictly physical,

promoted by such and such causes, attested which is a universal method, addressed to

by such and such effects, but independent of purely impersonal and objective issues. The
all partisan judgment and clamor either fa- one party assigns to God a finite personali-
vorable or adverse. Still there is no doubt ty, or one limited by Nature ; the other, an

of the historian's own private bias. He ap- indefinite personality, as identified with nat-

plauds ex animo the change he records ; and ural law. The Orthodox, of course, maintain

his book would have gained greatly in in- that God's creative action was universal,

terest, if he could only have written it a lit- inasmuch as it contemplated only cosmical

tie more from the heart and a little less issues ; but as that mode of action was ex-

from the head. For then, apart from the hausted by its own universality, His subse-

incidental advantage which would accrue to quent relation to His creatures must be pure-

it, to the reader's imagination, as being a ly administrative, as expressing His person-
revelation of the author's living personality, al pleasure or displeasure in their various

we think the author himself could hardly functioning. The other side do not dogma-
fail to have seen, before he had finished his tize about the Divine power, or its method

task, that there is no essential contradiction of action, in the abstract. They only insist,

between the world's earlier and later faiths ; as against their antagonists, that the Divine

that these faiths differ not as good and evil administration of Nature is not, within the
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limits of our science, personal ; that it is low morality only this relative force, if the

not a power exerted upon Nature, or from good man is not good absolutely or in him-

without, and in contravention of her ordina- self, nor the evil man evil absolutely or in

ry processes ; that, so far as our knowledge himself, why, then our existing civiliza-

goes, on the contrary, whatever may be our tion, which is built upon such absoluteness,

faith, it is a power invariably exerted through has a fictitious basis, and must fall to the

Nature, or from within, and therefore in ha- ground.
bitual consistency with her ordinary effects. Hinc illce lachryma. This is why a ques-
In other words, they insist, that, so far as the tion apparently of pure science turns out

Divine power is cognizable to us, it falls ex- practically so full of inward heartburning

clusively within and never without the rou- and mutual reviling. Neither theology nor

tine of Nature ; and as universality is the science is competent to the philosophic rec-

characteristic of that routine, they do not ognition of man's associated destiny, and

hesitate, on behalf of science, to affirm that hence have neither of them the secret of

the Divine action is never addressed to spe- those perturbations which ever and anon

cific or differential results, but always to gloom our political atmosphere and shut

universal or identical ones. In short, they out to the eye of sensuous thought the en-

logically refuse to the Divine power as ex- tire future of the race. Philosophy alone

hibited in Nature all personal or moral qual- possesses this secret, because it alone per-

ity, as inferring on the part of Deity any pos- ceives that all our political, civil, and even

sible unequal or inequitable relations to the domestic broils grow out of this identical

creatures He has made ; and assign to all warfare between men's religious and scien-

such reputed partial exhibitions of it a pure- tific convictions, have HO other source

ly educative, and therefore universal, bear- than that persistent insubmission which the

ing upon the mind of the race. interests of force, as represented by priest-

Such, in brief, is the question agitated be- hoods and governments, are under to the

tween the old and new faiths : whether God interests of freedom, represented by society,

acts outwardly upon Nature, or inwardly Philosophy mediates between the religious

through Nature, that is to say, whether His and secular thought of mankind, by making
action is specific as addressed to private the sphere of God's universal action iden-

ends, or strictly universal as addressed only tical with that of man's organic necessities,

to public ends. If the former hypothesis and the sphere of His specific action iden-

be true, then sense rightfully controls rea- tical with that of man's moral freedom : so

son, and everything is exactly what it ap- harmonizing the two in one subject. Phi-

pears. If the latter hypothesis be true, then losophy alone, in short, is competent to the

sense rightfully serves reason, and nothing future of human destiny, because it alone

is as it appears to be, namely, absolute and adjusts the relation of morals to physics,

independent of everything else, but simply alone adjusts the specific interests avouch-

phenomenal and relative to everything else, ed by religion with the universal interests

It is evident to a glance that a controversy avouched by science. And its competence
so eminently scientific could never have gone is owing to this fact exclusively, that it alone

to the unwholesome lengths which it has apprehends or appreciates the distinctively

reached in our day, unless there were some- social destiny of man, a destiny in which

thing in it more than meets the eye : unless, the interests of the most intense and exqui-
for example, the interests of morality, which site freedom or individuality are bound up
is the only recognized bond of our existing with the interests of the most imperious

societies, were at stake. For if one and necessity or community, or, what is the

the same law binds all Nature, then plant same thing, which presents every man no

and animal and man have one and the same longer in subjective or moral, but only in

destiny, so far as their nature goes. If, for objective or aesthetic, contrast with his kind,

example, the plant as one form of natural that so the general harmony may be inflam-

existence, and the animal as another form, ed by the widest partial diversity. Thus
are what they severally are, by no means philosophy bids society recognize itself at

absolutely, or in themselves, but only by once as God's perfect work on earth, bids

relation to all other plants and animals, then it rise to instant self-consciousness as the

man, who is only a higher, that is, a moral, real Divine substance which Church and

form of natural existence, cannot be good State have only feebly typified, and put on

or evil absolutely or in himself, but only all Divine strength and peace as its rightful

relatively to all other men. And if we al- breastplate and ornament. For if all these
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fleeting phenomenal discords among men, languages, kept alive through the dark

upon which our existing civilization pro- ages, and now stereotyped in England, by
ceeds, claim no longer an absolute, but only the persistent conservatism of a privileged
a relative Divine sanction, a sanction in re- order." He thinks that the mind might be
lation to the interests of human society ex- disciplined and trained quite as well and

clusively, what remains for society to do but more cheaply by other studies than that of

to organize itself afresh upon an eternal the Greek language. He is of opinion, that,

basis, that is, upon the acknowledgment if Greek should once cease to be made a
of a force in man infinitely transcending requisite in our universities, though it would
his moral force, because it forever unites be studied still by a certain class, it would
instead of disjoining him with God, being never be adopted again as an indispensable
the force of spontaneous or productive ac- academic study.
tion ? In all this we quite agree with him. Thus

far, almost everything else has been subor-

dinated in our college course to the study
An Address on the Limits of Education, of Greek and Latin. At least one half of

read before the Massachusetts Institute of the time of a young man desiring a liberal

Technology, November i6th, 1865. By education, from twelve to twenty years of

JACOB BIGELOW, M. D. Boston: E. P. age,. is given up to Greek and Latin. The
Button & Co. other half is left for Mathematics, Geogra-

phy, History, Geology, Chemistry, Natural

DR. BIGELOW has had the honor of natu- History, Metaphysics, Ethics, Astronomy,
ralizing, if not of inventing, the name of and General Reading. Before entering col-

the Institute before which he delivered this lege, his time must be almost wholly oc-

address. His work on the Elements of cupied with the study of Latin, Greek, and

Technology was the first in which this Mathematics. For he is required, in order

name appeared, at least in recent times. It to enter our principal university, to know
designates that class of sciences which bear Virgil, Caesar, Cicero, Xenophon, three

on art, sciences of practical application, books of the Iliad, Arithmetic, Algebra,
Dr. Bigelow, in this address, places him- and Geometry, and to have the whole Lat-

self emphatically with those who believe in and Greek Grammar at his tongue's end.

that mental discipline can be obtained as He must also be able to write Latin, and
well by useful as by useless studies, and to write Greek with the accents. But he
who think it a waste of time " to spend five need not know a word of American or Mod-

years of the most susceptible part of life in era History ( he must know the History of

acquiring a minute familiarity with tongues Greece and Rome), not a word of any
which are daily becoming more obsolete." modern language or modern science, noth-

We welcome this address as an important ing of Chemistry, Astronomy, Geology,

ally for those who desire that our schools nothing of modern literature. Though he

and colleges shall not insist that every must be able to write Greek, he need not be

young man wishing for their advantages able to write English. And so, after being
shall devote one half of his time to the de- obliged to spend the largest part of his time

tails of Greek and Latin Grammar and Pros- before entering college in learning Greek and

ody. Dr. Bigelow is no rash reformer, no Latin philology, is he then allowed to drop

youthful enthusiast, no reckless radical, these studies and begin others ? Not so.

He has the confidence of the whole com- He is not even permitted to leave off Greek

munity for his science, scholarship, and ripe and Latin philology, in order to become

judgment. When, therefore, a man of his acquainted with Greek and Latin literature,

character and position, without passion or much less to become acquainted with any

prejudice, publishes the conclusions which other. Nearly all the way through college

this address contains, we may hope that a he keeps on writing Greek and Latin exer-

change is at hand in the course of study cises ; and the result of it all is, that he not

now pursued in our colleges and universities, unfrequently becomes so disgusted with these

and in the schools which prepare for them, languages that he forgets them as soon as

Dr. Bigelow does not desire Latin or Greek he can, and on leaving college can hardly
to be excluded from the college course ;

read with ease the simplest Greek or Latin

but he thinks that "under the name of book.

classical literature they premise and after- Such being, as is well known to all grad-

ward carry on a cumbrous burden of dead uates of college, the present state of affairs,
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we welcome with profound gratitude the his government to adopt the Constitution

present address of Dr. Bigelow. Coming and laws of the United States, so that it is

from such a source, containing such unan- truly a sister Republic, and as such appeals
swerable arguments, expressed in so lucid irresistibly to our sympathy,
and striking a form, the effect must be ex- The Life of Mr. Lincoln, which he has

cellent. We have dwelt upon a single point now written for his own countrymen, has of

of the address, because it seemed to us the course been gathered chiefly from biogra-
most important and valuable part of it. But phies already written; but the interest of

there is in it much besides, that is both in- the work consists in the adaptation of it to

structive and interesting ; and we recom- the South American needs. To set forth

mend the pamphlet as one to be carefully the dignity of labor, the supremacy of the

read, and by no means to be confounded moral sentiments, the duty <->f education for

with the commoner style of public ad- the whole people, has been his aim
;
and he

dresses. has enjoyed, and made others enjoy, the fact

that two men of the people, par excellence,

who had no adventitious aids of wealthy
Vida de Abran Lincoln, decimosexto Presi- friends, or even of educated friends, did, by
dente de los Estados Unidos, precedida de force of character and native powers of

una Introdticdon. For D. F. SARMIENTO. mind, come to be the free choice of this

Nueva York : D. Appleton y Ca. great people for President an* Vice-Presi-

dent at a time when a new epoch opened in

THIS life of our lamented President, by its history : for even before the war broke
the distinguished Argentine, now Minister out, the "

irrepressible conflict
" was felt to

to Washington, is a very interesting circum- be upon us, and we needed the best of

stance, aside from the merit of the work, helmsmen, and the wisest, in that sense

which is very great. It is an amazing fact of the word -wisdom which includes good-
that so few P^astern Americans read and ness as well as intelligence. We hope to

speak Spanish, when one portion of our see the Introduction to this work translated

country borders upon a Republic that in full. The book closes with a translation

speaks that language only, and when we of Mr. Lincoln's favorite poem,
"
Oh, why

are so nearly allied in feeling and free prin- should the spirit of mortal be proud ?
"
by

ciples of government to South America, young Bartholomew Mitre, one of Senor

twenty-three of whose Republics are now Sarmiento's legation, a son of the President

represented in the diplomatic body at of the Argentine Republic.

Washington. The most remarkable of A few months since, Senor Sarmiento is-

these gentlemen is Colonel D. F. Sar- sued a pamphlet, giving an account of the

miento, who has done more to elevate the splendid resources of the Republic, in an-

Republic he represents than any other in- swer to inquiries made by those who wished

dividual
; for he has devoted many years of to emigrate thither. He also wrote, many

his active and patriotic life to introducing years ago, a very interesting work, called

North American, and indeed we may say "Civilization and Barbarism," giving an ac-

Massachusetts, systems of education into count of the reigns of some of those tyrants

South America, first into Chili, where who so long arrested the great career of the

he was an exile for twenty years, during Republic. That work is to be translated

the reign of the tyrants who brought such and published, and will give a new feeling

suffering upon the Argentine Republic, and of interest in the history of South America's

since that time into the Argentine Republic struggles for freedom. If it had been one

itself, where he was at one time Governor united country, like the United States, in-

of the province of San Juan, at another, stead of being cut up into so many govern-
Minister of Instruction In the province and ments, it would have been easier for foreign-

city of Buenos Ayres, also Senator in their ers ( if, indeed, North Americans should be

Congress. He took up the cause of his called foreigners in South America) to fol-

country when quite a boy, and has devoted low it in its various changes ; but, except
himself to it, either in the field or as an where some great man, like Bolivar, made

educator, ever since. His eye has always himself conspicuous, it was difficult, with-

been open to behold the workings of the out much investigation of details, to keep
free institutions that he desired to see es- the track of their proceedings, or to tell

tablished in it, and he has been probably which side was specifically right, for a

the most powerful instrument in inducing revolution, to be very interesting, must have
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its foundation in great principles. The an- and superstition, and the schoolmaster has

swer to this may be, that to throw off the not been abroad yet in the whole length

yoke of foreign dominion implies a great and breadth of our land. Sarmiento never

principle, and this is true ; yet, until it is loses an opportunity of dwelling with pow-
done intelligently rather than instinctively, er and eloquence, when addressing his coun-

it does not challenge the attention of the trymen, as he has often done upon this sub-

world, ject, on the advantages of a diffused knowl-

Senor Sarmiento understands our institu- edge among the people. Indeed, if all that

tions theoretically, as only those foreigners he has written and said even that por-
can who have suffered the ills of tyranny tion of it which is recorded in the Buenos

and oppression. Such men look at us from Ayres Common School Annals could be

their various stand-points, and reason ethi- collected, it would make a noble volume for

cally upon the effect which freedom from all all Spanish lands, except, indeed, Old
undue authority should have upon the hu- Spain, where there is not light enough to

man mind, and they judge of us by our the- read it by.

ory rather than by our practice ;
and when

they come amongst us, they are often disap-

pointed and disheartened to find that we, Richard Cobden, the Apostle of Free Trade :

too, are selfish and hesitate to stretch the his Political Career and Public Services.

helping hand to our fellow-sufferers. When A Biography. By JOHN McGiLCHRiST,
they have patience to look deeper than the Author of " The Life of Lord Dundon-

surface, however, they see that there is a aid." etc. New York : Harper & Broth-

hidden might in the possibilities created by ers.

political freedom ; and since the outbreak

of the war which has cost the nation such THIS unassuming volume, of small size

blood and treasure, they have seen that they and plain covers, is strictly what it pretends

were not mistaken, that prosperity had to be, a simple biography, and therefore,

not wholly spoiled us, that the latent force apart from its subject, it is a book to be

only needed a stimulus to resolve itself into commended. We do not see the author

noble action; and such lives as Lincoln's and on every page, we are not forced to stop

Johnson's are to them the most glorious ex- and listen to his reflections, nor to long

positions of the principles for which they digressions into history, too commonly the

have borne everything, suffered everything, fault in contemporaneous biography of po-

and hoped everything. Our suffering neigh- litical men. The writer kindly remembers

bors, the Mexicans, may be helped in their that the reader's ignorance or knowledge

struggles by the diffusion of this Spanish does not rest upon his conscience. There-

Life of Mr.- Lincoln ;
for Sarmiento has fore we find in the little book what we wish,

dwelt with great minuteness upon all those the story of Richard Cobden,
" the interna-

features of our institutions which younger tional man"; and it is a noble life-history,

republics need to know in detail. It is, in- of which no American should be ignorant,

deed, a manual of instruction for any young His success in business, remarkable as it

republic. He describes minutely the pro- was, is a greater source of wonder and ad-

ceedings of the trial of Mr. Lincoln's as- miration in England than in America, where

sassins, evidently with the intention of the rapid accumulation of a fortune and the

showing to his countrymen the mode of con- creation of a large mercantile house have

ducting such proceedings to secure the ends hitherto been matters of less rare occurrence

of justice ; and he often dwells upon the than in older countries ; but the result and

habitual regard of the majesty of Law use of Richard Cobden's financial success

evinced by our people in great emergencies, are as unprecedented and surprising at one

swch as at the first election and at the re- end of the money-making and money-spend-
election of Mr. Lincoln, when the whole ing world as the other,

nation stood breathless, as it were, and Soon after the establishment of his busi-

reverentially waited for that vox populi, ness house in Manchester, Mr. Cobden in-

which is theoretically -vox Dei in a republic, terested himself in the public welfare of that

but which, alas ! does not always prove so. city. His labors in behalf of the people at-

If all parts of the Republic were intelli- tracted John Bright to his side, and at the

gently educated, it would doubtless be so early age of thirty years he had made a " de-

without fail
;
but demagogues will always cided local mark."

flourish and rule where there is ignorance The saying, true and old as the fact men
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call character, that it is what an individual His labors to preserve peace, to strength-

ts, and not what he does, which marks him en the bonds of amity and weaken the caus-

good or ill among his kind, holds eminently es for distrust between England and France,
true with regard to Richard Cobden. Not were earnest, unwearying, and fruitful in

only was the range of his sympathies wide, their results. His endeavors also to stem

the aim was sure ;

" he never lost sight," the dreadful tide drifting into the Crimean
said Mr. Disraeli,

" of the sympathies of War, and his appeal in the House of Com-
those whom he addressed ; and so, gen- mons, when war became imminent with Chi-

erally avoiding to drive his arguments to an na,
" that a select committee be appointed

extremity, he became, as a speaker, both to examine into the state of our commercial

practical and persuasive"; and the same relations with that country," prove his un-

power, brought to bear upon the actions and swerving principles, and his energetic de-

communications of every day, made him a sire to preserve peace, until war should be

puissant servant of the Right. declared a national necessity.

There are three or four benefactions, how- A man of the iron integrity of Cobden

ever, which he was instrumental in confer- found himself necessarily in opposition to a

ring upon his own country, and indirectly man of popularity and self-aggrandizement,

upon all countries, for which he has become like Palmerston. Therefore, when the prime-

justly celebrated. These are tangible and minister announced his determination to re-

enduring proofs of character for those who serve certain seats in his cabinet and minis-

knew him not, and show his sympathy to try
"
for the leaders of advanced Liberal-

have transcended the bounds of mere send- ism," Richard Cobden declined the posi-

ment, and passed into the region of energet- tion appointed to himself, saying to Lord

ic self-sacrifice. Palmerston,
" that he had always regarded

His effort's for the Anti-Corn-Law and him as a most dangerous minister for Eng-
Free Trade in England cannot be over-esti- land, and his views still remained the

mated. His life and strength and fortune same."

were as nothing in comparison with his de- One of Mr. Cobden's last efforts in the

sire to benefit the people. When he first House of Commons was for the repeal of

comprehended the necessity of labor in the the Paper Duty. He said,
"
If I were a

Anti-Corn-Law struggle, he determined to young man just fresh from college, with

press Mr. Bright, whose abilities had al- nothing in the world but a good education,

ready produced a deep impression upon there is nothing I should work for with so

Mr. Cobden, into the service ; but Mr.
. much interest as making perfectly free the

Bright had lately lost his wife and had re- press of this country, by removing all the

tired to Leamington, where Mr. Cobden taxes which tend to render scarce and dear

found him bowed down by grief.
" ' Come literary productions." The last time Mr.

with me,' said Cobden,
' and we will never Cobden addressed a public audience, he

rest until we abolish the Corn - Laws.' said,
" If I were a rich man, I would en-

Bright arose and went with him
;
and thus dow a professor's chair at Oxford and Cam-

was his great sorrow turned to the nation's bridge to instruct the undergraduates of

and the world's advantage." those universities in American history. I

Years afterward, a short time before their would undertake to say, and I speak advis-

final triumph in behalf of Free Trade, Mr. edly, that I will take any undergraduate
Cobden saw his fortune becoming materially now at Oxford or Cambridge and ask him

injured, besides his actual losses, estimated to put his finger on Chicago, and I will un-

at twenty thousand pounds. His courage dertake to say that he does not go within a

failed at length, and he went so far as to thousand miles of it. ... To bring up
write to Mr. Bright that it was his intention young men from college with no knowledge
to withdraw from the agitation and endea- of the country in which the great drama of

vor to retrieve his business. Then in turn modern politics and national life is now be-

Mr. Bright went to his friend, in Manches- ing worked out, who are ignorant of a

ter, and was successful in urging him to re- country like America, but who, whether it

consider his determination. It was agreed be for good or for evil, must exercise more

among the Free-Traders to bestow eighty influence ki this country than any other

thousand pounds upon Mr. Cobden when class, to bring up the young destitute of

the struggle was ended, and he soon after such knowledge, and to place them in re-

received this manifest mark of their esteem sponsible positions in the government, is, I

and gratitude. say, imperilling its best interests ; and ear-
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nest remonstrances ought to be made against nized authorities, the frequent references to

such a state of education by every public the writings of Carpenter, Wilson, Plumbe,
man who values in the slightest degree the Neligan, Rayer, and others of like eminence,
future welfare of his country." He con- will show.

eluded his speech by saying, "Do you Taking these collations of scientific state-

suppose it possible, when the knowledge of ment as a basis, Dr. Perry proceeds after

the principles of political economy has ele- giving some space to anecdotes and histor-

vated the working classes, and when that ical notes concerning the chevehire of for-

elevation is continually progressing, that mer times to speak at length of the for-

you can permanently exclude the whole mation and composition of the hair, of the

mass of them from the franchise ? It is their unreasonable and injudicious treatment to

interest to set about solving the problem, which it is commonly subjected, and of its

and, to prevent any danger, they ought to proper management. He then passes on
do so without further delay." to discuss the cutaneous diseases to which
The speech of Lord Palmerston in the the scalp is liable, and by which of course

House of Commons, after the death of Mr. the hair is affected to its detriment, devotes

Cobden, must be familiar to all readers. It some chapters to the discussion of some
came to round the measure of his eulogy, diseases peculiar to the face, and concludes

which had been sung in the East and in his volume with an Appendix containing an
the West, in the North and in the South, exposition of the constituents of many fa-

and at length was heard even from the vorite and famous cosmetics, pointing out

heart of Nazareth. We will not quote here at the same time their true character, the

the words of England's late minister ; we danger and unpleasantness of which, he
would only urge those who love the study says, are disguised with much empirical
of nobility to read the Life of Richard Cob- skill.

den, remembering such men " are set here The fundamental principle of Dr. Perry's
for examples." treatise is, that the hair is ever in danger of

being killed by much cherishing. He re-

gards it as a delicate vegetable, growing in

The Human Hair, and the Ctitaneous Dis- a tender soil, and amply supplied by Na-
eases which affect it : together with Essays ture with the elements needed for its sup-
on Acne, Sycosis, and Cloasma. By B. C. port and development. The skin of the

PERRY, Dermatologist. New York : head should not, he tells us, be subjected

James Miller. to any rough treatment, neither should it

be exposed to sudden alternations of tem-

THIS is the first book of its kind which perature. Cleanliness, gentle usage, and
has been published, and it is well calculated mild, innocuous specifics vegetable, when-
to do good service in many ways. The au- ever possible. are his reliance to keep the

thor proposed to himself in its preparation hair in good order, and restore the proper
so to present all topics which relate to the tone when lost by negligence or disease,

hair and scalp in health and disease, that The harsh friction of the stiff,
"
penetrating

his treatise should not only possess value as hair-brush," the scraping of the fine comb,

being founded upon a just discrimination
" the '

shampooing
'

operation of the hair-

of physiological principles, and interest for dresser, with his exacerbating compound,
the general reader by reason of its famil- a hundred degrees too violent, and his cata-

iarity of manner and the ana by which the ract of cold water at the end," are all con-

subject should be illustrated, but also be demned as injurious, together with the myri-
of service to all who care to understand ad nostrums in the form of oils, pomades,
the nature of an important part of the phys- and the like. In dealing with these last,

ical system. the author is indeed severe, remarking that

Upon the whole, this purpose has been "generally they are most mischievous, as

well carried into effect ; and every chapter well as common and filthy, mixtures, with

of the comely volume bears witness to the nothing refined or elegant about them but

research and reflection of the author. With their titles." For greasy compounds he has

no similar work for a guide or model, it was no tolerance, charging upon them, that, al-

necessary to derive from the volumes of though they may for the moment lubricate

general and comparative physiology such and soften the hair, they burden the scalp,

facts and deductions as related to the theme ; clog its pores, deaden the roots of the

and that such have been drawn from recog- hair, and cause or increase many abnormal
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conditions of the cuticle. And certainly minute directions for the management of all

the formulas which are quoted in the Ap- diseased conditions of the head and hair,

pendix go far to arouse in the reader the which would be alike impracticable in a

disgust for the popular preparations of the volume of this popular character and un-

day which the writer does not attempt to profitable to himself as a practitioner in such

conceal. cases, Dr. Perry gives a large number of

In those chapters which discuss the scalp recipes which his own experience or that of

and hair in disease, Dr. Perry takes the his favorite authors has proved to be trust-

ground, that the trouble is primarily in the worthy and serviceable, the ingredients of

skin, and that remedial treatment should which are cleanly, simple, and agreeable,
therefore be directed to it. He mentions adding plain rules for the rational culture

the different eruptive and other affections in and preservation of the hair,

turn, and quotes the method of procedure The book has its faults of style, to be

advised by medical men, in connection with sure, principal among which is a tendency
a statement of the manner of practice which to make too much of the scientific investi-

he has successfully adopted, illustrating his gation and acquirement of the writer, ex-

views with very good wood-cuts derived tending sometimes almost to pedantry in

from the atlases of Wilson, Neligan, and the use of long words and large phrases ;

Dendy. In many cases he believes consti- but it contains much information that is im-

tutional debility to be the primary difficulty, portant and can be found nowhere else ex-

and recommends a tonic regimen as the cept by troublesome comparison of extend-

best preliminary to a vcourse of local treat- ed treatises, and a deal of plain common-
ment. sense that should commend it to attention

Without, of course, attempting to give and respect.
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MAINE,
Thursday, July 20, 1837. and then we returned to the shop where

A drive, yesterday afternoon, to we had left our horse and wagon, the

a pond in the vicinity of Augusta, about pilot very eccentric behind us. It was
nine miles off, to fish for white perch, a small, dingy shop, dimly lighted by a

Remarkables : the steering of the boat single inch of candle, faintly disclosing

through the crooked, labyrinthine brook, various boxes, barrels standing on end,
into the open pond, the man who articles hanging from the 'ceiling; the

acted as pilot, his talking with B proprietor at the counter, whereon ap-
about politics, the bank, the iron mon- pear gin and brandy, respectively con-

ey of "a king who came to reign, in tained in a tin pint -measure and an

Greece, over a city called Sparta," earthenware jug, with two or three tum-

his advice to B to come amongst biers beside them, out of which nearly
the laborers on the mill-dam, because all the party drank

;
some coming up to

it stimulated them " to see a man grin- the counter frankly, others lingering in

ning amongst them." The man took the background, waiting to be pressed,

hearty tugs at a bottle of good Scotch two paying for their own liquor and

whiskey, and became pretty merry. The withdrawing. B treated them twice

fish caught were the yellow perch, which round. The .pilot, after drinking his

are not esteemed for eating ; the white brandy, gave a history of our fishing

perch, a beautiful, silvery, round-backed expedition, and how many and how

fish, which bites eagerly, runs about large fish we caught. B making
with the line while being pulled up, acquaintances and renewing them, and

makes good sport for the angler, and gaining great credit for liberality and

an admirable dish
; a great chub ; and free-heartedness, two or three boys

three horned pouts, which swallow the looking on and listening to the talk,

hook into their lowest entrails. Several the shopkeeper smiling behind his coun-

dozen fish were taken in an hour or two, ter, with the tarnished tin scales beside

Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1866, by TICKXOR AND FIELDS, in the Clerk's Office

of the District Court of the District of Massachusetts.

VOL. XVII. NO. 101. 17
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him, the inch of candle burned' down Our drive to Augusta, six or seven

almost to extinction. So we got into miles, was very pleasant, a heavy rain

our wagon, with the fish, and drove to having fallen during the night and laid

Robinson's tavern, almost five miles the oppressive dust of the day before,

off, where we supped and passed the The road lay parallel with the Kenne-

night. In the bar-room was a fat old bee, of which we occasionally had near

countryman on a journey, and a quack glimpses. The country swells back from

doctor of the vicinity, and an English- the river in hills and ridges, without any
man with a peculiar accent Seeing interval of level ground ; and there were

B 's jointed and brass-mounted fish- frequent woods, filling up the valleys or

ing-pole, he took it for a theodolite, and crowning the summits. The land is

supposed that we had been on a sur- good, the farms looked neat, and the

veying expedition. At supper, which houses comfortable. The latter are gen-
consisted of bread, butter, cheese, cake, erally but of one story, but with large

doughnuts, and gooseberry-pie, we were barns ;
and it was a good sign, that,

waited upon by a tall, very tall woman, while we saw no houses unfinished nor

young and maiden-looking, yet with a out of repair, one man, at least, had

strongly outlined and determined face, found it expedient to make an addi-

Afterwards we found her to be the wife tion to his dwelling. At the distance

of mine host. She poured out our tea, of more than two miles, we had a view

came in when we rang the table-bell to of white Augusta, with its steeples, and

refill our cups, and again retired. While the State-House, at the farther end of

at supper, the fat old traveller was ush- the town. Observable matters along the

ered through the room into a contigu- road were the stage, all the dust of

ous bedroom. My own chamber, ap- yesterday brushed off, and no new dust

parently the best in the house, had its contracted, full of passengers, inside

walls ornamented with a small, gilt- and out
; among them some gentleman-

framed, foot-square looking-glass, with ly people and pretty girls, all looking

a hair-brush hanging beneath it
;
a rec- fresh and unsullied, rosy, cheerful, and

ord of the deaths of the family, written curious as to the face of the country, the

on a black tomb, in an engraving, where faces of passing travellers, and the inci-

a father, mother, and child were repre- dents of their journey ; not yet damped,
sented in a graveyard, weeping over in the morning sunshine, by long miles

said tomb; the mourners dressed in of jolting over rough and hilly roads,
-

black, country-cut clothes ;
the engrav- to compare this with their appearance

ing executed in Vermont. There was at midday, and as they drive into Ban-

also a wood engraving of the Declara- gor at dusk ;
- - two women dashing

tion of Independence, with fac-similes along in a wagon, and with a child, rat-

of the autographs; a portrait of the tling pretty speedily down hill;--peo-

Empress Josephine, and another of pie looking at us from the open doors

Spring. In the two closets of this and windows ; the children staring

chamber were mine hostess's cloak, best from the wayside ; the mowers stop-

bonnet, and go - to -
meeting apparel, ping, for a moment, the sway of their

There was a good bed, in which I slept scythes ;
the matron of a family, indis-

tolerably well, and, rising betimes, ate tinctly seen at some distance within the

breakfast, consisting of some of our own house, her head and shoulders appear-

fish, and then started for Augusta. The ing through the window, drawing her

fat old traveller had gone off with the handkerchief over her bosom, which

harness of our wagon, which the hostler had been uncovered to give the baby
had put on to his horse by mistake, its breakfast, the said baby, or its im-

The tavern-keeper gave us his own har- mediate predecessor, sitting at the door,

ness, and started in pursuit of the old turning round to creep away on all fours;

man, who was probably aware of the a man building a flat-bottomed boat

exchange, and well satisfied with it. by the roadside : he talked with B
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about the Boundary question, and swore pine, rising white and lonely, though

fervently in favor of driving the British closely surrounded by others. Along
"into hell's kitchen" by main force. the brook, now the grass and herbage

Colonel B
,
the engineer of the extended close to the water; now a

mill - dam, is now here, after about a small, sandy beach. The wall of rock

fortnight's absence. He is a plain coun- before described, looking as if it had

try squire, with a good figure, but with been hewn, but with irregular strokes

rather a ponderous brow ;
a rough com- of the workman, doing his job by rough

plexion ;
a gait stiff, and a general rigid- and ponderous strength, now chancing

ity of manner, something like that of a to hew it away smoothly and cleanly,
schoolmaster. He originated in a coun- now carelessly smiting, and making
try town, and is a self-educated man. gaps, or piling on the slabs of rock, so

As he walked down the gravel path to- as to leave vacant spaces. In the in-

day, after dinner, he took up a scythe, terstices grow brake and broad-leaved

which one of the mowers had left on forest grass. The trees that spring from

the sward, and began to mow, with quite the top of this wall have their roots

a scientific swing. On the coming of pressing close to the rock, so that there

the mower, he laid it down, perhaps a is no soil between ; they cling power-
little ashamed of his amusement. I was fully, and grasp the crag tightly with

interested in this
;
to see a man, after their knotty fingers. The trees on both

twenty-five years of scientific occupa- sides are so thick, that the sight and the

tion, thus trying whether his arms re- thoughts are almost immediately lost

tained their strength and skill for the among confused stems, branches, and
labors of his youth, mindful of the clustering green leaves, a narrow strip

day when he wore striped trousers, and of bright blue sky above, the sunshine

toiled in his shirt-sleeves, and now falling lustrously down, and making the

tasting again, for pastime, this drudgery pathway of the brook luminous below.

beneath a fervid sun. He stood awhile, Entering among the thickets, I find the

looking at the workmen, and then went soil strewn with old leaves of preceding
to oversee the laborers at the mill-dam, seasons, through which may be seen a

black or dark mould
;
the roots of trees

Monday, July 24//L I bathed in the stretch frequently across the path ;
often

river on Thursday evening, and in the a moss-grown brown log lies athwart,

brook at the old dam on Saturday and and when you set your foot down, it

Sunday, the former time at noon. The sinks into the decaying substance,

aspect of the solitude at noon was pecu- into the heart of oak or pine. The leafy

liarly impressive, there being a cloudless boughs and twigs of the underbrush en-

sunshine, no wind, no rustling of the for- lace themselves before you, so that you
est-leaves, no waving of the boughs, no must stoop your head to pass under, or

noise but the brawling and babbling of thrust yourself through amain, while

the stream, making its way among the they sweep against your face, and per-

stones, and pouring in a little cataract haps knock off your hat. There are

round one side of the mouldering dam. rocks mossy and slippery ;
sometimes

Looking up the brook, there was a long you stagger, with a great rustling of

vista, now ripples, now smooth and branches, against a clump of bushes,

glassy spaces, now large rocks, almost and into the midst of it. From end to

blocking up the channel
;
while the trees end of all this tangled shade goes a

stood upon either side, mostly straight, pathway scarcely worn, for the leaves are

but here and there a branch thrusting it- not trodden through, yet plain enough
self out irregularly, and one tree, a pine, to the eye, winding gently to avoid tree-

leaning over, not bending, but lean- trunks and rocks and little hillocks. In

ing at an angle over the brook, rough the more open ground, the aspect ofa tall,

and ragged; birches, alders; the tall- fire -blackened stump, standing alone,

est of all the trees an old, dead, leafless high up on a swell of land, that rises
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gradually from one side of the brook, language,
"
Superbe ! magnifique ! "

like a monument. Yesterday, I passed When some of the flowers began to

a group of children in this solitary val- fade, he made the rest, with others, into

ley, two boys, I think, and two girls, a new nosegay, and consulted us wheth-
One of the little girls seemed to have er it would be fit to give to another lady,
suffered some wrong from her compan- Contrast this French foppery with his

ions, for she was weeping and complain- solemn moods, when we sit in the twi-

ing violently. Another time, I came light, or after B is abed, talking of

suddenly on a small Canadian boy, who Christianity and Deism, of ways of life,

was in a hollow place, among the ru- of marriage, of benevolence, in short,
ined logs of an old causeway, picking of all deep matters of this world and

raspberries, lonely among bushes and the next. An evening or two since, he

gorges, far up the wild valley, and the began singing all manner of English
lonelier seemed the little boy for the songs, such as Mrs. Hemans's "Land-

bright sunshine, that showed no one ing of the Pilgrims," "Auld Lang Syne,"
else in a wide space of view except and some of Moore's, the singing
him and me. pretty fair, but in the oddest tone and
Remarkable items : the observation accent. Occasionally he breaks out with

of Mons. S when B was saying scraps from French tragedies, which he

something against the character of the spouts with corresponding action. He
French people,

" You ought not to generally gets close to me in these dis-

form an unfavorable judgment of a plays of musical and histrionic talent,

great nation from mean fellows like me, Once he offered to magnetize me in the

strolling about in a foreign country." manner of Monsieur P .

I thought it very noble thus to protest

against anything discreditable in him- Wednesday, July 2.6th. Dined at

self personally being used against the Barker's yesterday. Before dinner, sat

honor of his country. He is a very sin- with several other persons in the stoop

gular person, with an originality in all of the tavern. There was B
, J. A.

his notions
; not that nobody has ever Chandler, Clerk of the Court, a man of

had such before, but that he has thought middle age or beyond, two or three stage
them out for himself. He told me yes- people, and, nearby, a negro, whom they

terday that one of his sisters was a wait- call "the Doctor," a crafty-looking fel-

ing-maid in the Rocher de Caucale. He low, one of whose occupations is name-
is about the sincerest man I ever knew, less. In presence of this goodly corn-

never pretending to feelings that are not pany, a man of a depressed, neglected
in him, never flattering. His feelings air, a soft, simple-looking fellow, with

do not seem to be warm, though they an anxious expression, in a laborer's

are kindly. He is so single
- minded dress, approached and inquired for Mr.

that he cannot understand badinage, but Barker. Mine host being gone to Port-

takes it all as if meant in earnest, a land, the stranger was directed to the

German trait. He values himself great- bar-keeper, who stood at the door. The

ly on being a Frenchman, though all his man asked where he should find one

most valuable qualities come from Ger- Mary Ann Russell, a question which

many. His temperament is cool and excited general and hardly-suppressed

pure, and he is greatly delighted with mirth ;
for the said Mary Ann is one of

any attentions from the ladies. A short a knot of women who were routed on

time since, a lady gave him a bouquet of Sunday evening by Barker and a con-

roses and pinks ;
he capered and danced stable. The man was told that the

and sang, put it in water, and carried black fellow would give him all the in-

it to his own chamber; but he brought formation he wanted. The black fel-

it out for us to see and admire two or low asked,

three times a day, bestowing on it all
" Do you want to see her ?

'

the epithets of admiration in the French Others of the by-standers or by-sitters
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put various questions as to the nature quainted, yet capable of being made
of the man's business with Mary Ann. conversable. She washes once a week,
One asked, and may be seen standing over her tub,

"Is she your daughter ?
" with her handkerchief somewhat dis-

"
Why, a little nearer than that, I placed from her white neck, because it

calkilate," said the poor devil. is hot. Often she stands with her bare

Here the mirth was increased, it be- arms in the water, talking with Mrs.

ing evident that the woman was his H
,
or looks through the window,

wife. The man seemed too simple and perhaps, at B or somebody else

obtuse to comprehend the ridicule of crossing the yard, rather thoughtful-

his situation, or to be rendered very ly, but soon smiling or laughing. Then
miserable by it. Nevertheless, he made goeth she for a pail of water. In the

some touching points. afternoon, very probably, she dresses
" A man generally places some little herself in silks, looking not only pretty,

dependence on his wife," said he, but lady -like, and strolls round the
" whether she 's good or not." house, not unconscious that some gen-
He meant, probably, that he rests tleman may be staring at her from be-

some affection on her. He told us that hind the green blinds. After supper,
she had behaved well, till committed to she walks to the village. Morning and

jail for striking a child ; and I believe evening, she goes a-milking. And thus

he was absent from home at the time, passes her life, cheerfully, usefully, vir-

and had not seen her since. And now tuously, with hopes, doubtless, of a hus-

he was in search of her, intending, band and children. Mrs. H is a

doubtless, to do his best to get her out particularly plump, soft -
fleshed, fair-

of her troubles, and then to take her complexioned, comely woman enough,
back to his home. Some advised him with rather a simple countenance, not

not to look after her
;

others recom- nearly so piquant as Nancy's. Her
mended him to pay "the Doctor "

afore- walk has something of the roll or wad-

said for guiding him to her ; which fi- die of a fat woman, though it were too

nally
" the Doctor "

did, in considera- much to call her fat. She seems to be

tion of a treat
;
and the fellow went off, a sociable body, probably laughter-lov-

having heard little but gibes, and not ing. Captain H himself has corn-

one word of sympathy ! I would like manded a steamboat, and has a certain

to have witnessed his meeting with his knowledge of life.

wife. Querv
>
m relation to the man's miss-

There was a moral picturesqueness ing wife, how much desire and reso-

in the contrasts of the scene, a man lution of doing her duty by her hus-

moved as deeply as his nature would band can a wife retain, while injuring

admit, in the midst of hardened, gibing him in what is deemed the most essen-

spectators, heartless towards him. It tial point ?

is worth thinking over and studying out. Observation. The effect of morning
He seemed rather hurt and pricked by sunshine on the wet grass, on sloping
the jests thrown at him, yet bore it pa- and swelling land, between the specta-

tiently, and sometimes almost joined in tor and the sun at some distance, as

the laugh, being of an easy, unenergetic across a lawn. It diffused a dim bril-

temper. liancy over the whole surface of the

Hints for characters: Nancy, apret- field. The mists, slow-rising farther

ty, black-eyed, intelligent servant-girl, off, part resting on the earth, the re-

living in Captain H 's family. She mainder of the column already ascend-

comes daily to make the beds in our ing so high that you doubt whether to

part of the house, and exchanges a call it a fog or a cloud,

good-morning with me, in a pleasant

voice, and with a glance and smile, Friday, July 2&th. Saw my class-

somewhat shy, because we are not ac- mate and formerly intimate friend, Cil-
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ley, for the first time since we graduat- There is such a quantity of truth and
ed. He has met with good success in kindliness and warm affections, that a

life, in spite of circumstance, having man's heart opens to him, in spite of

struggled upward against bitter opposi- himself. He deceives by truth. And
tion, by the force of his own abilities, not only is he crafty, but, when occasion
to be a member of Congress, after hav- demands, bold and fierce as a tiger, de-

ing been for some time the leader of termined, and even straightforward and
his party in the State Legislature. We undisguised in his measures, a dar-

met like old friends, and conversed al- ing fellow as well as a sly one. Yet, not-

most as freely as we used to do in col-
. withstanding his consummate art, the

lege days, twelve years ago and more, general estimate of his character seems
He is a singular man, shrewd, crafty, to be pretty just. Hardly anybody,
insinuating, with wonderful tact, seizing probably, thinks him better than he is,

on each man by his manageable point, and many think him worse. Neverthe-
and using him for his own purpose, often less, if no overwhelming discovery of
without the man's suspecting that he is rascality be made, he will always possess
made a tool of; and yet, artificial as influence ; though I should hardly think

his character would seem to be, his that he would take any prominent part
conversation, at least to myself, was full in Congress. As to any rascality, I

of natural feeling, the expression of rather believe that he has thought out
which can hardly be mistaken, and for himself a much higher system of

his revelations with regard to himself morality than any natural integrity would
had really a great deal of frankness. He have prompted him to adopt; that he

spoke of his ambition, of the obstacles has seen the thorough advantage of mo-
which he had encountered, of the means rality and honesty ;

and the sentiment

by which he had overcome them, im- of these qualities has now got into hi*

puting great efficacy to his personal in- mind and spirit, and pretty well impreg-
tercourse with people, and his study of nated them. I believe him to be about
their characters ; then of his course as as honest as the great run of the world,
a member of the Legislature and Speak- with something even approaching to

er, and his style of speaking and its ef- high-mindedness. His person in some
fects ; of the dishonorable things which degree accords with his character,

had been imputed to him, and in what thin and with a thin face, sharp features,

manner he had repelled the charges, sallow, a projecting brow not very high,
In short, he would seem to have opened deep-set eyes, an insinuating smile and

himself very freely as to his public look, when he meets you, and is about

life. Then, as to his private affairs, he to address you. I should think that he

spoke of his marriage, of his wife, his would do away with this peculiar expres-

children, and told me, with tears in his sion, for it reveals more of himself than

eyes, of the death of a dear little girl,
can be detected in any other way, in

and how it affected him, and how im- personal intercourse with him. Upon
possible it had been for him to believe the whole, I have quite a good liking

that she was really to die. A man of for him, and mean to go to Thomaston
the most open nature might well have to see him.

been more reserved to a friend, after Observation. A steam-engine across

twelve years' separation, than Cilley the river, which almost continually dur-

was'to me. Nevertheless, he is really ing the day, and sometimes all night,

a crafty man, concealing, like a murder- may be heard puffing and panting, as if

secret, anything that it is not good for it uttered groans for being compelled to

him to have known. He by no means labor in the heat and sunshine, and

feigns the good-feeling that he profess- when the world is asleep also,

es, nor is there anything affected in the

frankness of his conversation
;
and it is Monday, July yist. Nothing re-

this that makes him so very fascinating, markable to record. A child asleep in
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a young lady's arms, a little baby, devils were put ; and I tried to feed

two or three months old. Whenever them with soaked bread, of which, how-

anything partially disturbed the child, ever, they did not eat with much relish,

as, for instance, when the young lady Tom, the Irish boy, gave it as his opin-
or a by-stander patted its cheek or ion that they were not old enough to

rubbed its chin, the child would smile
;

be weaned. I hung the basket out of

then ail its dreams seemed to be of the window, in the sunshine, and upon
pleasure and happiness. At first the looking in, an hour or two after, found

smile was so faint, that I doubted wheth- that two of the birds had escaped. The
er it were really a smile or no

; but on other I tried to feed, and sometimes,
further efforts, it brightened forth very when a morsel of bread was thrust into

decidedly. This, without opening its its open mouth, it would swallow it.

eyes. A constable, a homely, good- But it appeared to suffer a good deal,

natured, business-looking man, with a vociferating loudly when disturbed, and
warrant against an Irishman's wife for panting, in a sluggish agony, with eyes

throwing a brickbat at a fellow. He closed, or half opened, when let alone,

gave good advice to the Irishman about It distressed me a good deal
; and I

the best method of coming easiest felt relieved, though somewhat shocked,

through the affair. Finally settled, when B- -
put an end to its misery by

the justice agreeing to relinquish his squeezing its head and throwing it out

fees, on condition that the Irishman of the window. They were of a slate-

would pay for the mending of his old color, and might, I suppose, have been
boots ! able to shift for themselves. The oth-

I went with Monsieur S yester- er day a little yellow bird flew into one

day to pick raspberries. He fell through of the empty rooms, of which there are

an old log bridge thrown over a hollow
; half a dozen on the lower floor, and

looking back, only his head and shoul- could not find his way out again, flying
ders appeared through the rotten logs at the glass of the windows, instead of at

and among the bushes. A shower the door, thumping his head against the

coming on, the rapid running of a little panes or against the ceiling. I drove
barefooted boy, coming up unheard, and him into the entry and chased him from

dashing swiftly past us, and showing end to end, endeavoring to make him
the soles of his naked feet as he ran fly through one of the open doors. He
adown the path before us, and up the would fly at the circular light over the

opposite rise. door, clinging to the casement, some-
times alighting on one of the two glass

Tuesdayi August \st. There having lamps, or on the cords that suspended
been a heavy rain yesterday, a nest of them, uttering an affrighted and melan-

chimney- swallows was washed down choly cry whenever I came near and
the chimney into the fireplace of one flapped my handkerchief, and appearing
of the front-rooms. My attention was quite tired and sinking into despair,
drawn to them by a most obstreperous At last he happened to fly low enough
twittering ;

and looking behind the fire- to pass through the door, and imme-

board, there were three young birds, diately vanished into the gladsome sun-

clinging with their feet against one of shine. Ludicrous situation of a man,
the jambs, looking at me, open-mouthed, drawing his chaise down a sloping bank,
and all clamoring together, so as quite to wash in the river. The chaise got
to fill the room with the short, eager, the better of him, and, rushing down-

frightened sound. The old birds, by ward as if it were possessed, compelled
certain signs upon the floor of the him to run at full speed, and drove

room, appeared to have fallen victims him up to his chin into the water,

to the appetite of the cat. La belle A singular instance, that a chaise

Nancy provided a basket filled with may run away with a man without a

cotton-wool, into which the poor little horse !
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Saturday, August 12th. Left Au- square of thirty miles in this part of the

gusta a week ago this morning for country ;
and he wished to settle it with

Thomaston. Nothing particular in our a tenantry, after the fashion of English
drive across the country. Fellow-pas- gentlemen. He would permit no edifice

senger, a Boston dry -goods dealer, to be erected within a certain distance

travelling to collect bills. At many of of his mansion. His patent covered,
the country shops he would get out, of course, the whole present town of

and show his unwelcome visage. In Thomaston, with Waldoborough and
the tavern, prints from Scripture, var- divers other flourishing commercial and
nished and on rollers, such as the country villages, and would have been

Judgment of Christ ; also, a droll set of incalculable value could it have re-

of colored engravings of the story of mained unbroken to the present time,

the Prodigal Son, the figures being clad But the General lived in grand style,

in modern costume, or, at least, that and received throngs of visitors from
of not more than half a century ago. foreign parts, and was obliged to part
The father, a grave, clerical person, with with large tracts of his possessions, till

a white wig and black broadcloth suit ; now there is little left but the ruinous

the son, with a cocked hat and laced mansion and the ground immediately
clothes, drinking wine out of a glass, around it. His tomb stands near the

and caressing a woman in fashionable house, a spacious receptacle, an iron

dress. At Thomaston, a nice, comfort- door at the end of a turf-covered mound,
able, boarding-house tavern, without a and surmounted by an obelisk of the

bar or any sort of wines or spirits. An Thomaston marble. There are inscrip-
old lady from Boston, with her three tions to the memory of several of his

daughters, one of whom was teaching family ; for he had many children, all

music, and the other two were school- of whom are now dead, except one
mistresses. A frank, free, mirthful daughter, a widow of fifty, recently

daughter of the landlady, about twenty- married to Hon. John H . There
four years old, between whom and my- is a stone fence round the monument,
self there immediately sprang up a flir- On the outside of this are the grave-

tation, which made us both feel rather stones, and large, flat tombstones of the

melancholy when we parted on Tues- ancient burial-ground, the tombstones

day morning. Music in the evening, being of red freestone, with vacant

with a song by a rather pretty, fantastic spaces, formerly inlaid with slate, on

little mischief of a brunette, about eigh- which were the inscriptions, and per-
teen years old, who has married within haps coats-of-arms. One of these spa-
a year, and spent the last summer in ces was in the shape of a heart. The
a trip to the Springs and elsewhere, people of Thomaston were very wrath-

Her manner of walking is by jerks, with ful that the General should have laid

a quiver, as if she were made of calves- out his grounds over this old burial-

feet jelly. I talk with everybody : to place ; and he dared never throw down
Mrs. Trott/good sense, to Mary, good the gravestones, though his wife, a

sense, with a mixture of fun, to Mrs. haughty English lady, often teased him

Gleason," sentiment, romance, and non- to do so. But when the old General

sense. was dead, Lady Knox (as they called

Walked with Cilley to see General her) caused them to be prostrated, as

Knox's old mansion, a large, rusty- they now lie. She was a woman of vi-

looking edifice of wood, with some olent passions, and so proud an aris-

grandeur in the architecture, standing tocrat, that, as long as she lived, she

on the banks of the river, close by the would never enter any house in Thorn-

site of an old burial-ground, and near aston except her own. When a mar-

where an ancient fort had been erected ried daughter was ill, she used to go in

for defence against the French and In- her carriage to the door, and send up
dians. General Knox once owned a to inquire how she did. The General
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was personally very popular ; but his fort ; but the work caved in and bur-

wife ruled him. The house and its vi- ied a good many of them, and the rest

cinity, and the whole tract covered by gave up the siege. There was recently
Knox's patent, may be taken as an il- an old inhabitant living, who remem-
lustration of what must be the result of bered when the people used to reside

American schemes of aristocracy. It in the fort.

is not forty years since this house was Owl's Head, a watering-place, ter-

built, and Knox was in his glory ; but minating a point of land, six or seven
now the house is all in decay, while miles from Thomaston. A long island

within a stone's throw of it there is a shuts out the prospect of the sea. Hith-

street of smart white edifices of one er coasters and fishing-smacks run in

and two stories, occupied chiefly by when a storm is anticipated. Two fat

thriving mechanics, which has been laid landlords, both young men, with some-
out where Knox meant to have forests thing of a contrast in their dispositions ;

and parks. On the banks of the river, one of them being a brisk, lively,
where he intended to have only one active, jesting fat man ; the other more
wharf for his own West Indian vessels heavy and inert, making jests sluggish-
and yacht, there are two wharves, with ly, if at all. Aboard the steamboat,
stores and a lime-kiln. Little apper- Professor Stuart of Andover, sitting on
tains to the mansion, except the tomb a sofa in the saloon, generally in con-

and the old burial-ground, and the old versation with some person, resolving
fort. their doubts on one point or another,
The descendants are all poor, and speaking in a very audible voice ; and

the inheritance was merely sufficient strangers standing or sitting around to

to make a dissipated and drunken fel- hear him, as if he were an ancient apos-
low of the only one of the old General's tie or philosopher. He is a bulky man,
sons who survived to middle age. The with a large, massive face, particularly
man's habits were as bad as possible calm in its expression, and mild enough
as long as he had any money ;

but when to be pleasing. When not otherwise

quite ruined, he reformed. The daugh- occupied, he reads, without much no-

ter, the only survivor among Knox's tice of what is going on around him.

children, (herself childless,) is a mild, He speaks without effort, yet thought-
amiable woman, therein totally differing fully.

from her mother. Knox, when he first We got lost in a fog the morning af-

visited his estate, arriving in a vessel, ter leaving Owl's Head. Fired a brass

was waited upon by a deputation of cannon, rang bell, blew steam like a
the squatters, who had resolved to re- whale snorting. After one of the re-

sist him to the death. He received them ports of the cannon, we heard a horn
with genial courtesy, made them dine blown at no great distance, the sound
with him aboard the vessel, and sent coming soon after the report. Doubt-
them back to their constituents in great ful whether it came from the shore or

love and admiration of him. He used a vessel. Continued our ringing and
to have a vessel running to Philadel- snorting ; and by and by something was

phia, I think, and bringing him all sorts seen to mingle with the fog that ob-

of delicacies. His way of raising mon- scured everything beyond fifty yards

ey was to give a mortgage on his es- from us. At first it seemed only like

tate of a hundred thousand dollars at a a denser wreath of fog ;
it darkened

time, and receive that nominal amount still more, till it took the aspect of

in goods, which he would immediately sails ; then the hull of a small schoon-

sell at auction for perhaps thirty thou- er came beating down towards us, the

sand. He died by a chicken-bone, wind laying her over towards us, so that

Near the house are the remains of a her gunwale was almost in the water,

covered way, by which the French once and we could see the whole of her slop-

attempted to gain admittance into the ing deck.
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" Schooner ahoy !

''

say we. "Hal- which fly and flap about hoarsely,
loo ! Have you seen Boston Light this Their eggs may be gathered by the

morning ?
"

bushel, and are good to eat. Other
" Yes ; it bears north-northwest, two islands have one house and barn on

miles distant." them, this sole family being lords and

"Very much obliged to you," cries rulers of all the land which the sea
our captain. girds. The owner of such an island

So the schooner vanishes into the must have a peculiar sense of property
mist behind. We get up our steam, and lordship ;

he must feel more like

and soon enter the harbor, meeting his own master and his own man than

vessels of every rig ;
and the fog, clear- other people can. Other islands, per-

ing away, shows a cloudy sky. Aboard, haps high, precipitous, black bluffs, are

an old one-eyed sailor, who had lost crowned with a white light -house,
one of his feet, and had walked on the whence, as evening comes on, twinkles

stump from Eastport to Bangor, there- a star across the melancholy deep,

by making a shocking ulcer. seen by vessels coming on the coast,

Penobscot Bay is full of islands, close seen from the mainland, seen from island

to which the steamboat is continually to island. Darkness descending, and

passing. Some are large, with portions looking down at the broad wake left by
of forest and portions of cleared land ; the wheels of the steamboat, we may
some are mere rocks, with a little green see sparkles of sea-fire glittering through
or none, and inhabited by sea-birds, the gloom.

AN OLD MAN'S IDYL.

BY
the waters of Life we sat together,

Hand in hand in the golden days

Of the beautiful early summer weather,

When skies were purple and breath was praise,

When the heart kept tune to the carol of birds,

And the birds kept tune to the songs which ran

Through shimmer of flowers on grassy swards,

And trees with voices

By the rivers of Life we walked together,

I and my darling, unafraid ;

And lighter than any linnet's, feather

The burdens of Being on us weighed.
And Love's sweet miracles o'er us threw

Mantles of joy outlasting Time,
And up from the rosy morrows grew
A sound that seemed like a marriage chime.

In the gardens of Life we strayed together ;

And the luscious apples were ripe and red,

And the languid lilac and honeyed heather

Swooned with the fragrance which they shed.
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And under the trees the angels walked,
And up in the air a sense of wings

Awed us tenderly while we talked

Softly in sacred communings.

In the meadows of Life we strayed together,

Watching the waving harvests grow ;

And under the benison of the Father

Our hearts, like the lambs, skipped to and fro.

And the cowslips, hearing our low replies,

Broidered fairer the emerald banks,
And glad tears shone in the daisies' eyes,
And the timid violet glistened thanks.

Who was with us, and what was round us,

Neither myself nor my darling guessed ;

Only we knew that something crowned us

Out from the heavens with crowns of rest;

Only we knew that something bright

Lingered lovingly where we stood,
Clothed with the incandescent light ,

Of something higher than humanhood.

O the riches Love doth inherit !

Ah, the alchemy which doth change
Dross of body and dregs of spirit

Into sanctities rare and strange !

My flesh is feeble and dry and old,

My darling's beautiful hair is gray;
But our elixir and precious gold

Laugh at the footsteps of decay.

Harms of the world have come unto us,

Cups of sorrow we yet shall drain ;

But we have a secret which doth show us

Wonderful rainbows in the rain.

And we hear the tread of the years move by,
And the sun is setting behind the hills ;

But my darling does not fear to die,

And I am happy in what God wills.

So we sit by our household fires together,

Dreaming the dreams of long ago :

Then it was balmy summer weather,
And now the valleys are laid in snow.

Icicles hang from the slippery eaves ;

The wind blows cold, 't is growing late ;

Well, well ! we have garnered all our sheaves,
I and my darling, and we wait.
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A RAMBLE THROUGH THE MARKET.

AS
a man puts on the stoutness and

thicksetness of middle life, he be-

gins to find himself contemplating well-

filled meat and fish stalls, and piles of
*

lusty garden vegetables, with unfeigned
interest and delight. He walks through

Quincy Market, for instance, with far

more pleasure than through the dewy
and moonlit groves which were the

scenes of his youthful wooings. Then
he was all sentiment and poetry. Now
he finds the gratification of the mouth
and stomach a chief source of mundane

delight. It is said that all the ships on

the sea are sailing in the direction of

the human mouth. The stomach, with

its fierce assimilative power, is a great
stimulator of commercial activity. The
table of the civilized man, loaded with

the products of so many climes, bears

witness to this. The demands of the

stomach are imperious. Its ukases and

decrees must be obeyed, else the whole

corporeal commonwealth of man, and

the spirit which makes the human or-

ganism its vehicle in time and space,
are in a state of trouble and insurrec-

tion,
j

A large part of the lower organic

world, both animal and vegetable, is

ground between man's molars and in-

cisors, and assimilated through the

stomach with his body. This may be

called the final cause of that part of the

lower organic world which is edible.

Man is a scientific eater, a cooking
animal. Laughter and speech are not

so distinctive traits of him as cook-

ery. Improve his food, and he is im-

proved both physically and mentally.
His tissue becomes finer, his skin clear-

er and brighter, and his hair more

glossy and hyacinthine. Cattle-breed-

ers and the improvers of horticulture

are indirectly improving their own race

by furnishing finer and more healthful

materials to be built into man's body.

Marble, cedar, rosewood, gold, and gems
make a finer edifice than thatch and

ordinary timber and stones. So South-

Down mutton and Devonian beef fat-

tened on the blue-grass pastures of the

West, and the magnificent prize vege-
tables and rich appetizing fruits, equal
to anything grown in the famed gardens
of Alcinotis or the Hesperides, which

are displayed at our annual autumnal

fairs as evidences of our scientific hor-

ticulture and fructiculture, adorn the

frame into which they are incorporated

by mastication and digestion, as rose-

wood and marble and cedar and gold
adorn a house or temple.
The subject of eating and drinking is

a serious one. The stomach is the

great motive power of society. It is

the true sharpener of human ingenuity,
curis acuens mortalia corda. Cookery
is the first of arts. Chemistry is a mere
subordinate science, whose chief value

is that it enables man to impart greater
relish and gust to his viands. The

greatest poets, such as Homer, Milton,
and Scott, treat the subject of eating
and drinking with much seriousness,
minuteness of detail, and lusciousness

of description. Homer's heroes are all

good cooks, Swift - footed Achilles,

much-enduring Ulysses, and the rest

of them. Read Milton's appetizing de-

scription of the feast which the Tempt-
er set before the fasting Saviour :

"
Oflr Saviour, lifting up his eyes, beheld

In ample space, under the broadest shade,
A table richly spread in regal mode,
With dishes piled, and meats of noblest sort

And savor ; beasts of chase or fowl of game
In pastry built, or from the spit, or boiled,

Gris-amber steamed ; all fish from sea or shore,

Freshet or purling brook, of shell or fin,

And exquisitest name, for which was drained

Pontus and Lucrine bay and Afric coast ;

And at a stately sideboard, by the wine

That fragrant smell diffused, in order stood

Tall stripling youths, rich clad, of fairer hue
Than Ganymed or Hylas."

It is evident that the sublime Milton

had a keen relish for a good dinner.

Keats's description of that delicious

moonlight spread by Porphyro, in the

room of his fair Madeline, asleep, on St.

Agnes' eve, "in lap of legends old,"

is another delicate morsel of Apician
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poetry.
" Those lucent syrups tinct and disposed to woo and win the sense

with cinnamon and sugared dainties " of sight ; the assembled articles must
from Samarcand to cedared Lebanon, give off odors harmoniously blended to

show that Keats had not got over his delight and cultivate the sense of smell
;

boyish taste for sweet things, and and each substance must balance with

reached the maturity and gravity of every other in point of flavor, to meet

appetite which dictated the Miltonian the natural demands of taste ; otherwise

description. He died at twenty-four the entertainment is shorn of its virtue

years. Had he lived longer, he might to bless and tranquillize the soul ! . . . .

have sung of roast and boiled as sub- " But lo, the fanatic in eating appears !

limely as Milton has done. Miserably hot with gluttonous debauch-

Epicurus, in exalting cookery and ery. He has feasted upon a thousand

eating and drinking to a plane of philo- deaths ! Belshazzar's court fed on fish

sophical importance, was a true friend of every type, birds of every flight,

of his race, and showed himself the brutes of every clime, and added there-

most sensible and wisest of all the to each finer luxury known in the cata-

Greek philosophers. A psychometri- logue of the temperate Epicurus
cal critic of the philosopher of the gar-

" Behold the sceptics. A shivering
den says : group of acid ghouls at their scanty

" The first and last necessity is eat- board Bread, milk, bran, turnips,

ing. The animated world is unceas- onions, potatoes, apples, yield so much

ingly eating and digesting itself. None starch, so much sugar, so much nitrogen,
could see this truth clearly but an en- so much nutriment ! Enough ! to live is

thusiast in diet like Epicurus, who, dis- the end of eating, not to be pleased and

covering the unexceptionableness of made better with objects, odors, flavors,

the natural law, proceeded to the work Therefore welcome a few articles of

of adaptation. Ocean, lake, streamlet, food in violation of every fine sensibil-

was separately interrogated,
' How much

ity. Stuff in and masticate the crudest

delicious food do you contain ? What forms of eatables, bad-cooking, bad-

are your preparations ? When should looking, bad-smelling, bad-tasting, and
man partake ?' In like manner did the worse-feeling, down with them hasti-

enthusiast peregrinate through Nature's ly, and then, between your headaches

empire, fixing his chemical eye upon and gastric spasms, pride yourself upon
plant and shrub and berry and vine, virtues and temperance not possessed

asking every creeping thing, and the ani- by any student in the gastronomic
mal creation also,

' What can you do for school of Epicurus ! Let it be perpet-
man ?

' And such truths as the angels ually remembered to the credit of this

sent ! Sea, earth, and air were over- apostle of alimentation and vitativeness

flowing and heavily laden with countless with temperance, that, in his religious
means of happiness.

* The whole was a system, eating was a ' sacramental '

pro-

cupboard of food or cabinet of pleasure.' cess, and not a physical indulgence
Life must not be sacrificed by man, merely, as the ignorant allege."
for thereby he would defeat the end Bravo for the seer of Poughkeepsie !

sought. Man's fine love of life must In the above extracts, quoted from his

save him from taking life." ( This is not "
Thinker," he has vindicated the much

doctrine to promulgate in the latitude of maligned Epicurus better than his disci-

Quincy Market, O clairvoyant Davis !
) pies Lucretius and Gassendi have done,

"In the world of fruit, berries, vines, and by some mysterious process (he calls

flowers, herbs, grains, grasses, could be it psychometry) he seems to know more
found all proper food for '

bodily ease of the old Athenian, and to have a more
and mental tranquillity.' intimate knowledge of his doctrines,

" Behold the enthusiast ! classifying than can be found in Brucker or Ritter.

man's senses to be gratified at the table. When it is considered how our mental

All dishes must be beautifully prepared states may be modified by what we eat
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and drink, the importance of good in- fish, flesh, and fowl ! From these white

gesta, both fluid and solid, becomes ap- stalls the Tempter could have furnished

parent. Among the good things which forth the banquet the Miltonic descrip-
attached Charles Lamb to this present tion of which has been quoted,
life was his love of the delicious juices of Here is a stall of ripe, juicy mutton,
meats and fishes. perhaps from the county of St. Law-
But these things are prel

;

minary, al- rence, in Northeastern New York. This

though not impertinent to the main sub- is the most healthful and easily digested

ject, which is Quincy Market. After hav- of all meats. Its juiciness and nutri-

ing perambulated the principal markets tiousness are visible in the trumpeter-
of the other leading American cities, I like cheeks of the well-fed John Bull,

must pronounce \\.facileprinceps among The domestic Anglo-Saxon is a mutton-
New-World markets. A walk through it eater. Let his offshoots here and else-

is equal to a dose of dandelion syrup in where follow suit. There is no such
the way of exciting an appetite for one's timber to repair the waste of the human
dinner. Such a walk is tonic and me- frame. It is a fuel easily combustible

dicinal, and should be prescribed to dys- in the visceral grate of the stomach,

peptic patients. To the hungry, penni- The mutton -eater is eupeptic. His
less man such a walk is like the torture dreams are airy and lightsome. Som-
administered to the old Phrygian who nus descends smiling to his nocturnal

blabbed to mortals the secrets of the pillow, and not clad in the portentous
celestial banquets. Autumn is the sea- panoply of indigestion, which rivals a
son in which to indulge in a promenade guilty conscience in its night visions,

through Quincy Market, after the leaf The mutton department of Quincy Mar-
has been nipped by the frost and crim- ket is all that it should be.

son-tinted, when the morning air is cool Next we come upon
" fowl of game,"

and bracing. Then the stalls and pre- wild ducks, pigeons, etc. What has be-

cincts of the chief Boston market are come of those shoals of pigeons, those

a goodly spectacle. Athenaeus himself, herrings of the air, which used in the

the classic historian of classic gluttons gloom and glory of a breezy autumnal
and classic bills of fare, could not but day to darken the sun in their flight, like

feel a glow at the sight of the good the discharge of the Xerxean arrows at

things here displayed, if he were alive. Thermopylae ? The eye sweeps the au-

Quincy Market culminates at Thanks- tumnal sky in vain now for any such

giving time. It then attains to the ze- winged phenomenon, at least here in

nith of good fare. New England. The days of the bough-
Cleanliness and spruceness are the house and pigeon-stand strewn with bar-

rule among the Quincy Market men ley seem to have gone by. Swift of flight

and stall-keepers. The matutinal dis- and shapely in body is the North Amer-

play outside of apples, pears, onions, ican wild pigeon, running upon the air

turnips, beets, carrots, egg-plants, cran- fleeter than Anacreon's dove. He can

berries, squashes, etc., is magnificent lay any latitude under contribution in a

in the variety and richness of its hues, few hours, flying incredible distances

What a multitude of orchards, meadows, during the process of digestion. He
gardens, and fields have been laid un- is an -ornament to the air, and the pot
der contribution to furnish this vegeta- also. Here might be a descendant of

ble abundance ! And here are their Bryant's waterfowl ; but its journeyings
choicest products. The foodful Earth along the pathless coast of the upper
and the arch-chemic Sun, the great ag- atmosphere are at an end.

riculturist and life-fountain, have done " All flesh is not the same flesh ; but

their best in concocting these Quincy there is one kind of flesh of men, another

Market culinary vegetables. They wear flesh of beasts, another of fishes, and
a healthful, resplendent look. Inside, another of birds." The matter compos-
what a goodly vista stretches away of ing the vegetables and the lower animals
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is promoted, as it were, by being eaten when religiously disposed. His litera-

by man and incorporated into his body, ture is perspicuous and clear. He is an
which is a breathing house not made with admirable doctrinaire and generalizer,
hands built over the boundary -line of witness Guizot and Montesquieu. He
two worlds, the sensible and noumenal. puts philosophy and science into a read-
" The human body is the highest chem- able, comprehensible shape. The Teu-
ical laboratory which matter can reach, tonic diet of sauer -

kraut, sausages,
In that body the highest qualities and cheese, ham, etc., is indigestible, giv-
richest emoluments are imparted to it, ing rise to a vaporous, cloudy cerebral

and it is indorsed with a divine super- state. German philosophy and mysti-
scription." It there becomes part and cism are its natural outcome,

parcel of the eye, the organ of light and Baked beans, pumpkin pie, apple-
the throne of expression, of the blood, sauce, onions, codfish, and Medford
which is so eloquent in cheek and brow, rum, these were the staple items of

of the nerves, the telegraph-wires of the primitive New England larder
; and

the soul, of the persuasive tongue, they were an appropriate diet whereon
of the tear-drop, the dew of emotion, to nourish the caucus-loving, inventive,
which only the human eye can shed, acute, methodically fanatical Yankee,
of the glossy tresses of beauty, the nets The bean, the most venerable and nu-

of love. tritious of lentils, was anciently used as

The provision markets of a commu- a ballot or vote. Hence it symbolized

nity are a good index of the grade of in the old Greek democracies politics
its civilization. Tell me what a nation and a public career. Hence Pythago-
eats, what is its diet, and I will tell you ras and his disciples, though they were
what is its literature, its religious be- vegetable-eaters, eschewed the bean as

lief, and so forth. Solid, practical John an article of diet, from its association

Bull is a mutton, beef, and pudding eat- with politics, demagogism, and och-

er. He drinks strong ale or beer, and locracy. They preferred the life con-

thinks beer. He drives fat oxen, and is templative and i\\efallentis semita vita*.

himself fat. He is no idealist in phi- Hence their utter detestation of beans,

losophy. He hates generalization and the symbols of noisy gatherings, of dem-
abstract thought. He is for the real and agogues and party strife and every spe-
concrete. Plain, unadorned Protestant- cies of political trickery. The primi-
ism is most to the taste of the middle tive Yankee, in view of his destiny as

classes of Great Britain. Music, sculp- the founder of this caucus-loving nation

ture, and painting add not their charms and American democracy, seems to

to the Englishman's dull and respecta- have been providentially guided in se-

ble devotions. Cross the Channel and lecting beans for his most characteris-

behold his whilom hereditary foeman, tic article of diet.

but now firm ally, the Frenchman ! He But to move on through the market,

is a dainty feeder and the most accom- The butter and cheese stalls have their

plished of cooks. He etherealizes or- special attractions. The butyraceous

dinary fish, flesh, and fowl by his exqui- gold in tubs and huge lumps displayed
site cuisine. He educates the palate to in these stalls looks as though it was
a daintiness whereof the gross-feeding precipitated from milk squeezed from

John Bull never dreamed. He extracts Channel Island cows, those fawn-col-

the finest flavors and quintessential ored, fairest of dairy animals. In its

principles from flesh and vegetables, present shape it is the herbage of a

He drinks light and sparkling wines, thousand clover -blooming meads and
the vintage of Champagne and Burgun- dewy hill -

pastures in old Berkshire,

dy. Accordingly the Frenchman is in Vermont and Northern New York,

lightsome and buoyant. He is a great transformed by the housewife's churn

theorist and classifier. He adheres to into edible gold. Not only butter and

the ornate worship of the Mother Church cheese are grass or of gramineous ori-
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gin, but all flesh is grass, a physiologi- Merrimac, or Connecticut. The dams
cal fact enunciated by Holy Writ and of our great manufacturing corporations

strictly true. are sadly interfering with the annual

Porcine flesh is too abundant here, movements of these luscious and beau-

How the New-Englander, whose Puritan tiful fish. Lake Winnipiseogee no Ion-

forefathers were almost Jews, and hard- ger receives these ocean visitors into its

ly got beyond the Old Testament in their clear, mountain-mirroring waters. The

Scriptural studies, has come to make greedy pike is also here, from inland

pork so capital an article in his diet, is pond and lake, and the beautiful trout

a mystery. Small-boned swine of the from the quick mountain brook, "with

Chinese breed, which are kept in the his waved coat dropped with gold."

temple sties of the Josses, and which are Who eats the trout partakes of pure

capable of an obeseness in which all diet. He loves the silver-sanded stream,
form and feature are swallowed up and and silent pools, and eddies of limpid
lost in fat, seem to be plenty in Quincy water. In fact, all fish, from sea or shore,
Market. They are hooked upright up- freshet or purling brook, of shell or fin,

on their haunches, in a sitting posture, are here, on clean marble slabs, fresh

against the posts of the stall. How and hard. Ours is the latitude of the

many pots of Sabbath morning beans fish-eater. The British marine provin-
ne of these porkers will lubricate ! ces, north of us, and Norway in the Old

Beef tongues are abundant here, and World, are his paradise,

eloquent of good living. The mighty Man is a universal- eater,

hind and fore quarters and ribs of the He^^ spare^ OT winc ,

OX, Tobacco-leaf, or poppy, or rose,

From the earth-poles to the line,
' With their red and yellow, AH between that works and grows.
Lean and tallow,

" .....
i .1 j -,. 11 -j Give him agates for his meat ;

appeal to the good-liver on all sides. Give him n̂tharids to eat ;

They Seem tO be the Staple flesh Of the From air and ocean bring him foods,

Stalls. From all zones and altitudes ;

, i . ,, . 11 f From all natures sharp and slimy,But let us move on to the stalls fre-
Salt and^^ wild7nd tame .

quented by the ichthyophagi. Homer Tree and lichen, ape, sea-lion,

calls the sea the barren, the harvestless !
Bird "* rePtae>

^ his game."

Our Cape Ann fishermen do not find it
Quincy Market sdcks to the doven

so*

hoof, I am happy to say, notwithstand-

"The sounds and seas, with all their finny droves, ing the favorable verdict of the French
That to the Moon in wavering morrice move," savans on the flavor and nutritious prop-

are as foodful as the most fertile parts erties of horse-flesh. The femurs and

of terrafirma. Here lie the blue, deli- tibias of frogs are not visible here. At

cate mackerel in heaps, and piles of this point I will quote in extenso from

white perch from the South Shore, cod, Wilkinson's chapter on Assimilation

haddock, eels, lobsters, huge segments and its Organs.
of swordfish, and the flesh of various " In this late age, the human home
other voiceless tenants of the deep, both has one universal season and one uni-

finned and shell-clad. The codfish, the versal climate. The produce of every

symbol of Puritan aristocracy, as the zone and month is for the board where

grasshopper was of the ancient Athe- toil is compensated and industry re-

mans, seems to predominate. Ourfrut- freshed. For man alone, the universal

ti di mare, in the shape of oysters, animal, can wield the powers of fire, the

clams, and other mollusks, are the de- universal element, whereby seasons, lat-

light of all true gastronomers. What itudes, and altitudes are levelled into one

vegetable, or land animal, is so nutri- genial temperature. Man alone, that is

tious ? Here are some silvery shad to say, the social man alone, can want

from the Penobscot, or Kennebec, or and duly conceive and invent that which
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is digestion going forth into nature as wards from the all-swallowing ground ;

a creative art, namely, cookery, which but thirst descends from above, and is

by recondite processes of division and born of the solar rays Hunger and

combination, by cunning varieties of thirst are strong terms, and the things

shape, by the insinuation of subtle themselves are too feverish provoca-

flavors, by tincturings with precious tions for civilized man. They are in-

spice, as with vegetable flames, by compatible with the sense of taste in

fluids extracted, and added again, ab- its epicureanism, and their gratification

sorbed, dissolving^ and surrounding, is of a very bodily order. The savage

by the discovery and cementing of new man, libe a boa-constrictor, would swal-

amities between different substances, low his animals whole, if his gullet would

provinces, and kingdoms of nature, let him. This is to cheat the taste with

by the old truth of wine and the reason- unmanageable objects, as though we
able order of service, in short, by the should give an estate to a child. On
superior unity which it produces in the the other hand, civilization, house-build-

eatable world, also by a new birth ing, warm apartments and kitchen fires,

of 'feelings, properly termed convivial, well-stored larders, and especially ex-

which run between food and friendship, emption from rude toil, abolish these

and make eating festive,
-- all through extreme caricatures ; and keeping appe-

the conjunction of our Promethean with tite down to a middling level by the rote

our culinary fire raises up new powers of meals, and thus taking away the in-

and species of food to the human frame, centives to ravenous haste, they allow

and indeed performs by machinery a the mind to tutor and variegate the

part of the work of assimilation, enrich- tongue, and to substitute the harmonies

ing the sense of taste with a world of pro- and melodies of deliberate gustation for

found objects, and making it the refined such unseemly bolting. Under this di-

participator, percipient, and stimulus of rection, hunger becomes polite ;
a long-

the most exquisite operations of diges- drawn, many-colored taste
;
the tongue,

tion. Man, then, as the universal eater, like a skilful instrument, holds its notes ;

enters from his own faculties into the and thirst, redeemed from drowning,
natural viands, and gives them a social rises from the throat to the tongue and

form, and thereby a thousand new aro- lips, and, full of discrimination, becomes

mas, answering to as many possible the gladdening love of all delicious fla-

tastes in his wonderful constitution, and vors In the stomach, judging by
therefore his food is as different from what there is done, what a scene we are

that of animals in quality as it is plainly about to enter ! What a palatial kitch-

different in quantity and resource. How en and more than monasterial refectory!
wise should not reason become, in or- The sipping of aromatic nectar, the brief

der to our making a wise use of so vast and elegant repast of that Apicius, the

an apparatus of nutrition ! . . . . tongue, are supplanted at this lower

"There is nothing more general in life board by eating and drinking in down-
than the digestive apparatus, because right earnest. What a variety of sol-

matter is the largest, if not the greatest, vents, sauces, and condiments, both

fact in the material universe. Every springing up at call from the blood, and

creature which is here must be made of raining down from the mouth into the

something, and be maintained by some- natural patines of the meats ! What a

thing, or must be landlord of itself. .... quenching of desires, what an end and

The planetary dinner-table has its vari- goal of the world is here ! No wonder ;

ous latitudes and longitudes, and plant for the stomach sits for four or five as-

and animal and mineral and wine are siduous hours at the same meal that the

grown around it, and set upon it, accord- dainty tongue will despatch in a twen-

ing to the map of taste in the spherical tieth portion of the time. For the

appetite of our race Hunger is the stomach is bound to supply the ex-

child of cold and night, and comes up- tended body, while the tongue wafts

VOL. xvn. NO. 101. iS
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only fairy gifts to the close and spirit- of a giant's den in romance, bestrewed

ual brain." with the scattered heads and mangled
So far Wilkinson, the Milton of phys- limbs of those who were slain by his

iologists. cruelty." Think of the porcine sham-

But lest these lucubrations should bles of Cincinnati, with their swift-hand-

seem to be those of a mere glutton and ed swine-slayers !

gastrolater, of One like the gourmand "What loud lament and dismal miserere,"

of old time, who longed for the neck of ear-deafening and horrible, must issue

an ostrich or crane that the pleasure from them. How cJlh a Jew reside in

of swallowing dainty morsels might be that porkopolitan municipality ? The
as protracted as possible, let me as- brutishness of the Bowery butchers is

sume a vegetable, Pythagorean stand- proverbial. A late number of Leslie's

point, and thence survey this accumu- Pictorial represents a Bowery butcher's

lation of creature comforts, that is, that wagon crowded with sheep and calves

portion of them which consists of dead so densely that their heads are pro-
flesh. The vegetables and the fruits, truded against the wheels, which re-

the blazonry of autumn, are of course volve with the utmost speed, the brutal

ignored from this point of view. Thus driver urging his horse furiously,

beheld, Quincy Market presents a spec- The first advocate of a purely vege-
tacle that excites disgust and loathing, table diet was Pythagoras, the Samian

and exemplifies the fallen, depraved, philosopher. His discourse delivered

and sophisticated state of human na- at Crotona, a city of Magna Graecia, is

ture and human society. In those juicy ably reported for posterity by the poet

quarters and surloins of beef and those Ovid. From what materials he made up
fat porcine carcasses the vegetable-eater, his report, it is impossible now to say.

Grahamite or Brahmin, sees nothing but Pythagoras says that flesh-eaters make
the cause of beastly appetites, scrofula, their stomachs the sepulchres of the

apoplexy, corpulence, cheeks flushed lower animals, the cemeteries of beasts,

with ungovernable propensities, tenden- About thirty years ago there was a vege-
cies downward toward the plane of the table diet movement hereabouts, which

lower animals, bloodshot eyes, swollen created some excitement at the time,

veins, impure blood, violent passions, Its adherents were variously denomi-

fetid breath, stertorous respiration, sud- nated as Grahamites, and, from the fact

den death, in fact, disease and brut- of their using bread made of unbolted

ishness of all sorts. A Brahmin trav- wheat-meal, bran-eaters. There was

ersing this goodly market would regard little of muscular Christianity in them,

it as a vast charnel, a loathsome recep- They were a pale, harmless set of val-

tacle of dead flesh on its way to putres- etudinarians, who were, like all weakly
cence. His gorge would rise in rebel- persons, morbidly alive to their own

lion at the sight. To the Brahmin, the bodily states, and principally employed
lower animal kingdom is a vast mas- in experimenting on the effects of vari-

querade of transmigratory souls. If he ous insipid articles of diet. Tea and

should devour a goose or turkey or hen, coffee were tabooed by these people,

or a part of a bullock or sheep or goat, Ale and wine were abominations in

he might, according to his creed, be their Index Expurgatorius of forbidden

eating the temporary organism of his ingesta. The presence of a boiled egg

grandmother. The poet Pope wrote in on their breakfast-tables would cause

the true Brahminical spirit, when he some of the more sensitive of these

said,
u
Nothing can be more shock- New England Brahmins to betake them-

ing: and horrid than one of our kitchens selves to their beds for the rest of theo

sprinkled with blood, and abounding day. They kept themselves in a semi-

with cries of creatures expiring, or with famished state on principle. One of

the limbs of dead animals scattered or the most liberal and latitudinarian of

hung up there. It gives one an image the sect wrote, in 1835, --"For two
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years past I have abstained from the Kant was almost the only profound

use of all the diffusible stimulants, us- speculative thinker who was decidedly

ing no animal food, either flesh, fish, convivial, and given to gulosity, at least

or fowl, nor any alcoholic or vinous at his dinner. Asceticism ordinarily

spirits, no form of ale, beer, or por- reigns in the cloister and student's bow-

ter, no cider, tea, or coffee ; but using er. The Oxford scholar long ago, as de-

milk and water as my only liquid ali- scribed by Chaucer, was adust and thin,

ment, and feeding sparingly, or rather AS lene was his hors as is a rake,

moderately, upon farinaceous food, vege-
And he was not right fat, I undertake."

tables, and fruit, seasoned with unmelt- The ancient anchorets of the East, the

ed butter, slightly boiled eggs, and su- children of St. Anthony, were a long-

gar and molasses, with no condiment lived sect, rivalling the many-wintered
but common salt." crow in longevity. Yet their lives were

These ultra-temperance dietetical phi- vapid monotonies, only long in months

losophers never flourished greatly. They
*
and years. They were devoid of vivid

were too languid and too little enthusi- sensations, and vegetated merely. Milk-

astic to propagate their rules of living eaters were, in the days of Homer, the

and make converts. In a country where longest-lived of men.

meat is within reach of all, a vegetable Without the ministry of culinary fire,

dietary is not popular. Doubtless a man could not gratify his carnivorous

less frequent use of fleshly food would
propensities^ He would be obliged to

be greatly to our advantage as a people, content himself with a vegetable diet ;

But utter abstinence is out of the ques- for, according to the comparative anat-

tion. A vegetable diet, however, has omists, man is not structurally a flesh-

great authorities in its favor, both an- eater. At any rate he is not fanged or

cient and modern. Plautus, Plutarch, clawed. His teeth and nails are not

Porphyry of Tyre, Lord Bacon, Sir like the natural cutlery found in the

William Temple, Cicero, Cyrus the mouths and paws of beasts of prey.

Great, Pope, Newton, and Shelley have He cannot eat raw flesh. Digger In-

all left their testimony in favor of it and dians are left to do that when the meat

of simplicity of living. Poor Shelley, is putrescent. Prometheus was the in-

who in his abstract moods forgot even ventor of roast and boiled beef, and

to take vegetable sustenance for days of cookery generally, and therefore the

together, makes a furious onslaught up- destroyer of the original simplicity of

on flesh-eating in his Notes to "
Queen living which characterized primitive

Mab." The notes, as well as the po- man, when milk and fruits cooked by
em, are crude productions, the outgiv- the sun, and acorns, were the standing

ings of a boy ;
but that boy was Shel- repasts of unsophisticated humanity,

ley. It was said that he was traceable, Per contra, Horace makes man, in his

in his lonely wanderings in secluded mast-eating days, a poor creature,

places in Italy, by the crumbs of bread , . ,

J\ J
.

" Forth from the earth when human kind

Which he let fall. Speculative thinkers First crept, a dull and brutish herd, with nails

have generally been light feeders, CS- And fists they fought for dens wherein to couch,

chewing stimulants, both solid and Andoa^r."

liquid, and preferring mild food and Don Quixote, however, in his eloquent

water for drink. Those who lead an harangue to the shepherds in the Sierra

interior life sedentary and contempla- Morena, took a different view of man

tive need not gross pabulum, but would during the acorn period. He saw in it

find their inward joy at the contempla- the golden age.

tion and discovery of truth seriously- There are vast rice -eating popula-

qualified and deadened by it. Spare tions in China and India, who are a

fast is the companion of the ecstatic low grade of men, morally and physi-

moods of a high truth-seeker such as cally. Exceptional cases of longevity,

Newton, Malebranche, etc. Immanuel like those of old Parr, Jenkins, Fran-
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cisco, Pratt, and Farnham, are often- actually cultivated by men for animals,
times adduced as the results of abstemi- at a delay and waste of aliment abso-

ousness and frugality of living. These lutely incalculable." On the contrary,

exceptional cases prove nothing what- the close -
feeding sheep and the cow

ever. These individuals happened to and ox utilize for man millions of acres

reach an almost antediluvian longevity, of vegetation which would otherwise be

thanks to their inherited vitality and useless. The domestic animals which
their listless, uneventful, monotonous everywhere accompany civilized man
lives. Their hearts beat a dull funeral were a part of them intended as ma-
march through four or five generations, chines to convert herbage into milk

and finally stopped. But the longevity and flesh for man's sustenance. The
of sucn mighty thinkers and superb tame villatic fowl scratches and picks
men as Humboldt and Goethe is glo- with might and main, converting a thou-

rious to contemplate. They were never sand refuse things into dainty human
old, but were vernal in spirit to the last, food. A vegetable diet is out of the

and, for aught that appears to the con- question for the blubber-eating Esqui-

trary, generous livers, not "acid ghouls
" maux and Greenlander, even if it would

or bran-eating valetudinarians. Shake- keep the flame of life burning in their

speare died at fifty-one, but great think- Polar latitudes.

ers and poets have generally been long- The better and more nutritious the

lived. " Better fifty years of Europe
"

diet, the better the health. It is to the

or America "than a cycle of " rice-eat- improved garden vegetables and do-

ing
"
Cathay." mestic animals that man will hereafter

The value of the animals slaughtered owe the superior health and personal
in this country in 1860 was, in round comeliness which he will undoubtedly

numbers, $212,000,000, a sum to make enjoy as our planet becomes more and

the vegetable feeder stare and gasp, more humanized, and man asserts his

How many thousands and tens of thou- proper lordship over Nature. This

sands of acres of herbage, which could matter of vegetable and animal food is

not be directly available for human con- dictated by climate. In the temperate

sumption as food, had these slaugh- zone they go well mixed. In the trop-

tered animals incorporated into their ics man is naturally a Pythagorean, but

frames, and rendered edible for man ! he is not so strong, or so healthy, or

"The most fertile districts of the hab- moral, or intellectual, as the flesh-eating

itable globe," says Shelley,
u are now nations of northern latitudes.

THE FREEDMAN'S STORY.

IN TWO PARTS.

PART II.

AS the Freedman relates only events Philadelphia bar, making only a few

which came under his own obser- alterations to give the account greater

vation, it is necessary to preface the clearness and brevity,

remaining portion of his narrative with

a brief account of the Christiana riot On the gth of September, 1851, Mr.

This I extract mainly from a statement Edward Gorsuch, a citizen of Maryland,
made at the time by a member of the residing near Baltimore, appeared before
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Edward D. Ingraham, Esquire, United past four he rose, ate breakfast, and rode

States Commissioner at Philadelphia, to Parkesburg, about forty -five miles

and asked for warrants under the act from Philadelphia, and on the same

of Congress of September 18, 1850, for railroad. Here he found Agin and Tul-

the arrest of four of his slaves, whom ly asleep in the bar-room. He awoke

he had heard were secreted somewhere Agin, called him aside, and inquired for

in Lancaster County. Warrants were Mr. Gorsuch and his party. He was

issued forthwith, directed to H. H. Kline, told they had gone to Sadsbury, a small

a deputy United States Marshal, author- place on the turnpike, four or five miles

izing him to arrest George Hammond, from Parkesburg.

Joshua Hammond, Nelson Ford, and On going there, he found them, about

Noah Buley, persons held to service 9 A.M. on the loth of September. Kline

or labor in the State of Maryland, and told them he had seen Agin and Tully,

to bring them before the said Commis- who had determined to return to Phila-

sioner. delphia, and proposed that the whole

Mr. Gorsuch then made arrangements party should return to Gallagherville.

with John Agin and Thompson Tully, Mr. Gorsuch, however, determined to

residents of Philadelphia, and police go to Parkesburg instead, to see Agin

officers, to assist Kline in making the and Tully, and attempt to persuade them

arrests. They were to meet Mr. Gor- not to return. The rest of the party

such and some companions at Penning- were to go to Gallagherville, while Kline

tonville, a small place on the State Rail- returned to Downingtown, to see Agin

road, about fifty miles from Philadel- and Tully, should Mr. Gorsuch fail to

phia. Kline, with the warrants, left meet them at Parkesburg. He left Gal-

Philadelphia on the same day, about 2 lagherville about 1 1 A. M., and met Agin
p. M., for West Chester. There he hired and Tully at Downingtown. Agin said

a conveyance and rode to Gallagher- he had seen Mr. Gorsuch, but refused

ville, where he hired another convey- to go back. He promised, however, to

ance to take him to Penningtonville. return from Philadelphia in the evening
Before he had driven very far, the car- cars. Kline returned to Downingtown,

riage breaking down, he returned to and then met all the party except Mr.

Gallagherville, procured another, and Edward Gorsuch, who had remained

started again. Owing to this detention, behind to make the necessary arrange-

he was prevented from meeting Mr. ments for procuring a guide to the

Gorsuch and his friends at the appoint- houses where he had been informed

ed time, and when he reached Penning- his negroes were to be found,

tonville, about 2 A. M. on the loth of About 3 p. M., Mr. Edward Gorsuch

September, they had gone. joined them at Gallagherville, and at

On entering the tavern, the place of IIP. M. on the night of the loth of Sep-

rendezvous, he saw a colored man whom tember they all went in the cars to

he recognized as Samuel Williams, a Downingtown, where they waited for

resident of Philadelphia. To put Wil- the evening train from Philadelphia,

liams off his guard, Kline asked the When it arrived, neither Agin nor

landlord some questions about horse Tully was to be seen. The rest of the

thieves. Williams remarked that he party went on to the Gap, which they
had seen the " horse thieves," and told reached about half past one on the

Kline he had come too late. morning of the nth of September.
Kline then drove on to a place called They then continued their journey on

the Gap. Seeing a person he believed foot towards Christiana, where Parker

to be Williams following him, he stopped was residing, and where the slaves of

at several taverns along the road and Mr. Gorsuch were supposed to be living,

made inquiries about horse thieves. He The party then consisted of Kline, Ed-

reached the Gap about 3 A. M., put up ward Gorsuch, Dickinson Gorsuch, his

his horses, and went to bed. At half son, Joshua M. Gorsuch, his nephew,
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Dr. Thomas Pierce, Nicholas T. Hutch- slaves in Parker's house, and of this

ings, and Nathan Nelson. there is no positive testimony.
After they had proceeded about a It was not yet daybreak when the par-

mile they met a man who was repre- ty approached the house. They made
sented to be a guide. He is said to demand for the slaves, and threatened

have been disguised in such a way that to burn the house and shoot the oc-

none of the party could recognize him, cupants, if they would not surrender,

and his name is not mentioned in any At this time, the number of besiegers
of the proceedings. It is probable that seems to have been increased, and as

he was employed by Mr. Edward Gor- many as fifteen are said to have been

such, and one condition of his services near the house. About daybreak, when

may have been that he should be al- they were advancing a second or third

lowed to use every possible means of time, they saw a negro coming out, whom

concealing his face and name from the Mr. Gorsuch thought he recognized as

rest of the party. Under his conduct, one of his slaves. Kline pursued him

the party went on, and soon reached a with a revolver in his hand, and stum-

house in which they were told one of bled over the bars near the house. Some
the slaves was to be found. Mr. Gor- of the company came up before Kline,

such wished to send part of the com- and found the door open. They en-

pany after him, but Kline was unwilling tered, and Kline, following, called for the

to divide their strength, and they walked owner, ordered all to come down, and

on, intending to return that way after said he had two warrants for the arrest

making the other arrests. of Nelson Ford and Joshua Hammond.
The guide led them by a circuitous He was answered that there were no

route, until they reached the Valley such men in the house. Kline, followed

Road, near the house of William Par- by Mr. Gorsuch, attempted to go up

ker, the writer of the annexed narrative, stairs. They were prevented from as-

which was their point of destin'ation. cending by what appears to have been

They halted in a lane near by, ate some an ordinary fish gig. Some of the wit-

crackers and cheese, examined the con- nesses described it as "like a pitchfork

dition of their fire-arms, and consulted with blunt prongs," and others were at

upon the plan of attack. A short walk a loss what to call this, the first weapon

brought them to the orchard in front of used in the contest. An axe was next

Parker's house, which the guide pointed thrown down, but hit no one.

out and then left them. He had no de- Mr. Gorsuch and others then went

sire to remain and witness the result of outside to talk with the negroes at the

his false information. His disguise and window. Just at this time Kline fired

desertion of his employer are strong his pistol up stairs. The warrants were

circumstances in proof of the fact that then read outside the house, and de-

he knew he was misleading the party, mand made upon the landlord. No
On the trial of Hanway, it was proved answer was heard. After a short inter-

by the defence that Nelson Ford, one val, Kline proposed to withdraw his

of the fugitives, was not on the ground men, but Mr. Gorsuch refused, and said

until after the sun was up. Joshua he would not leave the ground until he

Hammond had lived in the vicinity up had made the arrests. Kline then in

to the time that a man by the name of a loud voice ordered some one to go to

Williams had been kidnapped, when he the sheriff and bring a hundred men,

and several others departed, and had thinking, as he afterwards said, this

not since been heard from. Of the would intimidate them. The threat

other two, one at least, if the evidence appears to have had some effect, for

for the prosecution is to be relied upon, the negroes asked time to consider,

was in the house at which the party first The party outside agreed to give fifteen

halted, so that there could not have minutes,

been more than one of Mr. Gorsuch's While these scenes were passing at
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the house, occurrences transpired else- questioning the truth of the statement,
where that are worthy of attention, but repaired immediately to the place. On
which cannot be understood without a the way he passed the house of Castner

short statement of previous events. Hanway, and, telling him what he had
In the month of September, 1850, a heard, asked him to go over to Parker's,

colored man, known in the neighbor- Hanway was in feeble health and un-

hood around Christiana to be free, was able to undergo the fatigue of walking
seized and carried away by men known that distance

;
but he saddled his horse,

to be professional kidnappers, and had and reached Parker's during the armis-

not been seen by his family since. In tice.

March, 1851, in the same neighbor- Having no reason to believe he was

hood, under the roof of his employer, acting under legal authority, when

during the night, another colored man Kline approached and demanded as-

was tied, gagged, and carried away, sistance in making the arrests, Hanway
marking the road along which he was made no answer. Kline then handed

dragged with his blood. No author- him the warrants, which Hanway ex-

ity for this outrage was ever shown, amined, saw they appeared genuine, and
and the man was never heard from, returned.

These and many other acts of a simi- At this time, several colored men,
lar kind had so alarmed the neighbor- who no doubt had heard the report that

hood, that the very name ot kidnapper kidnappers were about, came up, armed
was sufficient to create a panic. The with such weapons as they could sud-

blacks feared for their own safety ; denly lay hands upon. How many were

and the whites, knowing their feelings, on the ground during the affray it is

were apprehensive that any attempt to now impossible to determine. The wit-

repeat these outrages would be the nesses on both sides vary materially
cause of bloodshed. Many good citi- in their estimate. Some said they saw

zens were determined to do all in their a dozen or fifteen ; some, thirty or for-

power to- prevent these lawless depre- ty ;
and others maintained, as many as

dations, though they were ready to sub- two or three hundred. It is known
mit to any measures sanctioned by legal there were not two hundred colored

process. They regretted the existence men within eight miles of Parker's

among them of a body of people liable house, nor half that number within four

to such violence
;
but without combi- miles ; and it would have been almost

nation had, each for himself, resolved impossible to get together even thirty

that they would do everything dictated at an hour's notice. It is probable there

by humanity to resist barbarous oppres- were about twenty-five, all told, at or

sion. near the house from the beginning of

On the morning in question, a colored the affray until all was quiet again,

man living in the neighborhood, who These the fears of those who after-

was passing Parker's house at an early wards testified to larger numbers might

hour, saw the yard full of men. He easily have magnified to fifty or a hun-

halted, and was met by a man who pre- dred.

sented a pistol at him, and ordered him While Kline and Hanway were in

to leave the place. He went away and conversation, Elijah Lewis came up.

hastened to a store kept by Elijah Lew- Hanway said to him,
" Here is the Mar-

is, which, like all places of that kind, shaL" Lewis asked to see his author-

was probably the head-quarters of news ity, and Kline handed him one of the

in the neighborhood. Mr. Lewis was warrants. When he saw the signature
in the act of opening his store when of the United States Commissioner,

this man told him that " Parker's house "he took it for granted that Kline had

was surrounded by kidnappers, who authority." Kline then ordered Han-

had broken into the house, and were way and Lewis to assist in arresting

trying to get him away." Lewis, not the alleged fugitives. Hanway refused
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to have anything to do with it. The several persons living in the neighbor-

negroes around these three men seem- hood had arrived at Parker's house,

ing disposed to* make an attack, Han- Lewis Cooper found Dickinson Gorsuch

way
" motioned to them and urged in the place where Kline had left him,

them back." He then "advised Kline attended by Joseph Scarlett. He placed
that it would be dangerous to attempt him in his dearborn, and carried him to

making arrests, and that they had bet- the house of Levi Pownall, where he re-

ter leave." Kline, after saying he would mained till he had sufficiently recovered

hold them accountable for the fugitives, to return home. Mr. Cooper then re-

promised to leave, and beckoned two turned to Parker's, placed the body of

or three times to his men to retire. Mr. Edward Gorsuch in the same dear-

The negroes then rushed up, some born, and carried it to Christiana. Nei-

armed with guns, some with corn-cut- ther Nelson nor Hutchings rejoined their

ters, staves, or clubs, others with stones party, but during the day went by the

or whatever weapon chance offered, railroad to Lancaster.

Hanway and Lewis in vain endeavored Thus ended an occurrence which was
to restrain them. the theme of conversation throughout
Kline leaped the fence, passed through the land. Not more than two hours

the standing grain in the field, and for elapsed from the time demand was first

a few moments was out of sight. Mr. made at Parker's house until the dead

Gorsuch refused to leave the spot, say- body of Edward Gorsuch was carried

ing his "property was there, and he to Christiana. In that brief time the

would have it or perish in the attempt." blood of strangers had been spilled in

The rest of his party endeavored to re- a sudden affray, an unfortunate man
treat when they heard the Marshal call- had been killed, and two others badly

ing to them, but they were too late ; the wounded.

negroes rushed up, and the firing began. When rumor spread abroad the re-

How many times each party fired, it is suit of the affray, the neighborhood was

impossible to tell. For o. few moments appalled. The inhabitants of the farm-

everything was confusion, and each at- houses and the villages around, unused

tempted to save himself. Nathan Nel- to such scenes, could not at first believe

son went down the short lane, thence that it had occurred in their midst. Be-

into the woods and towards Pennington- fore midday, exaggerated accounts had

ville. Nicholas Hutchings, by direc- reached Philadelphia, and were transmit-

tion of Kline, followed Lewis to see ted by telegraph throughout the country,

where he went. Thomas Pierce and Many persons were arrested for par-

Joshua Gorsuch went down the long ticipation in the riot ; and, after a long

lane, pursued by some of the negroes, imprisonment, were arraigned for trial,

caught up with Hanway, and, shielding on the charge of treason, before Judges
themselves behind his horse, followed Grier and Kane, of the United States

him to a stream of water near by. Court, sitting at Philadelphia.

Dickinson Gorsuch was with his father Every one knows the result. The

near the house. They were both wound- prisoners were all acquitted; and the

ed ; the father mortally. Dickinson country was aroused to the danger of a

escaped down the lane, where he was law which allowed bad men to incar-

met by Kline, who had returned from cerate peaceful citizens for months in

the woods at the end of the field. Kline prison, and put them in peril of their

rendered him assistance, and went to- lives, for refusing to aid in entrapping,

wards Penningtonville for a physician, and sending back to hopeless slavery,

On his way he met Joshua M. Gorsuch, men struggling for the very same free-

who was also wounded and delirious, dom we value as the best part of our

Kline led him over to Penningtonville birthright.
and placed him on the upward train The Freedman's narrative is now re-

from Philadelphia. Before this time sumed.
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A short time after the events narrated in various sections of the South, were

in the preceding number, it was whis- enabled to know these hunters of men,

pered about that the slaveholders in- their agents, spies, tools, and betrayers,

tended to make an attack on my house ; They knew who performed this work

but, as I had often been threatened, I in Richmond, Alexandria, Washington,

gave the report little attention. About Baltimore, Wilmington, Philadelphia,

the same time, however, two letters Lancaster, and Harrisburg, those prin-

were found thrown carelessly about, as cipal depots of villany, where organized
if to attract notice. These letters stated bands prowled about at all times, ready
that kidnappers would be at my house to entrap the unwary fugitive,

on a certain night, and warned me to be They also discovered that this nefa-

on my guard. Still I did not let the rious business was conducted mainly
matter trouble me. But it was no idle through one channel ; for, spite of man's

rumor. The bloodhounds were upon inclination to vice and crime, there are

my track. but few men, thank God, so low in the

I was not at this time aware that in scale of humanity as to be willing to

the city of Philadelphia there was a degrade themselves by doing the dirty

band of devoted, determined men, work of four-legged bloodhounds. Yet

few in number, but strong in purpose, such men, actuated by the love of gold
who were fully resolved to leave no and their own base and brutal natures,

means untried to thwart the barbarous were found ready for the work. These

and inhuman monsters who crawled in fellows consorted with constables, po-
the gloom of midnight, like the fero- lice-officers, aldermen, and even with

cious tiger, and, stealthily springing learned members of the legal profes-

on their unsuspecting victims, seized, sion, who disgraced their respectable

bound, and hurled them into the ever calling by low, contemptible arts, and

open jaws of Slavery. Under the pre- were willing to clasp hands with the

text of enforcing the Fugitive Slave lowest ruffian in order to pocket the re-

Law, the slaveholders did not hesitate ward that was the price of blood. Ev-
to violate all other laws made for the ery facility was offered these bad men ;

good government and protection of so- and whether it was night or day, it was

ciety, and converted the old State of only necessary to whisper in a certain

Pennsylvania, so long the hope of the circle that a negro was to be caught,

fleeing bondman, wearied and heart- and horses and wagons, men and offi-

broken, into a common hunting-ground cers, spies and betrayers, were ready, at

for their human prey. But this little the shortest notice, armed and equipped,
band of true patriots in Philadelphia and eager for the chase,

united for the purpose of standing be- Thus matters stood in Philadelphia
tween the pursuer and the pursued, on the Qth of September, 1851, when Mr.

the kidnapper and his victim, and, re- Gorsuch and his gang of Maryland kid-

gardjess of all personal considerations, nappers arrived there. Their presence
were ever on the alert, ready to sound was soon known to the little band of

the alarm to save their fellows from a true men who were called " The Spe-
fate far more to be dreaded than death, cial Secret Committee." They had

In this they had frequently succeeded, agents faithful and true as steel ;
and

and many times had turned the hunter through these agents the whereabouts

home bootless of his prey. They began and business of Gorsuch and his min-

their operations at the passage of the ions were soon discovered. They were

Fugitive Slave Law, and had thorough- noticed in close converse with a certain

ly examined all matters connected with member of the Philadelphia bar, who

it, and were perfectly cognizant of the had lost the little reputation he ever

plans adopted to carry out its provis- had by continual dabbling in negro-
ions in Pennsylvania, and, through a catching, as well as by association with

correspondence with reliable persons and support of the notorious Henry H.
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Kline, a professional kidnapper of the Williams listened to their conversation,
basest stamp. Having determined as" and marked well their faces, and, being
to the character, and object of these fully satisfied by their awkward move-

Marylanders, there remained to ascer- ments that they were heavily armed,
tain the spot selected for their deadly managed to slip out of the cars at the

spring ;
and this required no small de- village of Downington unobserved, and

gree of shrewdness, resolution, and tact, proceeded to Penningtonville, where he
Some one's liberty was imperilled ;

encountered Kline, who had started

the hunters were abroad ; the time was several hours in advance of the others,

short, and the risk imminent. The lit- Kline was terribly frightened, as he knew
tie band bent themselves to the task Williams, and felt that his presence was

they were pledged to perform with zeal an omen of ill to his base designs. He
and devotion ; and success attended spoke of horse thieves ;

but Williams

their efforts. They knew that one false replied, "I know the kind of horse

step would jeopardize their own liberty, thieves you are after. They are all

and very likely their lives, and utterly gone ; and you had better not go after

destroy every prospect of carrying out them."

their objects. They knew, too, that Kline immediately jumped into his

they were matched against the most wagon, and rode away, whilst Williams

desperate, daring, and brutal men in crossed the country, and arrived at

the kidnappers' ranks, men who, to Christiana in advance of him.

obtain the proffered reward, would rush The manner in which information of

willingly into any enterprise, regardless Gorsuch's designs was obtained will

alike of its character or its consequen- probably ever remain a secret
;
and I

ces. That this was the deepest, the doubt if any one outside of the little

most thoroughly organized and best- band who so masterly managed the

planned project for man-catching that affair knows anything of it. This was
had been concocted since the infamous wise ; and I would to God other friends

Fugitive Slave Law had gone into opera- had acted thus. Mr. Williams's trip to

tion, they also knew
;
and consequently Christiana, and the many incidents con-

this nest of hornets was approached nected therewith, will be found in the

with great care. But by walking di- account of his trial ; for he was subse-

rectly into their camp, watching their quently arrested and thrown into the

plans as they were developed, and se- cold cells of a loathsome jail for this

cretly testing every inch of ground on good act of simple Christian duty ; but,

which they trod, they discovered enough resolute to the last, he publicly stated

to counterplot these plotters, and to that he had been to Christiana, and, to

spring upon them a mine which shook use his own words,
"

I done it, and will

the whole country, and put an end to do it again." Brave man, receive my
man-stealing in Pennsylvania forever. thanks !

The trusty agent of this Special Com- Of the Special Committee I can only

mittee, Mr. Samuel Williams, of Phila- say that they proyed themselves men ;

derphia, a man true and faithful to and through the darkest hours of the

his race, and courageous in the highest trials that followed, they were found

degree, came to Christiana, travelling faithful to their trust, never for one mo-
most of the way in company with the ment deserting those who were corn-

very men whom Gorsuch had employed pelled to suffer. Many, many innocent

to drag into slavery four as good men men residing in the vicinity of Chris-

as ever trod the earth. These Phila- tiana, the ground where the first battle

delphia roughs, with their Maryland as- was fought for liberty in Pennsylvania,

sociates, little dreamed that the man were seized, torn from their families,

who sat by their side carried with him and, like Williams, thrown into prison
their inglorious defeat, and the death- for long, weary months, to be tried for

warrant of at least one of their party, their lives. By them this Committee
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stood, giving them every consolation I told them all not to be afraid, nor to

and comfort, furnishing them with give up to any slaveholder, but to fight

clothes, and attending to their wants, until death.

giving money to themselves and fami- "Yes," said Kline, "I have heard

lies, and procuring for them the best many a negro talk as bij
as you, and

legal counsel. This I know, and much then have taken him ; and I '11 take

more of which it is not wise, even now. you."
to speak : 't is enough to say they were " You have not taken me yet," I re-

friends when and where it cost some- plied ;
"and if you undertake it you will

thing to be friends, and true brothers have your name recorded in history for

where brothers were needed. this day's work."

After this lengthy digression, I will Mr. Gorsuch then spoke, and said,

return, and speak of the riot and the "
Come, Mr. Kline, let 's go up stairs

events immediately preceding it. and take them. We can take them.

The information brought by Mr. Wil- Come, follow me. I '11 go up and get

liams spread through the vicinity like a my property. What 's in the way ?

fire in the prairies ;
and when I went The law is in my favor, and the people

home from my work in the evening, I are in my favor."

found Pinckney (whom I should have At that he began to ascend the stair ;

said before was my brother-in-law), but I said to him,
" See here, old man,

Abraham Johnson, Samuel Thomp- you can come up, but you can't go down

son, and Joshua Kite at my house, all again. Once up here, you are mine."

of them excited about the rumor. I Kline then said,
"
Stop, Mr. Gor-

laughed at them, and said it Was all talk. such. I will read the warrant, and then,

This was the loth of September, 1851. I think, they will give up."

They stopped for the night with us, and He then read the warrant, and said,

we went to bed as usual. Before day-
"
Now, you see, we are commanded to

light, Joshua Kite rose, and started for take you, dead or alive
;
so you may as

his home. Directly, he ran back to the well give up at once."

house, burst open the door, crying,
" O " Go up, Mr. Kline," then said Gor-

William ! kidnappers ! kidnappers !

"
such,

"
you are the Marshal."

He said that, when he was just be- Kline started, and when a little way

yond the yard, two men crossed before up said,
"

I am coming."

him, as if to stop him, and others came I said, "Well, come on."

up on either side. As he said this, they But he was too cowardly to show his

had reached the door. Joshua ran up face. He went down again and said,

stairs, (we slept up stairs,) and they fol- "You had better give up without any
lowed him

;
but I met them at the land- more fuss, for we are bound to take you

ing, and asked,
" Who are you ?

"
anyhow. I told you before that I was

The leader, Kline, replied,
"

I am the the United States Marshal, yet you will

United States Marshal." not give up. I '11 not trouble the slaves.

I then told him to take another step, I will take you and make you pay for all."

and I would break his neck. "
Well," I answered,

" take me and

He again said,
"

I am the United make me pay for all. I '11 pay for all."

States Marshal." Mr. Gorsuch then said, "You have

I told him I did not care for him nor my property."
the United States. At that he turned To which I replied,

" Go in the

and went down stairs. room down there, and see if there is

Pinckney said, as he turned to go anything there belonging to you. There

down," Where is the use in fighting ? are beds and a bureau, chairs, and other

They will take us." things. Then go out to the barn
;
there

Kline heard him, and said,
"
Yes, give you will find a cow and some hogs. See

up, for we can and will take you any- if any of them are ycurs."
how." He said,

"
They are not mine ;

I
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want my men. They are here, and I While I was leaning out of the win-

am bound to have them." dow, Kline fired a pistol at me, but the

Thus we parleyed for a time, all be- shot went too high ;
the ball broke the

cause of the pusillanimity of the Mar- glass just above my head. I was talk-

shal, when he, at last, said, "I am ing to Gorsuch at the time. I seized a
tired waiting on you ; I see you are not gun and aimed it at Gorsuch's breast,

going to give up. Go to the barn and for he evidently had instigated Kline to

fetch some straw," said he to one of his fire
; but Pinckney caught my arm and

men. "
I will set the house on fire, and said,

" Don't shoot." The gun went
burn them up." off, just grazing Gorsuch's shoulder.

" Burn us up and welcome," said I. Another conversation then ensued be-
" None but a coward would say the tween Gorsuch, Kline, and myself, when
like. You can burn us, but you can't another one of the party fired at me,
take us

; before I give up, you will see but missed. Dickinson Gorsuch, I then

my ashes scattered on the earth." saw, was preparing to shoot
;
and I told

By this time day had begun to dawn
;

him if he missed, I would show him
and then ny wife came to me and asked where shooting first came from,

if she should blow the horn, to bring I asked them to consider what they
friends to our assistance. I assented, would have done, had they been in our

and she went to the garret for the pur- position.
"

I know you want to kill

pose. When the horn sounded from us," I said, "for you have shot at us

the garret window, one of the ruffians time and again. We have only fired

asked the others what it meant ; and twice, although we have guns and am-

Kline said to me,
" What do you mean munition, and could kill you all if we

by blowing that horn ?
"

would, but we do not want to shed

I did not answer. It was a custom blood."

with us, when a horn was blown at an " If you do not shoot any more," then

unusual hour, to proceed to the spot said Kline,
"

I will stop my men from

promptly to see what was the matter, firing."

Kline ordered his men to shoot any one They then ceased for a time. This

they saw blowing the horn. There was was about sunrise.

a peach-tree at that end of the house. Mr. Gorsuch now said, "Give up,

Up it two of the men climbed ; and when and let me have my property. Hear

my wife went a second time to the win- what the Marshal says ;
the Marshal is

dow, they fired as soon as they heard your friend. He advises you to give up
the blast, but missed their aim. My without more fuss, for my property I

wife then went down on her knees, and, will have."

drawing her head and body below the I denied that I had his property,

range of the window, the horn resting when he replied, "You have my men."

on the sill, blew blast after blast, while
'' Am I your man ?

'

I asked,

the shots poured thick and fast around
' No."

her. They must have fired ten or I then called Pinckney forward,

twelve times. The house was of stone,
" Is that your man ?

'

and the windows were deep, which alone No."

preserved her life. Abraham Johnson I called next, but

They were evidently disconcerted by Gorsuch said he was not his man.

the blowing of the horn. Gorsuch said The only plan left was to call both

again,
"

I want my property, and I will Pinckney and Johnson again ;
for had I

have it." called the others, he would have recog-
" Old man," said I,

"
you look as if nized them, for they were his slaves,

you belonged to some persuasion." Abraham Johnson said,
" Does such

"Never mind," he answered, "what a shrivelled up old slaveholder as you

persuasion I belong to
;

I want my prop- own such a nice, genteel young man as

erty." I am ?
"
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At this Gorsuch took offence, and

charged me with dictating his language.
I then told him there were but five of

us, which he denied, and still insisted

that I had his property. One of the

party then attacked the Abolitionists,

affirming that, although they declared

there could not be property in man, the

Bible was conclusive authority in favor

of property in human flesh.

"
Yes," said Gorsuch,

" does not the

Bible say,
'

Servants, obey your mas-

ters
'

?
"

I said that it did, but the same Bible

said,
" Give unto your servants that

which is just and equal."
At this stage of the proceedings, we

went into a mutual Scripture inquiry,
and bandied views in the manner of

garrulous old wives.

When I spoke of duty to servants,
Gorsuch said,

" Do you know that ?
"

"
Where," I asked,

" do you see it in

Scripture, that a man should traffic in

his brother's blood ?
"

" Do you call a nigger my brother ?
"

said Gorsuch.

"Yes," said I.

"William," said Samuel Thompson,
" he has been a class-leader."

When Gorsuch heard that, he hung
his head, but said nothing. We then

all joined in singing,

"
Leader, what do you say
About the judgment day ?

I will die on the field of battle,

Die on the field of battle,

With glory in my soul."

Then we all began to shout, singing

meantime, and shouted for a long while.

Gorsuch, who was standing head bowed,
said,

" What are you doing now ?
"

Samuel Thompson replied,
" Preach-

ing a sinner's funeral sermon."
" You had better give up, and come

down."
I then said to Gorsuch,

" * If a

brother see a sword coming, and he
warn not his brother, then the brother's

blood is required at his hands
; but if

the brother see the sword coming, and
warn his brother, and his brother flee

not, then his brother's blood is required
at his own hand.' I see the sword com-

ing, and, old man, I warn you to flee ;

if you flee not, your blood be upon your
own hand."

It was now about seven o'clock.

"You had better give up," said old

Mr. Gorsuch, after another while,
" and

come down, for I have come a long way
this morning, and want my breakfast ;

for my property I will have, or I '11

breakfast in hell. I will go up and get
it."

He then started up stairs, and came
far enough to see us all plainly. We
were just about to fire upon him, when
Dickinson Gorsuch, who was standing
on the old oven, before the door, and
could see into the up-stairs room through
the window, jumped down and caught
his father, saying,

" O father, do come
down ! do come down ! They have

guns, swords, and all kinds of weapons !

They '11 kill you ! Do come down !

"

The old man turned and left. When
down with him, young Gorsuch could

scarce draw breath, and the father looked

more like a dead than a living man, so

frightened were they at their supposed

danger. The old man stood some time

without saying anything ; at last he said,

as if soliloquizing,
"

I want my proper-

ty, and I will have it."

Kline broke forth,
" If you don't give

up by fair means, you will have to by
foul."

I told him we would not surrender on

any conditions.

Young Gorsuch then said,
" Don't

ask them to give up, make them do

it. We have money, and can call men
to take them. What is it that money
won't buy ?

"

Then said Kline, "I am getting
tired waiting on you ;

I see you are not

going to give up."
He then wrote a note and handed it

to Joshua Gorsuch, saying at the same

time, "Take it, and bring a hundred

men from Lancaster."

As he started, I said,
" See here !

When you go to Lancaster, don't bring

a hundred men, bring five hundred.

It will take all the men in Lancas-

ter to change our purpose or take us

alive."
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He stopped to confer with Kline, when While they were talking, I came down

Pinckney said,
" We had better give and stood in the doorway, my men fol-

up." lowing behind.
" You are getting afraid," said I. Old Mr. Gorsuch said, when I ap-
"
Yes," said Kline, "give up like men. peared, "They '11 come out, and get

The rest would give up if it were not away !

" and he came back to the gate,
for you." I then said to him, "You said you

"
I am not afraid," said Pinckney ;

could and would take us. Now you
" but where is the sense in fighting have the chance."

against so many men, and only five of They were a cowardly-looking set of

us ?
" men.

The whites, at this time, were coming Mr. Gorsuch said,
" You can't come

from all quarters, and Kline was enroll- out here."

ing them as fast as they came. Their " Why ?
"
said I.

" This is my place,
numbers alarmed Pinckney, and I told I pay rent for it. I '11 let you see if I

him to go and sit down ; but he said, can't come out."
"
No, I will go down stairs."

"
I don't care if you do pay rent for

I told him, if he attempted it, I should it," said he. " If you come out, I will

be compelled to blow out his brains, give you the contents of these "
; pre-

" Don't believe that any living man can senting, at the same time, two revolv-

take you," I said. " Don't give up to ers, one in each hand,

any slaveholder." I said,
" Old man, if you don't go

To Abraham Johnson, who was near away, I will break your neck."

me, I then turned. He declared he was I then walked up to where he stood,
not afraid. "

I will fight till I die," he his arms resting on the gate, trembling
said. as if afflicted with palsy, and laid my
At this time, Hannah, Pinckney's wife, hand on his shoulder, saying, "I have

had become impatient of our persistent seen pistols before to-day."
course

;
and my wife, who brought me Kline now came running up, and en-

her message urging us to surrender, treated Gorsuch to come away,
seized a corn-cutter, and declared she "

No," said the latter,
"

I will have
would cut off the head of the first one my property, or go to hell."

who should attempt to give up.
" What do you intend to do ?

"
said

Another one of Gorsuch's slaves was Kline to me.

coming along the highroad at this time,
"

I intend to fight," said I.
"

I intend

and I beckoned to him to go around, to try your strength."

Pinckney saw him, and soon became " If you will withdraw your men," he

more inspirited. Elijah Lewis, a Quaker, replied, "I will withdraw mine."

also came along about this time ;
I beck- I told him it was too late.

" You
oned to him, likewise

; but he came would not withdraw when you had the

straight on, and was met by Kline, who chance, you shall not now."

ordered him to assist him. Lewis asked Kline then went back to Hanway
for his authority, and Kline handed him and Lewis. Gorsuch made a signal to

the warrant. While Lewis was reading, his men, and they all fell into line. I

Castner Hanway came up, and Lewis followed his example as well as I could ;

handed the warrant to him. Lewis ask- but as we were not more than ten paces
ed Kline what Parker said. apart, it was difficult to do so. At this

Kline replied,
" He won't give up." time we numbered but ten, while there

Then Lewis and Hanway both said were between thirty and forty of the

to the Marshal,
" If Parker says they white men.

will not give up, you had better let them While I was talking to Gorsuch, his

alone, for he will kill some of you. We son said,
"
Father, will you take all this

are not going to risk our lives
"

; and from a nigger ?
"

they turned to go away. I answered him by saying that I re-
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spected old age ;
but that, if he would When the white men ran, they scat-

repeat that, I should knock his teeth tered. I ran after Nathan Nelson, but

down his throat. At this he fired upon could not catch him. I never saw a

me, and I ran up to him and knocked man run faster. Returning, I saw Josh-

the pistol out of his hand, when he let ua Gorsuch coming, and Pinckney be-

the other one fall and ran in the field. hind him. I reminded him that he

My brother-in-law, who was standing would like " to take hold of a nigger,"

near, then said, "I can stop him"; told him that now was his "chance,"

and with his double-barrel gun he fired, and struck him a blow on the side of

Young Gorsuch fell, but rose and ran the head, which stopped him. Pinck-

on again. Pinckney fired a second time, ney came up behind, and gave him a

and again Gorsuch fell, but was soon up blow which brought him to the ground ;

again, and, running into the cornfield, as the others passed, they gave him a

lay down in the fence corner. kick or jumped upon him, until the blood

I returned to my men, and found oozed out at his ears.

Samuel Thompson talking to old Mr. Nicholas Hutchings, and Nathan

Gorsuch, his master. They were both Nelson of Baltimore County, Maryland,

angry. could outrun any men I ever saw. They
" Old man, you had better go home and Kline were not brave, like the Gor-

to Maryland," said Samuel. suches. Could our men have got them,
" You had better give up, and come they would have been satisfied,

home with me," said the old man. One of our men ran after Dr. Pierce,

Thompson took Pinckney's gun from as he richly deserved attention ; but

him, struck Gorsuch, and brought him Pierce caught up with Castner Hanway,
to his knees. Gorsuch rose and sig- who rode between the fugitive and the

nailed to his men. Thompson then Doctor, to shield him and some others,

knocked him down again, and he again Hanway was told to get out of the way,
rose. At this time all the white men or he would forfeit his life

;
he went aside

opened fire, and we rushed upon them ; quickly, and the man fired at the Mary-
when they turned, threw down their lander, but missed him, he was too

guns, and ran away. We, being closely far off. I do not know whether he was

engaged, clubbed our rifles. We were wounded or not
;
but I do know, that, if

too closely pressed to fire, but we found it had not been for Hanway, he would

a good deal could be done with empty have been killed,

guns. Having driven the slavocrats off in

Old Mr. Gorsuch was the bravest of every direction, our party now turned

his party ;
he held on to his pistols un- towards their several homes. Some of

til the last, while all the others threw us, however, went back to my house,

away their weapons. I saw as many where we found several of the neigh-
as three at a time fighting with him. bors.

Sometimes he was on his knees, then The scene at the house beggars de-

on his back, and again his feet would scription. Old Mr. Gorsuch was lying

be where his head should be. He was in the yard in a pool of blood, and con-

a fine soldier and a brave man. When- fusion reigned both inside and outside

ever he saw the least opportunity, he of the house.

would take aim. While in close quar- Levi Pownell said to me,
" The

ters with the whites, we could load and weather is so hot and the flies are so

fire but two or three times. Our guns bad, will you give me a sheet to put

got bent and out of order. So dam- over the corpse?"

aged did they become, that we could In reply, I gave him permission to

shoot with but two or three of them, get anything he needed from the house.

Samuel Thompson bent his gun on old " Dickinson Gorsuch is lying in the

Mr. Gorsuch so badly, that it was of fence-corner, and I believe he is dying,

no use to us. Give me something for him to drink,"
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said Pownell, who seemed to be acting to be taken. Abraham Johnson and
the part of the Good Samaritan. Pinckney hereupon halted, to agree
When he returned from ministering upon the best course, while I turned

to Dickinson, he told me he could not around and went another way.
live. Before setting out on my long journey
The riot, so called, was now entirely northward, I determined to have an in-

ended. The elder Gorsuch was dead; interview with my family, if possible, and
his son and nephew were both wound- to that end changed my course. As we
ed, and I have reason to believe others went along the road to where I found

were, how many, it would be difficult them, we met men in companies of three

to say. Of our party, only two were and four, who had been drawn together
wounded. One received a ball in his by the excitement. On one occasion, we
hand, near the wrist

; but it only en- met ten or twelve together. They all

tered the skin, and he pushed it out with left the road, and climbed over the fences

his thumb. Another received a ball in into fields to let us pass ;
and then, af-

the fleshy part of his thigh, which had to ter we had passed, turned, and looked

be extracted ; but neither of them were after us as far as they could see. Had
sick or crippled by the wounds. When we been carrying destruction to all hu-

young Gorsuch fired at me in the early man kind, they could not have acted

part of the battle, both balls passed more absurdly. We went to a friend's

through my hat, cutting off my hair house and stayed for the rest of the

close to the skin, but they drew no blood, day, and until nine o'clock that night,
The marks were not more than an inch when we set out for Canada,

apart. The great trial now was to leave my
A story was afterwards circulated that wife and family. Uncertain as to the

Mr. Gorsuch shot his own slave, and in result of the journey, I felt I would
retaliation his slave shot him ; but it rather die than be separated from them,

was without foundation. His slave It had to be done, however; and we
struck him the first and second blows ; went forth with heavy hearts, outcasts

then three or four sprang upon him, for the sake of liberty. When we had

and, when he became helpless, left him walked as far as Christiana, we saw a

to pursue others. The 'women put an large crowd, late as it was, to some of

end to him. His slaves, so far from whom, at least, I must have been known,

meeting death at his hands, are all still as we heard distinctly,
" A'n't that Par-

living, ker ?
"

After the fight, my wife was obliged
"
Yes," was answered,

" that 's Par-

to secrete herself, leaving the children ker."

in care of her mother, and to the chari- Kline was called for, and he, with

ties of our neighbors. I was questioned some nine or ten more, followed after,

by my friends as to what I should do, We stopped, and then they stopped,
as they were looking for officers to ar- One said to his comrades,

" Go on,

rest me. I determined not to be tak- that 's him." And another replied,

en alive, and told them so
; but, think- " You go." So they contended for a

ing advice as to our future course ne- time who should come to us. At last

cessary, went to see some old friends they went back. I was sorry to see

- and consult about it. Their advice was them go back, for I wanted to meet

to leave, as, were we captured and im- Kline and end the day's transactions,

prisoned, they could not foresee the We went on unmolested to Penning-
result. Acting upon this hint, we set tonville

; and, in consequence of the

out for home, when we met some fe- excitement, thought best to continue on

male friends, who told us that forty or to Parkersburg. Nothing worth men-

fifty armed men were at my house, look- tion occurred for a time. We proceed-

ing for me, and that we had better stay ed to Downingtown, and thence six

away from the place, if we did not want miles beyond, to the house of a friend.
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We stopped with him on Saturday the cars and rode to Homerville, where,

night, and on the evening of the I4th after waiting an hour, as our landlord of

went fifteen miles farther. Here I the night previous had directed us, we
learned from a preacher, directly from took stage. Being the first applicants

the city, that the excitement in Phila- for tickets, we secured inside seats, and,

delphia was too great for us to risk our from the number of us, we took up all

safety by going there. Another man of the places inside
; but, another trav-

present advised us to go to Norris- eller coming, I tendered him mine, and

town. rode with the driver. The passenger
At Norristown we rested a day. The thanked me

;
but the driver, a churl,

friends gave us ten dollars, and sent us and the most prejudiced person I ever

in a vehicle to Quakertown. Our driv- came in contact with, would never wait

er, beipg partly intoxicated, set us down after a stop until I could get on, but

at the wrong place, which obliged us to would drive away, and leave me to

stay out all night. At eleven o'clock swing, climb, or cling on to the stage
the next day we got to Quakertown. as best I could. Our traveller, at last

We had gone about six miles out of the noticing his behavior, told him prompt-

way, and had to go directly across the ly not to be so fast, but let all passen-

country. We rested the i6th, and set gers get on, which had the effect to re-

out in the evening for Friendsville. strain him a little.

A friend piloted us some distance, At Big Eddy we took the cars. Di-

and we travelled until we became very rectly opposite me sat a gentleman, who,

tired, when we went to bed under a hay- on learning that I was for Rochester,

stack. On the I7th, we took breakfast said he was going there too, and after-

at an inn. We passed a small village, wards proved an agreeable travelling-

and asked a man whom we met with a companion.

dearborn, what would be his charge to A newsboy came in with papers, some

Windgap.
" One dollar and fifty cents," of which the passengers bought. Upon

was the ready answer. So in we got, opening them, they read of the fight at

and rode to that place. Christiana.

As we wanted to make some inqui-
"
O, see here !

"
said my neighbor ;

ries when we struck the north and south "
great excitement at Christiana ;

a a

road, I went into the post-office, and statesman killed, and his son and neph-
asked for a letter for John Thomas, ew badly wounded."
which of course I did not get. The After reading, the passengers began
postmaster scrutinized us closely, to exchange opinions on the case. Some
more so, indeed, than any one had done said they would like to catch Parker,
on the Blue Mountains, --but informed and get the thousand dollars reward of-

us that Friendsville was between forty fered by the State ; but the man oppo-
and

fifty
miles away. After going about site to me said,

" Parker must be a

nine miles, we stopped in the evening powerful man."
of the 1 8th at an inn, got supper, were I thought to myself,

" If you could

politely 'served, and had an excellent tell what I can, you could judge about

night's rest. On the next day we set that."

out for Tannersville, hiring a convey- Pinckney and Johnson became alarm-

ance for twenty-two miles of the way. ed, and wanted to leave the cars at the

We had no further
difficulty on the en- next stopping-place ;

but I told them
tire road to Rochester, more than there was no danger. I then asked
five hundred miles by the route we particularly about Christiana, where it

travelled. was, on what railroad, and other ques-
Some amusing incidents occurred, tions, to all of which I received correct

however, which it may be well to relate replies. One of the men became so

in this connection. The next morning, much attached to me, that, when we
after stopping at the tavern, we took would go to an eating-saloon, he would
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pay for both. At Jefferson we thought of

leaving the cars, and taking the'boat;
but they told us to keep on the cars,

and we would get to Rochester by nine

o'clock the next night.
We left Jefferson about four o'clock

in the morning, and arrived at Roches-
ter at nine the same morning. Just be-

fore reaching Rochester, when in con-

versation with my travelling friend, I

ventured to ask what would be done
with Parker, should he be taken.

"
I do not know," he replied ;

" but

the laws of Pennsylvania would not

hang him, they might imprison him.

But it would be different, very different,

should they get him into Maryland.
The people in all the Slave States are

so prejudiced against colored people,
that they never give them justice. But
I don't believe they will get Parker. I

think he is in Canada by this time
;
at

least, I hope so, for I believe he did

right, and, had I been in his place, I

would have done as he did. Any good
citizen will say the same. I believe

Parker to be a brave man
;
and all you

colored people should look at it as we
white people look at our brave men,
and do as we do. You see Parker was
not fighting for a country, nor for

praise. He was fighting for freedom :

he only wanted liberty, as other men
do. You colored people should pro-

tect him, and remember him as long as

you live. We are coming near our part-

ing-place, and I do not know if we shall

ever meet again. I shall be in Roch-

ester some two or three days before I

return home ; and I would like to have

your company back."

I told him it would be some time be-

fore we returned.

The cars then stopped, when he bade

me good by. As strange as it may ap-

pear, he did not ask me my name ;
and

I was afraid to inquire his, from fear,

he would.

On leaving the cars, after walking
two or three squares, we overtook a

colored man, who conducted us to the

house of a friend of mine. He wel-

comed me at once, as we were ac-

quainted before, took me up stairs to

wash and comb, and prepare, as he

said, for company.
As I was combing, a lady came up

and said,
" Which of you is Mr. Par-

ker ?
"

"I am," said I, "what there is left

of me."

She gave me her hand, and said,

"And this is William Parker!"
She appeared to be so excited that

she could not say what she wished to.

We were told we would not get much

rest, and we did not
;
for visitors were

constantly coming. One gentleman was

surprised that we got away from the

cars, as spies were all about, and there

were two thousand dollars reward for

the party.

We left at eight o'clock that evening,
in a carriage, for the boat, bound for

Kingston in Canada. As we went on

board, the bell was ringing. After walk-

ing about a little, a friend pointed out

to me the officers on the " hunt "
for

us
;
and just as the boat pushed off

from the wharf, some of our friends on

shore called me by name. Our pursu-
ers looked very much like fools, as they
were. I told one of tire gentlemen on
shore to write to Kline that I was in

Canada. Ten dollars were generously
contributed by the Rochester friends

for our expenses ; and altogether their

kindness was heartfelt, and was most

gratefully appreciated by us.

Once on the boat, and fairly out at

sea towards the land of liberty, my
mind became calm, and my spirits very
much depressed at thought of my
wife and children. Before, I had little

time to think much about them, my
mind being on my journey. Now I be-

came silent and abstracted. Although
fond of company, no one was company
for me now.

We landed at Kingston on the 2ist

of September, at six o'clock in the

morning, and walked around for a long

time, without meeting any one we had

ever known. At last, however, I saw a

colored man I knew in Maryland. He
at first pretended to have no knowledge
of me, but finally recognized me. I

made known our distressed condition,
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when he said he was not going home I told him,
" In Anne Arundel County,

then, but, if we would have breakfast, Maryland."
he would pay for it. How different the " Is there such a county in Mary-
treatment received from this man land ?

" he asked,

himself an exile for the sake of liberty,
" There is," I answered,

and in its full enjoyment on free soil He took down a map, examined it,

and the self-sacrificing spirit of our and said,
" You are right."

Rochester colored brother, who made I then told him the name of the farm,
haste to welcome us to his ample home, and my master's name. Further ques-
- the well-earned reward of his faithful tions bearing upon the country towns

labors ! near, the nearest river, etc., followed, all

On Monday evening, the 23d, we of which I answered to his satisfaction,

started for Toronto, where we arrived "How does it happen," he then asked,

safely the next day. Directly after " that you lived in Pennsylvania so long,

landing, we heard that Governor John- and no person knew you were a fugitive

ston, of Pennsylvania, had made a de- from labor ?
"

mand on the Governor of Canada for "
I do not get other people to keep

me, under the Extradition Treaty, my secrets, sir," I replied.
" My broth-

Pinckney and Johnson advised me to er and family only knew that I had been

go to the country, and remain where I a slave."

should not be known ; but I refused. I He then assured me that I would not,

intended to see what they would do in his opinion, have to go back. Many
with me. Going at once to the Govern- coming in at this time on business, I

ment House, I entered the first office I was told to call again at three o'clock,

came to. The official requested me to which I did. The person in the office, a

be seated. The following is the sub- clerk, told me to take no further trouble

stance of the conversation between us, about it, until that day four weeks. " But
as near as I can remember. I told him you are as free a man as I am," said he.

I had heard that Governor Johnston, of When I told the news to Pinckney and

Pennsylvania, had requested his gov- Johnson, they were greatly relieved in

ernment to send me back. At this he mind.

came forward, held forth his hand, and I ate breakfast with the greatest relish,

said,
" Is this William Parker ?

"
got a letter written to a friend in Ches-

I took his hand, and assured him I ter County for my wife, and set about
was the man. When he started to arrangements to settle at or near To-

come, I thought he was intending to ronto.

seize me, and I prepared myself to knock We tried hard to get work, but the

him down. His genial, sympathetic task was difficult. I think three weeks
manner it was that convinced me he elapsed before we got work that could
meant well. be called work. Sometimes we would'

He made me sit down, and said, secure a small job, worth two or three-
"
Yes, they want you back again. Will shillings, and sometimes a smaller one,

you go ?
'

worth not more than one shilling ;
and 1

"
I will not be taken back alive," said these not oftener than once or twice in

I. "I ran away from my master to be a week. We became greatly discour-

free,
- - 1 have run from the United aged ; and, to add to my misery, I was

States to be free. I am now going to constantly hearing some alarming re-

stop running." port about my wife and children. Sbme-
" Are you a fugitive from labor ?" he times they had carried her back into

asked. slavery, sometimes the children, and
I told him I was. sometimes the entire party. Then there
"
Why," he answered,

"
they say you would come a contradiction. I was.

are a fugitive from justice." He then soon so completely worn down by my
asked me where my master lived. fears for them, that I thought my heart.
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would break. To add to my disquie- barked with my family on a schooner

tude, no answer came to my letters, al- for the West. After five days' sailing,

though I went to the office regularly we reached Windsor. Not having the

every day. At last I got a letter with means to take us to Chatham, I called

the glad news that my wife and chil- upon Henry Bibb, and laid my case be-

dren were safe, and would be sent to fore him. He took us in, treated us

, Canada. I told the person reading for with great politeness, and afterwards

me to stop, and tell them to send her took me with him to Detroit, "where,
"
right now," I could not wait to hear after an introduction to some friends, a

the rest of the letter. purse of five dollars was made up. I

Two months from the day I landed divided the money among my compan-
in Toronto, my wife arrived, but with- ions, and started them for Chatham, but

out the children. She had had a very was obliged to stay at Windsor and
bad time. Twice they had her in cus- Detroit two days longer,

tody ; and, a third time, her young mas- While stopping at Windsor, I went
ter came after her, which obliged her again to Detroit, with two or three

to flee before day, so that the children friends, when, at one of the steam-

had to remain behind for the time. I boats just landed, some officers arrested

was so glad to see her that I forgot three fugitives, on pretence of being
about the children. horse thieves. I was satisfied they
The day my wife came, I had nothing were slaves, and said so, when Henry

but the clothes on my back, and was in Bibb went to the telegraph office and
debt for my board, without any work to learned through a message that they

depend upon. My situation was truly were. In the crowd and excitement,

distressing. I took the resolution, and the sheriff threatened to imprison me
went to a store where I made known for my interference. I felt indignant,

my circumstances to the proprietor, of- and told him to do so, whereupon he

fering to work for him to pay for some opened the door. About this time there

necessaries. He readily consented, and was more excitement, and then a man
I supplied myself with bedding, meal, slipped into the jail, unseen by the offi-

and flour. As I had selected a place cers, opened the gate, and the three

before, we went that evening about two prisoners went out, and made their es-

miles into the country, and settled our- cape to Windsor. I stopped through
selves for the winter. that night in Detroit, and started the

When in Kingston, I had heard of the next day for Chatham, where I found

Buxton settlement, and of the Revds. my family snugly provided for at a

Dr. Willis and Mr. King, the agents, boarding-house kept by Mr. Younge.

My informant, after stating all the par- Chatham was a thriving town at that

ticulars, induced me to think it was a time, and the genuine liberty enjoyed by
desirable place ;

and having quite a lit- its numerous colored residents pleased

tie sum of money due to me in the me greatly; but our destination was

States, I wrote for it, and waited until Buxton, and thither we went on the fol-

May. It not being sent, I called upon lowing day. We arrived there in the

Drr Willis, who treated me kindly. I evening, and I called immediately.upon

proposed to settle in Elgin, if he would Mr. King, and presented Dr. Willis's

loan means for the first instalment. He -letter. He received me very politely,

said he would see about it, and I should and said that, after I should feel rested,

call again. On my second visit, he I could go out and select a lot. He also

agreed to assist me, and proposed that kindly offered to give me meal and pork

I should get another man to go on a lot for my family, until I could get work,

with m. In due time, Johnson and I each

Abraham Johnson and I arranged to chose a fifty -acre lot; for although

settle together, and, with Dr. Willis's when in Toronto we agreed with Dr.

letter to Mr. King on our behalf, I em- Willis to take one lot between us, when
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we saw the land we thought we could and others for treason. It is true that

pay for two lots. I got the money in a some of the things which did occur are

little time, and paid the Doctor back, spoken of but slightly, there being good
I built a house, and we moved into it and valid reasons why they were passed
that same fall, and in it I live yet. over thus at that time in these cases,

When I first settled in Buxton, the many of which might be interesting to

white settlers in the vicinity were much place here, and which I certainly should

opposed to colored people. Their prej- do, did not the same reasons still exist

udices were very strong ; but the spread in full force for keeping silent. I shall

of intelligence and religion in the com- be compelled to let them pass just as

munity has wrought a great change in they are recorded,

them. Prejudice is fast being uprooted ; But one event, in which there seems

indeed, they do not appear like the same no reason to observe silence, I will in-

people that they were. In a short time troduce in this place. I allude to the

I hope the foul spirit will depart en- escape of George Williams, one of our

tirely. men, and the very one who had the let-

I have now to bring my narrative to ters brought up from Philadelphia by
a close

;
and in so doing I would return Mr. Samuel Williams. George lay in

thanks to Almighty God for the many prison with the others who had been

mercies and favors he has bestowed up- arrested by Kline, but was rendered

on me, and especially for delivering me more uneasy by the number of rascals

out of the hands of slaveholders, and who daily visited that place for the pur-

placing me in a land of liberty, where I pose of identifying, if possible, some of

can worship God under my own vine its many inmates as slaves. One day
and fig

-
tree, with none to molest or the lawyer previously alluded to, whose

make me afraid. I am also particularly chief business seemed to be negro-
thankful to my old friends and neigh- catching, came with another man, who
bors in Lancaster County, Pennsylva- had employed him for that purpose, and,

nia,
- -to the friends in Norristown, stopping in front of the cell wherein

Quakertown, Rochester, and Detroit, George and old Ezekiel Thompson were

and to -Dr. Willis of Toronto, for their confined, cried out,
" That ys him !

"

disinterested benevolence and kindness At which the man exclaimed, "// is, by
to me and my family. When hunted, God ! that is him !

"

they sheltered me
;
when hungry and These ejaculations, as a matter of

naked, they clothed and fed me ; and course, brought George and Ezekiel,

when a stranger in a strange land, they who were lying down, to their feet, the

aided and encouraged me. May the first frightened and uneasy, the latter

Lord in his great mercy remember and stern and resolute. Some mysterious
bless them, as they remembered and conversation then took place between
blessed me. the two, which resulted in George lying

down and covering himself with Eze-

The events following the riot at Chris- kiel's blanket. In the meantime off

tiana and my escape have become mat- sped the man and lawyer to obtain the

ters of history, and can only be spoken key, open the cell, and institute a more
of as such. The failure of Gorsuch in complete inspection. They returned in

his attempt ; his death, and the terrible high glee, but to their surprise saw only
wounds of his son

; the discomfiture and the old man standing at the door, his

final rout of his crestfallen associates in grim visage anything but inviting. They
crime ; and their subsequent attempt at inserted the key, click went the lock,

revenge by a merciless raid through back shot the -bolt, open flew the door,,

Lancaster County, arresting every one but old Ezekiel stood there firm, his

unfortunate enough to have a dark skin, eyes flashing fire, his brawny hands
- is all to be found in the printed ac- flourishing a stout oak stool furnished

count of the trial of Castner Hanway him to rest on by friends of whom I
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have so often spoken, and crying out in killing pace to the town of Parkesburg,
the most unmistakable manner, every where they were compelled to stop for

word leaving a deep impression on his the night, their horses being complete-

visitors,
" The first man that puts his ly used up. This was in the month of

head inside of this cell I will split to January, and the coldest night that had

pieces." been known for many years. On their

The men leaped back, but soon re- route, these wretches, who had George
covered their self-possession ;

and the handcuffed and tied in the wagon, in-

lawyer said,
" Do you know who I dulged deeply in bad whiskey, with

am ? I am the lawyer who has charge of which they were plentifully supplied,

this whole matter, you impudent nigger, and by the time they reached the public-

I will come in whenever I choose." house their fury was at its height. 'T is

The old man, if possible looking more said there is honor among thieves, but

stern and savage than before, replied, villains of the sort I am now speaking
"

I don't care who you are
;
but if you of seem to possess none. Each fears

or any other nigger-catcher steps inside the other. When in the bar-room, Kline

of my cell -door I will beat out his said to the other,
"

Sir, you can go to

brains." sleep. I will watch this nigger."
It is needless to say more. The old "

No," replied the other,
"

I will do

man's fixed look, clenched teeth, and that business myself. You don't fool

bony frame had their effect. The man me, sir."

and the lawyer left, growling as they To which Kline replied, "Take some-

went, that, if there was rope to be had, thing, sir ?
" and down went more

that old Indian nigger should certainly whiskey,

hang. Things went on in this way awhile,

This was but the beginning of poor until Kline drew a chair to the stove,

George's troubles. His friends were at and, overcome by the heat and liquor,

work
;
but all went wrong, and his fate was soon sleeping soundly, and, I sup-

seemed sealed. He stood charged with pose, dreaming of the profits which were

treason, murder, and riot, and there ap- sure to arise from the job. The other

peared no way to relieve him. When walked about till the barkeeper went to

discharged by the United States Court bed, leaving the hostler to attend in his

for the first crime, he was taken to Lan- place, and he also, somehow or other,

caster to meet the second and third, soon fell asleep. Then he walked up

There, too, the man and the lawyer fol- to George, who was lying on a bench,

lowed, taking with them that infamous apparently as soundly asleep as any of

wretch, Kline. The Devil seemed to them, and, saying to himself,
" The

favor all they undertook ;
and when damn nigger is asleep,

- - I '11 just take a

Ezekiel was at last discharged, with little rest myself," -he suited the ac-

some thirty more, from all that had been tion to the word. Spreading himself out

so unjustly brought against him, and for on two chairs, in a few moments he was

which he had lain in the damp prison snoring at a fearful rate. Rum, the

for more than three months, these ras- devil, and fatigue, combined, had com-

cals lodged a warrant in the Lancas- pletely prostrated George's foes. It was

ter jail, and at midnight Kline and the now his time for action ; and, true to

man who claimed to be George's owner the hope of being free, the last to leave

arrested him as a fugitive from labor, the poor, hunted, toil-worn bondman's

whilst the lawyer returned to Philadel- heart, he opened first one eye, then the

phia to prepare the case for trial, and other, and carefully examined things

to await the arrival of his shameless around. Then he rose slowly, and, keep-

partners in guilt. This seemed the cli- ing step to the deep-drawn snores of the

max of George's misfortunes. He was miserable, debased wretch who claimed

hurried into a wagon, ready at the door, him, he stealthily crawled towards the

and, fearing a rescue, was driven at a door, when, to his consternation, he
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found the eye of the hostler on him. He to the land of freedom, to be safe under

paused, knowing his fate hung by a sin- the protection of British law. Of the

gle hair. It was only necessary for the wretches he left in the tavern, much
man to speak, and he would be shot might be said

; but it is enough to know

instantly dead ;
for both Kline and his that they awoke to find him gone, and

brother ruffian slept pistol in hand. As to pour their curses and blasphemy on

I said, George stopped, and, in the soft- each other. They swore most fright-

est manner in which it was possible for fully ;
and the disappointed Southerner

him to speak, whispered, "A drink of threatened to blow out the brains of

water, if you please, sir." The man Kline, who turned his wrath on the

replied not, but, pointing his finger to hostler, declaring he should be taken

the door again, closed his eyes, and was and held responsible for the loss. This'

apparently lost in slumber. so raised the ire of that worthy, that,

I have already said it was cold
; and, seizing an iron bar that was used to

in addition, snow and ice covered the fasten the door, he drove the whole

ground. There could not possibly be party from the house, swearing they
a worse night. George shivered as he were damned kidnappers, and ought to

stepped forth into the keen night air. be all sent after old Gorsuch, and that

He took one look at the clouds above, he would raise the whole township on

and then at the ice-clad ground below, them if they said one word more. This

He trembled ; but freedom beckoned, had the desired effect. They left, not to

and on he sped. He knew where he pursue poor George, but to avoid pur-

was, the place was familiar. On, on, suit; for these worthless man-stealers

he pressed, nor paused till fifteen miles knew the released men brought up from

lay between him and his drunken claim- Philadelphia and discharged at Lancas-

ant
;
then he stopped at the house of a ter were all in the neighborhood, and that

tried friend to have his handcuffs re- nothing would please these brave fel-

moved
; but, with their united efforts, lows who had patiently and heroically

one side only could be got off, and the suffered for long and weary months in

poor fellow, not daring to rest, contin- a felon's cell for the cause of human
ued his journey, forty odd miles, to freedom more, than to get a sight at

Philadelphia, with the other on. Fro- them
;
and Kline, he knew this well,

zen, stiff, and sore, he arrived there on particularly old Ezekiel Thompson, who
the following day, and every care was had sworn by his heart's blood, that, if

extended to him by his old friends. He he could only get hold of that Marshal

was nursed and attended by the late Kline, he should kill him and go to the

Dr. James, Joshua Gould Bias, one of gallows in peace. In fact, he said the

the faithful few, whose labors for the only thing he had to feel sorry about

oppressed will never be forgotten, and was, that he did not do it when he

whose heart, purse, and hand were al- threatened to, whilst the scoundrel stood

ways open to the poor, flying slave. God talking to Hanway ; and but for Cast-

has blessed him, and his reward is ob- ner Hanway he would have done it, any-

tained. how. Much more I could say ; but short

I shall here take leave of George, stories are read, while long ones are like

only saying, that he recovered and went the sermons we go to sleep under.
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NANTUCKET.

THOMPSON
and I had a fortnight's son,

" the pleasure of travelling con-

holiday, and the question arose sists in the new and agreeable sensations

how could we pass it best, and for the it affords. Above all, they must be new.

least money. . You wish to move out of your old set

We are both clerks, that is to say, of thoughts and feelings, or else why
shopmen, in a large jobbing house ; move at all ? But all the civilized world

but although, like most Americans, we over, locomotives, like huge flat-irons,

spend our lives in the din and bustle are smoothing customs, costumes,
of a colossal shop, where selling and thoughts, and feelings into one plane,

packing are the only pastime, and day- homogeneous surface. And in this

books and ledgers the only literature, country not only does Nature appear
we wish it to be understood that we to do everything by wholesale, but there

have souls capable of speculating upon is as little variety in human beings,
some other matters that have no cash We have discovered the political alca-

value, yet which mankind cannot neg- hest or universal solvent of the alche-

lect without becoming something little mists, and with it we reduce at once

better than magnified busy bees, or gi- the national characteristics of foreign-

gantic ants, or overgrown social cater- ers into our well-known American corn-

pillars. And, although I say it myself, pound. Hence, on all the great lines of

I have quite a reputation among our travel, Monotony has marked us for her

fellows, that I have earned by the con- own. Coming from the West, you are

fident way in which I lay down a great whirled through twelve hundred miles

principle of science, aesthetics, or mor- of towns, so alike in their outward fea-

als. I confess that I am perhaps a lit- tures that they seem to have been start-

tie given to generalize from a single ed in New England nurseries and sent

fact ; but my manner is imposing to the to be planted wherever they might be

weaker brethren, and my credit for great wanted ; square brick buildings, cov-

wisdom is well established in our street ered with signs, and a stoutish sen-

Under these circumstances it became try -box on each flat roof; telegraph

a matter of some importance to decide offices ; express companies ; a crowd

the question, Where can we go to the of people dressed alike, 'earnest,' and

best advantage, pecuniary and sestheti- bustling as ants, with seemingly but one

cal ? idea, to furnish materials for the sta-

We had both of us, in the pursuit of tistical tables of the next census. Then,
our calling, that is to say, in hunting beyond, you catch glimpses of many
after bad debts and drumming up new smaller and neater buildings, with grass

business, travelled over most of this and trees and white fences about them,

country on those long lines of rails that Some are Gothic, some Italian, some

always remind me of the parallels of lat- native American. But the glory of one

itucle on globes and maps ;
and we won- Gothic is like the glory of another Goth-

dered why people who had once grat- ic, the Italian are all built upon the

ified a natural curiosity to see this land same pattern, and the native American

should ever travel over it again, unless differ only in size. There are three

with the hope of making money by their marked currents of architectural taste,

labor. Health, certainly, no one can ex- but no individual character in particu-

pect to get from the tough upper-leath- lar buildings. Everywhere you see

ers and sodden soles of the pies offered comfort and abundance; your mind is

at the ten-minutes-for-refreshment sta- easy on the great subject of imports,

tions, nor from their saturated sponge- exports, products of the soil, and manu-

cakes. As to pleasure, I said to Thomp- factures ;
a pleasant and strengthen-
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ing prospect for a political economist,
or for shareholders in railways or own-

ers of lands in the vicinity. This ' un-

paralleled prosperity' must be exciting
to a foreigner who sees it for the first

time
;
but we Yankees are to the man-

ner born and bred up. We take it all

as a matter of course, as the young
Plutuses do their father's fine house and

horses and servants. Kingsley says
there is a great, unspoken poetry in

sanitary reform. It may be so
; but as

yet the words only suggest sewers, ven-

tilation, and chloride of lime. The po-

etry has not yet become vocal ; and I

think the same may be said of our ' ma-
terial progress.' It seems thus far very

prosaic.
'

Only a great poet sees the

poetry of his own age,' we are told. We
every-day people are unfortunately blind

to it."

Here I was silent. I had dived in-

to the deepest recesses of my soul.

Thompson waited patiently until I

should rise to the surface and blow

again. It was thus :

'' Have you not noticed that the peo-

ple we sit beside in railway cars are be-

coming as much alike as their brown
linen 'dusters,' and unsuggestive ex-

cept on that point of statistics ? They
are intelligent, but they carry their

shops on their backs, as snails do their

houses. Their thoughts are fixed upon
the one great subject. ,On all others,

politics included, they talk from hand
to mouth, offering you a cold hash of

their favorite morning paper. Even
those praiseworthy persons who devote

their time to temperance, missions,

tract-societies, seem more like men of

business than apostles. They lay their

charities before you much as they would

display their goods, and urge their ex-

cellence and comparative cheapness to

induce you to lay out your money.
" The fact is, that the traveller is dai-

ly losing his human character, and be-

coming more and more a package, to

be handled, stowed, and
' forwarded ' as

may best suit the convenience and prof-
it of the enterprising parties engaged in

the business. If at night he stops at a

hotel, he rises to the dignity of an ani-

mal, is marked by a number, and driven

to his food and litter by the herdsmen

employed by the master of the estab-

lishment. To a thinking man, it is a
sad indication for the future to see what
slaves this hotel-railroad-steamboat sys-
tem has made of the brave and the free

when they travel. How they toady
captains and conductors, and without

murmuring put up with any imposition

they please to practise upon them, even
unto taking away their lives ! As we
all pay the same price at hotels, each

one hopes by smirks and servility to

induce the head-clerk to treat him a lit-

tle better than his neighbors. There is

no despotism more absolute than that

of these servants of the public. As
Cobbett said,

* In America, public ser-

vant means master.' None of us can

sing, 'Yankees never will be slaves,'

unless we stay at home. We have

liberated the blacks, but I see little

chance of emancipation for ourselves.

The only liberty that is vigorously vin-

dicated here is the liberty of doing

wrong."
Here I stopped short. It was evi-

dent that my wind was gone, and any
further exertion of eloquence out of the

question for some time. I was as ex-

hausted as a Gymnotus that has parted
with all its electricity. Thompson took

advantage of my helpless condition, and

carried me off unresisting to a place
which railways can never reach, and

where there is nothing to attract fash-

ionable travellers. The surly Atlantic

keeps watch over it and growls off the

pestilent crowd of excursionists who

bring uncleanness and greediness in

their train, and are
y pursued by the

land-sharks who prey upon such frivo-

lous flying-fish. A little town, whose

life stands still, or rather goes back-

ward, whose ships have sailed away to

other ports, whose inhabitants have fol-

lowed the ships, and whose houses seem

to be going after the inhabitants
;
but

a town in its decline, not in its decay.

Everything is clean and in good repair ;

everybody well dressed, healthy, and

cheerful. Paupers there are none ;
and

the new school-house would be an orna-
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ment to any town in Massachusetts, of pickpockets,"
" Bolt your doors be-

That there is no lack of spirit and vigor fore retiring,"
"
Deposit your valuables

may be known from the fact that the in the safe, or the proprietors will not

island furnished five hundred men for be responsible." There are no thieves

the late war. in Nantucket
;

if for no other reason,
When we caught sight of Nantucket, because they cannot get away with the

the sun was shining his best, and the spoils. And we were credibly informed,
sea too smooth to raise a qualm in the that the one criminal in the town jail

bosom of the most delicately organized had given notice to the authorities that

female. The island first makes its ap- he would not remain there any longer,

pearance, as a long, thin strip of yellow unless they repaired the door, as he

underlying a long, thinner strip of green, was afraid of catching cold from the

In the middle of this double line the ho- damp night air.

rizon is broken by two square towers. In the afternoons, good-looking young
As you approach, the towers resolve women swarm in the streets,

themselves into meeting-houses, and a "
Airy creatures,

large white town lies before you.
Alike in voice>

thoush not in features,"

At the wharf there were no baggage I could wish their voices were as sweet

smashers. Our trunks were as their faces J
but the American cli-

Taken up tenderly, mate, or perhaps the pertness of de-

Lifted with care," mocracy, has an unfavorable effect on

and carried to the hotel for twenty-five the organs of speech. Governor An-

cents in paper. I immediately estab- drew must have visited Nantucket be-

lished the fact, that there are no fellow- fore he wrote his eloquent lamentation

citizens in Nantucket of foreign descent, over the excess of women in Massachu-
"
For," said I,

" if you offered that ob- setts. I am fond of ladies' society, and

solete fraction of a dollar to the turbu- do not sympathize with the Governor,

lent hackmen of our cities, you would But if that day should ever come, which

meet with offensive demonstrations of is prophesied by Isaiah, when seven

contempt." I seized the opportunity to women shall lay hold of one man, say-

add, apropos of the ways of that class ing,
" We will eat our own bread and

of persons :
"
Theoretically, I am a thor- wear our own apparel, only let us be

ough democrat ;
but when democracy called by thy name," I think Nantucket

drives a hack, smells of bad whiskey will be the scene of the fulfilment, the

and cheap tobacco, ruins my portman- women are so numerous and apparently

teau, robs me of my money, and damns so well off. I confess that I envy the

my eyes when it does not blacken them, good fortune of the young gentlemen

if I dare protest, I hate it." who may be living there at that time.

The streets are paved and clean. We saw a foreshadowing of this de-

There are few horses on the island, and lightful future in the water. The bath-

these are harnessed single to box-wag- ing "facilities" consist of many miles

ons, painted green, the sides of which of beach, and one bathing -house, in

are high enough to hold safely a child, which ladies exchange their shore finery

four or five years of age, standing. We for their sea-weeds. Two brisk young
often inquire'd the reasons for this pe- fellows, Messrs. Whitey and Pypey, had

culiar build ; but the replies were so un- come over in the same boat with us.

satisfactory, that we put the green box We had fallen into a traveller's ac-

down as one of the mysteries of the spot, quaintance with them, and listened to

It seemed to us a healthy symptom, the story of the pleasant life they had

that we saw in our inn none of those led on the island during previous visits,

alarming notices that the keepers of We lost sight of them on the wharf,

hotels on the mainland paste up so We found them again near the bath-

conspicuously, no doubt from the very house, in the hour of their glory. There

natural dislike to competition,
" Beware they were, disporting themselves in the
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clear water, swimming, diving, floating, if the good Duke with the melancholy
while around them laughed and splashed Jaques were to wander in some forest

fourteen bright-eyed water-nymphs, half of New Arden, in the United States,
a dozen of them as bewitching as any they would be sure to

Nixes that ever Spread their nets for Find elixirs on trees, bitters in the running brooks,

SOft-hearted young Ritters in the Old Syrups on stones, and lies in everything."

German romance waters. Neptune in LaSt year? weary of shop) and fee iing
a triumphal progress, with his Naiads the necessity of restoring tone to the

tumbling about him, was no better off mindby a course of the sublime, Thomp-
than Whitey and Pypey. They had, to son and I paad many dollars, travelled
be sure, no car, nor conch shells, nor many miles, ran many risks, and suf-

dolphins ; but, as Thompson remarked, fered much from impertinence and from
these were unimportant accessories, that

dust, in order that we might see the
added but little to Neptune's comfort, wonders of the Lord, his mountains
The nymphs were the essential. The and his waterfalls. We stood at the

spectacle was a saddening one for us, foot of the mountain, and, gazing up-
confess; the more so, because our ward at a precipice, the sublime we were

forlorn condition evidently gave a new
in search of began to swell within our

zest to the enjoyment of our friends, and hearts, when our eyes were struck by
stimulated them to increased vigor in

huge Roman letters painted on the face
their aquatic flirtations. Alone, unin- of the rockj and held fastj as if by a
troduced, melancholy, and a little sheep- sp^ unlil we had read them alL They
ish, we hired towels at two cents each asked the question, "Are you troubled
from the ladylike and obliging colored with worms ?

"

person who superintended the bath- It is hardly necessary to say that the
house, and, withdrawing to the friendly sublime within us was instantly killed,
shelter of distance, dropped our clothes j t would be fortunate, indeed, for the
upon the sand, and hid our envy and afflicted, if the specific of this charlatan

insignificance in the bosom of the deep. St. George were half as destructive to
And the town was brilliant from the the intestinal dragons he promises to

absence of the unclean advertisements of destroy. Then we turned away to the

quack-medicine men. That irrepressi- glen down which the torrent plunged.
Die species have not, as yet, committed And there, at the foot of the fall, in the
their nuisance in its streets, and dis- midst of the boiling water, the foam, and
figured the walls and fences with their

spraV) rose a tall crag crowned with sil-

portentous placards. It is the only clean ver birchj and hung with moss and creep-
know of. The nostrum-makers

ing vineSj bearing on its gray, weather-
have labelled all the features of Nature beaten face :

" Rotterdam Schnapps."
on the mainland, as if our country were Bah ! it made us sick. The caldron
a vast apothecary's shop. The Romans looked like a punch-bowl, and the breath

a gloomy fashion of lining their of the zephyrs smelt of gin and water.

great roads with tombs and mortuary Thousands of us see this dirty dese-
mscriptions. The modern practice is cration of the shrines to which we make
quite as dreary. The long lines of rail- our summer pilgrimage, and bear with

to our cities are decorated
the sacrilege meekly, perhaps laugh at

Is for the sick, the ante-mor- the w icked generation of pill-venders,
s of the fools who buy them that seeks for places to put up its sign.

But does not this tolerance indicate the
' No place is sacred to the meddling crew DOte of vulgarity in US, as Father NeW-

man might say ? Is it not a blot on the

posting what we all should take. The people as well as on the rocks ? Let
walls of our domestic castles are out- them fill the columns of newspapers with

raged with graffiti of this class
; high- their ill -smelling advertisements, and

ways and kyways display them ; and sham testimonials from the Reverend
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Smith, Brown, and Jones ; but let us do upon a stranded blackfish, to be

prevent them from setting their traps stripped of his oil and bone for their

for our infirmities in the spots God has benefit.
"

I feel like a man among
chosen for his noblest works. What a Christians," I declaimed,

"
not, as I

triple brass must such men have about have often felt in my wanderings on
their consciences to dare to flaunt their shore, like Mungo Park or Burton, a

falsehoods in such places ! It is a bias- traveller among savages, who are watch-

phemy against Nature. We might use ing for an opportunity to rob me. I

Peter's words to them, "Thou hast catch a glimpse again of the golden
not lied unto men, but unto God." Ana- age when money was money. The
nias and Sapphira were slain for less, blessed old prices of my youth, which

But they think, I suppose, that the age have long since been driven from the

of miracles has passed, or survives only continent by
in their miraculous cures, and so coolly

<

paper credit, last and best supply,

defy the lightnings of Heaven. I was That lends corruption lighter wings to fly,'

so much excited on this subject that have taken refuge here before leaving

Thompson suggested to me to give up this wicked world forever. The cordon

my situation, turn Peter the Hermit, and sanitaire of the Atlantic has kept off

carry a fiery scrubbing-brush through the pestilence of inflation."

the country, preaching to all lovers of One bright afternoon we took horse

Nature to join in a crusade to wash the and "
shay

"
for Siasconset, on the

Holy Places clean of these unbelieving south side of the island. A drive of

quacks. seven miles over a country as flat and

It is pleasant to see that the Nan- as naked of trees as a Western prairie,

tucket people are all healthy, or, if ail- the sandy soil covered with a low, thick

ing, have no idea of being treated as growth of bayberry, whortleberry, a

they treat bluefish, offered a red rag false cranberry called the meal -plum,
or a white bone, some taking sham to and other plants bearing a strong fam-

bite upon, and so be hauled in and ily likeness, with here and there a bit

die. As regards the salubrity of the of greensward, a legacy, probably,

climate, I think there can be no doubt, of the flocks of sheep the natives fool-

The faces of the inhabitants speak for ishly turned off the island,
- -

brought
themselves on that point. I heard an us to the spot. We passed occasional

old lady, not very well preserved, who water-holes, that reminded us also of

had been a fortnight on the island, say the West, and a few cattle. Two or

to a sympathizing friend, into whose three lonely farm-houses loomed up in

ear she was pounng her complaints,
"

I the distance, like ships at sea. We
sleeps better, and my stomach is sweet- halted our rattle-trap on a bluff covered

er." She might have expressed herself with thick green turf. On the edge of

more elegantly, but she had touched this bluff, forty feet above the beach, is

the two grand secrets of life, sound Siasconset, looking southward over the

sleep and good digestion. ocean, no land between it and Porto

Another comfort on this island is, Rico. It is only a fishing village ; but

that there are few shops, no temptation if there were many like it, the conven-

to part with one's pelf, and no beggars, tional shepherd, with his ribbons, his

barelegged or barefaced, to ask for it. crooks, and his pipes, would have to

I do not believe that there are any give way to the fisherman. Seventy-
cases of the cacoethes subscribendi, The five cosey, one-story cottages, so small

natives have got out of the habit of and snug that a well-grown man might

making money, and appear to want noth- touch the gables without rising on tip-

ing in particular, except to go a-fishing. toe, are drawn up in three rows parallel

They have plenty of time to answer to the sea, with narrow lanes of turf

questions good-humoredly and gratis, between them, all of a weather-beat-

and do not look upon a stranger as they en gray tinged with purple, with pale-
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blue blinds, vines over the porch, flow-

ers in the windows, and about each one

a little green yard enclosed by white

palings. Inside are odd little rooms,
fitted with lockers, like the cabin of a ves-

sel. Cottages, yards, palings, lanes, all

are in proportion and harmony. Noth-

ing common or unclean was visible,o '

no heaps of fish-heads, served up on

clam-shells, and garnished with bean-

pods, potato-skins, and corn-husks ; no

pigs in sight, nor in the air, not even

a cow to imperil the neatness of the

place. There was the brisk, vigor-
ous smell of the sea-shore, flavored,

perhaps, with a suspicion of oil, that

seemed to be in keeping with the lo-

cality.W sat for a long time gazing with

silent astonishment upon this delightful

little toy village, that looked almost as

if it had been made at Nuremberg, and
could be picked up and put away when
not wanted to play with. It was a

bright, still afternoon. The purple light

of sunset gave an additional charm of

color to the scene. Suddenly the himen

juventcz purpureum^ the purple light of

youth, broke upon it. Handsome, well-

dressed girls, with a few polygynic

young men in the usual island propor-
tion of the sexes, came out of the cot-

tages, and stood in the lanes talking
and laughing, or walked to the edge of

the bluff to see the sun go down. We
rubbed our eyes. Was this real, or

were we looking into some showman's
box ? It seemed like the Petit Trianon

adapted to an island in the Atlantic,

with Louis XV. and his marquises play-

ing at fishing instead of farming.
A venerable codfisher had been stand-

ing off and on our vehicle for some

time, with the signal for speaking set

in his inquisitive countenance. I hailed

him as Mr. Coffin ; for Cooper has

made Long Tom the legitimate father

of all Nantucketers. He hove to, and

gave us information about his home.
There was a picnic, or some sort of

summer festival, going on
;
and the gay

lady-birds we saw were either from

Nantucket, or relatives from the main.

There had once been another row of

cottages outside of those now standing ;

but the Atlantic came ashore one day
in a storm, and swallowed them up.

Nevertheless, real property had risen

of late.
"
Why," said he,

" do you see
that little gray cottage yonder ? It rents

this summer for ten dollars a month ;

and there are some young men here
from the mainland who pay one dollar

a week for their rooms without board."

Thompson said his sensations were
similar to those of Captain Cook or

Herman Melville when they first landed
to skim the cream of the fairy islands

of the Pacific.

I was deeply moved, and gave tongue
at once. "

It is sad to think that these

unsophisticated, uninflated people must

undergo the change civilization brings
with it. The time will come when the

evil spirit that presides over watering-

places will descend upon this dear little

village, and say to the inhabitants that

henceforth they must catch men. Neat-

ness, cheapness, good-feeling, will van-

ish
; a five-story hotel will be put up,
the process cannot be called build-

ing ; and the sharks that infest the

coast will come ashore in shabby coats

and trousers, to prey upon summer

pleasure-seekers."
" In the mean time," said Thompson,

"
why should not we come here to live ?

We can wear old clothes, and smoke

cigars of the Hippalektryon brand. Dr.

Johnson must have had a poetic pre-

vision of Nantucket when he wrote his

impecunious lines :

' Has Heaven reserved, in pity for the poor,

No pathless waste or undiscovered shore,

No secret island in the boundless main ?
'

This is the island. What an opening
for young men of immoderately small

means ! The climate healthy and cool ;

no mosquitoes ;
a cnoice among seven

beauties, perhaps the reversion of the

remaining six, if Isaiah can be relied

upon. In our regions, a thing of beauty
is an expense for life ;

but with a house

for three hundred dollars, and bluefish

at a cent and a half a pound, there is

no need any more to think of high

prices and the expense of bringing

up a family. If the origin of evil was,
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that Providence did not create money
enough, here it is in some sort Para-

dise."
" That 's Heine," said I

;

" but Heine

forgot to add, that one of the Devil's

most dangerous tricks is to pretend to

supply this sinful want by his cunning
device of inconvertible paper money,
which lures men to destruction and

something worse."

Our holiday was nearly over. We

packed up our new sensations, and
steamed away to piles of goods and
columns of figures. Town and steeples
vanished in the haze, like the domes
and minarets of the enchanted isle of

Borondon. Was not this as near to an
enchanted island as one could hope to

find within twenty-five miles of New-

England ? Nantucket is the gem of

the ocean without the Irish, which I

think is an improvement.

THE SNOW-WALKERS.

HE who marvels at the beauty of

the world in summer will find

equal cause for wonder and admiration

in winter. It is true the pomp and the

pageantry are swept away, but the es-

sential elements remain, the day and

the night, the mountain and the valley,

the elemental play and succession and

the perpetual presence of the infinite

sky. In winter the stars seem to have

rekindled their fires, the moon achieves

a fuller triumph, and the heavens wear

a look of a more exalted simplicity.

Summer is more wooing and seductive,

more versatile and human, appeals to

the affections and the sentiments, and

fosters inquiry and the art impulse.
Winter is of a more heroic cast, and

addresses the intellect. The severe

studies and disciplines come easier in

winter. One imposes larger tasks upon
himself, and is less tolerant of his own
weaknesses.

The tendinous part of the mind, so

to speak, is more developed in winter ;

the fleshy, in summer. I should say
winter had given the bone and sinew

to Literature, summer the tissues and

blood.

The simplicity of winter has a deep
moral. The return of Nature, after

such a career of splendor and prodigal-

ity, to habits so simple and austere, is

not lost either upon the head or the

heart. It is the philosopher coming

back from the banquet and the wine to

a cup of water and a crust of bread.

And then this beautiful masquerade
of the elements, the novel disguises
our nearest friends put on ! Here is

another rain and another dew, water

that will not flow, nor spill, nor receive

the taint of an unclean vessel. And if

we see truly, the same old beneficence

and willingness to serve lurk beneath

all.

Look up at the miracle of the falling

snow, the air a dizzy maze of whirl-

ing, eddying flakes, noiselessly trans-

forming the world, the exquisite crys-
tals dropping in ditch and gutter, and

disguising in the same suit of spotless

livery all objects upon which they fall.

How novel and fine the first drifts !

The old, dilapidated fence is suddenly
set off with the most fantastic ruffles,

scalloped and fluted after an unheard-

of fashion ! Looking down a long line

of decrepit stone-wall, in the trimming
of which the wind had fairly run riot, I

saw, as for the first time, what a severe

yet master artist old Winter is. Ah, a

severe artist ! How stern the woods

look, dark and cold and as rigid against
the horizon as iron !

All life and action upon the snow
have an added emphasis and signifi-

cance. Every expression is underscored.

Summer has few finer pictures than

this winter one of the farmer foddering
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his cattle from a stack upon the clean mountains, and the panther to scream,

snow, --the movement, the sharply-de- there is nothing to be compared with it.

fined figures, the great green flakes of So wild ! I get up in the middle of the

hay, the long file of patient cows, the night to hear it. It is refreshing to the

advance just arriving and pressing ea- ear, and one delights to know that such

gerly for the choicest morsels, and wild creatures are still among us. At
the bounty and providence it suggests, this season Nature makes the most of

Or the chopper in the woods, the every throb of life that can withstand

prostrate tree, the white new chips scat- her severity. How heartily she indorses

tered about, his easy triumph over the this fox ! In what bold relief stand out

cold, coat hanging to a limb, and the the lives of all walkers of the snow !

clear, sharp ring of his axe. The woods The snow is a great telltale, and blabs

are rigid and tense, keyed up by the as effectually as it obliterates. I go into

frost, and resound like a stringed in- the woods, and know all that has hap-
strument. Or the road-breakers, sally- pened. I cross the fields, and if only

ing forth with oxen and sleds in the a mouse has visited his neighbor, the

still, white world, the day after the fact is chronicled,

storm, to restore the lost track and de- The Red Fox is the only species that

molish the beleaguering drifts. abounds in my locality ; the little Gray
All sounds are sharper in winter ; the Fox seems to prefer a more rocky and

air transmits better. At night I hear precipitous country, and a less vigorous
more distinctly the steady roar of the climate

;
the Cross Fox is occasionally

North Mountain. In summer it is a seen, and there are traditions of the

sort of complacent pur, as the breezes Silver Gray among the oldest hunters,

stroke down its sides
;
but in winter But the Red Fox is the sportsman's

always the same low, sullen growl. prize, and the only fur-bearer worthy of

A severe artist ! No longer the can- note in these mountains.* I go out in

vas and the pigments, but the marble the morning, after a fresh fall of snow,
and the chisel. When the nights are and see at all points where he has

calm and the moon full, I go out to gaze crossed the road. Here he has leisure-

upon the wonderful purity of the moon- ly passed within rifle-range of the house,

light and the snow. The air is full of evidently reconnoitring the premises,
latent fire, and the cold warms me with an eye to the hen-coop. That
after a different fashion from that of the sharp, clear, nervous track, there is

kitchen -stove. The world lies about no mistaking it for the clumsy foot-print
me in a " trance of snow." The clouds of a little dog. All his wildness and
are pearly and iridescent, and seem the agility are photographed in that track,

farthest possible remove from the condi- Here he has taken fright, or suddenly
tion of a storm, the ghosts of clouds, recollected an engagement, and, in long,
the indwelling beauty freed from all graceful leaps, barely touching the fence,

dross. I see the hills, bulging with has gone careering up the hill as fleet

great drifts/ lift themselves up cold and as the wind.

white against the sky, the black lines The wild, buoyant creature, how beau-

of fences here and there obliterated by tiful he is ! I had often seen his dead
the depth of the snow. Presently a fox carcase, and, at a distance, had wit-

barks away up next the mountain, and nessed the hounds drive him across the

I imagine I can almost see h-im sitting upper fields ; but the thrill and excite-

there, in his furs, upon the illuminated ment of meeting him in his wild free-

surface, and looking down in my direc- dom in the woods were unknown to me,
tion. As I listen, one answers him from till, one cold winter day, drawn thither by
behind the woods in the valley. What the baying of a hound, I stood far up to-

a wild winter sound, --wild and weird, ward the mountain's brow, waiting are-

up among the ghostly hills. Since the newal of the sound, that I might deter-

wolf has ceased to howl upon these * A spur of the Catskffls.
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mine the course of the dog and choose the hound, occasionally pausing a mo-

my position, stimulated by the ambi- ment to divert himself with a mouse, or

tion of all young Nimrods, to bag some to contemplate the landscape, or to lis-

notable game. Long I waited, and pa- ten for his pursuer. If the hound press

tiently, till, chilled and benumbed, I was him too closely, he leads off from moun-

about to turn back, when, hearing a tain to mountain, and so generally es-

slight noise, I looked up and beheld a capes the hunter ; but if the pursuit be

most superb fox, loping along with in- slow, he plays about some ridge or peak,

imitable grace and ease, evidently dis- and falls a prey, though not an easy one,

turbed, but not pursued by the hound, to the experienced sportsman,
and so absorbed in his private medita- A most spirited and exciting chase

tions that he failed to see me, though I occurs when the farm-dog gets close

stood transfixed with amazement and upon one in the open field, as some-

admiration not ten yards distant I times happens in the early morning,
took his measure at a glance, a large The fox relies so confidently upon his

male, with dark legs, and massive tail superior speed, that I imagine he half

tipped with white, a most magnificent tempts the dog to the race. But if the

creature; but so astonished and fasci- dog be a smart one, and their course

nated was I by his sudden appearance lies down hill, over smooth ground, Rey-
and matchless beauty, that not till I nard must put his best foot forward; and

had caught the last glimpse of him, as then, sometimes, suffer the ignominy
he disappeared over a knoll, did I awake of being run over by his pursuer, who,
to my position as a sportsman, and real- however, is quite unable to pick him

ize what an opportunity to distinguish up, owing to the speed. But when they

myself I had unconsciously let slip. I mount the hill, or enter the woods, the

clutched my gun, half angrily, as if it superior nimbleness and agility of the

was to blame, and went home out of fox tell at once, and he easily leaves the

humor with myself and all fox-kind. But dog far in his rear. For a cur less than

I have since thought better of the expe- his own size he manifests little fear,

rience, and concluded that I bagged the especially if the two meet alone, remote

game after all, the best part of it, and from the house. In such cases, I have

fleeced Reynard of something more val- seen first one turn tail, then the other,

uable than his fur without his knowl- A novel spectacle often occurs in

edge. summer, when the female has young.
This is thoroughly a winter sound, You are rambling on the mountain, ac-

this voice of the hound upon the moun- companied by your dog, when you are

tain, and one that is music to many startled by that wild, half-threatening

ears. The long, trumpet-like bay, heard squall, and in a moment perceive your
for a mile or more, now faintly back dog, with inverted tail and shame and

in the deep recesses of the mountain, confusion in his looks, sneaking toward

now distinct, but still faint, as the hound you, the old fox but a few rods in his

comes over some prominent point, and rear. You speak to him sharply, when
the wind favors, anon entirely lost in he bristles up, turns about, and, bark-

the gully, then breaking out again ing, starts off vigorously, as if to wipe
much nearer, and growing more and out the dishonor ; but in a moment
more pronounced as the dog approach- comes sneaking back more abashed

es, till, when he comes around the brow than ever, and owns himself unworthy
of the mountain, directly above you, the to be called a dog. The fox fairly

barking is loud and sharp. On he goes shames him out of the woods. The

along the northern spur, his voice rising secret of the matter is her sex, though
and sinking, as the wind and lay of the her conduct, for the honor of the fox be

ground modify it, till lost to hearing. it said, seems to be prompted only by
The fox usually keeps half a mile solicitude for the safety of her young,

ahead, regulating his speed by that* of One of the most notable features of
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the fox is his large and massive tail, moved enough of the trodden snow to

Seen running on the snow, at a dis- allow the trap to sink below the surface,

dance, his tail is quite as conspicuous Then, carefully sifting the light element

as his body ; and, so far from appearing over it and sweeping his tracks full, he

a burden, seems to contribute to his quickly withdrew, laughing exultingly

lightness and buoyancy. It softens the over the little surprise he had prepared
outline of his movements, and repeats for the cunning rogue. The elements

or continues to the eye the ease and conspired to aid him, and the falling

poise of his carriage. But, pursued by snow rapidly obliterated all vestiges of

the hound on a wet, thawy day, it often his work. The next morning at dawn,
becomes so heavy and bedraggled as to he was on his way to bring in his fur.

prove a serious inconvenience, and com- The snow had done its work effectual-

pels him to take refuge in his den. He ly, and, he believed, had kept his secret

is very loath to do this ; both his pride well. Arrived in sight of the locality,

and the traditions of his race stimulate he strained his vision to make out his

him to run it out, and win by fair supe- prize lodged against the fence at the

riority of wind and speed ; and only a foot of the hill. Approaching nearer,
wound or a heavy and mopish tail will the surface was unbroken, and doubt
drive him to avoid the issue in this usurped the place of certainty in his

manner. mind. A slight mouncf marked the site

To learn his surpassing shrewdness of the porker, but there was no foot-

and cunning, attempt to take him with print near it. Looking up the hill, he
a trap. Rogue that he is, he always saw where Reynard had walked leisure-

suspects some trick, and one must be ly down toward his wonted bacon, till

more of a fox than he is himself to over- within a few yards of it, when he had
reach him. At first sight it would ap- wheeled, and with prodigious strides

pear easy enough. With apparent in- disappeared in the woods. The young
difference he crosses your path, or walks trapper saw at a glance what a corn-

in your footsteps in the field, or travels ment this was upon his skill in the art,

along the beaten highway, or lingers in and, indignantly exhuming the iron, he
the vicinity of stacks and remote barns, walked home with it, the stream of sil-

Carry the carcass of a pig, or a fowl, or ver quarters suddenly setting in anoth-

a dog, to a distant field in midwinter, er direction.

and in a few nights his tracks cover the The successful trapper commences
snow about it. in the fall, or before the first deep snow.
The inexperienced country youth, In a field not too remote, with an old

misled by this seeming carelessness of axe, he cuts a small place, say ten inch-

Reynard, suddenly conceives a project es by fourteen, in the frozen ground, and
to enrich himself with fur, and wonders removes the earth to the depth of three

that the idea has not occurred to him or four inches, then fills the cavity with

before, and to others. I knew a youth- dry ashes, in which are placed bits of

ful yeoman of this kind, who imagined roasted cheese. Reynard is very sus-

he had found a mine of wealth on dis- picious at first, and gives the place a

covering on a remote side-hill, between wide berth. It looks like design, and
two woods, a dead porker, upon which he will see how the thing behaves be-

it appeared all the foxes of the neigh- fore he approaches too near. But the

borhood had nightly banqueted. The cheese is savory and the cold severe,

clouds were burdened with snow
;
and He ventures a little closer every night,

as the first flakes commenced to eddy until he can reach and pick a piece from

down, he set out, trap and broom in the surface. Emboldened by success,

hand, already counting over in imagina- like other foxes, he presently digs free-

tion the silver quarters he would receive ly among the ashes, and, finding a fresh

for his first fox-skin. With the utmost supply of the delectable morsels every

care, and with a palpitating heart, he re- nigfrt, is soon thrown off his guard, and

VOL. XVII. NO. 10 1. 20
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his suspicions are quite lulled. After a sort of fantastic stitching on the cover-

week of baiting in this manner, and on lid of the snow. One is curious to know
the eve of a light fall of snow, the trap- what brings these tiny creatures from

per carefully conceals his trap in the their retreats ; they do not seem to be

bed, first smoking it thoroughly with in quest of food, but rather to be travel-

hemlock boughs to kill or neutralize all ling about for pleasure or sociability,

smell of the iron. If the weather fa- though always going post-haste, and
vors and the proper precautions have linking stump with stump and tree with

been taken, he may succeed, though the tree by fine, hurried strides. That is

chances are still greatly against him. when they travel openly ;
but they have

'

Reynard is usually caught very light- hidden passages and winding galleries

ly, seldom more than the ends of his under the snow, which undoubtedly are

toes being between the jaws. He some- their main avenues of communication,

times works so cautiously as to spring Here and there these passages rise so

the trap without injury even to his toes
;

near the surface as to be covered by
or may remove the cheese night after only a frail arch of snow, and a slight

night without even springing it. I knew ridge betrays their course to the eye.
an old trapper who, on finding himself I know him well. He is known to the

outwitted in this manner, tied a bit of farmer as the deer-mouse, to the natural-

cheese to the pan, and next morning ist as the Hesperomys leucopus, a very
had poor Reynard by the jaw. The beautiful creature, nocturnal in his hab-

trap is not fastened, but only encum- its, with large ears, and large, fine eyes,
bered with a clog, and is all the more full of a wild, harmless look. He leaps
sure in its hold by yielding to every ef- like a rabbit, and is daintily marked,
fort of the animal to extricate himself. with white feet and a white belly.

When Reynard sees his captor ap- It is he who, far up in the hollow

proaching, he would fain drop into a trunk of some tree, lays by a store of

mouse-hole to render himself invisible, beech-nuts for winter use. Every nut

He crouches to the ground and remains is carefully shelled, and the cavity that

perfectly motionless until he perceives serves as storehouse lined with grass
himself discovered, when he makes one and leaves. The wood -chopper fre-

desperate and final effort to escape, but quently squanders this precious store. I

ceases all struggling as you come up, have seen half a peck taken from one

and behaves in a manner that stamps tree, as clean and white as if put up by
him a very timid warrior, cowering the most delicate hands, as they were.

to the earth with a mingled look of How long it must have taken the little

shame, guilt, and abject fear. A young creature to collect this quantity, to hull

farmer told me of tracing one with his them one by one, and convey them up to

trap to the border of a wood, where he his fifth-story chamber ! He is not qon-
discovered the cunning rogue trying to fined to the woods, but is quite as corn-

hide by embracing a small tree. Most mon in the fields, particularly in the

animals, when taken in a trap, show fall, amid the corn and potatoes. When

fight ;
but Reynard has more faith in routed by the plough, I b3ve seen the

the nimbleness of his feet than in the old one take flight with half a dozen

terror of his teeth. young hanging to her teats, and with

Entering the woods, the number and such reckless speed, that some of the

variety of the tracks contrast strongly young would lose their hold, and fly off

with the rigid, frozen aspect of things, amid the weeds. Taking refuge in a

Warm jets of life still shoot and play stump with the rest of her family, the

amid this snowy desolation. Fox-tracks anxious mother would presently come

are far less numerous than in the fields
;

back and hunt up the missing ones,

but those of hares, skunks, partridges, The snow-walkers are mostly night-

squirrels, and mice abound. The mice- walkers also, and the record they leave

tracks are very pretty, and look like a upon the snow is the main clew one has
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to their life and doings. The hare is pectant, till, suddenly, she bursts up a

nocturnal in his habits, and though a few yards from you, and goes humming
very lively creature at night, with regu- through the trees, the complete tri-

lar courses and run-ways through the umph of endurance and vigor. Hardy
wood, is entirely quiet by day. Timid native bird, may your tracks never be

as he is, he makes little effort to con- fewer, or your visits to the birch-tree

ceal himself, usually squatting beside less frequent !

a log, stump, or tree, and seeming to The squirrel-tracks sharp, nervous,

avoid rocks and ledges where he might and wiry have their histories also,

be partially housed from the cold and But who ever saw squirrels in winter ?

the snow, but where also and this The naturalist says they are mostly
consideration undoubtedly determines torpid ; yet evidently that little pocket-
his choice he would be more apt to faced depredator, the chipmunk, was

fall a prey to his enemies.* In this as not carrying buckwheat for so many
well as in many other respects he differs days to his hole for nothing ; was
from the rabbit proper \Lepus sylvati- he anticipating a state of torpidity, or

cus}\ he never burrows in the ground, the demands of a very active appetite ?

or takes refuge in a den or hole, when Red and gray squirrels are more or

pursued. If caught in the open fields, less active all winter, though very shy,
he is much confused and easily over- and, I am inclined to think, partially

taken by the dog ; but in the woods, he nocturnal in their habits. Here a gray
leaves him at a bound. In summer, one has just passed, came down that

when first disturbed, he beats the ground tree and went up this
;
there he dug for

violently with his feet, by which means a beech-nut, and left the bur on the

he would express to you his surprise or snow. How did he know where to dig ?

displeasure ;
it is a dumb way he has During an unusually severe winter I

of scolding. After leaping a few yards, have known him to make long journeys
he pauses an instant, as if to determine to a barn, in a remote field, where wheat

the degree of danger, and then hurries was stored. How did he know there

away with a much lighter tread. was wheat there ? In attempting to re-

His feet are like great pads, and his turn, the adventurous creature was fre-

track has little of the sharp, articulated quently run down and caught in the

expression of Reynard's, or of animals deep snow.

that climb or dig. Yet it is very pretty, His home is in the trunk of some old

like all the rest, and tells its own tale, birch or maple, with an entrance far up
There is nothing bold or vicious orvul- amid the branches. In the spring he

pine in it, and his timid, harmless char- builds himself a summer-house of small

acter is published at every leap. He leafy twigs in the top of a neighboring
abounds in dense woods, preferring lo- beech, where the young are reared and
calities filled with a small undergrowth much of the time passed. But the safer

of beech and birch, upon the bark of retreat in the maple is not abandoned,
which he feeds. Nature is rather partial and both old and young resort thither

to him and matches his extreme local in the fall, or when danger threatens,

habits and character with a suit that cor- Whether this temporary residence amid

responds with his surroundings, red- the branches is for elegance or pleasure,

dish-gray in summer and white in winter, or for sanitary reasons or domestic con-

Trie sharp -rayed track of the par- venience, the naturalist has forgotten to

fridge adds another figure to this fan- mention.
tastic embroidery upon the winter snow. The elegant creature, so cleanly in its

Her course is a clear, strong line, some- habits, so graceful in its carnage, so

times quite wayward, but generally very nimble and daring in its movements,
direct, steering for the densest, most excites feelings of admiration akin to

impenetrable places, --leading you over those awakened by the birds and the

logs and through brush, alert and ex- fairer forms of nature. His passage
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through the trees is almost a flight, more common and less dignified than

Indeed, the flying-squirrel has little or the gray, and oftener guilty of petty
no advantage over him, and in speed larceny about the barns and grain-fields,
and nimbleness cannot compare with He is most abundant in old bark-peel-
him at all. If he miss his footing and ings, and low, dilapidated hemlocks,

fall, he is sure to catch on the next from which he makes excursions to the

branch ;
if the connection be broken, fields and orchards, spinning along the

he leaps recklessly for the nearest spray tops of the fences, which afford, not only
or limb, and secures his hold, even if it convenient lines of communication, but

be by the aid of his teeth. a safe retreat if danger threatens. He
His career of frolic and festivity be- loves to linger about the orchard

; and,

gins in the fall, after the birds have left sitting upright on the topmost stone in

us and the holiday spirit of nature has the wall, or on the tallest stake in the

commenced to subside. How absorb- fence, chipping up an apple for the

ing the pastime of the sportsman, who seeds, his tail conforming to the curve

goes to the woods in the still October of his back, his paws shifting and turn-

morning in quest of him ! You step ing the apple, he is a pretty sight, and

lightly across the threshold of the for- his bright, pert appearance atones for

est, and sit down upon the first log or all the mischief he does. At home, in

rock to await the signals. It is so still the woods, he is the most frolicsome

that the ear suddenly seems to have ac- and loquacious. The appearance of

quired new powers, and there is no anything unusual, if, after contemplating
movement to confuse the eye. Present- it a moment, he concludes it not dan-

ly you hear the rustling of a branch, gerous, excites his unbounded mirth and
and see it sway or spring as the squir- ridicule, and he snickers and chatters,
rel leaps from or to it ; or else you hear hardly able to contain himself ; now
a disturbance in the dry leaves, and darting up the trunk of a tree and
mark one running upon the ground, squealing in derision, then hopping into

He has probably seen the intruder, and, position on a limb and dancing to the

not liking his stealthy movements, de- music of his own cackle, and all for

sires to avoid a nearer acquaintance, your special benefit.

Now he mounts a stump to see if the There is something very human in

way is clear, then pauses a moment at this apparent mirth and mockery of the

the foot of a tree to take his bearings, squirrels. It seems to be a sort of iron-

his tail, as he skims along, undulating ical laughter, and implies self-conscious

behind him, and adding to the easy pride and exultation in the laugher,

grace and dignity of his movements. Or "What a ridiculous thing you are, to

else you are first advised of his proxim- be sure !

" he seems to say ;

" how

ity by the dropping of a false nut, or the clumsy and awkward, and what a poor

fragments of the shucks rattling upon show for a tail ! Look at me, look at

the leaves. Or, again, after contemplat- me !

" and he capers about in his best

ing you awhile unobserved, and making style. Again, he would seem to tease

up his mind that you are not dangerous, you and to provoke your attention
;
then

he strikes an attitude on a branch, and suddenly assumes a tone of good-na-

commences to quack and bark, with an tured, childlike defiance and derision ;

accompanying movement of his tail, that pretty little imp, the chipmunk, will

Late in the afternoon, when the same sit on the stone above his den, and de-

stillness reigns, the same scenes are re- fy you, as plainly as if he said so, to

peated. There is a black variety, quite catch him before- he can get into his

rare, but mating freely with the gray, hole if you can. You hurl a stone at

from which he seems to be distin- him, and " No you did n't
" comes up

guished only in color. from the depth of his retreat.

The track of the red squirrel may In February another track appears

be known by its smaller size. He is upon the snow, slender and delicate,
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about a third larger thaji that of the He has a secret to keep, and knows

gray squirrel, indicating no haste or it, and is careful not to betray himself

speed, but, on the contrary, denoting until he can do so with the most telling

the most imperturbable ease and leis- effect. I have known him to preserve

ure, the footprints so close together that his serenity even when caught in a steel

the trail appears like a chain of curi- trap, and look the very picture of in-

ously carved links. Sir Mephitis chin- jured innocence, manoeuvring carefully

ga, or, in plain English, the skunk, has and deliberately to extricate his foot

woke up from his six-weeks nap, and from the grasp of the naughty jaws,

come out into society again. He is a Do not by any means take pity on him,

nocturnal traveller, very bold and impu- and lend a helping hand,

dent, coming quite up to the barn and How pretty his face and head ! How
outbuildings, and sometimes taking up fine and delicate his teeth, like a wea-

his quarters for the season under the sel's or cat's ! When about a third

hay-mow. There is no such word as grown, he looks so well that one covets

hurry in his dictionary, as you may see him for a pet. He is quite precocious

by his path upon the snow. He has a however, and capable, even at this ten-

very sneaking, insinuating way, and der age, of making a very strong appeal

goes creeping about the fields and to your sense of smell,

woods, never once in a perceptible de- No animal is more cleanly in its hab-

gree altering his gait, and, if a fence its than he. He is not an awkward

crosses his course, steers for a break or boy, who cuts his own face with his

opening to avoid climbing. He is too whip ;
and neither his flesh nor his fur

indolent even to dig his own hole, but hints the weapon with which he is armed,

appropriates that of a woodchuck, or The most silent creature known to me,
hunts out a crevice in the rocks, from he makes no sound, so far as I have ob-

which he extends his rambling in all served, save a diffuse, impatient noise,

directions, preferring damp, thawy like that produced by beating your hand

weather. He has very little discretion with a whisk-broom, when the farm-dog
or cunning, and holds a trap in utter has discovered his retreat in the stone

contempt, stepping into it as soon as fence. He renders himself obnoxious

beside it, relying implicitly for defence to the farmer by his partiality for hens'

against all forms of danger upon the eggs and young poultry. He is a

unsavory punishment he is capable of confirmed epicure, and at plundering

inflicting. He is quite indifferent to hen-roosts an expert. Not the full-

both man and beast, and will not hurry grown fowls are his victims, but the

himself to get out of the way of either, youngest and most tender. At night

Walking through the summer fields at Mother Hen receives under her mater-

twilight, I have come near stepping up- nal wings a dozen newly hatched chick-

on him, and was much the more dis- ens, and with much pride and satisfac-

turbed of the two. When attacked in tion feels them all safely tucked away
the open fields he confounds the plans in her feathers. In the morning she is

of his enemies by the unheard-of tac- walking about disconsolately, attended

tics of exposing his rear rather than his by only two or three of all that pretty
front " Come if you dare," he says, brood. What has happened ? Where
and his attitude makes even the 'farm- are they gone ? That pickpocket, Sir

dog pause. After a few encounters Mephitis, could solve the mystery.
of this kind, and if you entertain the Quietly has he approached, under cover

usual hostility towards him, your mode of darkness, and, one by one, relieved

of attack will speedily resolve itself in- her of her precious charge. Look close-

to moving about him in a circle, the ly, and you will see their little yellow
radius of which will be the exact dis- legs and beaks, or part of a mangled
tance at which you can hurl a stone form, lying about on the ground. Or,

with accuracy and effect. before the hen has hatched, he may find
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her out, and, by the same sleight of hand, elling not unfrequently in pairs, --a
remove every egg, leaving only the lean, hungry couple, bent on pillage

empty blood - stained shells to witness and plunder. They have an unenvia-

against him. The birds, especially the ble time of it, feasting in the sum-

ground-builders, suffer in like manner mer and fall, hibernating in winter, and
from his plundering propensities. starving in spring. In April, I have
The secretion upon which he relies found the young of the previous year

for defence, and which is the chief creeping about the fields, so reduced
source of his unpopularity, while it af- by starvation as to be quite helpless,
fords good reasons against cultivating and offering no resistance to my taking
him as a pet, and mars his attractive- them up by the tail, and carrying them
ness as game, is by no means the great- home.
est indignity that can be offered to a But with March our interest in these

nose. It is a rank, living smell, and phases of animal life, which winter has

has none of the sickening qualities of so emphasized and brought out, begins
disease or putrefaction. Indeed, I think to decline. Vague rumors are afloat

a good smeller will enjoy its most re- in the air of a great and coming change,
fined intensity. It approaches the sub- We are eager for Winter to be gone,

lime, and makes the nose tingle. It is since he too is fugitive, and cannot

tonic and bracing, and, I can readily keep his place. Invisible hands deface

believe, has rare medicinal qualities, his icy statuary ;
his chisel has lost its

I do not recommend its use as eye- cunning. The drifts, so pure and "ex-

water, though an old farmer assures me quisite, are now earth-stained and
it has undoubted virtues when thus ap- weather-worn, the flutes and scallops,

plied. Hearing, one night, a disturb- and fine, firm lines, all gone ;
and what

ance among his hens, he rushed sud- was a grace and an ornament to the

denly out to catch the thief, when Sir hills is now a disfiguration. Like worn

Mephitis, taken by surprise, and, no and unwashed linen appear the remains

doubt, much annoyed at being inter- of that spotless robe with which he

rupted, discharged the vials of his wrath clothed the world as his bride,

full in the farmer's face, and with such But he will not abdicate without a

admirable effect, that, for a few mo- struggle. Day after day he rallies his

ments, he was completely blinded, and scattered forces, and night after night

powerless to revenge himself upon the pitches his white tents on the hills, and

rogue ;
but he declared that afterwards forges his spears at the eaves and by

his eyes felt as if purged by fire, and his the dripping rocks ; but the young

sight was much clearer. Prince in every encounter prevails.-

In March, that brief summary of a Slowly and reluctantly the gray old he-

bear, the raccoon, comes out of his ro retreats up the mountain, till finally

den in the ledges, and leaves his sharp the south rain comes in earnest, and in

digitigrade track upon the snow, trav- a night he is dead.
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TO H ERSA.

MAIDEN,
there is something more

Than raiment to adore
;

Thou must have more than a dress,

More than any mode or mould,
More than mortal loveliness,

To captivate the cold.

Bow the knightly when they bow,
To a star behind the brow,
Not to marble, not to dust,

But to that which warms them ;

Not to contour nor to bust,

But to that which forms them,
Not to languid lid nor lash,

Satin fold nor purple sash,

But unto the living flash

So mysteriously hid

Under lash and under lid.

But, vanity of vanities,

If the red-rose in a young cheek lies,

Fatal disguise !

For the most terrible lances

Of the true, true knight
Are his bold eyebeams ;

And every time that he opens his eyes,
The falsehood that he looks on dies.

If the heavenly light be latent,

It can need no earthly patent.

Unbeholden unto art

Fashion or lore,

Scrip or store,

Earth or ore

Be thy heart,

Which was music from the start,

Music, music to the core !

Music, which, though voiceless,
Can create
i

Both form and fate,

As Petrarch could a sonnet.

That, taking flesh upon it,

Spirit-noiseless,

Doth the same inform and fill *
With a music sweeter still!

Lives and breathes and palpitates,
Moves and moulds and animates,
And sleeps not from its duty
Till the maid in whom 't is pent
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From a mortal rudiment,

From the earth-cell

And the love-cell,

By the birth-spell

And the love-spell

Come to beauty.

Beauty, that, (Celestial Child,

From above,

Born of Wisdom and of Love,)

Can never die !

That ever, as she passeth by,

But casteth down the mild

Effulgence of her eye,

And, lo ! the broken heart is healed,

The maimed, perverted soul

Ariseth and is whole !

That ever doing the fair deed,

And therein taking joy,

(A pure and priceless meed
That of this earth hath least alloy,)

It comes at last,

All mischance forever past,

Every beautiful procedure
Manifest in form and feature,

To be revealed :

There walks the earth an heavenly creature !

Beauty is music mute,

Music's flower and fruit,

Music's creature

Form and feature

Music's lute.

Music's lute be thou,

Maiden of the starry brow !

(Keep thy heart true to know how!)
A Lute which he alone,

As all in good time shall be shown,

Shall prove, and thereby make his own,

Who is god enough to play upon it.

Happy, happy maid is she

Who is wedded unto Truth :

Thou shalt know him when he comes,

(Welcome youth ! )

Not by any din of drums,
Nor the vantage of his airs ;

]%ither by his crown,

Nor his gown,
Nor by anything he wears.

He shall only well known be

By the holy harmony
That his coming makes in thee !
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AN AMAZONIAN PICNIC.

IT
was about half past six o'clock on in the sunlight ; numbers of ciganas

the morning of the 27th of October, (the pheasants of the Amazons) clus-

1865, that we left Manaos, (or, as the tered in the bushes
; once a pair of

maps usually call it, Barra do Rio Ne- king vultures rested for a moment with-

gro,) on an excursion to the Lake of in gunshot, but flew out of sight as our

Hyanuary, on the western side of the canoe approached ;
and now and then

Rio Negro. The morning was unusu- an alligator showed his head above wa-

ally fresh for these latitudes, and a strong ter. As we floated along through this

wind was blowing up so heavy a sea in picturesque channel, so characteristic of

the river, that, if it did not actually make the wonderful region to which we were

one sea-sick, it certainly called up very all more or less strangers, for even Dr.

vivid and painful associations. We were Epam'inondas and Senhor Tavares Bas-

in a large eight -oared custom-house tos were here for the first time, the

barge, our company consisting of his conversation turned naturally enough

Excellency, Dr. Epaminondas, Presi- upon the nature of this Amazonian val-

dent of the Province,* his secretary, ley, its physical conformation, its origin
Senhor Codicera, Senhor Tavares Bas- and resources, its history past and to

tos, the distinguished young deputy come, both alike obscure, both the sub-

from the Province of Alagoas, Major ject of wonder and speculation. Senhor

Coutinho, of the Brazilian Engineer Ser- Tavares Bastos, although not yet thirty,

vice, Mr. Agassiz and myself, Mr. Bourk- is already distinguished in the politics

hardt, his artist, and two of our volun- of his country ; and, from the moment
teer assistants. We were preceded by he entered upon public life to the pres-

a smaller boat, an Indian montaria, in ent time, the legislation in regard to the

which was our friend and kind host, Amazons, its relation to the future pro-
Senhor Honorio, who had undertaken gress and development of the Brazilian

to provide for our creature comforts, empire, has been the object of his deep-
and had the care of a boatful of provis- est interest. He is a leader in that

ions. After an hour's row we left the class of men who advocate the most lib-

rough waters of the Rio Negro, and, eral policy in this matter, and has al-

rounding a wooded point, turned into ready -urged upon his countrymen the

one of those narrow, winding igarapes importance, even from selfish motives,

(literally,
"
boat-paths "), with green for- of sharing their great treasure with the

est walls, which make the charm of world. He was little more than twenty
canoe excursions in this country. A years of age when he published his pa-

ragged drapery of long, faded grass pers on the opening of the Amazons,

hung from the lower branches of the which have done more, perhaps, than

trees, marking the height of the last anything else of late years to attract at-

rise of the river, --some eighteen or tention to the subject,

twenty feet above its present level. There are points where the research-

Here and there a white heron stood on es of the statesman and the investigator
the shore, his snowy plumage glittering meet, and natural science is not without

* Without entering here upon the generosity shown
its influence, even on the practical bear-

not only by the Brazilian government, but by indi- ingS of this question. Shall this region
viduals also, to this expedition, a debt which it will

foe legislated for as SCa Or land ? Shall
be my pleasant duty to acknowledge fully hereafter , intpr^t* of icrrirtilturp or navi wa-
in a more extended report of our journey, - I cannot
omit this opportunity of thanking Dr. Epaminondas, tion prevail in its councils ? Is it CSSCn-
the enlightened President of the Province of the

tially aquatic Or terrestrial ? Such were
as, for the facilities accorded to me during f h

. .

rf h j h came
.

my whole stay in the region now under his admmis- *
. *,

tration. Louis Agassiz. the course of the discussion. A region
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of country which stretches across a banks of the Amazons will teem with

whole continent, and is flooded for half a population more active and vigorous
the year, where there can never be rail- than any it has yet seen,

-- when all civ-

roads, or highways, or even pedestrian ilized nations shall share in its wealth,

travelling, to any great extent, can hard- when the twin continents will shake

ly be considered as dry land. It is true hands, and Americans of the North

that, in this oceanic river system, the come to help Americans of the South

tidal action has an annual, instead of a in developing its resources, when it

daily, ebb and flow
;
that its rise and will be navigated from north to south,

fall obey a larger light, and are regu- as well as from east to west, and small

lated by the sun, and not the moon
; steamers will run up to the head-waters

but it is nevertheless subject to all the of all its tributaries, while we were

conditions of a submerged district, and speculating on these things, we were

must be treated as such. Indeed, these approaching the end of our journey ;

semiannual changes of level are far and, as we neared the lake, there issued

more powerful in their influence on the from its entrance a small, two-masted

life of the inhabitants than any marine canoe, evidently bound on some offi-

tides. People sail half the year over dis- cial mission, for it carried the Brazilian

tricts where, for the other half, they flag, and was adorned with many bright-

walk, though hardly dry-shod, over the ly colored streamers. As it drew near

soaked ground ;
their occupations, their we heard music

;
and a salvo of rockets,

dress, their habits, are modified in ac- the favorite Brazilian artillery on all fes-

cordance with the dry and wet seasons, tive occasions, whether by day or night,

And not only the ways of life, but the shot up into the air. Our arrival had

whole aspect of the country, the char- been announced by Dr. Carnavaro of

acter of the landscape, are changed. At Manaos, who had come out the day be-

this moment there are two most pictu- fore to make some preparations for our

resque falls in the neighborhood of Ma- reception, and this was a welcome to

naos, the Great and Little Cascades, the President on his first visit to the

as they are called, favorite resorts for Indian village. When they came with-

bathing, picnics, etc., which, in a few in speaking distance, a succession of

months, when the river shall have risen hearty cheers went up for the Presi-

above their highest level, will have com- dent ; for Tavares Bastos, whose char-

pletely disappeared. Their bold rocks acter as the political advocate of the

and shady nooks will have become river- Amazons makes him especially wel-

bottom. All that one hears or reads of come here ; for Jfclajor Coutinho, already
the extent of the Amazons and its tribu- well known from his former explorations
taries does not give one an idea of its in this region ; and for the strangers

immensity as a whole. One must float within their gates, for the Professor

for months upon its surface, in order to and his party. When the reception

understand how fully water has the mas- was over, they fell into line behind our

tery over land along its borders. Its boat, and so we came into the little port

watery labyrinth is not so much a net- with something of state and ceremony,
work of rivers, as an ocean of freshwater This pretty Indian village is hardly

cut up and divided by land, the land be- recognized as a village at once, for it

ing often nothing more than an archipel- consists of a number of sitios (palm-

ago of islands in its midst. The valley thatched houses), scattered through the

of the Amazons is indeed an aquatic, not forest ;
and though the inhabitants look

a terrestrial, basin ; and it is not strange, on each other as friends and neighbors,

when looked upon from this point of yet from our landing-place only one sitio

view, that its forests should be less full was to be seen, that at which we were

of life, comparatively, than its rivers. to stay. It stood on a hill which sloped

But while we were discussing these gently up from the lake shore, and con-

points, talking of the time when the sisted of a mud house, the rough frame
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being filled in and plastered with mud, the old lady, the family consisted, at this

containing two rooms, beside several moment, of her afilhada (god-daugh-

large palm-thatched sheds outside. The ter), with her little boy, and several

word shed, which we connect with a other women employed about the place ;

low, narrow out-house, gives no correct but it is difficult to judge of the popu-

idea, however, of this kind of structure, lation of the sitios now, because a great

universal throughout the Indian settle- number of the men have been taken as

ments, and common also among the recruits for the war with Paraguay, and

whites. The space enclosed is gener- others are hiding in the forest for fear

ally large, the sloping roof of palm- of being pressed into the same service,

thatch is lifted very high on poles made The breakfast -
table, covered with

of the trunks of trees, thus allowing a dishes of fish fresh from the lake, and

free circulation of air, and there are usu- dressed in a variety of ways, with stewed

ally no walls at all. They are great chicken, rice, etc., was by no means an

open porches, or verandas, rather than unwelcome sight, as it was already

sheds. One of these rooms was used for eleven o'clock, and we had had nothing

the various processes by which the man- since rising, at half past five in the

dioca root is transformed into farinha, morning, except a hot cup of coffee ;

tapioca, and tucupi, a kind of intoxicat- nor was the meal the less appetizing

ing liquor. It was furnished with the that it was spread under the palm-

large clay ovens, covered with immense thatched roof of our open, airy dining-

shallow copper pans, for drying the room, surrounded by the forest, and

farinha, with the troughs for kneading commanding a view of the lake and

the mandioca, the long straw tubes for wooded hillside opposite, the little land-

expressing the juice, and the sieves for ing below, where were moored our

straining the tapioca. The mandioca barge with its white awning, the gay
room is an important part of every In- canoe, and two or three Indian mon-

dian sitio j for the natives not only de- tarias, making the foreground of the

pend, in a great degree, upon the differ- picture. After breakfast our party dis-

ent articles manufactured from this root persed, some to rest in their hammocks,
for their own food, but it makes an essen- others to hunt or fish, while Mr. Agassiz
tial part of the commerce of the Ama- was fully engaged in examining a large
zons. Another of these open rooms was basket offish, Tucunares, Acaras, Cu-

a kitchen ;
while a third, which served rimatas, Surubims, etc., just brought

as our dining-room, is used on festa days in from the lake for his inspection, arfd

and occasional Sundays as a chapel. It showing again what every investigation
differed from the rest in having the up- demonstrates afresh, namely, the distinct

per end closed in with a neat thatched localization of species in every different

wall, against which, in time of need, the water-basin, be it river, lake, igarape^ or

altar-table may stand, with candles and forest pool. Though the scientific re-

rough prints or figures of the Virgin sults of the expedition have no place in

and Saints. A little removed from this this little sketch of a single excursion,
more central part of the establishment let me make a general statement as to

was another smaller mud house, where Mr. Agassiz's collections, to give you
most of the party arranged their ham- some idea of his success. Since ar-

mocks ;
Mr. Agassiz and myself being riving in Para", although his exploration

accommodated in the other one, where of the Amazonian waters is but half

we were very hospitably received by completed, he has collected more species
the senhora of the sitio, an old Indian than were known to exist in the whole

woman, whose gold ornaments, neck- world fifty years ago. Up to this time,

lace, and ear-rings were rather out of something more than a hundred species

keeping with her calico skirt and cotton of fish were known to science from the

waist. This is, however, by no means Amazons ;

* Mr. Agassiz has already
an unusual combination here. Beside * Mr. Wallace speaks of having collected over two
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more than eight hundred on hand, and sions, we are forced to adapt our wants

every day adds new treasures. He is to our means
;
and the make-shifts to

himself astonished at this result, re- which we are obliged to resort, if they

vealing a richness and variety in the are sometimes inconvenient, are often

distribution of life throughout these wa- very amusing. But now, instead of

ters of which he had formed no concep- teacups doing duty as tumblers, empty
tion. As his own attention has been barrels serving as chairs, and the like

especially directed to their localization incongruities, we had a silver soup tu-

and development, his collection of fish- reen and a cook and a waiter, and
es is larger than any other

; still, with knives and forks enough to go round,
the help of his companions, volunteers and many other luxuries which such

as well as regular assistants, he has a wayfarers as ourselves learn to do with-

good assortment of specimens from all out. While we were dining, the Indians

the other classes of the animal kingdom began to come in from the surrounding
likewise. forest to pay their respects to the Presi-

One does not see much of the world dent
;
for his visit was the cause of great

between one o'clock and four in this rejoicing, and there was to be a ball in

climate. These are the hottest hours his honor in the evening. They brought
of the day, and there are few who can an enormous cluster of game as an offer-

resist the temptation of the cool swing- ing. What a mass of color it was, look-

ing hammock, slung in some shady spot ing more like an immense bouquet of

within doors or without. I found a flowers than like a bunch of birds ! It

quiet retreat by the lake shore, where, was composed entirely of toucans with

though I had a book in my hand, the their red and yellow beaks, blue eyes,
wind in the trees overhead, and the wa- and soft white breasts bordered with

ter rippling softly around the montarias crimson, and of parrots, or papagaios,
moored at my side, lulled me into that as they call them here, with their gor-
mood of mind when one may be lazy geous plumage of green, blue, purple,
without remorse or ennui, and one's and red.

highest duty seems to be to do nothing. When we had dined we took coffee

The monotonous notes of a violon, a outside, while our places around the

kind of lute or guitar, came to me from table were filled by the Indian guests,
a group of trees at a little distance, who were to have a dinner-party in their

where our boatmen were resting in the turn. It was pleasant to see with how

shade, the red fringes of their hammocks much courtesy several of the Brazilian

giving to the landscape just the bit of gentlemen of our party waited upon
color which it needed. Occasionally these Indian senhoras, passing them a

a rustling flight of paroquets' or ciganas variety of dishes, helping them to wine,

overhead startled me for a moment, or and treating them with as much atten-

a large pirarucu plashed out of the wa- tion as if they had been the highest
ter

;
but except for these sounds, Nature ladies of the land. They seemed,

was silent, and animals as well as men however, rather shy and embarrassed,
seemed to pause in the heat and seek scarcely touching the nice things placed
shelter. before them, till one of the gentlemen

Dinner brought us all together again who has lived a good deal among the

at the close of the afternoon in our airy Indians, and knows their habits per-

banqueting-hall. As we were with the
fectly, took the knife and fork from one

President, our picnic was of a much of them, exclaiming,
" Make no cer-

more magnificent character than are our emony, and don't be ashamed ;
eat with

purely scientific excursions, of which your fingers, all of you, as you 're ac-

we have had many. On such occa- customed to do, and then you '11 find

hundred species in the Rio Negro ; but as these were your appetites and enjoy your dinner."

unfortunately lost, and never described, they cannot pjjg adv jce was followed J
and I must

be counted as belonging among the possessions of the , ,

scientific world.
Sa7 the7 seemed mUch m re Comfort-
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able in consequence, and did better jus-

tice to the good fare. Although the In-

dians who live in the neighborhood of

the towns have seen too much of the

conventionalities of civilization not to

understand the use of a knife and fork,

no Indian will eat with one if he can

help it
; and, strange to say, there are

many of the whites in the upper Ama-
zonian settlements who have adopted
the same habits. I have dined with

Brazilian senhoras of good class and

condition, belonging to the gentry of

the land, who, although they provided
a very nice service for their guests, used

themselves only the implements with

which Nature had provided them.

When the dinner was over, the room

was cleared of the tables, and swept ;

the music, consisting of a guitar, flute,

and violin, called in
;
and the ball was

opened. At first the forest belles were

rather shy in the presence of strangers ;

but they soon warmed up, and began
to dance with more animation. They
were all dressed in calico or muslin

skirts, with loose white cotton waists,

finished around the neck with a kind

of lace they make themselves by draw-

ing out the threads from cotton or cam-

bric so as to form an open pattern, sew-

ing those which remain over and over

to secure them. Much of this lace is

quite elaborate, and very fine. Many
of them had their hair dressed either

with white jessamine or with roses

stuck into their round combs, and sev-

eral wore gold beads and ear-rings.
Some of the Indian dances are very

pretty ;
but one thing is noticeable,

at least in all that I have seen. The
man makes all the advances, while the

woman is coy and retiring, her move-
ments being very languid. Her partner
throws himself at her feet, but does not

elicit a smile or a gesture ; he stoops,
and pretends to be fishing, making mo-
tions as if he were drawing her in with

a line
;
he dances around her, snapping

his fingers as though playing on the

castanets, and half encircling her with

his arms
;
but she remains reserved

and cold. Now and then they join to-

gether in something like a waltz
; but

this is only occasionally, and for a mo-
ment. How different from the negro
dances, of which we saw many in the

neighborhood of Rio ! In those the

advances come chiefly from the women,
and are not always of a very modest
character.

The moon was shining brightly over

lake and forest, and the ball was gayer
than ever, at ten o'clock, when I went

to my room, or rather to the room where

my hammock was slung, and which I

shared with Indian women and chil-

dren, with a cat and her family of kit-

tens, who slept on the edge of my mos-

quito-net, and made frequent inroads

upon the inside, with hens and chick-

ens and sundry dogs, who went in and

out at will. The music and dancing,
the laughter and talking outside, con-

tinued till the small hours. Every now
and then an Indian girl would come
in to rest for a while, take a nap in

a hammock, and then" return to the

dance. When we first arrived in South

America, we could hardly have slept

soundly under such circumstances
;
but

one soon becomes accustomed, on the

Amazons, to sleeping in rooms with

mud floors and mud walls, or with no

walls at all, where rats and birds and

bats rustle about in the thatch over

one's head, and all sorts of unwonted

noises in the night remind you that you
are by no means the sole occupant of

your apartment. This remark does not

apply to the towns, where the houses

are comfortable enough ;
but if you at-

tempt to go off the beaten track, to

make canoe excursions, and see some-

thing of the forest population, you must

submit to these inconveniences. There

is one thing, however, which makes it

far pleasanter to lodge in the Indian

houses here than in the houses of our

poorer class at home. One is quite

independent in the matter of bedding ;

no one travels without his own ham-

mock and the net which in many places

is a necessity on account of the mos-

quitoes. Beds and bedding are almost

unknown here
;
and there are none so

poor as not to possess two or three of

the strong and neat twine hammocks
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made by the Indians themselves from den below its surface, while numerous

the fibres of the palm. Then the open blackened and decayed trunks stood

character of their houses, as well as up from the water in all sorts of pic-

trie personal cleanliness of the Indians, turesque and fantastic forms. Some-

makes the atmosphere fresher and purer times the trees had thrown down from

there than in the houses of our poor, their branches those singular aerial

However untidy they may be in other roots so common here, and seemed

respects, they always bathe once or standing on stilts. Here and there,

twice a day, if not oftener, and wash when we coasted along by the bank,

their clothes frequently. We have nev- we had a glimpse into the deeper for-

er yet entered an Indian house where est, with its drapery of lianas and vari-

there was any disagreeable odor, unless ous creeping vines, and its parasitic

it might be the peculiar smell from sipos twining close around the trunks,

the preparation of the mandioca in the or swinging themselves from branch to

working-room outside, which has, at a branch like loose cordage. But usually

certain stage in the process, a slightly the margin of the lake was a gently

sour smell. We certainly could not sloping bank, covered with a green so

say as much for many houses where we vivid and yet so soft that it seemed

have lodged when travelling in the as if the earth had been born afresh

West, or even " Down East," where in its six months' baptism, and had

the suspicious look of the bedding and come out like a new creation. Here

the close air of the room often make and there a palm lifted its head above

one doubtful about the night's rest. the line of the forest, especially the

We were up at five o'clock ; for the light, graceful Assai palm, with its tail,

morning hours are very precious in this slender, smooth stem and crown of

climate, and the Brazilian day begins feathery leaves vibrating with every
with the dawn. At six o'clock we had breeze.

had coffee, and were ready for the vari- Half an hour's row brought us to the

ous projects suggested for our amuse- landing of the sitio for which we were

ment. Our sportsmen were already in bound. Usually the sitios stand on

the forest
;

others had gone off on a the bank of the lake or river, a stone's

fishing excursion in a montaria
;
and I throw from the shore, for convenience

joined a party on a visit to a sitio high- of fishing, bathing, etc. But this one

er up the lake. Mr. Agassiz, as has was at some distance, with a very nice-

been constantly the case throughout ly-kept winding path leading through

our journey, was obliged to deny him- the forest ;
and as it was far the neatest

self all these parties of pleasure ;
for and prettiest sitio I have seen here, I

the novelty and variety of the species may describe it more at length.

of fish brought in kept him and his stood on the brow of a hill which dipped

artist constantly at work. In this cli- down on the other side into a wide and

mate the process of decomposition goes deep ravine. Through this ravine ran

on so rapidly, that, unless the speci- an igarapd, beyond which the land rose

mens are attended to at once, they are again in an undulating line of hilly

lost
;
and the paintings must be made ground, most refreshing to the eye after

while they are quite fresh, in order to the flat character of the upper Amazp-

give any idea of their vividness of tint, nian scenery. The fact that this sitio,

We therefore left Mr. Agassiz busy standing now on a hill overlooking the

with the preparation of his collections, valley and the little stream at its bot-

and Mr. Bourkhardt painting, while we torn, will have the water nearly

went up the lake through a strange, half- with the ground around it
^when

aquatic, half-terrestrial region, where igarap is swollen by the rise of the

the land seemed hardly redeemed from river, gives an idea of the change of

the water. Groups of trees rose di- aspect between the dry and wet seasons,

reclly from the lake, their roots hid- The establishment consisted of a num-
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ber of buildings, the most conspicuous absent, having a captain's commission

of which was a large and lofty open in the army ;
and I heard here the same

room, which the Indian senhora told complaints which meet you Everywhere
me was their reception-room, and was in the forest settlements, of the defi-

often used, she said, by the brancos ciency of men on account of the recruit-

(whites) from Mahaos and the neighbor- ing. The room I have described stood

hood for an evening dance, when they on one side of a cleared and neatly
came out in a large company, and passed swept ground, around which, at vari-

the night. A low wall, some three or ous distances, stood a number of little

four feet in height, ran along the sides thatched houses, casinlias, as they
of this room, wooden benches being call them, consisting mostly only of

placed against them for their whole one room. But beside these there was

length. The two ends were closed one larger house, with mud walls ajnd

from top to bottom by very neat floor, containing two or three rooms,
thatched walls

;
the palm-thatch here, and having a wooden veranda in front,

when it is made with care, being ex- This was the senhora's private estab-

ceedingly pretty, fine, and smooth, and lishment. At a little distance farther

of a soft straw color. At the upper end down on the hill was the mandioca
stood an immense embroidery-frame, kitchen, with several large ovens,

looking as if it might have served for troughs, etc. Nothing could be neater

Penelope's web, but in which was than the whole area of this sitio; and
stretched an unfinished hammock of while we were there, two or three black

palm-thread, the senhora's work. She girls were sent -out to sweep it afresh

sat down on the low stool before it, and with their stiff twig brooms. Around
worked a little for my benefit, showing was the plantation of mandioca and ca-

me how the two layers of transverse cao, with here and there a few coffee-

thweads were kept apart by a thick, pol- shrubs. It is difficult to judge of the

ished piece of wood, something like a extent of these sitio plantations, be-

long, broad ruler. Through the opening cause they are so irregular, and com-
thus made the shuttle is passed with prise such a variety of trees, man-
the cross-thread, which is then pushed 'dioca, coffee, cacao, and often cotton,
down and straightened in its place by being planted pellmell together. But
means of the same piece of wood. every sitio has its plantation, large or

When we arrived, with the excep- small, of one or other or all of these

tion of the benches I have mentioned productions.
and a few of the low wooden stools On the return of the gentlemen from

roughly cut out of a single piece of the igarape', we took leave, though very
wood and common in every sitio, this kindly pressed to stay and breakfast,

room was empty ; but immediately a At parting, the senhora presented 'me
number of hammocks, of various color with a wicker-basket of fresh esrafs, andOO 7

and texture, were brought and slung some abacatys, or alligator pears, as we
across the room from side to side, be- call them. We reached the house just
tween the poles supporting the roof, in time for a ten-o'clock breakfast, which
and we were invited to rest. This is assembled all the different parties once
the first act of hospitality on arriving at more from their various occupations,
a country-house here ; and the guests whether of work or play. The sports-
are soon stretched in every attitude of men returned from the forest, bringing
luxurious ease. After we had rested, the a goodly supply of toucans, papagaios,

gentlemen went down to the igarape* to and paroquets, with a variety of other

bathe, while the senhora and her daugh- birds
;
and the fishermen brought in

ter, a very pretty Indian woman, showed treasures again for Mr. Agassiz.
me over the rest of the establishment. After breakfast I retired to the room
She had the direction of everything where we had passed the night, hoping
now

;
for the master of the house was to find a quiet time for writing up let-
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ters and journal. But it was already often having women and chUdren de-

occupied by the old senhora and her pendent upon them
; and, if they made

guests, lounging about in the hammocks resistance, were carried off by force,

or squatting on the floor and smoking frequently handcuffed, or with heavy
their pipes. The house was, indeed, weights attached to their feet. Such
full to overflowing, as the whole party proceedings are entirely illegal ; but

assembled for the ball were to stay dur- these forest villages are so remote, that

ing the President's visit. In this way the men employed to recruit may prac-
of living it is an easy matter to accom- tise any cruelty without being called to

modate any number of people ;
for if account for it. If they bring in their

they cannot all be received under the recruits in good condition, no questions

roof, they are quite as well satisfied to are asked. These women assured me
put up their hammocks under the trees that all the work of the sitios the mak-
outside. As I went to my room the ingoffarinha, the fishing, the turtle-hunt-

evening before, I stopped to look at ing --was stopped for want of hands,

quite a pretty picture of an Indian moth- The appearance of things certainly con-

er with her two little children asleep on firms this, for one sees scarcely any men
either arm, all in one hammock, in the about in the villages, and the canoes

open atr. one meets are mostly rowed by women.

My Indian friends were too much I must say that the life of the Indian

interested in my occupations to allow woman, so far as we have seen it, and

of my continuing them uninterrupt- this is by no means the only time that

edly. They were delighted with my we have been indebted to Indians for

books, (I happened to have Bates's hospitality, seems to me enviable in
" Naturalist on the Amazons " with me, comparison with that of the Brazilian

in which I showed them some pictures lady in the Amazonian towns. The for-

of Amazonian scenery and insects,) and mer has a healthful out-of-door life ;

asked me many questions about my she has her canoe on the lake or river,

country, my voyage, and my travels and her paths through the forest, with

here. In return, they gave me much perfect liberty to come and go ; she has

information about their own way of her appointed daily occupations, be-

life. They said the present gathering ing busy not only with the care of her

of neighbors and friends was no unusual house and children, but in making fa-

occurrence ; for they have a great many rinha or tapioca, or in drying and rolling

festas which, though partly religious in tobacco, while the men are fishing and

character, are also occasions of great turtle-hunting ;
and she has her frequent

festivity. These festas are celebrated festa days to enliven her working life,

at different sitios in turn, the saint of It is, on the contrary, impossible to

the' day being carried, with all his orna- imagine anything more dreary and mo-

ments, candles, bouquets, etc., to the notonous than the life of the Brazilian

house where the ceremony is to take senhora in any of the smaller towns,

place, and where all the people of the In the northern provinces, especially, the

village congregate. Sometimes they old Portuguese notions about shutting
last for several days, and are accompa- women up and making their home-life

nied by processions, music, and dances as colorless as that of a cloistered nun,
in the evening. But the women said the without even the element of religious

forest was very sad now, because their enthusiasm to give it zest, still prevail,

men had all been taken as recruits, or Many a Brazilian lady passes day af-

were seeking safety in the woods. The ter day without stirring beyond her

old senhora told me a sad story of the four walls, scarcely even showing her-

brutality exercised in recruiting the In- self at the door or window ;
for she is

dians. She assured me that they were always in a careless dishabille, unless

taken wherever they were caught, with- she expects company. It is sad to see

out reference to age or circumstances, these stifled existences
;
without any
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contact with the world outside, without guests, the President suggested a sun-

any charm of domestic life, without set row on the lake. The hour and the

books or culture of any kind, the Bra- light were most tempting ; and we were

zilian senhora in this part of the coun- soon off in the canoe, taking no boat-

try either sinks contentedly into a vapid, men, the gentlemen preferring to row

empty, aimless life, or frets against her themselves. We went through the

chains, and is as discontented as she same lovely region, half water, half land,

is useJess. over which we had passed in the morn-

On the day of our arrival the dinner ing, floating between patches of greenest
had been interrupted by the entrance grass, and large forest-trees, and black-

of the Indians with their greetings and ened trunks standing out of the lake like

presents of game to the President
;
but ruins. We did not go very fast nor

on the second day it was enlivened by very far, for our amateur boatmen found

quite a number of appropriate toasts . the evening warm, and their rowing was

and speeches. I thought, as we sat rather play than work ; they stopped,
around the dinner-table, there had prob- too, every now and then, to get a shot

ably never before been gathered under at a white heron or into a flock of par-
the palm-roof of an Indian house on the oquets or ciganas, whereby they wast-

Amazons a party combining so many ed a good deal of powder to no effect,

different elements and objects. There As we turned to come back, we were

was the President, whose interest is, of met by one of the prettiest sights I have

course, in administering the affairs of ever seen. The Indian women, having
the province, in which the Indians come finished their dinner, had taken the lit-

in for a large share of his attention ; tie two-masted canoe, dressed with flags,

there was the young statesman, whose which had been prepared for the Presi-

whole heart is in the great national ques- dent's reception, and had come out to

tion of peopling the Amazonian region meet us. They had the music on board,

and opening it to the world, and in the and there were two or three men in the

effect this movement is to have upon his boat
;
but the women were some twelve

country ;
there was the able engineer, or fifteen in number, and seemed, like

whose scientific life has.been passed in genuine Amazons, to have taken things

surveying the great river and its tributa- into their own hands. They were row-

ries with a view to their future naviga- ing with a will
;
and as the canoe drew

tion ;- r and there was the man of pure near, with music playing and flags fly-

science, come to study the distribution of ing, the purple lake, dyed in the sunset

animal life in their waters, with no view and smooth as a mirror, gave back the

to practical questions. The speeches picture. Every tawny figure at the oars,

touched upon all these interests, and every flutter of the crimson and blue

were received with enthusiasm, each streamers, every fold of the green and

one closing with a toast and music, for yellow national flag at the prow, was as

our little band of the night before had distinct below the surface as above it.

been brought in to enliven the scene. The fairy boat, for so it looked floating

The Brazilians are very happy in their between glowing sky and water, and

after-dinner speeches, and have great seeming to borrow color from both, came

facility in them, whether from a natural on apace, and as it approached our

gift or from much practice. The habit friends greeted us with many a Viva >'to

of drinking healths and giving toasts is which we responded as heartily. Then

very general throughout the country ;
the two canoes joined company, and

and the most informal dinner among we went on together, taking the guitar

intimate friends -does not conclude with- sometimes into one and sometimes into

out some mutual greetings of this kind, the other, while Brazilian and Indian

As we were sitting under the trees songs followed each other. Anything

afterwards, having yielded our places in more national, more completely imbued

the primitive dining-room to the Indian with tropical coloring and character,
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than this evening scene on the lake, can in turning over a pile containing several

hardly be conceived. When we reached hundred colored drawings of fish, they
the landing, the gold and rose-colored will scarcely make a mistake

; even the

clouds were fading into soft masses of children giving the name instantly, and
white and ashen gray, and moonlight often adding, "Hefilho d^elle" " It is

was taking the place of sunset. As we the child of such a one," thus distin-

went up the green slope to the sitio, a guishing the young from the adult, and
dance on the grass was proposed, and pointing out their relation. The scien-

the Indian girls formed a quadrille ;
for tific work excites great wonder among

thus much of outside civilization has the Indians, wherever we go ;
and when

crept into their native manners, though Mr. Agassiz succeeds in making them

they throw into it so much of their own understand the value he attaches to his

characteristic movements that it loses collections, he often finds them efficient

something of its conventional aspect, assistants.

Then we returned to the house, where We dined rather earlier than usual,

the dancing and singing were renewed, our chief dish being a stew of parrots
while here and there groups sat about and toucans, and left the sitio at about
on the ground laughing and talking, and five o'clock, in three canoes, the music
the women smoking with as much en- accompanying us in the smaller boat,

joyment as the men. Smoking is almost Our Indian friends stood on the shore

universal among the common women as we left, giving us a farewell greeting

here, nor is it confined to the lower with cheers and waving hats and hands,

classes. Many a senhora, at least in this The row through the lake and igarape'

part of Brazil, (for one must distinguish was delicious; and we saw many alli-

between the civilization upon the banks gators lying lazily about in the quiet
of the Amazons and in the interior, and water, who seemed to enjoy it, after

that in the cities along the coast,) enjoys their fashion, as much as we did. The
her pipe while she lounges in her ham- sun had long set as we issued from the

mock through the heat of the day. little river, and the Rio Negro, where it

The following day the party broke opens broadly out into the Amazons,
up. The Indian women came to bid us was a sea of silver. The boat with the

good by after breakfast, and dispersed music presently joined our canoe ;
and

in various directions, through the forest we had a number of the Brazilian modin-

paths, to their several homes, going off has, as they call them, songs, which
in little groups, with their babies, of seem especially adapted for the guitar
whom there were a goodly number, and moonlight. These modinhas have

astride on their hips, and the older chil- quite a peculiar character. They are

dren following. Mr. Agassiz passed little, graceful, lyrical snatches of song,
the morning in packing and arranging with a rather melancholy cadence

;
even

his fishes, having collected in these two those of which the words are gay not

days more than seventy new species : being quite free from this undertone of

suck is the wealth of life everywhere in sadness. One riears them constantly
these waters. His studies had been the sung to the guitar, a favorite instrument

subject of great curiosity to the people with the Brazilians as well as the In-

about the sitio; one or two were always dians. This put us all into a somewhat

hovering around to look at his work, dreamy mood, and we approached the

and to watch Mr. Bou'rkhardt's drawing, end of our journey rather silently. But

They seemed to think it extraordinary as we came toward the landing, we heard

that any one shoufd care to take the the sound of a band of brass instru-

portrait of a fish. The familiarity of ments, effectually drowning our feeble

these children of the forest with the nat- efforts, and saw a crowded canoe com-

ural objects about them plants, birds, ing towards us. They were the boys
insects, fishes is remarkable. They from an Indian school in the neighbor-

frequently ask to see the drawings, and, hood of Manaos, where a certain num.-
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her of boys of Indian parentage, though
not all of pure descent, receive an edu-

cation at the expense of the province,

and are taught a number of trades.

Among other things, they are trained

to play on a variety of instruments, and

are said to show a remarkable facility

for music. The boat, which, from its

size, was a barge rather than a canoe,
looked very pretty as it came towards

us in the moonlight ;
it seemed full to

overflowing, the children all standing
up, dressed in white uniforms. This
little band comes always on Sunday
evenings and festa days to play before

the President's house. They were just

returning, it being nearly ten o'clock
;

but the President called to them to turn

back, and they accompanied us to the

beach, playing all the while. Thus our

pleasant three-days picnic ended with

music and moonlight.

DOCTOR JOHNS.

XLIX. sweet friend Rose, it was this :

" How
drearily unfortunate I am !

" And here

a little burst of childish laughter breaks

on her ear. Adele, turning to the

sound, sees that poor outcast woman
who had been the last and most con-

AT about the date of this interview

which we have described as hav-

ing taken place beyond the seas, upon
one of those warm days of early winter,

which, even in New England, some- stant attendant upon Madame Aries

times cheat one into a feeling of spring, coming down the street, with her little

Adele came strolling up the little boy frolicking beside her. Obeying an

path that led from the parsonage gate impulse she was in no mood to resist,

to the door, twirling her muff upon her she turns back to the gate to greet

hand, and thinking
--

thinking But them; she caresses the boy; she has

who shall undertake to translate the kindly words for the mother, who could

thought of a girl of nineteen in such have worshipped her for the caress she

moment of revery ? With the most has given to her outcast child,

matter of fact of lives it would be diffi- '.* I likes you," says the sturdy urchin,
cult. But in view of the experience of sidling closer to the parsonage gate,

Adele, and of that fateful mystery over- over which Adele leans. " You 's like

hanging her,
- -

well, think for yourself, the French ooman."

-you who touch upon a score of years, Whereupon Adele, in the exuberance
with their hopes, --you who have a pas- of her kindly feelings, can only lean

sionate, clinging nature, and only some over and kiss the child again,

austere, prim matron to whom you may Miss Johns, looking from her cham-

whisper your confidences, --what would ber, is horrified. Had it been summer,,

you have thought, as you twirled your she would have lifted her window and

muff, and Sauntered up the path to a summoned Adele. But she never for-

home tkat was yours only by sufferance, got that exemplary woman the pro-
and yet, thus far, your only home ? prieties of the seasons, any more than

The chance villagers, seeing her lithe other proprieties ;
she tapped upon the

figure, her well-fitting pelisse, her jaunty glass with her thimble, and beckoned

hat, her blooming cheeks, may have the innocent offender into the parson-

said,
" There goes a fortunate one !

"
age.

But if the thought of poor Adele took "
I am astonished, Adele !

" these

one shape more than another, as she were her first words
;
and she went on

returned that day from a visit to her to belabor the poor girl in fearful ways,,
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all the more fearful because she mother be unworthy ? I can love her !

spoke in the calmest possible tones. I can love her !

"

She never used others, indeed
;
and it

"
Ah, Adaly," said the parson,

" what-
is not to be doubted that she reckoned ever may have been her unworthiness,
this forbearance among her virtues. . it can never afflict you more

;
I believe

Adele made no reply, too wise now that she is in her grave, Adaly."
for that

;
but she winced, and bit her Adele sunk upon her knees, with her

lip severely, as the irate spinster
"
gave hands clasped as if in prayer. Was it

Miss Maverick to understand that an strange that the child should pray for

intercourse which might possibly be the mother she had never seen ?

agreeable to her French associations From the day when Maverick had
could never be tolerated at the home declared her unworthiness, Adele had
of Dr. Johns. For herself, she had a cherished secretly the hope of some

reputation for propriety to sustain ; and day meeting her, of winning her by her

while Miss Maverick made a portion love, of clasping her arms about her

of her household, she must comply with neck and whispering in her ear,
" God

the rules of decorum ; and if Miss Mav- is good, and we are all God's children !

"

erick were ignorant of those rules, she But in her grave ! Well, at least jus-
had better inform herself." tice will be done her then

; and, calmed
No reply, as we have said, unless by this thought, Adele is herself once

it may have been by an impatient stamp more, earnest as ever to break away
of her little foot, which the spinster from the scathing looks of the spin-
could not perceive. ster.

But it is the signal, in her quick, fiery The Doctor has not spoken without

nature, of a determination to leave the authority, since Maverick, in his reply

parsonage, if the thing be possible, to the parson's suggestions respecting
From her chamber, where she goes on- marriage, has urged that the party was

ly to arrange her hair and to wipe off totally unfit, to a degree of which the

an angry tear or two, she walks -straight parson himself was a witness, and by
into the study of the parson. further hints had served fully to identify,

"
Doctor," (the "New Papa" is re- in the mind of the old gentleman, poor

served for her tenderer or playful mo- Madame Aries with the mother of Adele.

ments now,) "are you quite sure that A knowledge of this fact had grievously

papa will come for me in the spring?" wounded the Doctor ; he could not
" He writes me so, Adaly. Why?

>: cease to recall the austerity with which

Adele seeks to control herself, but he had debarred the poor woman all

she cannot wholly.
"

It 's not pleasant intercourse with Adele upon her sick-

for me any longer here, New Papa, bed. And it seemed to him a grave

indeed it is not"; and her voice breaks thing, wherever sin might lie, thus to

utterly.
alienate the mother and daughter. His

"
But, Adaly S child !

"
says the Doc- unwitting agency in the matter had

tor, closing his book. made him of late specially mindful of all

" It 's wholly different from what it the wishes and even caprices of Adele,

once was
;

it 's irksome to Miss Eliza, -much to the annoyance of Miss Eliza.

I know it is
;

it 's irksome to me. "
Adaly, my child, you ar.e very dear

I want to leave. Why does n't papa to me," said he
;
and she stood by him

come 'for me at once ? Why should n't now, toying with those gray locks of his,

he? What is this mystery, New Papa ? in a caressing manner which he could

Will you not tell me ? "and she comes never know from a child of his own, -

toward him, and lays her hand upon his never. " If it be your wish to change

shoulder in her old winning, fond way. your home for the little time that re-

"Why may?I not know? Do you think mains, it shall be. I have your father's

I am not brave to bear whatever must authority to do so."

sonxe,day be known ? What if my poor
" Indeed I do wish it, New Papa

"
;
-
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and she dropped a kiss upon his fore- Rose is overjoyed, and can hardly do

head, --upon the forehead where so few enough to make the new home agree-
tender tokens of love had ever fallen, or able to Adele

; while the mistress of the

ever would fall. Yet it was very grate- house mild, and cheerful, and sunny,
ful to the old gentleman, though it made diffusing content every evening over

him think with a sigh of the lost ones. the little circle around her hearth wins

The Doctor talked over the affair with Adele to a new cheer. Yet it is a cheer

Miss Eliza, who avowed herself as eager that is tempered by many sad thoughts
as Adele for a change in her home, and of her own loneliness, and of her alien-

suggested that Benjamin should take ation from any motherly smiles and
counsel with his old friend, Mr. Elder- greetings that are truly hers,

kin
;
and it is quite possible that she* Phil is away at her coming ; but a

shrewdly anticipated the result of such week after he bursts into the house on

a consultation. a snowy December night, and there is

Certain it is that the old Squire caught a great stamping in the hall, and a little

at the suggestion in a moment. grandchild of the house pipes from the

"The very thing, Doctor! I see how half-opened door, "It 's Uncle Phil!"

it is. Miss Eliza is getting on in years ;
and there is a loud smack upon the

a little irritable, possibly,
- -

though a cheek of Rose, who runs to give him
most excellent person, Doctor, most welcome, and a hearty, honest grapple
excellent ! and there being no young with the hand of the old Squire, and

people in the house, it 's a little dull for then another kiss upon the cheek of the

Miss Adele, eh, Doctor ? Grace, you old mother, who meets him before he is

know, is not with us this winter; so fairly in the room, a kiss upon her

your lodger shall come straight to my cheek, and another, and another. Phil

house, and she shall take the room of loves the old lady with an honest warmth

Grace, and Rose will be delighted, and that kindles the admiration ofpoorAdele,
Mrs. Elderkin will be delighted ;

and as who, amid all this demonstration of fam-

for Phil, when he happens with us, ily affection, feels herself more cruelly
as he does only off and on now, he '11 than ever a stranger in the household,
be falling in love with her, I have n't a stranger, indeed, to the interior and
a doubt ; or, if he does n't, I shall be private joys of any household,

tempted to myself. She 's a fine girl, Yet such enthusiasm is, somehow,
eh, Doctor ?

'

contagious ;
and when Phil meets Adele

" She 's a good Christian, I believe," with a shake of the hand and a hearty
said the Doctor gravely. greeting, she returns it with an out-

"
I have n't a doubt of it," said the spoken, homely warmth, at thought of

Squire; "and I hope that a bit of a which she finds herself blushing a mo-
dance about Christmas time, ifwe should ment after. To tell truth, Phil is rather

fall into that wickedness, would n't harm a fine -looking fellow at this time,
her on that score, eh, Doctor ?

"
-strong, manly, with a comfortable assur-

"I should wish, Mr. Elderkin, that ance of manner, a face beaming with

she maintain her usual propriety of con- bonhomie, cheeks glowing with that

duct, until she is again in her father's sharp December drive, and a wild, glad

charge." sparkle in his eye, as Rose whispers
"
Well, well, Doctor, you shall talk him that Adele has become one of the

with Mrs. Elderkin of that matter." household. It is no wonder, perhaps,
So, it is all arranged. Miss Johns that the latter finds the bit of embroid-

expresses a quiet gratification at the ery she is upon somewhat perplexing,

result, and it is specially agreeable to so that she has to consult Rose pretty
her to feel that the responsibility of often in regard to the different shades,

giving shelter and countenance to Miss and twirl the worsteds over and over,
Maverick is now shared by so influen- until confusion about the colors shall

tial a farrtily as that of the Elderkins. restore her own equanimity. Phil, mean-
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time, dashes on, in his own open, frank or of incompetent only retard him.

way, about his drive, and the state of It is an affair in which he must find his

the ice in the river, and some shipments own permit, by his own power ; and
he had made from New York to Porto without it there can be no joy in con-

Rico, on capital terms, too. quest.
" And did you see much of Reuben ?

" So when Phil recalled Reuben's ex-

asks Mrs. Elderkin. pression on that memorable afternoon
" Not much," and Phil (glancing that in his chamber,

" You may marry her,

way) sees that Adele is studying her Phil," it operated powerfully to dis-

crimsons
;

" but he tells me he is doing possess him of all intention and all ear-

splendidly in some business venture to nestness of pursuit. The little doubt
the Mediterranean with Brindlock ; he -and mystery which Reuben had thrown,
could hardly talk of anything else. It 's in the same interview, upon the -family
odd to find him so wrapped up in money- relations of Adele, did not weigh a straw

making." in the comparison. But for months that
"

I hope he '11 not be wrapped up in "may" had angered him and made him

anything worse," said Mrs. Elderkin, distant. He had plunged into his busi-

with a sigh. ness pursuits with a new zeal, and easily
"
Nonsense, mother !

" burst in the put away all present thought of matri-

old Squire; "Reuben '11 come out all mony, by virtue of that simple "may"
right yet." of Reuben's.

" He says he means to know all sides But now when, on coming back, he

of the world, now," says Phil, with a found her in his own home, so tenderly
little laugh. cared for by mother and by sister, so

" He 's not so bad as he pretends to coy and reticent in his presence, the old

be, Phil," answered the Squire.
"

I fever burned again. It was not now a

knew the Major's hot ways ;
so did simple watching of her figure upon the

you, Grace (turning to the wife). It 's street that told upon him
; but her con-

a boy's talk. There 's good blood in stant presence ;
the rustle of her dress

him." up and down the stairs
;
her fresh, fair

And the two girls, yonder, the other face every day at table
;
the tapping of

side of the hearth, Adele and Rose, her light feet along the hall; the little

have given over their little earnest com- musical bursts of laughter (not Rose's,

parison of views about the colors, and oh, no !) that came from time to time

sit stitching, and stitching, and think- floating through the open door of his

ing and thinking chamber. All this Rose saw and watched

with the highest glee, finding her own

little, quiet means of promoting such

L. accidents, and rejoicing (as sisters

will, where the enslaver is a friend) in

PHIL had at no time given over his. the captivity of poor Phil. For an hon-

thought of Adele, and of the possibility est lover, propinquity is always danger-

of some day winning her for himself, ous, most of all, the propinquity in

though he had been somewhat stag- one's own home. The sister's caresses

gered by the interview already described of the charmer, the mother's kind looks-,

with Reuben. It is doubtful, even, if the father's playful banter, and the whisk

the quiet permission which this latter of a silken dress (with a new music in

had granted (or, with an affectation of it) along the balusters you have passed

arrogance, had seemed to grant) had night and morning for years, have a

:not itself made him pause. There are terrible executive power.

:some things which a man never wants In short, Adele had not been a month

; any permission to do; and one of those with the Elderkins before Phil was

-is to love a woman. All the permis- tied there by bonds he had never known

sions whether of competent authority the force of before.
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And how was it with Adele ? have overlooked or undervalued, but
That strong, religious element in her, which the budding, thoughtful woman
abating no jot in its fervor, which must needs recognize and respect. Nor

had found a shock in the case of Reu- will it seem strange, if, by contrast, it

ben, met none with Philip. He had made the excitable Reuben seem more

slipped into the mother's belief and dismally afloat and vagrant. Yet how
reverence, not by any spell of suffering could she forget the passionate pressure
or harrowing convictions, but by a kind of his hand, the appealing depth of that

of insensible growth toward them, and gray eye of the parson's son, and the

an easy, deliberate, moderate living by burning words of his that stuck in her

them, which more active and incisive memory like thorns ?

minds cannot comprehend. He had ho Phil, indeed, might have spoken in a

great wastes of doubt to perplex him, way that would have driven the blood
like Reuben, simply because his intelli- back upon her heart

;
for there was a

gence was of a more submissive order, world of passionate capability under his

and never tested its faiths or beliefs by calm exterior. She dreaded lest he
that delicately sensitive mental apparel might. She shunned all provoking oc-

with which Reuben was clothed all over, casion, as a bird shuns the grasp of

and
v^iich suggested a doubt or a hin- even the most tender hand, under whose

drance where. Phil would have recog- clasp the pinions will flutter vainly,
nized none; the best stuff in him, after When Rose said now, as she was

all, of which a hale, hearty, contented wont to say, after some generous deed
man can be made, the stuff that takes of his,

" Phil is a good, kind, noble fel-

on age with dignity, that wastes no low !

" Adele affected not to hear, and

power, that conserves every element asked Rose, with a bustling air, if she

of manliness to fourscore. Too great was "
quite sure that she had the right

keenness does not know the name of shade of brown " in the worsted work
content

;
its only experience of joy is by they were upon.

spasms, when Idealism puts its prism So the Christmas season came and
to the eye and shows all things in those went. The Squire cherished a tradi-

gorgeous hues, which to-morrow fade, tional regard for its old festivities, not

Such mind and temper shock the phy- only by reason of a general festive in-

sique^ shake it down, strain the nervous clination that was very strong in him,

organization ;
and the body, writhing but from a desire to protest in a quiet

under fierce cerebral thrusts, goes tot- way against what he called the pestilent

tering to the grave. Is it strange if religious severities of a great many of
doubts belong to those writhings ? Are the parish, who ignored the day because
there no such creatures as constitu- it was a high holiday in the Popish
tional doubters, or, possibly, constitu- Church, and in that other, which, under
tional believers ? the wing of Episcopacy, was following,

It would have been strange if the in their view, fast after the Babylonish
calm, mature repose of Phil's manner, traditions. There was Deacon Tour-
- never disturbed except when Adele telot, for instance, who never failed on

broke upon him suddenly and put him a Christmas morning if weather and
to a momentary confusion, of which the sledding were good to get up his long
pleasant fluttering of her own heart team (the restive two-year-olds upon the

gave account, strange, if this had not neap) and drive through the main street,

won upon her regard, strange, if it with a great clamor of "Haw, Dia-

had not given hint of that cool, mascu- mond !

" and "
Gee, Buck and Bright !

"

line superiority in him, with which even as if to insist upon the secular char-

the most ethereal of women like to be acter of the day. Indeed, with the old-

impressed. There was about him also fashioned New-England religious faith,

a quiet, business-like concentration of an exuberant, demonstrative joyousness
mind which the imaginative girl might could not gracefully or easily be welded.
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The hopes that reposed even upon
Christ's coming, with its tidings of

great joy, must be solemn. And the

anniversary of a glorious birth, which,

by traditionary impulse, made half the

world glad, was to such believers like

any other day in the calendar. Even
the good Doctor pointed his Christmas

prayer with no special unction. What,
indeed, were anniversaries, or a yearly

proclamation of peace and good-will to

men, with those who, on every Sabbath

morning, saw the heavens open above

the sacred desk, and heard the golden

promises expounded, and the thunders

of coming retribution echo under the

ceiling of the Tabernacle ?

The Christmas came and went with a

great lighting-up of the Elderkin house
;

and there were green garlands which

Rose and Adele have plaited over the

mantel, and over the stiff family por-
traits ;

and good Phil in the character

of Santa Claus has stuffed the stock-

ings of all the grandchildren, and in

the character of the bashful lover has

played like a moth about the blazing

eyes of Adele.

Yet the current of the village gossip
has it, that they are to marry. Miss

Eliza, indeed, shakes her head wisely,

and keeps her own counsel. But Dame
Tourtelot reports to old Mistress Tew,

" Phil Elderkin is goin' to marry the

French girl."
" Haow ?

"
says Mrs. Tew, adjusting

her tin trumpet.

"Philip Elderkin is a -goin' to

marry the French girl," screams the

Dame.
" Du tell ! Goin' to settle in Ash-

field ?
"

"
I don't know."

" No ! Where, then ?
"
says Mistress

Tew.
"

I don't KNOW," shrieks the Dame.
"

" Oh !

" chimes Mrs. Tew ; and, af-

ter reflecting awhile and smoothing out

her cap-strings, she says,
"

I 've heerd

the French gurl keeps a cross in her

chamber."
" She DOOZ," explodes the Dame.
"

I want to know ! I wonder the

Squire don't put a stop to
5

t."

" Doan't believe he would if he

COULD," says the Dame, snappishly.
"
Waal, waal ! it 's a wicked world

we 're a-livin' in, Miss Tourtelot." And
she elevates her trumpet, as if she were

eager to get a confirmation of that fact.

LI.

IN those days to which our narrative

has now reached, the Doctor was far

more feeble than when we first met
him. His pace has slackened, and
there is an occasional totter in his step.

There are those among his parishioners
who say that his memory is failing. On
one or two Sabbaths of the winter he

has preached sermons scarce twotyears
old. There are acute listeners who are

sure of it. And the spinster has been
horrified on learning that, once or twice,

the old gentleman escaping her eye
has taken his walk to the post-office, un-.

wittingly wearing his best cloak wrong-
side out

; as if for so good a man-
the green baize were not as proper a

covering as the brown camlet !

The parson is himself conscious of

these short-comings, and speaks with

resignation of the growing infirmities

which, as he modestly hints, will com-

pel him shortly to give place to some

younger and more zealous expounder
of the faith. His parochial visits grow
more and more rare. All other failings

could be more easily pardoned than

this
;
but in a country parish like Ash-

field, it was quite imperative that the

old chaise should keep up its familiar

rounds, and the occasional tea-fights in

the out-lying houses be honored by the

gray head of the Doctor or by his even-

ing benediction. Two hour-long ser-

mons a week and a Wednesday evening
discourse were very well in their way,
but by no means met all the require-

ments of those steadfast old ladies

whose socialities were both exhaustive

and exacting. Indeed, it is doubtful if

there do not exist even now, in most

country parishes of New England, a

few most excellent and notable women, ,

who delight in an overworked parson,
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for the pleasure they take 5n recom-

mending their teas, and plasters, and
nostrums. The more frail and attenu-

ated the teacher, the more he takes hold

upon their pity ;
and in losing the vigor

of the flesh, he seems to their compas-
sionate eyes to grow into the spiritual-

ities they pine for. But he must not

give over his visitings ;
that hair-cloth

shirt of penance he must wear to the

end, if he would achieve saintship.

Now, just at this crisis, it happens
.that there is a tall, thin, pale young
man Rev. Theophilus Catesby by
name, and nephew of the late Deacon
Simmons (now unhappily deceased)
who has preached in Ashfield on sever-

al occasions to the "
great acceptance

"

of the people. Talk is imminent of

naming him colleague to Dr. Johns.
The matter is discussed, at first, (agree-

ably to custom,) in the sewing-circle of

the town. After this, it comes infor-

mally before the church brethren. The

duty to the Doctor and to the parish is

plain enough. The practical question

is, how che'aply can the matter be ac-

complished ?

The salary of the good Doctor has

grown, by progressive increase, to be

at this date some seven hundred dollars

a year, a very considerable stipend
for a country parish in that day. It was
understood that the proposed colleague
would expect six hundred. The two

joined made a somewhat appalling sum
for the people of Ashfield. They tried

to combat it in a variety of ways, over

tea-tables and barn-yard gates, as well

as in their formal conclaves
; earnest for

a good thing in the way of preaching,
but earnest for a good bargain, too.

"
I say, Huldy," said the Deacon, in

discussion of the affair over fas wife's

fireside,
"

I would n't wonder if the Doc-
tor 'ad put up somethin' handsome be-

tween the French girl's boardin', and
odds and ends."

" What if he ha'n't, Tourtelot ? Miss

Johns 's got property, and what 's she

goin' to do with it, I want to know ?
"

On this hint the Deacon spoke, in his

next encounter with the Squire upon
the street, with more boldness.

"
It 's my opinion, Squire, the Doc-

tor's folks are pooty well off, now ; and

if we make a trade with the new minis-

ter, so 's he '11 take the biggest half o'

the hard work of the parish, I think

the old Doctor 'ud worry along tol'able

well on three or four hundred a year ;

heh, Squire ?
"

"
Well, Deacon, I don't know about

that
;

don't know. Butcher's meat is

always butcher's meat, Deacon."
" So it is, Squire ;

and not so dread-

ful high, nuther. I 've got a likely two-

year-old in the yard, that '11 dress abaout

a hundred to a quarter, and I don't pre-

tend to ask but twenty
- five dollars

;

know anybody that wants such a crit-

ter, Squire ?
"

With very much of the same rele-

vancy of observation the affair is ban-

died about for a week or more in the

discussions at the society -meetings,
with danger of never coming to any

practical issue, when a wiry little man
in a black Sunday coat, whose tall

collar chafes the back of his head near

to the middle rises from a corner

where he has grown vexed with the de-

lay, and bursts upon the solemn con-

clave in this style :

"
Brethren, I ha'n't been home to

chore-time in the last three days, and

my wife is gittin' worked up abaout it.

Here we 've bin a-settin' and a-talkin'

night arter night, and arternoon arter

arternoon for more 'n a week, and

'pears to me it 's abaout time as tho'

somethin' o' ruther ought to be done.

There 's nobody got nothin' agin the

Doctor that I 've heerd of. He 's

a smart old gentleman, and he 's a

clever old gentleman, and he preaches
what I call good, stiff doctrine

;
but we

don't feel much like payin' for light

work same as what we paid when the

work was heavy, 'specially if we git a

new minister on our hands. But then,

brethren, I don't for one feel like turn-

in' an old hoss that 's done good sar-

vice, when he gits stiff in the j'ints,

into slim pastur', and I don't feel like

stuffin' on 'em with bog hay in the win-

ter. There 's folks that dooz
;
but /

don't. Now, brethren, I motion that
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we continner to give as much as five so
;
and I am sure that none has been

hundred dollars to the old Doctor, and intended. A servant of Christ can re-

make the best dicker we can with the ceive no reproach at the hands of his

new minister
;
and I '11 clap ten dollars people, save this, that he has failed

on to my pew-rent ;
and the Deacon to warn them of the judgment to come,

there, if he 's anything of a man, '11 do and to point out to them the ark of

as much agin. I know he 's able to." safety."

Let no one smile. The halting pru- Correspondence between the father

dence, the inevitable calculating process and son is not infrequent in these days ;

through which the small country New- for, since Reuben has slipped away from

Englander arrives at his charities, is home control utterly, being now well

but the growth of his associations. He past one and twenty, the Doctor has

gets hardly; and what he gets hardly forborne that magisterial tone which, ^

he must bestow with self-questionings, in his old-fashioned way, it was his wont

If he lives "in the small," he cannot to employ, while yet the son was sub-

give
" in the large." His pennies, by ject to his legal authority. Under these

the necessities of his toil, are each as big conditions, Reuben is won into more
as pounds; yet his charities, in nine communicativeness, even upon those

cases out of ten, bear as large a pro- religious topics which are always promi-

portion to his revenue as the charities nent in the Doctor's letters
; indeed, it

of those who count gains by tens of would seem that the son rather enjoyed
thousands. Liberality is, after all, com- a little logical fence with the old gen-

parative, and is exceptionally great only tleman, and a passing lunge, now and

when its sources are exceptionally small, then, at his severities
;

still weltering
That " widow's mite "

the only charity in his unbelief, but wearing it more

ever specially commended by the great lightly (as the father saw with pain)
Master of charities will tinkle pleas- by reason of the great crowd of sympa-

antly on the ear of humanity ages hence, thizers at his back,

when the clinking millions of cities are " It is so rare," he writes, "to fall in

forgotten. with one who earnestly and heartily

The new arrangement all comes to the seems to believe what he says he be-

ear of Reuben, who writes back in a lieves. And if you meet him in a

very brusque way to the Doctor :

" Why preacher at a street-corner, declaiming
on earth, father, don't you cut all con- with a mad fervor, people cry out, 'A
nection with the parish ? You 've surely fanatic !

' Why should n't he be ? I

done your part in that service. Don't can't, for my life, see. Why should n't

let the 'minister's pay 'be any hindrance every fervent believer of the truths he

to you, for I am getting on swimmingly teaches rush through the streets to

in my business ventures, thanks to divert the great crowd, with voice and

Mr. Brindlock. I enclose a check for hand, from the inevitable doom ? I see

two hundred dollars, and can send you the honesty of your faith, father, though
one of equal amount every quarter, there seems a strained harshness in it

without feeling it. Why should n't a when I think of the complacency with

man of your years have rest ?
" which you must needs contemplate the

And the Doctor, in his reply, says : irremediable perdition of such hosts of

"My rest, Reuben, is God's work. I outcasts. In Adele, too, there seems

am deeply grateful to you, and only wish a beautiful singleness of trust
;
but I

that your generosity were hallowed by suppose God made the birds to live in

a deeper trust in His providence and the sky.

mercy. O Reuben ! Reuben ! a night
" You need not fear my falling into

cometh, when no man can work ! You what you call the Pantheism of the

seem to imagine, my son, that some moralists
; it is every way too cold for

slight has been put upon me by recent my hot blood. It seems to me that the

arrangements in the parish. It is not moral icicles with which their doctrine
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is fringed (and the fringe is the beauty sworn to her identity. And coupling

of it) must needs melt under any pas- this resemblance, as I very naturally

sionate human clasp, such clasp as I did, with her devotion to my poor Adele,

should want to give (if I gave any) to I could form but one conclusion.

a great hope for the future. I should " The mother of my child, however,

feel more like roping my way into such still lives. I have seen her. You will

hope by the IMit of the golden candle- commiserate me in advance with the

sticks of Rome even. But do not be thought that I have found her among

disturbed, father
;

I fear I should make, the vile ones of what you count this vile

just now, no better Papist than Presby- land. But you are wrong, my dear

terian." Johns. So far as appearance and pres-

The Doctor reads such letters in a ent conduct go, no more reputable lady

maze. Can it indeed be a son of his evgr crossed your own threshold. The

own loins who thus bandies language meeting was accidental, but the recog-

about the solemn truths of Christianity ? nition on both sides absolute, and, on
" How shall I give thee up. Ephraim ! the part of the lady, so emotional as to

How shall I set thee as Zeboim !

" draw the attention of the habitues of the

cafe" where. I chanced to be dining. Her

manner and bearing, indeed, were such

LI I. as to provoke me to a renewal of our

old acquaintance, with honorable inten-

IN the early spring of 1842, we^re tions, even independent of those sug-

not quite sure of the date, but it was at gestions of duty to herself and to Adele

any rate shortly after the establishment which you have urged,
of the Reverend Theophilus Catesby at " But I have to give you, my dear

Ashfield, the Doctor was in the re- Johns, a new surprise. All overtures

ceipt of a new letter from his friend ofmy own toward a renewal of acquaint-

Maverick, which set all his old calcula- ance have been decisively repufsed. I

tions adrift. It was not Madame Aries, learn that she has been living for the

after all, who was the mother of Adele ; past fifteen years or more with her

and the poor gentleman found that he brother, now a wealthy merchant of

had wasted .a great deal of needless Smyrna, and that she has a reputation

sympathy in that direction. But we there as a devote, and is widely known
shall give the details of the news more for the charities which her brother's

succinctly and straightforwardly by lay- means place within her reach. It would

ing before our readers some portions of thus seem that even this French wo-

Maverick's letter. man, contrary to your old theory, is

"
I find, my dear Johns," he writes, atoning for an early sin by a life of

" that my suspicions in regard to a mat- penance.
ter of which I wrote you very fully in "And now, my dear Johns, I have to

my last were wholly untrue. How I confess to you another deceit of mine,

could have been so deceived, I cannot This woman Julie Chalet when I

even now 'fairly explain ; but nothing is knew her of old, and still wearing the

more certain, than that the person call- name has no knowledge that she has

ing herself Madame Aries ( since dead, a child now living. To divert all in-

as I learn from Adele) was not the quiry, and to insure entire alienation of

mother of my child. My mistake in my little girl from all French ties, I

this will the more surprise you, when I caused a false mention of the death of

state that I had a glimpse of this per- Adele to be inserted in the Gazette of

sonage (unknown to you) upon my visit Marseilles. I know you will be very
to America

;
and though it was but a much shocked at this, my dear Johns,

passing glimpse, it seemed to me and perhaps count it as large a sin as

though many years had gone by since the grosser one ;
that I committed it

my last sight of her that I could have for the child's sake will be no excuse in
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your eye, I know. You may count me to fix its punishment upon transgres-
as bad as you choose, only give me sors : I count it only one of those acci-

credit for the fatherly affection which dents of life which are all the while sur-

would still make the path as easy and as prising us.

thorn less as I can for my poor daughter.
" There was a time when I would

" If Julie, the mother of Adele, knew have had ambition to do otherwise
;
but

to-day of her existence, if I should now, with my love for Adele established

carry that information to her, I am by my intercourse with her- and by her
sure that all her rigidities would be letters, I have no other aim, if I know
consumed like flax in a flame. That my own heart, than her welfare. It

method, at least, is left .for winning her should be kept in mind, I think, that

to^
any action upon which I may deter- the marriage spoken of, if it ever take

mine. Shall I use it ? I ask you as place, will probably involve, sooner or
one who, I am sure, has learned to love later, a full exposure to Adele of all the

Adele, and who, I hope, has not wholly circumstances of her birth and history,

given over a friendly feeling toward me. I say this will be involved, because I

Consider well, however, that the moth- am sure that the warm affections of

er is now one of the most rigid of Cath- Mademoiselle Chalet will never allow

olics.;. I learn that she is even thinking of the concealment of her maternal re-

of conventual life. I know her spirit lations, and that her present religious
and temper well enough to be sure that, perversity (if you will excuse the word)
if she were to meet the child again which will not admit of further deceits. I

. she believes lost, it would be with an tremble to think of the possible conse-

impetuosity of feeling and a devotion quences to Adele, and query very much
that would absorb every aim of her life, in my own mind, if her present blissful

This disclosure is the only one by ignorance be not better than reunion

which
J could hope to win her to any with a mother through whom she must

consideration of marriage ;
and with a learn of the ignominy of her birth. Of

mother's rights and a mother's love, Adele's fortitude to bear such a shock,

would she not sweep away all that Prot- and to maintain any elasticity of spirits

estant faith which you, for so many under it, you can judge better than I.

years, have been laboring to build up
"

I propose to delay action, my dear

in the mind of my child ? Whatever Johns, and of course my sailing for

you may think, I do not conceive this America, until I shall hear from you."
to be impossible ;

and if possible, is it Our readers can surely anticipate

to be avoided at all hazards ? Whatever the tone of the Doctor's reply. He
I might have owed to the mother I feel writes :

in a measure absolved from by her rejec-
"
Duty, Maverick, is always duty,

tion of all present advances. And in- The issues we must leave in the hands

asmuch as I am making you my father of Providence. One sin makes a crowd

confessor, I may as well tell you, my of entanglements ;
it is never weary of

dear Johns, that no particular self-de- disguises and deceits. We must come
nial would be involved in a marriage out from them all, if we would aim at

with Mademoiselle Chalet. For myself, purity. From my heart's core I shall

I am past the age of sentiment ; my feel whatever shock may come to poor,

fortune is now established
;
neither my- innocent Adele by reason of the light

self nor my child can want for any lux- that may be thrown upon her history ;

ury. The mother, by her present as- but if it be a light that flows from the

sociations and by the propriety of her performance of Christian duty, I shall

life, is above all suspicion ;
and her air never fear its revelations. If we had

and bearing are such as would be a been always true, such dark corners

passport to friendly association with would never have existed to fright us

refined people here or elsewhere. You with their goblins of terror. It is never

may count this a failure of Providence too late, Maverick, to begin to be true.
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"
I find a strange comfort, too, in

what you tell me of that religious per-

versity of Mademoiselle Chalet which

so chafes you. I have never ceased to

believe that most of the Romish tradi-

tions are of the Devil ;
but with waning

years I have learned that the Divine

mysteries are beyond our comprehen-

sion, and that we cannot map out His

purposes by any human chart. The

pure faith of your child, joined to her

buoyant elasticity, I freely confess it,

has smoothed away the harshness

of many opinions I once held.
"
Maverick, do your duty. Leave the

rest to Heaven."

COMMUNICATION WITH THE PACIFIC.

IT
is remarkable that, while we have highways of trade, while mountains are

been fighting for national existence, the natural barriers. The Atlantic coast

there has been a constant growth of the is open everywhere to commerce
; but

Republic. This is not wholly due to on the Pacific shore, from British Co-

the power of democratic ideas, but ow- lumbia to Central America, the rugged

ing in part to the native wealth of the wall of the coast mountains, cloud-

country, --its virgin soil, its mineral capped and white with snow, rises sharp
riches. So rapid has been the develop- and precipitous from the sea, with but

ment that the maps of 1864 are obsolete one river flowing outward from the heart

in 1866. Civilization at a stride has of the continent. The statesman and

moved a thousand miles, and taken the political economist who would truly

possession of the home of the buffalo, cast the horoscope of our future must
Miners with pick and spade are tramp- take into consideration the Columbia

ing over the Rocky Mountains, explor- River, its latitude, its connection with

ing every ravine, digging canals, build- the Missouri, the Mississippi, the Lakes,

ing mills, and rearing their log cabins, and the St. Lawrence.

The merchant, the farmer, and the me- How wonderful the development of

chanic follow them. The long solitude the Pacific and Rocky Mountain sec-

of the centuries is broken by mill- tions of the public domain ! In 1860

wheels, the buzzing of saws, the stroke the population of California. Oregon, and
of the axe, the blow of the hammer and the territories lying west of Kansas, was
trowel. The stageman cracks his whip six hundred and twenty-three thousand ;

in the passes of the mountains. The while the present population is estimat-

click of the telegraph and the rum- ed at one million, wanting only facility

bling of the printing-press are heard at of communication with the States to in-

the head-waters of the Missouri, and crease in a far greater ratio,

borne on the breezes there is the laugh- In 1853 a series of surveys were
ter of children and the sweet music of made by government to ascertain the

Sabbath hymns, sung by the pioneers practicability of a railroad to the Pacific,

of civilization. The country, however, at that time, was
Communities do not grow by chance, not prepared to engage in such an en-

but by the operation of physical laws, terprise ; but now the people are calling

Position, climate, latitude, mountains, for greater facility of communication

lakes, rivers, coal, iron, silver, and gold with a section of the country abounding
are forces which decree occupation, in mineral wealth,

character, and the measure of power Of the several routes surveyed, we
and influence which a people shall have shall have space in this article to notice

among the nations. Rivers are natural only the line running from Lake Supe-
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rior to the head-waters of the Missouri,

the Columbia, and Puget Sound, known
as the Northern Pacific Railroad.

The public domain north of latitude

42, through which it lies, comprises
about seven hundred thousand square

miles, a territory larger than Eng-
land, Ireland, Scotland, France, Spain,

Portugal, Belgium, Holland, all the

German States, Switzerland, Denmark,
and Sweden.

The route surveyed by Governor

Stevens runs north of the Missouri

River, and crosses the mountains

through Clark's Pass. Governor Ste-

vens intended to survey another line

up the valley of the Yellow Stone
;
and

Lieutenant Mullan commenced a re-

connoissance of the route when orders

were received from Jeff Davis, then

Secretary of War, to disband the engi-

neering force.

THE ROUTE.

Big Horn, its largest tributary, two hun-

dred and twenty miles from the mouth
of the Yellow Stone, in midsummer there

are ten feet of water. The Big Horn is

reported navigable for one hundred and

fifty miles. From Gallatin, following up
the Jefferson Fork and Wisdom River,
one hundred and forty miles, we reach

the Big Hole Pass of the Rocky Moun-

tains, where the line enters the valley
of the St. Mary's, or Bitter Root Fork,
which flows into the Columbia. The
distance from Big Hole Pass to Puget
Sound will be about five hundred and

twenty miles, making the entire distance

from St. Paul to Puget Sound about six-

teen hundred miles, or one hundred and

forty-three miles shorter than that sur-

veyed by Governor Stevens. The dis-

tance from the navigable waters of the

Missouri to the navigable waters of the

Columbia is less than three hundred

miles.

Recent explorations indicate that the CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LINE.

best route to the Pacific will be found " Rivers are the natural highways of

up the valley of this magnificent river, nations," says Humboldt. This route,

The distances are as follows : From then, is one of Nature's highways. The
the Mississippi above St. Paul to the line is very direct. The country is most-

western boundary of Minnesota, thence ly a rolling prairie, where a road may
to Missouri River, two hundred and be constructed as easily as through the

eighty miles, over the table-land known State of Iowa. It may be built with

as the Plateau du Coteau du Missouri, great rapidity. Parties working west

where a road may be constructed with from St. Paul and east from the Mis-

as much facility and as little expense as souri would meet on the plains of Da-

rn the State of Illinois. Crossing the cotah. Other parties working west from

Missouri, the line strikes directly west the Missouri and east from the Yellow

to the Little Missouri, the Wah-Pa- Stone would meet on the "
heavy-tim-

Chan-Shoka, the heavy-timbered riv- bered river." Iron, locomotives, mate-

er of the Indians, one hundred and thir- rial of all kinds, provisions for laborers,

ty miles. This river runs north, and can be delivered at any point along the

enters the Missouri near its northern Yellow Stone to within a hundred miles

bend. Seventy miles farther carries us of the town of Gallatin, and they can

to the Yellow Stone. Following now be taken up the Missouri to that point

the valley of this stream two hundred by portage around the Great Falls.

and eighty miles, the town of Gallatin Thus the entire line east of the Rocky
is reached, at the junction of the Mis- Mountains may be under construction

souri Forks and at the head of naviga- at once, with iron and locomotives de-

tion on that stream. The valley of the livered by water transportation, with

Yellow Stone is very fertile, abounding timber near at hand,

in pine, cedar, cotton-wood, and elm. The character of the country is suf-

The river has a deeper channel than the ficient to maintain a dense population.

Missouri, and is navigable through the It has always been the home of the buf-

summer months. At the junction of the falo, the favorite hunting-ground of the
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Indians. The grasses of the Yellow Territory is mild
;
and from the testimo-

Stone Valley are tender and succulent, ny of explorers and settlers, as well as

The climate is milder than that of Illi- frommy own experience and observation,

nois. Warm springs gush up on the the extreme northern portion is favored

head-waters of the Yellow Stone. Lewis by a climate healthful to a high degree,
and Clark, on their return from the Co- and quite as mild as that of many of the

lumbia, boiled their meat in water heated Northern and Western States. This is

by subterraneous fires. There are nu- particularly the case west of the moun-

merous beds of coal, and also petroleum tains, in accordance with the well-known

springs. fact, that the isothermal line, or the line
"
Large quantities of coal seen in the of heat, is farther north as you go west-

clifFs to-day,"
* is a note in the diary ward from the Eastern States toward

of Captain Clark, as he sailed down the the Pacific.

Yellow Stone, who also has this note "At Fort Benton [one hundred and

regarding the country :
"
High, waving- thirty miles directly north from Galla-

plains, rich, fertile land, bordered by tin], in about 48 of north latitude, a

stony hills, partially supplied by pine." f trading post of the American Fur Com-
Of the country of the Big Horn he pany, their horses and cattle, of which

says :

"
It is a rich, open country, sup- they have large numbers, are never

plied with a great quantity of timber." housed or fed in winter, but get their

Coal abounds on the Missouri, where own living without difficulty

the proposed line crosses that stream. %
" Northeastern Montana is traversed

The gold mines of Montana, on the by the Yellow Stone, whose source is

head-waters of the Missouri, are hardly high up in the mountains, from thence

surpassed for richness by any in the winding its way eastward across the Ter-

world. They were discovered in 1862. ritory and flowing into the Missouri at

The product for the year 1865 is esti- Fort Union; thus crossing seven de-

mated at $16,000,000. The Salmon grees of longitude, with many tributaries

River Mines, west of the mountains, in flowing into it from the south, in whose

Idaho, do not yield so fine a quality of valleys, in connection with that of the

gold, but are exceedingly rich. Yellow Stone, there are hundreds of

Many towns have sprung into exist- thousands of acres of tillable land, to

ence on both sides of the mountains, say nothing of the tributaries of the

In Eastern Montana we have Gallatin, Missouri, among which are the JefFer-

Beaver Head, Virginia, Nevada, Cen- son, Madison, and Gallatin forks, along

treville, Bannock, Silver City, Monta- which settlements are springing up, and

na, Jefferson, and other mining centres, agriculture is becoming a lucrative busi-

In Western Montana, Labarge, Deer ness. These valleys are inviting to the

Lodge City, Owen, Higginson, Jor- settler. They are surrounded with hills

dan, Frenchtown, Harrytown, and Hot and mountains, clad with pine, while a

Spring. Idaho has Boisee, Bannock growth of cotton-wood skirts the me-

City, Centreville, Warren, Richmond, andering streams that everywhere flow

Washington, Placerville, Lemhi, Mil- through them, affording abundance of

lersburg, Florence, Lewiston, Craigs, water-power.

Clearwater, Elk City, Pierce, and Lake " The first attempt at farming was

City, all mining towns. made in the summer of 1863, which was

A gentleman who has resided in the a success, and indicates the productive-

territory gives us the following infor- ness of these valleys. Messrs. Wil-

mation : son and Company broke thirty acres last

" The southern portion of Montana spring, planting twelve acres of pota-

toes, also corn, turnips, and a variety
* Lewis and Clark's Expedition to the Columbia, of garden SailCC, all of which did well.

ibid.! p
3^ The potatoes, they informed me, yielded

\ See Pacific Railroad Report, Vol. I. p. 239. two hundred bushels per acre, and sold
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in Virginia City, fifty miles distant, at Governor Stevens says : ." Voyagers

twenty-five cents per pound, turnips at travel all winter from Lake Superior to

twenty cents, onions at forty cents, cab- the Missouri, with horses and sleds,

bage at sixty cents, peas and beans at having to make their own roads, and

fifty cents per pound in the pod, and are not deterred by snows."

corn at two dollars a dozen ears. Vines Alexander Culbertson, the great voy-
of all kinds seem to flourish

;
and we ager and trader of the Upper Missouri,

see no reason why fruit may not be who, for the last twenty years, has

grown here, as the climate is much more made frequent trips from St. Louis to

mild than in many of the States where Fort Benton, has never found the snow

it is a staple. drifted enough to interfere with travel-

"The valley at the Three Forks, as ling. The average depth is twelve inches,

also the valley along the streams, as and frequently it does not exceed six.*

they recede from the junction, are spa- Through such a country, east of the

cious, and yield a spontaneous growth mountains, lies the shortest line of rail-

of herbage, upon which cattle fatten way between the Atlantic and Pacific,

during the winter a country rich in mineral wealth, of
" The Yellow Stone is navigable for fertile soil, mild climate, verdant val-

several hundred miles from its mouth, leys, timbered hills, arable lands yield-

penetrating the heart of the agricultural ing grains and grass, with mountain

and mineral regions of Eastern Mon- streams for the turning of mill-wheels,

tana The section is undulating, rich coal beds, and springs ofpetroleum !

with ranges of mountains, clad with

evergreens, between which are beauti-

ful valleys and winding streams, where There are several passes at the head-

towns and cities will spring up to adorn waters of the Missouri which may be

these mountain retreats, and give room used
;

the Hell-Gate Pass ; the Deer
for expanding civilization Lodge ;

and the Wisdom River, or Big
" On the east side of the mountains Hole, as it is sometimes called, which

the mines are rich beyond calculation, leads into the valley of the Bitter Root,
the yield thus far having equalled the or St. Mary's. The Big Hole is thus

most productive locality of California of described by Lieutenant Mullan :

equal extent. The Bannock or Grass- "The descent towards the Missouri

hopper mines were discovered in July, side is very gradual ;
so much so, that,

1862, and are situated on Grasshopper were it not for the direction taken by the

Creek, which is a tributary of the Jef- waters, it might be considered an almost

ferson fork of the Missouri. The min- level prairie country."!

ing district here extends five miles down Governor Stevens thus speaks of the

the creek, from Bannock City, which is valley of the Bitter Root :

situated at the head of the gulch, while " The faint attempts made by the In-

upon either side of the creek the moun- dians at cultivating the soil have been

tains are intersected with gold-bearing attended with good success ; and fair

quartz lodes, many of which have been returns might be expected of all such

found to be very rich crops as are adapted to the Northern
" While gold has been found in pay- States of our country. The pasturage

ing quantities all along the Rocky chain, grounds are unsurpassed. The exten-

its deposits are not confined to this sive bands of horses, owned by the Flat-

lotality, but sweep across the country head Indians occupying St. Mary's vil-

eastward some hundreds of miles, to the lage, on the Bitter Root River, thrive

Big Horn Mountains. The gold dis- well winter and summer. One hundred

coveries there cover a large area of horses, belonging to the exploration, are

country."
* wintered in the valley ;

and up to the

* Idaho : Six Months among the New Gold Dig- * Pacific Railroad Report, Vol. I. p. 130.

gings, by J. L. Campbell, pp. 15-28. t Ibid., Vol. XII. p. 169.
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9th of March the grass was fair, but "The provisions of Nature here, there-

little snow had fallen, and the weather fore, are on no small scale, and of no
was mild. The oxen and cows, owned small importance ; and let those who
here by the half-breeds and Indians, have imagined as some have been bold

obtain good feed, and are in good con- to say it that there exists only one

dition." * immense bed of mountains at the head-

This village of St. Mary's is sixty waters of the Missouri to the Cascade

miles down the valley from the Big Hole Range, turn their attention to this sec-

Pass
; yet, though so near, snow seldom tion, and let them contemplate its advan-

falls, and the grass is so verdant that tages and resources, and ask themselves,
horses and cattle subsist the year round since these things exist, can it be long
on the natural pasturage. before public attention shall be attracted

Lieutenant Mullan says of it :

" The and fastened upon this heretofore un-

fact of the exceedingly mild winters known region ?
" *

in this valley has been noticed and re-

marked by all who have ever been in
CLIMATE OF THE MOUNTAINS.

it during the winter season. It is the We have been accustomed to think

home of the Flathead Indians, who, of the Rocky Mountains as an impass-

through the instrumentality and exer- able barrier, as a wild, dreary solitude,

tions of the Jesuit priests, have built up where the storms of winter piled the

a village, --not of logs, but of houses, mountain passes with snow. How dif-

where they repair every winter, and, ferent the fact! In 1852-53, from the

with this valley covered with an abun- 28th of November to the loth of Janua-
dance of rich and nutritious grass, they ry, there were but twelve inches of snow
live as comfortably as any tribe west of in the pass. The recorded observations

the Rocky Mountains during the winter of 1861-62 give the
" The numerous mountain rivulets, following measurements in the Big Hole

tributary to the Bitter Root River, that Pass : December 4, eighteen inches ;

run through the valley, afford excellent January 10, fourteen
; January 14, ten ;

and abundant mill-seats; and the land February 16, six; March 21, none,

bordering these is fertile and produc- We have been told that there could

tive, and has been found, beyond cavil be no winter travel across the moun-
or doubt, to be well suited to every tains, that the snow would lie in drifts

branch of agriculture. I hav.e seen oats, fifteen or twenty feet deep ;
but instead,

grown by Mr. John Owen, that are as there is daily communication by teams

heavy and as excellent as any I have through the Big Hole Pass every day in

ever seen in the States
;
and the same the year ! The belt of snow is narrow,

gentleman informs me that he has grown existing only in the Pass,

excellent wheat, and that, from his ex- Says Lieutenant Mullan, in his late

perience while in the mountains, he Report on the wagon road :

" The snow
hesitated not in saying that agriculture will offer no great obstacle to travel, with

might be carried on here in all its nu- horses or locomotives, from the Missouri

merous branches, and to the exceeding to the Columbia."

great interest and gain of those engaged This able and efficient government
in it. The valley and mountain slopes officer, in the same Report, says of this

are well timbered with an excellent section of the country :

growth of pine, which is equal, in every
" The trade and travel along the Up-

respect, to the well-known pine of Ore- per Columbia, where several steamers

gon. The valley is not only capable now ply between busy marts, of them-

of grazing immense bands of stock of selves attest what magical effects the

every kind, but is also capable of sup- years have wrought. Besides gold, lead

porting a dense population. for miles is found along the Kootenay.

* Governor Stevens's Report of the Pacific Rail- * Pacific Railroad Survey. Lieutenant Mullan's

road Survey. Report.

VOL. XVII. NO. 101. 22
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Red hermatite, iron ore, traces of cop-
"
Upon the great interior desert

per, and plumbago are found along the streams and fuel are almost unknown,
main Bitter Root. Cinnabar is said to Wells must be very deep, and no simple
exist along the Hell Gate. Coal is and cheap machinery adequate to draw-

found along the Upper Missouri, and ing up the water is yet invented. Culti-

a deposit of cannel coal near the Three vation, to a great extent, must be carried

Butts, northwest of Fort Benton, is also on by irrigation."
*

said to exist. Iron ore has been found Such are the slopes of the mountains

on Thompson's farms on the Clark's which form the rim of the Great Basin,
Fork. Sulphur is found on the Loo while the valley of the Yellow Stone is

Loo Fork, and on the tributaries of the literally the land which buds and bios-

Yellow Stone, and coal oil is said to soms like the rose. The Rosebud River

exist on the Big Horn These great is so named because the valley through
mineral deposits must have an ultimate which it meanders is a garden of roses,

bearing upon the location of the Pacific And here, along the head-waters of

Railroad, adding, as they will, trade, the Yellow Stone and its tributaries, at

travel, and wealth to its every mile when the northern deflection of the Wind River

built i chain of mountains, flows a river of
" The great depots for building mate- hot wind, which is not only one of the

rial exist principally in the mountain most remarkable features of the clima-

sections, but the plains on either side tology of the continent, but which is

are not destitute in that particular. All destined to have a great bearing upon

through the Bitter Root and Rocky the civilization of this portion of the

Mountains, the finest white and red continent. St. Joseph in Missouri, in

cedar, white pine, and red fir that I ever latitude 40, has the same mean tern-

have seen are found." *
perature as that at the base of the Rocky
Mountains in latitude 47 ! The high

GEOLOGICAL FEATURES.
temperature of the hot boiling springs

The geological formation of the heart warms the air which flows northwest

of the continent promises to open a rich along the base of the mountains, sweep-
field for scientific exploration and inves- ing through the Big Hole Pass, the

tigation. The Wind River Mountain, Deer Lodge, Little Blackfoot, and Mul-

which divides the Yellow Stone from the Ian Pass, giving a delightful winter cli-

Great Basin, is a marked and distinct mate to the valley of the St. Mary's, or

geological boundary. From the north- Bitter Root. It flows like the Gulf

era slope flow the tributaries of the Stream of the Atlantic. Says Captain
Yellow Stone, fed by springs of boil- Mullan :

" On its either side, north and

ing water, which perceptibly affect the south, are walls of cold air, and which

temperature of the region, clothing the are so clearly perceptible that you al-

valleys with verdure, and making them ways detect the river when you are on

the winter home of the buffalo, the its shores, "f
favorite hunting-grounds of the Indians, This great river of heat always flow-

while the streams which flow from the ing is sufficient to account for the slight

southern slope of the mountains are al- depth of snow in the passes at the head-

kaline, and, instead of luxuriant vegeta- waters of the Missouri, which have an

tion, there are vast regions covered with altitude of six thousand feet. The South

wild sage and cactus. They run into Pass has an altitude of seven thousand

the Great Salt Lake, and have no outlet eight hundred and eighty -nine feet,

to the ocean. A late writer, describing The passes of the Wasatch Range, on

the geological features of that section, the route -to California, are higher by

says : three thousand feet than those at the

* Lieutenant Mullan's Report on the Construction
* New York Tribune, December -2, 1865, corre-

of Wagon Road from Fort Benton to Walla-Walla, spondence of "A. D. R."

p. 45. t Report of Captain Mullan, p. 54.
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head-waters of the Missouri, and, not Captain Mullan says :

" From what-

being swept by a stream of hot air, soever cause it arises, it exists as a fact

are filled with snows during the winter that must for all time enter as an ele-

months. The passes at the head-wa- ment worthy of every attention in lines

ters of the Saskatchawan, in the Brit- of travel and communication from the

ish possessions, though a few hundred Eastern plains to the North Pacific." *

feet lower than those at the head-wa-

ters of the Missouri, are not reached by
the heated Wind River, and are impass-

able in winter. Even Cadotte's Pass,

through which Governor Stevens lo-

DISTANCES.

That this line is the natural highway
of the continent is evident from other

considerations. The distances between

cated~the line of the proposed road, is the centres of trade and San Francisco,

outside of the heat stream, so sharp and with Puget Sound, will appear from

and perpendicular are its walls.

APPROXIMATE DISTANCES.

Puget Sound, 1,906 miles.

1,98!
"

" "
2,200

"

the following tabular statement :

Chicago to San Francisco, 2,448 miles, f

St. Louis
" " "

Cincinnati
" "

2,345

2,685

New York
Boston

"
3-484

2,892

2,942

Difference, 542 miles.

364

485
"

525
"

542
"

The line to Puget Sound will require
no tunnel in the pass of the Rocky
Mountains. The approaches of the

Big Hole and Deer Lodge in both di-

rections are eminently feasible, requir-

ing little rock excavation, and with no

grades exceeding eighty feet per mile.

All of the places east of the latitude

of Chicago, and north of the Ohio River,

are from three hundred to five hundred

and fifty miles nearer the Pacific at Pu-

get Sound than at San Francisco, due

to greater directness of the route and
the shortening of longitude. These on

both lines are the approximate distan-

ces. The distance from Puget Sound
to St. Louis is estimated via Des-
moines on the supposition that the

time will come when that line of rail-

way will extend north far enough to in-

tersect with the North Pacific.

COST OF CONSTRUCTION.

The census of 1860 gives thirty thou-

sand miles of railroad in operation,
which cost, including land damages,
equipment, and all charges of construc-

tion, $37,120 per mile. The average
cost of fifteen New England roads, in-

cluding the Boston and Lowell, Boston
and Maine, Vermont Central, Western,
Eastern,and Boston and Providence,was

*
Report of Captain Mullan, p. 54. -f-

$36,305 per mile. In the construction

of this line, there will be no charge for

land damages, and nothing for timber,

which exists along nearly the entire line.

But as iron and labor command a higher

price than when those roads were con-

structed, there should be a liberal esti-

mate. Lieutenant Mullan, in his late Re-

port upon the Construction of the Wag-
on Road, discusses the probability of a

railroad at length, and with much abil-

ity. His highest estimate for any por-
tion of the line is sixty thousand dollars

per mile, an estimate given before civ-

ilization made an opening in the wil-

derness. There is no reason to believe

that this line will be any more costly
than the average of roads in the United

States.

In 1850 there were 7,355 miles of

road in operation ;
in 1860, 30,793 ;

show-

ing that 2,343 miles per annum were

constructed by the people of the United

States. The following table shows the

number of miles built in each year from

1853 to 1856, together with the cost of

the same. I

Year.

1852

1853

1854

1855

1856

Miles.

2,748

3,549

2,736

3,578

Cost.

$94,000,000
. 101,576,000

125,313.000

. 101,232,000

132,386,000

Total expenditure for five years, $ 554,507,000

Hall's Guide, via Omaha, Denver, and Salt Lake.
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This exhibit is sufficient to indicate wealth. Her valleys and mountain-

that there need be no question of our slopes yield abundant harvests
; but

financial ability to construct the road. she has few mill-streams, and is de-

In 1856, the country had expended pendent upon Oregon and Washington
$776,000,000 in the construction of for her coal and lumber. An inferior

railroads, incurring a debt of about quality of coal is mined at Mount Dia-

$ 300,000,000. The entire amount of bio in California
;
but most of the coal

stock and bonds held abroad at that time consumed in that State is brought from

was estimated at only $81,000,000.* Puget Sound. Hence Nature has fixed

the locality of 'the future manufacturing
AID FROM GOVERNMENT.

industry of the Pacific. Puget Sound
The desire of the people for the is nearer than San Francisco, by several

speedy opening of this great national hundred miles, to Japan, China, and

highway is manifested by the action of Australia. It is therefore the natural

the government, which, by act of Con- port of entry and departure for our

.gress, July 2, 1864, granted the alter- Pacific trade. It has advantages over

nate sections of land for twenty miles San Francisco, not only in being nearer

on each side of the road in aid of the to those countries, but in having coal

enterprise. The land thus appropriated near at hand, which settles the question
amounts to forty-seven million acres, of the future steam marine of the Pa-

more than is comprised
1

in the States cific.

of New Hampshire, Vermont, Massa- Passengers, goods of high cost, and

chusetts, and New York ! If all of these bills of exchange, move on the shortest

lands were sold at the price fixed by and quickest lines of travel. No busi-

government,
- - $ 2.50 per acre, they ness man takes the way-train in prefer-

would yield $ 118,000,000, a sum suf- ence to the express. Sailing vessels

ficient to build and equip the road. But make the voyage from Puget Sound to

years must elapse before these lands Shanghai in from thirty to forty days,
can be put upon the market, and the Steamers will make it in twenty,

government, undoubtedly, will give the

same aid to this road which has already
been given to the Central Pacific Road, Far-seeing men in England are look-

guaranteeing the bonds or stock of the ing forward to the time when the trade

company, and taking a lien on the road between that country and the Pacific

for security. Such bonds would at once will be carried on across this continent

command the necessary capital for build- Colonel Synge, of the Queen's Royal

ing the road. Engineers, says :

"America is geographically a con-
.
THE WESTERN TERMINUS.

necting link between the continents of

Puget Sound, with its numerous in- Europe and Asia, and not a monstrous

lets, is a deep indentation of the Pacific barrier between them. It lies in the

coast, one hundred miles north of the track of their nearest and best connec-

Columbia. It has spacious harbors, se- tion ; and this fact needs only to be

curely land-locked, with a surrounding fully recognized to render it in practice

country abounding in timber, with ex- what it unquestionably is in the essen-

haustless beds of coal, rich in agricul- tial points of distance and direction." *

tural resources, and with numerous Another English writer says :
-

mill-streams. Nature has stamped it
"

It is believed that the amount of

with her seal, and set it apart to be the direct traffic which would be created

New England of the Pacific coast between Australia, China, and Japan,
That portion of the country is to be and England, by a railway from Halifax

peopled by farmers, mechanics, and ar- to the Gulf of Georgia, would soon

tisans. California is rich in mineral
Paper read before the British North American

*
Report of the Secretary of the Treasury, 1857. Association, July 21, 1864.
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more than cover the interest upon the The voyage by Suez is made in the

capital expended If the intended Peninsular and Oriental line of steam-

railway were connected with a line of ers. The passage is proverbially corn-

steamers plying between Victoria (Pu- fortless, through the Red Sea and

get Sound), Sydney, or New Zealand, Persian Gulf, across the Bay of Bengal,

mails, quick freight, passengers to and through the Straits of Malacca, and up
from our colonies in the southern hemi- the Chinese coast, under a tropical sun.

sphere, would, for the most part, be se- Bayard Taylor thus describes the trip

cured for this route. down the Red Sea :

"Vancouver's Island is nearer to "We had a violent head-wind, or

Sydney than Panama by nine hundred rather gale. Yet, in spite of this cur-

miles
; and, with the exception of the rent of air, the thermometer stood at

proposed route by a Trans-American 85 on deck, and 90 in the cabin. For

railway, the latter is the most expedi- two or three days we had a temperature
tious that has been found. of 90 to 95. This part of the Red

"
By this interoceanic communication, Sea is considered to be the hottest por-

the time to New Zealand would be re- tion of the earth's surface. In the sum-

duced to forty-two, and to Sydney to for- mer the air is like that of a furnace, and

ty-seven days, being at least ten less than the bare red mountains glow like heaps

by steam from England via Panama." * of live coals. The steamers at that

Lord Bury says :
- time almost invariably lose some of

" Our trade [English] in the Pacific their firemen and stewards. Cooking
Ocean with China and with India must is quite given up."

*

ultimately be carried through our North Bankok, Singapore, and Java can be

American possessions. At any rate, reached more quickly from England by
our political and commercial supremacy Puget Sound than by Suez,

will have utterly departed from us, if Notwithstanding the discomforts of

we neglect that great and important the passage clown the Red Sea, the

consideration, and if we fail to carry steamers are always overcrowded with

out to its fullest extent the physical passengers, and loaded to their utmost

advantages w^hich the country offers to capacity with freight. The French line,

us, and which we have only to stretch the Messageries Imperials de France,
out our hands to take advantage of." f has been established, and is fully em-

Shanghai is rapidly becoming the ployed. Both lines pay large dividends,

great commercial emporium of China. The growth of the English trade with

It is situated at the mouth of the Yang- China during the last sixteen years has

tse-Kiang, the largest river of Asia, been very rapid. Tea has increased

navigable for fifteen hundred miles. 1300 per cent, and silk 95o.f

Hong-Kong, which has been the Eng- The trade between the single port of

lish centre in China, is nine hundred Shanghai and England and America in

and sixty miles farther south. the two great staples of export is seen

With a line of railway across this from the following statement of the

continent, the position of England would export of tea and silk from that port
be as follows : from July I, 1859, to July i, 1860 :

To Shanghai via Suez, 60 days.
Tea> ,bg snk> ^^

Puget Sound, 33 Great Britain, 31,621,000 19,084

Mr. Maciff divides the time as follows United States, 18,299,000 1,554

by the Puget Sound route : Canada, 1,172,000

... France, 47,000
Southampton to Halifax, 9 days.
Halifax to Puget Sound, 6 " The total value of exports from Eng-
Puget Sound to Hong-Kong, 21

jand t(

-

China Jn l86o was 26,59O,OOO.

36 Says Colonel Sykes :

* Vancouver's Island and British Columbia, Ma-

ciff, p. 343.
*

India, China, and Japan, p. 23.

f Speech by Lord Bury, quoted by Maciff. t Statistical Journal, 1862.
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" Our trade with China resolves it- The route by the Peninsular line runs

self into our taking almost exclusively within eighty miles of the equator ; and

from them teas and raw silk, and their the entire voyage is through a tropical

taking from us cotton, cotton yarns, and climate, which injures the flavor of the

woollens." * tea. Hence the high price of the cele-

The exports of the United States to brated " brick tea," brought across the

the Pacific in 1861 were as follows : steppes of Russia. The route by Puget
To China, $5,809,724 Sound is wholly through temperate lat-

Austraha, 3,410,000 itudes, across a smooth and peaceful
Islands of the Pacific, 484,000 , , , , , ,

sea, seldom vexed by storms, and where
Total

> $9,703,724 currents, like the Gulf Stream of Mex-

By the late treaty between the United ico, and favoring trade-winds, may be
States and China, that empire is thrown taken advantage of by vessels plying be-

open to trade ;
and already a large fleet tween that port and the Asiatic coast,

of American-built steamers is afloat on Japan is only four thousand miles

the gleaming waters of the Yang-tse. distant from Puget Sound. The teas

Mr. Burlingame, our present Minister, and silks of that country are rapidly
is soon to take his departure for that coming into market. Coal is found

empire, with instructions to use his ut- there, and on the island of Formosa,
most endeavor to promote friendly rela- and up the Yang-tse.
tions between the two countries. That
this country is to have an immense CLIMATE.

trade with China is evident from the The climate of Puget Sound is thus

fact that no other country can compete set forth by an English writer, who has
with us in the manufacture of coarse passed several months at Victoria :

-

cotton goods, which, with cotton at its " From October to March we are lia-

normal price, will be greatly sought after ble to frequent rains ; but this period

by the majority of the people of that of damp is ever and anon relieved by
country, who of necessity are compelled prolonged intervals of bright dry weath-

to wear the cheapest clothing. er. In March, winter gives signs of

Shanghai is the silk emporium of the taking its departure, and the warm
empire. A ton of silk goods is worth breath of spring begins to cover the

from ten to fifteen thousand dollars, trees with tinted buds and the fields

Nearly all of the silk is now shipped with verdure The sensations pro-

by the Peninsular and Oriental line, at duced by the aspects of nature in May
a charge of $ 125 to $ 150 per ton

;
and are indescribably delightful. The fresh-

notwithstanding these exorbitant rates, ness of the air, the warbling of birds,

Shanghai merchants are compelled to the clearness of the sky, the profusion
make written application weeks in ad- and fragrance of wild roses, the wide-

vance, and accept proportional allot- spread, variegated hues of buttercups
ments for shipping. In May, 1863, the and daisies, the islets and violets, to-

screw-steamer Bahama made the trip gether with distant snow-peaks burst-

from Foochow to London in eighty days ing upon the view, combine in that

with a cargo of tea, and obtained sixty month to fill the mind with enchantment
dollars per ton, while freights by sailing unequalled out of Paradise. I know
vessels were but twenty dollars

; the gentlemen who have lived in China,

shippers being willing to pay forty dol- Italy, Canada, and England ; but, after

lars per ton for forty days' quicker de- a residence of some years in Vancouver

livery. With the Northern Pacific line Island, they entertained a preference

constructed, the British importer could for the climate of the colony which ap-
receive his Shanghai goods across this preached affectionate enthusiasm." *

continent in fifty days, and at a rate The climate of the whole section

lower than by the Peninsular line. through which the line passes is milder
*

Statistical Journal, 1862, p. 15.
* Vancouver and British Columbia, Maciff, p. 179.
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than that of the Grand Trunk line.

The lowest degree of temperature in

1853-54 at Quebec was 29 below ze-

ro ; Montreal, 34 ;
St. Paul, 36 ;

Bitter

Root Valley, forty miles from Big Hole

Pass, 20.

In 1858 a party of Royal Engineers,

under Captain Pallissir, surveyed the

country of the Saskatchawan for a line

to Puget Sound which should lie whol-o

ly within the British possessions. They
found a level and fertile country, reced-

ing to the very base of the mountains,

and a practicable pass, of less altitude

than those at the head-waters of the

Missouri
; but in winter the snow is

deep and the climate severe. That

section of Canada north of Superior is

an unbroken, uninhabitable wilderness.

The character of the region is thus set

forth by Agassiz. He says :

" Unless the mines should attract and

support a population, one sees not how
this region should ever be inhabited.

Its stern and northern character is

shown in nothing more clearly than in

the scarcity of animals. The woods

are silent, and as if deserted. One may
walk for hours without hearing an ani-

mal sound
;
and when he does, it is of

a wild and lonely character It is

like being transported to the early ages
of the earth, when mosses and pines
had just begun to cover the primeval

rock, and the animals as yet ventured

timidly forth into the new world." *

THE FUTURE.

The census returns of the United

States indicate that, thirty-four years

hence, in the year 1900, the population
of this country will exceed one hundred
millions. What an outlook ! The coun-

try a teeming hive of industry ;
innu-

merable sails whitening the Western
*
Agassiz, Lake Superior, p. 124.

Ocean ; unnumbered steamers plough-

ing its peaceful waters
; great cities in

the unexplored solitudes of to-day;
America the highway of the nations

;

and New York the banking-house of

the world !

This is the age of the people. They
are the sovereigns of the future. It is

the age of ideas. The people of Amer-
ica stand on the threshold of a new
era. We are to come in contact with a

people numbering nearly half the pop-
ulation of the globe, claiming a nation-

ality dating back to the time of Moses.

A hundred thousand Chinese are in

California and Oregon, and every ship

sailing into the harbor of San Francisco

brings its load of emigrants from Asia.

What is to be the effect of this contact

with the Orient upon our civilization?

What the result of this pouring in of

emigrants from every country of the

world, --of all languages, manners, cus-

toms, nationalities, and religions ? Can

they be assimilated into a homogeneous
mass ? These are grave questions, de-

manding the earnest and careful consid-

eration of every Christian, philanthro-

pist, and patriot. We have fought for

existence, and have a name among the

nations. But we have still the nation

to save. Railroads, telegraphs, steam-

ships, printing-presses, schools, plat-

forms, and pulpits are the agents of

modern civilization. Through them we
are to secure unity, strength, and na-

tional life. Securing these, Asia may
send over her millions of idol-worship-

pers without detriment to ourselves.

With these, America is to give life to

the long-slumbering Orient.
'

So ever toward the setting sun the

course of empire takes its way, not

the empire of despotism, but of life, lib-

erty, of civilization and the Christian

religion.
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IN THE SEA.

THE
salt wind blows upon my cheek,

As it blew a year ago,

When twenty boats were crushed among
The rocks of Norman's Woe.

'T was dark then ;
't is light now,

And the sails are leaning low.

In dreams, I pull the sea-weed o'er,

And find a face not his,

And hope another tide will be

More pitying than this :

The wind turns, the tide turns,

They take what hope there is.

My life goes on as thine would go,

With all its sweetness spilled :

My God, why should one heart of two

Beat on, when one is stilled ?

Through heart-wreck, or home-wreck,

Thy happy sparrows build.

Though boats go down, men build anew,

Whatever winds may blow ;

If blight be in the wheat one year,

We trust again and sow,

Though grief comes, and changes
The sunshine into snow.

Some have their dead, where, sweet and soon,

The summers bloom and go :

The sea withholds my dead, I walk

The bar when tides are low,

And wonder the grave-grass

Can have the heart to grow !

Flow on, O unconsenting sea,

And keep my dead below ;

Though night O utter night ! my soul,

Delude thee long, I know,
Or Life comes or Death comes,
God leads the eternal flow.
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THE CHIMNEY-CORNER FOR 1866.

III.

IS WOMAN A WORKER?

T)APA, do you see what the Even- invariable bay-leaf which Professor Blot

ing Post says of your New-Year's introduces into all his recipes for soups
article on Reconstruction ?" said Jennie, and stews, a little elegant bitterness,

as we were all sitting in the library after to be kept tastefully in the background,
tea. You see now, papa, I should like the

"
I have not seen it." vocation of being beautiful. It would

"
Well, then, the charming writer, just suit me to wear point-lace and jew-

whoever he is, takes up for us girls and elry, and to have life revolve round me,

women, and maintains that no work of as some beautiful star, and feel that I

any sort ought to be expected of us
; had nothing to do but shine and refresh

that our only mission in life is to be the spirits of all gazers, and that in this

beautiful, and to refresh and elevate the way I was truly useful, and fulfilling the

spirits of men by being so. If I get a great end of my being ; but alas for this

husband, my mission is to be always doctrine ! all women have not beauty,

becomingly dressed, to display most The most of us can only hope not to

captivating toilettes, and to be always be called ill-looking, and, when we get
in good spirits, as, under the circum- ourselves up with care, to look fresh

stances, I always should be, and thus and trim and agreeable ; which fact in-
' renew his spirits' when he comes in terferes with the theory."

weary with the toils of life. House- "Well, for my part," said young Ru-

hold cares are to be far from me : they dolph,
"

I go for the theory of the beau-

destroy my cheerfulness and injure my. tiful. If ever I marry, it is to find an

beauty. asylum for ideality. I don't want to
" He says that the New England make a culinary marriage or a business

standard of excellence as applied to partnership. I want a being whom I

woman has been a mistaken one ; and, can keep in a sphere of poetry and
in consequence, though the girls are beauty, out of the dust and grime of

beautiful, the matrons are faded, over- every-day life."

worked, and uninteresting ;
and that "

Then," said Mr. Theophilus,
"
you

such a state of society tends to im- must either be a rich man in your own

morality, because, when wives. are no right, or your fair ideal must have a

longer charming, men are open to the handsome fortune of her own."

temptation to desert their firesides, and "
I.never will marry a rich wife," quoth

get into mischief generally. He seems Rudolph.
" My wife must be supported

particularly to complain of your calling by me, not I by her."

ladies who do nothing the '

fascinating Rudolph is another of the habitues of

lazzaroni of the parlor and boudoir.' " our chimney-corner, representing the
" There was too much truth back of order of young knighthood in America,

that arrow not to wound," said Theophi- and his dreams and fancies, if imprac-
lus Thoro, who was ensconced, as usual, ticable, are always of a kind to make
in his dark corner, whence he super- every one think him a good fellow. He
vises our discussions. who has no romantic dreams at twenty-

"
Come, Mr. Thoro, we won't have one will be a horribly dry peascod at

any of your bitter moralities," said Jen- fifty; therefore it is that I gaze rever-

nie
;

"
they are only to be taken as, the ently at all Rudolph's chateaus in Spain,
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which want nothing to complete them long as that attainment is doubtful or

except solid earth to stand on. difficult, so long will there be care and
"And pray," said Theophilus, "how anxiety. When boundless wealth re-

long will it take a young lawyer or phy- leases*woman from every family care,

sician, starting with no heritage but his she immediately makes herself a new
own brain, to create a sphere of poetry set of cares in another direction, and
and beauty in which to keep his god- has just as many anxieties as the most
dess ? How much a year will be neces- toilful housekeeper, only they are of a

sary, as the English say, to do this gar- different kind. Talk of labor, and look at

den of Eden, whereinto shall enter only the upper classes in London or in New
the poetry of life ?

" York in the fashionable season. Do any
"

I don't know. I have n't seen it women work harder ? To rush from

near enough to consider. It is because crowd to crowd all night, night after

I know the difficulty of its attainment night, seeing what they are tired of,

that I have no present thoughts of mar- making the agreeable over an abyss

riage. Marriage is to me in the bluest of inward yawning, crowded, jostled,

of all blue distances, far off, myste- breathing hot air, and crushed in halls

rious, and dreamy as the Mountains of and stairways, without a moment of leis-

the Moon or sources of the Nile. It ure for months and months, till brain and
shall come only when I have secured a nerve and sense reel, and the country
fortune that shall place my wife above is longed for as a period of resuscitation

all necessity of work or care." and relief ! Such is the release from
"

I desire to hear from you," said The- labor and fatigue brought by wealth,

ophilus, "when you have found the sum The only thing that makes all this labor

that will keep a woman from care. I at all endurable is, that it is utterly and
know of women now inhabiting palaces, entirely useless, and does no good to

waited on at every turn by servants, any one in creation
;
this alone makes

with carriages, horses, jewels, laces, it genteel, and distinguishes it from the

cashmeres, enough for princesses, who vulgar toils of a housekeeper. These
are eaten up by care. One lies awake delicate creatures, who can go to three

all night on account of a wrinkle in the or four parties a night for three months,
waist of her dress

;
another is dying would be utterly desolate if they had to

because no silk of a certain inexpres- watch one night in a sick-room
;
and

sible shade is to be found in New York
; though they can exhibit any amount of

a third has had a dress sent home, which physical endurance and vigor in crowd-

has proved such a failure that life seems ing into assembly rooms, and breathe

no longer worth having. If it were not tainted air in an opera-house with the

for the consolations of religion, one most martyr-like constancy, they could

does n't know what would become of not sit one half-hour in the close room

her. The fact is, that care and labor where the sister of charity spends hours

are as much correlated to human exist- in consoling the sick or aged poor."

ence as shadow is to light ;
there is no " Mr. Theophilus is quite at home

such thing as excluding them from any now," said Jennie ; "only start him on

mortal lot. You may make a canary- the track of fashionable life, and he

bird or a gold-fish live in absolute con- takes the course like a hound. But

tentment without a care or labor, but hear, now, our champion of the Even-

a human being you cannot. Human ing Post :

beings are restless and active in their " ' The instinct of women to seek a

very nature, and will do something, and life of repose, their eagerness to attain

that something will prove a care, a la- the life of elegance, does not mean con-

bor, and a fatigue, arrange it how you tempt for labor, but it is a confession

will. As long as there is anything to of unfitness for labor. Women were

be desired and not yet attained, so long not intended to work, not because

its attainment will be attempted ;
so work is ignoble, but because it is as
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disastrous to the beauty of a woman as alike to beauty and morals. Work, when
is friction to the bloom and softness of it is destructive to men or women, is

a flower. Woman is to be kept^in the forced and unjust,

garden of life ; she is to rest, to receive,
" ' All the great masculine or creative

to praise; she is to be kept from the epochs have been distinguished by spon-

workshop world, where innocence is taneous work on the part of men, and
snatched with rude hands, and softness universal reverence and care for beauty,
is blistered into unsightliness or hard- The praise of work, and sacrifice of

ened into adamant. No social truth women to this great heartless devil of

is more in need of exposition and illus- work, belong only to, and are the so-

tration than this one
; and, above all, cial doctrine of, a mechanical age and a

the people of New England need to utilitarian epoch. And if the New Eng-
know it, and, better, they need to be- land idea of social life continues to bear

lieve it. so cruelly on w6man, we shall have a re-
" '

It is therefore with regret that we action somewhat unexpected and shock-

discover Christopher Crowfield applying ing.'
"

so harshly, and, as we think, so indis- " Well now, say what you will," said

criminatingly, the theory of work to wo- Rudolph, "you have expressed my idea

men, and teaching a society made up of the conditions of the sex. Woman
of women sacrificed in the workshops was not made to work

;
she was made

of the state, or to the dust-pans and to be taken care of by man. All that is

kitchens of the house, that women must severe and trying, whether in study or

work, ought to work, and are dishon- in practical life, is and ought to be in

ored if they do not work
;
and that a its very nature essentially the work of

woman committed to the drudgery of a the male sex. The value of woman is

household is more creditably employed precisely the value of those priceless
than when she is charming, fascinat- works of art for which we build muse-

ing, irresistible, in the parlor or boudoir, urns, which we shelter and guard as

The consequence of this fatal mistake the world's choicest heritage ; and a

is manifest throughout New England, lovely, cultivated, refined woman, thus

in New England, where the girls are sheltered, and guarded, and developed,
all beautiful and the wives and mothers has a worth that cannot be estimated

faded, disfigured, and without charm or by any gross, material standard. So I

attractiveness. The moment a girl mar- subscribe to the sentiments of Miss
ries in New England she is apt to be- Jennie's friend without scruple."

come a drudge, or a lay figure on which " The great trouble in settling all

to exhibit the latest fashions. She never these society questions," said I, "lies

has beautiful hands, and she would not in the gold-washing, the cradling I

have a beautiful face if a utilitarian think the miners call it. If all the

society could "apply" her face to any- quartz were in one stratum and all the

thing but the pleasure of the eye. Her gold in another, it would save us a vast

hands lose their shape and softness after deal of trouble. In the ideas of Jennie's

childhood, and domestic drudgery de- friend of the Evening Post there is

stroys her beauty of form and softness a line of truth and a line of falsehood

and bloom of complexion after marriage, so interwoven and threaded together
To correct, or rather to break up, this that it is impossible wholly to assent or

despotism of household cares, or of dissent. So with your ideas, Rudolph,

work, over woman, American society there is a degree of truth in them, but

must be taught that women will inev- there is also a fallacy,

itably fade and deteriorate, unless it
"

It is a truth, that woman as a sex

insures repose and comfort to them. It ought not to do the hard work of the

must be taught that reverence for beauty world, either social, intellectual, or moral,

is the normal condition, while the theory There are evidences in her physiology
of work, applied to women, is disastrous that this was not intended for her, and
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our friend of the Evening Post is right her frailty, which protects and cares for

in saying that any country will advance her, is, I think, the crown of manhood
;

more rapidly in civilization and refine- and without it a man is only a rough
ment where woman is thus sheltered animal. But our fair aristocrats and

and protected. And I think, further- their knightly defenders need to be cau-

more, that there is no country in the tioned lest they lose their position, as

world where women are so much con- many privileged orders have before

sidered and cared for and sheltered, in done, by an arrogant and selfish use

every walk of life, as in America. In of power.

England and France, all over the con- "
I have said that the vices of aristoc-

tinent of Europe, in fact, the other sex racy are more developed among wo-

are deferential to women only from some men in America than among men, and

presumption of their social standing, or that, while there are no men in the

from the fact of acquaintanceship ; but Northern States who are not ashamed

among strangers, and under circum- of living a merely idle life of pleasure,
stances where no particular rank or po- there are many women who make a

sition can be inferred, a woman travel- boast of helplessness and ignorance in

ling in England or France is jostled woman's family duties which any man
and pushed to the wall, and left to take would be ashamed to make with regard
her own chance, precisely as if she were to man's duties, as if such helplessness
not a woman. Deference to delicacy and ignorance were a grace and a charm,

and weakness, the instinct of protection, "There are women who contentedly
does not appear to characterize the mas- live on, year after year, a life of idleness,

culine population of any other quarter while the .husband and father is strain-

of the world so much as that of America, ing every nerve, growing prematurely
In France, les Messieurs will form a cir- old and gray, abridged of almost every
cle round the fire in the receiving-room form of recreation or pleasure, all that

of a railroad station, and sit, tranquilly he may keep them in a state of careless

smoking their cigars, while ladies who ease and festivity. It may be very fine,

do not happen to be of their acquaint- very generous, very knightly, in the man
ance are standing shivering at the other who thus toils at the oar that his prin-

side of the room. In England, if a lady cesses may enjoy their painted voyages ;

is incautiously booked for an outside but what is it for the women ?

place on a coach, in hope of seeing the " A woman is a moral being, an

scenery, and the day turns out hope- immortal soul, before she is a wo-

lessly rainy, no gentleman in the coach man
;
and as such she is charged by

below ever thinks of offering to change her Maker with some share of the great
seats with her, though it pour torrents, burden of work which lies on the

In America, the roughest backwoods world.

steamboat or catial-boat captain al-
"
Self-denial, the bearing of the cross,

ways, as a matter of course, considers are stated by Christ as indispensable
himself charged with the protection of conditions to the entrance into hisking-
the ladies.

' Place aiix dames'* is writ- dom, and no exception is made for man
ten in the heart of many a shaggy fel- or woman. Some task, some burden,

low who could not utter a French word some cross, each one must carry ;
and

any more than could a buffalo. It is just there must be something done in every
as I have before said, women are the true and worthy life, not as amusement,

recognized aristocracy, the only aris- but as duty, not as play, but as ear-

tocracy, of America; and, so far from nest work, and no human being can

regarding this fact as objectionable, it attain to the Christian standard without

is an unceasing source of pride in my this.

country.
" When Jesus Christ took a towel and

"That kind of knightly feeling towards girded himself, poured water into a ba-

woman which reverences her delicacy, sin, and washed his disciples' feet, he
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performed a significant and sacramental ment. The labors of modern, well-ar-

act, which no man or woman should ranged houses are not in any sense

ever forget. If wealth and rank and severe
; they are as gentle as any kind

power absolve from the services of life, of exercise that can be devised, and

then certainly were Jesus Christ ab- they bring into play muscles that ought

solved, as he says,
* Ye call me Mas- to be exercised to be healthily devel-

ter, and Lord. If I, then, your Lord oped.

and Master, have washed your feet, ye
" The great danger to the beauty of

also ought to wash one another's feet. American women does not lie, as the

For I have given you an example, that writer of the Post contends, in an over-

ye should do as I have done to you.' working of the physical system which

"Let a man. who seeks to make a shall stunt and deform ;
on the contra-

terrestrial paradise for the woman of his ry, American women of the comfortable

heart, to absolve her from all care, from classes are in danger of a loss of physi-
all labor, to teach her to accept and to cal beauty from the entire deterioration

receive the labor of others without any of the muscular system for want of ex-

attempt to offer labor in return, con- ercise. Take the life of any American
sider whether he is not thus going di- girl in one of our large towns, and see

rectly against the fundamental idea of what it is. We have an educational

Christianity, taking the direct way system of public schools which for in-

to make his idol selfish and exacting, tellectual culture is a just matter of

to rob her of the highest and noblest pride to any country. From the time

beauty of womanhood. that the girl is seven years old, her first

" In that chapter of the Bible where thought, when she rises in the morning,
the relation between man and woman is to eat her breakfast and be off to her

is stated, it is thus said, with quaint school. There really is no more time

simplicity :--' It is not good that the than enough to allow her to make that

man should be alone
;

I will make him complete toilet which every well-bred

an help meet for him.' Woman the female ought to make, and to take her

helper of man, not his toy, not a pic- morning meal before her school begins,

ture, not a statue, not a work of art, She returns at noon with just time to

but a HELPER, a doer, such is the eat her dinner, and the afternoon ses-

view of the Bible and the Christian re- sion begins. She comes home at night

ligion. with books, slate, and lessons enough
"

It is not necessary that women to occupy her evening. What time is

should work physically or morally to an there for teaching her any household
extent which impairs beauty. In France, work, for teaching her to cut or fit or

where woman is harnessed with an ass sew, or to inspire her with any taste for

to' the plough which her husband drives, domestic duties ? Her arms have no
-where she digs, and wields the pick- exercise

;
her chest and lungs, and all

axe, she becomes prematurely hide- the complex system of muscles which
ous

;
but in America, where woman are to be perfected by quick and active

reigns as queen in every household, she movement, are compressed while she

may surely be a good and thoughtful bends over book and slate and drawing-
housekeeper, she may have physical board

; while the ever - active brain is

strength exercised in lighter domestic kept all the while going at the top of its

toils, not only without injuring her beau- speed. She grows up spare, thin, and

ty, but with manifest advantage to it. delicate
;
and while the Irish girl, who

Almost every growing young girl would sweeps the parlors, rubs the silver, and
be the better in health, and therefore irons the muslins, is developing a finely

handsomer, for two hours of active rounded arm and bust, the American
housework daily ;

and the habit of use- girl has a pair of bones at her sides, and
fulness thereby gained would be an a bust composed of cotton padding, the

equal advantage to her moral develop- work of a skilful dressmaker. Nature,
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\vho is no respecter of persons, gives to "Moreover, American matrons are

Colleen Bawn, who uses her arms and overworked because some unaccount-

chest, a beauty which perishes in the able glamour leads them to continue

gentle, languid Edith, who does nothing to bring up their girls in the same inef-

but study and read." ficient physical habits which resulted in
" But is it not a fact," said Rudolph, so much misery to themselves. House-

" as stated by our friend of the Post, work as they are obliged to do it, un-

that American matrons are perishing, trained, untaught, exhausted, and in

and their beauty and grace all withered, company with rude, dirty, unkempt for-

from overwork ?
"

eigners, seems to them a degradation
"

It is," said my wife
;
"but why? It which they will spare to their daugh-

is because they are brought up without ters. The daughter goes on with her

vigor or muscular strength, without the schools and accomplishments, and leads

least practical experience of household in the family the life of an elegant lit-

labor, or those means of saving it which tie visitor during all those years when
come by daily practice ; and then, after a young girl might be gradually devel-

marriage, when physically weakened by oping and strengthening her muscles

maternity, embarrassed by the care of in healthy household work. It never

young children, they are often suddenly occurs to her that she can or ought
deserted by every efficient servant, and to fill any of the domestic gaps into

the whole machinery of a complicated which her mother always steps ;
and

household left in their weak, inexperi- she comforts herself with the thought,
enced hands. In the country, you see '

I don't know how
;

I can't ;
I have

a household perhaps made void some n't the strength. I carft sweep ;
it blis-

fine morning by Biddy's sudden de- ters my hands. If I should stand .at

parture, and nobody to make the bread, the ironing-table an hour, I should be

or cook the steak, or sweep the par- ill for a week. As to cooking, I don't

lors, or do one of the complicated of- know anything about it.' And so, when
fices of a family, and no bakery, cook- the cook, or the chambermaid, or nurse,

shop, or laundry to turn to for allevia- or all together, vacate the premises, it

tion. A lovely, refined home becomes is the mamma who is successively cook,

in a few hours a howling desolation ;
and chambermaid, and nurse

;
and this

and then ensues a long season of break- is the reason why matrons fade and are

age, waste, distraction, as one wild Irish overworked.

immigrant after another introduces the "
Now, Mr. Rudolph, do you think a

style of Irish cottage life into an ele- woman any less beautiful or interesting

gant dwelling. because she is a fully developed phys-
" Now suppose I grant to the Even- ical being, because her muscles have

ing Post that woman ought to rest, to been rounded and matured into strength,

be kept in the garden of life, and all so that she can meet the inevitable

that, how is this to be done in a coun- emergencies of life without feeling them

try where a state of things like this is to be distressing hardships ? If there

the commonest of occurrences ? And is be a competent, well-trained servant to

it any kindness or reverence to woman, sweep and dust the parlor, and keep
to educate her for such an inevitable all the machinery of the house in mo-

destiny by a life of complete physical tion, she may very properly select her

delicacy and incapacity ? Many a wo- work out of the family, in some form

man who has been brought into these of benevolent helpfulness ;
but when

cruel circumstances would willingly ex- the inevitable evil hour comes, which

change all her knowledge of German is likely to come first or last in every

and Italian, and all her graceful accom- American household, is a woman any

plishments, for a good physical devel- less an elegant woman because her

opment, and some respectable savoir love of neatness, order, and beauty

faire in ordinary life. leads her to make vigorous personal
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exertions to keep her own home unde-

nted ? For my part, I think a disor-

derly, ill -kept home, a sordid, unin-

viting table, has driven more husbands

from domestic life than the unattractive-

ness of any overworked woman. So

long as a woman makes her home har-

monious and orderly, so long as the

hour of assembling around the family

table is something to be looked forward

to as a comfort and a refreshment, a

man cannot see that the good house

fairy, who by some magic keeps every-

thing so delightfully, has either a wrin-

kle or a gray hair.

"
Besides," said I,

"
I must tell you,

Rudolph, what you fellows of twenty-
one are slow to believe ;

and that is,

that the kind of ideal paradise you pro-

pose in marriage is, in the very nature

of things, an impossibility, that the

familiarities of every-day life between

two people who keep house together
must and will destroy it. Suppose you
are married to Cytherea herself, and

the next week attacked with a rheu-

matic fever. If the tie between you is

that of true and honest love, Cytherea
will put on a gingham wrapper, and

with her own sculptured hands wring
out the flannels which shall relieve

your pairfe ;
and she will be no true

woman if she do not prefer to do this

to employing any nurse that could be

hired. True love ennobles and dignifies
the material labors of life ; and homely
services rendered for love's sake have

in them a poetry that is immortal.
" No true-hearted woman can find

herself, in real, actual life, unskilled and
unfit to minister to the wants and sor-

rows of those dearest to her, without a

secret sense of degradation. The feel-

ing of uselessness is an extremely un-

pleasant one. Tom Hood, in a very
humorous paper, describes a most ac-

complished schoolmistress, a teacher

of all the arts and crafts which are sup-

posed to make up fine gentlewomen, who
is stranded in a rude German inn, with

her father writhing in the anguish of a

severe attack of gastric inflammation.

The helpless lady gazes on her suffer-

ing parent, longing to help him, and

thinking over all her various little store

of accomplishments, not one of which
bear the remotest relation to the case.

She could knit him a bead-purse, or

make him a guard-chain, or work him
a footstool, or festoon him with cut tis-

sue-paper, or sketch his likeness, or

crust him over with alum crystals, or

stick him over with little rosettes of red

and white wafers
;
but none of these

being applicable to his present case,

she sits gazing in resigned imbecility,
till finally she desperately resolves to

improvise him some gruel, and, after a

laborious turn in the kitchen, after

burning her dress and blacking her fin-

gers, succeeds only in bringing him
a bowl of paste /

" Not unlike this might be the feeling
of many an elegant and accomplished

woman, whose education has taught and

practised her in everything that woman

ought to know, except those identical

ones which fit her for the care of a

home, for the comfort of a sick-room ;

and so I say again, that, whatever a
woman may be in the way of beauty
and elegance, she must have the strength
and skill of a practical worker, or she

is nothing. She is not simply to be the

beautiful, she is to make the beautiful,

and preserve it ; and she who makes
and she who keeps the beautiful must
be able to work, and know how to work.

Whatever offices of life are performed

by women of culture and refinement

are thenceforth elevated
; they cease to

be mere servile toils, and become ex-

pressions of the ideas of superior be-

ings. If a true lady makes even a plate
of toast, in arranging a petit souper for

her invalid friend, she does it as a lady
should. She does not cut blundering
and uneven slices

;
she does not burn

the edges ;
she does not deluge it with

t>ad butter, and serve it cold ; but she

arranges and serves all with an artistic

care, with a nicety and delicacy, which

make it worth one's while to have a

lady friend in sickness.

"And I am glad to hear that Mon-
sieur Blot is teaching classes of New
York ladies that cooking is not a vulgar
kitchen toil, to be left to blundering
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servants, but an elegant feminine ac- gredients in the poetry of life. She

complishment, better worth a woman's alone can keep the poetry and beauty

learning than crochet or embroidery ;
of married life who has this poetry in

and that a well-kept culinary apartment her soul
;
who with energy and discre-

may be so inviting and orderly that no tion can throw back and out of sight the

lady need feel her ladyhood compro- sordid and disagreeable details which
mised by participating in its pleasant beset all human living, and can keep in

toils. I am glad to know that his cooking the foreground that which is agreeable ;

academy is thronged with more schol- who has enough knowledge of practical

ars than he can accommodate, and from household matters to make unskilled

ladies in the best classes of society, and rude hands minister to her culti-
"
Moreover, I am glad to see that in vated and refined tastes, and constitute

New Bedford, recently, a public course her skilled brain the guide of unskilled

of instruction in the art of bread-making hands. From such a home, with such

has been commenced by a lady, and a mistress, no sirens will seduce a man,
that classes of the most respectable even though the hair grow gray, and

young and married ladies in the place the merely physical charms of early
are attending them. days gradually pass away. The en-

" These are "steps in the right direc- chantment that was about her person

tion, and show that our fair country- alone in the days of courtship seems in

women, with the grand good - sense the course of years to have interfused

which is their leading characteristic, and penetrated the home which she has

are resolved to supply whatever in our created, and which in every detail is

national life is wanting. only an expression of her personality.
"

I do not fear that women of such Her thoughts, her plans, her provident
sense and energy will listen to the soph- care, are everywhere ; and the home
istries which would persuade them that attracts and holds by a thousand ties

elegant imbecility and inefficiency are the heart which before marriage was

charms of cultivated womanhood or in- held by the woman alone."

POOR CHLOE.

A TRUE STORY OF MASSACHUSETTS IN THE OLDEN TIME.

"Let not ambition mock their useful toil,

Their homely joys, and destiny obscure ;

Nor grandeur hear with a disdainful smile

The short and simple annals of the poor."

GRAY'S Elegy.

IT
was a long, long time ago, before

the flame of gas was seen in the

streets, or the sounds of the railroad

were heard in the land
;
so long before,

that, had any prophet then living fore-

told such magical doings, he would have

been deemed a fit inhabitant of Bedlam.

In those primitive times, the Widow
Lawton was considered a rich woman,

though her income would not go far

toward clothing, a city -fashionable in

these days. She owned a convenient

house on the sea-shore, some twelve or

fifteen miles from Cape Ann
;
she culti-

vated ten acres of sandy soil, and had

a well-tended fish-flake a quarter of a

mile long. To own an extensive fish-

flake, was, in that neighborhood, a sure

sign of being well to do in the world.

The process of transmuting it into
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money was slow and circuitous ; but tall brass andirons, brightly burnished,
those were not fast days. The fish were gleamed through a feathery forest of

to be caught, and cleaned, and salted, asparagus, interspersed with scarlet ber-

and spread on the flake, and turned day ries. The high, mahogany case of draw-

after day till thoroughly dry. Then they ers, grown black with time, and lustrous

were packed, and sent in vessels to with much waxing, had innumerable

Maryland or Virginia, to be exchanged great drawers and little drawers, all re-

for flour or tobacco ; then the flour and splendent with brass ornaments, kept
tobacco were sold in foreign ports, and as bright as new gold,

silks, muslins, and other articles of lux- The Widow was accustomed to say,

ury procured with the money.
"

It takes a good deal of elbow-grease
The Widow Lawton was a notable, to keep everything trig and shiny

"
;

stirring woman, and it was generally and though she was by no means spar-

agreed that no one in that region kept ing of her own, the neat and thriving
a sharper look-out for the main chance, condition of the household and the

Nobody sent better fish to market
; premises was largely owing to black

nobody had such good luck in hiving Chloe, her slave and servant-of-all-work.

bees
; nobody could spin more knots When Chloe was a babe strapped on

of yarn in a day, or weave such hand- her mother's shoulders, they were stolen

some table-cloths. Great was her store from Africa and packed in a ship. What
of goodies for the winter. The smoke- became of her mother she knew not.

house was filled with hams, and the How the Widow Lawton obtained the

ceiling of the kitchen was festooned right to make her work from morning
with dried apples and pumpkins. In till night, without wages, she never in-

summer, there was a fly-cage suspended quired. It had always been so, ever

from the centre. It was made of bris- since she could remember, and she had

ties, in a sort of basket-work, in which heard the minister say, again and again,
were arranged bits of red, yellow, and that it was an ordination of Providence,

green woollen cloth tipped with honey. She did not know what ordination was,

Flies, deceived by the fair appearance, or who Providence was
;
but she had a

sipped the honey, and remained glued vague idea that both were up in the sky,
to the woollen

;
their black bodies serv- and that she had nothing to do but

ing to set off the bright colors to advan- submit to them. So year after year she

tage. In those days, such a cage was patiently cooked the meals, and weeded
considered a very genteel ornament for a the garden, and cut and dried the apples,
New England kitchen. Rich men some- and scoured the brasses, and sanded the

times have their coats of arms sketched floor in herring-bone pattern, and tended
on the floor in colored crayons, to be the fish-flake till the profitable crop
effaced in one night by the feet of dan- of the sea was ready for market. There
cers. The Widow Lawton ornamented was a melancholy expression in the eyes
her kitchen floor in a manner as ephem- of poor, ignorant Chloe, which seemed

eral, though less expensive. Every af- to indicate that there might be in her

ternoon it was strewn with white sand soul a fountain that was deep, though it

from the beach, and marked all over was sealed by the heavy stone of slav-

with the broom in a herring-bone pat- ery. Carlyle said of a dog that howled
tern

;
a very suitable coat of arms for at the moon,

" He would have been a
the owner of a fish-flake. In the par- poet, if he could have found a publish-
lor was an ingrained carpet, the admira- er." And Chloe, though she never
tion and envy of the neighborhood. A thought about the Infinite, was some-

large glass was surmounted by a gilded times impressed with a feeling of its

eagle upholding a chain, prophetic of mysterious presence, as she walked
the principal employment of the bird of back and forth tending the fish-flake

;

freedom for three quarters of a century with the sad song of the sea forever re-

thereafter. In the Franklin fireplace, sounding in her ears, and a glittering

VOL. XVII. NO. 10 1. 23
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orb of light sailing through the great the waves kissed by the sunshine. It

blue arch over her head, and at evening was the first free, strong emotion she

sinking into the waves amid a gorgeous had ever experienced, and it sent a

drapery of clouds. When the moon glow through the cold dulness of her

looked on the sea, the sealed fountain lonely life.

within her soul was strangely stirred. Jim went away on along voyage. He
The shadow of rocks on the beach, the said perhaps he should be gone two
white sails of fishing-boats glimmering years. The evening before he sailed,

in the distance, the everlasting sighing he walked with Chloe on the beach
;

of the sea, made her think of ghosts ;
and when he bade her good by, he gave

though the oppressive feeling never her a pretty little pink shell, with a look

shaped itself into words, except in the that she never forgot. She gazed long
statement,

"
I 'se sort o' feared o' moon- after him, and felt flustered when he

light." So poor Chloe paced her small turned and saw her watching him. As
round upon the earth, as unconscious he passed round a rock that would con-

as the ant in her molehill that she was ceal him from her sight, he waved his

whirling round among the stars. The .cap toward her, and she turned home-
extent of her moral development was, ward, murmuring to herself,

" He did n't

that it was her duty to obey her mis- say nothin'
; but he looked just as ef he

tress and believe all the minister said, wanted to say suthin'." On that look

She had often been told that was suffi- the poor hungry heart fed itself. It

cient for her salvation, and she sup- was the one thing in the world that was

posed it was so. her own, that nobody could take from

But the dream that takes possession her, --the memory of a look,

of young hearts came to Chloe also
;

Time passed on, and Chloe went her

though in her case it proved merely the rounds, from house-service to the field,

shadow of a dream, or a dream of a and from field-service to the fish-flake,

shadow. On board of one of the sloops The Widow Lawton had strongly im-

that carried fish to Baltimore was a free pressed upon her mind that the Scrip-

colored man, named Jim Saunders. The ture said,
" Six days shalt thou work."

first time she saw him, she thought his On the Sabbath no out-door work was

large brown eyes were marvellously carried on, for the Widow was a careful

handsome, and that he had a very pleas- observer of established forms
;
but there

ant way of speaking to her. She always were so many chores to be done inside

watched for the ship in which he came, the house, that Chloe was on her feet

and was very particular to have on a most of the day, except when she was

clean apron when she was likely to dozing in a dark corner of the meeting-
meet him. She looked at her own eyes house gallery, while the Reverend Mr.

in a bit of broken looking-glass, and Gordonmammon explained the differ-

wondered whether they seemed as hand- ence between justification and sanctifi-

some to him as his eyes did to her. In cation. Chloe did n't understand it, any
her own opinion she had rather pretty more than she did the moaning of the

eyes, and she was not mistaken
;
for the sea

;
and the continuous sound without

Scriptural description, "black, but come- significance had the same tendency to

ly," was applicable to her. Jim never lull her to sleep. But she regarded the

told her so, but she had somehow re- minister with great awe. It never en-

ceived an impression that perhaps he tered her mind that he belonged to the

thought so. Sometimes he helped her same species as herself. She supposed
turn the fish on the Flake, and afterward God had sent him into the world with

walked with her along the beach, as she special instructions to warn sinners
;

wended her way homeward. On such and that sinners were sent into the

occasions there was a happy sound in world to listen to him and obey him.

the song of the sea, and her heart Her visage lengthened visibly when-

seemed to dance up in sparkles, like ever she saw him approaching with his
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cocked hat and ivory-headed cane. He
was something far-off and mysterious
to her imagination, like the man in the

moon
;
and it never occurred to her

that he might enter as a disturbing ele-

ment into the narrow sphere of her

humble affairs. But so it was destined

to be.

The minister was one of the nearest

neighbors, and not unfrequently had

occasion to negotiate with the Widow
Lawton concerning the curing of hams
in her smoke-house, or the exchange of

pumpkins for dried fish. When their

business was transacted, the Widow

usually asked him to "
stop and take a

dish o' tea
"

;
and he was inclined to

accept the invitation, for he particularly
liked the flavor of her doughnuts and

pies. On one of these occasions, he

said :

"
I have another matter ofbusiness

to speak with you about, Mrs. Lawton,
a matter nearly connected with my

temporal interest and convenience. My
Tom has taken it into his head that he

wants a wife, and he is getting more
and more uneasy about it. Last night
he strayed off three miles to see Black

Dinah. Now if he gets set in that di-

rection, it will make it very inconven-

ient for me
;
for it will take him a good

deal of time to go back and forth, and I

may happen to want him when he is

out of the way. But if you would con-

sent to have him marry your Chloe, I

could easily summon him if I stood in

need of him."
"

I can't say it would be altogeth-
er convenient," replied Mrs. Lawton.
" He 'd be coming here often, bringing
mud or dust into the house, and he 'd

be very likely to take Chloe's mind off

from her work."

"There need be no trouble on that

score," said Mr. Gordonmammon. "
I

should tell Tom he must never come
here except on Saturday evenings, and
that he must return early on Sunday
morning. My good woman has taught
him to be so careful about his feet, that

he will bring no mud or dust into your
house. His board will cost you noth-

ing, for he will come after supper and
leave before breakfast; and perhaps

you may now and then find it handy for

him to do a chore for you."

Notwithstanding these arguments,
the Widow still seemed rather disin-

clined to the arrangement. She feared

that some moments of Chloe's time

might thereby be lost to her.

The minister rose, and said, with much

gravity :

" When a pastor devotes his

life to the spiritual welfare of his flock,

it would seem reasonable that his pa-
rishioners should feel some desire to

serve his temporal interests in return.

But since you are unwilling to accom-

modate me in this small matter, I will

bid you good evening, Mrs. Lawton."

The solemnity of his manner intimi-

dated the Widow, and she hastened to

say :

" Of course I am always happy
to oblige you, Mr. Gordonmammon

;

and since you have set your mind on

Tom's having Chloe, I have no objec-
tion to your speaking to her about it."

The minister at once proceeded to

the kitchen. Chloe, who was carefully
instructed to use up every scrap of

time for the benefit of her mistress,

had seated herself to braid rags for a

carpet, as soon as the tea things were

disposed of. The entrance of the min-

ister into her apartment surprised her,

for it was very unusual. She rose,

made a profound courtesy, and remained

standing.
"
Sit down, Chloe ! sit down !

"
said

he, with a condescending wave of his

hand. "
I have come to speak to you

about an important matter. You have

heard me read from the Scriptures that

marriage is honorable. You are old

enough to be married, Chloe, and it is

right and proper you should be mar-

ried. My Tom wants a wife, and there

is nobody I
7
should like so well for him

as you. I will go home and send Tom
to talk with you about it."

Chloe looked very much frightened,
and exclaimed :

" Please don't, Massa
Gordonmammon. I don't want to be

married."
" But it 's right and proper you should

be married," rejoined the minister
;

" and Tom wants a wife. It 's your

duty, Chloe, to do whatever your min-
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ister and your mistress tell you to

do."

That look from Jim came up as a

bright vision before poor Chloe, and
she burst into tears.

"
I will come again when your mind

is in a state more suited to your condi-

tion," said the minister. " At present

your disposition seems to be rebellious.

I will leave you to think of what I have
said."

But thinking made Chloe feel still

more rebellious. Tom was fat and
\

stupid, with thick lips, and small, dull-

looking eyes. He compared very un-

favorably with her bright and handsome

Jim. She swayed back and forth, and

groaned. She thought over all the par-
ticulars of that last walk on the beach,
and murmured to herself,

u He looked

jest as ef he wanted to say suthin'."

She thought of Tom and groaned

again ;
and underlying all her confu-

sion of thoughts there was a misera-

ble feeling that, if the minister and her

mistress both said she must marry

Tom, there was no help for it.

The next day, she slashed and

slammed round in an extraordinary

manner. She broke a mug and a bowl,

and sanded the floor with a general

conglomeration of scratches, instead of

the neat herring-bone on which she

usually prided herself. It was the only

way she had to exercise her free-will

in its desperate struggle with necessity.

Mrs. Lawton, who never thought of

her in any other light than as a ma-

chine, did not know what to make of

these singular proceedings. "What

upon airth ails you ?
" exclaimed she.

"
I do believe the gal 's gone crazy."

Chloe paused in her harum-scarum

sweeping, and said, with a look and

tne almost defiant,
"

I don't want to

marry Tom."
" But the minister wants you to mar-

ry him," replied Mrs. Lawton, "and

yo'u ought to mind the minister."

Chloe did not dare to dispute that

assertion, but she dashed her broom
round in the sand, in a very rebellious

manner.
" Mind what you 're about, gal !

"

exclaimed Mrs. Lawton. "
I am not

going to put up with such tantrums."

Chloe was acquainted with the weight
of her mistress's hand, and she moved
the broom round in more systematic
fashion

;
but there was a tempest raging

in her soul.

In the course of a few days the min-

ister visited the kitchen again, and
found Chloe still averse to his proposi-
tion. If his spiritual ear had been del-

icate, he would have noticed anguish
in her pleading tone, when she said :

"
Please, Massa Gordonmammon, don't

say nothin' more 'bout it I don't want
to be married." But his spiritual ear

was not delicate
;
and her voice sound-

ed to him merely as that of a refractory

wench, who was behaving in a manner

very unseemly and ungrateful in a bond-

woman who had been taken from the

heathen round about, and brought un-

der the guidance of Christians. He
therefore assumed his sternest look

when he said :

"
I supposed you knew

it was your duty to obey whatever your
minister and your mistress tell you.
The Bible says,

' He is the minister of

God unto you.' It also says,
'

Servants,

obey your masters in all things
'

;
and

your mistress stands to you in the place

of your deceased master. How are you

going to account to God for your disobe-

dience to his commands ?
"

Chloe, half frightened and half rebel-

lious, replied,
"

I don't think Missis

would like it, if you made Missy Katy

marry somebody when she said she

did n't want to be married."
"
Chloe, it is very presumptuous in

you to talk in that way," rejoined the

minister. " There is no similarity be-

tween your condition and that of your

young mistress. You are descended

from Ham, Chloe ;
and Ham was ac-

cursed of God on account of his sin,

and his posterity were ordained to be

servants
;
and the Bible says,

'

Servants,

obey your masters in all things
'

;
and it

says that the minister is a ' minister of

God unto you.' You were born among
heathen and brought to a land of Gos-

pel privileges ;
and you ought to be

grateful that you have protectors capa-
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ble of teaching you what to do. Now
your mistress wants you to marry Tom,
and I want you to marry him

;
and we

expect that you will do as we bid you,
without any more words. I will come

again, Chloe ; though you ought to feel

ashamed of yourself for giving your
minister so much trouble about such a

trifling matter."

Receiving no answer, he returned to

the sitting-room to talk with Mrs. Law-

ton.

Chloe, like most people who are alone

much oftheir time, had a confirmed habit

of talking to herself; and her solilo-

quies were apt to be rather promiscu-
ous and disjointed.

"
Trifling matter !

"
said she. "

S'pose
it 's trifling matter to you, Massa Min-

ister. Ugh ! S'pose they '11 make me.

Don't know nothin' 'bout Ham. Never
hearn tell o' Ham afore, only ham in

the smoke-house. If ham 's cussed in

the Bible, what fur do folks eat it ?

Hearn Missis read in the Bible that the

Divil went into the swine. Don't see

what fur I must marry Tom 'cause Ham
was cussed for his sin." She was si-

lent for a while, and, being unable to

bring any order out of the chaos of her

thoughts, she turned them toward a

more pleasant subject.
" He did n't

say nothin'," murmured she
;

" but he

looked jest as ef he wanted to say
suthin'." The tender expression of

those great brown eyes came before her

again, and she laid her head down on

the table and sobbed.

Her protectors, as they styled them-

selves, never dreamed that she had a

heart. In their thoughts she was mere-

ly a bondwoman taken from the hea-

then, and consigned to their keeping
for their uses.

Tom made another visit to Dinah,
and was out of the way when his mas-

ter wanted him. This caused the min-

ister to hasten in making his third visit

to Chloe. She met him with the same

frightened look
; and when he asked if

she had made up her mind to obey her

mistress, she timidly and sadly repeat-

ed,
" Massa Minister, I don't want to

be married."

" You don't want to do your duty ;

that's what it is, you disobedient wench,"
said the minister sternly.

"
I will wres-

tle with the Lord in prayer for you, that

your rebellious heart may be taken away,
and a submissive temper given you,
more befitting your servile condition."

He spread forth his hands, covered

with very long-fingered, dangling black-

silk gloves, and lifted his voice in the

following petition to the Throne of

Grace :

" O Lord, we pray thee that

this rebellious descendant of Ham,
whom thou hast been pleased to place
under our protection, may learn that it

is her duty to obey thy Holy Word
;

wherein it is written that I am unto

her a minister of God, and that she is

to obey her mistress in all things. May
she be brought to a proper sense of her

duty ; and, by submission to her supe-

riors, gain a humble place in thy'heav-

enly kingdom, where the curse inherit-

ed from her sinful progenitor may be

removed. This we ask in the name of

thy Son, our Saviour Jesus Christ, who
died that sinners might be redeemed

by believing on his name ; even sinners

who, like this disobedient handmaid,
were born in a land of heathens."

He paused and looked at Chloe, who
could do nothing but weep. There

were many words in the prayer which

conveyed to her no meaning ;
and why

she was accursed oh account of the sin

of Ham remained a perplexing puzzle
to her mind. But she felt as if she

must, somehow or other, be doing some-

thing wicked, or the minister would not

come and pray for her in such a solemn

manner.

Mr. Gordonmammon, having reiter-

ated his rebukes and expostulations
without receiving any answer but tears,

called Mrs. Lawton to his assistance.
"

I have preached to Chloe, and prayed
for her," said he; "but she remains

stubborn."
"

I am surprised at you, Chloe !

" ex-

claimed the Widow. " You have been

told a great many times that it is your

duty to obey the minister and to obey
me

; yet you have put him to the trouble

of coming three times to talk with you.
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I sha'n't put up with any more such do- One was the Widow's daughter, a girl of

ings. You must make up your mind seventeen, whom Chloe called "
Missy

once for all to marry Tom. What have Katy." The other was Sukey Larkin,

you to say about it, you silly wench ?
" who lived twenty miles off, but occasion-

With a great break-down of sobs, ally came to visit an aunt in the neigh-

poor Chloe blubbered out,
"
S'pose I borhood. Both the young girls were

must,'
1 '' dressed in their best ; for they were

They left her alone
;

and O how going to a quilting-party, where they

dreadfully alone she felt, with the mem- expected to meet many beaux. But

ory of that treasured look, and the Catharine Lawton's best was very supe-

thought that, whatever it was Jim want- rior to Sukey Larkin's. Her gown was
ed to say, he could never say it now ! of a more wonderful pattern than had
The next day, soon after dinner, Mrs. been seen in that region. It had been

Lawton entered the kitchen, and said : brought from London, in exchange for
"
Chloe, the minister has brought Tom. tobacco. Sukey had heard of it, and

Make haste, and do up your dishes, and had stopped at the Widow Lawton's to

put on a clean apron, and come in to make sure of seeing it, in case Catha-

be married." rine did not wear it to the quilting-party.

Chloe's first impulse was to run away ; Though she had heard much talk about

but she had nowhere to run. She was it, it surpassed her expectations, and

recognized as the property of her mis- made her very discontented with her

tress, and wherever she went she would own gown of India-cotton, dotted all

be sure to be sent back. She washed over with red spots, like barley-corns,
the dishes so slowly that Mrs. Lawton The fabric of Catharine's dress was fine,

came again to say the minister was thick linen, covered with pictures, like

waiting. Chloe merely replied,
"
Yes, a fancifully illustrated volume of Natu-

missis." But when the door closed ral History. Butterflies of all sizes and
after her, she muttered to herself : "Let colors were fluttering over great bas-

him wait. I did n't ax him to come here kets of flowers, birds were swinging on

plaguing me about the cuss o' Ham. blossoming vines, bees were hovering
Don't know nothin' 'bout Ham. Never round their hives, and doves were bill-

hearn tell 'bout him afore." ing and cooing on the roof of their cots.

Again her mistress came to summon One of the beaux in the neighborhood
her, and this time in a somewhat angry expressed his admiration of it by say-
mood. " Have you got lead tied to ing,

"
It beats all natur'." It was made

your heels, you lazy wench ?
" said she. in bodice-fashion, with a frill of fine

" How many times must I tell you the linen nicely crimped; and the short,

minister 's waiting ?
" And she empha- tight sleeves were edged just above the

sized the question with a smart box on elbow with a similar frill,

the ear. Sukey had before envied Catharine

Like a cowardly soldier driven up to the possession of a gold necklace
;
but

the cannon's mouth by bayonets, Chloe that grew dim before the glory of this

put on a clean apron, and went to the London gown. She repeated several

sitting-room. When the minister told times that it was the handsomest thing
Tom to stand up, she did not even look she ever saw, and that it was remark-

at him
;
and he, on his part, seemed ably becoming. But at the quilting-

very much frightened. After a brief party the bitterness of her spirit be-

form of words had been repeated, they trayed itself in such remarks as these :

were told that they were husband and " Folks wonder where the Widow Law-

wife. Then the bridegroom was ordered ton gets money to set herself up so much

to go to ploughing, and the bride was above other folks. But she knows how
sent to the fish-flake. to drive a bargain. She can skin a flint,

Two witnesses were present at this and tan the hide. She makes a fool of

dismal wedding beside Mrs. Lawton. Catharine, dressing her up like a London
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doll. I wonder who she expects is go-

ing to marry her, if she brings her up
with such extravagant notions."

" Mr. Gordonmammon thinks a deal

of the Widow Lawton," said the hostess

of the quilting-party.

"Yes, I know he does," replied Su-

key.
" If he was a widower, I guess

they 'd be the town's talk/ Some folks

think he goes there full often enough.
He brought his Tom there to-day to

marry Chloe. I wonder the Widow could

spare her time to be married, though,
to be sure, it did n't take long, for the

minister made a mighty short prayer."
Poor Chloe ! Thus they dismissed

a subject which gave her a life-long

heart-ache. There was no honey in her

bridal moon. She told Tom several

times she wished he would stay at

home ; but he was so perseveringly

good-natured, there was no possibility

of quarrelling with him. By degrees,
she began to find his visits on Saturday

evening rather more entertaining than

talking to herself.
"

I would n't mind bein' so druv wi*

work," said Tom, " ef I could live like

white folks do when they gits married.

I duz more work than them as has a

cabin o' their own, an' keeps a cow and
a pig. But black folks don't seem to

git no good o' their work."
" Massa Minister says it 's 'cause

God cussed Ham," replied Chloe. "
I

thought 't was wicked to cuss, but Mas-
sa Minister says Ham was cussed in the

Bible. Ef I could have some o' the

fish I clean and dry, I could sen' to

Lunnun for a gownd ;
but Missy Katy

she gits all the gownds, 'cause Ham
was cussed in the Bible. I don't know
nothin' 'bout it

;
seems drefful queer."

" Massa tole me I mus' work for

nothin', 'cause Ham was cussed," re-

joined Tom. " But it seems like Ham
cussed some black folks worse nof oth-

ers. > There 's Jim Saunders, he 's a

nigger, too
;
but he gits his feed and

six dollars a month."

The words were like a stab to Chloe.

She dropped half a needleful of stitch-

es in her knitting, and told Tom she

wished he 'd hold his tongue, for he

kept up such a jabbering that he made
all her stitches run down. Tom, thus

silenced, soon fell asleep. She glanced
at him as he sat snoring by her side,

and contrasted him with the genteel

figure and handsome features that had
been so indelibly photographed on her

memory by the sunbeams of love.

Tears dropped fast on her knitting-
work ;

but when Tom woke up, she

spoke kindly, and tried to atone for her

ill-temper. Time, which gradually rec-

onciles us to all things, produced the

same effect on her as on others. When
the minister asked her, six months after-

ward, how she and Tom were getting

along, she replied,
"

I 's got used to

him."

Yet life see'med more dreary to her

than it did before she had that brief

experience of a free feeling. She never

thought of that look without longing to

know what it was Jim wanted to say.

But, as months passed on, the tantaliz-

ing vision came less frequently, and at

the end of a year Chloe experienced
the second happy emotion of her life.

When she looked upon her babe, a

great fountain of love leaped up in her

heart. She was never too tired to wait

upon little Tommy ;
and if his cries dis-

turbed her deep sleep, she folded the

helpless little creature to her bosom,
with the feeling that he was better than

rest. She was accustomed to carry him
to the fish-flake in a big basket, and

lay him on a bed of dry leaves, with her

apron for an awning. As she paced
backwards and forwards at her daily

toil, it was a perpetual entertainment to

see him lying there sucking his thumbs.

But that was nothing compared with

the joy of nursing him. When his hun-

ger was partially satisfied, he would

stop to smile in his mother's face ;

and Chloe had never seen anything so

beautiful as that baby smile. As he

lay on her lap, laughing and cooing,

there was something in the expression
of his eyes that reminded her of the

look she could never forget. He had

taken the picture from her soul, and

brought it with him to the outer world
;

but as he lay there, playing with his
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toes, he knew no more about his moth-
er's heart than did the Rev. Mr. Gor-
donmammon.
One balmy day in June, she was sit-

ting on a rock by the sea-shore, nurs-

ing her babe, pinching his little plump
cheeks, and chirruping to make him

smile, when she heard the sound of

footsteps. She looked up, and saw Jim
approaching. Her heart jumped into

her throat. She felt very hot, and then

very cold. When Jim came near enough
to look upon the babe, he stopped an

instant, said, in a constrained way,
" How d' ye, Chloe," then turned and
walked quickly away. She gazed after

him so wistfully that for a few moments
the cooing of her babe was disregard-
ed.

" Tears like he was affronted," she

murmured, at last ; and the big tears

dropped slowly. Little Tommy had a
fit that night ; for, by the strange inter-

fusion of spirit into all forms of matter,
the quick revulsion of the blood in his

mother's heart passed into his nourish-

ment, and convulsed his body, as her

soul had been convulsed.

But the disturbance passed away, and
Chloe's life rolled on in its accustomed

grooves. Tommy grew strong enough
to run by her side when she went to

the beach. Hour after hour he busied

himself with pebbles and shells, every
now and then bringing her his treas-

ures, and calling out,
"
Pooty !

" When
he held out a shell, and looked at her

with his great brown eyes, it stirred up
memories

; but the pain was gone from

them. Her heart was no longer fam-

ished
;

it was filled with little Tommy.
This engrossing love was not agree-

able to the Widow Lawton. If less was

accomplished in a day than usual, she

would often exclaim,
" That brat takes

up too much of your time." And not

unfrequently Chloe was compelled to

go to the beach and leave Tommy fas-

tened up in the kitchen ; though this

was never done without some outcries

on his part, and some suppressed mut-

terings on hers.

On one of these occasions, Sukey
Larkin came to make a call. When Mrs.

Lawton saw her at the gate, she said to

her daughter,
" How long do you sup-

pose she '11 be in the house before she
asks to see your silk gown ?

"

Catharine smiled and kept on spinning
flax till her visitor entered.

" Good morning, Sukey," said Mrs.

Lawton. "
I did n't know you was

about in these parts."
"

I come yesterday to do some busi-

ness for mother," replied Sukey,
a and

I 'm going back in an hour. But I

thought I would just run in to see you,
Catharine. Aunt says you 're going to

Jane Horton's wedding. Are you going
to wear your new silk ?

"

" So you 've heard about the new
silk ?

"
said Mrs. Lawton.

"To be sure I have," rejoined Sukey.
"
Everybody 's talking about it. Do

show it to me, Catharine ; that 's a

dear."

The dress was brought forth from its

envelope of white linen. It was a very
lustrous silk, changeable between rose-

color and apple-green, and the delicate

hues glanced beautifully in the sunlight.

Sukey was in raptures, and exclaimed,
"

I don't wonder Mr. Gordonmammon
said Solomon in all his glory was not

arrayed like Catharine, when she went
to the great party at Cape Ann. I do

declare, you 've got lace at the elbows

and round the neck !

' : She heaved
a deep sigh when the dress was refold-

ed
;
and after a moment's silence said,

"
I wish mother had a fish-flake, and

knew how to manage as well as you
do, Mrs. Lawton ; then she could trade

round with the sloops and get me a

silk gown."
"
O, I dare say you will have one

some time or other," rejoined Catha-

rine.
"
No, I shall never have one, if I

live to be a hundred years old," re-

plied Sukey.
"

I was n't born with a

silver spoon in my mouth, like some
folks."

"
I wonder what Tommy 's doing in

the kitchen," said Mrs. Lawton. " He 's

generally about some mischief when
he 's so still. I declare I 'd as lief

have a colt in the house as that little

nigger." She looked into the kitchen
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and added,
" He 's sound asleep on the rather unpleasant to face Chloe

;
for

floor." the bereaved mother grew so wild with
" If he 's so much trouble to you," anxiety, that the hardest heart could

said Sukey,
"

I wish you 'd give him to not remain untouched. " O missis ! why
me. I always thought I should like to did n't you let me take Tommy with

have a nigger." me ?" exclaimed she. "He played with

"You may have him ifyou want him," hisself, and was n't no care to me. I

replied Mrs. Lawton. " He 's nothing s'pose he was lonesome, and runned

but a pester, and he takes up a quarter down to the beach to look for mammy ;

part of Chloe's time. But you 'd bet- an' he 's got drownded." With that

ter take him before she gets home, for thought she rushed to the door to go
she '11 make a fuss

;
and if he wakes up and hunt for him on the sea-shore,

he '11 cry." Her mistress held her back with a

Sukey had a plan in her mind, sug- strong arm, and, finding it impossible

gested by the sight of the silk gown, to pacify her, she at last said,
"
Sukey

and she was eager to get possession Larkin wanted Tommy, and I told her

of little Tommy. She said her horse she might have him ; she '11 take good
was tackled to the wagon, all ready to care of him."

start for home, and there was some The unhappy bondwoman gazed at

straw in the bottom of it. The vehicle her with an expression of intense mis-

was soon at the widow's door, and by ery, which she was never afterward able

careful management the child was placed to forget.
" O missis ! how could you

on the straw without waking ; though do it ?
" she exclaimed ; and, sinking

Catharine said she heard him cry be- upon a chair, she covered her face with

fore the wagon was out of sight. her apron.

Chloe hurried through her work on "Sukey will be good to him," said

the beach, and came home at a quick Mrs. Lawton, in tones more gentle than

pace ;
for she was longing to see her usual.

darling, and she had some misgivings
" He '11 cry for his mammy," sobbed

as to how he was treated in her absence. Chloe. " O missis ! 't was cruel to take

She opened the kitchen-door with the away my little Tommy."
expectation that Tommy would spring The Widow crept noiselessly out of

toward her, as usual, exclaiming,
" Mam- the room, and left her to wrestle with

my ! mammy !

" The disappointment her grief as she could. She found the

gave her a chill, and she ran out to call minister in the sitting-room, and told

him. When no little voice responded to him she had given away little Tommy,
the call, she.went to the sitting-room and but that she would n't have done it if

said,
"
Missis, have you seen Tommy ?

" she had thought Chloe would be so wild
" He a'n't been here," replied Mrs. about it

;
for she doubted whether she

Lawton, evasively.
" Can't you find should get any work out of her for a

him ?
" week to come.

The Widow was a regular commu- " She '11 get over it soon," said the

nicant of the Reverend Mr. Gordon- minister. " My cow lowed dismally,

mammon's church ;
but she was so and would n't eat, when I sold her calf;

blinded by slavery that it never occurred but she soon got used to doing \vith-

to her there was any sin in thus trifling out it."

with a mother's feelings. When Chloe It did not occur to him as included

had hurried out of the room, she said within his pastoral duties to pray with

to her daughter, in a tone of indiffer- the stricken slave ;
and poor Chloe, op-

ence,
" One good thing will come of pressed with an unutterable sense of

giving Tommy to Sukey Larkin, she loneliness, retired to her straw pallet,

won't come spying about here for one and late in the night sobbed herself to

spell ; she '11 be afraid to face Chloe." sleep. She woke with a weight on her

In fact, she herself soon found it heart, as if there was somebody dead in
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the house ;
and quickly there rushed

upon her the remembrance that her

darling was gone. A ragged gown of

his was hanging on a nail. How she

kissed it, and cried over it ! Then she

took Jim's pink shell from her box,
folded them carefully together, and laid

them away. No mortal but herself

knew what memories were wrapped up
with them. She went through the usual

routine of housework like a laborer who

drags after him a ball and chain. At
the appointed time, she wandered forth

to the beach with no little voice to chirp
music to her as she went. When she

saw prints of Tommy's little feet in the

sand, she sat down on a stone, and cov-

ered her face with her apron. For a

long time her sobs and groans mingled
with the moan of the sea. She raised

her head, and looked inland, in the di-

rection where she supposed Sukey Lar-

kin lived. She revolved in her mind
the possibility of going there. But

stages were almost unknown in those

days ;
and no wagoner would take her,

without consent of her mistress, if she

pleaded ever so hard. She thought of

running away at midnight ;
but Mrs.

Lawton would be sure to overtake her,

and bring her back. Thoughts of what

her mistress might do in such a case

reminded her that she was neglecting
the fish. Like a machine wound up, she

began to go her customary rounds ; but

she had lost so much time that it was
late before her task was completed.
Then she wandered away to a little

heap of moss and pebbles, that Tommy
had built the last time they were to-

gether on the beach. On a wet rock

near by she sat down and cried. Black

clouds gathered over her head, a cold

northeast wind blew upon her, and the

spray sprinkled her naked feet. Still

she sat there and cried. Louder and

louder whistled the wind ; wilder and

wilder grew the moan of the sea. She

heard the uproar without caring for it.

She wished the big waves would come
and wash her away.

Meanwhile Mrs. Lawton noticed the

gathering darkness, and looked out

anxiously for the return of her servant.

" What upon airth can have become of

her ?
" said she. " She oughter been

home an hour ago."
"

I should n't wonder if she had set

out to go to Sukey Larkin's," replied
Catharine.

The Widow had thought of that
;
she

had also thought of the sea
;

for she

had an uneasy remembrance of that

look of utter misery when Chloe said,
" How could you do it ?

"

It was Saturday evening ; and, ac-

cording to custom, Tom came to see

his wife, all unconscious of the afflic-

tion that had befallen them. Mrs. Law-
ton went out to meet him, and said :

"
Tom, I wish you would go right down

to the beach, and see what has become
of Chloe. She a'n't come home yet,

and I 'm afraid something has hap-

pened." She returned to the house,

thinking to herself,
" If the wench is

drowned, where shall I get such an-

other ?
"

Tom found Chloe still sitting on the

wet stone. When he spoke to her, she

started, as if from sleep ;
and her first

exclamation was,
" O Tom ! missis has

guv away little Tommy."
It was some time before he could un-

derstand what had happened ; but when
he realized that his child was gone, his

strong frame shook with sobs. Little

Tommy was the only creature on earth

that loved him, his only treasure, his

only plaything.
"
It 's cruel hard," said

he.
"
O, how little Tommy is crying for

mammy !

" sobbed Chloe
;

" and I can't

git to him nohow. Oh ! oh !

' :

Tom tried to comfort her, as well as

he knew how. Among other things, he

suggested running away.
"

I 've been thinking 'bout that," re-

joined Chloe ;

" but there a'n't nowhere

to run to. The white folks has got all

the money, and all the hosses, and all

the law."
"
O, what a cuss that Ham was !

'

groaned Tom.
" Don't know nothin' 'bout that ole

cuss," replied Chloe. l< Missis was cruel.

What makes God let white folks cruel-

lize black folks so ?
"
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The question was altogether too large
"
Don't, mother ! She feels bad about

for Tom, or anybody else, to answer, little Tommy."
After a moment's silence, he said, Chloe overheard the words of pity ;

"
P'r'aps Sukey Larkin will come some- and the first time she was alone with

times, and bring little Tommy to see her young mistress, she said,
"
Please,

us." Missy Katy, write to Sukey Larkin and
" She should n't have him ag'in !

" ask her to bring little Tommy."
exclaimed Chloe. "

I 'd scratch her Catharine promised sjie would
; but

eyes out, if she tried to carry him off her mother objected to it, as making

ag'in." unnecessary trouble, and the promise
The sudden anger roused her from was not fulfilled.

her lethargy ;
and she rose immedi- Week after week Chloe looked out

ately when Tom reminded her that it upon the road, in hopes of seeing Sukey
was late, and they ought to be going Larkin's wagon. But Sukey had no

home. Home ! how the word seemed thoughts of coming to encounter her

. to mock her desolation ! entreaties. She was feeding and fatting

Mrs. Lawton was so glad to see her Tommy, with a view to selling him and
faithful servant alive, and was so averse buying a silk gown with the money,
to receiving another accusing look from The little boy cried and moped for some
those sad eyes, that she forbore to rep- days; but, after the manner of children,

rimand her for her unwonted tardiness, he soon became reconciled to his new
Chloe spoke no word of explanation, situation. He ran about in the fields,

but, after arranging a few things, retired and gradually forgot the sea, the moss,

silently to her pallet. She had been the pebbles, and mammy's lullaby,

accustomed to exercise out of doors in One day Mrs. Lawton said to her

all weathers, but was unused to sitting daughter,
" How that dreadful cough

still in the wet and cold. She was hangs on ! I begin to be afraid Chloe 's

seized with strong shiverings in the going into a consumption. I hope not ;

night, and continued feverish for some for I don't know where I shall find such

days. Her mistress nursed her, as she another wench to work."

would a valuable horse or cow. She mentioned her fears to the min-

In a short time she resumed her cus- ister, and he said, "When she gets over

ternary tasks, but coughed incessantly worrying about Tommy, she '11 pick up
and moved about slowly and listlessly, her crumbs."

Her mistress, annoyed not to have the But the only change that came over

work going on faster, said to her re- Chloe was increasing listlessness of

proachfully one day,
" You got this cold mind and fatigue of body. At last, she

by staying out so late that night." was unable to rise from her pallet. She
*'
Yes, missis," replied Chloe, very lay there looking at her thin hands, and

sadly.
"

I should n't have stayed out talking to herself, according to her old

ef little Tommy had been with me." habit. The words Mrs. Lawton most

"What a fuss you make about that frequently heard weref "It was cruel

little nigger !

" exclaimed Mrs. Lawton. of missis to take away little Tommy."
" Tommy was my property, and I 'd a Notwithstanding all the clerical argu-

right to give him away." ments she had heard to prove the right-
" 'T was cruel of you, missis," re- eousness of slavery, the moan of the

joined Chloe. "Tommy was all the dying mother made her feel uncom-

comfort I had
;
an' I 's worked hard fortable. Sometimes the mind of the

for you, missis, many a year." invalid wandered, and she would hug
Mrs. Lawton, unaccustomed to any Tommy's little gown, pat it lovingly,

remonstrance from her bondwoman, and sing to it the lullaby her baby loved,

seized a switch and shook it threaten- Sometimes she murmured,
" He looked

ingly. jest as ef he wanted to say suthin'
"

;

But Catharine said, in a low tone : and sometimes a smile lighted up her
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face, as if she saw some pleasant vis- place slaves thus at the feet of their

ion. masters, even in the grave-yard.
The minister came to pray with her, The Reverend Mr. Gordonmammon

and to talk what he called religion. But concluded to buy a young black woman,
it sounded to poor Chloe more than that Tom might not be again induced
ever like the murmuring of the sea. to stray off after Dinah

; and Tom pas-
She turned her face away from him and sively yielded to the second arrange-

1

said nothing. With what little mental ment, as he had to the first,

strength she had, she rejected the idea In two years after Sukey Larkin took
that the curse of Ham, whoever he possession of 'little Tommy, she sent

might be, justified the treatment she him to Virginia to be exchanged for

had received. She had no idea what a tobacco
;

with the proceeds of which
heathen was, but she concluded it meant she bought a gold necklace, and a flashy

something bad ;
and she had often told silk dress, changeable between grass-

Tom she did n't like to have the min- green and orange ;
and great was her

ister talk that way, for it sounded like satisfaction to astonish Catharine Law-

calling her names. ton with her splendor the next time they
At last the weary one passed away met at a party.

from a world where the doings had all I never heard that poor Chloe's ghost
been dark and incomprehensible to her. haunted either them or the Widow Law-
But her soul was like that of a little ton. Wherever slavery exerts its bane-

child ; and Jesus has said,
" Of such ful influence, it produces the same re-

are the kingdom of heaven." They suits, searing the conscience and

found under her pillow little Tommy's blinding the understanding to the most

ragged gown, and a pink shell. Why obvious distinctions between right and
the shell was there no one could con- wrong.

jecture. The pine box containing her There is no record of little Tommy's
remains was placed across the foot of fate. He disappeared among "the dark,

Mr. Lawton's grave, at whose side his sad millions," who knew not father or

widow would repose when her hour mother, and had no portion in wife or

should come. It was the custom to child.

SNOW.
T

I ^HE Summer comes, and the Summer goes.
Wild-flowers are fringing the dusty lanes,

The sparrows go darting through fragrant rains,

And, all of a sudden, it snows !

Dear Heart ! our lives so happily flow,

So lightly we heed the flying hours,
We only know Winter is gone by the flowers,

We only know Winter is come by the Snow!
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GRIFFITH GAUNT; OR, JEALOUSY.

CHAPTER IX.

/"^RIFFITH, with an effort he had
vJ not the skill to hide, stammered

out, "Mistress Kate, I do wish you

joy." Then, with sudden and touching

earnestness,
" Never did good fortune

light on one so worthy of it"
" Thank you, Griffith," replied Kate,

softly. (She had called him " Mr.

Gaunt "
in public till now.)

" But mon-

ey and lands dc not always bring con-

tent. I think I was happier a minute

ago than I feel now," said she, quietly.

The blood rushed into Griffith's face

at this
;
for a minute ago might mean

when he and she were talking almost

like lovers about to wed. He was so

overcome by this, he turned on his heel,

and retreated hastily to hide his emo-

tion, and regain, if possible, composure
to play his part of host in the house

that was his no longer.
Kate herself soon after retired, nom-

inally to make her 'toilet before dinner ;

but really to escape the public and think

it all over.

The news of her advancement had

spread like wildfire
;
she was waylaid

at the very door by the housekeeper,
who insisted on showing her her house.

"Nay, never mind the house," said

Kate
; "just show me one room where

I can wash my face and do my hair."

Mrs. Hill conducted her to the best

bedroom
; it was lined with tapestry,

and all the colors flown
; the curtains

were a deadish yellow.
" Lud ! here 's a colored room to show

me into," said the blonde Kate
;

" and
a black grate, too. Why not take me
out o' doors and bid me wash in the

snow ?"
"
Alack, mistress," said the woman,

feeling very uneasy, "we had no or-

ders from Mr. Gaunt to light fires up
stairs."

"
O, if you wait for gentlemen's or-

ders to make your house fit to live in !

You knew there were a dozen ladies

coming, yet you were not woman enough
to light them fires. Come, take me to

your own bedroom."

The woman turned red. " Mine is

but a small room, my lady," she stam-

mered.
" But there 's a fire in it," said Kate,

spitefully.
" You servants don't wait

for gentlemen's orders, to take care of

'yourselves."
Mrs. Hill said to herself,

"
I 'm to

leave ;
that 's flat." However, she led

the way down a passage, and opened
the door of a pleasant little room in a

square turret ; a large bay window oc-

cupied one whole side of the room, and
made it inexpressibly bright and cheer-

ful, though rather hot and stuffy ;
a clear

coal fire burned in the grate.
" Ah !

"
said Kate,

" how nice ! Please

open those little windows, every one.

I suppose you have sworn never to let

wholesome air into a room. Thank

you : now go and forget every cross

word I have said to you, I am out of

sorts, and nervous, and irritable. There,
run away, my good soul, and light fires

in every room ; and don't you let a crea-

ture come near me, or you and I 'shall

quarrel downright."
Mrs. Hill beat a hasty retreat. Kate

locked the door and threw herself back-

wards on the bed, with such a weary
recklessness and abandon as if she was

throwing herself into the sea, to end
all her trouble, and burst out crying.

It was one thing to refuse to marry
her old sweetheart ;

it was another to

take his property and reduce him to

poverty. But here was she doing both,

and going to be persuaded to marry

Neville, and swell his wealth with the

very possessions she had taken from

Griffith ;
and him wounded into the bar-

gain for love of her. It was really too

cruel. It was an accumulation of dif-

ferent cruelties. Her bosom revolted ;

she was agitated, perplexed, irritated,

unhappy, and all in a tumult
;
and al-

though she had but one fit of crying,
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to the naked eye, yet a person of very big, and his neighbor's very little,

her own sex would have seen that at he was harder than perhaps he intended

one moment she was crying from agi- to be.

tated nerves, at another from worry, "Why, Master Gaunt," said he, "sure-

and at the next from pity, and then from ly you would hot follow my daughter

grief. now, to feed upon a woman's bread.

In short, she had a good long, hearty, Come, be a man
; and, if you are the

multiform cry ;
and it relieved her swell- girl's friend, don't stand in her light,

ing heart, so far that she felt able to go You know she can wed your betters,

down now, and hide her feelings, one and clap Bolton Hall on to Neville's

and all, from friend and foe
;

to do Court. No doubt it is a disappoint-
which was unfortunately a part of her ment to you : but what can't be cured

nature. must be endured
; pluck up a bit of

She rose and plunged her face into courage, and turn your heart another

cold water, and then smoothed her way ;
and then I shall always be a good

hair. friend to you, and my doors open to you
Now, as she stood at the glass, two come when you will."

familiar voices came in through the Griffith made no reply. Kate strained

open window, and arrested her atten- her ears, but could not hear a syllable,

tion directly. It was her father con- A tremor ran through her. She was in

versing with Griffith Gaunt. Kate distance farther from Griffith than her

pricked up her quick ears and lis- father was
;

but superior intelligence

tened, with her back havr in her hand, provided her with a bridge from her

She caught the substance of their talk, window to her old servant's mind. And

only now and then she missed a word now she felt that this great silence was
or two. the silence of despair.

Mr. Peyton was speaking rather But the Squire pressed him for a

kindly to Griffith, and telling him he definite answer, and finally insisted on

was as sorry for his disappointment as one. "
Come, don't be so sulky," said

any father could be whose daughter he ;

"
I 'm her father : give me an an-

had just come into a fortune. But swer, ay or no."

then he went on and rather spoiled this Then Kate heard a violent sigh, and

by asking Griffith bluntly what on earth out rushed a torrent of words that each

had ever made him think Mr. Charlton seemed tinged with blood from the un-

intended to leave him Bolton and Hern- fortunate speaker's heart. " Old man,"
shaw. he almost shrieked, "what did I ever

Griffith replied, with manifest agita- do to you, that you torment me so ?

tion, that Mr. Charlton had repeatedly Sure you were born without bowels,

told him he was to be his heir.
"
Not," Beggared but an hour agone, and now

said Griffith,
" that he meant to wrong you must come and tell me I have lost

Mistress Kate, neither : poor old man, /terby losing house and lands ! D'ye
he always thought she and I should be think I need to be told it ? She was

one." too far above me before, and now she

"Ah! well," said Squire Peyton, is gone quite out of my reach. But why
coolly,

" there is an end of all that come and fling it in my face ? Can't

now." you give a poor, undone man one hour

At this observation Kate glided to to draw his breath in trouble ? And
the window, and laid her cheek on the when you know I have got to play the

sill to listen more closely. host this bitter day, and smile, and

But Griffith made no reply. smirk, and make you all merry, with my
Mr. Peyton seemed dissatisfied at his heart breaking ! O Christ, look down

silence, and being a person who, not- and pity me, for men are made of stone !

withstanding a certain superficial good- Well, then, no
;

I will not, I cannot say

nature, saw his own side of a question the word to give her up. She will dis-
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charge me, and then I '11 fly the country
and never trouble you more. And to

think that one little hour ago she was

so kind, and I was so happy ! Ah, sir,

if you were born of a woman, have a

little pity, and don't speak to me of her

at all, one way or other. What are you
afraid of? I am a gentleman and a

man, though sore my trouble : I shall

not run after the lady of Bolton Hall.

Why, sir, I have ordered the servants

to set her chair in the middle of the

table, where I shall 'not be able to speak
to her, or even see her. Indeed I dare

not look at her : for I must be merry.

Merry ! My arm it worries me, my
head it aches, my heart is sick to death.

Man ! man ! show me some little grace,
and do not torture me more than flesh

and blood can bear."
" You are mad, young sir," said the

Squire, sternly,
" and want locking up

on bread and water for a month."
"

I am almost mad," said Griffith,

humbly.
" But if you would only let

me alone, and not tear my heart out

of my body, I could hide my agony
from the whole pack of ye, and go

through my part like a man. I wish

I was lying where I laid my only friend

this afternoon."
"
O, I don't want to speak to you,"

said Peyton, angrily; "and, by the same

token, don't you speak to my daughter
no more."

"
Well, sir, if she speaks to me, I

shall be sure to speak to her, without

asking your leave or any man's. But
I will not force myself upon the lady
of Bolton Hall ; don't you think it.

Only for God's sake let me alone. I

want to be by myself." And with this

he hurried away, unable to bear it any
more.

Peyton gave a hostile and contemp-
tuous snort, and also turned on his

heel, and went off in the opposite di-

rection.

The effect of this dialogue on the

listener was not to melt, but exasper-
ate her. Perhaps she had just cried

away her stock of tenderness. At any
rate, she rose from her ambush a very
basilisk

;
her eyes, usually so languid,

flashed fire, and her forehead was red

with indignation. She bit her lip, and
clenched her hands, and her little foot

beat the ground swiftly.

She was still in this state when a

timid tap came to the door, and Mrs.
Hill asked her pardon, but dinner was

ready, and the ladies and gentlemen all

a waiting for her to sit down,
This reminded Kate she was the

mistress of the house. She answered

civilly she would be down immediately.
She then took a last look in the glass ;

and her own face startled her.
"
No," she thought, "they shall none

of them know nor guess what I feel."

And she stood before the glass and

deliberately extracted all emotion from

her countenance, and by way of prep-
aration screwed on a spiteful smile.

When she had got her face to her

mind, she went down stairs.

The gentlemen awaited her with im-

patience, the ladies with curiosity, to

see how she would comport herself in

her new situation. She entered, made a

formal courtesy, and was conducted to

her seat by Mr. Gaunt. He placed her

in the middle of the table.
"

I play the

host for this one day," said he, with

some dignity ;
and took the bottom of

the table himself.

Mr. Hammersley was to have sat on
Kate's left, but the sly Neville per-
suaded him to change, and so got next

to his inamorata : opposite to her sat

her father, Major Rickards, and others

unknown to fame.

Neville was in high spirits. He had

the good taste to try and hide his satis-

faction at the fatal blow his rival had

received, and he entirely avoided the

topic ; but Kate saw at once, by his

demure complacency, he was delighted
at the turn things had taken, and he

gained nothing by it : he found her a

changed girl. Cold monosyllables were

all he could extract from her. He re-

turned to the charge a hundred times,

with indomitable gallantry, but it was

no use. Cold, haughty, sullen !

Her other neighbor fared little bet-

ter ;
and in short the lady ofthe house

made a vile impression. She was an
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iceberg, a beautiful kill-joy, a wet went on: "You don't like him well

blanket of charming texture. enough to marry him
; and since you

And presently Nature began to co- cannot make him happy, it hurts your
operate with her : long before sunset it good heart to make him poor."

grew prodigiously dark
;
and the cause "

It is you for reading a lady's heart,"
was soon revealed by a fall of snow in said Kate, ironically,
flakes as large as a biscuit. A shiver George proceeded steadily.

"
I '11

ran through the people ;
and old Pey- show you an easy way out of this di-

ton blurted out,
"

I shall not go home lemma."

to-night." Then he bawled across the " Thank you," said Kate, rather in-

table to his daughter: "You are at solently.

home. We will stay and take posses-
" Give Mr. Gaunt Bolton and Hern-

sion." shaw, and give me your hand."
" O papa !

" said Kate, reddening Kate turned and looked at him with

with disgust. surprise ; she saw by his eye it was no
But if dulness reigned around the la- jest. For all that, she affected to take

dy of the house, it was not so every- it as one. "That would be long and
where. Loud bursts of merriment were short division," said she

; but her voice

heard at the bottom of the table. Kate faltered in saying it.

glanced that way in some surprise, and " So it would," replied George, cool-

found it was
(

Griffith making the corri- ly ;

" for Bolton and Hernshaw both are

pany merry, Griffith of all people. not worth one finger of that hand I ask

The laughte broke out at short inter- of you. But the value of things lies in

vals, and by and by became uproarious the mind that weighs 'em. Mr. Gaunt,
and constant. At last she looked at you see, values Bolton and Hernshaw
Neville inquiringly. very highly ; why, he is in despair at

" Our worthy host is setting us an losing them. Look at him
; he is get-

example of conviviality," said he. " He ting rid of his reason before your very
is getting drunk." eyes, to drown his disappointment."

"
O, I hope not," said Kate. " Has " Ah ! oh ! that is it, is it ?

"
And,

he no friend to tell him not to make a strange to say, she looked rather re-

fool of himself ?
"

lieved.

' You take a great interest in him,"
" That is it, believe me : it is a way

said Neville, bitterly. we men have. But, as I was saying, /
" Of course I do. Pray, do you de- don't care one straw for Bolton and

sert your friends when ill luck falls on Hernshaw. It \syou I love, not your
them ?

" land nor your house, but your sweet
"
Nay, Mistress Kate, I hope not." self; so give me that, and let the law-

"You only triumph over the misfor- yers make over this famous house and

tunes of your enemies, eh ?
" said the lands to Mr. Gaunt. His antagonist I

stinging beauty. have been in the field, and his rival I

" Not even that. And as for Mr. am and must be, but not his enemy, you
Gaunt, I am not his enemy." see, and not his ill-wisher."

" O no, of course not. -You are his Kate was softened a little.
" This is

best friend. Witness his arm at this all mighty romantic," said she,
" and

moment." very like -A-preux chevalier, as you are
;

"
I am his rival, but not his enemy, but you know very well he would fling

I '11 give you a proof." Then he low- land and house in your face, if you of-

ered his voice, and said in her ear : fered them him on these terms."
" You are grieved at his losing Bolton

;

"
Ay, in my face, if I offered them ;

and, as you are very generous and no- but not in yours, if you."

ble-minded, you are all the more grieved
"

I am sure he would, all the same."

because ^iis loss is your gain." (Kate
"
Try him."

blushed at this shrewd hit.) Neville " What is the use ?
"
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"
Try him."

Kate showed symptoms of uneasi-

ness. "
Well, I will," said she, stoutly.

"
No, that I will not. You begin by

bribing me
;
and then you would set

me to bribe him."
"

It is the only way to make two hon-

est men happy."
" If I thought that "

" You know it. Try him.''
" And suppose he says nay ?

"

" Then we shall be no worse than

we are."

"And suppose he says ay ?
"

" Then he will wed Bolton Hall and

Hernshaw, and the pearl of England
will wed me."

"
I have a great mind to take you at

your word," said Kate ;

" but no ; it is

really too indelicate."

George Neville fixed his eyes on her.

"Are you not deceiving yourself?"
said he. " Do you not like Mr. Gaunt
better than you think ? I begin to fear

you dare not put him to this test : you
fear his love would not stand it ?

"

Kate colored high, and tossed her

head proudly.
" How shrewd you gen-

tlemen are !

' she said.
" Much you

know of a lady's heart. Now the truth

is, I don't know what might not happen
were I to do what you bid me. Nay,
I 'm wiser than you would have me ;

and I '11 pity Mr. Gaunt at a safe dis-

tance, if you please, sir."

Neville bowed gravely. He felt sure

this was a plausible evasion, and that

she really was afraid to apply his test

to his rival's love.

So now, for the first time, he became
silent and reserved by her side. The
change was noticed by Father Francis,
and he fixed a grave, remonstrating
glance on Kate. She received it, un-

derstood it, affected not to notice it, and
acted upon it.

Drive a donkey too hard, it kicks.

Drive a man too hard, it hits.

Drive a woman too hard, it cajoles.
Now amongst them they had driven

Kate Peyton too hard
;
so she secretly

formed a bold resolution
; and, this

done, her whole manner changed for

the better. She turned to Neville, and
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flattered and fascinated him. The most
feline of her sex could scarcely equal
her calinerie on this occasion. But she

did not confine her fascination to him.

She broke out,/n? bono publico, like the

sun in April, with quips and cranks and

dimpled smiles, and made everybody
near her quite forget her late hauteur

and coldness, and bask in this sunny,
sweet hostess. When the charm was
at its height, the siren cast a seeming

merry glance at Griffith, and said to a

lady opposite,
" Methinks some of the

gentlemen will be glad to be rid of us,"

and so carried the ladies off to the

drawing-room.
There her first act was to dismiss her

smiles without ceremony ;
and her sec-

ond was to sit down and write four

lines to the gentleman at the head of

the dihing-table.
And he was as drunk as a fiddler.

CHAPTER X.

GRIFFITH'S friends laughed heartily
with him while he was getting drunk ;

and when he had got drunk, they

laughed still louder, only at him.

They
" knocked him down "

for a

song ;
and he sang a rather Anacreon-

tic one very melodiously, and so loud

that certain of the servants, listening

outside, derived great delectation from

it ; and Neville applauded ironically.

Soon after, they "knocked him down "

for a story ; and as it requires more
brains to tell a story than to sing a

song, the poor butt made an ass of him-

self. He maundered and wandered,
and stopped, and went on, and lost one

thread and took up another, and got
into a perfect maze. And while he was

thus entangled, a servant came in and

brought him a note, and put it in his

hand. The unhappy narrator received

it with a sapient nod, but was too polite,

or else too stupid, to open it, so closed

his fingers on it, and went maundering
on till his story trickled into the sand

of the desert, and somehow ceased ;
for

it could not be said to end, being a

thing without head or tail.
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He sat down amidst derisive cheers, friend's head, and wept in turn
;

afnd

About five minutes afterwards, in some down went both their lachrymose, emp-
intermittent flash of reason, he found ty noddles on the table. Griffith's re-

he had got hold of something. He mained there ;
but his best friend extri-

opened his hand, and lo, a note ! On cated himself, and, shaking his skull,

this he chuckled unreasonably, and dis- said, dolefully,
" He is very drunk."

tributed sage, cunning winks around, as This notable discovery, coming from

if he, by special ingenuity, had caught such a quarter, caused considerable

a nightingale, or the like
; then, with merriment.

sudden hauteur and gravity, proceeded
" Let him alone," said an old toper ;

to examine his prize. and Griffith remained a good hour with

But he knew the handwriting at his head on the table. Meantime the

once
;
and it gave him a galvanic shock other gentlemen soon put it out of their

that half sobered him for the moment. power to ridicule him on the score of

He opened the note, and spelled it intoxication.

with great difficulty. It was beautifully Griffith, keeping quiet, got a little

written, in long, clear letters ; but then better, and suddenly started up with a

those letters kept dancing so ! notion he was to go to Kate this very
moment. He muttered an excuse, and

"
I much desire to speak to you be- staggered to a glass door that led to the

fore 't is too late, but can think of no lawn. He opened this door, and rushed

way save one. I lie in the turreted out into the open air. He thought it

room : come under my window at nine would set him all right ; but, instead

of the clock
;
and prithee come sober, of that, it made him so much worse that

if you respect yourself, or presently his legs came to a misunder-
" KATE." standing, and he measured his length

on the ground, and could not get up
Griffith put the note in his pocket, again, but kept slipping down,

and tried to think
; but he could not Upon this he groaned and lay quiet,

think to much purpose. Then this Now there was a foot of snow on the

made him suspect he was drunk. Then ground ;
and it melted about Griffith's

he tried to be sober
;
but he found he hot temples and flushed face, and might-

could not. He sat in a sort of stupid ily refreshed and revived him.

agony, with Love and Drink battling He sat up and kissed Kate's letter,

for his brain. It was piteous to see the and Love began to get the upper hand

poor fool's struggles .to regain the rea- of Liquor a little.

son he had so madly parted with. He Finally he got up and half strutted,

could not do it ; and when he found half staggered, to the turret, and stood

that, he took up a finger-glass, and under Kate's window,

gravely poured the contents upon his The turret was covered with luxuri-

head. ant ivy, and that ivy with snow. So

At this there was a burst of laughter, the glass of the window was set in a

This irritated Mr. Gaunt ; and, with massive frame of winter
;
but a bright

that rapid change of sentiments which fire burned inside the room, and this

marks the sober savage and the drunk- set the panes all aflame. It was cheery

en European, he offered to fight a gen- and glorious to see the window glow
tleman he had been hitherto holding up like a sheet of transparent fire in its

to the company as his best friend. But deep frame of snow ;
but Griffith could

his best friend (a very distant acquaint- not appreciate all that. He stood there

ance) was by this time as tipsy as him- a sorrowful man. The wine he had

self, and offered a piteous disclaimer, taken to drown his despair had lost its

mingled with tears ;
and these maudlin stimulating effect, and had given him a

drops so affected Griffith that he flung heavy head, but left him his sick heart,

his one available arm round his best He stood and puzzled his drowsy fac-
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ulties why Kate had sent for him. Was
it to bid him good by forever, or to less-

en his misery by telling him she would

not marry another ? He soon gave up

cudgelling his enfeebled brains. Kate

was a superior being to him, and often

said things, and did things, that sur-

prised him. She had sent for him, and

that was enough. He should see her

and speak to her once more, at all

events. He stood, alternately nodding
and looking up at her glowing room,
and longing for its owner to appear.
But as Bacchus had inspired him to

mistake eight o'clock for nine, and as

she was not a votary of Bacchus, she

did not appear ;
and he stood there till

he began to shiver.

The shadow of a female passed along
the wall

;
and Griffith gave a great start.

Then he heard the fire poked. Soon
after he saw the shadow again; but it

had a large servant's cap on : so his

heart had beaten high for Mary or Su-

san. He hung his head disappointed ;

and, holding on by the ivy, fell a nod-

ding again.

By and by one of the little casements

was opened softly. He looked up, and
there was the right face peering out.

O, what a picture she was in the

moonlight and the firelight ! They both

fought for that fair head, and each got
a share of it : the full moon's silvery
beams shone on her rose-like cheeks

and lilified them a shade, and lit her

great gray eyes and made them gleam
astoundingly ; but the ruby firelight

rushed at her from behind, and flowed

over her golden hair, and reddened and

glorified it till it seemed more than

mortal. And all this in a very pic-
ture-frame of snow.

Imagine, then, how, sweet and glori-
ous she glowed on him who loved her,

and who looked at her perhaps for the

last time.

The sight did wonders to clear his

head
;
he stood open-mouthed, with his

heart beating. She looked him all over

a moment. "Ah!" said she. Then,

quietly,
"

I am so glad you are come."

Then, kindly and regretfully,
" How

pale you look ! you are unhappy."

This greeting, so gentle and kind,

overpowered Griffith. His heart was
too full to speak.

Kate waited a moment
; and then, as

he did not reply to her, she began to

plead to him. "I hope you are not

angry with me" she said, "/did not

want him to leave me your estates. I

would not rob you of them for the

world, if I had my way."
"
Angry with you !

"
said Griffith.

"
I 'm not such a villain. Mr. Charl-

ton did the right thing, and " He
could say no more.

"I do not think so," said Kate. "But
don't you fret: all shall be settled to

your satisfaction. I cannot quite love

you, but I have a sincere affection for

you ;
and so I ought. Cheer up, dear

Griffith ; don't you be down-hearted

about what has happened to-day."
Griffith smiled. "

I don't feel un-

happy," he said ;

"
I did feel as if my

heart was broken. But then you seemed

parted from me. N.ow we are together,
I feel as happy as ever. Mistress, don't

you ever shut that window and leave

me in the dark again. Let me stand

and look at your sweet face all night,
and I shall be the happiest man im

Cumberland."

"Ay," said Kate, blushing at his ar-

dor; "happy for a single night; but

when I go away you will be in the

dumps again, and perhaps get tipsy ;

as if that could mend matters ! Nay, I

must set your happiness on stronger

legs than that. Do you know I have

got permission to undo this cruel will,

and let you have Bolton Hall and

Hernshaw again ?
"

Griffith looked pleased, but rather

puzzled.
Kate went on, but not so glibly now.

"However," said she, a little nervously,
" there is one condition to it that will

cost us both some pain. If you consent

to accept these two estates from me,
who don't value them one straw, why
then "

"
Well, what ?

" he gasped.

"Why, then, my poor Griffith, we
shall be bound in honor you and I

not to meet for some months, per-
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haps for a whole year : in one word,
do not hate me, not till you can
bear to see me another man's
wife."

The murder being out, she hid her
face in her hands directly, and in that

attitude awaited his reply.
Griffith stood petrified a moment

;

and I don't think his intellects were
even yet quite clear enough to take

it all in at once. But at last he did

comprehend it, and when he did, he

just uttered a loud cry of agony, and
then turned his back on her without a

word.

Man does not speak by words alone.

A mute glance of reproach has ere now

pierced the heart a tirade would have
left untouched

; and even an inarticu-

late cry may utter volumes.

Such an eloquent cry was that with

which Griffith Gaunt turned his back

upon the angelical face he adored, and
the soft, persuasive tongue. There
was agony, there was shame, there was

wrath, all in that one ejaculation.
It frightened Kate. She called him

back. " Don't leave me so," she said.
"

I know I have affronted you ; but I

meant all for the best. Do not let us

part in anger."
At this Griffith returned in violent

agitation.
"

It is your fault for making
me speak," he cried. "

I was going

away without a word, as a man should,
that is insulted by a woman. You
heartless girl ! What ! you bid me sell

you to that man for two dirty farms !

O, well you know Bolton and Hern-
shaw were but the steps by which I

hoped to climb to you : and now you
tell me to part with you, and take those

miserable acres instead of my darling.

Ah, mistress, you have never loved,

or you would hate yourself and despise

yourself for what you have done. Love !

ifyou had known what that word means,

you could n't look in my face and stab

me to the heart like this. God forgive

you ! And sure I hope he will
; for, af-

ter all, it is notyour fault that you were

born without a heart. WHY, KATE, YOU
ARE CRYING."

CHAPTER XI.

" CRYING !

"
said Kate. I could cry

my eyes out to think what I have done
;

but it is not my fault : they egged me
on. I knew you would fling those two
miserable things in my face if I did, and
I said so ; but they would be wiser than

me, and insist on my putting you to the

proof."

"They? Who is they?"
" No matter. Whoever it was, they

will gain nothing by it, and you will

lose nothing. Ah, Griffith, I am so

ashamed of myself, and so proud of

you."
"
They ?

"
repeated Griffith, suspi-

ciously. "Who is this they?"
"What does that matter, so long as

it was not Me ? Are you going to be

jealous again ? Let us talk of you and

me, and never mind who them is. You
have rejected my proposal with just
scorn : so now let me hear yours ;

for

we must agree on something this very

night. Tell me, now, what can I say or

do to make you happy ?
"

Griffith was sore puzzled.
" Alas !

sweet Kate," said he,
"

I don't know
what you can do for me now, except

stay single for my sake."
"

I should like nothing better," re-

plied Kate warmly ;

" but unfortunately

they won't let me do that. Father Fran-

cis will be at me to-morrow, and insist

on my marrying Mr. Neville."
" But you will refuse."
"

I would, if I could but find a good
excuse."

" Excuse ? why, say you don't love

him."
**

O, they won't allow that for a rea-

son."

"Then I am undone," sighed Grif-

fith.

"
No, no, you are not

;
if I could be

brought to pretend I love somebody
else. And really, if I don't quite love

you, I like you too well to let you be

unhappy. Besides, I cannot bear to

rob you of these unlucky farms : I

think there is nothing I would not do

rather than that. I think I would

rather do something very silly in-
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deed. But I suppose you don't want die than you should be unhappy ;
I

me to do that now ? Why don't you would rather follow you in rags round

answer me ? Why don't you say some- the world than marry a prince and make

thing? Are you drunk, sir, as they you wretched. Yes, dear, I am yours.

pretend ? or are you asleep ? O, I Make me your wife
; and then some

can't speak any plainer : this is intol- day I dare say I shall love you as I

erable. Mr. Gaunt, I 'm going to shut ought."

the window." She had never showed her heart to

Griffith got alarmed, and it sharp- him like this before ; and now it over-

ened his wits. "
Kate, Kate !

' he powered 4iim. So, being also a little

cried,
" what do you mean ? am I in under vinous influence, he stammered

a dream ? would you marry poor me out something, and then fairly blub-

after all?" bered for joy. Then what does Kate
" How on earth can I tell, till I am do, but cry for company ?

asked ?
"

inquired Kate, with an air of Presently, to her surprise, he was
childlike innocence, and inspecting the half-way up the turret, coming to her.

stars attentively.
"
O, take care ! take care !

" she
"
Kate, will you marry me ?

"
said cried. " You '11 break your neck."

Griffith, all in a flutter. "Nay," cried he ; "I must come at

"Of course I will if you will let you, if I die for it."

me," replied Kate, coolly, but rather The turret was ornamented from top

tenderly, too. to bottom with short ledges consisting
Griffith burst into raptures. Kate of half-bricks. This ledge, shallow as

listened to them with a complacent it was, gave a slight foothold, insuffi-

smile, then delivered herself after this cient in itself; but he grasped the

fashion :
" You have very little to thank strong branches of the ivy with a pow-

me for, dear Griffith. I don't exactly erful hand, and so between the two con-

downright love you, but I could not rob trived to get up and hang himself out

you of those unlucky farms, and you close to her.

refuse to take them back any way but " Sweet mistress," said he,
"
put out

this ;
so what can I do ? And then, for your hand to me

;
for I can't take it

all I don't love you, I find I am always against your will this time. I have got

unhappy if you are unhappy, and happy but one arm."

when you are happy ;
so it comes pretty But this she declined.

"
No, no,"

much to the same thing. I declare I said she
; "you do nothing but torment

am sick of giving you pain, and a little and terrify me, there." And so gave
sick of crying in consequence. There, it him

;
and he mumbled it.

I have cried more in the 'last fortnight This last feat won her quite. She
than in all my life before, and you know thought no other man could have got

nothing spoils one's beauty like crying, to her there with two arms
;
and Grif-

And then you are so. good, and kind, fith had done it with one. She said to

and true, and brave
;
and everybody is herself,

" How he loves me ! more
so unjust and so unkind to you, papa than his own neck." And then she

and all. You were quite in the right thought,
"

I shall be wife to a strong
about the duel, dear. He is an impu- man

;
that is one comfort."

dent puppy ; and I threw dust in your In this softened mood she asked him

eyes, and made you own you were in demurely, would he take a friend's ad-

the wrong, and it was a great shame of vice.

me, but it was because I liked you best " If that friend is you, ay."
I could take liberties with you, dear. "Then," said she, "I '11 do a down-
And you are wounded for me, and now right brazen thing, now my hand is in.

I have disinherited you. O, I can't bear I declare I '11 tell you how to secure me.

it, and I won't. My heart yearns for You make me plight my troth with you
you, bleeds for you. I would rather this minute, and exchange rings with
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you, whether I like or not; engage my
honor in this foolish business, and if

you do that, I really do think you will

have me in spite of them all. But

there, la ! am I worth all this

trouble ?
"

Griffith did not share this chilling
doubt. He poured forth his gratitude,
and then told her he had got his moth-
er's ring in his pocket; I meSnt to. ask

you to wear it," said he.
" And why did n't you ?

"

" Because you became an heiress all

of a sudden."
"
Well, what signifies which of us has

the dross, so that there is enough for

both ?
"

"That is true," said Griffith, approv-

ing his own sentiment, but not recog-

nizing his own words. " Here 's my
mother's ring, on my little finger, sweet

mistress. But I must, ask you to draw
it off, for I have but one hand."

Kate made a wry face,
"
Well, that

is my fault," said she,
" or I would not

take it from you so."

She drew off his ring, and put it on
her finger. Then she gave him her

largest ring, and had to put it on his lit-

tle finger for him.
" You are making a very forward girl

of me," said she, pouting exquisitely.
He kissed her hand while she was

doing it.

" Don't you be so silly," said she
;

"and, you horrid creature, how you
smell of wine ! The bullet, please."

" The bullet !

" exclaimed Griffith.

What bullet ?
"

" The bullet. The one you were

wounded with for my sake. I am told

you put it in your pocket ;
and I see

something bulge in your waistcoat. That

bullet belongs to me now."
"

I think you are a witch," said he.

"
I do carry it about next my heart.

Take it out of my waistcoat, if you will

be so good."
She blushed and declined, and, with

the refusal on her very lips, fished it

out with her taper fingers. She eyed
it with a sort of tender horror. The

sight of it made her feel faint a moment.

She told him so, and that she would

keep it to her dying day. Presently
her delicate finger found something was
written on it. She did not ask him
what it was, but withdrew, and exam-
ined it by her candle. Griffith had en-

graved it with these words :
-

"I LOVE KATE."

He looked through the window, and
saw her examine it by the candle. As
she read the inscription, her face, glori-
fied by the light, assumed a celestial

tenderness he had never seen it wear
before.

She came back and leaned eloquently
out as if she would fly to him. " O
Griffith, Griffith !

" she murmured, and
somehow or other their lips met, in spite
of all the difficulties, and grew together
in a long and tender embrace.

It was the first time she had ever

given him more than her hand to kiss,
and the rapture repaid him for all.

But as soon as she had made this

great advance, virginal instinct suggest-
ed a proportionate retreat.

"You must go to bed," she said, aus-

terely ;

"
you will catch your death of

cold out here."

He remonstrated: she insisted. He
held out : she smiled sweetly in his

face, and shut the window in it pretty

sharply, and disappeared. He went

disconsolately down his ivy ladder.

As soon as he was at the bottom, she

opened the window again, and asked

him, demurely, if he would do something
to' oblige her.

He replied like a lover; he was ready
to be cut in pieces, drawn asunder with

wild horses, and so on.
"
O, I know you would do anything

stupid for me," said she
;
"but will you

do something clever for a poor girl that

is in a fright at what she is going to do

for you ?
"

" Give your orders, mistress," said

Griffith,
" and don't talk of me obliging

you. I feel quite ashamed to hear you
talk so, to-night especially."

"Well, then," said Kate, "first and

foremost, I want you to throw your-
self on Father Francis's neck."

"
I '11 throw myself on Father Fran-
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cis's neck," said Griffith, stoutly.
"

Is.

that all ?
"

"
No, nor half. Once upon his neck

you must say something. Then I had

better settle the very words, or perhaps

you will make a mess of it. Say after

me now : O Father Francis, 't is to you
I owe her."

"O Father Francis, 'tis to you I owe
her."

" You and I are friends for life."

" You and I are friends for life."

"
And, mind, there is always a bed in

our home for you, and a plate at our

table, and a right welcome, come when

you will."

Griffith repeated this line correctly,

but, when requested to say the whole,
broke down. Kate had to repeat the

oration a dozen time's
;
and he said it

after her, like a Sunday-school scholar,

till he had it pat.

The task achieved, he inquired of

her what Father Francis was to say in

reply.

At this simple question Kate showed
considerable alarm. "Gracious heav-

ens!" she cried, "you must not stop

talking to him
;
he will turn you in-

side out, and I shall be undone. Nay,

you must gabble these words out, and
then run away as hard as you can gal-

lop."
" But is it true ?

" asked Griffith.
" Is

he so much my friend ?
"

" Hum !

" said Kate, "it is quite true,

and he is not at all your friend. There,
don't you puzzle yourself, and pester
me

; but do as you are bid, or we are

both undone."

Quelled by a menace so mysterious,
Griffith promised blind obedience

;
and

Kate thanked him, and bade him good
night, and ordered him peremptorily to

bed.

He went.

She beckoned him back.

He came.

She leaned out, and inquired, in a

soft, delicious whisper, as follows :

" Are

you happy, dearest ?
"

"
Ay, Kate, the happiest ofthe happy."

" Then so am I," she murmured.
And now she slowly closed the win-

dow, and gradually retired from the

eyes of her enraptured lover;

CHAPTER XII.

BUT while Griffith was thus sweetly

employed, his neglected guests were

dispersing, not without satirical com-
ments on their truant host. Two or

three, however, remained, and slept in

the house, upon special invitation. And
that invitation came from Squire Pey-
ton. He chose to conclude that Grif-

fith, disappointed by the will, had va-

cated the premises in disgust, and left

him in charge of them
; accordingly he

assumed the master with alacrity, and
ordered beds for Neville, and Father

Francis, and Major Rickards, and an-

other. The weather was inclement, and
the roads heavy ;

so the gentlemen thus

distinguished accepted Mr. Peyton's of-

fer cordially.

There were a great many things sung
and said at the festive board in the

course of the evening, but very few of

them would amuse or interest the read-

er as they did the hearers. One thing,

however, must not be passed by, as it

had its consequences. Major Rickards

drank bumpers apiece to the King, the

Prince, Church and State, the Army,
the Navy, and Kate Peyton. By the

time he got to her, two thirds of his

discretion had oozed away in loyalty,

esprit du corps, and port wine ; so he

sang the young lady's praises in vinous

terms, and of course immortalized the

very exploit she most desired to consign .

to oblivion : Anna -viragmemgue cane-

bat. He sang the duel, and in a style

which I could not, consistently with the

interests of literature, reproduce on a

large scale. Hasten we to the conclud-

ing versicles of his song.
u So then, sir, we placed our men for

the third time, and, you may take my
word for it, one or both of these heroes

would have bit the dust at that dis-

charge. But, by Jove, sir, just as they
were going to pull trigger, in galloped

your adorable daughter, and swooned

off her foaming horse in the middle of
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us, disarmed us, sir, in a moment,
melted our valor, bewitched our senses,

and the great god of war had to retreat

before little Cupid and the charms of

beauty in distress."
" Little idiot !

" observed the tender

parent ; and was much distempered.
He said no more about it to Major

Rickards
;
but when they all retired for

the night, he undertook to show Father

Francis his room, and sat in it with him
a good half-hour talking about Kate.

" Here 's a pretty scandal," said he.
"

I must marry the silly girl out of hand
before this gets wind, and you must

help me."

In a word, the result of the confer-

ence was that Kate should be publicly

engaged to Neville to-morrow, and mar-

ried to him as soon as her month's

mourning should be over.

The conduct of the affair was con-

fided to Father Francis, as having un-

bounded influence with her.

CHAPTER XIII.

NEXT morning Mr. Peyton was up
betimes in his character of host, and

ordered the servants about, and was in

high spirits ; only they gave place to

amazement when Griffith Gaunt came

down, and played the host, and was in

high spirits.

Neville too watched his rival, and
was puzzled at his radiancy.
So breakfast passed in general mys-

tification. Kate, who could have thrown

a light, did not come down to breakfast.

She was on her defence.

She made her first appearance out of

doors.

Very early in the morning, Mr. Pey-

ton, in his quality of master, had or-

dered the gardener to cut and sweep
the snow off the gravel walk that went

round the lawn. And on this path
Miss Peyton was seen walking briskly

to and fro in the frosty, but sunny air.

Griffith saw her first, and ran out to

bid her good morning.
Her reception of him was a farce.

She made him a stately courtesy for the

benefit of the three faces glued against
the panes, but her words were incon-

gruous.
" You wretch," said she,

" don't

come here. Hide about, dearest, till

you see me with Father Francis. I '11

raise my hand so when you are to cud-

dle him, and fib. There, make me a

low bow, and retire."

He obeyed, and the whole thing
looked mighty formal and ceremonious
from the breakfast-room.

" With your good leave, gentlemen,"
said Father Francis, dryly,

"
I will be

the next to pay my respects to her."

With this he opened the window and

stepped out.

Kate saw him, and felt very nervous.

She met him with apparent delight.
He bestowed his morning benedic-

tion on her, and then they walked si-

lently side by side on the gravel ;
and

from the dining-room window it looked

like anything but what it was, - - a fen-

cing match.

Father Francis was the first to break

silence. He congratulated her on her

good fortune, and on the advantage it

might prove to the true Church.

Kate waited quietly till he had quite

done, and then said,
"
What, I may go

into a convent now that I can bribe

the door open ?
"

The scratch was feline, feminine, sud-

den, and sharp. But, alas ! Father

Francis only smiled at it. Though not

what we call spiritually-minded, he was
a man of a Christian temper.

" Not
with my good-will, my daughter," said

he ;
"I am of the same mind still, and

more than ever. You must marry forth-

with, and rear children in the true

faith."
" What a hurry you are in."
" Your own conduct has made it ne-

cessary."
"
Why, what have I done now ?

'

" No harm. It was a good and hu-

mane action to prevent bloodshed, but

the world is not always worthy of good
actions. People are beginning to make
free with your name for your interfering

in the duel."

Kate fired up.
" Why can't people

mind their own business ?
"
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"
I do not exactly know," said the

priest, coolly,
" nor is it worth inquir-

ing. We must take human nature as it

is, and do for the best. You must mar-

ry him, and stop their tongues."
Kate pretended to reflect.

"
I believe

you are right," said she, at last ;

" and

indeed I must do as you would have

me ; for, to tell the truth, in an un-

guarded moment, I pitied him so that I

half promised I vuoiild"
" Indeed !

" said Father Francis.
" This is the first I have heard of it."

Kate replied that was no wonder, for

it was only last night she had .so com-

mitted herself.
" Last night !

"
said Father Francis

;

" how can that be ? He was never out

of my sight till we went to bed."
"
O, there I beg to differ," said the

lady.
" While you were all tippling in

the dining-room, he was better em-

ployed,
- - making love by moonlight.

And O what a terrible thing opportu-

nity is, and the moon another ! There !

what with the moonlight, and my pity-

ing him so, and all he has suffered for

me, and my being rich now, and having

something to give him, we two are en-

gaged. See, else : this was his moth-

er's ring, and he has mine."
" Mr. Neville ?

"

" Mr. Neville ? No. My old ser-

vant, to be sure. What, do you think

I would go and marry for wealth, when
I have enough and to spare of my own ?

O, what an opinion you must have of

me!"
Father Francis was staggered by this

adroit thrust. However, after a con-

siderable silence lie recovered him-

self, and inquired gravely why she had

given him no hint of all this the other

night, when he had diverted her from

a convent, and advised her to marry
Neville.

" That you never did, I '11 be sworn,"
said Kate.

Father Francis reflected.
" Not in so many words, perhaps ;

but I said enough to show you."
" O !

" said Kate,
" such a matter was

too serious for hints aad innuendoes
;
if

you wanted me to jilt my old servant

and wed an acquaintance of yesterday,

why not say so plainly ? I dare say I

should have obeyed you, and been un-

happy for life ; but now my honor is

solemnly engaged ; my faith is plighted ;

and were even you to urge me to break

faith, and behave dishonorably, I should

resist. I would liever take poison, and
die."

Father Francis looked at her steadi-

ly, and she colored to the brow.
" You are a very apt young lady,"

said he ; "you have outwitted your di-

rector. That may be my fault as much
as yours ;

so I advise you to provide

yourself with another director, whom

you will be unable, or unwilling, to out-

wit."

Kate's high spirit fell before this :

she turned her eyes, full of tears, on
him. "

O, do not desert me, now that

I shall need you more than ever, to

guide me in my new duties. Forgive
me

;
I did not know my own heart

quite. I '11 go into a convent now,
if I must

;
but I can't marry any man

but poor Griffith. Ah, father, he is

more generous than any of us ! Would

you believe it ? when he thought Bol-

ton and Hernshaw were coming to him,
he said if I married him I should have

the money to build a convent with.

He knows how fond I am of a con-

vent."
" He was jesting ;

his religion would

not allow it."

" His religion !

"
cried Kate. Then,

lifting her eyes to Heaven, and looking

just like an angel,
" Love is his religion !"

said she, warmly.
" Then his religion is Heathenism,"

said the priest, grimly.
"
Nay, there is too much charity in it

for that," retorted Kate, keenly.
Then she looked down, like a cunning,

guilty thing, and murmured :

" One of

the things I esteem him for is he always

speaks well of you. To be sure, just

now the poor soul thinks you are his

best friend with me. But that is my
fault ;

I as good as told him so : and it

is true, after a fashion
;
for you kept me

out of the convent that was his only
real rival. Why, here he comes, O
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father, now don't you go and tell him "
Father," she said,

" show me some
you side with Mr. Neville." mercy." Then, suddenly clasping her
At this crisis Griffith, who, to tell the hands : "HAVE PITY ON HIM, AND ON

truth, had received a signal from Kate, ME."
rushed at Father Francis and fell upon This time Nature herself seemed to

his neck, and said with great rapidity : speak, and the eloquent cry went clean
"O Father Francis, 't is to you I owe through the priest's heart,

her, you and I are friends for life. So " Ah !

" said he ; and his own voice

long as we have a house there is a trembled a little :

" now you are as

bed in it for you, and whilst we have a strong as your cunning was weak,
table to sit down to there 's a plate at Come, I see how it is with you ;

and I

it for you, and a welcome, come when am human, and have been young, and a

you will." lover into the bargain, before I was a

Having gabbled these words he winked priest. There, dry thy eyes, child, and
at Kate, and fled swiftly. go to thy room

; he thou couldst not
Father Francis was taken aback a trust shall bear the brunt for thee this

little by this sudden burst of affection, once."

First he stared, then he knitted his Then Kate bowed her fair head and

brows, then he pondered. kissed the horrid paw of him that had
Kate stole a look at him, and her eyes administered so severe but salutary a

sought the ground. pat. She hurried away up stairs, right
" That is the gentleman you arranged joyful at the unexpected turn things had

matters with last night V
' said he, taken,

drily. Father Francis, thus converted to her
"
Yes," replied Kate, faintly. side, lost no time

; he walked into the

"Was this scene part of the busi- dining-room and told Neville he had
ness ?

" bad news for him.
" O father !

" " Summon all your courage, my young
" Why I ask, he did it so unnatural, friend," said he, with feeling,

" and re-

Mr. Gaunt is a worthy, hospitable gen- member that this world is full of disap-
tleman

;
he and I are very good friends

; pointments."
and really I never doubted that I should Neville said nothing, but rose and
be welcome in his house until this stood rather pale, waiting like a man
moment." for the blow. Its nature he more than

" And can you doubt it now ?
" half guessed : he had been at the win-

" Almost: his manner just now was dow.

so hollow, so forced
;
not a word of all

that came from his heart, you know." It fell.

" Then his heart is changed very
" She is engaged to Gaunt, since last

lately." . night ; and she loves him."

The priest shook his head. "Any- "The double-faced jade !" cried Pey-

thing more like a puppet, and a parrot ton, with an oath.

to boot, I never saw. 'T was done so " The heartless coquette !
"
groaned

timely, too. He ran in upon our dis- Neville.

course. Let me see your hand, mis- Father Francis made excuses for her :

tress. Why, where is the string with.
"
Nay, nay, she is not the first of her

which you pulled yonder machine in so sex that did not know her own mind all

pat upon the word ?
"

at once. Besides, we men are blind
"
Spare me !

" muttered Kate, faintly, in matters of love
; perhaps a woman

"Then do you drop deceit and the would have read her from the first. Af-

silly cunning of your sex, and speak to ter all, she was not bound to give us the

me from your heart, or not at all." (Di- eyes to read a female heart."

apason.) He next reminded Neville that Gaunt
At this Kate began to whimper. had been her servant for years.

" You
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knew that," said he, "yet you came He buried himself at Neville's Cross

between them- at your .peril. Put for several days, and would neither see

yourself in his place : say you had sue- nor speak to a soul. His heart was
ceeded : would not his wrong be greater sick, his pride lacerated. He even shed
than yours is now ? Come, be brave ;

some scalding tears in secret
; though,

be generous ;
he is wounded, he is dis- to look at him, that seemed impossible.

inherited
; only his love is left him : 'tis

the poor man's lamb ;
and would you So passed a bitter week : and in the

take it ?
" course of it he bethought him of the

"
O, I have not a word to say against tears he had made a true Italian lady

the man" said George, with a mighty shed, and never pitied her a grain till

effort. now.
" And what use is your quarrelling He was going abroad : on his desk

with the woman ?
"
suggested the prac- lay- a little crumpled paper. It was

tical priest. Kate's entreaty for forgiveness. He
" None whatever," said George, sul- had ground it in his hand, and ridden

lenly. After a moment's silence he rang away with it.

the bell feverishly.
" Order my horse Now he was going away, he resolved

round directly," said he. Then he sat to answer her.

down, a/id buried his face in his hands, He wrote a letter full of bitter re-

and did not, and could not, listen to the proaches ;
read it over

;
and tore it up.

voice of consolation. He wrote a satirical and cutting let-

Now the house was full of spies in ter ; read it
;
and tore it up.

petticoats, amateur spies, that ran and He wrote her a mawkish letter
; read

told the mistress everything of their

own accord, to curry favor.

And this no doubt was the cause that,

just as the groom walked the piebald
out of the stable towards the hall door,
a maid came to Father Francis with a

it
; and tore it up.
The priest's words, scorned at first,

had sunk into him a little.

He walked about the room, and tried

to see it all like a by-stander.
He examined her writing closely : the

little note : he opened it, and found pen had scarcely marked the paper.
these words written faintly, in a fine

Italian hand :

"I scarce knew my own heart 'till I

saw him wounded and poor, and myself
rich at his expense. Entreat Mr. Nev-
iUe to forgive me."

He handed the note to Neville with-

out a word. -

Neville read it, and his lip trembled
;

but he said nothing, and presently went
out into the hall, and put on his hat, for

he saw his nag at the door.

Father Francis followed him, and

said, sorrowfully,
"
What, not one word

in reply to so humble a request?"
"
Well, here 's my reply," said George,

grinding his teeth. " Slie knows French,
though she pretends not.

1 Le bruit est pour le fat, la plainte est pour le sot,

L'honnete homme tromp<< s'eloigne et ne dit mot.'

And with this he galloped furiously sighed deeply ;
and said,

" Poor fellow !

away. How noble of him! What can such

They were the timidest strokes. The
writer seemed to kneel to him. He sum-

ned a11 his
m^hood,

his fortitude,

*ls generosity, and above all, his high-

breeding; and produced the following
letter ' and thls one he sent :

~
" MISTRESS KATE, I leave Eng-

land to-day for your sake
;
and shall

never return unless the day shall come
when I can look on you but as a friend.

The love that ends in hate, that is too

sorry a thing to come betwixt you and

nie.

" Ifyou have used me'ill, your punish-
ment fs this ; you have given me the

right to say to you
- 1 forgive you.

" GEORGE NEVILLE."

And he went straight to Italy.
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men as this see in any woman to go and that poignant grief was one tie more
fall in love with her ?

" between them.

Griffith found her with a tear in her For many years they did not furnish

eye. He took her out walking, and laid any exciting or even interesting matter

all his radiant plans of wedded life be- to this narrator. And all the better for

fore her. She came back flushed, and them : without these happy periods of

beaming with complacency and beauty, dulness our lives would be hell, and
Old Peyton was brought to consent our hearts eternally bubbling and boil-

to the marriage. Only he attached one ing in a huge pot made hot with thorns,

condition, that Bolton and Hernshaw In the absence of striking incidents,
should be settled on Kate for her sepa- it may be well to notice the progress of

rate use. character, and note the tiny seeds of

To this Griffith assented readily ; but events to come.
Kate refused plump.

" What, give him Neither the intellectual nor the moral

myself, and then grudge him my es- character of any person stands stock-

tates! Y'

said she, with a look of lofty still: a man improves, or he declines,

and beautiful scorn at her male ad- Mrs. Gaunt had a great taste for read-

visers. ing ; Mr. Gaunt had not : what was
But Father Francis, having regard to the consequence ? At the end of seven

the temporal interests of his Church, years the lady's understanding had made
exerted his strength and pertinacity, and great strides ; the gentleman's liad ap-
tired her out

;
so those estates were put parently retrograded,

into trustees' hands, and tied up tight Now we all need a little excitement,
as wax. and we all seek it, and get it by hook

This done, Griffith Gaunt and Kate or by crook. The girl who satisfies

Peyton were married, and made the that natural craving with what the cant-

finest pair that wedded in the county ing dunces of the day call a "sensa-

that year. tional
"
novel, and the girl who does it

As the bells burst into a merry peal, by waltzing till daybreak, are sisters
;

and they walked out of church man and only one obtains the result intellectual-

wife, their path across the churchyard ly, and the other obtains it like a young
was strewed thick with flowers, emblem- animal, and a pain in her empty head

atic, no doubt, of the path of life that next day.

lay before so handsome a couple. Mrs. Gaunt could enjoy company, but

They spent the honeymoon in Lon- was never dull with a good book. Mr.

don, and tasted earthly felicity. Gaunt was a pleasant companion, but

Yet did not quarrel after it ; but sub- dull out of company. So, rather than

sided into the quiet complacency of not have it, he would go to the parlor

wedded life. of the " Red Lion," and chat and sing
with the yeomen and rollicking young
squires that resorted thither : and this

CHAPTER XIV. was matter of grief and astonishment

to Mrs. Gaunt.

MR. and Mrs. Gaunt lived happily It was balanced by good qualities she

together as times went. knew how to appreciate. Morals were

A fine girl and boy were born to much looser then than now
;
and more

them ;
and need I say how their hearts than one wife of her acquaintance had

expanded and exulted, and seemed to a rival in the village, or even among her

grow twice as large. own domestics ; but Griffith had no

The little boy was taken from them loose inclinations of that kind, and nev-

at three years old
;
and how can I con- er gave her a moment's uneasiness,

vey to any but a parent the anguish of He was constancy and fidelity in per-

that first bereavement ? son.

Well, they suffered it together, and Sobriety had not yet been invented.
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But Griffith was not so intemperate as and sky in search of something they
most squires ; he could always mount had not yet found, even in wedded
the stairs to tea, and generally without life,

staggering. They lived at Hernshaw. A letter

He was uxorious, and it used to come had been found among Mr. Charlton's

out after his wine. This Mrs. Gaunt papers explaining his will. He counted

permitted at first, but by and by says on their marrying, and begged them to

she, expanding her delicate nostrils : live at the castle. He had left it on
" You may be as affectionate as you his wife's death

;
it reminded him too

please, dear, and you may smell of wine, keenly of happier days ; but, as he drew
if you will ; but please not to smell of near his end, and must leave all earthly
wine and be affectionate at the same things, he remembered the old house
moment. I value your affection too with tenderness, and put out his dying

highly to let you disgust me with it." hand to save it from falling into decay.
And the model husband yielded to Unfortunately, considerable repairs

this severe restriction
; and, as it never were needed

; and, as Kate's property
occurred to him to give up his wine, was tied up so tight, Griffith's two thou-

he forbore to be affectionate in his sand pounds went in repairing the house,

cups. lawn, park palings, and walled gardens ;

One great fear Mrs. Gaunt had enter- went, every penny, and left the bridge
tained before marriage ceased to haunt over the lake still in a battered, rotten,

her. Now and then her quick eye saw and, in a word, picturesque condition.

Griffith writhe at the great influence her This lake was by the older inhabit-

director had with her
; but he never ants sometimes called the "

mere," and

spoke out to offend her, and she, like a sometimes " the fish-pools
"

; it resem-

good wife, saw, smiled, and adroitly, bled an hour-glass in shape, only curved

tenderly soothed : and this was nothing like a crescent,

compared to what she had feared. In mediaeval times it had no doubt
Griffith saw his wife admired by other been a main defence of the place. It

men, yet never chid nor chafed. The was very deep in parts, especially at

merit of this belonged in a high degree the waist or narrow that was spanned
to herself. The fact is, that Kate Pey- by the decayed bridge. There were

ton, even before marriage, was not a hundreds of carp and tench in it older

coquette at heart, though her conduct than any He in Cumberland, and also

might easily bear that construction ; enormous pike and eels
;
and fish from

and she was now an experienced ma- one to five pounds' weight by the mil-

tron, and knew how to be as charming lion. The water literally teemed from

as ever, yet check or parry all ap- end to end
;
and this was a great com-

proaches to gallantry on the part of her fort to so good a Catholic as Mrs. Gaunt
admirers. Then Griffith observed how When she was seized with a desire to

delicate and prudent his lovely wife fast, and that was pretty often, the gar-

was, without ostentatious prudery ; and dener just went down to the lake and

his heart was at peace. flung a casting-net in some favorite

He was the happier of the two, for he hole, and drew out half a bushel the

looked up to his wife, as well as loved first cast ;
or planted a flue-net round

her
;

whereas she was troubled at a patch of weeds, then belabored the

times with a sense of superiority to her weeds with a long pole, and a score

husband. She was amiable enough, of fine fish were sure to run out into

and wise enough, to try and shut her the meshes.

eyes to it ;
and often succeeded, but not The " mere " was clear as plate glass,

always. and came to the edge of the shaven

Upon the whole, they were a con- lawn, and reflected flowers, turf, and
tented couple ; though the lady's dreamy overhanging shrubs deliciously.

eyes seemed still to be exploring earth Yet an ill name brooded over its se-
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ductive waters
;

for two persons had lawn the inmates and guests walked for

been drowned in it during the last hun- sun and mellow air, and often played
dred years : and the last one was the bowls at eventide,

parson of the parish, returning from the On the other side was the drive up to

squire's dinner in the normal condition the house-door, and a sweep, or small

of a guest, A. D. 1740-50. But what oval plot, of turf, surrounded by gravel ;

most affected the popular mind was, and a gate at the corner of this sweep
not the jovial soul hurried into eternity, opened into a grove of the grandest
but the material circumstance that the old spruce-firs 'in the island,

greedy pike had cleared the flesh off This grove, dismal in winter and aw-

his bones in a single night, so that little ful at night, was deliciously cool and
more than a skeleton, with here and sombre in the dog-days. The trees

there a black rag hanging to it, had were spires ;
and their great stems

been recovered next morning. stood serried like infantry in column,
This ghastly detail being stoutly and flung a grand canopy of sombre

maintained and constantly repeated by plumes overhead. A strange, antique,
two ancient eye-witnesses, whose one and classic grove, nulli fienetrabilis

melodramatic incident and treasure it astro.

was, the rustic mind saw no beauty This retreat was enclosed on three

whatever in those pellucid and delicious sides by a wall, and on the east side

waters, where flowers did glass them- came nearly to the house. A few laurel-

selves, bushes separated the two. At night it

As for the women of the village, they was shunned religiously, on account of

looked on this sheet of water as a trap the ghosts. Even by daylight it was

for their poor bodies and those of their little frequented, except by one person,

children, and spoke of it as a singular and she took to it amazingly. That

hardship in their lot, that Hernshaw person was Mrs. Gaunt. There seems

Mere had not been filled up threescore to be, even in educated women, a sin-

years agone. gular, instinctive love of twilight ; and

The castle itself was no castle, nor here was twilight at high noon. The
had it been for centuries. It was just place, too, suited her dreamy, medita-

a house with battlements
;
but attached tive nature. Hither, then, she often

to the stable was an old square tower, retired for peace and religious contem-

that really had formed part of the medi- plation, and moved slowly in and out

aeval castle. among the tall stems, or sat still, with

However, that unsubstantial shadow, her thoughtful brow leaned on her white

a name, is often more durable than the hand, till the cool, umbrageous re-

thing, especially in rural parts ; *but, in- treat got to be called, among the ser-

deed, what is there in a name for Time's vants,
" The Dame's Haunt."

teeth to catch hold of ? This, I think, is all needs be told

Though no castle, it was a delightful about the mere place, where the Gaunts

abode. The drawing-room and dining- lived comfortably many years, and little

room had both spacious bay-windows, dreamed of the strange events in store

opening on to the lawn that sloped very for them ; little knew the passions that

gradually down to the pellucid lake, and slumbered in their own bosoms, and,

there was mirrored. On this sweet like other volcanoes, bided their time.
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Snow-Bound : a Winter Idyl. By JOHN
G. WHITTIER. Boston : Ticknor anct

Fields.

WHAT Goldsmith's " Deserted Village
"

has long been, to Old England, Whittier's
" Snow-Bound "

will always be to New Eng-
land. Both poems have the flavor of native

soil in them. Neither of them is a reminder

of anything else, but each is individual and

special in those qualities which interest and

charm the reader. If " The Deserted Vil-

lage
" had never been written, Whittier

would have composed his "
Snow-Bound,"

no doubt ; and the latter only recalls the

former on account of that genuine home-

atmosphere which surrounds both these

exquisite productions. After a perusal of

this new American idyl, no competent critic

will contend that we lack proper themes

for poetry in our own land. The " Snow-
Bound "

will be a sufficient reminder to all

cavillers,, at home or abroad, that the

American Muse need not travel far away
for poetic situations.

Whittier has been most fortunate in the

subject-matter of this new poem. Every
page has beauties on it so easy to discern,

that the common as well as the cultured

mind will at once feel them without an ef-

fort. We have only space for a few pas-

sages from the earlier portion of the idyl.
" The sun that brief December day
Rose cheerless over hills of gray,

And, darkly circled, gave at noon
A sadder light than waning moon.

Slow tracing down the thickening sky
Its mute and ominous prophecy,
A portent seeming less than threat,

It sank from sight before it set.

A chill no coat, however stout,

Of homespun stuff could quite shut out,

A hard, dull bitterness of cold,

That checked, mid-vein, the circling race

Of life-blood in.the sharpened face,

The coming of the snow-storm told.

The wind blew east : we heard the roar

Of Ocean on his wintry shore,
And felt the strong pulse throbbing there

Beat with low rhythm our inland air.

" Meanwhile we did our nightly chores,

Brought in the wood from out of doors,
Littered the stalls, and from the mows
Raked down the h'erd's-grass for the cows ;

Heard the horse whinnying for his corn ;

And, sharply clashing horn on horn,

Impatient down the stanchion rows
The cattle shake their walnut bows ;

While, peering from his early perch

Upon the scaffold's pole of birch,

The cock his crested helmet bent

And down his querulous challenge sent.

" Unwarmed by any sunset light

The gray day darkened into night,

A night made hoary with the swarm
And whirl-dance of the blinding storm,
As zigzag wavering to and fro

Crossed and recrossed the winged snow :

And ere the early bed-time came
The white drift piled the window-frame,
And through the glass the clothes-line posts
Looked in like tall and sheeted ghosts.

" So all night long the storm roared on :

The morning broke without a sun ;

In tiny spherule traced with lines

Of Nature's geometric signs,

In starry flake, and pellicle,

All day the hoary meteor fell ;

And, when the second morning shone,
We looked upon a world unknown,
On nothing we could call our own.

Around the glistening wonder bent

The blue walls of the firmament,
No cloud above, no earth below,
A universe of sky and snow !

The old familiar sights of ours

Took marvellous shapes ; strange domes and
towers

Rose up where sty or corn-crib stood,

Or garden wall, or belt of wood ;

A smooth white mound the brush-pile showed,
A fenceless drift what once was road ;

The bridle-post an old man sat

With loose-flung coat and high cocked hat ;

The well-curb had a Chinese roof;

And even the long sweep, high aloof,

"In its slant splendor, seemed to tell

Of Pisa's leaning miracle.

"A prompt, decisive man, no breath

Our father wasted :
'

Boys, a path 1

'

Well pleased, (for when did farmer boy
Count such a summons less than joy ?

)

Our buskins on our feet we drew ;

With mittened hands, and caps drawn low,

To guard our necks and ears from snow,
We cut the solid whiteness through.

And, where the drift was deepest, made
A tunnel walled and overlaid

With dazzling crystal : we had read

Of rare Aladdin's wondrous cave,

And to our own his name we gave,
With many a wish the luck were ours

To test his lamp's supernal powers.

" We reached the barn with merry din,

And roused the prisoned brutes within.

The old horse thrust his long head out,

And grave with wonder gazed about ;

The cock his lusty greeting said,

And forth his speckled harem led ;

The oxen lashed their tails, and hooked,
And mild reproach of hunger looked ;

The horned patriarch of the sheep,

Like Egypt's Amun roused from sleep,

Shook his sage head with gesture mute,
And emphasized with stamp of foot.''
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Lives of Boulton and Watt. Principally

from the original Soho MSS. Compris-

ing also a History of the Invention and

Introduction of the Steam-Engine. By
SAMUEL SMILES. London : John Mur-

ray.

THE author of this book is an enthusiast

in biography. He has given the best years
of his life to the task of recording the

struggles and successes of men who have

labored for the good of their kind
;
and his

own name will always be honorably men-

tioned in connection with Stephenson, Watt,

Flaxman, and others, of whom he has writ-

ten so well. Of all his published books,

next to
"
Self-Help," this volume, lately is-

sued, is his most interesting one. James
Watt, with his nervous sensibility, his head-

aches, his pecuniary embarrassments, and

his gloomy temperament, has never till now
been revealed precisely as he lived and

struggled. The extensive collection of

Soho documents to which Mr. Smiles had

access has enabled him to add so much
that is new and valuable to the story of his

hero's career, that hereafter this biography
must take the first place as a record of the

great inventor.

As a tribute to Boulton, so many
years the friend, partner, and consoler

of Watt, the book is deeply interest-

ing. Fighting many a hard battle for his

timid, shrinking associate, Boulton stands

forth a noble representative of strength,

courage, and perseverance. Never was

partnership more admirably conducted ;

never was success more richly earned.

Mr. Smiles is neither a Macaulay nor a

Motley, but he is so honest and earnest

in every work he undertakes, he rarely

fails to make a book deeply instructive

and entertaining.

Winifred Bertram and the World she lived

in. By the Author of the Schonberg-
Cotta Family. New York : M. W. Dodd.

THE previous works of this prolific author

have proved by their popularity that they

me^et
a genuine demand. Such a fact can

no more be reached by literary criticism,

than can the popularity of Tupper's po-

etry. It is no reproach to a book which

actually finds readers to say that it is not

high art. Winifred Bertram has this ad-

vantage over her predecessors, that she

takes part in no theological controversies

except those of the present day, and there-

fore seems more real and truthful than the

others. In regard to present issues, how-

ever, the book deals in the usual propor-
tion of rather one-sided dialogues, and of

arguments studiously debilitated in order

to be knocked down by other arguments.
Yet there is much that is lovely and touch-

ing in the characters delineated ; there is

a good deal of practical sense and sweet

human charity ; and the different heroes

and heroines show some human variety

in their action, although in conversation

they all preach very much alike. Indeed,

the book is overhung with rather an op-

pressive weight of clergyman ; and when
the loveliest of the saints is at last wedded
to the youngest of the divines, she throws

an awful shade over clerical connubiality

by invariably addressing him as " Mr. Ber-

tram." In this respect, at least, the fash-

ionable novels hold out brighter hopes to

the heart of woman.
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PART I.

WHEN,
in October, 1864. the Eu- lost my intellect," said Landor, nearly

ropean steamer brought us the two years ago :
" for this I care not ;

intelligence of Walter Savage Landor's but alas ! I have lost my teeth and can-

death, which occurred the month pre- not eat !

" Was it not time for him to

vious at Florence, newspaper readers go ?

asked, "Who is Landor?" The few "Sans teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans everything."

who remember him remotely through The glory of old age ceases when see-

the medium of Mr. Hillard's selections ond childishness and oblivion begin ;

from his writings exclaimed,
" What ! therefore we thanked God for His good-

Did he not die long ago ?
" The half- ness in taking the lonely old man home,

dozen Americans really familiar with Long as was Landor's life and litera-

this author knew that the fire of a geni- ry career, little is known of him person-
us unequalled in its way had gone out.

ally. There are glimpses of him in La-

Two or three, who were acquainted with dy Blessington's Memoirs ;
and Emer-

the man even better than with his books, son, in his "
English Traits," describes

sighed, and thanked God ! They two interviews with him in 1843 a* I"5

thanked God that the old man's prayer Florentine villa.
"

I found him noble and

had at last been answered, and that the courteous, living in a cloud of pictures,

curtain had been drawn on a life which .... I had inferred from his books, or

in reality terminated ten years before, magnified from some anecdotes, an im-

when old age became more than ripe, pression of Achillean wrath, an un-

But Landor's walk into the dark valley tamable petulance. I do not know
was slow and majestic. Death fought whether the imputation were just or

long and desperately before he could not, but certainly on this May-day his

claim his victim
;
and it was not until courtesy veiled that haughty mind, and

the last three years that body and mind he was the most patient and gentle of

grew thoroughly apathetic.
"

I have hosts." According to the world's opin-

Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1866, by TICKNOR AND FIELDS, in the Clerk's Office

of the District Court of the District of Massachusetts.

VOL. XVII. NO. 102. 25
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ion, it was not, always
"
May-day

" with The genius most familiar is not often

Landor, for the world neither preaches founded on common sense
;
\he plus of

nor practises that rarity, human charity, one faculty denotes the minus of anoth-

Its instinct is a species of divining-rod, er
;
and matter-of-fact people, who rule

the virtue of which seems to be limit- the world, as they should, and who
ed to a fatal facility in discovering frail- have never dreamed of an inclination

ty. Great men and women live in glass from the perpendicular, bestow little

houses, and what passer-by can resist patience and less sympathy on vagaries,
the temptation to throw stones ? Is it moral and mental, that, partly natural,

generous, or even just, in scoffers who are aggravated by that "capacity for

are safely hidden behind bricks and joy
" which " admits temptation."

mortar, to take advantage of the glass ? Landor's characteristic fault, in fact

Could they show a nobler record if sub- his vice, was that of a temper so undis-

jected to equally close scrutiny ? Wor- ciplined and impulsive as to be some-

shippers, too, at the shrines of inspira- what hurricanic in its consequences,
tion are prone to look for ideal lives though, not unlike the Australian boom-
in their elect, forgetting that the divine erang, it frequently returned whence
afflatus is, after all, a gift, that great it came, and injured no one but the

thoughts are not the daily food of even possessor. Circumstances aggravated,
the finest intellects. It is a necessity rather than diminished, this Landor-

of nature for valleys to lie beneath the ian idiosyncrasy. Born in prosper-

lofty mountain peaks that daringly ity, heir to a large landed estate, and

pierce the sky ;
and it would seem as educated in aristocratic traditions, Wal-

though the artist - temperament, after ter Savage Landor began life without a

rising to sublime heights of ecstasy, struggle, and throughout a long career

plunged into corresponding depths, remained master of the situation, inde-

showing thereby the supremacy of the pendent of the world and its favors,

man over the god. Then is there much Perhaps too much freedom is as unfor-

sighing and shaking of heads at the tunate in its results upon character as

failings of genius, whereas genius in its too much dependence. A nature to be

depths sinks no lower than the ordina- properly developed should receive as

ry level of mankind. It simply proves well as give ; otherwise it must be an

its title-deeds to mortality. Humanity angelic disposition that does not be-

at best is weak, and can only be divine come tyrannical. All animated nature

by flashes. The Pythia was a stupid is despotic, the strong preying upon the

old woman, saving when she sat upon weak. If men and women do not de-

the tripod. Seeing genius to the best vour one another, it is merely because

advantage in its work, not always, they dare not. The law of self-preser-

but most frequently, they are wisest vation prevents them from becoming
who love the artist without demanding anthropophagi. A knowledge that the

personal perfection. It is rational to eater may in his turn be eaten, is not

conclude that the loftiest possible geni- appetizing. Materially and profession-

us should be allied to the most perfect ally successful, possessed of a physique

specimen of man, heart holding equal that did honor to his ancestors and Na-

sway with head. A great man, how- ture, no shadows fell on Landor's path

ever, need not be a great artist, that to chasten his spirit. Trials he endured

is, of course, understood
;

but time of a private nature grievous in the ex*

ought to prove that the highest form of treme, yet calculated to harden rather

art can only emanate from the noblest than soften the heart, trials of which

type of humanity. The most glorious others were partially the cause, and

inspirations must flow through the purest which probably need not have been

channels. But this is the genius of the had his character been understood and

future, as far removed from what is best rightly dealt with. There is a soothing
known as order is removed from chaos, system for men as well as horses,
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even for human Cruisers, and the She came across, nor greatly feared,

Rarey Who reduces it tO a Science will
The horrid brake of wintry beard.

, j, . ,. "WALTER SAVAGE LANDOR.
deserve the world's everlasting grati- s;ena> July> ig6o

tude. Powerful natures are likely to

be as strong in their weaknesses as in The following papers, in so far as

their virtues
; this, however, is a reck- they relate to Landor personally, are

oning entirely too rational to be large- not reminiscences of him in the zenith

ly indulged in by the packed jury that of fame. They contain glimpses of the

holds inquest over the bodies, rather old man of Florence in the years 1859,

than the souls, of men. In his old age 1860, and 1861, just before the intel-

at least, Lander's irascibility amounted lectual light began to flicker and go
to temporary madness, for which he was out Even then Landor was cleverer,

no more responsible than is the sick and, provided he was properly ap-
man for the feverish ravings of delir- preached, more interesting than many
ium. That miserable law-suit at Bath, younger men of genius. I shall ever

which has done so much to drag the esteem it one of the great privileges of

name of Landor into the mire, would my life that I was permitted to know
never have been prosecuted had its in- him well, and call him friend. These

stigators had any respect for themselves papers are given to the public with the

or any decent appreciation of their vie- hope that they may be of more than or-

tim. dinary interest to the intelligent reader,
But Landor in his best moods was and that they may delineate Landor in

chivalry incarnate. His courtly man- more truthful colors than those in which
ners toward ladies were particularly no- he has heretofore been painted. In re-

ticeable from the rarity of so much ex- peating conversations, I have endeav-

ternal polish in the new school of Anglo- ored to stand in the background, where
Saxon gallantry. It was a pleasure to I very properly belong. For the inev-

receive compliments from him
; for they itable egotism of the personal pronoun,

generally lay imbedded in the sauce pi- I hope to be pardoned by all charitable

quante of a bon mot. Having one day souls. That Landor, the octogenarian,

dropped his spectacles, which were has not been photographed by a more

picked up and presented to him by an competent person, is certainly not my
American girl, Landor quickly ex- fault. Having had the good fortune to

claimed, with a grace not to be trans- enjoy opportunities beyond my deserts,
lated into words,

"
Ah, this is not the I should have shown a great want of

first time you have caught my eyes !

"
appreciation had I not availed myself

It was to the same young lady that he of them. If, in referring to Landor, I

addressed this heretofore unpublished avoid the prefix
"
Mr.," it is because I

poem :
-

feel, with Lady Blessington, that " there

are some people, and he is of those,

"TO K F whom one cannot designate as 'Mr.'

I should as soon think of adding the
'"
Kisses in former times I Ve seen, wor<i to his name, as, in talking of some
Which, I confess it, raised my spleen : r ,1 ., r u ~

c. *.

They were contrived by Love to mock f the SrCat wnters f ld
>
* Prefix *

The battledoor and shuttlecock. tO theirs."

Given, returned, how strange a play, It was a modest house in a modest
Where neither loses all the day, ,, , T , . , ,., , , ,,

And both are, even when night sets in,
StrGet that Landor inhabited during the

Again as ready to begin ! last six years of llis life. Tourists Can
I am not sure I have not played nave no recollection of the Via Nunzia-
This very game with some fair maid. , i ^11 i r ^ u /~>

Perhaps it was a dream ; but this
tma

^ directly back of the Carmine m
I know was not ; I ktimu a kiss the old part of Florence ;

but there is

Was given me in the sight of more no loving lounger about tllOSC pictU-

IloTesTal wmgTd" anget are?"'
reS(lUe StreetS that d eS nOt

And no less brave and no less fair, how, Strolling Up the Via dei
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one encounters the old shrine to the the only and chosen companion of Lan-

Madonna, which marks the entrance to dor in his walks
;
but few of the Flor-

that street made historical henceforth entines who stopped to remark the

for having sheltered a great English -vecchio con quel bel canino, knew how
writer. There, half-way down the via, great was the man upon whom they
in that little two-story casa, No. 2671, thus commented.

dwelt Walter Savage Landor, with his It is seldom that England gives birth

English housekeeper and cameriera. to so rampant a republican as Landor.

Sitting-room, bed-room, and dining- Born on the 3oth of January, two years
room opened into each other; and in before our Declaration of Independence,
the former he was always found, in a it is probable that the volcanic action

large arm-chair, surrounded by paint- of those troublous times had no little

ings ;
for he declared he could not live influence in permeating the mind of the

. without fhem. His snowy hair and embryo poet with that enthusiasm for

beard of patriarchal proportions, clear, and love of liberty for which he was

keen, gray eyes, and grand head, made distinguished in maturer years. From
the old poet greatly resemble Michel early youth, Landor was a poor respect-

Angelo's world-renowned masterpiece er of royalty and rank per se. He often

of " Moses "
;
nor was the formation related, with great good-humor, an in-

of Landor's forehead unlike that of cident of his boyhood which brought

Shakespeare.
"

If, as you declare," his democratic ideas into domestic dis-

said he, jokingly, one day,
"

I look like grace. An influential bishop of the

that meekest of men, Moses, and Shake- Church of England, happening to dine

speare, I ought to be exceedingly good with young Landor's father one day,

and somewhat clever." assailed Person, and, with self-assumed

At Landor's feet was always crouched superiority, thinking to annihilate the

a beautiful Pomeranian dog, the gift of old Grecian, exclaimed, "We have no

his kind American friend, William W. opinion of his scholarship." Irate at

Story. The affection existing between this stupid pronunciamento against so
" Gaillo

" and his master was really renowned a man, young Landor looked

touching. Gaillo's eyes were always up, and, with a sarcasm the point of

turned towards Landor's ; and upon the which was not in the least blunted by age,

least encouragement,, the dog would retorted, "We, my Lord?' Of course

jump into his lap, lay his head most lov- such unheard of audacity and contempt

ingly upon his master's neck, and gen- of my Lord Bishop's capacity for criti-

erally deport himself in a very human cism was severely reprobated by Lan-

manner. " Gaillo is such a dear dog !

" dor Senior ;
but no amount of reproof

said Landor, one day, while patting him. could force his son into a confession of

" We are very fond of each other, and al- sorrow.

ways have a game of play after dinner ;

" At Oxford," said Landor,
"

I was

sometimes, when he is very good, we about the first student who wore his

have two. I am sure I could not live, hair without powder.
' Take care,' said

if he died
;
and I know that, when I am my tutor.

<

They will stone you for a

gone, he will grieve for me." There- republican.' The Whigs (not the wigs)

upon Gaillo wagged his tail, and looked were then unpopular ; but I stuck to

piteously into padrone's face, as much my plain hair and queue tied with black

as to say he would be grieved indeed, ribbon."

Upon being asked if he thought dogs Of Landor's mature opinion of repub-

would be admitted into heaven, Landor lies in general we glean much from a

answered :

"
And, pray, why not ? They passage of the " Pentameron," in which

have all of the good and none of the the author adorns Petrarca with his own

bad qualities of man." No matter upon fine thoughts.
what subject conversation turned, Gail- " When the familiars of absolute

lo's feelings were consulted. He was princes taunt us, as they are wont to
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do, with the only apothegm they ever have asked me to whom they should

learnt by heart, namely, that it is bet- give theirs." Nor was he ever present-
ter to be ruled by one master than by ed at court, although a presentation

many, --I quite agree with them; unity would have been at the request of the

of power being the principle of repub- (at that time) Regent. Landor would

licanism, while the principle of despot- not countenance a system of court-

ism is division and delegation. In the favor that opens its arms to every noo-

one system, every man conducts his dip wearing an officer's uniform, and
own affairs, either personally or through almost universally turns its back upon
the agency of some trustworthy repre- intellect. He put not his faith in princes,

sentative, which is essentially the same : and of titles says :

"
Formerly titles

in the other system, no man, in quality were inherited by men who could not

of citizen, has any affairs of his own to write
; they now are conferred on men

conduct ;
but a tutor has been as much who will not let others. Theirs may

set over him as over a lunatic, as little have been the darker age ; ours is

with his option or consent, and without the duller. In theirs a high spirit was

any provision, as there is in the case provoked ;
in ours, proscribed. In

of the lunatic, for returning reason, theirs the bravest were pre-eminent ;

Meanwhile, the spirit of republics is in ours, the basest."

omnipresent in them, as active in the \ Although a democrat, Landor was

particles as in the mass, in the circum- not indifferent to the good name of his

ference as in the centre. Eternal it own ancestors, not because of a long
must be, as truth and justice are, al- pedigree, but because many of these

though not stationary." ancestors were historical personages
Let Europeans who, having predicted and served their country long and well,

the dismemberment of our Union, pro- That stock must be worthy of honor-

claimed death to democracy, and those able mention which, extending with its

thoughtless Americans who believe that ramifications over several centuries,

liberty cannot survive the destruction gives to the world its finest fruit in

of our Republic, think well ofwhat great its latest scion. It is a satisfaction

men have written. Though North to spring from hidalgo blood when the

America were submerged to-morrow, advantages of gentle rearing are de-

the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans rushing monstrated by being greater than one's

over our buried hopes to a riotous em- fathers. In Landor's most admirable

brace, republicanism would live as long
" Citation and Examination of William

as the elements endure, borne on Shakespeare," the youngster whom Sir

every wind, inhaled in every breath of Silas Gough declares to be as "
deep

air, abiding its opportunity to become as the big tankard '-

says,
" out of his

an active principle. Absorbed in our own head "
:

u
Hardly any man is

own peculiar form of egotism, we be- ashamed of being inferior to his an-

lieve that a Supreme Being has cast cestors, although it is the very thirfg
the cause of humanity upon one die, to at which the great should blush, i

prosper or perish by the chances of our indeed, the great in general descend-

game. What belittling of the Almighty ! ed from the worthy. I did expect to

what magnifying of ourselves ! see the day, and, although I shall not

Though often urged, Landor never see it, it must come at last, when he
became a candidate for Parliamentary shall be treated as a madman or an im-

honors. Political wire-pulling was not poster who dares to claim nobility or

to the taste of a man who, notwithstand- precedency, and cannot show his fami-

ing large landed interests, could say : ly name in the history of his country.
"

I never was at a public dinner, at a Even he who can show it, and who
club or hustings. I never influenced or cannot write his own under it in the

attempted to influence a vote, and yet same or as goodly characters, must

many, and not only my own tenants, submit to the imputation of degeneracy,
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from which the lowly and obscure are drew Marvell, a man after the author's

exempt." Good old Penn, too, is made own heart, discourses upon this matter

a lay figure upon which Landor dressed of family :
" Between the titled man of

his thoughts, when the Quaker tells ancient and the titled man of recent

Lord Peterborough : "Of all pride, how- date, the difference, if any, is in favor

ever, and all folly, the grossest is where of the last. Suppose them both raised

a man who possesses no merit in him- for merit, (here, indeed, we do come to

self shall pretend to an equality with theory !
) the benefits that society has

one who does possess it, and shall received from him are nearer us

found this pretension on no better plea Some of us may look back six or seven

or title than that, although he hath it centuries, and find a stout ruffian at the

not, his grandfather had. I would use beginning." In England, where the in-

no violence or coercion with any ration- stitutions are such that a title of nobil-

al creature ; but, rather than that such ity is considered by the majority to be

a bestiality in a human form should run the highest reward attainable by merit,

about the streets uncured, I would shout it is not surprising that the great god
like a stripling for the farrier at his fur- of Rank should be worshipped at the

nace, and unthong the drenching horn family altar of Form. In England, too,

from my stable-door." Landor could it must be acknowledged that men of

write his name under that of his family rank are men of education, frequently
in as goodly, characters, therefore he was of culture, and are useful to the nation

not ashamed to relate anecdotes of his as patrons of art and of science
;
there-

forefathers. It was with honest satis- fore nobility frequently means absolute

faction that he perpetuated the memory gentility. But in America what good
of two of these worthies in the " Im- can be said of those who, living upon

aginary Conversations " between King the fortunes of fathers or grandfathers,

Henry IV. and Sir Arnold Savage, and amassed in honest trade, residents

Oliver Cromwell and Walter Noble, of a particular street which is thereby
" Sir Arnold, according to Elsynge, rendered pluperfectly genteel, with

'was the first who appears upon any no recommendation but that derived

record"* to have been appointed to the from fashion and idleness, draw the

dignity of Speaker in the House of lines of social demarcation more closely

Commons, as now constituted. He was than they are drawn in Europe, intel-

elected a second time, four years after- lect and accomplishments being system-

wards, a rare honor in earlier days ; atically snubbed where the possessors

and during this presidency he headed cannot show their family passes ? Is

the Commons, and delivered their reso- not this attempt to graft the foibles of

lutions in the plain words recorded by an older and more corrupt civilization

Hakewell." These "plain words "were, upon our institutions, a disgrace to re-

that no subsidy should be granted to publicanism ? Were the truth known,

Henry IV. until every cause of public we should be able to report the exist-

grievance had been removed. Landor ence of many advocates of monarchy,
came rightly by his independence of a privileged class, and an established

thought.
" Walter Noble represented church, among those into whose ances-

the city of Lichfield ;
he lived familiarly try it would be unsafe to dig deeper

with the best patriots of the age, re- than a second generation ; by digging

monstrated with Cromwell, and retired deeper we might touch sugar or tum-

from public life on the punishment of ble into a vat of molasses, and then

Charles." what blushes for false pride !

Landor was very fond of selecting A very different idea of a great man

the grand old Roundheads for his con- from that of the vulgar do we get out of

versations. In their society he was Lander's writings. His Diogenes tells

most at home, and with them he was us, (and very like the original seeker af-

able to air his pet opinions. Good An- ter honesty do we take him to be,) that
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" the great man is he who hath nothing quo sting the prophets with all the virus

to fear and nothing to hope from an- of their nature, and render each step

other. It is he who, while he demon- forward as difficult as was once the pas-

strates the iniquity of the laws and is sage of the Simplon. There is no stum-

able to correct them, obeys them peace- bling-block like that of ignorance, and

ably. It is he who looks on the ambi- he who would remove it must wear the

tious both as weak and fraudulent. It holy crown of thorns. We speak of the

is he who hath no disposition or occa- horrors of the Inquisition as things of

sion for any kind of conceit, no reason the past. Are we so sure of this ? Has

for being or for appearing different from not prejudice invented most exquisite

what he is. It is he who can call to- tortures for reformers of all ages? Amer-

gether the most select company when ica has her sins to answer for in this

it pleases him." And Petrarca says that respect.
" Time the Sovran is first tO discover Because ye prosper in God's name,

the truly great." Yet, though we put with a claim

faith in the histire of oosteritv even To honor in the old world's sight,

Yet do the fiend's work perfectly
Time plays many a One false through In strangling martyrs, for this lie

misplaced favoritism. "
They, O Ti- This is the curse."

motheus," exclaims the imaginary Lu- On the stubbornness of Status Quo
cian,

" who survive the wreck of ages, none have written better than Landor.

are by no means, as a body, most wor- Unbendingness, in the moral as in

thy of our admiration. It is in these the vegetable world, is an indication as

wrecks as in those at sea, --the best frequently ofunsoundness as ofstrength,

things are not always saved. Hencoops Indeed, wise men, kings as well as oth-

and empty barrels bob upon the surface, ers, have been free from it. Stiff necks

under a serene and smiling sky, when are diseased ones."

the graven or depicted images of the It was impossible to be in Landor's

gods are scattered on invisible rocks, society a half-hour and not reap advan-

and when those who most resembled
tage. His great learning, varied infor-

them in knowledge and beneficence are mation, extensive acquaintance with the

devoured by cold monsters below." world's celebrities, ready wit, and even

We claim, however, that Lucian's theo- readier repartee, rendered his conver-

ry is good for this world only, as we be- sation wonderfully entertaining. He
lieve that soul, though it may be tern- would narrate anecdote after anecdote

porarily wrecked, speeds on to the inevi- with surprising accuracy, being pos-

table justice of eternity. And can we, sessed of a singularly retentive memory,
liow that the fever of military glory is that could refer to a catalogue of nota-

upon us, remember that, great as may bjes ,far longer than Don Giovanni's

be the man who conquers his country's picture-gallery of conquests. Names,
enemies upon the battle-field, he is far jt is true, he was frequently unable to

greater who conquers the prejudices recall, and supplied their place with a

of his age and instils into groping mass- God bless my soul, I forget every-

es the doctrines of a more glorious civ-
thing

"
;
but facts were indelibly stamped

ilization ? upon his mind. He referred back to the

11 For civilization perfected year one with as much facility as a per-
ls fully developed Christianity." gon Qf^ ri s ing generation invokes the

Every generation has two or three such shade of some deed dead a few years,

men ;
no age has enough moral courage I looked with wonder upon a person

to give birth to more. They live under who remembered Napoleon Bonaparte

protest, thought alone is free, and as a slender young man, and listened

when these men, fifty years in advance with delight to a voice from so dim a

of their times, proclaim God's truth with past.
"

I was in Paris," said Landor

the enthusiasm begotten of religion, one day, "at the time that Bonaparte

grub-worms that rule the great status made his entrance as First Consul. I
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was standing within a few feet of him crasy on the part of the poet. We al-

when he passed, and had a capital good ways knew who was meant when a sen-

look at him. He was exceedingly tence was prefaced with " that rascal "

handsome then, with a rich olive com- or " that scoundrel," such were the

plexion and oval face, youthful as a epithets substituted for the name of

girl's. Near him rode Murat, mounted Louis Napoleon. Believing the third

upon a gold-clad charger, and very Napoleon to be the worst enemy of his

handsome he was too, but coxcombical." foster-mother, Italy, as well as of France,
Like the rest of human kind, Landor Landor bestowed upon him less love,

had his prejudices, they were very if possible, than the majority of Eng-
niany. Foremost among them was an lishmen. Having been personally ac-

antipathy to the Bonaparte family. It quainted with the Emperor when he

is not necessary to have known him lived in England as aa exile, Landor,

personally to be aware of his detesta- unlike many of Napoleon's enemies,
tion of the first Napoleon, as in the acknowledged the superiority of his in-

conversation between himself, an Eng- tellect.
"

I used to see a great deal of

lish and a Florentine visitor, he gives the Prince when he was in London. I

expression to a generous indignation, met him very frequently of an evening
which may well be inserted here, as it at Lady Blessington's, and had many
contains the pith of what Landor re- conversations with him, as he always

peated in many a social talk.
" This sought me and made himself par-

Holy Alliance will soon appear unholy ticularly civil. He was a very clever

to every nation in Europe. I despised man, well informed on most subjects.

Napoleon in the plenitude of his power The fops used to laugh at him, and call

no less than others despise him in the him a bore. A coxcombical young lord

solitude of his exile : I thought him no came up to me one evening after the

less an impostor when 'he took the er- Prince had taken his leave, and said,

mine, than when he took the emetic. ' Mr. Landor, how can you talk to that

I confess I do not love him the better, fool, Prince Napoleon ?
' To which I

as some mercenaries in England and replied,
' My Lord, it takes a fool to find

Scotland do, for having been the enemy out that he is not a wise man !

' His

of my country ;
nor should I love him Lordship retired somewhat discom-

the less for it, had his enmity been fited," added Landor with a laugh,

principled and manly. In what 'man- "The Prince presented me with his

ner did this cruel wretch treat his en- work on Artillery, and invited me to his

thusiastic admirer and humble follow- house. He had a very handsome es-

er, Toussaint 1'Ouverture ? He was tablishment, and was not at all the poor

thrown into a subterranean cell, soli- man he is often said to have been.'
:

tary, dark, damp, pestiferously unclean, Of this book Landor writes in an article

where rheumatism racked his limbs, to the "Quarterly Review "
(I think) :

and where famine terminated his exist-
" If it is any honor, it has been con-

ence." Again, in his written opinions ferred on me, to have received from Na-

of Qesar, Cromwell, Milton, and Bona- poleon's heir the literary work he com-

parte, Landor criticises the career of posed in prison, well knowing, as he

the latter with no fondness, but with did, and expressing his regret for, my
much truth, and justly says, that

" Na- sentiments on his uncle. The explo-

poleon, in the last years of his sover- sion of the first cannon against Rome

eignty, fought without aim, vanquished threw us apart forever." I shall not

without glory, and perished without de- soon forget Lander's lively narration of

feat." , Napoleon's escape from the prison at

Great as was Lander's dislike to the Ham, given in the same language in

uncle, it paled before his detestation of which it was told to him by the Prince,

the reigning Emperor, a detestation I would feign repeat it here, were it

too general to be designated an idiosyn- not that an account of this wonderful
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escape found its way into print some

years ago. Apropos of Napoleon, an

old friend of Lander's told me that,

while in London, the Prince was in the

habit of calling upon him after dinner.

He would sip caft noir, smoke a cigar,

ply his host with every conceivable

question, but otherwise maintain a dig-
nified reticence. It seems then that

Louis Napoleon is indebted to nature,

as well as to art, for his masterly ability

in keeping his own counsel.

Among other persons of note en-

countered by Landor at Lady Blessing-
ton's was Rachel. It was many years

ago, before her star had attained its

zenith. " She took tea with her Lady-
ship, and was accompanied by a female

attendant, her mother I think. Rachel

had very little to say, and left early, as

she had an engagement at the theatre.

There was nothing particularly noticea-

ble in her appearance, but she was very

ladylike. I never met her again."
Landor entertained a genuine affection

for the memory of Lady Blessington.

"Ah, there was a woman !

J: he ex-

claimed one day with a sigh.
"

I never

knew so brilliant and witty a person in

conversation. She was most gener-
ous too, and kind - hearted. I never

heard her make an ill - natured re-

mark. It was my custom to visit her

whenever the laurel was in bloom
;

and as the season approached, she

would write me a note, saying,
' Gore

House expects you, for the laurel

has -begun to blossom.' I never see

laurel now, that it does not make me
sad, for it recalls her to me so vividly.

During these visits I never saw Lady
Blessington until dinner-time. She al-

ways breakfasted in her own room, and
wrote during the morning. She wrote

very well, too
;
her style was pure. In

the evening her drawing-room was
thrown open to her friends, except
when she attended the opera. Her

opera-box faced the Queen's, and a for-

midable rival she was to her Majesty."
"
D'Orsay was an Apollo in beauty,

very amiable, and had considerable tal-

ent for modelling." Taking me into

his little back sitting-room, Landor

brought out a small album, and, pass-

ing over the likenesses of several old

friends, among whom were Southey,
Porson, Napier, and other celebrities,
he held up an engraving of Lady Bles-

sington. Upon my remarking its beauty,
Landor replied :

" That was taken at the

age of fifty, so you can imagine how
beautiful she must have been in her

youth. Her voice and laugh were very
musical." Then, turning to a young
lady present, Landor made her an ex-

ceedingly neat compliment, by saying,
"Your voice reminds me very vividly
of Lady Blessington's. Perhaps," he
continued with a smile,

" this is the

reason why my old, deaf ears never lose

a word when you are speaking." Driv-

ing along the north side of the Arno,
one summer's day, Landor gazed sadly
at a terrace overlooking the water, and
said :

"
Many a delightful evening have

I spent on that terrace with Lord and

Lady Blessington. There we used to

take our tea. They once visited Flor-

ence for no other purpose than to see

me. Was not that friendly ? They
are both dead now, and I am doomed
to live on. When Lady Blessington

died, I was asked to write a Latin epi-

taph for her tomb, which I did; but

some officious person thought to im-

prove the Latin before it was engraved,
and ruined it."

This friendship was fully reciprocated

by Lady Blessington, who, in her let-

ters to Landor, refers no less than three

times to those " calm nights on the ter-

race of the Casa Pelosi." "
I send you,"

she writes, "the engraving, and have

only to wish that it may sometimes re-

mind you of the original Five

fleeting years have gone by since our

delicious evenings on the lovely Arno,

evenings never to be forgotten, and

the recollections of which ought to ce-

ment the friendships then formed."

Again, in her books of travel, --the
" Idler in France " and " Idler in Italy,"

Lady Blessington pays the very high-

est tribute to Landor's heart, as well as

intellect, and declares his real conver-

sations to be quite as delightful as his

imaginary ones. She who will live
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long in history as the friend of great
men now lies " beneath the chestnut

shade of Saint Germain"; and Lan-

dor, with the indignation of one who
loved her, has turned to D'Orsay, ask-

ing
" Who was it squandered all her wealth,

And swept away the bloom of health ?
"

Although a Latinist, Landor did not

approve of making those who have

passed away doubly dead to a majority
of the living by Latin eulogy. In an

interesting conversation he gives the

following opinion :

"
Although I have

written at various times a great num-

ber of such inscriptions
"

(Latin),
" as

parts of literature, yet I think nothing
is so absurd, if you only inscribe them

on a tomb. Why should extremely few

persons, the least capable, perhaps, of

sympathy, be invited to sympathize,
while thousands are excluded from it

by the iron grate of a dead language ?

Those who read a Latin inscription

are the most likely to know already the

character of the defunct, and no new

feelings are to be excited in them ;
but

the language of the country tells the

ignorant who he was that lies under the

turf before them ; and, if he was a

stranger, it naturalizes him among them ;

it gives him friends and relations ;
it

brings to him and detains about him

some who may imitate, many who will

lament him. We have no right to de-

prive any one of a tender sentiment, by

talking in an unknown tongue to him,

when his heart would listen and answer

to his own ;
we have no right to turn a

chapel into a library, locking it with a

key which the lawful proprietors can-

not turn."

I once asked Landor to describe

Wordsworth's personal appearance.

He laughed and replied :

" The best

description I can give you of Words-

worth is the one that Hazlitt gave me.

Hazlitt's voice was very deep and gruff,

and he peppered his sentences very

bountifully with 'sirs.' In speaking
to me of Wordsworth, he said :

'

Well,

sir, did you ever see a horse, sir ?
'

'Yes.' 'Then, sir, you have seen

Wordsworth, sir ! He looks exactly

like a horse, sir, and a very long-faced
horse at that, sir !

' And he did look

like a horse," added Landor.

Those who have seen good likeness-

es of Wordsworth will readily remark

this resemblance. A greater length of

ear would liken the Lake poet to an

animal of less dignity.

Continuing the conversation thus be-

gun, Landor said :

"
I saw a great deal

of Hazlitt when he was in Florence.

He called upon me frequently, and a

funny fellow he was. He used to say
to me : 'Mr. Landor, I like you, sir,

I like you very much, sir, you 're an

honest man, sir
;
but I don't approve,

sir, of a great deal that you have writ-

ten, sir. You must reform some of

your opinions, sir.'
' And again Landor

laughed with great good-will.
"

I regret that I saw Charles Lamb
but once," replied Landor, in answer to

many questions asked concerning this

delightful man and writer. " Lamb sent

word by Southey" (I think it was

Southey) "that he would be very happy
to see me, whereupon we made him a

visit. He had then retired from the In-

dia House, and lived at Enfield. He was

most charming in conversation, and his

smile impressed me as being particular-

ly genial. His sister also was a very

agreeable person. During my visit,

Lamb rose, went to a table in the cen-

tre of the room, and took up a book, out

of which he read aloud. Soon shutting

it, he turned to me, saying : 'Is not

what I have been reading exceedingly

good ?
' '

Very good,' I replied. There-

upon Lamb burst out laughing, and ex-

claimed :

' Did one ever know so con-

ceited a man as Mr. Landor ? He has

actually praised his own ideas !

'

It

was now my turn to laugh, as I had

not the slightest remembrance of hav-

ing written what Lamb had read."

Are there many to whom the follow-

ing lines will not be better than new ?o

"
Once, and only once, have I seen thy face,

Elia ! once only has thy tripping tongue

Run o'er my breast, yet never has been left

Impression on it stronger or more sweet.

Cordial old man ! what youth was in thy years,

What wisdom in thy levity! what truth

In every utterance of that purest soul!
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Few are the spirits of the glorified

I 'd spring to earlier at the gate of Heaven."

Being asked if he had met Byron,
Landor replied :

"
I never saw Byron

but once, and then accidentally. I went

into a perfumery shop in London to

purchase a pot of the ottar of roses,

which at that time was very rare and

expensive. As I -entered the shop a

handsome young man, with a slight

limp in his walk, passed me and went

out. The shopkeeper directed my at-

tention to him, saying :

i Do you know
who that is, sir ?

' *

No,' I answered.
* That is the young Lord Byron.' He
had been purchasing some fancy soaps,
and at that time was the fashion. I

never desired to meet him."

As all the world knows, there was
little love lost between these two great
writers ; but it was the man, not the

poet, that Landor so cordially disliked.

MY ANNUAL.

FOR THE "BOYS OF '29."

HOW long will this harp which you once loved to hear

Cheat your lips of a smile or your eyes of a tear ?

How long stir the echoes it wakened of old,

While its strings were unbroken, untarnished its gold ?

Dear friends of my boyhood, my words do you wrong ;

The heart, the heart only, shall throb in my song ;

It reads the kind answer that looks from your eyes,
"We will bid our old harper play on till he dies."

Though Youth, the fair angel that looked o'er the strings,

Has lost the bright glory that gleamed on his wings,

Though the freshness of morning has passed from its tone,

It is still the old harp that was always your own.

I claim not its music, each note it affords

I strike from your heart-strings, that lend me its chords ;

I know you will listen and love to the last,

For it trembles and thrills with the voice of your past.

Ah, brothers ! dear brothers ! the harp that I hold

No craftsman could string and no artisan mould ;

He shaped it, He strung it, who fashioned the lyres

That ring with the hymns of the seraphim choirs.

Not mine are the visions of beauty it brings,
Not mine the faint fragrance around it that clings ;

Those shapes are the phantoms of years that have fled,

Those sweets breathe from roses your summers have shed.
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Each hour of the past lends its tribute to this,

Till it blooms like a bower in the Garden of Bliss ;

The thorn and the thistle may grow as they will,

Where Friendship unfolds there is Paradise still.

The bird wanders careless while Summer is green,
The leaf-hidden cradle that rocked him unseen ;

When Autumn's rude fingers the woods have undressed,
The boughs may look bare, but they show him his nest.

Too precious these moments ! the lustre they fling

Is the light of our year, is the gem in its ring,

So brimming with sunshine, we almost forget
The rays it has lost, and its border of jet

While round us the many-hued halo is shed,

How dear are the living, how near are the dead !

One circle, scarce broken, these waiting below,
Those walking the shores where the asphodels blow!

Not life shall enlarge it, nor death shall divide,

No brother new-born finds his place at my side ;

No titles shall freeze us, no grandeurs infest,

His Honor, His Worship, are boys like the rest

Some won the world's homage, their names we hold dear,

But Friendship, not Fame, is the countersign here ;

Make room by the conqueror crowned in the strife

For the comrade that limps from the battle of life !

f

What tongue talks of battle ? Too long we have heard

In sorrow, in anguish, that terrible word ;

It reddened the sunshine, it crimsoned the wave,
It sprinkled our doors with the blood of our brave.

Peace, Peace, comes at last, with her garland of white ;

Peace broods in all hearts as we gather to-night ;

The blazon of Union spreads full in the sun ;

We echo its words, We are One ! We are One !
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WERE THEY CRICKETS?

ABOUT
seven years ago, (it is pos- was preparing for it. My loss of the

sible that some of my readers may sense of space was as absolute as my
recall it,) the following paragraph ap- loss of the sense of time, and I could

peared in the New York daily pa- not have said whether I was in my fa-

pers : ther's house in New York, or in my
room in Wentworth Hall, or in my office

"MYSTERIOUS DISAPPEARANCE. . T ~., , ',

. ,
,-, , in Jersey City. I only knew that theA young man named George Snyder - .,/ .

J
. , ,

J
, ^ ,.,

left the residence of his parents in Thir-
>aSe >

* U1

~. . was before me, and on it the record
ty-Third Street, last Friday evening, f .,

,
, .. ,

. r ,, ,

... . of that brilliant triumph of the human
without his hat, and taking nothing with . ,, , , , . r , , ,

,. '. . intellect, the deduction of a planet s en-
him but the suit which he was wearing ,., r r ..

, ., ,

& tire orbit from three observations of its
(dark doeskin pants, and invisible-green

position,
coat), and has not yet been heard from. ,, , , ,

' As I sat thus absorbed, my attention
It is feared that he has wandered, in ,. ,, ,. , , ,. , .

. was partially diverted by a slight tap-some sudden mental derangement, off . . r
...

'

. . pmg, as if upon the very table uponthe wharves. Any information which , :, , i Ii w^
, . which my book was resting. Without

may lead to his discovery will be grate- . . r
r ./ i. raising my eyes from the page, I al-

fully received by the distressed par- ,
, ,1 u, jJ lowed my thoughts to wander, as I m-

quired within myself what could have

No information was ever received produced the noise. Could it be that I

until the ist of April last, when the was thus suddenly "developed as a

missing man himself returned to his medium," and that the spirit of some
father's house, as mysteriously as he departed friend wished to communicate

went, and was welcomed as one risen with me ? I rejected the thought in-

from the dead. I am that George Sny- stantly, for I was no believer in mod-

der, and propose to give now a brief ern necromancy. But no sooner had I

account of that strange going and com- mentally decided that this was not the

ing. Since April last I have been en- true explanation than I began to feel

gaged, as well as the excitement of lis- my right hand tremble in an unnatural

tening to the narrative of the great manner, and my fingers close against
events which had taken place in my my will around a pencil which I had
native land during my absence would been loosely holding. Then suddenly,
allow me, in preparing for publication upon the paper on which I had been oc-

a history of my observations, made dur- casionally filling out the omitted links

ing the six years' absence ; but of this in Gauss's mathematical reasoning, my
history I can now give merely an out- hand, against my will, legibly scrawled,

line. "
Copernicus" upon which a renewed

On the night of my departure, No- tapping was heard upon the table. I

vember 5, 1858, I was sitting in my sprang out of my chair, as one startled

own room, studying Gauss's " Theoria out of sleep, and looked about the room.

Motus "
; and, as was often the case My full consciousness of time and place

with me, I grew so absorbed in the returned, and I saw nothing unusual

study as to lose all consciousness of about my apartment ; there were the

outward things beyond the limits of the books, the chairs, and even the table,

single page before me. I had forgot- standing in motionless silence as usual,

ten the time of night, nay, I could not I concluded that my late hours and ex-

have recalled the time ofmy life, whether cessive concentration on my studies had
I was in college or had graduated, wheth- made me nervous, or else that I had

er I had entered on my profession or had a dream. I closed the book and
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prepared to go to bed. Like school- whether they are awake, they also al-

boy whistling to keep his courage up, I ways dream that they answer yes ? But

began to talk aloud, saying :
"

I wish I said, I will apply two tests of my own

Copernicus would really come and car- which have often, when I was dream-

ry me off to explore the solar system ;
I ing, convinced me that I was asleep

fancy that I could make a better report and thus enabled me to awake. I gath-
than Andrew Jackson Davis has done." ered some pebbles and began to count

I tremble even now as I recall the them and lay them in heaps, and count

instantaneous effect of those words, them over again. There were no dis-

While I was still speaking, all earthly crepancies between my counts ;
I was

things vanished suddenly from my sight, awake. Then I took out my pencil and
There was no floor beneath me, no memorandum -book to see whether I

ceiling above, no walls around. There could solve an equation. But my hand
was even no earth below me, and no was instantly seized with trembling,

sky above. Look where I would, noth- and wrote without my assistance or

ing was visible but my own body. My guidance these words :

"
I, Copernicus,

clothing shone with a pale blue light, by will comfort your friends. Be calm, be
which I could peer into the surrounding happy, you shall return and reap a pe-
darkness to the distance, as I should culiar glory. You, first of the inhab-

judge, of about twenty or thirty feet. I itants of Earth, have visited another

was apparently hanging, like a planet, in planet while in the flesh. You are on

mid-ether, resting upon nothing. Hor- an island in the tropical regions of

rible amazement seized me, as the con- Mars. I will take you home when you
viction flashed through me like an elec- desire it, only not now."

trie shock that I must have lost my It would be in vain for me to attempt
reason. In a few. moments, however, to recall and to describe the whirling
this terror subsided ;

I felt certain that tumult of thoughts and emotions which

my thoughts were rational, and con- this message created. I sat down upon
eluded that it was some affection of the the grass, and for a time was incapable of

optic nerve. But in a very few seconds deliberate thought or action. At length
I discovered by internal sensations that I arose and paced up and down the turf,

I was in motion, in a rapid, irregular, staring around upon the changeless blue

and accelerating motion. Awful horror of the seaward horizon, the heaving swell

again seized me ;
I screamed out a de- of the ocean, the restless surf fretting

spairing cry for help, and fainted. against the shore, and the motionless

When I recovered from the swoon, I hills that rose behind each other inland,

found myself lying on a grassy bank and lured the eye to a distant group of

near a sea-shore, with strange trees mountains. The coloring of sea and

waving over me. The sun was appar- land was wonderfully fine ; both seemed

ently an hour high. I was dressed as formed of similar translucent purple ;

on the preceding evening, without a and despite the excited state of my feel-

hat. The air was deliciously mild, the ings and the stupendous nature of the

landscape before me lovely and grand, words which I had just seen written by
I said to myself: "This is a beautiful my own pencil, I was impressed with

dream ; it must be a dream." But it a sense of grandeur and of beauty
was too real, and I said,

" Can it be which presently filled me with faith

that I am asleep ?
"

I pinched my and hope. I assured myself that the

arms, I went to the sea and dipped my spirit to whom permission had been

head in the waters, 't was in vain ;
I given thus to transport me from my

could not awake myself, because I was home was as kind as he was power-

already awake. ful. He had set me down in a beauti-
" No !" I replied,

"
you are not awake." ful country, he had promised to return

Do you not remember that saying of me home when I desired it, "only not

Engel, that when men dream of asking now "
; by which I concluded that he
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wished me to think calmly over the

question before asking to return. And

why, I added, should I be in haste ?

Copernicus, if it be he, promises to

comfort my parents, the island looks

fertile, if I find no inhabitants, I can

be a new Robinson Crusoe, and when
I have explored the island thoroughly,
I will ask this spirit to carry me back

to New York, where I shall publish my
observations, and add a new chapter to

our knowledge of the solar system.
I walked toward the mountains,

among strange shrubs, and under

strange trees. Some were in blossom,
others laden with fruit, all in luxuriant

foliage. As I walked on, the scenery
became more and more charming ;

but

I saw no signs of man, nor even of

birds, nor beasts. Beautiful butterflies

and other insects were abundant; in a

little stream I saw minnows, and a fish

elegantly striped with silver and gold ;

and as I followed up the brook, occa-

sionally a frog, startled at my approach,

leaped from the bank and dived into

the water with a familiar cry. I wan-

dered on until I judged it to be nearly

noon, and, growing hungry, ventured

to taste a fruit which looked more
edible than any I had seen. To my
delight I found it as delicious as a paw-
paw. I dined on them heartily, and,

sitting under the shade of the low trees

from which I had gathered them, I fell

into a reverie which ended in a sound

sleep.

When I awoke it was night. I

walked out of the little grove in which
I was sheltered, that I might have a

clearer view of the stars. I soon recog:-o
nized the constellations with which I

had been familiar for years, though in

somewhat new positions. Conspicuous
near the horizon was the " Milk Dip-
per

" of Sagittarius, and I instantly no-

ticed, with a thrill of intense surprise,
that the planet Mars was missing !

When I had first awakened, and stepped
out of the grove, I had only a dim re-

membrance in my mind of having ram-
bled in the fields and fallen asleep on
the grass ;

but this planet missing in the

constellation Sagittarius recalled to me

at once my miraculous position on the

planet Mars. Here was a confirmation

unexpected and irrefragable of the truth

of what Copernicus had written by my
hand. The excited whirl of thoughts
and emotions thus revived banished

sleep, and I walked back and forward

under the grove, and out on the open
turf, gazing again and again at the con-

stellation in which, only two days be-

fore, I had from the Jersey City ferry-
boat seen the now missing planet. At

length Sagittarius sank behind the

mountains, and the Twins arose out of

the sea. With new wonder and admi-

ration I beheld in Castor's knee the

steady lustre of a planet which I had
not known before, an overwhelming
proof of the reality of my asserted posi-
tion on the planet Mars. For as this

new planet was exactly in the opposite

pole of the point whence Mars was

missing, what could it be but my na-

tive Earth seen as a planet from that

planet which had now become my
earth ? You may imagine that this

new vision excited me too much to al-

low sleep to overpower me again until

nearly daybreak.
When I awoke, the sun was far above

the waves. I breakfasted upon my
newly tasted fruit, and resumed my
journey toward the mountains in the

west. An hour's walk brought me to

the spot where I first saw the inhabit-

ants of the island. I shall never forget
a single feature of that landscape. The

mingled delight at seeing them, and

astonishment after looking a few mo-
ments at them, have photographed the

whole surrounding scene to its minutest

details indelibly upon my memory. I

had ascended a little eminence in the

principal valley of a brook, (which I had

been following nearly from its outlet,)

when suddenly the mountains, of which

I had lost sight for a time, rose up be-

fore me in sublime strength, no longer
of translucent purple, but revealing, un-

der the direct light, their rugged solid-

ity. On my right, in the foreground,

were lofty black cliffs, made darker by

being seen lying in their own shadow.

On my left, green hills, in varying
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forms, stretched almost an interminable preferred to keep out of each other's

distance, varying also in their color and reach. Two points in them chiefly at-

depth of shade. At the foot of the tracted my attention. One was their

cliffs, in full sight, but too distant to be prodigious wings, which they folded in-

distinctly heard, the brook leaped along to a very small compass when they
its rocky bed in a succession of scram- walked. The other was their peculiar

bling cataracts, until it was in a perfect language, not being any articulate

foam with the exertion. I sat upon a speech, but only the utterance of vowel-

stone, gazing upon this valley, calmed, sounds of musical quality, which seemed

soothed, charmed with its beauty, and to come from several voices at once,
was speculating upon the cause of the and that not from the mouth, but, as I

ruddy purplish hue which I still no- then thought, from all parts of their

ticed in the landscape, as I had the day bodies.

before, when I heard a choir of half a At length we reached a charming
dozen voices, apparently on the nearest arbor, into which they conducted me.

cliff, joining in a Haydn-like hymn of This arbor was built of some sort of

praise. I drew nearer to the spot, and bamboo or cane, woven together into

soon satisfied myself that all the sounds a coarse lattice-work, the roof being

proceeded from one man sitting alone made of the same and covered with

on a projecting rock. I listened to him huge leaves, perhaps of some palm. I

attentively, vainly endeavoring to im- call it an arbor, because the latticed

agine how he produced such a volume sides were covered with flowering vines,

of sounds, and delighted with the beau- of great variety and beauty. Within

tiful melody and exquisite harmony of were bamboo seats and a table, whose
his polyphonous song. When he ceased material I afterward discovered was the

to sing, I stepped out in front of him and dried leaves of a gigantic flag, flattened

hailed him with a hearty
" Good morn- and made hard by a peculiar process of

ing !

" What was my astonishment to drawing them between joints of barn-

see him instantly unfurl a prodigious boo, somewhat as cane is pressed be-

pair of wings, and fly off the rock, tween rollers. Upon the table were

Hovering over me for a little while, numerous manuscripts, written, as I

evidently as much astonished at me as afterwards learned, on a paper made
I at him, he flew away, and presently of the same flag. These manuscripts
returned with a companion. They were removed, and a repast set on the

alighted near me, and began, as I table by servants, as I then took them

thought, to sing, but in a very fragmen- to be, who brought it in from an ad-

tary way. I afterwards found that they joining arbor ; but I found afterwards

were in conversation. I spoke to them, that they were members of the family,

and, concealing my fears, endeavored by and that the relation of servant and

various signs to intimate my friendly master was not known among the in-

disposition. They were not very back- habitants of the island. When these

ward in meeting my advances ; and yet new members of the family first came
I soon discovered that, although they to the arbor in which I and my two cap-

were two to one against me, they were tors, as they considered themselves,

as much alarmed as I
; whereupon I were sitting, they started back, terrified

became greatly reassured. It was not at my appearance ;
and it was with great

long before we had exchanged presents difficulty that my captors prevailed up-

qf wild fruits, and they had begun, by on them to enter. This further encour-

dumb show, and beckoning, and the ut- aged me in the faith that they were a

terance of soothing sounds, to invite timid and inoffensive people. Their

me to accompany them. We proceeded noonday meal, of which they gave me

slowly, for they could not be satisfied a part, (although they did not invite me
in their examination of me, nor I in my to come to the table with them,) gave
examination of them ;

and yet we rather me still greater assurance, since I found
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it composed wholly of fruits and cereals, is a perennial, like our grass, and a field

After their dinner, during which it was once planted yields in good land fifteen

evident that they were engaged in a or twenty crops with only the labor of

very lively discussion of their visitor gathering. It then becomes exhausted,
or captive, some of the family flew and the canes are burnt at a particular

away, and in the course of an hour re- season, which destroys the roots, and

turned, accompanied by half a dozen prepares the ground admirably for fruit-

others, whom I afterwards found were trees. There were no stables about the

the most learned naturalists of my cap- place, and there are no horses nor cows
tor's acquaintance. I was invited by on the island, indeed, frogs and toads

pantomime to walk out into the open are the highest vertebrates known there,

air, and ofcourse accepted the invitation. About the middle of the forenoon,

Never was there such a Babel of musical my host, or captor, came, guided by his

tones as that which assailed my ears boy, who, flying from arbor to arbor

while these six learned (what shall I and from tree to tree, had kept me in

call them ? since their own name is not sight during my ramble. He brought

expressible by the letters of any alpha- with him seven others, bearing a ham-

bet) --learned men discussed me from mock through the air, four flying on ei-

every point of view. The mild and in- ther side, and lowered it near me in the

offensive appearance of the people, and field. He then made signs to me to lie

the evident kindness mingled with their in the hammock. It was with some

curiosity, had entirely disarmed my sus- difficulty that I persuaded myself to risk

picions, and I as gladly showed them it
;
but I thought at last that, after com-

what I could do as I watched to see ing safely from the Earth to Mars, I

their habits. The whole afternoon was would not shrink from a little excursion

passed in exhibiting to these strange in the atmosphere of that planet. I

beings all of the various gaits and laid myself in the hammock, and soon

modes of motion and gymnastic exer- saw that the seven friends of my host

cises which I had ever learned. were as much afraid of taking it up as

After supper my captor led me to a I had been of getting in it. However,

separate arbor, and pointed to a bed of they mustered courage, and, spreading

soft, white straw, upon which I imme- their wings, raised me up in the air. I

diately stretched myself, and he retired, was, I suppose, a deal heavier than they

Presently^ arose and attempted to go expected ;
for they set me down upon

out, but found that he had fastened the the top of the first knoll in their path,
door on the outside. It was not pleas- and set me down so suddenly that I

ant to find myself a prisoner ; but that was aware of their intention only by be-

subject was instantly driven from my ing dashed against the ground. I sprang
mind as I looked out through the lat- up, and began to rub the bruised spots,

tice and saw Sagittarius, with no signs while my winged bearers folded their

of the planet Mars. I returned to my wings, and lay panting on the turf,

straw
; and, after the excitement of the They had not taken me a half-mile,

day had subsided, I fell asleep and slept When they were rested, my host mo-
until after sunrise. My captor soon af- tioned to me to resume my place ;

and

ter appeared, bringing a basket of de- the eight again bore me, with more de-

licious fruits and bread. When I had liberate stroke, a full mile before drop-
eaten freely, he allowed me to wander ping me again. But they were so much
at will, setting first a boy on top of my exhausted, and took so long to rest,

arbor, apparently to watch that I did that I suggested, by signs and motions,
not wander out of sight. I walked that I should rather walk

;
and so for

about and found that the homestead of the next mile they carried the empty
my captor consisted of seven arbors in hammock, flying very slowly, while I

a grove of fruit-trees, with about a doz- walked rapidly, or ran, after them,

en acres of corn adjoining. This corn When, in my turn, I became exhausted,
VOL. xvii. NO. 102. 26
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they motioned me into the hammock especially about the- joints of the ankle,

again. In this way, partly by being the knee, shoulder, and elbow
;
and

carried and partly on my own feet, I were never weary of examining my
at length reached an immense arbor, in neck and spinal column. I could not

which several hundred of these crea- talk to them, and they had never seen

tures were assembled. It was the reg- a vertebrate higher in organization than

ular day of meeting for their Society of their frogs and toads; wherefore, at

Natural History. One of our party first the end of four weeks, they reported

went in, and, I suppose, announced our that I was a new and wonderful gi-

arrival, then came out and spoke to my gantic Batrachian "
;
that "

they recom-

captor, who beckoned me to follow, and mended the Society to purchase me,

led me in. I was placed on a plat- and, after studying my habits thor-

form, and he then made a polyphonous oughly, dissect me, and mount my
speech, without a consonant sound in skeleton." Of which report I was, of

it ; describing, as I afterwards learned, course, in blessed ignorance for a long,

the history of my discovery and cap- long while.

ture, and going into some speculations So my captor and his friends took

on my nature. Then the principal men the kindest care of me, and endeavored

crowded about me and felt me, and led to amuse and instruct me, and also to

me about the hall, until, what with the find out what I would dp if left to my-

landings of the hammock and the hand- self, taking notes assiduously for the

ling of these sons of Mars, I was sore memoirs of their Society. I can assure

and wearied beyond expression. the reader that I, on my part, was not

At length I was taken to a small ar- idle, but took notes of them with equal

bor, where I was allowed to rest and to diligence, at which imitation of their

take food. The Society then, as I have actions they were greatly amused. But

since been told, held a long discussion, I flatter myself that, when my notes,

and finally appointed a committee to now in the hands of the Smithsonian

examine me, observe my habits, and re- Institution, are published, with the com-

port at the next regular meeting. There ments of the learned naturalists to

is no moon at Mars; but the regular whom the Institution has referred them,

meeting was on the twenty-eighth day they will be found to embody the most

following, the seven notes of music valuable contributions to science. My
having given them the idea of weeks. own view of the inhabitants of Mars

Extra ropes were then attached to the is that they are Rational Articulates,

hammock, (which was built for the use Rational they certainly are, and, al-

of the infirm and aged, but the weight though I am no naturalist, I venture

of these creatures is scarce half that of to pronounce them Articulates. I do

men,) and sixteen of them carried me not mean anything disrespectful to

back to my captor's homestead. That these learned inhabitants of Mars in

night I fell asleep before it was dark saying that their figure and movements

enough to see the stars, and assure my- reminded me of crickets : for I never

self, by a glance at the Milk Dipper, have watched the black field-crickets in

that it was not all a dream ;
but I awoke New England, standing on tiptoe to

before daylight, and gazed through the reach a blade of grass, without a feel-

lattice at the Twins, and at the Earth, ing of admiration at their gentlemanly

shining with steady lustre upon Cas- figure and the gracefulness of their air.

tor's knee. But what is more important, I am told

I will not weary the reader with de- that Articulates breathe through spira-

tails from my journal of each succeed- cles in the sides of their bodies ;
and I

ing day. The committee came day after know that these planetary men breathe

day and studied me. They induced me through six mouths, three on either

to lay aside part of my clothing that side of the body, entirely different in

they might examine me more minutely, appearance and character from the
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seventh mouth in their face, through
which they eat.

In the volumes of notes which will

be published by the Smithsonian Insti-

tution as soon as the necessary engrav-

ings can be finished, will also appear all

that I was able to learn concerning the

natural history of that planet, under the

strict limitation, to which I was subject-

ed, ofbringing to Earth nothing but what

I could carry about my own person.*
I was, myself, particularly interested

in investigating the Martial language,
which differs entirely from our terres-

trial tongues in not being articulate.

Each of the six lateral mouths of these

curious men is capable of sounding

only one vowel, and of varying its mu-
sical pitch about five or six semitones.

Thus, their six mouths give them a

range of two and a half or three oc-

taves. The right-hand lowest mouth
is lowest in pitch, and gives a sound

resembling the double o in moon; the

next lowest in pitch is the lowest left-

hand mouth, and its vowel is more like

in note. Thus they alternate, the

highest left-hand mouth being highest
in pitch, and uttering a sound resem-

bling a long ee. The sound of each of

the six is so individual, that, before I

had been there six months, I could rec-

ognize, even in a stranger, the tones of

each one of the six mouths. But they
seldom use one mouth at a time. Their

simplest ideas, such as the names of

the most familiar objects, are expressed
* The strangeness of my adventures will be so apt

to breed incredulity among those unacquainted with

my character, that I add some certificates from the

highest names known to science.
" New York, June 13, 1865. Three plants, submit-

ted to me by Mr. George Snyder for examination,

prove to be totally unlike any botanical family
hitherto known or described in any books to which
1 have access.

" ROBERT BROWN, Prof. Bot. Col., Coll. N. Y."

"New York, June 15, 1865. Mr. George Snyder.
Dear Sir : Your mineral gives, in the spectroscope,
three elegant red bands and one blue band ; and cer-

tainly contains a new metal hitherto unknown to

chemistry.
"R. BUNSEN, Prof. Chent., N. Y. Free A cad."

"Cambridge, Mass., June, 18, 1865. Mr. George
Snyder has placed in my hands three insects, be-

longing to three new families of Orthoptera, differ-

ing widely from all previously known.
" KIRBY SPENCE, Assist. Ent., Mus.Comp. Zool."

by brief melodic phrases, uttered by one
mouth alone. Closely allied ideas are

expressed by the same phrase uttered

by a different mouth, and so with a dif-

ferent vowel -sound. But most ideas

are complex ;
and these are expressed

in the Mavortian speech by chords, or

discords, produced by using two or

more mouths at once. A few music

types will illustrate this, by examples,
better than any verbal description can

do.

A tree. Fruit. A fruit- A fruit- Do. in Do. in A dead
tree, tree in leaf leaf fruit-

leaf, and and tree,

blossom, fruit

The signification of these chords is

by no means arbitrary ; but, on the

contrary, their application is according
to fixed rules and according to aes-

thetic principles ;
so that the highest

poetry of these people becomes, in the

very process of utterance, the finest

music
; while the utterance of base sen-

timents, or of fustian, becomes, by the

very nature of the language, discord-

ant, or at best vapid and unmelodious.

It will readily be imagined that I was
a very long while in learning to under-

stand a speech so entirely different in all

its principles from our earthly tongues.
And when I began to comprehend it,

as spoken by my new friends, I was

unable, having but one mouth, to ex-

press anything but the simplest ideas.

However, I had Yankee ingenuity

enough to supply in some measure my
want of lateral mouths.

My captor daily allowed me more
and more freedom, and at length per-
mitted me to wander freely over the

whole island, simply taking the precau-
tion to send a boy with me as a com-

panion and guide, in case I should loser-

my way. In one of these rambles E

discovered a swamp of bamboos, and.

by the aid of my pocket-knife cut dowrr<

several and carried them home. Then,,
with great difficulty and interminable-

labor, I managed to make a sort of

small organ, a very rude affair,, with ,
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six kinds of pipes, six of each kind, universal theory concerning me was,
A bamboo pipe, with a reed tongue that I came from beyond a range of

of the same material, or even one mountains on the nearest continent,

with a flute action, was not so sweet beyond which no explorations had ever

in tone as the voice of my friends
;

been made. Concerning my mode of

but they saw what I was trying to do, crossing the steep and lofty barrier on
and could, after growing familiar with the continent, and the deep, wide strait

the sound of my pipes, decipher my which separated the island from the

meaning. The astonishment of my mainland, they speculated in vain. I

captor and his family at finding that humored this theory at first, as far as I

their monster Batrachian could not on- could without positive statements of

ly express simple ideas with his one falsehood, for I knew that, if I told the

mouth, but all the most complex no- truth, it would be absolutely incredible

tions by pieces of bamboo fastened to- to them
;
and I did not reveal to my

gether and held on his knees before Martial friends my own terrestrial, to

him, was beyond measure. From this them celestial character, until just be-

time my progress in learning their fore my departure,

speech was very rapid; and within a But my psychical character perplexed

year from the completion of my organ them much more than my zoological.
I could converse fluently with them. It seems that these islanders had been

Of course, I had not mastered all the accustomed to call themselves, in their

intricacies of their tongue, and even up own tongue,
" rational animals with sen-

to the time of my leaving them I felt timents ofjustice and piety," -all which,
that I was a mere learner

;
neverthe- be it remembered, is expressed in their

less, I could understand the main drift wonderful language by a simple har-

of all that they said
;
and what was monic progression of four full chords.*

equally gratifying to me, I could express But here was a Batrachian, one of the

to them almost anything expressible in lower orders of creation, in their view,-

English, and they understood me. from whom the Almighty had withheld

My life now became a very happy the gift of a rational soul, who neverthe-

one
;

I became sincerely attached to less appeared to reason as soundly as

my captor and to his family, and was they, to understand all their ideas,

charmed with their good sense and not only repeating their sentences on
their kind feeling. I flatter myself his bamboo pipes, but commenting in-

also that they, in their turn, were not telligently on them
;
and who not only

only proud of their Batrachian, but gave these proofs of an understanding

grew fond of him. They showed me mind, but of a heart and soul, manifest-

more and more attention, gave me a ing almost Mavortian affection for his

seat at. their table, and furnished me captor's family, and occasionally betray-
with clothes of their own fashion. I ing even the existence of some religious

must confess, however, that the open- sentiments. Was all this delusive ?

ings on the sides for their mouths, and Did this Batrachian really possess a

on the back for their wings, were rather rational soul, with sentiments of piety
troublesome to me, and occasioned me and justice, or only a wonderfully con-

several severe colds, until I taught structive faculty of imitation ?

them to make my vesture close about Reader, in your pride of Caucasia*

my chest. blood, you may think it incredible that

When visitors came to their house I such doubts should have been enter-

was always invited to bring out my or- tained concerning a man whose father

gan and converse with them. Stran- is from one of the best families in Hol-

gers found some difficulty in under- land, whose mother is descended from

standing me
;

but with the family I good English stock, and who himself

conversed with perfect ease, and they *~,' 3 * These chords are those of E, A, B, E, whence

interpreted for me. I found that the the creatures might be called Eabes.
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exhibits sufficient intelligence to write figure and stature from the islanders,

this narrative
;
but nevertheless such and their wings were of a dusky hue,

doubts were actually entertained by a while the islanders' wings were distinct-

large proportion of the inhabitants of ly purple in their tone. These colonists

the island. Not only did the members were looked upon by most of the island-

of their Society of Natural History be- ers as an inferior race, and there had
come warmly interested in the discus- been very few cases of intermarriage
sion, but finally the whole population of between them. These few cases had,
the island took sides on the question, however, led to some earnest discus-

and debated it with great warmth. The sions. Some maintained that it was
area of their country 'is about the same only a want of good taste in a Purple-
as that of Great Britain

;
but as they wing to be willing to marry a Dusky-

have no law of primogeniture, nor entail- wing, but that it was not a thing forbid-

ment of estates, nor hereditary rank, den by morality or to be forbidden by
they have no poverty and no over-popu- law. Others maintained that such in-

lation
;

all of the inhabitants were hap- termarriage was against nature, against

py and well-educated, all had abun- public order and morality, and should

dant leisure, and all were ready to ex- be prohibited. Nay, some went so far

amine the evidence concerning the won- as to say that these Dusky-wings were

derful Batrachian that was said to have intruders, who ought to be sent back to

come ashore on the eastern side of their their native continent; that the island

island. was the Purple-wings' cbuntry, and that

But alas ! even in this well-governed the Purple-wings should have absolute

and happy community, not every man's control over it, and ought not to suffer

opinion was free from error, nor every any other race to participate in its ad-

man's temper free from prejudice and vantages.

passion. Those who insisted that my This division of opinion and feeling
bamboo music was only a parrot-like concerning the Dusky-wings, although
imitation of their speech accused those deep and earnest, had not led to much
who held that I was really rational of open debate

;
the people of the island

the crime of exalting a Batrachian into were very hospitable and polite, and

equality with "rational animals with they refrained to a great extent from

sentiments of justice and piety ";' and showing their prejudices against the

the accused party, after a little natural colonists. But my arrival gave them

shrinking from so bold a position, final- an opportunity of saying with open
ly confessed the crime, by acknowledg- frankness many things which, although

ing that they thought that I was at least said concerning me, were meant and
entitled to all the rights of their race. * understood as referring to the immi-

Here was the beginning of a feud which grants from the continent. The Dusky-
presently waxed as hot as that between wings themselves said but little ; they
the Big-Endians and the Little-Endians were quiet, inoffensive, affectionate peo-
of Liliput. pie, who were somewhat wounded oc-

I have no doubt in my own mind that casionally by the scorn of a Purple-
the temper displayed in this controver- wing, but simply went on minding their

sy sprang partly from causes which had own business, and showing kindness to

been in operation for many years before all persons alike.

my visit. Somewhere about the middle The aborigines of the island, outnum-

of the last century, (I am speaking now bering the others by twenty to one, dis-

of terrestrial dates, translating their cussed me and my position with eager

long years and odd numeral scale into warmth. On the one hand, it was ar-

ours,) a colony from the mainland had gued that I was a Batrachian, ofa high'
settled at one end of their island, and species, it was granted, but still only an

were still living among them. These animal; that, if I really had reason and'

continental men differed somewhat in sentiments, they must be of a low order ;.
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that certainly I had no social nor legal ily. They were attached to me, that I

rights which their race were bound to could not doubt
;
but neither could I

respect ;
that I was the property of my doubt that it was unpleasant to them to

captor, by right of discovery, and he have old acquaintances decline any fur-

had absolute rights over me as a chat- ther intercourse with them because they
tel ;

that he might sell me or use me as had allowed a Batrachian to sit at table

lawfully as he could sell or use clothing, with them.

food, or books ;
that he might compel Very reluctantly I decided that I

me to work for him
;
and that he even would ask Copernicus to restore me

had a right to poison me (as they poi- to my own family on Earth. First I

soned troublesome insects) whenever he broke the matter cautiously to my host,

was tired of the burden of my support, and explained to him confidentially my
or wished to study my anatomy. real origin and my intended return. He
On the other hand, it was maintained was astonished beyond measure at my

that the fact of my being a Batrachian revelation, and I could with difficulty

had no bearing on my moral rights, and persuade him that I was not of celestial

ought not to have upon my social and nature. We talked it over daily for

legal rights. The capacity which I had several weeks, and then explained it to

for understanding the moral law and the family, and afterwards to a select

for feeling injustice gave me a claim to circle of friends, who were to publish it

justice. Whoever has the moral sense after my departure, and give to the whole

to claim rights is by that very endow- island their first notions of terrestrial

ment vested with rights.
" The true geography and history. Finally, I de-

brotherhood between us rational ani- cided upon a night in which I would

mals," said this party,
"

is founded in depart, and at bed-time bade the family
our rationality and in our sentiments of good by. At midnight I filled my pock-

justice and piety, and not in our animal ets and sundry satchels with my note-

nature. But this Batrachian, although books, specimens of dried plants, insects,

belonging to the lower orders of animal fragments of minerals, etc., and, hang-

nature, partakes with us of reason and ing these satchels on my arms, called

of the sentiments of justice and piety, on Copernicus to fulfil his promise.

He is therefore our brother, and his Instantly all things disappeared again

rights are as sacred as our own. He from.my view
;

I was floating with my
is the guest, and not the chattel, of the satchels in mid-ether, and fell into a

family who discovered him. To sell trance. When I awaked, I was in my
him or to buy him, to force him to la- father's house in New York. How
bor against his will, to hold his life less long the passage required, I have no

sacred than our own, would be crim- means of determining,

inal." The present brief sketch of my life

Of course I knew nothing of all this upon the planet Mars is designed part-

until I had been there for several years, ly to call attention to the volumes which

and acquired a tolerable familiarity with I am preparing, in conjunction with

their speech. Indeed, it required a more learned and more scientific colla-

considerable time for the feud to arrive borateurs, for immediate publication by
at its highest. But at length party the Smithsonian Institution, and partly

strife concerning me and concerning the for the gratification of readers who may
relative superiority of the two races never see those ponderous quartos,

rose to such a pitch, that I seriously I will only add, that, since my return

feared lest I should be the innocent to Earth, I have never been able to ob-

cause of a civil war in this once happy tain any information either from Co-

island. Moreover, I saw that my pres- pernicus or from any other of the illus*

ence was becoming a source of serious trious dead, except through the pages

. inconvenience to my host and to his fam- of their printed works.
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MADAM WALDOBOROUGH'S CARRIAGE.

ON a bright particular afternoon, in

the month of November, 1855,

I met on the Avenue des Champs
Elysdes, in Paris, my young friend

Herbert J .

After many desolate days of wind and

rain and falling leaves, the city had

thrown off her wet rags, so to speak, and

arrayed herself in the gorgeous apparel
of one of the most golden and perfect

Sundays of the season. " All the

world " was out of doors. The Boule-

vards, the Bois de Boulogne, the bridges
over the Seine, all the public prome-
nades and gardens, swarmed with joy-
ous multitudes. The Champs Elyse'es,

and the long avenue leading up to

the Barriere de 1'Etoile, appeared one

mighty river, an Amazon of many-col-
ored human life. The finest July weath-

er had not produced such a superb dis-

play ;
for now the people of fashion, who

had passed the summer at their coun-

try-seats, or in Switzerland, or among
the Pyrenees, reappeared in their

showy equipages. The*tide, which had

been flowing to the Bois de Boulogne
ever since two o'clock, had turned, and

was pouring back into Paris. For

miles, up and down, on either side of

the city-wall, extended the glittering

train of vehicles. The three broad,

open gateways of the Barriere proved
insufficient channels ; and far as you
could see, along the Avenue de I'lm-

peratrice, stood three seemingly end-

less rows of carriages, closely crowded,
unable to advance, waiting for the Bar-

riere de 1'Etoile to discharge its sur-

plus living waters. Detachments of

the mounted city guard, and long lines

of police, regulated the flow
; while at

the Barriere an extra force of custom-

house officers fulfilled the necessary

formality of casting an eye of inspection
into each vehicle as it passed, to see

that nothing was smuggled.

Just below the Barriere, as I was

moving with the stream of pedestrians,
I met Herbert. He turned and took my

arm. A? he did so, I noticed that he

lifted his bran-new Parisian hat towards

heaven, saluting with a lofty flourish

one of the carriages that passed the

gate.
It was a dashy barouche, drawn by a

glossy-black span, and occupied by two

ladies and a lapdog. A driver on the

box, and a footman perched behind,
both in livery, long coats, white

gloves, and gold bands on their hats,

completed the establishment. The la-

dies sat facing each other, and their

mingled, effervescing skirts and floun-

ces filled the cup of the vehicle quite

to over-foaming, like a Rochelle pow-
der, nearly drowning the brave spaniel,

whose sturdy little nose was elevated,

for air, just above the surge.
Both ladies recognized my friend,

and she who sat, or rather reclined, (for

such a luxurious, languishing attitude

can hardly be called a sitting posture,)

fairy-like, in the hinder part of the shell,

bestowed upon him a very gracious,

condescending smile. She was a most

imposing creature, in freshness, of

complexion, in physical development,

and, above all, in amplitude and mag-
nificence of attire, a full-blown rose of

a woman, aged, I should say, about

forty.
" Don't you know that turn-out ?

' :

said Herbert, as the shallop with its

lovely freight floated on in the current.
"

I am not so fortunate," I replied.
" Good gracious ! miserable man !

Where do you live ? In what obscure

society have you buried yourself? Not
to know MADAM WALDOBOROUGH'S
CARRIAGE !

"

This was spoken in a tone of humor-

ous extravagance which piqued my cu-

riosity. Behind the ostentatious defer-

ence with which he had raised his hat

to the sky, beneath the respectful awe

with which he spoke the lady's name, I

detected irony and a spirit of mischief.
" Who is Madam Waldoborough ?

and what about her carriage ?
"
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" Who is Madam Waldoborough ?
"

to speak of '

my uncle Todworth,' or

echoed Herbert, with mock astonish- 'my cousins the Todworths,' I was
ment

;

" that an American, six months prepared to appreciate my extreme

in Paris, should ask that question ! An good fortune. She was a bride, setting
American woman, and a woman of for- out on her wedding tour. She had

tune, sir ; and, which is more, of fash- married a sallow, bilious, perfumed,
ion

; and, which is more, as pretty a very disagreeable fellow, except that

piece of flesh as any in Messina or he too was an aristocrat, and a million-

elsewhere
; one that occupies a posi- naire besides, which made him very

tion, go to ! and receives on Thursday agreeable ;
at least, I thought so. That

evenings, go to ! and that hath ambas- was before I rode in Madam Waldo-
sadors at her table, and everything borough's carriage : since which era in

handsome about her ! And as for "her my life I have slightly changed my
carriage," he continued, coming down habits of thinking on these subjects,
from his Dogberrian strain of elo- "Well, the fair bride was most grati-

quence,
"

it is the very identical car- fyingly affable, and cousined me to my
riage which I didn't ride in once!" heart's content. Her husband was no

" How was that ?
" less friendly : they not only petted me,

"
I '11 tell you ;

for it was a curious but I think they really liked me ;
and

adventure, and as it was a very useful by the time we reached London I was
lesson to me, so you may take warning on as affectionately familiar terms with

by my experience, and, if ever she in- them as a younger brother could have

vites you to ride with her, as she did been. If I had been a Todworth, they

me, beware ! beware ! her flashing eyes, could n't have made more of me. They
her floating hair ! do not accept, or, insisted on my going to the same hotel

before accepting, take lago's advice, with them, and taking a room adjoining
and put money in your purse : PUT their suite. This was a happiness to

MONEY IN YOUR PURSE ! I '11 tell you which I had but one objection, my
why. limited pecuniary resources. My family

"
But, in the first place, I must ex- are neither aristocrats nor million-

plain how I came to be without money naires
;
and economy required that I

in mine, so soon after arriving in Paris, should place myself in humble and in-

where so much of the article is neces- expensive lodgings for the two or three

sary. My woes all arise from vanity, weeks I was to spend in London. But

That is the rock, that is the quicksand, vanity ! vanity ! I was actually ashamed,
that is the maelstrom. I presume you sir, to do the honest and true thing,

don't know anybody else who is afflicted afraid of disgracing my branch of the

with that complaint ? If you do, I '11 family in the eyes of the Todworth

but teach you how to tell my story, and branch, and of losing the fine friends I

that will cure him
; or, at least, it ought had made, by confessing my poverty,

to. The bride, I confess, was a delightful
" You see, in crossing over to Liver- companion ; but I know other ladies

pool in the steamer, I became acquaint- just as interesting, although they 4o
ed with a charming young lady, who not happen to be Todworths. For her

proved to be a second-cousin of my sake, personally, I should never have

father's. She belongs to the aristo- thought of committing the folly ;
and

cratic branch of our family. Every still less, I assure you, for that piece of

family tree has an aristocratic branch, perfumed and yellow-complexioned po-
or bough, or little twig at least, I be- liteness, her husband. It was pride,

lieve. She was a Todworth
;
and having sir, pride that ruined me. They went

always heard my other relations men- to Cox's Hotel, in Jermyn Street ;
and

tion with immense pride and respect I, simpleton as I was, went with them,

the Todworths, as if it was one of for that was before I rode in Madam
the solid satisfactions of life to be able Waldoborough's carriage.
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"
Cox's, I fancy, is the crack hotel " But this was not the worst of it.

of London. Lady Byron boarded there
;

I suffered from another cause. If noble-

trie author of ' Childe Harold ' himself men were my attendants, I must expect
used to stop there ;

Tom Moore wrote to maintain noblemen. All that cere-

a few of his last songs and drank a mony and deportment must go into the

good many of his last bottles of wine bill. With this view of the case, I could

there
; my Lords Tom, Dick, and Har- not look at their white kids without

ry,
- - the Duke of Dash, Sir Edward feeling sick at heart ; white waistcoats

Splash, and Viscount Flash, these became a terror ;
the sight of an august

and other notables always honor Cox's neckcloth, bowing its solemn attentions

when they go to town. So we honored to me, depressed my very soul. The
Cox's. And a very quiet, orderly, well- folding-doors, on golden hinges turn-

kept tavern we found it. I think Mr. ing, figuratively, at least, if not liter-

Cox must .have a good housekeeper, ally, like those of Milton's heaven,

He has been fortunate in securing a grated as horrible discords on my se-

very excellent cook. I should judge cret ear as the gates of Milton's other

that he had engaged some of the finest place. It was my gold that helped to

gentlemen in England to act as wait- make those hinges. And this I en-

ers. Their manners would do credit to dured merely for the sake of enjoying

any potentate in Europe : there is that the society, not of my dear newly-found
calm self-possession about them, that cousins, but of two phantoms, intangi-
serious dignity of deportment, sustained ble, unsatisfactory, unreal, that hovered

by a secure sense of the mighty im- over their heads, the phantom of

portance of their mission to the world, wealth and the still more empty phan-
which strikes a beholder with awe. I torn of social position. But all this,

was made to feel very inferior in their understand, was before I rode in Madam
presence. We dined at a private table, Waldoborough's carriage,
and these ministers of state waited up- "Well, I saw London in company
on us. They brought us the morning with my aristocratic relatives, and paid

paper on a silver salver ; they presented a good deal more for the show, and
it as if it had been a mission from a really profited less by it, than if I had

king to a king. Whenever we went gone about the business in my own de-

ut or came in, there stood two of liberate and humble way. Everything
those magnates, in white waistcoats was, of course, done in the most lordly
and white gloves, to open the folding- and costly manner known. Instead of

doors for us, with stately mien. You walking to this place or that, or taking
would have said it was the Lord High an omnibus or a cab, we rolled magnifi-
Chamberlain and his deputy, and that I cently in our carriage. I suppose the

was at least Minister Plenipotentiary happy bridegroom would willingly have
to the Court of St. James. I tried to defrayed all these expenses, if I had
receive these overpowering attentions wished him to do so

;
but pride prompt-

with an air of easy indifference, like one ed me to pay my share. So it hap-
who had been all his life accustomed to pened that, during nine days in London,
that sort of thing, you know

; but I was I spent as much as would have lasted

oppressed with a terrible sense of being me as many weeks, if I had been as

out of my place. I could n't help feel- wise as I was vain, that is, if I had

ing that these serene and lofty high- ridden in Madam Waldoborough's car-

nesses knew perfectly well that I was a riage before I went to England,

green Yankee boy, with less than fifty
" When I saw how things were go-

pounds in my pocket ; and I fancied ing, bankruptcy staring me in the face,

that, behind the mask of gravity each ruin yawning at my feet, I was sudden-

imperturbable countenance wore, there ly seized with an irresistible desire to

was always lurking a smile of con- go on to Paris. I had a French fever

tempt. of the most violent character. I de-
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clared myself sick of the soot and smoke been leading at Cox's to a second-
and uproar of the great Babel, I even class passage to Paris was that step

spoke slightingly of Cox's Hotel, as if I from the sublime to the ridiculous which
had been used to better things, and I did not wish to be seen taking. I

called for my bill. Heavens and earth, think I 'd have thrown myself into the

how I trembled ! Did ever a condemned Thames before I would thus have ex-

wretch feel as faint at the sight of the posed myself ; for, as I tell you, I had

priest coming to bid him prepare for not yet been honored with a seat in

the gallows, as I did at the sight of one Madame Waldoborough's carriage,
of those sublime functionaries bringing

"
It is certainly a grand thing to keep

me my doom on a silver salver ? Ev- grand company ; but if ever I felt a

ery pore opened ;
a clammy perspira- sense of relief, it was when I found

tion broke out all over me
;

I reached myself free from my cousins, emanci-
forth a shaking hand, and thanked his pated from the fearful bondage of keep-

highness with a ghastly smile. ing up such expensive appearances ;

" A few figures told my fate. The con- when I found myself seated on the

vict who hears his death-sentence may hard, cushionless bench of the second-

still hope for a reprieve ; but figures are class car, and nibbled my crackers at

inexorable, figures cannot lie. My bill my leisure, unoppressed by the awful

at Cox's was in pounds, shillings, and presence of those grandees in white

pence, amounting to just eleven dollars waistcoats, and by the more awful pres-
a day. Eleven times nine are ninety- ence of a condemning conscience with-

nine. It was so near a round hundred, in myself.
it seemed a bitter mockery not to say a "I niobled my crackers, and they

hundred, and have done with it, instead tasted sweeter than Cox's best dinners ;

of scrupulously stopping to consider a I nibbled, and contemplated my late

single paltry dollar. I was reminded experiences ; nibbled, and was almost

of the boy whose father bragged of persuaded to be a Christian,
- - that is,

killing nine hundred and ninety-nine to forswear thenceforth and forever all

pigeons at one shot. Somebody asked company which I could not afford to

why he did n't say a thousand. ' Thun- keep, all appearances which were not

der !

'

says the boy,
' do you suppose honest, all foolish pride, and silly am-

my father would lie just for one pigeon ?
'

bition, and moral cowardice
;

as I did

I told the story, to show my cousins after I had ridden in a certain carriage
how coolly I received the bill, and paid I have mentioned, and which I am corn-

it, coined my heart and dropped my ing to now as fast as possible,

blood for drachmas, rather than appear
"

I had lost nearly all my money and

mean in presence of my relatives, al- a good share of my self-respect by the

though I knew that a portion of the course I had taken, and I could think

charge was for the bridal arrangements of only one substantial advantage which

for which the bridegroom alone was I had gained. That was a note of in-

responsible. v
troduction from my lovely cousin to

" This drained my purse so nearly dry Madame Waldoborough. That would

that I had only just money enough left be of inestimable value to me in Paris,

to take me to Paris, and pay for a week's It would give me access to the best

lodging or so in advance. They urged society, and secure to me, a stranger,

me to remain and go to Scotland with many privileges which could not othe'r-

them
; but I tore myself away, and fled wise be obtained. '

Perhaps, after all,'

to France. I would not permit them thought I, as I read over the flattering

to accompany me to the railroad station, contents of the unsealed note,
--

'per-

and see me off; for I was unwilling that haps, after all, I shall find this worth

they should know I was going to econ- quite as much as it has cost me.' O,
omize my finances by purchasing a sec- had I foreseen that it was actually des-

ond-class ticket. From the life I had tined to procure me an invitation to ride
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out with Madam Waldoborough herself, eyes of the insect pierced me malicious-

should n't I have been elated ? ly an instant, as the barouche dashed
"

I reached Paris, took a cheap lodg- past, and disappeared in the Rue de

ing, and waited for the arrival of my Rivoli. I was humiliated ; I felt that I

uncle's goods destined for the Great was recognized, known as the rash

Exhibition,
- - for to look after them, (I youth who had just called at the H6tel

could speak French, you know,) and to de Waldoborough, been told that Mad-
assist in having them properly placed, am was out, and had stopped outside

was the main business that had brought to catch the hotel in a lie. It is very
me here. I also waited anxiously for singular how do you explain it?

my uncle and a fresh supply of funds, that it should have seemed to me the

In the mean time I delivered my let- circumstance was something, not for

ters of introduction, and made .a few Madam, but for me to be ashamed of!

acquaintances. Twice I called at Mad- I don't believe that the color of her

am Waldoborough's hotel, but did not peachy cheeks was heightened the

see her
;
she was out/ So at least the shadow of a shade

; but as for me, I

servants said, but I suspect they lied ; blushed to the tips of my ears,

for, the second time I was told so, I
" You may believe that I did not go

noticed, O, the most splendid turn-out ! away in such a cheerful frame of mind
-the same you just saw pass waiting as might have encouraged me to repeat

in the carriage-way before her door, my call in a hurry. I just coldly en-

with the driver on the box, and the closed to her my cousin's letter of intro-

footman holding open the silver-han- duction, along with my address; and said

died and escutchioned panel that served to myself,
'

Now, she '11 know what a
as a door to the barouche, as if expect- deuse of a fellow she has slighted : she

ing some grand personage to get in. '11 know she has put an affront upon a
"'Some distinguished visitor, per- connection of the Todworths !' I was

haps,' thought I
; 'or, it may be, Mad- very-silly, you see, for I had not yet

am Waldoborough herself
; instead of but I am coming to that part of my

being out, she is just going out, and in story.
five minutes the servant's lie will be a "

Well, returning to my lodgings a
truth.' Sure enough, before I left the few days afterwards, I found a note
street --for I may as well confess that which had been left for me by a liveried

curiosity caused me to linger a little footman, Madam Waldoborough's
my lady herself appeared in all her glo- footman, O heaven ! I was thrown in-

ry, and bounced into the barouche with to great trepidation by the stupendous
a vigor that made it rock quite unro- event, and eagerly inquired if Madam
mantically ;

for she is not frail, she is herself was in her carriage, and was im-
not a butterfly, as you perceived. I mensely relieved to learn she was not ;

recognized her from a description I had for, unspeakably gratifying as such con-
received from my cousin the bride, descension, such an Olympian compli-
She was accompanied by that meagre, ment, would have been under other cir-

smart little sprite of a French girl, cumstances, I* should have felt it more
whom Madam always takes with her, than offset by the mortification of know-
to talk French with, and to be waited ing that she knew, that her own eyes
upon by her, she says ; but rather, I be- had beheld, the very humble quarter in

lieve, by way of a contrast to set off her which a lack of means had compelled
own brilliant complexion and imperial me to locate myself,

proportions. It is Juno and Arachne. "
I turned from that frightful possi-

The divine orbs of the goddess turned bility to the note itself. It was every-

haughtily upon me, but did not see me, thing I could have asked. It was am-
- looked through and beyond me, as if brosia, it was nectar. I had done a big

I had been nothing but gossamer, feath- thing when I fired the Todworth gun :

ers, air
;
and the little black, bead-like it had brought the enemy to terms.
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My cousin was complimented, and I card I did not see
; but in looking for it

was welcomed to Paris, and THE I discovered some curious specimens
HOTEL WALDOBOROUGH ! of foreign orthography, --one dainty

"'Why have you not called to see little note to ^Madame Valtobiireau '

;
me ?

' the note inquired, with charming another laboriously addressed to ' M. et

innocence. I shall be at home to- Mme. Jean Val-d'eau-Berot '/ and still

morrow morning at two o'clock ; can- a third, in which the name was con-
not you give me the pleasure of greet- scientiously and industriously written

ing so near a relative of my dear, de- out,
* Oualdobeurreaux? This last, as

lightful Louise ?
' an instance of spelling an English word

" Of course, I .would afford her that a la Fran$aise, I thought a remarkable

pleasure !

*

O, what a thing it is,' I success, and very creditable to people
said to myself,

' to be a third cousin to who speak of Lor Berong, meaning
a Todworth !

' But the two o'clock in Lord Byron, (Be-wrong is good !)
and

the morning, how should I manage talk glibly about Frongclang, and
that ? I had not supposed that fashion- Vashangtong, meaning the great phi-
able people in Paris got up so early, losopher, and the Father of his Coun-
much less received visitors at that won- try.

derful hour. But, on reflection, I con- "
I was trying to amuse myself with

eluded that two in the morning meant these orthographical curiosities, yet
two in the afternoon

;
for I had heard waiting anxiously all the while for the

that the great folks commenced their appearance of that illustrious ornament

day at about that time. of her sex, to whom they were ad-
" At two o'clock, accordingly, the next dressed

;
and the servant's '

petit mo-

afternoon, excuse me, O ye fashion- ment ' had become a good petit quart
able ones ! I mean the next morning, ctheure, when the drawing-room door

I sallied forth from my little barren opened, and in glided, not the Goddess,
room in the Rue des Vieux Augustins, but the Spider.
and proceeded to Madam's ancient pal-

" She had come to beg Monsieur (that
ace in the Rue St. Martin, dressed in was me) to have the bounty to excuse

my best, and palpitating with a sense Madam (that was the Waldoborough),
of the honor I was doing myself. This who had caused herself to be waited

time the concierge smiled encouraging- for, and who, I was assured, would give

ly, and ascertained for me that Madam herself '
le plaisir de me voir dans un

was at home. I ascended the polished tout petit moment? So saying, with a

marble staircase to a saloon on the first smile, she seated herself; and, discov-

floor, where I was requested to have the ering that I was an American, began to

obligeance d'attendre iin petit moment, talk bad English to me. I may say ex-

until Madam should be informed of my ecrable English ;
for it is a habit your

arrival. Frenchwoman often has, to abandon
" It was a very large, and, I must ad- her own facile and fluent vernacular,

mit, a very respectable saloon, although which she speaks so charmingly, in or-

aot exactly what I had expected to see der to show off a wretched smattering
at the very summit of the social Olym- she may have acquired of your language,

pus. I dropped into a fauteuil near a from politeness, possibly, but I rather

centre-table, on which there was a fan- think from vanity. In the mean time

tastical silver- wrought card -basket. Arachne busied her long agile fingers
What struck me particularly about the with some very appropriate embroidery ;

basket was a well-known little Tod- and busied her mind, too, I could n't

worth envelope, superscribed in the help thinking, weaving some intricate

delicate handwriting of my aristocratic web of mischief, for her eyes sparkled

cousin,. my letter of introduction, in as they looked at me with a certain

fact, displayed upon the very top of gleeful, malicious expression, seem-
the pile of billets and cards. My own ing to say,

; You have walked "into my
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parlor, Mr. Fly, and I am sure to en-

tangle yoU !

' which made me feel uncom-

fortable.
" The ' tout petit moment ' had be-

come another good quarter of an hour,

when the door again opened, and Mad-
am Madam herself the Waldobor-

ough appeared ! Did you ever see

flounces ? did you ever witness expan-
sion ? have your eyes ever beheld the

so to speak new-risen sun trailing

clouds of glory over the threshold of the

dawn ? You should have seen Madam
enter that room

; you should have seen

the effulgence of the greeting smile she

gave me
;
then you would n't wonder

that I was dazzled.
" She filled and overflowed with her

magnificence the most royal fauteuil in

the saloon, and talked to me of my
Todworth cousin, and of my Todworth
cousin's husband, and of London, and

America, occasionally turning aside to

show off her bad French by speaking
to the Spider, until another quarter of

an hour had elapsed. Then Paris was
mentioned ; one of us happened to

speak of the Gobelins, I cannot now
recall which it was first uttered that

fatal word to me, the direful spring of

woes unnumbered ! Had I visited the

Gobelins ? I had not, but I anticipated

having that pleasure soon.
" '

Long as I have lived in Paris, I

have never yet been to the Gobelins !

'

says Mrs. Waldoborough.
' Mademoi-

selle
'

(that was Arachne)
' ni

1accuse

toujours d*avoir tort, et me dit que je
dois y alter, n'est ce pas, Mademoi-
selle?^

" ' Certainement ! '

says Mademoi-

selle, emphatically ;
and in return for

Madam's ill-spoken French, she added
in English, of even worse quality, that

the Gobelins' manufacture of tapisserie
and carpet, was the place the moz curi-

ouze and interressante which one could

go see in Paris.
" ' Cest le qu'elle dit toujoursj says

the Waldoborough.
* But I make great

allowances for her opinions, since she
is an enthusiast with regard to every-

thing that pertains to weaving.'
" '

Very natural that she should be,

being a Spider,' I thought, but did not

say so.

" '

However,' Madam continued,
*
I

should like extremely well to go there,

if I could ever get the time. Quand
aurai-je le terns, Mademoiselle ?

'

" '
I sink zis af'noon is more time

zan you have anozer day, Madame,'

says the Spider.
So the net was completed, and I was

caught thus : Mrs. Waldoborough, with

an hospitable glance at me, referred the

proposition ;
and I said, if she would

like to go that day, she must not let me
hinder her, and offered to take my leave ;

and Arachne said,
' Monsieur perhaps

he like go too ?
' And as Madam sug-

gested ordering the carriage for the

purpose, of course I jumped at the

chance. To ride in that carriage ! with

the Waldoborough herself ! with the

driver before and the footman behind,
in livery ! O ye gods !

"
I was abandoned to intoxicating

dreams of ambition, whilst Madam
went to prepare herself, and Mademoi-
selle to order the carriage.

> It was not

long before I heard a vehicle enter the

court-yard, turn, and stop in the car-

riage-way. I tried to catch a glimpse
of it from the window, but saw it only
in imagination, that barouche of ba-

rouches, which is Waldoborough's ! I

imagined myself seated luxuriously in

that shell, with Madam by my side,

rolling through the streets of Paris in

even greater state than I had rolled

through London with my Todworth
cousin. I was impatient to be ex-

periencing the new sensation. The
moments dragged : five, ten, fifteen

minutes at least elapsed, and all the

while the carriage and I were waiting.

Then appeared who do you sup-

pose ? The Spider, dressed for an

excursion. ' So she is going too !

'

thought I, not very well pleased. She

had in her arms what do you sup-

pose ? A confounded little lapdog,
the spaniel you saw just now with his

nose just above the crinoline.
" '

Monsieur,' says she,
'
I desire make

you know the King Francois.' I hate

lapdogs ; but, in order to be civil, I of-
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fered to pat his majesty on the head, forted myself, however, with the reflec-

That, however, did not seem to be tion that beggars must not be choos-

court-etiquette ;
and I got snapped at ers ; that, if I rode with Madam, I must

by the little despot.
' Our compagnon accept her style of turn-out ; and that

of voyage,' says Mademoiselle, pacify- if I was a good boy, and went in the

ing him with caresses. coupe* this time, I might go in the ba-

"<So, he is going too?' thought I, rouche the next.

so unreasonable as to feel a little "Madam occupied the back seat

dissatisfied; as if I had a right to say the seat of honor in a coach --with
who should or who should not ride in whom, do you suppose ? Me ? No,
Madam Waldoborough's carriage. sir ! With the Spider ? Not even with

" Mademoiselle sat with her hat on, the Spider ! With the lapdog, sir !

and held the pup ;
and I sat with my And I was forced to content myself

hat in my hand, and held my peace ; with a seat by Arachne's side, facing
and she talked bad English to me, and the royal pair.

good French to the dog, for, may be, "'Aux Gobelins] says Mrs. Waldo-
ten minutes longer, when the Waldo- borough, to the driver ;' mats allez par
borough swept in, arrayed for the oc- rHotel de Ville, le pont Louis Philippe,

casion, and said,
' Maintenant nous et Ftglise de Notre Dame, n'est-ce

irons.'' That was the signal for de- pas ?
'

referring the question to me.

scending : as we did,so, Madam cas- "I said, 'As you please.' And the

ually remarked, that something was the red-faced driver said,
'

Bien, Madame !
'

matter with one of the Waldoborough as he shut us into the coach. And off

horses, but that she had not thought it we went by the H6tel de Ville, the

worth the while to give up our visit to Pont Louis Philippe, and Notre Dame,
the Gobelins on that account, since a accordingly.

coupe" would answer our purpose ;

" We stopped a few minutes to look

and the coupe's in that quarter were at the Cathedral front
; then rattled on,

really very respectable ! up the Quai and across the Pont de
" This considerate remark was as a 1'Archeveche', and through the crooked,

feather-bed to break the frightful fall countless streets until we reached the

before me. You think I tumbled down Gobelins
;
and I must confess I did not

the Waldoborough stairs ? Worse than yet experience any of the sublime emo-

that : I dropped headlong, precipitately, tions I had counted upon in riding with

from the heights of fairy dreams to the distinguished Madam Waldobor-

low actuality ;
all the way down, down, ough.

down, from the Waldoborough ba- " You have been to the Gobelins ? If

rouche to a hired coach, a voiture de re- you have n't, you must go there, -- not

mise, that stood in its place at the door! with two ladies and a lapdog, as I did,

"'Mademoiselle suggested that it but independently, and you will find

would be quite as well to go in a coupe,"
1 the visit well worth the trouble. The

says Mrs. Waldoborough, as she got in. establishment derives its name from an
" ' O certainly,' I replied, with preter- obscure wool-dyer of the fifteenth cen-

natural cheerfulness. But I could have tury, Jean Gobelin, whose little work-

killed the Spider ;
for I suspected this shop has grown to be one of the most

was a part of the plot she had been extensive and magnificent carpet and

weaving to entangle me. tapestry manufactories in the world.

"It was a vehicle with two horses "We found liveried attendants sta-

and seats for four
;
one driver in a red tioned at every door and turning-point, to

face, the common livery of your Paris direct the crowds of visitors and to keep
hackman ; but no footman, no footman, out dogs. No dog could be admitted

no footman !

"' Hubert repeated, with a except in arms. I suggested that King

groan.
" Not so much as a little tiger Francis should be left in the coach ;

clinging to the straps behind ! I com- upon which Mrs. Waldoborough asked,
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reproachfully, 'Could I be so cruel?'

and the Spider looked at me as if I had

been an American savage. To atone

for my inhumanity, I offered to carry

the cur; he was put into my arms at

once ;
and so it happened that I walked

through that wonderful series of rooms,

hung with tapestries of the richest de-

scription, of the times of Francis I.,

Louis XIV., and so forth, with a detested

lapdog in my hands. However, I showed

my heroism by enduring my fate with-

out a murmur, and quoting Tennyson
for the gratification of Mrs. Waldobor-

ough, who was reminded of the corri-

dors of 'The Palace of Art.'

' Some were hung with arras green and blue,

Showing a gaudy summer-morn,
Where with puffed cheek the belted hunter blew

His wreathdd bugle-horn.'

' One showed an iron coast, and angry waves.

You seemed to hear them climb and fall,

And roar rock-thwarted under bellowing caves,

Beneath the windy Wall.'

' Or sweet Europa's mantle blew unclasped,

From off her shoulder backward borne :

From one hand droope^ a crocus : one hand grasped
The mild bull's golden horn.'

And so forth, and so on. I continued

my citations in order to keep Madam's
mouth shut

;
for she annoyed me ex-

ceedingly by telling everybody she had

occasion to speak with who she was.
" l

je suis Madame Waldoborough ;

etje desire savoir'
1

this thing, or that,

whatever she wished to inquire about
;

as if all the world knew of her fame,
and she had only to state,

'
I am that

distinguished personage,' in order to

command the utmost deference and re-

spect.
" From the show-rooms we passed on

to the work-rooms, where we found the

patient weavers sitting or standing at

the back side of their pieces, with their

baskets of many-colored spools at their

sides, and the paintings they were cop-

ying behind them, slowly building up
their imitative fabrics, loop after loop,
and stitch after stitch, by hand. Mad-
am told the workmen who she was, and
learned that one had been at work six

months on his picture ;
it was a female

figure kneeling to a colossal pair of legs,

destined to support a warrior, whose

upper proportions waited to be drawn
out of the spool-baskets. Another had
been a year at work on a headless Vir-

gin with a babe in her arms, finished

only to the eyes. Sometimes ten, or

even twenty years, are expended by one
man upon a single piece of tapestry ;

but the patience 9f the workmen is not

more wonderful than the art with which

they select and blend their colors, pass-

ing from the softest to the most brilliant

shades, without fault, as the work they
are copying requires.

" From the tapestry
-
weaving we

passed on to the carpet-weaving rooms,
where the workmen have the right side

of their fabric before them, and the de-

signs to be copied over their heads.

Some of the patterns were of the most

gorgeous description, vines, scrolls,

flowers, birds, lions, men ; and the

way they passed from the reflecting

brain through the fingers of the weaver

into the woollen texture was marvel-

lous to behold. I could have spent
some hours in the establishment pleas-

antly enough, watching the operatives,

but for that terrible annoyance, the dog
in my arms. I could not put him down,
and I could not ask the ladies to take

him. The Spider was in her element
;

she forgot everything but the toil of her

fellow-spiders, and it was almost impos-
sible to get her away from any piece she

once became interested in. Madam,
busy in telling who she was and asking

cfuestions, gave me little attention
;
so

that I found myself more in the posi- .,

tion of a lackey than a companion. I had

regretted that her footman did not ac-

company us
;
but what need was there

of a footman as long as she had me ?

" In half an hour I had become weary
of the lapdog and the Gobelins, and

wished to get away. But no, Madam
must tell more people who she was,

and make further inquiries ;
and as for

Arachne, I believe she would have re-

mained there until this time. Another

half-hour, and another, and still the

good part of another, exhausted the

strength of my arms and the endurance

of my soul, until at last Mrs. Waldo-
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borough said,
* Eh bien, nous avons

tout vu, rfest-ce pas? Allans done f
And we allonged.

" We found our coupt waiting for us,

and I thrust his majesty King Francis

into it rather unceremoniously. Now
you must know that all this time Mrs.

Waldoborough had not the remotest

idea but that she was treating me with

all due civility. She is one of your

thoroughly egotistical, self- absorbed

women, accustomed to receiving hom-

age, who appear to consider that to

breathe in their presence and attend

upon them is sufficient honor and hap-

piness for anybody.
" ' Never mind,' thought I,

' she '11

invite me to dinner, and may be I shall

meet an ambassador !

'

" Arrived at the Hotel Waldoborough,

accordingly, I stepped out of the coupd,
and helped out the ladies and the lap-

dog, and was .going in with them, as a

matter of course. But the Spider said,
' Do not give yourself ze pain, Mon-
sieur !

' and relieved me of King Fran-

cis. And Madam said,
' Shall I order

the driver to be paid ? or will you re-

tain the coupe"? You will want it to

take you home. Well, good day,'

offering me two fingers to shake. '
I am

very happy to have met you ; and I

hope I shall see you at my next recep-
tion. Thursday evening, remember

;

I receive Thursday evenings. Cocker,
vous emporterez ce monsieur chez lui,

comprennez ?
'

" (

Bien, Madame /' says the cocker.
"'Bon jour, Monsieur I"

1

says Arach-

ne, gayly, tripping up the stairs with

the king in her arms.
"

I was stunned. For a minute I did

not know very well what I was about ;

indeed, I should have done very differ-

ently if I had had my wits about me. I

stepped back into the coupt, weary,

disheartened, hungry ; my dinner hour
was past long ago ;

it was now ap-

proaching Madam's dinner hour, and I .

was sent away fasting. What was worse,
the w///was left for me to pay for. It

was three hours since it had been or-

dered
; price, two francs an hour

; total,

six francs. I had given the driver my

address, and we were clattering away
towards the Rue des Vieux Augustins,
when I remembered, with a sinking of

the heart I trust you may never expe-

rience, that I had not six francs in the

world, at least in this part of the

world, thanks to my Todworth cou-

sin
;
that I had, in fact, only fifteen pal-

try sous in my pocket !

" Here was a scrape ! I had ridden

in Madam Waldoborough 's carriage
with a vengeance ! Six francs to pay !

and how was I ever to pay it ?
' Cocker !

cocker !
'

I cried out, despairingly,
'
at-

tendez !
'

" l

Qu'est-il ?
'

says the cocker, stop-

ping promptly.
" Struck with the appalling thought

that every additional rod we travelled

involved an increase of expense, my first

impulse was to jump out and dismiss

him. But then came the more frightful

nightmare fancy, that it was not possi-
ble to dismiss him unless I could pay
him ! I must keep him with me until I

could devise some means of raising the

six francs, which an hour later would
be eight francs, and an hour later ten

francs, and so forth. Every moment
that I delayed payment swelled the debt,
like a ruinous rate of interest, and di-

minished the possibility of ever being
able to pay him at all. And of course

I could not keep him with me forever,

go about the world henceforth in a
hired coach, with a driver and span of

horses impossible to get rid of.

" '

Que veut Monsieur ?
'

says the

driver, looking over at me with his red

face, and waiting for my orders.
" That recalled me from my hideous

revery. I knew I might as well be

travelling as standing still, since he was

to be paid by the hour
;

so I said,
4 Drive on, drive faster !

'

"
I had one hope, --that on reaching

my lodgings I might prevail upon the

concierge to pay for the coach. I

stepped out with alacrity, said gayly to

my coachman,
' Combien est-ce que je

vous dois ?
' and put my hand in among

my fifteen sous with an air of confi-

dence.
" The driver looked at his watch, and
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said, with business-like exactness,
' Six

francs vingt-cinq centimes. Monsieur.'

Vingt-cinq centimes / My debt had in-

creased five cents whilst I had been

thinking about it !

lAvec quelque-

chose pour la boissonj he added with a

persuasive smile. With a trifle besides

for drink-money, for that every French

driver expects.
" Then I appeared to discover, to my

surprise, that I had not the change ;

so I cried out to the old woman in the

porter's lodge,
' Give this man five

francs for me, will fou ?
' ' Five

francs !

' echoed the ogress with aston-

ishment : 'Monsieur, je rfaipas le sou !
'

"
I might have known it ;

of course

she would n't have a sou for a poor
devil like me ; but the reply fell upon

my heart like a death sentence.
"

I then proposed to call at the driv-

er's stand and pay him in a day or two,

if he would trust me. He smiled and

shook his head.

'"Very well,' said I, stepping back

into the coach,
' drive to number five,

Cite" Odiot.' I had an acquaintance

there, of whom I thought I might pos-

sibly borrow. The coachman drove

away cheerfully, seeming to be perfect-

ly well satisfied with the state of things :

he was master of the situation, he

was having employment, his pay was

going on, and he could hold me in

pledge for the money. We reached the

Cite' Odiot: I ran in at number five,

and up stairs to my friend's room. It

was locked
;
he was away from home.

"
I had but one other acquaintance

in Paris on whom I could venture to

call for a loan of a few francs
;
and he

lived far away, across the Seine, in the

Rue Racine. There seemed to be no al-

ternative ; so away we posted, carry-

ing my ever-increasing debt, dragging
at each remove a lengthening chain.

We reached the Rue Racine
;

I found

my friend
;

I wrung his hand. ' For
Heaven's sake,' said I, 'help me to get
rid of this Old Man of the Sea, this

elephant won in a raffle !

'

"
I explained. He laughed.

' What a

funny adventure !

'

says he. ' And how
curious that at this time, of all others,
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I have n't ten sous in the world ! But
I '11 tell you what I can do,' says he.

" ' For mercy's sake, what ?
'

" '
I can get you out of the building

by a private passage, take you through
into the Rue de la Harpe, and let you
escape. Your coachman will remain

waiting for you at the door until you
have traversed half Paris. That will be

a capital point to the joke, a splen-
did finale for your little comedy !

'

"
I confess to you that, perplexed

and desperate as I was, I felt for an in-

stant tempted to accept this infamous

suggestion. Not that I would willingly

have wronged the coachman ; but since

there was no hope of doing him justice,

why not do the best thing for myself?
If I could not save my honor, I migkt
at least save my person. And I own
that the picture of him which presented
itself to my mind, waiting at the door

so complacently, so stolidly, intent only
on sticking by me at* the rate of two
francs an hour until paid off, without

feeling a shadow of sympathy for my
distress, but secretly laughing at it,

doubtless, that provoked me
;
and I

was pleased to think of him waiting
there still, after I should have escaped,
until at last his beaming red face would

suddenly grow purple with wrath, and

his placidity change to consternation,
on discovering that he had been out-

witted. But I knew too well what he

would do. He would report me to the

police ! Worse than that, he would re-

port me to Madam Waldoborough !

"Already I fancied him, with his

whip under his arm, smilingly taking
off his hat, and extending his hand to

the amazed and indignant lady, with a

polite request that she would pay for

that coupt ! What coupf? And he

would tell his story, and the Goddess

would be thunderstruck ;
and the eyes

of the Spider would sparkle wickedly ;

and I should be damned forever !

" Then I could see the Parisian de-

tectives the best in the world going
to take down from the lady's lips a mi-

nute description of the adventurer, the

swindler, who had imposed upon them,

and attempted to cheat a poor hack-
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driver out of his hard-earned wages !

Then would appear the reports in the

newspapers, how a well - dressed

young man, an American, Monsieur

X., (or perhaps my name would be giv-

en,) had been the means of enlivening
the fashionable circles of Paris with a

choice bit of scandal, by inviting a very

distinguished lady, also an American,

(whose Thursday evening receptions
we well know, attended by some of

the most illustrious French and foreign
residents in the metropolis,) to accom-

pany him on a tour of inspection to the

Gobelins, and had afterwards been guil-

ty of the unexampled baseness of leav-

ing the coupe" he had employed stand-

ing, unpaid, at the door of a certain

house in the Rue Racine, whilst he es-

caped by a private passage into the

Rue de la Harpe, and so forth, and

so forth. I saw it all. I blushed, I

shuddered at the fancied ignominy of

the exposure.
" '

No,' said I
; "t is impossible ! If

you can't help me to the money, I must

try but where, how can I hope to

raise eight francs, (for it is four hours

by this time, to say nothing of the

drink-money !)
how can I ever hope

to raise that sum in Paris ?
'

"'You can pawn your watch,' says

my false friend, rubbing his hands, and

smiling, as if he really enjoyed the

comicality of the thing.
" But I had already eaten my watch,

as the French say : it had been a week

at the Mont de Pie'te'.

" ' Your coat then,' says my counse^l-

lor, with good-mannered unconcern.
" ' And go in my shirt-sleeves ?

' for

I had placed my trunk and its contents

in the charge of my landlord, as securi-

ty for the payment of my board and

room-rent.
" ' In that case, I don't see what you

will do, unless you take my original

advice, and dodge the fellow.'

"
I left my fair-weather acquaintance

in disgust, and went off, literally stag-

gering under the load, the ever-increas-

ing load, the Pelion upon Ossa, of

francs, francs, francs, despair, despair,

despair.

" lEh bien f
'

says the driver, inter-

rogatively, as I went out to him.
" '-Pas de chance .f And I ordered

him to drive back to the Citd Odiot.
" ' Bien /

'

says he, polite as ever,

cheery as ever
;

and away we went

again, back across the Seine, up the

Champs filysees, into the Rue de

1'Oratoire, to the Citd, my stomach

faint, my head aching, my thoughts

whirling, and the carriage wheels rat-

tling, clattering, chattering all the way,
* Two francs an hour and drink-money !

Two francs an hour and drink-money !

'

" Once more I tried my luck at num-
ber five, and was filled with exaspera-
tion and dismay to find that my friend

had been home, and gone off again in

great haste, with a portmanteau in his

hand.
" Where had he gone ? Nobody

knew ;
but he had given his key to the

house-servant, saying he would be ab-

sent several days.
" ' Pensez-vous qu'il est allt a Lon-

dres ? '
I hurriedly inquired.

" '

Monsieur, je n'en sais rienj was

the calm, decisive response.
"

I knew he often went to London
;

and now my only hope was to catch

him at one of the railway stations. But

by which route would he be like to go ?

I thought of only one, that by way of

Calais, by which I had come, and I or-

dered my coachman to drive with all

speed to the Northern Railway Station.

He looked a little glum at this, and. his
' Bien !

' sounded a good deal like the

'bang
' of the coach-door, as he shut it

rather sharply in my face.
"
Again we were off, my head hotter

than ever, my feet like ice, and the

coach-wheels saying vivaciously, as be-

fore,
' Two francs an hour, and drink-

money ! Two francs an hour, and drink-

money !

'
I was terribly afraid we

should be too late ;
but on arriving at

the station, I found there was no train

at all. One had left in the afternoon,

and another would leave late in the

evening. Then I happened to think

there were other routes to London, by
the way of Dieppe and Havre. My
friend might have gone by one of
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those ! Yes, there was a train at about "
Absolutely no admittance ! And

that time, my driver somewhat sullenly while I was convulsing myself in vain,

informed me, --for he was fast losing the train started! It. was off, my
his cheerfulness : perhaps it was his friend was gone, and I was ruined for-

supper-time, or perhaps he was in a ever !

hurry for his drink - money. Did he " When the worst has happened, and
know where the stations were ? Know ? we feel that it is so, and our own efforts

of course he did ! There was but one are no longer of any avail, then we be-

terminus for both routes ;
that was in come calm : the heart accepts the fate it

the Rue St. Lazare. Could he reach knows to be inevitable. The bankrupt,
it before the train started ? Possibly ; after all his anxious nights and terrible

but his horses were jaded ; they needed days of struggle, is almost happy at

feeding. And why did n't I tell him last, when all is over. Even the con-

before that I wished to stop there ? for vict sleeps soundly on the night pre-
we had come through the Rue St. La- ceding his execution. Just so I recov-

zare, and actually passed the railway ered my self-possession and equanimity
station there, on our way from the Citd after the train had departed.
Odiot ! That was vexing to think of,

"
I went back to my hackman. His

but there was no help for it
;
so back serenity had vanished as mine had ar-

we flew on our course, to catch, if pos- rived
;
and the fury that possessed me

sible, the train, and my friend, who I seemed to pass over and take up its

was certain was going in it. abode with him.
" We reached the Lazarus Street Sta- " ' Will you pay me ?

' he demanded,
tion

;
and I, all in a frenzy of apprehen- fiercely.

sion, rushed in, to experience one of " * My friend,' said I,
*
it is impossi-

those fearful trials of temper to which ble.' And I repeated my proposition
nervous men especially nervous to call and settle with him in a day or
Americans in Paris are sometimes two.

subject. The train was about start- " 'And you will not pay me now?' he

ing.; but, owing to the strict regula- vociferated,

tions which are everywhere enforced " ' My friend, I cannot.'

on French railways, I could not even " ' Then I know what I shall do !

>

force myself into the passenger-room, turning away with a gesture of rage.
much less get through the gate, and " '

I have done what I could, now
past the guard, to the platform where you shall try what you can,' I answered,
the cars were standing: Nobody could mildly.
enter there without a ticket. My friend " < Ecoutez done /' he hissed, turning
was going, and I could not rush in and once more upon me. '

I go to Madam,
catch him, and borrow my-- ten francs, I demand my pay of her. What do
I suppose, by that time, because I had you say to that ?

'

not a ticket, nor money to buy a ticket !
" A few minutes before I should have

I laugh now at the image of myself, as been overwhelmed by the suggestion.
I must have appeared then,

- - franti- I was not pleased with it now. No
cally explaining what I could of the cir- man who has enjoyed the society of
cumstances to any of the officials who ladies, and fancied that he appeared
would hear me, --pouring forth tor- smart in their presence, fancies the
rents of broken and hardly intelligible idea of being utterly Ashamed and hu-

French, now shrieking to make myself miliated in their eyes. I ought to have
understood, and now groaning with had the courage to say to Mrs. Waldo-
despair,

- -

questioning, cursing, im- borough, when she had the coolness to

ploring,--and receiving the invariable, send me off with the coupt, instead of
the inexorable reply, always polite, but my dinner :

' Excuse me, Madam, I

always firm, have not the money to pay this man !

'

" ' ON NE PASSE PAS, MONSIEUR.' "
It would have been bitter, that con-
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fession ;
but better one pill at the be- a presentation of what he supposed

ginning of a malady than a whole box- was all the time conveyed safely in his

ful afterwards. Better truth, anyhow, coat.

though it kills you, than a precarious
" ' Is it possible !

'

said he, in very
existence on false appearances. I had, poor French, which betrayed him to be

by my own folly, through toadyism in a foreigner like myself.
' You are very

the first place and moral cowardice kind, very honest, very obliging,

afterwards, placed myself in an embar- very-obliging indeed !

'

rassing and ludicrous position ; and I
" If thanks and smiles would answer

must take the consequences. my purpose, I had them in profusion.
" <

Very well,' said I,
'
if you are ab- He looked to see that the pocket-book

solutely bent on having your money to- had not been opened, and thanked me
night, I suppose that is the best thing again and again. He seemed very anx-

you can do. But say to Madam that I ious to do the polite thing, yet still

expect my uncle, by the next steamer ; more anxious to be passing on. But I

that I wished you to wait till his arrival would not let him pass on ; I held him
for your pay ; and that you not only re- with my glittering eye.

fused, but put me to a great deal of " ' Ah !

'

said he,
'

perhaps you won't

trouble. It is nothing extraordinary,' I feel yourself injured by the offer,' for

continued, in the hope to soften him, he saw that I was well dressed, and
* for gay young men, Americans, to be probably hesitated on that account to

without money for a few days in Paris, reward me,
'

perhaps you will take

expecting remittances from home ;
and something for your honesty, for your

you fellows ought to be more accom- trouble.' And putting his hand in his

modatin'g.' pantaloons pocket, he took it out again,
" ' True ! true !

'

says the driver, turn- with the palm covered with glittering

ing again to go.
' But I must have my gold pieces.

pay all the same. I shall tell Madam " '

Sir,' said I,
'
I am ashamed to ac-

what you say.' cept anything for so trifling a service ;

" He was going. And now happened but I owe this man here, how much
one of those wonderful things which is it now ?

'

sometimes occur in real life, but which,
" ' Ten francs and a half,' says the

in novels, we pronounce .improbable, driver, whom I had stopped just in

Whilst we were speaking a train ar- time.

rived ; and I noticed a little withered " ' Ten francs and a half,' I repeated,

old man, a little smirking mummy of " ' Mais rfoubliez pas Id boisson? he

a man, with a face all wrinkles and added, his persuasive smile returning,

smiles, coming out of the building with " ' With something for his dram,' I

his coat on his arm. I noticed him, continued :

* which if you will have the

because he was so ancient and dried kindness to pay him, and at the same

up, and yet so happy, whilst I was so time give me your address, I will see

young and fresh, and yet so miserable, that the money is returned to you with-

And I was wondering at his self-satis- out fail in a day or two.'

faction, when I saw what think you ? "The smiling little man paid the

something fall to the ground from the money on the spot ; saying it was of

waist-pocket of the coat he carried on no consequence, and neglecting to give

his arm ! It was -- will you believe it ? me his address. And he went his way
a pocket-book ! a fat pocket-book, well satisfied, and the driver went his,

a respectable, well-worn pocket-book ! also well satisfied; and I went mine, in-

the pocket-book of a millionnaire, by finitely better satisfied, I imagine, than

Jove ! I pounced upon it, like an eagle either of them.

upon a rabbit. He was passing on "
Well, I had got rid of Madam Wal-

when I ran after him, politely called doborough's carriage, and learned a les-

his ^attention, and surprised him with son which, I think, will last me the rest
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of my life. If ever again I run after

great folks, or place myself in a false

position through folly or cowardice,

may the Plates confound me ! But I

must haste and tell you the curious

denouement of the affair.

"
I was not so anxious to cultivate

Madam's acquaintance after riding in

her carriage, you may well believe.

For months I did not see her. At last

my Todworth cousin and her yellow-

complexioned husband came to town,
and I went with my uncle to call upon
them at Meurice's Hotel. They were

delighted to see me, and fondly pressed
me to come and take a room adjoining
their suite, as I did at Cox's. A card

was brought in. My cousin smiled, and

directed that the visitor should be ad-

mitted. There was a rustle, a vol-

ume of flounces came sweeping in, a

well-remembered voice cried,
' My dear

Louise !

' and my Todworth cousin

was clasped in the buxom embrace of

Madam Waldoborough.
" But what did I behold ? Following

in Madam's wake, like a skiff towed at

the stern of a rushing side - wheel

steamer, a dapper little old man, a

withered little old man, a gayly smiling
little old man, whose countenance was
somehow strangely familiar to me. I

considered him a moment, and the

scene in the Rue St. Lazare, with the

coupe driver and the man with the

pocket-book, flashed across my mind.

This was the man ! I remembered him
well

; but he had evidently forgotten
me.

" Madam released Louise from her

divine large arms, and greeted the yel-

low-complexioned one. Then she was
introduced to my uncle. Then the

bride said,
' You know my cousin Her-

bert, I believe ?
'

" '

Ah, yes !

'

says the Waldoborough,
who had glanced at 'me curiously, but

doubtfully,
*
I recognize him now !

'

giv-

ing me a smile and two fingers.
'
I

thought I had seen him somewhere.
You have been to one or two of my re-

ceptions, have n't you ?
'

" '
I have not yet had that pleasure,'

said I.

" {

Ah, I remember now ! You called

one. morning, did n't you ? And we
went somewhere together,

- - where did

we go ? or was it some other gentle-
man ?'

"
I said I thought it must have been

some other gentleman ; for indeed I

could hardly believe now that I was
that fool.

" '

Very likely,' said she
;

' for I see

so many, my receptions, you know,

Louise, are always so crowded ! But,

dear me, what am I thinking of?

Where are you, my love ?
' and the

steamer brought the skiff alongside.
" '

Louise, and gentlemen,' then said

my lady, with a magnificent courtesy,

the very wind of which I feared would

blow him away, but he advanced tri-

umphantly, bowing and smiling extrav-

agantly, 'allow me the happiness of

presenting to you Mr. John Waldobor-

ough, my husband.'
" How I refrained from shrieking

and throwing myself on the floor, I nev-

er well knew ; for I declare to you, I

was never so caught by surprise and

tickled through and through by any de-

nouement or situation, in or off the stage!

To think that pigmy, that wart, that lit-

tle grimacing monkey of a man, parch-

ment-faced, antique, a mere money-

bag on two sticks, should be the

husband of the great and glorious Mad-
am Waldoborough ! His wondrous

self - satisfaction was accounted for.

Moreover, I saw that Heaven's justice

was done : Madam's husband had paid
for Madam's carriage !

' :

Here Herbert concluded his story.

And it was time ; for the day had closed,

as we walked up and down, and the

sudden November night had come on.

Gas-light had replaced the light of the

sun throughout the streets of the city.

The brilliant cressets of the Place de la

Concorde flamed like a constellation ;

and the Avenue des Champs Elysees,
with its rows of lamps, and the throngs
of carriages, each bearing now its

lighted lantern, moving along that far-

extending slope, looked like a new

Milky Way, fenced with lustrous stars,

and swarming with meteoric fire-flies.
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IV.

SALEM,
August 22d, 1837. A by some particular sign. They watch

walk yesterday afternoon down to and wait a great while for that person
the Juniper and Winter Island. Singu- to pass. At last some casual circum-

lar effect of partial sunshine, the sky stance discloses that each is the one

being broadly and heavily clouded, and that the other is waiting for. Moral,
land and sea, in consequence, being gen- that what we need for our happiness

erally overspread with a sombre gloom, is often close at hand, if we knew but

But the sunshine, somehow or other, how to seek for it.

found its way between the interstices of

the clouds, and illuminated some of the The journal of a human heart for a

distant objects very vividly. The white single day in ordinary circumstances,

sails of a ship caught it, and gleamed The lights and shadows that flit across

brilliant as sunny snow, the hull being it
; its internal vicissitudes,

scarcely visible, and the sea around
dark

;
other smaller vessels too, so that Distrust to be thus exemplified :

they looked like heavenly-winged things Various good and desirable things to

just alighting on a dismal world. Shift- be presented to a young man, and of-

ing their sails, perhaps, or going on fered to his acceptance, as a friend,

another tack, they almost disappear at a wife, a fortune ; but he to refuse them
once in the obscure distance. Islands all, suspecting that it is merely a de-

are seen in summer sunshine and green lusion. Yet all to be real, and he to be

glory ;
their rocks also sunny and their told so, when too late,

beaches white ; while other islands, for

no apparent reason, are in deep shade, A man tries to be happy in love
; he

and share the gloom of the rest of the cannot sincerely give his heart, and the

world. Sometimes part of an island is affair seems all a dream. In domestic

illuminated and part dark. When the life, the same ;
in politics, a seeming

sunshine falls on a very distant island, patriot ; but still he is sincere, and all

nearer ones being in shade, it seems seems like a theatre,

greatly to extend the bounds of visible

space, and put the horizon to a farther An old man, on a summer day, sits on

distance. The sea roughly rushing a hill-top, or on the observatory of his

against the shore, and dashing against house, and sees the sunshine pass from

the rocks, and grating back over the one object to another connected with

sands. A boat a little way from the the events of his past life, as the

shore, tossing and swinging at anchor, school-house, the place where his wife

Beach birds flitting from place to place, lived in her maidenhood, its setting
beams falling on the churchyard.

The family seat of the Hawthornes
is Wigcastle, Wigton, Wiltshire. The An idle man's pleasures and occupa-

present head of the family, now resid- tions and thoughts during a day spent

ing there, is Hugh Hawthorne. Wil- by the sea-shore : among them, that of

liam Hawthorne, who came over in sitting on the top of a cliff, and throw-

1635-6, was a younger brother of the ing stones at his own shadow, far below,

family.
A blind man to set forth on a walk

A young man and girl meet together, through ways unknown to him, and to

each in search of a person to be known trust to the guidance of anybody who
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will take the trouble
;
the different char- glass bottle, stamped with the name of

acters who would undertake it : some Philip English, with a broad bottom,

mischievous, some well - meaning, but The baby-linen, &c. of Governor Brad-

incapable ; perhaps one blind man un- ford of Plymouth colony. Old manu-

dertakes to lead another. At last, pos- script sermons, some written in short-

sibly, he rejects all guidance, and blun- hand, others in a hand that seems learnt

ders on by himself. from print

Nothing gives a stronger idea of old

In the cabinet of the Essex Histori- worm-eaten aristocracy of a family be-

cal Society, old portraits. Governor ing crazy with age, and of its being time

Leverett ;
a dark moustachioed face, the that it was extinct than these black,

figure two-thirds length, clothed in a dusty, faded, antique-dressed portraits,

sort of frock coat, buttoned, and a broad such a those of the Oliver family ; the

sword-belt girded round the waist, and identical old white wig of an ancient

fastened with a large steel buckle
;
the minister producing somewhat the im-

hilt of the sword steel, altogether pression. that his very scalp, or some

very striking. Sir William Pepperell in other portion of his personal self, would

English regimentals, coat, waistcoat, do.

and breeches, all of red broadcloth,

richly gold-embroidered ;
he holds a The excruciating agonies which Na-

general's truncheon in his right hand, ture inflicts on men (who break her

and extends the left towards the bat- laws) to be represented as the work of

teries erected against Louisbourg, in human tormentors ;
as the gout, by

the country near which he is standing, screwing the toes. Thus we might find

Endicott, Pyncheon, and others, in scar- that worse than the tortures of the Span-
let robes, bands, &c. Half a dozen or ish Inquisition are daily suffered with-

more family portraits of the Olivers, out exciting notice,

some in plain dresses, brown, crimson,
or claret; others with gorgeous gold- Suppose a married couple fondly at-

embroidered waistcoats, descending al- tached to one another, and to think

most to the knees, so as to form the that they lived solely for one another ;

most conspicuous article of dress. La- then it to be found out that they were

dies, with lace ruffles, the painting of divorced, or that they might separate

which, in one of the pictures, cost five if they chose. What would be its ef-

guineas. Peter Oliver, who was crazy, feet ?

used to fight with these family pictures
in the old Mansion House

;
and the Monday, August 2jth. Went to

face and breast of one lady bear cuts Boston last Wednesday. Remarkables :

and stabs inflicted by him. Miniatures An author at the American Station-

in oil, with the paint peeling off, of ers' Company, slapping his hand on

stern, old, yellow faces, Oliver Crom- his manuscript, and crying,
"

I 'm go-
well, apparently an old picture, half ing to publish." An excursion aboard

length or one third, in an oval frame, a steamboat to Thompson's Island, to

probably painted for some New Eng- visit the Manual Labor School for boys,
land partisan. Some pictures that had Aboard the steamboat several poets and

been partly obliterated by scrubbing various other authors ;
a Commodore,

with sand. The dresses, embroidery, Colton, a small, dark brown, sickly
laces of the Oliver family are generally man, with a good deal of roughness in

better done than the faces. Governor his address ;
Mr. Waterston, talking

Leverett's gloves, the glove-part of poetry and philosophy. Examination
coarse leather, but round the wrist a and exhibit^n of the boys, little tanned

'deep three or four inch border of span- agriculturist.::. After examination, a

gles and silver embroidery. Old drink- stroll round the island, examining the

ing-glasses, with tall stalks. A black riroducts, as wheat in sheaves on the
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stubble-field ; oats, somewhat blighted The Captain characterizes Percival as

and spoiled ; great pumpkins elsewhere
; the roughest old devil that ever was in

pastures; mowing ground; all culti- his manners, but a kind, good-hearted
vated by the boys. Their residence, a man at bottom. By and by comes in

great brick building, painted green, and the steward. "
Captain Percival is

standing on the summit of a rising coming aboard of you, sir." "
Well,

ground, exposed to the winds of the bay. ask him to walk down into the cabin "
;

Vessels flitting past ; great ships; with and shortly down comes old Captain

intricacy of rigging and various sails ; Percival, a white-haired, thin-visaged,

schooners, sloops, with their one or two weather-worn old gentleman, in a blue

broad sheets of canvas : going on dif- Quaker-cut coat, with tarnished lace and
ferent tacks, so that the spectator might brass buttons, a pair of drab pantaloons,

think that there was a different wind for and brown waistcoat. There was an

each vessel, or that they scudded across eccentric expression in his face, which

the sea spontaneously, whither their seemed partly wilful, partly natural. He
own wills led them. The farm boys re- has not risen to his present rank in the

main insulated, looking at the passing regular line of the profession ;
but en-

show, within sight of the city, yet hav- tered the navy as a sailing-master, and

ing nothing to do with it ; beholding has all the roughness of that class of

their fellow-creatures skimming by them officers. Nevertheless, he knows how
in winged machines, and steamboats to behave and to talk like a gentleman,

snorting and puffing through the waves. Sitting down, and taking in hand a glass
Methinks an island would be the most of champagne, he began a lecture on

desirable of all landed property, for it economy, and how well it was that Un-
seems like a little world by itself; and cle Sam had a broad back, being com-

the water may answer instead of the at- pelle^ to bear so many burdens as

mosphere-that surrounds planets. The were laid on it, alluding to the table

boys swinging, two together, standing covered with wine-bottles. Then he

up, and almost causing the ropes and spoke of the fitting up of the cabin with

their bodies to stretch out horizontally, expensive woods, of the brooch in

On our departure, they ranged them- Captain Scott's bosom. Then he pro-

selves on the rails of the fence, and, be- ceeded to discourse of politics, taking

ing dressed in blue, looked not unlike a the opposite side to Cilley, and arguing
flock of pigeons. with much pertinacity. He seems to

On Friday, a visit to the Navy Yard have moulded and shaped himself to his

at Charlestown, in company with the own whims, till a sort of rough affecta-

Naval Officer of Boston, and Cilley. tion has become thoroughly imbued

Dined aboard the revenue cutter Ham- throughout a kindly nature. He is full

ilton. A pretty cabin, finished off of antique prejudices against the mod-

with bird's-eye maple and mahogany ;
ern fashions of the younger officers,

two looking-glasses. Two officers in their moustaches and such fripperies,

blue frocks, with a stripe of lace on each and prophesies little better than dis-

shoulcler. Dinner, chowder, fried fish, grace in case of another war
; owning

corned beef, claret, afterwards cham- that the boys would fight for their coun-

pagne. The waiter tells the Captain of try, and die for her, but denying that

the cutter that Captain Percival (Com? there are any officers now like Hull and

mander of the Navy Yard) is sitting Stuart, whose exploits, nevertheless,

on the deck of the anchor hoy, (which he greatly depreciated, saying that

lies inside of the cutter,) smoking his the Boxer and Enterprise fought the

cigar. The Captain sends 'fci.m a glass only equal battle which we won dur-

of champagne, and inquires^ the wait- ing the war ; a,nd that, in that action,

er what Percival says to it.
" He saH, an officer ftael proposed to haul down

sir,
' What does he send'me this damneci' the stars and stripes, and a common

stuff for ?
' but drinks, nevertheless." sailor threatened to cut him to pieces,
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if he should do so. He spoke of Bain- out bruising the head or body, as clean

bridge as a sot and a poltroon, who want- as by a razor. Well, the man was walk-

ed to run from the Macedonian, pre- ing pretty briskly at the time of the ac-

tending to take her for a line-of-battle cident
;
and Scott seriously affirmed

ship ;
of Commodore Elliot as a liar

;
that he kept walking onward at the

but praised Commodore Downes in the same pace, with two jets of blood gush-

highest terms. Percival seems to be ing from his headless trunk, till, after

the very pattern of old integrity ; taking going about twenty feet without a head,

as much care of Uncle Sam's interests he sunk down at once, with his legs un-

as if all the money expended were to der him.

come out of his own pocket. This

quality was displayed in his resistance [In corroboratiori of the truth of this,

to the demand of a new patent capstan see Lord Bacon, Century IV. of his

for the revenue-cutter, which, however, Sylva Sylvarum, or Natural History,

Scott is resolved in such a sailor-like in Ten Centuries, paragraph 400.]

way to get, that he will probably sue- On Saturday, I called to see E. H
,

ceed. Percival spoke to me of how his having previously appointed a meeting
business in the yard absorbed him, es- for the purpose of inquiring about our

pecially the fitting of the Columbus sev- name. He is an old bachelor, and truly

enty-four, of which ship he discoursed forlorn. The pride of ancestry seems

with great enthusiasm. He seems to to be his great hobby. He had a good
have no ambition beyond his present many old papers in his desk at the Cus-

duties, perhaps never had any ; at any torn-House, which he produced and dis-

rate, he now passes his life with a sort sertated upon, and afterwards went with

of gruff contentedness, grumbling and me to his sister's, and showed me an

growling, yet in good humor enough, old book, with a record of the children

He is conscious of his peculiarities ;
for of the first emigrant, (who came over

when I asked him whether it would be two hundred years ago,) in his own
well to make a naval officer Secretary handwriting. E 's manners are gen-
of the Navy, he said,

" God forbid, for tlemanly, and he seems to be very well

that an old sailor was always full of informed. At a little distance, I think,

prejudices and stubborn whim-whams," one would take him to be not much

instancing himself; whereto I agreed, over thirty; but nearer at hand one

We went round the Navy Yard with finds him to look rather venerable,

.Percival and Commodore Downes, the perhaps fifty or more. He is nervous,

latter a sailor and a gentleman too, and his hands shook while he was look-

with rather more of the ocean than the ing over the papers, as if he had been

drawing-room about him, but courteous, startled by my visit
;
and when we came

frank, and good-natured. We looked to the crossings of streets, he dart-

at rope-walks, rigging-lofts, ships in ed across, cautioning me, as if both

the stocks
;
and saw the sailors of the were in great danger to be run over,

station laughing and sporting with Nevertheless, being very quick-tem-

great mirth and cheerfulness, which the pered, he would face the Devil if at all

Commodore said was much increased irritated. He gave a most forlorn de-

at sea. We returned to the wharf at scription of his life ; how, when he came
Boston in the cutter's boat. Captain to Salem, there was nobody except

Scott, of the cutter, told me a singu- Mr. whom he cared about seeing ;

lar story of what occurred during the how his position prevented him from

action between the Constitution and accepting of civilities, because he had

Macedonian, he being powder-mon- no home where he could return them ;

key aboard the former ship. A can- in short, he seemed about as miserable

Hotshot came through the ship's side, a be-ing as is to be found anywhere,
and a man's, head was Struck off, prob- lonely, and with sensitiveness to feel his

ably by a splinter, for it was .done witty- loneliness, and capacities,,
now with-
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ered, to nave enjoyed the sweets of thunder-shower. They were invisible

life, I suppose he is comfortable enough till they hopped. Boys gathering wal-

when busied in his duties at the Cus- nuts. Passed an orchard, where two men
torn-House ;

for when I spoke to him were gathering the apples. A wagon,
at my entrance, he was too much ab- with barrels, stood among the trees ;

sorbed to hear me at first. As we the men's coats flung on the fence ; the

walked, he kept telling stories of the apples lay in heaps, and each of the

family, which seemed to have comprised men was up in a separate tree. They
many oddities, eccentric men and worn- conversed together in loud voices, which

en, recluses and other kinds, one the air caused to ring still louder, jeer-
of old Philip English, (a Jersey man, ing each other, boasting of their own
the name originally L'Anglais,) who feats in shaking down the apples. One
had been persecuted by John Haw- got into the very top of his tree, and

thorne, of witch-time memory, and a gave a long and mighty shake, and the

violent quarrel ensued. When Philip big apples came down thump, thump,

lay on his death-bed, he consented to bushels hitting on the ground at once,

forgive his persecutor ;

" But if I get
" There ! did you ever hear anything

well," said he,
"

I '11 be damned if I for- like that ?
"
cried he. This sunny scene

give him !

' This Philip left daughters, was pretty. A horse feeding apart, be-

one of whom married, I believe, the son longing to the wagon. The barberry-
of the persecuting John, and thus all bushes have some red fruit on them,
the legitimate blood of English is in but they are frost-bitten. The rose-

our family. E passed from the mat- bushes have their scarlet hips.

ters of birth, pedigree, and ancestral Distant clumps of trees, now that the

pride to give vent to the most arrant variegated foliage adorns them, have

democracy and locofocoism that I ever a phantasmagorian, an apparition-like

happened to hear, saying that nobody appearance. They seem to be of some

ought to possess wealth longer than his kindred to the crimson and gold cloud-

own life, and that then itshould return to islands. It would not be strange to

the people, &c. He says old S. I see phantoms peeping forth from their

has a great fund of traditions about the recesses. When the sun was almost

family, which she learned from her below the horizon, his rays, gilding the

mother or grandmother, (I forget which,) upper branches of a yellow walnut-tree,

one of them being a Hawthorne. The had an airy and beautiful effect, the

old lady was a very proud woman, and, gentle contrast between the tint of the

as E says, "proud of being proud," yellow in the shade, and its ethereal

and so is S. I . gld in the fading sunshine. The woods
that crown distant uplands were seen

October jth^ 1837. A walk in North- to great advantage in these last rays,

fields in the afternoon. Bright sun- for the sunshine perfectly marked out

shine and autumnal warmth, giving a and distinguished every shade of color,

sensation quite unlike the same de- varnishing them as it were ; while, the

gree of warmth in summer. Oaks, country round, both hill and plain, be-

some brown, some reddish, some still ing in gloomy shadow, the woods looked

green ; walnuts, yellow, fallen leaves the brighter for it.

and acorns lying beneath ;
the footsteps The tide, being high, had flowed al-

crumple them in walking. In sunny most into the Cold Spring, so its small

spots beneath the trees, where green current hardly issued forth from the.

grass is overstrewn by the dry, fallen basin. As I approached, two little eels,

foliage, as I passed I disturbed multi- about as long as my finger, and slender

tudes of grasshoppers basking in the in proportion, wriggled out of the basin,

warm sunshine ; and they began to They h^d eeme from the salt water,

hop, ho*p, hop, pattering on the dry An Indiaiueorn field, as yet unharvest-

leaves like big and heavy drops of a ed,
=

huge, golden pumpkins scattere4
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among the hills of corn, a noble-look- being, not rippled, but its glassy surface

ing fruit After the sun was down, the somewhat moved and shaken by the

sky was deeply dyed with a broad sweep remote agitation of a breeze that was

of gold, high towards the zenith ; not breathing on the outer lake, this be-

flaming brightly, but of a somewhat ing in a sort of bay, in the slightly agi-

dusky gold. A piece of water extend- tated mirror, the variegated trees were

ing towards the west, between high reflected dreamily and indistinctly; a

banks, caught the reflection, and ap- broad belt of bright and diversified

peared like a sheet of brighter and more colors shining in the water beneath,

glistening gold than the sky which made Sometimes tin; image of a tree might
it bright be almost traced ;

then nothing but

Dandelions and blue flowers are still this sweep of broken rainbow. It was

growing in sunny places. Saw in a like the recollection of the real scene

barn a prodigious treasure of onions in in an observer's mind, a confused

their silvery coats, exhaling a penetrat- radiance,

ing perfume.
A whirlwind, whirling the dried leaves

How exceeding bright looks the sun- round in a circle, not very violently,

shine, casually reflected from a look-

ing-glass into a gloomy region of the To well consider the characters of a

chamber, distinctly marking out the family of persons in a certain condition,

figures and colors of the paper hang- in poverty, for instance, and en-

ings, which are scarcely seen elsewhere, deavor to judge how an altered condi-

It is like the light of mind thrown on tion would affect the character of each,

an obscure subject.
The aromatic odor of peat smoke in

Man's finest workmanship, the closer the sunny autumnal air is very pleas-

you observe it, the more imperfections ant.

it shows
;
as in a piece of polished steel

a microscope will discover a rough sur- Salem, October I4//Z, 1837. A walk

face. Whereas, what may look coarse through Beverly to Browne's Hill, and

and rough in Nature's workmanship home by the iron factory. A bright,

will show an infinitely minute perfec- cool afternoon. The trees, in a large
tion. the closer you look into it The part of the space through which I passed,
reason of the minute superiority of Na- appeared to be in their fullest glory,

ture's work over man's is, that the former bright red, yellow, some of a tender

works from the innermost germ, while green, appearing at a distance as if be-

the latter works merely superficially. decked with new foliage, though this

emerald tint was likewise the effect of

Standing in the cross-road that leads frost. In some places, large tracts of

by the Mineral Spring, and looking to- ground were covered as with a scarlet

wards an opposite shore of the lake, cloth, the underbrush being thus col-

an ascending bank, with a dense border ored. The general character of these

of trees, green, yellow, red, russet, all autumnal colors is not gaudy, scarcely

bright colors, brightened by the mild gay ; there is something too deep and

brilliancy of the descending sun
;

it rich in it : it is gorgeous and magnifi-
was strange to recognize the sober old cent, but with a sobriety diffused. The
friends of spring and summer in this pastures at the foot of Browne's Hill

new dress. "By the by, a pretty rid- were plentifully covered with barberry-
die or fable might be made out of bushes, the leaves of which were red-

the changes in apparel of the familiar dish, and they were hung with a pro-
trees round a house, adapted for chil- digious quantity of berries. From the

dren. But in the lake, beneath the summit of the hill, looking down a tract

aforesaid border of trees, the water of woodland at a considerable distance,
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so that the interstices between the trees middle part, in which was the entrance-

could not be seen, their tops presented hall, and which looked lengthwise along
an unbroken level, and seemed some- the hill. The foundation of a spacious
what like a richly variegated carpet, porch may be traced on either side of

The prospect from the hill is wide and the central portion ;
some of the stones

interesting ;
but methinks it is pleasant- still remain

;
but even where they are

er in the more immediate vicinity of gone, the line of the porch is still trace-

the hill than miles away. It is agree- able by the greener verdure. In the

able to look down at the square patches cellar, or rather in the two cellars, grow
of corn-field, or of potato-ground, or of one or two barberry-bushes, with frost-

cabbages still green, or of beets look- bitten fruit
;
there is also yarrow with

ing red, all. a man's farm, in short, its white flower, and yellow dandelions,

aach portion of which he considers sep- The cellars are still deep enough to

arately so important, while you take in shelter a person, all but his head at

the whole at a glance. Then to cast your least, from the wind on the summit of

eye over so many different establish- the hill
; but they are all grass-grown,

ments at once, and rapidly compare A line of trees seems to have been

them, here a house of gentility, with planted along the ridge of the hill. The

shady old yellow-leaved elms hanging edifice must have made quite a magnifi-
around it

;
there a new little white dwell- cent appearance.

ing ;
there an old farm-house

;
to see Characteristics during the walk :

the barns and sheds and all the out- Apple-trees with only here and there an

houses clustered together ;
to compre- apple on the bgughs, among the thinned

hend the oneness and exclusiveness leaves, the relics of a gathering. In

and what constitutes the peculiarity of others you observe a rustling, and see

each of so many establishments, and the boughs shaking and hear the apples

to have in your mind a multitude of thumping down, without seeing the per-

them, each of which is the most impor- son who does it. Apples scattered by
tant part of the world to those who live

"

"the wayside, some with pieces bitten

in it, this really enlarges the mind, out, others entire, which you pick up,

and you come down the hill somewhat and taste, and find them harsh, crabbed

wiser than you go up. Pleasant to cider-apples, though they have a pretty,

look over an orchard far below, and see waxen appearance. In sunny spots of

the trees, each casting its own shadow ; woodland, boys in search, of nuts, look-

the white spires of meeting-houses ; ing picturesque among the scarlet and

a sheet of water, partly seen among golden foliage. There is something in

swelling lands. This Browne's Hill is this sunny autumnal atmosphere that

a long ridge, lying in the midst of a gives a peculiar effect to laughter and

large, level plain ;
it looks at a distance joyous voices, it makes them infi-

somewhat like a whale, with its head nitely more elastic and gladsome than

and tail under water, but its immense at other seasons. Heaps of dry leaves,

back protruding, with steep sides, and tossed together by the wind, as if for a

a gradual curve along its length. When couch and lounging-place for the weary

you have climbed it on one side, and traveller, while the sun is warming it

gaze from the summit at the other, you for him. Golden pumpkins and squash-

feel as if you had made a discovery, es, heaped in the angle of a house, till

the landscape being quite different on they reach the lower windows. Ox-

the two sides. The cellar of the house teams, laden with a rustling load of

which formerly crowned the hill, and Indian corn, in the stalk and ear. When
used to be named Browne's Folly, still an inlet of the sea runs far up into the

remains, two grass-grown and shallow country, you stare to see a large schoon-

hollows, on the highest part of the ridge, er appear amid the rural landscape ;

The house consisted of two wings, each she is unloading a cargo of wood, moist

perhaps sixty feet in length, united by a with rain or salt water that has dashed
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over it. Perhaps you hear the sound singly, by pairs, or more, and are wafted

of an axe in the woodland ; occasion- on the gentle gales. The crickets begin

ally, the report of a fowling-piece. The to sing early in the afternoon, and some-

travellers in the early part of the after- times a locust may be heard. In some
noon look warm and comfortable, as warm spots, a pleasant buzz of many
if taking a summer drive ;

but as eve insects.

draws nearer, you meet them well Crossed the fields near Brookhouse's

wrapped in top-coats or cloaks, or rough, villa, and came upon a long beach,

great surtouts, and red-nosed withal, at least a mile long, I should think,

seeming to take no great comfort, but terminated by craggy rocks at either

pressing homeward. The characteris- end, and backed by a high, broken

tic conversation among teamsters and bank, the grassy summit of which, year

country squires, where the ascent of a by year, is continually breaking away,
hill causes the chaise to go at the same and precipitated to the bottom. At the

pace as an ox-team,
-- perhaps discuss- foot of the bank, in some parts, is a vast

ing the qualities of a yoke of oxen. The number of pebbles and paving-stones,

cold, blue aspects of sheets of water, rolled up thither by the sea long ago.

Some of the country shops with the The beach is of a. brown sand, with

doors closed
;

others still open as in hardly any pebbles intermixed upon it.

summer. I meet a wood-sawyer, with When the tide is part way down, there

his horse and saw on his shoulders, re- is a margin of several yards from the

turning from work. As night draws on, water's edge, along the whole mile

you begin to see the gleaming of fires length of the beach, which glistens like

en the ceilings in the houses which you a mirror, and reflects objects, and shines

pass. The comfortless appearance of bright in the sunshine, the sand being
houses at bleak and bare spots, you wet to that distance from the water,

wonder how there can be any enjoy- Above this margin the sand is not wet,

ment in them. I meet a girl in a chintz and grows less and less damp the far-

gown, with a small shawl on her shoul- ther towards the bank you keep. In

ders, white stockings, and summer mo- some places your footstep is perfectly
rocco shoes, it looks observable. Tur- implanted, showing the whole shape,

keys, queer, solemn objects, in black at- and- the square toe, and every nail in

tire, grazing about, and trying to peck the heel of your boot. Elsewhere, the

the fallen apples, which slip away from impression is imperfect, and even when
their bills. you stamp, you cannot imprint the

whole. As you tread, a dry spot flashes

Octoberi 6tk, 1837. Spent the whole around your step, and grows moist as

afternoon in a ramble to the sea-shore, you lift your foot again. Pleasant to

near Phillips's Beach. A beautiful, warm, pass along this extensive walk, watch-

sunny afternoon, the very pleasantest ing the surf-wave
;

how sometimes it

day, probably, that there has been in seems to make a feint of breaking, but

the whole course of the year. People dies away ineffectually, merely kissing
at work, harvesting, without their coats, the strand

; then, after many such abor-

Cocks, with their squad of hens, in the tive efforts, it gathers itself, and forms

grass-fields, hunting grasshoppers, chas- a high wall, and rolls onward, heighten-

ing them eagerly with outspread wings, ing and heightening, without foam at

appearing~to take much interest in the the summit of the green line, and at last

sport, apart from the profit. Other hens throws itself fiercely on the beach, with

picking up the ears of Indian corn, a loud roar, the spray flying above. As

Grasshoppers, flies, and flying insects you walk along, you are preceded by a

of all sorts, are more abundant in these flock of twenty or thirty beach birds,

warm autumnal days than I have seen which are seeking, I suppose, for food

them at any other time. Yellow but- on the margin of the surf, yet seem to

terflies flutter about in the sunshine, be merely sporting, chasing the sea as
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it retires, and running up before the saw a crab in one of them
; five-fingers

impending wave. Sometimes they let too. From the edge of the rocks, you
it bear them off their feet, and float may look off into deep, deep water,

lightly on its breaking summit : some- even at low tide. Among the rocks, I

times they flutter and seem to rest on found a great bird, whether a wild-

the feathery spray. They are little birds goose, a loon, or an albatross, I scarce-

with gray backs and snow-white breasts; ly know. It was in such a position
their images may be seen in the wet that I almost fancied it might be asleep,

sand almost or full as distinctly as the and therefore drew near softly, lest it

reality. Their legs are long. As you should take flight ;
but it was dead,

draw near, they take a flight of a score and stirred not when I touched it.

of yards or more, and then recommence Sometimes a dead fish was cast up. A
their dalliance with the surf-wave. You ledge of rocks, with a beacon upon it,

may behold their multitudinous little looking like a monument erected to

tracks all along your way. Before you those who have perished by shipwreck,
reach the end of the beach, you become The smoked, extempore fireplace,

quite attached to these little sea-birds, where a party cooked their fish. About
and take much interest in their occupa- midway on the beach, a fresh-water

tions. After passing in one direction, brooklet flows towards the sea. Where
it is pleasant then to retrace your fool- it leaves the land, it is quite a rippling

steps. Your tracks being all traceable, little current
;
but in flowing across the

you may recall the whole mood and oc- sand, it grows shallower and more shal-

eupation of your mind during your first low, and at last is quite lost, and dies

passage. Here you turned somewhat in the effort to carry its little tribute to

aside to pick up a shell that you saw the main,

nearer the water's edge. Here you ex-

amined a long sea-weed, and trailed its An article to be made of telling the

length after you for a considerable dis- 9 stories of the tiles of an old-fashioned

tance. Here the effect of the wide sea chimney-piece to a child,

struck you suddenly. Here you fronted

the ocean, looking at a sail, distant in A person conscious that he was soon

the sunny blue. Here you looked at to die, the humor in which he would

some plant on the bank. Here some pay his last visit to familiar persons

vagary of mind seems to have bewil- and things,

dered you ;
for your tracks go round

and round, and interchange each other A description of the various classes

without visible reason. Here you picked of hotels and taverns, and the promi-

up pebbles and skipped them upon the nent personages in each. There should

water. Here you wrote names and be some story connected with it, as

drew faces with a razor sea-shell in the of a person commencing with board-

sand, ing at a great hotel, and gradually,

After leaving the beach, clambered as his means grew less, descending

over crags, all shattered and tossed in life, till he got below ground into a

about everyhow ;
in some parts curi- cellar,

ously worn and hollowed out, almost into

caverns. The rock, shagged with sea- A person to be in the possession of

weed, in some places, a thick carpet something as perfect as mortal man has

of sea-weed laid over the pebbles, into a right to demand ;
he tries to make it

which your foot would sink. Deep better, and ruins it entirely,

tanks among these rocks, which the

sea 'replenishes at high tide, and then A person to spend all his life and

leaves the bottom all covered with vari- splendid talents in trying to achieve

ous sorts of sea-plants, as if it were something naturally impossible, as to

some sea-monster's private garden. I make a conquest over Nature.
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Meditations about the main gas-pipe
of a great city, if the supply were to

be stopped, what would happen ? How
many different scenes it sheds light on ?

It might be made emblematical of some-

thing.

December 6th, 1837. A fairy tale

about chasing Echo to her hiding-place.
Echo is the voice of a reflection in a

mirror.
X

A house to be built over a natural

spring of inflammable gas, and to be

constantly illuminated therewith. What
moral could be drawn from this ? It is

carburetted hydrogen gas, and is cooled

from a soft shale or slate, which is some-

times bituminous, and contains more
or less carbonate of lime. It appears
in the vicinity of Lockport and Niagara
Falls, and elsewhere in New York. I

believe it indicates coal. At Fredonia,
the whole village is lighted by it. Else-

where, a farm-house was lighted by it,

anfl no other fuel used in the coldest

weather.

Gnomes, or other mischievous little

fiends, to be represented as burrowing
in the hollow teeth of some person who
has subjected himself to their power.
It should be a child's story. This
should be one of many modes of petty
torment. They should be contrasted

with beneficent fairies, who minister to

the pleasures of the good.

A man will undergo great toil and

hardship for ends that must be many
years distant, as wealth or fame,
but none for an end that may be close
at hand, --as the joys of heaven.

'

Insincerity in a man's own heart must
make all his enjoyments, all that con-
cerns him, unreal

; so that his whole
life must seem like a merely dramatic

representation. And this would be the

case, even though he were surrounded

by true-hearted relatives and friends.

A company of men, none of whom
have anything worth hoping for on

earth, yet who do not look forward to

anything beyond earth !

Sorrow to be personified, and its ef-

fect on a family represented by the way
in which the members of the family re-

gard this dark-clad and sad-browed in-

mate.

A story to show how we are all

wronged and wrongers, and avenge one
another.

To personify winds of various char-

acters.

A man living a wicked life in one

place, and simultaneously a virtuous

and religious one in another.

An ornament to be worn about the

person of a lady, as a jewelled Heart.

After many years, it happens to be
broken or unscrewed, and a poisonous
odor comes out.

Lieutenant F. W- of the navy
was an inveterate duellist and an unerr-

ing shot. He had taken offence at

Lieutenant F
,
and endeavored to

draw him into a duel, following him to

the Mediterranean for that purpose,
and harassing him intolerably. At last,

both parties being in Massachusetts,
F determined to fight, and applied
to Lieutenant A to be his second.

A examined into the merits of the
i

quarrel, and came to the conclusion

that F- had not given F.W jus-
tifiable cause- for driving him to a duel,

and that he ought not to be shot. He
instructed F in the use of the pis-

tol, and, before the meeting, warned

him, by all means, to get the first fire ;

for that, if F. W fired first, he,

F
,
was infallibly a dead man, as

his antagonist could shoot to a hair's

breadth. The parties met ; and F
,

firing immediately on the word's being

given, shot F. W- -
through the heart.

F. W-
,
with a most savage expres-

sion of countenance, fired, after the

bullet had gone through his heart, and

when the blood had entirely left his
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face, and shot away one of F 's

side-locks. His face probably looked

as if he were already in the infernal

regions ;
but afterwards it assumed an

angelic calmness and repose.

A company of persons to drink a cer-

tain medicinal preparation, which would

prove a poison, or the contrary, accord-

ing to their different characters.

Many persons, without a conscious-

ness of so doing, to contribute to some
one end

;
as to a beggar's feast, made

up of broken victuals from many tables
;

or a patch carpet, woven of shreds from

innumerable garments.

Some* very famous jewel or other

thing, much talked of all over the world.

Some person to meet with it, and get

possession of it in some unexpected

manner, amid homely circumstances.

To poison a person or a party of per-

sons with the sacramental wine.

A cloud in the shape of an old wo-

man kneeling, with arms extended to-

wards the moon.

scenes, we feel as if all were unreal.

This is but the perception of the true

unreality of earthly things, made evi-

dent by the want of congruity between

ourselves and them. By and by we
become mutually adapted, and the per-

ception is lost.

An old looking-glass. Somebody
finds out the secret of making all the

images that have been reflected in it

pass back again across its surface.

Our Indian races having reared no

monuments, like the Greeks, Romans,
and Egyptians, when they have disap-

peared from the earth, their history will

appear a fable, and they misty phan-
toms.

A woman to sympathize with all emo-

tions, but to have none of her own.

A portrait of a person in New Eng-
land to be recognized as of the same

person represented by a portrait in

Old England. Having distinguished
himself there, he had suddenly van-

ished, and had never been heard of

till he was thus discovered to be iden-

tical with a distinguished man in New
On being transported to strange England.

SAINTE-BEUVE

THE
lives of French men of letters,

at least during the last two centu-

ries, have never been isolated or ob-

scure. Had Rousseau been born on

the borders of Loch Lomond,, he might
have proved in his own person, and

without interruption, the superiority of

the savage state
;
and after his death

the information in regard to him would

have been fragmentary and uncertain.

But born on the shores of Lake Le-

man, centralization laid its grasp upon

him, drew him into the vortex of the
"
great world," and caused his name to

ligure in all the questions, the quarrels,

and the scandals of his day.

The truth is, that literature is a far

more important element -of society in

France than elsewhere. We seldom

think of a French author, without re-

calling the history and the manners of

his time. In reading a French play,

though it be a tragedy of Racine or

a comedy of Moliere, we are reminded
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of the spectators before whom it was sketch of the writings and career of M.

brought out. In reading a French Sainte-Beuve. He is, it is true, one of a

book, though it be Pascal's "Thoughts" group, comprising such critics as Ville-

or the " Characters " of La Bruyere, main, Cousin, Vinet, Planche, Taine,

our minds are continually diverted from and Scherer
;
but his name is more in-

the matter of the work to the circum- timately associated than any of these

stances under which it was written and with the progress and fluctuations of

the public for whom it was intended. opinion and of taste. His notices of

Generally, indeed, the author, how- his contemporaries have been by far

ever full of his subject, has evidently the most copious and assiduous. His

been thinking of his readers. His tone literary life, extending over forty years,

is that of a speaker with his audience embraces the rise and the decline of

before him. Madame de Stael actually what is known as the Romantic School ;

composed in conversation, and her and during all this period his course,

works are little more than imperfect whether we regard it as that of a leader

records of her eloquent discourse. In- or of a follower, has harmonized singu-
numerable productions have been read larly with the tendencies of the age.

aloud, or handed round in private co- Charles Augustin Sainte-Beuve was

teries, before being revised and pub- born at Boulogne a town not fruitful

lished. The very excellence of the in distinguished names on the 23d

workmanship, if nothing else, shows of December, 1804. His father, who
that the article is

" custom made." had held an employment tinder the gov-
Even if the matter be poor, the writing ernment, died two days before the birth

is almost sure to be good. French lit- of the son. His mother was the daugh-
erature abounds, beyond every other, ter of an Englishwoman, a circum-

in readable books, books such as are stance which has been thought to ac-

welcomed by the mass of cultivated count for the appreciation he has shown

persons. It excels, in short, as a liter- of English poetry. The notion would
ature of the salon, rather than of the be more plausible if there were any

study. poetry which he has failed to appre-
As a natural corollary, criticism oc- ciate. But when it is added that she

cupies a more distinct and prominent was a woman of remarkable intelligence

place in the literature of France than in and sensibility, we recognize a fact of

that of any other nation. Every writer which the influence can neither be

is sure of being heard, sure of being doubted nor defined,

discussed, sure of being judged. This After several years of preparatory in-

may not always have been favorable to struction at a boarding-school Jn his

originality. A fixed standard, which native place, he was sent to Paris, when
is a necessary consequence, though thirteen years old, and entered succes-

the guardian of taste, is a bar to inno- sively in several of the educational es-

vation. When, however, the bar has tablishments which had succeeded to

been actually crossed, when encroach- the ancient University. His studies,

ment has once obtained a footing, everywhere crowned with honors, were

French criticism is swift to adjust itself completed by a second course of rhet-

to the new conditions imposed upon it, oric at the College Bourbon, in 1822.

to widen its sphere and to institute fresh He afterwards, Jiowever, attended the

comparisons. lectures of Guizot, Villemain, and other

The present position of French criti- distinguished professors at the Sor-

cism, its connection with the general bonne. A hostile critic, though seven

course of literature and of society from years his junior, professes to retain a

the fall of the first Empire to the es- distinct recollection of him at this pe-

tablishment of the second, a period riod :

" Among the most assiduous and

of remarkable effervescence and even most attentive auditors was a young
fertility, will be best illustrated by a man whose face, irregular in outline

VOL. XVII. NO. 102. 28
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but marvellously intelligent, reflected

every thought and image of the speaker,
almost as rivers reflect the landscape
that unrolls itself along their banks.

When I add that the volatile waves in-

cessantly efface what they have just
before reflected, the comparison will

appear only the more exact." To an

impartial inquirer it might appear singu-

larly inexact ; but having picked up the

shaft, we shall not at present stop to

examine whether it be poisoned.
On quitting college, M. Sainte-Beuve

made choice of medicine as his profes-

sion. K[e threw himself with enthusi-

asm into the study of anatomy, and
soon qualified himself for an appoint-
ment as externe at the Hospital of Saint

Louis. This ardor, however, far from

indicating the particular bent of his

mind, proceeded from that eager curi-

osity which is ready to enter every av-

enue and knock at every door by which

the domain of knowledge can be ap-

proached. With the faculties he was

endowed with, and the training he had

received, it was impossible that he

should lose in any special pursuit his

interest in general literature. His fel-

low-townsman and former master in

rhetoric, M. Dubois, having become

the principal editor of the newly found-

ed "
Globe," invited his co-operation.

Accordingly, in 1824, he began to con-

tribute critical and historical articles to

that journal ;
and three years later he

resigned his post at the hospital, with

the purpose of devoting himself exclu-

sively to literary pursuits.

The period was in the highest de-

gree favorable to the development and

display of his talent. The literary rev-

olution, which in Germany and Eng-
land had already passed through its

principal stages, had as yet scarcely

penetrated into France. It had been

heralded, indeed, by Chateaubriand, at

the beginning of the century ; and Ma-
dame de Stael, some few years later,

had come into contact with the reign-

ing chiefs" of German literature, and
had made known to her countrymen
their character and activity. But the

energies of France were then absorbed

in enterprises of another kind. It was
not till peace had been restored, and a

new generation, ardent, susceptible, as

eager for novelty as the veterans were

impatient of it, had come upon the stage,
that the requisite impulse was given.
Victor Hugo, Lamartine, Me'rime'e, Al-

fred de Vigny, and other young men of

genius, were just opening the assault

on the citadel of classicisme. Conven-
tional rules were set at defiance

; the

authorities that had so long held sway
were summoned to abdicate ; nature,

truth, above all passion, were invoked

as the sources of inspiration, the law-

givers of the imagination, the sole ar-

biters of style. As usual, the move-
ment extended beyond its legitimate

sphere. Not only the forms, but the

ideas, not only the traditions, but the

novelties, of the eighteenth century were

to be discarded. In fact, the period,

though favorable to literary develop-

ment, was, on the surface at least, one of

political and religious reaction
;
and re-

action often assumes the aspect of pro-

gress, nay, in some cases is identical

with progress. Most of the poets,

dramatists, and other writers of the

Romantic School were, either by
affinity or predilection, legitimists and
neo-Catholics. Gothic art, mediaeval

sentiment, the ancient monarchy and
the ancient creed, were blended in their

programme with the abrogation of the
"
unities," and a greater license of poet-

ical expression.
Imbued with the precepts of a former

age, and fresh from the study of its

masterpieces, M. Sainte-Beuve was at

first repelled by the mutinous attitude of

the new aspirants. He made his debut

in an attack upon the " Odes and Bal-

lads " of Victor Hugo. But his oppo-
sition quickly yielded to the force of the

attraction. Nature had given him a

peculiar mobility of temperament, and a

strong instinctive sense of beauty un-

der every diversity of form. Moreover,
resistance would have been useless and

Quixotic. In literature, as in politics,

dynasties perish through their own
weakness. The classical school of

France had no living representative
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around whom its adherents could have discoveries in literary history, and to

rallied. Its only watchword was " The have introduced an entirely new meth-

Past," which is always an omen of de- od of criticism. Perhaps it would be

feat. more correct to say, that he had ear-

Properly speaking, therefore, M. ried the torch of an enlightened judg-
Sainte-Beuve began his career, not as ment into a period which the brilliancy
an opponent, but as the champion of of aucceeding epochs had thrown into

the new school. He entered into per- obscurity.
sonal and intimate relations with its In 1829 M. Sainte-Beuve published

leaders, joined, as a member of the a volume of poetry, Poesies de Joseph
Cenacle, in the discussion of their plans, Delorme, followed, in 1830, by anoth-

attended the private readings of " Crom- er, entitled Consolations, and some
well " and other works by which the years later by a third, Penstes d'Aoiit.

breach was to be forced, and took upon Although different degrees of merit have

himself the task of justifying innovation, been assigned to these productions,
and securing its reception with a hesitat- their -

general character is the same,

ing public. Hence his criticism at this They exhibit, not the fire and inspira-

period was, as he himself has styled it, tion of the true poetical temperament,

"polemical" and "aggressive." It was, but the experiments of a mind gifted

however, neither violent nor sophistical, with delicacy of sentiment and suscep-
On the contrary, it was distinguished tible of varied impressions, in quest of

by the candor and the suavity of its appropriate forms and a deeper compre-
tone. Goethe, who watched from afar hension of the sources from which lan-

a movement which, directly or indirect- guage derives its power as a vehicle of

ly, owed much to German inspiration, art. The influence of Wordsworth is

was particularly struck with this trait, observable in a studied familiarity of
" Our scholars," he remarked to Ecker- diction, as well as in the tendency to

mann,
" think it necessary to hate who- versify every thought or emotion sug-

ever differs from them in opinion ;
but gested by daily observation. These pe-

the writers in the Globe know how to culiarities, coupled with the frequency
blame with refinement and courtesy." of bold ellipses, provoked discussion,

At home many, without being con- and seemed to promise a fresh expan-

verted, were propitiated, and some, sion of poetical forms, in a somewhat
while still hostile or indifferent to the different direction from that of the Ro-
new literature, became warmly inter- manticists. But it was not in this de-

ested in its advocate. At the sugges- partment that M. Sainte-Beuve was des-

tion of Daunou, one of the most dis- tined to become the founder of a school,

tinguished among the survivors of the His poetical talent, though unquestion-

Revolutionary epoch, he undertook a able, had been bestowed, not as a spe-
work on early French literature, with cial attribute, but as an auxiliary of

the intention of competing for a prize other faculties granted in a larger meas-

offered by the Academy. But his plan ure. He has himself not only recog-
soon deviated from that which had been nized its limits, but shown an inclina-

assigned ; and his researches, more tion to underrate its value. "
I have

limited in their scope, but far deeper often thought," he remarks in one of

and more minute, than had been de- his later papers,
" that a critic who

manded, gave birth to a volume, pub- would attain to largeness of view would

lished in 1828, under the title of Ta- be better without any artistic faculty of

bleau historique et critique de la Potsie his own. Goethe alone, by the univer-

fran^aise et du Thtdtrefran^ais au sei- sality of his poetical genius, was able to

ztime Sidcle. It was received with gen- apply it in the estimation of what others

eral favor. Some of the author's prin- had produced ;
in every species of com-

ciples were strenuously disputed ; but position he was entitled to say,
' Had

he was admitted to have made many I chosen, I could have given a perfect
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specimen of this.' But one who pos- betrays the same struggle for a greater
sesses only a single circumscribed tal- amplitude and independence. In point
ent should, in becoming a critic, forget of art the book appears to us a failure,

it, bury it, and confess to himself that The theme is not objectionable in

Nature is more bountiful and more va- itself. It is similar to that of many
ried than she showed herself in ere- works which have sprung from certain

ating him. Incomplete artists, let us phases of individual experience. But
strive for an intelligence wider than our if such experience is to be idealized,
own talent, --than the best we are ca- its origin should disappear. Shake-

pable of producing." speare may have undergone all the con-

To the same period perhaps to the flicts of doubt and irresolution repre-
same spirit of investigation and experi- sented in " Hamlet "

; but in reading
ment belongs the single prose work "Hamlet" we think, not of Shake-
of fancy which has proceeded from his speare's conflicts, but of our own.

pen. It is a species of romance, bear- Volnpte is too palpably a confession,

ing the title of Volupte, and designed The story is not a creation
; it has

to exhibit the struggle between the been simply evolved by that process of

senses and the soul, or, more strictly thought which transports a particular

speaking, the effect upon the intellect- idiosyncrasy into conditions and cir-

ual nature of an early captivity to the cumstances where it becomes a kind

pleasures of sense. The hero, Amaury, of destiny and a subject of speculation,
after a youth of indulgence, finds him- Reality is wanting, for the very reason

self in the prime of his manhood, with that the Imagination, after being called

his powers of perception and of thought into play, has proved too feeble for her

vigorous and matured, but incapable of office. Herein Amaury differs widely

acting, of willing, or of loving. He in- from Rene. Apart from the difference

spires love, but cannot return it
; he ofpower, Chateaubriand had poured out

feels, he admires, but he shrinks from his entire self; he had transcended the

any step demanding resolution or self- limits of his actual life, but never those

devotion. Hence, instead of conferring of his mental experience. M. Sainte-

happiness, he makes victims, victims Beuve had felt only a part of what he
not of an active, but of a merely pas- sought to depict ; the rest he had
sive and negative egotism. A conjunc- conjectured or borrowed. The pages
tion of circumstances brings him to a which describe the hero's impressions
sudden and vivid realization of his con- and emotions in consecrating himself to

dition and its results. Instead of es- the service of the Church were written

caping by suicide, as might be expect- by Lacordaire. They are a faithful

ed, and as would probably have been transcript from nature, but from a na-

the case if Werther had not forestalled ture not at all resembling that to which

him, he breaks loose from his thral- they have been applied. The circum-
dom by a supreme effort, and finds in stances under which the book was com-
the faith and sacrifices of a religious posed will exhibit the difference. The
life the means of restoration and of per- author was then intimate with Lamen-
manent freedom. He enters a semi- nais, whose eloquent voice, soon after-

nary, is ordained priest, and performs wards to be raised in support of the

the funeral rites of the woman whose opposite cause, was proclaiming the

affection for him had been the most ar- sternest doctrines of a renovated Ca-
dent and exalted, and whom his puri- tholicism. A spell which acted so wide-
ned heart could have best repaid. ly and so marvellously could not be al-

In form, the work is an autobiogra- together unfelt by a mind whose pecu-

phy. The thoughts with which it teems liar property it was to yield itself to

are delicate and subtile ; the style, some- every influence in order to extort its

what labored and over-refined, is in con- secret and comprehend its power. Be-
trast with that of the Poesies, while it yond this point the magic failed.

" In
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all my transitions," thus he has written ences of opinion in regard to the mode,
of himself, "I have never alienated the form, the application, would natu-

my judgment and my will ;
I have never rally spring up. Besides, would it not

pledged my belief. But I had a power be safer, wiser, to modify ideas by ex-

of comprehending persons and things perience, to look abroad for patterns, to

which gave rise to the strongest hopes seek for an equilibrium, -a. juste milieu?

on the part of those who wished to con- Thus there was a diversity of systems,
vert me and who thought me entirely but all contemplative of change. No
their own." Thus Lamartine, in a rap- one was in favor of standing still, for

turous strain, had congratulated himself there was nothing to stand upon. In a

on having been the instrument of sav- word, the agitation was not so much

ing his friend from the abysm of unbe- one of measures, of principles, or of

lief. When Lamennais was forming the prejudices, as of ideas,

group of disciples who retired with him Now in an agitation of this kind,
to La Chesnaye, M. Sainte-Beuve was literary men that is to say, the men
invited to join them. While declining whose business is to think are likely
the proposal, he imagined the position to be active, and in France, at least, are

in which he might have been led to em- apt to become prominent and influential,

brace it, and --wrote Voluptd. But they, of all men, by the very fact

The revolution of 1 830, with the events that they think, are least under the con-

that led to it, marks a turning-point in trol of party affinities and fixed doc-

literary as well as in political history, trines, the most liable to be swayed by
The public mind was in a state of ebul- discussion and reflection. Hence the

lition very unlike that of an ordinary spectacle, so frequent at that time and

political contest, in which one party since, of men distinguished in the world

pulls while the other applies the drag, of letters passing from the ranks of the

one seeks to maintain, the other to de- legitimists into those of the republicans,

stroy. All parties were pulling in dif- from the advocacy of papal supremacy
ferent directions

;
all sought to destroy, in temporal affairs to that of popular

in order to reconstruct
; principles, ex- supremacy in religious affairs, from the

cept with the extremists, were simply defence of a landed aristocracy to the

expedients, adopted to-day, abandoned demand for a community of property ;

on the morrow. Nor is this to be ex- and afterwards, in many instances, re-

plained, as English writers generally turning with the backward current, ab-

explain it, by the mere volatility of the juring freedom and embracing impe-
French temperament. In England, an rialism.

established basis of political power is In the case of M. Sainte-Beuve the

slowly but constantly expanding ; priv- changes were neither so abrupt nor so

ilege crumbles and wears away under complete as in that of many others,

the gradual action of democracy ;
con- But his course was still more meander-

cession on the one side, moderation on ing, skirting the bases of opposite sys-
the other, are perfectly feasible, and ob- terns, abiding with none. Never a blind

yiate the necessity for sudden ruptures adherent or a vehement opponent, he
and violent transitions. But in France glided almost imperceptibly from camp
the question created by past convul- to camp. He consorted, as we have

sions, and left unsolved by recent ex- seen, with legitimists and neo-Catho-

periments, was this : What is the basis lies, and allowed himself to be reckoned

of power ? Privilege had been so as one- of them. Through the columns

shorn that those who desired to make of the Globe, which had now become
that the foundation were necessarily not the organ of the Saint-Simonians, he

conservatives, but reactionists. On the invited the Romanticists to "
step forth

other hand, if popular power were to be from the circle of pure art, and diffuse

accepted in its widest sense, then a the doctrines of a progressive human-

thousand questions, a thousand differ- ity." On the advent of Louis Philippe,
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he was inclined to accept the constitu- scholars and professors becoming
tional regime as the triumph of good ambassadors and ministers of state,

sense, as affording a practical solution poets and novelists mounting the tri-

and a promise of stability. But he ap- bune and the hustings, historians de-

pears soon to have lost his faith in a scending into the arena of political

government too narrow in policy, too journalism,-- M. Sainte-Beuve settled

timid in action, toto vulgar in aspect, to himself more firmly in the chair of

satisfy a cultivated Parisian taste. criticism, concentrating his powers on
A similar flexibility will be noticed in the specialty to which they were so

his literary judgments. Shall we then peculiarly adapted. His opportunities

pronounce him a very chameleon in for doing this more effectively were

politics and in art ? Shall we say, with themselves among the results of the

the critic already quoted, M. de Pont- events already mentioned. A greater
martin, that his mental hues have been freedom and activity of discussion

simply reflections, effaced as rapidly as demanded new and ampler organs,
they were made ? On the contrary, we Cliques had been broken up ; co-work-
believe that he, of all men, has retained ers, brought together by sympathy,
the various impressions he has once separated by the clash of opinions and
received. Unlike so many others, who, ambitions, had dispersed ;

both in liter-,

in changing their views, have contra- ature and in politics a wider, more in-

dicted all their former utterances, dis- quisitive, more sympathetic public was
owned their former selves, undergone to be addressed. Already in 1829,
a sort of bisection into two irreconcila- VeYon, one of those shrewd and specu-
ble halves, M. Sainte-Beuve has linked lative we hardly know whether to

one opinion with another, modified each call them men of business or adventur-

by its opposite, and thus preserved his ers, who foresee such occasions, had

continuity and cohesion. "
Everything set up the Revue de Paris, on a more

has two names," to use his own expres- extended plan than that of any previous

sion, and he has never been content French journal of the kind. The open-
with knowing only one of them. Guided ing article of the first number was from

by a sympathetic intelligence, adopting, the pen of M. Sainte-Beuve. But this

not symbols, but ideas, he has, by force undertaking was subsequently merged
of penetration and comprehension, ex- in that of the Revue des Deux Mondes,
tracted the essence of each doctrine in which, after one or two abortive begin-
turn. His changes therefore indicate, nings, was fairly started in January, 1831,
not superficiality, but depth. He is no and soon assumed the position it has

more chargeable with volatility than so- ever since retained, at the head of the

ciety itself. Like it he is a seeker, lis- publications of its class. It enlisted

tening to every proposition, accepting among its contributors nearly all the

what is vital, rejecting what is merely leading writers of the day, none of

formal. There is not one of the sys- whom was so regular and permanent,
terns which have been presented, how- none of whom did so much to build

ever contrasted they may appear, but up its reputation and confer upon it the

has left its impress upon society, stamp of authority, as M. Sainte-Beuve.

not one but has left its impress on His connection with it extended over

the mind and opinions of M. Sainte- seventeen years, the period between the

Beuve. last two revolutions. His papers seem
In one particular the most essen- to have averaged five or six a year,

tial, in reality, of all his constancy has They form, with those which had been
been remarkable. He has remained previously inserted in the Revue de

true to his vocation. At the moment Paris, a series of Portraits, now em-
when his literary brethren, availing braced in seven volumes, and divided,
themselves of the opening we have somewhat arbitrarily, into Portraits

noticed, were rushing into public life, Utte'raireS) Portraits contemporains,
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and Portraits de Femmes. The names kind, common to pedagogues, which

included, which with few exceptions are betrays a constant fear of being caught
those of French writers, belong to dif- tripping while engaged in correcting
ferent epochs, different schools, and dif- others, the comparison to cite once

ferent departments of literature. Many more M. de Pontmartin "
will appear

are famous
;
some are obscure ;

not a only the more exact." We forbear to

few, which 'had before been overlooked descend to a far lower class, judges who
or overshadowed, owe the recognition know nothing of law, masters who have

they have since received to their ad- never been scholars, truly
"
incomplete

mission into a gallery where the places artists
" who cannot "

forget or bury
"

have been assigned and the lights dis- their own extremely
" circumscribed

tributed by no partial or incompetent talent," but who are perfectly willing'

umpire. to bury, and would fain induce the

In the case of any kind of literature, world to forget, that of every suspect-

but especially in that of criticism, it is ed rival.

interesting to have an author's own Had M. Sainte-Beuve entered upon
ideas of his office and art The motto his task with similar conceptions and

of the Edinburgh Review "
Judex associations, his early anatomical stud-

damnatur cum nocens absolvitur" ies would perhaps have suggested the

was a very good indication of the spirit patient under the scalpel as an appro-
of its founders, whose legal habits and priate device. But we are in danger of

aspirations naturally suggested the dishonoring him by the mere supposi-

spectacle of a court, in which the critic tion. Scattered through his works

as judge was to sit upon the bench, and beginning with the earliest and coming
the author as prisoner was to stand at down to the latest we find such sen-

the bar. Had Jeffries, instead of Jeffrey, tences as the following: "The critical

presided over the assizes, they could spirit is in its nature facile, insinuating,

not have been gayer or bloodier. It is mobile, and comprehensive ;
it is a

interesting to remember that among great and limpid river, which winds and

the criminals sentenced without re- spreads itself around the productions

prieve were the greatest poet and the and the monuments of genius."
" The

most original thinker of the time. A best and surest way to penetrate and

journal which has earned something of to judge any writer, any man, is to lis-

the prestige that attached to the youth- ten to him, to listen long and intently :

ful Edinburgh takes a not very differ- do not press him
;

let him move and

ent view of its own functions.- "An display himself with freedom, and of
author may wince under criticism," say himself he will tell you all about him-

the writers of the Saturday Review; self; he will imprint himself upon your
" but is the master to leave off flogging mind. Be assured that in the long run

because the pupil roars ?
"

Here, too, no man, no writer, above all no poet,

the notion of the relative position of will preserve his secret." " It is by
author and critic is perfectly natural, virtue of an exquisite analogy that the

Young gentlemen, with a lively recol- word ' taste
' has prevailed over the

lection of their own construings and word 'judgment.' Judgment! I know

birchings, are only too happy in the op- minds which possess it in a high degree,

portunity of sitting with bent brows but which are yet wanting in taste ;
for

and uplifted rod, watching for a false taste expresses what is finest and most

quantity or similar peccadillo, which may instinctive in an organ which is at once

justify a withering rebuke or a vigor- the most delicate and the most com-

ous flagellation. If we add, that these plex."
" To know how to read a book,

writers exhibit that accuracy of state- judging it as we go along, but never

ment which usually accompanies the ceasing to taste it, in this consists al-

assumption of infallibility, and that their most the whole art of criticism." " What

English is of that prim and painful Bacon says as to the proper mode of
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educing the natural meaning from Scrip- a patient ardor and pure delight in ac-

ture may be applied to ancient writings quisition, and a generous desire, in the

of all kinds, or even to the most mod- interest of literature itself, to communi-
ern. The best and sweetest criticism cate the results and inspire similar feel-

is that which exudes from a good book, ings. Without denying that all good
not pressed as in a wine-press, but criticism will partake more or less large-

squeezed gently in a free reading. I ly of these qualities, or that some of

love that criticism should be an ema- them have been more abundantly pos-
nation from the book." " Whenever I sessed, more profoundly applied, by
speak of a writer, I prefer to exhibit him others, we believe that it would be dif-

in the brightest and happiest hour of his ficult to cite an instance in which they

talent, to place him, if possible, direct- have been so entirely combined or so

ly under the rays."
" The greatest tri- continuously exercised. M. Sainte-

umph of criticism is when it recognizes Beuve is pre-eminently an artist in crit-

the arrival of a power, the advent of a icism. He has exhibited that self-

genius."
"

I cannot admit that the best absorption which it is easy to imagine,
mode of correcting a talent which is in easy to find examples of, in poetry, in

process of development is to begin by painting, and in music, but which in

throwing an inkstand at its head." "
I criticism had hitherto been hardly con-

am almost frightened at seeing to what ceivable. " There is in him," wrote

an extent literary criticism becomes dif- Gustave Planche in 1834, and the

ficult, when it refrains from arrogance force of the eulogy is in no degree im-

and from insult, claiming for itself both paired by subsequent censures from
an honest freedom of judgment and the the same quarter, "a happy mingling

right to participate largely in the be- of enthusiasm and curiosity, renewed
stowment of deserved praise, as well as in proportion as they are appeased, and
to maintain a certain cordiality even in enrolled in the service of all nascent or

its reservations." " If Diderot was as unrecognized abilities He speaks
far as possible from being a dramatic the truth for the sole pleasure of speak-

poet, if he was destitute of that supreme ing it, and asks no gratitude either

creative power which involves the trans- from the disciples whom he initiates or

formation of an author's own personal- from the new deities whom he exalts,

ity, he possessed, on the other hand, in . . - . Wherever he finds a poet not suf-

the highest degree, that faculty of demi- ficiently listened to, he aims to enlarge

metamorphosis which is the exercise the audience, erects a stage on which
and the triumph of criticism, and which to place him, and arranges everything
consists in putting one's self in the for enabling him to produce the fullest

place of the author, occupying the point effect Before him French criti-

of view proper to the subject under ex- cism, when it was not either acrimo-

amination, and reading every writing in nious or simply learned, consisted in a

the spirit by which it was dictated." mere commonplace repetition of pre-
Let us admit that these are not so cepts and formulas of which the sense

much absolute principles of criticism had been lost. His perpetual mobility
as the features which characterize that is but a constant good faith

; he be-

of the writer himself and the method lieves in the most opposite schools, be-

which he has almost involuntarily pur- cause believing is with him only a mode
sued. Let us admit this, and in doing of comprehending."
so we concede to him all the qualities Let it not be supposed from this

that are rarest and most desirable in his description that M. Sainte-Beuve is

art, impartiality, sincerity, disinterest- wanting in acuteness, that his enthu-

edness
;
freedom from theory, from pas- siasm predominates over his sagacity,

sion, and from prejudice ; insight, com- On the contrary, there is no keener eye
prehension, sensitiveness to every trait than his for whatever is false, preten-
and every kind of beauty and of power ; tious, or unsound. His sure instinct
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quickly separates the gold from the al-

loy. Unlike the critics of the nil admi-

rari school, whose reluctance to trust

themselves to their emotions proceeds
in great part from the absence of this in-

stinct, he is proof against the approach-
es of the charlatan, and has never de-

based the word "art" by applying it to

a mere melodramatic mechanism. But

he rightly considers the office of the

detector as insignificant in comparison
with that of the discoverer, and his

glow of satisfaction is reserved for the

nobler employment The points on
which he insists are the obligation of

honestly desiring to understand an au-

thor ; the impropriety of fastening on

defects, or of simply balancing between

defects and merits
;
the duty of approv-

ing with heartiness and warmth, in place
of that cold-blooded moderation which

he pronounces, with Vauvenargues,
" a

sure sign of mediocrity." If, therefore,

we say that his is only one species of

criticism, we cannot deny its claim to

be entitled the "criticism of apprecia-
tion" It is thus the exact reverse of

that species to which we have before

alluded, and which deserves to be called

the "criticism of depreciation"
We come now to the particular char-

acteristics of the Portraits, the man-
ner in which the author has there ap-

plied his principles.
"

I have never," he

remarks in a recent defence, "vaunted

my method as a discovery, or affected

to guard it as a secret." It involves,

however, both the one and the other.

The discovery consists in the percep-
tion of the truth that an author is al-

ways in his works ; that he cannot

help being there ; that no reticence,

no pretences, no disguises, will avail

to hide him. The secret lies in the

skill with which the search is pur-
sued and the object revealed. We do

not, of course, mean to say that M.
Sainte-Beuve is the originator of bio-

graphical criticism, which in England
especially, favored by the portly Re-

views, has been carried to an extent un-

dreamt of elsewhere. But in general
it may be noticed that English articles

of this kind have been simply biogra-

phies accompanied with criticism ; their

model is to be found in Johnson's
"Lives of the Poets." The critical ar-

ticles of Mr. Carlyle are a striking ex-

ception. Of Carlyle it may be said, as

it has been said of M. Sainte-Beuve,
that " what chiefly interests him in a

book is the author, and in the author

the very mystery of his personality."
In other words, each looks upon a lit-

erary work, not as the production of

certain impersonal intellectual faculties,

but as a manifestation of the author in

the totality of his nature. But while

the point of view is thus identical, there

is little similarity in the treatment. In

the one case a powerful imagination
causes the figure to stand out in bold

relief, while a luminous humor plays

upon every feature. The method of

the Portraits again we cite the au-

thor's own language is
"
descriptive,

analytical, inquisitive." We are led

along through a series of details, each

lightly touched, each contributing to

the elucidation of the enigma, by a

train of closely linked and subtile ob-

servation, which penetrates all the ob-

scurities, unravels all the intricacies,

of the subject. And the result is, not

that broad but mingled conception
which arises from personal intimacy or

from the art which simulates it, but that

idea, that distilled essence, which is ob-

tained when what is most characteris-

tic, what is purely mental and individ-

ual, has been selected and condensed.

The sympathetic nature of the critic

displays itself in his general treatment

of the theme, in the post of observation

which he chooses. He is not an advo-

cate or an apologist. But the opinions in

which he does not coincide, the defects

which he has no interest in concealing,

he sets in their natural connection, and

regards as portions of a living organ-

ism. Put before him a nature the most

opposite to his own, narrow, rigorous,

systematic. Shall he oppose or con-

demn it because of this contrariety ? But

why, then, has he himself been endowed

with suppleness and insight, why is he

a critic, unless that he may enter into

other minds, see as they have seen, feel
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as they have felt ? He must get to the

centre before he can trace the limits

and imperfections. Once there, once

identified with his object, he can ob-

serve its irregularities without being ir-

ritated or perturbed. As for that Rhad-
amanthine criticism which sits aloof

from its object, and treats every aberra-

tion from a straight line as something
abnormal and abominable, he leaves it

to the immaculate. In truth, such crit-

icism, with all its pretences to author-

ity, is open to this fatal objection, it

tends to destroy our relish for litera-

ture ; instead of stimulating the appe-

tite, it creates disgust.* How different

is the effect produced by the Por-

traits ! Of all criticism they have the

most power to refresh our interest in

familiar topics, and to kindle curiosity
in regard to those with which we are

unacquainted. They serve as the best

possible introduction to the study of the
* At the moment when we are sending this sketch

to press a specimen of the sort of criticism to which
we have alluded comes to us in the form of an article

in the Quarterly Review for January, the subject,

M. Sainte-Beuve himself. One wonders how it is

that the writer, who, if really familiar with the pro-

ductions he criticises, must have been indebted to

them for many hours of enjoyment, much curious

information, and a multitude of suggestions and
stimulants to reflection, should have had no feeling
of kindliness or gratitude for the author. But then

the question . comes up, Was he in reality familiar

with the works ? Several of his statements might

provoke a doubt upon this point. We cite a single

example. Speaking of M. Sainte-Beuve's temporary
connection with the Saint-Simonians, he says :

" For
a brief season he appears to have felt some of the

zeal of a neophyte, speaking the speech and talking
the vague nonsense of his new friends. But soon

his native good-sense seems to have perceived that

the whole thing was only a fevered dream of a dis-

eased age." Now the reviewer, if he knows any-

thing of the doctrines in question, is entitled to ex-

press his opinion of them, even if he does it in tauto-

logical and slipshod English. But he has no right to

attribute his own opinions to M. Sainte-Beuve, who
is so far from holding them that, in articles writ-

ten so lately as in 1861 {Nouveaux Lundts, I.), he

has not only traced the enduring influence of Saint-

Simonianism upon some of the ablest minds in

France, but has contended that what were once con-

sidered the wildest dreams of that system have since

been substantially realized. Perhaps the reviewer

thinks that, as M. Sainte-Beuve is "a chameleon,"
with scarcely one single fixed opinion on any prob-

lem, literary, philosophical, political, or religious,

there can be no harm in fathering upon him any
notion from whatever source. But on one point at

least the duty of being accurate in the statement

of other persons' opinions M. Sainte-Beuve has

shown an unwavering consistency.

works themselves, to which, accord-

ingly, they have in many cases been

prefixed. They put us in the proper

disposition for fasting as we read. Of-

ten they are guides with which we
could hardly dispense. M. Sainte-

Beuve is never more happy than in

dealing with complexities or contradic-

tions, with characters that puzzle the

ordinary observer, with harmonies which

are hidden in discords. Of women, it

has been well said, he writes " as if he

were one of them." Like Thackeray,
like Balzac, he knows their secret. So,

too, the spirit of a particular epoch or

a particular school is seized, its succes-

sive phases are distinguished, with a

nicety defying competition. Especially
is this applicable to the developments
of the present century. Who, indeed,
was so competent to describe -its par-
ties and conflicts, its emotions and lan-

guors, as one who had shared in all

its transitions, in all its experiences ?

The style of the Portraits might
form the subject of a separate study.

Abjuring antithesis and epigram on the

one hand, pomp and declamation on the

other, it has yet none of the limpidity,
the rapid flow, the incisive directness,

of classical French prose. On the con-

trary, it is full of shadings and undula-

tions. It abounds in caressing epithets,

and in figures sometimes elaborated and

prolonged to the last degree, sometimes

clustered and contrasted like flowers in

a bouquet. After a continuous reading
a sense of luxury steals over us

;
we

seem to be surrounded by the rich dra-

peries and scented atmosphere of a bou-

doir. Yet the term " florid
"

will not

apply to what is everywhere pervaded

by an exquisite harmony and taste.

Simplicity of expression, energy of tone,
would be out of place, where the thought
is so subtile and refined, the glow of

feeling so soft and restrained, the mind
so absorbed in the effort to catch every

echo, every reflection, floating across

the field of its survey. Difficult as it is

to convey any adequate notion of such

a style by mere description, it would be

at least as difficult to do justice to its

peculiarities in a translation. Our im-
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pressions of it may perhaps be best In 1840 he was appointed one of the

summed up by saying that it is the far- conservators of the Mazarine Library,
thest remove from oratory, and the near- In 1845 he was elected to the French
est approach to poetry, of any prose not Academy. He lived on terms of inti-

professedly idyllic or lyric with which macy with men of all parties, and with

we are acquainted. the highest in every party. He moved
It has been stated by the author him- in the elite of Parisian society, accept-

self, as one defect in his criticism at this ing rather than claiming its attentions,

period, that it was not "conclusive." It but fully sensible of its charms. All

was perfectly sincere, but not equally these circumstances combined to pro-
frank. In fact, it was not full-grown, long, in his case, that season when,
A mind like that of M. Sainte-Beuve is though the fruit has formed, the bios-

slow in arriving at maturity. It is quick soms have not yet fallen, when the

to comprehend ;
but the very breadth mind still yields itself to illusions as if

of its comprehension and the variety of loath to be disenchanted. His sincere

its researches make it tardy in attaining admiration for the genius of Chateau-
fhat completeness and decision, that air briand did not blind him to the mon-
of mastery, which less capacious minds strosities or the littlenesses by which
assume through the mere instinct, and it was disfigured. But should he rude-

as the outward sign, of virility. He ly break the spell in the presence .of the

has himself indicated the distinction in enchanter? should he disturb the vener-

his notice of M. Taine, whom he de- ation that encircled his decline ? should
scribes as "

entering the arena fully he steel himself against the gracious
armed and equipped, taking his place pleadings of Madame Recamier, and
with a precision, a vigor of expression, throw a bomb-shell into that circle of

a concentration and absoluteness of which no one could better appreciate

thought, which he applies in turn to the the seductive repose ? He chose rath-

most opposite subjects, without ever er to limit- the scope of his judgment,
forgetting his own identity or losing to look at the object solely on its attrac-

faith in his system." There were, how- tive side, to postpone reservations which

ever, in the case of M. Sainte-Beuve, fur- would have had the effect of a revolt,

ther impediments to the assumption of Yet the extent of his concessions has
an explicit and confident tone. Among been much exaggerated. No extrava-

the authors whom he was called upon to gant laudations ever fell from his pen.
criticise were his acknowledged leaders, Moreover, his gradual emancipation, so

those by whom he had been initiated in- to speak, is apparent in his writings,
to the mysteries of modern art. Though in the last volumes of his " Port Royal

"

he was fast outgrowing their influence, and in the later "Portraits." It was fa-

he was in no haste to proclaim his inde- cilitated by the waning power displayed
pendence. An indefatigable student, he in the productions of some with whom
was accumulating stores of material he had been closely associated. It was
without as yet drawing upon them to suddenly completed by an event of

any proportionate extent, or putting forth which the momentous and wide-spread
all the strength with which they sup- consequences are still felt, --the Rev-

plied him. Besides the "Portraits," his olution of February, 1848.

only other work during this period was M. Sainte-Beuve has given a curious

his u
History of Port Royal," the five account of the immediate effect of that

volumes of which were published at event upon his own external circum-

long intervals. Social relations, too, ex- stances and position. Some lurking
erted a restraining influence. His po- irony may be suspected, a disposition
sition in the world of letters was gen- to reduce the apparent magnitude of a

erally recognized, and had brought great political convulsion by setting it

him the distinctions and rewards which in juxtaposition with its more trivial re-

France has it in her power to bestow, suits. But as the narrative is charac-
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teristic, and contains some passages
that throw light upon the author's hab-

its and sentiments, we give it, very

slightly abridged, in his own words. It

is prefixed to a course of lectures on

Chateaubriand and his literary friends,

delivered at Liege in 1848-49.
"In October, 1847, in my capacity as

one of the Conservators of the Maza-
rine Library, I occupied rooms at the

Institute,' where I had a chimney that

smoked. With the view of guarding

against this inconvenience before the

winter should have set in, I summoned
the fumiste of the establishment, who,
after entering into details and fixing

upon the remedy, some contrivance

on the roof in the nature of a hooded

chimney-pot, observed that the ex-

pense, amounting to a hundred francs

or so, was one of those which are

chargeable to the landlord, that is to

say, in this case, the government. Con-

sequently I made a requisition on the

Minister to whose department it be-

longed ;
the work was executed, and I

thought no more of it.

" Some months later, the Revolution

of the 24th of February broke out. I

perceived from the first day all the im-

portance of that event, but also its pre-
matureness. Without being one of

those who regretted the fall of a dynas-

ty or of a political system, I grieved for

a civilization which seemed to me for

the moment greatly compromised. I

did not, however, indulge in the gloomy
anticipations which I saw had taken

possession of many who the day before

had professed themselves republicans,
but who were now surprised, and even

alarmed, at their own success. I thought
we should get out of this, as we had al-

ready got out of so many other embar-

rassments. I reflected that History has

more than one road by which to ad-

vance
;
and I awaited the development

of facts with the curiosity of an observ-

er, closely, blended, I must confess, with

the anxieties of a citizen.
" About a month later, towards the

end of March, I was told by a friend

that M. Jean Reynaud, who then filled

an office which, though nominally in the

department of Public Instruction, cor-

responded in fact with that of Under-

Secretary of State, wished to see me.
I had been well acquainted with M.

Reynaud for seventeen or eighteen

years, and had dined with him, in corn-

pany with M. Charton, on Wednesday,
the 25th of .February preceding, while

the Revolution was in full blast. Profit-

ing by a short truce which had sudden-

ly intervened on the afternoon of that

day, I had been able to traverse the

Champs-Elysees, at the farther end of

which he lived, and to keep an appoint-
ment dating from several days before.

On that Wednesday, at six o'clock in

the evening, I did not expect, and as

little did M. Reynaud himself expect,
that two days later he would be holding
the post of quasi-minister in the depart-
ment of Public Instruction. I. heard

with pleasure of his appointment, in

conjunction with that of M. Carnot and

M. Charton, for I knew their perfect in-

tegrity.
" Summoned then, about a month after

these events, by M. Reynaud, and hav-

ing entered his office and approached
him with my ordinary air, I saw in his

countenance a look of consternation.

He informed me that something very

grave had taken place, and that this

something concerned me
;
that certain

lists specifying the sums distributed by
the late government, with the names of

the recipients, had been seized at the

Tuileries ;
that my name had been found

in them
;
that it occurred several times,

with a sum with sums --of a con-

siderable amount attached to it. At
first I began to laugh ;

but perceiving
that M. Reynaud did not laugh, and re-

ceiving from him repeated appeals to

my recollection, I began to ply him with

questions in return. He was unable to

enter into any exact details ;
but he as-

sured me that the fact was certain,
-

that he had verified it with his own eyes ;

and as his alarm evidently proceeded
from his friendship, I could not doubt

the reality of what he had told me.
"

I believe that, by my manner of re-

plying on the instant, I convinced him

of the existence of some error or some
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fraud. But I perceived that there were

others, near him, behind him, who would

be less easily convinced. As soon, there-

fore, as I had returned home, I addressed

to the Journal des Debats a letter of

denial, a defiance to calumny, in the

tone natural to honorable persons and

such as feel secure in their own inno-

cence. This letter furnished M. Rey-
naud with a weapon against my accus-

ers behind the scene. As a proof that

he accepted both the sentiment and the

terms, he caused it to be inserted in the

Moniteur.
"
However, I was not entirely satis-

fied
;

I wished to bring the affair fully

to tight. I made attempts to procure the

lists in question. I went to M. Tasche-

reau, who was publishing them in his

Revue retrospective; I saw M. Lan-

drin, the Attorney-General of the Re-

public ;
I even caused inquiries to be

made of the former Ministers, then in

London, with whom I had had the

honor of being personally acquainted.
No result

; nobody understood to what

my questions had reference. Wearied
out at last, I discontinued the pursuit,

though without dismissing the subject
from my thoughts.

"
I will go to the bottom of this af-

fair. There was in the department of

Public Instruction a man newly ele-

vated to power, who honored me with

an enmity already of long standing. I

have never in my life met M. Genin
;

I

have never once seen his face
;
but the

fact is that he has always detested me,
has often in his writings made me the

object of his satire, and in his critical ar-

ticles especially has ridiculed me to the

extent of his powers. I did not suit

this writer, whom all his friends pro-
nounce a man of intellect

;
I appeared

to him affected and full of mannerisms
;

and to me, on the other hand, he per-

haps appeared neither so subtile, nor so

refined, nor so original, as he seemed
to others. Now M. Gdnin, who had
been intrusted, after the 24th of Feb-

ruary, 1848, with the distribution of the

papers in the Bureau of Public Instruc-

tion, was undoubtedly the -person who
had availed himself of the list in which

my name was said to figure, for the pur-

pose of bringing an accusation against

my honor. He was himself a man of

probity, but one who, in the violence of

his prejudices and the acerbity of his

disposition, could hardly stop short of

actions positively bad.
" If M. Genin had lived in the world,

in society, during the fifteen years pre-
vious to 1848 which I had passed in it,

he would have comprehended how a

man of letters, without fortune, without

ambition, of retiring manners, and keep-

ing strictly to his own place, may yet

by his intellect perhaps, by his char-

acter, by his tact, and by his general
conduct obtain an honorable and

agreeable position, and live with per-
sons of every rank, the most distin-

guished in their several walks,
- -

per-
sons not precisely of his own class, on

that insensible footing of equality which

is, or which was, the charm and the hon-

or of social life in France. For my own

part, during those years, happy ones
I may call them, I had endeavored,
not without a fair degree of success, to

arrange an existence combining dignity
with ease. To write from time to time

things which it might be agreeable to

read
; to read what was not only agree-

able but instructive
;
above all, not to

write too much, to cultivate friendships,
to keep the mind at liberty for the inter-

course of each day and be able to draw

upon it without fear of exhausting it ;

giving more to one's intimates than to

the public, and reserving the finest and
tenderest thoughts, the flower of one's

nature, for the inner sanctuary; such

was the mode of life I had conceived as

suitable to a literary knight, who should

not allow his professional pursuits and
associations to domineer over and re-

press the essential elements of his heart

and soul. Since then necessity has

seized upon me and constrained me to

renounce what I considered the only

happiness. It is gone, it has forever

vanished, that better time, adorned with

study and leisure, passed in a chosen

circle, where I once.received, from a fair

friend whose loss has been irreparable,

this charming; counsel insinuated in the
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form of praise :
' If you think yourself pendently, the least that can be ex-

dependent on the approbation of certain pected is that the world should give it-

people, believe me, that others are de- self the pleasure of insulting him a little

pendent upon yours. And what better, on his passage. In Belgium I met with

sweeter bond can there be between per- unexpected difficulties, thrown in my
sons who esteem each other, than this way by hostile compatriots. Pamphlets
mutual dependence on moral approba- containing incredible calumnies were

tion, balancing, so to speak, one's own published against me. I have reason
sentiment of freedom. To desire to to speak with praise of the youth of

please and at the same time to remain Belgium, who decided to wait, and to

free, this is the rule we ought to fol- judge me only by my acts and words,

low.' I accepted the motto
;

I promised In spite of obstacles I succeeded. The

myself to be fjaithful to it in all that I present book, which was entirely corn-

might write
; my productions at that posed and was to have been published

period will show perhaps the degree in before the end of 1849, represents one
which I was influenced by it. But I of the two courses which I delivered,

perceive that I have strayed from my
" P. S. I had almost forgotten to re-

text, cur to the famous lists. The one con-
"

I had forgotten to mention that, on taining my name appeared at last in the

the same day on which I wrote the let- Revue retrospective.
' M. Sainte-Beuve,

ter inserted first in the Journal des 100 francs,' this was what was to

Debats, and afterwards in the Mont- be read there. The fabulous ciphers

teur, I forwarded to Messieurs Rey- had vanished. On seeing this entry a

naud and Carnot the resignation of my ray of light dawned upon my memory,
place at the Mazarine. I did not wish I recollected my smoky chimney of

to expose myself to interrogatories and 1847, the repair of which was to have

explanations where I could be less sure cost about that sum. But for this in-

of being questioned in a friendly spirit cident, I should never have been led to

and listened to with confidence. From deliver the course now submitted to the

the moment of taking this step there reader, and the one circumstance has

was no longer much choice for me. I occasioned my mention of the other."

had to live by my pen ;
and during the It must be confessed that the chimney

year 1848, literature in my understand- that drove M. Sainte-Beuve into tem-

ing of that term and indeed litera- porary exile, and led to the production
ture of every kind formed one of of a work in which his views on many
those branches of industry, devoted to important topics were enunciated with

the production of luxuries, which were a clearness and force he had hitherto

struck with a sudden interdict, a tern- held in reserve, had smoked to some

porary death. I was asked in conver- purpose. We may be permitted to be-

sation if I knew any man of letters who lieve that his integrity had never been
would accept a place in Belgium as pro- seriously questioned; that the pretext
fessor of French literature. Learning for a brief abandonment of his beloved

that the vacancy was at the University Paris while she was in a state of excite-

of Liege, I offered myself. I went to ment and dishabille had not been al-

Brussels to confer on the project with together unwelcome. Though no ad-

M. Charles Rogier, Minister of the In- mirer of the government of Louis

terior, whom I had known along time, Philippe, he had, as he still acknowl-

and I accepted with gratitude the prop- edges, appreciated
" the mildness of

ositions that were made to me. that regime, its humanity, and the facil-

"I left France in October, 1848. The ities it afforded for intellectual culture

press of Paris noticed my departure only and the development of pacific interests

with raillery. When a man of letters of every kind." The sudden overthrow,
has no party, no followers, at his back, the turmoil, the vagaries that ensued,
when he takes his way alone and inde- were little to his taste. He was content
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to stand aside, availing himself of the in its literary signification recalled the

general dislocation to look around and times of the Rochefoucaulds and the

choose for himself a new field, a more Sevignes, was exchanged for the more

independent position. modern one of Conversations, Cause-

Here then begins the third, and, as ries de Limdis. Begun in the Constitu-

te, must suppose, the final stage of his tionnel on the ist of October, 1849, they
career. In September, 1849, .he re- were continued three years later in the

turned to Paris, feeling
" a great need Moniteur, and in 1861 again resumed,

of activity," as if his mind had been under the title of Nouveaux Lundis, in
" refreshed by a year of study and sol- the first-named journal, where they are

itude." What was he to undertake ? still in progress. More than once the

No sooner did the question arise, than author has intimated his intention to

an answer presented itself in the form bring them to a close. But neither his

of an offer from one whose coadjutor own powers nor the appetite of his

he had become on a previous and simi- readers having suffered any abatement,
lar occasion. M. le docteur Veron, now one series has followed upon another,
the proprietor of the Constitutionnel, until, in their reprinted form, they now
and as sagacious as ever in catering for fill nineteen volumes, while more are

the public taste, proposed to him to fur- eagerly expected.
nish every Monday an article on some The transformation of style which

literary topic. The notion of writing was visible at the very outset is one of

for the masses, of adapting his style to the miracles of literary art. Simplicity,
the requirements of a newspaper, gave swiftness, precision, all the qualities

him a momentary shock- Hitherto he which were conspicuously absent, we
had addressed only the most select au- will not say wanting, in the Portraits,

diences. But, after all, he was con- these are the characteristics, and that

scious of an almost boundless versatil- in a surpassing degree, of the Cau-

ity, and no plan could better satisfy the series. The whole arrangement, too,

desire which he had long felt of becom- is different. There is no preluding,

ing
" a critic in the full sense of the there are no intricate harmonies : the

word, with the advantages of ripeness key-note is struck in the opening chord,
and perhaps of boldness." Such a and the theme is kept conspicuously in

change would be suited also to the new view throughout all the modulations,

aspect of society. In literature it was no The papers at once acquired a popular-

longer the time for training, tending, and ity which of course had never attended

watering, but the season of gathering the earlier ones. " He has not the

the fruit, selecting the good and reject- time to make them bad," was the praise

ing the unsound. Romanticism as a accorded by some of their admirers, and
school had done its work and was now smilingly accepted by the author. But

extinct. Every one went his separate is this indeed the explanation ? Had
way. Questions of form were no long- he merely taken to "dashing off" his

er mooted ;
the public tolerated every- thoughts, after the general manner of

thing. Whoever had an idea on any newspaper writers ? Had he deserted

subject wrote about it, and whoever "
art," and fallen back upon the crudi-

chose to write was a litterateur. " With ties misnamed " nature "
? If such had

such a noise in the streets it was neces- been the case, there would have been no

sary to raise one's voice in order to be occasion for the present notice. His

heard. Accordingly," says M. Sainte- fame would long since have been buried

Beuve,
"

I set to work for the first time under the rubbish he had himself piled
on that kind of criticism, frank and out- up. The fact is very different.

" Nat-

spoken, which belongs to the open ural fluency
" that is to say, the in-

country and the broad day." born capacity of the writer - - he un-

With the old manner he laid aside doubtedly possessed ;
but "

acquired
the old title. The term Portraits, which difficulty," this was the school in
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which he had practised, this was the dious, but shallow Muse, were but di-

discipline which enabled him, when the lutions, ever more watery and insipid,

need arose, to carry on a campaign of of the first sweet and abundant flow,

forced marches, brilliant and incessant was the critic or the poet at fault ?

skirmishes, without severing his lines And so it has been in all the subse-

or suffering a mishap. It was in wield- quent articles of M. Sainte-Beuve. It

ing the lance that he had acquired the matters not who or what is the subject,

vigor and agility to handle the javelin let it be a long-established reputa-
with consummate address. Contrasted tion, like that of M. Guizot

;
a youth-

as are his earlier and later styles, they ful aspirant, such as M. Hyppolite Ri-

have some essential qualities in com- gault and many others
;
a brother critic,

mon; --an exquisite fitness of expres- like M. Prevost-Paradol ;
a fanatical

sion
;

a total exemption from harsh- controversialist, like M. Veuillot ;
a

ness, vulgarity, and all the vices that personal friend, like M. Flaubert ;
or

have grown so common
;
a method, a a bitter and unscrupulous assailant, like

sequence, which is at once the closest M. de Pontmartin, the treatment is

and the least obtrusive to be found in ever the same, sincere, impartial, un-

any prose of the present day. affected. " To say nothing of writers,
We pass from the style to the sub- even of those who are the most op-

stance. The criticism, as we have seen, posed to us, but what their judicious
was to be "frank and outspoken." It friends already think and would be

became so at a single bound. The forced to admit, this is the height of

subject of the second number of the my ambition." Such was his procla-
Causeries was the Confidences of M. mation, such has been his practice. No
de Lamartine, and the article opens one has ever been bold enough to gain-
with these words :

" And why, then, say it. An equity so great, so unva-

should I not speak of it ? I 'know the rying, has almost staggered his breth-

difficulty of speaking of it with pro- ren of the craft.
"

It is grand, it is

priety ;
the time of illusions and of com- royal," says M. Scherer,

- - who has

plaisances has passed ;
it is absolutely himself approached near enough to the

necessary to speak truths ; and this same summit to appreciate its height,

may seem cruel, so well chosen is the "only in him it cannot be called a

moment. Yet when such a man as M. virtue : it belongs to the intellect, which

de Lamartine has deemed it becoming in him is blended with the character."

not to close the year 1848 without giv- "But he professes neutrality! He
ing to the public the confessions of his has no doctrines, no Belief, no emotions !

youth and crowning his political career He discusses everything, not with any
with idyls, shall criticism hesitate to fol- regard to the eternal considerations of

low him and to say what it thinks of right and wrong, truth and falsehood,
his book ? shall it exhibit a discretion but solely in the view of literature and
and a shamefacedness for which no one, art !

" So cry certain voices, loudest

the author least of all, would care ?
"

among them that of M. de Pontmartin.

And what follows ? An outpouring of It is certainly somewhat surprising that

ridicule, of severity, such as the same a man without opinions, without emo-
book received from so many quarters ? tions, should be made the object of

Nothing of the sort
; nothing more violent attacks, that according to M.

than a thoroughly candid and discrim- de Pontmartin himself, whose authority,

inating judgment, never overstepping however, upon this point we may take

the bounds of courtesy, never exag- the liberty of rejecting, there should be

gerating a defect or concealing a beauty.
" few men more generally hated." Mere

A talk might be raised about the in- jealousy can have nothing to do with it.

consistency with a former tone
;
but if

" There is not," remarks M. Scherer,

the fact was made apparent that the " the trace of a literary rivalry to be

later effusions of a tender and melo- found in his whole career." The truth
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is, that M. Sainte-Beuve has, on all the where to find its repast. Armed cap-a-

subjects he has examined, convictions pie, glittering with epigram, rhetoric,

which are strong, decided, earnestly and irony, he entered the lists against
and powerfully maintained. But he M. Sainte-Beuve, ostensibly to defend

differs from the rest of us in this, that the reputation of Chateaubriand, pro-
he not only professes, but enforces, a voked in reality by the causes already

perfect freedom of opinion, a perfect noticed. We have no space for the

equality in discussion. In religion he controversy that ensued. It is worthy
attaches more importance to the send- of remark that the assault was directed,

ment than to the creed. In morals he not against the censures which had
sets up a higher standard than conven- been passed upon Chateaubriand, M.
tionalism. In politics, as we shall pres- de Pontmartin took good care not to aim

ently see, he has even given in his ad- at his adversary's shield, but against
hesion to a system ; but, treating poli- the motives which had led to their sup-

tics, like medicine, as an experimental pression while the object was alive, and

science, he refuses to see in any system to their publication after he was dead.

an article of faith to be adopted and Now there are in the book on Chateau-

proclaimed irrespective of its results, briand some disclosures which might
In questions of literature and art he better have been spared. But in deter-

declines to apply any test but the prin- mining motives we shall go utterly astray

ciples of art, the literary taste "
pure if we leave character out of sight ; and

and simple." In all matters he prefers the whole career of M. Sainte-Beuve

to look at the practical rather than the rises up against the implication that he

dogmatic side, to study living forces was prompted in this instance by any
rather than dead forms. Hence the other impulse than that spirit of inves-

charge of indifference. He would bet- tigation, that 'desire to penetrate to the

ter please those who differ from him, heart of his subject, to unveil truth and
were he one-sided, narrow, rancorous, dissipate illusions, which has grown
It is because his armor is without a stronger and more imperative at every
flaw that they detest him.* step of his advance. We pass over his

We have spoken frequently of M. de immediate replies. When, in the regu-
Pontmartin. It is time to speak of him lar course of his avocation, he found an
a little more definitely. As M. Sainte- opportunity for expressing his opinion
Beuve has remarked,

" the subject is of M. de Pontmartin, he did it in a char-

not a difficult one." He belongs to the acteristic manner. There is not a parti-
old aristocracy, and takes care that his cle of temper, not the slightest assump-
readers shall not forget the fact. In tion of superiority, in the article. It is

religion and politics with him, as not "scathing" or "crushing," as we
with so many others, the two words have seen it described. It has all the

have much the same meaning he ad- keenness, merely because it has all the

heres consistently and chivalrously to simplicity, of truth. The playful but

causes once great and resplendent, now searching satire which the author has

only fit subjects for elegies. As a writ- ever at command just touches the dec-

er, he is a master of the critique spiri- lamation of his opponent, and it falls

tuelle,
- - that species which is so bril- like a house of cards. He sums up

liant in display, so unsubstantial in re- with a judgment as fair and as calm as

suits. He sparkles and glows ; but his if he had been speaking of a writer of

light only directs the brown nightingale some distant period. Astonished at the

sleight of hand which had disarmed, and
* Here is, quite apropos, a frank admission to that ^ . . i u u i i

effect from the Quarterly Reviewer before mentioned:
at the generosity which had Spared

"We confess we should be glad to meet with some him, M. de Pontmartin, in the first mO-
passages in the writings of M. Sainte-Beuve which ment of his defeat, before he had
would prove him capable of downrieht scorn or an- i j * i /i i\

ger." Yes, but if they had been there, how stern
had tim6 tO reCOVGr HlS <bad)

temPCr>

would have been the rebuke ! to arm himself for more fiery assaults
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to be followed by fresh overthrows, If under a bad government, though it

declared that, in spite of the suscepti- be in form republican, I cannot walk

bility of his friends, he himself was well the streets with safety at night, then

satisfied with a criticism which " as- my liberty is curtailed. On the other

signed to him nearly all the merit to hand, every advantage, every improve-
which he could pretend," and in which, ment, which science, civilization, a good
"for the first time in his literary life, he police, or a watchful and philanthropic
had seen himself discussed, appreciated, government furnishes to the masses

and valued without either the indul- and to individuals, is a liberty acquired,

gences of friendship or the violence of a liberty not the less practical, positive,

hatred." and fruitful for being unwritten, unes-

One point still remains to be touched tablished by any charter. These, I

upon. M. Sainte-Beuve has been from shall be told, are 'little liberties.' I do

the first a steady supporter of the pres- not call them such. But we have a

ent Empire. This of course accounts greater and more essential one, the

for a portion of the enmity with which right of the representatives of the na-

he has been "honored." In 1852 he tion to discuss and vote on the budget ;

received the appointment of Professor and this supposes others,
- - it brings

of Latin in the College de France
;
but with it publicity, and the liberty of

his opening lecture was interrupted by touching upon such questions in the

the clamors of the students, and the press. Here the difference of opinion

course was never resumed. From 1857 is one of degree ;
some demand an un-

to 1861 he held a position in connection qualified freedom of discussion, others

with the superintendence of the Ecole stop at a point more or less advanced.

Normale. In April, 1865, he was raised "In human society, liberty, like ev-

to the dignity of a Senator. No one, erything else, is relative, and dependant
so far as we know, in France, no one on a multitude of circumstances. A
out of France, so far as we know, but a sober, orderly, laborious, educated peo-

Saturday Reviewer,* has ever been pie can support a larger dose than one

foolish enough to insinuate that he had less richly gifted in these respects,

purchased his elevation by a sacrifice Liberty is, thank God ! a progressive
of principle. It seems to us that the conquest ;

that portion of it which is

grounds on which such a man defends denied us to-day we can always hope to

a system still on its probation before acquire to-morrow. Let us develop, as

the world are worth examining. He far as it lies with us, intelligence, mo-

has stated them more than once with rality, habits of industry, in all the class-

his usual clearness and frankness. We es of society ;
that done, we may die

extract some passages, with only the tranquilly ;
France will be free, not with

slight verbal alterations indispensable that absolute freedom which is not of

for condensation. this world, but with the relative freedom
"
Liberty ! the name is so beautiful, which corresponds with the imperfect,

so responsive to our noblest aspirations, but perfectible, conditions of our nature,

that we hesitate to analyze it. But poli-
"
This, however, will not satisfy those

tics are, after all, not a mere matter of who are faithful to the primary idea of

enthusiasm. I ask, therefore, of what liberty as absolute and indivisible. Af-

liberty we are disputing ? The word ter every concession, there must still

conveys many different ideas. Have remain two distinct classes of minds, di-

we to do with an article of faith, some vided by a broad line of demarcation,

divine dogma not to be touched with- " One embraces those who hold firm-o
out sacrilege ? Modern liberty, which ly to that generous inspiration which,

keeps altogether in view the security under all diversities of time and circum-

of the individual, the free exercise of stances, has had the same moral source ;

his faculties, is a very complex thing, who contend that such champions of

* A Quarterly Reviewer must now be added. liberty as Brutus, William of Orange,
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De Witt, Chatham, however haughty uge to fear
;

it has attained its majori-
and aristocratic the ideas of some of ty ; it finds within itself all the motives

them, were yet of the same political and stimulants to action
; light circu-

faith, filled with ideas of human noble- lates
; every one has the right to speak

ness and dignity, conceding much, if not and to be heard
; the sum total of all

to the masses, at least to the advanced opinions, the net result of discussion,
and enlightened classes which in their may be accepted as the voice of truth

eyes represented humanity. Thinkers itself! I do not deny that in certain

of this kind are not far to seek
;
witness questions of general interest and utility,

Scherer, Re'musat, Tocqueville, the on which every one may be tolerably
last of whom was so imbued and pen- well informed, the voice of art has, in

etrated with the idea that all his Ian- our mild and instructed ages, its share

guage vibrated with it
; and, most strik- of reason, and even of wisdom ; ideas

ing example of all, that great minister ripen by the mere conjunction of forces

too early removed, Cavour, who, confi- and the course of the seasons. And
dent in the patriotic sentiment of his yet has routine altogether ceased ? Is

countrymen, adopted it as a principle prejudice, that monster with a thousand

and a point of honor not to govern or forms which has the quality of never

reform without letting the air of liberty recognizing its own visage, as far re-

blow and even bluster around him. moved as we flatter ourselves ? Is
"

It will not be said that I undervalue progress, true progress, as entirely the

this class. I will come boldly to the order of the day as it is believed to be ?

other, composed of those who are nei- How many steps are there still to take,

ther servile nor absolutists, I repel steps which I am persuaded never

this name, in my turn, with all the pride will be taken save by the impulsion and
to which every sincere conviction has a at the signal of a firm and vigorous

right, --but who believe that humanity head, which shall take the direction

has in all times owed much to the mind upon itself!

and character of particular individuals
;

" Some years since there was a ques-
that there have always been, and always tion about finishing the Louvre. Could
will be, what were formerly called he- it or could it not be done? A great

roes, what under one name or another Assembly, when consulted, declared it

are to be recognized as directors, guides, to be impracticable. It was in fact im-

superior men, men who, whether born practicable under the conditions which
or raised to power, cause their country- then existed. Yet within the short pe-

men, their contemporaries, to take some riod that has since elapsed, the Louvre
of those decisive steps which would has been finished. This instance is for

otherwise have been retarded or indefi- me only a symbol. How many moral

nitely adjourned. I picture to myself Louvres remain to be completed !

the first progress of society as having
" There are governments which have

taken place in this way : tribes or col- for their principle resistance and ob-

lections of men stop short at a stage of struction
;
but there are also govern-

civilization which indolence or igno- ments of initiation. Governments found-

ranee leads them to be content with
;
in ed on pure liberty are not necessarily

order that they shall pass beyond it, it the most active. Free assemblies are

is necessary that a superior and far-see- better suited to put the drag upon the

ing mind, the civilizer, should assist wheels, to check them when they go
them, should draw them to himself, too fast, than to accelerate them. Like

raise them a degree by sheer force, as, criticism, which is in fact their province
in the '

Deluge
' of Poussin, those on and their strength, they excel in warn-

the upper terraces stretch their hands ing and in hindering rather than in un-

to those below, clutch and lift them up. dertaking. The eternal problem is to

But humanity, I shall be told, is at last reconcile, to balance, authority and fib-

emancipated ;
it has no longer any del- erty, using sometimes the one, some-
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times the other. In this double play or government by one, however able ?

theory may be at fault, but practical it would be only too easy to decide. But

ability will always triumph. the practical question is, Given such a
" Some nations, it was lately said nation, with such a character, with such

by a liberal, have tried to dispense a history, in such a position, does it,

with great men, and have succeeded, can it, wish to govern itself by itself?

There is a perspective to contemplate ! would not the end be anarchy ? We
Let us not, however, in France, try too talk of principles ;

let us not leave out

often to dispense with them. The of sight France, which is for us the first

greatest of our moralists, he who knew and most sacred of principles. Some
us best, has said of man in general, have their idol in Rome and the Vati-

what is true of the French nature in can; others in Westminster and the

particular, that we have more force English Parliament
; meanwhile, what

than will. Let us hope that this latter becomes of poor France, which is nei-

quality may not fail us too long or in ther Roman nor English, and which
too many cases ; and, that it may be does not wish to be either ?

efficacious, there is nothing like a man,
"
No, without doubt, all is not per-

a determined and sovereign will, at the feet. Let us accept it on the condition

head of the nation. of correcting and improving it. Exam-
"

I appreciate human dignity as much ine the character, original and alto-

as others. Woe to him who would gether modern, of this new Empire,
seek to diminish the force of this which sincerely has no desire to repress
moral spring ;

he would cripple at a liberty, which has acquired glory, and
blow all the virtues. I do not, however, in which the august chain of tradition

place this noblest of sentiments on the is already renewed. What a role does

somewhat isolated height where it is it offer to young and intelligent minds,

put by the exclusive adorers of liberty, to generous minds, which, putting apart
Let us not confound dignity with mere secondary questions and disengaging
loftiness. Moreover, by the side of themselves from formulas, should be

dignity let us never forget that other in- willing to seize and comprehend their

spirfag sentiment, which is at least its entire epoch, accepting all that it con-

equal in value, humanity ;
that is to say, tains ! What a problem in politics, in

the remembrance, the care, of that great public economy, in popular utility, that

number who are condemned to a life of of seeking and aiding to prepare the

poverty and suffering, and whose pre- way for such a future as is possible for

carious condition will not endure those France, as is now grandly opening be-

obstacles, retardments, and delays that fore her, with a chief who has in his

belong to every plan of amelioration hand the power of Louis XIV., and in

founded on agitation and a conflict of his heart the democratic principles of

systems and ideas. I am far from im- the Revolution, for he has them, and

puting to the worshippers of liberty a his race is bound to have them !

"

disregard of this humane and generous This, it will be perceived, is an ap-

feeling. But with them the means is plication of the ideas of Mr. Carlyle,

more sacred than the end. They would modified by the special views and char-

rather take but one step in the path of acteristics of the writer, and adapted
true progress, than be projected two by to the circumstances and necessities

an adverse principle. Their political of the particular case. It has far less

religion is stronger than mine. Mine similarity with the doctrines so pom-
is not proof against experience. pously announced, so vaguely applied,

" If the question were put to us in in the Vie de Jules Cesar. It does

a general way, Which is the better not lie open to the criticism which that

for a people, self-government, full dis- clumsy and feeble apology seemed in-

cussion, decisions in accordance with tended to provoke, and which it has re-

good sense, and submitted to by all, ceived at the competent hands of M.
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Scherer. We have here no mysterious patriotic Frenchman should choose to

revelations of the designs of Providence, accept all the conditions of his epoch,
no intimations that the world was ere- and embrace every opportunity of aid-

ated as a theatre for the exaltation of ing in the task of correction and ame-

certain godlike individuals. The ques- lioration.

tion, as presented by M. Sainte-Beuve,
is a practical one, and as such we ac- We are unwilling to emerge from our

cept it. We believe with him in the subject at its least agreeable angle,

necessity for great men, in the guid- Our strain, however feeble, shall not

ance of heroes. We believe with M. close with a discord. And indeed, in

Scherer in the animating forces of lib- looking back, we are pained to perceive

erty, in its activity and power as an how slight is the justice we have been

essential principle of progress and civ- able to render to the rare combination

ilization. That the combination may of powers exhibited in the works we
exist is attested by such examples as have enumerated. W7

e have left un-

William of Orange, Count Cavour, Abra- noticed the wonderful extent and accu-

ham Lincoln. racy of the learning, the compass and

It all comes, therefore, to this single profundity of the thought, the inex-

inquiry : Is the present ruler of France haustible spirit, ever preserving the

a great man, a hero ? Is he the en- happy mean between mental languor

lightened leader whom a nation may and nervous excitement. In these

confidently follow ? Has he the genius twenty - seven volumes of criticism,
and the will to solve the problem be- scarcely an error has been detected,
fore him, to reconcile liberty with au- scarcely a single repetition is met with

;

thority ? Posterity alone will be able there is scarcely a page which a reader,
to pronounce with unanimity. For our- unpressed for time, would be inclined

selves, we must answer in the negative, to skip. Where you least agree with

We do not denounce him, we believe it the au.thor, there you will perhaps have
absurd to denounce him, as a conspira- the most reason to thank him for his

tor or a usurper. If he was a conspira- hints and elucidations. Is it not then

tor, France was his accomplice. There with reason that M. Sainte-Beuve has
cannot be a doubt that the nation not been styled

" the prince of contempo-
only was ready to accept him, but raneous criticism

"
? His decisions

sought him
;
not indeed for his person- have been accepted by the public, and

al qualities, not as recognizing its ap- he has founded a school which does

pointed guide, but from the recollections honor to France,
and the hopes of which his name was How is it that our own language offers

the symbol. We acknowledge, too, his no such example ? How is it that the

obvious abilities
; we acknowledge the English literature of the present cen-

material and economical improvements tury, superior to that of France in so
which his government has inaugurated, many departments, richer therefore in

But we fail to see the "moral Louvres "
the material of criticism, has nothing to

which he has opened ; we fail to see in show in this way, we will not say equal,
his character any evidences of the mor- but taking quantity as well as quality
al power which can alone inspire such into the account in any degree sim-

improvements ; we fail to see in his ilar ? How is it that nothing has been

reign any principle of "
initiation," save written on the highest minds and chief

that which the Ruler of the universe productions of the day on Tenny-
has implanted in every system and in son, on Thackeray, on Carlyle which

every government. Yet we concede is worth preserving or remembering?
the right of others to think differently Is it that criticism has been almost
on these points, without being sus- abandoned to a class of writers who
pected of moral obtuseness or obliquity, have no sense of their responsibilities,

Especially can we comprehend how a no enlightened interest in their art, no
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liberality of views,
- - who make their not approach him with arrogance or a

position and the influence attached to it supercilious coldness ;
do not, if your

subservient either to their interests or knowledge be less than his, seek to

to their vanity ? Descend, gentlemen mask your ignorance with the defor-

reviewers, from the heights on which mity of conceit
;
do not treat him as a

you have perched yourselves ; lay aside criminal or as a dunce, unless he hap-

your airs and your tricks, your pre- pens really to be one. Above all, do
tences and affectations ! Have the not, by dint of judging, vitiate your

honesty not to misrepresent your au- faculty of tasting. Recognize the im-

thor, the decency not to abuse him, the portance, the inestimable virtues, of that

patience to read, and if possible to un- quality which you have piqued your-
derstand him ! Point out his blem- selves on despising, that sympathy
ishes, correct his blunders, castigate which is the sum of experience, the con-

his faults; it is your duty, he himself dition of insight, the root of tolerance,

will have reason to thank you. But do the seal of culture !

DE SPIRIDIONE EPISCOPO.

THIS
is the story of Spiridion,

Bishop of Cyprus by the grace of God,
Told by Ruffinus in his history.

A fair and stately lady was Irene,

Spiridion's daughter, and in all the isle

Was none so proud ;
if that indeed be pride,

The haughty conscience of great truthfulness,

Which makes the spirit faithful unto death,

And martyrdom itself a little thing.

There came a stranger to Spiridion,

A wealthy merchant from the Syrian land,

Who, greeting, said :
" Good father, I have here

A golden casket filled with Roman coin

And Eastern gems of cost uncountable.

Great are the dangers of the rocky road,

False as a serpent is the purple sea,

And he who carries wealth in foreign lands

Carries his death, too often, near his heart,

And finds life's poison where he hoped to find

Against its pains a pleasant antidote.

I pray you, keep for me these gems in trust,

And give them to me when I come again."

Spiridion listened with a friendly smile,

And answered thus the dark-browed Syrian :

" Here is a better guardian of gold,

My daughter, sir. The people of the coast

Are wont to say that, if she broke her faith,

Silver and gold themselves would lose their shine.
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She is our island's trusty treasurer."

"Then," said the Syrian, "she shall be mine
As well as theirs," and saying this he gave
The casket with the jewels to her hand.

Right earnestly the lady answered him,

As one who slowly turns some curious thought :

"
Sir, you have called this treasure life and death,

Which in your Eastern lore, as I have read,

Is the symbolic phrase of Deity,
And the most potent phrase to sway the world.

With life to death I '11 guard the gems for you,
And dead or living give them back again."

Now while the merchant went to distant Rome
The fair Irene' died a sudden death,

And all the land went mourning for the maid,
And on the roads and in the palaces
Was one long wail for her by night and day.
While thus they grieved, the Syrian came again,

And, after fit delay, in proper time

Went to the father, to Spiridion,

Condoling with him on his daughter's death

In many a sad and gentle Eastern phrase,

Deep tinctured with a strange philosophy.
|

Now when they had awhile consumed their grief

Outspoke the Bishop :
"
Syrian, it is well

If this sad death be not more sad for us,

And most especially more sad for thee,

Than thou hast dreamed of." Here he checked his speech,
And then, as if in utter agony,
Burst forth with --"She is gone ! and all thy store,
It too is gone : she only upon earth

Knew where 't was hidden, and she trusted none.

O God, be merciful ! What shall I do ?
"

Then on him gravely looked the Syrian
With grand, calm mien, as almost pitying,
And said :

" O father, can this be thy faith ?

Man of the West, how little didst thou know
The wondrous nature of that girl now dead.

Hast thou ne'er heard that they who once become
Faithful to death are masters over death ?

And here and there on earth a woman lives

Whose eyes proclaim the mighty victory won.
Give me thy hand and lead me to the bier :

Thou know'st it is not all of death to. die."

He took his hand and led him to the bier,

And they beheld the Beautiful in Death,
The perfect loveliness of Grecian form

Inspired by Egypt's solemn mystery.
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A single pause in the eternity,

The Present, Past, and Future all in one.

Awhile they stood and gazed upon the Dead,
And then Spiridion spoke, as one inspired :

"O God! thou wert our witness, make it known!"
He paused in solemn awe, for at the word
There came an awful sign. The dead white hand
Was lifted, and Irene's eyes unclosed,

Beaming with light as only angels' beam,
And from the cold white lips there came a voice :

" The gems lie hidden in the garden wall.

God bless thee, father, for thy constant love !

God bless thee, Syrian, for thy faith in me /
"

This is the story of Spiridion,

And of his daughter, faithful unto death.

A STRUGGLE FOR SHELTER.

HAVING,
in "A Letter to a Young rooms are let to ladies, or more deli-

Housekeeper," held counsel with cately parried by being told that the

her whose home is made by a noble terms are forty dollars a week ! If one

husband, it is no less pleasant to necall have attractions and friends, it is equiv-
the claims of her whose home is made ocal

;
if one have them not, it is equal-

by herself; who, instead of keeping ly desperate. Should Minerva herself

house for two, keeps house for but one, alight there with a purse that would not

and whose stars have not yet led her on compass Willard's, one cannot imagine
either to matrimony or to Washington what would become of her. She would

Territory. probably be seen wandering at late

Mrs. Stowe, in a late number of the night, with bedimmed stars and bedrag-

Atlantic, has discoursed admirably on gled gauze, until some vigorous officer

the woman question of how to get oc- should lead her to the station-house for

cupation ;
a point to be equally anxious vagrancy. Thus when fascination and

upon is that of how to get a shelter, forlornness are at equal discount, when
It is often easier to get a husband powers and penuries go down together,
than either. Perhaps every one knows and common and uncommon sense fail

the exceeding difficulty with which, in alike, to what natural feeling shall one

our large cities, the single woman ob- hope to appeal ? There is no sound

tains even a room wherein to lodge ; spot of humanity left to rest upon. It

. but only the victims can know the real is a dilemma that is nothing but horns,

distresses it involves. In the capital, Possibly it is a trifle better in New
where noble women are chiefly needed, England ; but here, as elsewhere, the

to begin homeless is a positive peril ; chief enemy of woman is woman. It is

a<nd to stand on the surest integrity is women who keep our houses for board-

only to fall at last. If one apply at the ing and lodging, and, with a few radi-

boarding-houses it is either to be in- ant exceptions, it is they who never take

stantly rebuffed by learning that no ladies. If by any chance a foothold be
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obtained there, the only safety is in keep- bit of a conservatory and a fountain,

ing it with stern self-denial of all out- did not Mrs. Stowe tell us of these too ?

side pleasures or excursions. Surrender Here one could dwell snugly as in the

for a week, and you return to that door petals of a rose, or expansively as in a

only to hear that two gentlemen have banyan-tree, undisturbed alike from gen-
taken your room, and that they will pay tlemen in black or women in white, lia-

more. You ask for an attic. Just now ble only to the elements and to mortality,
there are two gentlemen there. Will If only this castle were as attainable

there be a place under the eaves ? Pos- as that of Thoreau ! which was to

sibly, next week. But before then the consist of but one room, with one door

two gentlemen are on hand again, have to enter it, and where "some should live

unpacked their vials of unctuous hair- in the fireplace, some in the recess of

oil, and are happily snuggled under the a window, and some on settles, some
eaves. Indeed, they seem to make long at one end of the hall, some at another,

journeys expressly to head one off, and and some aloft on rafters with the spi-

to be where they should not be. They ders if they chose."

are on time always, and in at the win- But on the terra firma of realities

ning. Some day one will pathetically one's trouble is somewhat mitigated by
die of two gentlemen on the brain

;
and the fact that, when all is said and done,

the doctor will only call it congestion, the boarding-houses are usually so poor,
for a new Knight of a Sorrowful that, having entered them, one's effort

Figure, to demolish all such ubiquitous to get admitted is rather exceeded by
persons ! I have sometimes had as one's desire to depart. The meats are

many as three of my engaged rooms at all cooked together with one universal

a time occupied by these perpetual in- gravy; beef is pork, and lamb is pork,

dividuals, myself waiting a-tremble on each passing round the swinal sin
;
the

the portico. Then it struck me that, if vegetables often seem to know but one
there were really any more gentlemen common kettle, for turnip is onion, and
in Washington Territory than here, squash is onion

;
while the corn-cake

women had better not go there. has soda for sugar, and the bread is

Out of this exigency has arisen a sour and drab-colored, much resembling
grand vision of mine to build a flat of slices of Kossuth hat.

five or six rooms
;
a single landing of From these facts grew the experiment

dining- and drawing-rooms, boudoir, of becoming housekeeper extraordinary
bedroom, and kitchen with its apart- to myself, a strait to which many a
ment for a domestic. And, either by one is likely to be driven, unless we
lounge-bedstead or famous Plympton, are to have something better than can
there should be the possibility of be offered by the present system of

sleeping in every apartment but the boarding-houses. For since one's cas-

kitchen. This would be such sweet re- tie was not yet builded outside of the

venge for one whom the Fates had driv- brain, it only took a little Quixotism of
en about for five years to hunt lodgings, imagination to consider as castles all

Convertibly it should be all lodgings, these four-story brick houses with pla-
1 would gormandize on bedrooms, cards affixed of " Rooms to be let," and
like Cromwell resting in a different one to secure the most eligible corner in

every night, --and the empty ones fill- one of these at moderate rent

ing with forlornest of females, provid- This of course is not so easy to do
;

ed one need not do the honors at their but at last a petite room seemed to

table in the morning and hear how they be struck out from the white heat of

have slept. There should be alcoves luck, so petite ! six feet by thirteen

too, with statues
;

and unexpected feet, two carpet-breadths wide and four

niches of rooms crimson with drapery, masculine strides long ;
one flight up,

"fit to soothe the imagination with pri- and just large enough to sheathe one's

vacy
"

;
and oh ! perhaps somewhere a self in

; high-walled and corniced, with
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on the one hand a charming bay-win- of lampreys, that favorite viand of kings,

dow. looking three ways, and cheerily to the common delicacy of Rome, a stew

catching the sunlight early and late
;

of nightingales' tongues. And so corn-

on the other, an open grate fire, fit to pact were all the arrangements, that a

illuminate the gray Boston mornings, brilliant friend was fain to declare that

though, when the brilliant sun came the hostess should certainly live on con-

round full at noon, there seemed no fire densed milk.

till that was gone. I strove to forget Indeed, it was the grand concentra-

that it might have been a doctor's con- tion of having wardrobe and bath to-

suiting office, and three clays after there gether that caused a very singular mis-

blossomed out of it seven several apart- hap. One morning, being in clumsy-
ments ; the inevitable curtain across the fingered haste to get to a train, I sum-

corner giving a wardrobe and bath
; the marily dropped my bonnet into the

short side of the room, with desk, a li- wash-bowl. This was not a very dry

brary ;
the long side, with sofa, a bed- joke, but having mopped up the article

chamber ;
the upper end, with table, a as well as possible, I put it on jmd de-

dining-hall ; the cupboard and region parted with usual hilarity,
- - still re-

about the hearth, a kitchen
;
while the membering what it was to have the

remainder, with a lively camp-stool chair kindest fortune in the world, and that

that balanced about anywhere and one should not expect so rare a life as

doubled into nothing when desired, was mine without an occasional disaster,

drawing-room, that is, it was drawing- But none need undertake a plan of

room wherever the chair was drawn, this sort on the theology of Widow Be-

In this apartment everything was handy, dott's hymn,
" K. K., Kant Kalkerlate "

;

One could sit in the centre thereof, and, for in this song of life on six feet by

by a little dexterous tacking to north thirteen, calculation is the sole rhyme
- or south, reach every article in it. But for salvation. We have heard of dying
when a lad whose occasional infirmity by inches : this is living by inches. If

was fainting was proposed to build the there be not floor-room, then perhaps

fire, it became necessary to decline, on the there is wall-room, and every possible

ground that there really was not room article must be made to hang, from the

enough, unless he were so kind as to boot-bag and umbrella behind the cur-

faint up chimney. A genuine bower it tain to the pretty market-basket, so toy-

was, but not a Boffin's Bower, where like, in the corner. Indeed, it is the

the wedded occupants suited their con- chief charm of a camp-stool chair that

trary tastes by having part sanded-floor this too, when off duty, may be hung
for Mr. Boffiin, and part high-colored upon the wall, like a hunter's saddle

carpet for Mrs. Boffin,
" comfort on when the chase is ended. Only see that

one side and fashion on the other." In all the screws are in stoutly, so that in

this the walls were hung with pictures, some entertaining hour various items

and the windows with lace, while the of your wardrobe or adornments do not

corner curtain was a gorgeous piano bring their owner to sudden grief,

cover. Mr. Boffin not being here, it As might be anticipated, it was rather

was both comfort and fashion all round, a struggle to get condensed ;
and after-

In this minute way of living, the first ward, too, there were fleeting phases of

visiting messages could only include the feeling about it all. For at times it is

announcement of dainty regards, and not pleasant to connect the day of the

of readiness to receive friends one by week chiefly with its being the day to

one ;
and dining messages could only clean one's cupboard or lamp-chimney,

entreat "the best one to come to the Often, too, during a very nice breakfast,

petite one on Thursday, for sake of a one is ready to vow that she will never

suggestion of pigeons' wings." As- do otherwise than board herself; and

suredly none would have voted a>.iv
ax- wkHe despatching the work after, equal-

quisite thing out of place, from a. dish ly ready to vow that she will take flight
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from this as soon as possible. Some- in the heart of things, surely ;
for in the

times, also, one gets a little too much of next room were a child, kitten, and

herself, and an overdose in this direc- canary ;
in the basement was a sewing-

tion is about as bad as most insufferable machine ; while across the entry were

things. But then there must be sea- a piano, flute, and music -box. But
sons of discouragement in everything. Providence, that ever takes care of its

They inhere to all human enterprises, own, did ever prevent all these from

just as measles and whooping -
cough performing at once, or the grand serag-

to childhood. It is well to remember lio of Satan would have been nothinwo
as they pass how rarely it is that they to it.

prove fatal. But if in getting a room one is

And wherefore discouraged, indeed ? haunted by the two gentlemen, in get-
Is it not the charm of life that nothing ting furniture and provisions one is

is final, not even death itself? In afterward haunted by the "
family

"
re-

this strange existence, with its great and lation. It is a result of the youthful-

rapid transitions, happy events are al- ness of our civilization, that as yet it is

ways imminent. One may be perform- cumbrous and unwieldy. We do not

ing her own menialities to-day, and to- yet master it, but are mastered t>y it
;

morrow, in an ambassador's carriage, be and nowhere in America will one find

folded in a fur robe with couchant lions the charming arrangements for single

upon it
; to-day be quartered in a sin- living which have filled the Old World

gle attic, to-morrow be treading the tap- with delightful haunts for the students
estriesof her own drawing-rooms. Thus, of every land. As yet we provide for

the golden Fate turns and keeps turn- people, not persons ;
and the needs

ing ;
it is only when, through frigidness of the single woman are no more con-

or fear, we refuse to revolve with it, that sidered in business than in boarding,
there ensues the discord of despair. Forever she is reminded of the Scrip-
But instead of going to a Walden and ture,

" He setteth the solitary in fam-

camping on the shady edges of the ilies
"

; and forever it seems that all

world, to see what could be done with- must be set there but herself. For
out civilization, I preferred to camp nice crockery is sold by the set, knives
down in the heart of civilization, and and forks by the half-dozen, the best
see what could be done with it; --not coal by the half-ton; the tin-pans are

to fly the world, but to face it, and immense, and suggest a family Thanks-

give it a new emphasis, if so it should giving ; pokers gigantic, fit only to be
be

;
to conjure it a little, and strike wielded by the father of a family ; and

out new combinations of good cheer at market the game is found with feet

and good fellowship. In fact, it seems tied together in clever family bunches,
to me ever that the wild heart of ro- while one is equally troubled to get a
mance and adventure abides no more chop or a steak, because it will spoil
with rough, uncouth nature than with the family roast, and as to a bit of

humanity and art. To sit under the venison for breakfast, it may be had by
pines and watch the squirrels run, or taking two haunches and a saddle. In

down in the bush-tangles of the Pe- desperation she exclaims with O'Grady
nobscot and see the Indians row, is of Arrah na Pogue,

" O father Adam,
to me no more than when Gottschalk why had you not died with all your ribs

wheels his piano out upon the broad, left in your body !

" For since there is

lone piazza of his house on the crater's neither place nor provision for her in

edge, and rolls forth music to the moun- the world, why indeed should she have
tains and stars. Here too are mys- come ?

tery, poesy, and a perpetual horizon. Having once, on a fruitless tour

This for romance
; but true adven- through Faneuil Hall Market for a sin-

ture abides most where most the forces gle slice of beef, come to the last stall,

of humanity are. So I camped down and here finding nothing less than a
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sirloin of six pounds, which was not to

be cut, I could only answer imploringly,
" But pray, what is one person to do

with a sirloin of six pounds ?
' : A re-

lenting smile swept over the stern

butcher's face.
"

I will cut it !

" he

said, brandishing the knife at once.
" Thank you," I cried, with a gush of

emotion ;
for he seemed a really re-

ligious man. He comprehended that

there was at least one solitary whom
the Lord had not set in a family. I

took the number of his stall.

Nor is it yet too late to be grateful

to him who proposed breaking a bun-

dle of cutlery in my behalf. He too

realized the situation, and saw that by
no possibility could one person grace-

fully get on with six knives and forks

at once.

Indeed, since one 's single wants are

not regularly met by this system of

things, the only way at present to get
them answered is by favor. So that the

first item in setting up an establishment

is not only to bring one's resources

about one, but to find the people of

the trade who will assist in the glad-

dest way. One wants the right stripe

in the morning and evening papers, but

none the less happy are just the right

merchant and just the right menial.

Since all of life may be rounded into

rhythm, shall we not even consult the

harmonies in a grocer or an upholster-

er ? Personal power can be carried in-

to every department. It is well to find

where one's word has weight, then al-

ways say the word there. This is a

part of the quest which makes life a

perpetual adventure ;
and there is noth-

ing more piquant than to go on an ex-

ploring tour for one's affinities among
the trades. It is perhaps rather more

of the sensational than the sentimental,

and might be marked in the private

note-book with famous headings, like

those of the New York papers on a

balloon marriage, as, The last affinity

item ! A raid among the magnetisms !

or,'Hifalutin among prunes ! However,
in some subtile way, one soon divines

on entering a store whether she is to

be well served there, and must follow

with tact the undercurrent in the shop

as well as in the salon. If it be not

the right encounter, ask for something
there is not, and pass on to the next.

Thus,
" my grocer

"
apologizes for

keeping honey, because I do not eat

sweets, and proposes to open the but-

ter trade because it is so annoying to

go about for butter ;

"
my stoveman "

descends from the stilts of the firm,

looking after these chimney affairs him-

self
; "my carpenter" says,

"
Shure, an'

ye don't owe me onything ;
I 'd work

for ye grat-tis if I could
"

;

"
my cabinet-

dealer " sends tables and wardrobes at

midnight if desired, and takes them

back and sells them over the next day ;

even the washerwoman is an affinity,

exclaiming,
"
Shure, an' ye naid n't

think I '11 be chargin' ye with all the

collars an' ruffles ye put in, shure, an'

I '11 not."

Perhaps it sounds a little egotistic to

say
"
my grocer," &c., but is not this

the way that heads of families talk, and

am I not head and family too? At

least the solitary may soothe themselves

with the family sounds. Indeed, it

soon appears that all these faithful

servers are like to become so radical a

part of the my and mine of existence,

as to make it really alarming. When
one's comfort is thus bound up in fire-

boy and washerwoman, alas ! what will

become of the grand philosophy of Epic-

tetus ?

To begin housekeeping proper, one

will need at least a bread - knife and

tumbler, a gridiron and individual salt,

cost eighty-four cents. My list also

includes for kitchen and table use :

Tin saucepan
"

baking-pan
"

oyster pail . .

2 breakfast plates

4 tea plates

Cup (and cover to mimic sugar-bowl)

Mixing spoon
Pint bowl

Butter jar

2 knives and forks

2 saucers

2 minute platters

i
"

vegetable-dish .

3 individual butter-plates

The aforementioned gridiron, &c.

Sum total .

.40

23

25

.20

32

is

15

. .20

35

-45

H
. .18

.10

. .18

$3-30
. .84

$4.14
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To this should be added a small iron For any ordinary amount of cooking,

frying-pan for gravied meats. The an open grate is admirable, though it do

quart pail usually did duty for vegeta- not furnish that convenient stove-pipe

bles, the saucepan for soup, while prime whereon lady boarders can smooth out

chops and steaks appeared from the their ribbons, c. ; but it is accessible,

gridiron. .Tea-spoons are not included, and draws the culinary odors speedily

nor any tea things whatever. These out of the room. At least it is admira-

excepted, it will be seen that less than ble from fall to the middle of December,

five dollars gives a full housekeeping when you find that it draws the heat, as

apparatus, with pretty white crockery well as the odors, up chimney ;
then you

enough to invite a dinner guest will get a "
Fairy

" stove of the small-

The provisions for one week were : est size, with a portable oven, and fair-

ly go into winter quarters. But by the
Bread and rolls 59

J
. .. . .. , ...

4 pears and * ib. grapes ... .28 grate one may boil, broil, and toast, if

i ib. butter 55 not roast
;

for I used with delight to

granulated sugar .22 CQok app les on the cool Comers, giving
corn starch 16

,

them a turn between sentences as I read
dcLil * * ^-O

1 ib. pepper 15 or wrote. They seemed to have a
ib. halibut .25 higher flavor, being seasoned with

| Ib. steak 30
'

*

quail 40 thoughts ;
but it was not equally sure

i pint cranberries 08 if the thoughts were better for being
Celery - 5 seasoned with apple. However, one
i peck potatoes and turnips . .40 in- r ? -

Pickles, i pint bottle ... .37
must not count herself so recherche as

Schiller, who could only write when his
^ 3 ' 85 desk was full of rotten apples.

At the end of the week there was Still the grate has no oven, and the

stock unused to the amount of $ i.oo, chief difficulty is in bread. One starts

making $ 2.85 for actual board, (I did bravely on the baker's article, but such

not dine out once,) and this included is the excess of yeast that the bitter-

the most expensive meats, which one ness becomes intolerable. Then one

might not always care to get ;
for it is begins to perambulate the city, and

not parsimony that often prefers a sir- thinks she has a prize in this or that

loin steak at thirty cents to a tender- brand, is enamored of Brigham's Gra-

loin at forty cents. But this note may ham biscuits, hot twice a week, or of

be added. Don't buy quails, they are Parker's rolls, but soon eats through
all gizzard and feathers

;
and don't buy novelty to the core, and that is always

halibut, till you have inquired the price, hops. Thus one goes from baker to

It will also be perceived that leverages baker, but it is only a hopping from,

are not mentioned. None of that sev- hops to hops. I see with malicious joy
en million pounds of tea shipped from that the exportation tariff is to be re-

China last September ever came to moved from hops.

my shores. If this article were added, As to crackers, they are of course no

there would come in large complica- more available than pine splints, though
tions of furniture and food, beside the the Graham variety is the best. Aer-

obligation of being on the stairs at early ated bread is probably the most health-

hours in fearful dishabille, watching for ful, but this is pitiable to live on
;

it

the* milkman, as I have seen my sister- tastes like salted flannel,

lodgers. Finally, let me confess to the use of

The pecuniary result is, that, for less a friendly oven near by, and from this

than three dollars per week and the came every week the indispensable

work, one may have the best food in Graham cakes, which are the despair
the market

;
for three dollars and no of all the cooks. Of course, on this

work, one may have the very worst in point it is impossible, without seeing
the world. their experiment, to say why it failed ;
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but all the given conditions being met, ter this experience the housekeeper
if the cakes were tough, there was prob- shrewdly watches for these episodes

ably too much meal
;

if soggy, too lit- of weather, and takes the jar in of a

tie. Also the latest improvement is not night. So it is that eternal vigilance
to cut them in diamonds, but to roll them is the price even of butter,

into various forms. After scalding, the Still it seemed that, with careful and

dough is just too soft to be handled economizing mind, on six feet by thir-

easily ;
it is then to be dropped into teen it was not only possible to live, but

meal upon the board, separating it in to take table-boarders. Certainly noth-

small quantities with a spoon or knife, ing could be gayer, unless to ramble de-

and rolling lightly in the meal into small lightfully forever in one of those orange-

biscuits, rolls, or any form desired, colored ambrotype-saloons, drawn by
But do not work in any of the meal, milk-white oxen

;
or to quarter like

Possibly some of the failures come Gavroche of Les Miserables among the

from disregard of this ; for the meal ribs of the plaster elephant in the Bas-

which is added after, being unscalded, tile
;
or more pensively to abide in the

is not light, and would only clog the crannied boat-cabin of the Peggotys,
cakes. And, in eating, the biscuits watching the tide sweep out and in.

should be broken, never sliced. They This must be the weird, barbaric

are in their prime when hot, quite as side of the before-named brick and mor-

much as Ward Beecher's famous apple- tar flat of five rooms,

pie ; but, unlike that, may be freshened Pope, the tragedian, said that he

afterward by dipping in cold water and knew of but one crime a man could

heating in a quick oven just before commit, peppering a rump steak. It

wanted. In other words, they may be is an argument for boarding one's self

regenerated by immersion. that all these comfortable crimes thus

As to the system of this minute house- become feasible. One may even butter

hold, ifany should be curious to know, her bread on three sides with impunity ;

it was to have breakfast-dishes de- or eat tamarinds at every meal, running

spatched, with the dinner vegetables the risk of her own grimaces ;
or take

pared, at half past nine, A. M.
;
dinner out her stewed cherries with curious, undi-

of hand by two, P. M.
; bread and butter vided interest as to whether a sweet or

and Cochituate precisely at six, P. M. sour one will come next (dried cher-

In one of Mr. and Mrs. Hall's " Mem- ries are a great consolation) ; and, being
ories of Authors," mention is made of allowed to help herself, can the better

a little Miss Spence, who, with rather bring all the edibles to an end at once

limited arrangements in two rooms, upon her plate, an indication of Prov-

used to give literary tea-parties, and idence tflat the proper feast is finished,

was shrewdly suspected of keeping her Wonderfully independent all this ! Life

butter in a wash-bowl. I did not follow with the genuine bachelor flavor. As

any such underhanded proceeding. I L. remarked, even the small broom in

kept my butter on the balcony. All- the corner had a sturdy little way of

out-doors was my refrigerator ;
and if standing alone.

one will look abroad some cool, glitter- Perhaps there is nothing finer than

ing night, he may yet see my oyster- the throng of fancies that comes in a

pail hung by a star, or swinging on the solitary breakfast. Then one reaches

horns of a new moon. hands of greeting to all the lone art-

Perhaps it is fair to mention, howev- ists taking their morriing acquavite in

er, that on one glittering night the mer- Rome
;
to the young students of Ger-

cury fell below zero, and the windows many at their early coffee and eggs ;

all froze hard clown, and there was the even remembering the lively grisctte of

butter locked on the outer side ! And Paris, as, with a parting fillip to her

oh! it is such a trying calamity to be canary, she flits forth from her upper
frozen in from one's butter ! But af- room

;
and finally drinks to the mem-
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ory of our own Irving at his bachelor

breakfast among the fountains and flow-

ers in the Court of Lions at the Alham-

bra.

And very sweet, too, it is, in the fall

of the day, to sit by the rich, ruby coals,

and think of those who are far, until

they come near ;
and of th'at which is

hoped for, until it seems that which is
;

to sit and dream, till

' The breath of the great Lord God divine

Stirs the little red rose of a rooi."

This it is to keep house with a bread-

knife and tumbler, a gridiron and an

individual salt. This it is to vitally

understand the multuin in parvo of

existence. This it is to have used and
mastered civilization.

But the total pecuniary result is, that

the rent of the very smallest room in

central location at the hub of the hub
will not be less than three dollars

per week, without light, heat, or furni-

ture. Fire, and a boy to make it, will

be two dollars per week
; light seventy-

five cents if gas, twenty -five cents if

kerosene ; this, with board at .three dol-

lars, washing at one dollar per dozen,
and the constant Tribune, etc., brings
one up to the pretty little sum of ten

dollars per week, without a single item

of luxury, unless daily papers can be

called luxurious. Or, should one go out

to breakfasts and dinners, nothing tol-

erable can be had under five dollars per

week; and this gives a total of twelve

dollars. Then, to complete one's life,

there must be clothing, literature, per-

haps travel and hospitality, making
nearly as much more

;
and to crown it,

there must be the single woman's fa-

vorite lecturer <yc prima donna
;
for ah !

we too, in some form, must have our

cigars and champagne. A round thou-

sand a year for ever so small a package
of humanity !

-And of course, as goods are higher
in small quantities, so in living by this

individual way it will be discovered

that prices are prodigious, but that

weights and measures are 'not. Af-

ter opening the small purse regularly
at half-hour intervals for several weeks,
one at length finds herself opening it

when there is nothing -to be bought,
from mere muscular habit. Altogether
it is easy to spend as much as a second-

rate Congressman, without any of his

accommodations. This is wherein one
does not master civilization.

Mr. McCulloch, in his Report on the

Treasury, suggested an increase of sal-

ary for certain subordinates in his de-

partment, declaring that they could not

support their families in due rank on

four, five, or even six thousand dollars

a year. It is easy to believe it. It is

easy to believe anything that may be

stated with regard to money, except that

one will ever be able to get enough of

it to cover these terrible charges. The
entire fabric of things rests on money ;

and our prices would drive a respectable
Frenchman into suicide. O poor Robin
Ruff! alas for your grand visions that

you sang so glowingly to dear Gaffer

Green ! In this age of the world, O
what could you do, or where could you
go, e'en on a thousand pounds a year,

poor Robin Ruff?

And so long as each must keep her

separate establishment, it will not be

found possible to reduce living much
.below the present figures. But Lon-

don has more wisely met the pressure
of the times in those magnificent club-

houses, which have made Pall Mall al-

most a solid square of palaces hardly
inferior to the homes of the nobility

themselves. Each of these houses has

its hundreds of members, who really

fare sumptuously, having all the luxu-

ries of wealth on the prices that one

pays here for poverty. The food is

furnished by the best purveyors, and

charged to the consumers at cost
;

all

other expenses of the establishment be-

ing met by the members' initiation fees,

ranging from 32 entrance fee and 1 1

annual subscription, to 9 and 6 for

entrance and subscription. Being ad-

mirably officered and planned through-

out, these gigantic households are sys-

tematized to the beautiful smoothness

of small ones ;
their phrase of " fare-

well
"

is one of epicurean invitation, not

of dismissal ;
while such are the com-

bined luxuriousness and economy that,
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says one authority, "the modern Lon- can pay reasonably and who do not wish

don club is a realization of a Utopian to go away ? This would be a genuine
coenobium, a sort of lay convent, ri- Stay-at-home Club, a Can 't-get-away
vailing the celebrated Abbey of Thele- Club of the very happiest sort. And
me, with the agreeable motto of Fats this alone can put life in our noble cit-

ce que voudras, instead of monastic dis- ies, where active-brained women love

cipline." to be, on something like possible terms.

Of course, New York also has fol- In Miss Howitt's "Art Student at

lowed suit, and there, too, clubs are Munich," a charming sketch, by the

trumps; but, according to "The Na- way, ofwomen living enbachelier abroad,

tion," with this remarkable exception, we find one young enthusiast ideal-

that "at these houses the leading idea izing upon this very need of feminine

seems to be, not to furnish the members life, which she christens an Associated

at cost price, but to increase the finan- Home. In her artistic mind it takes

ces with a view to some future expen- the form of an outer and inner sister-

diture." The writer reasonably ob- hood, the inner devoted to culture,

serves, that "what a man wants is his the outer attending to the useful, ready
breakfast or dinner cheaper than he alike to broil a steak or toe a stocking
can get it at the hotel, and not to pay for the more ethereal ones of the house-

thirty or sixty dollars annually in or- hold. This is all quite amiably intend-

der that ten years hence the club may ed, but no queen-bee and common-bee
have a new building farther up town." scheme of the sort seems to be either

And Boston has followed New York, generous or practicable. It involves at

with its trio of well-known clubs, differ- once too much caste and too much con-

ing also from those of London in hav- tact. We do not wish to find servants

ing poorer appointments and the high- or scrubs in our sisters, nor do we wish

est conceivable charges. at all times even to see our sisters.

But most of these clubs do not in- There must be elbow-room for mood
elude lodgings, and none ofthem include and temperament, as well as high walls

ladies. It remains for America to give of defence. The social element is too

us the club complete in both. There shy and elusive, and will not, like a mon-
is every reason why women should se- key, perform on demand

;
therefore our

cure elegant and economical homes in plan abjures all these poetic organiza-
this way. Indeed, in the present state tions, which have a great deal of cant

of things, there seems no other way to and very little good companionship ;
it

secure them. There is no remedy but has no sentimentalism to offer, propos-
in a system of judicious clubbing. Since ing an association of purses rather than

this phase of the world seems made up of persons, a household on the base

for the family relation, then ladies must of protection rather than of society,

make themselves into a sort of family to a mere combining for privileges and
face it. Where is the coming man who against prices. It is resolved into a

shall communicate this art of clubbing, simple matter of business
;
and the

which has not yet even been admitted only help women need is that of an

into the feminine dialect ? Mr. Mercer organizing brain to put themselves into

is doing for the women who wish to go this associate form, whereby they can

out in the world that which womanly meet the existing state of things with

gratitude can but lightly repay.* Where somewhat of human comfort,

is the kindly, honest-hearted Mr. Mercer Are we never to obtain even this, un-

who shall further a like enterprise here, til the golden doors of the Millennium

a provision of quarters for those who swing open ? Ah, then indeed one

must melt a little, looking regretfully
* Since the above was written, there have been ^ack to Brook Farm, undismayed by

senous charges against Mr. Mercer, but our praiee ..... , . ,
. ,,

must remain until the case shall be more fairly
the fearful Zenobia ; looking leniently

made up. toward Wallingford, Lebanon, and Har-
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vard. Anything for wholesome diet,

free life, and a quiet refuge.

But whether to live alone or together,

the first want is of houses, which is

another hitch in the social system. In

the city a building-lot is an incipient

fortune
;
and the large sum paid for it

is the beginning of reasons for the large

rent of the building that is put upon it.

But then if ground is costly, air is

cheap, --land is high, but sky is low;
and one need have but very little earth

to a great deal of house. A writer, de-

scribing the London of thirty years ago,

speaks of the huge, narrow dwellings,
full five stories high, and says that the

agility with which the inmates " ran up
and down, and perched on the different

stories, gave the idea of a cage with its

birds and sticks
"

;
and the like figure

seems to have occurred to the queer
Mademoiselle Marchand of "

Denise,"

who, as she toiled to her eyrie on the

topmost landing, exclaimed,
" One

would think these houses were built

by a winged race, who only used stairs

when they were moulting !

" But these

same lofty houses are the very thing we
must have to-day, all but the running

up and down. Build us houses up, and

up, as high as they will stand
; give us

plenty of sky-parlors, but also plenty of

steam-elevators to go to and from "
my

lady's chamber." It is not a wise econ-

omy to devote one's precious power to

this enormous amount of stair-work. It

is not a kind of exercise that is sanitive.

The Evans House and Hotel Pelham,
for instance, are very pretty Bostonian-

isms, but all their rooms within rangeO
of ordinary means are beyond the range
of ordinary strength. The achievement

of twenty flights a day, back and forth,

would leave but small surplus of vigor.
While the steam power is there for

heating purposes, why not use some of

it to propel the passengers up and down
that wilderness of rosy boudoirs ? Is

there any reason why this labor-saving

machine, the steam-elevator, which we
now associate with Fifth Avenue lux-

ury, should not be the common posses-
sion of all our large tenanted buildings ?

And is there any reason, indeed, in our
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houses being no better appointed than

the English houses of thirty years ago ?

Ruskin has been honorably named for

renting a few cottages with an eye to

his tenants as well as himself; but the

men who in our crowded cities shall

erect these mammoth rental establish-

ments, with steam access to every story,
will build their own best monuments for

posterity. We commend it to capital-

ists as a chance to invest in a generous
fame. Until this is clone, we shall even

disapprove of bestowing any more man-
sions upon our beloved General Grant.

It is not gallant. Until then, too, how
shall one ever pass that venerable Park
Street Church of Boston, without the

irreverent sigh of "What capital lodg-

ings it would make !

" Those three

little windows in the curve, looking

up and down the street, and into the

ever -
fascinating Atlantic establish-

ment
;
the lucky tower, into which one

might retreat, pen in hand, if not

wishing to be at home to callers nor

abroad to himself, Carlyle-like, mak-

ing the library at the top of the house
;

and all within glance of the dominating
State-House, whither one might steal

up for an occasional lunch of oratory
or a digest of laws. We also hear of

a new hotel being builded on Tremont

Street, and wonder if there will be any
rooms fit for ladies, and whether one of

those in the loft will rent for as,much as

a charming villa should command.
But while we ask now for immediate

relief by clubs and rental establish-

ments, the great practical and artistic

problem of America still remains in

learning to manage its civilization ;
in

acquiring a forecaste, a system, that

meets individual wants ;
in adjusting

resource to requirement. Then we
shall not be driven into association. It

is jocosely said, that in the West, whose

rivers are shallow and uncertain, the

steamers are built to run on a heavy
dew. Allowing for the joke, this is not

more nice than wise. To be dexterous,

fine-fingered, facile ! How perfect is the

response in all the petty personalities

of politics ! In this America, where all

men aspire, and more men get office
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than one would think there were offices entering the long campaign of justice
to get, what miracles of adroitness ! It to women.
is one perpetual, Turn, turn again, Lord Meanwhile, we young housekeepers,

Mayor ! If but half the genius were who are neither capitalists to build what
diverted from office-getting to house- we need, nor politicians to procure it

building, what towering results ! But builded, can only live on these real-un-

since it is the misery of a republic that real lives as we may. But sometimes,

politics is supreme, and that a people when the city lamps are agleam in the

who govern themselves can have little early evening, we go out for a walk of

leisure for anything else, I have some- romance upon the brilliant avenue near

times feared that the only way to get by, gazing eagerly into those superb
these woman questions through is by drawing-rooms where the curtains are

tacking them on to politics. If, then, kindly lifted a little, and tempted to

any of our masculine friends now go to ring at the door on a false errand where

Congress on an amelioration of labor, they are not, simply to get a peep at

Heaven speed the day when they can the captivating comfort inside. And

only go on an amelioration of lodgings, thus we too possess houses and homes
;

But on this side of the question we with all these to enjoy and none of them
as yet hold close to the leeward. For to care for, why may not one easily re-

to make it political, women must have main the wealthiest person in the un-i-

political power, the power of the ballot ; verse ? Ah, no one knows what riches

and this claim she chooses to defer to we have in our thoughts, and how little

the more oppressed race, chooses bliss there is in the world that we have

first to secure justice to all men, before not !

DOCTOR JOHNS.

ne sto d the interrogation with a high
hand. Mrs. Brindlock drew her own

~D EUBEN, meantime, is leading a conclusions, but was not greatly dis-

IV dashing life in the city. The turbed by them. Why should she be,

Brindlock family have taken him to indeed? Reuben, with his present most

their arms again as freely and heartily promising establishment in business,

as if he had never entered the fold over and with a face and air that insured

which the good Doctor exercised pas- him a cordial welcome in that circle

toral care, and as if he had never strayed of wealthy acquaintances which Mrs.

from it again.
Brindlock especially cultivated, was

"
I told you 't would be all right, counted a bon parti, independent of his

Mabel," said Mr. Brindlock to his wife ; position as presumptive heir to a large

and neither of them ever rallied him share of the Brindlock estate,

upon his bootless experience in that Once or twice since his leave of Ash-

direction, field he has astonished the good peo-

But the kindly aunt had not for- pie there by a dashing visit. Perhaps

borne (how could she ?) certain perti- he has enjoyed (such things are some-

nent inquiries in regard to the pretty times enjoyed) setting forth before the

Miss Maverick, under which Reuben quiet parishioners of his father his new

had shown considerable disposition to consequence as a man of the world and

flinch ; although he vainly fancied that of large moneyed prospects. It is even
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possible that he may have entertained from the distance growing greater

agreeably the fancy of dazing the eyes and greater which now lies between

of both Rose and Adele with the glitter them. Her beauty, her grace, her ten-

of his city distinctions. But their ad- derness, now that they are utterly be-

miration, if they felt any, was not flat- yond reach, are tenfold enticing ;
and

teringly expressed. Adele, indeed, was in that other sphere to which, in his

always graciously kind, and, seeing his night revery, they seem translated, the

confirmed godlessness, tortured herself joyous face of Rose, like that of an at-

secretly with the thought that, but for tendant angel, looks down regretfully,

her rebuff, he might have made a better full of a capacity for love to which he

fight against the bedevilments of the must be a stranger,

world, and lived a truer and purer life. He is wakened by the bells next

All that, however, was irrevocably past, morning, a Sunday morning, may be.

As for Rose, if there crept into her lit- There they go, he sees them from the

tie prayers a touch of sentiment as she window, the two comely damsels,

pleaded for the backslidden son of the picking their way through the light,

minister, her prayers were none the fresh-fallen snow of March. Going pos-
worse for it. Such trace of sentimental sibly to teach the catechism

;
he sneers

color like the blush upon her fair at this thought, for he is awake now.

cheek gave a completed beauty to Has the world no richer gift in store for

her appeals. him ? That Sophie Bowrigg is a great
Reuben saw that Phil was terribly in fortune, a superb dancer, a gorgeous

earnest in his love, and he fancied, with armful of a woman. What if they were

some twinges, that he saw indications to join their fortunes and come back
on the part of Adele of its being not some day to dazzle these quiet towns-

wholly unacceptable. Rose, too, seemed folk with the splendor of their life?

not disinclined to receive the assiduous His visits in Ashfield grow shorter and
attentions of the young minister, who more rare. There is nothing particu-
had become a frequent visitor in the larly alluring. We shall not meet him
Elderkin household, and who preached there again until we meet him for the

with an unction and an earnestness last time.

that touched her heart, and that made Mr. Catesby is an "acceptable preach-
her sigh despondingly over the out- er." He unfolds the orthodox doc-

cast son of the old pastor. Watching trines with more grace than had be-

these things with a look studiedly care- longed to the manner of the Doctor,
less and indifferent, Reuben felt him- and illustrates them from time to time

self cut off more than ever from such with a certain youthful glow, and touch-

charms or virtues as might possibly es of passionate exhortation, which for

have belonged to continued association many years the Ashfield pulpit had not

with the companions of his boyhood, known. The old ladies befriend him
and nerved himself for a new and firm- and pet him in their kindly way ;

and if

er grip upon those pleasures of the outer at times his speculative humor (which
world which had not yet proved an illu- he is not wholly without) leads him be-

sion. There were moments mostly yond the bounds of the accepted doc-

drifting over him in silent night-hours, trines, he compounds the matter by
within his old chamber at the parson- strong assertion of those sturdy gener-

age when it seemed to him that he had alities which lie at the bottom of the

made a losing game of it. The spark- orthodox creed.

ling eyes of Adele, suffused with tears, But his self-control is not so appar-
-as in that memorable interview of ent in his social intercourse; and be-

the garden, beam upon him, promis- fore he has been three months in

ing, as then, other guidance ; they gain Ashfield, he has given tongue to gos-
new brilliance, and wear stronger en- sip, and all the old ladies comment up-

treaty, as they shine lovingly upon him on his enslavement to the pretty Rose
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Elderkin. And they talk by the book
;

he is desperately enamored. Young
clergymen have this way of falling, at

sight, into the toils, which is vastly

refreshing to middle-aged observers.

But we have no occasion to detail his

experience. An incident only of his

recreative pursuits in this direction be-

longs to our narrative.

Upon one of the botanical excur-

sions of later spring which he had in-

augurated, and to which the maidenly

modesty of Rose had suggested that

Adele should make a party, the young
Catesby (who was a native of Eastern

Massachusetts) had asked in his naive

manner after her family connections.

An uncle of his had known a Mr. Mav-

erick, who had long been a resident of

Europe.
"

It may possibly be some relation of

yours, Miss Maverick/' said the young
minister.

rt Do you recall the first name ?
"

said Rose.

Mr. Catesby hesitated in that inter-

esting way in which lovers are wont to

hesitate. No, he did not remember ;

but he was a jovial, generous-hearted

man, (he had heard his uncle often de-

scribe him,) who must be now some

fifty or sixty years old. " Frank Mav-

erick, to be sure ;
I have the name."

"Why, it is my father," said Adele

with a swift, happy rush of color to her

face.
" O no, Miss Maverick," said the

young Catesby with a smile,
" that is

quite impossible. The gentleman of

whom I speak, and my uncle visit-

ed him only three years ago, is a con-

firmed bachelor, and he had rallied

him, I remember, upon never having
married."

The color left the cheeks of Adele.
"
Frank, did you say ?

' :

persisted
Rose.

" Frank was the name," said the in-

nocent young clergyman ;

" and he was
a merchant, if I remember rightly, some-

where upon the Mediterranean."
"

It 's very strange," said Rose, turn-

ing to Adele.

And Adele, all her color gone, had

the fortitude to pat Rose lovingly up-
on the shoulder, and to say, with a

forced smile,
" Life is very strange,

Rose."

But from this time till they reached

home, fortunately not far away,
Adele said nothing more. Rose re-

marked an unwonted pallor in her

cheeks.
" You are tired, Adele," said she ;

"you are so pale !

"

"
Child," said Adele, tapping her

again, in a womanly way that was

strange to her companion, "you have

color for us both."

At this, her reserve of dignity and for-

titude being now wellnigh spent, she

rushed away to her chamber. What
wonder if she sought the little crucifix,

sole memento of the unknown mother,
and glued it to her lips, as she fell upon
her knees by the bedside, and uttered

such a prayer for help and strength as

she had never uttered before ?

"
It is true ! it is true ! I see it

now. The child of shame ! The child

of shame ! O my father, my father !

what wrong have you done me !

" And

again she prays for help and strength.
There is not a doubt in her mind

where the truth lies. In a moment her

thought has flashed over the whole chain

of evidence. The father's studied si-

lence
;
her alienation from any home

of her own
; the mysterious hints of the

Doctor
;
and the strange communication

of Reuben, all come up in stately ar-

ray and confound her with the bitter

truth. There is a little miniature of her

father which she has kept among her

choicest treasures. She seeks it now.

Is it to throw it away in scorn ? No,

no, no. Our affections are after all not

submissible to strict moral regimen. It

is with set teeth and a hard look in her.

eye that she regards it at first
;
then her

eyes suffuse with tears while she looks,

and she kisses it passionately again and

again.
" Can there be some horrible mistake

in all this ?
" she asks herself. At the

thought she slips on hat and shawl

and glides noiselessly down the stairs,

(not for the world would she have been
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interrupted !
)
and walks swiftly away to

her old home at the parsonage.
Dame Tourtelot meets her and says,

" Good evening, Miss Adeel."

And Adele, in a voice so firm that it

does not seem her own, says,
" Good

evening, Miss Tourtelot." She won-

ders greatly at her own calmness.

LIV.

THE Doctor is alone in his study
when Adele comes in upon him, and

she has reached his chair and dropped

upon, her knees beside him before he

has time to rise.

" New Papa, you have been so kind

to me! I know the truth now, the

mystery, the shame "
;

and she drop-

ped her head upon his knees.
"
Adaly, Adaly, my dear child !

" said

the old man with a great tremor in his

voice, "what does this mean ?"

She was sobbing, sobbing.
"
Adaly, my child, what can I do for

you ?
"

"
Pray for me, New Papa !

" and she

lifted her eyes upon him with a tender,

appealing look.
"
Always, always, Adaly !

"

" Tell me, New Papa, tell me hon-

estly, is it not true that I can call no
one mother, that I never could ?

"

The Doctor trembled : he would have

given ten years of his life to have been
able to challenge her story, to disabuse

her mind of the belief which he saw was

fastened past all recall. "Adaly," said

he,
" Christ befriended the Magdalen,
how much more you, then, if so be

you are the unoffending child of "

"
I knew it ! I knew it !

" and she fell

to sobbing again upon the knee of the

old gentleman, in a wild, passionate way.
In such supreme moments the mind

reaches its decisions with electrical ra-

pidity. Even as she leaned there, her

thought flashed upon that poor Madame
Aries who had so befriended her,

against whom they had cautioned her,

who had shown such intense emotion at

their first meeting, who had summoned
her at the last, and who had died with

that wailing cry,
" Ma fille !

"
upon her

lip. Yes, yes, her mother indeed, who
died in her arms ! (she can never for-

get that death-clasp.)
She hints as much to the Doctor, who,

in view of his recent communication
from Maverick, will not gainsay her.

When she moved away at last, as if

for a leave-taking, silent and humiliated,
the old man said to her,

" My child,

are you not still my Adaly ? God is

no respecter of persons ;
his ministers

should be like him."

Whereupon Adele came and kissed

him with a warmth that reminded him
of days long past.

She rejoiced in not having encoun-

tered the gray, keen eyes of the spin-
ster. She knew they would read un-

failingly the whole extent of the revela-

tion that had dawned upon her. That
the spinster herself knew the truth, and
had long known it, she was sure

;
and

she recalled with a shudder the look of

those uncanny eyes upon the evening
of their little frolic at the Elderkins.

She dreaded the thought of ever meet-

ing them again, and still more the

thought of listening to the stiff, cold

words of consolation which she knew
she would count it her duty to admin-

ister.

It was dusk when she left the Doc-

tor's door; he would have attended, but

she begged to be alone. It was an

April evening, the chilliness of the earth

just yielding to the coming summer ;
the

frogs clamorous in all the near pools,

and filling the air with the harsh uproar
of their voices

;
the delicate grass-blades

were just thrusting their tips through:
the brown web of the old year's growth,
and in sunny, close-trodden spots show-

ing a 'mat of green, while the fleecy

brown blossoms of the elm were tufting

all the spray of the embowering trees.

Here and there a village loiterer greeted
her kindly. They all knew Miss Adele..
"
They will all know it to-morrow," she-

thought,
" and then then "

With a swift but unsteady step she.-

makes her way to the little graveyard ;

she had gone there often, and there-

were those who said wantonly that she.
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went to say her prayers before the lit- house, when he has made out the visitor

tie cross upon the tombstone she had by a few furtive peeps from behind the

placed over the grave of Madame Aries, mother's chair, comes to her fawningly
Now she threw herself prone upon the and familiarly ;

and as Adele looks into

little hillock, with a low, sharp cry of his bright, fearless eyes, a new courage
distress, like that of a wounded bird, seems to possess her. God's children,
" My mother ! my mother !

'

all of us
;
and He careth even for the

Every word, every look of tenderness sparrows. She will conquer her de-

which the dead woman had lavished, spairing weakness
;
she will accept her

she recalls now with a terrible distinct- cross and bear it resolutely. By slow

ness. Those loud, vague appeals of her degrees she is won over by the frolic-

delirium come to her recollection with a some humor of the curly -pated boy,

meaning in them that is only too plain ; who never once quits her side, into

and then the tight, passionate clasp, cheerful prattle with him. And when

when, strained to her bosom, relief came at last, fairly rested, she would set off on
at last. Adele lies there unconscious of her return, the lone woman says she

the time, until the night dews warn her will see her safely as far as the village

away ; she staggers through the gate, street ; the boy, too, insists doggedly
Where next ? She fancies they must upon attending them

;
and so, with her

know it all at the Elderkins', that she hand tightly clasped in the hand of the

has no right there. Is she not an es- lad, Adele makes her way back into

tray upon the world ? Shall she not the town. Along the street she passes,
as well first as last wander forth, even under the windows of the parson-

homeless as she is, into the night ? age, with her hand still locked in that

And true to these despairing thoughts, of the outlawed boy ; and she wonders

she hurries away farther and farther if in broad day the same courage would

from the town. The frogs croak mo- be meted to her ? They only part when

notonously in all the marshes, as if in within sight of the broad glow of light

mockery of her grfef. On some near from the Elderkin windows
;
and here

tree an owl is hooting, with a voice that Adele, taking out her purse, counts

is strangely and pitifully human. Pres- out the half of her money and places

ently an outlying farm-house shows its it in the hands of the boy.

cheery, hospitable light through the " We will share and share alike, Wil-

window-panes, and she is tempted to lie," said she. "But never tell who
shorten her steps and steal a look into gave you this."

the room where the family sits grouped
"
But, Miss Maverick, it 's too much,"

around the firelight. No such sanctu- said the woman.

ary for her ever was or ever can be. "
No, it 's not," said the boy, clutch-

Even the lowing of a cow in the yard, ing it eagerly.

and the answering bleat of a calf with- With a parting good -night, Adele

in the barn, seem to mock the outcast. darted within the gate, and opened soft-

On she passes, scarce knowing whith- ly the door, determined to meet cour-

er her hurrying steps are bearing her, ageously whatever rebuffs might be in

until at last she spies a low building in store for her.

the fields away upon her right, which

she know*. It is the home of that out-

lawedwoman where Madame Aries had LV.

died. "Here at least she will be met

with sympathy, ,even if the truth were ROSE has detailed the story of the

wholly knowA-', and yet perhaps last occurrence, with the innocent curiosity

of all pi-acts- would she have it known of 'girlhood, to the Squire and Mrs. El-

rthere. -'She taps at the door
;
she has derkin (Phil being just now away). The

wandered out of her way, and asks for Squire, as he hears it, has passed a sig-

a moment's rest The little boy of the nificant look across to Mrs. Elderkin.
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"
It 's very queer, is n't it ?

" asked of Adele ; over and over he has said to

Rose. his boy,
" How fares it, Phil ? Why, at

"
Very," said the Squire, who had for your age, my boy, I should have had

some time cherished suspicions of cer- her in the toils long ago."

tain awkward relations existing between Since her domestication under his

Maverick and the mother of Adele, but own roof, the old gentleman's liking for

never so decided as this story would her had grown tenfold strong ; he had

seem to warrant. "And what said familiarized himself with the idea of

Adele ?
" continued he. counting her one of his own flock. But,

"
It disturbed her, I think, papa ; she the child of a French

did n't seem at all herself."
"
Well, well, we will see what the old

"
Rose, my dear," said the kindly old lady may say," reflected he. And he

gentleman,
" there is some unlucky fam- took the first private occasion to lay the

i-ly
difference between Mr. and Mrs. matter before Mrs. Elderkin.

Maverick, and I dare say the talk was "Well, mother, the suspicions of last

unpleasant to Adele ;
if I were you, I night are all true, true as a book."

would n't allude to it again ; don't men- " God help the poor child, then !

"

tion it, please, Rose." said Madam, holding up her hands.

If it could be possible, good Mrs. " Of course He '11 do that, wife. But

Elderkin greeted Adele as she came in what say you to Phil's marriage now ?

more warmly than ever.
" You must Does it look as tempting as it did ?

"

be careful, my dear, of these first spring The old lady reflected a moment, lift-

days of ours ; you are late to-night." ing her hand to smooth the hair upon
*'

Yes," says Adele,
"

I was gone Ion- her temple, as if in aid of her thought,

ger than I thought. I rambled off to then said,
"
Giles, you know the world

the churchyard, and I have been at the better than I
; you know best what may

Doctor's. be well for the boy. I love Adele very

Again the old people exchanged much
;

I do not believe that I should

glances. love her any less if she were the wife of

Why does she find herself watching Phil. But you know best, Giles
; you

their looks so curiously ? Yet there is must decide."

nothing but kindness in them. She is
" There 's a good woman !

"
said the

glad Phil is not there. Squire ;
and he stayed his pace up and

The next morning the Squire stepped down the room to lay his hand approv-
over at an early hour to the parsonage, ingly upon the head of the old lady,

and by an adroit question or two, which touching as tenderly those gray locks

the good Doctor had neither the art as ever he had done in earlier years the

nor the disposition to evade, unriddled ripples of golden brown,

the whole truth with respect to the pa- In a few days Phil returns, blithe,

rentage of Adele. The Doctor also ad- hopeful, winsome as ever. He is puz-
vised him of the delusion of the poor zled, however, by the grave manner of

girl with respect to Madame Aries, and the Squire, when he takes him aside,

how he had considered it unwise to at- after the first hearty greetings, and says,

tempt any explanation until he should "
Phil, my lad, how fares it with the

hear further from Mr. Maverick, whose love matter ? Have things come to a

recent letter he counted it his duty to crisis, eh ?
"

lay before Mr. Elderkin. " What do you mean, father ?
" and

"
It 's a sad business," said he. Phil blushes like a boy of ten.

And the Doctor,
" The way, of the "

I mean to ask, Philip," said the old

wicked is as darkness ; they know not gentleman, measuredly,
"

if you have

at what they stumble" made any positive declaration to Miss

The Squire walks home in a brown Maverick."

study. Like all the rest, he has been " Not yet," said Phil, with a modest

charmed with the liveliness and grace frankness.
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"Very good, my son, very good. And
now, Phil, I would wait a little, take

time for reflection
;
don't do anything

rashly. It 's an important step to take."

"But, father," says Phil, puzzled by
the old gentleman's manner,

" what does

this mean ?
"

"Philip," said the Squire, with a se-

riousness that seemed almost comical

by its excess, "would you really marry
Adele ?

"

"
To-morrow, if I could," said Phil.

"
Tut, tut, Phil ! It 's the old hot

blood in him !

"
(He says this, as if to

himself.)
"
Philip, I would n't do so,

my boy."
And thereupon he gives him in his

way a story 0f the revelations of the last

few days.
At the first, Phil is disposed to an

indignant denial, as if by no possibility

any indignity could attach to the name
or associations of Adele. But in the

whirl of his feeling he remembered that

interview with Reuben, and his boast

that Phil could not affront the conven-

tionalities of the world. It confirmed

the truth to him in a moment. Reuben
then had known the whole, and had

been disinterestedly generous. Should

he be any less so ?

"
Well, father," said Phil, after a min-

ute or two of silence,
"

I don't think the

story changes my mind one whit. I

would marry her to-morrow, if I could,"

and he looked the Squire fairly and

squarely in the face.
"
Gad, boy," said the old gentleman,

"
you must love her as I loved your

mother !

"

"
I hope I do," said Phil, "that is

if I win her. I don't think she 's to be

had for the asking."
"Aha ! the pinch lies there, eh ?" said

the Squire, and he said it in better hu-

mor than he would have said it ten days
before. " What 's the trouble, Philip ?

"

"
Well, sir, I think she always had a

tenderness for Reuben
;

I think she

loves him now in her heart."
"
So, so ! The wind lies there, eh ?

Well, let it bide, my boy; let it bide

awhile. We shall know something more
of the matter soon."

And there the discourse of the Squire
ended.

Meantime, however, Rose and Adele
are having a little private interview

above stairs, which in its subject-matter
is not wholly unrelated to the same
theme.

"
Rose," Adele had said, as she fon-

dled her in her winning way,
"
your

brother Phil has been very kind to

me."
" He always meant to be," said Rose,

with a charming glow upon her face.
" He always has been," said Adele

;

"
but, dear Rose, I know I can talk as

plainly to you as to another self al-

most."

"You can, you can, Ady," said she.
"

I have thought," continued Adele,
"
though I know it is very unmaidenly

in me to say it, that Phil was disposed
sometimes to talk even more warmly
than he has ever talked, and to ask me
to be a nearer friend to him even than

you, dear Rose. May be it is only my
own vanity that leads me sometimes to

suspect this."
"
O, I hope it may be true !

" burst

forth Rose.
"

I hope not" said Adele, with a voice

so gravely earnest that Rose shuddered.
"O Ady, you don't mean it ! you who

are so good, so kind ! Phil's heart will

break."
"

I don't think that," said Adele, with

a faint hard smile, in which her woman-

ly vanity struggled with her resolution.
" And whatever might have been, that

which I have hinted at nmst not be

now, dear Rose. You will know some

day why why it would be ungrateful
in me to determine otherwise. Prom-
ise me, darling, that you will discour-

age any inclination toward it, wherever

you can best do so. Promise me, dear

Rose !

"

" Do you really, truly mean it ?
" said

the other, with a disappointment she

but poorly concealed.
" With all my heart, I do," said Adele.

And Rose promised, while she threw

herself upon the neck of Adele and said,
"

I am so sorry ! It will be such a blow

to poor Phil !
"
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After this, things went on very much
"
Truly, Rose ?

"
says Phil, with the

in their old way. To the great relief of color on a sudden quitting his cheeks.

Adele there was no explosive village "Truly, truly, Phil," and in spite

demonstration of the news which had of herself the pretty hazel eyes are brim-

come home so cruelly to herself. The ming full, and, under pretence of some
Doctor had given an admonition to the household duty, she dashes away. For

young minister, and the old Squire had a moment Phil stands confounded,

told him, in a pointed and confidential Then, through his set teeth, he growls,

way, that he had heard of his inquiries
"

I was a fool not to have known it !

"

and assertions with respect to Mr. Mav- But Phil was not a fool, but a sturdy,

erick, and begged to hint that the rela- brave-hearted fellow, who bore whatever

tions between the father and mother of blows fortune gave him, or seemed to

Adele were not of the happiest, and it give, with a courage that had a fine elas-

was quite possible that Mr. Maverick tic temper in it. He may have made his

had assumed latterly the name of a bach- business engagements at the river or

elor
;

it was not, however, a very profita- in the city a little more frequent and
ble subject of speculation or of gossip, prolonged after this ; but always there

and if he valued the favor of the young was the same deferential show of ten-

ladies he would forbear all allusion to it. der feeling toward his father's guest,
A suggestion which Mr. Catesby was whenever he happened in Ashfield. In-

not slow to accept religiously, and scru- deed, he felt immensely comforted by a

pulously to bear in mind. little report which Rose made to him in

Phil was as hot a lover as ever, though her most despairing manner. Adele had
for a time a little more distant : and the told her that she " would never, never

poor fellow remarked a new timidity and marry."
reserve about Adele, which, so far from There are a great many mothers of*

abating, only fed the flame ; and there is fine families who have made such a

no knowing to what reach it might have speech at twenty or thereabout ; and
blazed out, if a trifling little circumstance Phil knew it.

had not paralyzed his zeal.

From time to time, Phil had been used

to bring home a rare flower or two as a LVI.

gift for Adele, which Rose had always

lovingly arranged in some coquettish WE by no means intend to represent

fashion, either upon the bosom or in our friend Adele as altogether a saint,

the hair of Adele ; but a new and late Such creatures are very rare, and not al-

gift of this kind a little tuft of the ways the most lovable, according to our *

trailing arbutus which he has clambered poor human ways of thinking ;
but she

over miles of woodland to secure is may possibly grow into saintship, in view
not worn by Adele, but by Rose, who of a certain sturdy religious sense of

glances into the astounded face of duty that belongs to her, and a faith that

Phil with a pretty, demure look of pen- is always glowing. At present she is a

itence. high-spirited, sensitive girl, not with-
"

I say, Rose," says he, seizing his out her pride and her lesser vanities,

chance for a private word,
" that 's not without an immense capacity for

not for you." loving and being loved, but just now
"

I know it, Phil
; Adele gave it to trembling under that shock to her sen-

me." sibilities which we have detailed, but

"And that 's her favorite flower." never fainting, never despairing. Not

"Yes, Phil," and there is a shake in even relinquishing her pride, but guard-
her voice now. "I think she 's grown ing it with triple defences, by her reserve

tired of such gifts, Phil "
; where- in respect to Phil, as well as by a cer-

at she glances keenly and pitifully at tain new dignity of manner which has

him. grown out of her conflict with the op-
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probrium that seems to threaten, for no ken light which shines upon it for me,
fault of her own. as in your last visits you seemed dis-

Adele sees clearly now the full bur- posed to reckon it.

den of Reuben's proposal to cherish and " And this reminds me, Reuben, that I

guard her against whatever indignities have told you frankly how the cloud

might threaten
;
she sees more clearly which overhung me has opened with

than ever the rich, impulsive generosity a terrible surety. How is it with the

of his nature reflected, and it disturbs cloud that lay upon you ? Is there any
her grievously to think that she had met light ? Ah, Reuben, when I recall

it only with reproach. The thought those days in which long ago your faith

of the mad, wild, godless career upon in something better beyond this world

which he may have entered, and of than lies in it seemed to be so much
which the village gossips are full, is stronger and firmer than mine, and

hardly more afflictive to her than her when your trust was so confident as to

recollection of that frank, self-sacrific- make mine stronger, it seems like a

ing generosity, so ignobly requited. She strange dream to me, all the more

longs in her heart to clear the debt, when now you, who should reason more

to tell him what grateful sense she has justly than I, believe in 'nothing,' (was

of his intended kindness. But how? not that your last word?) and yet,

Should she, being what she is, even dear Reuben, I cling, I cling. Do

by a word, seem to invite a return of you remember the old hymn I sung in

that devotion which may be was but the those days :

passion of an hour, and which it were <

Ingemisco tanquam reus,

fatal to renew? Her pride revolts at Cuipa mbet vuitus meus ;

this. And yet and yet so brave a Supplicant! parce, Deus.'

generosity shall not be wholly unac- Even the old Doctor, who was so trou-

knowledged. She writes : bled by the Romish hymns, said it must
"
Reuben, I know now the full weight have been written by a good man."

of the favor of what you promised to Much more she writes in this vein,

bestow upon me when I so blindly re- but returns ever and again to that noble

preached you with intrusion upon my generosity of his, her delicacy strug-

private griefs. Forgive me, Reuben ! gling throughout with her tender grati-
I thank you now, late as it is, with tude, yet she fails not to show a deep,

my whole heart. It is needless to tell earnest undercurrent of affection, which

you how I came to know what, perhaps, surely might develop under sympathy
I had better never have known, but into a very fever of love. Will it not

'which must always have overhung me touch the heart of Reuben ? Will it

as a dark cloud charged with a blasting not divert him from the trail where he

fate. This knowledge, dear Reuben, wanders blindly ? If we have read his

which separates us so surely and so character rightly, surely this letter, in

widely, relieves me of the embarrass- which a delicate sensibility hardly veils

ment which I might otherwise have felt a great passionate wealth of feeling,
in telling you of my lasting gratitude, will stir him to a new and more hope-
and (if as a sister I may say it) my ful venture.

love. If your kind heart could so over- God send that the letter may reach

flow with pity then, you will surely pity him safely !

me the more now
; yet not too much, For a long time Adele has not writ-

Reuben, for my pride as a woman is as ten to Reuben, and it occurs to her, as

strong as ever. The world was made she strolls away toward the village post,

for me, as much as it was made for that to mail it herself may possibly pro-

others ; and if I bear its blight, I will voke new town gossip. In this per-

fmd some flowers yet to cherish. I do plexity she presently encounters her

not count it altogether so grim and boy friend, Arthur, who for a handful of

odious a world, even under the bro- pennies, and under injunction ofsecrecy,
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cheerfully undertakes the duty. To the

house of the lad's mother, far away as it

was, Adele had wandered frequently of

late, and had borne away from time to

time some trifling memento of the dead

one whose memory so endeared the spot.

It happens that she continues her stroll

thither on this occasion
;
and the poor

woman, toward whom Adele's charities

have flowed with a profusion that has

astounded the Doctor, repays some
new gift by placing in her hands a lit-

tle embroidered kerchief,
" too fine for

such as she," which had belonged to

Madame Aries. A flimsy bit of muslin

daintily embroidered
;
but there is a

name stitched upon its corner, for which

Adele treasures it past all reckoning,
the name of Julie Chalet.

It was as if the dead one had sud-

denly come back and whispered it in

her ear, --Julie Chalet. The spring
birds sung the name in chorus as she

walked home
;
and on the grave-stone,

under the cross, she seemed to see it

cut upon the marble, Julie Chalet.

Adele has written to her father, of

course, in those days when the first

shock of the new revelation had passed.
How could she do otherwise ? If she

has poured out the bitterness of her

grief and of her isolation, she has mer-

cifully spared him any reproach !

"
I think I now understand," she

writes,
" the reason of your long ab-

sence from me. Whatever other griefs

I bear, I will not believe that it has been

from lack of affection for me. I recall

that day, dear papa, when, with my head

lying on your bosom, you said to me,
* She is unworthy ;

I will love you for

both.' You. must! But was she, papa,
so utterly unworthy ? I think I have

known her
; nay, I feel almost sure,

sure that these arms held her in the

moment when she breathed adieu to the

world. If ever bad, I am sure that she

must have grown into goodness. I

cannot, I will not, think otherwise. I

can tell you so many of her kind deeds

as will take away your condemnation.

In this hope I live, dear papa.
"

I have found her true name too, at

last, Julie Chalet, is it not so ?

I wonder with what feeling you will

read it ; will it be with a wakened fond-

ness ? will it be with loathing ? I trem-

ble while I ask. You shall go with me
(will you not.?) to her grave; and there

a kind Heaven will put in our hearts

what memories are best.
"

I know now the secret of your cau-

tion in respect to Reuben ; you have

been unwilling that your child should

bring any possible shame to the house-

hold of a friend ! Trust to me, trust

to me^ papa, your sensitiveness cannot

possibly be keener, if it be more gen-

erous, than my own. Yet I have never

told you what I have since learned

of the unselfish devotion of Reuben,
which declared itself when he knew all,

all. Would I not be almost tempted
to thank him with myself ? Yet, trust

me, if I have written him with an al-

most unmaidenly warmth, I have called

to his mind the great gulf that must lie

between us.

"Is the old godmother, of whom
you used to speak, still alive ? It

seems that I should love to hang about

her neck in memory of days gone ; it

seems that I should love the warm sky
under which I was born, I am sure I

should love the olive orchards, and the

vines, and the light upon the sea. I

feel as if I were living in chains now.

When, when will you come to break

them, and set me free ?
"

In those days of May, when the leaf-

lets were unfolding, and when the

downy bluebells were lifting their clus-

tered blossoms filled with a mysterious

fragrance, like the breath of young
babes, Adele loved to linger in the

study of the parsonage ; more than

ever the good Doctor seemed a " New
Papa," more than ever his eye dwelt

upon her with a parental smile. It was
not that she loved Rose less, that she

lingered here so long; but she could

not shake off the conviction that some

day soon Rose might shrink from her.

The good Doctor never would. Nor
can it be counted strange if there, in

the study so familiar to her childhood,
she should recall the days when she

had frolicked down the orchard, when
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Reuben had gathered flowers for her, cent religious austerities, I was pre-
when life seemed enchanting. Was it pared <for this. I shall not undertake to

enchanting now ? describe to you our first interview, which
The Doctor was always gravely kind. I can never forget. It belongs to those

" Have courage, Adaly, have courage !

" heart-secrets which cannot be spoken
he was wont to say, "God orders all of; but this much I may tell you,

things right." that, if there was no kindling of the

And somehow, when she hears him old and wayward love, there grew out

say it, she believes it more than ever. of it a respect for her present severity
Ten days, a fortnight, and a month and elevation of character that I had

pass, and there is no acknowledgment never anticipated. At our age, indeed,
from Reuben of her grateful letter. He (though, when I think of it, I must be

does not count it worth his while, ap- many years your junior,) a respect for

parently, to break his long silence ; or, womanly character most legitimately

possibly, he is too much engrossed with takes the place of that disorderly senti-

livelier interests to give a thought to ment which twenty years ago blazed

this episode of his old life in Ashfield. out in passion.
Adele is disturbed by it

; but the very "We have been married according to

disturbance gives her new courage to the rites of the Romish Church. If I had
combat faithfully the difficulties of her proposed other ceremony, more agreea-

position.
" One cheering word I would ble to your views, I am confident that she

have thought he might have given me," would not have listened to me. She is

said she. wrapped as steadfastly in her creed as

The appeal to her father, too, has ever you in yours. To do otherwise in so

no answer. Before it reaches its des- sacred a matter and with her it wore

tination, Maverick has taken ship for solely that aspect than as her Church

America; and, singularly enough, it is commands, would have been to do foully
fated that the letter of Adele should and vainly. I had prepared you, I think,

be first opened and read by her for her perversity in this matter
;
nor

mother. do I think that all your zeal and powers
of persuasion could make her recreant

to the faith for which she has immolated

LVII. all the womanly vanities which certain-

ly once belonged to her. Indeed, the

SOME time in mid-May of this year only trace of worldliness which I see

Maverick writes : in her is her intense yearning toward

"My dear Johns, I shall again our dear Adele, and her passionate long-

greet you, God willing, in your own ing to clasp her child once more to her

home, some forty days hence, and I heart. Nor will I conceal from you
shall come as a repentant Benedick

;
that she hopes, with all the fervor of a

for I now wear the dignities of a mar- mother's hope, to wean her from what
ried man. Your kind letter counted she county the heretical opinions under

for a great deal toward my determina- which she has been reared, and to bring
tion

;
but I will not affect to conceal her into the fold of the faithful,

from you, that my tender interest in "You will naturally ask, my dear

the future of Adele counted for a great Johns, why I do not combat this
;
but I

deal more. As I had supposed, the am too old and too far spent for a fight

communication to Julie (which I ef- about creeds. I should have made a lame

fected through her brother) that her fight on that score at any day ;
but now

child was still living, and living moth- my main concern, it would seem, should

erless, woke all the tenderness of her be to look out personally for the creed

nature. I cannot say that the sudden which has most of mercy in it. If I

change in her inclinations was any way seem to speak triflingly, my dear Johns,

flattering to me
;
but knowing her re- I pray you excuse me ;

it is only my
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business way of stating the actual facts too, I must confess, that any undue ex-

in the case. As for Madame Maverick, pression of condemnation or distrust

I am sure you will find no trifling in her might work revulsion of her own feeling,

(if you ever meet her) ;
she is terribly in But while she assents, with some re-

earnest. I tell her she would have made luctance, I must admit, to this plan
a magnificent lady prioress, whereat she of deferring her meeting with Adele, on

thumbs her beads and whispers a Latin whom all her affections seem to centre,

distich, as if she were exorcising a de- she insists, in a way that I find it diffi-

mon. Yet I should do wrong if I were cult to combat, upon her child's speedy
to represent her as always severe, even return. That her passionate love will

upon such a theme
;
there certainly be- insure entire devotion on thte part of

longs to her a tender, appealing man- Adele, I cannot doubt. And how the

ner (reminding of Adele in a way that anti- Romish faith which must have

brings tears to my eyes) ;
but it is al- been instilled in the dear girl by your

ways bounded by allegiance to her sworn teachings, as well as by her associa-

faith. You will think it an exaggera- tions, may withstand the earnest attack

tion, but she reminds me at times of of Madame Maverick, I cannot tell. I

those women of the New Testament have a fear it may lead to some dis-

(which I have not altogether forgotten) mal complications. You know what

who gave up all for the following of the the earnestness of your own faith is
;

Master. If I were in your study, my but I don't think you yet know the

dear Johns, you might ask me who those earnestness of an opposing faith, with

women were ? And for my soul I could a Frenchwoman to back it. Even as

not tell you. Yet I have a vague recol- I write, she comes to cast a glance at

lection that there were those who showed my work, and says,
' Monsieur Maver-

a beautiful devotion to the Christian ick,' (she called me Frank once,)
' what

faith, that somehow sublimated their are you saying there to the heretical

lives and memories. Again, I feel con- Doctor ?
'

strained to put before you another fea- "
Whereupon I translate for her ear

ture in her character, which I am confi- a sentence or two. ' Tell him,' says she,

dent will make you feel kindly toward ' that I thank him for his kindness
;
tell

her
; my home near to Marseilles, which him besides, that I can in no way bet-

has been but a gypsy home for so many ter atone for the guiltiness of the past,

years, she has taken under her hand, than by bringing back this wandering
and by its new appointments and order lamb into the true fold. Only when
has convicted me of the losses I have we kneel before the same altar, her

felt so long. True, you might object hand in mine, can I feel that she is

to the oratoire ; but in all else .1 am truly my child.'

confident you would approve, and in all
"

I fear greatly this zeal may prove
else felicitate Adele upon the home infectious.

which was preparing for her. "And, now, my dear Johns, in regard
" Madame Maverick will not sail with to the revelation to Adele of what is writ-

me for America ; although the marriage, ten here, of the whole truth, in short,

under French law, may have admitted for it must come out, I have n't the

Adele to all rights and even social im- heart or the courage to make it myself,

munities, yet I have represented that I must throw myself on your charity,

another law and custom rules with you. For Heaven's sake, tell the story as

Whatever opprobrium might attach to kindly as you can. Don't let her think

the mother, Julie, with her exalted re- too harshly of me. See to it, I pray,

ligious sentiment, would not weigh for that my name don't become a bugbear
a moment

;
but as regards Adele, she in the village. I have pretty broad

manifests a strange tenderness. To shoulders, and could bear it, if I only

spare her any pang, or possible pangs, were to be sufferer
;

but I am sure

she is content to wait. I have feared, 't would react fearfully on the sensibili-
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ties of poor Adele. That sin is past
cure and past preachment ;

no good
can come from trumpeting wrath against
it. Do me this favor, Johns, and you
will find me a more willing listener in

what is to come. I can't promise, in-

deed, to accept all your dogmas ;
there

is a thick crust of the world on me, and
I doubt if you could force them through
it

; but, for Adele's sake, I think I could

become a very orderly and presentable

person, even for a New England meet-

ing-house. I will make a beginning
now by turning over the little property
which you hold for Adele, in trust, for

disbursement in your parish charities.

The dear child won't need it, and the

parish may."
The Doctor was happy to be relieved

of the worst part of the revelation
; but

he had yet to communicate the fact that

the mother was still alive, and (what
was to him worst of all) that she was

imbruted with the delusions of the

Romish Church. He chose his hour,

and, meeting her upon the village street,

asked her into his study.
"
Adaly, your father is coming. He

will be here within a month."
" At last ! at last !

" said she, with a

cry of joy.

"But, Adaly," continued he, with

great gravity,
"

I have perhaps led you
into error. Your mother, Adaly, your
mother is still living."

"
Living !

" and an expression almost

of radiance shot over the fair face.

But in an instant it was gone. Was
not the poor lady she had so religious-

ly mourned over her mother ? That
death embrace and the tomb were, then,

only solemn mockeries ! With a fright-

ful alertness her thought ran to them,

weighed them. "New Papa," said

she, approaching him with a gravity that

matched his own, "is this some new
delusion ? Is it true ? Has he written

me?"
" He has not written you, my child

;

but I have a letter, informing me of his

marriage, and begging me to make the

revelation to you as kindly as I might."
"
Marriage ! Marriage to whom ?

"

says Adele, her eyes flashing fire, and
her lips showing a tempest of scarce

controllable feeling.
"
Marriage to your mother, Adaly.

He would be just at last."
" O my God !

" exclaimed Adele, with

a burst of tears. " It 's false ! I shall

never see my mother again in this world.

I know it ! I know it !

"

"
But, Adaly, my child, consider !

"

said the old gentleman.
Adele did not heed him. She was

lost in her own griefs. She could only

exclaim,
" O my father ! my father !

"

The old Doctor was greatly moved ;

he laid down his spectacles, and paced

up and down the room. The earnest-

ness of her doubt made him almost be-

lieve that he was himself deceived.
" Can it be ? can it be ?

" he mut-

tered, half under breath, while Adele

sat drooping in her chair. "
May be the

instinct of the poor girl is right, after

all," thought he, "sin is so full of

disguises."
At this moment there is a sharp

tap at the door, and Miss Eliza steps

in, the bearer of a letter from Reu-

ben.
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KILLED AT THE FORD.

HE is dead, the beautiful youth,

The heart of honor, the tongue of truth,

He, the life and light of us all,

Whose voice was blithe as a bugle call,

Whom all eyes followed with one consent,

The cheer of whose laugh, and whose pleasant word,
Hushed all murmurs of discontent.

Only last night, as we rode along
Down the dark of the mountain gap,
To visit the picket-guard at the ford,

Little dreaming of any mishap,
He was humming the words of some old song :

"Two red roses he had on his cap
And another he bore at the point of his sword."

Sudden and swift a whistling ball

Came out of a wood, and the voice was still ;

Something I heard in the darkness fall,

And for a moment my blood grew chill ;

I spake in a whisper, as he who speaks
In a room where some one is lying dead ;

But he made no answer to what I said.

We lifted him up on his saddle again,
And through the mire and the mist and the rain

Carried him back to the silent camp,
And laid him as if asleep on his bed ;

And I saw by the light of the surgeon's lamp
Two white roses upon his cheeks,

And one just over his heart blood-red !

And I saw in a vision how far and fleet

That fatal bullet went speeding forth,

Till it reached a town in the distant North,
Till it reached a house in a sunny street,

Till it reached a heart that ceased to beat

Without a murmur, without a cry;
And a bell was tolled in that far-off town,
For one who had passed from cross to crown,

And the neighbors wondered that she should die.
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THE LATE INSURRECTION IN JAMAICA.

IF
Cuba be the Queen of the Antilles, son. For Jamaica presents that sad-

then fairest of the sisterhood which dest and least flattering sight, a land

adorn her regal state is Jamaica. A sinking into hopeless ruin. Her plan-
land of streams and mountains, from tations are left uncultivated. Her cities

the one it derives almost inexhaustible look time-worn and crumbling. Her

fertility of valleys and plains ;
from the fields, which once blossomed like the

other, enchanting prospects, which chal- rose, are relapsing into the wilderness,

lenge comparison with the scenery even She does not feed her people. She
of Tyrol and Switzerland. Tropical does not clothe them. She does not

along its shores, temperate up its steep furnish them shelter. With three hun-

hills, the sun of Africa on its plains, the dred and fifty thousand negroes she has

frosts of New England in its mountains, not sufficient labor. With twenty thou-

there is scarcely a luxury of the South sand whites she has not employers
or a comfort of the North which may enough who are capable of managing
not be cultivated to advantage some- wisely and paying honestly what labor

where within its borders. Here is the she has. With a soil which Nature has

natural home of the sugar-cane ;
and it made one broad pasture, she does not

is scarcely a figure of speech to say raise the half of her own beef and pork,

that the sugar supply of the world might With plains which ought to be waving
come from the teeming bosom of this with luxuriant harvests of wheat and

little island. Here too are slopes of corn, her children are fed from our
ov|r-

hills, and broad savannas, where "the flowing granaries. With woods filled

.grass may almost be seen growing," and with trees fit for building, she sends all

where may be bred cattle fit to compete the way to the Provinces for shingles,

with the far-famed herds of England, joist, and boards. On her two hundred

The forests are full of mahogany and swift, sparkling rivers there was not, in

logwood. The surrounding waters 1850, a single saw-mill. In an age of

swarm with fish of every variety, and of invention and labor-saving machines,
the finest flavor. Nominally, at least, the plough is to her a modern innova-

the people are free and self-governed ;
tion

;
and her laborers still scratch the

and if, under propitious skies, the bur- soil which they seek to till with tools

dens either of the private home or of of the Middle Ages. Even the pro-

the state are heavy and crushing, it is duction of sugar, to which she has sac-

because of mismanagement and not of rificed every other industrial interest,

necessity. To a casual observer, there- has sunk from the boasted hundred

fore, it would seem as if nowhere in the and fifty thousand hogsheads of the last

same space were gathered more ele- century, to a meagre yearly crop of thirty

ments of wealth, prosperity, and happi- thousand. Nine tenths of her proprie-

ness than in Jamaica. tors are absentees. More than that pro-

portion of her great estates are ruinous-

Yet Jamaica is poor and discontented, ly mortgaged. A tourist gives as the

and from year to year is growing more final evidence of exhaustion, that Ja-

miserable and more full of complaints, maica has no amusements, no circus, no

While on the little island of Barbadoes, theatre, no opera, none of the pleasant

which is flat and comparatively desti- trifles which surplus wealth creates,

tute of natural beauty, the inhabitant is Nor are the moral aspects any more

proud to the verge of the ludicrous of encouraging. Slavery, dying, cursed the

his home, the Jamaican, dwelling amid soil with its fatal bequest, contempt for

scenes of perpetual loveliness, despises labor
;
and the years which have elapsed

his native soil. And not without rea- since emancipation have done little or
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nothing to give to the toiler conscious women and children, reply their oppo-

dignity and worth. The bondsman, nents.

scarcely yet freed from all his chains, Admitting for a moment the whole

naturally enough thinks that,
"

if Massa plantertheory of a general insurrection,

will not work," it is the highest gentil- the question inevitably arises, What are

ity in him not to work either, and sighs the causes which would prompt such

for a few acres whereon he may live in a rebellion, and which, while they do

sluggish content. And his quondam not justify violence, furnish reasons

master, left to his own resources, will why every humane mind should desire

not any more than before put his shoul- to treat with leniency the errors, and

der to the work ; and, though sunk him- even the crimes, of an ignorant and

self in sloth, ceases not to complain of oppressed race ? The ordinary bur-

another's indolence. The spirit of caste den of the Jamaica negro is far from

is still relentless. The white man de- a light one. The yearly expense of

spises the black man, and, if he can, his government is not less than a

cheats him and tramples upon him. The million dollars, or about three dollars

black man, in return, suspects and fears for every man, woman, and child on the

his old oppressor, and sometimes, goad- island. The executive and judicial de-

ed to desperation, turns upon him. A partments are on a scale of expense

perpetual discontent has always brooded which would befit a continent The
over Jamaica ;

and it is recorded that no Governor receives a salary of forty thou-

less than thirty bloody rebellions have sand dollars, the Chief Justice fifteen

left their crimson stains on her ignoble thousand dollars, the Associate Justices

annals. ten thousand dollars. The ecclesiastical

It is in vain to inquire for the causes establishment, which ministers little or

of this physical and moral decay. For nothing to the religious wants of the

every class has its special complaint, colored race, absorbs another huge por-

every traveller his favorite theory, and tion of tbe public revenue. And all

every political economist his sufficient this magnificence of expenditure in a

explanation. But let the cause be what population of twenty thousand bankrupt
it may, the fact stands out black and whites and three hundred and fifty thou-

repulsive. Jamaica, which came from sand half-naked blacks. If, now, the

the hand of the Creator a fair and well- negro believed that this burden was dis-

watered garden, has presented for more tributed evenly, he might bear it with
than half a century that melancholy patience. But he does not believe so.

spectacle, too common in Equatorial He is sure, on the contrary, that the

America, of a land rich in every natural white man, who controls legislation, so

advantage, and yet through the misfor- assesses the revenue that it shall relieve

tune or folly of its people plunged in the rich and burden the poor. He tells

poverty and misery. you that the luxuries of the planter are

admitted at a nominal duty, while the
The world at large had become tired coarse fabrics with which he must clothe

of the griefs of Jamaica, and reconciled himself and family pay forty per cent ;

itself to her wretchedness as a foregone that while the planter's huge hogshead
conclusion, when the events of last Oc- of seventeen hundred pounds' weight
tober lent afresh and terrible interest pays only an excise of three shillings, the
to her history. An insurrection, includ- hard-raised barrel of his home produce
ing in its purpose the murder of every of two hundred pounds must pay two
white man on the island, has been shillings ;

that every miserable mule-cart

quenched in the blood of its leaders, of the petty land-owner is subjected to

say the Governor of Jamaica and his de- eighteen shillings license, while the great
fenders. An insignificant riot has been ox -carts of the thousand -acre planta-
followed by a wholesale and indiscrimi- tion go tmtaxed, a law under which
nate massacre, sparing not even the the number of little carts in one district
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sunk from five hundred to less than two of suffering and excitable people should

hundred, and with it sunk who shall tell not be stamped as fiends in human
how much growing enterprise. These shape for the outrages of a few of their

complaints may be unjust, but the negro number ?

believes in them, and they chafe and ex-

asperate him. Turn now to the actual scene of
Another important question is, What conflict. In a little triangular tract of

is the ability of the negro to bear these country on the east shore of Jamaica,
burdens ? A defender of the planters hemmed in between the sea and the

gravely asserts " that the negro demands Blue Mountains, twenty-five miles long
a price for his labor which would be and two thirds as wide, ccurred in Oc-
exorbitant in any part of the world." tober last what Governor Eyre has seen
What is that exorbitant price ? An able- fit to dignify with the name of an i-nsnr-

bodied agricultural laborer in Jamaica rection. The first act of violence was
receives from eighteen to thirty cents a committed at Morant Bay, a town

day ; and, if he is both fortunate and where it is said that no missionary to

industrious, may net for a year's work the blacks has been permitted to live

the fabulous sum of from fifty to eighty for thirty-five years, in the parish of

dollars. And this in a country which is St. Thomas in the East, that very St.

one of the dearest in the world
;
where Thomas, possibly, whose court-house

the necessaries of life are always at war was called forty years ago the " hell of

prices ;
where flour is now twenty dol- Jamaica," and where is preserved as a

lars a barrel, and eggs are fifty cents a pleasant relic of the past a record book

dozen, and butter is forty cents a pound, wherein the curious traveller reads the

and ham twenty-five, and beef and mut- prices paid in the palmy days of slavery
ton still higher. for cutting off the ears and legs, and
Did the laborer actually receive his slitting the noses, of runaway negroes,

pittance, his lot might be more tolera- Had these negroes of Morant Bay any
ble. But it is the almost universal com- special causes of exasperation ? They
plaint, that, either from inability or dis- had. Their complaint was threefold,

inclination, the planter does not keep First, that the only magistrate who pro-
his agreements. Sometimes the over- tected their interests had been arbitra-

seer, when the work has been done, and rily removed. Second, that a planta-

well done, arbitrarily retains a quarter, tion claimed by them to be deserted was

or even a half, of the stipulated wages, as arbitrarily adjudged to be the rightful

The negro says he has no chance for property of a white man. Third, that

redress
;
that even a written agreement the plucking of fruit by the wayside,

is worth no more than a blank paper, for which had been a custom from time

the magistrates are either all planters, immemorial, and which resembled the

or their dependents, and have no ears plucking of ears of corn under the Jew-

to hear the cry of the lowly. Add now ish law, was by new regulations made a

to all this the fact, that the last few sea- crime. Thus matters stood on the day

sons have been unfavorable to agricul- of the outbreak
;
a general condition of

ture
;
that planters and peasants alike poverty and discontent throughout the

are even more than usually poor ;
that in island

;
a special condition of exaspera-

whole districts the blacks are destitute, tion in the parish of St. Thomas in the

their children up to the age of ten or East, and particularly at Morant Bay.

twelve years from absolute necessity go-

ing about stark naked, and their men On the ;th of last October, a negro

and women wearing only rags and was arrested for picking two cocoa-

streamers, which do not preserve even nuts, value threepence. This arrest

the show of decency ;

-- and is there not had every exasperating condition. The

sufficient reason, not indeed to justify fruit was take*i from a plantation whose

murder and arson, but why a whole race title was disputed, and upon which the
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negroes had squatted. The law which and murdered, with many circumstances

made the plucking of fruit a crime was of atrocity, the unhappy inmates, as

itself peculiarly obnoxious. The magis- they sought to flee. Sixteen were

trate before whom the offence was to killed, and eighteen wounded, while a

be tried, rightly or wrongly, was ac- few escaped unharmed, by the help of

cused by the blacks of gross partiality the negroes themselves. This was the

and injustice. The accused man was beginning and the end of the famous

followed to the court by a crowd of his armed insurrection, so far as it ever

friends, armed, it is said, with clubs, was armed insurrection. The rioters

though this latter statement seems to dispersed. The spirit of insubordina-

be doubtful. When a sentence of four tion spread to the plantations. There

shillings' fine, or, in default of pay- was general confusion, some destruc-

ment, thirty days' imprisonment, was tion of property, some robbery. The

imposed, the award was received in whites were filled -wiith alarm. Many
silence. But when the costs were ad- left all and fled. The most exagger-

judged to be twelve shillings and six- ated reports obtained credence. But

pence, there were murmurs. Some if we except a Mr. Hine, who had ren-

tumultuously advised the man not to dered himself especially unpopular, and

pay. Some, believing the case involved who was murdered on his plantation,

the title to the land, told him to appeal not one white man appears to have

to a higher court. The magistrate or- been killed in cold blood, and not one

dered the arrest of all noisy persons, white woman or child suffered from

But these fled to the street, and, shield- violence of any sort. Facts to the con-

ed by the citizens, escaped. The next trary may yet come to light. Official

day but one, six constables armed with reports may reveal some secret chapter
a warrant proceeded to Stony Gut, the of bloodshed. But the chances of such

scene of the original arrest, to take in- a revelation are small enough. Three
to custody twenty-eight persons accused months have elapsed since the first

of riot. But they were forcibly resisted, tidings of the outbreak reached the

handcuffed with their own irons, and mother country. There has been a

forced ignominiously to take their way great excitement
; investigation has

back. Some of the arrests, however, been demanded
;
facts have been called

were made quietly a little time after. for
; the defenders of the planters have

On the nth of October dawned an been defied to produce facts. Mean-
eventful day. The magistrates were while the Governor of Jamaica has writ-

assembled in the court-house at Mo- ten home repeated despatches ;
the corn-

rant Bay for the purpose of examining mander of the military forces which

the prisoners. The court-house was crushed the rebellion has visited Eng-
guarded by twenty armed volunteers, a land

;
the planters' journals have come

body apparently of local militia. Some laden with vulgar abuse of the negro,
four or five hundred excited blacks sur- and with all sorts of evil surmises as

rounded the court-house, armed with to his motives and purposes ;
letters

bludgeons, grasping stones. What led have been received from Jamaica from

to a collision can never be known, persons in every position in life
;
ad

Very probably missiles were thrown at still no new facts, not so much as one

the guard. At any rate the officer in clear accusation of any further fatal vio-

command ordered them to fire upon the lence. The conclusion is irresistible,

crowd, and fifteen of the rioters fell that this was a riot, and not an insur-

dead or wounded. Then all restraint rection ;
and that it began and ended,

was at an end. The negroes threw so far as armed force was concerned,
tlremselves with incredible fury upon at Morant Bay, on that unhappy day,
the guard, drove them into the court- the nth of last October.

house, summoned them to surrender at It cannot be denied that the occur-

discretion, then set fire to the building, rences of that day were marked by some
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circumstances of painful ferocity. Men by their barbaric warfare they might
were literally hacked to pieces, crying add yet one more shade of gloom to

for mercy. One man's tongue was cut the picture. The official accounts are
from his mouth even while he lived, enough to blanch the cheek with hor-

Another, escaping, was thrown back in- ror. In two days after the riot martial
to the burning building, and roasted to law was declared

;
In four, the out-

death. The joints of the hand of the break was hemmed into narrow quar-
dead chief magistrate were dissevered ters. In a week, it ceased to exist in

by the blacks, who cried out exultingly, any shape. Yet the work of death went
"This hand will write no more lying on. Bands of maddened soldiers pierced
despatches to the Queen." But the the country in every direction. Men
events of that day were marked also by were arrested upon the slightest suspi-
instances of humanity. The clerk of cion. Every petty officer constituted
the court was rescued by his negro ser- himself a judge ; every private soldier

vant, who thrust him beneath the floor, became an executioner. If the black

and, watching his opportunity, conveyed man fled, he was shot as a rebel
;

if he
him to the shelter of the woods next surrendered, he was hung on the same

morning. A child, who happened to be pretext, after the most summary trial,

with his father in the court-house, was If the number of prisoners became in-

snatched up by a negro woman, who, at conveniently large, they were shot, or
the risk of her own life, carried him to else whipped and let go, apparently ac-

a place of safety. But admitting the cording to the whim of the officer in

worst charges, anyone who remembers command. Women were seized, stripped
the New York riot of 1863 will be slow half naked, and thrown among the vul-

to assert that this black mob exhibited gar soldiery to be scourged. The esti-

any barbarity which has not been more mate is that five hundred and fifty were
than emulated by white mobs. Shock- hung by order of drum-head court-mar-

ing enough the details are ; but human tials, five hundred destoyed by the Ma-
action always and with every race is roons, two thousand shot by the sol-

ferocious, when once the restraints of diery, and that three hundred women
self-control and the law are thrown off. were catted, and how many men no-

body presumes even to guess. One
With a people so excitable as the asks, At what expense of life to the

blacks of Jamaica, and among whom victors was all this slaughter accom-
there existed so many causes of disaf- plished ? And he reads, that not one

fection, the greatest promptitude of ac- soldier was killed, that not one soldier

tion was a virtue. Had Governor Eyre was wounded, that not one soldier re-

marched with a military force into the ceived so much as a scratch, unless

district, had he crushed out every ves- from the bushes through which he pur-

tige of armed resistance/had he brought sued his human prey. It was not war :

before proper tribunals and punished it was a massacre. These poor peo-
with severity all persons who were con- pie fled like panic -struck sheep, and

yicted of any complicity in these out- the soldiery tracked them like wolves,

rages, he would have merited the praise The human heart could wish to take

of every good man. What he did was refuge in incredulity, but alas ! the worst

to let loose upon a little district, un- testimony of all is found in the official

muzzled, the dogs of war. What he did reports of the actors themselves,

was to gather from all quarters an armed A few terrible anecdotes will give re-

force, a motley crew, regulars and militia, ality to the picture. George Marshall,
sailors and landsmen, black and white, a mulatto, was taken up with others as

and permit them to hold for fourteen a straggler, and ordered to receive fifty

long days a saturnalia of blood. What lashes. With each lash the unfortunate

he did was to summon the savage Ma- man gritted his teeth and turned his

roon tribes to the feast of death, that head, whether from pain or anger is
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uncertain. The provost
- marshal con- of the 24th, I started for Morant Bay,

strued this into a threatening look, and having first flogged four, and hung six

ordered him to be hung, which was rebels." Here is a gem from Captain
done. There was no proof whatever Ford :

" The black troops are more
that Marshall had any connection with successful than ours in catching horses

;

the riot. A company of Maroons dis- nearly all of them are mounted. They
covered a body of blacks, men, women, shot about one hundred and sixty peo-
and children, who had taken refuge up pie in their march from Port Antonio to

in the trees, and stood and deliberately Manchioneal, hanged seven in Manchi-

shot them, one by one, until they had one-al, and shot three on their way here,

all fallen, and the ground beneath was This is a picture of martial law. The

thickly strewn with their dead bodies, soldiers enjoy it." Now consider a mo-

On a plantation between Morant Bay ment this killing of one hundred and

and Port Antonio the people were led sixty people on the way from Port An-

by evil example into some acts of riot tonio. The distance traversed in a di-

and pillage. But even in the midst of rect line was about twelve miles. There
their license they sent word to the Eng- are no large towns on the line of march

;

lish gentleman who had charge of the and if you suppose that the rural popu-

plantation, that, if he and his family re- lation had here the average density of

mained quiet, they should be protected, the island, there could not have been, in

So rapidly did the spirit of rioting burn a belt of country one mile wide and the

itself out, that on the next Sunday, only twelve miles long, over five hundred

four days after the first outbreak at Mo- people ;
and we are forced to the con-

rant Bay, he rode down to the estate, elusion, that these restorers of peace
conducted a religious service as usual, cleaned a strip a mile wide of every

speaking boldly to the people of the man and every well-grown boy.
" And

folly and sin of their course, and coun- the soldiers enjoy it !

" And the offi-

selling them to return quietly to their cers glory in it ! Nothing was permit-
work. His words were so well received, ted to stop or clog the death mills. At
that on Monday morning he started for Morant Bay,

" to save time," two court-

the plantation, purposing to appoint for martials were formed. No time was

the workmen their tasks, as the best pos- lost in proceeding to business. " Each

sible way of keeping them out of mis- five minutes condemned rebels were

chief. As he drew near, he heard firing, taken down under escort awaiting their

and the first sight which greeted him was doom." Only three brought before

a negro shot down. The village was in these terrible tribunals escaped death,

possession of a small company of sol- The court, composed exclusively of mil-

diers, without ev*en a subaltern to con- itary and naval officers, spared none ;

trol them. Without pretence of a trial, every one brought before it was hanged,

they were shooting the people one by How many other such courts were at

one, as they were pointed out to them by work does not appear ;
but it is evi-

a petty constable. On their march, these dent not less than ten or a dozen,

very soldiers had been ordered to fire And subalterns, who ought not to have

upon every one who ran away, and they been intrusted with the charge of a

fired at every bush at random, never score of men, assumed the dread pow-

stopping to count the slain. er of life and death over poor wretches

Nothing can exceed the horrible snatched from their homes, and given
frankness of the reports of the officers, neither time nor opportunity for de-

Here is Lieutenant Aldcock's language: fence. Yet all this does not satisfy the
" On returning to Golden Grove in the remorseless planter. When, in a parish

evening, sixty-seven prisoners were sent of thirty thousand people, two or three

in by the Maroons. I disposed of as thousand sleep in bloody graves, and at

many as possible, but was too tired to least as many more have been pitilessly

continue after dark. On the morning scourged, he calls
" the clemency of the
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authorities extraordinary," and says, boasts, "he was treated not differently
"that it comes too soon." No wonder from the common herd." The accusa-

that such a record as this stirred to its tion was, that he had plotted a wide-

depth the popular heart of England, spread and diabolical rebellion. The
And it is the only relieving feature, that only evidence which has been submitted
the indignation thus aroused has over- proves him guilty of intemperate Ian-

ridden all opposition, silenced all paltry guage, and an abounding sympathy for

excuses, and forced the government to the poor and oppressed.* In his last

appoint a Commission of Inquiry, and letter to his wife, written just before his

pending that inquiry to suspend Cover- execution, he uses language which has

nor Eyre from his office. the stamp of truth upon it.
"

I do not

One case, that of the judicial murder deserve my sentence, for I never acl-

of Mr. Gordon, has properly awakened vised or took part in the insurrection,

great attention. Mr. Gordon was the All I ever did was to recommend the

very magistrate whose removal from of- people who complained to seek redress

fice created so much discontent in the in a legitimate way. It is, however, the

whole parish of St. Thomas in the East, will of God that I should thus suffer in

He was a colored man with a very slight obeying his command to relieve the poor
infusion of black blood. His father was and needy, and so far as I was able to

an Englishman, and he himself was bred . protect the oppressed. And glory be to

in England and married an English lady. His name, and I thank Him that I suffer

He was wealthy, and the owner of a in such a cause." But it matters not of

great plantation. A bitter and fearless what Mr. Gordon was guilty ;
the meth-

opponent of what he considered to be od of the proceedings, the dragging him
the oppression of the planters, they in from civil protection, the deprivation of

turn concentrated upon him all their all proper opportunity for defence, the

anger and malice, while the negroes putting him to death as it were in a

looked up to him as their hope and de- corner, were all subversive of personal
fence. The mere statement of the facts rights and safety. The highest author-

indicates that, if Mr. Gordon was to be ity in England has declared the whole

tried at all, the investigation should have trial an illegality. And the circumstan-

been patient, open, and thorough, grant- ces of the hour, when every vestige,

ing to the accused every opportunity of every pretence, of armed resistance had

defence. What did take place was this, been swept away, left no excuse for over-

Mr. Gordon was at Kingston, forty miles stepping the bounds of legal authority,

away from the scene of action. As soon

as he learned that a warrant was out for
* Since the above was wri"en '

desPatches and ex-,.,... planations have been receivecbirom Governor Jbyre,
his arrest, he surrendered himself, and and published ; also an unofficial account of the mai

Was hurried away from the place where of Mr. Gordon, from the pen of a reporter who was

Civil law Was Supreme tO the SCene Of Present- It is to be regretted that these papers do not

... ,, ,-. TTT- , relieve the authorities from the charge of atrocious
martial law at Morant Bay. Without and illegal cruelty in the siightest degree. Neither

a friend tO defend him, with no Oppor- does the evidence in any way justify the legal or ille-

tunity to procure rebutting evidence, he eal murder of Mr - Gordon - While
l
n
J^mber.... r , , there was an evident desire to boast of the number

was brought before a court of three sub- and severity of the punishments which had been in-

alternS, and, after what Was Called " a flicted upon the unfortunate blacks, there is as evi-

VCry patient trial
" Of four Or five hours. dent a desire in January to show that the number of

, x, . those who perished has been greatly exaggerated.
sentenced to be hanged. Not one m- But it is difficult to see how the actors propose to re_

Slllt Was Spared. When he Was marched fute statements for which they themselves furnished

Up from the wharf, the Sailors were per-
the materials. One agreeable fact comes out in these

.
, , .

, . papers, that the British home authorities never com-
mitted to heap upon him every oppro- mkted themselves to a support of the conduct of the

bnOUS epithet. Before his execution Jamaican officials. On the contrary, it now appears
" his black COat and vest Were taken that Mr. Cardwell, the British Colonial Secretary,

r i . .
, , . i from the beginning intimated very clearly his doubt

from him as a prize by one soldier, his
of the propriety of the proceedUlgs, especially in the

spectacles by another ; so," as an officer case of Mr. Gordon.
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It is proper that full weight should be life, are disclosed, they will tell of thou-

given to the alleged justification of these sands of Unionists who were hung, who

enormities. A diabolical plot existed, were shot, who were burned at the stake,

whose meshes included the whole island, who were hunted by dogs, who were

and whose purpose was to put to death scourged to death with whips, and all

every white man and to outrage every because they were faithful to their coun-

white woman. This is what the Gov- try. And knowing all this, is there a

ernor asserts. This is what the As- man of the North who, when military

sembly reiterates. This is the charge resistance has ceased, would march our

upon which every appeal of the Jamai- armies southward, hang every tenth man,

can journals turns. The whole truth we shoot every fourth, scourge as many

probably never shall know. The men more, and suffer a wild soldiery to strip

who could best reveal it are silent in the half naked and score with cruel whips

graves which lawless violence has dug thousands of the women ? And does it

for them, and will bear no testimony ex- alter the moral aspect of the case, that

cept at the bar of Eternal Justice. The these things are transacted on a little

report of the Committee of Inquiry will island of the sea, and not on a conti-

no doubt shed some light. Pending nent, or that the skin of the sufferer is

that inquiry there are considerations black instead of white ?

which strike every one. If for two years
a bloody insurrection had been plotted, The use men seek to make of events

and the outbreak at Morant Bay was the reveals often the motives which they
first stroke toward its accomplishment, carried into the transaction of these

is it credible that these truculent rebels events. Never was this more true of

should submit themselves as'sheep to the any body of people than of the planters

slaughter, that not one band should of Jamaica. The Kingston Journal, an

be found to strike a manly blow for life opposition, but not radical paper, boldly
and liberty ? If such an insurrection had asserts, that the press has been gagged
its roots in every part of the island, is it because it urged upon government the

credible, that, while the whole military necessity of reform
;

that it has not

andjiaval force, and no small part of the dared to comment upon current facts,

white inhabitants, were engaged in put- lest it should come under grave suspi-

ting down the thirty thousand of their cion
; that "

now, when tht greatest or-

brethren in St. Thomas and Portland der prevails, and there is not the remot-

parishes, the three hundred thousand est probability of another outbreak, we
blacks all over the island should remain dare not comment upon events, which,

peaceable and law-abiding ? And it is for the good of all classes, ought to be

to be noticed that, since the reign of ter- calmly and fully discussed." A signif-

ror has subsided a little, those who know icant commentary upon these state-

the negroes best, the missionaries who ments is the fact that Mr. Levien, the

Tabor among them, express the most editor of a Jamaica paper, was arrested,

hearty contempt for these charges. But because in an editorial he boldly con-

suppose that the negro had plotted in- demned the trial and execution of Mr.

surrection, diabolical, satanic, would that Gordon. And it is probable that he

be any excuse for wholesale slaughter, escaped paying dearly for his courage,
without forms of law, when all resist- only because the Chief Justice of Ja-

ance was at an end ? We know that maica declared the whole law under

the South plotted and consummated re- which he was arrested unconstitutional,

bellion
;
that her people have slain three and dismissed the case. A still more

hundred thousand of our sons on the significant commentary upon these

battle-field ;
that more than thirty thou- statements is that other fact, that, in

sand have wasted and died of slow tor- the midst of what they averred were the

ture in her prisons ;
that whenever the throes of a great rebellion, the members

secrets of that charnel-house, Southern of the Assembly proceeded to destroy
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the very foundations of civil and relig-

ious liberty and of the freedom of the

press. They proposed to give the Gov-
ernor almost despotic authority, by sur-

rendering the franchise of the Assembly,
and vesting its power in a council of

twenty-four, half of whom should be ap-

pointed by the Governor himself, and
half elected by the people from the list

only of those who had estates worth

more than fifteen hundred dollars a

year, or a salary ofmore than twenty-five
hundred dollars. All social worship,
all conference" and prayer meetings, and
even family prayers, if more than two

strangers were present, were to be in-

terdicted, unless, indeed, they were con-

ducted by a minister of a favored sect.

The denominations who had chiefly

ministered to the blacks were to be

placed under such disabilities as should

greatly limit, or else destroy, their use-

fulness. And to round out and com-

plete the circle of despotism, this prop-
osition was introduced,

" that if any-

thing is contained in any printed paper
which may be considered seditious, or

that may be adjudged so by any court

which the Governor may appoint, the

writer shall be sentenced to hard labor

in the penitentiary for seven years."
It is idle to suppose that these meas-

ures will be %anctioned by the Queen ;

but they show what feelings burn in the

breasts of the planters, and admonish
us to receive with caution any state-

ments which they may make concern-

ing other classes of the community.

This Jamaica "insurrection," whose

origin, growth, and extinguishment ifi

blood have now been traced, has been

the cause of we know not how many
oracular warnings from the lips O|f

those

who have not been distinguished by

any hearty attachment to the rights of

the black. " See now," they say,
" what

.is the peril of emancipating these

blacks." " Behold what comes of edu-

cating this people up to the capacity of

mischief." "
Acknowledge now that

not even the gift of universal suffrage

will elevate and soften a race at once

fickle and ferocious. There is no safe-

ty but in keeping them under. Stop in

your perilous experiments while you
can."

So long as the accounts of this out-

break are at once so conflicting and so

colored by party feeling, it may not be

easy to say what are its positive les-

sons. But it is easy to tell some things
which it does not teach.

In the first place, it does not teach

the danger of conferring the right to

vote upon the negro, for the negro of Ja-
maica has never attained to that privi-

lege. His traducers cry out, "What
a race! The best fed, the best clothed,

the best sheltered, the least worked

peasantry on the face of the earth !

Free ! Free to make their own laws,

to choose their own rulers, to govern
themselves ! And yet they are dis-

contented !" Turn now and inquire
what are the facts about their govern-

ing themselves. True, no law says the

negro shall not vote, but the qualifica-

tion is made so high that it is impos-
sible that he should vote. In a coun-

try where wages are scarcely a quarter
of a dollar a day, he is required to have
an estate worth thirty dollars a year,
or an income of one hundred and forty
dollars a year, or to pay taxes oC fif-

teen dollars a year. Suppose now that

in Ne,w England a law were passed that

no man should vote who had not an

estate worth two hundred dollars a year,
or an income of one thousand dollars, or

who did not pay one hundred dollars

yearly tax, and this, considering the

difference of wages, is scarcely as high
a qualification as that of Jamaica, and

how large a proportion of our people
would obtain the privileges of a voter ?

In fact, in Jamaica only^three thousand

vote, or about one twenty-fifth of the

adult males. Is it not just possible that

the discontent there may grow out of

aspirations for self-government, and for

the dignity and privileges, as well as the

name, of freemen ? May not the out-

break teach the danger of not allowing
the negro to vote ?

In the second'place, this rebellion does

not teach the danger of educating the

negro ;
for the negro of Jamaica never
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has been educated. While the govern- which numbers fifteen to one, has such

ment has wrung from his scanty wages a sense of injustice rankling in its

a million dollars, it pays the Governor breast ? One wades through the late

alone mo*re than three* times the sum it reprints of the Jamaica journals, column

appropriates to education. It doles out after column, page after page, filled

for the education of seventy-five thou- with coarse invective, with bitter de-

sand children the pittance of twelve nunciation, with injurious suspicion ;

thousand five hundred dollars. Did sees with what terrible relish the suf-

not the negro himself eke out this boun- ferings of these deluded people are re-

ty from his own little savings, not one corded
;
marks how the heroism which

in a dozen of the children would ever goes to the scaffold without a tremor,
enter a school-room or see a book. As and looks undeserved death in the face

it is, only one sixth part of the children without a fear, is travestied ; shudders

are, or ever were, under instruction, to hear the planters, after thousands

And the instruction they receive is too have been slain, yet cry for more blood
;

often from persons themselves illiterate and then he puts the paper down and
and full of superstition, but who are the says, "Here in this language is ma-
best teachers who can be obtained with terial enough out of which to create a

limited means. Consider, then, the real dozen bloody rebellions." How any
condition of affairs, three hundred race with the blood of the tropics boil-

and fifty thousand blacks, a large share ing in their veins, with the traditions of

f them children or grandchildren of old oppressions burning in their mem-
those who were brought from Africa, ory, can ever forget or forgive this lan-

with the wild blood of their fathers guage and these unbridled outrages is

scarcely diluted in their veins, with all inconceivable. He is mad who does not

the old traditions of Fetichism and Obi see that the gulf of caste, too wide be-

worship fresh in their minds, altogether fore, has widened and deepened almost

uneducated, or at best half educated
; unfathomably by the influence of the

consider what virgin soil is here for ev- events of the last few months. He is

ery vile superstition, what a field for the mad, too, who thinks that Morant Bay,

demagogue to cultivate, and then decide or the parish of St. Thomas in the East,
whether it might not be safer, after all, with their unshrived dead; is a safer

to educate the negro in Jamaica. place for a white man to dwell in than

This insurrection does not teach, in it was six months ago.
the third place, the danger of obliterat- It is too early to gather up all the les-

ing the lines of caste, for in Jamaica sons of this last of the almost innumer-

those lines have never been obliterated, able outbreaks in Jamaica. They may
or even made faint. It may be doubt- never be gathered up. But one lesson

ed whether there was ever a moment stands out prominently, and that is, the

when the ill-dissembled contempt of the safety of justice. We cannot bring per-

whites, and the distrust of the blacks, feet equality upon the earth. It is not

were more profound than now. An in- desirable perhaps that we should. To
telligent observer declared, in 1850, that the end of time, probably, there will be

the gap between the blacks and whites rich and poor, high and low, weak and
had been steadily increasing ever since strong, black and white. But we can

emancipation. And ten years later the be just. We can recognize every man

Secretary of the Baptist Missionary So- as a child of God. We can grant to

ciety records,
"
that, as a general state- him all the rights; all the privileges, and

ment, there is no generous feeling in all the opportunities which belong to a

the relations between employer and em- man. That is a lesson which Jamaica

ployed. The negro can expect noth- has never learned, and therefore she sits

ing but barest justice, and is happy if under the shadow of her mountains, by
he gets that." Can there be any safety the side of the restless sea, clothed in

for the
'

minority, when the majority, garments of wretchedness.
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IV.

DRESS, OR WHO MAKES THE FASHIONS.

THE
door of my study being open, to be handsome

;
with all other whole-

I heard in the distant parlor a sort some truisms of the kind. They have

of flutter of silken wings, and chatter been to school, and had their minds im-

of bird-like voices, which told me that proved in all modern ways, have cal-

a covey of Jennie's pretty young street culated eclipses, and read Virgil, Schil-

birds had just alighted there. I could ler, and La Fontaine, and understand all

not forbear a peep at the rosy faces about the geological strata, and the dif-

that glanced out under pheasants' tails, ferent systems of metaphysics, so that

doves' wings, and nodding humming- a person reading the list of their acquire-

birds, and made one or two errands in ments might be a little appalled at the

that direction only that I might gratify prospect of entering into conversation

my eyes with a look at them. with them. For all these reasons I lis-

Your nice young girl, of good family tened quite indulgently to the animated

and good breeding, is always a pretty conversation that was going on about

object, and, for my part, I regularly lose Well !

my heart (in a sort of figurative way) to What do girls generally talk about,

every fresh, charming creature that trips when a knot of them get together ? Not,
across my path. All their mysterious I believe, about the sources of the Nile,

rattle-traps and whirligigs, their curls or the precession of the equinoxes, or

and networks and crimples and rimples the nature of the human understanding,
and crisping-pins, their little absurdi- or Dante, or Shakespeare, or Milton,

ties, if you will, have to me a sort of although they have learned all about

charm, like the tricks and stammerings them in school
;
but upon a theme much

of a curly-headed child. I should have nearer and dearer, the one all-pervacl-

made a very poor censor if I had been ing feminine topic ever since Eve started

put in Cato's place : the witches would the first toilet of fig-leaves ; and as I

have thrown all my wisdom into some caught now and then a phrase of their

private chip-basket of their own, and chatter, I jotted it down in pure amuse-

walked off with it in triumph. Never a ment, giving to each charming speaker

girl bows to me that I do not see in her the name of the bird under whose col-

eye a twinkle of confidence that she ors she was sailing,

could, if she chose, make an old fool of.
" For my part," said little Humming-

me. I surrender at discretion on first Bird,
"

I 'm quite worn out with sew-

sight. ing ;
the fashions are all so different from

Jennie's friends are nice girls, the what they were last year, that every-

fiowers of good, staid, sensible families, thing has to be made over."

not heathen blossoms nursed in the "Isn't it dreadful!" said Pheasant,

hot-bed heat of wild, high-flying, fash- " There 's my new mauve silk dress ! it

ionable society. They have been duly was a very expensive silk, and I have n't

and truly taught and brought up, by worn -it more than three or four times,

good mothers and painstaking aunties, and it really looks quite dowdy ;
and I

to understand in their infancy that hand- can't get Patterson to do it over for me
some is that handsome does

;
that little for this party. Well, really.,

I shall have

girls must not be vain of their pretty to give up company because I have noth-

red shoes and nice curls, and must re- ing to wear."

member that it is better to be good than " Who does set the fashions, I won-
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der," said Humming- Bird
;

"
they seem

now-a-days to whirl faster and faster, till

really they don't leave one time for any-

thing."
"
Yes," said Dove,

"
I have n't a mo-

ment for reading, or drawing, or keep-

ing up my music. The fact is, now-a-

days, to keep one's self properly dressed

is all one can do. If I were grande
datne now, and had only to send an

order to my milliner and dressmaker, I

might be beautifully dressed all the time

without giving much thought to it my-
self; and that is \vhat I should like,

But this constant planning about one's

toilet, changing your buttons and your
fringes and your bonnet-trimmings and

your hats every other day, and then

being behindhand! It is really too

fatiguing."
"
Well," said Jennie,

"
I never pre-

tend to keep up. I never expect to be

in the front rank of fashion, but no

girl wants to be behind every one
;
no-

body wants to have people say,
' Do see

what an old-times, rubbishy -looking
creature that is.' And now, with my
small means and my conscience, (for I

have a conscience in this matter, and
don't wish to spend any more time and

money than is needed to keep one's self

fresh and tasteful,) I find my dress quite
a fatiguing care."

"
Well, now, girls," said Humming-

Bird,
" do you really know, I have some-

times thought I should like to be a nun,

just to get rid of all this labor. If I

once gave up dress altogether, and knew
I was to have nothing but one plain
robe tied round my waist with a cord,
it does seem to me as if it would be a

perfect repose, only one is a Protes-

tant, you know."

Now, as Humming-Bird was the most

notoriously dressy individual in the lit-

tie circle, this suggestion was received

with quite a laugh. But Dove took it

up.
"
Well, really," she said,

" when dear

Mr. S- -
preaches those saintly ser-

mons to us about our baptismal vows,
and the nobleness of an unworldly life,

and calls on us to live for something
purer and higher than we are living for,

I confess that sometimes all my life

seems to me a mere sham, that I am
going to church, and saying solemn

words, and being wrought up by sol-

emn music, and uttering most solemn
vows and prayers, all to no purpose ;

and then I come away and look at my
life, all resolving itself into a fritter about

dress, and sewing-silk, cord, braid, and

buttons, the next fashion of bonnets,
how to make my old dresses answer

instead of new, how to keep the air

of the world, while in my heart I am

cherishing something higher and bet-

ter. If there 's anything I detest it is

hypocrisy ;
atod sometimes the life I

lead looks like it. But how to get out

of it ? what to do ?
"

"I 'm sure," said Humming-Bird,
" that taking care of my clothes and go-

ing into company is, frankly, all I do.

If I go to parties, as other girls do, and

make calls, and keep dressed, you
know papa is not rich, and one must do

these things economically, it really

does take all the time I have. When I

was confirmed the Bishop talked to us

so sweetly, and I really meant sincere-

ly to be a good girl, to be as good as

I knew how
;
but now, when they talk

about fighting the good fight and run-

ning the Christian race, I feel very mean
and little, for I am quite sure this is n't

doing it. But what is, and who is ?
"

" Aunt Betsey Titcomb is doing it, I

suppose," said Pheasant.
" Aunt Betsey !" said Humming-Bird,

"
well, she is. She spends all her money

in doing good. She goes round visit-

ing the poor all the time. She is a per-

feet saint ; but O girls, how she looks !

Well, now, I confess, when I think I

must look like Aunt Betsey, my cour-

age gives out. Is it necessary to go
without hoops, and look like a dipped

candle, in order to be unworldly ? Must

one wear such a fright of a bonnet?"
" No," said Jennie,

"
I think not. I

think Miss Betsey Titcomb, good as

she is, injures the cause of goodness

by making it outwardly repulsive. I

really think, if she would take some

pains with her dress, and spend upon
her own wardrobe a little of the money
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she gives away, that s-he might have are really morbid on the subject of

influence in leading others to higher dress
; you are fastidious and particu-

aims
;
now all her influence is against lar and exacting in your ideas in a way

it. Her outrt and repulsive exterior ar- that really ought to be put down. There

rays our natural and innocent feelings is not a girl of our set that dresses as

against goodness ;
for surely it is nat- nicely as you do, except Emma Seyton,

ural and innocent to wish to look well, and her father, you know, has no end

and I am really afraid a great many of of income."

us are more afraid of being thought
"
Nonsense, Jennie," said Pheasant,

ridiculous than of being wicked." "
I think I really look like a beggar ;

but
" And after all," said Pheasant,

"
you then, I bear it as well as I can, because,

know Mr. St. Qair says,
' Dress is one you see, I know papa does all for us he

of the fine arts,' and if it is, why of can, and I won't be extravagant. But I

course we ought to cultivate it. Cer- do think, as Humming-Bird says, that

tainly, well-dressed men and women are it would be a great relief to give it up
more agreeable objects tfian rude and altogether and retire from the world

;

unkempt ones. There must be some- or, as Cousin John says, climb a tree

body whose mission it is to preside over and pull it up after you, and so be in

the agreeable arts of life
;
and I suppose peace."

it falls to ' us girls.' That 's the way I
"
Well," said Jennie,

"
all this seems

comfort myself, at all events. Then I to have come on since the war. It

must confess that I do like dress
;

I 'm seems to me that not dnly has every-

not cultivated enough to be a painter or thing doubled in price, but all the hab-

a poet, and I have all my artistic nature, its of the world seem to require that you
such as it is, in dress. I love harmonies shall have double the quantity of every-

of color, exact shades and matches
;

I thing. Two or three years ago a good
love to see a uniform idea carried all balmoral skirt was a fixed fact

;
it was

through a woman's toilet, her dress, a convenient thing for sloppy, unpleas-

her bonnet, her gloves, her shoes, her ant weather. But now, dear me ! there

pocket-handkerchief and cuffs, her very is no end to them. They cost fifteen

parasol, all in correspondence." and twenty dollars
;
and girls that I

"But, my dear," said Jennie, "any- know have one or two every season,

thing of this kind must take a for- besides all sorts of quilled and em-

tune !

" broidered and rufHed and tucked and
" And if I had a fortune, I 'm pretty flounced ones. Then, in dressing one's

sure I should spend a good deal of it in hair, what a perfect overflow there is of

this way," said Pheasant. "
I can im- all manner of waterfalls, and braids, and

agine such completeness of toilet as I rats and mice, and curls, and combs
;

have never seen. How I would like the when three or four years ago we combed

means to show what I could do! My our own hair innocently behind our ears,

life, now, is perpetual disquiet. I al- and put flowers in it, and thought we

ways, feel shabby. My things must all looked nicely at our evening parties!

be bought at hap-hazard, as they can be I don't believe we look any better now,

got out of my poor little allowance, when we are dressed, than we did then,

and things are getting so horridly dear ! so what 's the use ?
'

Only think of it, girls! gloves at two and "Well, did you ever see such a tyr-

a quarter ! and boots at seven, eight, anny as this of fashion ?
" said Hum-

and ten dollars ! and then, as you say, ming-Bird.
" We know it 's silly, but

the fashions changing so ! Why, I we all bow down before it
;
we are

bought a sack last fall and gave forty afraid of our lives be, ore it
;
and who

dollars for it, and this winter I 'm wear- makes all this and stcs it going? The

ing it, to be sure, but it has no style Paris milliners, the Empress, or who ?
"

at all, looks quite antiquated!" "The question where fashions come
" Now I say," said Jennie, "that you from is like the question where pins go
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to," said Pheasant. "Think of the dress and equipage and appointments
thousands and millions of pins that are give the law, first to France, and

being used every year, and not one of through France to the civilized world.

them worn out. Where do they all go Such was the confession of Monsieur
to ? One would expect to find a pin Dupin, made in a late speech before the

mine somewhere." French Senate, and acknowledged, with
" Victor Hugo says they go into the murmurs of assent on all sides, to be

sewers in Paris," said Jennie. the truth. This is the reason why the
" And the fashions come from a fashions have such an utter disregard

source about as pure," said I, from the of all those laws of prudence and econ-

next room. omy which regulate the expenditures
" Bless me, Jennie, do tell us if your of families. They are made by women

father has been listening to us all this whose sole and only hold on life is per-
time !

" was the next exclamation
;
and sonal attractiveness, and with whom to

forthwith there was a whir and rustle keep this up, at any cost, is a desperate
of the silken wings, as the whole troop necessity. No moral quality, no asso-

fluttered into my study. ciation of purity, truth, modesty, self-de-
"
Now, Mr. Crowfield, you are too nial, or family love, comes in to hallow

bad !

"
said Humming -

Bird, as she the atmosphere about them, and create

perched upon a corner of my study- a sphere of loveliness which brightens
table, and put her little feet upon an as mere physical beauty fades. The
old " Froissart

" which filled the arm- ravages of time and dissipation must be
chair. made up by an unceasing study of the

" To be listening to our nonsense !

"
arts of the toilet. Artists of all sorts,

said Pheasant. moving in their train, rack all the stores
"
Lying in wait for us !

" said Dove. of ancient and modern art for the pic-
"
Well, now, you have brought us all turesque, the dazzling, the grotesque ;

down on you," said Humming-Bird, and so, lest these Circes of society
"and you won't find it so easy to be should carry all before them, and en-

rid of us. You will have to answer all chant every husband, brother, and lov-

our questions." er, the staid and lawful Penelopes leave
" My dears, I am at your service, as the hearth and home to follow in their

far as mortal man may be," said I. triumphal march and imitate their arts.
"
Well, then," said Humming-Bird, Thus it goes in France

; and in Eng-
"

tell us all about everything, how land, virtuous and domestic princesses

things come to be as they are. Who and peeresses must take obediently what
makes the fashions ?

" has been decreed by their rulers in the
"

I believe it is universally admitted demi - monde of France
;
and we in

that, in the matter of feminine toilet, America have leaders of fashion, who
France rules the world," said I. make it their pride and glory to turn

" But who rules France ?
"
said Pheas- New York into Paris, and to keep even

ant. " Who decides what the fashions step with everything that is going on
shall be there ?

"
there. So the whole world of woman-

Mt is the great misfortune of the kind is marching under the command
civilized world, at the present hour," of these leaders. The love of dress and
said I,

" that the state of morals in glitter and fashion is getting to be a

France is apparently at the very lowest morbid, unhealthy epidemic, which re-

ebb, and consequently the leadership ally eats away the nobleness and purity
of fashion is entirely in the hands of a of women.
class of women who could not be ad- " In France, as Monsieur Dupin, Ed-
mitted into good society, in any country, mond About, and Michelet tell us, the

Women who can never have the name extravagant demands of love for dress

of wife, who know none of the ties of lead women to contract debts unknown

family,
-- these are the dictators whose to their husbands, and sign obligations
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which are paid by the sacrifice of honor,

and thus the purity of the family is con-

tinually undermined. In England there

is a voice of complaint, sounding from

the leading periodicals, that the extrav-

agant demands of female fashion are

bringing distress into families, and mak-

ing marriages impossible; and some-

thing of the same sort seems to have

begun here. We are across the Atlan-

tic, to be sure
;
but we feel the swirl

and drift of the great whirlpool ; only,

fortunately, we are far enough off to be

able to see whither things are tending,
and to stop ourselves if we will.

" We have just come through a great

struggle, in which our women have

borne an heroic part, have shown
themselves capable of any kind of en-

durance and self-sacrifice
;
and now we

are in that reconstructive state which

makes it of the greatest consequence to

ourselves and the world that we under-

stand our own institutions and position,

and learn that, instead of following the

corrupt and worn-out ways of the Old

World, we are called on to set the ex-

ample of a new state of society, noble,

simple, pure, and religious ;
and women

can do more towards this even than

men, for women are the real architects

of society.
" Viewed in this light, even the small,

frittering cares of woman's life the

attention to buttons, trimmings, thread,

and sewing-silk maybe an expression
oftheir patriotism and their religion. A
noble-hearted woman puts a noble mean-

ing into even the commonplace details

of life. The women of America can, if

they choose, hold back their country
from following in the wake of old, cor-

rupt, worn -
out, effeminate European

society, and make America the leader

of the world in all that is good."
"

I 'm sure," said Humming-Bird,
" we all would like to be noble and he-

roic. During the war, I did so long to

be a man ! I felt so poor and insignifi-

cant because I was nothing but a girl !

"

"Ah, well," said Pheasant, "but then

one wants to do something worth doing,
if one is going to do anything. One
would like to be grand and heroic, if one

could
;
but if not, why try at all ? One

wants to be very something, very great,

very heroic
;
or if not that, then at least

very stylish and very fashionable. It

is this everlasting mediocrity that bores

me."
"
Then, I suppose, you agree with the

man we read of, who buried his one tal-

ent in the earth, as hardly worth caring
for."

" To say the truth, I always had some-

thing of a sympathy for that man," said

Pheasant. "
I can't enjoy goodness and

heroism in homoeopathic doses. I want

something appreciable. What I can do,

being a woman, is a very different thing
from what I should try to do if I were

a man, and had a man's chances : it is

so much less so poor that it is

scarcely worth trying for."

" You remember," said I,
" the apo-

thegm of one of the old divines, that if

two angels were sent down from heav-

en, the one to govern a kingdom, and

the other to sweep a street, they would

not feel any disposition to change
works."

"
Well, that just shows that they are

angels, and not mortals," said Pheasant ;

" but we poor human beings see things

differently."
"
Yet, my child, what could Grant or

Sherman have done, if it had not been

for the thousands of brave privates who
were content to do each their imper-

ceptible little, if it had not been for

the poor, unnoticed, faithful, never-fail-

ing common soldiers, who did the work
and bore the suffering? No one man^
saved our country, or could save it

;
nor

could the men have saved it without

the women. Every mother that said to

her son, Go ; every wife that strength-
ened the hands of her husband

; every

girl who sent courageous letters to her

betrothed
; every woman who worked

for a fair
; every grandam whose trem-

bling hands knit stockings and scraped
lint

; every little maiden who hemmed
shirts and made comfort-bags for sol-

diers, each and all have been the

joint doers of a great heroic work, the

doing of which has been the regen-
eration of our era. A whole genera-
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tion has learned the luxury of thinking
heroic thoughts and being conversant

with heroic deeds, and I have faith to

believe that all this is not to go out in

a mere crush of fashionable luxury and

folly and frivolous emptiness, but

that our girls are going to merit the

high praise given us by De Tocque-

ville, when he placed first among the

causes of our prosperity the noble char-

acter of American women. Because

foolish female persons in New York
are striving to outdo the demi-monde

of Paris in extravagance, it musto
not follow that every sensible and pa-

triotic matron, and every nice, mod-
est young girl, must forthwith, and

without inquiry, rush as far after them
as they possibly can. Because Mrs.

Shoddy opens a ball in a two-thousand-

dollar lace dress, every girl in the land

need not }ook with shame on her mod-
est white muslin.. Somewhere between

the fast women of Paris and the daugh-
ters of Christian American families

there should be established a cordon

sanitaire, to keep out the contagion
of manners, customs, and habits with

which a noble-minded, religious demo-

cratic people ought to have nothing to

do."
" Well now, Mr. Crowfield," said the

Dove,
" since you speak us so fair, and

expect so much of us, we must of

course try not to fall below your com-

pliments ; but, after all, tell us what is

the right standard about dress. Nowo
we have daily lectures about this at

home. Aunt Maria says that she never

saw such times as these, when mothers

and daughters, church - members and

worldly people, all seem to be going one

way, and sit down together and talk, as

they will, on dress and fashion,
- - how to

have this made and that altered. We
used to be taught, she said, that church-

members had higher things to think of,

- that their thoughts ought to be fixed

on something better, and that they ought
to restrain the vanity and worldliness

of children and young people ;
but now,

she says, even before a girl is born,

dress is the one thing needful, the

great thing to be thought of; and so,

in every step of the way upward, her

little shoes, and her little bonnets, and

her little dresses, and her corals and her

ribbons, are constantly being discussed

in her presence, as the one all-impor-

tant object of life. Aunt Maria thinks

mamma is dreadful, because she has

maternal yearnings over our toilet suc-

cesses and fortunes
;
and we secretly

think she is rather soured by old age,
and has forgotten how a girl feels."

" The fact is," said I, "that the love of

dress and outside show has been always
such an exacting and absorbing ten-

dency, that it seems to have furnished

work for religionists and economists,
in all ages, to keep it within bounds.

Various religious bodies, at the outset,

adopted severe rules in protest against
it. The Quakers and the Methodists

prescribed certain fixed modes of cos-

tume as a barrier against its frivolities

and follies. In the Romish Church an

entrance on any religious order pre-

scribed entire and total renunciation of

all thought and care for the beautiful in

person or apparel, as the first step to-

wards saintship. The costume of the

religieuse seemed to be purposely in-

tended to imitate the shroudings and

swathings of a corpse and the lugubrious
color of a pall, so as forever to remind

the wearer that she was dead to the

world of ornament and physical beauty.
All great Christian preachers and re-

formers have levelled their artillery

against the toilet, from the time of St.

Jerome downward
;
and Tom Moore

has put into beautiful and graceful

verse St. Jerome's admonitions to the

fair church-goers of his time.

'WHO IS THE MAID?
'
ST. JEROME'S LOVE.

' Who is the maid my spirit seeks,

Through cold reproof and slander's blight ?

Has she Love's roses on her cheeks ?

Is hers an eye of this world's light ?

No : wan and sunk with midnight prayer

Are the pale looks of her I love ;

Or if, at times, a light be there,

Its beam is kindled from above.

'
I chose not her, my heart's elect,

From those who seek their Maker's shrine

In gems and garlands proudly decked,

As if themselves were things divine.
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No : Heaven but faintly warms the breast low and Crimson in the tulip-beds
That beats beneath a broidered veil; der her w}ndow and reflect how ye

And she who comes in glittering vest *

To mourn her frailty still is frail. differently the great All-Father arrays
the world's housekeeping. The con-

' Not so the faded form I prize sequence of all this has been, that the
And love, because its bloom is gone ; /- i j ..i

The glory in those sainted eyes
reforms based upon these severe and

Is all the grace her brow puts on. exclusive VJCWS have gradually gone
And ne'er was Beauty's dawn so bright, backward. The Quaker dress is im-
So touching, as that form's decay, ., , , r ,, ,,.

Which, like the altar's trembling light, perceptibly and gracefully melting away
In holy lustre wastes away.' into a refined simplicity of modern cos-

tume, which in many cases seems to be
"But the defect of all these modes the perfection of taste. The obvious

of warfare on the elegances and re- reflection, that one color of the rainbow
finements of the toilet was that they is quite as much of God as another, has

were too indiscriminate. They were in led the children of gentle dove-colored

reality founded on a false principle, mothers to appear in shades of rose-

They took for granted that there was color, blue, and lilac
;
and wise elders

something radically corrupt and wicked have said, it is not so much the color or

in the body and in the physical system, the shape that we object to, as giving

According to this mode of viewing too much time and too much money,
things, the body was a loathsome and if the heart is right with God and man,

pestilent prison, in which the soul was the bonnet ribbon may be of any shade

locked up and enslaved, and the eyes, you please."
the ears, the taste, the smell, were all

" But don't you think," said Pheas-

so many corrupt traitors in conspiracy ant,
" that a certain fixed dress, mark-

to poison her. Physical beauty of ing the unworldly character of a relig-

every sort was a snare, a Circean en- ious order, is desirable ? Now, I have

chantment, to be valiantly contended said before that I am very fond of dress.

with and straitly eschewed. Hence I have a passion for beauty and com-

they preached, not moderation, but to- pleteness in it ; and as long as I am in

tal abstinence from all pursuit of physi- the world and obliged to dress as the

cal grace and beauty. world does, it constantly haunts me, and
"
Now, a resistance founded on an tempts me to give more time, more

over-statement is constantly tending to thought, more money, to these things
reaction. People always have a ten- than I really think they are worth. But

dency to begin thinking for themselves
;

I can conceive of giving up this thing
and when they so think, they perceive altogether as being much easier than

that a good and wise God would not regulating it to the precise point. I

have framed our bodies with such ex- never read of a nun's taking the veil,

quisite care only to corrupt our souls, without a certain thrill of sympathy.
that physical beauty, being created in To cut off one's hair, to take off and

such profuse abundance around us, and cast from her, one by one, all one's

we being possessed with such a long- trinkets and jewels, to lie down and

ing for it, must have its uses, its legiti- have the pall thrown over one, and feel

mate sphere of exercise. Even the one's self, once for all, dead to the world,

poor, shrouded nun, as she walks the I cannot help feeling as if this were

convent garden, cannot help asking real, thorough, noble renunciation, and

herself why, if the crimson velvet of the as if one might rise up from it with a

rose was made by God, all colors ex- grand, calm consciousness 'of having

cept black and white are sinful for her
; risen to a higher and purer atmosphere,

and the modest Quaker, after hanging and got above all the littlenesses and

all her house and dressing all her chil- distractions that beset us here. So I

dren in drab, cannot but marvel at the have heard charming young Quaker
sudden outstreaking of blue and yel- girls, who, in more thoughtless days,
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indulged in what for them was a slight comfort in the one thought that they

shading of worldly conformity, say that could suffer, die, for their country ;
and

it was to them a blessed rest when they the graves at Salisbury and Anderson-

put on the strict, plain dress, and felt ville show in how many souls this noble

that they really had taken up the cross power of self-sacrifice to the higher

and turned their backs on the world, good was lodged, how many there

I can conceive of doing this, much more were, even in the humblest walks of

easily than I can of striking the exact life, who preferred death by torture to

line between worldly conformity and life in dishonor,

noble aspiration, in the life I live now." "
It is this heroic element in man

" My dear child," said I, "we all over- and woman that makes self-sacrifice an

look one great leading principle of our ennobling and purifying ordeal in any

nature, and that is, that we are made to religious profession. The man really

find a higher pleasure in self-sacrifice is taken into a higher region of his

than in any form of self-indulgence, own nature, and finds a pleasure in

There is something grand and pathetic the exercise of higher faculties which

in the idea of an entire self-surrender, he did not suppose himself to possess,

to which every human soul leaps up, as Whatever sacrifice is supposed to be

we do to the sound of martial music. duty, whether the supposition be really
" How many boys of Boston and correct or not, has in it an ennobling

New York, who had lived effeminate and purifying power ;
and thus the eras

and idle lives, felt this new power up- of conversion from one form of the

rising in them in our war ! How they Christian religion to another are often

embraced the dirt and discomfort and fa- marked with a real and permanent ex-

tigue and watchings and toils of camp- altation of the whole character. But

life with an eagerness of zest which they it does not follow that certain relig-

had never felt in the pursuit of mere ious beliefs and ordinances are in them-

pleasure, and wrote home burning letters selves just, because they thus toush

that they never were so happy in their the great heroic master-chord of the

lives ! It was not that dirt and fatigue human soul. To wear sackcloth and

and discomfort and watchings and weari- sleep on a plank may have been of

ness were in themselves agreeable, but use to many souls, as symbolizing the

it was a joy to feel themselves able to awakening of this higher nature ; but,

bear all and surrender all for something still, the religion of the New Testa-

higher than self. Many a poor Battery ment is plainly one which calls to no

bully of New York, many a street row- such outward and evident sacrifices,

dy, felt uplifted by the discovery that "It was John the Baptist, and not

he too had hid away under the dirt and the Messiah, who dwelt in the wilder-

dust of his former Iffe this divine and ness and wore garments of camel's hair
;

precious jewel. He leaped for joy to and Jesus was commented on, not for

find that he too could be a hero. Think his asceticism, but for his cheerful, so-

of the hundreds of thousands of plain, cval acceptance of the average inno-

ordinary workingmen, and of seemingly cent wants and enjoyments of human-

ordinary boys, who, but for such a crisis, ity.
' The Son of man came eating and

might have passed through life never drinking.' The great, and never-ceas-

knowing this to be in them, and who ing, and utter self-sacrifice of his life

courageously endured hunger and thirst was not signified by any peculiarity of

and cold, and separation from dear- costume, or language, or manner ;
it

est friends, for days and weeks and showed itself only as it unconsciously

months, when they might, at any day, welled up in all his words and actions,

have bought a respite by deserting their in his estimates of life, in all that

country's flag ! Starving boys, sick at marked him out as a being of a higher

heart, dizzy in head, pining for home and holier sphere."
and mother, still found warmth and " Then you do not believe in inftuen-

VOL. XVII. NO. 102. 32
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cing this subject of dress by religious necessary departures from the common-

persons' adopting any particular laws ly received practices of good society in

of costume ?
"

said Pheasant. the matter of the arrangement of our
"

I do not see it to be possible," said toilet ;
and it would indicate rather an

I,
"
considering how society is made unamiable want of sympathy with our

up. There are such differences of taste fellow-beings, if we were not willing, for

and character, people move in such the most part, to follow what they indi-

different spheres, are influenced by such cate to be agreeable in the disposition
different circumstances, that all we can of our outward affairs."

do is to lay down certain great princi-
"
Well, I must say, Mr. Crowfield,

pies, and leave it to every one to apply you are* allowing us all a very generous
them according to individual needs." margin," said Humming-Bird.

" But what are these principles ?
"
But, now," said I,

"
I am coming to

There is the grand inquiry." the restrictions. When is love of dress
"
Well," said I,

"
let us feel our way. excessive and wrong ? To this I an-

In the first place, then, we are all agreed swer by stating my faith in one of old

in one starting-point, T- that beauty is Plato's ideas, in which he speaks of

not to be considered as a bad thing, beauty and its uses. He says there

that the love of ornament in our out- were two impersonations of beauty wor-

ward and physical life is not a sinful or shipped under the name of Venus in

a dangerous feeling, and only leads to the ancient times, the one celestial,

evil, as all other innocent things do, by born of the highest gods, the other

being used in wrong ways. So far we earthly. To the earthly Venus the sac-

are all agreed, are we not ?
"

rifices were such as were more triv-

"
Certainly," said all the voices. ial

;
to the celestial, such as were more

"
It is, therefore, neither wicked nor holy. 'The worship of the earthly Ve-

silly nor weak-minded to like beautiful nus,' he says, 'sends us oftentimes on

dress, and all that goes to make it up. unworthy and trivial errands, but the

Jewelry, diamonds, pearls, emeralds, ru- worship of the celes'tial to high and

bies, and all sorts of pretty things that honorable friendships, to noble aspira-

are made of them, are as lawful and tions and heroic actions.'

innocent objects of admiration and de- " Now it seems to me that, if we bear

sire, as flowers or birds or butterflies, in mind this truth in regard to beauty,

or the tints of evening skies. Gems, in we shall have a test with which to try

fact, are a species of mineral flower; ourselves in the matter of physical

they are the blossoms of the dark, hard adornment. We are always excessive

mine
;
and what they want in perfume, when we sacrifice the higher beauty to

they make up in durability. The best attain the lower one. A woman who

Christian in the world may, without the will sacrifice domestic affection, con-

least inconsistency, admire them, and science, self-respect, honor, to love of

say, as a charming, benevolent old dress, we all agree, loves dress too

Quaker lady once said to me,
'
I do so much. She loses the true and higher

love to look at beautiful jewelry !

' The beauty of womanhood for the lower

love of beautiful dress, in itself, there- beauty of gems and flowers and col-

fore, so far from being in a bad sense ors. A girl who sacrifices to dress all

worldly, may be the same indication of her time, all her strength, all her mon-

a refined and poetical nature that is ey, to the negkct of the cultivation of

given by the love of flbwers and of nat- her mind and heart, and to the neg-

ural objects.
lect of the claims of others on her

" In the third place, there is nothing helpfulness, is sacrificing the higher to

in itself wrong, or unworthy a rational the lower beauty. Her fault is not the

being, in a certain degree of attention love of beauty, but loving the wrong
to the fashion of society in our costume, and inferior kind.

It is not wrong to be annoyed at un- ** It is remarkable that the directions
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of Holy Writ, in regard to the female

dress, should distinctly take note of

this difference between the higher and

the lower beauty which we find in the

works of Plato. The Apostle gives no

rule, no specific costume, which should

mark the Christian woman from the Pa-

gan ; but says, 'whose adorning, let it

not be that outward adorning of plaiting

the hair, and of wearing of gold, or of

putting on of apparel ;
but let it be the

hidden man of the heart, in that which
is not corruptible, even the ornament of

a meek and quiet spirit, which is in the

sight of God of great price.' The gold
and gems and apparel are not forbid-

den
; but we are told not to depend on

them for beauty, to the neglect of those

imperishable, immortal graces that be-

I6ng to the soul. The makers of fash-

ion among whom Christian women lived

when the Apostle wrote, were the same
class of brilliant and worthless Aspa-
sias who make the fashions of modern
Paris

; and all womankind was sunk

into slavish adoration of mere physical
adornment when the Gospel sent forth

among them this call to the culture of

a higher and immortal beauty.
" In fine, girls," said I, "you may try

yourselves by this standard. You love

dress too much when you care more for

your outward adornings than for your
inward dispositions, when it afflicts

you more to have torn your dress than

to have lost your temper, when you
are more troubled by an ill-fitting gown
than by a neglected duty, when you
are less concerned at having made an

unjust comment, or spread a scandalous

report, than at having worn a passee

bonnet, when you are less troubled

at the thought of being found at the last

great feast without the wedding gar-

ment, than at being found at the party

to-night in the fashion of last year. No
Christian woman, as I view it, ought to

give such attention to her dress as to

allow it to take up ah of three very

important things, viz. :

All her time.

A //her strength.
All her money.

Whoever does this lives not the Chris-

tian, but the Pagan life, worships not

at the Christian's altar of our Lord

Jesus, but at the shrine of the lower

Venus of Corinth and Rome."
" O now, Mr. Crowfield, you frighten

me," said Humming-Bird.
"

I 'm so

afraid, do you know, that I am doing

exactly that."
" And so am I," said Pheasant ;

"and yet, certainly, it is not what I

mean or intend to do." .

" But how to help it," said Dove.
" My dears," said I,

" where there is

a will, there is a way. Only resolve

that you will put the true beauty first,

that, even if you do have to seem un-

fashionable, you will follow the highest

beauty of womanhood, and the battle

is half gained. Only resolve that your

time, your strength, your money, such

as you have, shall not all nor more

than half be given to mere outward

adornment, and you will go right. It

requires only an army of girls animated

with this noble purpose to declare in-

dependence in America, and emancipate
us from the decrees and tyrannies of

French actresses and ballet-dancers.

En avant, girls ! You yet can, if you

will, save the republic."
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THE PRESIDENT AND CONGRESS.

THE President of the United States

was not elected to the office he

holds by the voice of the people of the

loyal States ;
in voting for him as Vice-

President nobody dreamed that, by the

assassination of Mr. Lincoln, he would

constitutionally succeed to the more im-

portant post. The persons who now
form the Congress of the United States

were elected by the people or the States

for the exact positions they hold. In

any comparison between the two as to

the direct derivation of their power
from the people and the States, Con-

gress has everything in its favor
;
Mr.

Johnson, nothing. The immense power
he enjoys, a power not merely greater
than that of Queen Victoria, but greater
than that of Earl Russell, the real Brit-

ish Executive, is the result not of de-

sign, but of accident That the execu-

tive power he holds is legitimate, with-

in its just constitutional bounds, must
not blind us to the fact that it did not

have its origin in the popular vote, es-

pecially now when he is appealing to

the people to support him against their

direct representatives.
For the event which the Union party

of the country was so anxious to avert,

but which some clearly foresaw as in-

evitable, has occurred
;

the President

has come to an open rupture with

Congress on the question of recon-

struction. No one who has witnessed

during the past eight months the hu-

miliating expedients to which even

statesmen and patriots have resorted,

in order to avoid giving Mr. Johnson
offence, without at the same time sac-

rificing all decent regard for their own
convictions and the will of the people,
can assert that this rupture was pro-
voked by Congress. The President

has, on the whole, been treated with

singular tenderness by the national

party whose just expectations he has

disappointed ;
the opposition to his

schemes has, indeed, exhibited, if any-

thing, too much of the style of " bated

breath "
to befit the dignity of indepen-

dent legislators ;
and the only result of

this timorous dissent has been to in-

flame him with the notion that the pub-
lic men who offered it were conscious

that the people were on his side, and

concealed anxiety for their own popu-

larity under a feigned indisposition to

quarrel with him.

The President seems to belong to

that class of men who act not so much
from principles as from moods ;

as

his moods vary, his conduct changes ;

but while he is possessed by one

of them, his mind is inaccessible to

evidence which does not sustain his

dominant feeling, and uninfluenced by

arguments which do not confirm his

dominant ideas. Mr. Covode and Mr.

Schurz could get no hearing from him,

because they were sent south to collect

evidence while he was in one mood,
and had to report the results of their

investigations when he had passed
into another. This peculiarity of his

mind makes the idea of a "Johnson

party
" so difficult of realization

;
for a

party cannot be founded on a man, un-

less that man's intellect and integrity
are so manifestly pre-eminent as to

dwarf all comparison with others, or

unless his conduct obeys laws, and can

therefore be calculated. Thus the gen-
tlemen who spoke for him in New'

York, on the 22d of February, at the

time he was speaking for himself in

Washington, found that they were un-

wittingly his opponents, w.hile appear-

ing as his mouth-pieces, and had ac-

cordingly to send telegrams to Wash-

ington of such fond servility, that the

vindication of their partisanship could

only be made at the expense of provok-

ing the hilarity of the public. But one

principle, taken up from personal feel-

ing, at the time he resented the idea

that " Tennessee had ever gone out of

the Union," has had a mischievous in-

fluence in directing his policy, though
it has never been consistently carried
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out
;

for Mr. Johnson's mode of deal- clause of the Constitution, be bound

ing with a principle is strikingly in- to compel their attendance as mem-

dividual. He uses it to justify his bers, only to punish their absence as

doing what he desires, while he does traitors.

not allow it to restrain him from doing Still, even if we should admit,' against

what he pleases. The principle which all the facts and logic of the case, that

he thus adopted was, that the seceded the Rebel communities have never been

States had never been out of the Union out of the Union as States, it is plain

zsSta&s. It would seem to be clear that, that the conduct of the Executive has

constitutionally speaking, a State in the not, until recently, conformed to that

American Union is a vital part of the theory. He violated it constantly in

government, to which, at the same time, the processes of his scheme of recon-

it owes allegiance.' The seceded States struction, only to make it reappear as

solemnly, by conventions of their peo- mandatory in the results. All the steps

pie, broke away from this allegiance, he took in creating State governments
and have not, up to the present mo- were necessarily subversive of univer-

ment, formed a part of the government, sally recognized State rights. The Se-

The condition in which they were left by cessionists had done their work so

their own acts may be variously stated ; completely, as regards their respective

it may be said that they were " States localities, that there was left no pos-

out of practical relations to the Union," sible organic connection between the

-which is simply to decline ventur- old States and any new ones which

ing farther than one step in the anal- might be organized under the lead of

ysis of their condition, or " States the Federal government The only per-

in rebellion," or " States whose gov- sons who could properly call State con-

ernments have lapsed," or " Territo- ventions were disqualified, by treason,

ries
"

;
but certainly, neither in princi- for the office, and might have been

pie nor in fact, were they States in hanged as traitors while occupied in

the Union, according to the constitu- preserving unbroken the unity of their

tional meaning of that phrase. The State life. In other words, the only
one thing certain is, that their crjminal persons competent to act constitution-

acts did not affect at all the rights of ally were the "persons constitutionally

the United States over their geograph- incompetent to act, a gigantic prac-

ical limits and population ;
for these tical bull and absurdity, which met Mr.

rights were given by conventions of the Johnson as the first logical consequence

people of all the States, and could of his fundamental maxim. He accord-

not therefore be abrogated by the will ingly was forced to go to work as if no
'

of the particular States that rebelled, principle hampered him. He assumed,
Whether or not the word "Territories" at the start, the most radical and im-

fits their condition, it is plain that they portant of all State rights; that is, from

cannot be brought back to their old a mixed population of black and white
"
practical relations to the Unipn

" freemen he selected a certain number,
without a process similar to that by whose distinguishing mark was color ;

which Territories are organized into and these persons were, after they had

States and brought into the Union, taken an extra-constitutional oath, con-

If they were, during the Rebellion, stituted by him \h& people of each of the

States in the Union, then the only seceded States. A provisional governor,

ckuse in the Constitution which covers nominated by himself, directed this peo-

their case is that in which each house of pie, constituted such by himself, to elect

Congress is authorized " to compel {he delegates to a convention which was to

attendance of absent members "
; but, pass ordinances dictated by himself,

even conceding that we have waged In this, he may have simply accepted

war in the character of a colossal ser- the condition of things ;
he may have

geant-at-arms, we should, by another done the best with the materials he had
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to work with ; still he plainly did not the great legislative bodies of the nation

deal with South Carolina, Mississippi, practically confess that they had no right
and the rest, as if they were States that or power to exact guaranties, no busi-

"had never been out of the Union," ness whatever with "reconstruction"?
and entitled to any of the rights enjoyed It is the office of the President, it seems,

by Pennsylvania or New York. But to reconstruct States ; the duty of Con-
the hybrid States, which are thus pure- gress is confined to accepting, placidly,

ly lias own creations, he now presents, the results,,of his work. Such is the

in a veto message, to the Senate of only logical inference from Mr. John-
the United States as the equals of the son's last position. And thus a man,
States it represents ; informs that body who was intended by the people who
that he is constitutionally the Presi- voted for him to have no other connec-

dent of the States he has made, as well tion with reconstruction than what a

as the President of the States which casting vote in the Senate might pos-
have not enjoyed the advantage of his sibly give him, has taken the whole vast

formative hand ; and unmistakably hints subject into his exclusive control. Was
that Congress, unless it admits the rep- there ever acted on the stage of history
resentatives of the States he has recon- such a travesty of constitutional gov-

structed, is not a complete and compe- ernment ?

tent legislative body for the whole Un- The loyal States, indeed, come out

ion, is, in plain words, a Rump. The of the war separated from the disloyal,

President, to be sure, qualifies his sug- not by such thin partitions as the Presi-

gesticta by asking for the admission dent so cavalierly breaks through, but

only of loyal men, who can take the by a great sea of blood. It is across

oaths. But is it not plain that Con- that we must survey their rights and

gress, if it admits Senators and Repre- duties
;

it is with that in view we must

sentatives, admits the States from which settle the terms of their readmission.

they come ? The Constitution says that It is idle to apply to 1866 the word-

"the Senate of the United States shall twisting of 1860. The Rebel communi-

be composed of two Senators from each ties which began the war are not the

State "
;

that " the House of Repre- same communities which were recog-
sentatives shall be composed of mem- nized as States in the Union before the

bers chosen every second year by the war occurred. No sophistry that per-

people of the several States" Now plexes the brain of the people can pre-

let us suppose that some of the South vent this fact being felt in their hearts.

Carolina members are admitted on the The proposition that States can plunge
President's plan, and that others are into rebellion, and, after waging against

rejected. What is the result ? Is not the government a war which is put
South Carolina in the Union ? Can a down only at the expense of enormous

fraction of the State be in, and another sacrifices of treasure and blood, can,

fraction out, by the terms of the Unit- when defeated, return of right to form

ed States Constitution ? Are not the a part of the government they have

"loyal men" in for their term of office labored to subvert, is a proposition so

simply, and the State in permanently? repugnant to common sense that its

The proposition to let in what are called acceptance by the people would send

loyal men, and then afterwards to de- them down a step in the zoological

bate the terms on which the States scale. Have we been fighting in order

which sent them shall be admitted, to compel the South to resume its re-

might be seriously discussed in a Fe- luctant role of governing us ? Are we

nian Congress, but it would prove too to be told that the States which have

much for the gravity of an American sent mourning into every loyal family

assembly. The President thinks Con- in the land, and which have loaded

gress is bound to admit "loyal men"; every loyal laborer's back with -a new

but in conceding this claim, would not and unexampled burden of taxation,
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have the sarrae right to seats in the We are accordingly, it would seem,

Senate and the House of Representa- in danger of having a President, who is

tives whick New York and Illinois can at variance with nearly two thirds of

claim ? The question is not whether Congress, using his whole executive

the victorious party shall exercise mag- power and influence against the party

nanimity and mercy, whether it shall he was supposed to represent, and hav-

attempt to heal wounds rather than open ing on his side the Southerners who
them afresh, but whether its legal repre- made the Rebellion, the Northerners

sentatives, constituting, as it was sup- whose sympathies were on the side of

posed, the legislative department of the the Rebellion, a small collection of Re-

United States government, shall have publican politicians called "the Presi-

anything to do with the matter at all. dent's friends," and the undefined polit-

The President seems to think they ical force passing under the name of

have not
; and finding that Congress,

" the Blairs." But Congress is strong-

by immense majorities, declined to abdi- er than the whole body of its opponents,

cate its functions, he and his partisans and is backed by the great mass of the

appealed to such legislative assemblies loyal people, determined not to surren-

as could be extemporized for the occa- der all the advantages of the 'position

sion. Congress did -not fairly represent which has been gained by the profuse

the people of the who^e Union
;
and Mr. shedding of so much loyal blood.

Johnson accordingly unfolded his meas- " Constitutional government is on

ures to a body which, in his opinion, we trial
"

in this contest ;
and Mr. Johnson

must suppose did, namely, a Copper- seems neither to have the constitution-

head mob which gathered under his al instinct in his blood, nor the consti-

windows at Washington. The Secre- tutional principle in his brain. The po-

tary of State addressed a meeting in sition of the President of the United

New York, assembled in a hall which States is analogous, not so much to that

is the very symbol of mutation. Some of a Napoleon or a Bismark, as to that

collectors and postmasters have, we be- of an English prime-minister. In the

Meve, been kind enough to take upon theory and ordinary working of the

themselves the trouble of calling simi- government, he is one of a body of

lar legislative assemblies in their re- statesmen, agreeing in their general

spective cities ; and Keokuk, it is well views, and elected by the same party ;

known, has won deserved celebrity for what are called his measures are passed
the rapidity with which its gathering of by Congress, because the majority of

publicists passed the President's plan. Congress and he are in general accord

Still more important, perhaps, is the on all important questions ;
and it is

unanimity with which the "
James Page against the whole idea of constitutional

Library Company," of Philadelphia, ful- government that the executive will is

filled its duty of legislating for the a fair offset to the legislative reason,
-

whole republic. This mode of taking that one man is the equal of the whole
the opinion of the people, if considered body of the people's representatives,

merely as an innocent amusement of The powers of an executive are of such

great officials, may be harmless
; but a character, that, pushed wilfully to their

political farces played by actors who do ultimate expression, they can absorb all

not seem to take their own jokes some- the other departments of the govern-
times lead to serious consequences ; ment, as when James the Second prac-
and the effect upon the South of sug- tically repealed laws by pushing to its

gesting that the Congress of the United abstract logical consequences his un-

States not only misrepresents its con- doubted power of pardon ; but a con-

stituents, but excludes "loyal men" who stitutional government implies, as a

have a right to seats, cannot but give condition of its existence, that the ex-

fierce additional stimulants to Southern ecutive will have that kind of mind and
disaffection. temper which instinctively recognizes
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the practical limitations of powers in legislation which had been transacted

themselves vague ;
for if the executive in the absence of their representatives ;

can defy the legislature, the legislature and that, Congress having, for the past
can bring the whole government to an five years, represented only a sec-

end by a simple refusal to grant sup- tion of the country, that section was

plies. In his Washington speech, the alone bound by its measures. The mo-
President selected for special attack the ment it is admitted that the national

chairman of the House Committee of legislature, as now constituted, is an in-

Ways and Means, and the chairman of complete body, and that it needs South-

the Senate Committee on Foreign Re- ern "
loyal men

"
to make its laws oper-

lations ;
but it would be difficult to con- ative over the South, a whole brood of

jecture how he could carry on the gov- deductive reasoners will spring up in

eminent without the aid of what these that region, eager to carry the principle
men represent, for Mr. Stevens pays out to its remotest logical consequences,
him his salary, and Mr. Sumner gives After two or three of those cotton crops
effect to his treaties. Bismark, in Prus- on which some persons rely so much to

sia, snaps his fingers in the faces of the make the South contented have given
Prussian Chambers, and still contrives it the requisite leisure to follow long
to get along very comfortably ; but an trains of reasoning, it will by degrees
American President does not enjoy sim- convince itself that the whole national

ilar advantages. He can follow his own legislation during the war, including tke

will or caprice only by the toleration of debt and the Anti-Slavery Amendment,
the legislative body he defames and dis- was unconstitutional, and that, as far as

regards. His great power is the veto
; it concerns the Southern States, it is

but the perverse use of this could easily void, and should be of no effect. Per-

be checked by the perverse use of many sons who are accustomed to nickname

a legislative power which a mere major- as " radicals
"

all those statesmen who

ity of Congress can effectively use. The do not consider that the removal of an

fallacy of the argument of " the Presi- immediate inconvenience exhausts the

dent's friends," in their proposition that whole science of practical politics, are

Congress should settle the dispute by wont to make merry over this possibil-

the easy method of allowing Mr. John- ity of Southern repudiation, or to look

son to have his own way, consists in its down upon its fanatical suggesters with

entire oversight of the essential charac- the benevolent pity of serenely supe-

ter of constitutional government. rior intelligence ;
but nobody who has

And now what would be the conse- watched the steps by which Calhoun's

quences of the yielding of Congress in logic was inwrought into the substance

this struggle? The first effect would of the Southern mind, nobody who

be the concession that, in respect to the has noted the process by which the jus-

most important matter that will proba- tification of one of the bloodiest rebel-

bly ever be brought before the Unit- lions in the history of the world was

ed States government, the executive deduced from the definition of an ab-

branch was everything, and the legisla- straction, nobody who explores the

tive nothing. The second effect would meaning of the phrase, common in

be, that the Rebel States would re-enter many mouths, that " the South thought

the Union, not only without giving ad- itself in the right," -will doubt that the

ditional guaranties for their good be- seeming bugbear may turn out a dread-

havior, but with the elated feeling that ful reality. It is impossible, in fact, for

they had gained a great triumph over the most far-sighted mind to predict all

the "fanatical" North. The third ef- the evils which may flow from the heed-

feet would be the establishment of the less adoption of a vicious principle ;
if

principle, that they had never been out the war has not taught us this, it has

of the Union as States ; that, according- taught us nothing,

ly, a doubt was over the legality of the But it is not to be supposed that Con-
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gress will yield, for to yield would be to iest of all purposeless farces, beginning

commit suicide. There is not an inter- in an ecstasy of public spirit and ending

est in the nation which is not concerned in an ignominious surrender of the ad-

in its adherence to the principle, that in vantages of. hard-won victory. They
it the whole legislative power of the demand such guaranties, in the shape

United States government is vested, of amendments to the Constitution, as

and that it has the right to exact irre- shall insure security for the future from

versible guaranties of the Rebel States such evils as have scourged them in the

as the conditions of the admission of past ;
and these guaranties they do not

their Senators and Representatives, think have been yet obtained. They

They are not in the Union until they make this demand in no spirit of ran-

are in its government ;
and Congress corous hostility to the South, for they

has the same power to keep them out require nothing which it is not for the

that it has to let them in. By the very permanent welfare of the South to

nature of the case, the whole question grant. They feel that, if a settlement is

must be left to its judgment of what patched up on the President's plan, it

is necessary for the public safety and will leave Southern society a prey to

honor. Its members may be mistaken, most of the influences which have so

but the only method to correct their long been its curse, which have nar-

mistake is to elect other persons in their rowed its patriotism, checked its pro-

places, when their limited period of ser- gress, vitiated its character, educated it

vice has expired ;
and any new Congress in disloyalty, and impelled it into war.

will, unless it is scandalously neglectful They desire that a settlement shall be

of the public interests, admit the Rebel effected which shall make the South re-

States to their old places in the Union, publican, like the North, homogeneous
not because it must, but because it with it in institutions, as well as nomi-

thinks that a sufficient number of guar- nally united to it under one govern-
anties have been obtained to render ment, a settlement which shall anni-

their admission prudent and safe. It hilate the accursed heresy of Secession

is in this form that the subject is com- by extinguishing the accursed prejudice

ing before the people in the autumn of caste.

elections ; and this explains the eager Such a settlement the people have

haste of the President's friends to fore- not in the "President's plan." What
stall and mislead the public mind, and confidence, indeed, can the,y place in

sacrifice a great party, founded on prin- the professions of the cunning South-

ciples, to the will of an individual, veer- ern politicians who have taken the

ing with his moods. President captive, and used him as an

We think, if the vote were taken now, instrument while seeming to obey him
that Congress would be overwhelming- as agents ? There is something to make

ly sustained by the people. We think us distrust the stability of the firm-

this, in spite of such expressions of the est and most upright statesman in the

popular will as found vent in the Presi- spectacle of that remarkable conquest,
dent's meeting at Washington and Mr. Mr. Johnson, when elected, appeared to

Seward's meeting in New York, in represent the most violent radical ideas

spite even of the resolutions of Keokuk and the most vindictive passions engen-
and the address of the "

James Page dered by the war. He spoke as if the

Library Company
" of Philadelphia, blacks were to find in him a Moses, and

in spite, above all, of the perfect felicity the Rebels a Nemesis. It seemed as

in which, if we may believe the Secre- if there could not be in the whole land

tary of State, the President's speech a sufficient number of sour-apple trees

left the American people. The loyal to furnish hanging accommodations for

men of the loyal States do not intend the possible victims of his patriotic

that the war they carried on for great wrath. One almost feared that rec-

ends shall pass into history as the blood- onciliation would be indefinitely post-
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poned by the relentless severity with acting irreversible guaranties necessary
which he would visit treason with death, for the public safety ? Can the people
But the Southern -politicians, finding uphold, as against Congress, a President

that further military resistance was whose mind seems to be so much under

hopeless, resorted at once to their old the influence of these men that he pub-

game of intrigue and management, and licly insults the legislature of the na-

proved that, fresh as they were from tion? Is the President to be supported
the experience of violent methods, they because he sustains State Rights against
had not forgotten their old art of ma- Centralization ? The only centraliza-

nipulating Presidents. They adapted tion which is to be feared, in this case,

themselves with marvellous flexibility to is the centralization of all the powers of

the changed condition of things, in or- the government in its executive branch,

der to become masters of the situation, Is the President to be supported be-

and began to declaim in favor of the cause he represents the principle of

Union, even while their curses against "no taxation without representation"?
it were yet echoing in the air. They The object of Congress is to see to it

wheedled the President into pardon- that there shall not be a "
representa-

ing, in the place of hanging them
; they tion

"
which, in respect to the national

made themselves serviceable agents in debt, shall endeavor to abolish " taxa-

carrying out his plan of reconstruction ;
tion

"
altogether, -which, in respect to

they gave up what it was impossible for the freedmen, shall tax permanently a

them to retain, in order to retain what population it misrepresents, which, in

it would destroy their influence to give respect to the balance of political pow-

up ; they got possession of him to the er, shall use the black freemen as a ba-

extent of insinuating subtly into his sis of representation, while it excludes

mind ideas which they made him think them from having a voice in the selec-

he himself originated ;
and finally they tion of the representatives. Is the Pres-

capped the climax of their skilful au- ident to be supported because he is de-

dacity, by taking him out of "practical termined the defeated South shall not

relations " with the party to which he be oppressed ? The purpose of Con-

was indebted for his elevation, and made gress is not to commit, but prevent op-

him the representative of the small par- pression ;
not to oppress the Rebel

ty which voted against him, and of the whites, but to guard from oppression
defeated Rebel Confederacy, which, of the loyal blacks

;
not to refuse full politi-

course, could not do even that The cal privileges to the late armed enemies

Southern politicians have succeeded in of the nation, but to avoid the intoler-

many shrewd political contrivances in able ignominy of giving those enemies

the course of our history, but this last the power to play the robber and ty-

is certainly their masterpiece. Its only rant over its true and tried friends. Is

parallel or precedent is to be found in the President to be supported because

Richard's wooing of Anne : he is magnanimous and merciful ? -Con-

gress doubts the magnanimity which" What ! I, that killed her husband and his father, . -

To take her in her heart's extremest hate ;

Sacrifices the innocent in Order to pro-

With curses in her mouth, tears in her eyes, pitiate the guilty, and the mercy which
The bleeding witness of my hatred by, abandons the helpless and weak to the
Having God, her conscience, and these bars against r , , r i j

^e
covetousness of the powerful and strong.

And I no'friends to back my suit withal, Is the President tO be Supported be-
But the plain devil, and dissembling looks, cause he aims to represent the whole
And yet to win her, all the world to nothing !"

,
.. _ ,,

people ? Congress may well suspect

Now can the people trust these poli- that he represents the least patriotic

ticians to the extent of placing in their portion, especially when he puts a s tig-

hands the powers of their State gov- ma on all ardent loyalty by denouncing

ernments, and the representative power as equally traitorous the " extremists of

of their States in Congress, without ex- both sections," and thus makes no dis-
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tinction between the "fanaticism "which that his plan but postpones the opera-

perilled everything in .fighting for the tion of causes of discord it fails to

government, and the "fanaticism"which eradicate; and that, if the war has

perilled everything in fighting against it. taught us nothing else, it has taught us

And, finally, is the President to be sup- this, spreading it out indeed before

ported because he is the champion of all eyes in letters of fire and blood,
conciliation and peace ? Congress be- that no conciliation is possible which
h'eves that his conciliation is the com- sacrifices the defenceless, and that no

promise of vital principles ;
that his peace is permanent which is unfound-

peace is the surrender of human rights ; ed in justice.

GRIFFITH GAUNT; OR, JEALOUSY.

CHAPTER XV. "Well," said he, "I fear you will

have no one for the present : I mean

ONE day, at dinner, Father Francis no one very fit to direct you in practical

let them know that he was ordered matters ; but in all that tends directly

to another part of the county, and should to the welfare of the soul you will have

no longer be able to enjoy their hospi- one young in years but old in good

tality.
"

I am sorry for it," said Grif- works, and very much my superior in

fith, heartily ;
and Mrs. Gaunt echoed piety."

him out of politeness ; but, when hus- "
I think you do yourself injustice,

band and wife came to talk it over in Father," said Mrs. Gaunt, sweetly. She

private, she let out all of a sudden, and was always polite ; and, to be always
for the first time, that the spiritual cold- polite, you must be sometimes insin-

ness of her governor had been a great cere.

misfortune to her all these years.
" His "

No, my daughter," said Father Fran-

mind," said she,
"

is set on earthly cis, quietly,
" thank God, I know my

things. Instead of helping the angels own defects, and they teach me a little

to raise my thoughts to heaven and humility. I discharge my religious du-

heavenly things, he drags me down to ties punctually, and find them whole-

earth. O that man's soul was born some and composing ; but I lack that

without wings !

"
holy unction, that spiritual imagination,

Griffith ventured to suggest that Fran- by which more favored Christians have

cis was, nevertheless, an honest man, fitted themselves to converse with an-

and no mischief-maker. gels. I have too much body, I suppose,
Mrs. Gaunt soon disposed of this, and too little soul. I own to you that

"
O, there are plenty of honest men in I cannot look forward to the hour of

the world," said she ;

" but in one's death as a happy release from the bur-

spiritual director one needs something den of the flesh. Life is peasant to

more than that, and I have pined for it me ; immortality tempts me not ;
the

like a thirsty soul in the desert all these pure in heart delight me; but in the

years. Poor good man, I love him sentimental part of religion I feel my-

dearly ; but, thank Heaven, he is go- self dry and barren. I fear God, and

ing." desire to do his will ; but I cannot love

The next time Francis came, Mrs. him as the saints have done ; my spirit

Ga*nt took an opportunity to inquire, is too dull, too gross. I have often been

but ki the most delicate way, who was unable to keep pace with you in your
to be his successor. pious and lofty aspirations ; and this
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softens my regret at quitting you ; for ish Isles to the true faith. Her cheek

you will be in better hands, my daugh- flushed, and her eye shone with the

ter." theme
;
and Francis smiled paternally ;

Mrs. Gaunt was touched by her old but the young priest drew back. Mrs.

friend's humility, and gave him both Gaunt saw in a moment that he disap-

hands, with the tears in her eyes. But proved of a woman meddling with so

she said nothing ;
the subject was deli- high a matter uninvited. If he had said

cate ;
and really she could not honestly so, she had spirit enough to have resist-

contradict him. ed
; but the cold, lofty look of polite

A day or two afterwards he brought but grave disapproval dashed her cour-

his successor to the house; a man so age and reduced her to silence,

remarkable that Mrs. Gaunt almost She soon recovered so far as to be

started at first sight of him. Born of piqyed. J3he gave her whole attention

an Italian mother, his skin was dark, to Francis, and, on parting with her

and his eyes coal-black ; yet his ample guests, she courtesied coldly to Leon-

but symmetrical forehead was singu- ard, and said to Francis, "Ah, my
larly white and delicate. Very tall and dear friend, I foresee I shall miss you
spare, and both face and figure were of terribly."

that exalted kind which make ordinary I am afraid this pretty speech was

beauty seem dross. In short, he was intended as a side cut at Leonard,

one of those ethereal priests the Romanf But on the impassive ice the lightnings play.
Catholic Church produces every now
and then by way of incredible contrast Her new confessor retired, and left

to the thickset peasants in black that her with a sense of inferiority, which

form her staple. This Brother Leon- would have been pleasing to her wo-

ard looked and moved like a being man's nature if Leonard himself had

who had come down from some higher appeared less conscious of it, and had

sphere to pay the world a very little shown ever so little approval of herself ;

visit, and be very kind and patient with but, impressed upon her too sharply, it

it all the time. piqued and mortified her.

He was presented to Mrs. Gaunt, and However, like a gallant champion,
bowed calmly, coldly, and with a cer- she awaited another encounter. She

tain mixture of humility and superior- so rarely failed to please, she could not

ity, and gave her but one tranquil glance, accept defeat,

then turned his eyes inward as before. Father Francis departed.

Mrs. Gaunt, on the contrary, was al- Mrs. Gaunt soon found that she really

most fluttered at being presented so missed him. She had got into a habit

suddenly to one who seemed to her of running to her confessor twice a

Religion embodied. She blushed, and week, and to her director nearly every
looked timidly at him, and was anxious day that he did not come of his own

not to make an unfavorable impression, accord to her.

She found it, however, very difficult Her good sense showed her at once

to make any impression at all. Leonard she must not take up Brother Leonard's

had no small talk, and met her advances time in this way. She went a long time,

in that line with courteous monosyl- for her, without confession ;
at last she

lables
;
and when she, upon this, turned sent a line to Leonard asking him when

and chatted with Father Francis, he did it would be convenient to him to con-

not wait for an opening to strike in, fess her. Leonard wrote back to say

but sought a shelter from her common- that he received penitents in the chapel

places in his own thoughts. for two hours after matins every Mon-

Then Mrs. Gaunt yielded to her gen- day, Tuesday, and Saturday,

uine impulse, and began to talk about This implied, first come, first served ;

the prospects of the Church, and what and was rather galling to Mrs. Gaunt,

might be done to reconvert the Brit- However, she rode one morning, with
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her groom behind her, and had to wait to sweep the wall in passing as he did,
until an old woman in a red cloak and and eye the ground : but, once in the

black bonnet was first disposed of. She pulpit, his figure rose and swelled ma-
confessed a heap. And presently the jestically, and seemed to fly over them
soft but chill tones of Brother Leonard all like a guardian angel's ; his sallow

broke in with these freezing words: cheek burned, his great Italian eye shot
" My daughter, excuse me ; but confes- black lightning at the impenitent, and
sion is one thing, gossip about our- melted ineffably when he soothed the

selves is another." sorrowful.

This distinction was fine, but fatal. Observe that great, mean, brown bird

The next minute the fair penitent was in the Zoological Gardens, which sits

in her carriage, her eyes filled with tears so tame on its perch, and droops and
of mortification. slouches like a drowsy duck ! That is

" The man is a spiritual machine," the great and soaring eagle. Who would
said she ; and her pride was mortified believe it, to look at him ? Yet all he
to the core. wants is to be put in his right place in-

In these happy days she used to open stead of his wrong. He is not himself

her heart to her husband
; and she went in man's cages, belonging to God's sky.

so far as to say some bitter little feminine Even so Leonard was abroad in the

things of her new confessor before him. world, but at- home in the pulpit ;
and

He took no notice at first
;
but at last so he somewhat crept and slouched

he said one day :

"
Well, I am of your about the parish, but soared like an

mind
;
he is very poor company com- eagle in his native air.

pared with that jovial old blade, Fran- Mrs. Gaunt sat thrilled, enraptured,
cis. But why so many words, Kate ? melted. She hung upon his words

;
and

You don't use to bite twice at a cherry ;
when they ceased, she still sat motion-

if the milk-sop is not to y<5ur taste, give less, spell-bound ; loath to believe that

him the sack and be d d to him." accents so divine could really come to

And with this homely advice Squire an end.

Gaunt dismissed the matter and went Even whilst all the rest were dispers-
to the stable to give his mare a ball ing, she sat quite still, and closed her

eyes. For her soul was too high-strung
So you see Mrs. Gaunt was discon- now to endure the chit-chat she knew

tented with Francis for not being an would attack her on the road home,
enthusiast, and nettled with Leonard chit-chat that had been welcome enough
for being one. coming home from other preachers.
The very next Sunday morning she And by this means she came hot and

went and heard Leonard preach. His undiluted to her husband
; she laid her

first sermon was an era in her life, white hand on his shoulder, and said,
After twenty years of pulpit prosers,

" O Griffith, I have heard the voice of
there suddenly rose before her a sacred God."
orator

;
an orator born

;
blest with that Griffith looked alarmed, and rather

divine and thrilling eloquence that no shocked than elated,

heart can really resist. He prepared Mrs. Gaunt observed that, and tacked
his great theme with art at first

; but, on,
"
Speaking by the lips of his ser-

once warm, it carried him away, and his vant." But she fired again the next
hearers went with him like so many moment, and said, "The grave hath

straws on the flood, and in the exer- given us back St. Paul in the Church's
cise of this great gift the whole man need ;

and I have heard him this day."
seemed transfigured ; abroad, he was a " Good heavens ! where ?"

languid, rather slouching priest, who " At St. Mary's Chapel."

crept about, a picture of delicate humil- Then Griffith looked very incredu-

ity, but with a shade of meanness ; for, lous. Then she gushed out with, "What,

religious prejudice apart, it is ignoble because it is a small chapel, you think
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a great saint cannot be in it. Why, our

Saviour was born in a stable, if you go
to that."

"
Well, but my dear, consider," said

Griffith
;

" who ever heard of comparing
a living man to St. Paul, for preaching ?

Why, he was an apostle, for one thing ;

and there are no apostles now-a-days.
He made Felix tremble on his throne,
and almost persuaded Whatsename, an-

other heathen gentleman, to be a Chris-

tian."
" That is true," said the lady, thought-

fully ;

" but he sent one man that we
know of to sleep. Catch Brother Leon-

ard sending any man to sleep ! And
then nobody will ever say of him that

he was long preaching."

"Why, I do say it," replied Griffith.
"
By the same token, I have been wait-

ing dinner for you this half-hour, along
of his preaching."

"
Ah, that 's because you did not hear

him," retorted Mrs. Gaunt ;
"if you had,

it would have seemed too short, and

you would have forgotten all about your
dinner for once."

Griffith made no reply. He even

looked vexed at her enthusiastic admi-

ration. She saw, and said no more.

But after dinner she retired to the grove,
and thought of the sermon and the

preacher : thought of them all the more

that she was discouraged from enlarg-

ing on them. And it would have been

kinder, and also wiser, of Griffith, if he

had encouraged her to let out her heart

to him on this subject, although it did

not happen to interest him. A husband

should not chill an enthusiastic wife,

and, above all, should never separate
himself from her favorite topic, when
she loves him well enough to try and

share it with him.

Mrs. Gaunt, however, though her

feelings were quick, was not cursed

with a sickly or irritable sensibility ;

nor, on the other hand, was she one of

those lovely little bores who cannot

keep their tongues off their favorite

theme. She quietly let the subject

drop for a whole week
;
but the next

Sunday morning she asked her hus-

band if he would do her a little favor.

"
I 'm more likely to say ay than nay,"

was the cheerful reply.
"

It is just to go to chapel with me ;

and then you can judge for yourself."
Griffith looked rather sheepish at this

proposal ;
and he said he could not very

well do that.
" Why not, dearest, just for once ?

"

"
Well, you see, parties run so high

in this parish ;
and everything one does

is noted. Why, if I was to go to chap-

el, they 'd say directly,
' Look at Grif-

fith^ Gaunt, he is so tied to his wife's

apron he is. going to give up the faith

of his ancestors.'
'

" The faith of your ancestors ! That
is a good jest. The faith of your

grandfather at the outside : the faith of

your ancestors was the faith of mine
and me."

"
Well, don't let us differ about a

word," said Griffith ;

"
you know what

I mean. Did ever I ask you to go to

church with me ? and if I were to ask

you, would you go ?
"

Mrs. Gaunt colored
;
but would not

give in.
" That is not the same thing,"

said she. "
I do profess religion : you

do not. You scarce think of God on

week-days ; and, indeed, never mention

his name, except in the way of swear-

ing ;
and on Sunday you go to church

for what? to doze before dinner,

you know you do. Come now, with

you 't is no question of religion, but

just of nap or no nap : for Brother

Leonard won't let you sleep, I warn you

fairly."

Griffith shook his head. " You are

too hard on me, wife. I know I am not

so good as you are, and never shall be ;

but that is not the fault of the Protes-

tant faith, which hath reared so many
holy men : and some of 'em our ances-

tors burnt alive, and will burn in hell

themselves for the deed. But, look

you, sweetheart, if I 'm.not a saint I 'm

a gentleman, and, say I wear my faith

loose, I won't drag it in the dirt none

the more for that So you must ex-

cuse me."

Mrs. Gaunt was staggered ;
and if

Griffith had said no more, I think she

would have withdrawn her request, and
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so the matter ended. But persons un-

versed in argument can seldom let well

alone ;
and this simple Squire must

needs go on to say,
"
Besides, Kate, it

would come to the parson's ears, and

he is a friend of mine, you know.

Why, I shall be sure to meet him to-

morrow."

"Ay," retorted the lady, "by the cov-

er-side. Well, when you do, tell him

you refused your wife your company for

fear of offending the religious views of

a fox-hunting parson."
"
Nay, Kate," said Griffith,

" this is

not to ask thy man to go with thee
;

't is to say go he must, willy nilly."

With that lie rose and rang the bell.

" Order the chariot," said he,
"

I am to

go with our dame."

Mrs. Gaunt's face beamed with grati-
fied pride and affection.

The chariot came round, and Griffith

handed his dame in. He then gave an

involuntary sigh, and followed her with

a hang-dog look.

She heard the sigh, and saw the look,

and laid her hand quickly on his shoul-

der, and said, gently but coldly,
"
Stay

you at home, my dear. We shall meet
at dinner."

" As you will," said he, cheerfully :

and they went their several ways. He
congratulated himself on her clemency,
and his own escape.
She went along, sorrowful at having

to drink so great a bliss alone
; and

thought it unkind and stupid of Griffith

not to yield with a good grace if he
could yield at all : and, indeed, women
seem cleverer than men in this, that,

when they resign their wills, they do
it graciously and not by halves. Per-

haps they are more accustomed to

knock under
; and you know practice

makes perfect.

But every smaller feeling was swept
away by the preacher, and Mrs. Gaunt
came home full of pious and lofty

thoughts.
She found her husband seated at the

dinner -table, with one turnip before
him

;
and even that was not comestible

;

for it was his grandfather's watch, with
a face about the size of a new-born

child's. "
Forty-five minutes past one,

Kate," said he, ruefully.
"
Well, why not bid them serve the

dinner ?
" said she with an air of con-

summate indifference.
"
What, dine alone o' Sunday ? Why,

you know I could n't eat a morsel with-

out you, set opposite."
Mrs. Gaunt smiled affectionately.

"Well then, my dear, we had better

order dinner an hour later next Sun-

day."
" But that will upset ftie servants,

and spoil their Sunday."
" And am I to be their slave ?

"
said

Mrs. Gaunt, getting a little warm.
" Dinner ! dinner ! What ? shall I

starve my soul, by hurrying away from

the oracles of God to a sirloin ? O
these gross appetites ! how they deaden

the immortal half, and wall out Heav-

en's music ! For my part, I wish

there was no such thing as eating and

drinking. 'T is like falling from Heav-
en down into the mud, to come back

from such divine discourse and be

greeted wit ' Dinner ! dinner ! din-

ner !

' "

The next Sunday, after waiting half

an hour for her, Griffith began his din-

ner without her.

And this time, on her arrival, in-

stead of remonstrating with her, he ex-

cused himself. "
Nothing," said he,

"
upsets a man's temper like waiting for

his dinner."
"
Well, but you have not waited."

"
Yes, I did, a good half-hour. Till

I could wait no longer."
"
Well, dear, if I were you I would

not have waited at all, or else waited

till your wife came home."
"
Ah, dame, that is all very well for

you to say. You could live on hearing
of sermons and smelling to rosebuds.

You don't know what 't is to be a hun-

gry man."

The next Sunday he sat sadly down,
and finished his dinner without her.

And she came home and sat down to

half-empty dishes
;
and ate much less

than she used when she had him to

keep her company in it.

Griffith, looking on disconsolate, told
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her she was more like a bird pecking but a woman of the world, and had put
than a Christian eating of a Sunday. him frivolous questions.

" No matter, child," said she
;

" so The illusion, however, was so beauti-

long as my soul is filled with the bread ful, that Leonard, being an imaginative
of Heaven." man, was unwilling to dispel it by corn-

Leonard's eloquence suffered no dim- ing into familiar contact with Mrs.

inution, either in quantity or quality ;
Gaunt. So he used to make his assist-

and, after a while, Gaunt gave up his ant visit her, and receive her when she

rule of never dining abroad on the Sun- came to confess, which was very rarely ;

day. If his wife was not punctual, his for she was discouraged by her first re-

stomach was
;
and he had not the same ception.

temptation to dine at home he used to Brother Leonard lived in a sort of

have. dwarf monastery, consisting of two cot-

And -indeed, by degrees, instead of tages, an oratory, and a sepulchre. The

quietly enjoying his wife's company on two latter were old, but the cottages
that sweet day, he got to see less of her had been built expressly for him and

than on the week-days. another seminary priest who had been
invited from France. Inside, these cot-

tages were little more than cells
; only

* CHAPTER XVI. the bigger had a kitchen which was a

glorious place compared with the par-
YOUR mechanical preacher flings his lor

; for it was illuminated with bright
words out happy-go-lucky ; but the pul- pewter plates, copper vessels, brass

pit orator, like every other orator, candlesticks, and a nice clean woman,
feels his people's pulse as he speaks, with a plain gown kilted over a quilted
and vibrates with them, and they with silk petticoat ; Betty Scarf, an old ser-

him. vant of Mrs. Gaunt's, who had married,
So Leonard soon discovered he had and was now the Widow Gough.

a great listener in Mrs. Gaunt : she was She stood at the gate one day, as

always there whenever he preached, Mrs. Gaunt drove by ; and courtesied,
and her rapt attention never flagged, all beaming.
Her gray eyes never left his face, and, Mrs. Gaunt stopped the carriage, and

being upturned, the full orbs came out made some kind and patronizing in-

in all their grandeur, and seemed an quiries about her
;
and it ended in Bet-

angel's, come down from heaven to ty asking her to come in and see her

hear him : for, indeed, to a very dark place. Mrs. Gaunt looked a little shy

man, as Leonard was, the gentle radi- at that, and did riot move. "
Nay,

ance of a true Saxon beauty seems al- they are both abroad till supper time,"

ways more or less angelic. said Betty, reading her in a moment by

By degrees this face became a help the light of sex. Then Mrs. Gaunt

to the orator. In preaching he looked smiled, and got out of her carriage,

sometimes to it for sympathy, and lo, Betty took her in and showed her

it was sure to be melting with sympa- everything in doors and out. Mrs.

thy. Was he led on to higher or deep- Gaunt looked mighty demure and dig-

er thoughts than most of his congrega- nified, but scanned everything closely,

tion could understand, he looked to this only without seeming too curious,

face to understand him
;
and lo, it had The cold gloom of the parlor struck

quite understood him, and was beam- her. She shuddered, and said,
" This

ing with intelligence. would give me the vapors. But, doubt-

From a help and an encouragement less, angels come and brighten it for

it became a comfort and a delight to /tzm."

him.
" Not always," said Betty.

"
I do

On leaving the pulpit and cooling, he see him with his head in his hand by
remembered its owner was no angel, the hour, and hear him sigh ever so
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loud as I pass the door. Why, one

day he was fain to have me and my
spinning-wheel

aside him. Says he,

Let me hear thy busy wheel, and see

thee ply it.' 'And welcome,' says I.

So I sat in his room, and span, and he

sat a gloating of me as if he had never

seen a woman spin hemp afore (he is a

very simple man) : and presently says

he - - but what signifies
what he said ?

'

"
Nay, Betty ;

if you please ! I am

much interested in him. He preaches

so divinely."

"Ay," said Betty, "that's his gift.

But a poor trencher-man ;
and I de-

clare I 'm ashamed to eat all the vittels

that are eaten here, and me but a wo-

man."

"But what did he say to you that

time ?
" asked Mrs. Gaunt, a little im-

patiently.

Betty cudgelled her memory.
"
Well,

says he,
' My daughter,' (the poor soul

always calls me his daughter, and me
old enough to be his mother mostly.)

says he,
' how comes it that you are

never wearied, nor cast down, and

yet you but serve a sinner like your-
self

;
but I do often droop in my Mas-

ter's service, and He is the Lord of

heaven and earth ?
'

Says I,
'
1 11 tell

ye, sir : because ye don't eat enough o'

vittels.'
"

" What an answer !

"

"Why, 't is the truth, dame. And

says I,
' If I was to be always fasting,

like as you be, d' ye think I should

have the heart to work from morn till

night ?
'

Now, was n't I right ?
"

"
I don't know till I hear what an-

swer he made," said Mrs. Ga.unt, with

mean caution.
"
O, he shook his head, and said he

ate mortal food enow, (poor simple

body !)
but drank too little of grace di-

vine. That were his word."

Mrs. Gaunt was a good deal struck

and affected by this revelation, and as-

tonished at the slighting tone Betty
took in speaking of so remarkable a

man. The saying that " No man is a

hero to his valet
" was not yet current,

or perhaps she would have been less

surprised at that.
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" Alas ! poor maji," said she, "and is

it so ? To hear him, I thought his soul

was borne up night and day by angels'

pinions
' :

The widow interrupted her.
"
Ay,

you hear him preach, and it is like

God's trumpet mostly, and so much I

say for him in all companies. But I

see him directly after ;
he totters in to

this very room, and sits him down pale

and panting, and one time like to swoon,
and another all for crying, and then he

is ever so dull and sad for the whole

afternoon."
" And nobody knows this but you ?

You have got my old petticoat still, I

see. I must look you up another."
" You are very good, dame, I am

sure. 'T will not come amiss
;

I 've

only this for Sundays and all. No, my
lady, not a soul but me and you. I 'in

not one as tells tales out of doors, but

I don't mind you, dame ; you are my
old mistress, and a discreet woman.
'T will go no further than your ear."

Mrs. Gaunt told her she 'might rely
on that. The widow then inquired af-

ter Mrs. Gaunt's little girl, and admired

her dress, and described her own ail-

ments, and poured out a continuous

stream of topics bearing no affinity to

each other except that they were all of

them not worth mentioning. And all

the while she thus discoursed, Mrs.

Gaunt's thoughtful eyes looked straight
over the chatterbox's white cap, and

explored vacancy ;
and by and by she

broke the current of twaddle with the

majestic air of a camelopard marching
across a running gutter.

"
Betsy Gough," said she,

"
I am

thinking."
Mrs. Gough was struck dumb by an

announcement so singular.
"

I have heard, and I have read, that

great and pious and learned men are

often to seek in little simple things,

such as plain bodies have at their fin-

gers' ends. So, now, if you and I could

only teach him something for all he has

taught us ! And, to be sure, we ought
to be kind to him if we can ;

for O Bet-

ty, my woman, 't is a poor vanity to go
and despise the great, and the learned,
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and the sainted, because forsooth we
find them out in some one little weak-

ness, we that are all made up of

weaknesses and defects. So, now, I

sit me down in his very chair, so. And
sit you there. Now let us, you and

me, look at his room quietly, all over,
and see what is wanting."

"Fiit and foremost methinks this

window should be filled with geraniums
and jessamine and so forth. With all

his learning perhaps he has to be taught,
the color of flowers and golden green
leaves, with the sun shining through,
how it soothes the eye and relieves the

spirits ; yet ev.ery woman born knows
that. Then do but see this bare table !

a purple cloth on that, I say."
" Which he will fling it out of the

window, I say."
"
Nay, for I '11 embroider a cross in

the middle with gold braid. Then a

rose-colored blind would not be amiss
;

and there must be a good mirror facing
the window

; but, indeed, if I had my
way, I 'd paint these horrid walls the

first thing."
" How you run on, dame ! Bless

your heart, you 'd turn his den into a

palace ;
he won't suffer that. He is

all for self-mortification, poor simple
soul."

"
O, not all at once, I did not mean,"

said Mrs. Gaunt; "but by little and

little, you know. We must begin with

the flowers : God made them
;
and so

to be sure he will not spurn them"

Betty began to enter into the plot
"
Ay, ay," said she :

" the flowers first
;

and so creep on. But naught will avail

to make a man of him so long as he

eats but of eggs and garden-stuff, like

the beasts of the field, 'that to-day

are, and to-morrow are cast into the

oven.'"

Mrs. Gaunt smiled at this ambitious

attempt of the widow to apply Scrip-

ture. Then she said, rather timidly,
" Could you make his eggs into ome-

lets ? and so pound in a little meat with

your small herbs
;

I dare say he would

be none the wiser, and he so bent on

high.and heavenly things."

" You may take your oath of that."
"
Well, then. And I shall send you

some stock from the castle, and you
can cook his vegetables in good strong
gravy, unbeknown."

The Widow Gough chuckled aloud.

"But stay," said Mrs. Gaunt; "for
us to play the woman so, and delude a

saint for his mere bodily weal, will it

not be a sin, and a sacrilege to boot ?
"

" Let that flea stick in the wall," said

Betty, contemptuously.
" Find you the

meat, and I '11 find the deceit: for he

is as poor as a rat into the bargain.

Nay, nay, God Almighty will never

have the heart to burn us two for such

a trifle. Why 't is no more than cheat-

ing a froward child into taking 's phys-
ic."

Mrs. Gaunt got into her carriage and

went home, thinking all the way. What
she had heard filled her with feelings

strangely but sweetly composed of ven-

eration and pity. In that Leonard was

a great orator and a high-minded priest,

she revered him
;
in that he was soli-

tary and sad, she pitied him
;
in that

he wanted common sense, she felt like

a mother, and must take him under her

wing. All true women love to protect ;

perhaps it is a part of the great mater-

nal element : but to protect a man, and

yet look up to him, this is delicious.

It satisfies their double craving ; it

takes them by both breasts, as the say-

ing is.

Leonard, in truth, was one of those

high-strung men who pay for their pe-
riods of religious rapture by hours of

melancholy. This oscillation of the

spirits in extraordinary men appears
to be more or less a law of nature

;

and this the Widow Gough was not

aware of.

The very next Sunday, while he was

preaching, she and Mrs. Gaunt's gar-

dener were filling his bow-window with

flower-pots, the flowers in full bloom

and leaf. The said window was large

and had a broad sill outside, and inside,

one of the old-fashioned high window-

seats that follow the shape of the win-

dow. Mrs. Gaunt, who did nothing by

halves, sent up a cart-load of flower-
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pots, and Betty and the gardener ar-

ranged at least eighty of them, small

and great, inside and outside the win-

dow.

When Leonard returned from preach-

ing, Betty was at the door to watch.

He came past the window with his

hands on his breast, and his eyes on

the ground, and never saw the flowers

in his own window. Betty was dis-

gusted. However, she followed him

stealthily as he went to his room, and

she heard a profound
" Ah !

' : burst

from him.

She bustled in and found him stand-

ing in a rapture, with the blood man-

tling in his pale cheeks, and his dark

eyes glowing.
" Now blessed be the heart that hath

conceived this thing, and the hand that

hath done it," said he. " My poor room,
it is a bower of roses, all beauty and

fragrance."
And he sat down, inhaling them and

looking at them
;
and a dreamy, ten-

der complacency crept over his heart,

and softened his noble features ex-

quisitely.

Widow Gough, red with gratified

pride, stood watching him, and admir-

ing him; but, indeed, she often ad-

mired him, though she had got into a

way of decrying him.

But at last she lost patience at his

want of curiosity ; that being a defect

she was free from herself.
" Ye don't ask me who sent them,"

said she, reproachfully.

"Nay, nay," said he; "prithee do
not tell me : let me divine."

"
Divine, then," said Betty, roughly.

" Which I suppose you means 'guess.'
"

"
Nay, but let me be quiet awhile,"

said he, imploringly ;

"
let me sit down

and fancy that I am a holy man, and
some angel hath turned my cave into a

Paradise."
" No more an angel than I am," said

the practical widow.
"
But, now I think

on 't, y' are not to know who 't was.

Them as sent them they bade me hold

my tongue."
This was not true

; but Betty, being
herself given to unwise revelations and

superfluous secrecy, chose suddenly to

assume that this business was to be

clandestine.

The priest turned his eye inwards

and meditated.
"

I see who it is," said he, with an
air of absolute conviction. "It must
be the lady who comes always when
I preach, and her face like none other;

it beams with divine intelligence. I

will make her all the return we poor

priests can make to our benefactors.

I will pray for her soul here among
the flowers God has made, and she has

given his servant to glorify his dwelling.

My daughter, you may retire."

This last with surprising, gentle dig-

nity ; so Betty went off rather abashed,
and avenged herself by adulterating the

holy man's innutritious food with Mrs.

Gaunt's good gravy ; while he prayed

fervently for her eternal weal among
the flowers she had given him.

Now Mrs. Gaunt, after eight years of

married life, was too sensible and digni-
fied a woman to make a romantic mys-
tery out of nothing. She concealed the

gravy, because there- secrecy was neces-

sary ; but she never dreamed of hiding
that she had sent her spiritual adviser

a load of flowers. She did not tell her

neighbors, for she was not ostentat'ious
;

but she told her husband, who grunted,
but did not object.

But Betty's nonsense lent an air of

romance and mystery that was well

adapted to captivate the imagination of

a young, ardent, and solitary spirit like

Leonard.

He would have called on the lady he

suspected, and thanked her for her kind-

ness. But this, he feared, would be un-

welcome, since she chose to be his un-

known benefactress. It would be ill

taste in him to tell her he had found her

out : it might offend her sensibility, and

then she would draw in.

He kept his gratitude, therefore, ta

himself, and did not cool it by utter-

ance. He often sat among the flowers,

in a sweet revery, enjoying their color

and fragrance ;
and sometimes he wouldo *

shut his eyes, and call up the angelical

face, with great, celestial, upturned orbs,
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and fancy it among her own flowers,

and the queen of them all.

These day-dreams did not at that

time interfere with his religious duties.

They only took the place of those oc-

casional hours when, partly by the re-

action consequent on great religious

fervor, partly by exhaustion of the body
weakened by fasts, partly by the natural

delicacy of his fibre and the tenderness

of his disposition, his soul used to be

sad.

By and by these languid hours, sad

no longer, became sweet and dear to

him. He had something so interesting
to think of, to dream about. He had a

Madonna that cared for him in secret.

She was human
; but good, beautiful,

and wise. She came to his sermons,
and understood every word.

" And she knows me better than I

know myself," said he
;

" since I had
these flowers from her hand, I am an-

other man."

One day he came into his room and
found two watering-pots there. One
was large and had a rose to it, the other

small and with a plain spout.
" Ah !

"
said he

;
and colored with

delight. He called Betty, and asked

her who had brought them.
" How should I know ?

"
said she,

roughly.
"

I dare say they dropped from

heaven. See, there is a cross painted
on 'em in gold letters."

" And so there is !

"' said Leonard,
and crossed himself.

" That means nobody is to use them

but you, I trow," said Betty, rather

crossly.

The priest's cheek colored high.
"

I

will use them this instant," said he. "
I

will revive my drooping children as they
have revived me." And he caught up a

watering-pot with ardor.
"
What, with the sun hot upon 'em ?

"

screamed Betty. "Well, saving your

presence, you are a simple man."
"
Why, good Betty, 't is the sun that

makes them faint," objected the priest,

timidly, and with the utmost humility
of manner, though Betty's tone would
have irritated a smaller mind.

"Well, well," said she, softening;

"but ye see it never rains with a hot

sun, and the flowers they know that
;

and look to be watered after Nature, or

else they take it amiss. You, and all

your sort, sir, you think to be stronger
than Nature

; you do fast and pray all

day, and won't look at a woman like

other men
;
and now you wants to water

the very flowers at noon !

'

"
Betty," said Leonard smifing,

"
I

yield to thy superior wisdom, and I will

water them at morn and eve. In truth

we have all much to learn : let us try
and teach one another as kindly as we
can."

"
I wish you fa teach me to be as hum-

ble as you be," blurted out Betty, with

something very like a sob :

" and more

respectful to my betters," added she,

angrily.

Watering the flowers she had given
him became a solace and a delight to

the solitary priest : he always watered

them with his own hands, and felt quite

paternal over them.

One evening Mrs. Gaunt rode by with

Griffith, and saw him watering them.

His tall figure, graceful, though inclined

to stoop, bent over them with feminine

delicacy ;
and the simple act, which

would have been nothing in vulgar
hands, seemed to Mrs. Gaunt so ear-

nest, tender, and delicate in him, that

her eyes filled, and she murmured,
"Poor Brother Leonard!"

"Why, what 's wrong with him now ?
"

asked Griffith, a little peevishly.
"That was him watering the flow-
"

ers.

"
O, is that all ?" said Griffith, care-

lessly.

Leonard said to himself,
"

I go too

little abroad among my people." He
made a little round, and it ended in

Hernshaw Castle.

Mrs. Gaunt was out.

He looked disappointed ;
so the ser-

vant suggested that perhaps she was in

the Dame's haunt: he pointed to the

grove.
Leonard followed his direction, and

soon found himself, for the first time, in

that sombre, solemn retreat.
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It was a hot summer day, and the tears, and hid the sacrilegious drawing

grove was delicious. It was also a place out of his own sight,

well suited to the imaginative and retfg- Two days after, he was at work col-

ious mind of the Italian. oring it ;
and the hours flew by like,,min-

He walked slowly to and fro, in relig- utes, as he laid the mellow, melting

ious meditation. Indeed, he had nearly tints on with infinite care and delitacy.

thought out his next sermon, when his Labor ipse voluptas.

meditative eye happened to fall on a ter-

restrial object that startled and thrilled Mrs. Gaunt heard Leonard had called

him. Yet it was only a lady's glove, on her in person. She was pleased at

It lay at the foot of a rude wooden seat that, and it encouraged her to carry out

beneath a gigantic pine. her whole design.

He stooped and picked it up. He Accordingly, one afternoon, when she

opened the little fingers, and called up knew Leonard would be at vespers, she

in fancy the white and tapering hand sent on a loaded pony-cart, and followed

that glove could fit. He laid the glove it on horseback.

softly on his own palm, and eyed it with Then it was all hurry-skurry with

dreamy tenderness. " So this is the Betty and her, to get their dark deeds

hand that hath solaced my loneliness," done before their victim's return,

said he : "a hand fair as that angelical These good creatures set the mirror

face, and sweet as the kind heart that opposite the flowery window, and so

doeth good by stealth." made the room a very bower. They
Then, forgetting for a moment, as fixed a magnificent crucifix of ivory and

lofty spirits will, the difference between gold over the mantel-piece, and they took

meum and tuum, he put the little glove away his hassock of rushes and substi-

in his bosom, and paced thoughtfully tuted a prie-dieu of rich crimson velvet,

home through the woods, that were sep- All that remained was to put their blue

arated from the grove only by one cover, with its golden cross, on the ta-

meadow : and so he missed the owner ble. To do this, however, they had to

of the glove, for she had returned home remove the priest's papers and things :

while he was meditating in her favorite they were covered with a cloth. Mrs.

haunt. Gaunt felt them under it.

" But perhaps he will be angry if we

Leonard, amongst his other accom- move his papers," said she.

plishments, could draw and paint with " Not he," said Betty.
" He has no

no mean skill. In one of those hours secrets from God or man."

that used to be of melancholy, but now "
Well, / won't take it on me," said

were hours of dreamy complacency, he Mrs. Gaunt, merrily.
"

I leave that to

took out his pencils and endeavored to you." And she turned her back and

sketch the inspired face that he had settled the mirror, officiously, leaving all

learned to preach to, and now to dwell the other responsibilities to Betty,

on with gratitude. The sturdy widow laughed at her

Clearly as he saw it before him, he scruples, and whipped off the cloth with-

could not reproduce it to his own sat- out ceremony. But soon her laugh
isfaction. After many failures he got stopped mighty short, and she uttered

very near the mark : yet still something an exclamation.
'

was wanting. "What is the matter?" said Mrs.

Then, as a last resource, he actually Gaunt, turning her head sharply round,

took his sketch to church with him, and " A wench's glove, as I 'm a living

in preaching made certain pauses, and, sinner," groaned Betty,

with a very few touches, perfected the A poor little glove lay on the table ;

likeness
; then, on his return home, and both women eyed it like basilisks

threw himself on his knees and {frayed a moment. Then Betty pounced on it

forgiveness of God with many sighs and and examined it with the fierce keen-
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ness of her sex in such conjunctures, most ignorant can read at sight ;
and so

searching for a name or a clew. Betty's researches were not in vain :

Owing to this rapidity, Mrs. Gaunt, hidden under several sheets of paper,
who stood at some distance, had not she found a picture. She gave but one
time to observe the button on the glove, glance at it, and screamed out :

*
There,

or she would have recognized her own did n't I tell you ? Here she is ! the bra-

property, zen, red-haired - LAWK A DAISY !

" He have had a hussy with him un- WHY, 'T is YOURSELF."

beknown," said Betty, "and she have
left her glove. 'T is easy to get in by
the window and out again. Only let me CHAPTER XVII.
catch her ! I '11 tear her eyes out, and

give him my mind. I '11 have no young
" ME !

"
cried Mrs. Gaunt, in amaze-

hussies creeping in an' out where I be." ment : then she ran to the picture, and
Thus spoke the simple woman, vent- at sight of it every other sentiment gave

ing her coarse domestic jealousy. way for a moment to gratified vanity.
The gentlewoman said nothing, but "Nay," said she. beaming and blushing,

a strange feeling traversed her heart for
"

I was never half so beautiful. What
the first time in her life. heavenly eyes !

"

It was a little chill, it was a little ache,
" The fellows to 'em be in your own

k was a little sense of sickness ; none head, dame, this moment."
of these violent, yet all distinct. And "

Seeing is believing," said Mrs.

all about what ? After this curious, Gaunt, gayly, and in a moment she was
novel spasm at the heart, she began to at the priest's mirror, and inspected her

be ashamed of herself for having had eyes minutely, cocking her head this

such a feeling. way and that. She ended by shaking

Betty held her out the glove : and she it, and saying,
" No. He has flattered

recognized it directly, and turned as red them prodigiously."
as fire.

" Not a jot," said Betty.
" If you

" You know whose 't is ?
"
said Betty, could see yourself in chapel, you do

keenly. turn 'em up just so, and the white shows

Mrs. Gaunt was on her guard in a all round." Then she tapped the pic-

moment. "Why, Betty,"said she, "for ture with her finger: "O them eyes!
shame ! 't is some penitent hath left her they were never made for the good of

glove after confession. Would you be- his soul, poor simple man !

"

lie a good man for that ? O, fie !

"
Betty said this with sudden gravity :

" Humph !

" said Betty, doubtfully, and now Mrs. Gaunt began to feel very
" Then why keep it under cover ? Now awkward. " Mr. Gaunt would give fifty

you can read, dame
;
let us see if there pounds for this," said she, to gain time :

is n't a letter or -so writ by the hand as and, while she uttered that sentence,
owns this very glove." she whipped on her armor.

Mrs. Gaunt declined, with cold dig-
"

I '11 tell you what I think," said she,

nity, to pry into Brother Leonard's man- calmly,
" he wished to paint a Madon-

uscripts. na
;
and he must take some woman's

Her eye, however, darted sidelong at face to aid his fancy. All the painters

them, and told another tale
; and, if she are driven to that. So he just took the

had been there alone, perhaps, the daugh- best that came to hand, and that is not

ter of Eve would have predominated. saying much, for this is a rare ill-fa-

Betty, inflamed by the glove, rum- vored parish : and he has made an an-

maged the papers in search of female gel of her, a very angel. There, hide

handwriting. She could tell that from Me away again, or I shall long for Me
a man's, though she could not read to show to my husband. I must be

either. going ;
I would n't be caught here now

But there is a handwriting that the for a pension."
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"
Well, if ye must," said Betty ;

" but

when will ye come again ?
"

(She
hadn't got the petticoat yet.)

" Humph !

" said Mrs. Gaunt,
"

I have

done all I can for him
;
and perhaps

more than I ought. But there 's noth-

ing to hinder you from coming to me.

I '11 be as good as my word ;
and I have

an old Paduasoy, besides, you can per-

haps do something with it."

" You are very good, dame," said

Betty, courtesying.
Mrs. Gaunt then hurried away, and

Betty looked after her very expressive-

ly, and shook her head. She had a fe-

male instinct that some mischief or other

was brewing.
Mrs. Gaunt went home in a revery.
At the gate she found her husband,

and asked him to take a turn in the gar-
den with her.

He complied ;
and she intended to tell

him a portion, at least, of what had oc-

curred. She began timidly, after this

fashion :

" My dear, Brother Leonard is

so grateful for yoar flowers," and then

hesitated.
"

I 'm sure he is very welcome," said

Griffith.
" Why does n't he sup with

us, and be sociable, as Father Francis

used? Invite him; let him know he

will be welcome."

Mrs. Gaunt blushed
;
and objected.

" He never calls on us."
"
Well, well, every man to his taste,"

said Griffith, indifferently, and proceed-
ed to talk to her about his farm, and a

sorrel mare with a white mane and tail

that he had seen, and thought it would
suit her.

She humored him, and affected a great
interest in all this, and had not the cour-

age to force the other topic on.

Next Sunday morning, after a very
silent breakfast, she burst out, almost

violently, "Griffith, I shall go to the

parish church with you, and then we
will dine together afterwards."

"You don't mean it, Kate," said he,

delighted.

"Ay, but I do. Although you re-

fused to go to chapel with me."

They went to church together, and
Mrs. Gaunt's appearance there created

no small sensation. She was conscious

of that, but hid it, and conducted her-

self admirably. Her mind seemed en-

tirely given to the service, and to a dull

sermon that followed.

But at dinner she broke out,
"
Well,

give me your church for a sleeping

draught. You all slumbered, more or

less : those that survived the drowsy,

droning prayers sank under the dry,

dull, dreary discourse. You snored, for

one."
"
Nay, I hope not, my dear."

" You did then, as loud as your bass

fiddle."
" And you sat there and let me !

"

said Griffith, reproachfully.
" To be sure I did. I was too good

a wife, and too good a Christian, to

wake you. Sleep is good for the body,
and twaddle is not good for the soul.

I 'd have slept too, if I could ; but with

me going to chapel, I 'm not used to

sleep at that time o' day. You can't

sleep, and Brother Leonard speaking."
In the afternoon came Mrs. Gough,

all in her best. Mrs. Gaunt had her
into her bedroom, and gave her the

promised petticoat, and the old Padua-

soy gown ; and then, as ladies will, when
their hand is once in, added first one

thing, then another, till there was quite
a large bundle.

" But how is it you are here so soon ?
"

asked Mrs. Gaunt.
"
O, we had next to no sermon to-

day. He couldn't make no hand of

it : dawdled on a bit
;
then gave us his

blessing, and bundled us out."
" Then I 've lost nothing," said Mrs.

Gaunt.
" Not you. Well, I don't know. May-

hap if you had been there he 'd have

preached his best. But la ! we warn't

worth it."

At this conjecture Mrs. Gaunt's face

burned, but she said nothing : only she

cut the interview short, and dismissed

Betty with her bundle.

As Betty crossed the landing, Mrs.

Gaunt's new lady's-maid, Caroline Ry-
der, stepped accidentally, on purpose,
out of an adjoining room, in which she

had been lurking, and lifted her black
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brows in affected surprise.
"
What, In a general way compliments did not

are you going to strip the house, my seduce Mrs. Gaunt : she was well used
woman?" said she, quietly. to them, for one thing. But to be

Betty put down the bundle, and set praised in that sacred edifice, and from
her arms akimbo. "There is none on 't the pulpit, and by such an orator as

stolen, any way," said she. Leonard, and to be praised in words
Caroline's black eyes flashed fire at so sacred and beautiful that the ears

this, and her cheek lost color
; but she around her drank them with delight,

parried the innuendo skilfully.
" Tak- all this made her heart beat, and filled

ing my perquisites on the sly, that is her with soft and sweet complacency,
not so very far from stealing." And then to be thanked in public, yet,

"O, there's plenty left for you, my as it were, clandestinely, this gratified
fine lady. Besides, you don't want her; the furtive tendency of woman.
you can set your cap at the master, they There was no irritability this after-

say. I 'm too old for that, and too hon- noon
; but a gentle radiance that dif-

est into the bargain." fused itself on all around, and made the
" Too ill-favored, you mean, ye old whole household happy,

- -
especially

harridan," said Ryder, contemptuously. Griffith, whose pipe she filled, for once,
But, for reasons hereafter to be dealt with her own white hand, and talked

with, Betty's thrust went home : and dogs, horses, calves, hinds, cows, poli-
the pair were mortal enemies from that tics, markets, hay, to please him : and
hour. seemed interested in them all.

But the next day she changed : ill at

Mrs. Gaunt came down from her ease, and out of spirits, and could settle

room discomposed : from that she be- to nothing.
came restless and irritable

;
so much so, It was very hot for one thing: and,

indeed, that at last Mr. Gaunt told her, altogether, a sort of lassitude and dis-

good-humoredly enough, if going to taste for everything overpowered her,

church made her ill (meaning peevish), and she retired into the grove, and sat

she had better go to chapel.
" You are languidly on a seat with half-closed

right," said she,
" and so I will." eyes.

The next Sunday she was at her post But her meditations were no longer
in good time. so calm and speculative as heretofore.

The preacher cast an anxious glance She found her mind constantly recur-

around to see rf she was there. Her ring to one person, and, above all, to

quick eye saw that glance, and it gave the*discovery she had made of her por-

her a demure pleasure. trait in his possession. She had turned

This day he was more eloquent than it off to Betty Gough ;
but here, in her

ever : and he delivered a beautiful pas- calm solitude and umbrageous twilight,

sage concerning those who do good in her mind crept out of its cave, like wild

secret. In uttering these eloquent sen- and timid things at dusk, and whispered
tences his cheek glowed, and he could to her heart that Leonard perhaps ad-

not deny himself the pleasure of look- mired her more than was safe or pru-

ing down at the lovely face that was dent.

turned up to him. Probably his look Then this alarmed her, yet caused her

was more expressive than he intended : a secret complacency : and that, her fur-

the celestial eyes sank under it, and tive satisfaction, alarmed her still more,

were abashed, and the fair cheek burned : Now, while she sat thus absorbed, she

and then so did Leonard's at that. heard a gentle footstep coming near.

Thus, subtly yet effectually, did these She looked up, and- there was Leonard

two minds communicate in a crowd that close to her
; standing meekly, with his

never noticed nor suspected the delicate arms crossed upon his bosom,

interchange of sentiment that was go- His being there so pat upon her

ing on under their very eyes. thoughts scared her out of her habitual
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self-command. She started up, with a

faint cry, and stood panting, as if about

to fly, with her beautiful eyes turned

large upon him.

He put forth a deprecating hand, and

soothed her. "
Forgive me, madam,"

said he
;
"I have unawares intruded on

your privacy ;
I will retire."

"
Nay," said she, falteringly,

"
you are

welcome. But no one comes here ; so

I was startled." Then, recovering her-

self,
" Excuse my ill-manners. 'T is so

strange that you should come to me
here, of all places."

"
Nay, my daughter," said the priest,

" not so very strange : contemplative
minds love such places. Calling one

day to see you, I found this sweet and

solemn grove ;
the like I never saw in

England : and to-day I returned in hopes
to profit by it. Do but look around at

these tall columns ;
how calm, how rev-

erend ! 'T is God's own temple, not

built with hands."
" Indeed it is," said Mrs. Gaunt, ear-

nestly. Then, like a woman as she was,
" So you came to see my trees, not

me."

Leonard blushed. "
I did not design

to return without paying my respects to

her who owns this temple, and is wor-

thy of it
; nay, I beg you not to think

me ungrateful."
His humility and gentle but earnest

voice made Mrs. Gaunt ashamed of her

petulance. She smiled sweetry, and

looked pleased. However, erelong, she

attacked him again.
" Father Francis

used to visit us often," said she. " He
made friends with my husband, too.

And I never lacked an adviser while

he was here."

Leonard looked so confused at this

second reproach that Mrs. Gaunt's

heart began to yearn. However, he

said humbly that Francis was a secular

priest, whereas he was convent-bred.

He added, that by his years and expe-
rience Francis was better fitted to ad-

vise persons of her age and sex, in

matters secular, than he was. He con-

cluded timidly that he was ready, never-

theless, to try and advise her
; but could

not, in such matters, assume the author-

ity that belongs to age and knowledge
of the world.

"
Nay, nay," said she, earnestly,

"guide and direct my soul, and I am
content."

He said, yes ! that was his duty and
his right.

Then, after a certain hesitation, which
at once let her know what was coming,
he began to thank her, with infinite

grace and sweetness, for her kindness

to him.

She looked him full in the face, and

said she was not aware of any kindness

she had shown him worth speaking of.

" That but shows," said he,
" how

natural it is to you to do acts of good-
'ness. My poor room is a very bower

now, and I am happy in it. I used to

feel very sad there at times
; but your

hand has cured me."

Mrs. Gaunt colored beautifully.
" You

make me ashamed," said she. "
Things

are come to a pass indeed, if a lady

may not send a few flowers and things
to her spiritual father without being
thanked for it. And, O, sir, what are

earthly flowers compared with those

blossoms of the soul you have shed so

liberally over us ? Our immortal parts
were all asleep when you came here

and wakened them by the fire of yoilr

words. Eloquence ! 't was a thing I had
read of, but never heard, nor thought to

hear. Methought the orators and poets
of the Church were all in their graves
this thousand years, and she must go
all the way to heaven that would hear

the soul's true music. But I know
better now."

Leonard colored high with pleasure.
"Such praise from you is too sweet,"
he muttered. "

I must not court it.

The heart is full of vanity." And he

deprecated further eulogy, by a move-

ment of the hand extremely refined, and,

in fact, rather feminine.

Deferring to his wish Mrs. Gaunt

glided to other matters, and was natu-

rally led to speak of the prospects of

their Church, and the possibility of re-

converting these islands. This had

been the dream of her young heart;

but marriage and maternity, and the
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universal coldness with which the sub-

ject had been received, had chilled her

so, that of late years she had almost

ceased to speak of it. Even Leonard,
on a former occasion, had listened coldly
to her ;

but now his heart was open to

her. He was, in fact, quite as enthusi-

astic on this point as ever she had been ;

and then he had digested his aspirations

into clearer forms. Not only had he

resolved that Great Britain must be

recdnverted, but had planned the way
to do it. His cheek glowed, his eyes

gleamed, and he poured out his hopes
and his plans before her with an elo-

quence that few mortals could have re-

sisted.

As for this, his hearer, she was quite

carried away by it. She joined herself

to his plans on the spot ;
she begged,

with tears in her eyes, to be permitted
to support him in this great cause. She

devoted to it her substance, her influ-

ence, and every gift that God had given
her : the hours passed like minutes in

this high converse ;
and when the tink-

ling of the little bell at a distance sum-
moned him to vespers, he left her with

a gentle regret he scarcely tried to con-

ceal, and she went slowly in like one in

a dream, and the world seemed dead to

her forever.

Nevertheless, when Mrs.Ryder, comb-

ing out her long hair, gave one inad-

vertent tug, the fair enthusiast came
back to earth, and asked her, rather

sharply, who her head was running on.

Ryder, a very handsome young wo-

man, with fine black eyes, made no

reply, but only drew her breath audibly
hard.

I do not very much wonder at that,

nor at my having to answer that ques-
tion for Mrs. Ryder. For her head was
at that moment running, like any other

woman's, on the man she was in love

with.

And the man she was in love with

was the husband of the lady whose hair

she was combing, and who put her that

curious question plump.

REVIEWS AND LITERARY NOTICES.

The Resources of California, comprising

Agriculture, Mining, Geography, Climate,

Commerce, &c., and the Past and Future

Development of the State. By JOHN S.

HITTELL. Second Edition, with an

Appendix on Oregon and Washington

Territory. San Francisco : A. Roman
& Co. New York : W. J. Widdleton.

THIS is a book almost as encyclopedic as

its title would indicate ;
and is evidently

written with a desire to say everything
which the theme permits, and to say it

truly. It answers almost every question
that an intelligent person can ask, in re-

spect to California, besides a good many
which few intelligent persons know enough
to propound. And it is a proof of its hon-

esty that it does not, after all, make Cali-

fornia overpoweringly attractive, whether

in respect of climate, society, or business.

This is saying a good deal, when we con-

sider that the Preface sums up the allure-

ments o/ the Pacific coast in a single sen-

tence covering two and a half pages.
The philosophy of the author is some-

times rather bewildering, as where he de-

fines
"
universal suffrage

"
to mean that

"
every sane adult white male citizen, not a

felon, may vote at every election." (p. 349.)

His general statements, too, are apt to be

rather sweeping. For instance, he says, in

two different passages, that,
" so far as we

know, the climate of San Francisco is the

most equable and the mildest in the world."

(pp. 29, 431.) Yet he puts the extremes

of temperature in this favored climate at

+ 25 and +97 Fahrenheit; while at Fay-

al, in the Azores, the recorded extremes

are, if we mistake not, +40 and +85 ; and

no doubt there are other temperate climates

as uniform.

One might object, too, from the side of

severe science, to his devoting the "
Rep-
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tile
"

department of his zoological section

chiefly to spiders, with incidental remarks

on fleas and mosquitos. Perhaps it is to

balance Captain Stedman in Surinam, who
under the head of " Insects

" discourses

chiefly of vampyre-bats.
The wonders of the Yo-semite valley he

describes as well as most people ; and faith-

fully contends for their superiority to those

of Niagara, where, as he plaintively ob-

serves, "a day or two is enough," while

one could contentedly remain for months

among the California wonders. He shows,

however, that his memories of Atlantic civ-

ilization are still painfully vivid, when he

counsels the beholder of the Mariposa

grove to lie on his back, and think of Trin-

ity Church steeple. Might not one also be-

guile a third day at Niagara by reflections

on the Croton Aqueduct ?

But these little glimpses of the author's

personality make the book only the more

entertaining, and give spice to the really
vast mass of accurate information which it

conveys. There are few passages which
one can call actually imaginative, unless

one includes under that head the descrip-
tion (page 40) of that experiment

" common
in the Eastern cities," where a man dressed

in woollen, by sliding on a carpet a few

steps, accumulates enough personal elec-

tricity to light gas with his fingers. This

familiar process, it appears, is impossible in

California, and so far his descriptions of

that climate convey a sense of safety. Yet
even one seasoned to such wonders as these

might be startled, for a moment, before his

account of the mountain sheep (Ovis mon-

tana). This ponderous animal, weighing
three hundred and fifty pounds, has a sport-
ive habit of leaping headlong from preci-

pices one hundred feet high, and alighting
on its horns, which, being strong and elas-

tic, throw him ten or fifteen feet into the

air, "and the next time he alights on his

feet all right." (p. 124.)
" Mountaineers as-

sert" this; and after this it can be hardly
doubted that the products of the human
imagination, in California, are on a scale of

Yo-semite magnificence.

The American Republic : its Constitution,

Tendencies, and Destiny. By O. A.

BROWNSON, LL. D. New York : P.

O'Shea.

MR. BROWNSON'S influence over the

American people, which had dwindled pret-

ty nearly to zero at the beginning of the

war, revived with that revival of the old

Adam which made him a patriot, and thus

showed him rather in the light of a heretic.

This bcok sets him right (or wrong) again,
and his temporary partnership with "hu-
manitarians "

may be regarded as closed by
official notification. In a volume which

might well be compressed into one fourth

its present size, he covers a great deal of

ground, and has pungent suggestions on
both sides of a great many questions. Even
in the Preface he announces his abandon-
ment of the doctrine of State sovereignty,
after holding it for thirty-three years, and
at once proceeds to explain how, in a pro-
founder sense, he holds it more thoroughly
than ever. In the chapter on "

Secession,"
which is the best in the book, he indorses

Charle's Sumner's theory of State suicide ;

holds that the Southern States are now
" under the Union, not of it," and seems

quite inclined to pardon Mr. Lincoln for

abolishing slavery by proclamation. Oa
the other hand, he scouts the theory that

the Rebels committed treason, in any mor-

al sense, and proclaims that we are all
"
will-

ing and proud to be their countrymen, fel-

low-citizens, and friends." "There need be
no fear to trust them now." To hang or

exile them would be worse than "deport-

ing four millions of negroes and colored

men." (pp. 335~338.)
It must, indeed, be owned that our author

has apparently reverted to an amount of

colorphobia which must cheer the hearts

of the Hibernian portion of his co-religion-

ists. Ignoring the past in a way which

seems almost wilful, he declares that the

freedman has no capacity of patriotism, no

sort of appreciation of the question at

stake ; and that he would, if enfranchised,

invariably vote with his former master.
" In any contest between North and South,

they would take, to a man, the Southern

side." (pp. 346, 376.) Nevertheless, he

thinks that the negro will be ultimately en-

franchised,
" and the danger is, that it will

be attempted too soon." If, indeed, it be

postponed, he seems to think the negro

may, by the blessing of Providence,
" melt

away." (p. 437.) What a pity that the ob-

stinate fellow, with all the aid now being
contributed in the way of assassination,

so steadfastly refuses to melt !

Against the Abolitionists, also, Mr.

Brownson is still ready to break a lance,

with the hearty unreasoning hostility of the

good old times. " Wendell Phillips is as
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far removed from true Christian civilization olic Church one day assumed the respon-
as was John C. Calhoun, and William sibility, and found the task more one-

Lloyd Garrison is as much of a barbarian rous than had been expected. He retains

and despot in principle and tendency as his arrogance, his gladiatorial skill, his

Jefferson Davis." (p. 355.) This touch of habit of sweeping assertion
;
but perhaps

righte'ous indignation is less crushing, how- his virulence is softened, save where some

ever, than his covert attacks upon our two unhappy
" humanitarian "

is under dissec-

great generals. For in one place he enu- tion. Enough remains of the habit, how-

merates as typical warriors "
McClellan, ever, to make his worst pages the raciest,

Grant, and Sherman," and -in another and to render it a sharp self-satire when he

place,
"
Halleck, Grant, and Sherman." proclaims, at the very outset, that a consti-

This is indeed the very refinement of un- tutional treatise should be written " with

kindness. temper."
Of a standing army Mr. Brownson thinks

well, and wishes it to number a hundred

thousand ;
but his reason for the faith that Across the Continent : a Summer's Jmirney

is in him is a little unexpected. He thinks to tJie Rocky Mountains, the Mormons, and
it useful because "it creates honorable the Pacific States, with Speaker Colfax.

places for gentlemen or the sons of gentle- By SAMUEL BOWLES, Editor of the

men without wealth." (p. 386.) Touching our Springfield (Mass.) Republican. Spring-
naturalized foreigners, he admits that they field, Mass. : Samuel Bowles & Co.

have been rather a source of embarrass-

ment in recruiting for our armies (p. 381) ; SINCE Mr. Greeley set the example, it

but consoles himself by hinting, with his has been the manifest destiny of every en-

accustomed modesty, that " the best things terprising journalist to take an occasional

written on the controversy have been by trip across the continent, and personally in-

Catholics." (p. 378.) spect his subscribers. The latest overland

He sees danger in the horizon, and frank- Odyssey of this kind transacted by three

ly avows it. It is none of the common- silent editors and one very public Speaker

place perils, however, national bank- is recorded in Mr. Bowles's new book; which

ruptcy, revival of the slave power, oppres- proceeds, as one may observe, from his own
sion of Southern loyalists. A wholly new publishing office and bindery, and may
and profounder terror is that which his therefore almost claim, like the quaint little

penetrating eye evokes from the future. It books presented by the eccentric Quincy
is, that, if matters go on as now, foreign ob- Tufts to Harvard College Library, to have

servers will never clearly understand wheth- been "
written, printed, and bound by the

er it was the "territorial democracy" or same hand."

the "humanitarian democracy" which re- Journalism is a good training, in some

ally triumphed in the late contest !
" The ways, for a trip like this. It implies a

danger now is, that the Union victory will, quick eye for facts, a good memory for fig-

at home and abroad, be interpreted as a ures, a hearty faith in the national bird, and

victory won in the interest of social or a boundless appetite for new acquaintances,
humanitarian democracy. It was because Every Eastern editor, moreover, is sure to

they regarded the war waged on the side find old neighbors throughout the West ;

of the Union as waged in the interest of and he who escorts a rising politician has

this terrible democracy, that our bishops all the world for a friend,

and clergy sympathized so little with the The result is, in this case, a thoroughly

government in prosecuting it
; not, as some American book, American in the sense

imagined, because they were disloyal, of to-day, if not according to the "point of

.... If the victory of the Union should view of the millennium. It is American in

turn out to be a victory for the humanita- its vast applications of arithmetic
;

in the

rian democracy, the civilized world will facility with which it brings the breadth of

have no reason to applaud it." (pp. 365, a continent within the limits of a summer's

366.) ride
; in the eloquence which rises to sub-

After this passage, it is needless to say limity over mining stock, and dwindles to

that its author is the same Mr. Brownson the verge of commonplace before unmarket-

whom the American people long since tried able natural beauties. Of course, it is the

and found wanting as a safe or wise coun- best book on the theme it handles, for it is

sellor ; the same of whom the Roman Cath- the latest ; it is lively, readable, instructive ;
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but no descriptions of those changing re-

gions can last much longer than an almanac,
and this will retain its place only until the

coming of the next editorial pilgrim.

Esperance. By META LANDER, author of

"Light on the Dark River," "Mar.ion

Graham," &c. New York : Sheldon &
Co.

CAN it be possible that any literature of

the world now yields sentimental novels so

vague and immature as those which Amer-
ica brings forth ? Or is it that their Trans-

atlantic compeers float away and dissolve

by their own feebleness before they reach

our shores ?

"
Cry, Esperance ! Percy ! and set on."

This Shakespearian motto might have ap-

peared upon the title-page of this volume ;

but there is nothing so vivacious upon that

page, nor indeed on any other. The name
of the book comes from that of the heroine,

who was baptized Hope. But the friend of

her soul \ii?as wont to call her Esperance,
"in her wooing moods," and from this sim-

ple application of the French dictionary re-

sults the title of the romance. Even this

does not close the catalogue of the hero-

ine's pet names however, for in moments
of yet higher ecstasy, when she rides sub-

lime upon the storm of passion, she is styled,

not without scientific appropriateness,
" Es-

py."

Esperance is a young girl who seeks her

destiny. She also has her "
wooing moods,"

during which, on small provocation, she
"
hastily pens a few lines

"
of verse such

as no young lady's diary should be without.

She has, moreover, her intervals of stern-

ness, when she boxes ears ; now in case of

her father, unfilially, and anon in more right-

eous conflict with her step-mother's wicked
lover. But her demonstrations do not usu-

ally take the brief form of blows, but the

more formidable shape of words. Indeed,
it takes^ a good many words to meet the in-

numerable crises of her daily life
; and, to

do her justice, the more desperate the emer-

gencies, the better she likes them. Anguish
is heaped upon her, father and mother de-

sert her, several eligible lovers jilt her,

she would be much obliged to you to point
out any specific sorrow of which at least one

good specimen has not occurred within her

experience. There is a distressing casu-

alty to every chapter, and then come in the

poisoned arrows !
" Once in the room, I

bolted the door and threw myself not on
the bed the floor better suited my mood.
And there I lay, with reeling senses, and a

brain on fire, while in my trampled and
bruised heart were wildly struggling ten-

derness and scorn, love and hate, life and
death. . . . The slow-moving hours tolled

a mournful requiem, as the long procession
of stricken hopes and joys were borne on-

ward to their death and burial. And I, the

victim, turned executioner."

The French dictionary extends onward
from the title-page, and haunts these impas-
sioned pages. Phrases of a recondite and
elaborate description, such as "

Out, mon-
sieur" " Tres-bien" and " Entrez" adorn
the sportive conversation of this cultivated

circle. Sometimes, with higher flight, some
one essays to gambol in the Latin tongue :

"
It seemed to me that old Tempus must

have taken to himself a new pair of wings
to have fugited so rapidly as he did."

Yet the French and the Latin are better

than the English ; for the main body of the

book, while breaking no important law of

morals or of grammar, is scarcely adapted
for any phase of human existence beyond
the boarding-school. It seems rather hard,

perhaps, to devote serious censure to a

thing so frail ; but without a little homely
truth, how are we ever to get beyond this

bread-and-butter epoch of American fic-

tion ?

Life and Times ofSir Joshua Reynolds: with

Notices of Some of his Contemporaries.
Commenced by CHARLES ROBERT LES-

LIE, R. A. Continued and concluded by
TOM TAYLOR, M. A. London: John
Murray. 2 vols. 8vo.

"WHEN, in 1832," writes C. R. Leslie,
" Constable exhibited his

'

Opening of Wa-
terloo Bridge,' it was placed in the school

of painting, one of the small rooms in

Somerset House. A sea-piece, by Turner,
was next to it, a gray picture, beautiful

and true, but with no positive color in any

part of it. Constable's ' Waterloo' seemed
as if painted with liquid gold and silver, and
Turner came several times into the room
while he was heightening with vermilion

and lake the decorations and flags of the

city barges. Turner stood behind him, look-

ing from the ' Waterloo ' to his own pic-

ture, and at last brought his palette from

the great room where he was touching anoth-

er picture, and, putting a round daub of red
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lead, somewhat bigger than a shilling, on preparing this book, and being impressed
his gray sea, went away without saying a with the idea that he had committed Mr.

word. The intensity of the red lead, made Leslie's paintings to memory, as one of

more vivid by the coolness of his picture, the necessary preliminaries in order to do

caused even the vermilion and lake of Con- justice to his subject. He had that dr?y

stable to look weak. I came into the room returned from a pilgrimage to one of u.c

just as Turner left it.
' He has been here,' pictures, and was able to inform the art-

said Constable, 'and fired a gun.'
"

ists who were present with regard to the

Twenty years ago the erratic life of Hay- smallest accessory. We fancied, had paint-

don the artist was dashed suddenly and vi- ing, and not penning, been his forte, he

olently out by his own hand. Men brought could have reproduced the picture for us

the cold light of their judgment then, and on the spot, could we, at the same time,

overspread his character, forgetful of the have transformed the table-cloth into a can-

fires of his genius ; but Mr. Tom Taylor vas.

remembered the burning spirit, memorable In the Preface to the Recollections of

to the soul of art, and he published two vol- Leslie, we are told that the reason his auto-

umes containing Haydon's autobiography biography ends abruptly was not because

and journals, which have set a seal upon of Mr. Leslie's failing health,
" but because

his memory, and lead us to thank the man all the time he could spare from painting

who has done for Haydon what Turner did was, during the last year of his life, occu-

for his own picture, fired a gun. pied by him in writing the Life of Sir Joshua
Since Haydon's Autobiography was pub- Reynolds, at which he worked hard even a

lished, Mr. Taylor has not been idle. Some month before his death." When the Leslie

of the purest and most popular plays now papers were put into Mr. Taylor's hands,

upon the stage we owe to his hand. The this Life, then in a fragmentary condition,

face of the blast theatre - goer shines when being hardly more than memoranda, for the

feis play is announced for the evening ; and most part, also came into his possession,

even the long-visaged critic, fond of talking And it having been his "lot," as he has

of the decadence of the modern stage, has elsewhere said, to have the materials for two

been known to appear punctually in his artistic biographies already intrusted to his

seat when Tom Taylor's play was to lead care, he must have accepted the third, thus

off the performance. silently bestowed, as the especial legacy of

The days of Burton have passed, and the his friend.

echoes of roof-splitting laughter he excited Therefore, by education and by accident,

have died away; but while the remembrance (if we may choose to consider it such,) set-

of "
lovely things

" remains with us, those ting aside Mr. Taylor's natural ability for

who were fortunate enough to have seen the labor, he found himself pre-eminently

Mr. Taylor's play of "
Helping Hands," as elected to complete and issue the " Life and

performed at Burton's Theatre in New Times of Sir Josh'ua Reynolds." The re-

York, will be sure never to forget it. quest of Mr. Murray, the publisher, appears,

We should be glad, if space permitted, to however, to have spurred him to the actual

speak of Mr. Taylor in the several branches acceptance of the work. Some idea of these

of literature wherein he has become distin- volumes, with their varied interest of life and

guished ; but it is chiefly with him as a bi- art, may be briefly conveyed by quoting from

ographer, and principally with one biogra- the Preface, where Mr. Taylor writes :

phy, we are concerned here.
" The life of a painter, more than most

Six years ago, Leslie's
"
Biographical men, as a rule, derives its interest from his

Recollections " were given to the world by work and from the people he paints. When
the hand of the same editor. There are few his sitters are the chief men and women of

books more delightful of this kind in our his time, for beauty, genius, rank, power,

language ;
and no small share of the inter- wit, goodness, or even fashion and folly, this

est results from the conscientious work Mr. interest is heightened. It culminates when

Taylor has put into the study of Mr. Les- the painter is the equal and honored asso-

lie's pictures, and his recognition of him as ciate of his sitters. All these conditions

distinctively a literary painter, possessing a concur in the case of Reynolds. It is im-

kindly brotherhood to Washington Irving possible to write a Life and Times of the

in the subtile humor he loved to depict. painter without passing in review hasty

We remember having the good fortune and brief as it must be the great facts of

once to meet Mr. Taylor, while he was politics, literature, and manners during his
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busy life, which touched, often very closely, Venetian note-books testify.
" For the stud-

the chief actors in a drama taking in the ies he made from Raphael," writes Leslie,

most stirring events of the last century, and " he paid dearly ; for he caught so severe

containing the germs of many things that a cold in the chambers of the Vatican as to

have materially operated to shape our arts, occasion a deafness which obliged him to

manners, and institutions. use an ear-trumpet for the remainder of his
"
By the use of these materials, I have life."

attempted to carry out Mr. Leslie's inten- The fertility and inexhaustibility of power
tion of presenting Sir Joshua in his true shown by Sir Joshua Reynolds have sel-

character, as the genial centre of a most dom, if ever, been surpassed in the history
various and brilliant society, as well as the of Art. In the "

Catalogue Raisonnee "

transmitter of its chief figures to our time of his paintings, soon to be given to the

by his potent art." public, nearly three thousand pictures will

It is only by turning over the pages of be enumerated. Many of these were, of

each chapter, and observing closely the course, finished by his assistants, according
brackets wherein Mr. Taylor's portion of to the fashion of the time, but the expres-

the work is enclosed, that we discover how sion of the face remains to attest the mas-

great his labor has been, and how well ful- ter's hand. (Unless, per-chance, the head

filled. His interpolations are flung, like the may have dropped off the canvas entirely,

Fribourg Bridge, fine and strong, welding as happened once, when an unfortunate

together opposing points, and never insert- youth, who had borrowed one of his fine

ed like a wedge. A happy instance of this pictures to copy, was carrying it home un-

appears in the first volume, where Mr. Tay- der his arm.)
lor says, speaking of Johnson, after the In the record for the year 1758, we are

death of his mother,
" The regard of such startled by the number of one hundred and

men as Reynolds was henceforth the best fifty sitters. And although this was proba-
comfort of that great, solitary heart; and bly the busiest year of his life, our aston-

the painter's purse and house and pen were ishment never wanes while observing the

alike at his friend's service." " For exam- ceaseless industry of every moment of his

pie," Leslie continues,
"
in this year Rey- career, during the seventh day as well as the

nolds wrote three papers for the 'Idler.' other six
; and this, too, in spite of a promise

'
I have heard Sir Joshua say,' observes won from him by Dr. Johnson, whe;i on his

Northcote,
' that Johnson required them death-bed, that he would never use his pen-

from him on a sudden emergency, and on cil on a Sunday. But the habit of a long
that account he sat up the whole night to working life was too strong upon him, and

complete them in time ; and by it he was so he soon persuaded himself that it was bet-

much disordered, that it produced a vertigo ter to have made the promise than distress

in his head." a dying friend, although he did not intend

The story of Reynolds's youth is a hap- to observe it strictly.

pier one than is often recorded of young Sir Joshua possessed the high art of in-

artists. His father was too wise and too citing himself to work by repeatedly solicit-

kind to cross the natural proclivities of the ing the most beautiful and most interesting

boy, although he does appear to have wa- persons of the time to sit to him. The love-

vered for a moment when Joshua declared ly face of Kitty Fisher was painted by him
he " had rather be an apothecary than an five times, and no less frequently that of the

ordinary painter." -He was, however, early charming actress, Mrs. Abington, who was

apprenticed to Hudson, the first portrait- also noted for her bel esprit, and was evident-

painter of his time in England. But hardly ly a favorite with the great painter. There
two years had elapsed before the master are two or three pictures of Mrs. Siddons by
saw himself eclipsed, and the two separated his hand, and many of the beautiful Maria

without great waste of love on the part of Countess Waldegrave, afterwards Duchess

Hudson. From that moment, Reynolds's of Gloucester, a lock of whose " delicate

career was decided. He put the mannerism golden-brown
"
hair was found by Mr. Tay-

of his former master away from his pictures lor in a side-pocket of one of Sir Joshua's
when he distanced himself from his studio, note-books, "loveliest of all, whom Rey-

and, going soon after to the Continent, de- nolds seems never to have been tired of

voted himself to the study of great works painting, nor she of sitting to him."

of art. With what vigor and faithfulness Of his numerous and invaluable pictures

this labor was pursued, the Roman and of Dr. Johnson and Goldsmith and Ad-
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miral Keppel, it is hardly necessary to ter, Miss Reynolds, who presided over his

speak. Many of them are well known to household for a time, by inviting any friends

us from engravings. who might happen into his studio in the

To a painter, this Life is of incalcula- morning to come to dine with him at

ble interest and value. The account of night, quite forgetting that the number of

his manner of r/andling
" the vehicles "

is seats he had provided was already filled

minute and faithful ; and if, as Northcote by guests previously asked. The result was

complained, who was a pupil of Reynolds, what might be expected, and it was often

Sir Joshua could not teach, he could only simply bare good fortune if everybody had

show you how he worked, many an artist enough to eat. But, "though the dinner

can gather from these pages what North- might be careless and inelegant, and the

cote gathered by looking from palette to servants awkward and too few," the talk

canvas. The descriptions of some .of the was always pleasant, and no invitations

paintings are rich in color, and are worthy to dine were more eagerly accepted than

of the highest praise. his.

Sir Joshua Reynolds is one of the few men It was on the principle, perhaps, that " to

of genius who have been also men of soci- the feasts of the good the good come unin-

ety. In his note-books for the year, some- vited," that Dr. Johnson made it a point to

times the number of engagements for din- be present on these occasions, and was sei-

ners and visits would preponderate over the dom welcomed otherwise than most cordial-

number of his sitters, and sometimes the ly by Sir Joshua. On one occasion, how-

scale would be about equal. Yet the amount ever, when another guest was expected to

of the latter was always astonishingly large, converse, Sir Joshua was really vexed to

Perhaps no man, through a long series of find Dr. Johnson in the drawing-room, and

years, was more esteemed and sought by would hardly speak to him'. Miss Reynolds,
the most honorable in society than he ; while who appears to have been one of the " un-

his diary, with its meagre jottings, brings be- appreciated and misunderstood " women
fore us a motley and phantasmagorial pro- who thought she was a painter when she

ceesion of the wisest and wittiest, the most was not, and of whose copies Sir Joshua
beautiful and most notorious men and wo- said,

"
They make other people laugh, and

men of that period, who thronged his studio, me cry," became a great favorite with Dr.

We can see the bitterest political opponents Johnson, who probably knew how to sym-

passing each other upon the threshold of pathize with the morbid sensitiveness of the

his painting-room, and, what was far more poor lady. She seems never to have tired

agreeable to Sir Joshua than having to do of pouring tea for him ! He, in return,

with these stormy petrels', we can see the wrote doggerel verses to her over the tea-

worshipping knight and his lovely mistress, tray in this fashion :

or the fair-cheeked children of many a lady
, , , . ,

... . . I therefore pray thee, Kenny dear,whom he had painted, years before, in the That thou wilt give to mCj
first blossoming of her own youth. With cream and sugar softened well,

The gentleness and natural amiability of Another dish of tea.

his disposition eminently fitted him for the
. . j i_ i r Nor fear that I, my gentle maid,

high social position he attained ;
but the fer-

shall long detain the cup;

vor he felt for his work made him forget When once unto the bottom I

everything foreign to it until the hour ar- Have drunk the liquor up.

rived when he must leave his painting-room. ,
, _

. .

" Yet hear, alas ! this mournful truth,
He was fond of receiving company, espe- Nor hear it with a frown .

cially at dinner, and his dinners were always Thou canst not make the tea so fast

most agreeable. He often annoyed his sis- As I can gulp it down.'
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MY brother Josiah I call a success- I have my high office-stool, and a bed-

ful man, very successful, though room in the fifth story of a cheap hotel,

only an attorney in a manufacturing Yet he suspects me of having forced a

town. But he fixed his goal, and reached way out of the actual common-sense

it. He belongs to the ruling class, world by sheer force of whims and va-

men with slow, measuring eyes and garies, and to have pre-empted a home-

bull-dog jaws, men who know their stead for myself in some dream-land,

own capacity to an atom's weight, and where neither he nor the tax-gatherer
who go through life with moderate, in- can enter.

flexible, unrepenting steps. He looks "
It won't do," he said to-day, when

askance at me when I cross his path ;
I was there (for I use his books now

he is in the great market making his and then).
" Old Pere Bonhours, you 're

way : I learned long ago that there was poring over ? Put it down, and come
no place there for me. Yet I like to look take some clam soup. Much those fel-

in, out of the odd little corner into which lows knew about life ! Zachary ! Zach-

I have been shoved, to look in at the ary ! you have kept company with shad-

great play, never beginning and never ows these forty years, until you have

ending, of bargain and sale, for which grown peaked and gaunt yourself,
all the world 's but a stage ;

to see how When will you go to work and be a

men like my brother have been busy, live man ?
"

since God blessed all things he had I knew we were going to have the

made, in dragging them down to the daily drill which Josiah gave to his

trade level, and stamping price-marks on ideas
;
so I rolled the book up to take

them. Josiah looks at me grimly, as I with me, while he rubbed his spectacles
said. Jog as methodically as I will from angrily, and went on.

desk to bed and back to desk again, he "
I tell you, the world 's a great prop-

suspects some outlaw blood under the erty-exchanging machine, where every-

gray head of the fagged-out old clerk, thing has its weight and value ;
a great,

He indulges in his pictures, his bronzes : inexorable machine, and whoever

Entered according to Act of Con.gre.ss, in the year 1866, by TICKNOR AND FIELDS, iu the Clerk's Office

of the District Court of the District of Massachusetts.

VOL. xvii. NO. 103. 34
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tries to shirk his work in it will be
crushed ! Crushed ! Think of your old

friend Knowles !

"

I began to hurry on my old over-

coat ;
I never had but two or three

friends, and I could not hear their

names from Josiah's mouth. But he

was not quick to see when he had hurt

people.
"
Why, the poet," more senten-

tious than before,
" the poet sells

his song ;
he knows that the airiest

visions must resolve into trade-laws.

You cannot escape from them. I see

your wrinkled old face, red as a boy's,
over the newspapers sometimes. There
was the daring of that Rebel Jackson,
Fremont's proclamation, Shaw's death ;

you claimed those things as heroic,

prophetic. They were mere facts tend-

ing to solve the great problem of Cap-
ital vs. Labor. There was one work
for which the breath was put into our

nostrils, to grow, and make the world

grow by giving and taking. Give and
take

; and the wisest man gives the

least and gains the most."

I left him as soon as I could escape.
I respect Josiah : his advice would be

invaluable to any man
;
but I am con-

tent that we should live apart, quite
content. I went down to Yorke's for

my solitary chop. The old prophet Sol-

omon somewhere talks of the conies or

ants as "a feeble folk who prepare their

meat in the summer." I joke to myself
about that sometimes, thinking I should

claim kindred with them
; for, looking

back over the sixty years of Zack Hum-

phreys's life, they seem to me to have

pretty much gone in preparing the bread

and meat from day to day. I see but

little result of all the efforts of that time

beyond that solitary chop ;
and a few

facts and hopes, may be, gathered out-

side of the market, which, Josiah says,

absorb all of the real world. All day,

sitting here at my desk in Wirt's old

counting-house, these notions of Josi-

ah's have dogged me. These sums that

I jotted down, the solid comforts they

typified, the homes, the knowledge, the

travel they would buy, these were,

then, the real gist of this thing we called

life, were they? The great charities

money had given to the world,

Christ's Gospel preached by it. Did
it cover all, then ? Did it ?

What a wholesome (or unwholesome)
scorn of barter Knowles had ! The
old fellow never collected a debt

; and,

by the way, as seldom paid one. The
"
dirty dollar

" came between him and

very few people. Yet the heart in his

great mass of flesh beat fiercely for an

honor higher than that known to most
men. I have sat here all the afternoon,

staring out at the winter sky, scratching
down a figure now and then, and idly

going back to the time when I was a

younger man than now, but even then

with neither wife nor child, and no

home beyond an eating-house ;
think-

ing how I caught old Knowles's zest

for things which lay beyond trade-laws
;

how eager I grew in the search of them ;

how he inoculated me with Abolition-

ism, Communism, every other fever that

threatened to destroy the commercial

status of the world, and substitute a

single-eyed regard for human rights.

It occurred to me, too, that some of

those odd, one-sided facts, which it used

to please me to gather then, queer
bits of men's history, not to be judged

by Josiah's rules, it might please oth-

ers to hear. What if I wrote them

down these winter evenings ? Nothing
in them rare or strange ; but they lay

outside of the market, and were true.

Not one of them which did not bring
back Knowles, with his unwieldy heat

and bluster. He found a flavor and

meaning in the least of these hints

of mine, gloating over the largess

given and
.
received in the world, for

which money had no value. His bones

used to straighten, and his eye glitter

under the flabby brow, at the recital of

any brave, true deed, as if it had been

his own
;
as if, but for some mischance

back yonder in his youth, it might have

been given to even this poor old fel-

low to strike a great, ringing blow on

Fate's anvil before he died, to give

his place in the life-boat to a more use-

ful man, to help buy with his life the

slave's freedom.
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Let me tell you the story of our ac- man in other ways, nervous, given to sud-

quaintance. Josiah, even, would hold den heats of passion, was leaky with

the apology good for claiming so much his own secrets. " Don't talk to me of

of your time for this old dreamer of Antony ! I know no child, no wife, nor

dreams, since I may give you a bit of any brother, except my brother-man."

useful knowledge in the telling about a He went trotting up and down the

place and people
* here in the States room, then sat down with his back to

utterly different from any other, yet me. It was night, and the room was

almost unknown, and, so far as I know, dimly lighted by the smoky flame of a

undescribed. When I first met Knowles lard lamp. The solitary old man told

it was in an obscure country town in me his story. Let me be more chary

Pennsylvania, as he was on his way with his pain than he was
; enough to

across the mountains with his son. I say that his wife was yet living, but lost

was ill in the little tavern where he to him. Her boy Antony came into

stopped ; and, he being a physician, we the room just when his father had ceased

were thrown together,
- - I a raw coun- speaking, a stout little chap of four

try lad, and he fresh from the outer years, with Knowles's ungainly build,

world, ofwhich I knew nothing, a man and square, honest face, but with large,

of a muscular, vigorous type even then, hazel, melancholy eyes. He crept up
But what he did for me, or the relation we on my bed, and, lying across the foot,

bore to each other, is of no import here, went to sleep.

One or two things about him puzzled Knowles glanced at him, looked

me. " Why do you not bring your boy away, his face darkening.
"
Sir," he

to this room ?
"

I asked, one day. said,
"

I have thrust away all arbitrary
His yellow face colored with angry ties of family. The true life," his

surprise.
"
Antony ? What do you eye dilating, as if some great thought

know of Antony ?
" had come into his brain,

" the true
"

I have watched you with him," I life is one where no marriage exists,

said,
" on the road yonder. He 's a where the soul acknowledges only the

sturdy, manly little fellow, of whom any pure impersonal love to God and our
man would be proud. But you are not brother-man, and enters into peace. It

proud of him. In this indifference of can so enter, eyen here, by dint of long

yours to the world, you include him. contemplation and a simple pastoral
I Ve seen you thrust him off into the work for the body."
ditch when he caught at your hand, and This was new talk in that country
let him struggle on by himself." tavern : I said nothing.
He laughed.

"
Right ! Talk of love,

"
I 'm not dreaming dreams," raising

family affection ! I have tried it. Why his voice. "
I have a real plan for yom

should my son be more to me than any and me, lad. I have found the Utopia
other man's son, but for an extended of the prophets and poets, an actual!

selfishness ? I have cut loose all nearer place, here in Pennsylvania. We will

ties than those which hold all men as go there together, shut out the trade-

brothers, and Antony comes no closer world, and devote ourselves with these

than any other." lofty enthusiasts to a life of purity, cel-

"I 've watched you coming home ibacy, meditation, helpful and loving

sometimes," I said, coolly.
" One night to the great Humanity."

you carried the little chap, as he was I was but a lad
; my way in life had

sound asleep. It was dark
; but I saw not been smooth. While he talked on

you sit by the pond yonder, thinking in this strain my blood began to glow,
no one saw you, caressing him, kissing

" What of Tony ?
"

I interrupted, after

his face, his soiled little hands, his very a while,

feet, as fierce and tender as a woman." " The boy ?
" not looking at the little

Knowles got up, pacing about, dis- heap at the foot of the bed. "They
turbed and angry ; he was like a wo- will take him in, probably. Children
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are adopted by the society ; they re- this Rapp," said Knowles. " His own
ceive education free from the personal property, which was large, was surren-

taints given by father and mother." dered to the society at its foundation,
"
Yes," not very clear as to what he and this to the least particular, not

meant. reserving for his own use even the

The moon began to fleck the bare library or gallery of paintings pertain-
floor with patches of light and shadow, ing to his family ;

nor did the arti-

bringing into relief the broad chest of cles of association allow any exclusive

the man beside me, the big, motionless advantage to accrue to him or his heirs

head dropped forward, and the flabby from the profits of the community,
yellow face set with a terrible, lifelong He held his office as spiritual and

gravity. His scheme was no joke to temporal head, not by election of the

him. Whatever soul lay inside of this people, but assumed it as by Divine

gross animal body had been tortured commission, as Moses and Aaron held

nigh to death, and this plan was its theirs
;
and not only did the power of

desperate chance at a fresh life. Watch- the man over his followers enable him

ing me askance as I tried to cover the to hold this autocratic authority during

boy with the blankets, he began the a long life, unimpaired, but such was

history of this new Utopia, making it the skill with which his decrees were
blunt and practical as words could com- framed that after his death this au-

pass, to convince me that he was no thority was reaffirmed by the highest
dreamer of dreams. I will try to recall legal tribunal of the country.* With
the facts as he stated them that night ;

all his faith in his divine mission, too,

they form a curious story at all times. he had a clear insight into all the

In 1805, a man named George Rapp, crookedness and weakness of the na-

in Wiirtemberg, became possessed with tures he was trying to elevate. He
the idea of founding a new and pure knew that these dogged, weak Germans
social system, sowing a mere seed at needed coercion to make them fit for

first, but with the hope, doubtless, of ultimate freedom
;
he held the power

planting a universal truth thereby which of an apostle over them, therefore, with

should some day affect all humanity, as pure purpose, it 's my belief, as any
His scheme differed from Comte's or apostle that went before him. The su-

Saint Simon's, in that it professed to perstitious element lay ready in them

go back to the old patriarchal form for for him to work upon. I find no fault

its mode of government, establishing with him for working it."

under that, however, a complete com- "How?" I asked,

munity of interest. Unlike other com- Knowles hesitated. " When their

munist reformers, too, Rapp did not stupidity blocked any of his plans for

look through his own class for men of their advancement, he told them that,

equal intelligence and culture with him- unless they consented, their names
self of whom to make converts, but, should be blotted out from the Book

gathering several hundred of the peas- of Life, which was but a coarse way
ants from the neighborhood, he man- of stating a great truth, after all

;
tell-

aged to imbue them with an absolute ing them, too, that God must be an

faith in his divine mission, and emi- unjust Judge should he mete out hap-

grated with them to the backwoods of piness or misery to them without con-

Pennsylvania, in Butler County. After suiting him, that his power over their

about ten years they removed to the fate stretched over this life and the

banks of the Wabash, in Indiana ; then, next, --which, considering the limit-

in 1825, returned to Pennsylvania, and less influence of a strong mind over

settled finally in Beaver County, some a weak one, was not so false, either."

sixteen miles below Pittsburg, calling Rapp's society, Knowles stated, did

their village Economy. , Vidg Tmstees of Harmony Sodety m Nach.

" A great man, as I Conceive him, trieb, 19 Howard, U. S. Reports, p. 126, Campbell, J.
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not consist altogether of this class, how-

ever. A few men of education and en-

thusiasm had joined him, and carried

out his plans with integrity. The arti-

cles of association were founded in a

strict sense of justice ;
members enter-

ing the society relinquished all claim

to any property, much or little, of

which they might be possessed, receiv-

ing thereafter common maintenance, ed-

ucation, profit, with the others
;
should

they at any time thereafter choose to

leave, they received the sum deposit-

ed without interest. A suit had just

been decided in the Supreme Court of

Pennsylvania* which had elicited this

point.

Knowles, more and more eager, went

on to describe the settlement as it had

been pictured to him
;
the quaint, quiet

village on the shores of " the Beautiful

River," the rolling hills of woodland,
the quiet valleys over which their flocks

wandered, the simple pastoral work in

which all joined ;
the day begun and

ended with music ;
even the rich, soft

tints of the fresh Western sky about

them were not forgotten, nor the pictu-

resque dresses of the silent, primitive

people.
" A home in which to forget all pain

and sore, boy," ended the old man, gulp-

ing down a sigh, and then falling into a

heavy silence.

It was long before I broke it.
"
They

do not marry ?
"

"
No," anxiously, as if I had reached

the core of the truth in this matter at

last. "It was their founder's scheme,
as I believe, to lift them above all taint

of human passion, to bring them by
pure work, solitude, and contact with a

beautiful nature into a state of being
where neither earthly love, nor hate, nor

ambition can enter, a sphere of infi-

nite freedom, and infinite love for Him
and all His creatures."

There was no doubting the fire of

rapt enthusiasm in his eye, rising and

looking out across the moonlit fields as

if already he saw the pleasant hills of

Beulah.
" Thank God for George Rapp ! he
* Schreiber vs. Rapp, 5 Watts, 836, Gibson, C. J.

has found a home where a man can
stand alone," stretching out his arms
as if he would have torn out whatever

vestige of human love tugged at his sick

old heart, his eye hunting out Tony as

he spoke.
The boy, startled from his sleep, mut-

tered, and groped as a baby will for

its mother's breast or hand. No hand
met the poor little fingers, and they fell

on the pillow empty, the child going to

sleep again with a forlorn little cry.

Knowles watched him, the thick lips

under his moustache growing white.
"

I purpose," he said,
" that next week

you and I shall go to these people, and,
if possible, become members of their

community, cut loose from all these

narrow notions of home and family, and
learn to stand upright and free under
God's heaven. The very air breathed

by these noble enthusiasts will give us

strength and lofty thoughts. Think it

over, Humphreys."
"Yes."

He moved to the door, held it open
uncertainly.

"
I '11 leave the boy here

to-night. He got into a foolish habit

of sleeping in my arms when he was a

baby ; it 's time he was broke of it."

"Very well."
" He must learn to stand alone, eh ?

"

anxiously.
" Good night

"
;

and in a

moment I heard his heavy steps on the

stairs, stopping, then going on faster,

as if afraid of his own resolution.

In the middle of the night I was
wakened by somebody fumbling for

Tony at my side, "Afraid the child

would prove troublesome," and saw
him go off with the boy like a mite in

his arms, growling caresses like a lion-

ess who has recovered her whelp. I

say lioness, for, with all his weight of

flesh and coarseness, Knowles left the

impression on your mind of a sensi-

tive, nervous woman.

Late one spring afternoon, a month
after that, Knowles and I stood on one

of the hills overlooking the communist

village of Economy. I was weak and

dizzy from illness and a long journey ;

the intense quiet of the landscape be-
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fore me affected me like a strain of sol- must have grown vague and dim to

emn music. Knowles had infected me them long ago, wrapped in their high
with his eager hope. Nature was about communings. We must leave all world-

to take me to her great mother's bosom, ly words and thoughts outside, as a
for the first time. Life was to give me snake drops his skin. No talk of mon-
the repose I asked, satisfy all the needs ey here, lad. It would be as well, too,

ofmy soul: here was the foretaste. The not to mention any family ties, such as

quaint little hamlet literally slept on the wife or child : such bonds must seem to

river-bank
;
not a living creature was this lofty human brotherhood debasing

visible on the three grass-grown streets
;

and gross."

many of the high-gabled brick houses, So saying, and dropping Tony's hand
even at that date of the colony, were in order that the child even might stand

closed and vacant, their inmates having alone, we came into the village street ;

dropped from the quiet of this, life into Knowles growing red with eagerness as

an even deeper sleep, and having been one of the odd figures came towards us.

silently transferred to rest under the flat
"
Careful, Zachary !" in a hoarse whis-

grass of the apple-orchards, according to per. "It all depends on this first day
the habit of the society. From the oth- whether we are accepted or not. Re-

er houses, however, pale rifts of smoke member their purity of thought, their

wavered across the cold blue sky ; great forms gathered from the patriarchs and

apple and peach orchards swept up the apostles !

"

hills back of the town, quite out of I had a vague remembrance of a

sight. They were in blossom, I remem- washing of feet, practised in those days ;

ber, and covered the green of the hills of calf-killing and open tents for stran-

with a veil of delicate pink. A bleak gers ;
so stood perplexed while the broth-

wind, as we stood there, brought their er approached and stood there, like an

perfume towards us, and ruffled the animate lager -bier barrel, dressed in

broad, dark river into sudden ripples flannel, with a round hat on top.
" Was

of cut silver : beyond that, motion there brauchen Sie ?
" he grumbled,

was none. Looking curiously down I don't know in what words Knowles's

into the town, I could distinguish a tremulous tones conveyed the idea that

great, barn-like church, a public laun- we were strangers, going on to state that

dry, bakery, apiary, and one or two other we were also world-weary, and

buildings, like factories, but all empty,
" Ach ! want der supper," he said,

apparently, and deserted. After all, his face brightening, and, turning, he

was this some quaint German village jogged on, elephant-like, before, mut-

brought hither in an enchanted sleep, tering something about himself, "Bin
and dropped down in the New World ? Yosef, an keepit der tavern," to the

About the houses were silent, trim lit- door of which, one of the silent brick

tie gardens, set round with yew and dwellings, he speedily brought us ; and,

box cut in monstrous shapes, and filled summoning some "Christ-ina" in a

with plants of which this soil knew subdued bellow from the bowels of the

nothing. Up a path from the woods, cellar, went into the neat bar-room, and

too, came at last some curious figures, swallowed two glasses of wine to revive

in a dress belonging to the last century, himself, dropping exhausted, apparent-

Knowles had no idea, like mine, of ly, into a chair.

being bewitched
;
he rubbed his hands Christina, an old dried-up woman, in

in a smothered excitement. " We too the quaint, daintily clean dress of blue,

shall be Arcadians !

" he burst out. emerged from the cellar-door, bringing
"
Humphreys !

"
anxiously, as we plod- with her a savory smell of frying ham

ded down the hill,
" we must be careful, and eggs. She glanced at us with sus-

very careful, my boy. These are greatly picious blue eyes, and then, with " Ach !

innocent and pure natures with which der Liebling ! mein schoner Schatz /
'

we have come in contact : the world caught up Tony to her shrivelled breast
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in a sudden surprise, and, going back

to the door, called " Fredrika !

" An-

other old woman, dried, withered, with

pale blue eyes, appeared, and the two,

hastily shoving us chairs, took Tony
between them, chattering in delighted

undertones, patting his fat cheeks, his

hands, feeling his clothes, straightening
his leg, and laughing at the miniature

muscles.

Knowles stared dumbly.
" You will haf der supper, hein ?

"

said the first old woman, recollecting
herself and coming forward, her thin

jaws yet reddened. " Der ham ? Shick-

ens ? It is so long as I haf seen a lit-

tle shild," apologetically.
I assented to the ham and chicken

proposition, answering for myself and

Tony at least. As they went down the

stairs, they looked wistfully at him. I

nodded, and, picking him up, they car-

ried him with them. I could presently

distinguish his shrill little tones, and
half a dozen women's voices, caressing,

laughing with him. Yet it hurt me
somehow to notice that these voices

were all old, subdued
;
none of them

could ever hold a baby on her lap, and

call it hers. Joseph roused himself,

came suddenly in with a great pitcher
of domestic wine, out again, and back

with ginger-cakes and apples,
" Till

der supper be cookin','' with an encour-

aging nod, and then went back to his

chair, and presently snored aloud. In

a few minutes, however, we were sum-
moned to the table.

Knowles ate nothing, and looked

vaguely over the great smoking dishes,
which Tony and I proved to be mar-

vels of cookery.
"
Doubtless," he said,

" some of these people have not yet
overcome this grosser taste

;
we have

yet seen but the dregs of the society ;

many years of Rapp's culture would be
needed to spiritualize German boors."

The old women, who moved gently
about, listened keenly, trying to under-

stand why he did not eat. It troubled

them.

"We haf five meals a day in der so-

ciety," said Christina, catching a vague
notion of his meaning.

"
Many as finds

it not enough puts cheese and cakes on
a shelf at der bed-head, if dey gets faint

in de night."
" Do you get faint in the night ?

"
I

asked.
" Most times I does," simply.
Knowles burst in with a snort of dis-

gust, and left the table. When I joined
him on the stoop he had recovered his

temper and eagerness, even laughing at

Joseph, who was plying him in vain

with his wine.
"

I was a fool, Humphreys. These
are the flesh of the thing ;

we '11 find the

brain presently. But it was a sharp

disappointment. Stay here an hour,
until I find the directors of the society,

pure, great thinkers, I doubt not, on
whom Rapp's mantle has fallen. They
will welcome our souls, as these good
creatures have our bodies. Yonder is

Rapp's house, they tell me. Follow me
in an hour."

As he struck into one of the narrow

paths across the grassy street, I saw

groups of the colonists coming in from

their field-work through the twilight, the

dress of the women looking not unpictu-

resque, with the tight flannel gown and

broad-rimmed straw hat. But they were

all old, I saw as they passed ;
their faces

were alike faded and tired
;
and whether

dull or intelligent, each had a curious

vacancy in its look. Not one passed
without a greeting more or less eager
for Tony, whom Christina held on her

knees, on the steps of the stoop.
" It is so long as I haf not seen a

baby," she said, again turning her thin

old face round.

I found her pleased to be questioned
about the society.

"
I haf one, two, dree kinder when

we come mit Father Rapp," she said.

"
Dey is dead in Harmony ; since den

I just cooken in der tavern. Father

Rapp say the world shall end in five

years when we come in der society, den

I shall see mein shilds again. But I

wait, and it haf not yet end."

I thought she stifled a quick sigh.
" And your husband ?

"

She hesitated. "John Volz was my
man, in Germany. He lives in yonder
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house, mit ein ander family. We are

in families of seven."
" Husbands and wives were sepa-

rated, then?"
" Father Rapp said it must to be. He

knows."

There was a long pause, and then,

lowering her voice, and glancing cau-

tiously around, she added hurriedly,
" Frederick Rapp was his brother : he

would not leave his wife."
"
Well, and then ?

"

The two old women looked at each

other, warningly, but Christina, being
on the full tide of confidence, answered

at last in a whisper,
" Father Rapp did

hold a counsel mit five others."
" And his brother ?

"

" He was killed. He did never see

his child."
"
But," I resumed, breaking the long

silence that followed,
"
your women

do not care to go back to their hus-

bands ? They dwell in purer thoughts
than earthly love ?

"

" Hein ?
" said the woman with a va-

cant face.

"Were you married ?" to Fredrika,
who sat stiffly knitting a blue woollen

sock.
"
Nein," vacantly counting the stitch-

es. " Das ist not gut, Father Rapp
says. He knows."

" She war not troth-plight even," in-

terrupted the other eagerly, with a con-

temptuous nod, indicating by a quick
motion a broken nose, which might
have hindered Fredrika's chances of

matrimony.
" There is Rachel," point-

ing to a bent figure in a neighboring

garden ;

" she was to marry in the sum-

mer, and in spring her man came mit

Father Rapp. He was a sickly man."
" And she followed him ?

"

" Ya. He is dead."
" And Rachel ?

"

" Ya <wohl ! There she is," as the

figure came down the street, passing us.

It was only a bent old Dutchwoman,
with a pale face and fixed, tearless eyes,
that smiled kindly at sight of the child ;

but I have never seen in any tragedy,

since, the something which moved me
so suddenly and deeply in that quiet

face and smile. I followed her with my
eyes, and then turned to the women.
Even the stupid knitter had dropped
her work, and met my look with a vague

pity and awe in her face.

"It was not gut she could not marry.
It is many years, but she does at no
time forget," she mumbled, taking up
her stocking again. Something above

her daily life had struck a quick re-

sponse from even her, but it was gone
now.

Christina eagerly continued :

" And
there is

'

(naming a woman, one of

the directors.)
" She would be troth-

plight, if Father Rapp had not said it

must not be. So they do be lovers these

a many years, and every night he does

play beneath her window until she falls

asleep."

When I did not answer, the two wo-

men began to talk together in under-

tones, examining the cut of Tony's lit-

tle clothes, speculating as to their price,

and so forth. I rose and shook myself.

Why ! here in the new life, in Arcadia,
was there the world, old love and

hunger to be mothers, and the veriest

gossip ? But these were women : I

would seek the men with Knowles.

Leaving the child, I crossed the dark-

ening streets to the house which I had
seen him enter. I found him in a well-

furnished room, sitting at a table, in

council with half a dozen men in the

old-time garb of the Communists. If

their clothes were relics of other times,

however, their shrewd, keen faces were

wide awake and alive to the present.

Knowles's alone was lowering and black.
" These are the directors of the soci-

ety," he said to me aloud, as I entered.
" Their reception of us is hardly what I

expected," nodding me to a seat.

They looked at me with a quiet, busi-

ness-like scrutiny.
"

I hardly comprehend what welcome

you anticipated," said one, coolly.
"
Many persons offer to become mem-

bers of our fraternity ;
but it is, we

honestly tell you, difficult to obtain ad-

mission. It is chiefly an association to

make money : the amount contributed

by each new-comer ought, in justice, to
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bear some proportion to the advantage Josiah called his vagaries, Knowles was

he obtains." shrewd and honest.
"
Money ? I had not viewed the so- Tony and I wandered about the drow-

ciety in that light," stammered Knowles. sy village and meadows, looking at the

"You probably," said the other, with queer old gardens, dusky with long-for-

a dry smile,
" are not aware how sue- gotten plants, or sometimes at their gal-

cessful a corporation ours has been, lery of paintings, chief among which

At Harmony, we owned thirty thousand was one of West's larger efforts.-

acres ; here, four thousand. We have It was not until the close of the sec-

steam-mills, distilleries, carry on man- ond day that Knowles spoke openly to

ufactures of wool, silk, and cotton. Ex- me. Whatever the disappointment had
elusive of our stocks, our annual profit, cost him, he told nothing of it, grew
clear of expense, is over two hundred graver, perhaps, but discussed the chan-

thousand dollars. There are few en- ces in the stock market with the direc-

terprises by which money is to be made tors, ate Christina's suppers, watch-

into which our capital does not find its ing the poor withered women and the

way." gross men with a perplexed look of pity.

Knowles sat dumb as the other pro-
"
They are but common minds and

ceeded, numbering, alertly as a broker, common bodies, perhaps," he said one

shares in railroad stocks, coal-mines, evening, as we sat in our corner, after a

banks. l ng> quiet scrutiny of them :

" in any
" You see how we live," he conclud- case, their lives would have been mea-

ed ;

" the society's lands are self-sup- gre and insignificant, and yet, Hum-

porting, --feed and clothe us amply, phreys, yet even that little possibility

What profits accrue are amassed, in- seems to have been here palsied and

tact." balked. I hope George Rapp cannot
" To what end ?

"
I broke in.

" You look back and see what his scheme has

have no children to inherit your wealth, done for these people."
It buys you neither place nor power ner "You were mistaken in it, then ?

"

pleasure in the world." His dark face reddened gloomily.
The director looked at me with a cold " You see what they are. Yet Rapp,

rebuke in his eyes.
"

It is not surpris- whatever complaints these people may
ing that many should desire to enter a make of him, I believe to have been an

partnership into which they bring noth- enthusiast, who sacrificed his property

ing, and which is so lucrative," he said, to establish a pure, great reform in so-
"

I had no intention of coming emp- ciety. But human nature ! human na-

ty-handed," said Knowles in a subdued ture is as crooked to drive as a pig tied

voice. " But this financial point of by a string. Why, these Arcadians,
view never occurred to me." sir, have made a god of their stomachs,
The other rose with a look of pity, and such of them as have escaped that

and led us out through the great ware- spend their lives in amassing dollar

rooms, where their silks and cottons after dollar to hoard in their common
were stored in chests, out to the sta- chest."

bles to inspect stock, and so forth. I suggested that Rapp and he left

But before we had proceeded far, I them nothing else to do. " You shut

missed Knowles, who had trotted on them out both from a home and from

before with a stunned air of perplexity, the world
; love, ambition, politics, are

When I went back to the tavern, late dead words to them. What can they
that night, I found him asleep on the do but eat and grub ?

"

bed, one burly arm around his boy.
" Think ! Go back into Nature's

The next morning he was up betimes, heart, and, with contemplation, bear

and at work investigating the real con- fruit of noble thoughts unto eternal

dition of the Harmonists. They treated life !

" But he hesitated
;
his enthusi-

him with respect, for, outside of what asm hung fire strangely.
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After a while,
"
Well, well, Zach- over the breast, the whole surmounted

ary," with a laugh,
" we 'd better go by a straw hat, with a rim of immense

back into the world, and take up our width. They do not carry on the man-
work again. Josiah is partly right, ufactures of silk or woollen now, which

may be. There are a thousand fibres were Rapp's boast
; they have " struck

of love and trade and mutual help oil
"

instead, and are among the most
which bind us to our fellow-man, and successful and skilful land-owners in

if we try to slip out of our place and Pennsylvania in the search for that un-

loose any of them, our own souls suf- certain source of wealth,

fer the loss by so much life with- The " Economite Wells " are on the

drawn. It is as well not to live alto- Upper Alleghany, nearly opposite Ti-

gether outside of the market
;
nor to dionte. In later years, I believe, chil-

escape from this," lifting Tony up on dren have been brought into the so-

his knee, and beginning a rough romp ciety to be cared for by the women.
with him. But I saw his face work It needs no second-sight to discern

strangely as he threw the boy up in the the end of Rapp's scheme. His sin-

air, and when he caught him, he strained gle strength sustained the colony dur-

him to his burly breast until the child ing his life, and since his death one
cried out " Tut ! tut ! What now, or two strong wills have kept it from

you young ruffian ? Come, shoes off, crumbling to pieces, converting the

and to bed ; we '11 have a little respite whole machinery of his system into a
from you. I say, Humphreys, do you powerful money-making agent. These
see the hungry look with which the old men are the hand by which it keeps its

women follow the child ? God help hold on the world, or the market,
them ! I wonder if it will be made perhaps I should say. They are intel-

right for them in another world !

"
ligent and able ; honorable too, we are

An hour after, I heard him still pacing glad to know, for the sake of the qui-
the floor up stairs, crooning some old et creatures drowsing away their little

nursery song to put the boy to sleep. remnant of life, fat and contented, driv-

ing their ploughs through the fields, or

I visited the Harmonists again not smoking on the stoops of the village

many months ago ;
the village and or- houses when evening comes. I won-

chards lie as sleepily among the quiet der if they ever cast a furtive glance at

hills as ever. There are more houses the world and life from which Rapp's
closed, more grass on the streets. A will so early shut them out ? Wrhen

few more of the simple, honest folk they finish smoking, one by one, the

have crept into their beds under the great revenues of the society will prob-

apple-trees, from which they will not ably fall into the hands of two or three

rise in the night to eat, or to make active survivors, and be merged into

money, Christina among the rest, the small currents of trade, according
I was glad she was gone where it was to the rapid sequence which always fol-

sunny and bright, and where she would lows the accretion of large properties
not have to grow tired for the sight of in this country.
"a little shild." There have been but Rapp is remembered, already, even

few additions, if any, to the society in by the people whom he meant to serve,

the last twenty years. They still re- only as a harsh and tyrannical ruler,

tain the peculiar dress which they wore and his very scheme will not only prove
when they left Wiirtemberg : the men futile, but be forgotten very soon after

wearing 'the common German peasant Fredrika and Joseph have drank their

habit ; the women, a light, narrow last cup of home-made wine, and gone
flannel gown, with wide sleeves and a to sleep under the trees in the apple-

bright-colored silk handkerchief crossed orchard.
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ABRAHAM DAVENPORT.

IN
the old days (a custom laid aside

With breeches and cocked hats) the people sent

Their wisest men to make the public laws.

And so, from a brown homestead, where the Sound

Drinks the small tribute of the Mianas,

Waved over by the woods of Rippowams,
And hallowed by pure lives and tranquil deaths,

Stamford sent up to the councils of the State

Wisdom and grace in Abraham Davenport.

'T was on a May-day of the far old year
Seventeen hundred eighty, that there fell

Over the bloom and sweet life of the Spring,

Over the fresh earth and the heaven of noon,

A horror of great darkness, like the night
In day of which the Norland sagas tell,

The Twilight of the Gods. The low-hung sky
Was black with ominous clouds, save where its rim

Was fringed with a dull glow, like that which climbs

The crater's sides from the red hell below.

Birds ceased to sing, and all the barn-yard fowls

Roosted ; the cattle at the pasture bars

Lowed, and looked homeward
;
bats on leathern wings

Flitted abroad
;
the sounds of labor died ;

Men prayed, and women wept ;
all ears grew sharp

To hear the doom-blast of the trumpet shatter

The black sky, that the dreadful face of Christ

Might look from the rent clouds, not as he looked

A loving guest at Bethany, but stern

As Justice and inexorable Law.

Meanwhile in the old State-House, dim as ghosts,
Sat the lawgivers of Connecticut,

Trembling beneath their legislative robes.
"

It is the Lord's Great Day ! Let us adjourn,"
Some said

;
and then, as if with one accord,

All eyes were turned to Abraham Davenport.
He rose, slow cleaving with his steady voice

The intolerable hush. "This well may be

The Day of Judgment which the world awaits ;

But be it so or not, I only know

My present duty, and my Lord's command
To occupy till he come. So at the post
Where he hath set me in his providence,
I choose, for one, to meet him face to face,

No faithless servant frightened from my task,

But ready when the Lord of the harvest calls ;

And therefore, with all reverence, I would say,
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Let God do his work, we will see to ours.

Bring in the candles." And they brought them in.

Then by the flaring lights the Speaker read,

Albeit with husky voice and shaking hands,
An act to amend an act to regulate
The shad and alewive fisheries. Whereupon
Wisely and well spake Abraham Davenport,

Straight to the question, with no figures of speech
Save the nine Arab signs, yet not without

The shrewd dry humor natural to the man :

His awe-struck colleagues listening all the while,

Between the pauses of his argument,.
To hear the thunder of the wrath of God
Break from the hollow trumpet of the cloud.

And there he stands in memory to this day,

Erect, self-poised, a rugged face, half seen

Against the background of unnatural dark,

A witness to the ages as they pass,

That simple duty hath no place for fear.

LAST DAYS OF WALTER SAVAGE LANDOR.

PART II.

IT
is too general an opinion, con- mate of many young writers. I re-

firmed by tradition, (and quite as member to have once remarked, that

untrue as many traditions,) that Lan- on one page he had praised (and not

dor, seated securely upon his high lit- passingly) Cowper, Byron, Southey,

erary pedestal, never condescended to Wordsworth, Burns, Campbell, Hem-

say a good word of writers of less ans, and Scott. In the conversation

degree, and that the praise of greater between Archdeacon Hare and Landor,

lights was rarely on his lips. They who the latter says :

"
I believe there are

persist in such assertions can have few, if any, who enjoy more heartily
read but few of his works, for none of than I do the best poetry of my con-

his profession has given so much pub- temporaries, or who have commended
lie approbation to literary men. The them both in private and in public with

form of his writings enabled him to less parsimony and reserve."

show himself more fully than is pos- Hare. " Are you quite satisfied that

sible to most authors, and in all his you never have sought a pleasure in

many literary discussions he gave ex- detecting and exposing the faults of

pression to honest criticism, award- authors, even good ones ?
"

ing full praise in the numerous cases Landor. "
I have here and there

where it was due. Even at an age sought that pleasure, and found it.

when prejudice and petulancy are apt To discover a truth and separate it

to get the better of a man's judgment, from a falsehood is surely an occupa-
Landor was most generous in his esti- tion of the best intellect, and not at all
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unworthy of the best heart. Consider

how few of our countrymen have done

it, or attempted it, on works of criti-

cism
;
how few of them have analyzed

and compared. Without these two

processes there can be no sound judg-

ment on any production of genius."

Hare. " How much better would it

be if our reviewers and magazine men
would analyze, in this manner, to the

extent of their abilities, and would

weigh evidence before they pass sen-

tence !

"

And if this analyzing is needed in

England, the land of reviews and re-

viewing, how much more necessary is

it in America, where veritable criticism

is not even old enough to be young ;

its germ, however grovelling it may be,

not yet having taken the primary form

of the caterpillar.

Great as was Landor's personal ani-

mosity towards Byron, he considered

him a "great poet," "the keenest and

most imaginative of poets
"

;
nor should

we attribute this dislike to the bitter at-

tacks made by Byron upon the "
deep-

mouthed Boeotian," though surely such

would be sufficient to excite indignation
in more amiable breasts. It was By-
ron's furious assaults upon Landor's

beloved friend, Southey, that ro/ised
the ire of the lion poet ; later knowledge
of the man, derived from private sources,

helped to keep alive the fire of indig-

nation. " While he wrote or spoke

against me alone, I said nothing of him
in print or conversation

;
but the taci-

turnity of pride gave way immediately
to my zeal in defence of my friend.

What I write is not written on slate
;

and no finger, not of Time himself, who

dips it in the clouds of years, can efface

it. To condemn what is evil and to

commend what is good is consistent.

To soften an asperity, to speak all the

good we can after worse than we wish,
is that, and more. If I must under-

stand the meaning of consistency as

many do, I wish I may be inconsistent

with all my enemies. There are many
hearts which have risen higher and
sunk lower at his tales, and yet have

been shocked and sorrowed at his un-

timely death a great deal less than

mine has been. Honor and glory to

him for the extensive good he did !

peace and forgiveness for the partial

evil !

"

Shall Landor be branded with in-

tense egotism for claiming immortal-

ity ? Can it be denied that he will

be read with admiration as long as

printing and the English language en-

dure ? Can there be greatness without

conscious power ? Do those of us who
believe in Christ as the grandest of

men degrade his manly and inspired

self-confidence to the level of egotism ?

Far be it from me, however, to insinuate

a comparison where none can exist,

save as one ray of light may relate to

the sun. Egotism is the belief of nar-

row minds in the supreme significance
of a mortal self: conscious power is

the belief in certain immortal attributes,

emanating from, and productive of,

Truth and Beauty. I should not call

Landor an egotist.

The friendship existing between

Southey and Landor must have had
much of the heroic element in it, for

instances are rare where two writers

have so thoroughly esteemed one an-

other. Those who have witnessed the

enthusiasm with which Landor spoke
of Southey can readily imagine how

unpardonable a sin he considered it in

Byron to make his friend an object of

satire. Landor's strong feelings neces-

sarily caused him to be classed in the on

tout ou rien school. Seeing those whom
he liked through the magnifying-glass
of perfection, he painted others in less

brilliant colors than perhaps they mer-

ited. Southey to Landor was the es-

sence of all good things, and there

was no subject upon which he dwelt

with more unaffected pleasure. "Ah,

Southey was the best man that ever

lived. There never was a better, my
dear, good friends, Francis and Julius

Hare, excepted. They were true Chris-

tians ;
and it is an honor to me that

two such pure men should have been

my friends for so many years, up to

the hour of death." It was to Julius

Hare that Landor dedicated his great
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work of " Pericles and Aspasia," and,
while in England, it was his habit to

submit to this friend (and to his brother

also, I think) his manuscript. The

complete edition of his works published
in 1846 was inscribed to Julius Hare
and to John Forster, an equally de-

voted friend. Both of the Hares have
been embalmed in his verse.

Esteemed so highly in Landor's

heart, Southey occupies the place of

honor in the "
Imaginary Conversa-

tions," taking part in four dialogues,
two with Person and two with Landor,
on subjects of universal literary inter-

est, Milton and Wordsworth. These
Conversations are among the most val-

uable of the series, being models of

criticism. Landor delighted to record

every meeting with Southey, where it

was compatible with the subject-mat-
ter. Thus in writing of Como he

says :
" It was in Como I received and

visited the brave descendants of the

Jovii ;
it was in Como I daily con-

versed with the calm, philosophical Si-

roni
;
and I must love the little tur-

reted city for other less intrinsic recol-

lections. Thither came to see me the

learned and modest Bekker
;
and it was

there, after several delightful rambles, I

said farewell to Southey." Often have
I heard Landor express his great liking
for "The Curse of Kehama." One may
obtain an idea of how this admiration

was reciprocated, from Southey's criti-

cism on "Gebir," in the Critical Re-
view for September, 1799. Of Gebir's

speech to the Gadites, he says :
" A

passage more truly Homeric than the

close of this extract we do not remem-
ber in the volumes of modern poetry."
He took the entire poem as a model in

blank verse. After Southey's death,

Landor used his influence with Lord

Brougham to obtain a pension for the

family, in justice to the memory of one
who had added to the fame of Eng-
land's literature. Again, in a letter to

Southey's son, the Rev. Charles Cuth-

bert Southey, he pronounced a eulogy

upon his friend's character and public
services.

Directing Landor's attention to the.

assertion in Pycroft's
" Course of Eng-

lish Reading," that he, Landor, failed

to appreciate Chaucer, the old man r

much vexed, refuted such a falsehood,

saying :

" On the contrary, I am a great
admirer of his. I am extremely fond

of the *

Canterbury Tales.' I much
prefer Chaucer to Spenser; for allegory,
when spun out, is unendurable/7

It is

strange that a man apparently so well

read as Mr. Pycroft should have so

unjustly interpreted Lander, when it

needed but a passing reference to the

Conversations to disprove his state-

ment. By turning to the second dia-

logue between Southey and Laador, he

might have culled the fallowing tribute

to Chaucer :
" P do not think Spenser

equal to Chaucer even in imagination,
and he appears to me very inferior to

him in all other points, excepti^ har-

mony. Here the miscarriage is in

Chaucer's age, not in Characer, many
of whose verses are highly beautiful,

but never (as in Spenser) one whole

period. I love the geniality of bis tem-

perature : no straining, no effort, no-

storm, no fury. His vivid thoughts
burst their way to us through the coars-

est integuments of language." In an-

other book Landor says :

" Since the

time of Chaucer there have been only
two poets who at all resemble him ; and
these two are widely dissimilar one from

the other, Burns and Keats. The

accuracy and truth with which Chaucer
has described the manners of common
|

life, with the foreground and back-

ground, are also to be found in Burns,
who delights in broader strokes of ex-

ternal nature, but equally appropriate.
He has parts of genius which Chaucer
has not in the same degree, the ani-

mated and pathetic. Keats, in his ' En-

dymion,' is richer in imagery than ei-

ther
;
and there are passages in which

no poet has arrived at the same excel-

lence on the same ground. Time alone

was wanting to complete a poet, who-

already far surpassed all his contem-

poraries in this country in the poet's
most noble attributes." Once more, in

some beautiful lines to the fair and free-

soul of poesy, -5- Keats, - Leader con-
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eludes with a verse that surely shows was,
' Between you and Shelley there

an appreciation of Chaucer : is but little similarity, and perhaps but

little sympathy ; yet what Shelley did
"

111 may I speculate on scenes to come, , , ., . . . .

Yet would I dream to meet thee at our home then
>
he would do again, and always.

With Spenser's quiet, Chaucer's livelier ghost, There is not a human creature, not

Cognate to thine, not higher and less fair, even the most hostile, that he WOUld
Dilate to protect from injury at the

imminent hazard of life.' . . . .
'

By
When a man chooses an author as a God ! I cannot understand it !

'
cried

companion, not for time but for eter- Byron.
* A man to run upon a naked

nity, he gives the best possible proof sword for another !

' "

of an esteem that no rash assertion of And this Shelley, who, through a no-

critics can qualify. ble impulse, would have sacrificed him-
"

I have always deeply regretted that self, is the man whom Moore s-eriously
I never met Shelley," said Landor to advised Byron to avoid, lest his relig-

me, " It was my own fault, for I was ious theories should undermine the im-

in Pisa the winter he resided there, and maculate morality of the author of Don
was told that Shelley desired to make Juan ! It is to be supposed that Moore

my acquaintance. But I refused to wrote in earnestness of spirit, yet it is

make his, as, at that time, I believed impossible not to smile in wonderment
the disgraceful story related of him in at this letter. Moore doubtless had
connection with his first wife. Years greater belief in salvation by faith than

after, when I called upon the second by works. "Ah, Moore was a super-
Mrs. Shelley, who, then a widow, was stitious dog !

" exclaimed Landor one

living out of London, I related to her day.
"

I was once walking with him
what I had heard. She assured me in a garden," (I forget in what part of

that it was a most infamous falsehood, England,) "laughing and joking, when
one of the many that had been mali- Moore remarked the approach of some

ciously circulated about her husband, dignitary of the Catholic Church. He
I expressed my sorrow at not having immediately began to mumble some-
been undeceived earlier, and assured thing, ran forward, and on his knees
her I never could forgive myself for implored a blessing from the priest,

crediting a slander that had prevented crossing himself with reverential air.

me from knowing Shelley. I was much Ah, what it is to have faith ! Landor,

pleased with Mrs. Shelley." Lander's Landor, you are incorrigible ! Don't

enthusiasm was most aroused at gen- you think so, Giallo ?
" asked the mas-

erous deeds ;
for these he honored ter of his dog.

"
I never heard Moore

Shelley. Meanness he scorned, and sing, much to my regret. I once asked
believed it to be an attribute of Byron, him, but he excused himself with a
As a proof of contrast in the natures of sigh, saying that he had lost his voice."

these two poets, he related an inter-

esting anecdote, which has appeared One of Lander's prominent charac-

in one of his Conversations. "
Byron teristics was generosity, carried to the

could comprehend nothing heroic, noth- verge of rashness. Even in his last

ing disinterested. Shelley, at the gates years, when living on a very limited in-

of Pisa, threw himself between him and come, he was only too ready to empty
the dragoon, whose sword in his indig- his pockets at the call of any charity,
nation was lifted and about to strike, whether public or private. Impulse,

Byron told a common friend, some time however, prompted him to give most

afterward, that he could not conceive heartily when he thought to further the

how any man living should act so. cause of liberty. At the time a sub-
* Do you know he might have been scription was opened in Florence to aid

killed ! and there was every appear- Garibaldi's Sicilian expedition, Landor,
ance that he would be !

' The answer anxious to lay an offering at the feet
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of his heart's hero, pulled out his watch, One day I was surprised by the ap-
the only article of value about him, and pearance of Landor's little waiting-maid

begged Mr. Browning to present it to bearing an old Florentine box of carved

the fund. Mr. Browning took it, but wood, almost as large as herself, which

knowing how lost the old man would she deposited on the table in obedience

be without his timepiece, kept it for to her master's wishes. She departed
a few days ;

and then, seizing a favor- without vouchsafing any explanation,
able moment when Landor was miss- Curiosity however was not long unsatis-

ing his watch greatly, though without fied, for soon Giallo's white nose peered

murmuring, Mr. Browning persuaded through the door and heralded the com-
him to retain it. This he did, with ing of the old lion, who had no sooner

reluctance, after being assured of the entered the room than he put into my
fund's prosperous condition. It was hands a quaint old key, saying :

"
I have

about the same time, I think, that Lan- brought you something that one of these

dor wrote an Italian Conversation be- days, when these old bones of mine are

tween Savonarola and the Prior of San packed away in the long box, may be

Marco, which he published in pamphlet of considerable value. I have brought
form for the benefit of this or a simi- you what we may call, in anticipation of

lar cause. Most admirably did Landor a long-deferred but inevitable event, my
write Italian, his wonderful knowledge literary remains. In that box you will

of Latin undoubtedly giving him the find all my notes and memoranda, to-

key to the soft, wooing tongue. He, of gether with many unpublished verses,

course, spoke the language with equal You can do what you like with them."

correctness
; but, as with most English- Startled at this unexpected endowment,

men who go to Italy after having ar- I looked very great hesitancy, where-

rived at mature years, his pronuncia- upon Landor smiled, and begged me to

tion was firoprio Inglese. unlock the box, as its opening would
Landor would never accept payment not be fraught with evil consequences.

for his books, presenting the amount "It is not Pandora's casket, I assure

due him either to the publisher, or, more you," he added. Turning the key and

generally, to some friend who had been raising the lid, I discovered quite a large
most active in aiding their publication, collection of manuscripts, of very great
Few will applaud this idiosyncrasy, the interest to me of course, but to which I

general and sensible opinion being that had no right, nor was I the proper per-

the laborer is worthy of his hire : but son with whom to leave them. To have

Landor took peculiar pride in writing argued would have been useless. Ex-

for fame alone, without thought of the postwIaUion with Landor when in the

more tangible product of genius ; and, white heat of a new idea was Quixotic,

unlike most authors, he could well afford so I expressed my very grateful thanks,

to indulge in this heroic taste. Three and determined to watch for a favorable

years ago and for the first time in his opportunity to return the gift. I had

life, he said Landor accepted payment not long to wait, as it was not more
for a Conversation contributed to the than a month after that Landor bore

London Athenasum. The money had them off, with the intention of making
no sooner been received, than he urged, certain selections for immediate publi-

though unsuccessfully, its acceptance cation in England and returning the re-

upon a young American in whom he mainder. Time had not dealt gently
was interested, declaring that he had with Landor's memory of things near-

no possible use for it. On another oc- est, therefore I knew that the old Flor-

casion he proposed to give everything entine box would wait in vain for its

he might write to this same American, jewels. I was right : they never came,

to dispose of for the latter's benefit, The box since then has braved ship-

and appeared grieved when the offer wreck, and now stands beneath a mod-

was gratefully declined. ern writing-table, dark and proud of its
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antiquity, telling perpetually of former

noble associations. I felt relieved that

it so happened the manuscripts were
not again left with me, yet I should have

been a saint had I not occasionally ex-

perienced a secret regret at not having
been forced to retain them in spite of

entreaty and propriety.
The greater part of these manuscripts

have since appeared, under the title of
" Heroic Idyls, with Additional Poems,"
published late in 1863 by T. Cantley

Newby, London.* This very last fruit

off an old tree can in no way add to

Lander's reputation ; it is interesting,

however, for having been written " with-

in two paces of his ninetieth year," and
as showing the course of the mind's

empire. Landor would have been more
heroic than these Idyls had he withheld

them from publication, for it is not

cheering to see Thor cracking nuts with

his most ponderous hammer. And Lan-
dor realized as much when he wrote the

following apology :

" You ask how I, who could converse

With Pericles, can stoop to worse :

How I, who once had higher aims,
Can trifle so with epigrams.
I would not lose the wise from view,
But would amuse the children too :

Besides, my breath is short and weak,
And few must be the words I speak."

Ah ! but it is a question whether
the children are amused. Occasionally
there is a line with the old ring to it, a

couplet seasoned with Attic salt, but

for the rest there is the body without
the spirit, --there is the well of Eng-
lish undefiled, but it is pumped dry !

Probably the desire to publish was
never so great as during Landor's last

years, when the interests of his life had
narrowed down to reading and writing,
and he had become a purely introverted
man. It was then he wrote :

:'The heaviest curse that can on mortal fall

Is,
' Who has friends may he outlive them all !

'

This malediction has awaited me,
Who had so many .... I could once count three."

Cursed thus, he turned to the public for

the only consolation left him on this

side of the grave. It was not sufficient

* Out of three hundred and forty-eight pages, six-

ty-eight are devoted to Latin verses.

VOL. xvn. NO. 103. 35

to write, for it is he as the Homer of

his Idyls that confesses

"A pardonable fault : we wish for listeners

Whether we speak or sing : the young and old

Alike are weak in this, unwise and wise,

Cheerful and sorrowful."

Twenty years before, Landor wrote to

Lady Blessington :

" Once beyond sev-

enty, I will never write a line in verse

or prose for publication. I will be my
own Gil Bias. The wisest of us are

unconscious when our faculties begin
to decay." He, wisest of all, forgot his

own good resolutions
;
but the listeners

to these latter-day Idyls were few, and
Landor had scarce collected his small

audience before the lights were blown
out and the curtain fell upon the death-

bed of the singer.
To express a liking for any of Landor's

pictures provided you were a friend

was almost sufficient to cause them
to be taken down and presented to you ;

hence to praise anything in his presence
was exceedingly unsafe. I remember

looking over a large album once be-

longing to Barker, the English artist,

which Landor had purchased to relieve

him of certain debts, and particularly

admiring four original sketches by Tur-

ner two in oil and two in india-ink

that had been given by this artist to

his brother-painter. No sooner had I

spoken than Landor went in search of

the scissors, and, had I not earnestly

protested, would have cut out the Tur-

ners and given them to me. Such be-

ing Landor's disposition, one can well

imagine how easily he could be imposed

upon by designing people. There is

an instance of his kindly feeling so

prominent and so honorable both to

himself and the object of it, that it is

but right the public should read the

contents of two letters belonging to

and greatly treasured by me. They
were put into my hands nearly four

years ago by Landor to do with as I

pleased after his death. The letters

explain themselves.

"8 SOUTH BANK, REGENT'S PARK,
LONDON, March 24, 1856.

" MY VENERABLE FRIEND,
"
Though I very gratefully appreciate
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the generosity of your intentions, still I fines. Do not imagine that the world

must confess that few things have ever is ignorant of your circumstances ;
it

affected me more painfully than to see would be a crime to be indifferent to

from the ' Times ' of to-day my private them.

circumstances the sacred*domain of " The editor of the Atlas, in an-

life thrust as an object of commisera- nouncing that he had securedyour co-

tion upon public discussion, a miser- operation, published a manifesto. I

able subject of public sneers. know nothing of this editor; but so
" My head turns giddy at the very long as you contributed to the paper, I

thought, and my resignation is scarcely was your humble subsidiary,

able to overcome the shame. I don't " Consider how many men, wealthier

know how I shall muster sufficient reso- than you and me, have accepted the

lution to appear in public ever hereafter ; offers of those who came forward to in-

and I fear, with all your good intentions, demnify the persecuted for the demoli-

you shall have become the involuntary tion of their property. Ask yourself if

instrument for driving me out of Eng- Demosthenes or Milton, the two most

land before my time. I really scarcely illustrious defenders of liberty, by
can imagine what else I have to do, un- speech and pen, would have thrust

less you devise some means for healing aside the tribute which is due to such

the wound. men alone. Would you dash out the
u

I am poor, very poor ;
but there signature of one who declares you his

was, I dare say, something honorable trustee for a legacy to your children ?

in that poverty, something sacred I No, you would not. Neither will you
would say. But seeing it made the ob- reject the proofs of high esteem, how-

ject of a public appeal for commisera- ever manifested, which England, how-

tion, I feel as if everything that was ever debased, is anxious to give,

sacred in my position had undergone a " Believe me ever sincerely and af-

profanation. fectionately yours,
"

I repeat that I respect and appre- \y. S. LANDOR.
ciate the nobility of your impulses, but " March 27."

I regret that such a step should have

been taken without my having an idea Landor was essentially a hero-wor-

of its possibility. shipper. His admiration for Washing-
"

I will say no more, but leave it with ton exceeded that entertained by him

your prudence and discretion to miti- for any man of any time. Franklin,

gate the blow your kindness has inflict- too, he greatly esteemed. "
Ah, if you

ed on me. And remain with wonted had but another Washington and

esteem, only mingled with grief, Franklin !

" he exclaimed one day. To
" Yours very truly, have suffered for freedom was the open-

" KOSSUTH. sesame to Landor's heart
;
nor did age

"To WALTER SAVAGE LANDOR." in any way chill this noble enthusiasm,

as the letter here inserted amply proves.

Opposite the nervous yet legible It was suffic ient to name Kossuth to

scrawl of the noble and maligned Ma-
bring fire to the old man >

s eye an(j

gyar, Landor traced the following an- euiogj stic volubility to his tongue,
swer.

Orsini, too, was a great favorite with

" It is impossible for me to rest until him. Coming in one morning as usual,

I have attempted to remove the vexa- and sitting down in the arm-chair by

tion I have caused to the man I most the fire, he took from under his arm a

venerate of any upon earth. small paper-covered book, saying :

" My noble Kossuth ! 'the sacred do- have Drought you something that

main of your life
'

is far more extensive know you will like to read. Giallo and

than your measurement. Neither your I have enjoyed it mmensely ;
and a

house nor your banker's are its con- better critic than Giallo is not to be
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found in all Italy, though I say it who beginning a tragedy. Fate seemed to

should n't. An approving wag of his have wrested from him every form of

tail is worth all the praise of all the happiness in order to make him a more

Quarterlies published in the United desperate conspirator. He conspired

Kingdom." Hereupon Giallo, appar- from pure love of liberty, for which

ently delighted at this compliment, at any moment he was ready to die.

barked and frisked about like a crea- Those who merely know Orsini by the

ture bewitched, jumped into his mas- last act of his life can have no proper
ter's lap, and did not return to a qui- appreciation of the wonderful purity
escent state until he had kissed his and nobility of his character. In his

master's face.
"
Down, Giallo, down !

'

attempt to assassinate Louis Napoleon,

finally cried Landor. " Where are he was actuated by as exalted motives

your manners, sir ? Don't you know as led Charlotte Corday to do a bloody
it is very uncivil to interrupt a conver- deed. Exiled, a price upon his head,
sation ? And, moreover, remember deceived by those in whom he had put
never to spoil a tete-a-tete? Then faith, in despair at the state of Italian

turning to me, Landor continued, pre- affairs, Orsini committed what he him-

senting the book,
" Here it is

;
the Me-

self, in a letter to his intended victim,
morie Politiche di Felice Orsini, which Napoleon, confessed to be un fatale

you will find vastly entertaining and far errore mentale, assassination being in

more romantic than any novel. A very direct opposition to the faith and facts

noble, brave fellow was that Orsini, of his life up to the conspiracy of the

and handsome too ! It is a great pity i4th of January. For this fatal error

he did not succeed in his plot against he offered his own blood as an expia-
that scoundrel Napoleon, although it

tory sacrifice. Few nobler heads than
was not well planned, and failure was Orsini's have bowed before the guillo-
written on the face of it." Right glad- tine.

ly did I read memoirs which were all In "
Pericles and Aspasia," Cleone

that Landor (and Giallo) claimed. It is has written with Landor's pen, that

strange that this book should be so study is the bane of boyhood, the
little known. Were students of Italian aliment of youth, the indulgence of
to transfer their affections from Le mie manhood, and the restorative of old

Prigioni to these Memorie Politiche, age." Of this theory there could be

they would be the gainers ;
for the pa- no better example than Landor's self,

triotism of Silvio Pellico is but a sick That life which outlasted all the friends
and weakly sentiment compared with of its zenith was made endurable by
the dauntless energy and unflinching a constant devotion to the greatest
determination of Orsini. His escape works of the greatest men. Milton and
from Mantua, aided by no other friends Shakespeare were his constant com-
than four sheets and four towels, and panions, by night as well as by day.
described most admirably and in de- I never tire of them," he would say ;

tail by him,,
is one of the most brilliant

they are always a revelation. And
and perilous exploits in the annals of how grand is Milton's prose! quite as

prison history. Those who knew Or- fine as his poetry !

" He was very fond
sini have since told me that he was one of repeating the following celebrated
of the most lovable of men, as he was iines that have the true ring to a tune-
one of the most handsome, full of the fui ear as well as to an appreciative
fire of intense and stalwart manhood, intellect :

yet as gentle as a young girl. Disap- " But when God commands to take the trumpet
pointed and wronged in his domestic And blow a dolorous or thrilling- blast,

relations, a loving, but Wretched father, It rests not with man's will what he shall say

and stung to madness by his country's
Or what he shall conceal."

servitude, whose c: ise he early made "Was anything more harmonious ever

his own, Orsini's ,ife was from the written?" Landor would ask. "But*
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Milton, you know, is old-fashioned. I

believe / am old-fashioned. However,
it is rather an honor to be classed

thus, if one may keep such distinguished

company." How devoted a student of

Milton Landor was is evidenced in his

delightful critical conversation between

Southey and himself, wherein he de-

clared,
" Such stupendous genius, so

much fancy, so much eloquence, so

much vigor of intellect never were unit-

ed as in Paradise Lost." Yet the lover

is still an impartial critic, and does not

indorse all things. Quoting the charm-

ing couplet,
" Yielded with coy submission, modest pride,
And sweet, reluctant, amorous delay,"

he says :

"
I would rather have written

these two lines than all the poetry that

has been written since Milton's time in

all the regions of the earth." In 1861

Landor sent me the last lines he ever

wrote, addressed to the English Homer,
entitled

"MILTON IN ITALY.
" O Milton ! couidst^thou rise again, and see

The land thou lovedst in an earlier day !

See, springing from her tomb, fair Italy

(Fairer than ever) cast her shroud away,-
That tightly-fastened, triply-folded shroud !

Around her, shameful sight ! crowd upon crowd,

Nations in agony lie speechless down,
And Europe trembles at a despot's frown."

. - T
The despot is, of course, Louis .

leon for Landor would never allow that

the French Emperor comprehended his

epoch, and that Italian regeneration was

m any way due to the co-operation of

France n his allegorical poem of

The Gardener
and^the Mole," the gar-

dener at the conclusion of the argument

chops off the mole s head, such being
I . . . . '. j XT

the fate to which the poet destined Na-
, .

poleon. No reference, however, is made
to that rascal

" in the lines to Milton

inserted in the " Heroic Idyls," and as

the printed version was, doubtless, Lan-

dor's own preference, it is but just to

insert it here :

" O Milton ! couldst thou rise again and see

The land thou lovedst in thy earlier day,
See springing from her tomb fair Italy

(Fairer than ever)-cast her shroud away,
That tightly-fastened, triply-folded shroud,

Torn by her children off their mother''s face !

U coulast thou see her now, -morejustly proua
Than ofan earlier and a stronger race !

"

There certainly is more unity of idea in

the printed copy, but so faulty is it in

punctuation or at least for the want
of it that one is warranted in believ-

ing the substitution of thy for an, in the

second line, to be an erratum. Though
Milton visited Italy in his youth, there

is no evidence to prove that he did not

love it in old age. In its present form
the line loses in sense. Nothing an-

noyed Landor more than to have his

manuscript
"
corrected," and no one's

temper was ever more tried than his in

this respect ; for, having an orthogra-

phy peculiar to himself, which he main-

tained was according to the genius of

the language, and which printers Would

persist in translating into the vulgate,
Landor grew to be morbidly sensitive

concerning revision. It was the more
intolerable to him, because of his ex-

treme care in the preparation of his

manuscript. Few celebrated authors

have written so clear and clean a hand
;

none ever sent his work to the press in

a more highly finished state. Fastidi-

ous beyond expression, the labor of
,. ,. -r- // /^-

Correction was Unending. Even Ge-
bir

" WES Subjected tO revision, and at

one tJme \ was intrusted with quite
. , ,. 1-1

* long introduction, which, the day
after, Landor altered and sent to me
wkh ^ followi note>

u the ^ creature comes tQ^J The endosed
.

g tQ ^
the

>

Qf what j wrQte terd and

tQ cancd ^ ^ s^ what a to]er_

h faJ ^ /<? ^ ^non J> |c
T j .,. , ,

I do not think so, but certainly the... f { ^ , .
,

. , . ,

beginning of ' Gebir is better with
'

Kings ! ye athirst for conquest, etc.

.

You ^ not athirst for ]t
'
but take lt

coolly"
Later

>
this introduction passed out

of mY hands ' Previously Landor had

written on a slip of paper now before

me *

,
. , . .

' Gebir should begin 1

Hear ye the fate of Gebir !

'

JVot
I sing thefates of Gebir,'

"

wh jch
.

g & correction SUo;crested tO future
<

publishers of thlS poem.
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It would be a hopeful sign were

our young American writers inoculated

with somewhat of Lander's reverence

for literature, as it was no less than

reverence that made him treat ideas

with respect, and array them in the

most dignified language, thus making
of every sentence a study. And it is

well that these writers should know
what intense labor is required to pro-
duce anything great or lasting.

" Exe-
cution is the chariot of genius," Wil-
liam Blake, the great poet-artist, has

said
;
and it is just this execution which

is unattainable without immense appli-
cation and fastidiousness. If patience
be genius,

" La patience cherche et le

gdnie trouve," -and if execution be its

chariot, what possible fame can there

be for the slipshod writers of to-day,
who spawn columns and volumes at so

much a minute, regardless of the good
name of their mother tongue, devoid

of ideas, which are the product only of

brains that have been ploughed up and
sown with fruitful seed ? An author's

severest critic should be himself. To
be carried away by the popular current

is easy and pleasant, but some fine

morning the popular man wakes up to

find himself stranded and deserted,
Nature playing queer pranks with cur-

rents, changing their beds as best suits

her fancy ;
for even popular taste fol-

lows laws of progression, and grows
out of one error into a less. Pope
wisely maintains that "no man ever

rose to any degree of perfection in writ-

ing but through obstinacy and an in-

veterate resolution against the stream
of mankind." Unless he mount the

chariot of execution, his ideas, how-
ever good, will never put a girdle round
the earth. They will halt and limp as

do his own weary feet.

Landor's enthusiasm for Shakespeare
grew young as he grew old, and it was
his desire to bid farewell to earth with
his eyes resting upon the Shakespeare
that so constantly lay open before him.

Nothing excited his indignation more
than to hear little people of great pre-
tension carpingly criticise the man of

whom he makes Southey, in a discus-

sion with Person, declare, that "
all the

faults that ever were committed in po-
etry would be but as air to earth, if we
could weigh them against one single

thought or image such as almost every
scene exhibits in every drama of this

unrivalled genius." In three fine lines

Landor has said even more :

" In poetry there is but one supreme,

Though there are many angels round his throne,

Mighty, and beauteous, while his face is hid."

To Landor's superior acumen, also, we
owe two readings of Shakespeare that

have made intelligible what was pre-

viously
" a contradictory inconceivable."

Did it ever occur to dealers in familiar

quotations that there was a deal of non-

sense in the following lines as they are

printed ?

"
Vaulting ambition that o'erleaps itself
And falls on the other side."

" Other side of what ?
" exclaims Lan-

dor. "It should be its sell. Sell is

saddle in Spenser and elsewhere, from
the Latin and Italian." Yet, in spite of

correction, every Macbeth on the stage
still maintains in stentorian tones that

ambition o'erleaps itself, thereby de-

monstrating how useless it is to look for

Shakespearian scholarship in so-called

Shakespearian actors, who blindly and

indolently accept theatrical tradition.

Equally important is Landor's correc-

tion of the lines

" And the delighted spirit

To bathe in fiery floods."

"
Truly this would be a very odd spe-

cies of delight. But Shakespeare nev-

er wrote such nonsense
;
he wrote be-

lighted (whence our blighted}, struck by
lightning; a fit preparation for such

bathing."
The last stanza ever inscribed to

Shakespeare by Landor was sent to

me with the following preface : "An
Old man sends the last verses he has

written, or probably he may ever write
t/-v .tv ~

.

"SHAKESPEARE IN ITALY.

"
Beyond our shores, beyond the Apennines,

Shakespeare, from heaven came thy creative

breath I
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'Mid citron grove and overarching vines Mrs. Browning's Sonnets from the Por-
Thy genius wept at Desdemona's death :

tUglieSC, the HlOSt exquisite love-poemsIn the proud sire thou badest anger cease,
'

And Juliet by her Romeo sleep in peace. m the English language, came direct

1
Then rose thy voice above the stormy sea, from the heart. It Were hardly pOSSi-
And Ariel flew from Prospero to thee. Ue to make poetry whUe liying j t

. but
"July i, 1860." when the white heat of passion has

Dante was not one of Landor's favor- passed, and hangs as a beautiful picture

ites, although he was quite ready to on memory's walls, the artist may write

allow the greatness of il gran poeta. his poem. If the best writers of love-

He had no sympathy with what he said poetry have never loved, at least they
was very properly called a comedy. He have been capable of loving, or they
would declare that about one sixth only could not make the reader feel. Ap-
of Dante was intelligible or pleasurable, preciation is necessary to production.

Turning to Landor's writings, I find But Petrarca was such a poet as Cleone

that in his younger days he was even refers to. He was happy to be theo-

less favorable to Dante. In the " Pente- retically miserable, that he might in-

meron "
(the author spelling it so) he, dite sonnets to an unrequited passion :

in the garb of Petrarch, asserts that and who is not sensible of their insin-

" at least sixteen parts in twenty of the cerity ? One is inclined to include

Inferno and Purgatorio are detestable Dante in the same category, though far

both in poetry and principle ;
the higher higher in degree. Landor, however,

parts are excellent, indeed." Dante's has conceived the existence of a truly

powers of language, he allows, "are ardent affection between Dante and

prodigious ; and, in the solitary places Beatrice, and it was my good fortune

where he exerts his force rightly, the to hear him read this beautiful imagi-
stroke is irresistible. But how greatly nary conversation. To witness the

to be pitied must he be who can find aged poet throwing the pathos of his

nothing in Paradise better than sterile voice into the pathos of his intellect,

theology ! and what an object of sad- his eyes flooded with tears, was a scene

ness and consternation he who rises of uncommon interest. "Ah! "said he,

up from hell like a giant refreshed !

" while closing the book,
"

I never wrote

While allowing his wonderful original- anything half as good as that, and I

ity, Landor goes so far as to call him never can read it that the tears do not
" the great master of the disgusting

"
! come." Landor's voice must have been

Dante is not sympathetic. exceedingly rich and harmonious, as it

Yet he wrote the glorious episode then (1861) possessed much fulness,

of Francesca da Rimini, of which Lan- This was the first and only time I ever

dor's Boccaccio says :

" Such a depth heard him read aloud one of his own
of intuitive judgment, such a delicacy Conversations,

of perception, exists not in any other

work of human genius ; and from an Petrarch and Boccaccio were high-
author who, on almost all occasions, in ly esteemed by Landor, who did not

this part of the work, betrays a de- sympathize with Lord Chesterfield in

plorable want of it." his opinion that the former deserved

Landor used often to say what Cleone his Laura better than his lauro. The
has written to Aspasia, "I do not best evidence of this predilection is

believe the best writers of love-poetry Landor's great work,
" The Penteme-

ever loved. How could they write if ron," second only to his greatest,
" Per-

they did ? where could they collect the icles and Aspasia." Its couleur locale is

thoughts, the words, the courage ?
" marvellous. On every page there is a

This very discouraging belief admits glimpse of cloudless blue sky, a breath

of argument, for there is much proof to of warm sunny air, a sketch of Italian

the contrary. Shelley and Keats could manner. The masterlygusto with which

not write what they had not felt; and the author enters into the spirit of Italy
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would make us believe him to be " the

noblest Roman of them all," had he not

proved himself a better Grecian. Mar-

garet Fuller realized this when, after

comparing the Pentemeron and Petrarca

together, she wrote :

"
I find the prose

of the Englishman worthy of the verse

of the Italian. It is a happiness to

see such marble beauty in the halls of

a contemporary."

I gave evidence of great surprise one

day upon hearing Landor express him-

self warmly in favor of Alfieri, as I had

naturally concluded, from a note ap-

pended to the Conversation between
"
Galileo, Milton, and a Dominican,"

that he entertained a sorry opinion of

this poet. Reading the note referred to,

Landor seemed to be greatly annoyed,
and replied: "This is a mistake. It

was never my intention to condemn Al-

fieri so sweepingly." A few days later

I received the following correction.

"Keats, in whom the spirit of poetry
was stronger than in any contempo-

rary, at home or abroad, delighted in

Hellenic imagery and mythology, dis-

playing them admirably ; but no poet
came nearer than Alfieri to the heroic,

since Virgil. Disliking, as I do, pref-
aces and annotations, excrescences

which hang loose like the deciduous

bark on a plane-tree, I will here no-

tice an omission of mine on Alfieri, in

the '

Imaginary Conversations.' The
words,

* There is not a glimpse of po-

etry in his Tragedies] should be, as

written,
' There is not an extraneous

glimpse] &c."

Since then Landor has addressed
these lines to Alfieri :

"Thou art present in my sight,

Though far removed from us, for thou alone
Hast touched the inmost fibres of the breast,
Since Tasso's tears made damper the damp floor

Whereon one only light came through the bars," &c.;

thus redeeming the unintentioned slur

of many years' publicity.
Landor pronounced (as must every

one else) Niccolini to be the best of the

recent Italian poets. Of Redi, whose
verses taste of the rich juice of the

grape in those good old days when
Tuscan vines had not become demor-

alized, and wine was cheaper than wa-

ter, Landor spoke fondly. Leigh Hunt
has given English readers a quaff of

Redi in his rollicking translation of

"Bacchus in Tuscany," which is steeped
in "

Montepulciano,"
" the king of all

wine."

But Redi is not always bacchanalian.

He has a loving, human heart as well,

which Landor has shown in a charm-

ing translation given to me shortly after

our conversation concerning this poet.
"

I never publish translations," he re-

marked at the time
; but though trans-

lations may not be fit company for the
"
Imaginary Conversations," the verses

from Redi are more than worthy of an

abiding place here.

"Ye gentle souls ! ye love-devoted fair !

Who, passing by, to Pity's voice incline,

O stay awhile and hear me ; then declare

If there was ever grief that equals mine.

" There was a woman to whose sacred breast

Faith had retired, where Honor fixt his throne,

Pride, though upheld by Virtue, she represt. . . .

Ye gentle souls ! that woman was my own.

"
Beauty was more than beauty in her face,

Grace was in all she did, in all she said.

In sorrow as in pleasure there was grace. . . .

Ye gentle souls ! that gentle soul is fled."
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TO-MORROW.
IS late at night, and in the realm of sleep

My little lambs are folded like the flocks ;

From room to room I hear the wakeful clocks

Challenge the passing hour, like guards that keep
Their solitary watch on tower and steep ;

Far off I hear the crowing of the cocks,
And through the opening door that time unlocks
Feel the fresh breathing of To-morrow creep.

To-morrow ! the mysterious, unknown guest,
Who cries aloud :

" Remember Barmecide,
And tremble to be happy with the rest !

"

And I make answer :

"
I am satisfied

;

I dare not ask
;

I know not what is best ;

God hath already said what shall betide."
'

DOCTOR JOHNS.

LVIII. "His <

idols,' again, Eliza; 'tis al-

ways the '

flesh-pots of Egypt.'
"

A LETTER from Reuben indeed And the Doctor reads: "There is

has come
;

but not for Miss just now rare promise of a good ven-

Adele. The Doctor is glad of the re- ture in our trade at one of the ports

lief its perusal will give him. Mean- of Sicily, and we have freighted two

time Miss Eliza, in her stately, patron- ships for immediate despatch. At the

izing manner, and with a coolness that last moment our supercargo has failed

was worse than a sneer, says,
"

I hope us, and Brindlock has suggested that

you have pleasant news from your vari- I go myself; it is short notice, as the

ous friends abroad, Miss Maverick ?
"

ship is in the stream and may sail to-

Adele lifted her eyes with a glitter in morrow, but I rather fancy the idea,

them that for a moment was almost and have determined to go. I hope

serpent-like ; then, as if regretting her you will approve. Of course, I shall

show of vexation, and with an evasive have no time to run up to Ashfield to

reply, bowed her head again to brood say good by. I shall try for a freight

over the strange suspicions that haunt- back from Naples, otherwise shall

ed her. Miss Johns, totally unmoved, make some excuse to run across the

thinking all the grief but a right- Straits for a look at Vesuvius and

eous dispensation for the sin in which the matters thereabout. St. Paul, you
the poor child had been born, --next know, voyaged in those seas, which

addressed the Doctor, who had run will interest you in my trip. I dare

his eye with extraordinary eagerness say I shall find where he landed : it 's

through the letter of his son. not far from Naples, Mrs. Brindlock
" What does Reuben say, Benja- tells me. Give love to the people who

min ?
" ever ask about me in Ashfield. I en-
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close a check of five hundred dollars for The Doctor was still musing, the

parish contingencies till I come back ;
letter in his hand, when Adele rose,

hoping to find you clean out of harness and, approaching him, said in her gen-

by that time." (The Doctor cannot tlest way,
"

It 's a great grief to you,

for his life repress a little smile here.) New Papa, I know it is, but ' God or-

" Tell Adele I shall see her blue Medi- ders all things well,' except for me."

terranean at last, and will bring her "
Adaly ! my child, I am shocked !

"

back an olive-leaf, if I find any growing She had roused the preacher in him

within reach. Tell Phil I love him, and unwittingly.

that he deserves all the good he will
"

I can't listen now," said she, im-

surely get in this world, or in any other, patiently,
" and tell me, you must,

Ditto for Rose. Ditto for good old did papa give you the name of this

Mrs. Elderkin, whom I could almost new person he is to marry ?
'

kiss for the love she 's shown me. "
Yes, Adaly, yes," but he has forgot-

What high old romps have n't we had ten it
; and, searching for the previous

in her garden ! Eh, Adele ? (I suppose letter, he presently finds it, and sets it

you'll show her this letter, father.) before her,
" Mademoiselle Chalet."

" Good by, again.
" Chalet !

" screams she. " There is

" N. B. We hope to make a cool some horrible mistake, New Papa,

thirty thousand out of this venture !

' More than ever I am in the dark, in

Adele had half roused herself at the the dark !

" And with a hasty adieu

hearing of her name, but the careless, she rushed away, taking her course

jocular mention of it, (so it seemed at straight for the house of that out-

least,) in contrast with the warmer lawed woman, with whom now, more

leave-taking of other friends, added a than ever, she must have so many sym-
new pang to her distress. She wished, pathies in common. Her present object,
for a moment, that she had never writ- however, was to learn if any more defi-

ten her letter of thanks. What if she nite evidence could be found that the

wished --in that hour of terrible sus- deceased lady mother still, in her

picion and of vain search after any object thought bore the name of Chalet,

upon which her future happiness might She found the evidence. One or two
rest --that she had never been born ? little books (devotional books they

Many a one has given hearty utterance prove to be), which the mistress of the

to that wish with less cause. Many a house had thrown by as valueless, were
one of those just tottering into child- brought out, upon the fly -leaves of

hood will live to give utterance to the which the keen eyes of Adele detected

same. But the great wheel of fate turns the name, crossed and recrossed in-

ever relentlessly on. It drags us up deed, as if the poor woman would
from the nether mysterious depths ;

have destroyed all traces of her iden-

we sport and struggle and writhe and
tity, but still showing when held to

rejoice, as it bears us into the flashing the light a portion of the name she so

blaze of life's meridian
; then, with cherished in her heart, Chalet,

awful surety, it hurries us down, drags Adele was more than ever incensed

us under, once more into the abysses at thought of the delusion or the de-

of silence and of mystery. Happy he ception of her father. But, by degrees,
who reads such promise as he passes her indignation yielded to her affection,

in the lights fixed forever on the infi- He was himself to come, he would

nite depths above, that the silence and make it clear ; this new mother

the mystery shall be as welcome as whom she was sure she should not

sleep to the tired worker! love was to remain ; the Doctor had
" It will be of service to Reuben, told her this much. She was glad of

I think, Benjamin," said Aunt Eliza
;

it. Yet she found in that fact a new
"

I quite approve," and slipped away proof that this person could not be her

noiselessly. true mother. She would have rushed
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to her arms ; no fear of idle tongues from her the temptations of the world.

could have kept her back. And though And when, in his Scripture reading that

she yearned for the time when she very night, the Doctor came upon the

should be clasped once more in her passage
"Wo unto you, Pharisees !

"

father's arms, she dreaded the thought the mind of the spinster was cheerfully
of crossing the seas with him upon intent upon the wretched sinners of

such empty pilgrimage. She half Judaea.
wished for some excuse to detain her

here, some fast anchor by which her

love might cling, within reach of that LIX.

grave where her holier affections had
centred. THE news of Maverick's prospective

This wish was confirmed by the more arrival, and the comments of the good
cordial manner in which she was re- Doctor, as we have said, shed a

ceived by the Elderkins, and, indeed, by new light upon the position of Adele.

the whole village, so soon as the Doc- Old Squire Elderkin, with a fatherly in-

tor had made known the fact as he terest, was not unaffected by it
; indeed,

did upon the earliest occasion that the Doctor had been communicative

Mr. Maverick was speedily to come for with him to a degree that had enlisted

Adele, and to restore her to the em- very warmly the old gentleman's sym-
braces of a mother whom she had not pathies.

seen for years. "Better late than never, Doctor," had

Even the spinster, at the parsonage, been his comment
;
and he had thought

was disposed to credit something to it worth his while to drop a hint or two

the rigid legal aspects which the affair in the ear of Phil.

was taking, and to find in them a shel- "
I say, Phil, my boy, I gave you a

ter for her wounded dignities. Nor word of caution not long ago in regard
did she share the inquietude of the to to Miss Maverick. There were

Doctor at thought of the new and ter- some bad stories afloat, my boy ; but

rible religious influences to which Adele they are cleared up, quite cleared up,

must presently be exposed ;
under her Phil."

rigid regard, this environment of the "
I 'm glad of it, sir," says Phil,

poor victim with all the subtlest influ- "So am I, so am I, my boy. She 's

ences of the Babylonish Church was a fine girl, Phil, eh ?
>:

but a proper and orderly retribution
"

I think she is, sir."

under Providence for family sins and " The deuse you do ! Well, and what

the old spurning of the law. 'T was then ?
"

right, in her exalted view, that she Phil blushed, but the smile that came
should struggle and agonize and wres- on his face was not a hearty one.

tie with Satan for much time to come,
"
Well, Phil ?

"

before she should fully cleanse her be- "
I said she was a fine girl, sir," said

draggled skirts of all taint of heathen- he, measuredly.

ism, and stand upon the high plane with " But she 's an uncommon fine girl,

herself, among the elect Phil, eh ?
"

"It is satisfactory to reflect, Benja- "I think she is, sir."

min," said she,
" that during her resi-

" Well ?
"

dence with us the poor girl has heen Phil was twirling his hat in an ab-

imbued with right principles ;
at least stracted way between his knees. "

I

I trust so." don't think she 's to be won very easi-

And as she spoke, the exemplary old ly," said he at last.

lady plucked a little waif of down from "
Nonsense, Phil ! Faint heart nev-

her bombazine dress, and snapped it er won. Make a bold push for it, my
away jauntily upon the air, even as, boy. The best birds drop, at a quick

throughout her life, she had snapped shot."
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" Do they ?
" said Phil, with a smile The Doctor would have been shocked

of incredulity that the old gentleman had he heard the words tripping from

did not comprehend. the tongue of Adele ; yet, for her, they

He found, indeed, a much larger meas- had no meaning save as expressive of

ure of hope in a little hint that was let a deep yearning for motherly guidance
fall by Rose two days after.

"
I would and motherly affection,

n't despair if I were you, Phil," she had Mrs. Elderkin, with her kindly in-

whispered in his ear. stinct, had seen the perplexity of Adele,

Ah, those quiet, tender, sisterly words and had said to her one day,
"
Ady,

of encouragement, of cheer, of hope ! my dear, is the thought not grateful to

Blest is the man who can enjoy them ! you that you will meet your mother

and accursed must he be who scorns once more, and be clasped in her

them, or who can never win them. arms ?
'

Phil, indeed, had never given over " If I could, if I could !

" said

most devoted and respectful attentions Adele, with a burst of tears,

to Adele
;
but he had shown them lat-

" But you will, my child, you will,

terly with a subdued and half-distrust- The Doctor has shown us the letters

ful air, which Adele with her keen in- of your father. Nothing can be clear-

sight had not been slow to understand, er. Even now she must be longing to

Trust a woman for fathoming all the greet you."
shades of doubt which overhang the " Why does she not come, then ?

"

addresses of a lover ! with a tone that was almost taunting.

Yet it was not easy for Phil, or in-
"
But, Adele, my dear, there may be

deed for any other, to understand or reasons of which you do not know or

explain the manner of Adele at this which you could not understand."

time. Elated she certainly was in the "
I could, I do !

" said Adele, with

highest degree at the thought of meet- spirit mastering her grief.
" 'T is not

ing and welcoming her father ;
and my mother, my true mother ; she is in

there was an exuberance in her spirits the graveyard ;
I know it !

"

when she talked of it, that seemed al-
" My dear child, do not decide has-

most unnatural
;
but the coming shad- tily. We love you ;

we all love you.

ow of the new mother whom she was You know that. And whatever may
bound to welcome dampened all. The happen, you shall have a home with us.

Doctor indeed had warned her against I will be a mother to you, Adele."

the Romish prejudices of this newly The girl kissed her good hostess, and

found relative, and had entreated her to the words lingered on her ear long after

cling by the faith in which she had been nightfall. Why not her mother ? What
reared

;
but it was no fear of any such parent could be more kind ? What

conflict that oppressed her
; creeds all home more grateful ? And should she

vanished under the blaze of that natural bring dishonor to it then ? Could she

affection which craved a motherly em- be less sensitive to that thought than

brace and which foresaw only falsity. her father had already shown himself?

What wonder if her thought ran back, She perceives, indeed, that within a short

in its craving, to the days long gone, time, and since the later communica-

to the land where the olive grew upon tions from her father, the manner of

the hills, and the sunshine lay upon the those who had looked most suspicious-

sea, --where an old godmother, with ly upon her has changed. But they

withered hands clasped and raised, lifted do not know the secret of that broi-

up her voice at nightfall and chanted, dered kerchief, the secret of that ter-

rible death-clasp, which she never, nev-
k O sanctissima, _, . , ,

o piissima,
er can forget. She will be true to her

Duicis virgo Maria, own sense of honor ;
she will be true,

Mater amata, ^ tQ her Qwn faith, the faith in

pro nobis !

" which she has been reared, whatever
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may be the persuasions of that new rel- do what I ask about this grave. Can
ative beyond the seas whom she so I, Phil ?

"

dreads to meet. " You know you can, Adele
;
but I

Indeed, it is with dreary anticipations don't like this talk of your going, as if

that she forecasts now her return to you were never to be among us again,
that belle France which has so long Do you think you can be happiest yon-
borne olive-branches along its shores der with strangers, Adele ?

"

for welcome; she foresees struggle, "It 'snot where I can be happiest,

change, hypocrisies, may be, who can Phil
;

I don't ask myself that question ;

tell? and she begins to count the I fear I never can"; and her lips

weeks of her stay amid the quiet of trembled as she said it.

Ashfield in the same spirit in which "You can, you ought," burst out

youngsters score off the remaining days Phil, fired at sight of her emotion, and
of the long vacation. Adele finds her- would have gone on bravely and gal-
self gathering, and pressing within the lantly, may be, with the passion that

leaves of some cherished book, little was surging in him, if a look of hers

sprays of dead bloom that shall be, in and a warning finger had not stayed
the dim and mysterious future, memen- him.

toes of the walks, the frolics, the joys
" We '11 talk no more of this, Phil "

;

that have belonged to this staid New and her lips were as firm as iron now.

England home. From the very par- Both of them serious and silent for

sonage door she has brought away a a while
;
until at length Adele, in quite

sprig of a rampant sweet-brier that has her old manner, says :

" Of course,

grown there this many a year, and its Phil, father may bring me to America
delicate leaflets are among her chiefest again some day ;

and if so, I shall cer-

treasures. tainly beg for a little visit in Ashfield.

More eagerly than ever she listens to It would be very ungrateful in me not

the kindly voices that greet her and to remember the pleasant times I 've

speak cheer to her in the home of the had here."

Elderkins, voices which she feels bit- But Phil cannot so deftly change the

terly will soon be heard no more b^ color of his talk
;
his chattiness has all

her. Even the delicate and always re- gone from him. Nor does it revive on

spectful attentions of Phil have an add- reaching home. Good Mrs. Elderkin

ed, though a painful charm, since they says,
" What makes you so crusty,

are so soon to have an end. She knows Phil ?
"

that she will remember him always,

though his tenderest words can waken
no hopes of a brighter future for her. LX.
She even takes him partially into her

confidence, and, strolling with him down MAVERICK arrives, as he had prom-
the street one day, she decoys him to ised to do, some time in early July ;

the churchyard gate, where she points comes up from the city without an-

out to him the stone she had placed nouncing himself in advance
; and, leav-

over the grave that was so sacred to ing the old coach, which still makes its

her. periodical trips from the river, a mile

"Phil," said she, "you have always out from the town, strolls along the

been full of kindness for me. When I highway. He remembers well the old

am gone, have a care of that stone and outline of the hills
;
and the straggling

grave, please, Phil. My best friend hedge-rows, the scattered granite boul-

lies there." ders, the whistling of a quail from a
"

I don't think you know your best near fence in the meadow, all recall

friends," stammered Phil. the old scenes which he knew in boy-
"

I know you are one," said Adele, hood. At a solitary house by the way-

calmly, "and that I can trust you to side a flaxen-haired youngster is blow-
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ing off soap-bubbles into the air, with

obstreperous glee whenever one rises

above the house-tops, while the moth-

er, with arms akimbo, looks admiringly
from the open window. It was the

home to which the feet of Adele had

latterly so often wandered.

Maverick is anxious for a word with

the Doctor before his interview with

Adele even. He does not know her

present home ;
but he is sure he can

recall the old parsonage, in whose exte-

rior, indeed, there have been no changes
for years. The shade of the embower-

ing elms is grateful as he strolls on into

the main street of the town. It is early

afternoon, and there are few passers-by.
Here and there a blind is coyly turned,
and a sly glance cast upon the stranger.
A trio of school-boys look wonderingly
at his foreign air and dress. A few loi-

terers upon the tavern steps instruct-

ed, doubtless, by the stage-driver, who
has duly delivered his portmanteau
remark upon him as he passes.
And now at last he sees the old

porch, the diamond lights in the door.

Twenty and more years ago, and he

had lounged there, as the pretty Rachel

drove up in the parson's chaise. The
same rose - brier is nodding its un-

trimmed boughs by the door. From the

open window above he catches a glimpse
of a hard, thin face, with spectacles on

nose, that scans him curiously. The
Doctor's hat and cane are upon the

table at the foot of the stairs within.

He taps with his knuckles upon the

study-door, and again the two college
mates are met together. At sight of

the visitor, whom he recognizes at a

glance, the heart of the old man is

stirred by a little of the old youthful

feeling.
" Maverick !

" and he greets him with

open hand.

"Johns, God bless you !

"

The parson was white-haired, and
was feeble to a degree that shocked
Maverick

; while the latter was still

erect and prim, and, with his gray hair

carefully brushed to conceal his grow-
ing baldness, appeared in excellent

preservation. His coquettings for six-

ty years with the world, the flesh, and
the Devil had not yet reduced his phi-

sique to that degree of weakness which

the multiplied spiritual wrestlings had
entailed upon the good Doctor. The
minister recognized this with a look

rather of pity than of envy, and may
possibly have bethought himself of that

Dives who " in his lifetime received

good things," but "now is tormented."

Yet he ventured upon no warning;
there is, indeed, a certain assured man-

ner about the man of the world who
has passed middle age, which a coun-

try parson, however good or earnest

he may be, would no more attempt to

pierce than he would attempt a thrust

of his pen through ice.

Their conversation, after the first

greetings, naturally centres upon Adele.

Maverick is relieved to find that she

knows, even now, the worst
; but he

is grievously pained to learn that she

is still in doubt, by reason of that strange

episode which had grown out of the

presence and death of Madame Aries,

an episode which, even now, he is at

a loss to explain.
" She will be unwilling to return with

me then," said Maverick, in a troubled

manner.

"No," said the Doctor, "she ex-

pects that. You will find in her, Mav-

erick, a beautiful respect for your au-

thority ; and, I think, a still higher re-

spect for the truth."

So it was with disturbed and conflict-

ing feelings that Maverick made his

way to the present home of Adele.

The windows and doors of the Elder-

kin mansion were all open upon that

July day. Adele had seen him, even

as he entered the little gate, and, recog-

nizing him on the instant, had rushed

down to meet him in the hall.

"
Papa ! papa !

" and she had buried

her face upon his bosom.
"
Adele, darling ! you are glad to

welcome me then?"
"
Delighted, papa."

And Maverick kissed, again and

again, that fair face of which he was,

so proud.
We recoil from the attempt to tran^-
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scribe the glowing intimacy of their

first talk.

After a time, Maverick says, "You
will be glad to return with me, glad
to embrace again your mother ?

"

" My own, true mother ?
" said Adele,

the blood running now swift over cheek

and brow.
" Your own, Adele, your own ! As

God is true !
"

Adele grows calm, an unwonted

calmness. "Tell me how she looks,

papa," said she.
" Your figure, Adele ; not so tall,

perhaps, but slight like you ;
and her

hair, you have her hair, darling (and
he kissed it). Your eye too, for color,

with a slight, hardly noticeable cast in

it." And as Adele turned an inquiring

glance upon him, he exclaimed :

" You
have that too, my darling, as you look

at me now."

Adele, still calm, says :
"

I know it,

papa ;
I have seen her. Do not de-

ceive me. She died in these arms,

papa !

" and with that her calmness

is gone. She can only weep upon his

shoulder.
"
But, Adele, child, this cannot be ;

do not trust to so wild a fancy. You

surely believe me, darling !

"

Had she argued the matter, he would

have been better satisfied. She did

not, however. Her old tranquillity came

again.
"

I will go with you, papa, cheerfully,"

said she.

It was only too evident to Maverick

that there was a cause of distrust be-

tween them. Under all of Adele's ear-

nest demonstrations of affection, which

were intensely grateful to him, there

was still a certain apparent reserve of

confidence, as if some great inward

leaning of her heart found no support
in him or his. This touched him to the

quick. The Doctor had he unfolded

the matter to him fullv would have
*

called it, may be, the sting of retribu-

tion. Nor was Maverick at all certain

that the shadowy doubt which seemed
to rest upon the mind of Adele with

^respect to the identity of her mother

was the sole cause of this secret reserve

of confidence. It might be, he thought,
that her affections were otherwise en-

gaged, and that the change to which
she assented with so little fervor would
be at the cost of other ties to which he

was a stranger.
On this score he consulted with the

Doctor. As regarded Reuben, there

could be no doubt. Whatever tie may
have existed there was long since

broken. With respect to Phil Elder-

kin the parson was not so certain.

Maverick had been attracted by his fine,

frank manner, and was not blind to his

capital business capacities and pros-

pects. If the happiness of Adele were
in question, he could entertain the

affair. He even ventured to approach
the topic coyly as he could in a talk

with Adele ; and she, as the first glim-
mer of his meaning dawned upon her,

says,
" Don't whisper it, papa. It can

never be."

And so Maverick not a little dis-

concerted at the thought that he cannot

now, as once, fathom all the depths of

his child's sensibilities sets himself

resolutely to the work of preparation
for departure. His affaires may keep
him a month, and involve a visit to one
or two of the principal cities

; then, ho
for la belle France ! Adele certainly
lends a cheerful assent. He cannot

doubt with those repeated kisses on
his cheek and brow her earnest filial

affection
;
and if her sentiment slips

beyond his control, or parries all his

keenness of vision, what else has a fa-

ther, verging upon sixty, to expect in

a daughter, tenderly affectionate as she

may be ? Maverick's philosophy taught
him to " take the world as it is."

Only one serious apprehension of dis-

quietude oppressed him
;

the doubts

and vagaries of Adele would clear them-

selves under the embrace of Julie ; but

in respect to the harmony of their re-

ligious beliefs he had grave doubts.

There had grown upon Adele, since

he had last seen her, a womanly dig-

nity, which even a mother must re-

spect ;
and into that dignity

- - into

the woof and warp of it were in-

wrought all her religious sympathies.
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Was his home yonder, across the seas,

to become the scene of struggles about

creeds ? It certainly was not the sort

of domestic picture he had foreshad-

owed to himself at twenty-five. But at

sixty a man blows bubbles no longer

except that of his own conceit. The
heart of Maverick was not dead in

him
;
a kiss of Adele wakened a thrill-

ing, delicious sensation there, of which
he had forgotten his capability. He
followed her graceful step and figure
with an eye that looked beyond and
haunted the past vainly, vainly ! Her
"
Papa !

"
sweetly uttered stirred

sensibilities in him that amazed himself,
and seemed like the phantoms ofdreams
he dreamed long ago.
But in the midst of Maverick's prep-

arations for departure a letter came to

hand from Mrs. Maverick, which com-

plicated once more the situation.

LXI.

THE mother has read the letter of

her child, the letter in which appeal
had been made to the father in be-

half of the "
unworthy

" one whom the

daughter believed to be sleeping in her

grave. The tenderness of the appeal
smote the poor woman to the heart. It

bound her to the child she scarce had
seen by bonds into which her whole
moral being was knitted anew. But we
must give the letter entire, as offering

explanations which can in no way be
better set forth. The very language
kindles the ardor of Adele. Her own
old speech again, with the French echo
of her childhood in every line.

"Man cher Monsieur," in this way
she begins ; for her religious severities,
if not her years, have curbed any dis-

position to explosive tenderness, "I
have received the letter of our child,
which was addressed to you. I cannot
tell you the feelings with which I have
read it. I long to clasp her to my
heart. And she appeals to you, for

me, the dear child! Yes, you have
well done in telling her that I was un-

worthy (mechante). It is true, unwor-

thy in forgetting duty, unworthy in

loving too well. O Monsieur ! if I

could live over again that life, that

dear young life among the olive or-

chards ! But the good Christ (thank
Him !

)
leads back the repentant wan-

derers into the fold of His Church.

' Laus tibi, Christe !

'

" And the poor child believes that I

am in my grave ! May be that were

better for her and better for me. But

no, I shall clasp her to my heart once

more, she, the poor babe ! But I

forget myself; it is a woman's letter I

have been reading. What earnest-

ness ! what maturity ! what dignity !

what tenderness ! And will she be as

tender to the living as to the erring
one whom she believes dead ? My
heart stops when I ask myself. Yes,
I know she will. The Blessed Virgin

whispers me that she will, and I fly to

greet her ! A month, two months,
three months, four months ? It is an

age.
" Monsieur ! I cannot wait. I must

take ship sail wings (if I could find

them), and go to meet my child. Until

I do there is a tempest in my brain

heart everywhere. You are sur-

prised, Monsieur, but there is another

reason why I should go to this land

where Adele has lived. Do you- wish

to know it ? Listen, then, Monsieur !

" Do you know who this poor suffer-

er was whom our child had learned so

to love, who died in her arms, who

sleeps in the graveyard there, and of

whom Adele thinks as of a mother ?

I have inquired, I have searched high
and low, I have fathomed all. Ah, my
poor, good sister Marie ! Only Marie !

You have never known her. In those

other days at dear Aries she was too

good for you to know her. Yet even

then she was a guardian angel, a

guardian too late. Mea culpa ! Mea
culpa /

"
I know it can be only Marie ;

I

know it can be only she, who sleeps
under the sod in Ash (ce nom
m"
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" Listen again : in those early, bitter

charming days, when you, Monsieur,
knew the hillsides and the drives about

our dear old town of Aries, poor Marie

was away; had she been there, I had

never listened, as I did listen, to the

words you whispered in my ear. Only
when it was too late, she came. Poor,

good Marie ! how she pleaded with me !

How her tender, good face spoke re-

proaches to me ! If I was the pride of

our household, she was the angel. She
it was, who, knowing the worst, said,

'Julie, this must end!' She it was

who labored day and night to set me
free from the wicked web that bound

me. I reproached her, the poor, good
Marie, in saying that she was the plain-

er, that she had no beauty, that she

was devoured with envy. But the

Blessed Virgin was working ever by
her side. Whatever doubts you may
have entertained of me, Monsieur,
she created them ;

whatever suspicions
tortured you, she fed them, but al-

ways with the holiest of motives. And
when shame came, as it did come, the

poor Marie would have screened me,
would have carried the odium herself.

Good Marie ! the angels have her in

keeping !

" Listen again, Monsieur ! When that

story, that false story, of the death of

my poor child, came to light in the

journals, who but Marie should come
to me deceived herself as I was de-

ceived and say,
'

Julie, dear one,

God has taken the child in mercy ;

there is no stigma can rest upon you
in the eyes of the world. Live now
as the Blessed Magdalen lived when
Christ had befriended her.' And by
her strength I was made strong ;

the

Blessed Virgin be thanked !

"
Finally, it came to her knowledge

one day, the dear Marie ! that the

rumor of the death was untrue, that

the babe was living, that the poor
child had been sent over the seas to

your home, Monsieur. Well, I was far

away in the East. Does Marie tell

me ? No, the dear one ! She writes

me, that she is going
' over seas,'

tired of la belle France, she who

loved it so dearly ! And she went,
to watch, to pray, to console. And I,

the mother ! Mon Dieu, Monsieur,
the words fail me. No wonder our

child loved her ; no wonder she seems
a mother to her !

" Listen yet again, Monsieur. My
poor sister died yonder, in that heret-

ical land, may be without absolution.

' Ave Martha margarita
In corona Jesu sita,

Tarn in morte quam in vita

Sis nobis propitia !

'

I must go, if it be only to find her

grave, and to secure her burial in

some consecrated spot. She waits for

me, --her ghost, her spirit,--! must

go ;
the holy water must be sprinkled ;

the priestly rites be said. Marie, poor
Marie, I will not fail you.

"
Monsieur, I must go ! not alone

to greet our child, but to do justice to

my sainted sister ! Listen well ! All

that has been devotional in my poor
life centres here ! I must go, I must
do what I may to hallow my poor sis-

ter's grave. Adele will not give up
her welcome surely, if I am moved by
such religious purpose. She, too, must

join me in an Ave Maria over that

resting-place of the departed.
"

I shall send this letter by the over-

land and British mail, that it may come
to you very swiftly. It will come to

you while you are with the poor child,

our Adele. Greet her for me as

warmly as you can. Tell her I shall

hope, God willing, to bring her into

the bosom of his Holy Church Cath-

olic. I shall try and love her, though
she remain a heretic

;
but this will not

be.
" If I can enough curb myself, I shall

wait for your answer, Monsieur
;
but it

is necessary that I go yonder. Look
for me

;
kiss our child for me. And if

you ever prayed, Monsieur, I should

say, pray for
" Votre amie,

"
JULIE."

The letter is of the nature of a reve-

lation to Adele
;
her doubts respecting

Madame Aries vanish on the instant.

The truth, as set forth in her mother's
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language, blazes upon her mind like a trangement that must ensue, and of

flame. She loves the grave none the which she seems to find confirmation

less, but the mother by far the more, in the earnest talk and gloomy forebod-

She, too, wishes to greet her amid the ings of the Doctor,

scenes which she has known so long. Maverick effects a diversion by pro-
Nor is Maverick himself averse to this posing a jaunt of travel, in which Rose
new disposition of affairs, if indeed shall be their companion. Adele ac-

he possessed any power (which he cepts the scheme with delight, a de-

somewhat doubts) of readjusting it. light, after all, which lies as much in the

Seeing the kindly intentions toward thought of watching the eager enjoy-

Adele, and the tolerant feeling (to say ment of Rose as in any pleasant dis-

the least) with which Mrs. Maverick will tractions of her own. The pleasure of

be met by these friends of the daughter, Maverick is by no means so great as

he trusts that the mother's interviews in that trip of a few years back. Then
with the Doctor, and a knowledge of he had for companion an enthusiastic

the kindly influences under which girl, to whom life was fresh, and all the

Adele has grown up, may lessen the clouds that seemed to rest upon it so

danger of a religious altercation be- shadowy, that each morning sun lifting

tween mother and child, which has been among the mountains dispersed them
his great bugbear in view of their fu- utterly,

ture association. Now, Adele showed the thoughtful-
A man of the world, like Maverick, ness of a woman, her enthusiasms

naturally takes this common-sense view held in check by a more calm estimate

of religious differences
; why not com- of the life that opened before her, her

pound matters, he thinks
;
and he hints sportiveness overborne by a soberness,

as much quietly to the parson. The which, if it gave dignity, gave also a

old gentleman's spirit is stirred to its womanly gravity. Yet she did not lack

depths by the intimation
;
like all ear- filial devotion

; she admired still that

nest zealots, he recognizes one only un- easy world-manner of his which had

swerving rule of faith, and that the faith once called out her enthusiastic regard,
in which he has been reared. They but now queried in her secret heart if

who hold conflicting doctrines must its acquisition had not involved cost

yield,
--

yield absolutely, or there is of purity of conscience. She loved
no safety for them. In his eye there him too, yes, she loved him; and her
was but one strait gate to the Celestial evening and morning kiss and embrace

City, and that any wearing the furbe- were reminders to him of a joy he
lows of Rome should ever enter thereat might have won, but had not, of a
could only come of God's exceeding home peace that might have been his,

mercy ; for himself, it must always be but whose image now only lifted above
a duty to cry aloud to such to strip his horizon like some splendid mirage
themselves clean of their mummery, and crowded with floating fairy shapes, and
do works " meet for repentance." like the mirage melted presently into

Adele, after her first period of exul- idle vapor.
tation over the recent news is passed, It was a novel experience for Maver-

relapses
- -

perhaps by reason of its ick to find himself (as he did time and
excess - - into something of her old again upon this summer trip in New
vague doubt and apprehension of com- England) sandwiched, of a Sunday, be-

ing evil. The truth if it be truth tween his two blooming companions
is so strange! --so mysteriously strange and some sober-sided deacon, in the

that she shall indeed clasp her mother pew of a country meeting-house. How
to her heart ; the grave yonder is so his friend Papiol would have stared !

real ! and that fearful embrace in death And the suggestion, coming to him with

so present to her ! Or it may be an the buzz of a summer fly through the

anticipation of the fearful spiritual es- open windows, did not add to his devo-
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tional sentiment. Yet Maverick would fancy that some day, far off now, he will

follow gravely the scramble of the sing- return to the scenes of his boyhood,
ers through the appointed hymn with a and astonish some of the old landhold-

sober self-denial, counting the self-de- ers by buying them out at a fabulous

nial a virtue. We all make memoran- price, and by erecting a " castle
" of his

da of the small religious virtues when own, to be enlivened by the fairy graces
the large ones are missing. of some sylph not yet fairly determined

Upon the return to Ashfield there upon. Surely not Rose, who- would
is found a new letter from Madam Mav- hardly be equal to the grandeur of his

erick. She can restrain herself no proposed establishment, if she were not

longer. Under the advices of her already engrossed by that " noodle "

brother, she will, with her maid, take (his thought expressing itself thus

the first safe ship leaving Marseilles wrathfully) of an assistant minister.

for New York. She longs to bring Adele, and the name has something
Adele with herself, by special conse- in it that electrifies, in spite of himself,

cration, under the guardianship of the Adele, if she ever overcomes her

Holy Virgin. qualms of conscience, will yield to the

The Doctor is greatly grieved in tender persuasions of Phil. " Good luck

view of the speedy departure of Adele, to him!" and he says this, too, with
and tenfold grieved when Maverick a kind of wrathful glee,

lays before him the letter of the moth- Still, he builds his cloud castles ;

er, and he sees the fiery zeal which the some one must needs inhabit them,

poor child must confront. Some paragon of refinement and of

Over and over in those last interviews beauty will one day appear, for whose
he seeks to fortify her faith

; he warns tripping feet his wealth will lay down a
her against the delusions, the falsities, path of pearls and gold. The lonely,
the idolatries of Rome; he warns her star -lit nights at sea encourage such
to distrust a religion of creeds, of hu- phantasms ; and the break of the waves
man authority, of traditions. Christ, the upon the bow, with their myriad of

Bible, these are the true monitors
; phosphorescent sparkles, cheats and il-

and "
Mind, Adaly," says he,

" hold fast lumines the fancy. We will not follow

always to the Doctrine of the West- him throughout his voyage. On a balmy
minster Divines. That is sound, morning of July he wakes with the great
that is sound 1

"
cliff of Gibraltar frowning on him. Af-

ter this come light, baffling winds, and
for a week he looks southward upon

LXII. the mysterious, violet lift of the Barba-

ry shores, and pushes slowly eastward

REUBEN went with a light heart upon into the blue expanse of the Mediterra-

his voyage. The tender memories of nean. In the Sicilian ports he is abun-

Ashfield were mostly lived down. (Had dantly successful. He has ample time

the letter of Adele ever reached him, it to cross over to Naples, to ascend Ve-

might have been far different.) Rose, suvius, and to explore Herculaneum

Phil, the Tourtelots, the Tew partners and Pompeii. But he does not forget

(still worrying through a green old age), the other side of the beautiful bay,

the meeting-house, even the Doctor Baiae and Pozzuoli. He takes, indeed,

himself and Adele, seemed to belong a healthful pleasure in writing to the

to a sphere whose interests were wide- Doctor a description of this latter, and

ly separate from his own, and in which of his walk in the vicinity of the great

he should appear henceforth only as a seaport where St. Paul must have land-

casual spectator. The fascinations of ed from his ship of the Castor and Pol-

his brilliant business successes had a lux, on his way from Syracuse. But

firm grip upon him. He indulges him- he does not tell the Doctor that, on the

self, indeed, from time to time, with the same evening, he attended an opera at
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the San Carlo in Naples, of which the little vial of salts, and may be singing

ballet, if nothing else, would have called treble. The very meeting-house upon
down the good man's anathema. the green, that was so held in reverence,
An American of twenty-five, placed with its belfry and spire atop, would

for the first time upon the sunny pave- hardly make a scaffolding from which

ments of Naples, takes a new lease of to brush the cobwebs from the frieze

life, at least of its imaginative part, below the vaulting of this grandest of

The beautiful blue stretch of sea, the temples. Oddly enough, he fancies

lava streets, the buried towns and cities, Deacon Tourtelot, in his snuff-colored

the baths and ruins of Baiae, the burn- surtout, pacing down the nave with

ing mountain, piling its smoke and fire him, and saying, as he would be like

into the serene sky, the memories of to say,
" Must ha' been a smart man

Tiberius, of Cicero, of Virgil, all these that built it; but I guess they don't

enchant him. And beside these are have better preachin', as a gineral thing,

the things of to -
day, the luscious than the old Doctor gives us on Fast-

melons, the oranges, the figs, the war- Days or in
'

protracted
'

meetin's."

ships lying on the bay, the bloody Such queer humors and droll corn-

miracle of St. Januarius, the Lazzaroni parisons flash into the mind of Reuben,

upon the church steps, the processions even under all his sense of awe, a

of friars, and always the window of his swift, disorderly mingling of the themes

chamber, looking one way upon blue and offices which kindled his first sense

Capri, and the other upon smouldering of religious awe under a home atmos-

Vesuvius. phere with the wondrous forms and
At Naples Reuben hears from the splendor which kindle a new awe now.

captain of the Meteor in which good The great dome enwalling with glitter-

ship he has made his voyage, and counts ing mosaics a heaven of its own, and

upon making his return that the ves- blazing with figured saints, and the

sel can take up half her cargo at a bet- golden distich,
" Thou art Peter, to

ter freight by touching at Marseilles, thee will I give the keys of the king-

Whereupon Reuben orders him to go dom of heaven," all this seems too

thither, promising to join him at that grand to be untrue. Are not the keys
port in a fortnight. A fortnight only verily here ? Can falsehood build up
for Rome, for Florence, for Pisa, for so august a lie ? A couple of friars

the City of Palaces, and then the mar- shuffle past him, and go to their prayers
vellous Cornice road along the shores at some near altar

;
he does not even

of the sea. Terracina brought back to smile at their shaven pates and their

him the story of Mr. Alderman Pop- dowdy, coarse gowns of serge. Low
kins and the Principessa, and the ban- music from some far-away chapel comes
dits ; after this came the heights of Al- floating under the panelled vaultings,
bano and Sofacte, and there, at last, and loses itself under the great dome,
the Tiber, the pyramid tomb, the great with a sound so gentle, so full of en-

church dome, the stone pines of the treaty, that it seems to him the dove

Janiculan hill,
- - Rome itself. Reuben on the high altar might have made it

was not strong or curious in his clas- with a cooing and a flutter of her white

sics ; the galleries and the churches wings. A mother and two daughters, in

took a deeper hold upon him than the black, glide past him, and drop upon
Forum and the ruins. He wandered their knees before some saintly shrine,

for hours together under the arches of and murmur their thanksgivings, or

St. Peter's. He wished he might have their entreaty. And he, with no aim of

led the Doctor along its pavement into worship, yet somehow shocked out of

.the very presence of the mysteries of his unbelief by the very material influ-

the Scarlet Woman of Babylon. He ences around him.

wished Miss Almira, with her saffron Reuben's old wranglings and strug-

ribbons, might be there, sniffing at her gles with doubt had ended where so
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many are apt to end, when the world is which will be the very thing for his old

sunny and success weaves its silken friend Rose
; and, in Rome, the rich-

meshes for the disport of self in a est cameos to be found in the Via Con-

quiet disbelief that angered him no dotti he has secured for Adele
; even

longer, because he had given over all for Aunt Eliza he has brought away
fight with it. But the great dome, flam- from Florence a bit of the pietra dura,

ing with its letters, ^Edificabo meam a few olive-leaves upon a black ground.
Ecclesiam, shining there for ages, kin- Nor has he forgotten a rich piece of

died the fight anew. And strange as it the Genoese velvet for Mrs. Brindlock
;

may seem, and perplexing as it was to and, for his father, an old missal, which,
the Doctor (when he received Reuben's he trusts, dates back far enough to

story of it), he came out from his first save it from the odium he attaches to

visit to the great Romish temple with the present Church, and to give it an
his religious nature more deeply stirred early Christian sanctity. He has counted
than it had been for years. upon seeing Mr. Maverick at Marseilles,

JEdificabo meam Ecclesiam. HE had but learns, with surprise, upon his ar-

uttered it. There was then something to rival there, that this gentleman had

build, something that had been built, sailed for America some months previ-
at whose shrine millions worshipped ously. The ship is making a capital

trustingly. freight, and the captain informs him
Under the sombre vaultings of the that application has been made for the

great Florentine Cathedral, the impres- only vacant state-room in their little

sion was not weakened. The austere cabin by a lady attended by her maid,

gloom of it chimed more nearly with Reuben assents cheerfully to this ac-

his state of unrest. Then there are the cession of companionship ; and, run-

galleries, the painted ceilings, angels, ning-off for a sight of the ruins at

saints, martyrs, holy families, can art Nismes and Aries, returns only in time

have been leashed through so many to catch the ship upon the day of its

ages with a pleasant fiction ? Is there departure. As they pass out of harbor,
not somewhere at bottom an earnest, the lady passenger, in deep black, (the

vital truth, which men must needs cling face seems half familiar to him,) watches

by if they be healthful and earnest wistfully the receding shores, and, as

themselves ? Even the meretricious they run abreast the chapel of Notre

adornments of the churches of Genoa Dame de la Garde, she devoutly crosses

afford new evidence of the way in which herself and tells her beads,

the heart of a people has lavished itself Reuben is to make the voyage with

upon belief; and if belief, why, then, the mother of Adele. Both bound to

hope. the same quiet township of New Eng-
Upon the Cornice road, with Italy be- land

; he, to reach Ashfield once more,
hind him and home before (such home there to undergo swiftly a new experi-
as he knows), he thinks once more of ence, an experience that can come
those he has left. Not that he has for- to no man but once ; she, to be clasped

gotten them altogether; he has pur- in the arms of Adele,^- a cold embrace
chased a rich coral necklace in Naples, and the last !
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V.

BROOK FARM, Sept. 26, 1841. trees, with here and there white pines
A walk this morning along the of larger growth. The whole is tan-

Needham road. A clear, breezy morn- gled and wild and thick-set, so that it is

ing, after nearly a week of cloudy and necessary to part the nestling stems

showery weather. The grass is much and branches, and go crashing through,
more fresh and vivid tlmn it was last There are creeping plants of various

month, and trees still retain much of sorts, which clamber up the trees, and

their verdure, though here and there is some of them have changed color in

a shrub or a bough arrayed in scarlet the slight frosts which already have be-

and gold. Along the road, in the midst fallen these low grounds, so that one

of a beaten track, I saw mushrooms or sees a spiral wreath of scarlet leaves

toadstools, which had sprung up prob- twining up to the top of a green tree,

ably during the night. intermingling its bright hues with their

The houses in this vicinity are, many verdure, as if all were of one piece,

of them, quite antique, with long, slop- Sometimes, instead of scarlet, the spiral

ing roofs, commencing at a few feet wreath is of a golden yellow,
from the ground, and ending in a lofty Within the verge of the meadow,
peak. Some of them have huge, old mostly near the firm shore of pasture
elms overshadowing the yard. One ground, I found several grape-vines,

may see the family sleigh near the hung with an abundance of large pur-

door, it having stood there all through pie grapes. The vines had caught hold

the summer sunshine, and perhaps with of maples and alders, and climbed to

weeds sprouting through the crevices of the summit, curling round about and
its bottom, the growth of the months interwreathing their twisted folds in so

since snow departed. Old barns, intimate a manner that it was not easy

patched and supported by timbers lean- to tell the parasite from the supporting

ing against the sides, and stained with tree or shrub. Sometimes the same
the excrement of past ages. vine had enveloped several shrubs,

In the forenoon, I walked along the
r
and caused a strange, tangled confu-

edge of the meadow, towards Cow sion, converting all these poor plants
Island. Large trees, almost a wood, to the purpose of its own support, and

principally of pine with the green pas- hindering their growing to their own
ture-glades intermixed, and cattle feed- benefit and convenience. The broad

ing. They cease grazing when an in- vine -leaves, some of them yellow or

truder appears, and look at him with yellowish-tinged, were seen apparently
long and wary observation, then bend glowing on the same stems with the

their heads to the pasture again, silver -maple leaves, and those of

Where the firm ground of the pasture the other shrubs, thus married against
ceases, the meadow begins, loose, their will by the conjugal twine ; and

spongy, yielding to the tread, some- the purple clusters of grapes hung
times permitting the foot to sink into down from above and in the midst,
black mud, or perhaps over ankles in so that one might "gather grapes,"
water. Cattle paths, somewhat firmer if not " of thorns," yet of as alien

than the general surface, traverse the bushes.

dense shrubbery which has overgrown One vine had ascended almost to the

the meadow. This shrubbery consists tip of a large white pine, spreading
of small birch, elders, maples, and other its leaves, and hanging its purple clus-
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ters among all its boughs, still climb- and tasteful ;
and villas, with terraces

ing and clambering, as if it would not before them, and dense shade, and
be content till it had crowned the very wooden urns on pillars, and other such

summit with a wreath of its own foliage tokens of gentility. Pleasant groves of

and bunches of grapes. I mounted oak and walnut, also, there were, some-

high into the tree and ate the fruit times stretching along valleys, some-

there, while the vine wreathed still times ascending a hill and clothing it

higher into the depths above my head, all round, so as to make it a great clump
The grapes were sour, being not yet of verdure. Frequently we passed peo-

fully ripe. Some of them, however, pie with cows, oxen, sheep, or pigs for

were sweet and pleasant Brighton Fair.

On arriving at Brighton, we found

September 27. A ride to Brighton the village thronged with people, horses,

yesterday morning, it being the day of and vehicles. Probably there is no place
the weekly Cattle Fair. William Allen in New England where the character

and myself went in a wagon, carrying a of an agricultural population may be so

calf to be sold at the fair. The calf well studied. Almost all the farmers

had not had his breakfast, as his moth- within a reasonable distance make it a

er had preceded him to Brighton, and point, I suppose, to attend Brighton
he kept expressing his hunger and dis- Fair pretty frequently, if not on busi-

comfort by loud, sonorous baas, espe- ness, yet as amateurs. Then there are

daily when we passed any cattle in the all the cattle-people and butchers who
fields or in the road. The cows, graz- supply the Boston market, and dealers

ing within hearing, expressed great in- from far and near
;
and every man who

terest, and some of them came gallop- has a cow or a yoke of oxen, whether to

ing to the roadside to behold the calf, sell or buy, goes to Brighton on Mon-
Little children, also, on their way to day. There were a thousand or two of

school, stopped to laugh and point at cattle in the extensive pens belonging
poor little Bossie. He was a prettily to the tavern-keeper, besides many that

behaved urchin, and kept thrusting his were standing about. One could hardly

hairy muzzle between William and my- stir a step without running upon the

self, apparently wishing to be stroked horns of one dilemma or another, in the

and patted. It was an ugly thought shape of ox, cow, bull, or ram. The
that his confidence in human nature, yeomen appeared to be more in their

and nature in general, was to be so ill- element than I have ever seen them
rewarded as by cutting his throat, and anywhere else, except, indeed, at labor

;

selling him in quarters. This, I sup- more so than at musterings and such

pose, has been his fate before now ! gatherings of amusement. And yet
It was a beautiful morning, clear as this was a sort of festal day, as well as

crystal, with an invigorating, but not a day of business. Most of the people

disagreeable coolness. The general as- were of a bulky make, with much bone

pect of the country was as green as and muscle, and some good store of fat,

summer, greener indeed than mid or as if they had lived on flesh-diet ;-
latter summer, and tlrere were oc- with mottled faces too, hard and red, like

casional intermingling of the brilliant those of per.sons who adhered to the

hues of autumn, which made the seen- old fashion of spirit-drinking. Great,

ery more beautiful, both visibly and round-paunched country squires were
in sentiment. We saw no absolutely there too, sitting unde'r the porch of

mean nor poor -looking abodes along the tavern, or waddling about, whip
the road. There were warm and com- in hand, discussing the points of the

fortable farm-houses, ancient, with the cattle. There were also gentlemen-
porch, the sloping roof, the antique farmers, neatly, trimly, and fashionably
peak, the clustered chimney, of old dressed, in handsome surtouts and trou-

times ; and modern cottages, smart sers, strapped under their boots. Yeo-
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men, too, in their black or blue Sunday little pigs to take the places of four who

suits, cut by country tailors, and awk- have now grown large at our farm, and

wardly worn. Others (like myself) had are to be fatted and killed within a few

on the blue, stuff frocks which they weeks. There were several hundreds,
wear in the fields, the most comfort- in pens appropriated to their use, grunt-
able garments that ever were invented, ing discordantly, and apparently in no

Country loafers were among the throng, very good humor with their compan-
men who looked wistfully at the liq- ions or the world at large. Most or

uors in the bar, and waited for some many of these pigs had been imported
friend to invite them to drink, poor, from the State of New York. The

shabby, out-at-elbowed devils. Also, drovers set out with a large number,
dandies from the city, corseted and and peddle them along the road till

buckramed, who had come to see the they arrive at Brighton with the remain-

humors of Brighton Fair. All these, der. William selected four, and bought
and other varieties of mankind, either them at five cents per pound. These

thronged the spacious bar-room of the poor little porkers were forthwith seized

hotel, drinking, smoking, talking, bar- by the tails, their legs tied, and they

gaining, or walked about among the thrown into our wagon, where they

cattle-pens, looking with knowing eyes kept up a continual grunt and squeal
at the horned people. The owners of till we got home. Two of them were

the cattle stood near at hand, waiting yellowish, or light gold-color, the other

for offers. There was something inde- two were black and white, speckled ;

scribable in their aspect, that showed and all four of very piggish aspect and
them to be the owners, though they deportment. One of them snapped at

mixed among the crowd. The cattle, William's finger most spitefully, and

brought from a hundred separate farms, bit it to the bone.

or rather from a thousand, seemed to All the scene of the Fair was very

agree very well together, not quarrelling characteristic and peculiar, cheerful

in the least. They almost all had a his- and lively, too, in the bright, warm sun.

tory, no doubt, if they could but have I must see it again ; for it ought to be
told it. The cows had each given her studied,

milk to support families, had roamed
the pastures, and come home to the September 28. A picnic party in

barn-yard,
- - had been looked upon as the woods, yesterday, in honor of little

a sort of member of the domestic cir- Frank Dana's birthday, he being six

cle, and was known by a name, as Brin- years old. I strolled out, after dinner,
die or Cherry. The oxen, with their with Mr. Bradford, and in a lonesome
necks bent by the heavy yoke, had toiled glade we met the apparition of an In-

fo the plough-field and in haying-time dian chief, dressed in appropriate cos-

for many years, and knew their master's tume of blanket, feathers, and paint,
stall as well as the master himself knew and armed with a musket. Almost at

his own table. Even the young steers the same time, a young gypsy fortune-

and the little calves had something of teller came from among the trees, and
domestic sacredness about them ; for proposed to tell my fortune. While
children had watched their growth, and she was doing this, the goddess Diana

petted them, and played with them, let fly an arrow, and hit me smartly in

And here they all were, old and young, the hand. The fortune-teller and god-

gathered from their thousand homes to dess were in fine contrast, Diana being

Brighton Fair ; whence the great chance a blonde, fair, quiet, with a moderate
was that they would go to the slaughter- composure ;

and the gypsy (O. G.) a

house, and thence be transmitted, in bright, vivacious, dark-haired, rich-com-

sirloins, joints, and such pieces, to the plexioned damsel, both of them very
tables of the Boston folk. pretty, at least pretty enough to make

William Allen had come to buy four fifteen years enchanting. Accompanied
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by these denizens of the wild wood, we sure, is in process of being thrashed,
went onward, and came to a company at odd intervals.

of fantastic figures, arranged in a ring I ought to have mentioned among
for a dance or a game. There was a the diverse and incongruous growths
Swiss girl, an Indian squaw, a negro of of the picnic party our two Spanish
the Jim Crow order, one or two foresters, boys from Manilla

; Lucas, with his

and several people in Christian attire, heavy features and almost mulatto corn-

besides children of all ages. Then fol- plexion ;
and Josd, slighter, with rather

lowed childish games, in which the a feminine face, not a gay, girlish

grown people took part with mirth one, but grave, reserved, eying you
enough, while I, whose nature it is sometimes with an earnest but secret

to be a mere spectator both of sport expression, and causing you to ques-
and serious business, lay under the tion what sort of person he is.

trees and looked on. Meanwhile, Mr.

Emerson and Miss Fuller, who arrived Friday, October i. I have been
an hour or two before, came forth into looking at our four swine, not of the

the little glade where we were assem- last lot, but those in process of fatten-

bled. Here followed much talk. The ing. They lie among the clean rye
ceremonies of the day concluded with a straw in the sty, nestling close togeth-
cold collation of cakes and fruit. All er

;
for they seem to be beasts sensitive

was pleasant enough, an excellent to the cold, and this is a clear, bright,

piece of work,
" would 't were done !" crystal morning, with a cool, north-

It has left a fantastic impression on my west wind. So there lie these four black

memory, this intermingling of wild and swine, as deep among the straw as they
fabulous characters with real and home- can burrow, the very symbols of sloth-

ly ones, in the secluded nook of the ful ease and sensuous comfort. They
woods. I remember them, with the sun- seem to be actually oppressed and over-

light breaking through overshadowing burdened with comfort. They are quick

branches, and they appearing and dis- to notice any one's approach, and utter

appearing confusedly, perhaps start- a low grunt thereupon, not drawing

ing out of the earth ;
as if the every- a breath for that particular purpose,

day laws of Nature were suspended for but grunting with their ordinary breath,

this particular occasion. There were at the same time turning an observ-

the children, too, laughing and sporting ant, though dull and sluggish, eye upon
about, as if they were at home among the visitor. They seem to be involved

such strange shapes, and anon burst- and buried in their own corporeal sub-

ing into loud uproar of lamentation, stance, and to look dimly forth at the

when the rude gambols of the merry outer world. They breathe not easily,

archers chanced to overturn them. And and yet not with difficulty nor discom-

apart, with a shrewd, Yankee observa- fort ; for the very unreadiness and op-
tion of the scene, stands our friend Or- pression with which their breath comes

ange, a thick-set, sturdy figure, enjoy- appears to make them sensible of the

ing the fun well enough, yet rather deep sensual satisfaction which they

laughing with a perception of its non- feel. Swill, the remnant of their last

sensicalness than at all entering into meal, remains in the trough, denoting
the spirit of the thing. that their food is more abundant than

This morning I have been helping to even a hog can demand. Anon, they

gather apples. The principal farm la- fall asleep, drawing
'

short and heavy
bors at this time are ploughing for breaths, which heave their huge sides

winter rye, and breaking up the green- up and down
;
but at the slightest noise

sward for next year's crop of potatoes, they sluggishly unclose their eyes, and

gathering squashes, and not much else, give another gentle grunt. They also

except such year-round employments grunt among themselves, without any
as milking. The crop of rye, to be external cause

;
but merely to express
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their swinish sympathy. I suppose it cross-road through the woods, parallel

is the knowledge that these four grunt- with the river, which I crossed again at

ers are doomed to die within two or Dedham. Most of the road lay through
three weeks that gives them a sort of a growth of young oaks principally,

awfulness in my conception. It makes They still retain their verdure, though,
me contrast their present gross sub- looking closely in among them, one

stance of fleshly life with the nothing- perceives the broken sunshine falling

ness speedily to come. Meantime the on a few sere or bright-hued tufts of

four newly-bought pigs are running shrubbery. In low, marshy spots, on

about the cow-yard, lean, active, shrewd, the verge of the meadows or along the

investigating everything, as their na- river-side, there is a much more marked

ture is. When I throw an apple among autumnal change. Whole ranges of

them, they scramble with one another bushes are there painted with many
for the prize, and the successful one variegated hues, not of the brightest

scampers away to eat it at leisure, tint, but of a sober cheerfulness. I

They thrust their snouts into the mud, suppose this is owing more to the late

and pick a grain of corn out of the rub- rains than to the frost; for a heavy
bish. Nothing within their sphere do rain changes the foliage somewhat at

they leave unexamined, grunting all the this season. The first marked frost

time with infinite variety of expression, was seen last Saturday morning. Soon

Their language is the most copious of after sunrise it lay, white as snow,
that of any quadruped, and, indeed, over all the grass, and on the tops

there is something deeply and indefin- of the fences, and in the yard, on the

ably interesting in the swinish race, heap of firewood. On Sunday, I think,

They appear the more a mystery the there was a fall of snow, which, how-

longer one gazes at them. It seems as ever, did not lie on the ground a mo-

if there were an important meaning to ment.

them, if one could but find it out. One There is no season when such pleas-

interesting trait in them is their perfect ant and sunny spots may be lighted on,

independence of character. They care and produce so pleasant an effect on

not for man, and will not adapt them- the feelings, as now in October. The
selves to his notions, as other beasts sunshine is peculiarly genial ; and in

do ; but are true to themselves, and act sheltered places, as on the side of a

out their hoggish nature. bank, or of a barn or house, one be-

comes acquainted and friendly with the

October 7. Since Saturday last, (it sunshine. It seems to be of a kindly

being now Thursday,) I have been in and homely nature. And the green
Boston and Salem, and there has been grass, strewn with a few withered

a violent storm and rain during the leaves, looks the more green and beau-

whole time. This morning shone as tiful for them. In summer or spring

bright as if it meant to make up for all Nature is farther from one's sympa-
the dismalness of the past days. Our thies.

brook, which in the summer was no

longer a running stream, but stood in October 8. Another gloomy day,

pools along its pebbly course, is now full lowering with portents of rain close at

from one grassy verge to the other, and hand. I have walked up into the pas-
hurries along with a murmuring rush, tures this morning, and looked about

It will continue to swell, I suppose, me a little. The woods present a very
and in the winter and spring it will diversified appearance just now, with

flood all the broad meadows through perhaps more varieties of tint than

which it flows. they are destined to wear at a some-

I have taken a long walk this fore- what later period. There are some
noon along the Needham road, and strong yellow hues, and some deep
across the bridge, thence pursuing a red ;

there are innumerable shades of
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green, some few having the depth of dug out of the hill with a hoe, the tops
summer ; others, partially changed to- being flung into a heap for the cow-

wards yellow, look freshly verdant yard. On my way home I paused to

with the delicate tinge of early summer inspect the squash-field. Some of the

or of May. Then there is the solemn squashes lay in heaps as they were
and dark green of the pines. The ef- gathered, presenting much variety of

feet is, that every tree in the wood and shape and hue, as golden yellow, like

every bush among the shrubbery has great lumps of gold, dark green, striped
a separate existence, since, confusedly and variegated ;

and some were round,

intermingled, each wears its peculiar and some lay curling their long necks,

color, instead of being lost in the uni- nestling, as it were, and seeming as if

versal emerald of summer. And yet they had life.

there is a oneness of effect likewise, In my walk yesterday forenoon I

when we choose to look at a whole passed an old house which seemed to

sweep of woodland instead of analyzing be quite deserted. It was a two-story,
its component trees. Scattered over wooden house, dark and weather-beat-

the pasture, which the late rains have en. The front windows, some of them,

kept tolerably green, there are spots or were shattered and open, and others

islands of dusky red, a deep, sub- were boarded up. Trees and shrub-

stantial hue, very well fit to be close bery were growing neglected, so as

to the ground, while the yellow, and quite to block up the lower part. There

light, fantastic shades of green soar up- was an aged barn near at hand, so ru-

ward to the sky. These red spots are inous that it had been necessary to

the blueberry and whortleberry bushes, prop it up. There were two old carts,

The sweet-fern is changed mostly to both of which had lost a wheel. Every-
russet, but still retains its wild and de- thing was in keeping. At first I sup-

lightful fragrance when pressed in the posed that there would be no inhabit-

hand. Wild China-asters are scattered ants in such a dilapidated place ; but,

about, but beginning to wither. A lit- passing on, I looked back, and saw a

tie while ago, mushrooms or toad- decrepit and infirm old man at the an-

stools were very numerous along the gle of the house, its fit occupant. The

wood-paths and by the roadsides, es- grass, however, was very green and

pecially after rain. Some were of spot- beautiful around this dwelling, and, the

less white, some yellow, and some scar- sunshine falling brightly on it, the

let. They are always mysteries and whole effect was cheerful and pleasant,

objects of interest to me, springing as It seemed as if the world was so glad

they do so suddenly from no root or that this desolate old place, where there

seed, and growing one wonders why. was never to be any more hope and

I think, too, that some varieties are happiness, could not at all lessen the

pretty objects, little fairy tables, centre- general effect of joy.

tables, standing on one leg. But their I found a small turtle by the road-

growth appears to be checked now, side, where he had crept to warm him-

and they are of a brown tint and de- self in the genial sunshine. He had a

cayed. sable back, and underneath his shell

The farm business to-day is to dig was yellow, and at the edges bright

potatoes. I worked a little at it. The scarlet. His head, tail, and claws were

process is to grasp all the stems of a striped yellow, black, and red. He
hill and pull them up. A great many withdrew himself, as far as he possibly
of the potatoes are thus pulled, clinging could, into his shell, and absolutely re-

to the stems and to one another in cu- fused to peep out, even when I put him

rious shapes, long red things, and into the water. Finally, I threw him

little round ones, imbedded in the earth into a deep pool and left him. These

which clings to the roots. These being mailed gentlemen, from the size of a

plucked off, the rest of the potatoes are foot or more down to an inch, were
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very numerous in the spring ;
and now

the smaller kind appear again.

Saturday, October 9. Still dismal

weather. Our household, being com-

posed in great measure of children and

young people, is generally a cheerful

one enough, even in gloomy weather.

For a week past we have been especial-

ly gladdened with a little seamstress

from Boston, about seventeen years
old

;
but of such a petite figure, that, at

first view, one would take her to be

hardly in her teens. She is very viva-

cious and smart, laughing and singing
and talking all the time, talking sen-

sibly ; but still, taking the view of mat-

ters that a city girl naturally would. If

she were larger than she is, and of less

pleasing aspect, I think she might be

intolerable
; but being so small, and

with a fair skin, and as healthy as a wild-

flower, she is really very agreeable ; and
to look at her face is like being shone

upon by a ray of the sun. She never

walks, but bounds and dances along,
and this motion, in her diminutive per-

son, does not give the idea of violence.

It is like a bird, hopping from twig to

twig, and chirping merrily all the time.

Sometimes she is rather vulgar, but

even that works well enough into her

character, and accords with it. On con-

tinued observation, one discovers that

she is not a little girl, but really a little

woman, with all the prerogatives and

liabilities of a woman. This gives a

new aspect to her, while the girlish im-

pression still remains, and is strangely
combined with the sense that this frol-

icsome maiden has the material for the

sober bearing of a wife. She romps
with the boys, runs races with them in

the yard, and up and down the stairs,

and is heard scolding laughingly at

their rough play. She asks William

Allen to place her " on top of that

horse," whereupon he puts his large
brown hands about her waist, and,

swinging her to and fro, lifts her on

horseback. William threatens to rivet

two horse-shoes round her neck, for

having clambered, with the other girls

and boys, upon a load of hay, whereby
the said load lost its balance and slid

off the cart. She strings the seed-ber-

ries of roses together, making a scarlet

necklace of them, which she fastens

about her throat. She gathers flowers

of everlasting to wear in her bonnet,

arranging them with the skill of a dress-

maker. In the evening, she sits sing-

ing by the hour, with the musical part
of the establishment, often breaking
into laughter, whereto she is incited by
the tricks of the boys. The last thing
one hears of her, she is tripping up
stairs to bed, talking lightsomely or

warbling ;
and one meets her in the

morning, the very image of bright morn

itself, smiling briskly at you, so that

one takes her for a promise of cheerful-

ness through the day. Be it said, with

all the rest, that there is a perfect maid-

en modesty in her deportment. She

has just gone away, and the last I saw

of her was her vivacious face peeping

through the curtain of the cariole, and

nodding a gay farewell to the family,

who were shouting their adieux at the

door. With her other merits, she is an

excellent daughter, and supports her

mother by the labor of her hands. It

would be difficult to conceive before-

hand how much can be added to the

enjoyment of a household by mere sun-

niness of temper and liveliness of dis-

position ; for her intellect is very ordi-

nary, and she never says anything worth

hearing, or even laughing at, in itself.

But she herself is an expression well

worth studying.
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THE FENIAN "IDEA."

IT
was a great truth Shelley uttered almost more vividly than in the tame

when he said that slavery would and uninteresting present. Ireland, at

not be the enormous wrong and evil all events, has had nothing to divert

which it is, if men who had long suf- her from her old traditions ;
and there

fered under it could rise at once to free- is probably no man, woman, or child

dom and self-government. We see of Celtic race living in the country in

this fact everywhere proved by races, whose mind a certain "historical ele-

nations, sexes, long held in bondage, ment," compounded strangely of truth

and, when at last set free, displaying and falsehood, does not occupy a place
for years, perhaps for generations, the such as no analogous impression takes

vices of cowardice, deceit, and cruelty in the thought of an ordinary English-

engendered by slavery. Chains leave man or Frenchman. We shall endeav-

ugly scars on the flesh, but deeper or in this paper to give a little idea

scars by far on the soul. Even where of the nature of these Irish traditions

the exercise of oppression has stopped and feelings ; and if we succeed in do-

short of actual serfdom, where a race ing so, we shall at the same time afford

has been merely excluded from some to our readers a clew to some of the

natural rights, and burdened with some supposed mysteries of the recent out-

unrighteous restrictions, the same re- break of Fenianism. In sober truth,

suit, in a mitigated degree, may be Fenianism is not, to Anglo-Irish ob-

traced in moral degradation, surviving servers, a startling apparition, an out-

the injustice itself and almost its very burst of insane folly, an epidemic of

memory. Ages pass away, and "Re- national hate, but, on the contrary, a

venge and Wrong
"

still
"
bring forth most familiar phenomenon, the mere

their kind." The evil is not dead, appearance on the surface of what we
though they who wrought it have long always knew lay beneath, an endemic
mouldered in their forgotten graves. as natural to the soil as the ague and

In a very remarkable manner this fever which haunt the undrained bogs,
sad law of our nature applies to the Those who understand what Irishmen
condition of the Irish race. Doubtless are always thinking will find no diffi-

the isolated position of Ireland, the culty in understanding also what things
small share it has had in the life and they occasionally do.

movement of our century, has allowed The real wrongs inflicted by Eng-
the old wrongs to fester in memory, and land upon Ireland are probably as bad
the old feelings of rancor to perpetuate as ever disgraced the history of a con-

themselves, as they could never have quest in itself without excuse. Not
done in a country more in the high- to speak of confiscations, and exe-

way of nations. Vendettas personal cutions often taking the form of mur-
and political are ever to be found in derous raids into suspected districts,

islands, like Corsica, Sicily, Ireland ; there were laws passed one after an-
or in remote glens and mountains, such other, from the time of Edward I. even
as those of Scotland or Greece. Men to the present century, a collection of
who live in New York, London, or which would be a sad commentary on
Paris must be singularly retentive of the boasted justice of English Parlia-

passion to keep up even their own ments. Irishmen lay under disabili-

hatreds, not to speak of the hatreds of ties, political, social, and ecclesiastical,
their ancestors. But it is alike the so severe and numerous that it really
bane and blessing of lives spent in re- seems to have been a question what
tirement and monotony to retain im- they were expected to do except to

pressions for years, and live in the past break some of these arbitrary laws, and
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so incur some cruel penalty. Down to

our own century, and for the avowed

purpose of injuring the only flourishing
trade of the country (that of linen), the

English cotton and woollen manufac-

turers procured the passing of acts bet-

ter called destructive than protective ;

and in sober truth, if England now

deplores the low industrial and com-
mercial state of Ireland, she has only
to look over her own statute-book, and
see if ingenuity could have further gone
in the way of discouragement and de-

pression. When we add to these

wrongs the bitter drop of the Irish

Church Establishment, it is doubtless

clear that an able advocate could make
out a very telling case for the plaintiff,

in that great case of Ireland vs. Eng-
land on which Europe and America sit

as jury.

But it is a singularly inexact notion

of the real historical wrongs of his

country which an ordinary Irishman

treasures in his heart; in fact, he has

no idea of the real wrongs at all, but of

other and quite imaginary ones. He
sets out with the great fallacy that Ire-

land was at some indefinite epoch (de-

scribed as " former times ") a wealthy,

prosperous, and united country, and

that every declension from those char-

acteristics is to be laid at the door of

English tyranny and jealousy. When
Moore wrote,

" Let Erin remember the days of old,

Ere her faithless sons betrayed her,

When Malachi wore the collar of gold
Which he won from her proud invader,

" When her kings, with their standards of green un-

furled,

Led the Red Branch knights to danger,
Ere the emerald gem of the Western world

Was set in the crown of a stranger,"

when, we say, a man of the world,
who afterwards wrote a remarkably
moderate and sensible History of Ire-

land, wrote nonsense like this, he was
doubtless well aware he was only by
poetic license describing what Irish-

men commonly believed about "
days of

old," and their glorified circumstances.

We once saw an Irish schoolmaster,

just one of those who mould the ideas

of the humbler classes, shown into a
room furnished with the usual luxury
of a handsome English drawing-room,

books, pictures, flowers, and china,
" an earthly paradise of ormolu." The
good man looked round with great ad-

miration, and then innocently remarked,
"
Why, this must be like one of the pal-

aces of our ancient kings !

" Here was

precisely the popular Irish idea. Her
" ancient king

" who actually lived

in the wattled walls of Tara, enjoying
barbarian feasts of beer and hecatombs
of lean kine and sheep is supposed to

have been a refined and splendid prince,

dwelling in ideal "halls," (doubtless

compounded out of the Dublin Bank
and Rotunda,) and enjoying the finest

music on a double-action harp. As a

fact, there is no evidence whatever that

the old Irish Pentarchy was much bet-

ter than any five chieftainships of the

Sandwich Islands. Even the historians

who laud it in most pompous phrases,
like Keatinge, give nothing but details

of wars and massacres, disorders and
rebellions without end. Out of one

hundred and sixty-eight kings who by
this (of course) half -fabulous story

reigned from the Milesian Conquest to

Roderick O'Connor, vanquished by
Henry II. in 1172, no less than sev-

enty-nine are said to have acquired the

throne by the murder of their predeces-
sors. The contests between the five

kings for the supremacy, or for the ac-

quisition of each other's territories, of-

fer a spectacle which can only be com-

pared to a sanguinary game of puss-in-

the-corner lasting for a thousand years.

As to any monuments of civilization, it

would indeed be wonderful if they were

found in a country so circumstanced.

Such existing architecture as can be

attributed to a Celtic origin is con-

fined to the simple round towers,

Cormac's Chapel at Cashel, and a few

humble little stone-roofed edifices like

the one known as "
St. Kevin's Kitch-

en," and made, with true Irish magnilo-

quence, to stand wellnigh alone for the

" Seven Churches of Glendalough."
For literature, ancient Ireland can

show the respectable
" Annals of the
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Four Masters," and a few minor chroni- from his the laborer's or shoemaker's

cles in prose and verse, but not a sin- ancestors.

gle work deserving a place in European Fenians talk of an Irish Republic,

history. Literally the fame of a few no- and the brave and honest men who

mad saints, and a collection of torques led the rising of '98 undoubtedly heart-

and brooches (of great beauty, but pos- ily desired to establish one on the

sible Byzantine workmanship) in the American model. But to any one re-

Irish Academy, are the chief grounds ally acquainted with Irish character, to

on which rest the claims of Ireland to dream of such institutions for ages to

ancient civilization. Yet not merely come seems utterly vain. All the qual-

civilization, but the extreme grandeur ities which go to make a republican, in

and magnificence of Ireland in " for- the true sense of the term, are wanting

mer times," is the first postulate of all in the Irish nature ; and, on the other

Irish discontent. It is because Eng- hand, there is a superabundance of all

land has dimmed her glory and over- the opposite qualities which go to make

thrown her royal state that Irishmen a loyal subject of a king, not too des-

burn with patriot indignation, and not potic, but still a strong-handed, visible,

by any means because she has merely audible, tangible ruler of men. Devo-

left barbarism and disunion still barbar- tion to an idea, to a constitution, to a

ous and disunited after seven centuries, flag ; respect for law as law ; sturdy in-

and has checked, instead of encourag- dependence and self-reliance ; regard for

ing, the industry and commerce of the others' rights and jealousy of a man's

land. own, all these true republican char-

Proceeding on this false ground, the acteristics are most rarely to be found

Celtic Irishman, with his fervid imagi- in Irishmen. Nay, the most impor-

nation, easily builds for himself a whole tant of all the reverence for law is

edifice of local and personal grievances almost, we might say, reversed in his

on the pattern of the supposed nation- nature. The true Irishman detests law.

al one. Was Ireland once a rich and He loves, indeed, mercy, retribution,

splendid country ? So was every town many fine things which law may or may
and neighborhood once full of gayety not produce. But the simple fact that

and prosperity, when
" the family

" lived a certain proceeding has been by proper
at home and did not travel or spend the authorities constituted a law or rule of

season in London. Full of extravagant any kind, in public matters or private,

reverence for birth and rank, it is al- is reason enough, in high or low, to

ways, in the Irishman's mind, not his make it secretly distasteful. As Cole-

fault, nor that of his compeers of the ridge used to say, that, "when any-

working and middle classes, that trade thing was presented to him as a duty,
and agriculture do not flourish in the he instantly felt himself seized by a

land ;
but the fault of some lord or sense of inability to perform it," so, to

squire who ought to come and spend the Celtic mind, when anything comes

money there, or some king or queen in the guise of a law, there is an ac-

who should hold court in Dublin and companying seizure of moral paralysis,
waste as much treasure as possible Even if the law or rule be made by
upon state ceremonials. Nay, every the offender himself, it is all the same,

man for himself, almost, has at the Having given it utterance, it is a law,

bottom of his heart a belief that he and he hates it accordingly. On the

ought to be, not a laborer or carter, other hand, nothing can exceed the gen-
shoemaker or tailor, but the head of erous, chivalrous personal and family
some ancient house, some O' or Mac, loyalty of the Irish nature. But it is a

living not in his own mud cabin, but person he wants, not a constitution or

in the handsome residence of some a flag.

English gentleman whose estate was Of course, how far all these charac-

wrongfully taken in "former times" teristics may be altered by residence
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in America we are unable to say. We to diminish the sharpness of the dis-

write of the Irishman in Ireland, from tinction between the conquerors and the

lifelong acquaintance. What dreams conquered. Still, to this day, the two
the Fenians in America may indulge, nations dwell in the same land, but not

we are also in no position to know, united. Still each member of each race

But this we may safely aver : The learns as his first lesson to which of

Irishmen in Ireland who are caught by the two he belongs, and recognizes, by
such schemes of rebellion and revolu- some occult, but well-known tokens,
tion are not, as might be thought, mere the race and creed of every man with

vulgar agitators, eager for notoriety or whom he has dealings. Religious dif-

perhaps plunder. They are (such of ferences, of course, have come in to

them as are the dupes, not the dupers) swell the tide of mistrust, and to nul-

men whose minds from childhood have lify the most strenuous efforts of the

been filled with anti - historic visions Anglo-Irish to gain the confidence of

of Ireland's former grandeur, and who the Celts. In the books circulated in

cherish patriotic indignation for her the baskets of the strolling pedlers,

supposed wrongs, and patriotic hopes which constitute almost the sole lit-

of her future glory. In a word, they live erature of the laboring class, we have
in a world of unrealities almost incon- constantly seen the favorite tract enti-

ceivable to a cool Saxon brain, unreal tied " A Father's Advice to his Son,"

splendors of the past and utterly un- in which the Catholic peasant is warned
real and impossible future hopes. They to put no faith in the desire of his

neither see where England has actually Protestant neighbor to help him, and

wronged Ireland heretofore, nor how advised, not, indeed, to refuse his chari-

her Constitution opens to them now ty, but to return for it no gratitude, since

(were they but once united) the lawful a Protestant can have no real feeling
means of obtaining all just redress and for a Catholic. We have heard with

beneficial legislation they can desire, our own ears O'Connell say almost

Instead of this, they are still talking of the same thing in Conciliation Hall,

Tara and Kincora, of Ollamh Fodhla and tell his hearers that English sub-

and Brien Boiromhe, and dream in the scriptions at the time of the famine

year of grace 1866 to set England at were given from fear, not kindness,

naught with a few thousand undisci- But even were all these false teachers

plined troops, and then burn down the silenced, were the enormous insult of

hundred or two of handsome houses the Irish Establishment retracted to-

and banish all the cultivated men and morrow, even then the root of nation-

women in the country (even including al bitterness would not be killed. It

the priests !),
to inaugurate a grand era would take generations to kill it.

of universal prosperity and civilization. Between fifty and a hundred years
But however delusive the indigna- ago the Anglo-Irish gentry, as all the

tion and the hopes of the Fenians world knows, were a vv.^d and extrava-

must be accounted, the sad fact remains gant race. Duelling and drinking were

that old misgovernment and oppression the two great duties of a gentleman. A
have left behind a train of evil feelings, young man was instructed how to "make
whose existence is only too real, how- his head "

early in life, and to acquire

ever fantastic may be the shapes they the gentle art of pistolling his friends,

assume. While three or four centuries when now he would be studying Greek

sufficed to obliterate all trace of the under Professor Jowett, or "
coaching"

Norman Conquest, and unite in indis- for a civil - service examination. It

soluble bonds of blood and language was in bad taste in those halcyon days
the two races who contended for mas- for a man to leave a pleasant social

tery at Hastings, in Ireland, on the party in a state of sobriety, and he was

contrary, seven centuries have failed, liable to be challenged by his aggrieved
not merely to efface, but even essentially companions if he did it frequently. The
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custom of locking the dining-room door left a debt of another hundred thou-

and putting the key in the fire, so as sand, after Garter- King-at-Arms had

to secure a comfortable night (on the been summoned from England to see

floor), was so common as hardly to de- her in state to her mausoleum as a de-

serve notice ;
and in many old houses scendant of the Plantagenets. An earl

are still preserved the huge glasses in the North, of no great wealth, was

bearing the toast of the Immortal carried to his grave by a procession

Memory of William III., and calculated of five thousand people, all of whom
to hold three bottles of claret, all to be were entertained, and three thousand

drunk at once by one member of the clothed in mourning, for the occasion,

company, who then won the prize of But there is no need to go further into

a seven-guinea piece deposited at the such traditions.

bottom. Gambling was not a pastime, Were these, then, the people who
but a business ;

and a business shared earned the hoarded hate of the Fe-

by the ladies. On rainy days it was nian ? Was it this coarse and stupid

customary to lay the card-tables at ten extravagance, contrasted with the ab-

o'clock in the morning, and on all days ject penury of the peasantry, (far greater
the work began immediately after the then than now,) which has left such in-

four-o'clock dinner. Of all field-sports delible, bitter memories ? Very far in-

hunting was the favorite
; and, of course, deed is this from being the case. That

horses and hounds helped to run away age of lavish waste is looked back upon
with estates as well as cards and clar- universally in Ireland as one of those

et. Great pomp, however, of a certain "former times" which are to be for-

semi-barbaric kind was the crowning ever contrasted with the present, an

extravagance. Everybody drove four age of gold compared to an age of iron,

horses, the loftier grandees invaria- True, the old landlords were harder on

bly six, with due accompaniment of their tenants than any dare now to be
;

outriders and running footmen. Dress- true, they neither improved land, nor

es, jewels, and lace were of course in built cottages, nor endowed schools,

keeping with the equipage, albeit the nor did one earthly thing to help the

furniture of the finest houses was what wretched and starving people in the

we should deem a strange mixture of face of whose misery they flaunted their

magnificence and bareness, beautiful splendor. But there was little or no bit-

pictures on the walls, and no curtains terness of feeling toward them
;
for their

to the windows, tapestry fauteuils, faults were those with which the people
and a small square of carpet in the sympathized, and their free-handed hos-

midst of a Sahara of plain deal floor,
pitality would have covered more sins

But the kitchen was the true scene even than they committed. Perhaps
of that Wilful Waste which assuredly one of the very reasons why, in these

brought Woful Want often enough in last years, the never wholly quieted
its train. Every gentleman's house ground-swell of discontent has risen

served as a sort of free tavern for ten- up in Fenianism is this, that the whole

ants, servants, laborers, and the rel- generation of which we have spoken
atives, friends, and acquaintances of has now utterly died out, and, since the

tenants, servants, and laborers without Encumbered Estates Court has done
end. Up stairs there was endless din- its work, the families of landholders

ner-giving and claret-drinking ; down have undergone great changes, and,
stairs there was breakfasting, dining, where not changed in race, have whol-
and supping, only substituting beef ly changed in habits and mode of life,

for venison and whiskey for claret "Castle Rackrent" exists no more.

One famous countess, coming into Irish landlords have now neither power
an estate of twenty thousand a year, nor inclination to hold free quarters for

with a reserve of one hundred thou- all comers. On the other hand, (we
sand pounds, spent the whole, and speak it advisedly,) no class of men in
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Europe strive more earnestly and self- tion of imaginary wrongs, and the un-

denyingly to improve the condition of seen but too real results of actual ones,
those dependent on them, to build good will both pass away, and there may yet
houses for their tenants, open schools come a day in which it will not seem
for the children, and drain and fertilize a satire to speak of the land of the

the land. Let us hope that, as years Fenian and the Agrarian murderer as

roll on, and generations pass, the tradi- " The Isle of Saints."

THE CHIMNEY-CORNER FOR 1866.

V.

WHAT ARE THE SOURCES OF BEAUTY IN DRESS.

r

I
SHE conversation on dress which I x I particularly objected to the change

J- had held with Jennie and her little on my own small account, because the

covey of Birds of Paradise appeared smooth, breakfast-table coiffure, which
to have worked in the minds of the fair I had always so much enjoyed, was

council, for it was not long before they now often exchanged for a peculiarly
invaded my study again in a body, bristling appearance ; the hair being

They were going out to a party, but variously twisted, tortured, woven, and
called for Jennie, and of course gave wound, without the least view to im-

me and Mrs. Crowfield the privilege of mediate beauty or grace. But all this,

seeing them equipped for conquest. I was informed, was the necessary

Latterly, I must confess, the myste- means towards crimping for some even-

ries of the toilet rites have impressed ing display of a more elaborate nature

me with a kind of superstitious awe. than usual.

Only a year ago my daughter Jennie had Mrs. Crowfield and myself are not

smooth dark hair, which she wreathed party-goers by profession, but Jennie
in various soft, flowing lines about her insists on our going out at least once

face, and confined in a classical knot or twice in a season, just, as she says,

on the back of her head. Jennie had to keep up with the progress of soci-

rather a talent for coiffure, and the ar- ety ; and at these times I have been

rangement of her hair was one of my struck with frequent surprise by the gen-
little artistic delights. She always eral untidiness which appeared to have

had something there, a leaf, a spray, come over the heads of all my female

a bud or blossom, that looked fresh, friends. I know, of course, that I am
and had a sort of poetical grace of its only a poor, ignorant, bewildered man-

own, creature; but to my uninitiated eyes

But in a gradual way all this has been they looked as if they had all, after a

changing. Jennie's hair first became very restless and perturbed sleep, come

slightly wavy, then curly, finally frizzly, out of bed without smoothing their turn-

presenting a tumbled and twisted ap- bled and disordered locks. Then, every

pearance, which gave me great inward young lady, without exception, seemed

concern
; but when I spoke upon the to have one kind of hair, and that the

subject I was always laughingly si- kind which was rather suggestive of

lenced with the definitive settling re- the term woolly. Every sort of wild

mark :
"
O, it 's the fashion, papa ! abandon of frowzy locks seemed to be

Everybody wears it so." in vogue; in some cases the hair ap-

VOL. xvn. NO. 103. 37
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pearing to ray vision nothing but a con- in triumph into my study ; and, in

fused snarl, in which glittered tinklers, truth, the little room seemed to be per-

spangles, and bits of tinsel, and from fectly transformed by their brightness,

which waved long pennants and stream- My honest, nice, lovable little Yankee-

ers of different-colored ribbons. fireside girls were, to be sure, got up
I was in fact very greatly embar- in a style that would have done credit

rassed by my first meeting with some to Madame Pompadour, or any of the

very charming girls, whom I thought I most questionable characters of the

knew as familiarly as my own daughter time of Louis XIV. or XV. They
Jennie, and whose soft, pretty hair had were frizzled and powdered, and built

often formed the object of my admi- up in elaborate devices ; they wore on

ration. Now, however, they revealed their hair flowers, gems, streamers, tin-

themselves to me in coiffures which klers, humming-birds, butterflies, South

forcibly reminded me of the electrical American beetles, beads, bugles, and

experiments which used to entertain us all imaginable rattle-traps, which jingled

in college, when the subject stood on and clinked with every motion ;
and yet,

the insulated stool, and each particular as they were three or four fresh, hand-

hair of his head bristled and rose, and some, intelligent, bright-eyed girls, there

set up, as it were, on its own account, was no denying the fact that they did

This high-flying condition of the tress- look extremely pretty; and as they sailed

es, and the singularity of the ornaments hither and thither before me, and gazed
which appeared to be thrown at hap- down upon me in the saucy might oftheir

hazard into them, suggested so oddly rosy girlhood, there was a gay defiance

the idea of a bewitched person, that I in Jennie's demand,
"
Now, papa, how

could scarcely converse with any pres- do you like us ?
"

ence of mind, or realize that these really "Very charming," answered I, sur-

were the nice, well-informed, sensible rendering at discretion,

little girls of my own neighborhood,
"

I told you, girls, that you could con-

the good daughters, good sisters, Sun- vert him to the fashions, if he should

day-school teachers, and other familiar once see you in party trim."

members of our best educated circles ;
"

I beg pardon, my dear
;

I am not

and I came away from the party in a converted to the fashion, but to you,
sort of blue maze, and hardly in a state and that is a point on which I did n't

to conduct myself with credit in the ex- need conversion
;
but the present fash-

amination through which I knew Jen- ions, even so fairly represented as I

nie would put me as to the appearance see them, I humbly confess I dis-

of her different friends. like."

I know not how it is, but the glamour
" O Mr. Crowfield !

"

of fashion in the eyes of girlhood is so "Yes, my dears, I do. But then,- 1

complete, that the oddest, wildest, most protest, I 'm not fairly treated. I think,

uncouth devices find grace and favor for a young American girl, who looks

in the eyes of even well-bred girls, as most of my fair friends do look, to

when once that invisible, ineffable aura come down with her bright eyes and all

has breathed over them which declares her little panoply of graces upon an old

them to be fashionable. They may fellow like me, and expect him to like a

defy them for a time, they may pro- fashion merely because she looks well in

nounce them horrid
; but it is with a it, is all sheer nonsense. Why, girls,

secretly melting heart, and with a men- if you wore rings in your noses, and

tal reservation to look as nearly like bangles on your arms up to your el-

the abhorred spectacle as they pos- bows, if you tied your hair in a war-

sibly can on the first favorable oppor- knot on the top of your heads like the

tunity. Sioux Indians, you would look pretty

On the occasion of the visit referred still. The question is n't, as I view it,

to, Jennie ushered her three friends whether you look pretty, for that you
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do and that you will, do what you worsted party in my study, sitting in the

please and dress how you will. The midst of which I read as follows.

question is whether you might not look

prettier, whether another style of dress,

and another mode of getting up, would
' WHAT ARE THE SOURCES OF BEAUTY

not be far more becoming. I am one IN DRESS -

who thinks that it would." " The first one is appropriateness.
" Now, Mr. Crowfield, you positively Colors and forms and modes, in them-

are too bad," said Humming-Bird, selves graceful or beautiful, can be-

whose delicate head was encircled by come ungraceful and ridiculous simply
a sort of crapy cloud of bright hair, through inappropriateness. The most

sparkling with gold-dust and spangles, lovely bonnet that the most approved
in the midst of which, just over her modiste can invent, if worn on the head

forehead, a gorgeous blue butterfly was of a coarse-faced Irishwoman bearing a

perched, while a confused mixture of market-basket on her arm, excites no

hairs, gold-powder, spangles, stars, and emotion but that of the ludicrous. The

tinkling ornaments fell in a sort of cat- most elegant and brilliant evening dress,
aract down her pretty neck. " You see, if worn in the daytime in a railroad car,

we girls think everything of you ; and strikes every one with a sense of absurd-

now we don't like it that you don't like ity ; whereas both these objects in ap-
our fashions." propriate associations would excite only

"
Why, my little princess, so long as the idea of beauty. So, a mode of dress

I like you better than your fashions, obviously intended for driving strikes us

and merely think they are not worthy as outre" in a parlor ;
and a parlor dress

of you, what 's the harm ?
" would no less shock our eyes on horse-

"O yes, to be sure. You sweeten back. In short, the course of this prin-
the dose to us babies with that sugar- ciple through all varieties of form can

plum. But really, Mr. Crowfield, why easily be perceived. Besides appro-
don't you like the fashions ?

"
priateness to time, place, and circum-

"
Because, to my view, they are in stances, there is appropriateness to age,

great part in false taste, and injure the position, and character. This is the

beauty of the girls," said I.
"
They are foundation of all our ideas of profes-

inappropriate to their characters, and sional propriety in costume. One would

make them look like a kind and class not like to see a clergyman in his exter-

of women whom they do not, and I nal air and appointments resembling a

trust never will, resemble internally, gentleman of the turf; one would not

and whose mark therefore they ought wish a refined and modest scholar to

not to bear externally. But there you wear the outward air of a fast fellow, or

are, beguiling me into a sermon which an aged and venerable statesman to ap-

you will only hate me in your hearts for pear with all the peculiarities of a young
preaching. Go along, children ! You dandy. The flowers, feathers, and fur-

certainly look as well as anybody can belows which a light-hearted young girl

in that style of getting up ; so go to your of seventeen embellishes by the airy

party, and to-morrow night, when you grace with which she wears them, are

are tired and sleepy, if you '11 come simply ridiculous when transferred to

with your crochet, and sit in my study, the toilet of her serious, well-meaning
I will read you Christopher Crowfield's mamma, who bears them about with an

dissertation on dress." anxious face, merely because a loqua-
"That will be amusing, to say the cious milliner has assured her, with many

least," said Humming-Bird ;

"
and, be protestations, that it is the fashion, and

sure, we will all be here. And mind, the only thing remaining for her to do.

you have to show good reasons for dis- " There are, again, modes of dress

liking the present fashion." in themselves very beautiful and very
So the next evening there was a striking, which are peculiarly adapted
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to theatrical representation and to pic- every day under the hands of a wait-

tures, but the adoption of which as a ing-maid, in alternately tangling and

part of unprofessional toilet produces a untangling their hair. Powder, paint,

sense of incongruity. A mode of dress gold-dust and silver-dust, pomatums,

may be in perfect taste on the stage, cosmetics, are all perfectly appropriate
that would be absurd in an evening where the ideal of life is to keep up a

party, absurd in the street, absurd, in false show of beauty after the true

short, everywhere else. bloom is wasted by dissipation. The
" Now you come to my first objection woman who never goes to bed till

to our present American toilet, its morning, who never even dresses her-

being to a very great extent inappro- self, who never takes a needle in her

priate to our climate, to our habits of hand, who never goes to church, and

life and thought, and to the whole struc- never entertains one serious idea of

ture of ideas on which our life is built, duty of any kind, when got up in Pom-
What we want, apparently, is some court padour style, has, to say the truth, the

of inquiry and adaptation that shall good taste and merit of appropriate-

pass judgment on the fashions of other ness. Her dress expresses just what

countries, and modify them to make she is, all false, all artificial, all mer-

them a graceful expression of our own etricious and unnatural
;
no part or

national character, and modes of think- portion of her from which it might be

ing and living. A certain class ofwomen inferred what her Creator originally
in Paris at this present hour makes the designed her to be.

fashions that rule the feminine world. " But when a nice little American

They are women who live only for the girl, who has been brought up to cul-

senses, with as utter and obvious dis- tivate her mind, to refine her taste, to

regard of any moral or intellectual pur- care for her health, to be a helpful

pose to be answered in living as a daughter and a good sister, to visit

paroquet or a macaw. They have no the poor and teach in Sunday schools
;

family ties ; love, in its pure domestic when a good, sweet, modest little puss

sense, is an impossibility in their lot ; of this kind combs all her pretty hair

religion in any sense is another impos- backward till it is one mass of frowzy

sibility ;
and their whole intensity of confusion

;
when she powders, and

existence, therefore, is concentrated on paints under her eyes ;
when she

the question of sensuous enjoyment, adopts, with eager enthusiasm, every
and that personal adornment which is outre, unnatural fashion that comes

necessary to secure it. When the great, from the most dissipated foreign cir-

ruling country in the world of taste and cles, she is in bad taste, because she

fashion has fallen into such a state that does not represent either her character,

the virtual leaders of fashion are women her education, or her good points. She
of this character, it is not to be sup- looks like a second-rate actress, when

posed that the fashions emanating from she is, in fact, a most thoroughly re-

them will be of a kind well adapted to spectable, estimable, lovable little girl,

express the ideas, the thoughts, the and on the way, as we poor fellows

state of society, of a great Christian fondly hope, to bless some one of us

democracy such as ours ought to be. with her tenderness and care in some
" What is called, for example, the nice home in the future.

Pompadour style of dress, so much in "
It is not the fashion in America for

vogue of late, we can see to be perfect- young girls to have waiting-maids,

ly adapted to the kind of existence led in foreign countries it is the fashion,

by dissipated women, whose life is one All this meretricious toilet so elabo-

revel of excitement ;
and who, never rate, so complicated, and so contrary

proposing to themselves any intellectual to nature must be accomplished, and

employment or any domestic duty, can
'

is accomplished, by the busy little fin-

afford to spend three or four hours gers of each girl for herself ;
and so it
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seems to be very evident that a style of

hair-dressing which it will require hours

to disentangle, which must injure and

in time ruin the natural beauty of the

hair, ought to be one thing which a

well-regulated court of inquiry would

reject in our American fashions.
"
Again, the genius of American life

is for simplicity and absence of ostenta-

tion. We have no parade of office ; our

public men wear no robes, no stars,

garters, collars, &c.
;

and it would,

therefore, be in good taste in our wo-

men tO Cultivate Simple Styles Of dreSS.

Now I object to the present fashions,

as adopted from France, that they are

flashy and theatrical. Having their

origin with a community whose senses

are blunted, drugged, and deadened

with dissipation and ostentation, they

reject the simpler forms of beauty, and

seek for startling effects, for odd and

unexpected results. The contempla-
tion of one of our fashionable churches,
at the hour when its fair occupants

pour forth, gives one a great deal of

surprise. The toilet there displayed

might have been in good keeping among
showy Parisian women in an opera-
house

;
but even their original inven-

tors would have been shocked at the

idea of carrying them into a church,

The rawness of our American mind as

ta the subject of propriety in dress is

nowhere more shown than in the fact

that no apparent distinction is made
between church and opera-house in the

adaptation of attire. Very estimable,

and, we trust, very religious young
women sometimes enter the house of

God in a costume which makes their

utterance of the words of the litany and
the acts of prostrate devotion in the

service seem almost burlesque. When
a brisk little creature comes into a pew
with hair frizzed till it stands on end in

a most startling manner, rattling strings
of beads and bits of tinsel, mounting
over all some pert little hat with a red

or green feather standing saucily up-

right in front, she may look exceed-

ingly pretty and piquante; and, if she

came there for a game of croquet or a

tableau-party, would be all in very good

taste
; but as she comes to confess

that she is a miserable sinner, that she
has done the things she ought not to

have done and left undone the things
she ought to have done, as she takes

upon her lips most solemn and tre-

mendous words, whose meaning runs
far beyond life into a sublime eternity,
there is a discrepancy which would be
ludicrous if it were not melancholy.
"One is apt to think, at first view,

that St. Jerome was right in saying,

she who comes in giittering ve ii

To mourn her frailty, still is frail.'

But St. Jerome was in the wrong, after

all ; for a flashy, unsuitable attire in

church is not always a mark of an un-

devout or entirely worldly mind
;

it is

simply a mark of a raw, uncultivated

taste. In Italy, the ecclesiastical law

prescribing a uniform black dress for

the churches gives a sort of education

to European ideas of propriety in toilet,

which prevents churches from being
made theatres for the same kind of dis-

play which is held to be in good taste at

places of public amusement. It is but

justice to the inventors of Parisian fash-

ions to say, that, had they ever had the

smallest idea of going to church and

Sunday school, as our good girls do,

they would immediately have devised

toilets appropriate ~to such exigencies.
If it were any part of their plan of life

to appear statedly in public to con-

fess themselves ' miserable sinners,' we
should doubtless have sent over here

the design of some graceful penitential

habit, which would give our places of

worship a much more appropriate air

than they now have. As it is, it would

form a subject for such a court of in-

quiry and adaptation as we have sup-

posed, to draw a line between the cos-

tume of the theatre and the church.

"In the same manner, there is a want

of appropriateness in the costume of

our American women, who display in

the street promenade a style of dress

and adornment originally intended for

showy carriage drives in such great ex-

hibition grounds as the Bois de Bou-

logne. The makers of Parisian fash-

ions are not generally walkers. They
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do not, with all their extravagance, have go to make up the ordinary female cos-

the bad taste to trail yards of silk and tume, and which very few women have

velvet over the mud and dirt of a pave- such skill in using as to produce really

raent, or promenade the street in a cos- beautiful effects.

tume so pronounced and striking as to "
Very similar results have been at-

draw the involuntary glance of every tained by the Quaker costume, which,

eye ; and the showy toilets displayed in spite of the quaint severity of the

on the pavt by American young women forms to which it adhered, has always
have more than once exposed them to had a remarkable degree of becoming-
misconstruction in the eyes of foreign ness, because of its restriction to a few

observers. simple colors and to the absence of
" Next to appropriateness, the sec- distracting ornament,

ond requisite to beauty in dress I take " But the same effect which is pro-
to be unity of effect. In speaking duced in mourning or the Quaker cos-

of the arrangement of rooms in the tume may be preserved in a style of
' House and Home Papers,' I criti- dress admitting color and ornamenta-

cised some apartments wherein were tion. A dress may have the richest

many showy articles of furniture, and fulness of color, and still the tints may
much expense had been incurred, be- be so chastened and subdued as to pro-

cause, with all this, there was no unity duce the impression of a severe sim-

of result. The carpet was costly, and plicity. Suppose, for example, a golden-
in itself handsome ; the paper was also haired blonde chooses for the ground-
in itself handsome and costly ; the ta- tone of her toilet a deep shade of pur-
bles and chairs also in themselves very pie, such as affords a good background

elegant ;
and yet, owing to a want of for the hair and complexion. The

any unity of idea, any grand harmoniz- larger draperies of the costume being

ing tint of color, or method of arrange- of this color, the bonnet may be of a

ment, the rooms had a jumbled, con- lighter shade of the same, ornamented
fused air, and nothing about them with lilac hyacinths, shading insensibly
seemed particularly pretty or effective, towards rose-color. The effect of such

I instanced rooms where thousands of a costume is simple, even though there

dollars had been spent, which, because be much ornament, because it is orna-

of this defect, never excited admiration ; ment artistically disposed towards a
and others in which the furniture was general result.

of the cheapest description, but which "A dark shade of green being chosen

always gave immediate and universal as the ground-tone of a dress, the whole

pleasure. The same rule holds good costume may, in like manner, be worked
in dress. As in every apartment, so in up through lighter and brighter shades

every toilet, there should be one ground of green, in which rose-colored flowers

tone or dominant color, which should may appear with the same impression
rule all the others, and there should be of simple appropriateness that is made
a general style of idea to which every- by the pink blossom over the green

thing should be subjected. leaves ofa rose. There have been times
" We may illustrate the effect of this in France when the study of color pro-

principle in a very familiar case. It is duced artistic effects in costume wor-

generally conceded that the majority of thy of attention, and resulted in styles
women look better in mourning than of dress of real beauty. But the pres-

they do in their ordinary apparel ; a ent corrupted state of morals there has

comparatively plain person looks al- introduced a corrupt taste in dress ;

most handsome in simple black. Now and it is worthy of thought that the de-

why is this ? Simply because mourn- cline of moral purity in society is often

ing requires a severe uniformity of col- marked by the deterioration of the

or and idea, and forbids the display of sense of artistic beauty. Corrupt and

that variety of colors and objects which dissipated social epochs produce cor-
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rupt styles of architecture and corrupt sits a draggled bird, looking as if the cat

styles of drawing and painting, as had had him before the lady. In front

might easily be illustrated by the his- of her sits another, who has a glittering

tory of art. When the leaders of soci- confusion of beads swinging hither and

ety have blunted their finer perceptions thither from a jaunty little structure of

by dissipation and immorality, they are black and red velvet. An anxious-look-

incapable of feeling the beauties which ing matron appears under the high
come from delicate concords and truly eaves of a bonnet with a gigantic crim-

artistic combinations. They verge to- son rose crushed down into a mass of

wards barbarism, and require things tangled hair. She is ornamented ! she

that are strange, odd, dazzling, and pe- has no doubt about it.

culiar to captivate their jaded senses. "The fact is, that a style of dress which
Such we take to be the condition of allows the use of everything in heaven
Parisian society now. The tone of it above or earth beneath requires more
is given by women who are essentially taste and skill in disposition than falls

impudent and vulgar, who override and to the lot of most of the female sex to

overrule, by the mere brute force of make it even tolerable. In consequence,

opulence and luxury, women of finer the flowers, fruits, grass, hay, straw, oats,

natures and moral tone. The court of butterflies, beads, birds, tinsel, stream-

France is a court of adventurers, ofpar- ers, jinglers, lace, bugles, crape, which
venus ; and the palaces, the toilets, the seem to be appointed to form a cover-

equipage, the entertainments, of the ing for the female head, very often ap-
mistresses outshine those of the lawful pear in combinations so singular, and
wives. Hence comes a style of dress the results, taken in connection with

which is in itself vulgar, ostentatious, all the rest of the costume, are such,

pretentious, without simplicity, without that we really think the people who

unity, seeking to dazzle by strange usually assemble in a Quaker meeting-
combinations and daring contrasts. house are, with their entire absence of

"
Now, when the fashions emanating ornament, more becomingly attired than

from such a state of society come to our the majority of our public audiences,

country, where it has been too much For if one considers his own impres-
the habit to put on and wear, without sion after having seen an assemblage

dispute and without inquiry, any or of women dressed in Quaker costume,

everything that France sends, the re- he will find it to be, not of a confusion

suits produced are often things to make of twinkling finery, but of many fair,

one wonder. A respectable man, sit- sweet faces, of charming, nice-looking

ting quietly in church or other public 'women, and not of articles of dress,

assembly, may be pardoned sometimes Now this shows that the severe dress,

for indulging a silent sense of the ri- after all, has better answered the true

diculous in the contemplation of the purpose of dress, in setting forth the

forest of bonnets which surround him, woman, than our modern costume, where

as he humbly asks himself the question, the woman is but one item in a flying

Were these meant to cover the head, to mass of colors and forms, all of which

defend it, or to ornament it? and if distract attention from the faces they

they are intended for any of these pur- are supposed to adorn. The dress of

poses, how ? the Philadelphian ladies has always
"

I confess, to me nothing is so sur- been celebrated for its elegance of ef-

prising as the sort of things which well- feet, from the fact, probably, that the

bred women serenely wearon their heads early Quaker parentage of the city

with the idea that they are ornaments, formed the eye and the taste of its

On my right hand sits a good-looking girl women for uniform and simple styles

with a thing on her head which seems of color, and for purity and chastity

to consist mostly of bunches of grass, of lines. The most perfect toilets that

straws, with a confusion of lace, in which have ever been achieved in America
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have probably been those of the class the intentions of the great Artist who

familiarly called the gay Quakers, made you.
children of Quaker families, who, while " Is it necessary absolutely that every

abandoning the strict rules of the woman and girl should look exactly

sect, yet retain their modest and se- like every other one ? There are wo-
vere reticence, relying on richness of men whom Nature makes with wavy
material, and soft, harmonious coloring, or curly hair : let them follow her.

rather than striking and dazzling orna- There are those whom she makes with

ment. soft and smooth locks, and with whom
" The next source of beauty in dress crinkling and craping is only a sham,

is the impression of truthfulness and They look very pretty with it, to be

reality. It is a well-known principle of sure ; but, after all, is there but one

the fine arts, in all their branches, that style of beauty ? and might they not

all shams and mere pretences are to look prettier in cultivating the style
be rejected, a truth which Ruskin has which Nature seemed to have intended

shown with the full lustre of his many- for them ?

colored prose-poetry. As stucco pre- "As to the floods of false jewelry, glass

tending to be marble, and graining pre- beads, and tinsel finery which seem to

tending to be wood, are in false taste be sweeping over the toilet ofour women,
in building, so false jewelry and cheap I must protest that they are vulgarizing
fineries of every kind are in bad taste ; the taste, and having a seriously bad ef-

so also is powder instead of natural com- feet on the delicacy of artistic percep-

plexion, false hair instead of real, and tion. It is almost impossible to man-

flesh-painting of every description. I age such material and give any kind of

have even the hardihood to think and idea of neatness or purity ; for the least

assert, in the presence of a generation wear takes away their newness. And
whereof not one woman in twenty wears of all disreputable things, tumbled, rum-
her own hair, that the simple, short- pled, and tousled finery is the most dis-

cropped locks of Rosa Bonheur are in reputable. A simple white muslin, that

a more beautiful style of hair-dressing can come fresh from the laundry every
than the most elaborate edifice of curls, week, is, in point of real taste, worth

rats, and waterfalls that is erected on any amount of spangled tissues. A
any fair head now-a-days." plain straw bonnet, with only a ribbon

" O Mr. Crowfield ! you hit us all across it, is in reality in better taste

now," cried several voices. than rubbishy birds or butterflies, or
"

I know it, girls, I know it. I ad- tinsel ornaments.

mit that you are all looking very pretty ;

"
Finally, girls, don't dress at hap-

but I do maintain that you are none of hazard ; for dress, so far from being

you doing yourselves justice, and that a matter of small consequence, is in

Nature, if you would only follow her, reality one of the fine arts, so far

would do better for you than all these from trivial, that each country ought to

elaborations. A short crop of your own have a style of its own, and each indi-

hair, that you could brush out in ten min- vidual such a liberty of modification of

utes every morning, would have a more the general fashion as suits and befits

real, healthy beauty than the elaborate her person, her age, her position in life,

structures which cost you hours of time, and the kind of character she wishes to

and give you the headache besides. I maintain.

speak of the short crop, to put the " The only motive in toilet which

case at the very lowest figure, for seems to have obtained much as yet

many of you have lovely hair of differ- among young girls is the very vague
ent lengths, and susceptible of a variety impulse to look 'stylish,' a desire

of arrangements, if you did not sup- which must answer for more vulgar

pose yourself obliged to build after a dressing than one. would wish to see.

foreign pattern, instead of following out If girls would rise above this, and de-
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sire to express by their dress the at-
" And now, girls, I will finish by re-

tributes of true ladyhood, nicety of eye, citing to you the lines old Ben Jonson
fastidious neatness, purity of taste, truth- addressed to the pretty girls of his time,

fulness, and sincerity of nature, they which form an appropriate ending to

might form, each one for herself, a style my remarks,

having its own individual beauty, inca-

pable of ever becoming common and
'
Sti11 to be neat

> sti11 to be dressed
. As you were going to a feast ;

VUlgar. Still to be powdered, still perfumed ;

" A truly trained taste and eye would Lady, it is to be presumed,

enable a lady to Select from the per- Though art's hid causes are not found,
r c i i All is not sweet, all is not sound.

nutted forms of fashion such as might
be modified tO her purposes, always ' Give me a look, give me a face,

remembering that Simplicity is Safe, That makes simplicity a grace,

that tO attempt little, and SUCCeed, is
Robes loosely flowing, hair as free :

buch sweet neglect more taketh me
better than to attempt a great deal, and Than ail the adulteries of art,

fail. That strike my eyes, but not my heart.'
"

EDWIN BOOTH.

WHEN we mark the struggles of a expression which a few maintain with-

brave spirit against the restric- out intention, and by right of birth,

tions of an ignoble body, we pay ad- Bodily fitness is no small portion of

miring honors to every success that it a genius for any given pursuit ; and, in

achieves. It is the contest between hu- the conduct of life, the advantages of

man will and untoward fate. Each tri- external beauty can hardly be overrated,

umph is a victory of man's dearest heri- All thinkers have felt this. Emerson

tage, spiritual power. Some have made says
" of that beauty which reaches its

themselves great captains despite phys- perfection in the human form," that "
all

ical weakness and natural fear
;
schol- men are its lovers ; wherever it goes, it

ars and writers have become renowned, creates joy and hilarity, and everything

though slow to learn, or, haply,
" with is permitted to it." Now there is a

wisdom at one entrance quite shut out "
; beauty of parts, which is external ; and

nor have stammering lips and sham- another of the expression of the soul,

bling figure prevented the rise of ora- which is the superior. But in its high-
tors and actors, determined to give ut- er grades the former implies the latter,

terance to the power within. But, in Socrates said that his ugliness accused

our approval of the energy that can so just as much in his soul, had he not cor-

vanquish the injuries of fortune, we are rected it by education. Arid Montaigne

apt to overrate its quality, and to forget writes :

" The same word in Greek

how much more exquisite the endow- signifies both fair and good, and Holy
ment would be if allied with those out- Word often calls those good which it

ward resources which complete the full would call fair" ; and, moreover, "Not

largess of Heaven's favoritism. In the only in the men that serve me, but also

latter case we yield our unqualified af- in the beasts, I consider this point with-

fection to beings who afford us an un- in two finger-breadths of goodness."

qualified delight. We are reverencing Can we claim too much for physical
the gifts of the gods ; and in their dis- adaptation in our measure of the rank

play see clearly that no human will can to be accorded an actor ? For he of

secure that nobility of appearance and all others, not excepting the orator,
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makes the most direct personal appeal if not the rarer of the two, notwithstand-

to our tastes. In his own figure he ing the triumphant assertion of Doran,
holds the mirror up to Nature, while who says that Booth was driven by
his voice must be the echo of her va- Kean's- superiority to become a hero

rious tones. By the law of aristocracy to "
transpontine audiences." Each re-

in art, he must be held so much the lied upon his intuitive, off-hand concep-

greater, as he is able to depict the no- tion of a given part, and fell back to

bier manifestations of her forms and nature in his methods, throwing aside

passions. Of course the first excellence conventionalisms which had long ruled

is that of truth. A spirited enactment the English stage. But the former was
of Malvolio, of Falstaff, or of Richard capable of more fervid brightness in

Crookback has the high merit of faith- those flashes which characterized the

fully setting forth humanity, though in acting of them both. Still, there was

certain whimsical or distorted phases ; something awry within him, which in

but we are more profoundly enriched his body found a visible counterpart,

by the portrayal of higher types. And The shapely trunk, crowned with the

thus, in making an actor's chosen and classic head, was set upon limbs of an

successful studies a means of measur- ungainly order, short, of coarse vig-

ing his genius, we find in the self-poise or, and "gnarled like clumps of oak."

which wins without effort, and must Above, all was spiritual ; below, of the

throughout sustain the princely Ham- earth, earthy, and dragging him down,

let, or Othello tender and strong, that Strong souls, thus inharmoniously em-

grand manner which, in painting, places bodied, have often developed some ir-

the art of Raphael and Angelo above regularity of heart or brain : a dispro-
that of Hogarth or Teniers. Each may portion, which only strength of purpose
be perfect in its kind, but one kind ex- or the most favorable conditions of life

ceeds another in glory. could balance and overcome. With the

We have two pictures before us. elder Booth, subjected to the varying

One, on paper yellow with the moth of fortunes and excitements of the early

years, is the portrait of an actor in the American stage, the evil influence gained
costume of Richard III. What a clas- sad ascendency, and his finest rendi-

sic face ! English features are rarely tions grew
" out of tune and harsh."

cast in that antique mould. The head In depicting the pathetic frenzy of Lear,

sits lightly on its columnar neck, and is such actors as he and Kean, when at

topped with dark-brown curls, that clus- their best, can surpass all rivals ; and
ter like the acanthus ; the gray eyes are the grotesque, darkly-powerful ideals

those which were justly described as of Richard and Shylock are precisely

being
" at times full of fire, intelligence, those in which they will startle us to

and splendor, and again of most fasci- the last, gathering new, though fitful,

nating softness
"

; and the nose is of expressions of hate and scorn, as their
" that peculiar Oriental construction, own natures sink from ethereal to gross-
which gives an air of so much distinct- er atmospheres. The mouth catches

tion and command." Such was the most surely the growing tendency of a

countenance of Junius Brutus Booth, soul
; and on the lips of the elder Booth

that wonderful actor, who, to powers there sat a natural half-sneer of pride,

of scorn, fury, and pathos rivalling those which defined the direction in which his

which illumined the uneven performan- genius would reach its farthest scope,
ces of Edmund Kean, added scholastic The second picture is a likeness of

attainments which should have equal- this great actor's son, of a face and

ized his efforts, and made every con- form now wonted to all who sustain the

ception harmonious with the graces of standard drama of to-day. Here is

a philosophical and cultured soul. In something of the classic outline and

structure the genius of the elder Booth much of the Greek sensuousness of

was indeed closely akin to that of Kean, the father's countenance, but each soft-
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ened and strengthened by the repose many were rated as vagabonds, who had
of logical thought, and interfused with that within them which has since won
that serene spirit which lifts the man renown ! They were " born soldiers,"

of feeling so far above the child of pas- and, in the piping time of peace, out of

sions unrestrained. The forehead is unison with the bustling crowd around

higher, rising toward the region of the them. Life seemed a muddle, and of

moral sentiments ; the face is long and course they went astray. But when

oval, such as Ary Scheffer loved to the great guns sounded, and the bugles
draw

;
the chin short in height, but, rang, they came at once to their birth-

from the ear downwards, lengthening right, and many a ne'er-do-well made
its distinct and graceful curve. The himself a patriot and hero forever,

head is of the most refined and thor- Edwin Booth, having the capabilities

ough-bred Etruscan type, with dark hair of a great actor, found himself about

thrown backwards and flowing student- the stage in his childhood, and, by an

wise ;
the complexion, pale and strik- unwonted kindness of fortune, went

ing. The eyes are black and luminous, through with perhaps the exact train-

the pupils contrasting sharply with the ing his genius required. If the atmos-

balls in which they are set. If the pro- phere of the theatre had not almost

file and forehead evince taste and a enwrapt his cradle, and thus become a

balanced mind, it is the hair and com- necessity of his after years, his reflec-

plexion, and, above all, those remarka- tive, brooding temperament and aesthet-

ble eyes, deep-searching, seen and ic sensitiveness might have impelled

seeing from afar, that reveal the pas- him to one of the silent professions, or

sions of the father in their heights and kept him an irresolute dreamer through

depths of power. The form is taller than an unsuccessful life. But while his

either that of the elder Booth or Kean, youth was passed in the green-room,

lithe, and disposed in symmetry ;
with a stern discipline early made him self-

broad shoulders, slender hips, and come- reliant, matured his powers, taught him

ly tapering limbs, all supple, and knit executive action, and gave him in-

together with harmonious grace. We sight of the passions and manners of

have mentioned personal fitness as a our kind. As for black-letter knowl-

chief badge of the actor's peerage, and edge, such a nature as his was sure

it is of one of the born nobility that we to gain that, to acquire in any event,

have to speak. Amongst those who and almost unknowingly, what mere

have few bodily disadvantages to over- talent only obtains by severe, methodi-

come, and who, it would seem, should cal application. We know how genius

glide into an assured position more makes unconscious studies, while in

easily than others climb, we may in- the daily routine of life. The soul

elude our foremost American tragedian, works on, unassisted, and at length

EDWIN THOMAS BOOTH.* bursts out into sudden blaze. How did

But men are often endowed with Booth study? Just as young Franklin

plenteous gifts for which they never weighed the minister's sermons, while

find employment, and thus go to the mentally intent upon the architecture

bad without discovering their natural of the church roof. Night after night

bent to others or even to themselves, the lonely face brightened the shadows

In the years preceding our late war how of the stage-wings, and the delicate ear

* Not Edwin Forrest Booth, as often and errone- appreciation of the son's promise. The boy, in

ously written. Our actor, born in November, 1833, turn, so fully understood the father's temperament,

derived his middle name from Thomas Flyn, the that a bond existed between the two. Whether to

English comedian, his father's contemporary and keep Edwin from the stage, or in caprice, the

friend. Edwin was the chosen companion of his elder Booth at first rarely permitted the younger
father in the latter's tours throughout the United to see him act ; but the son, attending the father

States, and was regarded by the old actor with a to the theatre, would sit in the wings for hours,

strange mixture of repulsion and sympathy, the listening to the play, and having all its parts so in-

one evinced in lack of outward affection and en- delibly impressed on his memory as to astonish his

couragement, the other in a silent but undoubted brother-actors in later years.
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drank in the folly, the feeling, the wit end. The play of " Hamlet "
is the

and wisdom of the play. To such a part of Hamlet. The slowness of its

boyhood the personal contact of his action, and the import of its dialogue
father's nature was all in all. It was and soliloquies, make all depend upon

quaffing from the fountain-head, not the central figure. Next, he is to de-

from streams of the imitation of imita- pict the most accomplished gentleman
tion. As the genius of the father re- ever drawn ;

not gallant, gay Mercutio,

fined the intellect and judgment of the nor courtly Benedict, but the prince

son, so the weaknesses coupled with that and darling of a realm ; one who can-

genius taught him strength of character not " lack preferment," being of birth

and purpose. We have heard of noth- above mean ambition and self-conscious

ing more dramatic than the wandering unrest ; a gentleman by heart, no less,

companionship of this gifted pair, full of kindly good-fellowship, brook-

whether the younger is awaiting, weary ing no titles with his friends, loving
and patient, the end of the heard but goodness and truth, impatient of fools,

unseen play, or watching over his father scorning affectation ; moreover, the glass

at a distance, when the clouds settled of fashion and the mould of form, the

thickly upon that errant mind, through modern ideal of manly beauty, which

long nights and along the desolate streets joins with the classic face and figure

of a strange city. With other years that charm of expression revealing a

came the time for young Booth to fight delicate mind within. For our Hamlet

his own battle, and wander on his own is both gentleman and scholar. His-

account through an apprenticeship pre- tory and philosophy have taught him

ceding his mature successes, to gain the vice of kings, the brevity of power
those professional acquirements which and forms, the immortality of princi-

were needed to complete his education, pies, the art of generalization ; while

and to make that tasteful research to contact with society has made him

which he naturally inclined. He is now master of those " shafts of gentle sa-

in the sunshine of his noonday fame ; tire," for which all around him are his

and we may estimate his measure of unconscious targets. His self-respect

excellence by a review of those chosen and self-doubt balance each other, un-

and successful renderings, that seem til the latter outweighs the former, un-

most clearly to define his genius, and der the awful pressure of an unheard-

to mark the limits of height and ver- of woe. Finally, he comes before us in

satilify which he can attain. that poetical, speculative period of life

Take, then, the part of Hamlet, which, following the years of study and pleas-
in these days, the very mention of his ure, and preceding those of executive

name suggests. Little remains to be leadership. Prince, gentleman, scholar,

said of that undying play, whose pith poet, he is each, and all together, and
and meaning escaped the sturdy Eng- attracts us from every point of view,

lish critics, until Coleridge discovered Upon this noblest youth so far in

it by looking into his own soul, and advance of his rude and turbulent time

those all-searching Germans pierced to throw a horror that no philosophy,
the centre of a disposition quite in birth, nor training can resist one of

keeping with their national character, those weights beneath which all hu-

A score of lights have since brought manity bows shuddering ; cast over

out every thought and phrase, and we him a stifling dream, where only the

now have Hamlet so clearly in our soul can act, and the limbs refuse their

mind's eye as to wonder how our pre- offices
; have him pushed along by Fate

decessors failed to comprehend his im- to the lowering, ruinous catastrophe ;

age. But what does this tragedy de- and you see the dramatic chainwork of

mand of an actor ? Proverbially, that a part which he who would enact Ham-
he himself shall fill it, and hold the let must fulfil,

stage from its commencement to its It has been said, distinguishing be-
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tween the effects of comedy and trage- and bones, and not from accidental in-

dy, that to render the latter ennobles crease and decrease of their covering,

actors, so that successful tragedians There is more hidden art in his sitting
have acquired graces of personal be- attitudes upon the quaint lounges of

havior. But one who does not possess the period ; whether rebuking his own
native fineness before his portrayal of remissness, or listening to "the rugged
Hamlet will never be made a gentle- Pyrrhus," or playing upon old Polo-

man by the part. In its more excited nius, setting his breast, as it were,

phases, a man not born to the charac- against the thorn of his own disgust,
ter may succeed. As in Lear, the ex- A sense of the fitness of things makes
cess of the passion displayed serves as Booth hold himself in close restraint

a mask to the actor's disposition. In when not engaged upon the sharper
its repose, the ideal Hamlet is hard to crises of the play. This we conceive

counterfeit. In the reflective portions to be the true art-spirit. There is no
and exquisite minor play which largely attempt to rouse the house by elocution-

occupy its progress, and in the princely ary climaxes or quick-stopping strides,

superiority of its chief figure, there can Like Betterton, he courts rapturous si-

be little acting in the conventional lence rather than clamorous applause,
sense. There is a quality which no So finished is all this as a study, that

false ware can imitate. The player the changes into the more dramatic

must be himself. passages at first grate harshly upon the

This necessity, we think, goes far eye and ear. For, after all, it is a trage-
toward Booth's special fitness for the dy, full of spectral terrors. Lord Ham-

part. He is in full sympathy with it, let feels it in his soul. Why should this

whether on or off the stage. We know delicate .life be so rudely freighted?
it from our earliest glance at that lithe Booth, faithful to the action, accepts the

and sinuous figure, elegant in the sol- passion and the pang. We hardly relish

emn garb of sables, at the pallor of his gasping utterance and utter fall,

his face and hands, the darkness of his when the Ghost rehearses his story on

hair, those eyes that can be so melan- those solemn battlements of Elsinore.

choly-sweet, yet ever look beyond and But think what he is seeing : not the

deeper than the things about him. stage-vision for which we care so little,

Where a burlier tragedian must elab- but the spectre of his father, a mid-

orately pose himself for the youth he night visitant from the grave ! It has

would assume, this actor so easily and been asserted that no man ever believed

constantly falls into beautiful attitudes he saw a spirit and survived the shock,

and movements, that he seems to go And it is strongly urged, as a defence

about, as we heard a humorist say, of Booth's conception of this scene,

"making statues all over the stage." that, in the closet interview with the

No picture can equal the scene where Queen, after the slaying of Polonius,

Horatio and Marcellus swear by his and on the Ghost's reappearance, we,

sword, he holding the crossed hilt up- now wrought up to the high poetic

right between the two, his head thrown pitch by the dialogue and catastrophe,

back and lit with high resolve. In the and by the whole progress of the piece,

fencing-bout with Laertes he is the ourselves catch the key, expect, and

apotheosis of grace ;
and since, though fully sympathize with his horror and

his height and shoulder-breadth are per- prostration, and accept the fall to earth

feet, he is somewhat spare in form, you as the proper sequel to that dreadful

call to mind in accounting for this blazon from the other world. Notwith-

charm of motion, not studied,
" like standing this, it seems to us that Booth

old Hayward's, between two looking- should tone down his manner in the

glasses
" the law that beauty is frame- first Act. The audience has hardly left

deep ;
that grace results from the con- the outer life, and cannot identify itself

scious, harmonious adjustment of joints with the player ;
and an artist must ac-
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knowledge this fact, and not too far ex- esis to that of the melancholy Dane,

ceed the elevation of his hearers. In the latter we see and think of Booth ;

Five years ago there was a weakness in the former, his household friends,

in Booth's voice, making the listener watching My Lord Cardinal from first

apprehensive of the higher and louder to last, have nothing to recall him to

tones. This insufficiency has passed their minds. The man is transformed,

away with practice and growth, and is acting throughout the play. Voice,

his utterance now has precisely the form, and countenance are changed ;

volume required in Hamlet, being only the eyes remain, and they are vol-

musical and distinct in the quiet parts, canic with strange lustre, mindful of

and fully sustaining each emotional out- the past, suspicious of the present, fixed

burst. still upon the future with piercing intent.

In effective compositions there is a The soul of the Cardinal, nearing its

return to the theme or refrain of the leave of the tenement that has served it

piece, when the end is close upon us. so long, glares out of the windows, with

One of the finest points in this play is, supernatural regard, over the luxury,

that after the successive episodes of the the intrigue, the danger, the politics, the

killing of Polonius, the madness and empire it must soon behold no more,

death of Ophelia, and the wild bout with As the piece is now produced, with

Laertes at her burial, Hamlet reassumes fidelity to details of use and decoration,

his every-day nature, and is never more with armor, costumery, furniture,

thoroughly himself than when Osric and music of the period of Louis XIII.,

summons him to the fencing-match, and with all this boast of heraldry and

his heart grows ill with the shadow of pomp of power, the illusion is most en-

comTiig death. The Fates are just sev- tire. The countenance is that of the old

ering his thread
;
events that shall sweep portrait ;

white flowing locks, cap, robes,

a whole dynasty, like the house of raised moustache, and pointed beard,

Atreus, into one common ruin, are close all are there. The voice is an old man's

at hand
;
but Philosophy hovers around husky treble, and we have the old man's

her gallant child, and the sweet, wise step, the tremor, and recurring spas-
voice utters her teachings for the last modic power ; nor is there any moment
time :

" If it be now, 't is not to come
;

when the actor forgets the part he has

if it be not to come, it will be now ; if it assumed. Yes, it is age itself; but the

be not now, yet it will come ;
the readi- sunset of a life whose noonday was gal-

ness is all. Let be." Then follow the lantry, valor, strength, and intellect-

courtesy, the grace, the fraud, the jus- ual strength never so much as now.

tice, of the swift, last scene
;
the cur- How we lend our own impulses to the

tain falls
;
and now the yearning sym- effort with which the veteran grasps the

pathies of the hearers break out into sword wherewith he shore "the stal-

sound, and the actor comes before the wart Englisher," strive with him in that

footlights to receive his meed of praise, strong yearning to whirl it aloft, sink

How commonplace it is to read that such with him in the instant, nerveless reac-

a one was called before the curtain and tion, and sorrow that " a child could

bowed his thanks ! But sit there
;

lis- slay Richelieu now !

" He is not the

ten to the applauding clamor of two intriguer of dark tradition, wily and
thousand voices, be yourself lifted on cruel for low ambitious ends, but en-

the waves of that exultation, and for a tirely great, in his protection of inno-

moment you forget how soon all this cence and longing for affection, and

will be hushed forever, and, in the tri- most of all in that supreme love of

umph of the actor, the grander, more France to which his other motives are

enduring genius of the writer whose subservient. Booth seizes upon this as

imagination first evoked the spell. the key-note of the play, and is never

The performance of Richelieu, from so grand as when he rises at full height
one point of view, is a complete antith- with the averment,
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"
I found France rent asunder ; though his logic, Warped byThe rich men despots, and the poor banditti ; , , . -i

Sloth in the mart, and schism within the temple ;
P^pCSC, becomes Sophistry, while lust-

Brawls festering to rebellion, and weak laws iul and envious intrigues OCCUpy his

Rotting away with rust in antique sheaths, skilful brain. We have described the
/ have re-created France /" \^, ,,. ^r TJ .u>

beauty of Booth's countenance m re-
Bulwer's "

Richelieu," though writ- pose. But it is equally remarkable for
ten in that author's pedantic, artificial

mobility, and his most expressive re-

manner, and catching the groundlings suits are produced by liftings of the
with cheap sentiment and rhetorical high-arched brows and the play of pas-
platitudes, is yet full of telling dramatic sions about the flexible mouth. The
effects, which, through the inspiration natural line of his lip, not scornful in
of a fine actor, lift the most critical au-

itself, is on that straight border-ground
dience to sudden heights. One of this where a hair's breadth can raise it into
sort is justly famous. We moderns, who sardonic curves, transforming all its

so feebly catch the spell which made good to sneering evil. In his render-
the Church of Rome sovereign of sov-

ing, lago must become a shining, cen-

ereigns for a thousand years, have it tral incarnation of tempting deceit, with
cast full upon us in the scene where the Othello's generous nature a mere pup-
Cardinal, deprived of temporal power, pet in his hands. As Richard III., we
and defending his beautiful ward from should look to find him most effective

royalty itself, draws around her that in schemeful soliloquy and the phases
Church's " awful circle," and cries to of assumed virtue and affection, while

Baradas, perhaps less eminent than his father or
"
Set but a foot within that holy ground, Edmund Kean in that headlong, stri-
And on thy head yea, though it wore a crown dent unrest, which hurried on their

- -

I launch the curse ofRome I" .
A . , c .

resentations to the fury of the retnbu-
Booth's expression of this climax is tive end.

wonderful. There is perhaps nothing, To give the distant reader our own
of its own kind, to equal it upon the impression of a great actor is a slow

present stage. Well may the king's and delicate task, and perhaps the most

haughty parasites cower, and shrink we can accomplish is to set him before

aghast from the ominous voice, the others somewhat as he has appeared to

finger of doom, the arrows of those lu- us, and to let each decide for himself the

rid, unbearable eyes ! But it is in cer- question of histrionic rank. But have

tain intellectual elements and pathetic we not unconsciously defined our view

undertones that the part of Richelieu, of the excellence of Booth's genius, and
as Conceived by Bulwer, assimilates to hinted at its limitations? The latter

that of Hamlet, and comes within the are by no means narrow, for his elastic,

realm where our actor's genius holds adaptable nature insures him versatil-

assured sway. The argument of the ity ; and, despite the world's scepticism

piece is spiritual power. The body of as to the gift of an artist to do more

Richelieu is wasted, but the soul re- than one thing well, he is acknowledged
mains unscathed, with all its reason, to surpass our other actors in a score

passion, and indomitable will. He is of elegant parts. Amongst these are

still prelate, statesman, and poet, and Pescara, Petruchio, and Sir Edward

equal to a world in arms. Mortimer ;
while in a few pieces of the

The requisite subtilty of analysis, French romance-school, such as "
Ruy

and sympathy with mental finesse, must Bias," and that terrible "The King's
also specially adapt this actor to the Jester," he has introduced to us studies

correct assumption of the character of of a novel and intensely dramatic kind,

lago. Those who have never seen him As for the lighter order, the greater in-

in it may know by analogy that his mer- eluding the less, our best Hamlet should

its are not exaggerated. We take it that be the best u
walking gentleman," if

lago is a sharply intellectual personage, he elect to assume that versatile per-
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sonage's offices. We know also that massive types, which rise by a head,
Booth's Shylock should be a master- like Agamemnon, above the noblest

ly performance, since his voice, com- host. Dramatic representations may
plexion, eyes, and inherited powers of be classed under the analogous divis-

scorn, all lend their aid to his mental ions of poetry : for instance, the satiri-

appreciation of the part. But it is not cal, the bucolic, the romantic, the reflec-

our purpose to consider any of these tive, the epic. The latter has to do with

rdles. We only allude to them to say those towering creatures of action

that in most directions his equal has Othello, Coriolanus, Virginius, Macbeth
not appeared on the American stage ;

somewhat deficient, whether good or

and in qualifying an opinion of his pow- evil, in the casuistry of more subtile dis-

ers, we make no exception in favor of positions, but giants in emotion, and
his contemporaries, but, rather, of those kingly in repose. They are essen-

who have been and shall be again, when tially masculine^ and we connect their

Jove shall ideals with the stately figure, the deep
"let down from his golden chain chest-utterance,, the slow, enduring ma-

An age of better metal."
jesty of m jen> The genius of Mr. Booth

As Hamlet, Mr. Booth will hardly im- has that feminine quality which, though
prove his present execution, since he is allowing him a wider range, and en-

now at the age of thirty-two, and can abling him to render even these ex-

never fill more easily the youthful beau- cepted parts after a tuneful, elaborate,

ty of the part, without artifice, and, we and never ignoble method of his own,

may say, by the first intention. We might debar him from giving them
should like to see him, ere many win- their highest interpretation, or, at

ters have passed over his head, in some least, from sustaining it, without sharp
new classic play, whose arrangement falsetto effort, throughout the entire

should not be confined to the bald, an- passage of a play. In a few imperson-

tique model, nor drawn out in sounding ations, where Kemble, with all his man-

speeches like Talfourd's "
Ion," nor yet nerisms and defective elocution, and

too much infused with the mingled Macready, notwithstanding his unin-

Gothic elements of our own drama ; spired, didactic nature, were most at

but warm with sunlight, magical with their ease and successful, this actor

the grace of the young Athenian feel- would be somewhat put to his mettle,

ing, and full of a healthful action which a fact of which he is probably him-

would display the fairest endowments self no less aware,

of his mind and person. As Lear or After all, what are we saying, except

Shylock, he will certainly grow in pow- that his genius is rather Corinthian

er as he grows in years, and may even than Doric, and therefore more cul-

gain upon his masterly performance of tured, mobile, and of wider range ? If

Richelieu. But in one department, and Kemble was the ideal Coriolanus and
that of an important order, he will per- Henry V., he was too kingly as Ham-

haps never reach the special eminence let, and Booth is the princeliest Ham-
at which we place a few historic names, let that ever trod the stage. If Kean
Our exception includes those simply and the elder Booth were more super-

powerful characters, the ideal of which nal in their lightnings of passion and
his voice and magnetism cannot in scorn, and there are points in " Riche-

themselves sustain. At certain lofty lieu" which leave this a debatable

passages he relies upon nervous, elec- question, Edwin Booth is more equal
trical effort, the natural weight of his throughout, has every resource of taste

temperament being unequal to the de- and study at his command
;
his action

sired end. Those flashing impulses, is finished to the last, his stage-busi-
so compatible with the years of Riche- ness perfect, his reading distinct and

lieu and the galled purpose of Shylock, musical as a bell. He is thus the ri-

would fail to reveal satisfactorily the pened product of our eclectic later age,
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and has this advantage about him, be- Gifford said,
" All the fools in the king-

ing an American, that he is many-sided, dom seem to have exclaimed with one
and draws from all foreign schools their voice, Let Us write for the theatre !

"

distinctive elements to fuse into one Latter-day croakers would have us be-

new, harmonious whole. lieve that the Tragic Muse, indignant
It is our fashion to speak of the de- at the desecration of her English altars,

cline of the Drama, to lament not only took flight across the ocean, alighting
a decay of morals, manners, and elocu- in solemn majesty at the Old Park

tion, but the desertion of standard ex- Theatre of New York, but that she dis-

cellence for the frippery which only ap- appeared utterly in the final conflagra-

peals to the lightest popular taste. But tion of that histrionic shrine. Well,
this outcry proceeds mostly from old there are smouldering remnants of the

fogies, and those who only reverence Old Park still left to us
;
veteran re-

the past, while the halo which gilds the tainers of the conventional stride, the

memories of youth is the cause of its disdainful gesture, the Kemble elocu-

ceaseless repetition. For it has been tion, and that accent which was justly
heard through every period. It was in characterized as

the era when our greatest dramas were
. "Ojus, msijjus, hijjus, and perfijjus !"

created that Ben Jonson, during a fit

of the spleen, occasioned by the failure But the Muse is immortal, though so

of "The New Inn," begat these verses changing the fashion of her garb, it

" to himself" :
would appear, as often to fail of recog-
nition from ancient friends. We think

"Come leave the loathed stage, that modern acting is quite as true tO
And this more loathsome age, .

,
*. . . . , ,

Where pride and impudence, in faction knit,
nature as that of the School which has

Usurp the chair of wit ! passed away, while its accessories are
Inditing and arranging every day

infinitely richer and more appropriate ;

Something they call a play."
*

.

*

and as to the popular judgment, how
At the commencement of our own should that be on the decline ? InAmer-

century, and in what we are wont to ica, where common wealth makes

consider the Roscian Period of the Brit- common entrance, and the lines are not

ish stage, its condition seemed so de- so clearly drawn between the unskilful

plorable to Leigh Hunt, then the dra- many and the judicious few, man-

matic critic of"The News," as to require agers will always make concessions to
" An Essay on the Appearance, Causes, the whim and folly of the hour. But

and Consequences of the Decline of we see no cause for discouragement, so

British Comedy."
" Of Tragedy," he long as dramas are set forth with the

wrote,
" we have nothing ;

and it is the conscientious accuracy that has marked

observation of all Europe that the Brit- the latest productions of " Hamlet" and

ish Drama is rapidly declining." Yet Richelieu," and while hushed and de-

the golden reign of the Kembles was lighted audiences, drawn from every
then in its prime ; and such names as condition of society, leave all meaner

Bannister, Fawcett, Matthews, Elliston, performances to hang upon the looks

and Cooke occur in Hunt's graceful and and accents of Nature's sweet inter-

authoritative sketches of the actors of preter, Edwin Booth,

the day.* As to the newer plays,
Practice and Genius of the Stage. London, 1807."

* "
Critical Essays on the Performers of the Lon- Some publisher would do well to give us a reprint

don Theatres, including General Observations on the of this noted collection.

VOL. XVII. NO. 103. 38
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AMONG THE LAURELS.

THE sunset's gorgeous dyes
Paled slowly from the skies,

And the clear heaven was waiting for the stars,

As side by side we strayed
Adown a sylvan glade,

And found our pathway crossed by rustic bars.

Beyond the barrier lay

A green and tempting way,
Arched with fair laurel-trees, a-bloom and tall,

Their cups of tender snow

Touched with a rosy glow,

And warm sweet shadows trembling over all.

The chestnuts sung and sighed,

The solemn oaks replied,

And distant pine-trees crooned in slumberous tones ;

While music low and clear

Gushed from the darkness near,

Where a shy brook went tinkling over stones.

Soft mosses, damp and sweet,

Allured our waiting feet,

And brambles veiled their thorns with treacherous bloom ;

While tiny flecks of flowers,

Which own no name of ours,

Added their mite of beauty and perfume.

And hark ! a hidden bird

To sudden utterance stirred,

As by a gushing love too great to bear

With voiceless silence long
Burst into passionate song,

Filling with his sweet trouble all the air.

Then one, whose eager soul

Could brook no slight control,

Said, "Let us thread this pleasant path, dear friend,

If thus the way can be

So beautiful to see,

How much more beautiful must be the end!

"Follow! this solitude

May shrine the haunted wood,
Storied so sweetly in romance and rhyme,

Secure from human ill,

And rarely peopled still

By Fauns and Dryads of the olden time.
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" A spot of hallowed ground

By mortal yet unfound,

Sacred to nymph and sylvan deity,

Where foiled Apollo glides,

And bashful Daphne hides

Safe in the shelter of her laurel-tree !

"

" Forbear !

" the other cried,
"
O, leave the way untried !

Those joys are sweetest which we only guess,
And the impatient soul,

That seeks to grasp the whole,

Defeats itself by its own eagerness.

"Let us not rudely shake

The dew-drop from the brake

Fringing the borders of this haunted dell ;

All the delights which are

The present and the far

Lose half their charm by being known too well !

"And he mistakes who tries

To search all mysteries,

Who leaves no cup undrained, no path untracked ;

Who seeks to know too much
Brushes with eager touch

The bloom of Fancy from the brier of Fact

,
\

"
Keep one fair myth aloof

From hard and actual proof;

Preserve some dear delusions as they seem,

Since the reality,

How bright soe'er it be,

Shows dull and cold beside our marvellous dream.

"Leave this white page unscored,

This rare realm unexplored,

And let dear Fancy roam there as she will ;

Whatever page we turn,

However much we learn,

Let there be something left to dream of still !

"

Wherefore, for aught we know,
The golden apples grow

In the green vale to which that pathway leads ;

The spirits of the wood
Still haunt its solitude,

And Pan sits piping there among the reeds !
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GRIFFITH GAUNT; OR, JEALOUSY.

CHAPTER XVIII.

THIS
Caroline Ryder was a charac-

ter almost impossible to present
so as to enable the reader to recognize
her should she cross his path ; so great
was the contradiction between what she

was and what she seemed, and so per-

fect was the imitation.

She looked a respectable young spin-

ster, with a grace of manner beyond her

station, and a decency and propriety of

demeanor that inspired respect.

She was a married woman, separated
from her husband by mutual consent ;

and she had had many lovers, each of

whom she had loved ardently for a

little whife. She was a woman that

brought to bear upon foolish, culpable
loves a mental power that would have

adorned the woolsack.

The moment prudence or waning in-

clination made it advisable to break

with the reigning favorite, she set to

work to cool him down by deliberate

coldness, sullefiness, insolence ; and

generally succeeded. But if he was

incurable, she never hesitated as to her

course
;
she smiled again on him, and

looked out for another place : being an

invaluable servant, she got one directly ;

and was off to fresh pastures.

A female rake ; but with the air of a

very prude.
A woman, however cunning and res-

olute, always plays this game at one

great disadvantage ;
for instance, one

day, Caroline Ryder, finding herself

unable to shake off a certain boyish lov-

er, whom she had won and got terribly

tired of, retired from her place, and

went home, and left him blubbering.

But by and by, in a retired village, she

deposited an angelic babe of the female

sex, with fair hair and blue eyes, the

very image of her abandoned Cherubin.

Let me add, as indicating the strange
force of her character, that she con-

cealed this episode from Cherubin and

all the rest of the world ;
and was soon

lady's maid again in another county, as

demure as ever, and ripe for fresh ad-

ventures.

But her secret maternity added a

fresh trait to her character ; she be-

came mercenary.
This wise, silly, prudent, coquettish

demon was almost perfect in the family
relations : an excellent daughter, a

good sister, and a devoted mother.

And so are tigresses, and wicked Jew-
esses.

Item the decency and propriety of

her demeanor were not all hypocrisy,
but half hypocrisy, and half inborn and

instinctive good taste and good sense.

As dangerous a creature to herself

and others as ever tied on a bonnet.

On her arrival at Hernshaw Castle

she cast her eyes round to see what

there was to fall in love with ; and ob-

served the gamekeeper, Tom Leicester.

She gave him a smile or two that won
his heart ; but there she stopped : for

soon the ruddy cheek, brown eyes,

manly proportions, and square shoul-

ders of her master attracted this con-

noisseur in male beauty. And then

his manner was so genial and hearty,
with a smile for everybody. Mrs. Ry-
der eyed him demurely day by day, and
often opened a window slyly to watch

him unseen.

From that she got to throwing her-

self in his way ;
and this with such art

that he never discovered it, though he

fell in with her about the house six

times as often as he met his wife or

any other inmate.

She had already studied his charac-

ter, and, whether she arranged to meet
him full or to cross him, it was always
with a courtesy and a sunshiny smile ;

he smiled on her in his turn, and felt a

certain pleasure at sight of her : for he

loved to see people bright and cheerful

about him.

Then she did, of her own accord,

what no other master on earth would

have persuaded her to do : looked over
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his linen
;
sewed on buttons for him

; Madame de Maintenon was with the

and sometimes the artful jade deliber- Queen's of France,

ately cut a button off a clean shirt, and Ryder called it "yellow stuff" down
then came to him and sewed it on dur- in the kitchen

; that was one comfort,

ing wear. This brought about a con- but a feeble one
; the sun came in at

tact none knew better than she how to the lady's window, and Ryder's shapely

manage to a man's undoing. The seem- hand was overflowed, and her eyes of-

ing timidity that fills the whole eloquent fended, by waves of burnished gold :

person, and tempts a man to attack by and one day Griffith came in and kissed

telling him he is powerful, the droop- it in her very hand. His lips felt noth-

ing lashes that hint,
"
Ah, do not take ing but his wife's glorious hair

; but,

advantage of this situation, or the con- by that exquisite sensibility which the

sequences may be terrible, and will cer- heart can convey in a moment to the

tainly be delicious," the delicate and very finger-nails, Caroline's hand, be-

shy, yet lingering touch, the twenty neath, felt the soft touch through her

stitches where nine would be plenty, mistress's hair
;
and the enamored hyp-

the one coy, but tender glance at ocrite thrilled, and then sickened,

parting, all this soft witchcraft beset The other servants knew, as a matter

Griffith Gaunt, and told on him
; but of domestic history, that Griffith and

not as yet in the way his inamorata in- Ka{te lived together a happy couple ;

tended. but this ardent prude was compelled by
"
Kate," said he one day,

" that girl her position to see it, and realize it, ev-

of yours is worth her weight in gold." ery day. She had to witness little con-
" Indeed !

"
said Mrs. Gaunt, frigidly; jugal caresses, and they turned her sick

"
I have not discovered it." with jealousy. She was Nobody. They
When Caroline found that her mas- took no more account of her than of

ter was single-hearted, and loved his the furniture. The creature never

wife too well to look elsewhere, instead flinched, but stood at her post and
of hating him, she began to love him ground her white teeth in silence, and
more seriously, and to hate his wife, burned, and pined, and raged, and froze,

that haughty beauty, who took such a and was a model of propriety,
husband as a matter of course, and held On the day in question she was think-

him tight without troubling her head. ing of Griffith, as usual, and wondering
It was a coarse age, and in that very whether he would always prefer yellow

county more than one wife had suffered hair to black. This actually put her

jealous agony from her own domestic, off her guard for once, and she gave
But here the parts were inverted : the the rival hair a little contemptuous

lady was at her ease ;
the servant paid tug : and the reader knows what fol-

a bitter penalty for her folly. She was lowed.

now passionately in love, and had to Staggered by her mistress's ques-
do menial offices for her rival every tion, Caroline made no reply, but only
hour of the day : she must sit with panted a little, and proceeded more
Mrs. Gaunt, and make her dresses, carefully.

and consult with her how to set off her But O the struggle it cost her not to

hateful beauty to the best advantage, slap both Mrs. Gaunt's fair cheeks im-

She had to dress her, and look dag- partially with the backs of the brushes !

gers at her satin skin and royal neck, And what with this struggle, and the

and to sit behind her an hour at a time reprimand, and the past agitations, by
combing and brushing her long golden and by the comb ceased, and the silence

hair. was broken by faint sobs.

How she longed to tear a handful of Mrs. Gaunt turned calmly round and

it out, and then run away ! Instead of looked full at her hysterical handmaid,

that, her happy rival expected her to " What is to do ?
" said she. " Is

be as tender and coaxing with it as it because I chid you, child ? Nay,
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you need not take that to heart
;

it is

just my way : I can bear anything but

my hair pulled." With this she rose

and poured some drops of sal-volatile

into water, and put it to her secret ri-

val's lips : it was kindly done, but with

that sort of half contemptuous .and thor-

oughly cold pity women are apt to show

to women, and especially when one of

them is Mistress and the other is Ser-

vant.

Still it cooled the extreme hatred

Caroline had nursed, and gave her a

little twinge, and awakened her intelli-

gence. Now her intelligence was truly

remarkable when not blinded by pas-

sion. She was a woman with one or

two other masculine traits besides her

roving heart. For instance, she could

sit and think hard and practically for

hours together : and on these occasions

her thoughts were never dreamy and

vague ; it was no brown study, but

good hard thinking. She would knit

her coal-black brows, like Lord Thur-

low himself, and realize the situation,

and weigh the pros and cons with a

steady judicial power rarely found in

her sex
; and, nota bene, when once

her mind had gone through this pro-

cess, then she would act with almost

monstrous resolution.

She now shut herself up in her own
room for some hours, and weighed the

matter carefully.

The conclusion she arrived at was

this : that, if she stayed at Hernshaw

Castle, there would be mischief; and

probably she herself would be the prin-

cipal sufferer to the end of the chapter,

as she was now.

She said to herself: "
I shall go mad,

or else expose myself, and be turned

away with loss of character ;
and then

what will become of me, and my child ?

Better lose life or reason than charac-

ter. I know what I have to go through ;

I have left a man ere now with my heart

tugging at me to stay beside him. It

is a terrible wrench ;
and then all seems

dead for a long while without him. But

the world goes on and takes you round

with it ; and by and by you find there

are as good fish left in the sea. I '11 go,

while I 've sense enough left to see I

must."

The very next day she came to Mrs.

Gaunt and said she wished to leave.
"
Certainly," said Mrs. Gaunt, coldly.

"
May I ask the reason ?

"

"
O, I have no complaint to make,

ma'am, none whatever
;
but I am not

happy here
;
and I wish to go when my

month 's up, or sooner, ma'am, if you
could suit yourself.

Mrs. Gaunt considered a moment :

then she said,
" You came all the way

from Gloucestershire to me
;
had you

not better give the place a fair trial ? I

have had two or three good servants

that felt uncomfortable at first
; but they

soon found out my ways, and stayed
with me till they married. As for leav-

ing me before your month, that is out

of the question."
To this Ryder said not a word, but

merely vented a little sigh, half dogged,
half submissive ;

and went cat-like

about, arranging her mistress's things
with admirable precision and neatness.

Mrs. Gaunt watched her, without seem-

ing to do so, and observed that her

discontent did not in the least affect her

punctual discharge of her duties. Said

Mrs. Gaunt to herself, "This servant

is a treasure
;
she shall not go." And

Ryder to herself,
"
Well, 't is but for a

month"; and then no power shall keep
me here."

CHAPTER XIX.

NOT long after these events came
the county ball. Griffith was there, but

no Mrs. Gaunt This excited surprise,

and, among the gentlemen, disappoint-
ment. They asked Griffith if she was
unwell

; he thanked them dryly, she

was very well
;
and that was all they

could get out of him. But to the ladies

he let out that she had given up balls,

and, indeed, all reasonable pleasures.
" She does nothing but fast, and pray,
and visit the sick." He added, with

rather a weak smile,
"

I see next to

nothing of her." A minx stood by and

put in her word. " You should take to
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your bed ; then, who knows ? she might
look in uponjw*."

Griffith laughed, but not heartily. In

truth, Mrs. Gaunt's religious fervor

knew no bounds. Absorbed in pious
schemes and religious duties, she had

little time, and much distaste, for friv-

olous society ;
invited none but the

devout, and found polite excuses for

not dining abroad. She sent her hus-

band into the world alone, and laden

with apologies.
" My wife is turned

saint. 'T is a sin to dance, a sin to

hunt, a sin to enjoy ourselves. We
are here to fast, and pray, and build

schools, and go to church twice a day."
And so he went about publishing his

household ill
; but, to tell the truth, a

secret satisfaction peeped through his

lugubrious accents. An ugly saint is an

unmixed calamity to jolly fellows
;
but

to be lord and master, and possessor,
of a beautiful saint, was not without its

piquant charm. His jealousy was dor-

mant, not extinct ;
and Kate's piety

tickled that foible, not wounded it. He
found himself the rival of heaven, and

the successful rival
; for, let her be ever

so strict, ever so devout, she must give
her husband many delights she could

not give to heaven.

This soft and piquant phase of the

passion did not last long. All things
are progressive.

Brother Leonard was director now,
as well as confessor ;

his visits became

frequent ;
and Mrs. Gaunt often quoted

his authority for her acts or her senti-

ments. So Griffith began to suspect
that the change in his wife was entirely
due to Leonard

;
and that, with all her

eloquence and fervor, she was but a

priest's echo. This galled him. To be
sure Leonard was only an ecclesiastic

;

but if he had been a woman, Griffith

was the man to wince. His wife to

lean so on another
;
his wife to with-

draw from the social pleasures she had
hitherto shared with him

;
and all be-

cause another human creature disap-

proved them. He writhed in silence

awhile, and then remonstrated.

He was met at first with ridicule:

"Are you going to be jealous of my
confessor ?

"
and, on repeating the of-

fence, with a kind, but grave admoni-

tion, that silenced him for the time,
but did not cure him, nor even con-

vince him.

The facts were too strong : Kate was
no longer to him the genial companion
she had been

; gone was the ready sym-
pathy with which she had listened to

all his little earthly concerns ; and as

for his hay-making, he might as well

talk about it to an iceberg as to the

partner of his bosom.

He was genial by nature, and could

not live without sympathy. He sought
it in the parlor of the " Red Lion."

Mrs. Gaunt's high-bred nostrils told

her where he haunted, and it caused

her dismay. Woman-like, instead of

opening her battery at once, she wore
a gloomy and displeased air, which a

few months ago would have served her

turn and brought about an explana-
tion at once

;
but Griffith took it for a

stronger dose of religious sentiment,
and trundled off to the " Red Lion "

all the more.

So then at last she spoke her mind,
and asked him how he could lower him-

self so, and afflict her.
" Oh !

"
said he, doggedly,

" this house
is too cold for me now. My mate is

priest-rid. Plague on the knave that

hath put coldness 'twixt thee and
me."

Mrs. Gaunt froze visibly, and said no
more at that time.

One bit of sunshine remained in the

house, and shone brighter than ever, on
its chilled master, shone through two

black, seducing eyes.
Some three months before the date

we have now reached, Caroline Ryder's
two boxes were packed and corded

ready to go next day. She had quiet-

ly persisted in her resolution to leave,

and Mrs. Gaunt, though secretly angry,
had been just and magnanimous enough
to give her a good character.

Now female domestics are like the

little birds ;
if that great hawk, their

mistress, follows them about, it is a

deadly grievance ; but if she does not,
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they follow her about, and pester her

with idle questions, and invite the beak

and claws of petty tyranny and need-

less interference.

So, the afternoon before she was to

leave, Caroline Ryder came to her mis-

tress's room on some imaginary busi-

ness. She was not there. Ryder, for-

getting that it did not matter a straw,

proceeded to hunt her everywhere ;
and

at last ran out, with only her cap on, to

"the Dame's Haunt," and there she

was
;
but not alone : she was walking

up and down with Brother Leonard.

Their backs were turned, and Ryder
came up behind them. Leonard was

pacing gravely, with his head gently

drooping as usual. Mrs. Gaunt was

walking elastically, and discoursing with

great fire and animation.

Ryder glided after, noiseless as a

serpent, more bent on wondering and

watching now than on overtaking ;
for

inside the house her mistress showed
none of this charming vivacity.

Presently the keen black eyes ob-

served a "trifle light as air" that made
them shine again.
She turned and wound herself

amongst the trees, and disappeared.
Soon after she was in her own room, a

changed woman. With glowing cheeks,

sparkling eyes, and nimble fingers, she

uncorded her boxes, unpacked her

things, and placed them neatly in the

drawers.

What more had she seen than I have

indicated ?

Only this : Mrs. Gaunt, in the warmth
of discourse, laid her hand lightly for a

moment on the priest's shoulder. That
was nothing, she had laid the same
hand on Ryder ; for, in fact, it was a

little womanly way she had, and a hand
that settled like down. But this time,

as she withdrew it again, that delicate

hand seemed to speak ; it did not leave

Leonard's shoulder all at once, it glided

slowly away, first the palm, then the

fingers, and so parted lingeringly.
The other woman saw this subtile

touch of womanhood, coupled it with

Mrs. Gaunt's vivacity and the air of

happiness that seemed to inspire her

whole eloquent person, and formed an

extreme conclusion on the spot, though
she could not see the lady's face.

When Mrs. Gaunt came in she met

her, and addressed her thus : "If you

please, ma'am, have you any one com-

ing in my place ?
"

Mrs. Gaunt looked her full in the

face. "You know I have not," said

she, haughtily.
"
Then, if it is agreeable to you,

ma'am, I will stay. To be sure the

place is dull
;
but I have got a good

mistress and "

" That will do, Ryder : a servant has

always her own reasons, and never tells

them to her mistress. You can stay
this time ; but the next, you go ;

and

once for all. I am not to be trifled

with."

Ryder called up a look all submis-

sion, and retired with an obeisance. But,

once out of sight, she threw off the

mask and expanded with insolent tri-

umph. "Yes, I have my own reasons,"

said she. "
Keep you the priest, and

I '11 take the man."

From that hour Caroline Ryder
watched her mistress like a lynx, and

hovered about her master, and poi-

soned him slowly with vague, insidious

hints.

CHAPTER XX.

BROTHER LEONARD, like many holy

men, was vain. Not vainer than St.

Paul, perhaps ; but then he had some-

what less to be vain of. Not but what

he had his gusts of humility and diffi-

dence
; only they blew over.

At first, as you may perhaps remem-

ber, he doubted his ability to replace

Father Francis as Mrs. Gaunt's direc-

tor
; but, after a slight disclaimer, he

did replace him, and had no more mis-

givings as to his fitness. But his toler-

ance and good sense were by no means

equal to his devotion and his persua-
sive powers; and so his advice in

matters spiritual and secular somehow
sowed the first seeds of conjugal cool-

ness in Hernshaw Castle.
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And now Ryder slyly insinuated into

Griffith's ear that the mistress told the

priest everything, and did nothing but

by his advice. Thus the fire already
kindled was fanned by an artful wo-

man's breath.

Griffith began to hate Brother Leon-

ard, and to show it so plainly and rude-

ly that Leonard shrank from the en-

counter, and came less often, and stayed
but a few minutes. Then Mrs. Gaunt
remonstrated gently with Griffith, but

received short, sullen replies. Then,
as the servile element of her sex was

comparatively small in her, she turned

bitter and cold, and avenged Leonard

indirectly, but openly, with those terri-

ble pins and needles a beloved woman
has ever at command.
Then Griffith became moody, and

downright unhappy, and went more
and more to the " Red Lion," seeking
comfort there now as well as company.

Mrs. Gaunt saw, and had fits of irri-

tation, and fits of pity, and sore per-

plexity. She knew she had a good
husband ; and, instead of taking him to

heaven with her, she found that each

step she made with Leonard's help

towards the angelic life seemed some-

how to be bad for Griffith's soul and

for his earthly happiness.
She blamed herself; she blamed

Griffith
;

she blamed the Protestant

heresy ;
she blamed everybody and

everything except Brother Leonard.

One Sunday afternoon Griffith sat

on his own lawn, silently smoking his

pipe. Mrs. Gaunt came to him, and

saw an air of dejection on his genial
face. Her heart yearned. She sat

down beside him on the bench, and

sighed ;
then he sighed too.

" My dear," said she, sweetly,
" fetch

out your viol da gambo, and we will

sing a hymn or two together here this

fine afternoon. We can praise God

together, though we must pray apart ;

alas that it is so !

"

" With all my heart," said Griffith.

"
Nay, I forgot ; my viol da gambo is

not here. 'T is at the ' Red Lion.'
"

,

" At the * Red Lion
'

!

"
said she, bit-

terly. "What, do you sing there as

well as drink? O husband, how can

you so demean yourself ?
"

" What is a poor man to do, whose
wife is priest-ridden, and got to be no

company except for angels ?
"

"
I did not come here to quarrel,"

said she, coldly and sadly. Then they
were both silent a minute. Then she

got up and left him.

Brother Leonard, like many earnest

men, was rather intolerant. He urged
on Mrs. Gaunt that she had too many
Protestants in her household : her cook

and her nursemaid ought, at all events,

to be Catholics. Mrs. Gaunt on this

was quite ready to turn them both off,

and that without disguise. But Leon-

ard dissuaded her from so violent a

measure. She had better take occa-

sion to part with one of them, and by
and by with the other.

The nursemaid was the first to go,

and her place was filled by a Roman
Catholic. Then the cook received

warning. But this did not pass off so

quietly. Jane Bannister was a buxom,

hearty woman, well liked by her fellow-

servants. Her parents lived in the vil-

lage, and she had been six years with

the Gaunts, and her honest heart clung
to them. She took to crying ; used to

burst out in the middle of her work, or.

while conversing with fitful cheerful-

ness on ordinary topics.

One day Griffith found her crying,

and Ryder consoling her as carelessly

and contemptuously as possible.
"
Heyday, lasses !

" said he ;

" what

is your trouble ?
"

At this Jane's tears flowed in a

stream, and Ryder made no reply, but

waited.

At last, and not till the third or fourth

time of asking, Jane blurted out that

she had got the sack ;
such was her

homely expression, dignified, however,

by honest tears.

"What for ?
" asked Griffith kindly.

"Nay, sir," sobbed Jane, "that is

what I want to know. Our dame ne'er

found a fault in me
;
and now she does

pack me off like a dog. Me that have :

been here this six years, and got to.feal.-
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at home. What will father say ? He '11 lawn reading. He gulped down his ire

give me a hiding. For two pins I 'd as well as he could ; but nevertheless

drown myself in the mere." his voice trembled a little with sup-
"
Come, you must not blame the mis- pressed passion.

tress," said the sly Ryder. "She is a "So Jane is turned off now," said he.

good mistress as ever breathed : 't is all
"

I don't know about being turned

the priest's doings. I '11 tell you the off," replied Mrs. Gaunt, calmly ;

" but

truth, master, if you will pass me your she leaves me next month, and Cicely
word I sha' n't be sent away for it." Davis comes back."

"
I pledge you my word as a gentle-

" And Cicely Davis is a useless slut

man," said Griffith. that cannot boil a potato fit to eat
;
but

" Well then, sir, Jane's fault is yours then she is a Papist, and poor Jenny is

and mine. She is not a Papist ; and a Protestant, and can cook a dinner."

that is why she is to go. How I come "My dear," said Mrs. Gaunt, "do
to know, I listened in the next room, not you trouble about the servants

;

and heard the priest tell our dame she leave them to me."

must send away two of us, and have " And welcome ;
but this is not your

Catholics. The priest's word it is law doing, it is that Leonard's : and I can-

in this house. 'T was in March he not allow a Popish priest to turn off all

gave the order : Harriet, she went in my servants that are worth their salt.

May, and now poor Jane is to go for Come, Kate, you used to be a sensible

walking to church behind you, sir. But woman, and a tender wife
;
now I ask

there, Jane, I believe he would get our you, is a young bachelor a fit person to

very master out of the house if he govern a man's family ?
"

could; and then what would become Mrs. Gaunt laughed in his face. "A
of us all ?

"
young bachelor !

"
said she ; "who ever

Griffith turned black, and then ashy heard of such a term applied to a priest,

pale, under this venomous tongue, and and a saint upon earth ?
"

went away without a word, looking
"
Why, he is not married, so he must

dangerous. be a bachelor ; and I say again it is

Ryder looked after him, and her black monstrous for a young bachelor to come

eye glittered with a kind of fiendish between old married folk, and hear all

beauty. their secrets, and have a finger in every

Jane, having told her mind, now be- pie, and set up to be master of my
gan to pluck up a little spirit.

" Mrs. house, and order my wife to turn away
Ryder," said she,

"
I never thought to my servants for going to church behind

like you so well "; and, with that, gave me. Why not turn me away too?

her a great, hearty, smacking kiss
;

Their fault is mine."

which Ryder, to judge by her counte- "
Griffith, you are in a passion, and I

nance, relished, as epicures albumen, begin to think you want to put me in
"

I won't cry no more. After all, this one."

house is no place for us that be wo- "
Well, perhaps I am. Job's patience

men ; 't is a fine roost, to be sure ! went at last, and mine has been sore

where the hen she crows and the cock tried this many a month. 'T was bad
do but cluck." enough when the man was only your
Town-bred Ryder laughed at the rus- confessor

; you told him everything, and

tic maid's simile ; and, not to be out- you don't tell me everything. He knew
done in metaphor, told her there were your very heart, better than I do, and

dogs that barked, and dogs that bit. that was a bitter thing for me to bear,
" Our master is one of those that bite, that love you and have no secrets from

I 've done the priest's business. He is you. But every man who marries a

as like to get the sack as you are." Catholic must endure this
;
so I put a

good face on it, though my heart was

Griffith found his wife seated on the often sore ; 't was the price I had to
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pay for my pearl of womankind. But
since he set up your governor as well,

you are a changed woman ; you shun

company abroad, you freeze my friends

at home. You have made the house

so cold that I am fain to seek the ' Red
Lion '

for a smile or a kindly word :

and now, to please this fanatical priest,

you would turn away the best servants

I have, and put useless, dirty slatterns

in their place, that happen to be Pa-

pists. You did not use to be so unchar-

itable, nor so unreasonable. 'T is the

priest's doing. He is my secret, under-

hand enemy ;
I feel him undermining

me, inch by inch, and I can bear it no

longer. I must make a stand some-

where, .and I may as well make it here ;

for Jenny is a good girl, and her folk

live in the village, and she helps them.

Think better of it, dame, and let the

poor wench stay, though she does go
to church behind your husband."

"Griffith," said Mrs. Gaunt, "I might
retort and say that you are a changed
man

;
for to be sure you did never use

to interfere between me and my maids.

Are you sure some mischief-making
woman is not advising you ? But there,

do not let us chafe one another, for you
know we are hot-tempered both of us.

Well, leave it for the present, my dear
;

prithee let me think it over till to-mor-

row, at all events, and try if I can sat-

isfy you."
The jealous husband saw through

this proposal directly. He turned pur-

ple.
" That is to say, you must ask

your priest first for leave to show your
husband one grain of respect and affec-

tion, and not make him quite a cipher
in his own house. No, Kate, no man
who respects himself will let another

man come between himself and the wife

of his bosom. This business is be-

tween you and me
;

I will brook no
interference in it

;
and I tell you plainly,

if you turn this poor lass off to please
this d-^d 'priest, I '11 turn the priest off

to please her and her folk. They are

as good as he is, any way."
The bitter contempt with which he

spoke of brother Leonard, and this as-

tounding threat, imported a new and

dangerous element into the discussion :

it stung Mrs. Gaunt beyond bearing.
She turned with flashing eyes upon
Griffith.

" As good as he is ? The scum of

my kitchen ! You will make me hate

the mischief-making hussy. She shall

pack out of the house to-morrow morn-

ing."
"Then I say that priest shall never

darken my doors again."
" Then I say they are my doors, not

yours ;
and that holy man shall brighten

them whenever he will."

If to strike an adversary dumb is the

tongue's triumph, Mrs. Gaunt was vic-

torious
;

for Griffith gasped, but did

not reply.

They faced each other, pale with fury ;

but no more words.

No : an ominous silence succeeded

this lamentable answer, like the silence

that follows a thunder-clap.
Griffith stood still awhile, benumbed

as it were by the cruel stroke
;
then cast

one speaking look of anguish and re-

proach upon her, drew himself haugh-

tily up, and stalked away like a wound-
ed lion.

Well said the ancients that anger is

a short madness. When we reflect in

cold blood on the things we have said

in hot, how impossible they seem ! how
out of character with our real selves !

And this is one of the recognized symp-
toms of mania.

There were few persons could com-

pare with Mrs. Gaunt in native mag-
nanimity ; yet how ungenerous a stab

had she given.
And had he gone on, she would have

gone on ; but when he turned silent at

her bitter thrust, and stalked away from

her, she came to herself almost directly.

She thought, "Good God ! what have

I said to him ?
"

And the flush of shame came to her

cheek, and her eyes filled with tears.

He saw them not ; he had gone away,
wounded to the heart.

You see it was true. The house was
hers ; tied up as tight as wax. The

very money (his own money) that had
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been spent on the place, had become " To take care of your game, Squire,
hers by being expended on real prop- I do suppose."

erty ;
he could not reclaim it

;
he was " What ? when you are the worst

her lodger, a dependent on her bounty, gamekeeper in the county. How many
During all the years they had lived poachers do you catch in the year ?

together she had never once assumed They have only to set one of their gang
the proprietor. On the contrary, she to treat you at the public-house on a

put him forward as the Squire, and moonshiny night, and the rest can have

slipped quietly into the background, all my pheasants at roost while you are

Bene latuit. But, lo ! let a hand be boosing and singing."

put out to offend her saintly favorite, "Like my betters in the parlor," mut-

and that moment she could waken her tered Tom.

husband from his dream, and put him " But that is not all," continued

down into his true legal position with a Gaunt, pretending not to hear him.

word. The matrimonial throne for him " You wire my rabbits, and sell them

till he resisted her priest ;
and then, a in the town. Don't go to deny it

;
for

stool at her feet, and his. I Ve half a dozen to prove it." Mr.

He was enraged as well as hurt ; but Leicester looked very uncomfortable,

being a true lover, his fury was levelled, His master continued :
"

I have known
not at the woman who had hurt him, it this ten months, yet you are none the

but at the man who stood out of sight worse for 't. Now, why do I keep you
and set her on. here, that any other gentleman in my
By this time the reader knows his place would send to Carlisle jail on a

good qualities, and his defects; supe- justice's warrant?"

rior to his wife in one or two things, he Mr. Leicester, who had thought his

was by no means so thorough a gentle- master blind, and was so suddenly un-

man as she was a lady. He had begun deceived, hung his head and snivelled

to make a party with his own servants out,
" 'T is because you have a good

against the common enemy ; and, in his heart, Squire, and would not ruin a poor
wrath, he now took another step, or fellow for an odd rabbit or two."

rather a stride, in the same direction. "Stuff and nonsense!" cried Gaunt.
As he hurried away to the public-house,

"
Speak your mind, for once, or else be-

white with ire, he met his gamekeeper gone for a liar as well as a knave."

coming in with a bucketful of fish fresh Thus appealed to, Leicester's gypsy
caught.

" What have ye got there ?
"

eyes roved to and fro as if he were
said Griffith, roughly ;

not that he was looking for some loophole to escape

angry with the man, but that his very by ; but at last he faced the situation,

skin was full of wrath, and it must He said, with a touch of genuine feel-

exude, ing,
" D n the rabbits ! I wish my

Mr. Leicester did not relish the tone, hand had withered ere I touched one
and replied, bluntly and sulkily,

" Pike on them." But after this preface he
for our Papists." sunk his voice to a whisper, and said,

The answer, though rude, did not al- "
I see what you are driving at, Squire ;

together displease Griffith
;

it smacked and since there is nobody with us "
(he

of odium theologicum, a sentiment he took off his cap.)
"
why, sir, 't is this

was learning to understand. " Put 'em here mole I am in debt to, no doubt."

down, and listen to me, Thomas Leices- Then the gentleman and his servant

ter," said he. looked one another silently in the face,

And his manner was now so impres- and what with their standing in the

sive that Leicester put down the bucket same attitude and being both excited

with ludicrous expedition, and gaped at and earnest, the truth must be owned,
him. a certain family likeness came out.

"
Now, my man, why do I keep you Certainly their eyes were quite unlike,

here ?
"

Leicester had his gypsy mother's : black,
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keen, and restless. Gaunt had his

mother's : brown, calm, and steady.

But the two men had the same stature,

the same manly mould and square shoul-

ders ; and, though Leicester's cheek was

brown as a berry, his forehead was sin-

gularly white for a man in his rank of

life, and over his left temple, close to

the roots of the hair, was an oblong
mole as black as ink, that bore a close

resemblance in appearance and position

to his master's.

" Tom Leicester ;
I have been in-

sulted."

" That won't pass, sir. Who is the

man ?
"

u One that I cannot call out like a

gentleman, and yet I must not lay on

him with my cane, or I am like to

get the sack, as well as my servants.

'T is the Popish priest, lad
;
Brother

Leonard, own brother to Old Nick
;
he

has got our Dame's ear, she cannot say
him '

nay.' She is turning away all my
people, and filling the house with Pa-

pists, to please him. And when I inter-

fered, she as good-as told me I should

go next ;
and so I shall, I or else that

priest."

This little piece of exaggeration fired

Tom Leicester.
"
Say ye so, Squire ?

then just you whisper a word in my ear,

and George and I will lay that priest

by the heels, and drag him through the

horse-pond. He won't come here to

trouble you after that, / know."

Gaunt's eyes flashed triumph. "A
friend in need is a friend indeed," said

he. "
Ay, you are right, lad. There

must be no broken bones, and no blood-

shed
;
the horse-pond is the very thing :

and if she discharges you for it, take

no heed of her. You shall never leave

Hernshaw Castle for that good deed ;

or, if you do, I '11 go with you ;
for the

world it is wide, and I '11 never live a

servant in the house where I have been

a master."

They then put their heads together
and concerted the means by which the

priest at his very next visit was to be

decoyed into the neighborhood of the

horse-pond.

And then they parted, and Griffith

went to the " Red Lion." And a pair
of black eyes that had slyly watched
this singular interview from an upper
window withdrew quietly ; and soon
after Tom Leicester found himself face

to face with their owner, the sight of

whom always made his heart beat a

little faster.

Caroline Ryder had been rather cold

to him of late
;

it was therefore a charm-

ing surprise when she met him, all

wreathed in smiles, and, drawing him

apart, began to treat him like a bosom

friend, and tell him what had passed
between the master and her and Jane.
Confidence begets confidence ;

and so

Tom told her in turn that the Squire
and the Dame had come to words over

it.
"
However," said he,

"
't is all the

priest's fault : but bide awhile, all of

ye."
With this mysterious hint he meant

to close his revelations. But Ryder
intended nothing of the kind. Her
keen eye had read the looks and ges-
tures of Gaunt and Leicester, and these

had shown her that something very

strange and serious was going on.

She had come out expressly to learn

what it was, and Tom was no match for

her arts. She so smiled on him, and

agreed with him, and led him, and drew

him, and pumped him, that she got it

all out of him on a promise of secrecy.

She then entered into it with spirit,

and, being what they called a scholar,

undertook to write a paper for Tom and

his helper to pin on the priest's back.

No sooner said than done. She left

him, and speedily returned with the

following document, written out in large

and somewhat straggling letters :

" HONEST FOLK, BEHOLD A

MISCHIEVIOUS PRIEST, WHICH

FOR CAUSING OF STRIFE

'TWIXT MAN AND WYFE

HATH MADE ACQUAINTANCE

WITH SQUIRE'S HORSE-POND."
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And so a female conspirator was add- reflection and regret come after excite-

ed to the plot. ment.

Mrs. Gaunt co-operated too, but, Presently she heard a quick foot be-

need I say, unconsciously. hind her : she knew it directly for her

She was unhappy, and full of regret husband's, and her heart yearned,
at what she had said. She took her- She did not stop nor turn her head :

self severely to task, and drew a very womanly pride withheld her from direct

unfavorable comparison between her- submission ;
but womanly tenderness

self and Brother Leonard. " How ill," and tact opened a way to reconcilia-

she thought,
" am I fitted to carry out tion. She drew softly aside, almost to

that meek saint's view. See what my the wall, and went slower ; and her

ungoverned temper has done." So hand, her sidelong drooping head, and

then, having made so great a mistake, her whole eloquent person, whispered
she thought the best thing she could plainly enough,

" If somebody would

do was to seek advice of Leonard at like to make friends, here is the door

once. She was not without hopes he open."
would tell her to postpone the projected Griffith saw, but was too deeply

change in her household, and so soothe wounded : he passed her without stop-

her offended husband directly. ping (the staircase was eight feet

She wrote a line requesting Leonard broad).

to call on her as soon as possible, and But as he passed he looked at her

advise her in a great difficulty ; and and sighed, for he saw she was sorry,

she gave this note to Ryder, and told She heard, and sighed too. Poor

her to send the groom off with it at things, they had lived so happy to-

once. gether for years.

Ryder squeezed the letter, and peered He went on.

into it, and gathered its nature before Her pride bent :
"
Griffith !

"
said

she gave it to the groom to take to she, timidly.

Leonard. He turned and stopped at that.

When he was gone, she went and "Sweetheart," she murmured, "I was
told Tom Leicester, and he chuckled, to blame. I was ungenerous. I forgot
and made his preparations accordingly, myself. Let me recall my words. You
Then she retired to her own room, know they did not come from my

and went through a certain process heart."

I have indicated before as one of "You need not tell me that," said

her habits : knitted her great black Griffith, doggedly.
"

I have no quar-

brows, and pondered the whole situa- rel with you, and never will. You but

tion with a mental power that was wor- do what you are bidden, and say what

thy of a nobler sphere and higher ma- you are bidden. I take the wound
terials. from you as best I may : the man that

Her practical revery, so to speak, set you on, 't is him I '11 be revenged
continued until she was rung for to on."

dress her mistress for dinner. " Alas that you will think so !

" said

she. " Believe me, dearest, that holy
Griffith was so upset, so agitated and man would be the first to rebuke me

restless, he could not stay long in any for rebelling against my husband and

one place, not even in the " Red Lion." flouting him. O, how could I say such

So he came home to dinner, though things ? I thank you, and love you
he had mighty little appetite for it. dearly for being so blind to my faults ;

And this led to another little conjugal but I must not abuse your blindness,

scene. Father Leonard will put me to pen-
Mrs. Gaunt mounted the great oak ance for the fault you forgive. He

staircase to dress for dinner, Ian- will hear no excuses. Prithee, now,

guidly, as ladies are apt to do, when be more just to that good man."
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Griffith listened quietly, with a cold

sneer upon his lip ;
and this was his

reply :

"
Till that mischief-making vil-

lain came between you and me, you
never gave me a bitter word : we were

the happiest pair in Cumberland. But

now what are we ? And what shall

we be in another year or two ? RE-
VENGE ! !

"

He had begun bravely enough, but

suddenly burst into an ungovernable

rage ;
and as he yelled out that furious

word his face was convulsed and ugly
to look at ; very ugly.

Mrs. Gaunt started : she had not

seen that vile expression in his face

for many a year ; but she knew it

again.
"
Ay !

'

he cried,
" he has made me

drink a bitter cup this many a day.
But I '11 force as bitter a one down
his throat, and you shall see it done."

Mrs. Gaunt turned pale at this vio-

lent threat
; but being a high-spirited

woman, she stiffened and hid her appre-
hensions loftily.

" Madman that you
are," said she. "

\ throw away excuses

on Jeafatsy, and I waste reason upon

frenzy. I '11 say no more things to pro-
voke you ; but, to be sure, 't is I that

am offended now, and deeply too, as

you will find."
" So be it," said Griffith, sullenly ;

then, grinding his teeth,
" he shall pay

for that too."

Then he went to his dressing-room,
and she to her bedroom. Griffith hat-

ing Leonard, and Kate on the verge of

hating Griffith.

And, ere her blood could cool, she

was subjected to the keen, cold scru-

tiny of another female, and that female

a secret rival.

CHAPTER XXI.

WOULD you learn what men gain by
admitting a member of the fair sex into

their conspiracies ? read the tragedy of
" Venice Preserved "

; and, by way of

afterpiece, this little chapter.
Mrs. Gaunt sat pale and very silent,

and Caroline Ryder stood behind, do-

ing up her hair into a magnificent struc-

ture that added eight inches to the

lady's height : and in this operation her

own black hair and keen black eyes
came close to the golden hair and deep
blue eyes, now troubled, and made a

picture striking by contrast.

As she was putting the finishing

touches, she said, quietly,
" If you

please, Dame, I have somewhat to tell

you."
Mrs. Gaunt sighed wearily, expect-

ing some very minute communication.
"
Well, Dame, I dare say I am risk-

ing my place, but I can't help it."

" Another time, Ryder," said Mrs.

Gaunt. "
I am in no humor to be wor-

ried with my servants' squabbles."
"
Nay, madam, 't is not that at all :

'tis about Father Leonard. Sure you
would not like him to be drawn

through the horse-pond ; and that is

what they mean to do next time he
comes here."

In saying these words, the jade con-

trived to be adjusting Mrs. Gaunt's

dress. The lady's heart gave a leap,
and the servant's cunning finger felt it,

and then felt a shudder run all over

that stately frame. But after that Mrs.
Gaunt seemed to turn to steel. She
distrusted Ryder, she could not tell

why ; distrusted her, and was upon her

guard.
" You must be mistaken," said she.

" Who would dare to lay hands on a

priest in my house ?
"

"
Well, Dame, you see they egg one

another on : don't ask me to betray my
fellow-servants ;

but let us balk them.

I don't deceive you, Dame : if the good
priest shows his face here, he will be

thrown into the horse-pond, and sent

home with a ticket pinned to his back.

Them that is to do it are on the watch

now, and have got their orders
; and 't

is a burning shame. To be sure I am
not a Catholic ; but religion is religion,

and a more heavenly face I never saw :

and for it to be dragged through a

filthy horse-pond !

"

Mrs. Gaunt clutched her inspector's

arm and turned pale.
" The villains !

the fiends !

" she gasped.
" Go ask
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your master to come to me this mo-

ment."

Ryder took a step or two, then

stopped.
"
Alack, Dame," said she,

<; that is not the way to do. You may
be sure the others would not dare, if

my master had not shown them his

mind."

Mrs. Gaunt stopped her ears.

"Don't tell me that he has ordered

this impious, cruel, cowardly act. He
is a lion : and this comes from the

heart of cowardly curs. What is to be

done, woman ? tell me ;
for you are

cooler than I am."
"
Well, Dame, if I were in your place,

I 'd just send him a line, and bid him

stay away till the storm blows over."
" You are right. But who is to carry

it ? My own servants are traitors to

me."
"

I '11 carry it myself."
"You shall. Put on your hat, and

run through the wood ;
that is the

shortest way."
She wrote a few lines on a large

sheet of paper, for note-paper there

was none in those days ; sealed it, and

gave it to Ryder.

Ryder retired to put on her hat,

and pry into the letter with greedy

eyes.
It ran thus :

" DEAR FATHER AND FRIEND,
You must come hither no more at pres-
ent. Ask the bearer why this is, for I

am ashamed to put it on paper. Pray
for them : for you can, but I cannot.

Pray for me, too, bereft for a time of

your counsels. I shall come and con-

fess to you in a few days, when we are

all cooler ; but you shall honor his

house no more. Obey me in this one

thing, who shall obey you in all things

else, and am
" Your indignant and sorrowful

daughter,
" CATHARINE GAUNT."

" No more than that ?
" said Ryder.

"
Ay, she guessed as I should look."

She whipped on her hat and went
out.

Who should she meet, or, I might

say, run against, at the hall door, but

Father Leonard.

He had come at once, in compliance
with Mrs. Gaunt's request.

CHAPTER XXII.

MRS. RYDER uttered a little scream

of dismay. The priest smiled, and said,

sweetly,
"
Forgive me, mistress, I fear I

startled you."
" Indeed you did, sir," said she.

She looked furtively round, and saw
Leicester and his underling on the

watch.

Leicester, unaware of her treachery,

made her a signal of intelligence.

She responded to it, to gain time.

It was a ticklish situation. Some
would have lost their heads. Ryder
was alarmed, but all the more able to

defend her plans. Her first move, as

usual with such women, was a lie.

" Our Dame is in the Grove, sir,"

said she. "
I am to .bring you to her."

The priest bowed his head, gravely,
and moved towards the Grove with

downcast eyes. Ryder kept close to

him for a few steps ;
then she ran to

Leicester, and whispered, hastily,
" Go

you to the stable-gate ;
I '11 bring him

round that way : hide now ;
he sus-

pects."
"
Ay, ay," said Leicester ;

and the

confiding pair slipped away round a

corner to wait for their victim.

Ryder hurried him into the Grove,

and, as soon as she had got him out of

hearing, told him the truth.

He turned pale ;
for these delicate

organizations do not generally excel in

courage.

Ryder pitied him, and something of

womanly feeling began to mingle with

her plans.
"
They shall not lay a fin-

ger on you, sir," said she. "
I '11 scratch

and scream and bring the whole parish
out sooner ; but the best way is not to

give them a chance
; please you fol-

low me." And she hurried him through
the Grove, and then into an unfre-

quented path of the great wood.
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When they were safe from pursuit more at her ease when she visits you
she turned and looked at him. He was at your place than 'iere ; and she won't
a good deal agitated ; but the upper- give you up, I promise."
most sentiment was gratitude. It soon The priest trembled, and Ryder saw
found words, and, as usual, happy ones. it.

He thanked her with dignity and ten- "
But, my daughter," said he,

"
I am

derness for the service she had done perplexed and grieved. It seems that

him, and asked her if she was a Cath- I make mischief in your house : that is

olic. an ill office
;

I fear it is my duty to re-
"
No," said she. tire from this place altogether, rather

At that his countenance fell, but only than cause dissension between those

for a moment. " Ah ! would you were," whom the Church by holy sacrament
he said, earnestly. He then added, hath bound together." So saying, he

sweetly,
" To be sure I have all the hung his head and sighed,

more reason to be grateful to you." Ryder eyed him with a little pity, but
" You are very welcome, reverend more contempt.

" Why take other peo-
sir," said Ryder, graciously.

"
Religion pie's faults on your back ?

" said she.

is religion ;
and 't is a barbarous thing

" My mistress is tied to a man she does

that violence should be done to men of not love
; but that is not your fault :

your cloth." and he is jealous of you, that never gave

Having thus won his heart, the artful him cause. If I was a man he should

woman began at one and the same time not accuse me for nothing ;
nor set

to please and to probe him. "
Sir," his man on to drag me through a horse-

said she,
" be of good heart ; they have pond for nothing. I 'd have the sweet

done you no harm, and themselves no as well as the bitter"

good ; my mistress will hate them for Father Leonard turned and looked at

it, and love you all the more." her with a face full of terror. Some
Father Leonard's pale cheek colored beautiful, honeyed fiend seemed to be

all over at these words, though he said entering his heart and tempting it.
"
O,

nothing. hush ! my daughter, hush !

" he said ;

" Since they won't let you come to " what words are these for a virtuous

her, she will come to you." woman to speak, and a priest to hear ?
"

" Do you think so ?
" said he, faint- "

There, I have offended you by my
ly.

blunt way," said the cajoling hussy, in

"
Nay, I am sure of it, sir. So would soft and timid tones,

any woman. We still follow our hearts,
"
Nay, not so ; but O speak not so

and get our way by hook or by crook." lightly of things that peril the immortal

Again the priest colored, either with soul !

'

pleasure or with shame, or with both ;

"
Well, I have done," said Ryder,

and the keen feminine eye perused him " You are out of danger now ;
so give

with microscopic power. She waited, you good day."
to give him an opportunity of talking to He stopped her. "What, before I

her and laying bare his feelings ;
but have thanked you for your goodness,

he was either too delicate, too cautious, Ah, Mistress Ryder, 't is on these oc-

or too pure. casions a priest sins by longing for rich-

So then she suddenly affected to re- es to reward his benefactors. I have

member her mistress's letter. She pro- naught to offer you but this ring ;
it was

duced it with an apology. He took it my mother's, my dear mother's." He
with unfeigned eagerness, and read it took it off his finger to give it her.

in silence ; and having read it, he stood But the little bit of goodness that

patient, with the tears in his eyes. cleaves even to the heart of an in-

Ryder eyed him with much curiosity trigante revolted against her avarice,

and a little pity.
" Don't you take on "

Nay, poor soul, I '11 not take it," said

for that," said she. "
Why, she will be she ;

and put her hands before her eyes
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not to see it, for she knew she could

not look at it long and spare it.

With this she left him ; but, ere she

had gone far, her cunning and curios-

ity gained the upper hand again, and

she whipped behind a great tree and

crouched, invisible all but her nose and

one piercing eye.

She saw the priest make a few steps

homewards, then look around, then

take Mrs. Gaunt's letter out of his

pocket, press it passionately to his lips,

and hide it tenderly in his bosom.

This done, he went home, with his

eyes on the ground as usual, and meas-

ured steps. And to all who met him he

seemed a creature in whom religion had

conquered all human frailty.

Caroline Ryder hurried home with

cruel exultation in her black eyes. But

she soon found that the first thing she

had to do was to defend herself. Lei-

cester and his man met her, and the

former looked gloomy, and the latter

reproached her bitterly, called her a

double-faced jade, and said he would

tell the Squire of the trick she had

played them. But Ryder had a lie

ready in a moment. " 'T is you I have

saved, not him," said she. " He is

something more than mortal : why, he

told me of his own accord what you
were there for

;
but that, if you were so

unlucky as to lay hands on him, you
would rot alive. It seems that has

been tried out Stanhope way ;
a man

did but give him a blow, and his arm
was stiff next day, and he never used it

again ;
and next his hair fell off his

head, and then his eyes they turned to

water and ran all out of him, and he

died within the twelvemonth."

Country folk were nearly, though not

quite, as superstitious at that time as in

the Middle Ages.
" Murrain on him,"

said Leicester. " Catch me laying a

finger on him. I 'm glad he is gone ;

and I hope he won't never come back

no more."
" Not likely, since he can read all our

hearts. Why he told me something
about you, Tom Leicester ;

he says you
are in love."

" No ! did he really now ?
" and

Leicester opened his eyes very wide.
" And did he tell you who the lass

is?"
" He did so

; and surprised me prop-

erly." This with a haughty glance.
Leicester held his tongue and turned

red.
" Who is it, mistress ?

" asked the

helper.
" He did n't say I was to tell you,

young man."

And with these two pricks of her

needle she left them both more or less

discomfited, and went to scrutinize and

anatomize her mistress's heart with

plenty of cunning, but no mercy. She

related her own part in the affair very

briefly, but dwelt with well-feigned sym-

pathy on the priest's feelings. "He
turned as white as a sheet, ma'am, when
I told him, and offered me his very

ring off his finger, he was so grateful ;

poor man !

"

" You did not take it, I hope ?
" said

Mrs. Gaunt, quickly.
"
La, no ma'am ! I had n't the

heart."

Mrs. Gaunt was silent awhile. When
she spoke again it was to inquire wheth-

er Ryder had given him the letter.

"That I did : and it brought the

tears into his poor eyes ;
and such beau-

tiful eyes as he has, to be sure. You
would have pitied him if you had seen

him read it, and cry over it, and then

kiss it and put it in his bosom he did."

Mrs. Gaunt said nothing, but turned

her head away.
The operator shot a sly glance into

the looking-glass, and saw a pearly tear

trickling down her subject's fair cheek.

So she went on, all sympathy outside,

and remorselessness within. " To think

of that face, more like an angel's than a

man's, to be dragged through a nasty

horse-pond. 'T is a shame of master

to set his men on a clergyman." And
so was proceeding, with well-acted and

catching warmth, to dig as dangerous a

pit for Mrs. Gaunt as ever was dug for

any lady ; for whatever Mrs. Gaunt had

been betrayed into saying, this Ryder
would have used without mercy, and
with diabolical skill.
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Yes, it was a pit, and the lady's ten-

der heart pushed her towards it, and

her fiery temper drew her towards it.

Yet she escaped it this time. The

dignity, delicacy, and pride, that is of-

tener found in these old families than

out of them, saved her from that peril.

She did not see the trap ; but she

spurned the bait by native instinct.

She threw up her hand in a moment,
with a queenly gesture, and stopped the

tempter.
" Not one word from my ser-

vant against my husband in my hear-

ing !

" said she, superbly.
And Ryder shrank back into herself

directly.
"
Child," said Mrs. Gaunt,

"
you have

done me a great service, and my hus-

band too ;
for if this dastardly act had

been done in his name, he would soon

have been heartily ashamed of it, and

deplored it. Such services can never

be quite repaid ;
but you will find a

purse in that drawer with five guineas ;

it is yours ;
and my lavender silk dress,

be pleased to wear that about me, to

remind me of the good office you have

done me. And now, all you can do for

me is to leave me
;
for I am very, very

unhappy."

Ryder retired with the spoil, and Mrs.

Gaunt leaned her head over her chair,

and cried without stint.

After this, no angry words passed
between Mr. and Mrs. Gaunt

; but

something worse, a settled coolness,

sprung up.
As for Griffith, his cook kept her

place, and the priest came no more to

the Castle
; so, having outwardly gained

the day, he was ready to forget and for-

give ; but Kate, though she would not

let her servant speak ill of Griffith, was

deeply indignant and disgusted with

him. She met his advances with such
a stern coldness, that he turned sulky
and bitter in his turn.

Husband and wife saw little of each

other, and hardly spoke.
Both were unhappy ; but Kate was

angriest, and Griffith saddest.

In an evil hour he let out his grief

to Caroline Ryder. She seized the op-

portunity, and, by a show of affection-

ate sympathy and zeal, made herself

almost necessary to him, and contrived

to establish a very perilous relation be-

tween him and her. Matters went so

far as this, that the poor man's eye
used to brighten when he saw her com-

ing.

Yet this victory cost her a sore heart

and all the patient self-denial of her

sex. To be welcome to Griffith she

had to speak to him of her rival, and to

speak well of her. She tried talking
of herself and her attachment

;
he

yawned in her face : she tried smooth
detraction and innuendo

; he fired up
directly, and ^defended her of whose
conduct he had been complaining the

very moment before.

Then she saw that there was but one

way to the man's heart. Sore, and

sick, and smiling, she took that way:
resolving to bide her time ; to worm
herself in any how, and wait patiently
till she could venture to thrust her mis-

tress out.

If any of my readers need to be told

why this she Machiavel threw her fel-

low-conspirators over, the reason was

simply this : on calm reflection she saw
it was not her interest to get Father

Leonard insulted. She looked on him
as her mistress's lover, and her own
best friend. " Was I mad ?

"
said she

to herself. " My business is to keep
him sweet upon her, till they can't lire

without one another : and then I '11 tell

him; and take your place in this house,

my lady."

And now it is time to visit that ex-

traordinary man, who was the cause of

all this mischief; whom Gaunt called a

villain, and Mrs. Gaunt a saint ; and,

as usual, he was neither one nor the

other.

Father Leonard was a pious, pure,

and noble-minded man, who had un-

dertaken to defy nature, with religion's

aid ; and, after years of successful war-

fare, now sustained one of those de-

feats to which such warriors have been

liable in every age. If his heart v,-as^
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pure, it was tender ;
and nature never age, as the heathens feigned, he must

intended him to live all his days alone, have often perched on a tree in that

After years of prudent coldness to the quiet grove, and chuckled and mocked,
other sex, he fell in with a creature when this man and woman sat and

that put him off his guard at first, she murmured together, in the soft sedu-

seemed so angelic. "At Wisdom's cing twilight, about the love of God.

gate suspicion slept
"

: and, by degrees, And now things had come to a cri-

which have been already indicated in sis. Husband and wife went about the

this narrative, she whom the Church house silent and gloomy, the ghosts of

had committed to his spiritual care be- their former selves ; and the priest sat

came his idol. Could he have foreseen solitary, benighted, bereaved of the one

this, it would never have happened ;
he human creature he cared for. Day

would have steeled himself, or left the succeeded to day, and still she never

country that contained this sweet temp- came. Every morning he said,
" She

tation. But love stole on him, masked will come to-day," and brightened with

with religious zeal, and robed in a gar- the hope. But the leaden hours crept
ment of light that seemed celestial. by, and still she came not.

When the mask fell, it was too late : Three sorrowful weeks went by ; and
the power to resist the soft and thrill- he fell into deep dejection. He used

ing enchantment was gone. The soli- to wander out at night, and come and

tary man was too deep in love. stand where he could see her windows
Yet he clung still to that self-decep- with the moon shining on them : then

tion, without which he never could have go slowly home, cold in body, and with

been entrapped into an earthly passion ; his heart aching, lonely, deserted, and
he never breathed a word of love to perhaps forgotten. O, never till now
her. It would have alarmed her ; it had he known the utter aching sense

would have alarmed himself. Every of being quite alone in this weary
syllable that passed between these two world !

might have been published without One day, as he sat drooping and
scandal. But the heart does not speak listless, there came a light foot along

by words alone : there are looks and the passage, a light tap at the door, and
there are tones of voice that belong to the next moment she stood before him,

Love, and are his signs, his weapons ; a little paler than usual, but lovelier

and it was in these very tones the than ever, for celestial joy softened her

priest murmured to his gentle listener noble features.

about "the angelic life" between spirits The priest started up with a cry of

still lingering on earth, but purged joy that ought to have warned her ; but

from earthly dross ; and even about it only brought a faint blush of pleas-

other topics less captivating to the re- ure to her cheek and the brimming

ligious imagination. He had persuad- tears to her eyes,
ed her to found a school in this dark "Dear father and friend," said she.

parish, and in it he taught the poor
" What ! have you missed me ? Think,

with exemplary and touching patience, then, how I have missed you. But

Well, when he spoke to her about 't was best for us both to let their vile

this school, it was in words of prac- passions cool first."

tical good sense, but in tones of love ; Leonard could not immediately re-

and she, being one of those feminine ply. The emotion of seeing her again
women who catch the tone they are so suddenly almost choked him.

addressed in, and instinctively answer He needed all the self-possession he

in tune, and, moreover, seeing no ill, had been years acquiring not to throw

but good, in the subject of their conver- himself at her knees and declare his

sation, replied sometimes, unguardedly passion to her.

enough, in accents almost as tender. Mrs. Gaunt saw his agitation, but

In truth, if Love was really a person- did not interpret to his disadvantage.
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She came eagerly and sat on a stool CHAPTER XXIII
beside him. " Dear father," she said,
" do not let their insolence grieve you. FATHER LEONARD, visited, soothed,

They have smarted for it, and shall and petted by his idol, recovered his

smart till they make their submission spirits, and, if he pined during her ab-

to you, and beg and entreat you to sence, he was always so joyful in her

come to us again. Meantime, since presence that she thought of course he

you cannot visit me, I visit you. Con- was permanently happy ;
so then, be-

fess me, father, and then direct me ing by nature magnanimous and placa-

with your counsels. Ah ! if you could ble, she began to smile on her husband
but give me the Christian temper to again, and a tacit reconciliation

' came

carry them out firmly but meekly ! 'T about by natural degrees,
is my ungoverned spirit hath wrought But this produced a startling result,

all this mischief, mea cnlpa ! meet Leonard, as her confessor, could learn

culpa !
'

everything that passed between them ;

By this time Leonard had recovered he had only to follow established prece-
his self-possession, and he spent an dents, and ask questions his Church
hour of strange intoxication, confessing has printed for the use of confessors,

his idol, sentencing his idol to light He was mad enough to put such inter-

penances, directing and advising his rogatories.

idol, and all in the soft murmurs of a The consequence was, that one day,
lover. being off his guard, or literally unable

She left him, and the room seemed to contain his bursting heart any longer,

to darken. he uttered a cry of jealous agony, and

Two days only elapsed, and she came then, in a torrent of burning, melting

again. Visit succeeded to visit : and her words, appealed to her pity. He paint-

affection seemed boundless. ed her husband's happiness, and his own
The insult he had received was to be misery, and barren desolation, with a

avenged in one place, and healed in an- fervid, passionate eloquence that para-

other, and, if possible, effaced with ten- lyzed his hearer, and left her pale and
der hand. So she kept all her sweet- trembling, and the tears of pity trick-

ness for that little cottage, and all her ling down her cheek,

acidity for Hernshaw Castle. Those silent tears calmed him a lit-

It was an evil hour when Griffith at- tie ;
and he begged her forgiveness, and

tacked her saint with violence. The awaited his doom,

woman was too high-spirited, and too "
I pity you," said she, angelically,

sure of her own rectitude, to endure " What ? you jealous of my husband !

that : so, instead of crushing her, it O, pray to Christ and Our Lady to cure

drove her to retaliation, and to impru- you of this folly."

dence. She rose, fluttering inwardly, but calm

These visits to console Father Leon- as a statue on the outside, gave him
ard were quietly watched by Ryder, her hand, and went home very slowly ;

for one thing. But, worse than that, and the moment she was out of his

they placed Mrs. Gaunt in a new posi- sight she drooped her head like a

tion with Leonard, and one that melts crushed flower,

the female heart. She was now the She was sad, ashamed, alarmed,

protectress and the consoler of a man Her mind was in a whirl ; and, were

she admired and revered. I say if any- I to imitate those writers who under-

thing on earth can breed love in a grand take to dissect and analyze the heart at.

female bosom, this will. such moments, and put the exact re-

She had put her foot on a sunny slope suit on paper, I should be apt to sac-

clad with innocent-looking flowers ; but rifice truth to precision ;
I must stick

more and more precipitous at every to my old plan, and tell you what she

step, and perdition at the bottom. did : that will surely be some index to
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her mind, especially with my female to indulge her whim as soon as ever he

readers. had got his hay in.

She went home straight to her hus-

band ;
he was smoking his pipe after

dinner. She drew her chair close -to CHAPTER XXIV.

him, and laid her hand tenderly on his

shoulder. "Griffith," she said, "will SHOWERY weather set in, and the hay
you grant your wife a favor ? You had to be turned twice, and left in cocks

once promised to take, me abroad : I instead of carried,

desire to go now
;

I long to see foreign Griffith spoke now and then about

countries ;
I am tired of this place. I the foreign tour ; but Kate deigned no

want a change. Prithee, prithee take reply whatever; and the chilled topic
me hence this very day." died out before the wet hay could be got

Griffith looked aghast.
"
Why, sweet- in : and so much for Procrastination,

heart, it takes a deal of money to go Meantime,, Betty Gough was sent for

abroad ;
we must get in our rents to mend the house-linen. She came

first." every other day after dinner, and sat
"
Nay, I have a hundred pounds laid working alone beside Mrs. Gaunt till

by." dark.
"
Well, but what a fancy to take all Caroline Ryder put her own con-

of a sudden !

"
struction on this, and tried to make

" O Griffith, don't deny me what I friends with Mrs. Gough, intending to

ask you, with my arm round your neck, pump her. But Mrs. Gough gave her

dearest. It is no fancy. I want to be short, dry answers. Ryder then felt

alone with you, far from this place where sure that Gough was a go-between,
coolness has come between us." And and, woman-like, turned up her nose at

with this she fell to crying and sobbing, her with marked contempt. For why ?

and straining him tight to her bosom, This office of go-between was one she

as if she feared to lose him, or be taken
especially coveted for herself under the

from him. circumstances ; and, a little while ago,
Griffith kissed her, and told her to it had seemed within her grasp,

cheer up, he was not the man to deny One fine afternoon the hay was all

her anything.
"
Just let me get my carried, and Griffith came home in good

hay in," said he,
" and I '11 take you to

spirits to tell his wife he was ready to

Rome, if you like." make the grand tour with her.
"
No, no : to-day, or to-morrow at He was met at the gate by Mrs.

furthest, or you don't love me as I de- Gough, with a face of great concern ;

serve to be loved by you this day." she begged him to come and see the
" Now Kate, my darling, be reason- Dame ; she had slipped on the oak

able. I must get my hay in
; and then stairs, poor soul, and hurt her back.

I am your man." Griffith tore up the stairs, and found

Mrs. Gaunt had gradually sunk al- Kate in the drawing-room, lying on a

most to her knees. She now started sofa, and her doctor by her side. He
up with nostrils expanding and her came in, trembling like a leaf, and

blue eyes glittering.
" Your hay !

" she clasped her piteously in his arms. At

cried, with bitter contempt ;

"
your hay this she uttered a little patient sigh of

before your wife ? That is how you pain, and the doctor begged him to

love me !

"
And, the next moment, she moderate himself: there was no imme-

seemed to turn from a fiery woman to diate cause of alarm ; but she must be

a glacier. kept quiet ; she had strained her back,

Griffith smiled at all this, with that and her nerves were shaken by the

lordly superiority the male sometimes fall.

wears when he is behaving like a dull "O my poor Kate!" cried Griffith ;

ass ; and smoked his pipe, and resolved and would let nobody else touch her.
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She was no longer a tall girl, but a

statuesque woman
; yet he carried her

in his herculean arms up to her bed.

She turned her head towards him and
shed a gentle tear at this proof of his

love ; but the next moment she was
cold again, and seemed weary of her life.

An invalid's bed was sent to her by
the doctor at her own request, and

placed on a small bedstead. She lay
on this at night, and on a sofa by day.

Griffith was now as good as a wid-

ower ; and Caroline Ryder improved
the opportunity. She threw herself

constantly in his way, all smiles, small

talk, and geniality.

Like many healthy men, your sick-

ness wearied him if it lasted over two

days ; and whenever he came out,

chilled and discontented, from his in-

valid wife, there was a fine, buoyant,

healthy young woman, ready to chat

with him, and brimming over with un-

disguised admiration.

True, she was only a servant, a ser-

vant to the core. But she had been

always about ladies, and could wear

their surface as readily as she could

their gowns. Moreover, Griffith him-

self lacked dignity and reserve ; he

would talk to anybody.
The two women began to fill the rela-

tive situations of clouds and sunshine.

But; ere this had lasted long, the en-

ticing contact with the object of her

lawless fancy.inflamed Ryder, and made
her so impatient that she struck her

long meditated blow a little prema-

turely.

The passage outside Mrs. Gaunt's

door had a large window
; and one day,

while Griffith was with his wife, Ryder
composed herself on the window-seat
in a forlorn attitude, too striking and
unlike her usual gay demeanor to pass
unnoticed.

Griffith came out and saw this droop-

ing, disconsolate figure.
" Hallo !

"
said

he,
" what is wrong with you ?

" a little

fretfully.

A deep sigh was the only response.
" Had words with your sweetheart ?

"

" You know I have no sweetheart,
sir."

The good-natured Squire made an

attempt or two to console her and find

out what was the matter
;
but he could

get nothing out of her but monosyl-
lables and sighs. At last the crocodile

contrived to cry. And having thus se-

cured his pity, she said :

"
There, never

heed me. I 'm a foolish woman
;

I

can't bear to see my dear master so

abused."
" What d' ye mean ?

" said Griffith,

sternly. Her very first shaft wounded
his peace of mind.

"
O, no matter ! why should I be your

friend and my own enemy? If I tell

you, I shall lose my place."
"
Nonsense, girl, you shall never lose

your place while I am here."
"
Well, I hope not, sir

;
for I am very

happy here ;
too happy methinks, when

you speak kindly to me. Take no no-

tice of what I said. 'T is best to be

blind at times."

The simple Squire did not see that

this artful woman was playing the stale

game of her sex ; stimulating his curi-

osity under pretence of putting him
off. He began to fret with suspicion
and curiosity, and insisted on her speak-

ing out.

"Ah! but I am so afraid you will

hate me," said she ;

" and that will be

worse than losing my place."
Griffith stamped on the ground.

" What is it ?
" said he, fiercely.

Ryder seemed frightened.
" It is

nothing," said she. Then she paused,
and added,

" but my folly. I can't bear

to see you waste your feelings. She is

not so ill as you fancy."
" Do you mean to say that my wife

is pretending ?
"

" How can I say that ? I was n't

there : nobody saw herfall; nor heard

her either; and the house full of peo-

ple. No doubt there is something
the matter with her ; but I do believe

her heart is in more trouble than her

back."
" And what troubles her heart ? Tell

me, and she shall not fret long."

"Well, sir; then just you send for

Father Leonard ;
and she will get up,

and walk as she used, and smile on you
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as she used. That man is the main of

her sickness, you take my word."

Griffith turned sick at heart
;
and the

strong man literally staggered at this

envenomed thrust of a weak woman's

tongue. But he struggled with the poi-

son.
" What d' ye mean, woman ?

" said

he. " The priest has n i been near her

these two months."
" That is it, sir," replied Ryder qui-

etly ;

" he is too wise to come here

against your will ;
and she is bitter

against you for frightening him away.
Ask yourself, sir, did n't she change to

you the moment that you threatened

that Leonard with the horse-pond ?
"

" That is true !

"
gaspec the wretched

husband.

Yet he struggled again. "But she

made it up with me after that. Why,
't was but the other day she begged me
to go abroad with her, and take her

away from this place."
"
Ay ? indeed !

" said Ryder, bending
her black brows,

" did she so ?
"

"That she did," said Griffith joy-

fully ;

" so you see you are mistaken."
" You should have taken her at her

word, sir," was all the woman's reply.
"
Well, you see the hay was out ; so

I put it off; and then came the cursed

rain, day after day ;
and so she cooled

upon it."

" Of course she did, sir." Then, with

a solemnity that appalled her miserable

listener,
"

I 'd give all I 'm worth if you
had taken her at her word that minute.

But that is the way with you gentle-
men ; you let the occasion slip ;

and

we that be women never forgive that :

she won't give you the same chance

again, /know. Now if I was not afraid

to make you unhappy, I 'd tell you why
she asked you to go abroad. She felt

herself weak and saw her danger ; she

found she could not resist that Leonard

any longer ; and she had the sense to

see it was n't worth her while to ruin

herself for him ; so she asked you to

save her from him : that is the plain

English. And you did n't."

At this, Griffith's face wore an ex-

pression of agony so horrible that Ry-

der hesitated in her course. "
There,

there," said she,
"
pray don't look so,

dear master ! after all, there 's nothing
certain ;

and perhaps I am too severe

where I see you ill-treated : and to be

sure no woman could be cold to you
unless she was bewitched out of her

seven senses by some other man. I

could n't use you as mistress does
;

but then there 's nobody I care a straw

for in these parts, except my dear mas-

ter."

Griffith took no notice of this over-

ture : the potent poison of jealousy was

coursing through all his veins and dis-

torting his ghastly face.
" O God !

" he gasped,
" can this

thing be ? My wife ! the mother of my
child ! It is a lie ! I can't believe it ;

I won't believe it. Have pity on me,

woman, and think again, and unsay

your words
; for, if 't is so, there will

be murder in this house."

Ryder was alarmed. " Don't talk

so," said she hastily ;

" no woman born

is worth that. Besides, as you say,

what do we know against her ? She is

a gentlewoman, and well brought up.

Now, dear master, you have got one

friend in this house, and that is me : I

know women better than you do. Will

you be ruled by me ?
"

"
Yes, I will : for I do believe you

care a little for me."
" Then don't you believe anything

against our Dame. Keep quiet till

you know more. Don't you be so sim-

ple as to accuse her to her face, of

you '11 never learn the truth. Just you
watch her quietly, without seeming ;

and I '11 help you. Be a man, and know
the truth."

"
I will !

" said Griffith, grinding his

teeth. "And I believe she will come
out pure as snow."

"
Well, I hope so too," said Ryder,

dryly. Then she added, "But don't

you be seen speaking to me too much,

sir, or she will suspect me, and then

she will be on her guard with me.

When I have anything particular to

tell you, I '11 cough, so
;
and then I '11

run out into the Grove : nobody goes
there now."
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Griffith did not see the hussy was pected, he sometimes hated his wife,

arranging her own affair as well as his. but he was always full of her. There
He fell into the trap bodily. was no getting any other wedge into

his heart.

The life this man led was now in- This so embittered Ryder that one
fernal. day she revenged herself on him.

He watched his wife night and day He had been saying that no earthly
to detect her heart ;

he gave up hunt- torment could equal his : all his watch-

ing, he deserted the "Red Lion"; if ing had shown him nothing for certain,

he went out of doors, it was but a step ;

"
O," said he, "if I could only get

he hovered about the place to see if proof of her innocence, or proof of her

messages came or went
;
and he spent guilt ! Anything better than the mis-

hours in his wife's bedroom, watching ery of doubt. It gnaws my heart, it

her, grim, silent, and sombre, to detect consumes my flesh. I can't sleep, I

her inmost heart. His flesh wasted can't eat, I can't sit down. I envy the

visibly, and his ruddy color paled. Hell dead that lie at peace. O my heart !

was in his heart. Ay, two hells : jeal- my heart !

"

ousy and suspense.
" And all for a woman that is not

Mrs. Gaunt saw directly that some- young, nor half so handsome as your-

thing was amiss, and erelong she di- self. Well, sir, I '11 try and cure you
vined what it was. of your doubt, if that is what torments

But, if he was jealous, she was proud you. When you threatened that Leon-

as Lucifer. So she met his ever-watch- ard, he got his orders to come here no
ful eye with the face of a marble more. But she visited him at his place
statue. again and again."

Only in secret her heart quaked and " 'T is false ! How know you that?"

yearned, and she shed many a furtive " As soon as your back was turned,

tear, and was sore, sore perplexed. she used to order her horse and ride to

Meantime Ryder was playing with him."

her husband's anguish like a cat with a " How do you know she went to

mouse. him ?
"

Upon the pretence of some petty
"

I mounted the tower, and saw the

discovery or other, she got him out day way she took."

after day into the Grove, and, to make Griffith's face was a piteous sight,

him believe in her candor and impar- He stammered out,
"
Well, he is her

tiality, would give him feeble reasons confessor. She always visited him at

for thinking his wife loved him still
;

times."

taking care to overpower these reasons "
Ay, sir

;
but in those days her

with some little piece of strong good- blood was cool, and his too
; but be-

sense and subtle observation. think you now, when you threatened

It is the fate of moral poisoners to the man with the horse-pond, he be-

poison themselves as well as their came your enemy. All revenge is

victims. This is a just retribution, and sweet ;
but what revenge so sweet to

it fell upon this female lago. Her any man as that which came to his

wretched master now loved his wife to arms of its own accord ? I do notice

distraction, yet hated her to the death : that men can't read men, but any wo-

and Ryder loved her master passion- man can read a woman. Maids they

ately, yet hated him intensely, by fits are reserved, because their mothers

and starts. have told them that is the only way to

These secret meetings on which she get married. But what have a wife

had counted so, what did she gain by and a priest to keep them distant ?

them ? She saw that, with all her Can they ever hope to come together

beauty, intelligence, and zeal for him, lawfully ? That is why a priest's light-

she was nothing to him still. He sus- o'-love is always some honest man's
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wife. What had those two to keep ing her rival ? The sight of his bodily
them from folly ? Old Betty Gough ? agony, and his ineradicable love.

Why, the mistress had bought her, Mrs. Gaunt sat out of shot, cold,

body and soul, long ago. No, sir, you calm, superior.

had no friend there ;
and you had three Yet, in the desperation of her pas-

enemies, love, revenge, and oppor- sion, it was something to nurse his

tunity. Why, what did the priest say weak head an instant, and shed hot

to me ? I met him not ten yards tears upon his brow ;
it was a positive

from here. ' Ware the horse-pond !

'

joy, and soon proved a fresh and inevi-

says I. Says he, 'Since I am to table temptation.

have the bitter, I '// have the sweet " My poor master," said she, tender-

as well.''
"

ly,
"

I never will say a word to you
These infernal words were not spo- again. It is better to be blind. My

ken in vain. Griffith's features were God ! how you cling to her that feigns

horribly distorted, his eyes rolled fear- a broken back to be rid of you, when

fully, and he fell to the ground, grinding there are others as well to look at, and
his teeth, and foaming at the mouth, ever so much younger, that adore every
An epileptic fit ! hair on your dear head, and would fol-

An epileptic fit is a terrible sight : low you round the world for one kind

the simple description of one in our look."

medical books is appalling.
" Let no one love me like that," said

And in this case it was all the more Griffith feebly,
" to love so is to be

fearful, the subject being so strong and miserable."

"active.
"
Pity her then, at least," murmured

Caroline Ryder shrieked with terror, Ryder ; and, feeling she had quite corn-

but no one heard her
;
at all events, no mitted herself now, her bosom panted

one came
;
to be sure the place had a under Griffith's ear, and told him the

bad name for ghosts, etc. secret she had kept till now.

She tried to hold his head, but could My female readers will sneer at this

not, for his body kept bounding from temptation: they cannot put themselves

the earth with inconceivable elasticity in a man's place. My male readers

and fury, and his arms flew in every know that scarcely one man out of a

direction ;
and presently Ryder received dozen, sick, sore, and hating her he

a violent blow that almost stunned her. loved, would have turned away from

She lay groaning and trembling be- the illicit consolation thus offered to

side the victim of her poisonous tongue him in his hour of weakness with soft,

and of his own passions. seducing tones, warm tears, and heart

When she recovered herself he was that panted at his ear.

snorting rather than breathing, but ly-

ing still and pale enough, with his eyes
set and glassy. CHAPTER XXV.
She got up, and went with uneven

steps to a little rill hard by, and How did poor, faulty Griffith re-

plunged her face in it : then filled her ceive it ?

l3eaver hat, and came and dashed water He raised his head, and turned his

repeatedly in his face. brown eye gentle but full upon her.

He came to his senses by degrees ;

" My poor girl," said he,
"

I see what

but was weak as an infant. Then Ry- you are driving at. But that will not

der wiped the foam from his lips, and, do. I have nothing to give you in ex-

kneeling on her knees, laid a soft hand change. I hate my wife that I loved

upon his heavy head, shedding tears so dear : d n her ! d n her ! But

of pity and remorse, and sick at heart I hate all womankind for her sake,

herself. Keep you clear of me. I would ruin

For what had she gained by blacken- no poor girl for heartless sport. I shall
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have blood on my hands erelong, and

that is enough."
And, with these alarming words, he

seemed suddenly to recover all his

vigor ;
for he rose and stalked away

at once, and never looked behind him.

Ryder made no further attempt.
She sat down and shed bitter tears of

sorrow and mortification.

After this cruel rebuff she must hate

somebody ; and, with the justice of her

sex, she pitched on Mrs. Gaunt, and
hated her like a demon, and watched to

do her a mischief by hook or by crook.

Griffith's appearance and manner
caused Mrs. Gaunt very serious anx-

iety. His clothes hung loose on his

wasting frame
;
his face was of one uni-

form sallow tint, like a maniac's
; and

he sat silent for hours beside his wife,

eying her askant from time to time

like a surly mastiff guarding some
treasure.

She divined what was passing in his

mind, and tried to -soothe him
; but

almost in vain. He was sometimes
softened for the moment ; but h&ret

lateri lethalis arundo ; he still hovered

about, watching her and tormenting
himself

; gnawed mad by three vultures

of the mind, doubt, jealousy, and

suspense.

Mrs. Gaunt wrote letters to Father

Leonard : hitherto she had only sent

him short messages.

Betty Gough- carried these letters,

and brought the answers.

Griffith, thanks to the hint Ryder
had given him, suspected this, and

waylaid the old woman, and roughly
demanded to see the letter she was

carrying. She stoutly protested she

had none. He seized her, turned her

pockets inside out, and found a bunch
of keys ; item, a printed dialogue be-

tween Peter and Herod, omitted in the

canonical books, but described by the

modern discoverer as an infallible

charm for the toothache ; item, a brass

thimble
; item, half a nutmeg.

" Curse your cunning," said he ; and
went off muttering.

The old woman tottered trembling to

Mrs. Gaunt, related this outrage with

an air of injured innocence, then re-

moved her cap, undid her hair, and took

out a letter from Leonard.
" This must end, and shall," said

Mrs. Gaunt, firmly ;

" else it will drive

him mad and me too."

Bolton fair-day came. It was a great

fair, and had attractions for all classes.

There were cattle and horses of all kinds

for sale, and also shows, games, wres-

tling, and dancing till daybreak.
All the servants had a prescriptive

right to go to this fair; and Griffith

himself had never missed one. He told

Kate over-night he would go, if it were

not for leaving her alone.

The words were kinder than their

meaning ; but Mrs. Gaunt had the tact,

or the candor, to take them in their

best sense. " And I would go with you,

my dear," said she ;

" but I should only
be a drag. .Never heed me

; give your-
self a day's pleasure, for indeed you
need it. I am in care about you : you
are so dull of late."

"Well, I will," said Griffith. "I '11

not mope here when all the rest are

merry-making."

Accordingly, next day, about eleven

in the morning, he mounted his horse

and rode to the fair, leaving the house

empty ;
for all the servants were gone

except the old housekeeper; she was
tied to the fireside by rheumatics. Even

Ryder started, with a new bonnet and
red ribbons

;
but that was only a blind.

She slipped back and got unperceived
into her own bedroom.

Griffith ran through the fair ; but

could not enjoy it. Hcerebat lateri

arundo. He came galloping back to

watch his wife, and see whether Betty

Gough had come again or not.

As he rode into the stable-yard he

caught sight of Ryder's face at an upper
window. She looked pale and agitated,

and her black eyes flashed with a strange

expression. She made him a signal

which he did not understand
;
but she

joined him directly after in the stable-

yard.
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" Come quietly with me," said she,

solemnly.
He hooked his horse's rein to the

wall, and followed her, trembling.

She took him up the back stairs, and,

when she got to the landing, turned

and said,
" Where did you leave her ?

"

" In her own room."
" See if she is there now," said Ryder,

pointing to the door.

Griffith tore the door open ; the room

was empty.
" Nor is she to be found in the

house," said Rydex ;

" for I 've been in

every room."

Griffith's face turned livid, and he

staggered and leaned against the wall.

" Where is she ?
" said he, hoarsely.

" Humph !

" said Ryder, fiendishly.
" Find him, and you '11 find her."

"
I '11 find them if they are above

ground," cried Griffith, furiously ;
and

he rushed into his bedroom, and soon

came out again, with a fearful purpose
written on his ghastly features and in

his bloodshot eyes, and a loaded pistol

in his hand.

Ryder was terrified
;
but instead of

succumbing to terror, she flew at him
like a cat, and wreathed her arms round

him.
" What would you do ?

"
cried she.

" Madman, would you hang for them ?

and break my heart, the only woman
in the world that loves you ? Give me
the pistol. Nay, I will have it." And,
with that extraordinary power excite-

ment lends her sex, she wrenched it out

of his hands.

He gnashed his teeth with fury, and

clutched her with a gripe of iron
;
she

screamed with pain : he relaxed his

grasp a little at that
;
she turned on

him and defied him.
"

I won't let you get into trouble for

a priest and a wanton," she cried
; you

shall kill me first. Leave me the pis-

tol, and pledge me your sacred word

to do them no harm, and then I '11

tell you where they are. Refuse me
this, and you shall go to your grave
and know nothing more than you know
now."

"
No, no ; if you are a woman, have

pity on me ; let me come at them.

There, I '11 use no weapon. I '11 tear

them to atoms with these hands. Where
are they ?

"

"
May I put the pistol away then ?

"

"
Yes, take it out ofmy sight ;

so best.

Where are they ?
"

Ryder locked the pistol up in one of

Mrs. Gaunt's boxes. Then she said,

in a trembling voice,
" Follow me."

He followed her in awful silence.

She went rather slowly to the door

that opened on the lawn
;
and then she

hesitated. " If you are a man, and

have any feeling for a poor girl who
loves you, if you are a gentleman,
and respect your word, no violence."

"
I promise," said he. " Where are

they ?
"

"Nay, nay. I fear I shall rue the

day I told you. "Promise me once more :

no bloodshed upon your soul."
"

I promise. Where are they ?
"

"God forgive me; they are in the

Grove."

He bounded away from her like some
beast of prey ; and she crouched and
trembled on the steps of the door : and,
now that she realized what she was do-

ing, a sickening sense of dire misgiving
came over her, and made her feel quite
faint.

And so the weak, but dangerous
creature sat crouching and quaking,
and launched the strong one.

Griffith was soon in the Grove ;
and

the first thing he saw was Leonard and
his wife walking together in earnest

conversation. Their backs were to-

wards him. Mrs. Gaunt, whom he had

left lying on a sofa, and who professed
herself scarce able to walk half a dozen

times across the room, was now spring-

ing along, elastic as a young greyhound,
and full of fire and animation. The
miserable husband saw, and his heart

died within him. He leaned against a

tree and groaned.
The deadly sickness of his heart

soon gave way to sombre fury. He
came softly after them, with ghastly

cheek, and bloodthirsty eyes, like red-

hot coals.

They stopped ; and he heard his wife
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say,
" 'T is a solemn promise, then :

this very night." The priest bowed
assent. Then they spoke in so low a

voice, he could not hear
;
but his wife

pressed a purse upon Leonard, and

Leonard hesitated, but ended by tak-

ing it.

Griffith uttered a yell like a tiger, and

rushed between them with savage vio-

lence, driving the lady one way with

his wrists, and the priest another. She
screamed : he trembled in silence.

Griffith stood a moment between

these two pale faces, silent and awful.

Then he faced his wife. " You vile

wretch !

" he cried :

" so you buy your
own dishonor, and mine." He raised

his hand high over her head
;
she never

winced. "
O, but for my oath, I 'd lay

you dead at my feet ! But no
;

I '11 not

hang for a priest and a wanton. So,

this is the thing you love, and pay it to

love you." And with all the mad in-

consistency of rage, which mixes small

things and great, he tore the purse out

of Leonard's hand : then seized him

felly by the throat.

At that the high spirit of Mrs. Gaunt

gave way to abject terror. " O mercy !

mercy !

" she cried ;

"
it is all a mis-

take." And she clung to his knees.

He spurned her furiously away.
" Don't touch me, woman," he cried,
" or you are dead. Look at this !

"

And in a moment, with gigantic

strength and fury, he dashed the priest
down at her feet.

"
I know ye, ye

proud, wanton devil !

" he cried
;

" love

the thing you have seen me tread upon !

love it if ye can." And he literally

trampled upon the poor priest with

both feet.

Leonard shrieked for mercy.
"
None, in this world or the next,"

roared Griffith
; but the next moment

he took fright at himself. " God !

" he

cried,
"

I must go or kill. Live and be
damned forever, the pair of ye." And
with this he fled from them, grinding
his teeth and beating the air with his

clenched fists.

He darted to the stable-yard, sprang
on his horse, and galloped away from
Hernshaw Castle, with the face, the

eyes, the gestures, the incoherent mut-

terings of a raving Bedlamite.

WHAT WILL IT COST US?

IF
we take the arm of Mr. Smith,

who is one of many perplexed at

this time by the cost of living, and go
round with him to rebuke the trades-

men who oppress and devour him by
overcharges of every kind, we shall

find these obdurate persons very quick

upon their defence, and full of admi-

rable justification of their supposed ex-

tortion.

The wicked grocer, who in these pip-

ing times of peace makes Mr. Smith

pay twenty cents a pound for sugar, fifty-

five cents for coffee, and a dollar and a

half for tea, replies, when reproached
with his heartlessness, that Mr. Smith

gives him depreciated paper, not gold,
for his sugar, while he must pay the

importer for prime cost, freight, and

duty, with the added premium on gold,
and the importer's profit on the aggre-

gate, as well as the new duty on refin-

ing ;
and that as to coffee, it has actually

risen in price at Java through the Dutch

government's monopoly of the entire

product, while our own law has im-

posed a duty of five cents in gold up-

on it. This abandoned tradesman de-

clares that he must have a large profit

to cover risks in holding such articles

as tea and coffee, when trade is unset-

tled and gold falling ;
and asserts that

he makes no more on tea now than he

did in the days when it cost Mr. Smith

only thirty-five or forty cents a pound.
The duty of twenty-five cents, and the
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withdrawal and destruction by priva- dollars a ton, and do not forget the

teers of many ships formerly engaged city, State, and national taxes."

in the trade, have brought up the price Incensed to the last degree by the

of tea, and the grocer is none the rich- merchant's effrontery, Mr. Smith hur-

er, though Mr. Smith is considerably ries us to the den which the cruel poal-

the poorer. dealer calls his office, and demands to

Equally unblushing is the butcher, know how it is that, when the nation

a man who ought to have finer feelings no longer requires coal for the uses of

and some sense of remorse. Steak, he war, and coal ought, in the very nature

tells us, is thirty, second cut of the rib of things, to come down, he has actu-

twenty-eight, mutton twenty-eight, and ally raised the price of it to fifteen doJ-

poultry thirty cents a pound, because, lars a ton ?

as he pretends, the farmers exhausted "
Gentlemen," answers the coal-deal-

their supply of cattle in feeding the ar- er, with a hardness not equalled by the

my for so long a time, and now find it hardest clinker in his own anthracite,

more profitable to raise their lambs, and "gentlemen, it 's true the war is over,

keep and shear their sheep, than to kill but there are taxes on cars, engines,

them. To which he adds a note in the repairs, and gross receipts, that add fif-

minor key concerning the price of gold, ty per cent to transportation, while for

and the increased expenses of living, five years past the nation has required
which he has himself to meet, and so much coal and iron to carry on the

drives us in despair to the pitiless mer- war and to repair Southern tracks that

chant of whom we buy our dry-goods, few coal railways have been built and

He evidently expects Mr. Smith, for few mines opened. There must be ri-

he says, with a shameless frankness valry and increased production to put
and readiness :

"
I admit that I have down prices. New mines and railways

doubled my prices, but fifty per cent of cannot be opened with gold at the pres-

the rise is due to the premium on gold, ent rates, or while the internal taxes,

Then there come in the war duties, and direct and indirect, add fifteen dollars to

then the internal revenue taxes. Don't the cost of each ton of bar-iron. Nor

you' know that Congress has put taxes can there be a great fall while there is a

on the materials, and upon every pro- prospect that the coal from Nova Sco-

cess of manufacture, and a further tax of tia is to be excluded or raised in price

six per cent on sales, to say nothing of by the repeal of the Reciprocity Treaty,

stamps and licenses ? Look at the re- Freights have risen to the unprecedent-

port of the Revenue Commission,* which ed rate of four or five dollars per ton be-

tells us that most of the duties are du- tween Philadelphia and Massachusetts

plicated, till they lap over like shingles and Maine
;
and if we wish for former

and slates, and come to ten or twenty freights of two dollars per ton and lower

per cent on manufactures. Look at prices, we must build steam colliers like

their story of the umbrella ! Think of those which run between Newcastle

Webster's Spelling- Book printed in and London, and bring back the coast-

London for our schools, to evade the ers that left the trade and took shelter

taxes ! Think of the men who go to under the flag of England. But the

Montreal, Halifax, and even to London, first thing is to bring down the price of

for new suits, in consequence of the gold, which will bring down both freight

duties, and of others who once came to and profits, and enable the poor to en-

me quarterly for a new coat and gave joy the sparkle of the black diamonds,

away their worn garments, and who now And now, Mr. Smith, let me say that

come yearly! Please examine this bill what with the city, the State, and the

for coal at fifteen dollars instead of six national taxes, I am obliged to raise

my rents, and I take the liberty to no-
*
Report of the United[States Revenue Comnus- .

f fa ^^ ^ gc and
sion to the Secretary of the Treasury, January 2gth

J J '

l866. although I regret to disturb an old ten-
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ant and customer, I must add another

hundred to the rent of the house you
occupy. Houses are in demand ; few

dare to build while materials are so

dear. And there are the Shoddies, who
would take mine to-morrow at any rent."

Not in the least consoled, but rather

exasperated by this suggestion, Mr.

Smith fails to recover his spirits, even

on the assurance of the city official

whom we meet, that the city, impover-
ished by payment of soldiers' bounties

and allowances to soldiers' families, as

well as the payment of the interest of

her debt in gold throughout the war,
still hopes to reduce the interest to

five per cent, and, when gold falls, to

diminish the taxes.

But if our course of inquiry into the

causes of the present ruinous cost of

living has not given much solace to Mr.

Smith, we may, nevertheless, from the

facts elicited and from the arguments of

the different tradesmen draw a few use-

ful conclusions and decide what are the

evils to be removed or obviated before

we can reduce the cost of living ;
and

the chief of these, we have learned, are

the following :

The premium on gold.
The taxes on productions.
The duties on materials.

The charges on transportation.
The duties and taxes which absorb

income.

Let us consider whether these evils

may not be boldly met and surmounted,
and this, too, without impairing the abil-

ity of the nation to meet the interest of

the debt incurred as the price of free-

dom, or interfering with the payment of

army and navy pensions, and similar ex-

penses.

RESUMPTION.

What is there to prevent the nation

from resuming specie payments during
the present year ?

There are those who profit by the

fluctuations ofgold ;
who gamble in gold,

and would make fortunes regardless
of the consequences to others

; who
control the columns of venal papers
and write financial articles ; who claim

to be the leaders of opinion, and tell

their confiding readers that Great Brit-

ain did not resume for a quarter of a cen-

tury ; that resumption implies contrac-

tion and portends ruin
; that we have a

thousand millions to fund within three

years, and therefore cannot resume.
But is not all this fallacious ? Our

position is not that of the British Isles

half a century since, exhausted by a

war of twenty years, without a railway,
with less than half the wealth and half

the population, and one twentieth of

the land and. mineral resources that we

possess, while their debt was fifty per
cent more than our own. They were al-

most stationary, and we are progressive.
In descending from a premium of 180

to 30 on gold, we have already accom-

plished five sixths of the journey to-

wards specie payment without serious

disaster and with an easy money-market.
As respects contraction, the instruc-

tive report lately addressed to the Sec-

retary of the Treasury by Mr. Carey,
the veteran advocate of manufactures,
shows that the compound-interest notes

are withdrawn
;

that a large portion
of the greenbacks is held as a reserve

fund by the banks, another large por-
tion is locked up in the sub-treasury,
and the actual circulation of the Union
but $ 460,000,000, really less than that

of France or Great Britain, although
our population exceeds that of either

of those countries. And Mr. Carey,
in his instructive letter, offers proof
that our circulation, although in excess

of the gold, silver, and bills circulating

before the war, is not disproportionate
to our commercial transactions. When
the Secretary of the Treasury is ready,
no serious contraction will probably be

required, and no ruin will follow, if our

merchants move with caution, and pre-

pare for a return to the only safe stand-

ard of values. Let the manufacturer

accumulate no stocks, but continue to

make goods to order, to sell in advance.

Let him cover his sales by the pur-

chase of the materials as the wise and

sagacious have done ever since the sur-

render of Lee, and we shall be read}

for the notice that, after an interval of
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three or four months, the United States who has so well and so successfully
will meet their notes and contracts with wielded the limited power we have giv-

specie. en him, well deserves the confidence

Commerce will gradually adapt itself of the country. Let him have power
to this notice, as it has done to the de- at once to go to the fountain-head for

cline of gold from 285 to 130 in less than the small balance we may require from

a year. But it is urged that we have a the Old World ;
let him have the au-

thousand millions of debt to fund with- thority to raise funds to meet the float-

in three years, and therefore cannot re- ing debt and temporary loan, and to re-

sume. Did we not fund nearly a thou- place the seven-thirties and compound-
sand millions at par in 1865, and most interest notes as they mature, and we
of this after gold fell to 30 per cent may confidently anticipate both an early

premium ? Then the amount was drawn resumption of specie payments and re-

from hoards and commerce ; but now duced rates of interest, and consequent
our income exceeds expenditures, and diminution of debt. WT

ith a return to

we are reducing the debt ten or twenty specie payments, our current expenses
millions a month

;
we require no funds must fall from thirty to forty per cent,

for war or unproductive investments, and we can well afford to resign any
and when we pay one hundred millions, premium on gold we now enjoy,
we return it to those who will seek

new loans for investment, and doubt-

less lend on more favorable terms.

At Paris, Brussels, and Frankfort, The Revenue Commission enlighten
the average rate of interest last year us on this point. In their very able

was less than five per cent. Give Mr. and luminous Report they say :

TAXES ON PRODUCTION.

McCulloch power to go there, to issue

bonds for one twentieth part of our

debt payable there in the currency of

" The diffuseness of the present rev-

enue system of the United States is

doubtless one of its greatest imperfec-
the country ;

and with such a fund at tions, and under it the exemption of

his disposal, he can at once reduce in- any article from taxation is the excep-
terest and bring back specie, or rather tion rather than the rule. To assert

retain it
;
for we need not seek it abroad, this, however, is no reflection on the

When the Committee of Ways and judgment or skill of its authors. The
Means intimate that they will give him system was framed under circumstances

this power, gold and exchange fall ; if of such pressing necessity as to afford

a doubt is expressed, both advance ; but little opportunity for any careful and

and the simple question before the pub- accurate investigation of the sources of

lie is, whether we shall cripple the Min- revenue ; but it has most certainly ac-

ister of Finance and give the power to complished the end designed, namely,
Wall Street; whether our finances the raising of revenue ;

and the coun-

are to be governed by the Jews of the try to-day is undoubtedly receiving by
gold board and the speculators of the taxation far more revenue than is ne-

stock exchange, or by the Secretary of cessary for its legitimate expenditures,
the Treasury. If we ended the war by As a success, therefore, our present

placing one man on the field to direct revenue system is a most honorable

every movement, after we had tried testimonial, not only to the wisdom of

in vain to conduct it by committees of its authors, but to the patriotism of the

Congress and rival generals, will not people, who not only endured, but ivel-

one statesman, with plenary power, be corned, the burdens it imposed upon

equally effective on the field of finance ? them.

The man who carried a Western "A system of taxation, however, so

State through the revulsion of 1857, diffuse as the present one, necessarily
and maintained specie payments when entails a system of duplication of taxes,

Boston and New York succumbed, which in turn leads to an undue en-
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hancement of prices ;
a decrease both

of production and consumption, and

consequently of wealth
;
a restriction

of exportations and of foreign com-
merce ; and a large increase in the

machinery and expense of the revenue

collection.
" In respect to the injurious influ-

ence of this duplication of taxes upon
the industry of the country, the Com-
mission cannot speak too strongly. Its

effect has already been most injurious.
It threatens the very existence (even
with the protection of inflated prices
and a high tariff) of many branches of

industry ; and with a return of the trade

and currency of the country to anything

approximating its normal condition, it

must, by checking development, prove

highly disastrous.
" The influence of the duplication of

taxes in sustaining prices is also, in the

opinion of the Commission, far great-
er than those not conversant with the

subject generally estimate ; and were
the price of gold and of the national

currency made at once to approximate,
and the present revenue system to con-

tinue unchanged, it would be impossi-
ble for the prices of most products of

manufacturing industry to return to any-

thing like their former level."

The Commission arrive at the con-

clusion, that all our manufactures are

by these taxes increased in cost from
ten to twenty per cent. In the lan-

guage of Senator Sherman, when de-

fending the Internal Tax Bill in the

Senate last year, the nation required
funds to maintain its armies in the field

;

it had put forth its arms and grasped
the money of the country, and would
reduce and equalize the taxes when
the war was ended. The Revenue Com-
mission find the taxes on our manufac-

tures and their materials an incubus

upon the industry and a check to the

progress of the country, and recommend
their remission. And this we may rea-

sonably expect from Congress at its pres-
ent session. But, it may be urged, how
are we to meet the interest on our debt

and current expenses of $ 284,000,000
in the aggregate, if we repeal these
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taxes ? The answer is a simple one.

The Commission estimate our imports
at $400,000,000, and our duties now

average forty-seven per cent. Should
this continue, we should draw from this

source alone $ 188,000,000. There is

also the revenue from public lands and
miscellaneous sources, which the Sec-

retary and the Revenue Commission
both rate at $ 21,000,000, making an ag-

gregate of $ 209,000,000 ; although the

Commission, to guard against the effects

of any change in the tariff, modestly
rate these items at only $ 151,000,000.

To these they add for excise, viz. :

From five cents per pound on Cotton, $40,000,000

One dollar per gallon on Spirits, . 40,000,000

Duties on Tobacco, .... 18,000,000

Malt Liquors at one dollar only per

barrel, 5,000,000

Twenty cents per gallon on Refined

Petroleum, 3,000,000
From Spirits of Turpentine and Rosin,

Licenses

Stamps, .....
Banks,

"

Salaries, Sales, and Successions,

2,OOO,OOO

$ IO8,OOO,OOO

$ I5,OOO,OOO

20,000,OOO

I5,OOO,OOO

9,OOO,OOO

$59,000,000

They thus provide a revenue of

$ 3 1 8,000,000, or $ 30,000,000 more than

that required by the Secretary, a sur-

plus which, with the annual excess of

duties, to say nothing of the future

growth of revenue, would extinguish our

debt in little more than thirty years. But
to guard against all contingencies, they

propose to levy on incomes taxes to the

amount of $ 40,000,000 ; and on the gross

receipts of railways, bridges, canals, and

stages, $9,000,000. These change the

aggregate to $ 367,000,000 ;
an excess

of $ 81,000,000 over the estimate of our

requirements by the Secretary.

The Commission give us the Budget
of France in the following summary,
viz. :

Direct Taxes, $63,072,280

Registry Stamps and Public Domains, 81,537,883

Forests, 8,051,300

Customs and Duties on Salt , . . 29,485,000

Indirect Taxes, .... 115,600,400

Post-Office, 14,482,000

Sundry Revenues, .... 26,441,989

Miscellaneous, 11,736,360

Total,
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Also, the revenues of Great Britain consumer, and thus stimulate the crea-

and Ireland for 1865, viz. : tion of wealth; to diminish charges,

Customs, . . . $115,023,808
and at the same time lighten the weight

Excise 97,048,180 of the impost as it falls on the con-

Stamps, . . 47,659,870 sumer. Another leading idea is to
Fund and assessed Taxes, . . 16,439,670 r . . .- i j

Income and Property Taxes, . . jSSft transfer a portion of our burdens to

Post-Office, 20,852,197 the foreign consumers of cotton, and at

Grain Lands, . . 2,212,000 ^}ie same time stimulate our manufac-
Ianeous' ' I4'967 ' 183

tures, and the production of cotton, by a
Total,. $354,131,773 remission of the tax on cloth exported ;

If from these returns we deduct the while yet another part of their plan was

earnings of the Post-Office Department, to take from the illicit trader and give

which are not included in the Com- to the public coffers the profit he now
mission's estimate of revenue for the realizes upon spirits, and to restore

United States, that estimate will ex- alcohol to the arts,

ceed the returns of revenue for France Let us give to each of these measures

or the United Kingdom by more than the attention it deserves ;
and inquire

thirty millions, although the expenses if we may not take at once the steps,

of each of these countries are at least which the Commission defer for the

fifty millions more than the computed present, toward the discontinuance of

expenses of our own. It is obvious, all charges upon transportation and in-

therefore, from the Report of the Com- comes. In recommending the entire

mission, that we may dispense with removal of taxes on production as the

the fifty-nine millions from income tax first measure to be adopted, the Com-

and the duties on transportation, and missioners advise :
" That the capital

still have a margin of more than thirty stock of the country in the interval be-

millions to cover contingencies and tween 1850 and 1860, deducting the

provide for the gradual reduction of value of the slaves, increased at the

the debt. Such a victory in finance rate of 158 per cent, or from $ 5,533,000

achieved the first year after the war to $14,282,000; and that, ifadevelop-
would give us a second great national ment in any degree approximating to

triumph. the past can be maintained and con-

The system proposed by the Com- tinued, then the extinguishment of the

mission is entitled to the most favor- national debt in a comparatively brief

able consideration. The taxes levied period becomes a matter of no uncer-

during the war were multifarious in tainty. To secure this development,

their character. Although effective in both by removing the shackles from

producing revenue, they were imposed industry, and by facilitating the means

without discrimination, and they bear of rapid and cheap intercommunication

heavily alike both on producer and con- between the different sections of the

sumer, checking the industry of the country, is to effect at the same time a

one and swelling unduly the expendi- solution of all the financial difficulties

tures of the other. The plan of the that now press upon us."

Commission strikes the handcuffs from The policy of the Commission is the

industry, lessens the expenses of col- speedy abolition or reduction of all taxes

lection, enables our artisan to compete which tend to check development. This

with the foreigner, and, as most of the policy is eminently wise and statesman-

manufactures of the country are con- like ; for while it removes some of our

sumed at home, consequently reduces most onerous burdens, it gives a stimu-

the cost of livJng. It seems from the lus to the creation of wealth that must

Report of the Commission, that their annually alleviate our taxes, and is en-

leading idea is to simplify the system titled to the approval of an enlightened

and reduce the number of taxes ;
to nation,

shift them from the producer to the The second great measure of the
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Commission is to increase to five cents and are drawing upon Surat and Bom-
the tax on cotton, which has, since the bay ; that Egypt, our chief rival, has

close of our last financial year, begun nearly or quite reached her full capacity
to aid our revenue. The soil, climate, of production, while India makes little

and seasons of our Southern States progress.
are peculiarly adapted to the culture of The late Confederacy, by imposing
cotton. In India the fields are parched an export duty of twenty cents per

by the extreme heats of summer, and pound, to be paid in gold ; France, by
the staple shortened ;

in Algiers, the her export duty on linen and cotton rags
rains of autumn, which favor the young and skins of animals

; Russia, by vari-

wheat, prevent the opening of the cot- ous export duties ; Portugal, by her

ton-balls ; but in the cotton States of duties on wine exported ; Great Britain,

the South, the moisture of the spring, by her export duties, imposed in India,
the heats and showers of summer, and on gunny-cloth, linseed, jute, saltpetre,

the dry weather and late frosts of au- and opium ;
and Holland, by her mo-

tumn, all contribute to the full develop- nopoly and export duties on the coffee

ment of the cotton-plant ; and the yield of Java, give precedents for a tax on
is twice or three times as great as in cotton. The United States are prohib-
the cotton districts of the East. The ited by the Constitution from levying an

staple, too, is much more valuable, and export duty, but may nevertheless im-

the yield and the quality of the staple pose an internal tax which will cling to

are both improved by the application the cotton both abroad and at home. A
of guano. In 1859 the yield of the tax of five cents a pound will add but

United States rose to 2,080,000,000 one cent to the cost of a yard of calico ;

pounds, while the consumption of the and with a crop of 2,000,000,000 pounds,
civilized world was as follows : like that of 1859, w^ yield a revenue of

$ 100,000,000, although the Commission
In Great Britain, . 1,050,000,000 Ibs. do nQt antjdpate mQre than half that*On the Continent, . . . 700,000,000

in the United States, . . . 400,000,000
" revenue for a few years to come. It

Total, .... 2
, 150,000,000 ibs.

seems but reasonable that King Cottoa,
who made the war, should aid in de-

During the five years of war, the con- fraying its expenses ; and it is also just

sumption was reduced more than one that England and France, his chief

half by the deficiency ; Great Britain allies, should pay their tribute for the

was compelled to pay twice the usual suppression of the revolt they did so

amount for half the usual quantity, and much to encourage. The planters and

cotton rose from ten cents to sixty cents free blacks of the South have sufficient

in gold. The world was ransacked for incentives to the culture of cotton in

cotton, and the whole addition made the high prices it must bear for years
to the supply (chiefly from India and to come ;

and the Commission have very

Egypt) did not exceed the increase of wisely recommended a remission of the

three years in the United States pre- tax on all cotton cloth or yarn exported,
vious to the war. The Revenue Com- which will give a stimulus to manufac-

mission have made a very elaborate re- tures both at the South and the North,

port upon this subject, and base their and enable our merchants to meet those

conclusions upon the advice and opin- of Great Britain in successful competi-
ions of the chief manufacturers of New tion in all parts of the globe. The cot-

England, who concur in the opinion ton tax, as a substitute for taxes on

that the tax will be chiefly paid by the sales and manufactures, will meet the

foreign consumer ; that it will not give cordial support of our countrymen ; and,

an undue stimulus to the culture of cot- if it oppose a slight check to produc-

ton abroad ;
that Japan and China have, tion, they have already learned that half

since the decline of cotton to twenty a crop gives more dollars than a whole

pence in England, ceased to ship it, one.
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per cent, or a rate 150 per cent above

the rate abroad. Great Britain, in her

Another change of great importance compact territory, has employed 7,200
recommended by the Commission, both men in the preventive service, and 66

in their general Report, and in a special cruisers to check the evasions of her

report devoted to this subject, is a re- duties on spirits and tobacco ;
and it is

duction of the duty on spirits from two estimated by good judges that a large
dollars to one dollar per gallon as a part of the spirits, and more than

revenue measure, the higher duty hav- half the tobacco, consumed in England

ing proved an utter failure. For some escape the duty. Several thousand

months past the average quantity that seizures are made annually, and it has

has monthly paid duty has been less been testified before Parliament that not

than half a million gallons, or at the one evasion in sixteen is detected. If

rate of six millions of gallons per year, this be so in Great Britain, it is not

while the entire annual product, by the surprising that the government has

census of 1860, exceeded ninety-two mil- failed, in this country, with its sparse
lions of gallons, and, at the customary population, to collect a duty of 1000

rate of increase, would have amounted per cent, or that the experiment has

to one hundred and twenty millions of cost the nation more than fifty millions,

gallons, or ten millions a month, in S-uch excessive duties may well be styled

place of half a million in 1866. It has over-taxation, and tend to demoralize

been ascertained that in 1860 more than and corrupt our revenue officers, to en-

half the annual production was con- courage fraud, and to enrich illicit trad-

sumed in the arts. As alcohol it was ers. The Commission believe that the

used for ether, spirit-lamps, camphene, reduction of the duty will restore alco-

and burning-fluid ; by apothecaries for hoi to the arts, diminish fraud, and give
tinctures and medicinal preparations ;

us a revenue of at least $ 40,000,000

by hair-dressers for lotions ; and it was annually, a sum nearly equal to the

also consumed in many manufactures, proceeds of the income tax.

The duty has carried alcohol to five

dollars per gallon, and nearly stopped
its use in the arts, while it has not

stopped the use of spirits as a bever- The Revenue Commission clearly

age. It has drawn a revenue from demonstrate by their Report and table

the pockets of the people, and trans- of income, that this tax will not be

ferred it from the government to the required to meet our interest and cur-

illicit trader. While the duty ranged rent expenses, and they apparently re-

from twenty to sixty cents per gallon, tain a portion of it as a flank guard for

the amount assessed was from six to their other items of revenue
;
but it is

seven million gallons per month ; but obvious from their very guarded Report
the returns nearly ceased with the ad- that this flank guard may be dispensed
vance of duty two years since. Efforts with. The Commissioners very prop-
have been made to sustain the present erly suggest that it is better to place

duty by reference to the practice of this tax upon created wealth and net

Great Britain, where a duty of $ 2.40 is income than to levy it upon production,

imposed upon the imperial gallon ; but and in this all sensible men will con-

the imperial gallon is more than twenty cur ; but we require at this time no sur-

per cent larger than the wine gallon plus revenue of $ 81,000,000. Our rev-

of America. The average prime cost of enue from foreign duties must exceed

good spirits there being sixty cents a their estimate ; and if it did not, a sink-

gallon, while it has been but twenty ing fund of $ 32,000,000 is ample for a

cents in the West, the percentage of the debt of $ 2,700,000,000, $ 400,000,000 of

British duty is but 400 per cent, while which draws no interest, and the resi-

the duty of the United States is 1000 due of which we may well presume will
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soon be permanently funded at reduced

interest. The income tax in Great

Britain is but if per cent, and it is

wise to reduce our own tax on the sur-

plus incomes of the rich from ten to

five per cent ; but the suggestion that

an income tax should be imposed on

rents exceeding $ 300 is in conflict

with the Commissioners' suggestion, at

page 60 of their Report :
" The general

government has taken to itself near-

ly every source of revenue, except the

single one of real estate, which had

been before burdened with large ex-

penditures for schools, roads, and other

things with which the local govern-
ments stand charged," and "cases can

be cited in which taxation upon real

estate even now falls little short of

confiscation. Justice and wise policy,

therefore, would seem to demand that

the national government should not

now adopt any measures calculated to

maintain or increase these burdens, but,

on the contrary, do all in its power to

diminish them."

Let the nation follow this judicious

advice, and dispose of the additional

charge on real estate by repealing the

income tax, which we cease to require,
or reducing it to a tax of three or four

per cent upon dividends and coupons,
which will yield at least ten millions.

This will furnish a sufficient rear-guard
for the corps which the Commission has

marshalled.

To use another happy expression in

the very able Report of the Commission,
" Freedom from multitudinous taxes,

espionage, and vexations
; freedom from

needless official inquisitions and intru-

sions
; freedom from the hourly provo-

cations of each individual in the na-

tion to concealments, evasions, and
falsehoods

;
freedom for industry, cir-

culation, and competition, everywhere

give the nation these conditions, and it

will give in return a flowing income."

. We indorse the conclusions of the

Commission, but would carry them to

their legitimate results, the repeal of

the inquisitorial tax on incomes.

One of the Commissioners, Mr. J. S.

Hayes, in a special report upon the sub-

ject, proposes to draw some part of the

revenue from the national bonds. Those
which are now reached by the income
tax when the holders are residents

here should be reached hereafter by
an impost on dividends and coupons,

according to Mr. Hayes's idea. He
urges that these bonds were issued

when the currency was depreciated to

73 per cent, or 27 per cent below par ;

but it was the government paper that

depreciated it, and the loyal men who
subscribed for the national bonds in

many instances used funds drawn from

mortgages upon which they had ad-

vanced in gold the money they in-

vested. Great Britain realized only 63

per cent or less in depreciated cur-

rency from her three -
per

- cents, but

redeems them at par, or buys them in

open market. There may be instances

in which individuals evade local taxes

by such investments, but even this

tends to popularize the loans and re-

duce interest
;
and it may well be asked

whether it would not be wiser for the

nation to make the loan popular, treat-

ing it as sacred, and thus save twenty
or thirty millions in interest annually by
reducing interest one per cent, than to

attempt to save two thirds that amount

by taxes, which would inspire lenders

with distrust, injure the credit of the

nation, and weaken its resources in

a future exigency.

TAXES ON GROSS RECEIPTS.

The Commission, while they con-

demn charges on transportation, con-

tinue for the present nine millions in

taxes on the gross receipts of steamers,

ships, and railways, which it would be

wise to relinquish at the earliest mo-
ment. The railways to earn one dollar

must charge two, which doubles these

taxes to the public, and adds to the

cost of delivering each ton of coal and

each bushel of grain at the seaports,

so that our internal commerce now pre-

sents the strange anomaly of Indian

corn selling at one dollar per bushel in

Boston, and at thirty-six cents in Chi-

cago, or less than the price in gold be-
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fore the Insurrection. Such charges that they will discourage illicit trade,

are an incubus on trade, and may wisely and repeal all discriminating tolls and

be abandoned. duties. The position taken by the Min-

isters of Canada is eminently wise and

judicious. While we may not concede
PROVINCIAL COMMERCE.

all the privileges they ask, is it our pol-

For the past ten years the Central icy to decline to negotiate, to shut out

and Eastern States have drawn large the materials we require and can corn-

supplies of breadstuff's, animals, lum- mand at low rates ? Is it wise to pro-

ber, and other materials for our manu- pose, as a committee of Congress has

factures, from the Provinces ;
and un- done, to reduce a free commerce of

der the Treaty of Reciprocity our fish- seven millions of tons to a traffic in

eries have grown vastly in importance, plaster and millstones, and thus jeopard
The whole amount of this commerce, our fisheries and stimulate smuggling ?

including the outfits and returns of the The Canadian Ministers, who visited

fishermen, is close upon $100,000,000, Washington on business connected with

and the tonnage of arrivals and de- the Treaty, were kindly received by our

partures exceeds 7,000,000 tons. Un- Executive. They placed the Provinces

der the Treaty we have imported Cana- on the true ground by their proffered

dian and Morgan horses, oats for their concessions and offers to negotiate,

support, barley of superior quality for and can stand at home upon the ground
our ale, lustre-wool for our alpacas, they took, while their course in retiring

and boards and clapboards for our after the rebuff they received from the

houses and for the fences and corn- committee was dignified and judicious.

cribs of our Western prairies. In- When Congress has disposed of recon-

deed, the facilities for communicating struction, and found leisure to attend

with the Provinces are so great, that to revenue and finance ;
when it sees

for some years past we have imported that we need new materials for our ris-

potatoes, coal, gypsum, and building ing manufactures, and require access

stone to supply the wants of New both by the east and the west to the

York and New England. Is it wise, exhaustless pine forests of Canada,* to

then, to cripple this growing trade by provincial oats and barley, purchasable

placing a duty of fifty per cent on the at rates lower than those at which the

spruce and pine we require for the new West can afford to send them, and to

houses whose construction the war has coal on coasts which Nature designed

delayed, and by denying to Maine and for the supply of the gas-works and

Massachusetts the privilege of sending steamers of New England ;
when it

their pine down the Aroostook and St. finds proclamations issued excluding

John, as those who own townships on Our fishermen from the waters to which

the waters of the Penobscot propose ? the mackerel resort, then Congress
When Mr. Sumner moved the re- at last will doubtless be willing to re-

peal of the Treaty, it was upon the sume negotiations, and to give to us

ground that it prevented us from levy- COal, wood, butter, grain, fish, lumber,

ing a tax on lumber. The Ministers and horses at reasonable prices.

of Canada have at once conceded this,

and agree that internal duties may be
Eliminating from the summary of the

levied on all they send to us, and thus Commission the items which are con-

meet in advance the position of Mr.

Sumner. They have Shown a desire
* The annual product Humber b Maine is rated

, . , , , at 1,100,000,000 feet, worth $ 20,000,000. By the

to revive the Treaty, and to cherish the census of l86o , the iumber produced by all the

great Commerce between COntigUOUS States was valued at $95, 000,000. The consumption

ctat^Q Mr Derhv renorts to the State was at least * io,ooo,ooo, or five times the amount
StateS>

furnished by Maine. Canada has 287,000 square

Department that they will extend miles of pine forest on the waters of the st. Law-

free list, and include our manufactures ; rence.
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demned by their Report, we have the

following result :

REVENUE LIST OF COMMISSIONERS, EX-

CLUDING TAXES ON INCOME AND TRANS-

PORTATION.

Customs, #130,000,000

Excise on Spirits, Tobacco, Mak Liq-

uors, Cotton, Refined Oil, Spirits of

Turpentine, and Rosin, . . 108,000,000

Licenses, ...... 15,000,000

Salaries, 2,000,000

Banks, 15,000,000

Stamps, 20,000,000

Sales, Legacies, &c.,.... 7,000,000

Add Tax on Dividend and Coupons, . 10,000,000

Miscellaneous, 21,000,000

Total $ 328,000,000

Amount deemed necessary by the

Secretary of the Treasury to meet

Interest and Expenses of Govern-

ment annually, 284,000,000

Surplus, .... $44,000,000

We thus deduce from the estimate

of the Secretary and the conclusions

to which we are led by the Com-
mission a surplus revenue or sinking
fund of $ 44,000,000, and this, too, after

discontinuing all taxes on production,

income, and transportation, and liber-

ating industry from the trammels im-

posed by war. In addition, we may
expect from cotton, whenever the crop
exceeds two millions of bales, a further

revenue from the five-cent tax, while

the income from customs, which we rate

at $ 130,000,000, has actually been in-

creased since June, 1865, to the amount

of $58,000,000 more.

These results, achieved by the coun-

try while emerging from the smoke
of the battle-field, and disbanding its

troops and placing army and navy on

a peace footing, are in the highest de-

gree reassuring. What is there, then,

to prevent the nation's prompt return

to specie ?

Our chief bankers estimate their an-

nual remittances to American citizens

for foreign travel and residence abroad

at less than five millions yearly. Our

exports again exceed our imports, and

foreign exchange is at 7^ in gold, or two

per cent below par. An emigration,

chiefly from Germany, greatly in excess

of any former year is predicted. It has

been well ascertained that each emi-

grant brings, on the average, seventy
dollars in funds to this country, and
these funds alone will suffice to meet
our interest abroad. What period could

be more auspicious for a gradual return,

say in six months, to specie ? Of
course there would be some decline

in merchandise, but the loss would

fall on declining stocks, often sold in

advance, and would not reach stocks

in bond, the price of which is to be

paid in specie. The improvident might
suffer a little ;

but when the first shock

was past, would not a strong impulse
be given to industry ? Would not en-

terprise be at once directed to the

erection of the houses, factories, ships,

steamers, locomotives, and railways
which our growth demands ? Would
not the community immediately seek to

renew their wardrobes and furniture,

now worn out or exhausted by the war ?

Our mutual friend Mr. Smith might
then meet his friend the coal-merchant

with a smile, and cheer himself with

his open fireplace, putting away his

stifling but economic stove
; he might

postpone his retirement from the three-

story brick to the wooden two-story in

the suburbs, eat his roast beef again on

Sunday, and regale himself with black

coffee after dinner, without a thought
of the slow but sagacious Dutchman,
who is transferring at his expense a

national debt of $ 800,000,000 from the

sea-girt dikes of little Holland to the

populous and fertile isles and spice

groves and coffee plantations of Suma-
tra and Java.
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MEPHISTOPHELEAN.

YOU
have been, I presume, Madam, omitted to mention, the red-legged,

among the crowds of young and gleaming-eyed, loud-voiced gentleman
old, to the musical revival of the great who pulls the hidden wires which set

wonder-work of the last century. You all the other puppets in motion, Mr.

have heard the Frenchman's musi- Mephistopheles himself. Marguerite,
cal expression of the German poet's studied, refined, unimpassioned in the

thought, uttered by the motley assem- pretty Yankee girl, simple, warm, out-

blage of nationalities which constitutes pouring in the sympathetic German
an opera troupe in these latter days, woman, and Faust, gallant, ardent,
You have seen the learned Dr. Faustus's winning in the bright-eyed Italian,

wig and gown whisked off behind his thoughtful, tender, fervent in the in-

easy chair, and the rejuvenated Doctor telligent German, are background fig-

emerge from his antiquated apparel as ures in the picture your memory paints ;

fresh and sprightly as Harlequin him- while the ubiquitous, sneering, specious,

self, to make love in Do-di-pettos. You cunning, tempting, leering, unholy Me-
have seen the blonde young Gretchen, phistopheles is a character of himself,
beauteous and pure at her spinning- in the foreground, whose special inter-

wheel, gay and frolicsome before that preter you do not care to distinguish,
box looking-glass and that kitchen ta- Ring down the curtain. Put out the

ble, have heard her tender vows of lights. We will leave the mimic scene,
affection and her passionate outbursts and return to the broad stage of life,

of despair. You have heard the timid whereon all are actors and all are au-

Siebel warble out his adolescent long- dience. There are Gretchens and

ings for the gentle maid in the very Fausts everywhere, American, Eng-
scantiest of tunics, as becomes the fair lish, French, German, Italian, of all

proportions of the stage girl-boy. You nations and tongues, but there is only
have seen the respectable old Mar- one Mephistopheles. They have lived

tha faint at the news of her husband's and loved and fallen and died. But he,

death, and forthwith engage in a des- indestructible, lives on to flash fire in

perate flirtation with the gentleman who the cups of beings yet unborn, and lurk

brings the news. You have seen the with unholy intent in hearts which have

gallant Valentin lead off the march of not yet learned to beat. There is only
that band of stalwart warriors, who one Mephistopheles ;

but he is protean
seem to have somehow lost the correct in shape. The little gentleman in

step in their weary campaigns. Your black, the hero of so many strange

memory, even now, has a somewhat stories, is but the Teutonic incarna-

confused impression of Frederici, moon- tion of a spirit which takes many forms

light, Mazzoleni, Kermesse, Sulzer, gar- in many lands. Out of the brain of the

dens, Kellogg, churches, Himmer, flam- great German poet he steps, in a guise

ing goblets, Stockton, and an angelic which is known and recognized wher-

host with well-rounded calves in pink ever the story of love and betrayal finds

tights, radiant in the red light that, an echo in human hearts. Poor Gret-

from some hidden regions, illuminates chen ! She had heard of Satan, and had

the aforesaid scantily clad angels, as been rocked to sleepby tales of the Lore-

they hang, like Mahomet's coffin, 'twixt ley, and knew from her Bible that there

heaven and earth. was an evil spirit in the world seeking
But I question, Madam, whether the whom he might devour. But little did

strongest impression which your mem- she dream, when she stopped her spin-

ory retains be not exactly the one per- ning-wheel to think for a moment of

sonage in the drama whom I have the gallant young lover who wooed her
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so ardently, that the glance of his eye of creation. Fortunatus's wishing-cap
was lighted with the flame of eternal and Prince Hussein's tapestry were

fire, and that the fond words of love he baby toys to him. They whisked their

spoke were hot breathings from the owners away to the place where they

regions of the accursed. Poor Gret- wished, at the moment, to be. He is

chen ! ubiquitous.

But, my dear Madam, this is all a He lurks under the liberty-cap of the

fable. Mephistopheles the real, vital, goddess whose features are stamped

moving Mephistopheles has outlived in the shining gold, and his laugh is

Goethe, and will outlast the very mem- the clink of the jingling pieces. He
ory of the unhappy heroine of his no- turns himself into a regal sceptre that

ble poem. He walks the streets to-day sways the gaping crowd, and it be-

as fresh and persuasive as when, in comes a magnet that draws with resist-

ophidian form, he haunted that lovely less power the outstretched, itching

garden which is said to have once palms of men. He takes the witching
stood near the banks of the Euphrates, form of woman, paints her pulpy cheek

and there beguiled the mother of man- with peachy bloom, knots into grace
kind. Your friend Asmodeus albeit her mass of wavy hair, lights in her

not the quondam friend of that name sparkling eye the kindling flame, hangs
for whose especial amusement he un- on her pouting lip the expectant kiss,

roofed so many houses in the last cen- and bids her supple waist invite ca-

tury, when he was suffering from severe ress
;

and more seductive far than

lameness -- has a discerning eye to gold or power are these cunning lures

pierce his many disguises. He does not to win men to bow down in abject,
walk our streets now-a-days in red tights grovelling worship of his might. My
or with tinsel eyes ;

he does not limp dear Madam, I would not imply that

about with a sardonic laugh ;
nor could your beauty and grace are exhibitions

you see the cloven hoof which is said of his skill. By no manner of means !

to betray his identity. Were such the I faithfully believe that Frank was

case, the little street-boys would point drawn to you by the holiest, purest, best

him out, and the daily papers, with of emotions. But then, you know, so

which his friend Dr. Faustus had so many of your lovely sex are under the

much to do in their origin, would re- influence of that cunning gentleman
cord his movements with greater eager- while they least suspect it. When a

ness than they do the comings and go- poor girl who owns but one jewel on

ings of generals and governors. No, earth the priceless one that adorns and

my dear Madam, he assumes no such ennobles her lowliness barters that

striking costumes. But he brushes by treasure away for the cheap glitter of

you in your daily walks, he sits beside polished stones or the rustling sweep

you in the car, the theatre, and even in of gaudy silk, is not the basilisk gleam
the church, in respectable, fashionable of the Mephistophelean eye visible in

attire. Frank dickers with him in his the sparkling of those gewgaws and the

counting-room, Tommy chases him in sheen of that stuff ? When your friend

the play-ground, Mrs. Asmodeus makes Asmodeus, honest in his modest self-

him a fashionable call, and God help respect, is most ignominiously ignored
us all !-- we sometimes find him sitting by the stylish Mrs. Money, her father

domiciliated at our hearthstones. He was a cobbler, more noted for bro-

changes like the wizard we used to read cades than brains, or the refined Miss

of in our wonderful fairy books, who Blood, her grandfather was third-

was an ogre one moment and a mouse cousin to some Revolutionary major,
the next. He is more potent than the more distinguished for shallowness than

philosopher's stone; for that changed for spirit, does he not smile in his

everything into gold only, while he be- sleeve, with great irreverence for the

comes, at will, all the ores and alloys brocades and the birth, at the easy way
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in which the old fellow has wheedled him. His cloven hoof, his twisted horns,
them into his power by tickling their his suit of black, his gleaming eyes, his

conceit and vanity ? He creeps into all limbs of flame, are but the poet's dream,
sorts of corners, and lurks in the small- the painter's color. Mephistopheles is

est of hiding-places. He lies perdu in but the creature of our fancy, and ex-

the folds of \hzfigurante
1

s gauze, nestles ists but in the fears, the passions, the

under the devotee's sombre veil, waves desires of mankind. He is born in

in the flirt's fan, and swims in the gos- hearts where love is linked with license,

sip's teacup. He burrows in a dimple, in minds where pride weds with folly, in

floats on a sigh, rides on a glance, and souls where piety unites with intoler-

hovers in a thought. ance. We never meet the roaring lion

But I would not infer, Madam, that he in our path ; yet our hearts are torn by
is the particular pet of the fair, or that his fangs and lacerated by his claws,

he specially devotes himself to their We never see the sardonic cavalier ;

subjugation. It is certain that he em- yet we hear his specious whisperings in

ploys them with his most cunning skill, our ears. The sunlight of truth shines

and sways the world most powerfully forever upon us ; yet we sit in the cold

by their regnant charms. But the lords shadow of error. We put the cup of

of creation are likewise the slaves of his pleasure to our lips, and quaff, instead

will and the dupes of his deception, of cooling draughts, the fiery flashes of

He bestrides the nib of the statesman's searing excess. We long for forbid-

pen and guides it into falsehood and den delights, and when the fiend Op-
treason. He perches on the cardinal's portunity places them within our reach,

hat and counsels bigotry and oppres- we sign the compact of our misery to

sion. He sits on the tradesman's coun- obtain them. The charmed circle this

ter and bears down the unweighted scale, unholy spirit draws around his fatal

He hides in the lawyer's bag and makes power is traced along the devious line

specious pleas for adroit rogues. He that marks our weakness and our ig-

slips into the gambler's greasy pack and norance. Storm as we may, he stands

rolls over his yellow dice. He dances intrenched within our souls, defying all

on the bubbles of the drunkard's glass, our wrath. But he shrinks and crouch-

swings on the knot of the planter's lash, es before us when, bold and fearless,

and darts on the point of the assassin's we lift the cross of truth, and bid him

knife. He revels in a coarse oath, fly the upborne might of our intelli-

laughs in a perjured vow, and breathes gence. Mephistopheles is an unholy
in a lie. He has kept celebrated com- spirit, nestling in the hearts of myriads

pany in times gone by. He was Super- of poor human beings who never heard

intendent of the Coliseum when the of Goethe. Long after the mimic scene

Christian martyrs were given to the wild in which he shares shall have been for-

beasts. He was long time a familiar in got, long after the sirens who have

the Spanish Inquisition, and adviser of warbled poor Gretchen's joys and sor-

the Catholic priesthood in those days, rows shall have mouldered in their

and Governor of the Bastile afterwards, graves, long after the witching beauty
He was the king's minister of pleasure of the Frenchman's harmony shall have

in the days of the latter Louises. He been forever hushed, long after the

was court chaplain when Ridley and very language in which the German poet
Latimer were burned. He was Charles portrayed him shall have passed into ob-

IX.'s private secretary at the time of livion, will Mephistopheles carry his

the St. Bartholomew affair, and Robe- diabolisms into the souls of human kind,

spierre's right-hand man in the days and hold there his mystic reign. Yet

of Terror. He was Benedict Arnold's there are those, and you find Asmodeus

counsellor, Jefferson Davis's bedfellow, is one, who dream of a day when the

and John Wilkes Booth's bosom friend. Mephistophelean dynasty is to be over-

A personage, and yet none ever saw thrown, when the sappers and miners
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of the great army of human progress My dear Madam, let us draw around

are to besiege him in his strong-holds, us a charmed circle ;
not with the

and to lead him captive in eternal bond- trenchant point of murderous steel, but

age. Of all the guides who lead that with the type that Faust gave to the

mighty host, none rank above the Faust world. Within its bounds, intelligence

of whom tradition tells such wondrous and thought shall guard us safe from

tales. Not the bewigged and motley Mephistopheles. Come he in whatever

personage Gounod has sung, not the guise he may, its subtile potency shall,

impassioned lover Goethe drew, but the like IthuriePs spear, compel him to dis-

great genius who first taught mankind play his real form in all its native ug-
to stamp its wisdom in imperishable liness and dread. And we must pass

characters, and to bequeath it unto races away ; yet may we leave behind, secure

yet to rise. The Faust of history shall in the defence we thus may raise, the

long outlive the Faust of wild romance, dear ones that we love, to be the parents
The victim in the transient poem shall of an angel race that, in the distant days
be a conqueror in the unwritten chroni- to come, shall tread the sod above our

cles of time. long-forgotten dust

MR. HOSEA BIGLOWS SPEECH IN MARCH MEETING.

Jaalam, April 5, 1866.

MY DEAR SIR,

(an' noticin' by your kiver thet you 're some dearer than wut you wuz, I enclose the dif-

frence) I dunno ez I know jest how to interdroce this las' perduction of my mews, ez

Parson Willber allus called 'em, which is goin' to be the last an' stay the last onless sun-

thin' pertikler sh'd interfear which I don't expec' ner I wun't yield tu ef it wuz ez pressin'

ez a deppity Shiriff. Sence Mr Wilbur's disease I hev n't hed no one thet could dror

out my talons. He ust to kind o' wine me up an' set the penderlum agoin' an' then

somehow I seemed to go on tick as it wear tell I run down, but the noo minister ain't of

the same brewin' nor I can't seem to git ahold of no kine of huming nater in him but

sort of slide rite off as you du on the eedge of a mow. Minnysteeril natur is wal enough
an' a site better 'n most other kines I know on, but the other sort sech as Welbor hed

wuz of the Lord's makin' an' naterally more wonderfle an' sweet tastin' leastways to me
so fur as heerd from. He used to interdooce 'em smooth ez ile athout sayin' nothin' in .

pertickler an' I misdoubt he did n't set so much by the sec'nd Ceres as wut he done by
the Fust, fact, he let on onct thet his mine misgive him of a sort of fallin' off in spots.

He wuz as outspoken as a norwester he wuz, but I told him I hoped the fall wuz from so high

up thet a feller could ketch a good many times fust afore comin' bunt onto the ground as

I see Jethro C. Swett from the meetin' house steeple up to th' old perrish, an' took up
for dead but he 's alive now an' spry as wut you be. Turnin' of it over I recclected how

they ust to put wut they called Argymunce onto the frunts of poymns, like poorches
afore housen whare you could rest ye a spell whilst you wuz concludin' whether you 'd go
in or nut espeshully ware tha wuz darters, though I most allus found it the best plen to

go in fust an' think afterwards an' the gals likes it best tu. I dno as speechis ever hez

any argimunts to 'em, I never see none thet hed an' I guess they never du but tha must

allus be a B'ginnin' to everythin' athout it is Etarnity so I '11 begin rite away an' any body

may put it afore any of his speeches ef it soots an' welcome. I don't claim no paytent.

THE ARGYMUNT.

Interducshin, w'ieh may be skipt. Begins by talkin' about himself: thet 's jest natur an'
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most gin'ally allus pleasin', I b'leeve I 've notist, to one of the cumpany, an' thet 's more

than wut you can say of most speshes of talkin'. Nex' comes the gittin' the goodwill of

the orjunce by lettin' 'em gether from wut you kind of ex'dentally let drop thet they air

about East, A one, an' no mistaik, skare 'em up an' take 'em as they rise. Spring inter-

dooced with a fiew approput flours. Speach finally begins witch nobuddy need n't feel

obolygated to read as I never read 'em an' never shell this one ag'in. Subjick staited
;

expanded ; delayted ; extended. Pump lively. Subjick staited ag'in so 's to avide all

mistaiks. Ginnle remarks ; continooed
;
kerried on

; pushed furder
;
kind o' gin out.

Subjick r<?staited ; dielooted ; stirred up permiscoous. Pump ag'in. Gits back to where

he sot out Can't seem to stay thair. Ketches into Mr. Seaward's hair. Breaks loose

ag'in an' staits his subjick ;
stretches it ; turns it

; folds it; enfolds it ; folds it ag'in so 's 't

no one can't find it. Argoos with an imedginary bean thet ain't aloud to say nothin' in

repleye. Gives him a real good dressin' an' is settysfide he 's rite. Gits into Johnson's
hair. No use tryin' to git into his head. Gives it up. Hez to stait his subjick ag'in ;

doos it back'ards, sideways, eendvvays, criss-cross, bevellin', noways. Gits finally red on

it. Concloods. Concloods more. Reads sum xtrax. Sees his subjick a-nosin' round

arter him ag'in. Tries to avide it. Wun't du. Misstates it. Can't conjectur' no other

plawsable way of staytin' on it. Tries pump. No fx. Yeels the flore.

You kin spall an' punctooate thet as you please. I allus do, it kind of puts a noo soot

of close onto a word, thisere funattick spellin' doos an' takes 'em out of the prissen dress

they wair in the Dixonary. Ef I squeeze the cents out of 'em it 's the main thing, an'

wut they wuz made for
;
wut 's left 's jest pummis.

Mistur Wilbur sez he to me onct, sez he,
"
Hosee," sez he,

" in litterytoor the only good

thing is Natur. It 's amazin' hard to come at," sez he,
" but onct git it an' you 've gut

everythin'. Wut 's the sweetest small on airth ?
"
sez he. " Noomone hay," sez I, pooty

bresk, for he wuz allus hankerin' round in hayin'.
" Nawthin' of the kine," sez he.

" My
leetle Huldy's breath," sez I ag'in.

" You 're a good lad," sez he, his eyes sort of ripplin'

like, for he lost a babe onct nigh about her age,
" You 're a good lad ; but 't ain't thet

nuther," sez he.
" Ef you want to know," sez he,

"
open your winder of a mornin' et ary

season, and you '11 larn thet the best of perfooms is jest fresh &\\, fresh 0z>," sez he, em-

physizin',
" athout no mixtur. Thet 's wut 7 call natur in writin', and it bathes my lungs

and washes 'em sweet whenever I git a whiff on 't," sez he. I offen think o' thet when I

set down to write, but the winders air so ept to git stuck, and breakin' a pane costs sun-

thin'.

Yourn for the last time,

Nut to be continooed,

HOSEA BIGLOW.

I
DON'T much s'pose, hows'ever I should plen it,

I could git boosted into th' House or Sennit,

Nut while the twolegged gab-machine 's so plenty,
'Nablin' one man to du the talk o' twenty ;

I 'm one o' them thet finds it ruther hard

To mannyfactur' wisdom by the yard,
An' maysure off, acordin' to demand,
The piece-goods el'kence that I keep on hand,
The same ole pattern runnin' thru an' thru,

An' nothin' but the customer thet 's new.

I sometimes think, the furder on I go,

Thet it gits harder to feel sure I know,
An' when I 've settled my idees, I find

'T war n't I sheered most in makin' up my mind
;

'T wuz this an' thet an' t' other thing thet done it,

Sunthin' in th' air, I could n' seek nor shun it.
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Mos' folks go off so quick now in discussion,

All th' ole flint locks seems altered to percussion,
Whilst I in agin' sometimes git a hint

Thet I 'm percussion changin' back to flint
;

Wai, ef it 's so, I ain't agoin' to werrit,'

For th' ole Queen's-arm hez this pertickler merit,

It gives the mind a hahnsome wedth o' margin
To kin' o' make its will afore dischargin' :

I can't make out but jest one ginnle rule,

No man need go an' make himself a fool,

Nor jedgment ain't like mutton, thet can't bear

Cookin' tu long, nor be took up tu rare.

Ez I wuz say'n', I ha'n't no chance to speak
So 's 't all the country dreads me onct a week,
But I 've consid'ble o' thet sort o' head

Thet sets to home an' thinks wut might be said,

The sense thet grows an' werrits underneath,
Comin' belated like your wisdom-teeth,
An' git so el'kent, sometimes, to my gardin
Thet I don' vally public life a fardin'.

Our Parson Wilbur (blessin's on his head
!)

'Mongst other stories of ole times he hed,
Talked of a feller thet rehearsed his spreads
Beforehan' to his rows o' kebbige-heads,

(Ef 'twarn't Demossenes, I guess 'twuz Sisro,)

Appealin' fust to thet an' then to this row,
Accordin' ez he thought thet his idees

Their diff'runt ev'riges o' brains 'ould please ;

"An'," sez the Parson, "to hit right, you must
Git used to maysurin' your hearers fust;

For, take my word for 't when all 's come an' past,
The kebbige-heads '11 cair the day et last

;

Th' ain't ben a meetin' sense the worl' begun
But they made (raw or biled ones) ten to one."

I 've allus foun' 'em, I allow, sence then
About ez good for talkin' to ez men

;

They '11 take edvice, like other folks, to keep,
(To use it 'ould be holdin' on 't tu cheap,)
They listen wal, don' kick up when you scold 'em,
An' ef they 've tongues, hev sense enough to hold 'em ;

Though th' ain't no denger we shall loose the breed,
I gin'lly keep a score or so for seed,
An' when my sappiness gits spry in spring
So 's 't my tongue itches to run on full swing,
I fin' 'em ready-planted in March-meetin',
Warm ez a lyceum-audience in their greetin',
An' pleased to hear my spoutin' frum the fence,

Comin', ez 't doos, entirely free 'f expense.
This year I made the follerin' observations

Extrump'ry, like most other tri'ls o' patience,
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An', no reporters bein' sent express
To work their abstrac's up into a mess
Ez like th' oridg'nal ez a woodcut pictur'

Thet chokes the life out like a boy-constrictor,
I 've writ 'em out, an' so avide all jeal'sies

'Twixt nonsense o' my own an' some one's else's.

My feller kebbige-heads, who look so green,
I vow to gracious thet ef I could dreen

The world of all its hearers but jest you,
'T would leave 'bout all tha' is wuth talkin' to,

An' you, my venerable frien's, thet show

Upon your crowns a sprinklin' o' March snow,
Ez ef mild Time had christened every sense

For wisdom's church o' second innocence,
Nut Age's winter, no, no sech a thing,
But jest a kin' o' slippin'-back o' spring,
We 've gathered here, ez ushle, to decide

Which is the Lord's an' which is Satan's side,

Coz all the good or evil thet can heppen
Is 'long o' which on 'em you choose for Cappen.

Aprul 's come back ; the swellin' buds of oak
Dim the fur hillsides with a purplish smoke

;

The brooks are loose an', singing to be seen,

(Like gals,) make all the hollers soft an' green ;

The birds are here, for all the season 's late ;

They take the sun's height an' don' never wait ;

Soon 'z he officially declares it 's spring
Their light hearts lift 'em on a north 'ard wing,
An' th'ain't an acre, fur ez you can hear,

Can't by the music tell the time o' year ;

But thet white dove Carliny scared away,
Five year ago, jes' sech an Aprul day ;

Peace, that we hoped 'ould come an' build last year
An' coo by every housedoor, is n't here,

No, nor won't never be, for all our jaw,
Till we 're ez brave in pol'tics ez in war !

O Lord, ef folks wuz made so 's 't they could see

The bagnet-pint there is to an idee !

Ten times the danger in 'em th' is in steel ;

They run your soul thru an' you never feel,

But crawl about an' seem to think you 're livin',

Poor shells o' men, nut wuth the Lord's forgivin',

Till you come bunt agin a real live fact,

An' go to pieces when you 'd ough' to act !

Thet kin' o' begnet 's wut we 're crossin' now,
An' no man, fit to nevvigate a scow,
'Ould stan' expectin' help from Kingdom Come
While t' other side druv their cold iron home.

My frien's, you never gethered from my mouth,
No, nut one word ag'in the South ez South,
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Nor th' ain't a livin' man, white, brown, nor black,

Gladder 'n wut I should be to take 'em back ;

But all I ask of Uncle Sam is fust

To write up on his door,
" No goods on trust

"
;

Give us cash down in ekle laws for all,

An' they '11 be snug inside afore nex' fall.

Give wut they ask, an' we shell hev Jamaker,
Wuth minus some consid'able an acre ;

Give wut they need, an' we shell git 'fore long
A nation all one piece, rich, peacefle, strong;
Make 'em Amerikin, an' they '11 begin
To love their country ez they loved their sin;

Let 'em stay Southun, an' you Ve kep' a sore

Ready to fester ez it done afore.

No mortle man can boast of perfic' vision,

But the one moleblin' thing is Indecision,

An' th' ain't no futur' for the man nor state

Thet out of j-u-s-t can't spell great.

Some folks 'ould call thet reddikle
;
do you ?

'T wuz commonsense afore the war wuz thru
;

Thet loaded all our guns an' made 'em speak
So 's 't Europe heared 'em clearn acrost the creek ;

"
They 're drivin' o' their spiles down now," sez she,

To the hard grennit o' God's fust idee ;

Ef they reach thet, Democ'cy need n't fear

The tallest airthquakes we can git up here."

Some call 't insultin' to ask ary pledge,
An' say 't will only set their teeth on edge,
But folks you 've jest licked, fur 'z I ever see,

Are 'bout ez mad ez they know how to be ;

It 's better than the Rebs themselves expected
'Fore they see Uncle Sam wilt down henpected;
Be kind 'z you please, but fustly make things fast,

For plain Truth 's all the kindness thet '11 last
;

Ef treason is a crime, ez some folks say,
How could we punish it a milder way
Than sayin' to 'em,

"
Brethren, lookee here,

We '11 jes' divide things with ye, sheer an' sheer,
An' sence both come o' pooty strongbacked daddies,
You take the Darkies, ez we 've took the Paddies ;

Ign'ant an' poor we took 'em by the hand,
An' the 're the bones an' sinners o' the land."

I ain't o' those thet fancy there 's a loss on

Every inves'ment thet don't start from Bos'on
;

But I know this : our money 's safest trusted

In sunthin', come wut will, thet can't be busted,
An' thet 's the old Amerikin idee,

To make a man a Man an' let him be.

Ez for their 1'yalty, don't take a goad to 't,

But I do' want to block their only road to 't

By lettin' 'em believe thet they can git
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More 'n wut they lost, out of our little wit :

I tell ye wut, I 'm 'fraid we '11 drif to leeward

'Thout we can put more stirFenin' into Seward ;

He seems to think Columby 'd better act

Like a scared widder with a boy stiff-necked

Thet stomps an' swears he wun't come in to supper;
She mus' set up for him, ez weak ez Tupper,

Keepin' the Constitootion on to warm,
Till he '11 accept her 'pologies in form :

The neighbors tell her he 's a cross-grained cuss

Thet needs a hidin' 'fore he comes to wus
;

"No," sez Ma Seward, "he 's ez good 'z the best,

All he wants now is sugar-plums an' rest "
;

" He sarsed my Pa," sez one
;

" He stoned my son,"
Another edds. "

O, wal, 't wuz jest his fun."
" He tried to shoot our Uncle Samwell dead."

"'T wuz only tryin' a noo gun he hed."
"
Wal, all we ask 's to hev it understood

You '11 take his gun away from him for good ;

We don't, wal, nut exac'ly, like his play,

Seein' he allus kin' o' shoots our way.
You kill your fatted calves to no good eend,
'Thout his fust sayin',

*

Mother, I hev' sinned !

' "

The Pres'dunt he thinks thet the slickest plan
'Ould be t' allow thet he 's our only man,
An' thet we fit thru all thet dreffle war

Jes' for his private glory an' eclor;
"
Nobody ain't a Union man," sez he,

" 'Thout he agrees, thru thick an' thin, with me ;

War n't Andrew Jackson's 'nitials jes' like mine ?

An' ain't thet sunthin' like a right divine

To cut up ez kentenkerous ez I please,

An' treat your Congress like a nest o' fleas ?
"

Wal, I expec' the People would n' care, if

The question now wuz techin' bank or tariff,

But I conclude they 've 'bout made up their mind
This ain't the fittest time to go it blind,

Nor these ain't metters thet with pol'tics swings,
But goes 'way down amongst the roots o' things ;

Coz Sumner talked o' whitewashin' one day

They wun't let four years' war be throwed away.
" Let the South hev her rights ?

"
They say,

" Thet 's you !

But nut greb hold of other folks's tu."

Who owns this country, is it they or Andy ?

Leastways it ough' to be the People and he ;

Let him be senior pardner, ef he 's so,

But let them kin' o' smuggle in ez Co;
Did he diskiver it? Consid'ble numbers

Think thet the job wuz taken by Columbus.

Did he set tu an' make it wut it is ?

Ef so, I guess the One-Man-power hez riz.

Did he put thru' the rebbles, clear the docket,
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An' pay th' expenses out of his own pocket ?

Ef thet 's the case, then everythin' I exes

Is t' hev him come an' pay my ennooal texes.

Was 't he thet shou'dered all them million guns ?

Did he lose all the fathers, brothers, sons ?

Is this ere pop'lar gov'ment thet we run

A kin' o' sulky, made to kerry one ?

An' is the country goin' to knuckle down
To hev Smith sort their letters 'stid o' Brown ?

Who wuz the 'Nited States 'fore Richmon' fell ?

vWuz the South needfle their full name to spell ?

An' can't we spell it in thet short-han' way
Till th' underpinnin' 's settled so 's to stay ?

Who cares for the Resolves of '61,

Thet tried to coax an airthquake with a bun ?

Hez act'ly nothin' taken place sence then

To 1'arn folks they must hendle facts like men ?

Ain't this the true p'int ? Did the Rebs accep' 'em ?

Ef nut, whose fault is 't thet we hev n't kep' 'em ?

War n't there two sides ? an' don't it stend to reason

Thet this week's 'Nited States ain't las' week's treason?

When all these sums Is done, with nothin' missed,
An' nut afore, this school '11 be dismissed.

I knowed ez wal ez though I 'd seen 't with eyes
Thet when the war wuz over copper 'd rise,

An' thet we 'd hev a rile-up in our kettle

'T would need Leviathan's whole skin to settle ;

I thought 't would take about a generation
'Fore we could wal begin to be a nation,

But I allow I never did imegine
'T would be our Pres'dunt thet 'ould drive a wedge in

To keep the split from closin' ef it could,

An' healin' over with new wholesome wood
;

For th' ain't no chance o' healin' while they think

Thet law an' gov'ment 's only printer's ink ;

I mus' confess I thank him for discoverin'

The curus way in which the States are sovereign ;

They ain't nut quite enough so to rebel,

But, when they fin' it 's costly to raise h
,

Why, then, for jes' the same superl'tive reason,

They 're most too much so to be tetched for treason ;

They can't go out, but ef they somehow du,
Their sovereignty don't noways go out tu ;

The State goes out, the sovereignty don't stir,

But stays to keep the door ajar for her.

He thinks secession never took 'em out,

An' mebby he 's correc', but I misdoubt ;

Ef they war n't out, then why, 'n the name o' sin,

Make all this row 'bout lettin' of 'em in ?

In law, p'r'aps nut
; but there 's a diffurence, ruther,

Betwixt your brother-'n-law an' real brother,
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An' I, for one, shall wish they 'd all ben sonferes,

Long 'z U. S. Texes are sech reg'lar comers.

But, O my patience ! must we wriggle back
Into th' ole crooked, pettyfoggin' track,

When our artil'ry-wheels a road hev cut

Stret to our purpose ef we keep the rut ?

War 's jes' dead waste excep' to wipe the slate

Clean for the cyph'rin' of some nobler fate,

Ez for dependin' on their oaths an' thet,

'T wun't bind 'em more 'n the ribbin roun' my het ;

I heared a fable once from Othniel Starns,

Thet pints it slick ez weathercocks do barns :

Once on a time the wolves hed certing rights
Inside the fold

; they used to sleep there nights,

An', bein' cousins o' the dogs, they took

Their turns et watchin', reg'lar ez a book ;

But somehow, when the dogs hed gut asleep,
Their love o' mutton beat their love o' sheep,
Till gradilly the shepherds come to see

Things war n't agoin' ez they 'd ough' to be ;

So they sent off a deacon to remonstrate

Along 'th the wolves an' urge 'em to go on straight;

They did n' seem to set much by the deacon,
Nor preachin' did n' cow 'em, nut to speak on ;

Fin'ly they swore thet they 'd go out an' stay,

An' hev their fill o' mutton every day:
Then dogs an' shepherds, arter much hard dammin',
Turned tu an' give 'em a tormented lammin',
An' sez,

" Ye sha' n't go out, the murrain rot ye,

To keep us wastin' half our time to watch ye !
"

But then the question come, How live together
'Thout losin' sleep, nor nary yew nor wether ?

Now there wuz some dogs (noways wuth their keep)
Thet sheered their cousins' tastes an' sheered the sheep ;

They sez,
" Be gin'rous, let 'em swear right in,

An', ef they backslide, let 'em swear ag'in ;

Jes' let 'em put on sheep-skins whilst they 're swearin' ;

To ask for more 'ould be beyond all bearin'."
" Be gin'rous for yourselves, where you 're to pay,
Thet 's the best prectice," sez a shepherd gray ;

" Ez for their oaths they wun't be wuth a button,

Long 'z you don't cure 'em o' their taste for mutton ;

Th' ain't but one solid way, howe'er you puzzle :

Till they 're convarted, let 'em wear a muzzle."

I 've noticed thet each half-baked scheme's abetters

Are in the hebbit o' producin' letters

Writ by all sorts o' never-heared-on fellers,

'Bout ez oridge'nal ez the wind in bellers ;

I 've noticed, tu, it 's the quack med'cines gits

(An' needs) the grettest heaps o' stiffykits ;
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Now, sence I lef
'

off creepin' on all fours,

I ha' n't ast no man to endorse my course ;

It 's full ez cheap to be your own endorser,

An' ef I Ve made a cup, I '11 fin' the saucer ;

But I 've some letters here from t' other side,

An' them 's the sort thet helps me to decide ;

Tell me for wut the copper-comp'nies hanker,

An' I '11 tell you jest where it 's safe to anchor.

Fus'ly the Hon'ble B. O. Sawin writes

Thet for a spell he could n' sleep o' nights,

Puzzlin' which side wuz preudentest to pin to,

Which wuz th' ole homestead, which the temp'ry leanto ;

Et fust he jedged 't would right-side-up his pan
To come out ez a 'ridge'nal Union man,
" But now," he sez,

"
I ain't nut quite so fresh ;

The winnin' horse is goin' to be Secesh ;

You might, las' spring, hev eas'ly walked the course,

'Fore we contrived to doctor th' Union horse ;

Now we 're the ones to walk aroun' the nex' track :

Jest you take hold an' read the follerin' extrac',

Out of a letter I received last week
From an ole frien' thet never sprung a leak,

A Nothun Dem'crat o' th' ole Jarsey blue,

Born coppersheathed an' copperfastened tu."

"These four years past, it hez been tough
To say which side a feller went for ;

Guideposts all gone, roads muddy 'n' rough,
An' nothin' duin' wut 't wuz meant for ;

Pickets afirin' left an' right,

Both sides a lettin' rip et sight,

Life war n't wuth hardly payin' rent for.

"Columby gut her back up so,

It war n't no use a tryin' to stop her,

War's emptin's riled her very dough
An' made it rise an' act improper ;

'T wuz full ez much ez I could du
To jes' lay low an' worry thru',

'Thout hevin' to sell out my copper.

"Afore the war your mod'rit men
Could set an' sun 'em on the fences,

Cyph'rin' the chances up, an' then

Jump off which way bes' paid expenses ;

Sence, 't wuz so resky ary way,
7 did n't hardly darst to say
I 'greed with Paley's Evidences.

" Ask Mac ef tryin' to set the fence

War n't like bein' rid upon a rail on 't,

Headin' your party with a sense
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O' bein' tipjint in the tail on 't,

And tryin' to think thet, on the whole,

You kin' o' quasi own your soul

When Belmont's gut a bill o' sale on 't ?

" Come peace, I sposed thet folks 'ould like

Their pol'tics done ag'in by proxy, ,V

Give their noo loves the bag an' strike

A fresh trade with their regular doxy ;

But the drag 's broke, now slavery 's gone,
An' there 's gret resk they '11 blunder on,

Ef they ain't stopped, to real Democ'cy.
.

" We 've gut an awful row to hoe

In this 'ere job o' reconstructin' ;

Folks dunno skurce which way to go,

Where th' ain't some boghole to be ducked in ;

But one thing 's clear
;
there is a crack,

Ef we pry hard, 'twixt white an' black,

Where the old makebate can be tucked in.

" No white man sets in airth's broad aisle

Thet I ain't willin' t' own az brother,

An' ef he 's heppened to strike ile,

I dunno, fin'ly, but I 'd ruther
;

An' Paddies, long 'z they vote all right,

Though they ain't jest a nat'ral white,

I hold one on 'em good 'z another.

"Wut is there leP I 'd like to know,
Ef 't ain't the difference o' color,

To keep up self-respec' an' show
The human natur' of a fullah ?

WT
ut good in bein' white, onless

It 's fixed by law, nut lef to guess,
Thet we are smarter an' they duller?

" Ef we 're to hev our ekle rights,

'T wunt du to 'low no competition ;

Th' ole debt doo us for bein' whites

Ain't safe onless we stop th' emission

O' these noo notes, whose specie base

Is human natur', 'thout no trace ^
O' shape, nor color, nor condition.

" So fur I 'd writ an' could n' jedge
Aboard wut boat I 'd best take pessige,

My brains all mincemeat, 'thout no edge

Upon 'em more than tu a sessige,

But now it seems ez though I see

Sunthin' resemblin' an idee,

Sence Johnson's speech an' veto message.
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" I like the speech best, I confess,

The logic, preudence, an' good taste on 't,

An' it 's so mad, I ruther guess
There 's some dependence to be placed on 't ;

It 's narrer, but 'twixt you an' me,
Out o' the allies o' J. D.

A temp'ry party can be based on 't.

"Jes' to hold on till Johnson's thru'

An' dug his Presidential grave is,

An' then! who knows but we could slew

The country roun' to put in ?

Wun't some folks rare up when we pull

Out o' their eyes our Union wool

An' larn 'em wut a p'lit'cle shave is !

"
O, did it seem 'z ef Providunce

Could ever send a second Tyler ?

To see the South all back to once,

Reapin' the spiles o' the Freesiler,

Is cute ez though an engineer
Should claim th' old iron for his sheer

Because 't wuz him that bust the biler!"

Thet tells the story! Thet 's wut we shall git

By tryin' squirtguns on the burnin' Pit;

For the day never comes when it '11 du

To kick off Dooty like a worn-out shoe.

I seem to hear a whisperin' in the air,

A sighin' like, of unconsoled despair,

Thet comes from nowhere an' from everywhere,
An' seems to say,

" Why died we ? war n't it, then,
To settle, once for all, thet men wuz men ?

O, airth's sweet cup snetched from us barely tasted,

The grave's real chill is feelin' life wuz wasted !

O, you we lef, long-lingerin' et the door,
Lovin' you best, eoz we loved Her the more,
Thet Death, not we, had conquered, we should feel

Ef she upon our memory turned her heel,

An' unregretful throwed us all away
To flaunt it in a Blind Man's Holiday !

"

My frien's, I 've talked nigh on to long enough.
I hain't no call to bore ye coz ye 're tough ;

My lungs are sound, an' our own v'ice delights
Our ears, but even kebbigeheads hez rights.

It 's the las' time thet I shell e'er address ye,

But you '11 soon fin' some new tormentor : bless ye !
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QUESTION OF MONUMENTS.

IN
the beautiful life which the Eng- that can take our minds from our busi-

lish-speaking foreigners lead at ness. We discuss the ghastly particu-

Rome, the great sensations are purely lars of a steamboat explosion, or the

aesthetic. To people who know one evidence in a trial for murder
;
or if the

another so familiarly as must the mem- chief magistrate addresses his fellow-

bers of a community united in a strange citizens in his colloquial, yet dignified
land by the ties of alien race, language, way, we dispute whether he was not,

and religion, there cannot, of course, be at the time of the speech, a martyr to

wanting the little excitements of per- those life-long habits of abstinence from

sonal gossip and scandal
;
but even these which he is known to have once suf-

have generally an innocent, artistic fla- fered calamities spared the confirmed

vor, and it is ladies' statues, not repu- wine-bibber. Once, indeed, we seemed

tations, which suffer, gentlemen's pic- as a nation to rise to the appreciation

tures, not characters, which are called of those beautiful interests which oc-

into question ; while the events which cupy our Roman friends, and once,
interest the whole community are alto- not a great while ago, we may be said

gether different from those which move to have known an aesthetic sensation,

us at home. In the Capital of the Past, For the first time in our history as a

people meeting at the caf<*, or at. the people, we seemed to feel the neces-

tea-tables of lady-acquaintance, speak, sity of art, and to regard it as a liv-

before falling upon the works of absent ing interest, like commerce, or manu-

friends, concerning the antique jewel facturing, or mining, when, shortly after

which Castellani lately bought of a the close of the war, and succeeding

peasant, and intends to reproduce, for the fall of the last and greatest of its

the delight of all who can afford to love dead, the country expressed a univer-

the quaint and exquisite forms of the sal desire to commemorate its heroes

ancient workers in gems and gold ;
or by the aid of art. But we do not hus-

they talk of that famous statue of the band our sensations as our Roman

young Hercules, dug up by the lucky friends do theirs : the young Hercules

proprietor, who received from the Pope lasted them two months, while a divorce

a marquisate, and forgiveness of all his case hardly satisfies us as many days,

debts, in return for his gift of the gilded and a railroad accident not longer. We
treasure. At the worst these happy hasten from one event to another, and

children of art, and their cousins the it would be hard to tell now whether it

connoisseurs, (every English-speaking was a collision on the Saint Jo line, or

foreigner in Rome is of one class or a hundred and thirty lives lost on the

the other,) are only drawn from the de- Mississippi, or some pleasantry from

bate of such themes by some dramatic our merry Andrew, which distracted the

aspect of the picturesque Roman poli- public mind from the subject of monu-

tics : a scene between the French com- mental honors. It is certain, however,
mandant and Antonelli, or the arrest that, at the time alluded to, there was

of a restaurateur for giving his guests much talk of such things in the news-

white turnips, red beets, and green papers and in the meetings. A popular
beans in the same revolutionary plate ; subscription was opened for the erection

or the like incident. of a monument to Abraham Lincoln at

At home, here, in the multiplicity of his home in Springfield ;
each city was

our rude affairs, by what widely differ- about to celebrate him by a statue in

ent events and topics are we excited to its public square ; every village would

talk ! It must be some occurrence of have his bust or a funeral tablet ;
and

very terrible, vile, or grotesque effect our soldiers were to be paid the like
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reverence and homage. Then the whole less luxury, of an age corrupted by its

affair was overwhelmed by some wave own opulence, and proud of its licen-

of novel excitement, and passed out of tious slavery. Had anything come of

the thoughts of the people ;
so that we the aesthetic sensation immediately fol-

feel, in recurring to it now, like him lowing the war, and the spirit of mar-

who, at dinner, turns awkwardly back tial pride with which it was so largely

to a subject from which the conversa- mixed, we should probably have had a

tion has gracefully wandered, saying, much greater standing-army in bronze
" We were speaking just now about " and marble than would have been need-

something the company has already ed for the suppression of any future re-

forgotten. So far as we have learned, bellion. An excitement, a tumult, not a

not an order for any memorial sculpture tendency of our civilization, would thus

of Lincoln has been given in the whole have been perpetuated, to misrepresent

country, and we believe that only one us and our age to posterity ;
for we are

design by an American sculptor has not a military people, (though we cer-

been offered for the Springfield monu- tainly know how to fight upon occasion,)

inent. There is time, however, to mul- and the pride which we felt in our army
tiply designs ;

for the subscription, hav- as a body, and in the men merely as

ing reached a scant fifty thousand dol- soldiers, was an exultation which has

lars, re-sts at that sum, and rises no already in a great part subsided. In-

higher, deed, the brave fellows have themselves

But we hope that the people will not meantime given us a lesson, in the haste

altogether relinquish the purpose of they have made to put off their soldier-

monumental commemoration of the war, costume and resume the free and indi-

and we are not wholly inclined to la- vidual dress of the civilian. The ig-

ment that the fever-heat of their first norant poets might pipe of the glory
intent exhausted itself in dreams of and splendor of war, but these men had
shafts and obelisks, groups and statues, seen the laurel growing on the battle-

which would probably have borne as field, and knew
much relation to the real idea Of Lin- " Di die lagrime grondi e di che sangue

"

coin's life, and the war and time which its dazzling foliage. They knew that

his memory embodies and represents, the fighting, in itself horrible, and only
as the poetry of the war has borne. In sublime in its necessity and purpose,
the cool moments of our convalescence was but a minor part of the struggle ;

from civil disorder, may we not think a and they gladly put aside all that pro-
little more clearly, and choose rather claimed it as their vocation, and re-

more wisely than would have been pos- turned to the arts of peace,
sible earlier ? The idea of our war seems to have
No doubt there is in every epoch a interpreted itself to us all as faith in

master-feeling which art must obey, if the justice of our cause, and in our

it would flourish, and remain to repre- immutable destiny, as God's agents, to

sent something intelligible after the give freedom to mankind ;
and the ideas

epoch is past. We know by the Gothic of our peace are gratitude and exultant

churches of Italy how mightily the industry. Somehow, we imagine, these

whole people of that land were once ideas should be represented in every
moved by the impulses of their religion memorial work of the time, though we
(which might be, and certainly was, a should be sorry to have this done by
thing very different from purity and the dreary means of conventional alle-

goodness) : the Renaissance temples gory. A military despotism of martial

remind us of a studious period passion- statues would be far better than a dem-

ately enamored of the classic past ; in agogy of these virtues, posed in their

the rococo architecture and sculpture well-known attitudes, to confront per-
of a later time, we have the idle swag- plexed posterity with lifted brows and

ger, the unmeaning splendor, the law- superhuman simpers. A sublime par-
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able, like Ward's statue of the Freed- heroes' names to generations of strug-

man, is the full expression of one idea gling scholars of the place. But the

that should be commemorated, and poor we have always with us; while this

would better celebrate the great deeds seems the rare occasion meant for the

of our soldiers than bass-reliefs of bat- plastic arts to supply our need of beau-

ties, and statues of captains, and groups tiful architecture and sculpture, and to

of privates, or many scantily-draped, im- prove their right to citizenship among
proper figures, happily called Liberties, us, by showing themselves adequate to

With the people chosen to keep pure express something of the spirit of the

the instinct of the Beautiful, as the new order we have created here. Their

Hebrews were chosen to preserve a effort need not, however, be toward

knowledge of the Divine, it was not novel forms of expression. That small

felt that commemorative art need be part of our literature which has best

descriptive. He who triumphed the answered the want of our national life

first and second time in the Olympic has been the most jealous in its regard

games was honored with a statue, but for the gospels of art, and only incohe-

not a statue in his own likeness. Nei- rent mediums and false prophets have

ther need the commemorative art of disdained revelation. Let the plastic

our time be directly descriptive of the arts, in proving that they have suffered

actions it celebrates. There is hardly the change which has come upon races,

any work of beautiful use which can- ethics, and ideas in this new world,
not be made to serve the pride we feel interpret for us that simple and direct

in those who fought to enlarge and con- sense of the beautiful which lies hid-

firm the freedom of our country, and den in the letter of use. There is the

we need only guard that our monu- great, overgrown, weary town of Work-
ments shall in no case express funereal days, which inadequately struggled at

sentiment. Their place should be, not the time of our national aesthetic sensa-

in the cemeteries, but in the busy tion, in all its newspapers, pulpits, and
hearts of towns, and they should cele- rostrums, with the idea of a monument
brate not only those who fought and to the regiments it sent to the war.

died for us in the war, but also those The evident and immediate want of

who fought and lived, for both are Workdays is a park or public garden,

equally worthy of gratitude and honor, in which it can walk about, and cool

The ruling sentiment of our time is tri- and restore itself. Why should not

umphant and trustful, and all symbols the plastic arts suggest that the best

and images of death are alien to it monument which Workdays could build

While the commemoration of the late would be this park, with a great trium-

President may chiefly take visible shape phal gateway inscribed to its soldiers,

at the capital, or at Springfield, near the and adorned with that sculpture and

quiet home from which he was called architecture for which Workdays can

to his great glory, the era of which he readily pay? The flourishing village

was so grand a part should be remem- of Spindles, having outgrown the days
bered by some work of art in every of town-pumps and troughs, has not,

community. The perpetuation of the in spite of its abundant water-power, a

heroic memories should in all cases, it drop of water on its public ways to

seems to us, be committed to the plas- save its operatives from drunkenness or

tic arts, aid not, as some would advise, its dogs from madness. O plastic arts !

to any less tangible witness to our give Spindles a commemorative foun-

love for them. It is true that a com- tain, which, taking a little music from

munity might endow a charity, to be the mills, shall sing its heroes forever in

called forever by some name that would drops of health, refreshment, and mercy,
celebrate them, or might worthily re- In the inquiring town of Innovation,

cord its reverence for them by pur- successive tides of doubt and revival

chase of i scholarship to be given in our and spiritualism have left the different
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religious sects with little more than their

names
;

let Innovation build a votive

church to the memory of the Innova-

tors sent to the war, and meet in it for

harmonious public worship. At Dul-

boys and Slouchers, it must be con-

fessed that they sadly need a new
union school-house and town-hall, (the

old school-house at Dulboys having
been at last whittled to pieces, and no
town -hall having ever been built in

Slouchers,) and there seems no good
reason why these edifices should not be

given the honor to proclaim the pride
of the towns in the deeds of their pa-
triots.

On their part, we hope none of these

places will forget that it is bound to the

arts and to itself not to build ignobly
in memory of its great. A commem-
orative edifice, to whatever purpose

adapted, must first be beautiful, since a

shabby or ugly gateway, fountain, or

church would dishonor those to whom
it was dedicated ; a school-house or

town-hall built to proclaim pride and

reverence cannot be a wooden box
;

but all must be structures of enduring
material and stately architecture. All

should, if possible, have some signifi-

cant piece of statuary within or upon

them, or at least some place for it, to

be afterwards filled
;
and all should be

enriched and beautified to the full ex-

tent of the people's money and the art-

ist's faculty.
For the money, the citizens will, of

course, depend upon themselves
; but

may we pray them to beware of the sil-

liness of local pride (we imagine that

upon reading this paper the cities and
towns named will at once move in the

business of monuments, and we would
not leave them unadvised in any par-

ticular) in choosing their sculptors
and architects ? Home talent is a good
thing when educated and developed,
but it must be taught in the schools of

art, and not suffered to spoil brick and
mortar in learning. Our friends, the

depraved Italian popes and princes (of

whom we can learn much good), under-

stood this, and called to their capitals
the best artist living, no matter what
the city of his birth. If a famous sculp-
tor or architect happens to be a native

of any of the places mentioned, he is

the man to make its monument
; and

if he is a native of any other place in

the country, he is equally the man,
while home talent must be contented

to execute his design.

REVIEWS AND LITERARY NOTICES.

Mind in Nature ; or the Origin ofLife, and
the Mode of Development of Animals.

By HENRY JAMES CLARK, A. B., B. S.,

Adjunct Professor of Zoology in Har-
vard University, Cambridge, Mass. New
York : D. Appleton & Co.

WHEN all lower branches of Natural

History have been finally exhausted, and
we begin upon the Natural History of

Scientific Men, we shall no doubt discover

why it is necessary for each savant to sea-

son his mild pursuits by some desperate

private feud with the nearest brother in the

service. The world of scoffers no doubt
revels in this particular weakness, and glad-

ly omits all the rest of the book, in haste to

get at the personalities. But to the sedate

inquirer it only brings dismay. How painful,

as one glides pleasantly on amid " concen-

tric vesicles
" and " albuminous specializa-

tion," tracing the egg from the germinal dot

to the very verge of the breakfast-table, to

be suddenly interrupted, like Charles O'Mal-

ley's pacific friend in Ireland, by the crack

of a duelling-pistol and the fracture of all

the teacups ! It makes it all the worse to

know that the brother professor thus as-

sailed is no mean antagonist, and certainly

anything but a non-resistant ;
and that un-

doubtedly in his next book our joys will

again be disturbed by an answering volley..
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Yet it should be said, in justice to Pro- courses of development from a lower to a

fessor Clark, that all this startling fusillade higher life, the diverse and successively
occurs at two or three points only, and that more elevated types among each grand

reading the rest of the book is like a peace- division have originated upon this globe."
ful voyage down the Mississippi after the (p. 248.) This sentence, if any, gives the

few guerilla-haunted spots are passed. The key-note of the book. To say that this is

general tone of the book is eminently quiet, one of its clearest statements, may help to

reasonable, and free from partisanship. In- justify the above criticisms on the rest

deed, this studied moderation of statement

sometimes mars even the clearness of the

book, and the reader wishes for more em- A Noble Life. By the Author of "
John

phasis. Professor Clark loves fact so much Halifax, Gentleman," etc. New York :

better than theory, that he sometimes leaves Harper and Brothers. 1866.

the theory rather obscure, and the precise

bearing of the facts doubtful. To this is THE story of a man born cruelly de-

added the difficulty of a style, earnest and formed and infirm, with a body dwarfish,

laborious indeed, but by no means luminous, but large enough to hold a good heart and

In a treatise professedly popular, one has a clear brain, and of such a man's living

right to ask a few more facilities for the many years of pain, happy in the blessings

general reader. It can hardly be expected which his great wealth and high rank, and,

of all scientific men to attain the singular above all, his noble nature, enable him to

success, in this direction, of Professor Hux- confer on every one approaching him,

ley ;
but the art of popularization is too im- could hardly have been told more simply

portant a thing to be ignored, and much and pathetically than it is in this book, but

may be done to cultivate the gift by literary it might certainly have been told more brief-

training and by persistent effort. The new ly. The one slight incident of the fiction

researches into the origin of life are awa- the marriage of the Earl of Cainforth's

kening the interest of all ; and though the protegle and protectress and dearest friend

popular tendency is no doubt towards the to his worthless cousin, who, having found

views mainly held by Professor Clark, yet out that the heirless Earl will leave her his

most men prefer an interesting speech on fortune, wins her heart by deceit, and then

the wrong side of any question to a dull does his worst to break it occurs when the

speech in behalf of the right. book is half completed, and scarcely suf-

When one takes the book piecemeal, how- fices to interest, since it is so obvious what

ever, the author's statements of his own ob- the end must be ; while the remaining pages,

servations and analysis are so thorough and devoted to study of the Earl's character,

so admirable, his drawings so good, and the do not develop much that is new in liter-

interest of many separate portions so great, ature or humanity. Still, the story has its

that it seems hardly fair to complain of the charm : it is healthful, unaffected, and hope-
rather fragmentary effect of their combi- ful ; and most people will read it through,

nation, and the rather obscure tenor of the and be better for having done so.

whole. .Professor Clark holds that the old

doctrine, Omne vivum ex evo, is now vir-

tually abandoned by all, since all admit the Literature in Letters ; or, Manners, Art,

origin of vast numbers of animated individ- Criticism, Biography, History, and Mor-

uals by budding and self-division. There als, illustrated in the Correspondence of

are, in fact, types of animals, as the Zoophy- Eminent Persons. Edited by JAMES
ta, where these appear the normal modes of HOLCOMBE, LL. D. New York : D.

reproduction, and the egg only an excep- Appleton & Co. 1866.

tional process. From this he thinks it but

a slight step to admit the possibility of THE very comprehensive title of this

spontaneous generation, and he accordingly work leaves us little to say in explanation
does admit it. Touching the development of its purpose, and we can only speak in

theory, his conclusion is that the barriers compliment of the taste with which the ed-

between the five great divisions of the ani- itor has performed a not very arduous task,

mal world are insurmountable, but "
that, As a matter of course, the famous epistles

by the multiplication and intensifying of of Lady Mary Wortley Montague, Pope,
individual differences, and the projection Horace Walpole, Madame de Sevigne, Miss

f these upon the branching lines of the Burney, Lady Russell, and Hannah More
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go to form a large part of the collection ;
but

Mr. Holcombe has drawn from other sources

epistolary material of interest and value,

and has performed a service to literature

by including in his book the occasional

letters of great men not addicted to let-

ter-writing, but no doubt as natural and

true to themselves and their time as habit-

ual letter-writers. It is curious to note the

deterioration in the artistic quality of the

letters as the period of their production ap-

proaches our own, when people dash off their

correspondence rapidly and incoherently,
instead of bestowing upon it the artifice

and care which distinguished the epistola-

rians of an elder date, whose letters, fastid-

iously written, faithfully read, and jealously

kept and shown about in favored circles,

supplied the place of newspapers. The
lowest ebb of indifference seems to be

reached in a letter by Daniel Webster,
written from Richmond, and devoted to

some very commonplace and jejune praises
of morning and early rising. Except as an

instance of our epistolary degeneracy, we
could hardly wish it to have a place in Mr.

Holcombe's collection, which is otherwise

so judiciously made.

The Criterion ; or the Test of Talk about

Familiar Things. A Series of Essays.

By HENRY T. TUCKERMAN. New York :

Hurd and Houghton. 1866.

MR. TUCKERMAN'S books, if they pos-
sess no great value as works of original

thought, are characterized by the hardly
kss desirable quality of unfailing good taste.

He has a quiet and meditative way of treat-

ing those topics of literature and art with

which he chiefly loves to deal, and has

much in him which reminds of the race of

essayists preceding the brilliant dogmatists
of our time ; and we confess that we find a

great enjoyment in the lazy mood in which
he here gossips of twenty desultory mat-
ters. The name of the present work is, to

be sure, a somewhat formidable mask un-
der which to hide the cheerful visage of a
rambler among Inns, Pictures, Sepulchres,
Statues and Bridges, and a tattler of Au-

thors, Doctors, Holidays, Lawyers, Actors,

Newspapers, and Preachers ; but it is only
a mask after all, and the talk really tests

nothing, not even the reader's patience.
With much charming information from
books concerning these things, Mr. Tuck-
erman agreeably blends personal knowl-

edge of many of the subjects. Bits of remi-

niscence drift down the tranquil current of

story and anecdote, and there is just enough
of intelligent comment and well-bred dis-

cussion to give each paper union and direc-

tion. In fine,
" The Criterion" is one of the

best of that very pleasant class of books
made for the days of unoccupied men and
the half-hours of busy ones, which may
be laid down at any moment without of-

fence to their purpose, and taken up again
with profit to their readers.

The History of Henry the Fifth : King of

England, Lord of Ireland, and Heir

of France. By GEORGE MAKEPEACE
TOWLE. New York : D. Appleton
Co.

THE doubt whether Mr. Towle is writ-

ing historical romance or romantic history
must often embarrass the reader of a work

uniting the amiable weaknesses of both

species of composition, and presenting
much more that is tedious in narration,

affected in style, and feeble in thought,
than we have lately found in any large oc-

tavo volume of five hundred pages. We
begin with four introductory chapters re-

counting the events which led to the usur-

pation of Bolingbroke, and the succession

of Mr. Towle's hero to the English throne ;

we go on with two chapters descriptive of

the youthful character and career of Henry
the Fifth ; we end with six chapters devoted

to the facts of his reign. Through all this,

it appears to us, we are conducted at a

pace of singular equality, not to be light-

ened by the triviality of minor incidents,

nor greatly delayed by the most important
occurrences. Nearly all the figures of the

picture are in the foreground, and few are

more prominent than the least significant

accessory of the landscape ; and, for once, it

is scarcely possible to say that the picture

would have been better if the painter had

taken more pains. Indeed, we incline to

think the contrary, and would have been

willing to accept a result somewhat less

labored than that given us. We confess,

for example, that it is a matter of small in-

terest to us to know that the Duke of Lan-

caster's wife is the "
fair Blanche "

; that,

when Katharine consented to wed Henry,
" a blush mounted her clear temple

"
; that

over every part of her wedding dress "
glit-

tered the rarest gems of Golconda"; that

Henry's heart
" ever beat affectionately for
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his beloved isle
" of England ; that at a cer- cased in a casket of beauty and graceful

tain moment of the battle of Agincourt a proportion," or when you learn, in another

large body of the French forces " shook in place, that " the eloquence of Stephen Par-

their shoes "
; that the crossbow was " an tington stirred the religious element of

object of wonder and delight to the chil- Henry's character, which appreciatedand ad-

dren of olden chivalry
"

; that Shakespeare mired superior ability of speech," we say,
" caressed the fame of the hero-king with you can no longer doubt that Mr. Towle
the richest coruscations of his genius

"
; addresses himself to minds as mature as his

not to name a multitude of other facts own. It is natural that an historian whose
stated with equal cost of thought and splen- warmth of feeling is visible in his glow of

dor of diction. But Mr. Towle spares us language should be an enthusiastic wor-

nothing, and sometimes leaves as little to shipper of his hero, and should defend him
the opinion of his readers as to their im- against all aspersions. Mr. Towle finds that,

agination. Having to tell us that Henry if Henry was a rake in youth and a bigot

learned, in his boyhood, to play upon the in manhood, he was certainly a very amia-

harp, he will not poorly say as much, but ble rake and a very earnest bigot.
" There

will lavishly declare,
" He learned, with sur- can be no doubt," says our historian, in his

prising quickness, to play upon that noblest convincing way,
" that he often paused" in

of instruments, the harp "; which is, indeed, his reckless career, filled with remorse,
a finer turn of language, but, at the same wrestling with his flighty spirit, to overcome

time, an invasion of the secret preference his unseemly sports
"

; and as to the sin-

which some of us may feel for the bass-viol cerity of his fanaticism,
" to suppose other-

or the accordion. wise is to charge a mere youth with a hypo-
The same excellent faculty for character- critical cunning worthy of the Borgias in

ization serves our historian on great occa- their zenith." Masterly strokes like these

sions as well as small ones. Of an intrigu- are, of course, intended to console the read-

ing nobleman like the Duke of Norfolk, he er for a want of distinctness in Mr. Towle's

is as prompt to speak as of the harp itself : narrative, from which one does not rise
" He was one of those politicians who are with the clearest ideas of the civilization

never contented ; who plot and counterplot and events of the time which he describes,

incessantly ; who are always running their We can understand how great an attrac-

heads fearlessly, to be sure, but indiscreetly, tion so brilliant and picturesque an epoch
into danger of decapitation." This fine of history should have for a spirit like Mr.

analytic power appears throughout the Towle's ; but we cannot help thinking it a

book. Describing the enthusiasm of the pity that he should have attempted to re-

Londoners for Henry of Bolingbroke, and produce, in such an ambitious form, the

their coldness towards the captive King fancies which its contemplation suggested.

Richard, the historian acutely observes : The book is scarcely too large for the sub-
" Ever thus, from the beginning of the ject, but it is much too large for Mr. Towle,

world, have those been insulted who have whose grievous fashion of padding must be

fallen from a high estate. The multitude plain enough, even in the few passages
follows successful usurpation, but never which we have quoted from his book. A
offers a shield to fallen dignity." The writer may, by means of a certain dead-a-

bashfulness and silence of Prince Henry lively expansive style of narration, con-

an ordinary writer would perhaps have trived out of turns of expression adapted
called by those names; but Mr. Towle from Percy's Reliques, the Waverley Novels,

says :
" He was neither loud nor forward the newspapers, and the imitators of Thack-

in giving his views
;

he apparently felt eray's historical gossip, succeed in filling

that one so young should never seem dog- five hundred pages, but he will hardly sat-

matic or positive on questions in regard isfy one reader ; and we are convinced by
to which age and learning were in doubt." Mr. Towle's work that, whatever other spe-
Such a sentence might perhaps suggest cies of literature may demand the exercise

the idea that Mr. Towle's History was in- of a childish imagination, a weak fancy
tended for the more youthful reader, but easily caught with the prettiness as well as

when you read, farther on, in the analysis the pomp of words, a slender philosophy
of Henry's character,

"
It was fitting that incapable of grasping the true significance

so fine a soul should be illustrated by bril- of events, a logic continually tripped

liancy of intellect and eloquence of speech, upon its own rapier, and a powerful feel-

that so precious a jewel should be en- ing for anti-climax, with no small sentiment
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for solecism, History, at least, has little the Union in the beginning of the war, but
to gain from them. yielded later to the general feeling of hos-

tility. They were hardly less mischievous

during the struggle than the original Seces-

War of the Rebellion ; or, Scylla and Cha- sionists, and, now that the struggle is ended,

rybdis. Consisting of Observations upon are likely to give us even more trouble.

the Causes, Course, and Consequences of Mr. Foote offers no satisfactory explana-
the Late Civil War in the United States, tion of his own course in taking part in the

By H. S. FOOTE. New York : Harper Rebel government, which was founded upon
and Brothers. 1866. a principle always abhorrent to him, and

opposed to all his ideas of good faith and
THE slight value which this volume pos- good policy ; but he gives us to understand

sesses is of a nature altogether different that he was for a long time about the only
from that which the author doubtless as- honest man unhanged in the Confederacy,
cribes to it, though we imagine most of his Concerning the political transactions of that

readers will agree with us in esteeming it short - lived state, he informs us of few

chiefly for its personal reminiscences of things which have not been told us by
great events and people. As for Mr. Foote's others, and his criticism of Davis's official

philosophization of the history he recounts, action has little to recommend it except its

it is so generally based upon erroneous disapproval of Davis,

views of conditions and occurrences, that We must do Mr. Foote the justice to say
we would willingly have spared it all, if that his book is not marred by any violence

we could have had in its place a full and towards the great number of great men

simple narrative of his official career from with whom he has politically differed ; that

the time he took part in secession up he frankly expresses his regret for such

to the moment of his departure from the of his errors as he now sees, and is not

Rebel territory. We find nothing new in ashamed to be ashamed of certain offen-

what he has to say concerning the character ces (like that which won him a very un-

of our colonial civilization and the unity of pleasant nickname) against good taste and
our colonial origin ; and, as we get farther good breeding, which the imperfect civiliza-

from the creation of the world and approach tion of Southern politicians formerly tempt-
our own era, we must confess that the light ed them to commit. Remoteness from the

shed upon the slavery question by Mr. currents of modern thought such as life

Foote seems but vague and unsatisfactory, in a region so isolated as the South has al-

A few disastrous years have separated us ways been involves will account for much
so widely from all the fallacies once current cast-off allusion in his book to Greece and

here, that Mr. Foote's voice comes like an Rome, as well as that inflation of style gen-
utterance from Antediluvia, when he tells erally characteristic of Southern literature,

us how compromises continually restored

us to complete tranquillity, which the ma-
chinations of wicked people, North and Poems in Sunshine and Firelight. By JOHN
South, instantly disturbed again. There JAMES PIATT. Cincinnati : R. W. Car-

was once a race of feeble-minded politicians roll & Co. 1866.

who thought that, if the Northern Aboli-

tionists and Southern fire-eaters were de- AMONG the best poems of the earlier days

stroyed, there could be no possible dis- of the Atlantic was Mr. Piatt's
"
Morning

agreement between the sections concerning Street," which we think some of our read-

slavery ;
and Mr. Foote, surviving his con- ers may remember even at this remote pe-

temporaries, still clings to their delusions, riod, after so much immortality in all walks

and believes that the late war resulted from of literature has flourished and passed away,
the conflict of ambitious and unscrupulous Mr. Piatt later published a little volume of

men, and not from the conflict of principles, verses together with another writer of the

Now that slavery is forever removed, it West ; and yet later,
" The Nests at Wash-

might seem that this was a harmless error ington," a book made up of poems from

enough, and would probably hurt nobody, his own pen and from that of Mrs. Piatt. He
not even Mr. Foote. But the fact is im- now at last appears in a volume wholly

portant, since it is probable that Mr. Foote his, which we may regard as the work of a

represents the opinions of a large class of mind in some degree confirmed in its hab-

people at the South, who were friendly to its of perception and expression.
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We must allow to the author as great

originality as belongs to any of our younger

poets. It is true that the presence of the

all - pervading Tennyson is more sensibly
felt here than in the first poems of Mr. Piatt ;

but even here it is very faint, and if the dic-

tion occasionally reminds of him, Mr. Piatt's

poems are undoubtedly conceived in a spirit

entirely his own. This spirit, however, is

one to which its proper sense of the beau-

tiful is often so nearly sufficient, that the

effort to impart it is made with apparent
indifference. The poet's ideal so wins him
and delights him, in that intangible and airy
form which it first wore to his vision, that

he seems to think, if he shall put down cer-

tain words by virtue of which he can re-

member its loveliness, he shall also have

perfectly realized its beauty to another.

We do not know one poem by Mr. Piatt

in which a full and clear sense of his whole

meaning is at once given to the reader;
and he is obscure at times, we fear, be-

cause he has not himself a distinct per-

ception of that which he wishes to say,

though far oftener his obscurity seems to

result from impatience, or the flattery of

those hollow and alluring words which be-

set the dreams of poets, and must be

harshly snubbed before they can be finally

banished. There are many noble lines in

his poems, but not much unity of effect or

coherence of sentiment ; and it happens
now and then that the idea which the read-

er painfully and laboriously evolves from

them is, after all, not a great truth or

beauty, but some curious intellectual toy,

some plaything of the singer's fancy, some
idle stroke of antithesis.

In the poem called "At Evening," in

which the poet can be so preposterous as to

say,
"
Twilight steals

Great stealthy veils of silence over all,"

occur the following lines, full of the tran-

quil sweetness and the delicacy of feeling

characteristic of Mr. Piatt's best mood :

"
O, dear to me the coming forth of stars !

After the trivial tumults of the day

They fill the heavens, they hush the earth with

awe,
And when my life is fretted pettily

With transient nothings, it is good, I deem,
From darkling windows to look forth and gaze
At this new blossoming of Eternity,

'Twixt each To-morrow, and each dead To-day ;

Or else, with solemn footsteps modulate

To spheral music, wander forth and know
Their radiant individualities,

And feel their presence newly, hear again

The silence that is God's voice speaking, slow

In starry syllables, forevermore."

Such thoughts as these are themselves

like the star-rise described, and shine out

distinctly above the prevailing twilight of

the book, everywhere haunted by breaths

of fragrance, and glimpses of beautiful

things, which cannot be determined as any
certain scent or shape. For example, who
can guess this riddle ?

" Come from my dreaming to my waking heart!

Awake, within my soul there stands alone

Thy marble soul ; in lonely dreams apart,

Thy sweet heart fills the stone !

"

It is altogether probable that here the

poet had some meaning, though it is en-

tirely eclipsed in its expression. At other

times his meaning is not to be detached

from the words by any violence of utterance ;

and if, speaking of the winged steed, he

says,
" When in the unbridled fields he flew,"

we understand perfectly that the steed flew

unbridled in the limitless fields. But no
thanks to the poet !

Among the poems of Mr. Piatt which we
understand best and like most,

"
Riding

the Horse to Market " or the poet's ex-

perience of offering his divine faculty to the

world's rude uses is in a spirit of fine

and original allegory ;

"
September

" and
" Travellers " are very noble sonnets ;

" Fires in Illinois," though a little thin in

thought, is subtly and beautifully descrip-

tive, and so is
"
Sundown," with the excep-

tion of a few such unmeaning lines as

" Where the still waters glean
The melancholy scene."

" The Ballad of a Rose "
is lovely and

pathetic ; and in
"
Riding to Vote " the

poet approaches the excellent naturalness

and reality of " The Mower in Ohio,"
which is so simple and touching, so full of

homelike, genuine feeling, unclouded by
the poet's unhappy mannerism, that we are

tempted to call it his best poem, as a

whole, and have little hesitation in calling

it one of the few good poems which the

war has yet suggested.
" The Pioneer's

Chimney," which is the first thing in the

present book, is almost as free from Mr.

Piatt's peculiar defects as " The Mower in

Ohio," and it is a very charming idyl. We
observe in it no strife for remote effect,

while there is visible, here and there, as in

the lines below, a delicate and finely tem-

pered power of expression, which can only
come from the patient industry of true art,
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and from which we gather more hope for

the poet's future than from anything else in

the present book :

" The old man took the blow, but did not fall,

Its weight had been before. The land was sold,

The mortgage closed. The winter, cold and long,

(Permitted by the hand that grasped his all,

655

That winter passed he here,) beside his fire,

He talked of moving in the spring
"In the spring,

When the first warmth had brooded everywhere,
He sat beside his doorway in that warmth,
Watching the wagons on the highway pass,
With something of the memory ofhis dread
In the last autumn"
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CHAPTER I.
i 11* eacn ther as no others in Barton

did, were handsomely furnished with
r

I "HIS is the seventy-fifth pair! articles brought from France; though,
-I- Pretty well for us in so short a for that matter, they did not look very

time !

" said the Colonel's wife. different from Barton furniture gener-
"
Yes, but we must give Aunt Mari- ally, except, perhaps, in being plainer.

an the credit of a very large proper- Just now the chairs, lounges, and card-

tion ;
at least ten pairs have come from table were covered with blue yarn, blue

her." woollen cloth, unbleached cotton, and
"

I have nothing to do but to knit ;
other things requisite for the soldiers.

none to knit for at home but my cat," They, the soldiers, had worn out the

I replied, rather shortly, to the soft miserable socks provided by govern-
voice that had given me credit for such ment in two days' marching, and sent

extraordinary industry. Afterwards I up the cry, to the mothers and sisters

looked up at Percy Lunt, and tried to in New England,
" Give us such stock-

think of some pleasant thing to say to ings as you are used to knitting for

her ; but in vain, the words would n't us !

"

come. I did not like her, and that is That home-cry found its answer in

the truth. every heart. Not a hand but respond-

Thirty of us were assembled as usual, ed. Every spare moment was given
at our weekly

" Soldiers' Aid Circle." to the needs of the soldiers. For these

We always met at the house of her fa- were not the materials of a common
ther, Colonel Lunt, because its parlors army. These were all our own broth-

were the largest in Barton, and because 6rs, lovers, husbands, fathers. And
Mrs. Lunt invited us to come every shame to the wife, daughter, or sis-

week at three o'clock in the afternoon, ter who would know them to be suf-

and stay till nine, meanwhile giving us ferers while a finger remained on their

all tea. The two parlors, which opened hands to be moved ! So, day by day,

Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1866, by TICKNOR AND FIELDS, in the Clerk's Office

of the District Court of the District of Massachusetts

VOL. XVII. NO. 104. 42
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at soldiers' meetings, but much more at in her neck, and parted over her fore-

home, the army of waiters and watchers head and her even brows. Her eyes

wrought cheerfully and hopefully for were dark and soft, but almost constant-

trie loved ones who were "
marching ly bent on the floor. She dressed in

along." In Barton we knitted while black, and wore over her small head a
we talked, and at the Lyceum lectures, little tarlatan cap as close as a Shak-

Nay, we threatened even to take our er's. You might call her interesting-

knitting to meeting, for it seemed, as looking, but for a certain listlessness

we said, a great waste of time to be and want of sympathy with others,

sitting so long idle. She had been married, was not more
This had gone on for more than than twenty years old at the time I am

months. We had begun to count the describing her, and had been in Barton
war by years. Did we bate one jot of only about a year, since her husband's
heart or hope for that ? No more than death.

at the beginning. We continued to As I had neither chick nor child to

place the end of the struggle at sixty offer to my country, I was glad to hear

or ninety days, as the news came more my nephew, Robert Elliott, say that

or less favorable to the loyal cause, the Barton boys had chosen him for

But despair of the Republic ? Never. Captain, and that they were all to start

Not the smallest child in Barton. Not for Boston the next morning, and go
a woman, of course. And through these on at once to Fortress Monroe,
life-currents flowing between each sol- This boy's black eyes were very near

dier and his home, the good heart and to my heart, almost as near as they

courage of the army was kept up through were to his own mother's. And when
all those dismal reverses and bloody he came in to bid me good by, I could

struggles that marked the early part of not look on his pale, resolute face with-

the years of sixty-two and three. out a sinking, trembling feeling, do
We kept writing to our Barton boys, what I would to keep up a brave out-

and took care of them, both in tent side ? This was in the very begin-
and field. And in every box sent on ning of the war, when word first came
to the Potomac went letters from all that blood had been shed in Baltimore ;

the soldiers' families, and photographs and our Barton boys were in Boston

to show how fast the children were reporting to Governor Andrew in less

growing, and how proud the sisters than a week after. Now we didn't,

were of the brave brothers who were one of us, believe in the bravery of the

upholding the flag at the price of their South. We believed them braggarts
lives. and bullies, and that was all. We
We were very busy to-day at Mrs. believed that, once let them see that the

Lunt's. She and I cut out shirts for North was not going to give way to

the rest, and I took an opportunity them, they would go back where they
to carry one to Percy Lunt, with some came from.

directions, in as kind a voice as I could " You will be back in a month, Rob-

command, about the sleeves. She ert, all of you. Mind, I don't say you
smiled and looked up wistfully in my will send these hounds back to their

face, but I turned away in a hurry to kennels, rather, send these gentry

my work. Somehow, I could not for- back to their ladies' chambers. But I

give her for troubling my poor Robert, won't say either. Only let them see

I could n't before he went, much less that you are ready for a fair stand-up
now. fight, and I '11 be bound they '11 be too

I must describe Percy if I can. She much astonished to stop running for a

was of middling height, and very deli- week."

cately formed, with a face as destitute So we all said and thought at the

of color as if it had been carved out of North, all but a few who had been at

marble. Her dark hair was cut short the South, and who knew too well how
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much in earnest it was in its treason,

and how slight was the struggle it an-

ticipated. These few shuddered at the

possibility that stood red and gloomy
in the path of the future, these few,

who knew both sides. Meanwhile both

sides most heartily underrated each

other, and had the sincerest reciprocal

disrespect.
"

I don't quite think like you, Auntie,

but that is, perhaps, because I was at

Charleston. A year at the South, and

you understand them a little differently.

But no matter, they must go back all

the same. This is my pincushion, is

it?"
"
Yes, and here are thread and

needles. But, Rob, nonsense ! I say

you will be back in a month. They
will begin talking and arguing, and
once they begin that, there will be no

fighting. It is like the Chinese, each

side trying to frighten the other."
"
Perhaps so," said Robert, in an

abstracted way.
" Let us hope so, at

all events. I am sure I don't want to

shoot anybody. But now I am going
to Colonel Lunt's a little while

;
shall I

find you up when I come back ?
"

" Come in, any way, and tell me if

you have good news."

I knew what he was going to Colonel

Lunt's for. He had talked to me about

Percy, and I knew he loved her. If he

had not been going away, perhaps he

would have waited longer ; for Mr.
Lunt (he was Percy's cousin) had not

been dead quite two years. But he
said he could not go away without tell-

ing her ; and when I remembered all

the readings together, and the walkings
and talkings between the two, I thought
it most likely she had already consoled

herself. As I said before, I had no

very great love for her.

Not an hour, not fifteen minutes,
when Robert returned. He looked

paler than before, and spoke no word,

only stared into the fire. At length,
with a pitiful attempt at a smile, he

said,
"

I 'm a fool to be vexed about it,

let her please herself !

"

"It is bad news, Robert !

"
said I

softly, laying my hand on his arm.

His hands were clenched hard to-

gether.
"
Yes, there 's no mistake about it.

But, Auntie, tell me, am I a fool and a

jackass ? did n't you think she liked

me ?
"

" To be sure I did !

"
I answered de-

cidedly.
"
Well, she says she never thought

of me, never ! and she never

thought of marrying again."
The wound would n't bear touching,O'
it was too sore. So I sat silently with

him, holding his hand in mine, and

looking into the fire, and in almost as

great a rage as he was. He knew I

felt with him, and by and by he turned

to kiss my cheek, but still without a

word.

How I wished he could have gone to

the conflict with the thought of his true

love warm at his heart ? Who de-

served it so much ? who was so brave,
so heroic, so handsome ? one in ten

thousand ! And here was this dead-

and-alive Percy Lunt, saying she never

thought !
" Pah ! just as if girls don't

always think ! If there 's anything I

do detest, it 's a coquette !

" The last

sentence I unconsciously uttered aloud.
" Don't call her that, Auntie ! I

really think she did n't know. I was n't

just to her. I was too angry. When
I spoke to her she looked really dis-

tressed and astonished. I am sure that

I ought
"

"
Nonsense, Robert ! she must have

seen your feelings. And have n't you
been sending her flowers and books
and pictures, and reading to her, and

talking to her the whole time, this

three months ! Where were her eyes ?

I have no patience with her, I say !
"

The boy had recovered his sense of

justice so much sooner than I ! He
smiled sadly, and took both my little

old hands in his.
" Best of aunties !

what a good hater you are ! Now, if

you love me, you will be kind to her,

and try to love and comfort her. Some-
how she looks very unhappy."

I could not answer.
" She looked O so sorry ! Auntie,

when I spoke, and as if she was too
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much astonished to answer me. I do ble now to have this little, unexpressed,
think it was the very last thing in the crouching hope, where he could silently

world she expected. And after she caress it when he \vas far away from

told me, which she did at once, that I us all. He had all our photographs,
was mistaken, and she was mistaken, mother, sister, and aunt,

and that we never could be any more " And now I must go to Mr. Ford's

than friends to each other, and I had to-night, and bid them good by. Don't

got up to go away, for I was very let any enterprising young lawyer come

angry as well as agitated, she stood here and get away all my business be-

looking so pale and so earnestly at fore the month is out. I 'came with-

me, as if she must make me believe in an ace of making a writ only last

her. Then she held out her hands week !

"

to me, and I thought she was going to So with smiles he parted from me,

speak ; but she shook her head, and and strength was given me to smile too,

seemed so thoroughly distressed, that the next morning, when he marched
I tried to smile, and shake hands cor- by my window, and bowed to me, at the

dially, though, I confess, I did n't feel head of his hundred men. I saw his

much like it. But I do now, Auntie, steady, heroic face, no longer pale, but

and you must forgive her for not full of stern purpose and strength. And
thinking quite so much of your Rob as so they all looked, strong, able, de-

you do." termined. The call took all our young
He took a photograph from his men from Barton. Not one would re-

breast-pocket, and kissed it. main behind.
" She gave me this ; and she wrote And that is why I could not love

on the back the date of to-day, April Percy Lunt. How hard she worked at

i6th, 1861. She said she did not want our soldiers' club! how gentle and re-

me to remember her as she is now, but spectful she always was to me ! If I

as she was in her happy days. And had not been always preoccupied and

that they could never come again." prejudiced, I might have pitied the poor,
It was a very lovely vignette, taken overcharged heart, that showed itself

when she was joyous and round-faced, so plainly in the deathly pallor of the

and with the curls falling about her young cheek, and the eyes so weighed
cheeks and neck, instead of the prim down with weeping. Colonel Lunt and

little widow's cap she wore now. And his wife watched her with loving eyes,

instead of the still, self-contained, suf- but they could do little to soothe her.

fering look, there was great sweetness Every heart must taste its own bitter-

and serenity. ness. And, besides, she was n't their

"
I don't see why she gave it to you, own child.

Rob," said I peevishly ; "the best thing

you can do is to forget her, and the

kindest thing she could do to you CHAPTER II.

would be to cut off all hope."
" She did that," he replied ; "but she EVERY village has its great man and

said she could not bear to have me go woman, and Colonel Lunt and his wife

where I was going without feeling that were Barton's. Theirs was the only

I had left a most affectionate friend, family whose table appointments were

who would watch eagerly for my sue- of sufficient elegance to board the pre-

cess, and sympathize with all my trials, ceptor of the academy. All the Lyceum
Auntie ! who knows ?

" lecturers stopped at Colonel Lunt's ;

I saw by the lighting up of his dark and Mrs. Lunt was the person who an-

eyes what hope lay at the very bottom swered the requirements of Lady Man-

of his soul. And, to be sure, who ager for the Mount Vernon Associa-

knew what might be in the future ? At tion, namely,
" social position, executive

all events, it made him more comforta- ability, tact, and persistency."
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They were the only family in Barton

who had been abroad. The rest of

us stayed at home and admired them.

They had not always lived in Barton ;

perhaps, if they had, we should not have

succumbed so entirely as we all did, ten

years ago, when Colonel Lunt came and

bought the Schuyler place, (so called be-

cause General Schuyler stopped there

over night on his way to fight Bur-

goyne,) and brought his orphan niece

and adopted daughter with him, and
also a French governess for the child.

These things were not in Barton style
at all

;
all our children being educated

at the town school, and finished, as

means allowed, by three months' polish
at some seminary or other. Of course,
in a country town like Barton, which

numbers nearly fifteen hundred inhab-

itants, there is enough to interest and

occupy every one. What would be

gossip and scandal in a different so-

cial condition is pure, kindly interest

in Barton. We know everybody, and
his father and mother. Of course each

person has his standing as inevitable

and decided as an English nobleman's.

Our social organization is perfect. Our
circles are within and within each other,

until we come to the creme de la creme

of the Lunts and six other families.

The outer circle is quite extensive, em-

bracing all the personable young men
" who are not embarrassed with ante-

cedents," as one of our number said.

The inner one takes in some graduates
of college, persons who read all the

new books, and give a tone to Bar-

ton. Among the best people are the

Elliotts and Robertses. The lawyers
and shopkeepers come in of course, but

not quite of course anywhere but in

Barton is included the barber. But
Mr. Roberts was an extreme case. He
had been destined to literary pursuits,
became consumptive, and was obliged,

by unforeseen contingencies, to take up
some light employment, which proved
in the end to be shaving. If it had
been holding notes instead of noses,
the employment would have been vastly

genteel, I dare say. As it was, we

thought about the French Emigre's and

marqiiises who made cakes and dressed

hair for a living, and concluded to ad-

mit Mr. Roberts, especially as he mar-

ried a far-away Elliott, and was really
a sensible and cultivated man. But as

we must stop somewhere, we drew a

strict line before the tinman, black-

smith, and Democrats of all sorts. We
are pure-blooded Federalists in Barton,
and were brought up on the Hartford

Convention. I think we all fully be-

lieved that a Democrat was unfit to as-

sociate with decent people.

As in most New England towns, the

young fly from the parent nest as soon

as they are fledged. Out of Barton

have gone, in my time, Boston million-

naires, state secretaries, statesmen, and

missionaries, of the last, not a few.

Once the town was full of odd people,
whose peculiarities and idiosyncrasies
ran to seed, and made strange, eventful

histories.

But we have ceased to take such

microscopic views of each other since

the railway came within ten miles of

us, and are now able to converse on

much more general topics than for-

merly. Not that there is n't still oppor-

tunity to lament over the flighty nature

of kitchen incumbents, and to look after

the domestic interests of all Barton
; but

I think going to Boston several times a

year tends to enlarge the mind, and

gives us more subjects of conversation.

We are quite up in the sculpture at

Mount Auburn, and have our prefer-

ences for Bierstadt and Weber. No-

body in Barton, so far, is known to see

anything but horrors in pre-Raphael-
itism. Some wandering Lyceum-man
tried to imbue us with the new doctrine,

and showed us engravings of Raphael's
first manner, and Perugino. But we
all voted Perugino was detestable, and

would none of him. Besides, none of

the Lunts liked him.

In patriotism, Barton would have

"knocked under to no man," if the

question had been put to it ten years

ago on the Fourth of July. When a

proof of it was required from the pock-

et, on the occasion before alluded to,

of the Mount Vernon Association, 1 re-
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gret to say the response did no credit tomb. I don't never expect to go down
to Barton. South myself, but maybe my son '11 like

Mrs. Lunt made a great many Lady to be buried there." Her son was
Assistant Managers in the town, and buried down South, with many more
sent us forth to gather in the harvest, of our brave Barton boys, little as we
which we could not doubt would be thought of it then !

plentiful. She herself worded a most Now, the butcher and baker, the

touching
"
appeal to the women of Bar- plasterer, and all, have gone to the war.

ton," and described " the majestic deso- They have learned what it is to have a
lation of the spot where the remains of country to live for. They have learned

Washington lie in cold neglect," and to hold up the old flag through thunder-

asked each one for a heart-offering to ings and blood, and to die for it joy-

purchase, beautify, and perpetuate a fully. What a baptism and regenera-

fitting home where pilgrims from all tion it has been ! what a new creation !

parts of the Union should come to fill Behold, old things have passed away,
their urns with the tears of grateful re- and all has become new !

membrance. Soon after the battle of Cedar Moun-
It really seemed unnecessary to urge tain, and Banks's retreat, we had long,

such a claim on a community like ours, full letters from Robert. He wrote a
Yet we found ourselves obliged to ex- separate note to me, in which he said,

haust all the persistency and tact we " Be kind to Percy." It was the very
had. For every conceivable reason Bar- thing I had not been, had not felt

ton refused to respond to our appeals, it possible to be. But, conscience-

The minister, Mr. Ford, declared to me stricken, I went up to call at Colonel

that the sentiment of loyalty did not ex- Lunt's, and read our letters to them,

ist in America. Sometimes, he said, he Percy walked home with me, and we
wished he lived under a monarchy. He talked over the prospects and reverses

envied the heartfelt cheers with which of the war. Of course we would not

Victoria's name was met, everywhere allow there were any real reverses,

on British ground.
" But you can't We went on to my little cottage, and

get people to give to Mount Vernon. I asked her to come in and rest. I re-

They are afraid of slavery there. They member it was a very still evening, ex-

are afraid of this, that, and the other ; cept for a sad south-wind. The breeze

but give they will not." He handed me sighed through the pines in front of the

a dollar, in a hopeless way, which was house, like the sound of distant water.

a four-hundredth of his income. The The long lingering of the sun slanted

blacksmith's wife would not admit me over Percy's brow, as she sat leaning
at all, saying,

" There has been one beg- her head on her hand, and looking

gar here already this morning !

" The away off, as if over thousands of miles,

butcher's wife gave five cents; but I Her pretty pale fingers were purple with

had my doubts about accepting it, for working on hospital shirts and drawers,
while I was indignantly relating the and bloody with pricking through the

desolate condition of the home and slipper soles for the wounded men.

tomb of the Father of his Country, and She was the most untiring and energetic

something about its being a spot only of all the young people; but they all

fit for a wild pelican to live in, the worked well.

butcher himself passed through the We sat there some time without speak-

house, nodding his head at me, and ing. I was full of thought and anxiety,

saying loudly,
" Not a cent, wife !

" and I supposed she too might feel deeply
The plasterer, Mr. Rice, a .respecta- about Robert.

ble Vermonter, asked me who Wash- " Aunt Marian, may I call you

ington was; and Mrs. Goodwin, the so?" said she softly, at length looking
cabinet-maker's wife, said cordially to up.

me,
" There 's ten cents towards a " Why not, Percy ? you always do."
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"
Only, lately, it has seemed to me While Percy kept strong rein on her

you were different." feelings, her impassive manner had de-

She crossed the room and sat down ceived me. Now that my sympathy
on a tabouret so low that she was at my with her made me more keenly alive to

feet, and took my hand with a humble her distress, I saw the deep pain in

sweetness that would have touched any her pale face, and the unnatural look

heart less hard than mine. of grief in one so young. She tied on
"

I used to love to hear him call you her hat in her old, hopeless way, and the

so !

" she went on, caressing my hand, ivory smoothness of her face spoke of

which I did not withdraw, though I self-centred and silent suffering,

should have liked well to do so, for I
" If papa is willing, I shall come to-

did not at all like this attitude we morrow, and tell you part, at least, of

had assumed of penitent and confessor, my sad story ;
and even if he is not

"
I can't expect you to be just to me, willing, I think I must tell you a part

dear Auntie, because you don't know, of it. I owe it to you, Aunt Mari-

But oh ! do believe ! I never guessed an !

"

Robert's feelings for me. How could "
I shall be at home all day, my

I think of it, and I a married wo- dear," I said, kissing the poor, pale lips

man !

" with such tender pity as I had never
" Married ! Percy !

" said I, aston- thought to feel for Percy Lunt.

ished at her agitation and the tears

that flowed down her pale face like

rain. CHAPTER III.
"
Yes," she answered in a voice so

low that I could scarcely hear it. IT was early in September, 1862, and
"Not a widow, Percy Lunt! What on Sunday morning, the day after I had

do you mean ?
" received the promise of at least a par-

"I think I believe my husband tial confidence from Percy. We were

is living. He was so a few months to come home together from meeting,

ago. But I cannot tell you any more and she was to spend the rest of the day
without papa's permission. O, I have quietly with me. Many a query passed
suffered so much ! You would pity me through my mind as I walked along,
if you knew all. But I felt as if I must I wondered at a thousand things, at

tell you this : and then you would un- the mysteries that are directly under

derstand how I might have been, as I our feet, at the true stories that be-

was, so wholly preoccupied with my long to every family, and are never

own feelings and interests as never to known but to the trusted few, at the

guess that Robert's was anything but many that are known but to the one

the regard ot a friend. And, indeed," heart, whereon they are cut in sharp
she added with a sorrowful smile,

"
I letters.

feel so much older than Robert, I As I approached the meeting-house,
have gone through so much, that I feel I saw Mr. Ford talking earnestly with

ten years older than he is. You will Colonel Lunt and Mr. Wilder on the

believe me, Aunt Marian, and forgive porch-step, while the pews were al-

me ?
"

ready full, and the clock pointed to ten

"It is easy to forgive, poor child!" minutes past the usual time. I had
I said, mingling my tears with hers, myself been detained until late, and had
"

I have been cruel and hard-hearted walked rapidly and quite alone,

to you. But I felt only for poor Rob- The heart of the community was on

ert, and how could I guess ?
"

the qui vive so constantly, that any
"You could n't, and that is why I unusual sign startled and alarmed ev-

felt that I must tell you." ery one. A minute more, and Mr.
"

I cannot ask you anything further, Ford passed rapidly up the broad aisle,

it is very strange." his face pale with excitement. Instead
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of the opening prayer, he said to us : see that they were properly and safely
" Brethren and sisters ! there has been delivered. That was a Sunday service

a great battle, a terrible battle at for us !

Antietam ! They have sent on to the I had been sitting in my little keep-
North for aid for the wounded, who are ing-room, knitting at soldiers' stock-

being brought on as fast as possible to ings, (what would Deacon Hall's wife

Washington. But they are brought in and my mother have thought of my do-

by thousands, and everything is need- ing this on a Sunday!) and with the

ed that any of us can spare." tea ready for drawing, when Percy
All of us had risen to our feet. came to make her promised visit. She

"I have thought we should best serve too brought her basket of gray yarn
and praise our God by ministering to and knitting-needles. We were not

the sufferings of our brave boys ! God afraid of becoming atheists, if we did

knows what afflictions are in store for work on a Sunday. Our sheep had all

us ; but all who can aid in this extrem- fallen into ditches on the Sabbath-day,

ity I am sure will do so, and the bless- and we should have been worse than

ing of those ready to perish will fall on Jews not to have laid hold to get them

them/' out. So Percy kept on knitting until

Mr. Ford ceased speaking. He had after our tea was ready, and then helped
two boys with McClellan ;

and then me with the teacups. When we were

Colonel Lunt, in a few words, stated seated at the west window on the wide

the arrangements which had already seat together, she put her arm round

been made by himself and Mr. Wilder, my neck and kissed me.

who was a deacon of the church, to " You will forgive me all, Aunt ?
'

convey any articles that might be con- "
O, you know that beforehand !

J:

tributed to the railroad station ten miles " But I shall not tell you very much,

away. Whatever was gathered togeth- and what I do tell is so unpleasant and

er should be brought to the Common at mortifying to reveal, that it was only

once, where it would be boxed and when I told papa my great reason he

put into the wagons. was willing I should tell you."

"Ah, then and there was hurrying to and fro!"
" Tell me just as much, and JUSt as

But one hour later saw Barton Com- little, as you like, my dear ;
I am willing

mon, an enclosed acre ofground, covered to believe in you without a word," I

with every sort of garment that could said. And so it was ; and philoso-

by any possibility be useful in a hospital, phers may tell, if they can, why it

Besides the incredible numbers of sheets was.

and pillow-cases, wrappers and stock- " You remember my governess, Mad-

ings, which every housekeeper drew ame Guyot ?
>;

forth from her stores, notwithstanding "O, yes, of course, perfectly. Her

her previous belief and assertion that dreadfully pale face and great black

she "
really had nothing more fit to give eyes."

to the soldiers," there were countless " She was so good to me ! I loved

boxes of jellies, preserves, and dried her dearly. But after she died, you re-

fruit. Everything palatable and trans- member, they sent me to Paris to a

portable was brought, with streaming school which she recommended, and

eyes and throbbing hearts, to the gener- which was really a very good one, and

al contribution. From house to house where I was very happy ;
and it was

the electric current of sympathy flowed, after that we travelled so much, and I

and by twelve o'clock Barton Common met "

was a sight to behold. Seventeen boxes " Never mind, my poor dear !

"

full of all imaginable comforts and allevi- said, seeing that she was choked with

atives set off in four wagons for the rail- her sorrowful remembrances,
'

I can

road station, and Colonel Lunt himself guess, you saw there the person,
-

went on with them to Washington to the young man "
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"I was only seventeen, Aunt Mari-

an ! and he was the first man I ever

saw that really interested me at all,

though papa had several proposals for

me from others. But this young man
was so different. He really loved me,
I am sure, or rather I was sure at

the time. He was not in good health,

and I think his tall, fragile, spiritual

person interested all the romance of

my nature. Look at his picture, and
tell me if that is the face of a bad or a

treacherous man !

"

Percy opened a red morocco case

and handed it to me. I gazed on the

face with deep interest. The light, curl-

ing hair and smooth face gave an im-

pression of extreme youth, and the soft

blue eyes had the careless, serene ex-

pression which is often seen in foreign-
ers' eyes, but scarcely ever in those of

Americans. There was none of the

keen, business look apparent in almost

every New England face, but rather an

abstracted, gentle expression, as of one
interested in poetry or scientific pur-

suits,
- -

objects that do not bring him
in conflict with his race.

I expressed something of this to

Percy, and she said I was right about

the poetry, and especially the gentle-
ness. But he had, in fact> only been a

student, and as yet but little of a trav-

eller. They were to have travelled to-

gether after their marriage.
"It was only six weeks after that,

when Charles was obliged to go to the

West Indies on business for his father.

It was the sickly season, and he would
not let me go with him. He was to be
back in England in five or six weeks at

farthest."
" And he was n't lost ?

'-

" Lost to me. Papa heard at one
time that he was living at the West
Indies, and after a time he went there

to search for him in vain. Then,
months after, we heard that he had been
seen in Fayal. Sometimes I think

I almost hope he is dead. For that he
should be willing to go away and live

without me is so dreadful !

"

" You are dressed like a widow ?
"

"
Yes, I desired it myself, after two

years had passed, and not a word came
from Charles. But papa says he has

most likely met with a violent death,
and that these rumors of his having
been seen in Fayal and in the West In-

dies, as we heard once, are only got up
to mislead suspicion. You know papa's

great dislike nay, I may call it weak-
ness is being talked about and dis-

cussed. And he thought the best way
was to say nothing about the peculiar-

ity or mystery attending my marriage,
but merely say I was a widow. Some-

body in Barton said Charles died of a

fever, and as nobody contradicted it, so

it has gone ; but, Aunt Marian, it is

often my hope, and even belief, that I

shall see him again !

"

She stopped talking, and hid her face,

sobbing heavily, like a grieved child.

Poor thing ! I pitied her from my
heart. But what could I say ? People
are not lost, now-a-days. The difficulty
is to be able to hide, try they ever so

much. It looked very dark for this

Charles Lunt ; and, by her own account,

they had not known much about him.

He was a New York merchant, and I

had not much opinion of New York
morals myself. From their own news-

papers, I should say there was more
wickedness than could possibly be

crammed into their dailies going on as

a habit. However, I said nothing of

this sort to poor Percy, whose grief and
mortification had already given her such

a look of suffering as belongs only to

the gloomiest experience of life. I

soothed and comforted her as well as I

might, and it does n't always take a

similar experience to give consolation.

She said it was a real comfort to tell

me about her trouble, and I dare say it

was.

When Colonel Lunt got back from

Washington, he had a great deal to tell

us all, which he did, at our next sol-

diers' meeting, of the good which the

Barton boxes had done. But he said

it was a really wonderful sight to see

the amount of relief contributed on that

Lord's day, from all parts of the North,
for the wounded. Every train brought
in hundreds and thousands of packages
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and boxes, filled with comforts and Barton. I knew now that I was to hear

delicacies. If the boys had been at poor Percy's story over again, with the

home, they could not have been cared Colonel's emendations and illustrations.

for more tenderly and abundantly. I was in the carriage, and there was no
And the nurses in the hospitals ! Colo- getting out of it. Mrs. Lunt was used
nel Lunt could n't say enough about to him, and, I do believe, would like

them. It was a treat to be watched nothing better than to hear his old sto-

over and consoled by such minister- ries over and over, from January to

ing angels as these women were ! We December. But I was n't of a patient
could believe that, if they were at all make.

like Anna Ford, who went, she said,
" to Colonel Lunt was a gentleman of the

help the soldiers bear the pain !

" And old school, which means, according to

I know she did that in a hundred cases, my experience, a person who likes to

cases where the men said they should spend a long time getting at a joke or

have given up entirely, if she had n't telling a story. He was a long time

held their hands, or their heads, while telling this, with the aid of Mrs. Lunt,
their wounds were being dressed. "

It who put in her corrections now and
made it seem so like their own mother then, in a gentle, wifely way all her

or sister !

"
own, and which helped, instead of hin-

That fall, I think, Barton put up dering him.

eighty boxes of blackberry jam. This "And now, may I ask, my dear Colo-

was n't done without such a correspond- nel," said I, when he had finished,

ing amount of sympathy in every good
"
why don't you, or rather why did n't

word and. work as makes a community you tell Percy the whole story?"
take long leaps in Christian progress. The Colonel pulled the check-string.

Barton could not help improving moral- " Thomas ! drive slowly home now,

ly and mentally while her sons were do- and go round by the Devil's Dish-

ing the country's work of regeneration ;
ful."

and her daughters forgot their round This is one of the loveliest drives

tires like the moon, their braidings of about Barton. I knew that the Colo-

hair, and their tinkling ornaments, while nel's mind was easy,

they devoted themselves to all that was " What need is there, or was there,

highest and noblest both in thought to cloud Percy's life with such knowl-

and action. I was proud of Barton edge ? Why, my dear Miss Elliott, if

girls, when I saw them on the hills, in we all knew what other people know
their sun -bonnets, gathering the fruit about us, we should be wretched !

that was to be for the healing of the No ! the mysteries of life are as mer-

nations. ciful as the revelations ; let us be

Soon after Colonel Lunt's return, he thankful for all that we do not know."

told me one day, in one of his cautious " And I am sure we could n't love

whispers, that he and Mrs. Lunt pro- Percy any more than we do, let her

posed to take me over to Swampy Hoi- birth or circumstances be what they

low, if it would be agreeable to me. would," said Mrs. Lunt.

Of course it was
;
but I was surprised,

"
I don't believe in natural affection,

when we were fairly shut up in the car- myself," said the Colonel ;

" but if I

riage, to find no Percy with us. did, it would be enough to hear Percy
" We left her at home purposely," congratulating herself on being of ' our

said Colonel Lunt, in a mysterious way, very own blood, a real Lunt !

' Poor

which he was fond of, and which always child ! why should we trouble her ? And

enraged me. I have often heard her say, she thought
I don't like mysteries or whisper- any blot on one's lineage the greatest

ings, and yet, from an unfortunate " re- of misfortunes."

ceptivity
"

in my nature, I am the un- " The reason the Colonel wanted to

willing depositary of half the secrets of tell you about Percy was this. Now
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that her husband may be dead, who house, without chick or child in it for

knew all about her, it is just possible years and years ;
full of rooms and

that circumstances may arise that would furniture and black people, and nowhere
need the interference of friends. If we the shout and cry of a baby. There
were to die, the secret might die with was nobody to be anxious about,
us. We are sure it will be safe with nobody gone away or coming home, or

you, Aunt Marian, and we think that, to be wept for, or to be joyful for ;

as you know about her husband, you only their two stupid selves. Madam
had better know the whole." pottering about the great house, dust-

Now this whole I propose to tell, ing with a feather duster all the knick-

myself, in one tenth part of the time it knacks that she had brought home from

took the Colonel to tell me, prefacing it Europe, and that she might have just
with a few facts about himself, which I as well bought in New York after she

guess he does not think that I know, got home; and he putting up books
and which relate to his early beginnings, and taking them down, riding out on
Of course, all Barton is fully acquainted his white horse, and having somebody
with the fact that he was born in the to dine once in awhile, could'any life

north of Vermont, at " the jumping-oif be drearier and more tiresome ?

place." He came to Boston, mostly on Why people who have great empty
foot, and began his career in a small houses and hearts don't rush into the

shop in Cornhill, where he sold ban- street and pick up the first dozen lit-

dannas, and the like. This imports tie vagabonds they see, I can't think,

nothing, only he came by and by to With soap-suds, love, and the tender-

associate with lords and dukes. And est care, why don't they baptize them,
that shows what comes of being an body and soul, and keep them to make
American. He fell among Perkinses and music in their silent halls, and, when

Sturgises, and after working hard for their time comes, have something worth

them in China, and getting a great deal to render up to the child-loving Christ ?

to do in the "
carrying-trade," whatever Especially, why did n't two such affec-

that may be, retired on his half -mil- tionate, tender-hearted persons as Colo-

lion to Maryland, where he lived awhile, nel Lunt and his wife ? But they did

until he went to Europe. After he re- not. They only waxed duller and dull-

turned he bought the Schuyler place, er, sitting there by their Christmas fires,

which had been for sale years and years, that warmed no hearts but their own,
But in Barton we like new things, and rapidly growing cold,

we saw no beauty in the old house, with They sat alone by their Christmas

its long walk of nearly a quarter of a fire one night, at last, to some purpose,
mile to the front door, bordered with All the servants had gone off pleasur-
box. The Colonel, whose taste has ing somewhere, where it is to be hoped
been differently cultivated, has made a there were children enough. The Colo-

beautiful place of it, applying some of nel went himself to the door and
the old French notions of gardening, brought in a market-basket that stood

where the trees would admit of being in the porch. He opened it by the

cut into grotesque shapes, and leaving light of a blazing fire, and Mrs. Lunt
the shade-trees, stately and handsome, guessed, at every wrapper he turned

as they always were. Now to his story down, something, and then something
in my own words. else ; but she never guessed a baby.

Yet there it lay, with eyes wide open,
a perfect baby, nobly planned ;

a

CHAPTER IV. year old or more ;
and no more afraid

of the Colonel than if it had been in so-

I CAN'T think of a more desolate ciety ten years. The little girl sprang

place than they had in Maryland, by forward towards him, laughing, and by
their own account ; a great, dismal doing so won his heart at once. Mrs.
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Lunt found credentials in the basket, tion was peculiar. Squeers thought it

in the shape of a note written in good best for people to learn how to spell

English and spelled correctly. The windows by washing them, "And
wardrobe of the baby accompanied her then, you know, they don't forget. Win-
also, fine and delicately embroidered, ders, there 't is." And the Colonel ap-
The note said that circumstances of the proved of learning geography by going

rnost^ painful nature made it imperative to the places themselves, and especially
to the mother of this child to keep her- of learning the languages on the spot,
self unknown for a time

; but mean- This, he contended, was the only cor-

while begged the charitable care of rect way, and enough better than by
Colonel Lunt. hammering forever at school-books and
The child, of course, took straight masters. It was in pursuance of this

hold of their heart-strings. She made somewhat desultory, but healthful mode
the house ring with her shouts and her of education, that the family found it-

healthy glee. She toddled over every- self, in 1857, at Baden-Baden,

thing without restraint ; tumbled over As usual, there were, in the crowds
Chinese tea-poys and Japan idols ; up- there assembled for health and pleas-
set the alabaster Graces in the best ure, a great many English ; among
parlor, and pulled every knick-knack them several persons of high rank,

out of its proper place. Here were German princes and counts,
The worthy couple wondered at the so plenty that Percy got tired of won-

happiness this naughty little thing dering they were not more refined and

brought ; and a tyranny, but one very agreeable. She was herself a great at-

sweet and fair, triumphed in the deco- traction there, and, the Colonel said,
rous parlor and over the decorous old had many admirers. Among the guests
hearts. The baby was in a fair way was an English family that took great
of becoming a spoiled pest, when her notice of her, and made many advan-
own mother, in the character of French ces towards intimacy. The two young
bonne, and afterwards of governess, ladies and their father seemed equally
came to the rescue. She told her story, pleased and interested in the Lunts,
which was rather a strange one, to the and when they left Baden-Baden asked

Colonel, and they made an arrange- them to make them a visit in the au-

ment with her to come and take care of tumn.at their house in Derbyshire,
the child. It was planned between them Thinking of this, I am not much sur-

that Percy (her name is Amy Percival) prised. For the Colonel's manners are

should personate the only child of a de- unexceptionably good, with a simplicity
ceased brother of the Colonel, and be and a self-reliance that mark a true gen-

adopted by him as his own daughter, tleman ; while Mrs. Lunt is the love-

Thenceforward the poor pale Madame liest and best-bred woman in Barton,

Guyot took up her abode with them, and consequently fit society for any no-

like Amram's wife at the Egyptian bleman.

court. I remember how sad and silent When the Lunts went to England, in

she always was, and how much her October, they visited these people. And
French speech separated her from us there they found Charles Lunt, a sec-

all in Barton. No wonder to me now ond-cousin of the Colonel's, a New-
that she faded day by day, till her life Yorker, and a graduate of Oxford. His

went out. No wonder that she was father had sent him to England to be

glad to exchange those memories of finished off, after Yale had done its best

hers, and Percy's duty-kisses, for the for him here. He and Percy fell in

green grave. love immediately, and matters came to

When the child was fourteen, the a climax.

Colonel took her abroad, but before Colonel Lunt did not desire the con-

that time the governess died. In some nection at all. Charles's mother was

respects the Colonel's theory of educa- related to the family where they were
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visiting, and, as he himself would feel

it incumbent on him to state the facts

relative to Percy's birth, he foresaw

distinctly only a mortifying relinquish-

ment of the alliance. Charles was, in

fact, on his mother's side, second-cou-

sin to an English Earl. The name of

the Earl I don't give, for the good rea-

son that the Colonel kept it a secret,

and, even if I knew, I should not wish

to reveal it.

Before Colonel Lunt could act on his

impressions and decisions, Charles cut

the knot by asking his relative, the Earl,

to make proposals for him. He was of

age, with an independent fortune, and

could please himself, and it pleased him
to marry Percy.
Then the Colonel asked to see

Charles, and he was called in. He

began by declining the connection ;

but finding this mortifying and myste-
rious to both the gentlemen, he ended

by a plain statement of such of the

facts as he had been made acquainted
with by Madame Guyot.

"
I don't know the name of Percy's

father," said the Colonel, "the poor
woman would give me no clew to him,

but he may be living, he may
some time trace and claim her !

"

" Does this make any difference to

you, Charles ?
" said the Earl, when

Colonel Lunt had finished.
" Not a jot !

" said Charles, warmly.
"

It is n't likely her father will ever

either trace or claim her
; and, if he

should even, and all should come out.

why, I care nothing for it, nothing,
I mean, in comparison with Percy."
Of course then the Colonel had no

objections.
*' Now, is it best, all things consid-

ered," said the Earl, who took the in-

terest of a father in Charles,
"
is it best

to say anything to Percy of her real

history ?
"

Charles thought not by any means,
and it was so agreed among the

three. The young man left the room
to go to his confident wooing, for

there was not much reason to doubt

of his fate, and left Colonel Lunt with

the Earl.

"Nothing can be more honorable
than your whole proceeding, Colonel,
in this matter. You might have kept
the thing quiet, if you had so chosen."

"
I always meant to tell any man who

really desired to marry Percy," said

the Colonel ;

" we never can tell what

may happen, and I would n't be such a

swindler as to keep these facts from

him, on which his whole decision might
rest."

The Colonel looked at the Earl,

"looked him straight in the eye," he

said, for he felt it an imputation on
his honor that he could have been sup-

posed for a moment to do otherwise

than he had done. To his surprise the

Earl turned very red, and then very

pale, and said, holding out his hand,
" You have kept my secret well, Colonel

Lunt ! and I thank you for it !

"

" You are Percy's father !
" said the

Colonel, at once.

The Earl wrung his hand hard. It

is n't the English nature to express

much, but it was plain that the past
was full of mournful and distressful

remembrances.
"

I never thought of it till this in-

stant," said Colonel Lunt,
" and I don't

know how I knew it ; but it was written

in your face. She never told me who
it was !

"

" But she wrote to me about you,
and about the child. I have watched

your comings and goings these many
years. I knew I should meet you
where I did. You may guess my feel-

ings at seeing my beautiful child, at

seeing how lovely in mind and person
she is, and at being unable to call her

my own ! I was well punished the

first hour after I met you. But my
next hope and desire was to interest

you all enough in my own family to

induce you to come here. In fact, I

did think you were the depositary of

my secret. But I see I was wrong
there."

"
Yes," the Colonel said,

" Madame

Guyot simply informed me the child's

father would never claim her, and that

the name was an assumed one. I saw
how it probably was, but I respected
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her too much to ask anything which ings. In twenty years I have changed
she did not herself choose to reveal, very much every way, but I have never
I think she was one of the loveliest ceased to feel self-contempt for my con-

and most superior women I ever saw, duct to Amy Percival."

though, at the time I first met her, she Now a new question arose,

showed that her health was fatally un- Was it best to reveal this last secret

dermined. It was much on her ac- to Charles ? He had been content to

count that I left Maryland for the more take Percy, nameless and illegitimate,

equable climate of Barton." The Earl was extremely unwilling to
" You were everything to her that extend his confidence further than

the most tender and noble friends could Colonel Lunt. It seemed to him un-

be !

" said the Earl, warmly.
" She necessary. He said he desired to give

wrote me of all your kindness. Now Percy the same share of his property
let me tell you a little about her. She that his other two daughters would re-

was my sister's governess, and I saw ceive on their marriage, but that he
her in my college vacations. I need could not openly do this without ex-

not tell you how lovely she was in her citing remarks and provoking unpleas-

youth. She was no French girl, but a ant feelings. Colonel Lunt considered

country curate's daughter in Hamp- that the secret was not his to keep or

shire. Now, Colonel Lunt, it would reveal. So nothing was said, and the

have been as impossible for me to marriage took place at the house of

marry that girl no matter how beau- the Earl
;
Colonel Lunt receiving from

tiful, refined, and good as if she Percy's father ten thousand pounds, as

had been a Hottentot. How often I some atonement by a wounded con-

have wished to throw birth, connec- science.

tions, name, title, everything, to the "
Now," said the Colonel, as he fin-

winds, that I might take Amy Percival ished his long story, and we drove up
to my heart and hold her there legal- to his house,

" I say it was a mean cow-

ly ! How I have .envied the Ameri- ardice that kept that man from doing
cans, who care nothing for antece- his daughter justice. But then he was

dents, to whom birth and social posi- a scoundrel all through. And now for

tion are literally nothing, often not my reason for telling you. I have my
even fortunate accidents! How many doubts, after all, about the first marriage,
times I have read your papers, and im- There are the certificate and all the pa-

agined myself thrown on my own re- pers safe in my desk. Earls may die,

sources only, like so many of your and worms may eat them, and so

successful men, and making my own with their sons and daughters. It is n't

way among you, taking my Amy with among the impossibilities that my little

me and giving her a respectable and Percy may be a countess yet ! Any
happy home! But these social cob- way, if an advertisement should appear
webs by which we poor flies are calling for heirs to the Earl of Blank,

caught and held, it is very hard to somebody besides me and my little

break them ! I was always going to woman would know all about it."

do right, and always did wrong. Af- Mrs. Lunt insisted on my stopping
ter my great wrong to Amy, which to tea with them, and I had a strange
was a pretended marriage, she left me, curiosity to look at Percy Lunt again,

she had found out my villany, surrounded with this new halo, thrice

and went to America. She did not circled, of mystery. If she only knew
write to me until she knew she must or guessed what she really was !

die, and then she related every par- She sat by the fire, for the evening

ticular, all your great kindness to was a little cool, and, as we came in,

both her and the child, and the moth- roused herself from her sad posture to

erly tenderness with which Mrs. Lunt give me welcome. How white her face

had endeavored to soften her suffer- was ! It was grievous to see such a
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young spirit so blanched, so utterly tinued undemonstrative, so far as words
unelastic. If she could receive tidings went

; but she clung most eloquently to

of his death, she would reconcile her- his neck with both her hands, the joyful
self to the inevitable ; but this wearing, light from her eyes streaming silently

gnawing pain, this grief at his deser- into his. O, it was fair to see, this

tion, this dread of meeting him again might of human love, this mystery
after he had been willing to leave her that needed no solving ! His face shed-

so long, death itself would be less ding fidelity and joyfulness, and her

bitter ! But there were no words to heart accepting it with a trust that had
console her with. not one question !

" You have had letters from Robert ?
" In a few but most eloquent words

she inquired. he told us his adventures. But that
"
Only a telegram came saying that would make a story by itself. A ship-

the Barton boys were safe. It must wreck, and capture by Japanese pi-

have been a dreadful battle ! They say rates, prison, escape, landing at

twelve thousand were killed on each Mobile, pressed into the Rebel ser-

side." vice, battle, prisoner to the Union
" But you will hear very soon ?

"
forces, glad taking of the oath of alle-

"O, yes," I said,
" but Robert must giance, interview with General Banks,

have his hands very full. He will write and service at last for the North. It

as soon as he has a minute of lei- was a wild, strange story of suffering,
sure." hardships, and wonderful escapes. Colo-

Robert was colonel now, and we were nel Lunt said he never should have

very proud of him. He had not yet known the man, nor guessed at him,
received a scratch, and he had been in but for his eyes, he was so altered in

eleven battles. We felt as if he bore every way, so rough and strong-look-
a charmed life. ing, with his complexion tanned and

After tea, we four sat round the weather-beaten; and he had always
sparkling wood-fire, knitting and talk- been such a delicate, curled darling of

ing, (people in war-time have enough to indulgent parents ! However, he looked
talk about,) when a loud, sudden knock twice the man he was before, Mrs.
at the door startled us. The old knocker Lunt whispered me; and Percy could

thumped again and again. The servant not take her eyes off him, he looked so
hurried to the door, and a moment after strong and noble, and his face so full

a man rushed by him, with swift and of high thoughts,

heavy steps into the parlor, caught up He had been in several battles, and

Percy as if she had been a feather, had been wounded twice. After his first

and held her tight to his heart and wound he had been some time in a
mouth. Southern hospital.

" And now I think
He had not taken off his army cap, of it, Percy," he said, turning suddenly

nor his blue great coat. We all sprang to her, and taking her on his keee as

up at his entrance, of course, but I had if .she had been a baby,
"

it was in a
n't a thought who it could be, until hospital that I found out where you
Colonel Lunt called out " Charles ! " were. You must know that I had n't

There he was, to be sure, as alive as the least clew to your whereabout, and
he could be, with his great red beard, thought of you as most likely still in

and his face tanned and burnt like a London. You know our plan was to

brick ! He took no notice of us what- travel together for some months, and I

ever, only kept kissing Percy over and could not guess where you might be,

over, till her face, which was white as if indeed you were alive. After the

death, was covered with living crim- battle the other day, I went into one of

son, and her heavy-lidded eyes turned the improvised hospitals to look after

to stars for brightness ! some brave fellows of mine, when one
After her fashion, Percy still con- of the nurses asked me for directions
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as to the burial of some men who had " Do you remember at all how he

just been brought in. They had officers' looked ?
" Mrs. Lunt asked, for I could

uniforms on, and it was ascertained not speak.
that they were really dead. As I turned "The young officer? Yes, Madam,
to give the necessary directions, a man I looked keenly at him, you may be

at my side, who was smoothing down sure. He was tall and fine-looking,
the limbs of one who had just ceased to with dark, curling hair, and his regu-

breathe, handed me a photograph from lar features were smiling and peace-
the man's breast, all rumpled and bloody, ful. They mostly look so who are shot

I recognized it in a moment as yours, dead at once. And this one had not

Percy, though how it should have suffered. He had died at the moment
been in that man's breast, I could n't of triumph."
see." I went home to fear and to weep. It

Percy and I looked at each other, seemed too certain. And time brought
But we dared not think. He went us the truth. Robert had fallen as he

on. would have chosen to fall, leading on
"

I could not recognize him. But he his men. He was so tall, and he was
was one of so many who were brought such a shining mark for death ! But
in on that terrible day after the battle, I knew that no din of cannon or roar

and except my own company I scarcely of battle was loud enough to overcome
knew any of the officers. But I saw by the still, small voices of home, and that

the photograph where you were, at least his last thought was, as he wrote me it

the name on the back was a guide. It would be,
" of you all."

was Barton, Mass., and the date of O beautiful, valiant youth ! O fearful

April, 1 86 1. So, as I had worked pretty ploughshare, tearing thy way through
well at Antietam, Little Mac gave me a so many bleeding hearts ! O terrible

week's furlough, and I thought I would throes, out of which a new nation

try it !
" must be born !

IN THE HEMLOCKS.

MOST people receive with incredu- know lived there, and which were not

lity a statement of the number of put out when Spaulding, whistling,
birds that annually visit our climate, drove his team through their lower

Very few even are aware of half the halls. They did not go into society in

number that spend the summer in their the village ; they were quite well ; they
own immediate vicinity. We little sus- had sons and daughters ; they neither

pect, when we walk in the woods, whose wove nor spun ; there was a sound as

privacy we are intruding upon, what of suppressed hilarity,

rare and elegant visitants from Mexico, I take it for granted that the forester

from Central and South America, and was only saying a pretty thing of the

from the islands of the sea, are holding birds, though I have observed that it

their reunions in the branches over our does sometimes annoy them when

heads, or pursuing their pleasure on the Spaulding's cart rumbles through their

ground before us. house. Generally, however, they are

I recall the altogether admirable and as unconscious of Spaulding as Spaul-

shining family which Thoreau dreamed ding is of them.

he saw in the upper chambers of Spaul- Walking the other day in an old hem-

ding's woods, which Spaulding did not lock wood, I counted over forty varie-
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ties of these summer visitants, many of was at no time a tolerable road ; trees

them common to other woods in the fell across it, mud and limbs choked it

vicinity, but quite a number peculiar to up, till finally travellers took the hint

these ancient solitudes, and not a few and went around
;
and now, walking

that are rare in any locality. It is quite along its deserted course, I see only the

unusual to find so large a number abid- footprints of coons, foxes, and squirrels,

ing in one forest, and that not a large Nature loves such woods, and places

one, most of them nesting and spend- her own seal upon them. Here she

ing the summer there. Many of those shows me what can be done with ferns

I observed commonly pass this season and mosses and lichens. The soil is

much farther north. But the geograph- marrowy and full of innumerable for-

ical distribution of birds is rather a cli- ests. Standing in these fragrant aisles,

matical one. The same temperature, I feel the strength of the vegetable

though under different parallels, usually kingdom and am awed by the deep and

attracts the same birds ; difference in inscrutable processes of life going on

altitude being equivalent to the differ- so silently about me.

ence in latitude. A given height above No hostile forms with axe or spud
the sea level under the parallel of 30 now visit these solitudes. The cows

may have the same climate as places have half-hidden ways through them,
under that of 35, and similar Flora and and know where the best browsing is to

Fauna. At the head -waters of the be had. In spring the farmer repairs

Delaware, where I write, the latitude to their bordering of maples to make
is that of Boston, but the region has a sugar ;

in July and August women and
much greater elevation, and hence a boys from all the country about pen-
climate that compares better with the etrate the old Barkpeeling for rasp-
northern part of the State and of New berries and blackberries

; and I know

England. Half a day's drive to the a youth who wonderingly follows their

southeast brings me down into quite a languid stream casting for trout,

different temperature, with an older ge- In like spirit, alert and buoyant, on

ological formation, different forest tim- this bright June morning go I also to

ber, and different birds, even with dif- reap my harvest, pursuing a sweet
ferent mammals. Neither the little Gray more delectable than sugar, fruit more
Rabbit nor the little Gray Fox is found savory than berries, and game for an-

in my locality, but the great Northern
.

other palate than that tickled by trout.

Hare and the Red Fox are seen here. June, of all the months, the student

In the last century a colony of beavers of ornithology can least afford to lose,

dwelt here, though the oldest inhabit- Most birds are nesting then, and in full

ant cannot now point to even the tra- song and plumage. And what is a bird

ditional site of their dams. The an- without its song ? Do we not wait for

cient hemlocks, whither I propose to the stranger to speak ? It seems to

take the reader, are rich in manyjihings me that I do not know a bird till I have
beside birds. Indeed, their wealth in heard its voice

;
then I come nearer it at

this respect is owing mainly, no doubt, once, and it possesses a human interest

to their rank vegetable growths, their to me. I have met the Gray-cheeked
fruitful swamps, and their. dark, shel- Thrush (Turdus alicicE) in the woods,
tered retreats. and held him in my hand

;
still I do not

Their history is of an heroic cast, know him. The silence of the Cedar-

Ravished and torn by the tanner in his Bird throws a mystery about him which
thirst for bark, preyed upon by the lum- neither his good looks nor his petty
berman, assaulted and beaten back by larcenies in cherry time can dispel. A
the settler, still their spirit has never bird's song contains a clew to its life,

been broken, their energies never par- and establishes a sympathy, an under-

alyzed. Not many years ago a public standing, between itself and the admir-

highway passed through them, but it ing listener.

VOL. xvii. NO. 104. 43
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I descend a steep hill, and approach larger, slimmer bird, with ', faint bluish

the hemlocks through a large sugar- crown, and a light line ' ei the eye.
bush. When twenty rods distant, I His movements are pecuhar. You may
hear all along the line of the forest the see him hopping among the limbs, ex-

incessant warble of the Red-eyed Fly- ploring the under side of the leaves,
catcher (Vireosylma olivacea), cheerful peering to the right and left, now flit-

and happy as the merry whistle of a ting a few feet, now hopping as many,
schoolboy. He is one of our most com- and warbling incessantly, occasionally
mon and widely distributed birds. Ap- in a subdued tone, which sounds from

proach any forest at any hour of the a very indefinite distance. When he

day, in any kind of weather, from May has found a worm to his liking, he turns

to August, in any of the Middle or lengthwise of the limb, and bruises its

Eastern districts, and the chances are head with his beak before devouring it.

that the first note you hear will be his. As I enter the woods the Slate-col-

Rain or shine, before noon or after, in ored Snowbird (Fringilla Hudsonia)
the deep forest or in the village grove, starts up before me and chirps sharply.

when it is too hot for the thrushes or His protest when thus disturbed is al-

too cold and windy for the warblers, most metallic in its sharpness. He
it is never out of time pr place for this breeds here, and is not esteemed a snow-
little minstrel to indulge his cheerful bird at all, as he disappears at the near

strain. In the deep wilds of the Adi- approach of winter, and returns again
rondac, where few birds are seen and in spring, like the Song-Sparrow, and
fewer heard, his note was almost con- is not in any way associated with the

stantly in my ear. Always busy, mak- cold and the snow. So different are

ing it a point never to suspend for one the habits of birds in different localities,

moment his occupation to indulge his Even the Crow does not winter here,
musical taste, his lay is that of industry and is seldom seen after December or

and contentment. There is nothing before March.

plaintive or especially musical in his The Snow-Bird, or " Black Chipping-

performance, but the sentiment ex- Bird," as it is known among the farm-

pressed is eminently that of cheerful- ers, is the finest architect of any of the

ness. Indeed the songs of most birds ground-builders known to me. The site

have some human significance, which, of its nest is usually some low bank
I think, is the source of the delight we by the roadside near a wood. In a

take in them. The song of the Bobo- slight excavation, with a partially con-

link, to me, expresses hilarity ;
the cealed entrance, the exquisite structure

Song-Sparrow's, faith ; the Bluebird's, is placed. Horse-hair and cow-hair are

love
; the Cat-Bird's, pride ;

the White- plentifully used, imparting to the inte-

eyed Flycatcher's, self-consciousness ;
rior of the nest great symmetry and

that of the Hermit -Thrush, spiritual firmness as well as softness,

serenity ; while there is something mil- Passing down through the maple

itary in the call of the Robin, and un- arches, barely pausing to observe the

alloyed contentment in the warble of antics of a trio of squirrels, two gray
the Red-eyed Vireo. ones and a black one, I cross an an-

This bird is classed among the fly- cient brush fence and am fairly within

catchers, but is much more of a worm- the old hemlocks, and in one of the

eater, and has few of the traits or hab- most primitive, undisturbed nooks. In

its of the Muscicapa or the true Sylvia, the deep moss I tread as with muffled

He resembles somewhat the Warbling feet, and the pupils of my eyes dilate

Vireo (Vireo gilvus), and the two birds in the dim, almost religious light. The
are often confounded by careless ob- irreverent red squirrels, however, run

servers. Both warble in the same cheer- and snicker at my approach, or mock
ful strain, but the latter more contin- the solitude with their ridiculous chat-

uously and rapidly. The Red-Eye is a tering and frisking.
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This no< 4i is the chosen haunt of the ness of the spots upon his breast. The
Winter W: *i. This is the only place Wood-Thrush has very clear, distinct

and these tiie only woods in which I oval spots on a white ground ;
in the

find him in this vicinity. His voice Hermit, the spots run more into lines,

fills these dim aisles, as if aided by on a ground of a faint bluish-white ;
in

some marvellous sounding-board. In- the Veery, the marks are almost obso-

deed, his song is very strong for so lete, and a few rods off his breast pre-

small a bird, and unites in a remarkable sents only a dull yellowish appearance,

degree brilliancy and plaintiveness. I To get a good view of him you have

think of a tremulous vibrating tongue only to sit down in his haunts, as in

of silver. You may know it is the song such cases he seems equally anxious

of a wren, from its gushing lyrical char- to get a good view of you.
acter ; but you must needs look sharp to From those tall hemlocks proceeds a

see the little minstrel, especially while very fine insect-like warble, and occa-

in the act of singing. He is nearly sionally I see a spray teeter, or catch

the color of the ground and the leaves
;

the flit of a wing. I watch and watch

he never ascends the tall trees, but till my head grows dizzy and my neck

keeps low, flitting from stump to stump is in danger of permanent displacement,
and from root to root, dodging in and and still do not get a good view. Pres-

out of his hiding-places, and watchjng ently the bird darts, or, as it seems,
all intruders with a suspicious eye. He falls down a few feet in pursuit of a

has a very perk, almost comical look, fly or moth, and I see the whole of it,

His tail stands more than perpendicu- but in the dim light am undecided,

lar : it points straight toward his head. It is for such emergencies that I have

He is the least ostentatious singer I brought this gun. A bird in the hand
know of. He does not strike an atti- is worth half a dozen in the bush,

tude, and lift up his head in prepara- even for ornithological purposes ; and

tion, and, as it were, clear his throat
; no sure and rapid progress can be

but sits there on the log and pours out made in the study without taking life,

his music, looking straight before him, without procuring specimens. This

or even down at the ground. As a bird is a Warbler, plainly enough,

songster, he has but few superiors. I from his habits and manner ; but what
do not hear him after the first week in kind of Warbler ? Look on him and

July. name him : a deep orange or flame-

While sitting on this soft-cushioned colored throat and breast
;

the same

log, tasting the pungent acidulous wood- color showing also in a line over the

sorrel (Oxalis acetorella), the blossoms eye and in his crown
;
back variegated

of which, large and pink-veined, rise ev- black and white. The female is less

erywhere above the moss, a rufous-col- marked and brilliant. The Orange-
ored bird flies quickly past, and, alight- throated Warbler would seem to be his

ing on a low limb a few rods off, salutes right name, his characteristic cogno-
me with "Whew ! Whew '" or " Whoit ! men

;
but no, he is doomed to wear the

Whoit !

" almost as you would whistle for name of some discoverer, perhaps the

your dog. I see by his impulsive, grace- first who robbed his nest or rifled him
ful movements, and his dimly speckled of his mate, Blackburn

; hence, Black-

breast, that it is a Thrush. Presently he burnian Warbler. The burn seems ap-
utters a few soft, mellow, flute-like notes, propriate enough, for in these dark ever-

one of the most simple expressions of greens his throat and breast show like

melody to be heard, and scuds away, flame. He has a very fine warble, sug-
and I see it is the Veery or Wilson's gesting that of the Redstart, but not

Thrush. He is the least of the Thrush- especially musical. I find him in no

es in size, being about that of the com- other woods in this vicinity,

mon Bluebird, and he may be distin- I am attracted by another warble in

guished from his relatives by the dim- the same locality, and experience a like
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difficulty in getting a good view of the ral !

" he seems to say ;

" O holy, holy !

author of it. It is quite a noticeable O clear away, clear away ! O clear up,

strain, sharp and sibilant, and sounds clear up !

"
interspersed with the finest

well amid the old trees. In the upland trills and the most delicate preludes,

woods of beech and maple it is a more It is not a proud, gorgeous strain, like

familiar sound than in these solitudes, the Tanager's or the Grosbeak's
; sug-

On taking the bird in your hand, even gests no passion or emotion, nothing
if you are not a young lady, you will personal, but seems to be the voice

probably exclaim,
" How beautiful !

" of that calm, sweet solemnity one at-

So tiny and elegant, the smallest of the tains to in his best moments. It real-

Warblers ;
a delicate blue back, with izes a peace and a deep, solemn joy

a slight bronze-colored triangular spot that only the finest souls may know,

between the shoulders ; upper mandi- A few nights ago I ascended a moun-
ble black

;
lower mandible yellow as tain to see the world by moonlight ;

gold ; throat yellow, becoming a dark and when near the summit the Hermit
bronze on the breast. Blue Yellow- commenced his evening hymn a few

Back he is called, though the yellow is rods from me. Listening to this strain

much nearer a bronze. He is remark- on the lone mountain, with the full

ably delicate and beautiful, the hand- moon just rounded from the horizon,

somest, as he is the smallest, of the the pomp of your cities and the pride
Warblers known to me. It is never of your civilization seemed trivial and

without surprise that I find amid these cheap.

rugged, savage aspects of Nature crea- Whether it is because of their rare-

tures so fairy and delicate. But such ness, or an accident of my observation,

is the law. Go to the sea or climb the or a characteristic trait, I cannot tell, yet

mountain, and with the ruggedest and I have never known two of these birds

the savagest you will find likewise the to be singing at the same time in the

fairest and the most delicate. The same locality, rivalling each other, like

greatness and the minuteness of Na- the Wood-Thrush or the Veery. Shoot-

ture pass all understanding. ing one from a tree, I have observed

Ever since I entered the woods, even another take up the strain from almost

while listening to the lesser songsters, the identical perch in less than ten

or contemplating the silent forms about minutes afterward. Later in the day,

me, a strain has reached my ear from when I had penetrated the heart of the

out the depths of the forest that to me old Barkpeeling, I came suddenly upon
is the finest sound in nature, the song one singing from a low stump, and for

of the Hermit -Thrush. I often hear a wonder he did not seem alarmed, but

him thus a long way off, sometimes over lifted up his divine voice as if his pri-

a quarter of a mile away, when only vacy was undisturbed. I open his beak

the stronger and more perfect parts of and find the inside yellow as gold. I

his music reach me ; and through the was prepared to find it inlaid with

general chorus of Wrens and War- pearls and diamonds, or to see an an-

blers I detect this sound rising pure gel issue from it.

and serene, as if a spirit from some He is not much in the books. In-

remote height were slowly chanting a deed, I am acquainted with scarcely

divine accompaniment. This song ap- any writer on ornithology whose head

peals to the sentiment of the beautiful is not muddled on the subject of our

in me, and suggests a serene religious three prevailing song -thrushes, con-

beatitude as no other sound in nature founding either their figures or their

does. It is perhaps more of an even- songs. A writer in the Atlantic *
grave-

ing than a morning hymn, though I ly tells us the Wood -Thrush is some-

hear it at all hours of the day. It is times called the Hermit, and then, after

very simple, and I can hardly tell the describing the song of the Hermit with

secret of its charm. " O spheral, sphe- * For December, 1858.
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great beauty and correctness, coolly as-

cribes it to the Veery ! The new Cy-

dopasdia, fresh from the study of Audu-

bon, says the Hermit's song consists

of a single plaintive note, and that the

Veery's resembles that of the Wood-
Thrush ! These observations deserve

to be preserved with that of the author

of " Out-door Papers," who tells us the

trill of the Hair-Bird (Fringilla socia-

lis) is produced by the bird fluttering

its wings upon its sides ! The Hermit-

Thrush may be easily identified by his

color
;

his back being a clear olive-

brown, becoming rufous on his rump
and tail. A quill from his wing placed
beside one from his tail, on a dark

ground, presents quite a marked con-

trast.

I walk along the old road, and note the

tracks in the thin layer of mud. When
do these creatures travel here ? I have

never yet chanced to meet one. Here

a partridge has set its foot ; there, a

woodcock ; here, a squirrel or mink
;

there, a skunk ; there, a fox. What a

clear, nervous track Reynard makes !

how easy to distinguish it from that of

a little dog, it is so sharply cut and

defined ! A dog's track is coarse and

clumsy beside it. There is as much
wildness in the track of an animal as

in its voice. Is a deer's track like a

sheep's or a goat's ? What winged-
footed fleetness and agility may be in-

ferred from the sharp, braided track of

the gray squirrel upon the new snow !

All ! in nature is the best discipline. I

think the sculptor might carve finer and
more expressive lines if he grew up in

the woods, and the painter discriminate

finer hues. How wood -life sharpens
the senses, giving a new power to the

eye, the ear, the nose ! And are not

the rarest and most exquisite song-
sters wood-birds ?

Everywhere in these solitudes I am
greeted with the pensive, almost pa-
thetic note of the Wood-Pewee. Do
you know the Pewees ? They are the

true Flycatchers, and are easily iden-

tified. They are very characteristic

birds, have very strong family traits,

and very pugnacious dispositions. With-

out any exception or qualification they
are the homeliest or the least elegant
birds of our fields or forest. Sharp-

shouldered, big-headed, short-legged, of

no particular color, of little elegance in

flight or movement, with a disagreeable
flirt of the tail, always quarrelling with

their neighbors and with one another,

no birds are so little calculated to ex-

cite pleasurable emotions in the be-

holder, or to become objects of human
interest and affection. The King-Bird
is the best-dressed member of the fam-

ily, but he is a braggart ; and, though

always snubbing his neighbors, is an

arrant coward, and shows the white

feather at the slightest display of pluck
in his antagonist. I have seen him

turn tail to a Swallow, and have known
the little Pewee in question to whip
him beautifully. From the Great Crest-

ed to the Little Green Flycatcher, their

ways and general habits are the same.

Slow in flying from point to point, they

yet have a wonderful quickness, and

snap up the fleetest insects with little

apparent effort. There is a constant

play of quick, nervous movements un-

derneath their outer show of calmness

and stolidity. They do not scour the

limbs and trees like the Warblers, but,

perched upon the middle branches, wait

like true hunters for the game to come

along. There is often a very audible

snap of the beak as they arrest their

prey.
The Wood-Pew.ee, the prevailing spe-

cies in this locality, arrests your atten-

tion by his sweet, pathetic cry. There
is room for it also in the deep woods, as

well as for the more prolonged and ele-

vated strains. His mate builds an ex-

quisite nest of moss on the side of some

shelving cliff or overhanging rock. The
other day, passing by a ledge near the

top of a mountain in a singularly deso-

late locality, my eye rested upon one

of these structures, looking precisely
as if it grew there, so in keeping was

it with the mossy character of the

rock ;
and I have had a growing affec-

tion for the bird ever since. The rock

seemed to love the nest and to claim it

as its own. I said, What a lesson in
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architecture is here ! Here is a house the top of the tallest tree, he launches

that was built, but built with such lov- into the air with a sort of suspended,

ing care and such beautiful adaptation hovering flight, like certain of the Finch-

of the means to the end, that it looks es, and bursts into a perfect ecstasy of

like a product of nature. The same song, clear, ringing, copious, rivalling

wise economy is noticeable in the nests the Goldfinch's in vivacity, and the Lin-

of all birds. No bird would paint its net's in melody. This strain is one of

house white or red, or add aught for the rarest bits of bird -melody to be

show. heard. Over the woods, hid from view,

Coming to a drier and less mossy the ecstatic singer warbles his finest

place in the woods, I am amused with strain. In this song you instantly d-
the Golden-crowned Thrush, which, tect his relationship to the Water-Wag-
however, is no thrush at all, but a tail (Sciurus Noveboracensis], errone-

Warbler, the Sciurus aurocapillus. He ously called Water -Thrush, whose

walks on the ground ahead of me with song is likewise a sudden burst, full

such an easy gliding motion, and with and ringing, and with a tone of youth-
such an unconscious, preoccupied air, ful joyousness in it, as if the bird had

jerking his head like a hen or a par- just had some unexpected good-for-

tridge, now hurrying, now slackening tune. For nearly two years this strain

his pace, that I pause to observe him. of the pretty walker was little more

If I sit down, he pauses to observe me, than a disembodied voice to me, and I

and extends his pretty ramblings on all was puzzled by it as Thoreau by his

sides, apparently very much engrossed mysterious Night -Warbler, which, by
with his own affairs, but never losing the way, I suspect was no new bird at

sight of me. But few of the birds are all, but one he was otherwise familiar

walkers, most being hoppers, like the with. The little bird himself seems

Robin. I recall only five species of disposed to keep the matter a secret,

the former among our ordinary birds, and improves every opportunity to re-

the one in question, the Meadow- peat before you his shrill, accelerating

Lark, the Tit-Lark, the Cow-Bunting, lay, as if this were quite enough and

and the Water-Wagtail (a relative of the all he laid claim to. Still, I trust I am
Golden-Crown). betraying no confidence in making the

Satisfied that I have no hostile inten- matter public here. I think this is pre-

tions, the pretty pedestrian mounts a eminently his love-song, as I hear it

limb a few feet from the ground, and oftenest about the mating season. I

gives me the benefit of one of his mu- have caught half-suppressed bursts of

sical performances, a sort of accelerat- it from two birds chasing each other

ing chant. Commencing in a very low with fearful speed through the forest

key, which makes him seem at a very Turning to the left from the old

uncertain distance, he grows louder and road, I wander, over soft logs and gray

louder, till his body quakes and his yielding debris, across the little trout

chant runs into a shriek, ringing in my brook, until I emerge in the Barkpeel-

ears with a peculiar sharpness. This ing, pausing now and then on the way
lay may be represented thus :

" Teacher to admire a small, solitary white flower

teacher, teacher, teacher teacher !

" which rises above the moss, with radi-

the accent on the first syllable and each cal, heart-shaped leaves, and a blossom

word uttered with increased force and precisely like the liverwort except in

shrillness. No writer with whom I am color, but which is not put down in my
acquainted gives him credit for more botany, or to observe the ferns, of

musical ability than is displayed in this which I count six varieties, some gigan-
strain. Yet in this the half is not told, tic ones nearly shoulder-high.
He has a far rarer song, which he re- At the foot of a rough, scraggy yel-

serves for some nymph whom he meets low birch, on a bank of club-moss, so

in the air. Mounting by easy flights to richly inlaid with partridge-berry and
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curious shining leaves, with here and and when flying low the white shows

there in the bordering a spire of the conspicuously. If he passed over your
false wintergreen (Pyrola rotundifolid) head, you would note the delicate flush

strung with faint pink flowers and ex- under his wings.

haling the breath of a May orchard, That bit of bright scarlet on yonder
that it looks too costly a couch for such dead hemlock, glowing like a live coal

an idler, I recline to note what tran- against the dark background, seeming

spires. The sun is just past the me- almost too brilliant for the severe North-

ridian, and the afternoon chorus is not era climate, is his relative, the Scarlet

yet in full tune. Most birds sing with Tanager. I occasionally meet him in the

the greatest spirit and vivacity in the deep hemlocks, and know no stronger

forenoon, though there are occasional contrast in nature. I almost fear he will

bursts later in the day, in which nearly kindle the dry limb on which he alights.

all voices join ; while it is not till the He is quite a solitary bird, and in this

twilight that the full power and solem- section seems to prefer the high, re-

nity of the thrush's hymn is felt. mote woods, even going quite to the

My attention is soon arrested by a mountain's top. Indeed, the event of

pair of Humming -Birds, the Ruby- my last visit to the mountain was meet-

Throated, disporting themselves in a ing one of these brilliant creatures near

low bush a few yards from me. The the summit, in full song. The breeze

female takes shelter amid the branches, carried the notes far and wide. He
and squeaks exultingly as the male, seemed to enjoy the elevation, and I

circling above, dives down as if to dis- imagined his song had more scope and

lodge her. Seeing me, he drops like a freedom than usual. When he had

feather on a slender twig, and in a mo- flown far down the mountain-side, the

ment both are gone. Then, as if by a breeze still brought me his finest notes,

preconcerted signal, the throats are all In plumage he is the most brilliant

atune. I lie on my back with eyes bird we have. The Bluebird is not en-

half closed, and analyze the chorus of tirely blue
;
nor will the Indigo-bird

Warblers, Thrushes, Finches, and Fly- bear a close inspection, nor the Gold-

catchers ; while, soaring above all, a lit- finch, nor the Summer Redbird. But

tie withdrawn and alone, rises the di- the Tanager loses nothing by a near

vine soprano of the Hermit. That rich- view ; the deep scarlet of his body and

ly modulated warble proceeding from the black of his wings and tail are

the top of yonder birch, and which un- quite perfect This is his holiday suit ;

practised ears would mistake for the in the fall he becomes a dull green,
voice of the Scarlet Tanager, comes the color of the female the whole season,

from that rare visitant, the Rose-breast- One of the leading songsters in this

ed Grosbeak. It is a strong, vivacious choir of the old Barkpeeling is the

strain, a bright noonday song, full of Purple Finch or Linnet. He sits some-

health and assurance, indicating fine what apart, usually on a dead hemlock,
talents in the performer, but not genius, and warbles most exquisitely. He is

As I come up under the tree he casts one of our finest songsters, and stands at

his eye down at me, but continues his the head of the Finches, as the Hermit

song. This bird is said to be quite at the head of the Thrushes. His song
common in the Northwest, but he is approaches an ecstasy, and, with the

rare in the Eastern districts. His beak exception of the Winter Wren's, is the

is disproportionately large and heavy, most rapid and copious strain to be

like a huge nose, which slightly mars heard in these woods. It is quite des-

his good looks
;
but Nature has made titute of the trills and the liquid, sil-

it up to him in a blush rose upon his very, bubbling notes that characterize

breast, and the most delicate of pink the Wren's ; but there runs through it

linings to the under side of his wings, a round, richly modulated whistle, very
His back is variegated black and white, sweet and very pleasing. The call of
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the Robin is brought in at a certain and divert things into their proper
point with marked effect, and, through- channel again.

out, the variety is so great and the It is a singular freak of Nature, this

strain so rapid that the impression is instinct which prompts one bird to lay
as of two or three birds singing at the its eggs in the nests of others, and
same time. He is not common here, thus shirk the responsibility of rear-

and I only find him in these or similar ing its own young. The Cow-Buntings
woods. His color is peculiar, and always resort to this cunning trick ;

looks as if it might have been imparted and when one reflects upon their num-

by dipping a brown bird in diluted bers it is evident that these little tra-

pokeberry juice. Two or three more gedies are quite frequent. In Europe
dippings would have made the pur- the parallel case is that of the Cuckoo,
pie complete. The female is the color and occasionally our own Cuckoo im-

of the Song- Sparrow, a little larger, poses upon a Robin or a Thrush in

with heavier beak, and tail much more the same manner. The Cow-Bunting
forked. seems to have no conscience about the

In a little opening quite free from matter, and, so far as I have observed,
brush and trees I step down to bathe invariably selects the nest of a bird

my hands in the brook, when a small, smaller than itself. Its egg is usually

light slate-colored bird flutters out of the first to hatch ; its young over-

the bank, not three feet from my head, reaches all the rest when food is

as I stoop down, and, as if severely brought ; it grows with great rapid-
lamed or injured, flutters through the ity, spreads and fills the nest, and the

grass and into the nearest bush. As I starved and crowded occupants soon

do not follow, but remain near the nest, perish, when the parent bird removes
she chips sharply, which brings the their dead bodies, giving its whole en-

male, and I see it is the Speckled Can- ergy and care to the foster-child,

ada Warbler. I find no authority in The Warblers and smaller Fly-
the books for this bird to build upon catchers are generally the sufferers,

the ground, yet here is the nest, made though I sometimes see the Slate-col-

chiefly of dry grass, set in a slight ex- ored Snowbird unconsciously duped
cavation in the bank, not two feet from in like manner ; and the other day, in a

the water, and looking a little perilous to tall tree in the woods, I discovered the

anything but ducklings or sandpipers. Black-throated Green-backed Warbler

There are two young birds and one lit- devoting itself to this dusky, overgrown
tie specked egg, just pipped. But how foundling. An old farmer to whom I

is this ? what mystery is here ? One pointed out the fact was much sur-

nestling is much larger than the other, prised that such things should hap-

monopolizes most of the nest, and lifts pen in his woods without his knowl-

its open mouth far above that of its edge.

companion, though obviously both are From -long observation it is my opin-
of the same age, not more than a day ion that the male Bunting selects the

old. Ah ! I see ;
the old trick of the nest into which the egg is to be de-

Cow-Bunting, with a stinging human posited, and exercises a sort of guar-

significance. Taking the interloper by dianship over it afterward, lingering in

the nape of the neck, I deliberately the vicinity and uttering his peculiar,

drop it into the water, but not without liquid, glassy note from the tops of the

a pang, as I see its naked form, con- tall trees.

vulsed with chills, float down stream. The Speckled Canada is a very su-

Cruel ! So is Nature cruel. I take one perior Warbler, having a lively, ani-

life to save two. In less than two mated strain, reminding you of certain

days this pot-bellied intruder would parts of the Canary's, though quite

have caused the death of the two right- broken and incomplete ; the bird the

ful occupants of the nest ; so I step in while hopping amid the branches with
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increased liveliness, and indulging in and minks and muskrats that abound
fine sibilant chirps, too happy to keep here, and that have a decided partiality

silent. for such tidbits.

His manners are very marked. He I pass on through the old Barkpeel-
has a habit of courtesying when he dis- ing, now threading an old cow-path or

covers you, which is very pretty. In an overgrown wood-road ; now clam-

form he is a very elegant bird, some- bering over soft and decayed logs, or

what slender, his back of a bluish lead- forcing my way through a network of

color becoming nearly black on his briers and hazel
;
now entering a per-

crovvn ;
the under part of his body, from feet bower of wild-cherry, beech, and

his throat down, is of a light, delicate soft-maple ;
now emerging into a little

yellow, with a belt of black dots across grassy lane, golden with buttercups or

his breast. He has a very fine eye, sur- white with daisies, or wading waist-deep
rounded by a light yellow ring. in the red raspberry-bushes.
The parent birds are much disturbed Whir ! whir ! whir ! and a brood of

by my presence, and keep up a loud, half-grown Partridges start up like an

emphatic chirping, which attracts the explosion, a few paces from me, and,

attention of their sympathetic neigh- scattering, disappear in the bushes on

bors, and one after another they come all sides. Let me sit down here behind

to see what has happened. The Chest- this screen of ferns and briers, and hear

nut-Sided and the Blackburnian come this wild-hen of the woods call together
in company. The Black-and-Yellow her brood. Have you observed at what

Warbler pauses a moment and hastens an early age the Partridge flies ? Na-

away ;
the Maryland Yellow -Throat ture seems to concentrate her energies

peeps shyly from the lower bushes and on the wing, making the safety of the

utters his "
Fip ! fip !

' :i

in sympathy ;
bird a point to be looked after first ;

the Wood-Pewee comes straight to and while the body is covered with

the tree overhead, and the Red-eyed down, and no signs of feathers are vis-

Vireo lingers and lingers, eying me ible, the wing-quills sprout and unfold,

with a curious, innocent look, evidently and in an incredibly short time the

much puzzled. But all disappear again, young make fair headway in flying,

one after another, apparently without a The same rapid development of wing
word of condolence or encouragement may be observed in chickens and tur-

to the distressed pair. I have often keys, but not in water-fowls, nor in birds

noticed among birds this show of sym- that are safely housed in the nest till

pathy, if indeed it be sympathy, and full-fledged. The other day, by a brook,
not merely curiosity, or a feeling of I came suddenly upon a young Sand-
doubt concerning their own safety. piper, a most beautiful creature, en-

An hour afterward I approach the veloped in a soft gray down, swift and

place, find all still, and the mother bird nimble, and apparently a week or two

upon the nest As I draw near she old, but with no signs of plumage either

seems to sit closer, her eyes growing of body or wing. And it needed none,

large with an inexpressibly wild, beauti- for it escaped me by taking to the water

ful look. She keeps her place till 1 am as readily as if it had flown with wings,
within two paces of her, when she flut- Hark ! There arises over there in

ters away as at first. In the brief in- the brush a soft, persuasive cooing, a

terval the remaining egg has hatched, sound so subtile and wild and unobtru-

and the two little nestlings lift their sive that it requires the most alert and
heads without being jostled or over- watchful ear to hear it. How gentle
reached by any strange bedfellow. A and solicitous and full of yearning love !

week afterward and they are flown It is the voice of the mother hen. Pres-

away, so brief is the infancy of birds, ently a faint, timid "
Yeap !

" which al-

And the wonder is that they escape, most eludes the ear, is heard in various

even for this short time, the skunks directions, the young responding. As
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no danger seems near, the cooing of the of his wings barely brush the log, so

parent bird is soon a very audible cluck- that the sound is produced rather by
ing call, and the young move cautiously the force of the blows upon the air and
in the direction. Let me step never so upon his own body as in flying. One

carefully from my hiding-place, and all log will be used for many years, though
sounds instantly cease, and I search in not by the same drummer. It seems to

vain for either parent or young. be a sort of temple, and held in great
The Partridge (Bonasa umbellus] is respect. The bird always approaches it

one of our most native and character- on foot, and leaves it in the same quiet
istic birds. The woods seem good to manner, unless rudely disturbed. He is

be in where I find him. He gives a very cunning, though his wit is not pro-
habitable air to the forest, and one found. It is very difficult to approach
feels as if the rightful occupant was him by stealth

; you will try many times

really at home. The
,
woods where I before succeeding ; but seem to pass

do not find him seem to want some- by him in a great hurry, making all the

thing, as if suffering from some neglect noise possible, and with plumage furled

of Nature. And then he is such a he stands as immovable as a knot, allow-

splendid success, so hardy and vigor- ing you a good view and a good shot,
ous. I think he enjoys the cold and if you are a sportsman,
the snow. His wings seem to rustle Passing along one of the old bark-

with more fervency in midwinter. If peelers' roads which wander aimlessly
the snow falls very fast, and promises a about, I am attracted by a singularly

heavy storm, he will complacently sit brilliant and emphatic warble, proceed-
down and allow himself to be snowed ing from the low bushes, and quickly
under. Approaching him at such times, suggesting the voice of the Maryland
he suddenly bursts out of the snow at Yellow-Throat. Presently the singer

your feet, scattering the flakes in all hops up on a dry twig, and gives me
directions, and goes humming away a good view. Lead-colored head and

through the woods like a bomb-shell, neck, becoming nearly black on the

a picture of native spirit and success. breast
;
clear olive-green back, and yel-

His drum is one of the most welcome low belly. From his habit of keeping
and beautiful sounds of spring. Scarce- near the ground, even hopping upon

ly have the trees showed their buds, it occasionally, I know him to be a

when, in the still April mornings, orto- Ground -Warbler; from his dark breast

ward nightfall, you hear the hum of his the ornithologist has added the exple-

devoted wings. He selects not, as you tive Mourning, hence the Mourning
would predict, a dry and resinous log, Ground -Warbler.
but a decayed and crumbling one, seem- Of this bird both Wilson and Audu-

ing to give the preference to old oak- bon confessed their comparative igno-

logs that are partially blended with the ranee, neither ever having seen its

soil. If a log to his taste cannot be nest or become acquainted with its

found, he sets up his altar on a rock, haunts and general habits Its song is

which becomes resonant beneath his quite striking and novel, though its

fervent blows. Have you seen the voice at once suggests the class of

Partridge drum ? It is the next thing Warblers, to which it belongs. It is

to catching a weasel asleep, though by very shy and wary, flying but a few feet

much caution and tact it may be done, at a time, and studiously concealing
He does not hug the log, but stands itself from your view. I discover but

very erect, expands his ruff, gives two one pair here. The female has food in

introductory blows, pauses half a sec- her beak, but carefully avoids betraying

ond, and then resumes, striking faster the locality of her nest. The Ground-

and faster till the sound becomes a con- Warblers all have one notable feature,

tinuous, unbroken whir, the whole last- very beautiful legs, as white and deli-

ing less than half a minute. The tips cate as if they had always worn silk
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stockings and satin slippers. High tree all the woods. I feel like reclining upon
Warblers have dark brown or black the dry leaves at once. Audubon says

legs and more brilliant plumage, but he has never heard his love-song ; but

less musical ability.
this is all the love-song he has, and he

The Chestnut-Sided belongs to the is evidently a very plain hero with his

latter class. He is quite common in little brown mistress. He is not the

these woods, as in all the woods about, bird you would send to the princess

He is one of the rarest and handsomest to "
cheep and twitter twenty million

of the Warblers
;
his white breast and loves

"
;
she would go to sleep while

throat, chestnut sides, and yellow crown he was piping. He assumes few atti-

show conspicuously. Audubon did not tudes, and is not a bold and striking

know his haunts, and had never seen his gymnast, like many of his kindred. He
nest or known any naturalist who had. has a preference for dense woods of

Last year I found the nest of one in beech and maple, moves slowly amid

an uplying beech-wood, in a low bush the lower branches and smaller growths,
near the roadside, where cows passed keeping from eight to ten feet from the

and browsed daily. Things went on ground, and repeating now and then his

smoothly till the Cow-Bunting stole her listless, indolent strain. His back and

egg into it, when other mishaps fol- crown are dark blue ; his throat and

lowed, and the nest was soon empty, breast, black ;
his belly, pure white ; and

A characteristic attitude of the male he has a white spot on each wing,

during this season is a slight drooping Here and there I meet the Black

of the wings, and tail a little elevated, and White Creeping-Warbler, whose

which gives him a very smart, bantam- fine strain reminds me of hair-wire. It

like appearance. His song is fine and is unquestionably the finest bird-song

hurried, and not much of itself, but to be heard. Few insect strains will

has its place in the general chorus. compare with it in this respect ; while it

A far sweeter strain, falling on the has none of the harsh, brassy character

ear with the true sylvan cadence, is of the latter, being very delicate and

that of the Black - throated Green- tender.

backed Warbler, whom I meet at va- That sharp, interrupted, but still con-

rious points. He has no superiors tinued warble, which, before one has

among the true Sylvia. His song is learned to discriminate closely, he is

very plain and simple, but remarkably apt to confound with the Red-eyed Vi-

pure and tender, and might be indicated reo's, is that of the Solitary Warbling

by straight lines, thus,
'

\y ; Vireo, a bird slightly larger, much
the first two marks representing two rarer, and with a louder, less cheerful

sweet, silvery notes, in the same pitch and happy strain. I see him hopping
of voice, and quite unaccented ; the along lengthwise of the limbs, and

latter marks, the concluding notes, note the orange tinge of his breast

wherein the tone and inflection are and sides and the white circle around

changed. The throat and breast of his eye.
the male are a rich black, like velvet, But the declining sun and the deep-
his face yellow, and his back a yellow- ening shadows admonish me that this

isli green. ramble must be brought to a close, even

Beyond the Barkpeeling, where the though only the leading characters in

woods are mingled hemlock, beech, and this chorus of forty songsters have been

birch, the languid midsummer note of described, and only a small portion of

the Black-throated Blue-Back falls on the venerable old woods explored. In

my ear. "
Twea, twea, twea-e-e !

"
in the a secluded swampy corner of the old

upward slide, and with the peculiar z-ing Barkpeeling, where I find the great pur-

of certain insects, but not destitute of a pie orchis in bloom, and where the foot

certain plaintive cadence. It is one of of man or beast seems never to have

the most languid, unhurried sounds in trod, I linger long, contemplating the
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wonderful display of lichens and mosses A decayed hemlock is draped as if by
that overrun both the smaller and the hands for some solemn festival,

larger growths. Every bush and branch Mounting toward the upland again,
and sprig is dressed up in the most rich I pause reverently as the hush and still-

and fantastic of liveries ; and, crown- ness of twilight come upon the woods,

ing all, the long bearded moss festoons It is the sweetest, ripest hour of the

the branches or sways gracefully from day. And as the Hermit's evening
the limbs. Every twig looks a century hymn goes up from the deep solitude

old, though green leaves tip the end of below me, I experience that serene ex-

it A young yellow birch has a ven- altation of sentiment of which music,

erable, patriarchal look, and seems ill literature, and religion are but the faint

at ease under such premature honors, types and symbols.

LAST DAYS OF WALTER SAVAGE LANDOR.

PART III.

CONCLUSION.

LANDOR
has frequently been ridi-

culed for insisting upon an orthog-

raphy peculiar at present to himself,
and this ridicule has been bestowed
most mercilessly, because of the sup-

position that he was bent upon revolu-

tionizing the English language merely
for the sake of singularity. But Lan-

dor has logic on his side, and it wouM
be wise to heed authoritative protests

against senseless innovations that bid

fair to destroy the symmetry of words,
and which, fifty years hence, will render

the tracing of their derivation an Her-

culean task, unless Trenches multiply
in proportion to the necessities of the

times. If I ever wished the old lion to

put forth all the majesty of his indigna-

tion, I had only to whisper the cabalistic

words,
" Phonetic spelling !

" Yet Lan-

dor was not very exacting. In the " Last

Fruit off an Old Tree," he says, through
his medium, Pericles, who is giving ad-

vice to Alcibiades :

"
Every time we pro-

nounce a word different from another,
we show our disapprobation of his man-

ner, and accuse him of rusticity. In all

common things we must do as others

do. It is more barbarous to undermine

the stability of a language than of an

edifice that hath stood as long. This

is done by the introduction of changes.
Write as others do, but only as the best

of others
; and, if one eloquent man

forty or fifty years ago spoke and wrote

differently from the generality of the

present, follow him, though alone, rath-

er than the many. But in pronuncia-
tion we are not indulged in this latitude

of choice ; we must pronounce as those

do who favor us with their audience."

Landor only claimed to write as the

best of others do, and in his own name

protests to Southey against miscon-

struction. " One would represent me
as attempting to undermine our na-

tive tongue ; another, as modernizing ;

a third, as antiquating it. Wheras "

(Lander's spelling)
"

I am trying to

underprop, not to undermine ;
I am

trying to stop the man-milliner at his

ungainly work of trimming and floun-

cing ;
I am trying to show how graceful

is our English, not in its stiff decrepi-

tude, not in its riotous luxuriance, but

in its hale mid-life. I would make bad

writers follow good ones, and good ones

accord with themselves. If all cannot

be reduced into order, is that any rea-

son why nothing should be done toward

it ? If languages and men too are im-

perfect, must we never make an effort
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to bring them a few steps nearer to which come when they are not wanted

what is preferable ?
" should be dismissed." Tooke, in the

It is my great good fortune to pos- same conversation, cites Cicero as one

sess a copy of Lander's works made who, not contented with new spellings,

curious and peculiarly valuable by the created new words
;
but Tooke further

author's own revisions and corrections, declares, that "
only one valuable word

and it is most interesting to wander has been received into our language

through these volumes, wherein almost since my birth, or perhaps since yours,

ejrery page is a battle-field between the I have lately heard appreciate for esti-

writer and his arch-enemy, the printer, mate" To which Johnson replies :

The final / in still and till is ignomini-
" Words taken from the French should

ously blotted out
;
exclaim is written be amenable, in their spelling, to Eng-

exclamej a d is put over the obliter- Hsh laws and regulations. Appreciate is

ated a in steady; t is substituted for a good and useful one ; it signifies

the second s in confessed and kindred more than estimate or value; it implies

words
; straightway is shorn of gh;

' to value justly.'
:

pontiff is allowed but one / Landor Taking up one day Dean Trench's

spells honor in what we call the modern excellent little book on " The Study of

way, without the u; and the rand e in Words," which lay on my table, Lan-

sceptre change places. A dash of the dor expressed a desire to read it. He

pen cancels the s in isle and the final e brought it back not long afterward, en-

in -wherefore, therefore, &c. Simile is riched with notes, and declared himself

terminated with a y; the imperfect of to have been much pleased with the

the verbs to milk, to ask, etc., is spelled manner in which the Dean had treated

with a // whereat loses its second e,
a subject so deeply interesting to him-

and although is deprived of its last self. I have singled out a few of these

three letters. To his poem of " Gui- notes, that students of etymology may
done and Lucia " has been added this read the criticisms of so able a man.

final verse :
Dean Trench is taken to task for a

"The sire had earned with gold his son's release misuse of every where in making two
And led him home ; at home he died in peace. WOrds of it. Landor puts the question,
His soul was with Lucia, and he praid j s the Dean ignorant that everywhereTo meet again soon, soon, that happier maid. . 11,1 i

This wish was granted, for the Powers above 1S One word and that **** 1S n Sub'

Abound in mercy and delight in love." Stantive ?
' Trench asserts that C&-

And to this verse is appended the follow- Price is from caPra *

" a Soat>" where"

ing note: If the pret. and partic. of lay
uPon his critic says' 'No, --then it

is laid, of say, said, that of pray must would be capricious. It is from caper

be praid. We want a lexiconomist."
~

capered To retract, writes Trench,

In his lines entitled " New Style,"
means Properly, as its derivation de-

which are a burlesque on Wordsworth,
clares

>
no more than to handle over

Landor introduces a new verse :

aSain '
to reconsider

;
Landor declares

that "it means more. Retrahere is to" Some one (I might have asked her who) r t / j T> L i i ^i

Has given her a locket ;

dra<W back' But he Ver7 Vehemently
I, more considerate, brought her two approves of the Dean's remarks on the

Potatoes in each pocket" use of the word talents. We should

Landor has been accused of an un- say "a man of talents," not "of talent,"

warrantable dislike to the manufacture for that is nonsense, though "of a tal-

of words
;
but so far from true is this, ent " would be allowable,

that I have known him to indulge with "
KoV/ios is both * world ' and * orna-

great felicity in words of his own coin- ment/ hence 'cosmetic,'" writes Lan-

ing, when conversation chanced to take dor in answer to a doubt expressed by
a humorous turn. He makes Sam. Trench whether the well-known quota-

Johnson say that "
all words are good tion from St. James,

" The tongue is a

which come when they are wanted ; all world of iniquity," could not also be
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translated, as some maintain,
" the or- spectacles, exclaim,

" What is this ?
"

nament of iniquity." Making use of the and, having read a few lines, would throw

expression "redolent of scorn" in con- the book down, saying, "I have not the

nection with words that formerly ex- patience to read such stuff. It may be

pressed sacred functions and offices, very fine, but I cannot understand it.

Landor adds: "Gray is highly poetical It is beyond me." He had little mer-

in his 'redolent of joy and youth.' The cy to bestow upon transcendentalists,

word is now vilely misused daily." "By though he praised Emerson one day,
and bye," writes the Dean. "Why write a marvellous proof of high regard

bye ?
" asks his commentator. Once or when it is considered how he detested

twice Landor credits Home Tooke with the school to which Emerson belongs,
what the Dean gives as his own, and " Emerson called on me when he was

occasionally scores an observation as in Florence many years ago, and a very
old.

" Why won't people say messa- agreeable visit I had from him. He is

ger ?
" he demands. "

By what right is a very clever man, and might be clever-

messenger made out of message ? " er if he were less sublimated. But then

you Americans, practical as you are,
" Have you nothing else for the old are fond of soaring in high latitudes."

man to read ? have you nothing Amer- Carlyle in his'last manner had the same
ican ?

" Landor inquired upon return- effect upon Landor's nerves as a dis-

ing Trench. Desiring to obtain the cord in music produces upon a sensi-

verdict of one so high in authority, I tive ear. "Ah," said he with a quizzi-

gave him Drake's "
Culprit Fay," and cal smile,

"* Frederick the Great 'con-

some fugitive verses by M. C. Field, vinces me that I write two dead lan-

whose poems have never been collected guages, Latin and English !

'

in book form. Of the latter's "Indian

Hunting the Buffaloes,"
"
Night on English hexameter was still another

the Prairie,"
" Les Tres Marias," and pet detestation which Landor nursed

others, known to but few readers now, with great volubility. In 1860 all An-
Landor spoke in high commendation, glo-Saxon Florence was reading with

and this praise will be welcome to those no little interest a poem in this metre,

friends of "Phazma" still living, and which had recently appeared, and which

still loving the memory of him who died of course passed under the critical eye

early, and found, as he wished, an ocean of the old Grecian. "
Well, Mr. Landor,

grave. With " The Culprit Fay
" came what do you think of the new poem ?

"

a scrap of paper on which was written: I asked during its nine days' reign.
" The Culprit Fay is rich in imagina-

" Think of it ? I don't think of it. I

tion, few poems more so. Drake is don't want to be bothered with it. The

among the noblest of names, and this book has driven all the breath out of

poem throws a fresh lustre on it." Ob- my body. I am lame with galloping,

serving in this poem a misuse of the I 've been on a gallop from the begin-
exclamation " Oh !

" Landor remarked, ning to the end. Never did I have so
" ' Oh !

'

properly is an expression of hard and long a ride. But what else

grief or pain. 'O !' without the aspirate to expect when mounted on a night-

may express pleasure or hope." Cur- mare ! It may be very fine. I dare

rent literature rarely makes any distinc- say it is, but Giallo and I prefer our

tion between the two, and even good ease to being battered. I am too old

writers stumble through carelessness. to hop, skip, and jump, and he is too

sensible. It may be very bad taste, but

Style in writing was one of Landor's we prefer verse that stands on two feet

favorite topics, and his ire was rarely to verse that limps about on none,

more quickly excited than by placing Now-a-days it is better to stumble than

before him a specimen of high-flown to walk erect. Giallo and I, however,

sentimentality. He would put on his have registered an oath not to encour-
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age so base a fashion. We have con-

sulted old Homer, and he quite ap-

proves our indignation."

Speaking ofcertain Americanisms and

of our ridiculous squeamishness in the

use of certain honest words, Landor

remarked :

" You Americans are very

proper people ; you have difficulties, but

not diseases. Legs are unknown,

you have limbs
;
and under no consid-

eration do you go to bed, you retire."

Much of this I could not gainsay, for

only a few days previously I had been

severely frowned upon for making in-

quiries about a broken leg.
" My dear,"

said Landor to a young American girl

who had been speaking of the city of

New Orteens, such being the ordi-

nary Southern pronunciation,
" that

pretty mouth of yours should not be

distorted by vulgar dialect. You should

say Or'leans." But he was never pe-
dantic in his language. He used the

simplest and most emphatic words.

There are those who accuse Landor
of having sacrificed all things to style :

it were as wise to assert that Beethoven

sacrificed harmony to time. If his ac-

cusers would but read Landor before

criticising, a proper regard for their own

reputations would prevent them from

hazarding such an opinion.
"
Style,"

writes Landor,
"

I consider as nothing,
if what it covers be unsound : wisdom
in union with harmony is oracular. On
this idea, the wiser of ancient days ven-

erated in the same person the deity of

oracles and of music
;
and it must have

been the most malicious and the most

ingenious of satirists who transferred

the gift of eloquence to the god of

thieves." Those who by the actual

sweat of their brows have got at the

deep, hidden meaning of the most re-

cent geniuses, will honor and thank
Landor for having practically enforced

his own refreshing theory. There are

certain modern books of positive value

which the reader closes with a sense of

utter exhaustion. The meaning is dis-

covered', but at too great an outlay of

vitality. To render simple things com-

plex, is to fly in the face of Nature
;

and after such mental "
gymnastics,"

we turn with relief to Landor. " The

greater part of those who are most am-
bitious of style are unaware of all its

value. Thought does not separate man
from the brutes

;
for the brutes think :

but man alone thinks beyond the mo-
ment and beyond himself. Speech
does not separate them

;
for speech is

common to all, perhaps more or less

articulate, and conveyed and received

through different organs in the lower

and more inert. Man's thought, which

seems imperishable, loses its form, and

runs along from proprietor to impro-

priator, like any other transitory thing,

unless it is invested so becomingly and

nobly that no successor can improve

upon it by any new fashion or combina-

tion. For want of dignity or beauty,

many good things are passed and for-

gotten ;
and much ancient wisdom is

overrun and hidden by a rampant ver-

dure, succulent, but unsubstantial

Let those who look upon style as un-

worthy of much attention ask them-

selves how many, in proportion to men
of genius, have excelled in it. In all

languages, ancient and modern, are

there ten prose-writers at once harmo-

nious, correct, and energetic ?
"

Popular as is the belief that Lan-

dor's gifts were the offspring of pro-

found study, he himself says :

"
Only

four years of my life were given up
much to study ;

and I regret that I

spent so many so ill. Even these de-

barred me from no pleasure ;
for I sel-

dom read or wrote within doors, except-

ing a few hours at night. The learn-

ing of those who are called the learned

is learning at second hand
;
the primary

and most important must be acquired

by reading in our own bosoms ;
the

rest by a deep insight into other men's.

What is written is mostly an imperfect
and unfaithful copy." This confession

emanates from one who is claimed as a

university rather than a universal man.

Landor remained but two years at Ox-

ford, and, though deeply interested in

the classics, never contende*
4 ror a Lat-
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in prize. Speaking of this one day, he example is a forcible protest against the

said :

"
I once wrote some Latin verses feverish enthusiasm of young Ameri-

for a fellow of my college who, being can authors, who wear out their lives

in great trouble, came to me for aid. in the struggle to be famous at the

What was hard work to him was pas- age of Keats, never remembering that

time to me, and it ended in my compos-
" there must be a good deal of move-

ing the entire poem. At the time the ment and shuffling before there is any
fellow was very grateful, but it happened rising from the ground ;

and those who
that these verses excited attention and have the longest wings have the most
were much eulogized. The supposed difficulty in the first mounting. In lit-

author accepted the praise as due to erature, as at football, strength and
himself. This of course I expected, as agility are insufficient of themselves ;

he knew full well I would never betray you must have your side, or you may
him

;
but the amusing part of the mat- run till you are out of breath, and kick

ter was that the fellow never afterwards till you are out of shoes, and never win

spoke to me, never came near me, in the game. There must be some to keep
fact, treated me as though I had done others off you, and some to prolong for

him a grievous wrong. It was of no you the ball's rebound Do not,

consequence to me that he strutted however, be ambitious of an early
about in my feathers. If they became fame : such is apt to shrivel and to

him, he was welcome to them, but of drop under the tree." The poetical
such is the kingdom of cowards." dictum, "Whom the gods love, die

young," has worked untold mischief,
"
Poetry," writes Landor,

" was al- having created a morbid dislike to a

ways my amusement, prose my study fine physique, on the theory that great
and business." In his thirtieth year he minds are antagonistic to noble bodies,

lived in the woods,
" did not exchange There never was error so fatal : the

twelve sentences with men," and wrote larger the brain, the larger should be
"
Gebir," his most elaborate and am- the reservoir from which to draw vitali-

bitious poem, which Southey took as a ty. Were Seneca alive now, he would

model in blank verse, and which a Bos- write no such letter as he once wrote

ton critic wonders whether anyone ever to Lucilius, protesting against the ridic-

read through.
" Pericles and Aspasia," ulous devotion of his countrymen to

and the finest of his "Imaginary Con- physical gymnastics. "To be wise is

versations," were the flowering of half to be well," was the gospel he went

a century of thought. There are few about preaching.
" To be well is to be

readers who do not prefer Lander's wise," would answer much better as

prose to his verse, for in the former the modern article of faith. The ut-

he does not aim at the dramatic : the most that a persistent brain-worker of

passion peculiar to verse is not con- this century can do is to keep him-

genial to his genius. He sympathizes self bodily up to mental requirements,
most fully with men and women in re- Landor, however, was an extraordinary

pose, when intellect, not the heart, rules, exception. He could boast of never

His prose has all the purity of outline having worn an overcoat since boy-
and harmony of Greek plastic art. He hood, and of not having been ill

could not wield the painter's brush, more than three times in his life,

but the great sculptor had yet power to Even at eighty-six his hand had none

depict the grief of a "Niobe," the ag- of the wavering of age ;
and it was with

ony of the "
Laocoon," or the majesty no little satisfaction that, grasping an

of a " Moses." Like a sculptor, he rare- imaginary pistol, he showed me how

ly groups more than two figures. steady an aim he could still take, and

It is satisfactory then to know that told of how famous a shot he used to

in the zenith of physical strength Lan- be. " But my sister was more skilful

dor was at his noblest and best, for his than I," he added.
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One day conversation chanced upon
Aubrey De Vere, the beautiful Catholic

poet of Ireland, whose name is scarce-

ly known on this side of the Atlantic.

This is our loss, though De Vere can

never be a popular poet, for his muse
lives in the past and breathes ether

rather than air.
" De Vere is charm-

ing both as man and as poet," said

Landor enthusiastically, rising as he

spoke and leaving the room to return

immediately with a small volume of De
Vere's poems published at Oxford in

1843.
" Here are his poems given to

me by himself. Such a modest, unas-

suming man as he is ! Now listen to

this from the ' Ode on the Ascent of

the Alps.' Is it not magnificent ?

'
I spake. Behold her o'er the broad lake flying,

Like a great Angel missioned to bestow

Some boon on men beneath in sadness lying :

: The waves are murmuring silver murmurs low :

Over the waves are borne

Those feeble lights which, ere the eyes of Morn
Are lifted, through her lids and lashes flow.

Beneath the curdling wind
Green through the shades the waters rush and roll,

(Or whitened only by the unfrequent shoal, )

Till two dark hills, with darker yet behind,
Confront them, purple mountains almost black,
Each behind each self-folded and withdrawn,
Beneath the umbrage of yon cloudy rack.

That orange-gleam ! 't is dawn !

Onward ! the swan's flight with the eagle's blending,

On, winged Muse ! still forward and ascending I

'

" This sonnet on *

Sunrise,'
"
contin-

ued Landor,
"

is the noblest that ever

was written :

'
I saw the Master of the Sun. He stood

High in his fiery car, himself more bright,
An Archer of immeasurable might
On his left shoulder hung his quivered load ;

Spurned by his steeds, the eastern mountain

glowed ;

Forward his eager eye and brow of light

He bent ; and while both hands that arch embowed,
Shaft after shaft pursued the flying Night.
No wings profaned that godlike form : around
His polished neck an ever-moving crowd
Of locks hung glistening ; while each perfect sound
Fell from his bow-string, that ttt ethereal dome
Thrilled as a dew-drop ; while each passing cloud

Expanded, whitening like the ocean foam.'

" Is not this line grand ?

4 Peals the strong, voluminous thunder I

'

And how incomparable is the termina-

tion of this song !

4

Bright was her soul as Dian's crest

Showering on Vesta's fane its sheen :

Cold looked she as the waveless breast

Of some stone Dian at thirteen.

VOL. xvii. NO. 104. 44

Men loved : but hope they deemed to be

A sweet Impossibility I'

Here are two beautiful lines from the

Grecian Ode :

4 Those sinuous streams that blushing wander

Through labyrinthine oleander.'

This is like Shakespeare :

4

Yea, and the Queen of Love, as fame reports,

Was caught, no doubt in Bacchic wreaths, for

Bacchus

Such puissance hath, that he old oaks will twine

Into true-lovers' knots, and laughing stand

Until the sun goes down.'

And an admirable passage is this, too,

from the same poem,
' The Search

after Proserpine
'

:

'

Yea, and the motions of her trees and harvests

Resemble those of slaves, reluctant, cumbered,
By outward force compelled ; not like our billows,

Springing elastic in impetuousjoy,
Or indolently swayed.'

" There !
" exclaimed Landor, closing

the book,
"

I want you to have this. It

will be none the less valuable because

I have scribbled in it," he added with

a smile.
"
But, Mr. Landor "

" Now don't say a word. I am an
old man, and if both my legs are not in

the grave, they ought to be. I cannot

lay up such treasures in heaven, you
know, saving of course in my mem-

ory, and De Vere had rather you
should have it than the rats. There 's

a compliment for you ! so put the book
in your pocket."
This little volume is marked through-o

out by Landor with notes of admira-

tion, and if I here transcribe a few of

his favorite poems, it will be with the

hope of benefiting many readers to

whom De Vere is a sealed book.
" Greece never produced anything so

exquisite," wrote Landor beneath the

following song :

" Give me back my heart, fair child ;

To you as yet 't is worth but little.

Half beguiler, half beguiled,
Be you warned : your own is brittle.

I know it by your redd'ning cheeks,
I know it by those two black streaks

Arching up your pearly brows
In a momentary laughter,

Stretched in long and dark repose
With a sigh the moment after.

44 4 Hid it 1 dropt it on the moors !

Lost it, and you cannot find it,'
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My own heart I want, not yours :

You have bound and must unbind it.

Set it free then from your net,

We will love, sweet, but not yet 1

Fling it from you : we are strong :

Love is trouble, love is folly :

Love, that makes an old heart young,
Makes a young heart melancholy."

And for this Landor claimed that it

was " finer than the best in Horace "
:

"
Slanting both hands against her forehead,

On me she levelled her bright eyes.

My whole heart brightened as the sea

When midnight clouds part suddenly :

Through all my spirit went the lustre,

Like starlight poured through purple skies.

" And then she sang a loud, sweet music ;

Yet louder as aloft it clomb :

Soft when her curving lips it left ;

Then rising till the heavens were cleft,

As though each strain, on high expanding,
Were echoed in a silver dome.

" But hark ! she sings
'

she does not love me '
:

She loves to say she ne'er can love.

To me her beauty she denies,

Bending the while on me those eyes,

Whose beams might charm the mountain leopard,

Or lure Jove's herald from above !

"

Below the following exquisite bit of

melody is written,
" Never was any son-

net so beautiful."

" She whom this heart must ever hold most dear

(This heart in happy bondage held so long)

Began to sing. At first a gentle fear

Rosied her countenance, for she is young, ,

And he who loves her most of all was near :

But when at last her voice grew full and strong,

O, front their ambush sweet, how rich and clear

Bubbled the notes abroad, a rapturous throng !

Her little hands were sometimes flung apart,

And sometimes palm to palm together prest ;

While wave-like blushes rising from her breast

Kept time with that aerial melody,

As music to the sight ! I standing nigh

Received the falling fountain in my heart"

" What sonnet of Petrarca equals

this ?
" he says of the following :

"
Happy are they who kiss thee, morn and even,

Parting the hair upon thy forehead white ;

For them the sky is bluer and more bright,

And purer their thanksgivings rise to Heaven.

Happy are they to whom thy songs are given ;

Happy are they on whom thy hands alight ;

And happiest they for whom thy prayers at night

In tender piety so oft have striven.

Away with vain regrets and selfish sighs !

Even I, dear friend, am lonely, not unblest :

Permitted sometimes on that form to ga/e,

Or feel the light of those consoling eyes,

If but a moment on my cheek it stays,

I know that gentle beam from all the rest !

"

" Like Shakespeare's, but better, is

this allegory :

" You say that you have given your love to me.

Ah, give it not, but lend it me ; and say
That you will ofttimes ask me to repay,

But never to restore it : so shall we,

Retaining, still bestow perpetually :

So shall I ask thee for it every day,

Securely as for daily bread we pray ;

So all of favor, naught of right shall be.

The joy which now is mine shall leave me never.

Indeed, I have deserved it not ; and yet

N0 painful blush is mine, so soon my face

Blushing is hid in that beloved embrace.

Myself I would condemn not, but forget ;

Remembering thee alone, and thee forever !

"

"
Worthy of Raleigh and like him,"

is Landor's preface to the following
sonnet :

" Flowers I would bring, if flowers could make thee

fairer,

And music, if the Muse were dear to thee ;

(For loving these would make thee love the bearer.)

But sweetest songs forget their melody,
And loveliest flowers would but conceal the

wearer ;

A rose I marked, and might have plucked; but

she

Blushed as she bent, imploring me to spare her,

Nor spoil her beauty by such rivalry.

Alas ! and with what gifts shall I pursue thee,

What offerings bring, what treasures lay before

thee,

When earth with all her floral train doth woo thee,

And all old poets and old songs adore thee,

And love to thee is naught, from passionate mood

Secured by joy's complacent plenitude !"

Occasionally Landor indulges in a

little humorous indignation, particularly

in his remarks on the poem of which

Coleridge is the hero. De Vere's lines

end thus :

"
Soft be the sound ordained thy sleep to break !

When thou art waking, wake me, for thy Master's

sake 1

"

"And let me nap on," wrote the au-

gust critic, who had no desire to meet

Coleridge, even as a celestial being.

Now and then there is a dash of the

pencil across some final verse, with the

remark, "Better without these." Twice

or thrice Landor finds fault with a word.

He objects to the expression,
"
eyes so

fair," saying/tfzr is a bad word for eyes.

The subject of Latin being one day

mentioned, Landor very eagerly pro-

posed that I should study this language

with him.

The thought was awful, and I expos-

tulated. "
But, Mr. Landor, you who

are so noble a Latinist can never have
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the patience to instruct such a stum-

bling scholar."
"

I insist upon it. You shall be my
first pupil," he said, laughing at the

idea of beginning to teach in his ex-

treme old age.
"

It-
Tvill give the old

man something to do."
" But you will get very tired of me,

Mr. Landor."
"
Well, well, I '11 tell you when I am

tired. You say you have a grammar ;

then I '11 bring along with me to-mor-

row something to read."

True to his promise, the "old peda-

gogue," for so he was wont to call him-

self, made his appearance with aitime-

worn Virgil under his arm, a Virgil
that in 1809 was the property, accord-

ing to much pen and ink scribbling, of

one "John Prince, aetat. 12. College

School, Hereford."
" Now, then, for our lesson," Landor

exclaimed, in a cheery voice. " Gial-

lo knows all about it, and quite ap-

proves of the arrangement. Don't you,
Giallo ?

" And the wise dog wagged
his sympathetic tail, jumped up on his

master's knees, and put his fore paws
around Landor's neck. "There, you
see, he gives consent

; for this is the

way Giallo expresses approbation."
The kindness and amiability of my

teacher made me forget his greatness,
and I soon found myself reciting with

as much ease as if there had been

nothing strange in the affair. He was

very patient, and never found fault

with me, but his criticisms on my
Latin grammar were frequent and se-

vere. "It is strange," he would mut-

ter,
" that men cannot do things prop-

erly. There is no necessity for this

rule
;

it only confuses the pupil. That
note is absurd ; this, unintelligible.
Grammars should be made more com-

prehensible."

Expressing a preference for the Ital-

ian method of pronunciation, I dared to

say that it seemed to be the most cor-

rect, inasmuch as the Italian language
was but bastard Latin. The master,

however, would not listen to such

heresy, and declared that, with the ex-

ception of the French, the Italian was

the worst possible pronunciation to

adopt ; that the German method was

the most correct, and after that came
the English.

It was only a few hours after the ter-

mination of our. first lesson that Lan-

dor's little maid entered the room laden

with old folios, which she deposited
with the following pleasant note :

" As

my young friend is willing to become a

grammarian, an old fellow sends her

for her gracious acceptance these books

tending to that purpose." I was made

rich, indeed, by this generous donation,

for there were a ponderous Latin Dic-

tionary interspersed with Greek notes

in Landor's handwriting, a curious old

Italian and French Dictionary of 1692,

published at Paris, "per uso del Se-

renissimo Delfino," a Greek Gram-

mar, and a delightfully rare and musty
old Latin Grammar by Emmanuel Al-

varus, the Jesuit, carefully annotated by
Landor. Then, too, there was a val-

uable edition, in two volumes, of Anni-

bal Caro's Italian translation of the

^Eneid, published at Paris in 1760, by
permission of "

Louis, par le grace de

Dieu Roi de France et de Navarre,"
and very copiously illustrated by Zoc-

chi. Two noble coats of-arms adorn

its fly-leaves, those of the Right Hon-
orable Lady Mary Louther and of

George, Earl of Macartney, Knight of

the Order of the White Eagle and of

the Bath.

The lessons, as pleasant as they were

profitable, were given several times a

week for many weeks, and would have

been continued still longer had not a

change of residence on our part ren-

dered frequent meetings impossible.

On each appointed day Landor entered

the room with a bouquet of camellias or

roses, the products of his little gar-

den, in which he took great pride,

and, after presenting it with a graceful

speech, turned to the Latin books with

infinite gusto, as though they reflected

upon him the light of other days. No
voice could be better adapted to the read-

ing of Latin than that of Landor, who
uttered the words with a certain majes-

tic flow, and sounding, cataract-like falls
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and plunges Of music. Occasionally he
" what you M fain know, you will find :

would touch upon the subject of Greek. What you want not> leave ^hind."

"
I wonder whether I 've forgotten all Whereupon Giallo walked up to his

my Greek," he said one day.
" It is so master and caressed his hand. "

Why,
long since I have written a word of it Giallo," added Landor,

"
your nose is

that I doubt if I can remember the al- hot, but

phabet. Let me see." He took up pen
j , c AII ^ "e 1S foolish who supposesand paper, and from Alpha to Omega Dogs are ill that have hot noses !

traced every letter with far more dis-

tinctness than he would have written Attention being directed to several

the English alphabet. "Why, Landor,"
letters received by Landor from well-

he exclaimed, looking with no Ijttle sat- meaning but intensely orthodox friends,

isfaction on the work before him,
"
you

who were extremely anxious that he

have not grown as foolish as I thought.
should

J
oin the Church in order to be

You know your letters,
-- which proves

saved from perdition, he said :

:

They
that you are in your second childhood,

are very kind
>
but J cannot be re-

does it not?" he asked, smiling, and deemed in that way.

turning tO me. When I throw off this mortal coil,

After my recitation he would lean * wil1 not cal1 n y u friend Hoii ;

back in the arm-chair and relate anec- ^ T th

j

n
^

that
, ?

sha11

^
'

My good rompkms, without you.
dotes Of great men and Women tO a But I pray you, charming Kate,

small, but deeply interested audience You will come, but not too late."

of three, including Giallo. A few well- . TT i i

, .

> How wicked you are, Mr. Landor !

''

,med questions were quite suffic.ent
j re lied) ] iJ, It is well that

to open his inexhaustible reservoir of /am nQt ortlfodo*/,
reminiscences. Nor had Landor reason

to complain of his memory in so far as
" For if you were orthodox

the dim past was concerned ; for, one

morning, reference having been made was the ready response,
to Monk Lewis's poem of " Alonzo the Landor held orthodoxy in great hor-

Brave and the Fair Imogene," he re- ror, having no faith in creeds which set

cited it in cadences from beginning to up the highly comfortable doctrine,
"

I

end, without the slightest hesitation or am holier than thou, for I am in the

the tripping of a word. "
Well, this is Church." "Ah ! I have given dear, good

indeed astonishing," he said at its con- friends great pain because of my ob-

clusion
;

"
I have not thought of that stinacy. They would have me believe

poem for thirty years !

" as they do, which is utterly impossible."

By Church, Landor did not mean relig-

Landor was often very brilliant. At ion, nor did he pass judgment on those

Sienna, during the summer of 1860, an who in sincerity embraced any particu-

American lady having expressed a de- lar faith, but claimed for himself perfect

sire to meet him the following season, freedom of opinion, and gave as much
he replied,

"
Ah, by that time I shall to others. In his paper on "

Popery,
have gone farther and fared worse !

" British and Foreign," Landor freely

Sometimes, when we were all in a par- expresses himself. " The people, by

ticularly merry mood, Landor would their own efforts, will sweep away the

indulge in impromptu doggerel
" to gross inequalities now obstructing the

please Giallo "
/ Absurd couplets church-path, will sweep away from

would come thick and fast, so fast amidst the habitations of the industri-

that it was impossible to remember ous the moral cemeteries, the noisome

them. markets around the house of God,

Advising me with regard to certain whatever be the selfish interests that

rules in my Latin Grammar he ex- stubbornly resist the operation

claimed, It would grieve me to foresee a day
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when our cathedrals and our churches to this election, in which the former re-

shall be demolished or desecrated ; marked :
" If the powers of darkness

when the tones of the organ, when the preside over the election, you '11 be

symphonies of Handel, no longer swell Pope ; if the people had a voice, I
5m

and reverberate along the groined roof the man ; but if Heaven has a finger in

and dim windows. But let old super- the business, 't will be Ferretti !

"
Ap-

stitions crumble into dust; let Faith, ropos of Popes, Landor writes :" If the

Hope, and Charity be simple in their Popes are the servants of God, it must
attire

;
let few and solemn words be be confessed that God has been very

spoken before Him 'to whom all hearts unlucky in the choice of his household,

are open, all desires known.' Princi- So many and so atrocious thieves, liars,

palities and powers belong not to the and murderers are not to be found in

service of the Crucified
;
and religion any other trade

;
much less would you

can never.be pure, never 'of good re- look for them at the head of it." And
port,' among those who usurp or covet because of faithless servants Landor
them." has wisely made Boccaccio say of

Landor was no exception to the gen- Rome: "She, I think, will be the last

erality of Protestants in Italy, who be- city to rise from the dead."

come imbued with a profound aversion " How surprised St. Peter would be,"
to Romanism, while retaining great re- continued Landor, resuming our con-

spect and regard for individual mem- versation, which I have thus paren-
bers of its clergy. He never passed thetically interrupted, "how surprised
one of the preti that he did not open he would be to return to earth and find

his batteries, pouring grape and can- his apostolic successors living in such
ister of sarcasm and indignation on the a grand house as the Vatican. Ah, they

retreating enemy,
"
rascally beetles," are jolly fishermen ! Landor, Landor !

" human vampires,"
" Satan's imps." how can you be so wicked ?

" he said,
"

Italy never can be free as long as checking himself with mock serious-

these locusts, worse than those of ness
;

" Giallo does not approve of

Egypt, infest the land. They are as such levity. He tells me he is a good
plentiful as fleas, and as great a curse," Catholic, for he always refuses meat on
he exclaimed one day.

"
They are Friday, even when I offer him a tempt-

fleas demoralized i

" he added, with a ing bit. He is a pious dog, and will

laugh. intercede for his naughty old Padrone
"

It is reported that Pio Nono is not when he goes to heaven."

long for this world," I said, on another

occasion. "
Erysipelas is supposed to A young friend of mine, Charles C.

have settled in his legs.
'

Coleman, an art-student in Italy, hav-
"
Ah, yes," Landor replied,

" he has ing visited Landor, was struck by the

been on his last legs for some time, but nobility of his head, and expressed a

depend upon it they are legs that will wish to make a study of it. To fulfil

last. The Devil is always good to his such a desire, however, was difficult, in-

own, you know !

'

asmuch as Landor had an inherent ob-
In Italy the advanced party will not jection to having his likeness taken

allow virtue in the Pope even as a either by man or the sun. Not long
man. A story is told, that when, as the before the artist's visit, Mr. Browning
Cardinal Mastai Ferretti, he was made had persuaded him to sit for his photo-
Pontiff, his sister threw up her hands graph, but no less a person could have
and exclaimed,

;< Guai a Roma !

" induced the old man to mount the num-
(Woe to Rome

!)

" Se non e vero e ben berless steps which seem to be a neces-
trovato." And this is told in spite of sary condition of photography. This
Mrs. Kemble's story of the conversa- sitting was most satisfactory ;

and to Mr.
tion which took place between the Car- Browning's zealous friendship is due
dinals Micara and Lambruschini prior the likeness by which the octogenarian
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Landor will probably be known to the

world. Finding him in unusually good

spirits one day, I dubiously and gradu-

ally approached the subject.
" Mr. Landor, do you remember the

young artist who called on you one

day ?
"

"Yes, and a nice fellow he seemed

to be."
" He was greatly taken with your

head."

(Humorously.)
" You are quite sure

he was not smitten with my face ?
"

"
No, I am not sure, for he expressed

himself enthusiastically about your
beard. He says you are a fine subject

for a study."
No answer.
" Would you allow him to make a

sketch of you, Mr. Landor ? He is ex-

ceedingly anxious to do so."
" No ;

I do not wish my face to be

public property. I detest this publicity

that men now-a-days seem to be so fond

of. There is a painting of me in Eng-
land. D'Orsay, too, made a drawing
of me" (I think he said drawing) "once

when I was visiting Gore House, a

very good thing it was too, and there

is a bust executed by Gibson when I

was in Rome. These are quite suf-

ficient. I have often been urged to

allow my portrait to be inserted in my
books, but never would I give my con-

sent." (Notwithstanding this assertion,

it may be found in the " Last Fruit.")
" It is a custom that I detest."

"
But, Mr. Landor, you had your pho-

tograph taken lately."
" That was to oblige my good friend

Browning, who has been so exceed-

ingly kind and attentive to me. I could

not refuse him."
"
But, Mr. Landor, this is entirely be-

tween ourselves. It does not concern

the public in the least. My friend wants

to make a study of your head, and I

want the study."
"
O, the painting is for you, is it ?

"

" Yes. I want to have something of

you in oil colors."
"
Ah, to be sure ! the old creature's

complexion is so fresh and fair. Well,

I '11 tell you what I will do. Your friend

may come, provided you come with him,
and act as chaperon !

J: This was
said laughingly.

" That I will do with pleasure."
" But stop !

" added Landor after a

pause.
"

I must be taken without my
beard !

"

" O no ! Mr. Landor. That cannot

be. Why, you will spoil the picture.

You won't look like a patrfarch without

a beard."
"

I ordered my barber to come and
shear me to-morrow. The weather is

getting to be very warm, and a heavy
beard is exceedingly uncomfortable. I

must be shaved to-morrow."
"
Pray countermand the order, dear

Mr. Landor. Do retain your beard un-

til the picture is completed. You will

not be obliged to wait long. We shall

all be so disappointed if you don't."
"
Well, well, I suppose I must sub-

mit"
And thus the matter was amicably

arranged, to our infinite satisfaction.

Those sittings were very pleasant to

the artist and his chaperon, and were

not disagreeable, I think, to the model.

Seated in his arm-chair, with his back

to the window that the light might fall

on the top of his head and form a sort

of glory, Landor looked every inch a

seer, and would entertain us with inter-

esting though unseerlike recollections,

while the artist was busy with his brush.

Putting out his foot one day, he said,
" Who could suppose that that ugly old

foot had ever been good-looking ? Yet

they say it was once. When I was in

Rome, an artist came to me, and asked

to take a cast of my foot and leg."

"Ah, Mr. Landor, you don't know
how good-looking you might be now, if

you would get a new suit of clothes and

a nice pair of boots."
"
No, no. I never intend to buy

anything more for myself. My old

clothes are quite good enough. They
are all-sufficient for this world, and in

the next I sha'n't need any ;
that is, if

we are to believe what we are told."

"
But, indeed, Mr. Landor, you really

ought to get a new cap."
" No

}
the one I wear is quite grand
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enough. I may have it made over.

Napier gave it to me," (I think he said

Napier,)
" and for that reason I value it."

" Mr. Landor, you do look like a

lion," I said at another time.

He smiled and replied,
" You are not

the only person who has said so. One

day, when Napier was dining with me,
he threw himself back in his chair, ex-

claiming, with a hearty laugh,
* Zounds !

Landor, I 've just discovered a resem-

blance. You look like an old lion.'
"

" That was a compliment, Mr. Lan-

dor. The lion is the king of beasts."
"
Yes, but he 's only a beast after

all," was the quick retort.

Landor always spoke with enthusi-

asm of General Sir William Napier,
and in fact lavished praise upon all the

family. It was to General Napier that

he dedicated his "
Hellenics," pub-

lished in 1859, wherein he pays the

following chivalric tribute :
" An illus-

trious man ordered it to be inscribed on
his monument, that he was the friend

of Sir Philip Sidneyj an obscurer one
can but leave this brief memorial, that

he was the friend of Sir William Na-

pier." Not long after the conversation

last referred to, Landor said, very sadly,
as he welcomed us,

"
I have just heard

of the death of my dear old friend Na-

pier. Why could not I have been taken,
and he left ? I have lived too long."
The portrait was soon painted, for

Landor, with great patience and good-
nature, would pose for an hour and a
half at a time. Then, rising, he would

say by way of conclusion to the day's
work,

" Now it is time for a little re-

freshment." After talking awhile long-
er, and partaking of cake and wine, we
would leave to meet a few days later.

This was the last time Landor sat for

his picture.

Landor could never have greatly ad-

mired Italian music, although he spoke
in high praise of the singing of Cata-

lani, -a.prima donna whom he knew and
liked personally. He was always ready
to point out the absurdity of many op-
eratic situations and conventionalities,
and often confessed that he had been

rarely to the theatre. But that he was

exceedingly fond of old English, Scotch,
and German ballads, I had the best

possible evidence. Frequently he en-

tered our rooms, saying playfully,
"

I

wish to make a bargain with you. I

will give you these flowers if you will

give me a song !

"
I was only too

happy to comply, thinking the flowers

very cheaply purchased. While I sang
Italian cavatinas, Landor remained

away from the piano, pleased, but not

satisfied. At their conclusion he used

to exclaim,
" Now for an English bal-

lad !

" and would seat himself beside

the piano, saying,
"

I must get nearer

to hear the words. These old deaf

ears treat me shabbily !

' " Kathleen

Mavourneen," Schubert's " Ave Ma-

ria," and " Within a Mile of Edinboro'

Town," were great favorites with him
;

but " Auld Robin Gray
" came first in

his affections and was the ballad he

always asked for. Upon first hearing it,

the tears streamed down his face, and
with a sigh he said :

"
I have not heard

that for many, many years. It takes

me back to very happy days, when
used to sing to me. Ah, you

did not know what thoughts you were

recalling to the troublesome old man."
As I turned over the leaves he added,
"
Ah, Landor ! when you were younger,

you knew how to turn over the leaves :

you 've forgotten all your accomplish-
ments !

"

Apropos of old songs, Landor has
laid his offering upon their neglected
altar. I shall not forget that evening
at Casa Guidi I can forget no even-

ing passed there when, just as the tea

was being placed upon the table, Robert

Browning turned to Landor, who was,

that night's honored guest, gracefully
thanked him for his defence of oid

songs, and, opening the " Last Fruit,"

read in his clear, manly voice the fol-

lowing passages from the Idyls of

Theocritus :

" We often hear that
v
s.iaeh

or such a thing
'
is not worth an id ,.

song.' Alas ! how very few things are-!

What precious recollections do some -

of them awaken ! what pleasurable tears

do they excite ! They purify

\
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stream of life
; they can delay it on its

shelves and rapids ; they can turn it

back again to the soft moss amidst

which its sources issue."
"
Ah, you are kind," replied the grati-

fied author. " You always find out the

best bits in my books."

I have never seen anything of its

kind so chivalric as the deference paid

by Robert Browning to Walter Savage
Landor. It was loyal homage rendered

by a poet in all the glow of power and im-

pulsive magnetism to an "old master."

Landor often berated the custom of

dinner-parties.
"

I dislike large din-

ners exceedingly. This herding to-

gether of men and women for the pur-

pose of eating, this clatter of knives

and forks, is barbarous. What can be
more horrible than to see and hear a

person talking with his mouth full ?

But Landor has strange notions, has he

not, Giallo ? In fact Padrone is a fool

if we may believe what folks say.

Once, while walking near my villa at

Fiesole, I overheard quite a flattering

remark about myself, made by one

contadino to another. My beloved

countrymen had evidently been the

subject of conversation, and, as the two

fellows approached my grounds, one

of them pointed towards the villa and

exclaimed : 'Tutti gli Inglesi sono paz-

zi, ma questo poi !

'

(All the English are

mad, but this one /) Words were too

feeble to express the extent of my
lunacy, and so both men shrugged their

shoulders as only Italians can. Yes,

Giallo, those contadini pitied your old

master, and I dare say they were quite

right."

While talking one day about Frank-

;. lin, Landor said :
"
Ah, Franklin was a

\ .great man ;
and I can tell you an anec-

dote of him that has never been in

print, and which I had directly from

.a personal friend of Franklin's, who
was acting as private secretary to Lord

Auckland, the English ambassador at

Paris during Franklin's visit to the

French Court. On one occasion, when
'IKratiklin presented himselfbefore Louis,

he was most cavalierly treated by the

king, whereupon Lord Auckland took

it upon himself to make impertinent

speeches, and, notwithstanding Frank-
lin's habitually courteous manners,
sneered at his appearing in court dress.

Upon Franklin's return home, he was
met by , who, being much attached

to him, a bit of a republican, too,

was anxious to learn the issue of the

visit.
'
I was received badly enough,'

said Franklin. ' Your master, Lord

Auckland, was very insolent. I am not

quite sure that, among other things, he
did not call me a rebel.' Then, taking
off his court coat, which, after carefully

folding and laying upon the sofa, he

stroked, he muttered,
' Lie there now ;

you '11 see better days yet.'
"

Being asked if he had ever seen Dan-
iel Webster, Landor replied,

"
I once

met Mr. Webster at a dinner-party. WT

e

sat next each other, and had a most

agreeable conversation. Finally Mr.

Webster asked me if I would have

taken him for an American ; and I

answered,
'

Yes, for the best of Ameri-

cans!'"

Landor had met Talma,
" who spoke

English most perfectly,"
- had been

in the society of Mrs. Siddons, "who
was not at all clever in private," had
conversed with Mrs. Jordan, "and a

most handsome and agreeable woman
she was

;
but that scoundrel, William

IV., treated her shamefully. He even

went so far as to appropriate the money
she received on her benefit nights."

Malibran, too, Landor described as be-

ing most fascinating off the stage.
"

I never studied German," he re-

marked at another time. "
I was once

in Germany four months, but conversed

with the professors in Latin. Their

Latin was grammatical, but very like

dog-Latin for all that. What an of-

fence to dogs, if they only knew it !

"

Then, lowering his voice, he laughingly

added, "
I hope Giallo did not hear me.

I would not offend him for the world.

A German Baroness attempted to in-

duce me to learn her language, and read

aloud German poetry for my benefit ;

but the noise was intolerable to me.
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It sounded like a great wagon banging
over a pavement of boulders. It was

very ungrateful in me not to learn, for

my fair teacher paid me many pretty

compliments. Yes, Giallo, Padrone has

had pleasant things said to him in his

day. But the greatest compliment I

ever received was from Lord Dudley.

Being confined to his bed by illness at

Bologna, a friend read aloud to him my
imaginary conversation between the

two Ciceros. Upon its conclusion, the

reader exclaimed,
' Is not that exactly

what Cicero would have said ?
' 4

Yes,
if he could !

' was Lord Dudley's an-

swer. Now was not that a compliment
worth having ?

"

One day when I was sitting with

Landor, and he, as usual, was discours-

ing of "lang syne," he rose, saying,
"
Stop a bit

;
I 've something to show

you," and, leaving the room for a mo-

ment, returned with a small writing-

desk, looking as old as himself. " Now
I want you to look at something I have

here," he continued, seating himself

and opening the desk. "
There, what

do you think of that ?
" he asked, hand-

ing me a miniature of a very lovely
woman.

"
I think the original must have been

exceedingly handsome."
"
Ah, yes, she was," he replied, with

a sigh, leaning back in his chair.
" That is the ' lanthe ' of my poems."

"
I can well understand why she in-

spired your muse, Mr. Landor."
"
Ah, she was far more beautiful than

her picture, but much she cared for my
poetry! It could n't be said that she

liked me for my books. She, too, has

gone, gone before me."

It is to " lanthe "
that the first seven-

ty-five of his verses marked " Miscel-

laneous "
are addressed, and it is of her

he has written,

"
It often comes into my head
That we may dream when we are dead,
But I am far from sure we do.

that it were so ! then my rest

Would be indeed among the blest ;

1 should forever dream of you."

In the " Heroic Idyls," also, there are

lines

"ON THE DEATH OF IANTHE.

"
I dare not trust my pen, it trembles so ;

It seems to feel a portion of my woe,
And makes me credulous that trees and stonea

At mournful fates have uttered mournful tones.

While I look back again on days long past,

How gladly would I yours might be my last I

Sad our first severance was, but sadder this,

When death forbids one hour of mutual bliss."

" lanthe's portrait is not the only
treasure this old desk contains," Lan-

dor said, as he replaced it and took up
a small package, very carefully tied,

which he undid with great precaution,

as though the treasure had wings and

might escape, if not well guarded.
" There !

" he said, holding up a pen-

wiper made of red and gold stuff in the

shape of a bell with an ivory handle,

"that pen-wiper was given to me

by ,
Rose's sister, forty years ago.

Would you believe it? Have I not

kept it well ?
" The pen-wiper looked

as though it had been made the day

before, so fresh was it.
" Now," con-

tinued Landor,
"

I intend to give that

to you."

"But, Mr. Landor "

" Tut ! tut ! there are to be no buts

about it. My passage for another world
is already engaged, and I know you '11

take good care of my keepsake. There,

now, put it in your pocket, and only use

it on grand occasions."

Into my pocket the pen-wiper went,

and, wrapped in the same old paper, it

lies in another desk, as free from ink

as it was four years ago.
Who Rose was no reader of Landor

need be told, she to whom " Andrea
of Hungary" was dedicated, and of

whom Lady Blessington, in one of her

letters to Landor, wrote :

" The tuneful

bird, inspired of old by the Persian

rose, warbled not more harmoniously
its praise than you do that of the Eng-
lish Rose, whom posterity will know

through your beautiful verses." Many
and many a time the gray-bearded poet
related incidents of which this English
Rose was the heroine, and for the mo-
ment seemed to live over again an in-

teresting episode of his mature years.

" Dear ! dear ! what is the old crea-
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ture to do for reading-matter ?
" Lan- the front seat, and was more active

dor exclaimed after having exhausted than many a younger man in assisting
his own small stock and my still small- us in and out of the carriage.

" You are

er one. "Shakespeare and Milton are the most genuinely polite man I know,"

my daily food, but at times, you know, once wrote Lady Blessington to him.

we require side-dishes." The verdict of 1840 could not have
" Why not subscribe to Vieusseux's been overruled twenty-one years later.

Library, Mr. Landor ?
" Once we drove up to " aerial Fiesole,"

"That would be the best thing to do, and never can I forget Landor's man-
would it not ? Very well, you shall se- ner while in the neighborhood of his

cure me a six months' subscription to- former home. It had been proposed
morrow. And now what shall I read ? that we should turn back when only
When Mr. Anthony Trollope was here, half-way up the hill.

"
Ah, go a little

he called on me with his brother, and a farther," Landor said nervously ;

"
I

clever man he appeared to be. I have should like to see my villa." Of course

never read anything of his. Suppose I his wish was our pleasure, and so the

begin with his novels ?
"

drive was continued. Landor sat im-

And so it happened that Landor read movable, with head turned in the direc-

all of Anthony Trollope's works with tion of the Villa Gherardesca. At first

zest, admiring them for their unaffected sight of it he gave a sudden start, and

honesty of purpose and truth to nature* genuine tears filled his eyes and coursed

He next read Hood's works, and when down his cheeks. " There 's where I

this writer's poems were returned to me lived," he said, breaking a long silence

there came with them a scrap of paper and pointing to his old estate. Still we
on which were named the poems that mounted the hill, and when at a turn in

had most pleased their reader. the road the villa stood out before us
"
Song of a Shirt. clearly and distinctly, Landor said,

" Let
" To my Daughter. us give the horses a rest here !

>: We
" A Child embracing. stopped, and for several minutes Lan-
* My Heart is sick. dor's gaze was fixed upon the villa.

" False Poets and True. " There now, we can return to Flor-

" The Forsaken. ence, if you like," he murmured, final-

" The last stanza of Inez is beauti- ly, with a deep sigh.
"

I have seen it

ful." probably for the last time." Hardly a

Of the poem which heads the list, he word was spoken during the drive

wrote :
home. Landor seemed to be absent-

minded. A sadder, more pathetic pic-"'
Song of the Shirt.' Strange ! very strange, j xu-
This shirt will never want a change,

ture than he made during this memo-
Nor ever will wear out so long rable drive is rarely seen. " With me
As Britain has a heart or tongue," jjfg hag been a fajlure) waS the CXprCS-

Hood commanded great love and re- sion of that wretched, worn face. Those

spect from Landor. Soon the reign of who believe Landor to have been devoid

G. P. R. James set in, and when I left of heart should have seen him then.

Florence he was still in power. I can-

not but think that a strong personal During another drive he stopped the

friendship had much to do with Lan- horses at the corner of a dirty little

dor's enthusiasm for this novelist old street, and, getting out of the car-

riage, hurriedly disappeared round a

We took many drives with Landor corner, leaving us without explanation

during the spring and summer of 1861, and consequently in amazement. We
and made very delightful jaunts into had not long to wait, however, as he

the country. Not forgetful in the least soon appeared carrying a large roll of

of things, the old man, in spite of his canvas. " There !

' he exclaimed, as

age, would always insist upon taking he again seated himself,
"

I 've made a
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capital bargain. I 've long wanted these

paintings, but the man asked more than

I could give. To-day he relented. They
are very clever, and I shall have them

framed." Alas ! they were not clever,

and Landor in his last days had queer
notions concerning art. That he was

excessively fond of pictures is undoubt-

edlv true ; he surrounded himself with

them, but there was far more quan-

tity than quality about them. He fre-

quently attributed very bad paintings
to very good masters ; and it by no

means followed because he called a

battle-piece a ' Salvator Rosa," that it

was painted by Salvator. But the old

man was tenacious of his art opinions,

and it was unwise to argue the point

:he notes which possess in Larv

dor's handwriting are numerous, but

they are of too personal a character to

interest the public. Sometimes he signs
himsel The Old Creature," at anoth-

' The Restless Old Man," and once,
' Your Beardless Old Friend." This

was after the painting of his portrait,

when he had himself shorn of half his

patriarchal grandeur. The day pre-

vious to the fatal deed, he entered our

room saying,
"

I 've just made an ar-

rangement with my barber to shear me
to-morrow. I must have a clean face

during the summer."
"

I wish you had somewhat of the

Oriental reverence for beards, Mr. Lan-

dor, for then there would be no shav-

ing. Why, think of it ! if you 've no

beard, how can you swear ?
"

"
Ah, Padrone can swear tolerably

well without it, can he not, Giallo ? he

will have no difficulty on that score,

Now I '11 wager, were I a young man,

you would ask me for a lock of my hair,

See what it is to be old and gray."
"
Why, Mr. Landor, I Ve long want-

edjust that same, but have not dared to

ask for it. May I cut off a few stray
hairs ?

' :

I asked, going toward him
with a pair of scissors.

" Ah no," he replied, quizzically,
" there can be but one '

Rape of the

Lock !

'

-Let me be my own barber.'

Taking the scissors, he cut off the long-

est curl of his snow-white beard, en-

closed it in an envelope with a Greek

superscription, and, presenting it, said,
" One of these days, when I have gone
to my long sleep, this bit of an old pa-

gan may interest some very good Chris-

tians."

followmg note ,s worthy to be

transcribed, showing, as : does the

fn
?fJ

p f

u
h 'S

f
Ure at a time wh

,

e

!>

e had nothinS to Slve awa? but

MY DEAR FRIEND, Will you think

ft WQrth your while to transcribe the

enclosed ? These pages I have cor-

rected and enlarged . Some of them

you haye never seen . They have oc_

cupied more of my time and trouble,

d are now more complete) than ^y.
thing you have favored me by reading.
j hope you wiu be pleased. I care less

about Qthers..... j hope wiu

something for these articles, and

k k j am richer b seyeral crowns

than d and j must scramble

tQ^ ki dom of Heaven, to which a

full k w ^^ .

& an
.

di_

men4.

Ever truly yours

The manuscripts contained the two

conversations between Homer and La-

ertes which two years ago were pub-
lished in the " Heroic Idyls." I did

not put them to the use desired by their

author. Though my copies differ some-

what from the printed ones, it is natu-

ral to conclude that Landor most ap-

proved of what was last submitted to

his inspection, and would not desire to

be seen in any other guise. The pub-

licity of a note prefixed to one of these

conversations, however, is warranted.
"

It will be thought audacious, and

most so by those who know the least

of Homer, to represent him as talking

so familiarly. He must often have done

it, as Milton and Shakespeare did.

There is homely talk in the *

Odyssey.'
" Fashion turns round like Fortune.

Twenty years hence, perhaps, this con-

versation of Homer and Laertes, in
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which for the first time Greek domestic

manners have been represented by any
modern poet, may be recognized and

approved.
" Our sculptors and painters frequent-

ly take their subjects from antiquity;
are our poets never to pass beyond the

mediaeval ? At our own doors we lis-

ten to the affecting
'

Song of the Shirt
'

;

but some few of us, at the end of it,

turn back to catch the '

Song of the

Sirens.'
"
Poetry is not tied to chronology.

The Roman poet brings Dido and
^neas together, the historian parts

them far asunder. Homer may or may
not have been the contemporary of La-

ertes. Nothing is idler or more dan-

gerous than to enter a labyrinth without

a clew."

At last the time came when there were

to be no more conversations, no more

drives, with Walter Savage Landor.

Summoned suddenly to America, we
called upon him three or four days be-

fore our departure to say good by.
" What ? going to America ?

" Lan-

dor exclaimed in a sorrowful voice.
" Is it really true ? Must the old crea-

ture lose his young friends as well as

his old ? Ah me ! ah me ! what will

become of Giallo and me ? And Amer-

ica in the condition that it is too ! But

this is not the last time that I am to

see you. Tut ! tut ! now no excuses.

We must have one more drive, one

more cup of tea together before you
leave."

Pressed as we were for time, it was

still arranged that we should drive with

Landor the evening previous to our

departure. On the morning of this day
came the following note :

"
I am so stupid that everything puz-

zles me. Is not this the day I was to

expect your visit ? At all events you
will have the carriage at your door at

six this evening.

To drive or not to drive,

That is the question.

You shall not be detained one half-

hour, but tea will be ready on your
arrival.

"
I fell asleep after the jolting, and

felt no bad effect. See what it is to be

so young.
" Ever yours affectionately,

"W. S. L."

There was little to cheer any of us

in that last drive, and few words were

spoken. Stopping at his house on our

way home, we sipped a final cup of tea

in almost complete silence. I tried to

say merry things and look forward a

few years to another meeting, but the

old man shook his head sadly, saying :

"I shall never see you again. I can-

not live through another winter, nor do

I desire to. Life to me is but a coun-

terpart ofDead Sea fruit ;
and now that

you are going away, there is one less

link to the chain that binds me."

Landor, in the flood-tide of intellect

and fortune, could command attention ;

Landor, tottering with an empty purse
towards his ninth decade, could count

his Florentine friends in one breath ;

thus it happened that the loss of the

least of these made the old man sad.

At last the hour of leave-taking ar-

rived. Culling a flower from the little

garden, taking a final turn through those

three little rooms, patting Giallo on the

head, who, sober through sympathy,
looked as though he wondered what it

all meant, we turned to Landor, who
entered the front room dragging an

immense album after him. It was the

same that he had bought years before

of Barker, the English artist, for fifty

guineas, and about which previous men-

tion has been made. " You are not to

get rid of me yet," said Landor, bearing
the album toward the stairs.

"
I shall

see you home, and bid you good by at

your own door."

"But, dear Mr. Landor, what are

you doing with that big book ? You
will surely injure yourself by attempting

to carry it"

"This album is intended for you,

and you must take it with you to-

night"
Astonished at this munificent pres-

ent, I hardly knew how to refuse it

without offending the generous giver.
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Stopping him at the door, I endeavored landlord will not allow one shilling to-

to dissuade him from giving away so ward the expense, which will make his

valuable an album ; and, finding him res- lower rooms lighter and healthier. To

olute in his determination, begged him him the advantage will be permanent,

to compromise by leaving it to me in to me (God knows) it must be very tem-

his will. porary. In another summer I shall not

"
No, my dear," he replied,

"
I at sit so high, nor, indeed, sit anywhere,

least have lived long enough to know but take instead the easiest and laziest

that a bird in the hand is worth two in of all positions.

the bush." Whereupon he carried the "I am continuing to read the noble

book down stairs and deposited it in romances of my friend James. I find

the carriage, deaf to our entreaties, in them thoughts as profound as any in

and obstinately refusing assistance. Charron, or Montaigne, or Bacon, I

" Now I am sure that you will have the had almost added, or Shakespeare him-

album," he continued, after we were all self, the wisest of men, as the great-

seated in the carriage.
" A will is an est of poets. On the morning after your

uncanny thing, and I 'd rather remem- departure I finished the *

Philip Au-

ber my friends out of one than in one. gustus.' In the thirty-eighth chapter is

I shall never see you again, and I want this sentence :

* O Isidore ! 't is not

you to think of the foolish old creature the present, I believe, that ever makes

occasionally." our misery ;
't is its contrast with the

The carriage stopped at our door, and past ;
't is the loss of some hope, or the

" the good by
" came. "

May God bless crushing of some joy ; the disappoint-

you !

" murmured the lonely old man, ment of expectation, or the regrets of

and in a moment Walter Savage Lan- memory. The present is nothing, noth-

dor was out of sight. ing, nothing, but in its relation to the

He was right. .We were never to future or the past.' James is inferior

meet again. Distance did not entirely to Scott in wit and humor, but more
sever the friendly link, however, for than his equal in many other respects ;

soon there came to me, across the sea, but then Scott wrote excellent poetry,
the following letters :

- in which James, when he attempted it,

August 28, 1861. failed.
"
By this time, my dear friend, you

" Let me hear how affairs are going
will be far on your way over the Atlan- on in America. I believe we have

tic, and before you receive the scribble truer accounts from England than your
now before you, half your friends will papers are disposed to publish. Louis

have offered you their congratulations Napoleon is increasing his naval force

on your return home. to a degree it never reached before.
"
People, I hear, are flocking fast We must have war with him before a

into Florence for the exhibition. This twelvemonth is over. He will also make

evening I received another kind note disturbances in Louisiana, claiming it

from the Countess, who tells me that on the dolorous cry of France for her

she shall return to Florence on Satur- lost children. They will invite him, as

day, and invites me to accompany her the poor Savoyards were invited by
there. But I abhor all crowds, and am him to do. So long as this perfidious
not fascinated by the eye of kings. I scoundrel exists there will be no peace or

never saw him of Italy when he was quiet in any quarter of the globe. The
here before, and shall not now. Pope is heartily sick of intervention ;

"
I am about to remove my terrace, but nothing can goad his fat sides into

and to place it under the window of a move.

the small bedroom, substituting a glass
" Are you not tired ? My wrist is. So

door for the present window. On this adieu.

terrace I shall spend all my October " Ever affectionately,

days, and and all my money! The "W. S. L."
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With this letter came a slip of paper,
on which were these lines :

"TO GIALLO.
"

Faithfullest of a faithful race,

Plainly I read it in thy face,

Thou wishest me to mount the stairs,

And leave behind me all my cares.

No : I shall never see again,
Her who now sails across the main,
Nor wilt thou ever as before

Rear two white feet against her door."

" Written opposite Palazzo Pitti,

September, 1861."

"
February 15, 1862.

". . . . The affairs of your country
interest me painfully. The Northern
States had acknowledged the right ofo o
the Southern to hold slaves, and had
even been so iniquitous as to surrender

a fugitive from his thraldom. I would

propose an accommodation :

"
i. That every slave should be free

after ten years' labor.

"2. That none should be imported,
or sold, or separated from wife and
children.

"
3. That an adequate portion of land

should be granted in perpetuity to the

liberated.
" The proprietor would be fully indem-

nified for his purchase by ten years' la-

bor. France and England will not per-
mit their commerce with the Southern

States to be interrupted much longer.
It has caused great discontent in Man-
chester and Leeds, where the artificers

suffer grievously from want of employ-
ment

". . . . May you continue to improve
in health as the warmer weather ad-

vances. Mine will not allow me to hope
for many more months of life, but I

shall always remember you, and desire

that you also will remember
"W. S. LANDOR."

"
January, 1865.

"
. . . . Your account ofyour improved

health is very satisfactory and delight-
ful to me. Hardly can I expect to

receive many such. This month I en-

ter on my eighty-ninth year, and am
growing blind and deaf. .... I hope

you may live long enough to see the

end of your disastrous civil war. Re-
member, the Southrons are

fighting for
their acknowledged rights, as estab-
lished by the laws of the United States.
Horrible is the idea that one man should
be lord and master of another. But

Washington had slaves, so had the
President his successor. If your gov-
ernment had been contented to decree
that no slave henceforth should be im-

ported, none sold, none disunited from
his family, your Northern cause would be
more popular in England and through-
out Europe than it is. You are about
to see detached from the Union a third

of the white population. Is it not bet-

ter that the blacks should be contented

slaves than exasperated murderers or

drunken vagabonds ? Your blacks were

generally more happy than they were in

Africa, or than they are likely to be in

America. Your taxes will soon excite

a general insurrection. In a war of

five years they will be vastly heavier

than their amount in all the continent

of Europe. And what enormous armies

must be kept stationary to keep down
not only those who are now refractory,
but also those whom (by courtesy and

fiction) we call free.

"
I hope and trust that I shall leave

the world before the end of this winter.

My darling dog, Giallo, will fmd a fond

protectress in Present my
respectful compliments to Mrs. F., and
believe me to continue

" Your faithful old friend,

"W. S. LANDOR."

"
September n, 1863.

" You must be grieved at the

civil war. It might have been avoided.

The North had no right to violate the

Constitution. Slavery was lawful, ex-

ecrable as it is Congress might
have liberated them [the slaves] gradu-

ally at no expense to the nation at large.
"

i. Every slave after fifteen years
should be affranchised.

"
2. None to be imported or sold.

"
3. No husband and wife separated.

"
4. No slave under twelve compelled

to labor.
"

5. Schools in every township ;
and
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children of both sexes sent to them at that you, my dear friend, may ^ee the

six to ten. end of it. Believe me ever,

v

" A few days before I left England,
" Your affectionate old friend,

five years ago, I had an opportunity of " W. S. LANDOR."

conversing with a gentleman who had

visited the United States. He was It was sad to receive such letters

an intelligent and zealous Abolitionist, from the old man, for they showed how

Wishing to learn the real state of a mind once great was tottering ere it

things, he went on board a vessel fell. Blind, deaf, shut up within the

bound to New York. He was amazed narrow limits of his own four walls, de-

at the opulence and splendor of that pendent upon English newspapers for

city, and at the inadequate civilization all tidings of America, is it strange

of the inhabitants. He dined at a pub- that during those last days Landor failed

lie table, at a principal inn. The din- to appreciate the grandeur of our con-

ner was plenteous and sumptuous. On flict, and stumbled as he attempted to

each side of him sat two gentlemen follow the logic of events ? Well do I

who spat like Frenchmen the moment remember that in conversations he had

a plate was removed. This prodigy de- reasoned far differently, his sympathy

prived him of appetite. Dare I men- going out most unreservedly to the

tion it, that the lady opposite cleared North. Living in the dark, he saw no

her throat in like manner ? more clearly than the majority of Euro-
" The Englishman wished to see peans, and a not small minority of our

your capital, and hastened to Wash- own people. Interesting as is every-

ington. There he met a member of thing that so celebrated an author as

Congress to whom he had been intro- Landor writes, these extracts, so unfa-O ' 7

duced in London by Webster. Most vorable to our cause and to his intel-

willingly he accepted his invitation to lect, would never have been published

join him at Baltimore, his residence, had not English reviewers thoroughly
He found it difficult to express the dif- ventilated his opinions on the Ameri-

ference between the people of New can war. Their insertion, consequent-
York and those of Baltimore, whom he

ly, in no way exposes Landor to se-

represented as higher-bred. He met verer comment than that to which the

there a slaveholder of New Orleans, rashly unthinking have already sub-

with whom at first he was disinclined to jected him, but, on the contrary, in-

converse, but whom presently he found creases our regard for him, denoting,
liberal and humane, and who assured as they do, that, however erroneous his

him that his slaves were contented, conclusions, the subject was one to

happy, and joyous. 'There are some which he devoted all the thought left

cruel masters,' he said, 'among us
; but him by old age. The record of a long

come yourself, sir, and see whether we life cannot be obliterated by the un-

consider them fit for our society or our sound theories of the octogenarian. It

notice.' He accepted the invitation, was only ten years before that he ap-
and remained at New Orleans until a pealed to America in behalf of freedom

vessel was about to sail for Bermuda, in lines beginning thus :

where he spent the winter.
.. , T , T r'j MI

M Friend Jonathan ! for friend thou art,
' Your people, I am afraid, will re-

Do> pr4ee> toke now in good part
Solve On War With England. Always Lines the first steamer shall waft o'er.

aggressive, they already devour Can- Sorry am I to hear the blacks

~ , .,, i Still bear your ensign on their backs ;

ada. hope Canada will soon be in- The strip/3 they suffer make me sore

dependent both Of America and Eng- Beware of wrong. The brave are true ;

land. Your people should be satisfied The tree of Freedom never grew
.,, . ., r . , Where Fraud and Falsehood sowed their salt."

with a civil war of ten or twelve years :

they will soon have one of much long- In his poem, also, addressed to An-
er duration about Mexico. God grant drew Jackson, the "Atlantic Ruler "is
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apostrophized on the supposition of a

prophecy that remained unfulfilled.

"
Up, every son of Afric soil,

Ye worn and weary, hoist the safl,

For your own glebes and garners toll

With easy plough and lightsome flaiL

A father's home ye never knew,
A father's home your sons shall have from you.

Enjoy your palmy groves, your cloudless day,

Your world that demons tore away.
Look up 1 look up ! the flaming sword

Hath vanished ! and behold your Paradise re-

stored. "

This is Landor in the full possession
of his intellect.

For Landor's own sake, I did not

wish to drink the lees of that rich wine

which Lady Blessington had prophesied
would "flow on pure, bright, and spark-

ling to the last." It is the strength, not

the weakness, of our friends that we
would remember, and therefore Lan-

dor's letter of September, 1863, re-

mained unanswered. It was better so.

A year later he died of old age, and

during this year he was but the wreck

of himself. He became gradually more

and more averse to going out, and to

receiving visitors, more indifferent,

in fact, to all outward things. He used

to sit and read, or, at all events, hold a

book in his hand, and would sometimes

write and sometimes give way to pas-

sion. "
It was the swell of the sea af-

ter the storm, before the final calm,"

wrote a friend in Florence. Landor

did not become physically deafer, but

the mind grew more and more insensi-

ble to external impressions, and at last

his housekeeper was forced to write

down every question she was called

upon to ask him. Few crossed the

threshold of his door saving his sons,

who went to see him regularly. At
last he had a difficulty in swallowing,
which produced a kind of cough. Had
he been strong enough to expectorate
or be sick, he might have lived a little

longer ;
but the frame-work was worn

out, and in a fit of coughing the great
old man drew his last breath. He was

confined to his bed but two or three

days. I am told he looked very grand
when dead, like a majestic marble

statue. The funeral was hurried, and

none but his two sons followed his re-

mains to the grave !

One touching anecdote remains to

be told of him, as related by his house-

keeper. On the night before the ist

of May, 1864, Landor became very rest-

less, as sometimes happened during the

last year. About two o'clock, A. M., he

rang for Wilson, and insisted upon hav-

ing the room lighted and the windows

thrown open. He then asked for pen,

ink, and paper, and the date of the day.

Being told that it was the dawn of the

ist of May, he wrote a few lines of

poetry upon it
; then, leaning back, said,

"
I shall never write again. Put out

the lights and draw the curtains." Very

precious would those lines be now, had

they been found. Wilson fancies that

Landor must have destroyed them the

next morning on rising.

The old man had his wish. Years

before, when bidding, as he supposed,
an eternal farewell to Italy, he wrote

sadly of hopes which then seemed be-

yond the pale of possibility.
M

I did believe, (what have I not believed ?)

Weary with age, but unopprest by pain,

To close in thy soft clime my quiet day,

And rest my bones in the Mimosa's shade.

Hope I hope 1 few ever cherisht thee so little ;

Few are the heads thou hast so rarely raised ;

But thou didst promise this, and all was well.

For we are fond of thinking where to lie

When every pulse hath ceast, when the lone heart

Can lift no aspiration, .... reasoning

As if the sight were unimpaired by death,

Were unobstructed by the coffin-lid,

And the sun cheered corruption ! Over all

The smiles of Nature shed a potent charm,

And light us to our chamber at the grave."

Italy recalled her aged yet impas-

sioned lover, and there, beneath the cy-

presses of the English burying-ground
at Florence, almost within sound of the

murmur of his "own Aifrico," rest the

weary bones of Walter Savage Landor.

It is glorified dust with which his min-

gles. Near by, the birds sing their

sweetest over the grave of Elizabeth

Barrett Browning. Not far off, an

American pine watches vigilantly while

Theodore Parker sleeps his long sleep ;

and but a little distance beyond, Fran-

ces Trollope, the mother, and Theodo-

sia Trollope, her more than devoted
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daughter, are united in death as they modern writer will be more faithfully

had been in life. studied or more largely quoted than
"
Nobly, O Theo I has your verse called forth Walter Savage Landor.
The Roman valor and Subalpine worth,"

sang Landor years ago of his protegte, "^
e upon

,

earth
,.9

t<
Have not our places and our distances

Who Outlived her friend and CntlC but Assigned, for many years ; at last a tube,

a few months. With the great and Raised and adjusted by Intelligence,

good about him, Landor Sleeps Well.
Stands elevated to a cloudless sky,
And place and magnitude are ascertained."

His genius needs no eulogy : good
wine needs no bush. Time, that hides Landor "will dine late ; but the din-

the many in oblivion, can but add to ing-room will be well lighted, the guests
the warmth and mellowness of his few and select." He will reign among
fame ; and in the days to come no crowned heads.

THE DEAD SHIP OF HARPSWELL.

WHAT flecks the outer gray beyond
The sundown's golden trail ?

The white flash of a sea-bird's wing,
Or gleam of slanting sail ?

Let young eyes watch from Neck and Point,
And sea-worn elders pray,

The ghost of what was once a ship
Is sailing up the bay !

From gray sea-fog, from icy drift,

From peril and from pain,
The home-bound fisher greets thy lights,

O hundred-harbored Maine !

But many a keel shall seaward turn,

And many a sail outstand,

When, tall and white, the Dead Ship looms

Against the dusk of land.

She rounds the headland's bristling pines.
She threads the isle-set bay ;

No spur of breeze can speed her on,
Nor ebb of tide delay.

Old men still walk the Isle of Orr
Who tell her date and name,

Old shipwrights sit in Freeport yards
Who hewed her oaken frame.

What weary doom of baffled quest,
Thou sad sea-ghost, is thine ?

What makes thee in the haunts of home
A wonder and a sign ?
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No foot is on thy silent deck,

Upon thy helm no hand
;

No ripple hath the soundless wind
That smites thee from the land !

For never comes the ship to port
Howe'er the breeze may be ;

Just when she nears the waiting shore

She drifts again to sea.

No tack of sail, nor turn of helm,
Nor sheer of veering side .

Stern-fore she drives to sea and night

Against the wind and tide.

In vain o'er Harpswell Neck the star

Of evening guides her in
;

In vain for her the lamps are lit

Within thy tower, Seguin !

In vain the harbor-boat shall hail,

In vain the pilot call ;

No hand shall reef her spectral sail,

Or let her anchor fall.

Shake, brown old wives, with dreary joy,
Your gray-head hints of ill

;

And, over sick-beds whispering low,
Your prophecies fulfil.

Some home amid yon birchen trees

Shall drape its door with woe ;

And slowly where the Dead Ship sails,

The burial boat shall row !

From Wolf Neck and from Flying Point,

From island and from main,

From sheltered cove and tided creek,

Shall glide the funeral train.

The dead-boat with the bearers four,

The mourners at her stern,

And one shall go the silent way
Who shall no more return !

And men shall sigh, and women weep,
Whose dear ones pale and pine,

And sadly over sunset seas

Await the ghostly sign.

They know not that its sails are filled

By pity's tender breath,

Nor see the Angel at the helm

Who steers the Ship of Death !
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DOCTOR JOHNS.

LXIII. woman as it appears to him seeks

to cover her short-comings. He had

"O EUBEN had heard latterly very brought away from the atmosphere of

J-V little of domestic affairs at Ash- the old cathedrals a certain quickened
field. He knew scarce more of the fam- religious sentiment, by the aid of which

ily relations of Adele than was covered he had grown into a respect, not only

by that confidential announcement of for the Romish faith, but for Christian

the parson's which had so set on fire faith of whatever degree. And now
his generous zeal. The spinster, indeed, he encountered what seemed to him
in one of her later letters had hinted, its gross prostitution. The old Doc-

in a roundabout manner, that Adele's tor then was right : this Popish form of

family misfortunes were not looking so heathenism was but a device of Satan,

badly as they once did, that the poor a scarlet covering of iniquity. Yet,

girl (she believed) felt tenderly still to- in losing respect for one form of faith,

ward her old playmate, and that Mr. he found himself losing respect for all.

Maverick was, beyond all question, a It was easy for him to match the pres-

gentleman of very easy fortune. But ent hypocrisy with hypocrisies that he

Reuben was not in a mood to be caught had seen of old.

by any chaff administered by his most Meantime, the good ship Meteor was

respectable aunt. If, indeed, he had skirting the shores of Spain, and had
known all, --if that hearty burst of made a good hundred leagues of her

Adele's gratitude had come to him, voyage before Reuben had ventured to

if he could once have met her with the make himself known as the old school-

old freedom of manner, ah ! then mate and friend of the child whom
then Madam Maverick was on her way to

But no
;
he thinks of her now as one greet after so many years of separation,

under social blight, which he would The truth was, that Reuben, his first

have lifted or borne with her had not her disgust being overcome, could not shake

religious squeamishness forbidden. He off the influence of something attractive

tries to forget what was most charming and winning in the manner of Madam
in her, and has succeeded passably well. Maverick. In her step and in her lithe

"
I suppose she is still modelling figure he saw the step and figure of

her heroes on the Catechism," he Adele. All her orisons and aves, which

thought,
" and Phil will very likely pass she failed not to murmur each morning

muster." and evening, were reminders of the ear-

The name of Madam Maverick as nest faith of her poor child. It is impos-

attaching to their fellow-passenger sible to treat her with disrespect. Nay,
which came to his ear for the first time it is impossible, as Reuben begins
on the second day out from port con- to associate more intimately the figure

siderably startled him. Madam Mav- and the voice of this quiet lady with his

erick is, he learns, on her way to join memories of another and a younger
her husband and child in America. But one, quite impossible, that he should
he is by no means disposed to entertain not feel his whole chivalrous nature
a very exalted respect for any claim- stirred in him, and become prodigal of
ant of such name and title. He finds, attentions. If there were hypocrisy, it

indeed, the prejudices of his education somehow cheated him into reverence,

(so he calls them) asserting themselves The lady is, of course, astounded at

with a fiery heat; and most of all he Reuben's disclosure to her. " Man
is astounded by the artfully arranged Dieu ! you, then, are the son of that

religious drapery with which this poor good priest of whom I have heard so
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much ! And you are Puritan ? I would "
Charity ! Man Dieu ! Charity for

not have thought that. They love the sins, charity for failings, yes, I ask
vanities of the world then," and her it; but for my faith! No, Monsieur,

eye flashed over the well-appointed no no a thousand times, no !"

dress of Reuben, who felt half an in- This is real," thought Reuben,
clination to hide, if it had been possi-

" Tell me, Monsieur," continued she,

ble, the cluster of gairish charms which with a heat of language that excited his

hung at his watch-chain. "You have admiration, "what is it you believe

shown great kindness to my child, Mon- there ? What is the horror against
sieur. I thank you with my whole heart." which your New England teachers

" She is very charming, Madam," would warn my poor Adele ? May the

said Reuben, in an easy, degage manner, Blessed Virgin be near her !

"

which, to tell truth, he put on to cover Whereupon, Reuben undertook to

a little embarrassing revival of his old lay down the grounds of distrust in

sentiment. which he had been educated
; not, sure-

Madam Maverick looked at him keen-
ly, with the fervor or the logical se-

ly. "Describe her to me, if you will be quence which the old Doctor would
so good, Monsieur." have given to the same, but yet in-

Whereupon Reuben ran on, jaun- veighing in good set terms against the

tily, at first, as if it had been a ballet- vain ceremonials, the idolatries, the

girl of San Carlo whose picture he was mummeries, the confessional, the empty
making out

;
but his old hearty warmth absolution ;

and summing up all with

declared itself by degrees ;
and his ad- the formula (may be he had heard the

miration and his tenderness gave such Doctor use the same language) that the

warm color to his language as it might piety of the Romanist was not so much
have shown if her little gloved hand a deep religious conviction of the truth,

had been shivering even then in his as a sentiment.

own passionate clasp. And as he " Sentiment !

" exclaims Madam
closed, with a great glow upon his face, Maverick. "What else ? What but

Madam Maverick burst forth, love of the good God ?
"

" Mon Dieu, how I love her! Yet is But not so much by her talk as by
it not a thing astonishing that I should the every-day sight of her serene, un-

ask you, a stranger, Monsieur, how my faltering devotion is Reuben won into

own child is looking ? Culpa mea ! a deep respect for her faith.

culpa mea /
" and she clutched at her Those are rare days and rare nights

rosary, and mumbled an ave, with her for him, as the good ship Meteor slips

eyes lifted and streaming tears. down past the shores of Spain to the

Reuben looked upon her in wonder, Straits, days all sunny, nights moon-
amazed at the depth of her emotion, lit. To the right, not discernible, but

Could this be all hypocrisy ? he knows they are there, the swelling
" Tenez !

" said she, recovering her- hills of Catalonia and of Andalusia, the

self, and reading, as it were, his doubts, marvellous Moorish ruins, the murmurs
"You count these" (lifting her rosary) of the Guadalquivir ;

to the left, a broad
" bawbles yonder, and our prayers pagan sweep of burnished sea, on which, late

prayers ; my husband has told me, and into the night, the moon pours a stream

that she, Adele, is taught thus, and of molten silver, that comes rocking
that the Bon Dieu has forsaken our and widening toward him, and vanishes

Holy Church, that He comes near . in the shadow of the ship. The cruise

now only to your what shall I call has been a splendid venture for him,

them? meeting-houses? Tell me, twenty-five thousand at the least. And
Monsieur, does Adele think this ?" as he paces the decks, in the view

"I think," said Reuben, "that your only of the silent man at the wheel and

daughter would have charity for any of the silent stars, he forecasts the

religious faith which was earnest." palaces he will build. The feeble Doc-
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tor shall have ease and every luxury ;
Is the truth between ? Is it in both ?

he will be gracious in his charities ;
he Is it real ? And if real, why may not

will astonish the old people by his af- the same lips declare it under the ca-

fluence
;
he will live thedral or the meeting-house roof?

Just here, he spies a female figure Why not in God's name charity?

stealing from the companion-way, and

gliding beyond the shelter of the wheel-

house. Half concealed as he chances LXIV.
to be in the shadow of the rigging, he

sees her fall upon her knees, and, with THE Meteor is a snug ship, well

head uplifted, cross her hands upon her found, well manned, and, as the times

bosom. 'T is a short prayer, and the go, well officered. The captain, indeed,
instant after she glides below. is not over-alert or fitted for high emer-

" Good God ! what trust !

"
it is an gencies ;

but what emergencies can be-

ejaculatory prayer of Reuben's, rather long to so placid a voyage ? For a

than an oath. And with it, swift as the week after the headlands of Tarifa and

wind, comes a dreary sense of unrest. Spartel have sunk under the eastern

The palaces he had built vanish. The horizon, the vessel is kept every day
stars blink upon him kindly, and from upon her course, her top-gallant and
their wondrous depths challenge his studding sails all distent with the wind

thought. The sea swashes idly against blowing freely from over Biscay. Af-

the floating ship. He too .afloat, ter this come light, baffling, westerly
afloat. Whither bound ? Yearning still breezes, with sometimes a clear sky, and
for a belief on which he may repose, then all is overclouded by the drifting
And he bethinks himself, does it lie trade-mists. Zigzagging on, quietly as

somewhere under the harsh and dog- ever, save the bustle and whiz and flap-

made utterances of the Ashfield pul- ping canvas of the ship "in stays," the

pit ? At the thought, he recalls the good Meteor pushes gradually west-

weary iteration of cumbersome formu- ward.

las, that passed through his brain like Meantime a singular and almost ten-

leaden plummets, and the swift lash- der intimacy grew up between Reuben

ings of rebuke, if he but reached over and the lady voyager. It is always
for a single worldly floweret, bloom- agreeable to a young man to find a Us-

ing beside the narrow path ;
and yet, tening ear in a lady whose age puts her

and- yet, from the leaden atmosphere out of the range of any flurry of senti-

of that past, saintly faces beam upon ment, and whose sympathy gives kind-

him, - - a mother's, Adele's, nay, the ly welcome to his confidence. All that

kindly fixed gray eyes of the old Doc- early life of his he detailed to her with

tor glow upon him with a fire that must a particularity and a warmth (himself
have been kindled with truth. unconscious of the warmth) which
Does it lie in the melodious aves, and brought the childish associations of her

under the- robes of Rome ? The sor- daughter fresh to the mind of poor
did friars, with their shaven pates, grin Madam Maverick. No wonder that

at him
;
some Rabelais head of a priest she gave a willing ear ! no wonder that

in the confessional-stall leers at him with the glow of his language kindled her

mockery : and yet the golden letters of sympathy ! Nor with such a listener

the great dome gleam again with the does he stop with the boyish life of

blazing legend, ^Edificabo meant Eccle- Ashfield. He unfolds his city career,
siam ! - -and the figure of the Magda- and the bright promises that are before

len yonder has just now murmured, in him, promises of business success,
tones that must surely have reached a which (he would make it appear) are all

gracious ear, that fill his heart now. In the pride of

"TibiChriste, redemptori,
his twenty-five years he loves to rep-

Nostro vero saivaton i
" resent himself as blast in sentiment.
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Madam Maverick has been taught, bow. The captain counts it a light

in these latter years, a large amount of upon one of the headlands of the

self-control
;
so she can listen with a Jersey shore

;
and he orders the helms-

grave, nay, even a kindly face, to Reu- man (she is sailing in the eye of an

ben's sweeping declarations. And if, easy westerly breeze) to give her a

at a hint from her, which he shrewd- couple of points more "northing" ; and

ly counts Jesuitical, his thought is the yards and sheets are trimmed ac-

turned in the direction of his religious cordingly. The ship pushes on more

experiences, he has his axioms, his com- steadily as she opens to the wind, and

mon-sense formulas, his irreproachable the mists and coming night conceal all

coolness, and, at times, a noisy show of around them.

distrust, under which it is easy to see " What do you make of the light, ME.

an eager groping after the ends of that Yardley ?
"
says the captain, addressing

great tangled skein of thought within, the mate,

which is a weariness. " Can't say, sir, with such a bit of a

"If you could only have a talk with look. If it should be Fire Island, we
Father Ambrose !

' J

says Madam Mav- 're in a bad course, sir."

erick with half a sigh.
" That's true enough," said the car>

"
I should like that of all things," tain thoughtfully.

" Put a man in the

says Reuben, with a touch of merri- chains, Mr. Yardley, and give us the

ment. "
I suppose he 's a jolly old fel- water."

low, with rosy cheeks and full of hu- "
I hope we shall be in the bay

mor. By Jove ! there go the beads by morning, Captain," said Reuben,

again !

"
(He says this latter to himself, who stood smoking leisurely near the

however, as he sees the nervous fingers wheel. But the captain was preoccu-
of the poor lady plying her rosary, and pied, and answered nothing,
her lips murmuring some catch of a A little after, a voice from the chains

prayer.) came chanting full and loud,
"
By the

Yet he cannot but respect her devo- mark nine !

"

tion profoundly, wondering how it can "This '11 never do, Mr. Yardley," said

have grown up under the heathenisms the captain, "Jersey shore or any other,

of her life
; wondering perhaps, too, how Let all hands keep by to put the ship

his own heathenism could have grown about."

up under the roof of a parsonage. It A voice forward was heard to say
will be an odd encounter, he thinks, something of a roar that sounded like

for this woman, with the people of Ash- the beat of surf; at which the mate

field, with the Doctor, with Adele. stepped to the side of the ship and
There are gales, but the good ship listened anxiously.

rides them out jauntily, with but a sin- " It 's true, sir," said he coming aft

gle reef in her topsails. Within five
"
Captain, there 's something very like

weeks from the date of her leaving the beat of surf, here away to the

Marseilles she is within a few days' sail no'th'ard."

of New York. A few days' sail ! It A flutter in the canvas caught the

may mean overmuch ;
for there are captain's attention. "

It 's the wind

mists, and hazy weather, which forbid slacking ; there's a bare capful," said

any observation. The last was taken the mate, "and I 'in afeard there 's

a hundred miles to the eastward of mischief brewing yonder." He pointed

George's Shoal. Under an easy off- as he spoke a little to the south of east}

shore wind the ship is beating west- where the darkness seemed to be giving
ward. But the clouds hang low, and way to a luminous gray cloud of mist,

there is no opportunity for determining "And a half six!" shouts again

position. At last, one evening, there the man in the chains,

is a little lift, and, for a moment only, The captain meets it with a swelling
a bright light blazes over the starboard oath, which betrays clearly enough his
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anxiety.
" There 's not a moment to

lose, Yardley ;
see all ready there !

Keep her a good full, my boy !

"
(to the

man at the wheel).
The darkness was profound. Reuben,

not a little startled by the new aspect
of affairs, still kept his place upon the

quarter-deck. He saw objects flitting

across the waist of the ship, and heard

distinctly the coils flung down with a

clang upon the wet decks. There was

something weird and ghostly in those

half-seen figures, in the indistinct maze
of cordage and canvas above, and the

phosphorescent streaks of spray stream-

ing away from either bow.
" Are you ready there ?

"
says the

captain.
"
Ay, ay, sir," responds the mate.

"Put your helm a-lee, my man!
Hard down !

"

" Hard down it is, sir !

"

The ship veers up into the wind
; and,

as the captain shouts his order,
" Main-

sail haul !

" the canvas shakes
;
the long,

cumbrous yard groans upon its bear-

ings ;
there is a great whizzing of the

cordage through the blocks ; but, in the

midst of it all, coming keenly to the

captain's ear, a voice from the fore-

hatch exclaims,
"
By G ,

she touches !

"

The next moment proved it true.

The good ship minded her helm no

more. The fore-yards are brought
round by the run and the mizzen, but

the light wind growing lighter

hardly clears the flapping canvas from

the spars.

In the sunshine, with so moderate a

sea, 't would seem little
;

in so little

depth of water they might warp her

off; but the darkness magnifies the dan-

ger ; besides which, an ominous sighing
and murmur are coming from that lu-

minous misty mass to the southward.

Through all this, Reuben has continued

smoking upon the quarter-deck ;
a

landsman under a light wind, and with

a light sea, hardly estimates at their

true worth such intimations as had been

given of the near breaking of the surf,

and of the shoaling water. Even the

touch upon bottom, of which the grating
evidence had come home to his own

perceptions, brought up more the fate

of his business venture than any sense

of personal peril. We can surely warp
her off in the morning, he thought ; or,

if the worst came, insurance was full,

and it would be easy boating to the

shore.

"It's lucky there 's no wind," said

he to Yardley.
" Will you obleege me, Mr. Johns ?

Take a good strong puff of your cigar,

here, upon the larboard rail, sir," and

he took the lantern from the compan-

ion-way that he might see the drift of

the smoke. For a moment it lifted

steadily ; then, with a toss it vanished

away shoreward. The first angry

puffs of the southeaster were coming.
The captain had seen all, and with

an excited voice said,
" Mr. Yardley,

clew up, fore and aft, clew up every-

thing ; put all snug, and make ready
the best bower."

" Mr. Johns," said he, approaching
Reuben,

" we are on a lee shore
;

it

should be Long Island beach by the

soundings ;
with calm weather, and a

kedge, we might work her off with the

lift of the tide. But the Devil and all

is in that puff from the sou'east."
"
O, well, we can anchor," says Reu-

ben.
"
Yes, we can anchor, Mr. Johns ;

but if that sou'easter turns out the gale
it promises, the best anchor aboard

won't be so good as a gridiron."
" Do you advise taking to the boats,

then ?
" asked Reuben, a little ner-

vously.
"

I advise nothing, Mr. Johns. Do

you hear the murmur of the surf yon-
der ? It 's bad landing under such a

pounding of the surf, with daylight ;
in

the dark, where one can't catch the

drift of the waves, it might be death !

"

The word startled Reuben. His phi-

losophy had always contemplated it at a

distance, toward which easy and grad-
ual approaches might be made : but

here it was, now, at a cable's length !

And yet it was very strange ;
the sea

was not high ;
no gale as yet ; only an

occasional grating thump of the keel

was a reminder that the good Meteor
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was not still afloat But the darkness ! of beliefs. Prayers count nothing

Yes, the darkness was complete, (hard- against that angry surge. Two boats

ly a sight even of the topmen who were are already swept from the davits, and

aloft as in the sunniest of weather are gone upon the whirling waters. A
stowing the canvas,) and to the north- third, with infinite pains, is dropped
ward that groan and echo of the re- into the yeast. It is hard to tell who

sounding surf; to the southward, the gives the orders. But, once afloat, there

whirling white of waves that are lifting is a rush upon it, and away it goes,

now, topped with phosphorescent foam, overcrowded, and within eyeshot lifts,

The anchor is let go, but even this turns, and a crowd of swimmers float

does not bring the ship's head to the for a moment, one with an oar, an-

wind. Those griping sands hold her other with a thwart that the waves have

keel fast. The force of the rising gale torn out, and in the yeast of waters

strikes her full abeam, giving her a they vanish.

great list to shore. It is in vain the One boat only remains, and it is

masts are cut away, and the rigging launched with more careful handling ;

drifts free; the hulk lifts only to settle three cling by the wreck
;
the rest-

anew in the grasping sands. Every old save only Madam Maverick and Reu-

seaman upon her deck knows that she ben are within her, as she tosses

is a doomed ship. still in the lee of the vessel.

From time to time, as the crashing
" There 's room !

"
cries some one

;

spars or the leaden thump upon the "jump quick! for God's sake !"

sands have startled those below, Mad- And Reuben, with some strange,

am Maverick and her maid have made generous impulse, seizes upon Madam
their appearance, in a wild flutter of Maverick, and, before she can rebel or

anxiety, asking eager questions ; (Reu- resist, has dropped her over the rail,

ben alone can understand them or an- The men grapple her and drag her in ;

swer them;) but as the southeaster but in the next moment the little cockle

grows, as it does, into a fury of wind, of a boat is drifted yards away,
and the poor hulk reels vainly, and is The few who are left the boatswain

overlaid with a torrent of biting salt among them are toiling on the wet

spray, Madam Maverick becomes calm, deck to give a last signal from the little

Instinctively, she sees the worst. brass howitzer on the forecastle. As
" Could I only clasp Adele once more the sharp crack breaks on the air,

in these arms, I would say, cheerfully, a miniature sound in that howl of the
' Nunc dimittis?

"
storm, the red flash of the gun gives

Reuben regarded her calm faith with Reuben, as the boat lurches toward the

a hungry eagerness. Not, indeed, that wreck again, a last glance of Madam
calmness was lacking in himself. Great Maverick, her hands clasped, her eyes

danger, in many instances, sublimates lifted, and calm as ever. More than ever

the faculties of keenly strung minds, too her face was like the face of Adele,

But underneath his calmness there was such as the face of Adele must surely
an unrest, hungering for repose, the become, when years have sobered her

repose of a fixed belief. If even then and her buoyant faith has ripened into

the breaking waves had whelmed him calm. And from that momentary glance
in their mad career, he would have of the serene countenance, and that

made no wailing outcry, but would have flashing associated memory of Adele, a

clutched how eagerly! at the mer- subtile, mystic influence is born in him,

est shred of that faith which, in other by which he seems suddenly transfused

days and times, he had seen illuminate with the same trustful serenity which

the calm face of the father. Something just now he gazed upon with wonder,

to believe, on which to float upon If indeed the poor lady is already lost,

such a sea ! he thinks it for a moment, her spirit

But the waves and winds make sport has fanned and cheered him as it passed.
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Once more, as if some mysterious hand short ! and the line tumbles, plashing
had brought them to his reach, he grap- into the water. A new and fearful lift

pies with those lost lines of hope and of the sea shatters the wreck, the fore

trust which in that youthful year of his part of the ship still holding fast to the

exuberant emotional experience he had sands
; but all abaft the mainmast lifts,

held and lost, once more, now, in hand, surges, reels, topples over; with the

once more he is elated with that won- wreck, and in the angry swirl and tor-

derful sense of a religious poise, that, it ment of waters, Reuben goes down.

would seem, no doubts or terrors could

overbalance. Unconsciously kneeling
on the wet deck, he is rapt into a kind of LXV.
ecstatic indifference to winds, to waves,
to danger, to death. THAT morning, it was the 22d of

The boom of a gun is heard to the September, in the year 1842, Mr.

northward. It must be from shore. Brindlock came into his counting-room
There are helpers at work, then. Some some two hours before noon, and says

hope yet for this narrow tide of life, to his porter and factotum, as he enters

which just seemed losing itself in some the door, "Well, Roger, I suppose you
infinite flow beyond. Life is, after all, '11 be counting this puff of a southeaster

so sweet ! The boatswain forward la- the equinoctial, eh ?
"

bors desperately to return an answer- "
Indeed, sir, and it 's an awful one.

ing. signal; but the spray, the slanted The Meteor 's gone ashore on Long
deck, the overleaping waves, are too Beach

;
and there 's talk of young Mr.

much for him. Darkness and storm Johns being lost."

and despair rule again.
" Good Heavens !

" said Brindlock,
The wind, indeed, has fallen

;
the force

"
you don't tell me so !

"

of the gale is broken ;
but the waves By half past three he was upon the

are making deeper and more desperate spot ;
a little remaining fragment only

surges. The wreck, which had remained of the Meteor hanging to the sands,
fixed in the fury of the wind, lifts again and a great debris of bales, spars, shat-

under the great swell of the sea, and is tered timbers, bodies, drifted along the

dashed anew and anew upon the shoal, shore, Reuben's among them.

With every lift her timbers writhe and But he is not dead; at least so say

creak, and all the remaining upper the wreckers, who throng upon the

works crack and burst open with the beach
;
the life-buoy is still fast to him,

strain. though he is fearfully shattered and
Reuben chances to espy an old-fash- bruised. He is borne away under the

ioned round life-buoy lashed to the taf- orders of Brindlock to some near house,

frail, and, cutting it loose, makes him- and presently revives enough to ask

self fast to it. He overhears the boat- that he may be carried " home."
swain say, yonder by the forecastle, As, in the opening of this story, his

"These thumpings will break her in old grandfather, the Major, was borne

two in an hour. Cling to a spar, Jack." away from the scene of his first battle

The gray light of dawn at last breaks, by easy stages homeward, so now the

and shows a dim line of shore, on grandson, far feebler and after more ter-

which parties are moving, dragging rible encounter with death, is carried by
some machine, with which they hope

"
easy stages" to his home in Ashfield.

to cast a line over the wreck. But Again the city, the boat, the river,

the swell is heavier than ever, the tim- with its banks yellowing with harvests,

bers nearer to parting. At last a flash and brightened with the glowing tints

of lurid light from the dim shore-line, of autumn; again the sluggish brigs
a great boom of sound, and a line goes drifting down with the tide, and sailors

spinning out like a spider's web up into in tasselled caps leaning over the bul-

the gray, bleak sky. Too far ! too warks
; again the flocks feeding leisurely
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on the rock-strewn hills
; again the fer- it of pains, the old gentleman knows

ryman, in his broad, cumbrous scow, nothing : sick souls only have been his

oaring across ; again the stoppage at care. And it is pitiful to see his blun-

the wharf of the little town, from which dering, eager efforts to do something,
the coach still plies over the hills to as he totters round the sick-chamber

Ashfield. where Reuben, with very much of youth-
On the way thither, a carriage passes ful vigor left in him, makes fight against

them, in which are Adele and her fa- the arch-enemy who one day conquers
ther. The news of disaster flies fast

;
us all. For many days after his ar-

they have learned of the wreck, and the rival there is no consciousness, only
names of passengers. They go to learn wild words (at times words that sound
what they can of the mother, whom the to the ears of the good Doctor strange-

daughter has scarce known. The pass- ly wicked, and that make him groan

ing is too hasty for recognition. Brind- in spirit), tender words, too, of dalli-

lock arrives at last with his helpless ance, and eager, loving glances, mur-

charge at the door of the parsonage, murs of boyish things, of sunny, school-

The Doctor is overwhelmed at once day noonings, hearing which, the Doc-
with grief and with joy. The news had tor thinks that, if this light must go out,

come to him, and he had anticipated it had better have gone out in those

the worst. But "Thank God ! 'Joseph, days of comparative innocence,

my son, is yet alive !

'

Still a proba- Over and over the father appeals to

tioner
; there is yet hope that he may the village physician to know what the

be brought into the fold." chances may be, to which that old

He insists that he shall be placed gentleman, fumbling his watch-key, and

below, upon his own bed, just out of his looking grave, makes very doubtful re-

study. For himself, he shall need none sponse. He hints at a possible under-

until the crisis is past. But the crisis mining of the constitution in these later

does not pass ;
it is hard to say when years of city life.

it will. The wounds are not so much
;

God only knows what habits the

but a low fever has set in, (the physi- young man may have formed in these

cian says,) owing to exposure and ex- last years ; surely the Doctor does not
;

citement, and he can predict nothing and he tells the physician as much, with

as to the result. Even Aunt Eliza is a groan of anguish,

warmed into unwonted attention as she

sees that poor battered hulk of human- Meantime, Maverick and Adele have

ity lying there; she spares herself no gone upon their melancholy search
; and,

fatigue, God knows, but she sheds tears as they course over the island to the

in her own chamber over this great dis- southern beach, the sands, the plains,

aster. There are good points even in the houses, the pines, drift by the eye
the spinster ; when shall we learn that of Adele as in a dream. At last she

the best of us are not wholly good, nor sees a great reach of water, piling up,

the worst wholly bad ? as it rolls lazily in from seaward, into

Days and days pass. Reuben hover- high walls of waves, that are no sooner

ing between life and death
;
and the old lifted than they break and send spark-

Doctor, catching chance rest upon the ling floods of foam over the sands,

little cot they have placed for him in Bits of wreck, dark clots of weed, are

the study, looks yearningly by the dim strewed here and there, stragglers

light of the sick-lamp upon that dove scanning every noticeable heap, every

which his lost Rachel had hung upon floating thing that comes in.

his wall above the sword of his father. Is she dead? is she living? They
He fancies that the face of Reuben, have heard only on the way that many
pinched with suffering, resembles more bodies are lying in the near houses, -

than ever the mother. Of sickness, or many bruised and suffering ones
;
while

of the little offices of friends which cheat some have come safe to land, and gone
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to their homes. They make their way
from that dismal surf-beaten shore to

the nearest house. There are loiterers

about the door; and within, within,

Adele finds her mother at last, clasps

her to her heart, kisses the poor dumb

lips that will never more open, never

say to her rapt ears,
" My child ! my

darling !

"

Maverick is touched as he has never

been touched before ;
the age of early

sentiment comes drifting back to his

world-haunted mind
; nay, tears come

to those eyes that have not known them
for years. The grief, the passionate,

vain tenderness of Adele, somehow
seems to sanctify the memory of the

dead one who lies before him, her

great wealth of hair streaming dank

and fetterless over the floor.

Not more tenderly, scarce more tear-

fully, could he have ministered to one

who had been his life-long companion.
Where shall the poor lady be buried ?

Adele answers that, with eyes flashing

through her tears, nowhere but in

Ashfield, nowhere except beside the

sister, Marie.

It is a dismal journey for the father

and the daughter ; it is almost a silent

journey. Does she love him less ? No,
a thousand times, no. Does he love

her less? No, a thousand times, no.

In such presence love is awed into

silence. As the mournful cortege en-

ters the town of Ashfield, it passes the

home of that fatherless boy, Arthur, for

whom Adele had shown such sympa-

thy. The youngster is there swinging

upon the gate, his cap gayly set off with

feathers, and he looking wonderingly

upon the bier. He sees, too, the sad

face of Adele, and, by some strange
rush of memory, recalls, as he looks on

her, the letter which she had given him

long ago, and which till then had been

forgotten. He runs to his mother: it

is in his pocket, it is in that of some
summer jacket. At last it is found;
and the poor woman herself, that very

morning, with numberless apologies, de-

livers it at the door of the parsonage.
Phil is the first to meet this excep-

tional funeral company, and is the first

to tell Adele how Reuben lies stricken

almost to death at the parsonage. She
thanks him : she thanks him again for

the tender care which he shows in all

relating to the approaching burial.

When an enemy even comes forward

to help us bury the child we loved or

the parent we mourn, our hearts warm
toward him as they never warmed be-

fore
;
but when a friend assumes these

offices of tenderness, and takes away
the harshest edge of grief by assuming
the harshest duties of grief, our hearts

shower upon him their tenderest sym-
pathies. We never forget it.

Of course, the arrival of this strange

freight in Ashfield gives rise to a world

of gossip. We cannot follow it
;
we

cannot rehearse it. The poor woman
is buried, as Adele had wished, beside

her sister. No De Profimdis except
the murmur of the winds through the

crimson and the scarlet leaves of later

September.
The Tourtelots have been eager with

their gossip. The dame has queried if

there should not be some town demon-
stration against the burial of the Pa-

pist. But the little Deacon has been

milder; and we give our last glimpse
of him altogether characteristic in

a suggestion which he makes in a friend-

ly way to Squire Elderkin, who is the

host of the French strangers.
"
Square, have they ordered a mon-

iment yit for Miss Maverick ?
"

" Not that I 'm aware of, Deacon."
"
Waal, my nevvy 's got a good slab

of Varmont marble, which he ordered

for his fust wife
;
but the old folks

didn't like it, and it's in his barn on
the heater-piece. 'T ain't engraved,
nor nothin'. If it should suit the Mav-

ericks, I dare say they could git it tol'a-

ble low."

LXVL

REUBEN is still floating between death

and life. There is doubt whether the

master of the long course or of the

short course will win. However that

may be, his consciousness has returned
;

and it has been with a great glow of
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gratitude that the poor Doctor has wel- penned lines with quite a new strength,
corned that look of recognition in his The spinster sees the color come and

eye, the eye of Rachel ! go upon his wan cheek, and with what
He is calm, he knows all. That a trembling eagerness he folds the let-

calmness which had flashed into his ter at the end, and, making a painful
soul when last he saw the serene face effort, tries to thrust it under his pil-

of his fellow-voyager upon that mad low. The good woman has to aid him
sea is his still. in this. He thanks her, but says noth-

The poor father had been moved un- ing more. His fingers are toying ner-

wontedlyby that unconsciousness which vously at a bit of torn fringe upon the

was blind to all his efforts at spiritual coverlet. It seems a relief to him to

consolation ; but he is not less moved make the rent wider and wider. A lit-

when he sees reason stirring again, a tie glimpse of the world has come back

light of eager inquiry in those eyes fear- to him, which disturbs the repose with

fully sunken, but from their cavernous which but now he would have quitted

depths seeing farther and more keenly it forever,

than ever. Adele has been into the sick-cham-

"Adele's mother, was she lost ?" ber from time to time, once led away
He whispers it to the jboctor ;

and Miss weeping by the good Doctor, when the

Eliza, who is sewing yonder, is quick- son had fallen upon his wild talk of

ened into eager listening. school-days ; once, too, since conscious-
" Lost ! my son, lost ! Lost, I appre- ness has come to him again, but before

hend, in the other world as well as this, her letter had been read. He had met
I fear the true light never dawned upon her with scarce more than a touch of

her." those fevered fingers, and a hard, un-

A faint smile as of one who sees certain quiver of a smile, which had

things others do not see broke over both shocked and disappointed the

the face of Reuben. " 'T is a broad poor girl. She thought he would have

light, father
;

it reaches beyond our spoken some friendly consoling word
blind reckoning." of her mother ;

but his heart, more than

There was a trustfulness in his man- his strength, failed him. Her mourn-

ner that delighted the Doctor. "And ful, pitying eyes were a reproach to

you see it, my son ? Repentance, Jus- him; they had haunted him through
tification by Faith, Adoption, Sancti- the wakeful hours of two succeeding

fication, Election ?
"

nights, and now, under the light of that

"Those words are a weariness to laggard letter, they blaze with a new

me, father
; they suggest methods, dog- and an appealing tenderness. His fin-

mas, perplexities. Christian hope, pure gers still puzzle wearily with that tan-

and simple, I love better." gle of the fringe. The noon passes.

The Doctor is disturbed ; he cannot The aunt advises a little broth. But

rightly understand how one who seems no, his strength is feeding itself on

inspired by so calm a trust the son other aliment. The Doctor comes in

of his own loins too should find the with a curiously awkward attempt at

authoritative declarations of the divines gentleness and noiselessness of tread,

a weariness. Is it not some subtle dis- and, seeing his excited condition, re-

guise of Satan, by which his poor boy peats to him some texts which he be-

is being cheated into repose ? lieves must be consoling. Reuben ut-

Of course the letter of Adele, which ters no open dissent
;
but through and

had been so long upon its way, Miss back of all he sees the tender eyes of

Eliza had handed to Reuben after such Adele, which, for the moment, outshine

time as her caution suggested, and she the promises, or at the least illuminate

had explained to him its long delay. them with a new meaning.

Reading is no easy matter for him ;

"
I must see Adele," he says to the

but he races through those delicately Doctor ; and the message is carried,
-
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she herself presently bringing answer,
with a rich glow upon her cheek.

" Reuben has sent for me," she mur-

murs it to herself with pride and joy.

She is in full black now
;
but never

had she looked more radiantly beauti-

ful than when she stepped to the side

of the sick-bed, and took the hand of

Reuben with an eager clasp that

was met, and met again. The Doctor is

in his study, (the open door between,)
and the spinster is fortunately just now

busy at some of her household duties.

Reuben fumbles under his pillow

nervously for that cherished bit of pa-

per, (Adele knows already its history,)

and when he has found it and shown it

(his thin fingers crumpling it nervously)
he says,

" Thank you for this, Adele !

"

She answers only by clasping his

hand with a sudden mad pressure of

content, while the blood mounted into

either cheek with a rosy exuberance

that magnified her beauty tenfold.

He saw it, he felt it all
;
and through

her beaming eyes, so full of tenderness

and love, saw the world to which he

had bidden adieu shining before him
more beguilingly than ever. Yesterday
it was a dim and weary world that he

could leave without a pang ; to-day it is

a brilliant world, where hopes, promises,

joys pile in splendid proportions.
He tells her this. "

Yesterday I

would have died with scarce a regret ;

to-day, Adle, I would live."
" You will, you will, Reuben !

" and
she grappled more and more passion-

ately those shrunken fingers.
" 'T is

not hopeless !

"
(sobbing).

"
No, no, Adele, darling, not hopeless.

The cloud is lifted, not hopeless !

"

" Thank God, thank God !

"
said she,

dropping upon her knees beside him,
and with a smile of ecstasy he gath-
ered that fair head to his bosom.
The Doctor, rearing her sobs, came

softly in. The son's smile, as he met his

father's inquiring look, was more than

ever like the smile of Rachel. He has

been telling the poor girl of her mother's

death, thinks the old gentleman ; yet
the Doctor wonders that he could have

kept so radiant a face with such a story.

Of these things, however, Reuben

goes on presently to speak : of his first

sight of the mother of Adele, and of

her devotional attitude as they floated

down past the little chapel of Notre
Dame to enter upon the fateful voy-

age ; he recounts their talks upon the

tranquil moon-lit nights of ocean
; he

tells of the mother's eager listening to

his description of her child.
"

I did not tell her the half, Adele ;

yet she loved me for what I told her."

And Adele smiles through her tears.

At last he comes to those dismal

scenes of the wreck, relating all with a

strange vividness
; living over again,

as it were, that fearful episode, till his

brain whirled, his self-possession was

lost, and he broke out into a torrent of

delirious raving.
He sleeps brokenly that night, and

the next day is feebler than ever. The

physician warns against any causes of

excitement. He is calm only at inter-

vals. The old school-days seem pres-
ent to him again ; he talks of his fight
with Phil Elderkin as if it happened
yesterday.

" Yet I like Phil," he says (to him-

self),
" and Rose is like Amanda, the

divine Amanda. No not she. I've

forgotten : it's the French girl. She 's

a Pah ! who cares ? She 's as

pure as heaven
; she 's an angel.

Adele ! Adele ! Not good enough !

I 'm not good enough. Very well,

very well, now I '11 be bad enough !

Clouds, wrangles, doubts ! Is it my
fault ? sEdificabo meam Ecclesiam.

How they kneel ! Puppets ! mummers !

No, not mummers, they see a Christ.

What if they see it in a picture ? You
see him in words. Both in earnest.

Belief belief! That is best. Adele,

Adele, I believe!"

The Doctor is a pained listener of

this incoherent talk of his son. "
I am

afraid, I am afraid," he murmurs to

himself,
" that he has no clear views of

the great scheme of the Atonement."

The next day Reuben is himself

once more, but feeble, to a degree that

startles the household. It is a charm-

ing morning of later September ; the
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window is wide open, and the sick one

looks out over a stretch of orchard (he

knew its every tree), and upon wooded
hills beyond (he knew every coppice
and thicket), and upon a background
of sky over which a few dappled white

clouds floated at rest.

" It is most beautiful !

" said Reuben.

"All things that He has made are

beautiful," said the Doctor
;
and there-

upon he seeks to explore his way into

the secrets of Reuben's religious ex-

perience, employing, as he was wont

to do, all the Westminster formulas by
which his own belief stood fast.

"
Father, father, the words are stum-

bling-blocks to me," says the son.
"

I would to God, Reuben, that I

could make my language always clear."
"
No, father, no man can, in measur-

ing the Divine mysteries. We must

carry this draggled earth-dress with us

always, always in some sort fash-

ionists, even in our soberest opinions.
The robes of light are worn only Be-

yond. Thought, at the best, is ham-

pered by this clog of language, that

tempts, obscures, misleads."

"And do you see any light, my
son ?

"

"
I hope and tremble. A great light

is before me
;

it shines back upon out-

lines of doctrines and creeds where I

have floundered for many a year."
" But some are clear, some are

clear, Reuben !

"

"
Before, all seems clear ;

but be-

hind--"
" And yet, Reuben," (the Doctor

cannot forbear the discussion,)
" there

is the cross, Election, Adoption,
Sanctification

"

"
Stop, father

;
the cross, indeed, with

a blaze of glory, I see
;
but the teachers

of this or that special form of doctrine

I see only catching radiations of the

light. The men who teach, and argue,
and declaim, and exorcise, are using
human weapons ; the great light only
strikes here and there upon some sword-

point which is nearest to the cross."
" He wanders," says the Doctor to

Adele, who has slipped in and stands

beside the sick-bed.

" No wandering, father
;

on the

brink where I stand, I cannot."
" And what do you see, Reuben, my

boy ?
"

(tenderly).

Is it the presence of Adele that

gives a new fervor, a kind of crazy in-

spiration to his talk ? "I see the

light
- hearted clashing cymbals ;

and
those who love art, kneeling under

blazing temples and shrines
;

but the

great light touches the gold no more

effulgently than the steeple of your

meeting-house, father, but no less. I

see eyes of chanting girls streaming
with joy in the light ;

and haggard men
with ponderous foreheads working out

contrivances to bridge the gap between

the finite and the infinite. Father, they
are no nearer to a passage than the

radiant girls who chant and tell their

beads. Angels in all shapes of beauty
flit over and amid the throngs I see,

in shape of fleecy clouds that fan

them, in shape of brooks that mur-

mur praise, in shape of leafy shadows

that tremble and flicker, in shape of

birds that make a concert of song."
The birds even then were singing, the

clouds floating in his eye, the leafy

shadows trailing on the chamber floor,

and, from the valley, the murmur of the

brook came to his sensitive ear.

" He wanders, he wanders !

"
said

the poor Doctor.

Reuben turns to Adele. "
Adele, kiss

me !

" A rosy tint ran over her face

as she stooped and kissed him with a

freedom a mother might have shown,

leaving one hand toying caressingly

with his hair.
" The cloud is pass-

ing, Adele, passing ! God is Justice ;

Christ is Mercy. In him I trust."

"Reuben, darling," says Adele,

"come back to us!"
"
Darling, darling !

" he repeated
with a strange, eager, satisfied smile,

so sweet a sound it was.

The chamber was filled with the de-

lightful perfume of a violet bed beneath

the window. Suddenly there came from

the Doctor, whose old eyes caught
sooner than any the change, a passion-

ate outcry.
" Great God ! Thy will be

done !

"
'
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With that one loud, clear utterance, manner makes the pretenders doubtful,

his firmness gave way, for the first Philip finds it possible to reconcile the

time in sixty years broke utterly ;
and demands of his business with a week's

big tears streamed down his face as he visit to Marseilles. To the general

gazed yearningly upon the dead body traveller it is not a charming region,
of his first-born. The dust abounds

; the winds are ter-

rible
; the sun is scalding. But Mr.

T XVI T Philip Elderkin found it delightful.

And, indeed, the country-house of Mr.

IN the autumn of 1845, three years Maverick had attractions of its own ;

after the incidents related in our last attractions so great that his week runs

chapter, Mr. Philip Elderkin, being over into two, into three. There are

at that time president of a railroad excursions to the Pont du Card, to the

company, which was establishing an Arene of Aries. And, before he leaves,

important connection of travel that was he has an engagement there (which he

to pass within a few miles of the quiet has enforced by very peremptory pro-

town of Ashfield, was a passenger on posals) for the next spring,

the steamer Caledonia, for Europe. He On his return to Ashfield, he reports

sailed, partly in the interest of the com- a very successful trip. To his sister

pany, to place certain bonds, and Rose (now Mrs. Catesby, with a bloom-

partly in his own interest, as an intel- ing little infant, called Grace Catesby)

ligent man, eager to add to his knowl- he is specially communicative. And

edge of the world. she thinks it was a glorious trip, and

At Paris, where he passed some longs for the time when he will make

time, it chanced that he was one even- the next. He, furthermore, to the as-

ing invited to the house of a resident tonishment of Dame Tourtelot (whose
American, where, he was gayly assured, husband sleeps now under the sod), has

he would meet with a very attractive commenced the establishment of a fine

American heiress, the only daughter of home, upon a charming site, overlook-

a merchant of large fortune. ing all Ashfield. The Squire, still stal-

Philip Elderkin -- brave, straightfor- wart, cannot resist giving a hint of

ward fellow that he was had never what is expected to the old Doctor,

forgotten his early sentiment. He had who still wearily goes his rounds, and
cared for those French graves in Ash- prays for the welfare of his flock,

field with an almost religious attention. He is delighted at the thought of

In all the churchyard there was not meeting again with Adele, though he
such scrupulously shorn turf, or such thinks with a sigh of his lost boy. Yet

orderly array of bloom. He counted he says in his old manner,
" 'T is the

in a fever of doubt --upon a visit to hand of Providence
;
she first bloomed

Marseilles before his sail for home. into grace under the roof of our church ;

But at the soiree we have mentioned she comes back to adorn it with her

he was amazed and delighted to meet, faith and her works."

in the person of the heiress, Adele Mav-

erick, not changed essentially since At a date three years later we take

the time he had known her. That life one more glimpse at that quiet village
at Marseilles --even in the well-ap- of Ashfield, where we began our story,

pointed home of her father has none The near railway has brought it into

of that domesticity which she had more intimate connection with the shore

learned to love
;
and this first winter in towns and the great cities. But there

Paris for her does not supply the lack, is no noisy clatter of the cars to break

That she has a great company of ad- the quietude. On still days, indeed,
mirers it is easy to understand

;
but the shriek of the steam-whistle or the

yet she gives a most cordial greeting to roar of a distant train is heard bursting
Phil Elderkin, a greeting that by its over the hills, and dying in strange
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echoes up and down the valley. The propriety ; no storm keeps her from

stage-driver's horn is heard no longer ; church. If the children of a new gen-
no longer the coach whirls into the vil- eration climb unduly upon the pew-
lage and delivers its leathern pouch of backs, or shake their curly heads too

letters. The Tew partners we once met wantonly, she lifts a prim forefinger at

are now partners in the grave. Deacon them, which has lost none of its author-

Tourtelot (as we have already hinted) itative meaning. She is the imperson-
has gone to his long home ; and the ation of all good severities. A strange
dame has planted over him the slab of character ! Let us hope that, as it

"Varmont" marble, which she has sloughs off its earthly cerements, it

bought at a bargain from his "
nevvy." may in the Divine presence scintillate

The Boody tavern-keeper has long charities and draw toward it the love

since disappeared ;
no teams wheel up of others. A good, kind, bad gentle-

with the old dash at the doors of the woman, unwearied in performance

Eagle Tavern. The creaking sign-board of duties. We wonder as we think of

even is gone from the overhanging syc- her ! So steadfast, we cannot sneer at

amore. her, so true to her line of faith, we
Miss Almira is still among the living, cannot condemn her, so utterly for-

She sings treble, however, no longer ; bidding, we cannot love her ! May God
she wears spectacles ;

she writes no give rest to her good, stubborn soul !

more over mystical asterisks for the

Hartford Courant. Age has brought Upon Sundays of August and Sep-
to her at least this much of wisdom. tember there may be occasionally seen

The mill groans, as of old, in the val- in the pew of Elderkin Junior a gray-

ley. A new race of boys pelt the hang- haired old gentleman, dressed with

ing nests of the orioles
;
a new race of scrupulous care, and still carrying an

school-girls hang swinging on the vil- erect figure, though somewhat gouty in

lage gates at the noonings. his step. This should be Mr. Maver-
As for Miss Johns, she lives still, ick, a retired merchant, who is on a

scarce older to appearance than twenty visit to his daughter. He makes won-

years before, prim, wiry, active, derful gifts to a certain little boy who

proof against all ailments, it would bears a Puritan name, and gives occa-

seem. It is hard to conceive of her as sional ponderous sums to the parish,

yielding to the great conqueror. If In winter, his head-quarters are at the

the tongue and an inflexibility of tern- Union Club.

per were the weapons, she would whip And Doctor Johns ? Yes, he is liv-

Death from her chamber at the last, ing still, making his way wearily each

It seems like amiability almost to hear morning along the street with his cane,

such a one as she talk of her approach- Going oftenest, perhaps, to the home of

ing, inevitable dissolution, so kindly Adele, who is now a matron, a tender,

in her to yield that point ! and most womanly and joyful matron,
And she does

;
she declares it over and with her little boy Reuben El-

and over; there are far feebler ones who derkin by name he wanders often to

do not declare it half so often. If she the graves where sleep his best beloved,

is to be conquered and the Johns ban- Rachel, so early lost, the son, in

ner go down, she will accept the defeat respect to whom he feels at last a " rea-

so courageously and so long in advance sonable assurance "
that the youth has

that the defeat shall become a victori- entered upon a glorious inheritance in

ous confirmation of the Johns prophecy, those courts where one day he will join
She is still earnest in all her duties

; him, and the sainted Rachel too, and
she gives cast-away clothing to the clasp again in his arms (if it be God's

poor, and good advice with it. She will) the babe that was his but for an

is rigorous in the observance of every hour on earth.
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TIED TO A ROPE.

YOU
don't know what a Hircus ly as the poor little goat We may go

(Epagrus is, Tommy ? Well, it is to the fresh air of his country-seat this

a big name for him, is n't it ? And if July day, or to the sea-breezes of his

you should ask that somewhat slattern- Newport cottage next month, or he

ly female, who appears to employ tubs may ^sit here,
" the incarnation of fat

for the advantage of others rather than dividends," while you and I envy him

herself, what the animal is, she would his wealth and comforts
;
but he can

tell you it is a goat. See what a hardy, never break his bonds. They are riv-

sturdy little creature he is
;
and how eted to the counters of the money-

he lifts up his startled head, as the cars changers, knotted around the tall masts

come thundering along, and bounds of his goodly ships, bolted to the ore of

away as if he were on the rugged hills his distant mines. He bears them to

that his ancestors climbed, ages ago, in his luxurious home, and his fond wife,

wild freedom. O that cruel rope ! how his caressing children, his troops of

it stops him in his career with a sudden friends, can never strike them off. Ever

jerk that pulls him to the ground ! See and anon, as the car of fortune sweeps
where it has worn away the hair round by to start him from his comforta-

his neck, in his constant struggles to ble ease, they gall him with their re-

escape. See how he has browsed the morseless restraint. You may cut

scanty grass of that dry pasture, in the
"

the poor goat's rope and set him free,

little circle to which he is confined, to roam where he will ; but Vanitas

and is now trying to reach an uncropped has forged his own fetters, and there

tuft, just beyond his tether. And the comes to him no blessed day of eman-

sun is beating down upon him, and cipation.

there is not the shade of a leaf for him My dear Madam, the bright blue

to creep into, this July day. Poor little ether around us is traversed by a won-

fellow ! derful network of these invisible bonds

Not waste my sympathy on a com- that hold poor human beings to their

mon goat? My dear Madam, I can fate. Over the green hills and over

assure you that ropes are not knotted the blue waters, far, far away they reach,

around the neck of Hirci GEpagri a warp and woof of multiform, ex-

alone. And when I was bemoaning pansive strands, over which the sense

the captivity of yonder little browser of bondage moves with all the won-

we have left behind, I was bewailing drous celerity ofthat strange force which,
the fortune of another great order of on the instant, speaks the thought of

the Mammalian class, an order that the Antipodes. You don't know that

Mr. Huxley and Mr. Darwin and other you carry about any such ? Ah ! it is

great thinkers of the day are proving well that they weigh so lightly. Utter

to be close connections of their hum- your grateful thanks, to-night, when
bier brethren that bleat and bark and you seek your pillow, that the chains

bray. The bimanal species of this or- you wear are not galling ones. But

der are similarly appendaged, though you are most irrevocably bound. Frank

they are not apt to be staked beside holds you fast. One of these days,

railways or confined to a rood of when you are most peaceful and con-

ground, tent in your bondage, scarcely recog-
Do you see Vanitas at the other end nized, there may come a stately tread,

of the car ? Does he look as though a fiery eye, a glowing heart, to startle

he carried about with him a "
lengthen- you from your quiet ease

;
and when

ing chain "
? No one would certainly you bound, trembling and breathless in

suppose it. Yet he is bound as secure- their mighty sway, you may feel the

VOL. xvii. NO. 104. 46
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chain before so light wearing its walk forth, glowing with pride and joy,

way deep into your throbbing heart to parade his self-woven fetters ostenta-

May you never wake on the morn of tiously in the sight of men. When you
that day, Madam ! You don't carry had done some such foolish thing your-

any such ? Round a little white tablet, self, did not your young mates gather
half hidden in the sighing grass, is round to view, with wondering and
linked a chain which holds you, at this eager eyes, the result of your own han-

moment, by your inmost soul. You diwork at the cordage of love ? Were
are not listening to me now

;
for I there not many loquacious conclaves

have but touched it, and your breast is held to sit in secret judgment there-

swelling 'neath its pressure, and the on ? Were there not many soft cheeks
tears start-to your eyes at its momentary flushing, and bright eyes sparkling, and

tightness. You don't carry any such ? fresh hearts beating, as you brought
We all carry them ; and were human forth, with a pride you did not pretend
ears sensitive to other than the grosser to hide, the rose-colored fabric you had
sounds of nature, they would hear a woven ? And did they not all envy you,

strange music sweeping from these and wonder when their distaffs were to

mystic chords, as they tremble at the whirl to the tread of their own ready
touch of time and fate. feet ?

Master Tommy seems to be tolerably But we are not always eager or proud
free from any sort of restraint, I ac- to exhibit our bonds. Indeed, we sedu-

knowledge. In fact, it is he who keeps lously conceal them from every eye ;

myself and Mrs. A. in the most abject we cover up the marks upon our scarred

servitude. He holds our nasal appen- hearts with such jealous care, that none,

dages close to the grindstone of his im- not even our bosom friends, can ever

perious will. And yet please take see them. They hold us where the

him into the next car, Madam, while I sweet herbage of life has become dry
speak of him. You cannot ? What is and sere, where no shelter offers us a
this ? Let me see, I pray you. As I grateful retreat. Vanitas can bear away
live, it is his mother's apron-string, with him his "lengthening chain" to

Ah ! I fear, Madam, that all your efforts his leafy groves ; but Scripsit is con-

cannot break that tie. In the years to fined to the torrid regions of his scanty
come, it will doubtless be frayed and garret. In vain he gazes afar, beyond
worn

; and, some day or other, he will the smoky haze of his stony prison,
bound loose from his childhood's cap- upon the green slopes and shady hills,

tivity ;
but long ere that he will have In vain he toils and strains to burst

other bonds thrown around him, some the links that bind him. His soul is

of which he can never break. He will yearning for the cooling freshness, the

weave with his own hands the silken sweet fragrance, the beauty, the glory,

cord of love, coil it about him, knot it of the outer world. It is just beyond
with Gordian intricacy, net it with Vul- his reach ; and, wearied with futile exer-

can strength, and then, with blind sim- tions, he sinks, fainting and despairing,

plicity, place it in Beauty's hand to lead in his efforts to rend the chain of pen-
him captive to her capricious will. My ury. And there are many other bonds

dear Madam, did not Tommy's father which hold us to areas of life from

do the same foolish thing ? And is he which we have gathered all the fresh

not grateful to the lovely Mrs. Asmo- bloom and the rich fruit. We may
deus for the gentleness with which she tread their barren soil with jewelled
holds him in her power ? Some of our sandals, wrap around us ermined robes

bonds are light to bear. We glory in in winter's cold, and raise our silken

them, and hold up our gyves to show tents in summer's glare, while our souls

them to the world. Tommy may be a are hungering and thirsting for the am-

little shamefaced when his playmates brosia and the nectar beyond our teth-

jeer at the maternal tie ; but he will ered reach. We are held fast by honor,
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virtue, fidelity, pity, ties which we seraph, choirs ; from swelling hearts

dare not break if we could. We must that beat in every pulse with fond affec-

not even bear their golden links to tion, which is richer far than all the

their extremest length ; we must not nectar of the ancient gods. Bind me
show that they are chains which bind with these, O Fortune ! and I hug my
us

;
we must not show that we are chains o'erjoyed. Be these the cords

hungering and thirsting in the con- which hold me to the rock around

fines to which they restrain us. We which break the surging waves of time,

must seem to be feasting as from the and let the beak of Fate tear as it will,

flesh-pots of Egypt, fattening on the I hold the bondage sweet and laugh at

husks which we have emptied, while liberty.

our souls are starving and fainting and My dear Madam, there are chains

dyirg within us. 'T is a sad music which hold us as the cable holds the

that swells from these chords. How ship ; and, in their sure restraint, we
fortunate that our ears are not attuned safely ride through all the howling
to their notes. And we are not always blasts of adverse fate. The globe we

solitary in our bondage ; nor do we tread whirls on through endless space,

tread round the cropped circuit, held to kept ever in the circuit that it makes
senseless pillars. We are chained to by that restraining force which holds

each other
;
and unhappy are they who, it to the pillar of the sun. Loose but

straining at the bond, seek food for their the bond an instant, and it flies in

hearts in opposite directions. We are wild, tangential flight, to shatter other

chained to each other
;
and light or worlds. The very bondage that we

heavy are the bonds, as Fortune shall curse, and seek, in fretful mood, to

couple us. Now you and Frank, I break and burst, may keep us to the

know, are leashed with down
; and orbit that is traced, by overruling wis-

when Mrs. Asmodeus went to the black- dom, for our good. We gravitate to-

smithf the Vulcan of our days, to order wards duty, though we sweep with

my fetters, she bespoke gossamers, to errant course along the outer marge of

which a spider's web were cable. But the bare area of its tightened cord.

we are among the favored of Fortune's Let but the wise restraint be rudely
children. There are many poor unfor- broke, and through life's peopled space
tunates whose daily round is but the we heedless rush, trampling o'er hearts,

measured clank of hateful chains
; who and whirling to our fate, leaving de-

eat, drink, sleep, live together, in a struction on our reckless way.

bondage worse than that of Chillon, Did you ever chance to see, Madam,
round whom the bright sun shines, the a picture of those venturous hunters,

sweet flowers bloom, the soft breezes who are lowered by a rope to the nests

play, and yet who stifle in the gloom of sea-birds, built on some inaccessible

of a domestic dungeon. cliff ? Hanging between heaven and
And there are others fettered as earth they sway ; above, the craggy

firmly,
- - but how differently ! The rock, o'er which the single cord is

clasping links are soft, caressing arms
;

strained that holds them fast
; below, a

the tones their sounding chains give yawning chasm, whose jagged depth
out are cheerful voices, joyous accents, would be a fearful grave to him who
words of love, that echo far beyond the should fall. You and I would never

little circle that they keep, and spread dream of bird-nesting under such cir-

their harmony through many hearts, cumstances. I can see you shudder,
That little circle is a happy home

; love even now, at the bare idea. Yet do

spun the bonds that hold them close we not sometimes hang ourselves over

therein, and many are the strands that cliffs from which a fall were worse than

bind them there. They come from death ? Do we not trust ourselves, in

beauteous eyes that beam with light ;
venturous mood, to the frail tenure of a

from lisping tongues more sweet than single strand which sways 'twixt heav-
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en and earth ? Not after birds' eggs, warning, seek to save our fellows from

I grant you. We are not all of us so a fall so dread.

fond of omelettes. But over the wild And, if the ties of earth keep us from

crags of human passion many drop, falling, so also do they keep us from

pursuing game that shuns the beaten rising above the level of grosser things,

way, and sway above the depths of They hold us down to the dull, tedious

dark despair. Intent upon their prey, monotony of worldly cares, aims, pur-

they further go, secure in the firm hold poses- Like birds withheld from flight

they think they have, nor heed the fray- into the pure regions of the upper air

ing line that, grating on the edge of the by cruel, frightening cords, we flutter-

bare precipice, at last is worn and ing go, stifled amid the vapors men
weak

; while, one by one, the little have spread, and panting for the free-

threads give way, and they who watch dom that we seek,

above in terror call to warn them of the Madam, our bright-eyed little goat

danger. But in vain ! no friendly voice has, by this time, settled himself calmly
can stay their flushed success ; till, at on the grass ; and I see, near at hand,
its height, the cord is suddenly snapped, the shady groves where King Tommy
and crushed upon the rocks beneath is wont to lead Mrs. A. and myself in

they lie. You and I will never go his summer wanderings. Let me hope

bird-nesting after this fashion, my dear that all our bonds may be those which

Madam. Let us hover then around hold us fast to peace, content, and vir-

the crags of life, and watch the twisting tue ; and that, when the silver cord

strands that others, more adventurous which holds us here to earth shall be

than we, have risked themselves upon, loosed, we then on sweeping pinions

Be ours the part to note the breaking may arise, pure and untrammelled, into

threads, and, with our words of kindly cloudless skies.

GIOTTO'S TOWER.

HOW many lives, made beautiful and sweet

By self-devotion and by self-restraint,

Whose pleasure is to run without complaint

On unknown errands of the Paraclete,

Wanting the reverence of unshodden feet,

Fail of the nimbus which the artists paint

Around the shining forehead of the saint,

And are in their completeness incomplete.

In the old Tuscan town stands Giotto's tower,

The lily of Florence blossoming in stone,

A vision, a delight, and a desire,

The builder's perfect and centennial flower,

That in the night of ages bloomed alone,

But wanting still the glory of the spire.
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PASSAGES FROM HAWTHORNE'S NOTE-BOOKS.

VI.

BROOK
FARM, Oct. 9, 1841. A munication with the mainland. The

walk this afternoon to Cow Island, path to it is a very secluded one, thread-

The clouds had broken away towards ing a wood of pines, and just wide

noon, and let forth a few sunbeams, and enough to admit the loads of meadow
more and more blue sky ventured to hay which are drawn from the splashy

appear, till at last it was really warm shore of the river. The island has a

and sunny, indeed, rather too warm growth of stately pines, with tall and

in the sheltered hollows, though it is ponderous stems, standing at distance

delightful to be too warm now, after so enough to admit the eye to travel far

much stormy chillness. O the beauty among them
; and, as there is no under-

of grassy slopes, and the hollow ways brush, the effect is somewhat like look-

of paths winding between hills, and the ing among the pillars of a church,

intervals between the road.and wood- I returned home by the high-road,

lots, where summer lingers and sits On my right, separated from the road

down, strewing dandelions of gold, and by a level field, perhaps fifty yards
blue asters, as her parting gifts and across, was a range of young forest-

memorials ! I went to a grape-vine, trees, dressed in their garb of autum-

which I have already visited several nal glory. The sun shone directly

times, and found some clusters of upon them
; and sunlight is like the

grapes still remaining, and now per- breath of life to the pomp of autumn,

fectly ripe. Coming within view of the In its absence, one doubts whether

river, I saw several wild ducks under there be any truth in what poets have

the shadow of the.opposite shore, which told about the splendor of an American
was high, and covered with a grove of autumn ; but when this charm is added,

pines. I should not have discovered one feels that the effect is beyond de-

the ducks had they not risen and scription. As I beheld it to-day, there

skimmed the surface of the glassy was nothing dazzling; it was gentle and

stream, breaking its dark water with mild, though brilliant and diversified,

a bright streak, and, sweeping round, and had a most quiet and pensive in-

gradually rose high enough to fly away, fluence. And yet there were some
I likewise started a partridge just with- trees that seemed really made of sun-

in the verge of the woods, and in an- shine, and others were of a sunny red,

other place a large squirrel ran across and the whole picture was painted with

the wood-path from one shelter of trees but little relief of darksome hues, only
to the other. Small birds, in flocks, a few evergreens. But there was noth-

were flitting about the fields, seeking ing inharmonious
; and, on closer ex-

and finding I know not what sort of animation, it appeared that all the tints

food. There were little fish, also, dart- had a relationship among themselves,

ing in shoals through the pools and And this, I suppose, is the reason that,

depths of the brooks, which are now while Nature seems to scatter them so

replenished to their brims, and rush carelessly, they still never shock the

towards the river with a swift, amber- beholder by their contrasts, nor dis-

colored current. turb, but only soothe. The brilliant

Cow Island is not an island, at scarlet and the brilliant yellow are dif-

least, at this season, though, I be- ferent hues of the maple-leaves, and the

lieve, in the time of freshets, the marshy first changes into the last. I saw one
Charles floods the meadows all round maple-tree, its centre yellow as gold,

about it, and extends across its com- set in a framework of red. The native
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poplars have different shades of green, this afternoon, for instance, a red,

verging towards yellow, and are very hairy one, with black head and tail,

cheerful in the sunshine. Most of the They do not appear to be active, and it

oak-leaves have still the deep verdure makes one rather melancholy to look at

of summer; but where a change has them,
taken place, it is into a russet-red,

warm, but sober. These colors, infi- Titesday, October 12. The cawing
nilely varied by the progress which dif- of the crow resounds among the woods,
ferent trees have made in their decay, A sentinel is aware of your approach a
constitute almost the whole glory of great way off, and gives the alarm to his

autumnal woods
; but it is impossible comrades loudly and eagerly, Caw,

to conceive how much is done with caw, caw ! Immediately the whole con-
such scanty materials. In my whole clave replies, and you behold them ris-

walk I saw only one man, and he was ing above the trees, flapping darkly,
at a distance, in the obscurity of the and winging their way to deeper soli-

trees. He had a horse and a wagon, tudes. Sometimes, however, they re-

and was getting a load of dry brush- main till you come near enough to dis-

wood. cern their sable gravity of aspect) each

occupying a separate bough, or per-

Sunday, October 10. I visited my haps the blasted tip-top of a pine. As

grape-vine this afternoon, and ate the you approach, one after another, with

last of its clusters. This vine climbs loud cawing, flaps his wings and throws

around a young maple-tree, which has himself upon the air.

now assumed the yellow leaf. The There is hardly a more striking fea-

leaves of the vine are more decayed ture in the landscape now-a-days than

than those of the maple.' Thence to the red patches of blueberry and whor-

Cow Island, a solemn and thought- tleberry bushes, as seen on a sloping
ful walk. Returned by another path, hillside, like islands among the grass,
of the width of a wagon, passing with trees growing in them

; or crown-

through a grove of hard wood, the ing the summit of a bare, brown hill

lightsome hues of which make the walk with their somewhat russet liveliness
;

more cheerful than among the pines, or circling round the base of an earth-

The roots of oaks emerged from the embedded rock. At a distance, this

soil, and contorted themselves across hue, clothing spots and patches of the

the path. The sunlight, also, broke earth, looks more like a picture than

across in spots, and otherwheres the anything else, yet such a picture as

shadow was deep ; but still there was I never saw painted,

intermingling enough of bright hues to The oaks are now beginning to look

keep off the gloom from the whole sere, and their leaves have withered

path. borders. It is pleasant to notice the

Brooks and pools have a peculiar as- wide circle of greener grass beneath the

pect at this season. One knows that circumference of an overshadowing oak.

the water must be cold, and one shiv- Passing an orchard, one hears an un-

ers a little at the sight of it ;
and yet easy rustling in the trees, and not as

the grass about the pool may be of the if they were struggling with the wind,

deepest green, and the sun may be Scattered about are barrels to contain

shining into it. The withered leaves the gathered apples; and perhaps a

which overhanging trees shed upon its great heap of golden or scarlet apples

surface contribute much to the effect. is collected in one place.

Insects have mostly vanished in the

fields and woods. I hear locusts yet, Wednesday, October 13. A good

singing in the sunny hours, and crick- view, from an upland swell of our pas-

ets have not yet finished their song, ture, across the valley of the river

Once in a while I see a caterpillar, Charles. There is the meadow, as level
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as a floor, and carpeted with green, oven, in which household bread had

perhaps two miles from the rising been baked for daily food, and puddings

ground on this side of the river to and cake and jolly pumpkin-pies for

that on the opposite side. The stream festivals, opened its mouth, being de-

winds through the midst of the flat prived of its iron door. The fireplace

space, without any banks at all ; for it was close at hand. All round the site

fills its bed almost to the brim, and of the house was a pleasant, sunny,
bathes the meadow grass on either green space, with old fruit-trees in pretty
side. A tuft of shrubbery, at broken fair condition, though aged. There was

intervals, is scattered along its border
;

a barn, also aged, but in decent repair ;

and thus it meanders sluggishly along, and a ruinous shed, on the corner of

without other life than what it gains which was nailed a boy's windmill,

from gleaming in the sun. Now, into where it had probably been turning
the broad, smooth meadow, as into a and clattering for years together, till

lake, capes and headlands put them- now it was black with time and weather-

selves forth, and shores of firm wood- stain. It was broken, but still it went

land border it, covered with variegated round whenever the wind stirred. The

foliage, making the contrast so much spot was entirely secluded, there being
the stronger of their height and rough no other house within a mile or two.

outline with the even spread of the No language can give an idea of the

plain. And beyond, and far away, rises beauty and glory of the trees, just at

a long, gradual swell of country, cov- this moment. It would be easy, by a

ered with an apparently dense growth of process of word-daubing, to set down a

foliage for miles, till the horizon termi- confused group of gorgeous colors, like

nates it ;
and here and there is a house, a bunch of tangled skeins of bright silk

;

or perhaps two, among the contiguity of but there is nothing of the reality in the

trees. Everywhere the trees wear their glare which would thus be produced,
autumnal dress, so that the whole land- And yet the splendor both of individual

scape is red, russet, orange, and yel- clusters and of whole scenes is unsur-

low, blending in the distance into a rich passable. The oaks are now far ad-

tint of brown-orange, or nearly that, vanced in their change of hue ; and, in

except the green expanse so definitely certain positions relatively to the sun,
hemmed in by the higher ground. they light up and gleam with a most

I took a long walk this morning, magnificent deep gold, varying ac-

going first nearly to Newton, thence cording as portions of the foliage are

nearly to Brighton, thence to Jamaica in shadow or sunlight. On the sides

Plain, and thence home. It was a fine which receive the direct rays, the effect

morning, with a northwest wind
;
cool is altogether rich

; and in other points
when facing the wind, but warm and of view it is equally beautiful, if less

most genially pleasant in sheltered brilliant This color of the oak is more

spots ;
and warm enough everywhere superb than the lighter yellow of the

while I'was in motion. I traversed most maples and walnuts. The whole land-

of the by-ways which offered them- scape is now covered with this inde-

selves to me ; and, passing through scribable pomp ;
it is discerned on the

one in which there was a double line uplands afar off; and Blue Hill in Mil-

of grass between the wheel-tracks and ton, at the distance of several miles,
that of the horses' feet, I came to where actually glistens with rich, dark light,

had once stood a farm-house, which ap- no, not glistens, nor gleams, but

peared to have been recently torn down, perhaps to say glows subduedly will

Most of the old timber and boards had be a truer expression for it.

been carted away ;
a pile of it, however, Met few people this morning ;

a

remained. The cellar of the house was grown girl, in company with a little

uncovered, and beside it stood the base boy, gathering barberries in a secluded

and middle height of the chimney. The lane ; a portly, autumnal gentleman,
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wrapped in a great-coat, who asked the the sunshine brightening the trees that

way to Mr. Joseph Goddard's ; and a cover it. It is noticeable that the out-

fish-cart from the city, the driver of lines of hills, and the whole bulk of

which sounded his horn along the lone- them at the distance of several miles,

some way. become stronger, denser, and more
substantial in this autumn atmosphere

Monday, October 18. There has and in these autumnal tints than in

been a succession of days which were summer. Then they looked blue, misty,
cold and bright in the forenoon, and and dim. Now they show their great

gray, sullen, and chill towards night, humpbacks more plainly, as if they
The woods have now taken a soberer had drawn nearer to us.

tint than they wore at my last date. A waste of shrubbery and small trees,

Many of the shrubs which looked such as overruns the borders of the

brightest a little while ago are now meadows for miles together, looks

wholly bare of leaves. The oaks have much more rugged, wild, and savage

generally a russet-brown shade, although in its present brown color than when
some of them are still green, as are clad in green.
likewise other scattered trees in the I passed through a very pleasant
forests. The bright yellow and the wood-path yesterday, quite shut in and
rich scarlet are no more to be seen, sheltered by trees that had not thrown

Scarcely any of them will now bear a off their yellow robes. The sun shone

close examination
;
for this shows them strongly in among them, and quite

to be rugged, wilted, and of faded, frost- kindled them
;
so that the path was

bitten hue ; but at a distance, and in brighter for their shade than if it had

the mass, and enlivened by the sun, been quite exposed to the sun.

they have still somewhat of the varied In the village graveyard, which lies

splendor which distinguished them a contiguous to the street, I saw a man
week ago. It is wonderful what a dif- digging a grave, and one inhabitant

ference the sunshine makes
;

it is like after another turned aside from his way
varnish, bringing out the hidden veins to look into the grave and talk with the

in a piece of rich wood. In the cold, digger. I heard him laugh, with the

gray atmosphere, such as that of most hereditary mirthfulness of men of that

of our afternoons now, the landscape occupation.

lies dark, brown, and in a much deep- In the hollow of the woods, yester-

er shadow than if it were clothed in day afternoon, I lay a long while watch-

green. But, perchance, a gleam of ing a squirrel, who was capering about

sun falls on a certain spot of distant among the trees over my head (oaks

shrubbery or woodland, and we see and white-pines, so close together that

it brighten with many hues, standing their branches intermingled). The

forth prominently from the dimness squirrel seemed not to approve of my
around it. The sunlight gradually presence, for he frequently uttered a

spreads, and the whole sombre scene sharp, quick, angry noise, like that of a

is changed to a motley picture, the scissors-grinder's wheel. Sometimes I

sun bringing out many shades of color, could see him sitting on an impending
and converting its gloom to an almost bough, with his tail over his back, look-

laughing cheerfulness. At such times ing down pryingly upon me. It seems

I almost doubt whether the foliage has to be a natural posture with him, to sit

lost any of its brilliancy. But the clouds on his hind legs, holding up his fore-

intercept the sun again, and lo ! old paws. Anon, with a peculiarly quick

Autumn appears, clad in his cloak of start, he would scramble along the

russet-brown. branch, and be lost to sight in another

Beautiful now, while the general land- part of the tree, whence his shrill chat-

scape lies in shadow, looks the summit ter would again be heard. Then I

of a distant hill (say a mile off), with would see him rapidly descending the
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trunk, and running along the ground ;
now plentiful everywhere, save where

and a moment afterwards, casting my there are none but pine-trees. They
eye upward, I beheld him flitting like rustle beneath the tread, and there is

a bird among the high limbs at the nothing more autumnal than that sound,

summit, directly above me. After- Nevertheless, in a walk this afternoon

wards, he apparently became accus- I have seen two oaks which retained

tomed to my society, and set about almost the greenness of summer. They
some business of his He came down grew close to the huge Pulpit Rock, so

to the ground, took up a piece of a de- that portions of their trunks appeared

cayed bough, (a heavy burden for such to grasp the rough surface ; and they
a small personage,) and, with this in his were rooted beneath it, and, ascending

mouth, again climbed up, and passed- high into the air, overshadowed the

from the branches of one tree to those gray crag with verdure. Other oaks,

of another, and thus onward and on- here and there, have a few green leaves

ward till he went out of sight. Shortly or boughs among their rustling and

afterwards he returned for another rugged shade.

burden, and this he repeated several Yet, dreary as the woods are in a

times. I suppose he was building a bleak, sullen day, there is a very pe-

nest, at least, I know not what else culiar sense of warmth and a sort of

could have been his object. Never richness of effect in the slope of a bank

was there such an active, cheerful, chol- and in sheltered spots, where bright

eric, continually-in-motion fellow as sunshine falls, and the brown oaken

this little red squirrel, talking to him- foliage is gladdened by it. There is

self, chattering at me, and as sociable then a feeling of comfort, and conse-

in his own person as if he had half a quently of heart-warmth, which cannot

dozen companions, instead of being be experienced in summer,

alone in the lonesome wood. Indeed, I walked this afternoon along a

he flitted about so quickly, and showed pleasant wood -
path, gently winding,

himself in different places so suddenly, so that but little of it could be seen at

that I was in some doubt whether there a time, and going up and down small

were not two or three of them. mounds, now plunging into a denser

I must mention again the very beau- shadow and now emerging from it

tiful effect produced by the masses of Part of the way it was strewn with the

berry-bushes, lying like scarlet islands dusky yellow leaves of white-pines, the

in the midst of withered pasture-ground, cast-off garments of last year ; part of

or crowning the tops of barren hills, the way with green grass, close-cropped
Their hue, at a distance, is lustrous and very fresh for the season. Some-

scarlet, although it does not look nearly times the trees met across it
;
some-

as bright and gorgeous when exam- times it was bordered on one side by
ined close at hand. But at a proper an old rail-fence of moss-grown cedar,

distance it is a beautiful fringe on Au- with bushes sprouting beneath it, and
tumn's petticoat thrusting their branches through it ;

sometimes by a stone wall of unknown

Friday, October 22. A continued antiquity, older than the wood it closed

succession of unpleasant, Novembery in. A stone wall, when shrubbery has

days, and Autumn has made rapid pro- grown around it, and thrust its roots

gress in the work of decay. It is now beneath it, becomes a very pleasant
somewhat of a rare good fortune to and meditative object It does not be-

find a verdant, grassy spot, on some long too evidently to man, having been

slope, or in a dell ; and even such sel- built so long ago. It seems a part of

dom-seen oases are bestrewn with dried nature.

brown leaves, which, however, me- Yesterday I found two mushrooms

thinks, make the short, fresh grass look in the woods, probably of the preced-

greener around them. Dry leaves are ing night's growth. Also I saw a mos-
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quito, frost-pinched, and so wretched ful and disgraceful crime in debasing
that I felt avenged for all the injuries and destroying a character naturally
which his tribe inflicted upon me last high and noble, the guilty person being
summer, and so did not molest this alone conscious of the crime,

lone survivor.

Walnuts in their green rinds are fall- A man, virtuous in his general con-

ing from the trees, and so are chestnut- duct, but committing habitually some
burrs. monstrous crime, as murder, and

I found a maple-leaf to-day, yellow doing this without the sense of guilt,

all over, except its extremest point, but with a peaceful conscience, habit,

which was bright scarlet. It looked as probably, reconciling him to it
;
but

if a drop of blood were hanging from something (for instance, discovery) oc-

it. The first change of the maple-leaf curs to make him sensible of his enor-

is to scarlet ; the next, to yellow. Then mity. His horror then,

it withers, wilts, and drops off, as most

of them have already done. The strangeness, if they could be

foreseen and forethought, of events

October 27. Fringed gentians, I which do not seem so strange after

found the last, probably, that will be they have happened. As, for instance,

seen this year, growing on the margin to muse over a child's cradle, and fore-

of the brook. see all the persons in different parts of

the world with whom he would have

1842. Some man of powerful char- relations,

acter to command a person, morally

subjected to him, to perform some act. A man to swallow a small snake,

The commanding person suddenly to and it to be a symbol of a cherished

die ; and, for all the rest of his life, the sin.

subjected one continues to perform
that act Questions as to unsettled points of

history, and mysteries of nature, to be
" Solomon dies during the building of asked of a mesmerized person,

the temple, but his body remains lean-

ing on a staff, and overlooking the Gordier, a young man of the Island

workmen, as if it were alive." of Jersey, was paying his addresses to

a young lady of Guernsey. He visited

A tri-weekly paper, to be called the the latter island, intending to be mar-

Tertian Ague. ried. He disappeared on his way from

the beach to his mistress's residence,

Subject for a picture, Satan's re- and was afterwards found dead in a

appearance in Pandemonium, shining cavity of the rocks. After a time, Gal-

out from a mist, with "
shape star- liard, a merchant of Guernsey, paid his

bright." addresses to the young lady ;
but she

always felt a strong, unaccountable

Five points of Theology, Five antipathy to him. He presented her

Points at New York. with a beautiful trinket. The mother

of Gordier, chancing to see this trinket,

It seems a greater pity that an ac- recognized it as having been bought by

complished worker with the hand her dead son as a present for his mis-

should perish prematurely, than a per- tress. She expired on learning this ;

son of great intellect ; because intel- and Galliard, being suspected of the

lectual arts may be cultivated in the murder, committed suicide,

next world, but not physical ones.

The cnrt of Montreux in Switzer-

To trace out the influence of a fright- land, ninety-six years old, still vigor-
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ous in mind and body, and able to with the housekeeper, to visit every

preach. He had a twin-brother, also a room daily from garret to cellar, to

preacher, and the exact likeness of him- attend herself to the brewing of beer

self. Sometimes strangers have be- and the baking of bread, and to in-

held a white-haired, venerable clerical struct every member of the family in

personage, nearly a century old ; and, their religious duties,

upon riding a few miles farther, have

been astonished to meet again this Service of plate, presented by the

white-haired, venerable, century-old per- city of London to Sir William Pepper-

sonage. ell, together with a table of solid silver.

The table very narrow, but long; the

When the body of Lord Mohun articles of plate numerous, but of small

(killed in a duel) was carried home, dimensions, the tureen not holding

bleeding, to his house, Lady Mohun more than three pints. At the close of

was very angry because it was "
flung the Revolution, when the Pepperell and

upon the best bed." Sparhawk property was confiscated, this

plate was sent to the grandson ,of Sir

A prophecy, somewhat in the style William, in London. It was so valuable,

of Swift's about Partridge, but embra- that Sheriff Moulton of old York, with

cing various events and personages. six well - armed men, accompanied it

to Boston. Pepperell's only daughter
An incident that befell Dr. Harris, married Colonel Sparhawk, a fine gen-

while a Junior at college. Being in great tleman of the day. Andrew Pepperell,
want of money to buy shirts or other the son, was rejected by a young lady

necessaries, and not knowing how to (afterwards the mother of Mrs. General

obtain it, he set out on a walk from Knox), to whom he was on the point

Cambridge to Boston. On the way, he of marriage, as being addicted to low
cut a stick, and after walking a short company and low pleasures. The lov-

distance perceived that something had er, two days afterwards, in the streets

become attached to the end of it. It of Portsmouth, was sun-struck, and fell

proved to be a gold ring, with the mot- down dead. Sir William had built an

to,
" God speed thee, friend." elegant house for his son and his in-

tended wife
;
but after the death of the

Brobdignag lay on the northwest former he never entered it. He lost

coast of the American continent. his cheerfulness and social qualities,

and gave up intercourse with people,
A gush of violets along a wood-path, except on business. Very anxious to

secure his property to his descendants

People with false hair and other arti- by the provisions of his will, which was
fices may be supposed to deceive Death drawn up by Judge Sewall, then a young
himself, so that he does not know when lawyer. Yet the Judge lived to see two
their hour is come. of Sir William's grandchildren so re-

duced that they were to have been num-
Bees are sometimes drowned (or suf- bered among the town's poor, and were

focated) in the honey which they col- only rescued from this fate by private
lect. So some writers are lost in their charity.
collected learning. The arms of the Pepperell family

were displayed over the door of every
Advice of Lady Pepperell's father on room in Sir William's house, and his

her marriage, never to work ene mo- crest on every door. In Colonel Spar-
ment after Saturday sunset, never to hawk's house there were forty portraits,

lay down her knitting except in the most of them in full length. The house

middle of the needle, always to rise built for Sir William's son was occu-

with the sun, to pass an hour daily pied as barracks during the Revolution,
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and much injured. A few years after he would arrive in October. A few

the peace, it was blown down by a vio- days after the letter came, she went

lent tempest, and finally no vestige of out in a low carriage to visit her work-

it was left, but there remained only a people, and was blessing the food for

summer-house and the family tomb, their luncheon, when she fell dead,
At Sir William's death, his mansion struck by an Indian tomahawk, as did

was hung with black, while the body all the rest save one. They were bur-

lay in state for a week. All the Spar- ied where the massacre took place, and

hawk portraits were covered with black a stone was erected, which (possibly)

crape, and the family pew was draped still remains. The lady's family had a

with black. Two oxen were roasted, grant from Sir Ferdinando Gorges of

and liquid hospitality dispensed in pro- the territory thereabout, and her broth-

portion, er had likewise come over and settled

in the vicinity. I believe very little of

Old lady's dress seventy or eighty this story. Long afterwards, at about

years ago. Brown brocade gown, with the commencement of the Revolution, a

a nice lawn handkerchief and apron, descendant of Fowler came from Eng-
short sleeves, with a little ruffle, just land, and applied to the Judge of Pro-

below the elbow, black mittens, bate to search the records for a will,

a lawn cap, with rich lace border, a supposed to have been made by Lady
black velvet hood on the back of the Ursula in favor of her lover as soon as

head, tied with black ribbon under the she heard of his existence. In the

chin. She sat in an old-fashioned easy- mean time the estate had been sold to

chair, in a small, low parlor, the wain- Colonel Whipple. No will could be

scot painted entirely black, and the found. (Lady Ursula was old Mrs.

walls hung with a dark velvet paper. Cutts, widow of President Cutts.)

A table, stationary ever since tlie The mode of living of Lady Ursula's

house was built, extending the whole brother in Kittery. A drawbridge to the

length of a room. One end was raised house, which was raised every evening,

two steps higher than the rest. The and lowered in the morning, for the

Lady Ursula, an early Colonial heroine, laborers and the family to pass out

was wont to dine at the upper end, They kept thirty cows, a hundred sheep,

while her servants sat below. This and several horses. The house spa-

was in the kitchen. An old garden cious, one room large enough to con-

and summer-house, and roses, currant- tain forty or fifty guests. Two silver

bushes, and tulips, which Lady Ursula branches for candles, the walls orna-

had brought from Grondale Abbey in mented with paintings and needlework.

Old England. Although a hundred The floors were daily rubbed with wax,

and fifty years before, and though their and shone like a mahogany-table. A
roots were propagated all over the coun- domestic chaplain, who said prayers

try, they were still flourishing in the every morning and evening in a small

original garden. This Lady Ursula apartment called the chapel. Also a

was the daughter of Lord Thomas Cutts steward and butler. The family attend-

of Grondale Abbey in England. She ed the Episcopal Church at Christmas,

had been in love with an officer named Easter, and Good Friday, and gave a

Fowler, who was supposed to have grand entertainment once a year.

been slam in battle. After the death Madam Cutts, at the last of these

of her father and mother, Lady Ursula entertainments, wore a black damask

came to Kittery, bringing twenty men- gown, and cuffs with double lace ruffles,

servants and several women. After a velvet shoes, blue silk stockings, white

time, a letter arrived from her lover, and silver stomacher. The daughter

who was not killed, but merely a pris- and granddaughters in rich brocades

oner to the French. He announced and yellow satin. Old Major Cutts in

his purpose to come to America, where brown velvet, laced with gold, and a
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large wig. The parson in his silk cas- the effect of a picture. All its motions,

sock, and his helpmate in brown dam- its tossing up and down on the small

ask. Old General Atkinson in scar- waves, and its sinking and rising in a
let velvet, and his wife and daughters calm swell, its heeling to the breeze,
in white damask. The Governor in the whole effect, in short, is that of a
black velvet, and his lady in crimson real ship at sea

; while, moreover, there

tabby trimmed with silver. The ladies is something that kindles the imagina-
wore bell -hoops, high -heeled shoes, tion more than the reality would do.

paste buckles, silk stockings, and enor- If we see a real, great ship, the mind

mously high head-dresses, with lappets grasps and possesses, within its real

of Brussels lace hanging thence to the clutch, all that there is of it
; while here

waist. the mimic ship is the representation of

Among the eatables, a silver tub of an ideal one, and so gives us a more
the capacity of four gallons, holding a imaginative pleasure. There are many
pyramid of pancakes powdered with schooners that ply to and fro on the

white sugar. pond, and pilot-boats, all perfectly
The date assigned to all this about rigged. I saw a race, the other day,

1690. between the ship above mentioned and
a pilot-boat, in which the latter came

What is the price of a day's labor in off conqueror. The boys appear to be
Lapland, where the sun never sets for well acquainted with all the ropes and

sails, and can call them by their nau-

tical names. One of the owners of the
Miss Asphyxia Davis !

vessds remains Qn Qne side Qf ^
A life, generally of a grave hue, may P?.
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merchants of different

countries, consigning their vessels to

A father confessor, his reflections
one another-

on character, and the contrast of the Generally, when any vessel is on the

inward man with the outward, as he Pond> there are fun-grown spectators,

looks around on his congregation, all
who look on with as much interest as

whose secret sins are known to him. the b ys themselves. Towards sun-

set, this is especially the case : for then

A person with an ice-cold hand, are seen young girls and their lovers ;

his right hand, which people ever after- mothers, with their little boys in hand ;

wards remember when once they have school-girls, beating hoops round about,

grasped it. and occasionally running to the side of
the pond ; rough tars, or perhaps mas-

A stove possessed by a Devil. ters or young mates of vessels, who
make remarks about the miniature ship-

June i, 1842.
- - One of my chief ping, and occasionally give professional

amusements is to see the boys sail their advice to the navigators ; visitors from
miniature vessels on the Frog Pond, the country ; gloved and caned young
There is a great variety of shipping gentlemen; --in short, everybody stops
owned among the young people, and to take a look. In the mean time, dogs
they appear to have a considerable are continually plunging into the pond,
knowledge of the art of managing ves- and swimming about, with noses pointed
sels. There is a full-rigged man-of- upward, and snatching at floating ships ;

war, with, I believe, every spar, rope, then, emerging, they shake themselves,
and sail, that sometimes makes its ap- scattering a horizontal shower on the

pearance ; and, when on a voyage across clean gowns of ladies and trousers of
the pond, it so identically resembles a gentlemen ; then scamper to and fro on
great ship, except in size, that it has the grass, with joyous barks.
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Some boys cast off lines of twine of importance. In order to put his

with pin-hooks, and perhaps pull out a mind into the highest possible activity,

horned-pout, that being, I think, the he shut himself up for several succes-

only kind of fish that inhabits the Frog sive days, and used various methods
Pond. of excitement He had a singing-girl,

The ship-of-war above mentioned is he drank spirits, smelled penetrating
about three feet from stem to stern, or odors, sprinkled Cologne-water round

possibly a few inches more. This, if I the room, &c., &c. Eight days thus

mistake not, was the size of a ship of passed, when he was seized with a fit

the line in the navy of Liliput of frenzy which terminated in mania.

Fancy pictures of familiar places Flesh and Blood, a firm of butch-

which one has never been in, as the ers.

green-room of a theatre, &c.

Miss Polly Syllable, a schoolmis-

The famous characters of history, tress,

to imagine their spirits now extant on

earth, in the guise of various public or Mankind are earthen jugs with spirits

private personages. in them.

The case quoted in Combe's Physl- A spendthrift, in one sense he has

ology of a young man of great talents his money's worth by the purchase of

and profound knowledge of chemistry, large lots of repentance and other dolo-

who had in view some new discovery rous commodities.

THE MOUNTAIN.

TWO
thousand feet in air it stands

Betwixt the bright and shaded lands,

Above the regions it divides

And borders with its furrowed sides.

The seaward valley laughs with light

Till the round sun o'erhangs this height;

But then the shadow of the crest

No more the plains that lengthen west

Enshrouds, yet slowly, surely creeps

Eastward, until the coolness steeps

A darkling league of tilth and wold,

And chills the flocks that seejc their fold.

Not like those ancient summits lone,

Mont Blanc, on his eternal throne,

The city-gemmed Peruvian peak,

The sunset portals landsmen seek,

Whose train, to reach the Golden Land,
Crawls slow and pathless through the sand,

Or that, whose ice-lit beacon guides
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The mariner on tropic tides,

And flames across the Gulf afar,

A torch by day, by night a star,

Not thus, to cleave the outer skies,

Does my serener mountain rise,

Nor aye forget its gentle birth

Upon the dewy, pastoral earth.

But ever, in the noonday light,

Are scenes whereof I love the sight,

Broad pictures of the lower world

Beneath my gladdened eyes unfurled.

Irradiate distances reveal

Pair nature wed to human wealj

The rolling valley made a plain ;

Its checkered squares of grass and grain ;

The silvery rye, the golden wheat,
The flowery elders where they meet,

Ay, even the springing corn I see,

And garden haunts of bird and bee ;

And where, in daisied meadows, shines

The wandering river through its vines,

Move specks at random, which I know
Are herds a-grazing to and fro.

Yet still a goodly height it seems
From which the mountain pours his streams,
Or hinders, with caressing hands,
The sunlight seeking other lands.

Like some great giant, strong and proud,
He fronts the lowering thunder-cloud,
And wrests its treasures, to bestow

A guerdon on the realm below ;

Or, by the deluge roused from sleep
Within his bristling forest-keep,
Shakes all his pines, and far and wide
Sends down a rich, imperious tide.

At night the whistling tempests meet
In tryst upon his topmost seat,

And all the phantoms of the sky
Frolic and gibber, storming by.

By day I see the ocean-mists

Float with the current where it lists,

And from my summit I can hail

Cloud-vessels passing on the gale,
The stately argosies of air,

And parley with the helmsmen there;
Can probe their dim, mysterious source,
Ask of their cargo and their course,
Whence come? where bound? and wait reply,

As, all sails spread, they hasten by.
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The Mountain.

If foiled in what I fain would know,

Again I turn my eyes below

And eastward, past the hither mead
Where all day long the cattle feed,

A crescent gleam my sight allures

And clings about the hazy moors,
The great, encircling, radiant sea,

Alone in its immensity.

Even there, a queen upon its shore,

I know the city evermore

Her palaces and temples rears,

And wooes the nations to her piers ;

Yet the proud city seems a mole

To this horizon-bounded whole ;

And, from my station on the mount,
The whole is little worth account

Beneath the overhanging sky,

That seems so far and yet so nigh.

Here breathe I inspiration rare,

Unburdened by the grosser air

That hugs the lower land, and feel

Through all my finer senses steal

The life of what that life may be,

Freed from this dull earth's density,

When we, with many a soul-felt thrill,

Shall thrid the ether at our will,

Through widening corridors of morn

And starry archways swiftly borne.

Here, in the process of the night,

The stars themselves a purer light

Give out, than reaches those who gaze
Enshrouded with the valley's haze.

October, entering Heaven's fane,

Assumes her lucent, annual reign:

Then what a
x
dark and dismal clod,

Forsaken by the Sons of God,
Seems this sad world, to those which march

Across the high, illumined arch,

And with their brightness draw me forth

To scan the splendors of the North 1

I see the Dragon, as he toils

With Ursa in his shining coils,

And mark the Huntsman lift his shield,

Confronting on the ancient field

The Bull, while in a mystic row

The jewels of his girdle glow

Or, haply, I may ponder long
On that remoter, sparkling throng,

The orient sisterhood, around

Whose chief our Galaxy is wound ;

[June,
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Thus, half enwrapt in classic dreams,
And brooding over Learning's gleams,
I leave to gloom the under-land,

And from my watch-tower, close at hand,
Like him who led the favored race,

I look on glory face to face !

So, on the mountain-top, alone,

I dwell, as one who holds a throne ;

Or prince, or peasant, him I count

My peer, who stands upon a mount,
Sees farther than the tribes below,

And knows the joys they cannot know ;

And, though beyond the sound of speech

They reign, my soul goes out to reach,

Far on their noble heights elsewhere,

My brother-monarchs of the air.

THE CHIMNEY-CORNER FOR 1866.

VI.

THE CATHEDRAL.

u T AM going to build a cathedral one tions, Rudolph," said I.
" You might

of these days," said I to my wife, as well say that Nature has never made
as I sat looking at the slant line of light any flowers since Linnaeus shut up his

made by the afternoon sun on our pic- herbarium. We have no statues and
ture of the Cathedral of Milan. pictures of modern saints, but saints

" That picture is one of the most po- themselves, thank God, have never been
etic things you have among your house wanting.

' As it was in the beginning,

ornaments," said Rudolph.
" Its origi- is now, and ever shall be '

nal is the world's chief beauty, a trib- "But what about your cathedral?"

ute to religion such as Art never gave said my wife.

before and never can again, --as much " O yes ! my cathedral, yes. When
before the Pantheon, as the Alps, with my stocks in cloud-land rise, I '11 build

their virgin snows and glittering pin- a cathedral larger than Milan's ; and

nacles, are above all temples made with the men, but more particularly the -wo-

hands. Say what you will, those Mid- men, thereon shall be those who have
die Ages that you call Dark had a glory done even more than St. Paul tells of

of faith that never will be seen in our in the saints of old, who 'subdued king-

days of cotton-mills and Manchester doms, wrought righteousness, quenched
prints. Where will you marshal such the violence of fire, escaped the edge
an army of saints as stands in yonder of the sword, out of weakness were
white-marble forest, visibly transfigured made strong, waxed valiant in fight,

and glorified in that celestial Italian turned to flight the armies of the aliens.'

air ? Saintship belonged to the mediae- I am not now thinking of Florence

val Church
;
the heroism of religion has Nightingale, nor of the host of women

died with it." who have been walking worthily in her
" That 's just like one of your asser- footsteps, but of nameless saints of

VOL. xvii. NO. 104. 47
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more retired and private state, do- the subtile flash of wit and the subdued
mestic saints, who have tended children light of humor

;
and though the whole

not their own through whooping-cough face smiles, it has yet a certain decisive

and measles, and borne the unruly firmness that speaks the soul immu-
whims of fretful invalids, stocking- table in good. That woman shall be

darning, shirt -making saints, saints the first saint in my cathedral, and her

who wore no visible garment of hair- name shall be recorded as Saint Es-

cloth, bound themselves with no belts ther. What makes saintliness in my
of spikes and nails, yet in their inmost view, as distinguished from ordinary
souls were marked and seared with goodness, is a certain quality of magna-
the red cross of a life -long self- sac- nimity and greatness of soul that brings

rifice, saints for whom the mystical life within the circle of the heroic. To
terms self-annihilation and self-cruet- be really great in little things, to be

fixion had a real and tangible mean- truly noble and heroic in the insipid

ing, all the stronger because their dai- details of every-day life, is a virtue so

ly death was marked by no outward rare as to be worthy of canonization,

sign. No mystical rites consecrated and this virtue was hers. New England
them ;

no organ-music burst forth in Puritanism must be credited with the

solemn rapture to welcome them
;
no making of many such women. Severe

habit of their order proclaimed to them- as was her discipline, and harsh as

selves and the world that they were the seems now her rule, we have yet to

elect of Christ, the brides of another see whether women will be born of

life : but small eating cares, daily pro- modern systems of tolerance and indul-

saic duties, the petty friction of all the gence equal to those grand ones of the

littleness and all the inglorious annoy- olden times whose places now know
ances of every day, were as dust that them no more. The inconceivable aus-

hid the beauty and grandeur of their terity and solemnity with which Puri-

calling even from themselves ; they tanism invested this mortal life, the

walked unknown even to their house- awful grandeur of the themes which it

holds, unknown even to their own souls ; made household words, the sublimity
but when the Lord comes to build his of the issues which it hung upon the

New Jerusalem, we shall find many a commonest acts of our earthly existence,

white stone with a new name thereon, created characters of more than Roman
and the record of deeds and words strength and greatness ; and the good
which only He that seeth in secret men and women of Puritan training ex-

knows. Many a humble soul will be celled the saints of the Middle Ages,
amazed to find that the seed it sowed as a soul fully developed intellectually,

in such weakness, in the dust of daily educated to closest thought, and ex-

life, has blossomed into immortal flow- ercised in reasoning, is superior to a

ers under the eye of the Lord. soul great merely through impulse and

"When I build my cathedral, that sentiment.

woman," I said, pointing to a small "My earliest recollections of Aunt

painting by the fire, "shall be among the Esther, for so our saint was known,
first of my saints. You see her there, were of a bright-faced, cheerful, witty,

in an every-day dress-cap with a mor- quick-moving little middle-aged per-

tal thread-lace border, and with a very son, who came into our house like a

ordinary worked collar, fastened by a good fairy whenever there was a call of

visible and terrestrial breastpin. There sickness or trouble. If an accident hap-

is no nimbus around her head, no sign pened in the great roistering family of

of the cross upon her breast
;
her hands eight or ten children, (and when was not

are clasped on no crucifix or rosary, something happening to some of us?)
Her clear, keen, hazel eye looks as if and we were shut up in a sick-room,
it could sparkle with mirthfulness, as then 'duly as daylight came the quick
in fact it could ; there are in it both step and cheerful face of Aunt Esther,

/
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not solemn and lugubrious like so borhood, whose windows looked down

many sick-room nurses, but with a a hillside on one hand, under the

never-failing flow of wit and story that boughs of an apple orchard, where

could beguile even the most doleful in- daisies and clover and bobolinks always
to laughing at their own afflictions. I abounded in summer time, and, on the

remember how a fit of the quinsy most other, faced the street, with a green
tedious of all sicknesses to an active yard flanked by one or two shady elms

child was gilded and glorified into between them and the street. No
quite &fcte by my having Aunt Esther nun's cell was ever neater, no bee's cell

all to myself for two whole days, with ever more compactly and carefully ar-

nothing to do but amuse me. She ranged ;
and to us, familiar with the

charmed me into smiling at the very confusion of a great family of little

pangs which had made me weep before, ones, there was something always in-

and of which she described her own viting about its stillness, its perfect or-

experiences in a manner to make me der, and the air of thoughtful repose
think that, after all, the quinsy was that breathed over it. She lived there

something with an amusing side to it. in perfect independence, doing, as it

Her knowledge of all sorts of medi- was her delight to do, every office of life

cines, gargles, and alleviatives, her per- for herself. She was her own cook,
feet familiarity with every canon and her own parlor and chamber maid, her

law of good nursing and tending, was own laundress ; and very faultless the

something that could only have come cooking, washing, ironing, and care of

from long experience in those good old her premises were. A slice of Aunt
New England days when there were no Esther's gingerbread, one of Aunt
nurses recognized as a class in the land, Esther's cookies, had, we all believed,

but when watching and the care of the certain magical properties such as be-

sick were among those offices of Chris- longed to no other mortal mixture,

tian life which the families of a neighbor- Even a handful of walnuts that were
hood reciprocally rendered each other, brought from the depths of her mys-
Even from early youth she had obeyed terious closet had virtues in our eyes
a special vocation as sister of charity in such as no other walnuts could ap-

many a sick-room, and, with the usual proach. The little shelf of books that

keen intelligence of New England, had hung suspended by cords against her

widened her powers of doing good by wall was sacred in our regard ; the vol-

the reading of medical and physiologi- umes were like no other books
; and

cal works. Her legends of nursing in we supposed that she derived from

those days of long typhus-fever and them those stores of knowledge on all

other formidable and protracted forms subjects which she unconsciously dis-

of disease were to our ears quite won- pensed among us, for she was al-

derful, and we regarded her as a sort ways telling us something of metals,
of patron saint of the sick-room. She or minerals, or gems, or plants, or ani-

seemed always so cheerful, so bright, mals, which awakened our curiosity,

and so devoted, that it never occurred stimulated our inquiries, and, above all,

to us youngsters to doubt that she en- led us to wonder where she had learned

joyed, above all things, being with us, it all. Even the slight restrictions

waiting on us all day, watching over us which her neat habits imposed on our

by night, telling us stories, and answer- breezy and turbulent natures seemed

ing, in her lively and always amusing all quite graceful and becoming. It

and instructive way, that incessant fire was right, in our eyes, to cleanse our

of questions with which a child perse- shoes on scraper and mat with extra

outes a grown person. diligence, and then to place a couple of

"Sometimes, as a reward of goodness, chips under the heels of our boots

we were allowed to visit her in her own when we essayed to dry our feet at her

room, a neat little parlor in the neigh- spotless hearth. We marvelled to see
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our own faces reflected in a thousand when her superior and wide informa-

smiles and winks from her bright brass tion enabled her to light up and ex-

andirons, such andirons we thought plain much that was not clear to the

were seen on earth in no other place, immature students,

and a pair of radiant brass candlesticks,
" In her shady retirement, too, she

that illustrated the mantle-piece, were was a sort of Egeria to certain men of

viewed with no less respect. genius, who came to read to her their
" Aunt Esther's cat was a model for writings, to consult her in their argu-

allcats, so sleek, so intelligent, so de- ments, and to discuss with her the liter-

corous and well-trained, always occupy- ature and politics of the day, through

ing exactly her own cushion by the fire, all which her mind moved with an equal
and never transgressing in one iota the step, yet with a sprightliness and vi-

proprieties belonging to a cat of good vacity peculiarly feminine,

breeding. She shared our affections " Her memory was remarkably re-

with her mistress, and we were allowed tentive, not only of the contents of

as a great favor and privilege, now and books, but of all that great outlying
then, to hold the favorite on our knees, fund of anecdote and story which the

and stroke her satin coat to a smoother quaint and earnest New England life

gloss. always supplied. There were pictures
" But it was not for cats alone that of peculiar characters, legends of true

she had attractions. She was in sympa- events stranger than romance, all

thy and fellowship with everything that stored in the cabinets of her mind
;

moved and lived ; knew every bird and and these came from her lips with the

beast with a friendly acquaintanceship, greater force because the precision of

The squirrels that inhabited the trees her memory enabled her to authenti-

in the front-yard were won in time by cate them with name, date, and circum-

her blandishments to come and perch stances of vivid reality. From that

on her window-sills, and thence, by shadowy line of incidents which marks
trains of nuts adroitly laid, to disport the twilight boundary between the

themselves on the shining cherry tea- spiritual world and the present life she

table that stood between the windows
;

drew legends of peculiar clearness, but

and we youngsters used to sit entranced invested with the mysterious charm
with delight as they gambolled and which always dwells in that uncertain

waved their feathery tails in frolic- region ;
and the shrewd flash of her

some security, eating rations of gin- eye, and the keen, bright smile with

gerbread and bits of seed-cake with as which she answered the wondering
good a relish as any child among us. question,

* What do you suppose it

" The habits, the rights, the wrongs, was ?
'

or,
* What could it have been ?

'

the wants, and the sufferings of the showed how evenly rationalism in her

animal creation formed the subject of mind kept pace with romance,

many an interesting conversation with "The retired room in which she thus

her; and we boys, with the natural male read, studied, thought, and surveyed
instinct of hunting, trapping, and pur- from afar the whole world of science

suing, were often made to pause in our and literature, and in which she received

career, remembering her pleas for the friends and entertained children, was
dumb things which could not speak for perhaps the dearest and freshest spot
themselves. to her in the world. There came a

" Her little hermitage was the favor- time, however, when the neat little in-

ite resort of numerous friends. Many of dependent establishment was given up,
the young girls who attended the vil- and she went to associate herself with

lage academy made her acquaintance, two of her nieces in keeping house
and nothing delighted her more than for a boarding-school of young girls,

that they should come there and read Here her lively manners and her gra-
to her the books they were studying, cious interest in the young made her a
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universal favorite, though the cares she

assumed broke in upon those habits of

solitude and study which formed her

delight. From the day that she sur-

rendered this independency of hers,

she had never, for more than a score of

years, a home of her own, but filled the

trying position of an accessory in the

home of others. Leaving the boarding-

school, she became the helper of an in-

valid wife and mother in the early nurs-

ing and rearing of a family of young
children, an office which leaves no

privacy and no leisure. Her bed was

always shared with some little one ;
her

territories were exposed to the constant

inroads of little pattering feet
;
and all

the various sicknesses and ailments

of delicate childhood made absorbing
drafts upon her time.

" After a while she left New England
with the brother to whose family she

devoted herself. The failing health of

the wife and mother left more and

more the charge of all things in her

hands ;
servants were poor, and all

the appliances of living had the raw-

ness and inconvenience which in those

days attended Western life. It be-

came her fate to supply all other peo-

ple's defects and deficiencies. Wher-
ever a hand failed, there must her

hand be. Whenever a foot faltered, she

must step into the ranks. She was the

one who thought for and cared for and

toiled for all, yet made never a claim

that any one should care for her.
" It was not till late in my life that I

became acquainted with the deep inte-

rior sacrifice, the constant self-abnega-

tion, which all her life involved. She was
born with a strong, vehement, impul-
sive nature, a nature both proud and

sensitive, a nature whose tastes were

passions, whose likings and whose
aversions were of the most intense and

positive character. Devoted as she al-

ways seemed to the mere practical and

material, she had naturally a deep ro-

mance and enthusiasm of temperament
which exceeded all that can be written

in novels. It was chiefly owing to this

that a home and a central affection

of her own were never hers. In her

early days of attractiveness, none who
would have sought her could meet the

high requirements of her ideality ;
she

never saw her hero, and so never

married. Family cares, the tending of

young children, she often confessed,
were peculiarly irksome to her. She
had the head of a student, a passionate
love for the world of books. A Protes-

tant convent, where she might devote

herself without interruption to study,
was her ideal of happiness. She had,

too, the keenest appreciation of poetry,
of music, of painting, and of natural

scenery. Her enjoyment in any of these

things was intensely vivid whenever, by
chance, a stray sunbeam of the kind

darted across the dusty path of her

life
; yet in all these her life was a con-

stant repression. The eagerness with

which she would listen to any account

from those more fortunate ones who
had known these things, showed how ar-

dent a passion was constantly held in

check. A short time before her death,

talking with a friend who had visited

Switzerland, she said, with great feel-

ing :

' All my life my desire to visit the

beautiful places of this earth has been
so intense, that I cannot but hope that

after my death I shall be permitted to

go and look at them.'

"The completeness of her self-disci-

pline may be gathered from the fact,

that no child could ever be brought
to believe she had not a natural fond-

ness for children, or that she found

the care of them burdensome. It was

easy to see that she had naturally all

those particular habits, those minute

.pertinacities in respect to her daily
movements and the arrangement of all

her belongings, which would make the

meddling, intrusive demands of infancy
and childhood peculiarly hard for her

to meet. Yet never was there a pair

of toddling feet that did not make free

with Aunt Esther's room, never a curly
head that did not look up, in confiding
assurance of a welcome smile, to her

bright eyes. The inconsiderate and

never-ceasing requirements of children

and invalids never drew from her other

than a cheerful response ;
and to my
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mind there is more saintship in this could not have been happy. Though
than in the private wearing of any she constantly gave, to every family
number of hair-cloth shirts or belts in which she lived, services which
lined with spikes. no money could repay, it would have

" In a large family of careless, noisy been the greatest trial to her not to be

children there will be constant losing able to provide for herself. Her dress,
of thimbles and needles and scissors

; always that of a true gentlewoman,
but Aunt Esther was always ready, refined, quiet, and neat, was bought
without reproach, to help the careless from this restricted sum, and her small

and the luckless. Her things, so well travelling expenses were paid out of it.

kept and so treasured, she was willing She abhorred anything false or flashy :

to lend, with many a caution and injunc- her caps were trimmed with raz/thread-

tion it is true, but also with a relish of lace, and her silk dresses were of the

right good-will. And, to do us justice, best quality, perfectly well made and

we generally felt the sacredness of the kept ; and, after all, a little sum always
trust, and were more careful of her remained over in her hands for unfore-

things than of our own. If a shade of seen exigencies.

sewing-silk were wanting, or a choice " This love of independence was one

button, or a bit of braid or tape, Aunt of the strongest features of her life,

Esther cheerfully volunteered some- and we often playfully told her that her

thing from her well-kept stores, not re- only form of selfishness was the mo-

garding the trouble she made herself in nopoly of saintship, --that she who

seeking the key, unlocking the drawer, gave so much was not willing to allow

and searching out in bag or parcel others to give to her, --that she who

just the treasure demanded. Never made herself servant of all was not

was more perfect precision, or more per- willing to allow others to serve her.

feet readiness to accommodate others. "
Among the trials of her life must

" Her little income, scarcely reach- be reckoned much ill-health
; borne,

ing a hundred dollars yearly, was dis- however, with such heroic patience

posed of with a generosity worthy a for- that it was not easy to say when the

tune. One tenth was sacredly devoted hand of pain was laid upon her. She
to charity, and a still further sum laid inherited, too, a tendency to depres-

by every year for presents to friends, sion of spirits, which at times increased

No Christmas or New Year ever came to a morbid and distressing gloom,
round that Aunt Esther, out of this very Few knew or suspected these sufFer-

tiny fund, did not find something for ings, so completely had she learned to

children and servants. Her gifts were suppress every outward manifestation

trifling in value, but well timed, a that might interfere with the happiness
ball of thread-wax, a paper of pins, a of others. In her hours of depression

pincushion, something generally so she resolutely forbore to sadden the

well chosen as to show that she had lives of those around her with her own
been running over our needs, and not- melancholy, and often her darkest moods

ing what to give. She was no less gra- were so lighted up and adorned with as

cious as receiver than as giver. The outside show of wit and humor, that

little articles that we made for her, or those who had known her intimately
the small presents that we could buy were astonished to hear that she had

out of our childish resources, she always ever been subject to depression,
declared were exactly what she needed ;

" Her truthfulness of nature amounted
and she delighted us by the care she almost to superstition. From her prom-
took of them and the value she set ise once given she felt no change of pur-

upon them. pose could absolve her
;
and therefore

" Her income was a source of the rarely would she give it absolutely, for

greatest pleasure to her, as maintain- she could not alter the thing that had

ing an independence without which she gone forth from her lips. Our belief
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in the certainty of her fulfilling her word was forced to give way, and she was
was like our belief in the immutability obliged to leave herself helpless in the

of the laws of nature. Whoever asked hands of others. ' God requires that I

her got of her the absolute truth on should give up my last form of self-

every subject, and, when she had no will,' she said; 'now I have resigned

good thing to say, her silence was often this, perhaps he will let me go home.'

truly awful. When anything mean or "In a good old age, Death, the friend,

ungenerous was brought to her knowl- came and opened the door of this mor-

edge, she would close her lips reso- tal state, and a great soul, that had

lutely ; but the flash in her eyes showed served a long apprenticeship to little

what she would speak were speech per- things, went forth into the joy of its

mitted. In her last days she spoke to Lord
;
a life of self-sacrifice and self-

a friend of what she had suffered from abnegation passed into a life of endless

the strength of her personal antipathies, rest."

'I thank God,' she said, 'that I believe "But," said Rudolph, "I rebel at

at last I have overcome all that too, this life of self-abnegation and self-sac-

and that there has not been, for some rifice. I do not think it the duty of

years, any human being toward whom noble women, who have beautiful na-

I have felt a movement of dislike.' tures and enlarged and cultivated tastes,
" The last year of her life was a con- to make themselves the slaves of the

stant discipline of unceasing pain, borne sick-room and nursery."
with that fortitude which could make " Such was not the teaching of our

her an entertaining and interesting com- New England faith," said I. "Abso-

panion even while the sweat of mortal lute unselfishness, the death of self,

agony was starting from her brow. Her such were its teachings, and such as

own room she kept as a last asylum, to Esther's the characters it made. * Do
which she would silently retreat when the duty nearest thee,' was the only mes-

the torture became too intense for the sage it gave to ' women with a mission';

repression of society, and there alone, and from duty to duty, from one self-de-

with closed doors, she wrestled with nial to another, they rose to a majesty
her agony. The stubborn indepen- of moral strength impossible to any
dence of her nature took refuge in this form of mere self-indulgence. It is of

final fastness
;
and she prayed only that souls thus sculptured and chiselled by

she might go down to death with the self-denial and self-discipline that the

full ability to steady herself all the way, living temple of the perfect hereafter

needing the help of no other hand. is to be built. The pain of the disci-
" The ultimate struggle of earthly feel- pline is short, but the glory of the fru-

ing came when this proud self-reliance ition is eternal."

A PIONEER EDITOR.

HPHE historian who, without quali- for his task. The battles fought in the

fication of his statement, should press, pulpit, and forum, in ante-war

date the commencement of our late days, were as much agencies in the great
civil war from the attack on Fort Sum- conflict as the deadlier ones fought

ter, instead of the first attempt by the since, on land and sea. Men strove in

slaveholders to render a single property the former, as in the latter case, for the

interest paramount in the relations of extension of the slave system on one

the country, would prove himself unfit side, and for its total suppression on the
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other; and it is the proud distinction of mind amid the pine forests of his na-

of the early^artisans of freedom to be tive State. By the time he was entitled

recognized now as the pioneers the to his diploma, he was satisfied that

advance-guard of the armed hosts the overdraught upon his vitality had
who at last won the victory for human- been so great, during his college years,

ity. as utterly to unfit him for the field of
This view of the actual beginning of action on which, but a twelvemonth

the war makes the facts in the lives of before, he had been so desirous to en-

those antislavery men who took the ter. A sea voyage was chosen as the

lead in the good fight, and especially best means of resting his brain while

of such as died with their armor on, of strengthening his body and preparing
the utmost value to the historian. We it for the heavy demands which his pro-
therefore propose to offer a contribu- fession would naturally make,
tion to the record, by tracing the career Having, with the scanty income from
of one who acted a distinguished part his year's teaching, equipped himself

in the struggle, as an antislavery jour- for his voyage, he obeyed at once
nalist the dictates of necessity and of judg-

Gamaliel Bailey was born in New Jer- ment, and shipped on a vessel bound for

sey, a State where antislavery men, China. Instead of a successful physi-

or, indeed, men of progress in any di- cian winning golden opinions from all,

rection, are so far from being a staple Dr. Bailey was now a common sailor

growth, that they can barely be said to before the mast, receiving from his su-

be indigenous to her soil. His birth- periors oaths or orders as the case might

day was December 3, 1807. He was be. The ship's destination was Canton,
the son of a Methodist preacher noted and its arrival in port was attended by
for his earnestness and devotion to the such an unusual amount of sickness

duties of his calling. His mother was among the crew, that it became neces-

a woman of active brain and sympa- sary to assign young Bailey the office

thetic heart. It was from her, as is not of surgeon. This he filled with prompt-
unusual with men of marked traits, that ness and skill, and when the vessel

the son derived his distinguishing men- set sail for Philadelphia, the sailor was

tal characteristics. His education was again found at his post, performing
such as was obtainable in the private his duties as acceptably as could have

schools of Philadelphia, which, what- been expected from a greenhorn on

ever their advantages to others, were his first cruise. Once more on his

not particularly well calculated to pre- native shore, and in some degree rein-

pare young Bailey for the study of vigorated by travel, he opened his office

the learned profession he subsequently for the practice of medicine. At the

chose
;
and he had to seek, without end of three months he found himself

their aid, the classical knowledge neces- out of patients, and in a situation far

sary to a mastery of the technicalities from enjoyable to one of his active

of medical science. Nevertheless he temperament.

graduated with credit in the Jefferson But, luckily for Dr. Bailey, whatever

Medical College, and at so early an age it may have been for the church of his

for he was then only twenty that fathers, just at this time the so-called

the restriction in its charter deprived
" Radicals " had begun their reform

him of the usual diploma for a year, movement against Methodist Episco-
The statutes of New Jersey, however, pacy, which resulted in the secession

while forbidding him to prescribe for the of a number of the clergy and laity,

physical ailments of her citizens, did not principally in the Middle States, and

pronounce him too young to undertake the organization of the Methodist Prot-

the mental training of her children, and estants. These "Radicals "' had their

he eagerly availed himself of the peda- head-quarters at Baltimore. There they

gogue's privilege of bending the twigs started an organ under the title of "The
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Methodist Protestant," and to the edi- At this date, however, an event of

torship
s

of this journal Dr. Bailey was great interest occurred in connection

called. His youthful inexperience as with the agitation of the slavery ques-

a writer was not the only remarkable tion, an event exercising a most de-

feature of this engagement ;
for he had cided influence on the career of Dr.

not even the qualification of being at Bailey, in fact, changing entirely the

that time a professor of religion. His current of his eventful life. We allude

connection with " The Methodist Prot- to the discussions of slavery at Lane

estant
" was a brief one ;

but it was Seminary, and the memorable expulsion

terminated by lack of sufficient funds of a number of the students for their

to sustain a regular editor, and not by persistence in promulging antislavery

lack of ability in the editor. doctrines. Dr. Bailey was then engaged
Dr. Bailey was again adrift, and we at the Seminary in the delivery of a

next find him concerned in "
Kelley's course of lectures on Physiology. He

Expedition to Oregon." This had been became interested in the pending dis-

projected at St. Louis, which was to be cussion, and espoused the proslavery

its starting-point ;
and thither hastened side. For this his mind had probably

our adventurous young physician-- to been unconsciously prepared by the

learn that the expedition, having had current of thought in Cincinnati, then

little more to rest upon than that base- under the mercantile control of her pro-

less fabric so often supplied by printers' slavery customers from Kentucky and

ink, was an utter failure. Finding him- other Southern States. But erelong

self without funds to pay for the costly he appeared as a convert to the anti-

means of conveyance then used in the slavery side of the discussion. This

West, he made his way back as far as Cin- he himself was wont to attribute, in

cinnati on foot. Soon after his arrival great part, to the light which an hon-

there the cholera broke out. This pre- est comparison of views threw upon the

sented an aspect of affairs rather inviting subject; but it is evident that his con-

to a courageous spirit. He gladly em- version was somewhat accelerated by
braced the opening for practice ; and, the expulsion of his antislavery an-

happening to be known to some of the tagonists in debate. Following the

faculty of the place, he was recommend- lead of these new sympathies, he be-

ed for the appointment of Physician to came (in 1835) editorially associated

the Cholera Hospital. Thus he was with that great pioneer advocate of

soon introduced to the general confi- freedom, James G. Birney, whose ven-

dence of the profession and the public, erated name has been so honorably
and seemed to be on the highway to connected with the recent triumph of

fame. Dr. Eberlie, a standard medical the Union arms, through the courage

authority at that day, as he still is among of three of his sons. The paper

many practitioners of the old school in was " The Cincinnati Philanthropist,"

the West, was then preparing his work so well remembered by the earlier

on the Diseases of Children, and he espousers of antislavery truth. The
availed himself of Dr. Bailey's aid. association continued about a year.

This opened an unexpected field to the Dr. Bailey then became sole editor of

latter for the exercise of his ability as the Philanthropist, and soon after sole

a writer
;
and the work in question con- proprietor. It was from the pages of

tains abundant evidence that he would this journal that a series of antislavery

have succeeded in the line of medical tracts were reprinted, which had not a

authorship. But circumstances proved little to do in giving fresh impulse to

unfavorable to his connection with Dr. the discussions of that day. They were

Eberlie, and he again devoted himself entitled
" Facts for the People."

to the practice of his profession, in The relation of Dr. Bailey to a jour-

which he continued for a time with nal which was regarded by the slave-

great success. owners as the organ of their worst en-
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emies made him a marked man, and Mr. Clawson, and other friends of his

called him to endure severe and unex- enterprise, was, after all, but needful

pected ordeals. In 1836, his opponents training for the subsequent work al-

incited against him the memorable mob, lotted to the reformer. He continued

whose first act was the secret destruc- the publication of the Daily Herald,
tion of his press at midnight. Soon af- and the Philanthropist also, but under
ter the riot raged openly, and not only the name of " The Weekly Herald and

destroyed the remaining contents of his Philanthropist," until 1847. With a

printing-office, but the building itself, growing family and a meagre income,
Mr. Birney, being the older and more the intervening years marked a season

conspicuous of the offenders, was of of self-denial to himselfand his excellent

course more emphatically the object of wife such as few, even among reform-

the mob's wrath than the junior associ- ers, have been called to pass through,
ate. But the latter shared with him the And yet through all his poverty his

personal perils of the day, while bearing cheerfulness was unfaltering, and in-

the brunt of the pecuniary losses. As spired all who came in contact with him.

is usual in such outbreaks, after three There was a better day before him,

days of fury, the lawless spirit of the better in a pecuniary as well as a polit-

people subsided. There was a repeti- ical sense. He had now fairly won a

tion of violence in 1840, however, and reputation throughout the country for

during another three days' reign of ter- courage and ability as an antislavery
ror two more presses were destroyed, journalist. A project for establishing
But such was the indomitable energy an antislavery organ at the seat of the

of the man in whose person and prop- national government had been success-

erty the constitutional liberty of the fully carried out by the Executive Com-

press was thus assailed, that in three mittee of the American and P'oreign
weeks the Philanthropist was again Antislavery Society, under the lead of

before the public, sturdily defending that now venerable and esteemed pio-
the truth it was established to proclaim ;

neer of freedom, Lewis Tappan. The
and this, be it remembered, when the editorial charge of it was tendered, with

press-work of even weekly journals was great propriety, to Dr. Bailey, and was
not let out, in Cincinnati, as jobs for accepted. He entered upon his duties

"lightning presses," but was done in as editor in chief of "The National

the proprietors' own offices, on presses Era" in January, 1847, with the Rever-

to be obtained only from distant manu- end Amos A. Phelps, now deceased,
factories. and John G. Whittier, as correspond-

It was in this year that the Liberty ing editors, and L. P. Noble as publish-

party, of which Dr. Bailey was a promi- ing agent.
" The Daily Herald " and

nent leader, entered for the first time
" The Weekly Herald and Philanthro-

into the Presidential contest, with pist" were transferred to Messrs. Sper-

James G. Birney as its candidate. ry and Matthews, with Stanley Mat-

Not yet satiated, the spirit of mob thews as editor
; but the political ambi-

violence manifested itself a third time tion of the latter prevented his contin-

in 1843 5 but it was suppressed by the uing the paper in the steadfast anti-

interference of the military power, and slavery tone of his predecessor, and

its demonstration was followed by a it soon ceased to appear.*

growth of liberal sentiment altogether
.

i j r A M- i tr r i
inese facts are given because of an erroneous

UnlOOked for. Availing himself Of this statement which crept into the brief though kind bio-

favorable Change, Dr. Bailey Started graphical notice of Dr. Bailey in
" The New Amer-

a daily paper to which the name of
:an

^
yc 'op^'"

' the effect that^ subscri
f

ion

.. _.,
J

. .
list ot the Philanthropist was transferred with its

rlerald Was given. editor to the National Era. It was the list of " The
The Unprecedented Ordeal through Saturday Visiter," published for many years, as an

Which Dr. Bailey had passed, involving ^^very journal, at Baltimore, which was trans-

,
. . . .,

& ferred to the Era, together with the services of its

not Only hlS family, but Mr. Birney, editor and- proprietor (J. E. Snodgrass) as special
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The establishment of the National

Era, while it furnished a most appro-

priate field for Dr. Bailey's talents, also

marked an era in the antislavery histo-

ry of the country. At the centres of all

governments there is found a fulcrum

whose value politicians have long since

demonstrated by its use, too frequently
for the most unworthy purposes. There
had always been organs for conservatism

at Washington, but none for progress.
There were numbers of bold thinkers

throughout the country, who had found,

here and there, a representative of their

ideas in the government. But they
had no newspaper to keep watch and
ward over him, or to correctly report
his acts to his constituents, no vehi-

cle through which they could bring their

thoughts to bear upon him or others.

This was furnished by the National Era,

But this was not the only direction in

which it proved useful. It enabled the

friends of emancipation everywhere to

communicate freely with those against
whose gigantic system of wrong they
felt it their duty to wage war, where
such were found willing to read their

antagonists' arguments, instead of tak-

ing them as perverted by proslavery

journals.
The first effect of the Era upon the

local antislavery journals which it found

in existence was, unquestionably, to ex-

cite not a little apprehension and jeal-

ousy among their conductors. Natural-

ly they felt that the national reputation
of Dr. Bailey and his assistants, aided

by a central position, was calculated to

detract from their own importance in

the estimation of their patrons. But,
besides this, there was the actual fact

of the Era's large supply of original
and high-toned literary matter, added to

the direct and reliable Congressional
news it was expected to furnish, which
stared them threateningly in the face.

And we well remember now what pain

correspondent and publishing agent at that important
point This arrangement admirably served to se-

cure to the Era a circulation in Southern communi-
ties where the Visiter had already found its way, and
where it would otherwise have been difficult to intro-

duce a paper which was notoriously the central or-

gan of Abolitionism.

these petty jealousies gave to the sensi-

tive nature of our departed friend. But

these gradually subsided, until there

was hardly an antislavery editor of av-

erage discernment who did not come to

see that a national organ like the Era,

by legitimating discussion and keeping
up the heat and blaze of a vigorous

agitation, at the nation's very centre,

against that nation's own giant crime,

would prove a benefit, in the end, to all

colaborers worthy of the name. And
the increase of antislavery journals, as

well as of vigor in conducting them, in

the period subsequent to 1847, proved
that this was the correct view.

Although now so favorably placed for

contest with his great foe, Dr. Bailey
was here subjected to a renewal of the

assaults which had become painfully
familiar in the West. His paper had
not been in existence more than fif-

teen months when an event occurred

which, although he had in it no agency
whatever, brought down upon his de-

voted head a fourth discharge of the

vials of popular wrath. Some seventy
or eighty slaves attempted to escape
from Washington in the steamer Pearl,

and instantly the charge of complicity
was laid at his door. His office and

dwelling were surrounded by a furious

crowd, including a large proportion
of office-holding F. F. V.'s, and some

"gentlemen of property and standing."
These gentlemen threatened the entire

destruction of the press and type of

the Era, while the editor's personal

safety, with that of his family, was again

put in peril for the space of three ter-

rific days. The Federal metropolis had
never known such days since the torch

applied by a foreign foe had wrapped
the first Capitol in flames. The calm

self-possession of Dr. Bailey, when he

made his appearance unarmed before

the swaying mob, and addressed them
from the steps of his dwelling, as

described by the late Dr. Houston in

a letter to the New York Tribune,
from notes taken while he was con-

cealed in the house, was such that,

while disarming the leaders with the

simple majesty of the truth, it did not
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fail to produce a reaction even in the contribution to the literary history of

most exasperated members of the mob. the time.

It would indeed be an interesting task "NEW YORK, May 27, 1853.

to trace the public influence of this last " In the beginning of the year 1851,

demonstration, for it offered phases of as my custom has been, I sent remit-

interest to both parties. It is sufficient tances to various writers whom I wished
to say, that the Era's unmolested exist- to furnish contributions to the Era,
ence ever after was simply due to the during that volume. Among these was
instincts of self-preservation in the com- Mrs. Stowe. I sent her one hundred

munity. The issue was practically pre- dollars, saying to her that for that sum
sented to the owners of real estate in she might write as much as she pleased,
the District, whether freedom of debate what she pleased, and when she pleased,
on all topics of public concern should I did not dream that she would attempt
be tolerated there, or the capital be re- a novel, for she had never written one.

moved to some Western centre. The Some time in the summer she wrote

bare possibility of this event was more me that she was going to write me a
than the slaveholding land-owners could story about ' How a Man became a

face, and produced the desired effect. Thing.' It would occupy a few num-
The continuance of the paper once ac- bers of the Era, in chapters. She did

quiesced in, the tact of its editor, aided not suppose or dream that it would ex-

by that remarkable suavity of manners pand to a novel, nor did I. She changed
which made him a favorite in the pri- the title to * Uncle Tom's Cabin,' and
vate circles of Washington, was suffi- commenced it in August. I read two
cient to forever forbid the probability or three of the first chapters, to see

of a second mob. And thenceforward that everything was going on right, and
the Era increased in influence as well read no more then. She proceeded, -

as circulation. The latter, indeed, soon the story grew, it seemed to have no

reached a figure which entitled it to a end, everybody talked of it. I thought
share of government patronage, while the mails were never so irregular, for

the former commanded the respect even none of my subscribers was willing to

of the enemies of the cause it defended, lose a single number of the Era while

But this is not all that is to be said the story was going on. Mrs. Bailey
of the Era. To that paper belongs the attracted my attention by her special

honor of introducing to the world the devotion to it, and Mr. Chase always

story of " Uncle Tom's Cabin." Al- read it before anything else. Of the

though reference has frequently been hundreds of letters received weekly, re-

made to the origin of this wonderful newing subscriptions or sending new

fiction, the facts of its inception and ones, there was scarcely one that did

growth have never been given to the not contain some cordial reference to

public. These are so curious, that we Uncle Tom. I wrote to Mrs. Stowe,
are happy to be able to present what and told her that, although such a story

politicians would call the " secret his- had not been contracted for, and I had,

tory
" of this book. The account was in my programme, limited my remit-

furnished to a friend by Dr. Bailey tance to her to one hundred dollars,

himself, when about to embark for Eu- yet, as the thing had grown beyond all

rope, on his first voyage for health, in our calculations, I felt bound to make

1853 ;
the manuscript, now used for the her another remittance. So I sent her

first time, was hurriedly penned, with- two hundred dollars more. The story

out expectation of its appearance in was closed early in the spring of 1852.

print, and therefore has all the dashing I had not yet read it
;
but I wrote to

freedom which might be looked for in Mrs. Stowe that, as I had not contem-

a communication from one friend to plated so large an outlay in my plans
another. We give it verbatim, that it for the volume, as the paper had not

may serve for a souvenir, as well as a received so much pecuniary benefit
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from its publication as it would have had affixed her entire name, and the

done could my readers have foreseen story, prepared for the Visiter, was

what it was to be, and as my large cir- transferred with its list to the Era, and

culation had served as a tremendous was there published, in spite of the

advertisement for the work, which was deprecations of Mrs. Southworth. It

now about to be published separately, served the purpose intended. The at-

and of which she held the copyright tention of Dr. Bailey was called to one

alone, I supposed that I ought not to until then unknown to him, although

pay for it so much as if these circum- residing in the same city, and he at

stances had not existed. But I sim- once gave her a paying engagement in

ply stated the case to her, submit- his journal. This brought her under

ted everything to her judgment, and new influences, which resulted in her

would pay her additional just exactly conversion to the principles of the anti-

what she should determine was right, slavery reform, a conversion whose

She named one hundred dollars more
;

fruits have since been shown in her

this I immediately remitted. And thus deeds as well as her writings. And
terminated my relations with ' Uncle thus commenced the literary career of

Tom's Cabin,' but not with its author, another successful author, who, but for

who is still engaged as a regular con- the existence of the Era, would proba-
tributor to the Era. Dr. Snodgrass is bly have been left to struggle on in the

hereby commended to Mr. Clephane adversity from which her pen has so

[Dr. Bailey's clerk], who is authorized creditably set her free,

to hand him any letters between Mrs. Unduly encouraged by the success

Stowe and myself that may aid him in of his weekly journal, Dr. Bailey start-

his undertaking." ed a daily edition of the Era. Having
committed himself to continue it for a

It may be proper to say that the year without regard to pecuniary re-
"
undertaking" referred to contemplat- suits, he did so, and here the publica-

ed a biographical sketch, not of Dr. tion ceased. The experiment cost him

Bailey, but of his distinguished con- heavily. This, however, he anticipat-

tributor, a project the execution of ed, though he of course also antici-

which circumstances did not favor, and pated ultimate profit, notwithstanding
which was therefore abandoned. the warning which he had received

" Uncle Tom's Cabin," and the re- from the equally unlucky experiment
markable introduction of its author to of the Cincinnati Daily Herald. In a

fame and pecuniary fortune, were not letter to the writer of this, dated De-
the only results of a similar character cember 18, 1853, he said: "I start the

referable to the Era. Mrs. Southworth Daily with the full expectation of sink-

also made her literary dtbut in the ing five thousand dollars on it. Of
same journal. Previous to her con- course I can afford no extra expenses,
nection with the Era, she had only but must do nearly all the work on it

published some short' sketches in the myself," a statement which shows at

Baltimore Saturday Visiter, over her once the hopefulness and the energy
initial

"
E," or "Emma" at most; and of our friend's disposition,

even these signatures gave her much Dr. Bailey died at sea, while on his

trouble, as her letters to the editor way to Europe, on the fifth day of June,

plainly indicated, so fearful was she 1859. ^ was ^e second voyage thith-

of the recognition and unfavorable crit- er which he had undertaken within a

icism of her friends. She had a pain- few years, for the benefit of his broken

ful lack of confidence in her own abil- health. His body was brought home

ity. Just before the transfer of the sub- and interred at Washington. With its

scription list of the Visiter to the Era, editor died the National Era
;
for it was

she had sent in a story. To this, discontinued soon after his decease,

against her earnest protest, the editor Mr. Raymond of the New York
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Daily Times, who was a fellow-passen- too much for him, however, and his son,

ger with Dr. Bailey, wrote an account who had left his room at his request,
of his last hours for his paper, which but stood at the door, saw him fall as

has by no means lost its melancholy he attempted to stand. He at once

interest. "
I gathered from his conver- went in, raised him, and laid him upon

sation," says Mr. Raymond,
" that he the couch. Seeing that he was greatly

did not consider himself to be very ill, distressed in breathing, he went imme-
at least, that his lungs were not af- diately for Dr. Smith, the surgeon of

fected, but that a long-continued dys- the ship. I met him on deck, and,

pepsia, and the nervous excitement hearing of his father's condition, went
which his labors had induced, had at once to his room. I found him
combined to bring about the weakness wholly unconscious, breathing with dif-

under which he suffered. For the first ficulty, but perfectly quiet, and seem-
two or three days he was upon deck ingly asleep. Drs. Beale and Dubois
for the greater part of the time. The were present, and endeavored to give
weather was fresh, though not unpleas- him a stimulant, but he was unable to

antly cold, and the sea not rough swallow, and it was evident that he was

enough to occasion any considerable dying. He continued in this state for

discomfort. The motion, however, af- about half an hour
;
his breathing be-

fected him disagreeably. He slept came slower and slower, until finally it

badly, had no appetite, and could rel- ceased altogether, and that was all !

ish nothing but a little fruit now and Not a movement of a muscle, not a

then. His eldest son was with him, spasm or a tremor of any kind, be-

and attended upon him with all a fond trayed the moment when his spirit took

son's solicitude. Except myself, I do its departure. An infant, wearied with

not think he had another acquaintance play on a summer's eve, could not have
on board. He was cheerful and social, fallen asleep more gently."
and talked with interest of everything As mourners over him who thus

connected with public affairs at home passed away in the very prime of

and abroad. He suffered some incon- manhood, there were left a wife, whose
venience from the fact that his room maiden name was Maria L. Shands, and
was below, and that he could only who was the daughter of a Methodist

reach it by descending two flights of preacher and planter of Sussex County,
stairs. We occasionally made a couch Virginia, and six children, three sons

of cushions for him upon deck, when and three daughters. In Mrs. Bailey
he became fatigued ;

but this made him her husband had found a woman of rare

too conspicuous for his taste, and he intelligence as well as courage, whose
seemed uneasily fearful of attracting companionship proved most sustain-

attention to himself as an invalid, ing and consoling amid the trials of

After Tuesday the sea became remark- his eventful life. She and five of their

ably smooth, and so continued to the children still live to revere his memory,
end of the voyage. But it brought him Two of the survivors are sons

;
and it

no relief ;
his strength failed with fail- is pleasant to add that one of these has

ing appetite ;
and on Thursday, from done honor to his parentage, as well as

staying too long on deck, he took cold, to himself, by continuing what is vir-

which confined him to his room next tually the same good fight, as a corn-

day. Otherwise he seemed about as mander of colored troops, under Gen-
usual through that day and Saturday, eral William Birney, the son of the very
and on Sunday morning seemed even James G. Birney who was Dr. Bailey's

better, saying that he had slept unusu- editorial associate in Cincinnati,

ally well, and felt strengthened and re- Subjected as Dr. Bailey was so fre-

freshed. He took some slight nourish- quently to the fury of mobs, and the

ment, and attempted to get up from his pressure of social opposition and pe-
berth without assistance ; the effort was cuniary want, he led the hosts of Anti-
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slavery Reform into the very strong-

hold of the enemy's country ;
and

to say that he maintained his position

with integrity and success is but to pro-

nounce the common praise of his con-

temporaries and colaborers. As a writer

he was clear and logical to an uncom-

mon degree, carrying certain conviction

to the mind, wherever it was at all open
to the truth ;

and with the rare habit of

stating fairly the position of his oppo-

nent, he never failed of winning his

respect and his confidence. The death

of such a man was well calculated to

fill the friends of progress throughout
the world with unfeigned regret. Es-

pecially must they lament that he de-

parted too soon to witness the triumph
of liberty, for which it had so long been

his pleasure
" to labor and to wait"

We learn with much satisfaction, that

a " Life of Dr. Bailey
"

is in course of

preparation, with the sanction of Mrs.

Bailey, which, while affording much val-

uable information concerning the anti-

slavery events of the past, will also offer

space, wanting here, to do full justice

to the memory of this estimable man.

GRIFFITH GAUNT ; OR, JEALOUSY.

H
CHAPTER XXVI.

E was gone for good, this time.

At the fair the wrestling was ended,

and the tongues going over it all again,

and throwing the victors ; the greasy

pole, with leg of mutton attached by
ribbons, was being hoisted, and the

swings flying, and the lads and lasses

footing it to the fife and tabor, and the

people chattering in groups ; when the

clatter of a horse's feet was heard, and

a horseman burst in and rode recklessly

through the market-place ; indeed, if

his noble horse had been as rash as he

was, some would have been trampled
under foot. The rider's face was

ghastly : such as were not exactly in

his path had time to see it, and wonder
how this terrible countenance came into

that merry place. Thus, as he passed,
shouts of dismay arose, and a space

opened before him, and then closed be-

hind him with a great murmur that fol-

lowed at his heels.

Tom Leicester was listening, spell-

bound, on the outskirts of the throng,
to the songs and humorous tirades of a

pedler selling his wares
;
and was say-

ing to himself,
"

I too will be a pedler."

Hearing the row, he turned round, and
saw his master just coming down with

that stricken face.

Tom could not read his own name in

print or manuscript ; and these are the

fellows that beat us all at reading coun-

tenances : he saw in a moment that

some great calamity had fallen on Grif-

fith's head ; and nature stirred in him.

He darted to his master's side, and

seized the bridle.
" What is up ?

" he

cried.

But Griffith did not answer nor no-

tice. His ears were almost deaf, and his

eyes, great and staring, were fixed right
ahead ; and, to all appearance, he did

not see the people. He seemed to be

making for the horizon.
" Master ! for the love of God, speak

to me," cried Leicester. " What have

they done .to you ? Whither be you
going, with the face of a ghost ?

"

"
Away, from the hangman," shrieked

Griffith, still staring at the horizon.
"
Stay me not ; my hands itch for their

throats ; my heart thirsts for their

blood
;
but I '11 not hang for a priest

and a wanton." Then he suddenly
turned on Leicester,

" Let thou go,
or " and he lifted his heavy riding-

whip.
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Then Leicester let go the rein, and

the whip descended on the horse's

flank. He went clattering furiously over

the stones, and drove the thinner groups

apart like chaff, and his galloping feet

were soon heard fainter and fainter till

they died away in the distance. Lei-

cester stood gaping.

/

Griffith's horse, a black hunter of

singular power and beauty, carried his

wretched master well that day. He
went on till sunset, trotting, cantering,

and walking, without intermission ;
the

whip ceased to touch him, the rein never

checked him. He found he was the

master, and he went his own way. He
took his broken rider back into the

county where he had been foaled. But

a few miles from his native place they
came to the "

Packhorse," a pretty lit-

tle roadside inn, with farm-yard and

buildings at the back. He had often

baited here in his infancy ;
and now,

stiff and stumbling with fatigue, the

good horse could not pass the familiar

place ;
he walked gravely into the stable-

yard, and there fairly came to an end ;

craned out his drooping head, crooked

his limbs, and seemed of wood. And
no wonder. He was ninety-three miles

from his last corn.

Paul Carrick, a young farrier, who

frequented the "
Packhorse," happened

just then to be lounging at the kitch-

en door, and saw him come in. He
turned directly, and shouted into the

house,
" Ho ! Master Vint, come hither.

Here 's Black Dick come home, and

brought you a worshipful customer."

The landlord bustled out of the kitch-

en, crying,
"
They are welcome both."

Then he came lowly louting to Griffith,

cap in hand, and held the horse, poor
immovable brute ; and his wife courte-

sied perseveringly at the door.

Griffith dismounted, and stood there

looking like one in a dream.
" Please you come in, sir," said the

landlady, smiling professionally.
He followed her mechanically.
" Would your worship be private ?

We keep a parlor for gentles."
"
Ay, let me be alone," he groaned.

Mercy Vint, the daughter, happened
to be on the stairs and heard him : the .

voice startled her, and she turned round

directly to look at the speaker ; but she

only saw his back going into the room,
and then he flung himself like a sack
into the arm-chair.

The landlady invited him to order

supper : he declined. She pressed
him. He flung a piece of money on
the table, and told her savagely to score

his supper, and leave him in peace.
She flounced out with a red face,

and complained to her husband in the

kitchen.

Harry Vint rung the crown-piece on
the table before he committed himself

to a reply. It rang like a bell.
" Churl

or not, his coin is good," said Harry
Vint, philosophically.

"
I '11 eat his

supper, dame, for that matter."
"
Father," whispered Mercy,

"
I do

think the gentleman is in trouble."

"And that is no business of mine,

neither," said Harry Vint.

Presently the guest they were dis-

cussing called loudly for a quart of

burnt wine.

When it was ready, Mercy offered to

take it in to him. She was curious. The
landlord looked up rather surprised ; for

his daughter attended to the farm, but

fought shy of the inn and its business.
" Take it, lass, and welcome for me,"

said Mrs. Vint, pettishly.

Mercy took the wine in, and found

Griffith with his head buried in his

hands.

She stood awhile with the tray, not

knowing what to do.

Then, as he did not move, she said

softly,
" The wine, sir, an if it please

you."
Griffith lifted his head, and turned

two eyes clouded with suffering upon
her. He saw a buxom, blooming young
woman, with remarkably dove-like eyes
that dwelt with timid, kindly curiosity

upon him. He looked at her in a half-

distracted way, and then put his hand

to the mug.
" Here 's perdition to all

false women !

" said he, and tossed

half the wine down at a single draught
" 'T is not to me you drink, sir," said
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Mercy, with gentle dignity. Then she

courtesied modestly and retired, dis-

couraged, not offended.

The wretched Griffith took no notice,

did not even see he had repulsed a

frierfdly visitor. The wine, taken on

an empty stomach, soon stupefied him,
and he staggered to bed.

He awoke at daybreak: and O the

agony of that waking !

He lay sighing awhile, with his hot

skin quivering on his bones, and his

heart like lead
;
then got up and flung

his clothes on hastily, and asked how
far to the nearest seaport.

Twenty miles.

He called for his horse. The poor
brute was dead lame.

He cursed that good servant for go-

ing lame. He walked round and round
like a wild beast, chafing and fuming
awhile

;
then sank into a torpor of de-

jection, and sat with his head bowed
on the table all day.
He ate scarcely any food

; but drank

wine freely, remarking, however, that

it was false-hearted stuff, did him no

good, and had no taste as wine used

to have. " But nothing is what it was,"
said he. " Even I was happy once.

But that seems years ago."
" Alas ! poor gentleman ; God com-

fort you," said Mercy Vint, and came,
with the tears in her dove-like eyes,
and said to her father,

" To be sure

his worship hath been crossed in love
;

and what could she be thinking of?

Such a handsome, well-made gentle-
man !

" Now that is a wench's first thought,"
said Harry Vint; "more likely lost his

money, gambling, or racing. But, in-

deed, I think 't is his head is disor-

dered, not his heart. I wish the ' Pa-ck-

horse ' was quit of him, maugre his

laced coat. We want no kill-joys
here."

That night he was heard groaning,
and talking, and did not come down
at all.

So at noon Mrs. Vint knocked at his

door. A weak voice bade her enter.

She found him shivering, and he asked
her for a fire.
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She grumbled, out of hearing, but

lighted a fire.

Presently his voice was heard halloo-

ing. He wanted all the windows open,
he was so burning hot.

The landlady looked at him, and saw
his face was flushed and swollen

; and
he complained of pain in all his bo'nes.

She opened the windows, and asked

him would he have a doctor sent for.

He shook his head contemptuously.

However, towards evening, he be-

came delirious, and raved and tossed,

and rolled his head as if it was an intol-

erable weight he wanted to get rid of.

The females of the family were for

sending at once for a doctor ; but the

prudent Harry demurred.

"Tell me, first, who is to pay the

fee," said he. "
I Ve seen a fine coat

with the pockets empty, before to-day."
The women set up their throats at

him with one accord, each after her

kind.
"
Out, fie !

"
said Mercy ;

" are we to

do naught for charity ?
"

"
Why, there 's his horse, ye foolish

man," said Mrs. Vint.

"Ay, ye are both wiser than me,"
said Harry Vint, ironically. And soon

after that he went out softly.

The next minute he was in the sick

man's room, examining his pockets.
To his infinite surprise he found twenty

gold pieces, a quantity of silver, and
some trinkets.

He spread them all out on the table,

and gloated on them with greedy eyes.

They looked so inviting, that he said to

himself they would be safer in his cus-

tody than in that of a delirious person,
who was even now raving incoherently
before him, and could not 'see what he

was doing. He therefore proceeded to

transfer them to his own care.

On the way to his pocket, his shak-

ing hand was arrested by another hand,

soft, but firm as iron.

He shuddered, and looked round in

abject terror
;
and there was his daugh-

ter's face, pale as his own, but full of

resolution. "
Nay, father," said she

;

" / must take charge of these : and well

do you know why."
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These simple words cowed Harry give her an ounce of salts before 't is

Vint, so that he instantly resigned the too late."

money and jewels, and retired, mutter- Mercy Vint scanned the patient close-

ing that "
things were come to a pretty ly, and saw that Paul Carrick was right,

pass," "a man was no longer master She followed his instructions to the let-

in his own house," etc., etc., etc. ter, with one exception. Instead of

While he inveighed against the de- trusting to the old woman, of whom she

generacy of the age, the women paid had no very good opinion, she had the

him no more attention than the age did, great arm-chair brought into the sick-

but just sent for the doctor. He came, room, and watched the patient herself

and bled the patient. This gave him a by night and day ;
a gentle hand cooled

momentary relief; but when, in the his temples ;
a gentle hand brought con-

natural progress of the disease, sweat- centrated nourishment to his lips ;
and

ing and weakness came on, the loss of a mellow voice coaxed him to be good
the precious vital fluid was fatal, and and swallow it. There are voices it is

the patient's pulse became scarce per- not natural to resist; and Griffith learned

ceptible. There he lay; with wet hair, by degrees to obey this one, even when
and gleaming eyes, and haggard face, he was half unconscious,

at death's door. At the end of three days this zealous

An experienced old crone was got to young nurse thought she discerned a

nurse him, and she told Mrs. Vint he slight improvement, and told her moth-

would live may be three days. er so. Then the old lady came and

examined the patient, and shook her

Paul Carrick used to come to the head gravely. Her judgment, like

"Packhorse" after Mercy Vint, and, her daughter's, was- influenced by her

finding her sad, asked her what was the wishes,

matter. The fact is, both landlord and land-
" What should it be," said she,

" but lady were now calculating upon Griffith's

the poor gentleman a-dying overhead ;
decease. Harry had told her about the

away from all his friends." money and jewels, and the pair had put
" Let me see him," said Paul. their heads together, and settled that

Mercy took him softly into the Griffith was a gentleman highwayman,
room. and his spoil would never be reclaimed

"
Ay, he is booked," said the farrier, after his decease, but fall to those good

" Doctor has taken too much blood out Samaritans, who were now nursing him,

of the man's body. They kill a many and intended to bury him respectably,

that way." The future being thus settled, this

"
Alack, Paul ! must he die ? Can worthy couple became a little impa-

naught be done ?
"
said Mercy, clasping tient

; for Griffith, like Charles the

her hands. Second, was " an unconscionable time
"

I don't say that, neither," said the dying."
farrier.

" He is a well-made man : he We order dinner to hasten a linger-

is young. / might save him, perhaps, ing guest ; and, with equal force of

if I had not so many beasts to look to. logic, mine host of the "Packhorse"

I '11 tell you what you do. Make him spoke to White, the village carpenter,

soup as strong as strong ; have him about a full-sized coffin ;
and his wife

watched night and day, and let 'em put set the old crone to make a linen shroud,

a spoonful of warm wine into him every unobtrusively, in the bake-house,

hour, and then of soup ; egg flip is a On the third afternoon of her nursing,

good thing, too
; change his bed-linen, Mercy left her patient, and called up

and keep the doctors from him : that is the crone to tend him. She herself,

his only chance ; he is fairly dying of worn out with fatigue, threw herself on

weakness. But I must be off. Farmer a bed in her mother's room, hard by,

Blake's cow is down for calving ;
I must and soon fell asleep.
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She had slept about two hours when

she was wakened by a strange noise in

the sick-chamber. A man and a wo-

man quarrelling.

She bounded off the bed, and was in

the room directly.

Lo and behold, there were the nurse

and the dying man abusing one another

like pickpockets.
The cause of this little misunderstand-

ing was not far to seek. The old crone

had brought up her work : videlicet, a

winding-sheet all but finished, and cer-

tain strips of glazed muslin about three

inches deep. She soon completed the

winding-sheet, and hung it over two

chairs in the patient's sight ;
she then

proceeded to double the slips in six,

and nick them ; then she unrolled them,
and they were frills, and well adapted
to make the coming corpse absurd, and

divest it of any little dignity the King
of Terrors might bestow on it.

She was so intent upon her congenial
task that she did not observe the sick

man had awakened, and was viewing
her and her work with an intelligent

but sinister eye.
" What is that you are making ?

"
said

he, grimly.
The voice was rather clear, and

strong, and seemed so loud and strange
in that still chamber, that it startled the

woman mightily. She uttered a little

shriek, and then was wroth. "
Plague

take the man!" said she; "how you
scared me. Keep quiet, do ; and mind

your own business." [The business of

going off the hooks.]
"

I ask you what is that you are mak-

ing," said Griffith, louder, and raising
himself on his arm.

"Baby's frills," replied the woman,
coolly, recovering that contempt for

the understandings of the dying which
marks the veritable crone.

"Ye lie," said Griffith. "And there

is a shroud. Who is that for ?
"

" Who should it be for, thou simple

body ? Keep quiet, do, till the change
comes. 'T won't be long now ; art too

well to last till sundown."
" So }

t is for me, is it ?
" screamed

Griffith. "
I '11 disappoint ye yet. Give

me my clothes. I '11 not lie here to

be measured for my grave, ye old

witch."
" Here 's manners !

" cackled the in-

dignant crone. " Ye foul - mouthed
'

knave ! is this how you thank a decent

woman for making a comfortable corpse
of ye, you that has no right to die in

your shoes, let a be such dainties as

muslin neck-ruff, and shroud of good
Dutch flax."

At this Griffith discharged a volley
in which "vulture," "hag," "blood-

sucker," etc., blended with as many
oaths : during which Mercy came in.

She glided to him, with her dove's

eyes full of concern, and laid her hand

gently on his shoulder. " You '11 work

yourself a mischief," said she ;

" leave

me to scold her. Why, my good Nelly,
how could ye be so hare - brained ?

Prithee take all that trumpery away
this minute : none here needeth it, nor

shall not this many a year, please God."

"They want me dead," said Griffith

to her, piteously, finding he had got one

friend, and sunk back on his pillow ex-

hausted.
" So it seems," said Mercy, cunning-

ly.
" But I 'd balk them finely. I 'd

up and order a beef-steak this minute."
" And shall," said Griffith, with fee-

ble spite.
"
Leastways, do you order it,

and I '11 eat it : d n her !

"

Sick men are like children ; and wo-
men soon find that out, and manage
them accordingly. In ten minutes Mer-

cy brought a good rump-steak to the

bedside, and said,
" Now for 't. Marry

come up, with her winding-sheets !

"

Thus played upon, and encouraged,
the great baby ate more than half the

steak
;
and soon after perspired gently,

and fell asleep.

Paul Carrick found him breathing

gently, with a slight tint of red in his

cheek, and told Mercy there was a

change for the better. " We have

brought him to a true intermission,"
said he ;

" so throw in the bark at once."

"What, drench his honor's worship !

"

said Mercy, innocently.
"
Nay, send

thou the medicine, and I '11 find woman-

ly ways to get it down him."
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Next day came the doctor, and whis-

pered softly to Mrs. Vint,
" How are we

all up stairs ?
"

" Why could n't you come afore ?
"

replied Mrs. Vint, crossly.
" Here 's

Farrier Carrick stepped in, and curing
him out of hand, the meddlesome

body."
"A farrier rob me of my patient!"

cried the doctor, in high dudgeon.
"
Nay, good sir, 't is no fault of mine.

This Paul is a sort of a kind of a fol-

lower of our Mercy's : and she is mis-

tress here, I trow."

"And what hath his farriership pre-
scribed ? Friar's balsam, belike."

"
Nay, I know not

; but you may
soon learn, for he is above, physicking
the gentleman (a pretty gentleman !)

and

suiting to our Mercy after a manner."

The doctor declined to make one in

so mixed a consultation.
" Give me my fee, dame," said he

;

" and as for this impertinent farrier, the

patient's blood be on his head
;
and

I 'd have him beware the law."

Mrs. Vint went to the stair-foot, and

screa'med,
"
Mercy, the good doctor

wants his fee. Who is to pay it, I won-

der ?
"

"
I '11 bring it him anon," said a gen-

tle voice ;
and Mercy soon came down

and paid it with a willing air that half

disarmed professional fury.
" 'T is a good lass, dame," said the

doctor, when she was gone ;

"
and, by

the same token, I wish her better mated

than to a scrub of a farrier."

Griffith, still weak, but freed of fever,

woke one glorious afternoon, and heard

a bird-like voice humming a quaint old

ditty, and saw a field of golden wheat

through an open window, and seated at

that window the mellow songstress,

Mercy Vint, plying her needle, with

! lowered lashes but beaming face, a pic-

ture of health and quiet womanly hap-

piness. Things were going to her mind
in that sick-room.

He looked at her, and at the golden
corn and summer haze beyond, and

the tide of life seemed to rush back

upon him.

" My good lass," said he,
"

tell mer

where am I ? for I know not."

Mercy started, and left off singing,
then rose and came slowly towards him,
with her work in her hand.

Innocent joy at this new symptom of

convalescence flushed her comely fea-

tures, but she spoke low.
" Good sir, at the '

Packhorse,'
"
said

she, smiling.
" The ' Packhorse '

? and where is

that?"
" Hard by Allerton village'."
" And where is that ? not in Cumber-

land ?
"

"
Nay, in Lancashire, your worship.

Why, whence come you that know
not the '

Packhorse,' nor yet Allerton

township ? Come you from Cumber-
land ?

"

" No matter whence I come. I 'm

going on board ship, like my father

before me."

"Alas, sir, you are not fit
; you have

been very ill, and partly distraught."
She stopped ; for Griffith turned his

face to the wall, with a deep groan.
It had all rushed over him in a mo-
ment.

Mercy stood still, and worked on,

but the water gathered in her eyes at

that eloquent groan.

By and by Griffith turned round again,
with a face of anguish, and filmy eyes,
and saw her in the same place, stand-

ing, working, and pitying.
"
What, are you there still ?

"
said he,

roughly.
"
Ay, sir

; but I '11 go, sooner than be

troublesome. Can I fetch you any-

thing ?
"

" No. Ay, wine ; bring me wine to

drown it all."

She brought him a pint of wine.

"Pledge me," said he, with a misera-

ble attempt at a smile.

She put the cup to her lips, and sipped
a drop or two

;
but her dove's eyes were

looking up at him over the liquor all the

time. Griffith soon disposed of the

rest, and asked for more.
"
Nay," said she,

" but I dare not :

the doctor hath forbidden excess in

drinking."
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" The doctor ! What doctor ?
"

" Doctor Paul," said she, demurely.
" He hath saved your life, sir, I do

think."
"
Plague take him for that !

"

"So say not I."

Here she left him with an excuse.
" 'T is milking time, sir ;

and you shall

know that I am our dairymaid. I sel-

dom trouble the inn."

Next day she was on the window-

seat, working and beaming. The pa-

tient called to her in peevish accents

to put his head higher. She laid down
her work with a smile, and came and

raised his head.
"
There, now, that is too high," said

he ;

" how awkward you are."
"

I lack experience, sir, but not good
will. There, now, is that a little bet-

ter ?
"

"
Ay, a little. I 'm sick of lying here.

I want to get up. Dost hear what I

say ? I --want to get up."
" And so you shall. As soon as ever

you are fit. To-morrow, perhaps. To-

day you must e'en be patient. Pa-

tience is a rare medicine."

Tic, tic, tic !

" What a noise they
are making down stairs. Go, lass, and

bid them hold their peace."

Mercy shook her head. " Good lack-

a-day ! we might as well bid the river

give over running ; but, to be sure, this

comes of keeping a hostelry, sir. When
we had only the farm, we were quiet,

and did no ill to no one."
"
Well, sing me, to drown their eter-

nal buzzing : it worries me dead."
" Me sing ! alack, sir, I 'm no song-

ster."
" That is false. You sing like a

throstle. I dote on music ; and, when
I was delirious, I heard one singing
about my bed ;

I thought it was an an-

gel at that time, but 't was only you,

my young mistress : and now I ask you,

you say me nay. That is the way with

you all. Plague take the girl, and all

her d d, unreasonable, hypocritical

sex. I warrant me you 'd sing, if I

wanted to sleep, and dance the Devil to

a standstill."

Mercy, instead of flouncing out of

the room, stood looking on him with ma-
ternal eyes, and chuckling like a bird.
" That is right, sir : tax us all to your
heart's content. O, but I 'm a joyful
woman to hear you ;

for 't is a sure

sign of mending when the sick take to

rating of their nurses."
" In sooth, I am too cross-grained,"

said Griffith, relenting.
" Not a whit, sir, for my taste. I 've

been in care for you : and now you are

a little cross, that maketh me easy."
" Thou arj: a good soul. Wilt sing

me a stave after all ?
"

"
La, you now ; how you come back

to that. Ay, and with a good heart :

for, to be sure, 't is a sin to gainsay a

sick man. But indeed I am the* home-
liest singer. Methinks 't is time I went
down and bade them cook your wor-

ship's supper."
"
Nay, I '11 not eat nor Sup till I hear

thee sing."
" Your will is my law, sir," said Mer-

cy, dryly, and retired to the window-

seat
;
that was the first obvious prelim-

inary. Then she fiddled with her apron,
and hemmed, and waited in hopes a

reprieve might come ; but a peevish,
relentless voice demanded the song at

intervals.

So then she turned her head care-

fully away from her hearer, lowered her

eyes, and, looking the picture of guilt

and shame all the time, sang an ancient

ditty. The poltroon's voice was rich,

mellow, clear, and sweet as honey ; and

she sang the notes for the sake of the

words, not the words for the sake of

the notes, as all but Nature's singers do.

The air was grave as well as sweet ;

for Mercy was of an old Puritan stock,

and even her songs were not giddy-

paced, but solid, quaint, and tender : all

the more did they reach the soul.

In vain was the blushing cheek avert-

ed, and the honeyed lips. The ravishing
tones set the birds chirping outside,

yet filled the room within, and the

glasses rang in harmony upon the shelf

as the sweet singer^ poured out from

her heart (so it seemed) the speaking

song :
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" In vain you tell your parting lover

You wish fair winds may waft him over.

Alas ! what winds can happy prove
That bear me far from her I love ?

Alas ! what dangers on the main

Can equal those that I sustain

From stinted love and cold disdain ?
"

etc.

Griffith beat time with his hand

awhile, and his face softened and beau-

tified as the melody curled about his

heart. But soon it was too much for

him. He knew the song, had sung
it to Kate Peyton in their days of court-

ship. A thousand memories gushed in

upon his soul and overpowered him.

He burst out sobbing violently, and

wept as if his heart must break.
" Alas ! what have I done ?

" said

Mercy ;
and the tears ran from her

eyes at the sight. Then, with native

delicacy, she hurried from the room.

What Griffith Gaunt went through
that night, in silence, was never known

1 ' '

but to himself. But the next morning
he was a changed man. He was all

dogged resolution, put on his clothes

unaided, though he could hardly stand

to do it, and borrowed the landlord's

staff, and crawled out a smart distance

into the sun. "
It was kill or cure,"

said he. "
I am to live, it seems. Well,

then, the past is dead. My life begins

again to-day."

Hen-like, Mercy soon learned this

sally of her refractory duckling, and was

uneasy. So, for an excuse to watch him,

she brought him out his money and

jewels, and told him she had thought it

safest to take charge of them.

He thanked her cavalierly, and of-

fered her a diamond ring.

She blushed scarlet, and declined it
;

and even turned a meekly reproachful

glance on him with her dove's eyes.

He had a suit of russet made, and put

away his fine coat, and forbade any one

to call him " Your worship."
"

I am a

farmer, like yourselves," said he ; "and

my name is Thomas Leicester."

A brain fever either kills the unhap-

py lover, or else benumbs the very an-

guish that caused it.

And so it was with Griffith. His

love got benumbed, and the sense of

his wrongs vivid. He nursed a bitter

hatred of his wife ; only, as he could

not punish her without going near her,

and no punishment short of death

seemed enough for her, he set to work
to obliterate her from his very mem-

ory, if possible. He tried employment :

he pottered about the little farm, advis-

ing and helping, and that so zealously
that the landlord retired altogether
from that department, and Griffith, in-

stead of he, became Mercy's ally, agri-

cultural and bucolical. She was a shep-
herdess to the core, and hated the poor
" Packhorse."

For all that, it was her fate to add to

its attractions : for Griffith bought a

viol da gambo, and taught her sweet

songs, which he accompanied with such

skill, sometimes, with his voice, that

good company often looked in on the

chance of a good song sweetly sung
and played.
The sick, in body or mind, are ego-

tistical. Griffith was no exception :

bent on curing his own deep wound,
he never troubled his head about the

wound he might inflict.

He was grateful to his sweet nurse,

and told her so. And his gratitude

charmed her all the more that it had

been rather long in coming.
He found this dove-like creature a

wonderful soother : he applied her more
and more to his sore heart.

As for Mercy, she had been too good
and kind to her patient not to take a

tender interest in his convalescence.

Our hearts warm more to those we
have been kind to, than to those who
have been kind to us : and the female

reader can easily imagine what deli-

cious feelings stole into that womanly
heart when she saw her pale nursling

pick up health and strength under her

wing, and become the finest, handsom-

est man in the parish.

Pity and admiration, where these

meet, love is not far behind.

And then this man, who had been

cross and rough while he was weak,

became gentler, kinder, and more def-

erential to her, the stronger he got.
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Mrs. Vint saw they were both fond

of each other's company, and disap-

proved it. She told Paul Carrick if he

had any thought of Mercy he had bet-

ter give over shilly-shallying, for there

was another man after her.

Paul made light of it, at first.
" She

has known me too long to take up her

head with a new-comer," said he. "To
be sure I never asked her to name
the day ;

but she knows my mind well

enough, and I know hers."

"Then you know more than I do,"

said the mother, ironically.

He thought over this conversation,

and very wisely determined not to run

unnecessary risks. He came up one af-

ternoon, and hunted about for Mercy,
till he found her milking a cow in the

adjoining paddock.
"
Well, lass," said he,

"
I Ve good

news for thee. My old dad says we

may have his house to live in. So now

you and I can yoke next month if ye
will."

" Me turn the honest man out of his

house !

' said Mercy, mighty inno-

cently.

"Who asks you? He nobbut bar-

gains for the chimney-corner : and you
are not the girl to begrudge the old

man that."
" O no, Paul. But what would fa-

ther do if I were to leave his house ?

Methinks the farm would go to rack

and ruin
; he is so wrapped up in his

nasty public."
"
Why, he has got a helper, by all

accounts : and if you talk like that, you
will never wed at all."

" Never is a big word. But I 'm too

young to marry yet. Jenny, thou jade,
stand still."

The attack and defence proceeded

upon these terms for some time ; and
the defendant had one base advantage ;

and used it. Her forehead was wedged
tight against Jenny's ribs, and Paul

could not see her face. This, and the

feminine evasiveness of her replies, ir-

ritated him at last.

"Take thy head out o' the coow,"
said he, roughly,

" and answer straight.
Is all our wooing to go for naught ?"

"
Wooing ? You never said so much

to me in all these years as you have to-

day."
"
O, ye knew my mind well enough.

There 's a many ways of showing the

heart."

"Speaking out is^the best, I trow."

"Why, what do I come here for

twice a week, this two years past, if not

for thee ?
"

"
Ay, for me, and father's ale."

" And thou canst look at me, and tell

me that ? Ye false, hard-hearted hussy.
But nay, thou wast never so : 't is this

Thomas Leicester hath bewitched thee,

and set thee against thy true lover."
" Mr. Leicester pays no suit to me,"

said Mercy, blushing.
" He is a right

civil-spoken gentleman, and you know

you saved his life."

"The more fool I. I wish I had
known he was going to rob me of my
lass's heart, I 'd have seen him die a

hundred times ere I 'd have interfered.

But they say if you save a man's life

he '11 make you rue it. Mercy, my lass,

you are well respected in the parish.
Take a thought, now : better be a farri-

er's wife than a gentleman's mistress."

Mercy did take her head " out of the

cow "
at this, and, for once, her cheek

burned with anger; but the unwont-
ed sentiment died before it could find

words, and she said, quietly,
"

I need
not be either, against my will."

Young Carrick made many such ap-

peals to Mercy Vint
; but he could nev-

er bring her to confess to him that he
and she had ever been more than

friends, or were now anything less than

friends. Still he forced her to own to

herself, that, if she had never seen

Thomas Leicester, her quiet affection

and respect for Carrick would proba-

bly have carried her to the altar with

him.

His remonstrances, sometimes an-

gry, sometimes tearful, awoke her pity,

which was the grand sentiment of her

heart, and disturbed her peace.

Moreover, she studied the two men
in her quiet, thoughtful way, and saw
that Carrick loved her with all his hon-
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est, though hitherto tepid heart
;
but

Griffith had depths, and could love

with more passion than ever he had

shown for her. "He is not the man
to have a fever by reason of me," said

the poor girl to herself. But I am
afraid even this attracted her to Grif-

fith. It nettled a woman's soft ambi-

tion ; which is, to be as well loved as

ever woman was.

And so things went on, and, as gen-

erally happens, the man who was los-

ing ground went the very way to lose

more. He spoke ill of Griffith behind

his back : called him a highwayman, a

gentleman, an ungrateful, undermining
traitor. But Griffith never mentioned

Carrick ;
and so, when he and Mercy

were together, her old follower was

pleasingly obliterated, and affectionate

good-humor reigned. Thus Griffith,

alias Thomas, became her sunbeam,
and Paul her cloud.

But he who had disturbed the peace
of others, his own turn came.

One day he found Mercy crying. He
sat down beside her, and said, kindly,
u
Why, sweetheart, what is amiss ?

"

" No great matter," said she ; and

turned her head away, but did not

check her tears, for it was new and

pleasant to be consoled by Thomas
Leicester.

"
Nay, but tell me, child."

"
Well, then, Jessie Carrick has been

at me
;
that is all."

" The vixen ! what did she say ?
"

"
Nay, I 'm not pleased enow with it

to repeat it. She did cast something
in my teeth."

Griffith pressed her to be more ex-

plicit : she declined, with so many
blushes, that his curiosity was awak-

ened, and he told Mrs. Vint, with some

heat, that Jess Carrick had been making
Mercy cry.

" Like enow," said Mrs. Vint, coolly.
" She '11 eat her victuals all one for that,

please God."
" Else I '11 wring the cock-nosed

jade's neck, next time she comes here,"

replied Griffith
;

"
but, Dame, I want to

know what she can have to say to Mer-

cy to make her cry.

Mrs. Vint looked him steadily in the

face for some time, and then and there

decided to come to an explanation.
"Ten to one 'tis about her brother,"
said she ;

"
you know this Paul is our

Mercy's sweetheart."

At these simple words Griffith winced,
and his countenance changed remark-

ably. Mrs. Vint observed it, and was
all the more resolved to have it out

with him.
" Her sweetheart !

"
said Griffith.

"
Why, I have seen them together a

dozen of times, and not a word of

courtship."
"
O, the young men don't make many

speeches in these parts. They show
their hearts by act."

"
By act ? why, I met them coming

home from milking t' other evening.

Mercy was carrying the pail, brimful ;

and that oaf sauntered by her side,

with his hands in his pockets. Was
that the act of a lover ?

"

"
I heard of it, sir," said Mrs. Vint,

quietly ;

" and as how you took the

pail from her, willy nilly, and* carried it

home. Mercy was vexed about it. She
told me you panted at the door, and
she was a deal fitter to carry the pail

than you, that is just off a sick-bed,

like. But lawk, sir, ye can't go by the

likes of that. The bachelors here they 'd

see their sweethearts carry the roof in-

to next parish on their backs, like a

snail, and never put out a hand
;

't is

not the custom hereaway. But, as I

was saying, Paul and our Mercy kept

company, after a manner : he never had

the wit to flatter her as should he, nor

the stomach to bid her name the day
and he 'd buy the ring ;

but he talked

to her about his sick beasts more than

he did to any other girl in the parish,

and she 'd have ended by going to

church with him
; only you came and

put a coolness atween 'em."
"

I ! How ?
"

"
Well, sir, our Mercy is a kind-

hearted lass, though I say it, and you
were sick, and she did nurse you ;

and

that was a beginning. And, to be sure,

you are a fine personable man, and

capital company ;
and you are always
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about the girl ; and, bethink you, sir,

she is flesh and blood like her neigh-
bors ;

and they say, once a body has

tasted venison-steak, it spoils their

stomach for oat-porridge. Now that is

Mercy's case, I 'm thinking; not that

she ever said as much to me, she is

too reserved. But, bless your heart,

I 'm forced to go about with eyes in my
head, and watch 'em all a bit, me
that keeps an inn."

Griffith groaned.
"

I 'm a villain !

"

said he.
"
Nay, nay," said Mrs. Vint. " Gen-

tlefolks must be amused, cost what it

may ; but, hoping no offence, sir, the

girl was a good friend to you in time of

sickness
;
and so was this Paul, for that

matter."
" She was," cried Griffith ;

" God
bless her. How can I ever repay
her ?

"

"
Well, sir," said Mrs. Vint,

"
if that

comes from your heart, you might take

our Mercy apart, and tell her you like

her very well, but not enough to marry
a farmer's daughter, don't say an

innkeeper's daughter, or you '11 be sure

to offend her. She is bitter against the
' Packhorse.' Says you,

' This Paul is

an honest lad, turn your heart back -to

him.' And, with that, mount your
black horse and ride away, and God

speed you, sir
;
we shall often talk of

you at the '

Packhorse,' and naught
but good."

Griffith gave the woman his hand,
and his breast labored visibly.

Jealousy was ingrained in the man.

Mrs. Vint had pricked his conscience,
but she had wounded his foible. He
was not in love with Mercy, but he es-

teemed her, and liked her, and saw her

value, and, above all, could not bear

another man should have her.

Now this gave the matter a new turn.

Mrs. Vint had overcome her dislike

to him long ago : still he was not her

favorite. But his giving her his hand
with a gentle pressure, and his man-
ifest agitation, rather won her

; ancl,

as uneducated women are your true

weathercocks, she went about .directly.
" To be sure," said she,

" our Mercy is

too good for the likes of him. She is

not like Harry and me. She has been
well brought up by her Aunt Prudence,
as was governess in a nobleman's

house. She can read and write, and
cast accounts ; good at her sampler,
and can churn and make cheeses, and

play of the viol, and lead the psalm in

church, and dance a minuet, she can,

with any lady in the land. As to her

nursing in time of sickness, that I leave

to you, sir."

" She is an angel," cried Griffith,
" and my benefactress : no man living

is good enough for her." And he went

away, visibly discomposed.
Mrs. Vint repeated this conversation

to Mercy, and told her Thomas Leices-

ter was certainly in love with her.

"Shouldst have seen his face, girl,

when I told him Paul and you were

sweethearts. 'T was as if I had run a

knife in his heart."

Mercy murmured a few words of

doubt ; but she kissed her mother

eloquently, and went about, rosy and

beaming, all that afternoon.

As for Griffith, his gratitude and his

jealousy were now at war, and caused

him a severe mental struggle.

Carrick, too, was spurred by jeal-

ousy, and came every day to the house,
and besieged Mercy ; and Griffith, who
saw them together, and did not hear

Mercy's replies, was excited, irritated,

alarmed.

Mrs. Vint saw his agitation, and de-

termined to bring matters to a climax.

She was always giving him a side

thrust
; and, at last, she told him plain-

ly that he was not behaving like a man.
"If the- girl is not good enough for

you, why make a fool of her, and set

her against a good husband ?
" And

when he replied she was good enough
for any man in England,

"
Then,"

said she,
"
why not show your respect

for her as Paul Carrick does ? He
likes her well enough to go to church

with her."

With the horns of this dilemma she

so gored Kate Peyton's husband that,

at last, she and Paul Carrick, between

them, drove him out of his conscience.
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So he watched his opportunity and

got Mercy alone. He took her hand

and told her he loved her, and that

she was his only comfort in the world,
and he found he could not live without

her.

At this she blushed and trembled a

little, and leaned her brow upon his

shoulder, and was a happy creature for

a few moments.

So far, fluently enough ;
but then he

began to falter and stammer, and say
that for certain reasons he could not

marry at all. But if she could be con-

tent with anything short of that, he

would retire with her into a distant

country, and there, where nobody could

contradict him, would call her his wife,

and treat her as his wife, and pay his

debt of gratitude to her by a life of de-

votion.

As he spoke, her brow retired an

inch or two from his shoulder ; but she

heard him quietly out, and then drew
back and confronted him, pale, and, to

all appearance, calm.
" Call things by their right names,"

said she. " What you offer me this

day, in my father's house, is, to be your
mistress. Then God forgive you,
Thomas Leicester."

With this oblique and feminine reply,

and one look of unfathomable reproach
from her soft eyes, she turned her

back on him ; but, remembering her

manners, courtesied at the door; and

so retired ;
and unpretending Virtue

lent her such true dignity that he was

struck dumb, and made no attempt to

detain her.

I think her dignified composure did

not last long when she was alone ; at

least, the next time he saw her, her

eyes were red ;
his heart smote him,

and he began to make excuses and beg
her forgiveness. But she interrupted

him. " Don't speak to me no more, if

you please, sir," said she, civilly, but

coldly.

Mercy, though so quiet and inoffen-

sive, had depth and strength of charac-

ter. She never told her mother what

Thomas Leicester had proposed to her.

Her honest pride kept her silent, for

one thing. She would not have it

known she had been insulted. And,
besides that, she loved Thomas Leices-

ter still, and could not expose or hurt

him. Once there was an Israelite

without guile, though you and I never

saw him
; and once there was a Saxon

without bile, and her name was Mercy
Vint. In this heart of gold the affec-

tions were stronger than the passions.
She was deeply wounded, and showed
it in a patient way to him who had
wounded her, but to none other. Her
conduct to him in public and private
was truly singular, and would alone

have stamped her a remarkable charac-

ter. She declined all communication

with him in private, and avoided him

steadily and adroitly ; but in public she

spoke to him, sang with him when she

was asked, and treated him much the

same as before. He could see a subtle

difference, but nobody else could.

This generosity, coupled with all she

had done for him before, penetrated
his heart and filled him with admira-

tion and remorse. He yielded to Mrs.

Vint's suggestions, and told her she

was right ; he would tear himself away,
and never see the dear " Packhorse r

again.
" But oh ! Dame," said he,

"
't is

a sorrowful thing to be alone in the

world again, and naught to do. If I

had but a farm, and a sweet little inn

like this to go to, perchance my heart

would not be quite so heavy as 't is

this day at thoughts of parting from

thee and thine."
"
Well, sir," said Mrs. Vint, "if that

is all, there is the ' Vine ' to let at this

moment. 'T is a better place of busi-

ness than this
;

and some meadows

go with it, and land to be had in the

parish."
"

I '11 ride and see it," said Griffith,

eagerly : then, dejectedly,
"
but, alas ! I

have no heart to keep an inn without

somebody to help me, and say a kind

word now and then. Ah ! Mercy Vint,

thou hast spoiled me for living alone."

This vacillation exhausted Mrs. Vint's

patience.
" What are ye sighing about,

ye foolish man ?
" said she, contemptu-

ously ;

"
you have got it all your own
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way. If 't is a wife ye want, ask Mer-

cy, and don't take a nay. If ye would

have a housekeeper, you need not want

one long. I '11 be bound there 's plenty
of young women where you came from

as would be glad to keep the ' Vine '

under you. And, if you come to that,

our Mercy is a treasure on the farm,

but she is no help in the inn, no more
than a wax figure. She never brought
us a shilling, till you came and made
her sing to your bass-viol. Nay, what

you want is a smart, handsome girl,

with a quick eye and a ready tongue,
and one as can look a man in the face,

and not given to love nor liquor.

Don't you know never such a one ?
"

" Not I. Humph, to be sure there

is Caroline Ryder. She is handsome,
and hath a good wit. She is a lady's
maid."

" That 's your woman, if she '11 come.

And to be sure she will
;
for to be mis-

tress of an inn, that 's a lady's maid's

Paradise."
" She would have come a few months

ago, and gladly. I '11 write to her."
" Better talk to her, and persuade

her."
"

I '11 do that, too
; but I must write

to her first."

" So do then
; but whatever you do,

don't shilly-shally no longer. If wrest-

ling was shilly
-
shallying, methinks

you 'd bear the bell, you or else Paul

Carrick. Why, all his trouble comes
on 't. He might have wed our Mercy
a year agone for the asking. Shilly-

shally belongs to us that be women.
'T is despicable in a man."
Thus driven on all sides, Griffith

rode and inspected the " Vine "
(it was

only seven miles off) ; and, after the

usual chaffering, came to terms with
the proprietor.

He fixed the day for his departure,
and told Mrs. Vint he must ride into

Cumberland first to get some money,
and also to see about a housekeeper.
He made no secret of all this

; and,

indeed, was not without hopes Mercy
would relent, or perhaps be jealous of
this housekeeper. But the only visible

effect was to make her look pale and

sad. She avoided him in. private as be-

fore.

Harry Vint was loud in his regrets,
and Carrick openly exultant. Griffith

wrote to Caroline Ryder, and ad-

dressed the letter in a feigned hand,
and took it himself to the nearest post-
town.

The letter came to hand, and will ap-

pear in that sequence of everts on
which I am now about to enter.

CHAPTER XXVII.

IF Griffith Gaunt suffered anguish,
he inflicted agony. Mrs. Gaunt was
a high-spirited, proud, and sensitive

woman ; and he crushed her with foul

words. Leonard was a delicate, vain,

and sensitive man, accustomed to ven-

eration. Imagine such a man hurled

to the ground, and trampled upon.
Griffith should not have fled

; he

should have stayed and enjoyed his

vengeance on these two persons. It

might have cooled him a little had he

stopped and seen the immediate conse-

quences of his savage act.

The priest rose from the ground, pale
as ashes, and trembling with fear and
hate.

The lady was leaning, white as a

sheet, against a tree, and holding it

with her very nails for a little support.

They looked round at one another,
a piteous glance of anguish and horror.

Then Mrs. Gaunt turned and flung her
arm round so that the palm of her

hand, high raised, confronted Leonard.
I am thus particular because it was a

gesture grand and terrible as the occa-

sion that called it forth, a gesture that

spoke, and said, "Put the whole earth

and sea between us forever after this."

The next moment she bent her head
and rushed away, cowering and wring-

ing her hands. She made for her house
as naturally as a scared animal for its

lair
; but, ere she could reach it, she

tottered under the shame, the distress,
and the mere terror, and fell fainting,
with her fair forehead on the grass.

Caroline Ryder was crouched in the
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doorway, and did not see her come out

of the grove, but only heard a rustle,

and then saw her proud mistress totter

forward and lie, white, senseless, help-

less, at her very feet.

Ryder uttered a scream, but did not

lose her presence of mind.
'

She in-

stantly kneeled over Mrs. Gaunt, and
loosened her stays with quick and dex-

terous hand.

It was very like the hawk perched
over and clawing the ringdove she has

struck down.

But people with brains are never

quite 'inhuman : a drop of lukewarm

pity entered even Ryder's heart as she

assisted her victim. She called no one

to help her
;

for she saw something

very serious had happened, and she felt

sure Mrs. Gaunt would say something
imprudent in that dangerous period
when the patient recovers conscious-

ness but has not all her wits about her.

Now Ryder was equally determined

to know her mistress's secrets, and not

to share the knowledge with any other

person.
It was a long swoon ; and, when Mrs.

Gaunt came to, the first thing she saw
was Ryder leaning over her, with a face

of much curiosity, and some concern.

In that moment of weakness the poor

lady, who had been so roughly handled,

saw a woman close to her, and being a

little kind to her ;
so what did she do

but throw her arms round Ryder's neck

and burst out sobbing as if her heart

would break.

Then that unprincipled woman shed

a tear or two with her, half crocodile,

half impulse.
Mrs. Gaunt not only cried on her

servant's neck ;
she justified Ryder's

forecast by speaking unguardedly :
"

I

've been insulted insulted insult-

ed!"

But, even while uttering these words,
she was recovering her pride : so the

first
" insulted " seemed to come from

a broken-hearted child, the second from

an indignant lady, the third from a

wounded queen.
No more words than this ; but she

rose, with Ryder's assistance, and went,

leaning on that faithful creature's shoul-

der, to her own bedroom. There she

sank into a chair and said, in a voice

to melt a stone, "My child ! Bring me

my little Rose."

Ryder ran and fetched the little girl ;

and Mrs. Gaunt held out both arms to

her, angelically, and clasped her so pas-

sionately and piteously to her bosom,
that Rose cried for fear, and never for-

got the scene all her days ;
and Mrs.

Ryder, who was secretly a mother, felt

a genuine twinge of pity and remorse.

Curiosity, however, was the dominant
sentiment. She was impatient to get
all these convulsions over, and learn

what had actually passed between Mr.

and Mrs. Gaunt.

She waited till her mistress appeared
calmer

;
and then, in soft, caressing

tones, asked her what had happened.
" Never ask me that question again,"

cried Mrs. Gaunt, wildly. Then, with

inexpressible dignity,
" My good girl,

you have done all you could for me ;

now you must leave me alone with my
daughter, and my God, who knows the

truth."

Ryder courtesied and retired, burn-

ing with baffled curiosity.

Towards dusk Thomas Leicester

came into the kitchen, and brought her

news with a vengeance. He told her

and the other maids that the Squire
had gone raving mad, and fled the

country. "Glasses," said he, "if you
had seen the poor soul's face, a-riding

headlong through the fair, all one as if

it was a ploughed field
;

't was white as

your smocks ; and his eyes glowering
on 't other world. We shall ne'er see

that face alive again."
And this was her doing.
It surprised and overpowered Ryder.

She threw her apron over her head, and

went off in hysterics, and betrayed her

lawless attachment to every woman in

the kitchen, she who was so clever at

probing others.

This day of violent emotions was
followed by a sullen and sorrowful

gloom.
Mrs. Gaunt kept her bedroom, and
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admitted nobody ; till, at last, the

vants consulted together, and sent little

Rose to knock at her door, with a basin

of chocolate, while they watched on the

stairs.

"It 's only me, mamma," said Rose.
" Come in, my precious," said a

trembling voice ;
and so Rose got in

with her chocolate.

The next day she was sent for early ;

and at noon Mrs. Gaunt and Rose

came down stairs
;
but their appearance

startled the whole household.

The mother was dressed all in black,

and so was her daughter, whom she

led by the hand. Mrs. Gaunt's face

was pale, and sad, and stern, a monu-
ment of deep suffering and high-strung
resolution.

It soon transpired that Griffith had
left his home for good ;

and friends called

on Mrs. Gaunt to slake their curiosity
under the mask of sympathy.
Not one of them was admitted. No

false excuses were made.* " My mis-

tress sees no one for the present," was
the reply.

Curiosity, thus baffled, took up the

pen ;
but was met with a short, unvary-

ing formula :
" There is an unhappy

misunderstanding between my husband

and me. But I shall neither accuse

him behind his back, nor justify my-
self."

Thus the proud lady carried herself

before the world
;

but secretly she

writhed. A wife abandoned is a wo-

man insulted, and the wives that are

not abandoned cluck.

Ryder was dejected for a time, and,

though not honestly penitent, suffered

some remorse at the miserable issue of

her intrigues. But her elastic nature

soon shook it off, and she felt a certain

satisfaction at having reduced Mrs.

Gaunt to her own level. This dis-

armed her hostility. She watched her

as keenly as ever, but out of pure curi-

osity.

One thing puzzled her strangely.
Leonard did not visit the house ;

nor

could she even detect any communica-
tion between the parties.

At last, one day, her mistress told

her to put on her hat, and go to Father

Leonard.

Ryder's eyes sparkled ;
and she was

soon equipped. Mrs. Gaunt put a par-
cel and a letter into her hands. Ryder
no sooner got out of her sight than she

proceeded to tamper with the letter.

But to her just indignation she found it

so ingeniously folded and sealed that

she could not read a word.

The parcel, however, she easily un-

did, and it contained forty pounds in

gold and small notes. " Oho ! my la-

dy," said Ryder.
She was received by Leonard with a

tender emotion he in vain tried to con-

ceal.

On reading the letter his features

contracted sharply, and he seemed to

suffer agony. He would not even open
the parcel.

" You will take that back,"
said he, bitterly.

"
What, without a word ?

"

" Without a word. But I will write,

when I am able."
" Don't be long, sir," suggested Ry-

der. "
I am sure my mistress is wea-

rying for you. Consider, sir, she is all

alone now."
" Not so much alone as I am," said

the priest,
" nor half so unfortunate."

And with this he leaned his head

despairingly on his hand, and motioned
to Ryder to leave him.

" Here 's a couple of fools," said she
to herself, as she went home.
That very evening Thomas Leicester

caught her alone, and asked her to mar-

ry him.

She stared at first, and then treated

it as a jest.
" You come at the wrong

time, young man," said she. "Mar-

riage is put out of countenance. No,
no, I will never marry after what I have

seen in this house.'-

Leicester would not take this for an

answer, and pressed her hard.
"
Thomas," said this plausible jade,

"
I like you very well

;
but I could n't

leave my mistress in her troubled- Time
to talk of marrying when master comes
here alive and well."

"
Nay," said Leicester,

"
my only
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chance is while he is away. You care

more for his little finger than for my
whole body ;

that they all say."
" Who says ?

"

"Jane, and all the lasses."

"You simple man, they want you
for themselves

;
that is why they belie

me."

"Nay, nay; I saw how you carried

on, when I brought word he was gone.
You let your heart out for once. Don't

take me for a fool. I see how 't is, but

I '11 face it, for I worship the ground

you walk on. Take a thought, my lass.

What good can come of your setting

your heart on him ? I 'm young, I 'm

healthy, and not ugly enough to set

the dogs a-barking. I 've got a good
place ;

I love you dear ;
I '11 cure you

of that fancy, and make you as happy
as the day is long. I '11 try and make

you as happy as you will make me,

my beauty."
He was so earnest, and so much in

love, that Mrs. Ryder pitied him, and

wished her husband was in heaven.
"

I am very sorry, Tom," said she,

softly; "dear me, I did not think you
cared so much for me as this. I must

just tell you the truth. I have got one

in my own country, and I 've promised
him. I don't care to break my word ;

and, if I did, he is such a man, I am
sure he would kill me for it. Indeed

he has told me as much, more than once

or twice."
"
Killing is a game that two can play

at."
" Ah ! but 't is an ugly game ;

and

I '11 have no hand in it. And don't

you be angry with me, Tom I 've

known him longest, and I love him
best."

By pertinacity and vanity in lying,

she hit the mark at last. Tom swal-

lowed this figment whole.
" That is but reason," said he. "

I

take my answer, and I wish ye both

many happy days together, and well

spent." With this he retired, and blub-

bered a good hour in an outhouse.

Tom avoided the castle, and fell into

low spirits. He told his mother all,

and she advised him to change the air.

" You have been too long in one place,"
said she

;

"
I hate being too long in one

place myself."
This fired Tom's gypsy blood, and

he said he would travel to-morrow, if

he could but scrape together money
enough to fill a pedler's pack.
He applied for a loan in several quar-

ters, but was denied in all.

At last the poor fellow summoned

courage to lay his case before Mrs.
Gaunt.

Ryder's influence procured him an
interview. She took him into the draw-

ing-room, and bade him wait there. By
and by a pale lady, all in black, glided
into the room.

He pulled his front hair, and began
to stammer something or other.

She interrupted him. "
Ryder has

told me," said she, softly.
"

I am sor-

ry for you ; and I will do what you re-

quire. And, to be sure, we need no

gamekeeper here now."

She then gave him some money, and
said she would look him up a few trifles

besides, to put in his pack.
Tom's mother helped him to lay out

this money to advantage ; and, one day,
he called at Hernshaw, pack and all, to

bid farewell.

The servants all laid out something
with him for luck ; and Mrs. Gaunt
sent for him, and gave him a gold thim-

ble, and a pound of tea, and several

yards of gold lace, slightly tarnished,

and a Queen Anne's guinea.
He thanked her heartily.

"
Ay,

Dame," said he, "you had always an

open hand, married or single. My heart

is heavy at leaving you. But I miss the

Squire's kindly face too. Hernshaw is

not what it used to be."

Mrs. Gaunt turned her head aside,

and the man could see his words had

made her cry.
" My good Thomas,"

said she, at last, "you are going to

travel the country : you might fall in

with him."
"

I might," said Leicester, incredu-

lously.
" God grant you may ; and, if ever

you should, think of your poor mis-

tress and give him this." She put
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her finger in her bosom and drew out a

bullet wrapped in silver paper. "You
will never lose this," said she. "

I

value it more than gold or silver. O,
if ever you should see him, think of me
and my daughter, and just put it in his

hand without a word."

As he went out of the room Ryder
intercepted him, and said, "Mayhap
you will fall in with our master. If ever

you do, tell him he is under a mistake,
and the sooner he comes home the bet-

ter."

Tom Leicester departed; and, for

days and weeks, nothing occurred to

break the sorrowful monotony of the

place.

But the mourner had written to her

old friend and confessor, Francis
; and,

after some delay, involuntary on his

part, he came to see her.

They were often closeted together,
and spoke so low that Ryder could not

catch a word.

Francis also paid several visits to

Leonard
;
and the final result of these

visits was that the latter left England.
Francis remained at Hernshaw as

long as he could
;

and it was Mrs.

Gaunt's hourly prayer that Griffith

might return while Francis was with

her.

He did, at her earnest request, stay
much longer than he had intended;

but, at length, he was obliged to fix

next Monda^ to return to his own

place.

It was on Thursday he made this

arrangement ; but the very next day
the postman brought a letter to the

Castle, thus addressed :

" To Mistress Caroline Ryder,

Living Servant with Griffith Gaunt, Esq.,
at his house, called Hernshaw Castle,

near Wigeonmoor,
in the county of Cumberland.

These with speed."

The address was in a feigned hand.

Ryder opened it in the kitchen, and
uttered a scream.

Instantly three female throats opened
upon her with questions.
She looked them contemptuously in

their faces, put the letter into her pocket,

and, soon after, slipped, away to her

own room, and locked herself in while

she read it. It ran thus :

"GOOD MISTRESS RYDER, I am
alive yet, by the blessing ; though some-
what battered ; being now risen from a

fever, wherein I lost my wits for a time.

And, on coming to myself, I found

them making of my shroud ; whereby
you shall learn how near I was to death.

And all this I owe to that false, perjured
woman that was my wife, and is your
mistress.

"Know that I have donned russet,

and doffed gentility ; for I find a heavy
heart's best cure is occupation. I

have taken a wayside inn, and think of

renting a small farm, which two things

go well together. Now you are, of all

those I know, most fitted to manage
the inn, and I the farm. You v/ere

always my good friend ; and, if you be

so still, then I charge you most sol-

emnly that you utter no word to any

living soul about this letter ; but meet
me privately where we can talk fully

of these matters ; for I will not set foot

in Hernshaw Castle. Moreover, she

told me once 't was hers ; and GO be it.

On Friday I shall lie at Stapleton, and
the next day, by an easy journey, to the

place where I once was so happy.
" So than at seven of the clock on

Saturday evening, be the same wet or

dry, prithee come to the gate of the

grove unbeknown, and speak to
" Your faithful friend

and most unhappy master,
"GRIFFITH GAUNT.

"Be secret as the grave. Would I

were in it."

This letter set Caroline Ryder in a

tumult. Griffith alive and well, and set

against his wife, and coming to her for

assistance !

After the first agitation, she read

it again, and weighed every syllable.
There was one book she had studied

more than most of us, the Heart.

And she soon read Griffith's in this

letter. It was no love-letter
; he really
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intended business ; but, weak in health opened the window and looked out ;

and broken in spirit, and alone in the it was an admirable night for an assig-
world, he naturally turned to one who nation.

had confessed an affection for him, and She washed her face again, put on
would therefore be true to his interests, her gray silk gown, and purple petti-

and study his happiness. coat, Mrs. Gaunt had given them to

The proposal was every way satisfac- her, and, at the last moment, went

tory to Mrs. Ryder. To be mistress and made up her mistress's fire, and
of an inn, and have servants under her put out everything she thought could
instead of being one herself. And then, be wanted, and, five minutes after sev-

if Griffith and she began as allies in en o'clock, tied a scarlet handkerchief

business, she felt very sure she could over her head, and stepped out at the

make herself, first necessary to him, back door,

and then dear to him. What with her coal-black hair, so

She was so elated she could hardly streaked with red, her black eyes, flash-

contain herself; and all her fellow- ing in the starlight, and her glowing
servants remarked that Mrs. Ryder had cheeks, she looked bewitching,
heard good news. And, thus armed for conquest, wily,

Saturday came, and never did hours yet impassioned, she stole out, with

seem to creep so slowly. noiseless foot and beating heart, to her

But at last the sun set, and the stars appointment with her imprudent mas-
come out. There was no moon. Ryder ten

BAD SYMPTOMS.

MONS.
ALPHONSE KARR as a disguise ? What was there in hat

writes as follows in his Les and coat thus to eclipse the whole per-

Femmes : "When I wish to become sonality of the man ? There is a cer-

invisible, I have a certain rusty and tain mystery in the
philosophy

of clothes

napless old hat, which I put on as too deep for me to fathom. The mat-

Prince Lutin in the fairy tale puts on ter has been descanted upon before ;

his chaplet of roses; I join to this a the "
Havamal, or High Song of Odin,"

certain coat very much out at elbows : the Essays of Montaigne, the "Sartor"

eh bien / I become invisible ! Nobody of Thomas Carlyle, all dwell with acute-

on the street cces ric, nobody recog- ness upon this topic ;
but they mere-

nizes me, ilobody speaks to me." ly give instances, they do not inter-

And yet I do not doubt that the ma- pret I am continually meeting with

jority of M. Karr's friends and acquaint- things in my intercourse with the world

ances, as is the case with the friends and which I cannot reconcile with any theo-

acquaintances of nearly every one else, ries society professes to be governed
are well-disposed, good-hearted, aver- by. How shall I explain them ? How,

age persons, who would be heartily for example, shall I interpret the fol-

ashamed, if it could be brought home lowing cases, occurring within my o\vn

to them, of having given him the go-by experience and under my own observa-

under such circumstances. What, then, tion ?

was the difficulty ? In what consist- I live in the country, and am a farm-

ed this change in the man's appear- er. If I lived in the city and occu-

ance, so signal that he trusted to it pied myself with the vending of mer-
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chandise, I should, in busy times at pears seemed to please Mrs. Entresol ;

least, now and then help my clerks to she approached my stall, looked at them,
sell my own goods, if I could, make took one up. "What is the price of

up the packages, mark them, and attend your
" she began to inquire, when,

to having them delivered. Solomon looking up, she recognized the vender

Gunnybags himself has done as much, of the. coveted fruit. What in the world

upon occasion, and society has praised came over the woman ? I give you my
Solomon Gunnybags for such a display word that, instead of speaking to me in

of devotion to his business. But I am her usual way, and telling me how glad
a farmer, not a merchant ; and, though she was to see me, she started as if

not able to handle the plough, I am not something had stung her
; she stam-

above my business. One day during mered, she blushed, and stood there with

the past summer, while my peach-or- the pear in her fingers, staring at me in

chard was in full bearing) my foreman, the blankest way imaginable. I must
who attends market for me, fell sick, confess a little of her confusion im-

The peaches would not tarry in their parted itself to me. For a moment the

ripening, the pears were soft and blush- thought entered my mind that I had, ia

ing as sweet sixteen as they lay upon selling my own pears and peaches, been
their shelves, the cantelopes grew mel- guilty of some really criminal action,
low upon their vines, the tomato-beds such as sheep-stealing, lying, or slan-

called loudly to be relieved, and the dering, and it was not pleasant to be

very beans were beginning to rattle in caught in the act. But only for a mo-
their pods for ripeness. I am not a ment

;
then I replied,

" Good morn-

good salesman, and I was very sorry ing, Mrs. Entresol "
; and, stating the

my foreman could not help me out
; price, proceeded to wait upon another

but something must be done, so I made customer.

up a load of fruit and vegetables, took My highly business-like tone and
them to the city to market, and sold manner rather added to my charming
them. While I was busily occupied friend's confusion, but she rallied sur-

measuring peaches by the half and prisingly, put out her little gloved hand

quarter peck, stolidly deaf to the objur- to me, and exclaimed in the gayest
gations of my neighbor huckster on my voice :

"
Ah, you eccentric man ! What

right, to whom some one had given will you do next ? To think of you sell-

bad money, and equally impervious to ing in the market, ykr/ like a huckster !

the blandishments of an Irish customer You! I must tell Mrs. Belle Etoile of
in front of me, who could not be per- it. It is really one of the best jokes I

suaded I meant to require the price I know of! And how well you act your
had set upon my goods, my friend Mrs. part, too, just as if it came naturally
Entresol came along, trailing her para- to you," etc., etc.

sol with one gloved hand, with the oth- Thus she ran on, laughing, and in-

er daintily lifting her skirts out of the terfering with my sales, protesting all

dust and dirt. Bridget, following her, the while that I was the greatest original
toiled under the burden of a basket of in all her circle of acquaintance. Of
good things. Mrs. Entresol is an old course it would have been idle for me
acquaintance of mine, and I esteem her to controvert her view of the matter, so

highly. Entresol has just obtained a I quietly left her to the enjoyment of

partnership in the retail dry-goods house such an excellent joke, and was rather

for which he has been a clerk during glad when at last she went away. I

so many years ; the firm is prosperous, could not help wondering, however,
and, if he continues to be as industrious after she was gone, why it was she
and prudent as he has been, I do not should think I joked in retailing the

doubt but my friend will in the course products of my farm, any more than
of time be able to retire from business Mr. Entresol in retailing the goods
with money enough to buy a farm. My piled upon his shelves and counters.

VOL. xvii. NO. 104.
*

49
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And why should one be "
original

"
be- that only such good little women know

cause he handles a peck-measure, while the blessings of; none of these things
another is comme ilfaut in wielding a at all. It is Mrs. Tom Pinch's bonnet

yardstick ? Why did M. Karr's thread- that keeps her at home, her last sea-

bare coat and shocking bad hat fling son's bonnet ! Strike, but hear me,
such a cloud of dust in the eyes of pass- ladies, for tne thing is simply so. Tom's

ing friends, that they could not see him, practice is not larger than he can man-
"Ne wot who that he ben?" age; Tom's family need quite all he

Now for another case. There is Tom can make to keep them; and he has
Pinch's wife. Tom is an excellent per- not yet been able this season to let

son, in every respect, and so is his Mrs. Tom have the money required to

wife. I don't know any woman with a provide a new fall bonnet. She will

light purse and four children who man- get it before long, of course, for Tom
ages better, or is possessed of more is a good provider, and he knows his

sterling qualities, than Mrs. Tom Pinch, wife to be economical. Still he cannot
She is industrious, amiable, intelligent; see poor innocent that he is! --why
pious as father yEneas ;

in fact, the his dear little woman cannot just as

most devoted creature to preachers and well go to church in her last fall's bon-

sermons that ever worked for a fair, net, which, to his purblind vision, is

She would be very angry with you if quite as good as new. What, Tom!
you were to charge her with entertain- don't you know the dear little woman
ing the doctrine of "justification by has too much love for you, too much
works," but I seriously incline to be- pride in you, to make a fright of her-

lieve she imagines that seat of hers in self, upon any consideration ? Don't
that cushioned pew one of the main- you know that, were your wife to ven-

stays to her hope of heaven. And yet, ture to church in that hideous con-

at this crisis, Mrs. Tom Pinch can't go dition of which a last year's bonnet is

to church ! There is an insurmount- the efficient and unmistakable symbol,
able obstacle which keeps the poor lit- Mrs. A., Mrs. B., Mrs. C, all the ladies

tie thing at home every Sunday, and of the church, in fact, would remark it

renders her (comparatively) miserable at once, would sit in judgment upon
the rest of the week. She takes a it like a quilt committee at an industrial

course of Jay's Sermons, to be sure, but fair, and would unanimously decide,

she takes it disconsolately, and has either that you were a close-fisted brute

serious fears of becoming a backslider, to deny such a sweet little helpmeet
What is it closes the church door to the very necessaries of life, or that

her ? Not her health, for that is excel- your legal practice was falling off so

lent. It is not the baby, for her nurse, materially you could no longer support
small as she is, is quite trustworthy, your family ? O no, Tom, your wife

It is not any trouble about dinner, for must not venture out to church in her

nobody has a better cook than Mrs. last season's bonnet ! She is not with-

Tom Pinch, a paragon cook, in fact, out a certain sort of courage, to be

who seems to have strayed down into sure
;

she has stood by death-beds

her kitchen from that remote antiquity without trembling ; she has endured

when servants were servants. No, none poverty and its privations, illness, the

of these things keeps the pious wife at pains and perils of childbirth, and many
home. None of these things restrains another hardship, with a brave cheer-

her from taking that quiet walk up the fulness such as you can wonder at, and

aisle and occupying that seat in the never dream of imitating; but there

corner of the pew, there to dismiss all is a limit even to the boldest woman's

thought of worldly care, and fit her daring ; and, when it comes to the ex-

good little soul for the pleasures of real posure and ridicule consequent upon

worship, and that prayerful meditation defying the world in a last season's

and sweet communion with holy things bonnet, that limit is reached.
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I have one other case to recount, and her free-handed patronage of mo-

and, in my opinion, the most lamenta- distes and shop-keepers, have secured to

ble one of all. Were I to tell you Mrs. Colisle a sort of Drummond-light
the real name of my friend, Mrs. Belle position among the stars of fashion.

toile, you would recognize one of the She imports patterns, and they become
most favored daughters of America, as the mode ; her caterer invents dishes,

the newspapers phrase it. Rich, in- and they are copied throughout the

telligent, highly cultivated, at the tip- obeisant world. There are confections

top of the social ladder, esteemed by a & la Colisle ; the confectioners utter

wide circle of such friends as it is an new editions of them. There is a Col-

honor, to know, loving and beloved by isle head-dress, a Colisle pomade, a

her noble husband, every one knows Colisle hat, the world wears and uses

Mrs. Etoile by reputation at least, them. Thus, Mrs. Colisle has set her-

Happy in her pretty, well - behaved self up as Mrs. Belle Etoile's rival
;

children, she is the po'lished reflection and that unfortunate lady, compelled by
of all that is best and most refined in those noblesse-oblige principles which

American society. She is, indeed, a control the chivalry of fashion, takes up
noble woman, as pure and unsullied in the unequal gage, and enters the lists

the instincts of her heart, as she is against her. The result is, that Mrs.

bright and glowing in the display of her Belle Etoile has become the veriest

intellect. Her wit is brilliant
;
her mots slave in Christendom. Whatever the

are things to be remembered
;
her opin- other woman's whims and extravagan-

ions upon art and life have at once a ces, Mrs. Belle Etoile is their victim,

wide currency and a substantial value ; Her taste revolts, but her pride of place

and, more than all, her modest charities, compels obedience. She cannot yield,
of which none knows save herself, are she will not follow

;
and so Mrs. Colisle,

as deep and as beneficent as those sub- with diabolical ingenuity, constrains her

terranean fountains which well up in a to run a course that gives her no honor
thousand places to refresh and gladden and pays her no compensation. She
the earth. Nevertheless, and in spite scorns Mrs. Colisle's ways, she loathes

of her genuine practical wisdom, her her fashions and her company, and

lofty idealism of thought, her profound outbids her for them ! It is a very un-

contempt for all the weak shams and equal contest, of course. Defeat only

petty frivolities of life, Mrs. Belle Etoile inspires Mrs. Colisle with a more stub-

is a slave !
"
They who submit to born persistence. Victory cannot lessen

drink as another pleases, make them- the sad regrets of Mrs. Belle Etoile's

selves his slaves," says that Great Mo- soul for outraged instincts and insulted

gul of sentences, Dr. Johnson ; and in taste. It is an ill match, --a strife be-

this sense Mrs. Belle Etoile is a slave tween greyhound and mastiff, a contest

indeed. The fetters gall her, but she at heavy draught between a thorough-
has not courage to shake them off. bred and a Flanders mare. Mrs. Etoile

Her mistress is her next-door neigh- knows this as well as you and I can

bor, Mrs. Colisle, a coarse, vulgar, half- possibly know it. She is perfectly
bred woman, whose husband acquired aware of her serfdom. She is poig-
a sudden wealth from contracts and nantly conscious of the degrading char-

petroleum speculations, and who has in acter of her servitude, and that it is

consequence set herself up for a leader not possible to gather grapes of thorns,
of ton. A certain downright persist- nor figs of thistles ; and yet she will

ence and energy of character, acquired, continue to wage the unequal strife,

it may be, in bullying the kitchen-maids to wear the unhandsome fetters, simply
at the country tavern where she began because she has not the courage to ex-

life, a certain lavish expenditure of her tricate herself from the false position
husband's profits, the vulgar display into which the strategic arts of Fashion
and profusion at her numerous balls, have inveigled her.
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Now I do not intend to moralize. I with and illustrious for all the useful

have no purpose to frighten the reader and ornamental virtues, and conse-

prematurely off to the next page by un- quently they make it plain and palpable
masking a formidable battery of reflec- that society is in a condition of dan-
tions and admonitions. I have merely gerous disease. Whether a remedy is

instanced the above cases, three or four practicable or not I will not venture

among a thousand of such as must have to decide ; but I can confidently assure

presented themselves to the attention our reformers, both men and women,
of each one of us

; and I adduce them that, if they can accomplish anything
simply as examples of what I call

" bad toward restoring its normal and healthy
symptoms

"
in any diagnosis of the courage to society, they will benefit the

state of the social frame. They indi- human race much more signally than

cate, in fact, a total absence of social they could by making Arcadias out of

courage in persons otherwise endowed a dozen or two Borrioboola-Ghas.

REVIEWS AND LITERARY NOTICES.

1. Croquet. .By CAPTAIN MAYNE REID. More than twenty manuals of croquet
Boston : James Redpath. have been published in England, it is said,

2. Handbook of Croquet. By EDMUND and some five or six in America. Of the

ROUTLEDGE. London : George Rout- four authorities named above, each has

ledge and Sons. some representative value for American

3. The Game of Croquet ; its Appoint- players. Mayne Reid was the pioneer,
ments and Laws. By R. FELLOW. Routledge is the most compact and seduc-

New York : Hurd and Houghton. tive, Fellow the most popular and the poor-

4. Croquet, as played by the Neivport Cro- est, and "
Newport

" the newest and by far ,

quet Club. By one of the Members, the best. And among them all it is possi-

New York : Sheldon & Co. ble to find authority for and against almost

every possible procedure.
THE original tower of Babel having been The first point of grave divergence is one

for some time discontinued, and most of that occurs at the very outset of the game,
our local legislatures having adjourned, the " Do you play with or without the roquet-
nearest approach to a confusion of tongues croquet ?

" has now come to be the first

is perhaps now to be found in an ordinary point of mutual solicitude in a mixed party,

game of croquet. Out of eight youths and It may not seem a momentous affair

maidens caught for that performance at a whether the privilege of striking one's own

picnic, four have usually learned the rules ball and the adversary's without holding
from four different manuals, and can agree on the former beneath the foot, should be ex-

nothing ; while the rest have never learned tended to all players or limited to the

any rules at all, and cannot even distinctly
" rover "

;
but it makes an immense differ-

agree to disagree. With tolerably firm ence in both the duration and the difficulty

wills and moderately shrill voices, it is pos- of the game. By skilfully using this right,

sible for such a party to exhibit a very every player may change the position of

pretty war of words before even a single every ball, during each tour of play. It is

blow is struck. For supposing that there a formidable privilege, and accordingly
is an hour of daylight for the game, they Reid and "

Newport
" both forbid it to all

can easily spend fifteen minutes in debating but the "
rover," and Routledge denies it

whether the starting-point should be taken even to him ;
while Fellow alone pleads

a mallet's length from the stake, according for universal indulgence. It seems a pity

to Reid, or only twelve inches, according to to side with one poor authority against

Routledge. three good ones, but there is no doubt that
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the present tendency of the best players is

to cultivate the roquet-croquet more and

more ;
and after employing it, one is as un-

willing to give it up, as a good billiard-

player would be to revert from the cue to

the mace. .The very fact, however, that this

privilege multiplies so enormously the ad-

vantages of skill is perhaps a good reason

for avoiding it in a mixed party of novices

and experts, where the object is rather to

equalize abilities. It should also be avoid-

ed where the croquet-ground is small, as is

apt to be the case in our community, be-

cause in such narrow quarters a good play-

er can often hit every other ball during
each tour of play, even without this added

advantage. If we played habitually on

large, smooth lawns like those of England,
the reasons for the general use of the ror

quet-croquet would be far stronger.

Another inconvenient discrepancy of the

books relates to the different penalties im-

posed on "
flinching," or allowing one's

ball to slip from under one's foot, during
the process of croquet. Here Routledge

gives no general rule
; Reid and " New-

port
" decree that, if a ball

"
flinches," its

tour terminates, but its effects remain ;

while, according to Fellow, the ball which

has suffered croquet is restored, but the

tour continues, the penalties being thus

reversed. Here the sober judgment must
side with the majority of authorities ; for

this reason, if for no other, that the first-

named punishment is more readily enforced,

and avoids the confusion and altercation

which are often produced by taking up and

replacing a ball.

Again, if a ball be accidentally stopped
in its motion by a careless player or spec-

tator, what shall be done ? Fellow per-
mits the striker either to leave the ball

where the interruption left it, or to place it

where he thinks it would have stopped, if

unmolested. This again is a rule far less

simple, and liable to produce far more

wrangling, than the principle of the other

authorities, which is that the ball should

either be left where it lies, or be carried to*

the end of the arena.

These points are all among the common-
est that can be raised, and it is very unfor-

tunate that there should be no uniformity
of rule, to meet contingencies so inevitable.

When more difficult points come up for

adjudication, the difficulty has thus far been
less in the conflict of authorities than in

their absence. Until the new American
commentator appeared, there was no really

scientific treatise on croquet to be had in

our bookstores.

The so-called manual of the "
Newport

Croquet Club "
is understood to proceed

from a young gentleman whose mathemati-
cal attainments have won him honor both
at Cambridge and at New Haven, and who
now beguiles his banishment as Assistant

Professor in the Naval Academy by writ-

ing on croquet in the spirit of Peirce. What
President Hill has done for elementary

geometry,
"
Newport

" aims to do for cro-

quet, making it severely simple, and, per-

haps we might add, simply severe. And
yet, admirable to relate, this is the smallest

of all the manuals, and the cheapest, and
the only one in which there is not so much
as an allusion to ladies' ankles. All the

others have a few pages of rules and a very
immoderate quantity of slang ; they are all

liable to the charge of being silly ; whereas

the only possible charge to be brought

against
"
Newport

"
is that he is too sensi-

ble. But for those who hold, with our-

selves, that whatever is worth doing is

worth doing sensibly, there is really no
other manual. That is, this is the only one
which really grapples with a difficult case,

and deals with it as if heaven and earth de-

pended on the adjudication.
It is possible that this scientific method

sometimes makes its author too bold a law-

giver. The error of most of the books is

in attempting too little and in doing that lit-

tle ill. They are all written for beginners

only. The error of "
Newport

"
lies in too

absolute an adherence to principles. His
"
theory of double points

"
is excellent, but

his theory of " the right of declining
"

is an

innovation all the more daring because it is

so methodically put. The principle has

long been familiar, though never perhaps

quite settled, that where two distinct points
were made by any stroke, as, for instance,

a bridge and a roquet, the one or the

other could be waived. The croquet, too,

could always be waived. But to assert

boldly that " a player may decline any point
made by himself, and play precisely as if

the point had not been made," is a thought
radical enough to send a shudder along

Pennsylvania Avenue. Under this ruling,

a single player in a game of eight might

spend a half-hour in running and rerunning
a single bridge, with dog-in-the-mangerish

pertinacity, waiting his opportunity to claim

the most mischievous run as the valid one.

It would produce endless misunderstand-

ings and errors of memory. The only
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vexed case which it would help to decide is poem, but we must admit that we can re-

that in which a ball, in running the very gard
" The Present Crisis

"
as part of the

last bridge, strikes another ball, and is yet poetry of the war only in the large sense

forbidden to croquet, because it must con- in which we should also accept the Proph-
tinue its play from the starting-point. But ecies of Ezekiel and the Lamentations of

even this would be better settled in almost Jeremiah. Many pious men beheld the war

any other way ; and indeed this whole rule (after it came) foreshadowed in the poetry
as to a return to the "

spot
" seems a rather of the awful and exalted prophecies, and

arbitrary and meaningless thing. we wonder that Mr. White did not give us

The same adherence to theory takes the a few passages from those books. It is

author quite beyond our depth, if not be- scarcely possible that he did not know
yond his own, in another place. He says

" The Present Crisis
"

to have been writ-

that a ball may hit another ball twice or ten nearly a score of years ago ; though he

more, during the same tour, between two seems to have been altogether ignorant of

steps on the round, and move it each time " The Washers of the Shroud," a poem by
by concussion,

" but only one (not ne- the same author actually written after the

cessarily the first) contact is a valid roquet." war began, and uttering all that dread, sus-

(p. 34.) But how can a player obtain the pense, and deep determination which the

right to make a second contact, under such threatened Republic felt after the defeats in

circumstances, unless indeed the first was the autumn of 1861. As Mr. White ad-

part of a ricochet, and was waived as such ? vances with his poetical chronology of the

And if the .case intended was merely that of war, he is likewise unconscious of
" The

ricochet, it should have been more distinct- Commemoration Ode," which indeed is so

ly stated, for the right to waive ricochet far above all other elegiac poems of the

was long since recognized by Reid (p. 40), war, as perhaps to be out of his somewhat

though Routledge prohibits, and Fellow lira- earth-bound range. Yet we cannot help
its it. blaming him a little for not looking hjgh-
Thus even the errors of "

Newport
"
are er : his book must for some time repre-

of grave and weighty nature, such a& states- sent the feeling of the nation in war time,
men and mathematicians may, without loss and we would fain have had his readers

of dignity, commit. Is it that it is possible know how deep and exalted this sentiment

to go too deep into all sciences, even cro- really was, and how it could reach, if only

quet ? But how delightful to have at last once and in only one, an expression which
a treatise which errs on that side, when its we may challenge any literature to surpass,

predecessors, like popular commentators Of "The Biglow Papers," in which there

on the Bible, have carefully avoided all the is so much of the national hard-headed

hard points, and only cleared up the easy shrewdness, humor, and earnestness, we
ones ! have but one, and that not the best.

As some compensation, however, Mr.
White presents us with two humorous lyr-

Poetry, Lyrical, Narrative, and Satirical, of ics of his own, and makes us feel like men
the Civil War. Selected and Edited by who, in the first moments of our financial

RICHARD GRANT WHITE. New York: disorder, parted with a good dollar, and re-

The American News Company. ceived change in car-tickets and envelopes

covering an ideal value in postage-stamps.
WE confess that our heart had at times It seems hard to complain of an editor who

misgiven us concerning the written and puts only two of his poems in a collection

printed poetry of our recent war ; but until when he was master to put in twenty if he

Mr. White gave us the present volume, we chose, and when in both cases he does his

did not know how strong a case could be best to explain and relieve their intoler-

made against it. The effect is perhaps not able brilliancy by foot-notes ; yet, seeing

altogether intended, but it shows how bad that one of these productions is in litera-

his material was, and how little inspiration ture what the " Yankee Notions " and the

of any sort attended him in his work, when a " Nick-Nax "
caricatures of John Bull are

literary gentleman of habits of research and in art, and seeing that the other is not in

of generally supposed critical taste makes the least a parody of the Emersonian po-
a book so careless and slovenly as this. etry it is supposed to burlesque, and is

We can well afford the space which otherwise nothing at all, we cannot help
the editor devotes to Mr. Lowell's noble crying out against them.
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The foot-notes to Mr. White's verses are Holmes, who has been reading in New York

comical, however, we must acknowledge ; and elsewhere " The Old Sergeant," as the

and so are all the foot-notes in the book, production of Mr. Forcythe Willson of Ken-
If the Model of Deportment had taken to tucky. By turning to the index of that vol-

letters with a humorous aim, we could con- ume of the Atlantic from which the verses

ceive of his writing them. " If burlesque," were taken, Mr. White could have learned

says Mr. White of his
" Union "

verses, that "
Spring at the Capital

" was written by
" were all their purpose, they would not be Mrs. Akers ; and with quite as little trouble

here preserved
"

; adding, with a noble ten- could have informed himself of the author-

derness for his victim,
" Mr. Emerson could ship of a half-score of other poems we

well afford to forgive them, even if they did might name. We have already noted the

not come from one of his warmest admir- defectiveness of the collection, in which we
ers," in which we agree with Mr. White, are told "no conspicuous poem elicited by
whose consideration for the great transcen- the war is omitted "

; and we note it again
dentalist is equalled only by his considera- in Mr. White's failure to print Mr. Bryant's
tion for the reader's ignorance in regard to pathetic and beautiful poem,

" My Autumn
most things not connected with the poetry Walk," and in his choosing from Mr. Al-

of the war. "
Bully," he tells us, was used drich not one of the fine sonnets he has

as "an expression of encouragement and written on the war, but a jeu d"
1

esprit which

approval
"

by the Elizabethan dramatists, in no wise represents him. Indeed, Mr.
as well as by our own cherished rowdies

;
White's book seems to have been compiled

which may be readily proven from the plays after the editor had collected a certain

of Shakespeare. But what the author of the number of clippings from the magazines
poem in which this word occurs means by and newspapers : if by the blessing of
"
hefty

" Mr. White does not know, and Heaven these had the names of their au-

frankly makes a note for the purpose ot thors attached, and happened to be the

saying so. Concerning the expression best things the poets had done, it was a
" hurried up his cakes," he is,' however, fortunate circumstance ; but if the reverse

perfectly au fait, and surprises us with the was the fact, Mr. White seems to have felt

promptness of his learning.
" As long as no responsibility in the matter. We are

the importance of hurrying buckwheat pan- disposed to hold him to stricter account,
cakes from the griddle to the table," says and to blame him for temporarily blocking,
he, with a fine air of annotation,

"
is im- with a book and a reputation, the way to a

pressed upon the American mind, this vile work of real industry, taste, and accuracy
slang will need no explanation. But the on the poetry of the war, It was our right

fame," -mark this dry light of philosophy, that a man whose scholarly fame would
and the delicacy of the humor through carry his volume beyond our own shores
which it plays,

" but the fame of the should do. his best for our heroic Muse,
Rebel march into Pennsylvania, and of the robing her in all possible splendor ; and it is

victory of Gettysburg, will probably out- our wrong that he has chosen instead to
live even the taste for these alluring com- present the poor soul in attire so very in-

pouncls." This is Mr. White's good hu- differently selected from her limited ward-
mor

;
his bad humor is displayed in his robe.

note to a poem by Fitz James O'Brien on
the "Seventh Regiment," which he says
was "written by a young Irishman, one of The Story.of Kennett. By BAYA'RD TAYLOR.
its members." The young Irishman's name New York : G. P. Putnam ; Hurd and
is probably as familiar to most readers of Houghtoa.
the magazines as Mr. White's, and we can-
not help wondering how he knew a writer IN this novel Mr. Taylor has so far sur-
of singularly brilliant powers and wide re- passed his former efforts in extended fic-

pute only as " a young Irishman." tion, as to approach the excellence attained
But there are many things which Mr. in his briefer stories. He has of course

White seems not to know, and he has but some obvious advantages in recounting
a poor memory for names, and in his de- " The Story of Kennett " which were de-

spair he writes anonymous against the title nied him in " Hannah Thurston " and
of every third poem. We might have ex- "John Godfrey's Fortunes." He here deals

pected a gentleman interested in the po- with the persons, scenes, and actions of a

etry of the war to attend the lectures of Dr. hundred years ago, and thus gains that dis-
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tance so valuable to the novelist ; and he in a fox-hunt with Alfred Barton, and the
neither burdens himself with an element ut- evening at the tavern in the same company,
terly and hopelessly unpicturesque, like he beguiles his comrade into a lonely place,
modern reformerism, nor assumes the dim- reveals himself, and, with the usual ceremo-
cult office of interesting us in the scarcely nies, robs Barton of his money and watch,

more attractive details of literary adven- Thereafter, he is seen again, when he rides

ture. But we think, after all, that we owe through the midst of the volunteers of Ken-
the superiority of " The Story of Kennett "

nett, drinks at the bar of the village tavern,
less to the felicity of his subject than to Mr. and retires unharmed by the men assembled

Taylor's maturing powers as a novelist, to hunt him down and take him. After all,

of which his choice of a happy theme is but however, he is a real brigand, and no hero ;

one of the evidences. He seems to have and Mr. Taylor manages his character so

told his story because he liked it
;
and with- well as to leave us no pity for the fate of a

out the least consciousness (which we fear man, who, with some noble traits, is in the

haunted him in former efforts) that he was main fierce and cruel. He is at last given

doing something to supply the great want up to justice by the poor, half-wild creature

of an American novel. Indeed, but for the with whom he lives, and whom, in a furious

prologue dedicating the work in a some- moment, he^ strikes because she implores
what patronizing strain to his old friends him to return Gilbert his money,
and neighbors of Kennett, the author for- As for Gilbert, through all the joy of win-

gets himself entirely in the book, and leaves ning Martha, and the sickening disappoint-
us to,

remember him, therefore, with all the ment of losing his money, the shame and

greater pleasure. anguish of the mystery that hangs over his

The hero of the tale is Gilbert Potter, a origin oppress him ; and, having once experi-

young farmer of Kennett, on whose birth enced the horror of suspecting that Martha's

there is, in the belief of his neighbors, the father might also be his, he suffers hardly
stain of illegitimacy, though his mother, with less torture when the highwayman, on the

whom he lives somewhat solitarily and apart day of his conviction, sends to ask an inter-

from the others, denies the guilt imputed to view with him. But Sandy Flash merely
her, while some mystery forbids her to re- wishes to ease his conscience by revealing
veal her husband's name. Gilbert is in love the burial-place of Gilbert's money ; and

with Martha, the daughter of Dr. Deane, a when the young man, urged to the demand

rich, smooth, proud old Quaker, who is by an irresistible anxiety, implores,
" You

naturally no friend to the young man's suit, are not my father ?
"
the good highwayman,

but is rather bent upon his daughter's mar- in great and honest amazement, declares

riage with Alfred Barton, a bachelor of ad- that he certainly is not The mystery re-

vanced years, and apparent heir of one of mains, and it is not until the death of the

the hardest, wealthiest, and most obstinate- old man Barton that it is solved. Then it is

ly long-lived old gentlemen in the neighbor- dissipated, when Gilbert's mother, in pres-

hood. Obediently to the laws of fiction, ence of kindred and neighbors, assembled

Martha rejects Alfred Barton, who, indeed, at the funeral, claims Alfred Barton as her

is but a cool and timid wooer, and a weak, husband ; and after this nothing remains

selfish, spiritless man, of few good impulses, but the distribution of justice, and the ex-

with a dull fear and dislike of his own fa- planation that, long ago, before Gilbert's

ther, and a covert tenderness for Gilbert birth, his parents had been secretly mar-

The last, being openly accepted by Mar- ried. Alfred Barton, however, had sworn

tha, and forbidden, with much contumely, his wife not to reveal the marriage before

to see her, by her father", applies himself his father's death, at that time daily ex-

with all diligence to paying off the mort- pected, and had cruelly held her to her

gage on his farm, in order that he may wed vow after the birth of their son, and through
the Doctor's daughter, in spite of his science, all the succeeding years of agony and con-

his pride, and his riches ; but when he has tumely, loving her and her boy in his

earned the requisite sum, he is met on his weak, selfish, cowardly way, but dreading

way to Philadelphia and robbed of the too deeply his father's anger ever to do

money by Sandy Flash, a highwayman who them justice. The reader entirely sympa-
infested that region, and who, Mr. Taylor thizes with Gilbert's shame in such a father,

tells us, is an historical personage. He ap- and his half-regret that it had not been a

pears first in the first chapter of " The Sto- brave, bad man like Sandy Flash instead,

ry of Kennett," when, having spent the day Barton's punishment is finely worked out.
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The fact of the marriage had been brought Martha, the theories of individual action

to the old man's knowledge before his death, under special inspiration have created self-

and he had so changed his will as to leave reliance, and calm, fearless humility, sus-

the money intended for his son to his son's taining her in her struggle against the will

deeply wronged wife ; and, after the public of her father, and even against the sect to

assertion of their rights at the funeral, Gil- whose teachings she owes them. Dr. Deane

bert and his mother coldly withdraw from had made a marriage of which the Society

the wretched man, and leave him, humili- disapproved, but after his wife's death he

ated before the world he dreaded, to seek had professed contrition for his youthful

the late reconciliation which' is not accom- error, and had been again taken into the

plished in this book. It is impossible to quiet brotherhood. Martha, however, had

feel pity for his sufferings ;
but one can- always refused to unite with the Society,

not repress the hope that Mary and her son and had thereby been " a great cross "
to

will complete the beauty of their own char- her father, a man by no means broken

acters by forgiving him at last. under his affliction, but a hard-headed, self-

It seems to us that this scene of Mary satisfied, smooth, narrow egotist. Mr. Tay-
Potter's triumph at the funeral is the most lor contrives to present his person as clear-

effective in the whole book. Considering ly as his character, and we smell hypocrisy

her character and history, it is natural that in the sweet scent of marjoram that hangs
she should seek to make her justification as about him, see selfishness in his heavy face

signal and public as possible. The long and . and craft in the quiet gloss of his drab

pitiless years of shame following the error broadcloth, and hear obstinacy in his stud-

of her youthful love and ambition, during ied step. He is the most odious character

which the sin of attempting to found her in the book, what is bad in him being sep-

happiness on a deceit was so heavily pun- arated by such fine differences from what

ished, have disciplined her to the perfect act- is very good in others. We have even more

ing of her part, and all her past is elevated regard for Alfred Barton, who, though a cow-

and dignified by the calm power with which ard, has heart enough to be truly ashamed

she rights herself. She is the chief person at last, while Dr. Deane retains a mean self-

of the drama, which is so pure and simple respect after the folly and the wickedness

as not to approach melodrama
; and the of his purposes are shown to him.

other characters are merely passive agents ; His daughter, for all her firmness in resist-

while the reader, to whom the facts are ing her father's commands to marry Barton,

known, cannot help sharing their sense of and to dismiss Gilbert, is true woman, and

mystery and surprise. We confess to a submissive to her lover. The wooing of

deeper respect for Mr. Taylor's power than these, and of the other .lovers, Mark Deane
we have felt before, when we observe with and Sally Fairthorn, is described with pleas-
what masterly skill he contrives by a single ant touches of contrast, and a strict fidelity

incident to give sudden and important de- to place and character. Indeed, nothing

velopment to a character, which, however can be better than the faithful spirit in

insignificant it had previously seemed, we which Mr. Taylor seems to have adhered
must finally allow to have been perfectly to all the facts of the life he portrays,

prepared for such an effect. There is such shyness among American
The hero of the book, we find a good deal novelists (if we may so classify the writers

like other heroes, a little more natural of our meagre fiction) in regard to dates,

than most, perhaps, but still portentously names, and localities, that we are glad to

noble and perfect. He does not interest have a book in which there is great cour-

us much
;
but we greatly admire the heroine, age in this respect. Honesty of this kind

Martha Deane, whom he loves and mar- is vastly more acceptable to us than the

ries. In the study of her character and aerial romance which cannot alight in any
that of her father, Mr. Taylor is perfectly place known to the gazetteer. ; though we
at home, and extremely felicitous. There must confess that we attach infinitely less

is no one else who treats Quaker life so importance than the author does to the fact

well as the author of the beautiful story of that Miss Betsy Lavender, Deb. Smith,
" Friend Eli's Daughter

"
; and in the oppo- Sandy Flash, and the two Fairthorn boys

site characters of Doctor Deane and Martha are drawn from the characters of persons
we have the best portraiture of the contrasts who once actually lived. Indeed, we could

which Quakerism produces in human na- dispense very well with the low comedy of

ture. In the sweet and unselfish spirit of Sally's brothers, and, in spite of Miss Bet-
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sy Lavender's foundation in fact, we could pleasantly as may be, with the opinions and
consent to lose her much sooner than any appearance of the leaders in these bodies,

other leading character of the book : she But the value of this part of his book is

seems to us made-up and mechanical. On necessarily transitory ; and we have been
the contrary, we find Sally Fairthorn, with much more interested in the chapters which
her rustic beauty and fresh-heartedness, her recount the author's experiences of travel

impulses and blunders, altogether delight- and sojourn, and describe the popular char-

ful. She is a part of the thoroughly coun- acter and civilization of the South as affected

try flavor of the book, the rides through by the event of the war. It must be con-

the woods, the huskings, the raising of the fessed, however, that the picture is not one

barn, (how admirably and poetically all from which we can take great courage for

that scene of the barn-raising is depicted ! ) the present. The leading men in the re-

just as Martha somehow belongs to the gion through which Mr. Andrews passed
loveliness and goodness of nature, the seem to have an adequate conception of

blossom and the harvest which appear and the fact that the South can only rise again

reappear in the story. through tranquillity, education, and justice ;

We must applaud the delicacy and pro- and some few of these men have the daring

priety of the descriptive parts of Mr. Tay- to declare that regeneration must come
lor's work : they are rare and brief, and through her abandonment of all the social

they are inseparable from the human in- theories and prejudices that distinguished

terest of the narrative with which they are her as a section before the war. But in a

interwoven. The style of the whole fiction great degree the beaten bully is a bully

is clear and simple, and, in the more dra- still. There is the old lounging, the old

made scenes, like that of old Barton's tipsiness, the old swagger, the old violence,

funeral, rises effortlessly into very great Mr. Andrews has to fly from a mob, as in

strength. The plot, too, is well man- the merry days of 1859, because he per-

aged ; the incidents naturally succeed each suades an old negro to go home and not

other ; and, while some portion of the stay and be stabbed by a gentleman of one

end may be foreseen, it must be allowed of the first families. Drunken life - long
that the author skilfully conceals the secret idlers hiccup an eloquent despair over the

of Gilbert's parentage, while preparing at freedmen's worthlessness ; bitter young la-

the right moment to break it effectively to dies and high-toned gentlemen insult North-

the reader. erners when opportunity offers ; and, while

there is a general disposition to accept the

fortune of war, there is a belief, equally

The South since the War : as shcnvn by Four- general, among our unconstructed brethren,

teen Weeks of Travel and Observation that better people were never worse ofL

in Georgia and the Carolina*. By SID- The conditions outside of the great towns

NEY ANDREWS. Boston : Ticknor and are not such as to attract Northern immi-

Fields. gration, in which the chief hope of the

South lies ; and there is but slight wish on

THE simple and clear exhibition of things the part of the dominant classes to improve

heard and seen in the South seems to have the industry of the country by doing justice

been the object of Mr. Andrews's interest- to the liberated slaves. The military, un-

ing tour, and he holds the mirror up to Re- der the Freedmen's Bureau, does something

construction with a noble and self-denying to enforce contracts and punish outrage ;

fidelity. It would have been much easier but it is often lamentably inadequate, and

to give us studied theories and specula- is sometimes controlled by men who have

tions instead of the facts we needed, and the baseness to side against the weak,

we are by no means inclined to let the Of the three States through which Mr.

crudity of parts of the present book abate Andrews travelled, South Carolina seems

from our admiration of its honesty and to be in the most hopeful mood for regen-

straightforwardness. eration ;
but it is probable that the natural

A great share of the volume is devoted to advantages of Georgia will attract a larger

sketches of scenes and debates in the Con- share of foreign capital and industry, and

ventions held last autumn in North and place it first in the line of redemption,

South Carolina and Georgia, for the recon- though the temper of its people is less in-

struction of the State governments ;
and Mr. telligent and frank than that of the South-

Andrews's readers are made acquainted, as Carolinians. In North Carolina the diffi-
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culty seems to be with the prevailing ig- whole nation to the fancy as anything but a

norance and poverty of the lower classes, race of idiotic dolls, would be saying far

and the lukewarm virtue of people who too much. No traveller has ever accom-

were also lukewarm in wickedness, and plished so much as that, save that wonder-

whose present loyalty is dull and cold, like ml Roman Catholic, Hue. But setting all

their late treason. this apart, there has scarcely appeared in

English, until now, so exhaustive and so

honest a picture of the external phenomena
Social Life of the Chinese : with some Account of C hinese' life.

of their Religious, Governmental, Educa- It is painful to have to single out honesty

tional, and Business Customs and Opin- as a special merit in a missionary work ;

ions, etc. By REV. JUSTUS DOOLITTLE, but the temptation to filch away the good
Fourteen Years Member of the Fuhchan name of a Pagan community is very formi-

Mission of the American Board. With dable, and few even among lay travellers

over One Hundred and Fifty Illustra- have done as faithful justice to the Chinese

tions. In Two Volumes. New York: character as Mr. Doolittle. He fully rec-

Harper and Brothers. . ognizes the extended charities of the Chi-

nese and their filial piety ; stoutly declares

MR. DOOLITTLE speaks of a class of de- that tight shoeing is not so injurious as tight

graded individuals in China, "who'are will- lacing, and that Chinese slavery is not so

ing to make amusement for others." The bad as the late lamented " institution
"
in

severest critic can hardly assign him to America ; shows that the religions of that

any such class, for there is no reason to land, taken at their worst, have none of the

suppose that he would have made his book deified sensuality of other ancient mytholo-

amusing, if he could possibly have helped gies, and that the greatest practical evils,

it. But the Chinese are a race of such such as infanticide, are steadily combated

amazing and inexhaustible oddities, that by the Chinese themselves. Even ,on the

the driest description of them, if it be only most delicate point, the actual condition of

truthful, must be entertaining. missionary enterprises, the good man tells

What power of prose can withdraw all the precise truth with the 'most admirable

interest from a people whose theology de- frankness. To make a single convert cost

clares that whoever throws printed paper seven years' labor at Canton, and nine at

on the ground in anger
" has five dements, Fuhchan, and it was twenty-eight years ere

and will lose his intelligence," and that he a church was organized. Out of four hun-

who tosses it into water " has twenty de- dred million souls, there are as yet less

merits, and will have sore eyes
"

? A peo- than three thousand converts, as the result

pie among whom unmarried women who of the labor of two hundred missionaries,
have forsworn meat are called "

vegetable after sixty years of work. Yet Mr. Doo-

virgins," and married women similarly little, who has spent more than a third of

pledged are known as "vegetable dames," his life in China, still finds his courage

among whom a present of sugar-cane sig- fresh and his zeal unabated ; and every one
nifies the approach of an elder sister, and must look with respect upon a self-devo-

oysters in an earthen vessel are the charm- tion so generous and so sincere,

ing signal that a younger brother draws

near, a people among whom the most

exciting confectionery is made of rice and Hans Brinker, ar the Silver Skates, a Story
molasses, --how can the Reverend Justus of Life in Holland. By M. E. DODGE.
Doolittle deprive such a people of the most New York : James O'Kane.

piquant interest ?

And when we come to weightier matters, HANS BRINKER is a charming domestic
one finds this to be after all one of those story of some three hundred and fifty pages,
"dry books" for which Margaret Fuller which is addressed, indeed, to young peo-
declared her preference, a book where the pie, but which may be read with pleasure
author supplies only a multiplicity of the and profit by their elders. The scene is

most unvarnished facts, and leaves all the laid in Holland, a land deserving to be bet-

imagination to the reader. To say that he ter known than it is ; and the writer evinces
for one instant makes the individuality of a a knowledge of the country, and an acquaint-
Chinese conceivable, or his human exist- ance with the spirit and habits of its stout,
ence credible, or that he can represent the independent, estimable people, which must
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have been gathered not from books alone, denly alive with boys and girls. The sly
but from living sources. thing, shining so quietly under the noond,.,/

Graphically, too, is the quaint picture sun, was a kaleidoscope at heart, and only
sketched, and with a pleasant touch of hu- needed a shake from that great clapper to

mor. We all know the main features of startle it into dazzling changes.
Dutch scenery ;

but they are seldom brought "Dozens of gayly clad children were
to our notice with livelier effect. Speaking skating in and out among each other, and
of the guardian dikes, Mrs. Dodge says : all their pent-up merriment of the morning

"
They are high and wide, and the tops was relieving itself in song and shout and

of some of them are covered with buildings laughter. There was nothing to check the

and trees. They have even fine public flow of frolic. Not a thought of school-

roads upon them, from which horses may books came out with them into the sunshine,

look down on wayside cottages. Often the Latin, arithmetic, grammar, all were locked

keels of floating ships are higher than the up for an hour in the dingy school-room,

roofs of the dwellings. The stork chatter- The teacher might be a noun if he wished,

ing to her young on the house-peak may and a proper one at that, but they meant
feel that her nest is lifted out of danger, but to enjoy themselves. As long as the skat-

the croaking frog in neighboring bulrushes ing was as perfect as this, it made no dif-

is nearer the stars than she. Water-bugs ference whether Holland was on the North

dart backward and forward above the heads Pole or the Equator ; and as for philoso-

of the chimney-swallows, and willow-trees phy, how could they bother themselves

seem drooping with shame, because they about inertia and gravitation and such

cannot reach as high as the reeds near by. things, when it was as much as they could

.... Farm-houses, with roofs like great do to keep from getting knocked over in

slouched hats over their eyes, stand on the commotion ?
"

wooden legs with a tucked-up sort of air, There is no formal moral, obtruding it-

as if to say,
' We intend to keep dry if we self in set phrase. The lessons inculcated,

can.' Even the horses wear a wide stool elevated in tone, are in the action of the story
on each hoof to lift them out of the mire, and the feelings and aspirations of the ac-

.... Men, women, and children go clatter- tors. A young lady, for example, has been

ing about in wooden shoes with loose heels
;

on a visit to aid and console a poor peasant-

peasant-girls, who cannot get beaux for girl, whom, having been in deep affliction,

love, hire them for money to escort them she found unexpectedly relieved. Engrossed
to the Kermis ; and husbands and wives by her warm sympathy with her humble

lovingly harness themselves, side by side, friend, she forgets the lapse of time.

on- the bank of the canal, and drag their
" Helda was reprimanded severely that

pakschuyts to market day for returning late to school after recess,
" ' One thing is clear,' cries Master Bright- and for imperfect recitation,

side,
' the inhabitants need never be thirsty.'

" She had remained near the cottage un-

But no, Odd-land is true to itself still. Not- til she heard Dame Brinker laugh, and heard

withstanding the sea pushing to get in, and Ha^ns say,
' Here I am, father !

' and then

the lakes pushing te get out, and all the she had gone back to her lessons. What
canals and rivers and ditches, there is, in wonder that she missed them ! How could

many districts, no water fit to swallow ; our she get a long string of Latin verbs by heart,

poor Hollanders must go dry, or drink wine when her heart did not care a fig for them,

and beer, or send inland to Utrecht and but would keep saying to itself,
'

O, I am so

, other favored localities for that precious glad! I am so glad !'

fluid, older thaji Adam, yet young as the The book contains two things, a series

-.rnorning dew." of lifelike pictures of an interesting country

The book is fresh and flavorous in tone, and of the odd ways and peculiarities and

.and speaks to the fancy of children. Here homely virtues of its inhabitants ;
and then,

is a scene on the canal : interwoven with these, a simple tale, now
" It was recess-hour. At the first stroke pathetic, now amusing, and carrying with it

of the school-house bell, the canal seemed wholesome influences on the young heart

tremendous shout, and grow sud- and mind.
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